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A BBOTT, J. S. C., Life of Franklin by, 221 
J~\_ Abel, Dr., knowledge of languages by, 16 
Accident : machine-room, 250; not reporting, 

280; paper-mill, 127, 155; to a master- 
printer, 16 

Accidents, fatal, 16, 198 
Actions at law :— 

Allingham ®. Roberts,—guaranteed circulation, 
40 

Barnes ®. Dredger,—books spoiled in binding, 
112 

Beeforth ®. Mintz, — infringement of copy¬ 
right, 232 

Blackwood ®. Hile,—libel, in 
Bouffler ®. Daily Telegraph, —what is a fair 

report, 159 
Branston ®. Andreoli,—correct workmanship, 65 
Breakenridge ®. Saunders,—printing, anuisance, 

280 
Briggs ®. Brooks,—copyright, 279 
Brooks ®. Dicks,—copyright, 134 
Brown, Roberts, & Co. ®. Brooks,—credit in 

the paper trade, 64 
Bullen ®. Davis,—British Museum copies, 136 
Cahill ®. Read,—libel, 19 
Carlton ®. Saunders,—breach of agreement, 184 
Chard ®. Macliver,—libel, 40 
Collingridge ®. Athier,—the Rock libel case, 

no 
Collingridge ®. De la Rue,—copyright, 160 
Collingridge ®. Francis,—advertisements, 280 
Collins ®. Dorosne, — French protection to 

authors, 160 
Crocker ®. Pinson,—book canvassing, 208 
D’Arcy ®. Saunders,—spoiling work, 160 
D’Avigdor ®. Labouchere, — the Examiner 

and Truth case, 158 
Defries ®. Holt,—singular defence, 207 
Dicks v. Brooks,—copyright, 134 
Dicks ®. Yates, 232 
Dupuy ®. Dilkes,—wrong plaintiff, 183 
Edwards ®. Peck,—a literary policeman, 207 
Etlierington v. Edlin,—alleged set-off, 207 
Eyre ®. Barker,—advertisement order, 135 
Flower ®. Lloyd,—infringement of patent, 39 
Fullford v. Doddimeade,—submission of a 

proof, 135 
Gilbert ®. Sabunjie,—set-off for proofs, 136 
Heaton ®. Wilkinson,—company floating, 184 
Henley ®. Purkess,—alleged plagiarism, 160 
Hole and Leech ®. Bradbury & Evans,—copy¬ 

right, 160, 183 

Hopkins ®. Maynell,—breach of contract, 160 
Plutchings ®. Buchanan, — circulation and 

advertising, 40 

Hutchings & Crossley v. Brawn,—advertise¬ 
ment order, 112 

Ireland ®. Newcome,— advertisements, 65 
Jones ®. Worth,—uncompleted order, 64 
Joyce ®. Tindall,—who gave the order ? 185 
Kearns®. Truscott,—unfounded charge of libel, 

205, 231 

Actions at law {continued):— 
Kelly ®. Byles,—copyright, 111 
Lambe v. Richardson,—workmanship, 184 
Lambri v. Truth,—libel, ill; liability of 

printers, 158 
Lawson®. Trutk,—libel, 278 
Lefroy ®. Arnott,—libel, 40 
Lefroy ®. Burnside,—an Irish libel, 159 
Lewis ®. Wart on, — compositors as money¬ 

lenders, 280 
Licensed Victuallers' Guardian ®. Dormer,— 

advertisement order, 256 
Longridge, in re,—copyright, registry at Sta¬ 

tioners’ Hall, 136 
Lord de L’lsle ®. Bentley,—libel by the Stan¬ 

dard, 205 
Lucas ®. Cooke,—copyright, 232 
Maple ®. Straker,—bailees, 230 
Mark ®. Emmens,—liability of editors, 256 
Middlehurst ®. Heywood,—fair comment, 183 
Murray®. Pattison,—breach of contract, 112 
Nichol ®. Tomlinson,—alleged fraudulent pro¬ 

spectus, 161 
Pepperell ®. Marquis Townshend,—-wrongful 

dismissal, 40, 161, 279 
Phillips ®. Hutton,—allowance for extras, 183 
Pimlott ®. Naylor,—erasure of dates, 135 
Potter ®. Ramsden,—foreman’s responsibility, 

89 
Queen ®. Ridgway,—libel, 279 
Queen ®. Mortimer,—libel by Figaro, 159, 277 
Queen ®. Woodhall and Gibson,—libel stayed, 

297 
Ray ®. Ashley,—law of libel, 159 
Richardson ®. Stevenson,—disputed liability, 

184 _ 
Roberts ®. Munroe,—alteration of a proof, 40 
Sandford v. Taylor,—novel action against the 

Manchester Guardian, 183 
Scantlebury ®. The Times,—libel, 89 
Schreider®. Lane,—work according to order, 256 
Shepherd ®. Francis,—the Athentzum libel, 158 
Smith®. Ogden,—workmanship, 89, 112 
Southwell ®. Ploulston,—pledging employer’s 

credit, 207 
Stanley®. Bradley,—instant dismissal, 135 
Stevens®. Jackson,—copyright, 134 
Stevens ®. Sampson,—libellous law report, 65 ; 

privileged report, 279 
Stonhill v. Trounce,— charge and counter¬ 

charge, no, 277 
Sweatman ®. Beveridge,—wages in lieu of no¬ 

tice, 19 
Temperance restaurant for printers, 277 
Tillotson ®. Simmons, — advertisement con¬ 

tract, 160 
Tolhausen ®. Emmott,—charge for compiling 

index, 20 
Tomlinson®. Lyons,—Statute of Limitations, 40 
Ulster Gazette, in re Government Security Fire 

Insurance Co.,—payment in shares, 182 
Weldon and De Bathe ®. the Figaro,—libel, 65 

Actions at law {continued):— 

West and Langtry ®. Rosenberg,—Town Talk 
libels, 231 

White Ash Paper Co., in re,—alleged false 
prospectus, 88 

Whittle v. Forth House Paper-Mills Co.,— 
nuisance, 280 

Wood ®. London and Brighton Railway Co.,— 
non-delivery of newspapers, 135 

Advertisement: contract, 160; contractors, lia¬ 
bility of, 65; curious case, 280; guaranteed 
circulation, 40 ; orders, 135 ; liability for, 112 

Advertisements : betting, prosecution, 20 ; curious 
question as to, 108 ; Government, cost of, 178 ; 
newspaper, 250 ; prepaid, 152 ; sweet, 225 

Advertisers’Association, the, 113 
Advertising : hints on, 200 ; novel means of, 15 ; 

payment for in shares, 14 
Assop’s fables, reprint of, 153 
Agreement, what is breach of? 184 
Alauzet, M., machine by, to print 70,000 an 

hour, 127 
Alauzet & Co., dissolution of partnership, 250 
Allibone, Dr. S. A., appointed librarian, 57 
Almanack, the “ Boudoir,” 84 
Almanacks, issue of, 17, 39 
Almshouses, Printers’, elections to, 226 
Alsace, printing in, 152; wood-engraving in, 5 
Alsop, W., presentation to, 223 
America : bank-note paper of, 37 ; book-post, 

226 ; competition with English printers, 175 ; 
notes from, see “Notes;” post-office, 274; 
printing-trade in, 274 ; style of journalism of, 

*53 
Animals, kindness to, cards for promoting, 105 
Annett, Mr., printer, Landport, death of, 136 
Antiquities, printing, Dundee, 273 
Apology to newspapers, a judge’s, 179 
Appleton, Dr. C. E., death of, 65 
Apprentice: question, the, 125; system in Aus¬ 

tria, 109, 178 
Apprentices, machine-minders’ and press, compe¬ 

tition among, 57 
Apprentices, printers’: education of, 176 ; exa¬ 

mination of, 249; extension of term for, 223 ; 
inefficient, 274; prizes to, by MM. Chaix, 
224; school for, Berlin, 249; technical exami¬ 
nations for, 54, 81 

Arber, E., “ reprints” of old and modern books 
by, 149 

Art, L', 18, 85, 253; enterprise of, 154 
Art : in landscapes, Mr. W. Neilson on, 17 ; is 

printing an? 85; works of, French copyright 
in, 177 

Art-Union of London, the, 62, 106 
Art-Union, Printers’: efforts of, frustrated, 176; 

National, 13, 85, 127, 273 
Arts, graphic : exhibition of, Leipsic, 36, 151 ; 

Ulm, 37 ; exports and imports relating to, 252 
Arts, Society of, 124, 250 
Asphalte, use of, in photo-lithography and en¬ 

graving, 75 
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Austria : apprentice system in, 109,178 ; budget of 
the Government printing-office, 106 ; Emperor 
of, drawings by, 58 ; procession of printers at 
the Emperor’s silver wedding, 120 ; repeal of 
Newspaper Stamp Act, 273 

Author, every man an, 202 
Authors : amateur, 203 ; deceased, MS. of, 36 
Authors’ Association, German, 224 
Autographs : in National Portrait Gallery, 252 ; 

of literary men, 174 

“ "DACKUS ” water-motor, the, 191 
I ) Bacon’s multiple-colour appliance, 98 

Bailees, printers, 230 
Baines, Edward, biographical sketch of, 230 
Balding, Hans, designs for wood-engravers by, 7 
Balzac’s proofs, 38 
Banquet, a Press, 275 
Bank-note : forgery, 256 ; new French, 16 ; paper, 

American, 37 ; printing, 55 
Bartolozzi’s engravings, 81 
Bate, John, testimonial to, 83 
Bates, W., on George and Robert Cruikshank, 175 
Bathing, luxurious, 197 
Bazaar, the, advertisements in, 85 
Bebro, Marcus, estate of, 66 
Beecher, Mr., troubles of, 129 
Benderitter, M., “Guide de l’Apprenti Impri- 

meur lithographe,” 102 
Benefit Society of Compositors and Pressmen, 

London, 59 
Beranger, statue to, 104 
Berger-Levrault & Co., banquet to employes of, 35 
Berlin, graphic industries of, 248 
Bible : circulation of the, 87, 128 ; the “ knave,” 

38 ; new Oxford, 276 ; printing, 29 ; revision, 
252 

Bibliography of Printing, 11, 30, 51, 72, 96, 119, 
142, 169, 192, 216, 241, 264 

Bibliography in France, 224 
Bigg’s charity, pensioners elected, 151 
Billposters’ Association, United Kingdom, 201 
Bill-stamps, French, 104 
Bills of sale, by printers, number of, 12 ; see 

“ Gazette.” 
Binding, books spoiled in, 112 
Birkett, R., stationer, will of, 66 
Bisschop gas-engine, the, 192 
Biter bit, the, 224 
Black and white exhibition, Manchester, 83 
Blackleading-machine, Clowes’s, 121 
Blackwood, J., publisher, Edinburgh, death of, 257 
Blades, W., on Caxton’s device, 146; on the 

identity of John Walter, 43 
Blind : alphabets for, 62 ; type for the, 127 
Blunders, printers’, 228 
Bogue (Hardwicke & Bogue), removal of busi¬ 

ness of, 137 ■ 
Boiler explosion at a paper-mill, 155 
Bond, T. W., journalist, death of, 185 
Bonfantini, M., printer, Basle, gold medal awarded 

to, 272 
Book employment and health, 34 
Book or newspaper, what is a ? 102 
Bookbinders’ charity, poor argument for, 128 
Bookbinding : ancient, specimens of, 153 ; report 

of delegate to Paris Exhibition, 54; Mr. 
Zaehnsdorf on, 223, 270 

Book-post : GSrman, 199 ; packets, 60 ; regula¬ 
tions, 103, 129, 225 ; American, 226 

Books : cost of, 250; English, exports of, 57,127, 

177. l99> 224> 2So ; German, in 1878, 59 ; mis¬ 
use of, 18 ; new, see “ Reviewsold and 
modern, reprints of, 149 ; religious, and pros¬ 
perity, 228 ; scarce, sale of, 108 

Bookseller, a bishop, 82 
Book-trade : French, 36; in 1878, 18 ; our 

foreign, 152 ; Swedish, 154. 

Boot, A., printer, compensation for premises of, 

257 
Bores, hint to, 250 
Bosnia Government printing-office, 38 
Bradford Bill-posting Co., dividend of, 177 
Bradford Chronicle Co., winding up of, 22 
“ Bremner ” machine, the, 49 

Brewer, J., music-publisher, will of, 113 
Brief, example of, followed, 251 ; on the treat¬ 

ment of first-class misdemeanants, 271 
Bright, Mr., on Indian press law, 181 
British Empire Newspaper Co., the, 234 
British Israel Identity Corporation, the 258 
British Museum, engraved portraits in, 17; 

keepership of MSS. in, 15, 81 
British Museum library : the, 130, 157; proposed 

catalogue, 93, 150, 198; see also “Museum” 
Broadbent & Son, Wm., new company, 209 
Builder, the, interesting coincidence, 34 
Bulgaria : journals in, 82 ; press censorship in, 

128, 227 ; shorthand in, 201 
Bullock machine, the, 239 
Business discreditable, 135 
“ Business,” new edition of, 251 
Butt, Isaac, M. P., death of, 112 
Byron’s satire, “English Bards,” &c., letter on, 

by M. Madden, 201 

CABUL, Ameer of, press-men presented to, 157 
Calendar for 1880, 200 

Caligraphy, specimen of, by Mr. Benison, 275 
Canada, new tariff, effect of on printing, 104 
Canada, injurious tariff of, 125 
Candour, nothing like it, 246 
Canoe accident on Lough Allen, 177 
Canvassing, book, 208 
Cards : funeral, 127; kindness to animals by, 105 ; 

stamp duty on, 249 
Carriers, liability of, for non-delivery of news¬ 

papers, 135 
Cassell Petter & Galpin : fire-brigade of, 237, 

251 ; precautions against fire by, 238 
Carruthers, G., proprietor of Barrow Herald, 

death of, 65 
Catalogue : of books in British Museum, proposed, 

93> 150, 198 ; of early works, Toulouse library, 
37 ; of English books, 275 ; a noble, 225 ; of 
printers’ machinery, 255 ; of Ullmer’s type 
specimens, 223 ; of works on printing, 59 

Caxton’s device, 102, 146 
“ Caxton ” treadle platen-machine, the, 144 
“ Cham,” of the Charivari, death of, 208 
Changes, Press, see “Journals, new” 
Changes, trade, 20, 41, 66, 90, 113, 137, 161, 

185, 209, 234, 258, 282 
“ Chapel-money,” and printing-ink, 129 
Charavay, M., editor of ISImprimerie, death of, 

I36 
Charing Cross Publishing Co. : libel, 256 ; ac¬ 

quittal of, 279 
Charities, trade, governing body of our, 23 
Chatsworth library, 63 
Children, employment of, in France, 58 
Chemist dnd Druggist, the, miniature copy, 58, 84 
Chifferiel, W., law stationer, death of, 65 
Christian Knowledge, Society for Promoting, 246 
Christian names, abbreviations of, 84 
Christian Signal Publishing Co., winding up of, 43 
Christmas-boxes, protest against, 17 
Christmas Numbers, postage on, 273 
Chromo-lithographic machine, Furnival’s, 25 
Chromo-typography, multiple colour-printing, 152 
Chromo-zylography, 59 
Circular, printed, what is a ? 60 
Circulars, printed, and the Post-office, 80 
Circulation, question as to, 40 
City of London Printing Co., 258 
City printing, expenditure on, 252 
Civil Service Supply Association, stationery sold 

by, 198 
Clowes’s blackleading-machine, 121 
Club, West End, newspapers taken from, 199 
Clubs, machine-minders’, 197 
Cock, J. S., music publisher, liquidation of estate 

of, 260 
Coffee-house, a trade, 58 
Collette, C. H., solicitor, charge of fraud, 281 
Colour-printing process, new, 104 
Colour-ruling, specimen of, 250 
Comment, what is fair? 183 
Commercial Paper Stock Co., the, 258 
Commerson, M., pun-writer, death of, 179 

Commissions, illicit, inquiry on, 222, 271 
Companies, new Printing, &c., 21, 66, 90, 113, 

137, 162, 234, 258, 282 
Company-floating, 184 

Compensation for printing-office, 257 
Competition, dishonest, 16 
Composing-machine : appreciation of the, 33, 35 ; 

swindle, 224 
Composing-machines : Hattersley’s, 150 ; in Den¬ 

mark, 223 ; in Germany, 59 
Compositor, a Paris mayor, 177 
Compositors : as editors, 37 ; female, 83, 221 ; 

hints to, 199; as money-lenders, 281 ; veteran, 
honorary distinctions to, 128 ; wages of in 
New Zealand, 176 

Compositors, London Society of, 109, 175, 176; 
alleged fraud on, 40 ; balance-sheet, 248; 
building for, not to be erected, 176 ; Eagle- 
street site for sale, 197, 248 ; income of, 33 ; 
provident allowance, 248 ; registration of, 54, 
271 

Compositors’ Society of Antwerp : treasurer of 
absconded, 198 ; arrest of, 249 

Congress, international literary, 131, 156; second, 
176 

Congress, Italian printers’, expenses of, 57 
Congress, trade unions, 221 ; printers at the, 226 
Conisbee’s two-colour machine, 9 
Contract, breach of, 160 ; by a printer, 112 
“ Contract Journal” Co., the 137 
Contracts, printing, 82, 127, 153; Swiss Govern¬ 

ment, 155 
“ Convey,” or “steal,” 199 
Convict prisons, printing in, 201 
Cook, C., presentation to, 105 
Cooke, A., proprietor of the Graphic, death of, 185 
Co-operation : Mr. A. H. Judd on, 107 ; print¬ 

ing trade, 152 ; printing, Florence, 59 
Co-operative Printing Co., Manchester, 61, 204 
Co-operative Review, a, 108 
Copying-press, safety, 200 
Copyright : artistic, in France, 201 ; Bill, 

the, 198, 224; Commission, the, and the 
British Museum, 80 ; compensation, 273 ; 
English and American, 104; infringement of, 
134, 154, 232, 260, 279; international, 79, 
203 ; legislation, proposed, 178 ; Mr. Macfie on, 
179 ; photographic, 248 ; playing-cards, 160 ; 
“Post-office Directory,” ill; register your, 
160, 183 ; title, 232 

Copyrights, musical, sale of, 16, 107, 275 
Corcoran, Bryan, death of, 20 
Corrections, lithographic, 107 
Cox, Mr. Serjeant, proprietor of the Field and 

other journals, death of, 281 
Correspondence :— 

Blades, W., on the identity of John Walter, 43 
Discolouration from heat, 284 
Furnival & Co., Messrs., on diagonal rolling, 

212 
Hart, L., on photo-typography, 140 
Manchester Typographical Association, 236 
Newsurn, G., on diagonal rolling, 212 
Photo-typography, &c., at the antipodes, 140 
Rolling, diagonal, on litho-machine, 188, 212 
Spurrell, W., on “John Walter of the Titnes,” 

116 
Walter, John, identity of, 43, 116 

Correspondents, answers to, 22, 44, 68, 92, 
116, 140, 164, 188, 211, 236, 260, 284 

Correspondents, special : with the army, 86; 
labours of, 222 

Cosas de Espana, 228 
Coupon system, prize, 251 
Cowen, Joseph, M.P., sketch of, 226 
Crace collection of maps, purchase of, 272 
Credit: employers’, pledging, 207 ; paper trade,64 
Creditors, meetings of, 68, 92, 115, 139, 164, 

187, 211, 236, 260, 283 
Criminal code, new, 108 
Criticism, fair, limits of, 133, 158 
Critics and their troubles, 150 
Curiosities, stenographic, 272 
Cutting-machine, Furnival’s new, 244 
Cyprus, journalism in, 272 
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DALLAS, E. S.( of the Times, death of, 41 
Dana, R. H., editor, America, death of, 41 

Dandy-roll, prize, 250 
Dane, J., printing-ink maker, will of, 185 
Darwin, Lieut., on the use of tinfoil for pre¬ 

serving litho-drawings, 262 
Daumier, M., caricaturist, Paris, death of, 65 
Daye, John, brass tablet to, in Little Bradley 

Church, 249 
Delane, J. T., of the Times, death of, 281 
Delegates to Paris Exhibition, printers and book¬ 

binders, 54 
Delepierre, J. O., Belgian Consul-General, death 

of, 208 
“ Deliverer,” Hird’s pneumatic, 77 
Denmark, composing machines in, 223; printing 

in, 152 
Derby Typographical Society, 227 
Dibden, Thomas Frognal, article on, 189 
Dickens, C., as a journalist, 275 ; death of widow 

of, 280 ; sale of residence of, 177 
Dictionary : English, Philological Society’s, 252 ; 

French Academy, supplement to, 53 
Didot, Ambroise Firmin, sale of library of, 126, 

I52 
Didot (Firmin) & Co., female labour at estab¬ 

lishment of, 179 
Diprose, J. (Diprose, Bateman, & Co.), death of, 

161 ; will of, 185 
Discovery, literary, 129 
Disgrace to his order, a, 232, 257 
Dismissal : instant, what justifies, 135 ; without 

notice, 19; wrongful, 40, 161 
Disputes, journalistic, how to settle, 142 
Dore, Gustave, honour on, 57, 126 
Drama, amateur performance for Printers’ Pen¬ 

sion, 54, 82 
Draughtsman, caution to, 227 
Drawing-instruments, improved, 86 
Drawings on wood, reversing, 204 
Dryden & Foord’s taking-off apparatus, 25 
Duel between journalists, 224 
Dufour, Th., “ sur la Confession de Foi de Cal¬ 

vin,” 102 
Duffy, James, testimonial to executor of, 180 
Dulness in the printing trade, 13 
Dunkin, A. J., printer, Dartford, will of, 89 
Dunn, S., printer, Glasgow, death of, 20 
“Durable” Printers’ Roller Co., 132, 138, 251 

ECLIPSE,” taking-off apparatus, 99 
Economy : mistaken, 252 ; printing- 

office, see “Printing-office” 
Edinburgh, new works of Messrs. Johnson at, 

117 
Editor, dismissal of an, 40 
Editors : American, salaries of, 17 ; liability of, 

256 
Edmonstone & Co., Edinburgh, trust-deed by, 

236 
Education Department as publishers, 250 
Education, printers’: better, 54, 80 ; blame to 

employers, 54 ; technical, 200, 222, 249 
Electric light: in British Museum, 249; in printing- 

offices, failure of, 177 ; in reading-rooms, 202 ; 
in Times office, 249 

Electric pen, new, 204 
Electricity, journals of, 276 
Elzevirs, the, works of, 80 
Embezzlement by a traveller, 233 
“ Empire ” platen-machine, the, 49 
Employer, a liberal, 35 
Employers : French, organisation of, 33 ; liability 

of, for injuries to workmen, 80 
Engraving : asphalte used for, 75 ; line, art of, 

133 ; on metals, 46, 47 ; on wood, limitations 
of, 15, 45, 69, 94; plate, for transferring to 
pottery, 130; wood in Strasbourg, 5 

Engravings: exhibition of, Edinburgh, 17; im¬ 
port duties on, 225 ; pirating, 185 

Enterprise, foreign, 84 
Errors, printers’, 129 
Etching, lecture on, 106, 273 
Etchings by old masters, 37, 273 

Etienne, Herr M., editor, Vienna Neue Freie 
Presse, death of, 112 

Exhibition, Paris : bookbinders’ report of, 54 ; 
lithographers and the, 107 j medals, 273 

Exhibitions : artistic, in Paris, 35 ; photographic, 
222 

Exports of books, 57, 127, 177, 199, 224, 250, 273 
Exports of printing materials, 107, 133, 156, 181, 

204, 229, 254, 276 
Expulsion of a printer from Germany, 153 
Extras, allowance for, 183 
Eyesight: and reading, 62 ; and size of type, no 

FABER, HerrE., pencil maker: benevolence 
of, 199 ; death of, 89 

Factory and Workshop Act, the, 14 ; breaches of 
the, 206, 256, 280; and printers, 103 

Farmer’s Web-machine, 261 
“ Fate of the Fig-tree,” 151 
Federation of trade organizations, 221 
Female labour at MM. Firmin-Didot & Co.’s, 179 
Females : employment of as compositors, 221 ; 

lithographic artists, 151 
Fiasco, a reporting, 179 
Fire in printing-offices, 237 
Fires, 60, 84, 105, 126, 199, 224, 249, 251, 275 
Five-colour printing machine, a, 35 
Fleet-street property, value of, 59 
Flogging for libel, 84 
Folding-machines, American, 255 
Forbes, Alex., energy of, 178 
Foreman, responsibility of a, 89 
Forst, Herr, J., Johannisberg, death of, 65 
Fourdrinier, H. W., stationer, will of, 137 
France : artistic copyright in, 201 ; bibliography 

in, 224; book licences in, 57 ; book-trade in, 
36; liberty of the Press in, 105, no, 126; 
paper duty in, 127 ; trade unions in, 33 

Franklin, Benjamin, anniversary of, 104 
Fraud by a printer, 232, 281 
Funerals, invitation cards for, 127 
Furnival’s new chromo-lithographic machine, 25 ; 

new cutting-machine, 244 

GAGGING ACT, Press : in Germany, 272; in 
India, 59 ; in Victoria, 108 

Garrison, W. L., New York, death of, 136 
Gas as a motive power, 223 
Gas-engine, the Bisschop, 192 
Gas-engines, exhibition of, 107, 272 
Gazette notices, 21, 42, 66, 90, 114, 138, 162, 

186, 210, 234, 258, 282 
Geographical Society, Royal, meeting of, 154 
Gering, Ulrich, monument to, 151 
Gerlach, Herr, collection of monograms by, 238 
Germany : book-post in, 199 ; book-trade, 272 ; 

foreign newspapers in, 205 ; Government print¬ 
ing-office, 36, 127 ; jobbing printing in, 106 ; 
Master Printers’ Association, 155 ; post-office 
practices in, 103 ; press liberty in, 153; pub¬ 
lishers and the law, 107; socialist press in, 201 

Gibbs, T. T. R., musical production by, 58 
Gifts to poor printers, 253 
Gill, M. H. (Gill & Son), printer, Dublin, death 

of, 89 
Gillotype in Germany, 16 
Gladstone, Mr., on the Lectionary, 63 
Gladwell, T. H., printseller, will of, 89 
Glasgow, early history of lithography in, 2, 27 
Godwin, G. : interesting coincidence noted by, 

34; online-engraving, 133 
Goebel, Herr T., retirement of, 200 
Goes, Hugo, 16th-century printer, 132 
Gold-field journal, a, 86 
Golos, suspension of the, 273 
Goodall, C., prizes offered by, 248, 254 
Grant, Jas. (of the Mo-ming Advertiser) : death 

of, 136 ; will of, 185 
Griffiths, E., journalist, Chicago, death of, 65 
Ground-work, printing, new method of, 203 
Griin, Hans Balding, works of, 7 
Gruneisen, C. L., journalist, death of, 257 
Guild of letters, a, 274 
“ Gutenberg,” a play, by Herr G. Gottner, 221 
Gutter literature, 255 

HABIT,” variations of, 58 
Hachette & Co., publishing-house of, 143 

Halifax Newspaper Co., 281 
Hall, S. C., and the Marquis Townsend, 55 ; set¬ 

tlement of libel, 279 
Harrild’s two-colour “ Bremner ” machine, 9 
Haynes, R. W. (Stevens & Haynes), law pub¬ 

lisher : death of, 41 ; will of, 113 
Hazell, Mr., lecture by, 57 
Heim, Herr Josef, new journal by, 35 
Hektograph, the, 84, 173 
Heywood’s Publishing business, Manchester, 17 
Hill, Sir Rowland : the city casket for, 83 ; death 

of, 208 ; presentation to, 131 ; will of, 233 
Hird’s pneumatic deliverer, 77 
Hislop, Mr., tasteful prize certificate by, 128 
Hodgson, T., foreign bookseller, death of, 41 
Hoe Rotary Machine, the, 166, 261 
Holt, T. L., journalist, death of, 233 
Holzhausen, Adolf, printer, Vienna, gold medal 

to, 35 
Honour, literary council of, 58 
Hopkinson & Cope, catalogue of machinery, &c., 

224 
Hopkirk, G., lithography introduced to Glasgow 

by, 2 
Hooper, R., advertising agent, will of, 161 
Hornet, the : lampoon on the printer’s reader by, 

248 ; sale of copyright of, 225 
Ilorograph, the, 82 
Houghton & Co., publishers, America, catalogue 

by, 35 
Howitt, W., author, death of, 65 
Howlett & Son, card-patterns of, 273 
“ Hull Bellman ” Printing Co., 113 
Humphreys, H. Noel, death of, 161 
Hunt, Leigh, “ Characteristics of, ” 190 
Husnit, Prof. J., experiments in photography by, 

24 

Huth, H., library of : for sale, 58 ; preservation 

of, 151 

ILLUSTRATION, book, ancient, 86 
Imprimerie Nationale, the, 200 

Income-tax and master printers, 80 
Index: charge for compiling an, 20; German 

typographical press, 36 ; trade announcements, 
see “ Trade ” 

India, Press Commission, 255 
“ Industry ” Publishing Co., the, 258 
Infield, H. J., “Printers’ Paper Calculator” by, 

225 
Ingram rotary machine, 240 
Injuries to Workmen Bill, 80 
Ink, writing, commission as to, 199 
Ink-pencils, 56 
Inks, invisible and evanescent, 214 
Insects, book-destroying, 220 
Insult added to injury, 106 
Intimidation of a printer, 130 
Investigator: journalistic syndicate, 162; libel 

by, 256 
Iron, platinisation of, 38 
Italy, printing trade in, 35 

T APAN : paper manufactory in, 229 ; the press 

I in, 38 

Jeens, C. H., line-engraver, death of, 257 
Jobbing-machines, 47 
Johnson & Co., Robert, new company, 209 
Johnson as a Parliamentary reporter, 132 
Johnston, A. IC, death of, 185 
Johnston, Messrs., new works of, in Edinburgh, 

117 
Johnstone, J., proprietor of the Standard, will of, 

20 
Joint-stock companies, number of, 55 
Jokes from Scotland, 81 
Tones, J. W., pressing-machine by, 180, 268 
Jones, W. W., testimonial to, 177 
Jottings, English, Colonial, and Foreign, 15, 35, 

57, 81, 104, 126, 151, 177, 198, 222, 272 
Journal fiir Buckdruckerkimst, change of type 

of, 16 
Journalism of the world, 178; pictorial, 199 
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Journalists exiled, 178; members of Parliament, 
109 

Journals, circulation of through the post, 197 
Journals, new, Press changes, &c., 18, 36, 61, 85, 

106, 131, 154, 179, 200, 230, 255, 276 

KENEALY telegram, the, 208 
King, H. S., Cornhill, will of, 20 

Konig, Friedrich, birth-place of, 35 
Koning, Jacobus, on the invention of printing, 11 
Koster, Laurens, biographical notice of, 30 
Kugelmann, J., history of printing in Portugal, 

by, 32 

LABOUCHERE Libel case, the, 278 ; see 
also “Libel” 

Lacroix, Paul, biographical notice of, 52 
Lambri, the libel case of, ill, 158 
Lamp-black, large production of, 127 
Landseer, John, biographical notice of, 72 
Lanham Printing-roller Co., the, 14 
Lanham rollers, the, 99 
Law-form, spurious, 231 
Lawrence, Bros., machinery for stationers by 88 
Lawson, L. (of the Daily Telegraph), will of, 225, 

233 
Lectionary, the new, Mr. Gladstone on, 63; 

Bishop of Carlisle on, 86 
Lecturing, hints on, by Z. H. Pitman, 153 
Leech’s drawings, 275 
Leeds and Servante’s Rotary two-colour machines, 

26 
Leeu, Gerard and Nicolas, biographical notices of, 

73, 74 
Legal intelligence, 19, 39, 64, 88, no, 134, 158, 

182, 205, 230, 254, 277 
Leighton, Miss, forewoman, presentation to, 178 
Leipsic Exhibition : graphic arts at, 151 ; print¬ 

ing at, 36 
Lemoine, Henry, works of, 96 
Lewes, G. H., author, will of, 20 
Lewis, John, works of, 97 
Liability : advertisement, 65, 112; disputed, 184; 

of carriers, 135; of printers for libel, 158 
Libel: the Athenaeum, 158 ; the Belfast Morning 

News, 19 ; the Broad Arrow, 279 ; the Cam¬ 
brian, 279; the Era, 279; the Figaro, 159, 
271, 277 ; the Investigator, 256 ; the Islington 
Gazette, singular, no; the Portsmouth Titnes, 
new trial, 14; the Bock, no; the Times, 89; 
the Truth, in, 158, 278 

Libel : flogging for, 84 ; frivolous action for, 88; 
an Irish, 40; imprisonment for, 277 

Libel, law of, 14, 103, 159, 197; amendment of, 
54 ; evidence not admitted, 279 ; select com¬ 
mittee on, 108, 173, 271 

Libel: liability of printers for, 158 ; question as 
to evidence of, 260, 279 ; questionable suit, 
158 ; report of proceedings in court, 65 ; unfor¬ 
tunate, 205 ; unfounded charge of, 205, 231 

Libels : alleged, 231 ; trumpery, 40, in, 271 
Librarians’congresses, 127, 178, 199 
Library : British Museum, 130, 157 ; Chatsworth, 

63 ; Government, Washington, 36 ; MS. un¬ 
decipherable, 202 ; of Mr. Huth, 58, 151 

Limitations, statute of, 40 
Linde, Dr. Vander, works of, 119 
Lindsay, J. (G. Bruce & Son’s, New York), death 

of, 233 
Line-engraving, Mr. Godwin on, 133 
Liquidations, see “Gazet-e” 
Literary Association, international, 180 
Literary Fund, Royal, 85 
Literary Guild, the, winding up of, 138 
Literature: American, catalogue of, 105 ; healthy, 

128; impure, 155, 230; religious, 152; re¬ 
muneration for, 106 

Lithographer, another royal, 106 
Lithographers : coat of arms for, 107, 224, 275 ; 

French, 176; pension society, 155; working, 
and the Paris Exhibition, 107 

Lithography : in Belgium, 105 ; in France, 37 ; 
early history of, 2, 27 ; early, in Constantinople, 
60 ; in Glasgow, 2; penal institute for, 229 

Litho-stones, 273 ; artificial, 104 

Lloyd's Weekly News, circulation of, 126 
London and S. Wales Newspaper Co., the, 137 
Longman, T., publisher, death of, 208; will of, 

258 
Lord Mayor: and his workpeople, 253 ; the 

“blundering,” 248; printers as, 221; Stationers’ 
Co. invited to dine with, 271 

‘CORQUODALE & CO., the printing- 
office of at Newton-le-Willows, 229 

McCreery, John, “The Press : a Poem,” by, 169 
Macdonnell, J., journalist, death of, 65 
McGowan’s Steam Printing Co., winding up of, 

234 
Machine-boys, liability of, for neglect, 232 
Machine-minder’s anniversary, a, 106 
Machine-printing, see “Printing-machines” 
Machines : jobbing, 47; rotary, 141, 166, 213; 

two-colour, 8, 26 
Machinery : English and foreign, French printers 

on, 132 ; printing, in 1800 and in 1879, 130 ; 
stationers’, by Messrs. Lawrence, 88 

McNeile, Rev. Hugh, on Franklin, 170 
Madden, J. P. A. : letter on Byron’s satire, 

“ English Bards,” 201 ; writings of, 170 
Magazine of Art, enlargement of, 199 
Malling-Hansen writing-ball, the, 3 
Manchester and Salford Press Co., winding up of, 

92 
Manchester Guardian, novel action against, 183 
Mandamus, as to evidence of libel, 260, 271 
Mann’s taking-off apparatus, 50 
Manuscripts : of deceased authors, 36 ; early, 227 ; 

illuminated, 57 ; Irish, 106 
Manutius, Aldus Pius, biographical notice of, 193 
Marbling, art of, 78 
Marinoni machine, the, 213 ; at Messrs. Cassell’s, 

225 
Martin F., pension to, 81 
“Massorah,” by Dr. Ginsburg, to be printed in 

Vienna, 83 ; grant by Lord Beaconsfield for, 

i°5 
Mayor, Lord, see “ Lord Mayor ’ 
Measurement type, uniform system of, 203 
Mediceo-Oriental printing-office, Rome, 38 
Meerman, Baron Gerard, works of, 219 
Melbourne International Exhibition, 62 
Metalograph, the, 180 
Meteyard, Miss Eliza, death of, 89 
Metropolitan Printing Co., the, 162 
Metzler, G. T. : death of, 209; will of, 258 
Milton, a memorial to, 71 
Minerva, or “ Cropper” machine, the, 47 
Misprint in our prayer-books, 182 
Model Printer, American, 225. 
“ Model” printing-press, the, 49 
Mohr, F. L., works of, 243 
Monograms, collection of, 238 
Monro, W. H., testimonial to, 83 
Monument to a Russian printer, 81 
Morals, modern censor of, 254 
Morley, Prof., on modern newspapers, 254 
Motteroz, M. : elegant “Paul and Virginia,” pro¬ 

duced by, 60; remarkable programme printed 

by, 154 
Moulden Water Paper Works Co., winding up 

of, 138 
Mount Manufacturing Co., English, 209 
Moxon, Joseph : his “ Mechanick Exercises,” 265; 

works of, 267 
Moyes, J., printing-office of, 267 
Muller & Co., Amsterdam, catalogue of works 

on printing, &c., by, 59 
Multiple-colour appliance : Bacon’s, 98for hand- 

press, 244 
Munro, F. P., prize dandy-roller by, 250 
Munsell, J., biographical notice of, 268 
Museum, British : catalogue, proposal to print, 93, 

150; catalogue, another suggestion, 198; Copy¬ 
right Commission and the, 80 ; electric light in, 
59, 249; engraved portraits in, 17; expenses 
of, 272 ; extension of time in, 82 ; liability for 
not delivering copies to, 136; library, 130, 157 

Museum: graphic arts, private, 106; Plantin, 
Antwerp, 201 ; typographic, 82 

NAME, a, to point a moral, 225 
Names, suggestive, 250 

Napoleon’s printing-press, 128 
Neglect, liability of machine boys for, 232 
Nelson, T., originator of the rotary machine, 262 
Newell, T. F., paper manufacturer, payment 

under pressure, 164 
Newspaper Institute, a, 151 
Newspaper machines, rotary, 141, 166 
Newspaper press, Belgian, 249 
Newspaper Press Fund, 61 ; annual dinner, 134 
“ Newspaper reader,” the, 251 
Newspaper, religious (?), 107 
Newspaper statistics, 61 
Newspapers : circulation of, in Germany, 249 ; 

foreign, in Germany, 205; from and to the 
East, 127 ; non-delivery of, 135 ; stealing, 206; 
Turkish, 37 

“ Newspapers under the Romans,” 104 
Newsvendors’ Benevolent Institution, 87, 133, 177 
Nichols, J. G., sale of collections of, 82 
Nihilist printing-offices, 16, 83 
Nimmo, J., of Galignani’s Messenger (formerly of 

the Beacon, Edinburgh), death of, 41 
Nine-hours movement, the, 13, 33 
Northumbrian Rotary Machine, the, 167 
North-western Educational Trading Co., the, 258 
Notes, our American, 19; 39, 63, 87, 1.09, 132 

OBITUARY :— 
Allnutt, H. (of Messrs. Spicer’s), 185 

Annett, Mr., printer, Landport, 136 
Appleton, Dr. C. E., editor of the Academy, 65 
Bain, A. (formerly of the Edinburgh Courant), 

208 
Baines, H. R., of the Graphic, 112 
Barre, Albert, Paris, 20 
Best, Jean, printer and editor, Paris, 257 
Bingham, R. W., bookseller, Bristol, 233 
Blackwood, J., publisher, Edinburgh, 257 
Bond, T. W., journalist, 185 
Brewer, S., music publisher, 1.13 
Butt, Isaac, M.P., 112 
Carey, H. C., publisher, Philadelphia, 257 
Carruthers, G., proprietor, Barrow Herald, 65 
“ Cham,” of the Charivari, Paris, 208 
Charavay, M. Gabriel, editor of L' Imprinterie, 

136 
Chifferiel, W., law stationer, 65 
Cameron, A. G., publishers’ traveller, 198 
Cooke, N.., a proprietor of the Graphic, 185 
Cooper, G., bookbinder, Edinburgh, 208 
Corbel, H. , editor Mark Lane Express, 20 
Corcoran, Bryan (Corcoran, Witt, & Co.), 

Mark Lane, 20 
Cowling, J., of the Religious Tract Society, 65 
Cox, Mr. Serjeant, Assistant Judge, 281 
Crawford, Dr. A., editor, 161 
Crestadora, Prof. A., Manchester, 112 
Dallas, E. S., of the Times, 41 
Dana, R. H., author, America, 41 
Dane, J., ink manufacturer, 112 
Daniel, J. (Macclesfield Advertiser), 20 
Daumier, M., caricaturist, Paris, 65 
Delane, J. T., of the Times, 281 
Delepierre, J. O., Belgian Consul-General, 208 
Dickens, Mrs., widow of Mr. C. Dickens, 281 
Diprose, J. (Diprose, Bateman, & Co), 16 
Doheny, J. C. (Kilkenny Journal), 233 
Dunn, S., printer, Glasgow, 20 
Ellison, G., printer, Leigh, 208 
Etienne, Herr Michael, Vienna, 112 
Faber, R. E., pencil-maker, 89 
Fitzwilliam, W. S. (formerly of the Morning 

Chronicle), 112 

Forst, HerrJ., printing-machine manufacturer, 
Johannisberg, 65 

Forsyth, W., editor, Aberdeen Journal, 161 
Fourdrinier, H. W. (formerly of Fourdrinier, 

Hunt, & Co., paper manufacturers), 112 
Garrison, W. L., New York, 136 
Gauthier, Victor E., Nice, 185 
Gilchrist, W., printer, Glasgow, 208 
Gill, M. H. (Gill & Son), printer, 89 
Glass, C-, printer, Glasgow, 233 
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Obituary (continued,). 
Grant, J. (late editor of the Morning Advertiser), 

136 

Griffiths, E., journalist, Chicago, 65 
Gruneisen, C. L., journalist, 257 
Gurney, J., short-hand writer, 208 
Harler, Herr G. (Brendler & Harler), type 

founder, Vienna 
Hartley, R., proprietor, Doncaster Chronicle, 89 
Haynes, R. W. (Stevens & Haynes), publisher, 

41, II3 
Hill, Sir Rowland, Hampstead, 208 
Hinde, G. W., editor, Wolverhampton, 136 
Hodgson, T. (formerly of Paternoster-row), 41 
Hogarth, J., printseller, 257 
Holt, T. L., journalist, Hendon, 233 
Hooper, Mr. (Hooper & Batty), advertising 

agent, 112 
Howden, Mr., bookseller, Edinburgh, 233 
Howitt, W., author, 65 
Humphreys, H. Noel, 161 
Inglis, J., of the Dunfermline Journal, 208 
Jeens, C. H., line-engraver, 257 
Jenkins, T., printer, Bristol, 16 
Johnston, A. Keith, Nyassa, 185 
Knight, Mrs. (widow of Mr. C. Knight), 41 
Kracker, Herr, engraver, Munich, 233 
Lawson, L., of the Daily Telegraph, 233 
Lefroy, E. T., journalist, Dublin, 208 
Lindsay, J., type founder, New York, 233 
Lockley, T., of the Bank of England printing- 

office, 136 
Longman, T., publisher, 208, 258 
Macdonell, J., journalist, 65 
Mackenzie, J. C., of Galignani's Messenger, 

281 
Manning, J., of the Paddington Times, 41 
Maunsell, Dr. IL, of the Dublm Evening Mail, 

233 
Menzies, J. (Menzies & Co.), bookseller, Edin¬ 

burgh, 281 
Merridew, H., bookseller, Boulogne, 112 
Meteyard, Eliza, author, 89 
Metzler, G. T., music-publisher, 209, 258 
Mudie, C. H., New Oxford-street, 41 
Nash, W. D., paper manufacturer, Paul’s Cray, 

Kent, 233 
Nightingale, Rev. G., hon. sec. Christian Book 

Society, 137 
Nimmo, J. (Galignani’s Messenger), 41 
Ollivier, C., secretary St. George’s Hall Co., 

Bradford, 89 
Panizzi, Sir A. (late of the British Museum), 

112 
Pardon, B. (late Reed & Pardon), printer, 113 
Paterson, J. C., journalist, New Zealand, 233 
Pollock, R., of the Greenock Evening Telegraph, 

282 
Quarme, C. E., of the Lancaster Gazette, 209 
Rawson, H., newspaper proprietor, 282 
Reynolds, G. W. M., founder of Reynolds's 

Newspaper, 161 
Richard, J. E., wholesale stationer, 258 
Rickerby, C. R., of the Japan press, 185 
Robertson, W., printer, formerly of Blair¬ 

gowrie, 113 
Robinson, J. (Wakefield Express), 185 
Scribner, J. B., bookseller, New York, 66 
Shimmin, H., of the Porcupine, Liverpool, 41 
Silence, J., compositor, 176 
Silverlock, II., printer, &c., 66 
Simpson, R., stationer, Barrow, 282 
Skeen, R., printer, 89 
Smith, J., stationer, Watford, 41 
Smith, R. H., editor, Chelsea News, 137 
Smithson, IL, proprietor of the Malton Mes¬ 

senger, 113 
Steel, R., of the Carlisle Journal, 157 
Taylor, B., U.S. Minister, Berlin, 20 
Taylor, Baron, Paris, 209 
Tenniel, J. B., Hartshorne, Derbyshire, 89 
Tyler, W., printer (formerly of Bolt-court, 

Fleet-street), 233 
Venables, W. D. (of Venables & Co., sta¬ 

tioners), 282 

Obituary (continued). 
Villemessant, M. de, proprietor of the Paris 

Figaro, 113 
Willoughby, R., printer, 89 
Winsor, W. H. Benyon (of Winsor & Newton), 

282 
Wolff, Dr. B., Berlin, 137 
Woodcroft, B., of the Patent Office, 66 
Worthington, Rev. J. W., D.D., 89 

Obituary notices, cheerful, 254 
Oil-paintings, reproduction of, 128 
Order for work: who gave it ? 185; uncompleted, 

64 
Ordnance Survey, graphic department of, 177 
Orphans, printers’, elections of, 226 
Overseers’ society, Paris, 151 
Oxford commemoration honours, 154 
Oxford Printing Co., the, 258 

PAGE-CORDS, abolition of, 153 
Paisley Printers’ Commemorative Society, 

the, 83 
Panizzi, Sir A., of the British Museum : death of, 

112; will of, 113 
Pantograph, new, by Herr Seitz, 251 
Paper : American Government, 177 ; and paper¬ 

making, 165 ; anti-moth, 36 ; calculator, 
printers’, 225; Chinese rice, 130; collars, 
poisonous, 200 ; flowers in China, 252 ; free 
trade in, 55 ; from wood, 253 ; grained, 
portrait of Mr. Gladstone on, 105 ; new ma¬ 
terial for, 62, 250; observatory dome, 86 ; ob¬ 
taining by false pretences, 206; prices ad¬ 
vanced, 272 

Paper duty : French, 106, 127; proposed, 55 
Paper-hangings, printing-machines for, 38 
Paper-makers’ Association, American, 199 
Paper-making : in Australia, 226 ; fibre, new, 

250 ; from wood, 253 ; literature of, 145 
Paper-manufactory, Japanese, 229 
Paper-mill, destroyed by fire, 15 
Paper-mill nuisance, 280 
“Paper, pens, and ink,” by D. Frazer, 37 
Paper trade : American, 82; bad state of, 33 ; 

Belgian, 178 ; Continental, 250 ; lectures on 
the technology of, 124 ; present position of, 34 ; 
poor prospects of the, 13 

Paper Type Co., patent, 198 
Papyrus, mistaken idea as to, 58 
Pardoe, J., testimonial to, 151 
Pardon, B. (Pardon & Son), printer, Paternoster- 

row, death of, 112 
Paris, new bibliographical journal in, 223 
Parliament, journalistic members of, 127 
Parliamentary reporting, 181 ; abroad, 135 ; re¬ 

port of select committee on, 118 
Parrot, the, a funny paper, 150 
Partnerships dissolved, 20, 42, 66, 90, 114, 138, 

162, 186, 210, 234, 258, 282 
Patent : legislation, 58 ; rights, alleged infringe¬ 

ment of, 39 
Patents, new and lapsed, 10, 29, 33, 71, 101, 121, 

148, 168, 196, 245, 269 
Paterson, J.'C., journalist, Otago, death of, 233 
Paterson, W., stationer, will of, 209 
Patrick, T., of J. Dickinson & Co., will of, 209 
Peele’s Coffee-house, 39 
Pen and ink, substitute for, 56 
Pen and Pencil Club, proposed, 83 
Pen: death caused by a, 153; electric, 204; 

electric in libraries, 58; an historical, 127 ; Mr. 
Longfellow on the, 273 

Pencils, straw-covered, 127 
Penny-a-liner, Russian, 202 
“ Penny dreadfuls,” 130 
Penny-postage system, 226 
Pens, English, demand abroad for, 129 
Pension, Printers’, see “ Printers’Pension Corpo¬ 

ration ” 
Pensions, Stationers’ Company’s, 50 
Perforating-machine, 223 
Perry & Co., profits of, 58 
Petition, a young printer’s, 227 
Phillips, J. S., law stationer, will of, 41 
Phonographic Association, Scottish, 249 

Photographic Society, exhibition of the, 222 
Photographs, spirit, 203 
Photography : application of to printing surfaces, 

124 ; copyright in, 248 ; important discovery in, 
128 ; on wood, 24 

Photo-lithography, reproduction in miniature by, 

105 
Photo-printing process, new, 249 
Photo-relief process, another, 156 
Photo-typography at the antipodes, 140 
Phototypy, 219 
Picture-books, novelty in, 83 
Piecework, workmen on, 202 
Plagiarism, alleged, 160 
Plaintiff, the wrong, 183 
Platen-machine, the “ Caxton ” treadle, 144 
Plantin Museum, Antwerp, 201 
Platinum, application to iron, 38 
Platinisation of iron, the, 38 
Playing-card Makers’ Co., the, 275 
Pneumatic tubes for messages, 105 
Poet Laureate, history of, 58 
Policeman, a literary, 207 
Pope, the, reception of journalists by, 58 
Portraits, engraved, in British Museum, catalogue 

of, 17 
Portraits of ancient printers, see “Illustrations” 
Portsmouth Times libel, new trial, 14 
Portugal, history of printing in, 32 
Postage : foreign, reduction of, 85 ; French reduc¬ 

tion of, 224; international statistics of, 225, 
252 

Postage-stamps : cancelling, 177 ; poisonous, 129; 
179 ; sum produced by, 248 ; type-printed, 227 

Post-cards: American, 129; double, 85; inter¬ 
national, 128 ; Persian, 57 

“ Post-office Directory,” copyright of, ill 
Post-office : foreign uses of the, 83 ; interesting 

items of the, 15 ; practices, German, 103 
Potter, G., estate of, 68, 92 
“Pottery and Glass Trades’Journal ” Co., the, 

”3 
Prayer-book, printers’ alterations in, 200 
Prayer-books, our, misprint in, 182 
Presentations, complimentary, 105, 127, 153, 203, 

274 
Press Association, the annual meeting of, 108 
Press: Bulgarian, 82, 128, 227; changes, &c., 

see “Journals, new;” gagging the, 108, 253, 
272 ; guild, a, 201 ; liberty of the, in France, 
110 ; in Germany, 153, 272; in Russia, sur¬ 
veillance of the, 129, 181, 226 ; in Victoria, 
gagging, 108 

Press law, Indian : the gagging Act, 59 ; Mr. 
Bright on, 181 

Press messages, telegraph rates for, 156 
Press, newspaper: Belgian, 249; influence of 

potentates on, 17 
Press, periodical : in Paris 15 ; of Sweden, 57 
Prestonian rotary machine, 261 
Pressing-machine, improved, 180, 268 
Priests, a printing-office for, 84 
Printer : a, on engraving on wood, 45, 69, 94; 

a lucky, 57 ; the first Scottish, 228 ; the first 
Swiss, 130 

Printer, the, rather hard upon, 10 
Printers’ Association, German Master, 155 
Printers : and lithographers, prize competition for, 

248, 254 ; Belgian journeymen, 16 ; blame un¬ 
deserved, 179 ; candidates for Parliament, 
151 ; delegates to Paris Exhibition, 54; dis¬ 
graceful, 237 ; errors of, 177, 228 ; health 
of, 60 ; liability of, 158; poor, gifts to, 253 ; 
procession of, in Austria, 120 ; at Derby, 155 

Printers’ National Art-Union, report of, 13 
Printers’ Pension Corporation : and its executive, 

1, 271 ; annual meeting, 34 ; dramatic per¬ 
formances for, 36, 54 ; election of pensioners, 
54, 56; elections to almshouses, and of 
orphans, 226 ; festival, 101, 103 ; reform in, 
100, 122, 125, 271 

Printers’ Relief Society, old, Rome, 36 
Printing : at the Berlin Exhibition, 127 ; at sea, 

153 ; companies, new, see “ Companies” ; ex¬ 
peditious, 59; co-operative, 59, 61, 107, 152, 
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204 ; Government, cost of, 103 ; Government, 
vote for, 125; is it an art? 85 ; jobbing, 
German, 106; Koning’s work on, 11 ; a 
nuisance, 280 ; in prisons, 201; quarcentenary 
of in Vienna, 16 

Printing-house, an historic, 226 
Printing-machine : double web, 84 ; multicolour, 

84 
Printing-machines and machine-printing, papers 

on, 8, 26, 47, 141, 166, 213, 239, 261 
Printing-machines, German v. American, 38 
Printing materials, exports of, see “Exports” 
Printing-office economy, 25, 50, 77, 98, 121, 144, 

191, 244, 268 
Printing-office : French Government, pensions, 36 ; 

German empire, 36, 127 ; Government, pro¬ 
posed, 103; international, 126; modern, 229; 
regimental, 84 ; Vatican, 16 

Printing-offices, as factories, 274 
Printing-offices : secret, 178 ; in Russia, 60, 131 
Printing-press, hand, improved, 105 
Printing-trade : Danish, 37 ; dulness in, 13 ; im¬ 

proved status required in, 54, 80 ; improve¬ 
ment in, 221, 270 

Prints, early, catalogue of, 127 
Prior, M., of the Illustrated London News, dinner 

to, 198 
Proceedings, judicial, reporting, 280 
Procession of printers, Austrian, 120; Derby, 

155 
Proof: alteration of, 40 ; not essential, 135 
Prospectus, alleged fraudulent, 160 
Protection, French, to an English author, 160 
Provincial Newspaper Society, 109 
Provincial Typographical Association, state of 

the, 197 
Prussia and printing, 35 
Publications, immoral, 206 
Publishers, American, in England, 178 
Publishers' Circular, success of the, 128 
Puffing, art of, 201 
Pulp, value of, 272 

QUAKER printers’ proverbs, 252 
Quantin & Co., Paris, appointed Govern- 

ment printers, 250 
Quarcentenary of printing in Caen, 105 
Quaritch, Mr. B. : choice works at premises of, 

106 ; his catalogue of Spanish books, 228 ; valu¬ 
able books from the Didot collection bought by, 
126, 152 

Queen’s Bench prison, history of, 203 
“ Questions du Jour,” a letter on, 33 
Quoins, steel, Messrs. Figgins agents for, 223 

RAILWAY literature, 109 
Ramage & Nelson, tinfoil patented by, 263 

“ Reader,” printer’s, grievance of a, 227 ; ridicu¬ 
lous sketch of the, 248 

“ Readers,” Paris : Society of, valuable work by, 
53 ; benefit society of, 248 

Reading and eyesight, 62 
Reels, continuous, of paper, originator of, 262 
Register, bad, of early-printed works, 108 
Report: fair, what is a ? 159; garbled, 107; 

privileged, 280 
Reporters’ gallery at Washington, 132 
Reporters, the king of, 157 
Reporting-machine, a, 61 
Reprints, foreign, importation of, 253 
Restaurant, Delmonico’s, demolition of, 106 
Retford and Gainsborough Times, 500th issue of, 

273 
Reuter’s Telegram Co., general meeting of, 131 
Reunions, typographical, 128 
Reviews of New Books, &c. :— 

Alphabets, Standard, 247 
Art in the House, by C. Perkins, 124 
Bathing, Luxurious, 197 
Bookbinding, Art of, by J. W. Zaehnsdorf, 270 
Books, Annotated List of, at Cambridge, by 

S. Sandars, 175 
Changements au Dictionnaire de l’Academie, 53 
Characteristics of Leigh Hunt, by L. Cross, 196 
Cruikshank, George, Life of, by W. Bates, 175 

Reviews of New Books, &c. (continued) :— 
Das Buch der Schrift, &c., by Carl Faulmann, 

148 
Designer, the, 247 
Dictionary of Mechanics, Practical, by E. 

Knight, 32 
Die Zurichtung und der Druck von Illustra- 

tionem, by Herman Kiinzel, 102 
Directory of Paper-manufacturers in the United 

States and Canada, 149 
English Scholars’ Library of Old and Modern 

Books, 149 
Franklin (Benjamin), Life of, by J. S. C. 

Abbott, 221 
Guide des Imprimeurs, &e., par G. Bertrand, 

124 
Italian Printer’s Song, the, 196 
Katechismus der Buckdruckerkunst, by C. A. 

Franke, 270 
Katechisms der Galvanoplastik, 247 
Luxe des Livres, Le, by L. Derome, 270 
Magazine of Art, Cassell’s, 33 
Notice bibliographique sur le Catechisme et la 

Confession de Foi de Calvin, &c., 102 
Specifications of Printing, Abridgments of, 32 
Specifications relating to Cutting, Folding, 

and Ornamenting Paper, &c., 221 
Tipo Italiano non Elzeveriano, So 

Reynolds, G. W. M., death of, 161 
“ Riverside Press”: catalogue of works of, 35 ; 

founder of, 105 
Robberies : of newspapers, 206 ; of paper, extra¬ 

ordinary, 199; by a “reader,” 232, 257; of 
type, 207 ; from a wages clerk, 129 

Rollers : divisible, 250; elastic, 222 ; the Lan- 
ham, 99 

Rolling, diagonal, on litho-machine, 188 
Ross, Mr., medal awarded to for poem on Burns, 

35 
Rotary-machines, 240; facts as to introduction of 

262 ; newspaper, 141, 166, 213 ; two-colour 
machines, 26 

Rourke & Co., paper-manufacturers, winding-up 
of, 22 

Routledge, G., high sheriff of Cumberland, 272 
Routledge & Sons, American branch, twenty- 

fifth anniversary of, 126 
Royal Institution, the new officers of, 35 
Royer, M. Le, the French Minister ofjustice, 105 
Ruling-machine, improved, 36 
Russia : journalism in, 591 ; Nihilist printing- 

offices in, 83 ; press censorship in, 224 ; press 
restrictions in, 226 ; printing in, 202 

Rutley’s two-colour apparatus, 25 

SANDARS, S., annotated list of books at 
Cambridge, by, 175 

Saunders’s Irish Daily News: death of, 276 ; sale 
of plant, 273 

School-board : competition with publishers, 180, 
202, 224; Plorley, and the press, 225 ; London, 
and its printing, 179 ; printers at the, 271 

School, technical : for printers, Berlin, 249; 
Vienna, 200 

Schwartz, Herr, insanity of, 249 
“ Science made easy,” lectures on, 15 
Scott & Sons, Messrs., Carlisle, entertainment to 

e?nployes of, 17 
Seals, photographic, 152 
Seeman, Herr, works published by, 5, 8 
Senefelder : proposed monument to, 199; birth¬ 

day of, 272 

Sermons, illustrated, 16 
Shadow vignettes, 36 
Shaftesbury County Court Judge, 151 
Shares in new companies, payment with for ad¬ 

vertising, 14, 182 
Shimmin, Hugh, journalist, death of, 41 
Ships, H.M., books for, 81 
Shorthand : Bulgarian, 201 ; MS. for printers, 

152 ; new system of, 59 
Silverlock, H., medical label printer, will of, 137 
Simpson, W. : artistic work in India, 151 ; in 

Afghanistan, 58 ; letters by, 273 ; on the war- 
track, 37 ; return of from India, 176 

Skeen, R., overseer, death of, 89 
Smoke Nuisance Act, a printer convicted, 232 
Socialism, German publishers and the law, 107 
Socialist Press, the German, 201 
Socialists, journalism of, 87 
“ Societe Typographique, nouvelle,” Paris, 177 
Societies, Paris, bureaux of, 108 
Society of Arts : Cantor lectures, 124; programme 

of next session, 250 
Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge, 246 
“ Specials,” none allowed, 228 
Specimen exchange, proposed 250 
Speech, rapidity of, and reporting, 251 
Spelling : difficulty, solution of, 223 ; reform, 202 
Spirit authors, 133 
Spottiswoode, W., “ Queen’s Printer,” 201 
Springer, J., printer, Iowa, works in the Press, 154 
Spy system, French newspapers and, 86 
Staffordshire Newspaper Co., 210 
Staffordshire Printing Co., winding up of, 234 
Stamps, forgery of, in India, 232 
Standard, the, “ special wire ” for, 35 
Stationers’ Company : the, 175 ; additions to, 248 ; 

dinner, 277 ; pensions, 50, 85 ; school of the,' 
180 

Stationers’ Hall, importance of entering at, 136 
Stationers’ Mutual Benefit Society, 61 
Stationery, Corporation, purveyors of, 277 
Stationery Office: appointments, 177; expen¬ 

diture, 60 ; profits, 249 
Stationery trades, failures in, 152 
Statistics, postal, 225, 252 
Stereotyping : improvement in, 107 ; paper for, 

223 
Stones, lithographic, 273 ; artificial, 104 
Stonestreet, J. W., robberies by, 232, 257 
Stoughton, Dr. J., “ Our English Bible,” by, 29 
Strangeways & Sons, new firm of, 161 
Strasburg, wood-engraving in, 5 
Straw-boards, production of, 178 
Strike : of compositors at Messrs. Smith & Yer- 

worth’s, 221 ; of printers, Paris, cost of, 58 
Sunderland Conservative Printing Co., winding 

up of, 138 
Swinnerton, Mr. J., 80th birthday of, 130 
Sydney Exhibition, printing materials and books 

at, 128 

TABLETS, old style letter-press, 178 
Taking-off apparatus : D-ryden & Foord’s, 

25; the “Eclipse,” 99; Mann’s patent, for 
litho-machines, 50 

Talbot MS. Prayerbook, value of, 152 
Talmage, Dr., on newspapers, 154 
Taylor, B., United States Minister, death of, 20 
Taylor, Baron, Paris, death of, 209 
“Teacher” Newspaper Co., the, 162 
“Technical Educator,” Cassell’s, re-issue of, 249 
Telegram charges, Anglo-Indian, 16 
Telegrams, Press, regulations of, 228 
Telegraph: international conference, 125; octo- 

plex printing, 272 ; service, receipts of the, 59 ; 
the writing, 205 

Telegraph rates: for Press messages, 156; pro¬ 
posed alteration of, 106 ; reduction of, 17 

Telegraphs, lecture on by W. PI. Preece, 60 
Telegraphy: advance in, 199 ; duplex, 131 
Telephone, the, in the printing-office, 125 ; who 

invented ? 64 
Temperance Publishing Co., the, 162 
Tenders: for printing, 61, 153,273 ; for stationery, 

105, 178, 273 
Thackeray, works of, edition de hixe, 224 
Thomas, W. L., of the Graphic, honour conferred 

on, 82 
Time, the, diagram for teaching children, 59 
Time-sheets, alleged falsification of, 184 
Tin-foil in lithography and photography, 263 
Tomlin, J., printer, Barnsley, arrangement with 

creditors of, 68 
Topics of the month, 13, 33, 53, 80, 103, 125, 

150. 175, 197, 221, 247, 270 
Town Talk, libels by, 231 
Trade announcements, index to, 22, 44, 68, 92, 

116, 140, 164, 188, 212, 236, 260, 284 
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Trade changes, see “Changes” 
Trade emblem, Typographical Association, 148 
Trade-marks, printing, 272 
Trade societies, federation of, 125 
Trade-unions, registration of, 54, 271 
Treasure-trove, bibliographical, 249 
Truth: and the Post-office, 176 ; libel, in, 158, 

278 
Truscott, Sir F. W. : unfounded charge of libel, 

231 ; Lord Mayor, 247 
“ Trypograph ” printing process, 70 
Two-colour apparatus, Rutley’s, 25 
Two-colour machines, 9, 26 
Tyne Publishing Co., the, 21 
Type : fifteenth-century, 171; German tariff on, 

106; metal, novel use for, 83; paper, 198; 
reduction of price, 37 ; size of, and eyesight, 
110 ; stealing, 207 

Type-cleaning apparatus, 105 
Typefounders’ price-lists, German, 59 
Type-founding : foreign, 273 ; machine, new, 199 
Type-writer : the, in Government offices, 153 ; 

the malling-Hansar, 3 ; a pocket, 36 
Typographical Association, Manchester, 236; 

“ trade emblem,” 147 
Typographical Society, Derby, 227 

LLMER, F., catalogue of type specimens, 
223 

Unions, trade : in France, 33 ; registration of, 54 
“ Universal” machine, the, 49 

VELLUM-BINDERS’ and machine-rulers’ 
Pension Society, 109 

Victory Rotary Machine, the, 214 
Vienna : Compositors’ Journal in, 272 ; proces¬ 

sion of printers, 120; technical school for 
printers, 200 

Vignettes, by Herren Zierow & Meusch, type 
founders, Leipsic, 36 

Villemessant, M. de, of the Paris Figaro, death of, 

"3 
Virtue, Mr., sale of pictures of, 58 

WAIGHT, J. T., multiple-colour apparatus 
by, 244 

Waldow, Herr A., on making ready woodcuts, 102 
Walter press, the, 240 ; speed and dimensions of, 

241 
Washington Works, the Glasgow, printers’ engi¬ 

neers, 66 
Waterlow & Sons’ cricket club, 276 
Watkinson, J., presentation to, 82 
Waterlow, D., coming of age of, 16 
Water-motor, the “Backus,” 191 
Wayzgoose season, the, 150, 152 
Wealth, rules for acquiring, 37 
Weights and Measures Act, penal clauses of, 19 
Weissenbach, Herr, collection of prints by, 16 
Welsh Press, the, 254 
Wharfedale rotary machine, 262 
“ White on black,” proposal for printing, 178 
“ Whitefriars ” machine, the, 252, 262 
Whitehaven Newspaper and Printing Co., 113 
Whiting & Co., a limited company, 137 
Wilkes, John, papers of, 58 
Wills, 20, 41, 66, 89, 113, 137, 161, 185, 209, 

233. 258 
Wilson, F. W. : fund to defray costs of, 81 ; testi¬ 

monial to, 127 
Wilson, Hugh, his connection with lithography, 

2, 3 
Wimbledon Common, stationers’ shop on, 177 
Winsloe, R., will of, 41 
Wolff, Dr. B., Berlin, death of, 137 
Woltnrann, Dr. A., on German art in Alsace, 5 
Women bookbinders : Society of, 224 ; wages of, 

81 
Women compositors : and the London Society, 

176, 275 ; Berlin, 83 ; wood engravers, 16 

Wood Fibre Pulp Co., the, 137 
Wood, photography on, 24 
Wood Type Album, the, 105 
Wood type, improved, 223 
Woodcroft, B. (Patent Office), death of, 66 
Wood-engravers : designs for, 7 ; female, class 

for, 16 
Wood-engraving : in Alsace, 5 ; a French printer 

on, 61 
Woodfall as a Parliamentary prisoner, 182 
Words reported by Central News Agency, 276 
Work, spoiled, 160 
Workmanship : bad, 89 ; question as to, 112, 184; 

superior, prizes for, 134 
Wrappers, newspaper, 152 
Writing-ball, or type-writer, the, 3 
Writing: art of, 251 ; illegible, 202; method of 

copying, 152 ; prizes for excellence in, 202 
Writing-machine : stenographic, 220 ; telegraphic, 

36 
Writing-telegraph, the, 205; Cowper’s, 128, 177 
Wyman, Mr. C. W. H., at the Printers’ Pension 

meeting, 122; see also “ Truth libel ” 

YORK, New : Assembly, journalists in, 15 ; 
death of Mr. J. Lindsay (G. Bruce & Co.), 

233 ; death of Mr. J. B. Scribner, 66 ; printing, 
272 ; unemployed printers in, 82 

Yorkshire Art Exhibition, printing at, 251 
Yorkshire Newspaper Society, 156 
Yorkshire typographer, an early, 83 

ZAEHNSDORF, J. H., on bookbinding, 223 
270 

Zealand, New: compositors’ wages in, 176; 
death of Mr. J. C. Paterson, 233 

Zuccato, E. de : printing processes of, 70 ; the 
“ Trypograph ” by, 70 

Zinc for preserving litho-drawings, 262 
Zinc plates, how to use, 263 

LIST OF ILLUSTRATIONS. 

“ Backus” Water-motor, the, 191 
Balding, Hans, portrait of, 7 
Bisschop Gas-engine, the, 192 
Bremner Treadle Machine, the, 48 

Caxton’s device, 147 
Caxton trade-mark, 147 
“ Caxton” Treadle Platen Machine, 145 
“ Christ on the Cross,” after Hans Balding, 6 
Conisbee’s Two-colour Machine, 9 
Coverdale, Miles, portrait of, 29 

Deliverer, Hird’s Pneumatic, 77 
Devices of early printers, 72, 73, 74, 142, 143, 

147, 216, 217, 243 

Empire Platen Machine, the, 49 

Gas-engine, the Bisschop, 192 

Harrild’s Two-colour “Bremner” Machine, 9 
Hoe “ Web ” Perfecting Machine, 167 

Koster, Laurens Janszoon : portraits of, 30, 
219, 266 ; Meerman’s portrait of, 219 ; portrait 
of, after Scriverius, 266 

Lanham Rollers, diagram of, 99 
Lantzberg, Martin, device of, 72 
Leeu, Gerard, device of, 73 
Leeu, Nicholas, device of, 74 
Liberty Machine, the, 49 
Lotter, Melchoir, printer, 1491, device of, 142 
Lynne, Walter, printer, 1548, device of, 143 

MANN’sTaking-off Apparatus forLitho-machines, 

5° 
Manutius, Aldus Pius, portrait of, 194 
Marinoni’s Six-feeder Perfecting Machine, 213, 

214, 215 
Martens, Th., devices of, 216, 217 
Minerva Machine, the, 48 
Misintis, Bernard de, device of, 243 
Model Machine, the, 48 
Monograms and crowns, executed by Messrs. 

Gerlach & Co., Vienna, (facing) 238 
Multiple-colour Appliance, diagrams, 98, 244 
Moxon, the first writer on the Mechanics of 

Typography, 266 

Newsum’s Patent Two-colour Machine, 26 
Northumbrian Rotary Machine, 168 

Playing-card, Fifteenth Century, 52 
Portraits, 7, 29, 30, 194, 219, 266 
Printing-office, an early, 172 
Procession of printers, Austrian, 121 

Scriptorium, the, 51 
Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge, new 

premises of, 246 

Trypograph, the, 70, 71 
Two-colour Machines, 9, 26 
Type, fifteenth-century, specimen of, 171 
Type-founding in 1683, 265 
Type-writer, the Malling-Hansen, 4 

Universal Machine, the, 48 

Victory Rotary Printing and Folding Machine, 

215 
Vignette, fifteenth-century, 74 

Water-motor, the “Backus” 191 

Xylography, early, fac-simile fragments of, 12 



THE PRINTERS’ CORPORATION AND ITS EXECUTIVE. 
HE very unsatisfactory way in which 

the election of the governing body 

of this institution has been managed 

has been frequently the subject of 

comment, and the desire for reform 

has been more than once publicly 

expressed. The opinion is enter¬ 

tained in influential quarters that 

the method of election now in use 

acts prejudicially upon the institution by making the 

Committee of Management anything but a fairly represen¬ 

tative body. 

At the last general meeting the matter was brought dis¬ 

tinctly before the subscribers assembled by a resolution 

advocating the adoption of the ballot in place of a show of 

hands, and this suggestion met with considerable favour at 

the time. Owing, however, to the subject not having been 

formally placed before the meeting upon the notice-paper, 

the resolution offered to the meeting could only be accepted 

as a recommendation to the Council to adopt that or some 

other mode in lieu of the one now in use. The advocates 

of the proposed alteration then proceeded in furtherance of 

their desire to give notice to the Council to bring the matter 

formally before the next annual general meeting, and this 

has been done in conformity with the By-laws, which 

require that three months’ notice shall be given of any 

proposed alteration, which is thereupon to be submitted 

to a general meeting upon a report from the Council as to 

the expediency of the proposed alteration. 

The Council have received due notice, and after consi¬ 

deration have informed the requisitionists that they decline 

to place the subject before the subscribers at the next 

general meeting ! 

This unexpected action of the Council it will be seen 

amounts to an attempt at preventing the subject being 

placed before the general body of subscribers for decision. 

First, it is objected that the matter can only be submitted to 

the subscribei's by being placed upon the business paper; 

and then, when the matter is presented to the Council in 

due form, that body declines putting it on the business paper! 

No more conclusive argument can be needed to show that 

the present system of electing the governing body does not 

work well and must at once be changed. 

As to the want of a fairly representative character in the 

Council, it may be noted that the present body con¬ 

sists of five compositors, two overseers, five machine-over¬ 

seers, three retfied journeymen printers, one engineei-, one 

printers’ broker, one traveller for type, one traveller for 

ink, one printers’ cashier, and the secretary of the Machine 

Managers’ trade society. The printing-offices represented 

are the Bank of England, Messrs. Bradbury, Agnew, & Co. 

(two representatives), Messrs. Cassell, Petter, & Galpin, 

Messrs. Curtice & Co., The Field, The Graphic, The 

Adorning Advertiser, Messrs. Nichols & Sons, Messrs. 

Reynolds & Dick, Messrs. Spottiswoode & Co., Messrs. 

Waterlow & Sons, and Messrs. Whiting & Co. Amongst 

many large houses which are not represented may be 

mentioned the Queen’s Printing Office, Messrs. Clowes 

& Sons, Messrs. Truscott & Son, Messrs. Causton & 

Sons, Messrs. Wyman & Sons, and others we might 

specify; but the entirely unrepresented class is that of 

the master printers, there being not one master printer 

upon the Council at present, nor has there been for some 

years past. 

There is no fear that those subscribers who have now 

taken the initiative in this matter of reform will be de¬ 

terred by any obstacles that have been or may be needlessly 

thrown in their way by the present executive. A reform was 

wanted, and a reform there must and will be, malgre the 

foolish obstructives. 

B 
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THE EARLY HISTORY OF LITHOGRAPHY! 

GLASGOW REMINISCENCES, 

In Two Parts.—Part I. 

WHEN Thoth explained the use and the value of 
letters to Tamus, King of Egypt, according to 

Plato in “ Phsedrus,” he said:—“ These, O King, will render 
the Egyptians wiser and better able to remember, for the 
invention is as Medicine to the Memory and to Wisdom.” 
This was no doubt a true prophecy, yet we can see a little 
farther into the matter than “ Thoth the Lord of Letters ” 
was able to do in his day. The invention of letters as 
“Medicine to the Memory” was of a very homoeopathic 
character in comparison to what it has been since the power 
of printing was added. Since letters came as the help of 
Memory we know how much we are indebted to them, and 
how much greater this debt has become from the time that 
the repetitional power of the press has been in existence. 
In spite of these aids, we also know how much knowledge 
of all kinds has been lost and forgotten. The Egyptologist 
will tell you how many questions are still in uncertainty 
from the absence of inscriptions. The whole subject of 
Egyptian Chronology is left in doubt from the want of dates, 
even since Thoth gave the Medicine of Hieroglyphics to the 
Hamitic Race3—details as to many of the common arts of 
life amongst that people cannot be described, as no record 
is left of them. We need not go so far back to find illus¬ 
trations : even since printing has been in use, many new 
ideas and inventions have been left in doubt in reference 
to their origin from the absence of facts regarding them. 
Questions daily arise as to details, and particularly as to j 
dates, of the early history of most of the Arts and Sciences, 
and even of those also which belong almost to our own 
days. The early history of Printing may itself be given as 
a good example of uncertainties. All these difficulties 
result from the want of a proper system of chronicling 
events, and particularly such dry details as dates and names 
of people and places. It has been reserved for our own age 
to comprehend the full value of such materials, and to 
inaugurate a system of more fully recording them. 

Influenced by such considerations, we have given bio¬ 
graphical notices of “ Our Contemporaries,” and have 
compiled several articles which, we trust, were justly 
entitled to be regarded as contributing to the History of 
Lithography. The preservation of such details by the aid 
of the printing-press will yet be valued as good service in 
relation to the history of the art. It is in the same spirit 
that we now address ourselves to an interesting phase of 
the earlier annals of Lithography,—its introduction into a 
northern city which has subsequently attained eminence in 
its practice. 

The early history of Lithography in Glasgow is involved 
in much obscurity. Various hypotheses are current, which 
on investigation prove to be unauthentic. Among these is 
the belief that Hugh Wilson made experiments in the art 
as far back as 1816. It has even been affirmed that the 
“Transactions of the Philosophical Society of Glasgow” 
establish this fact. We have been at some pains to investi¬ 
gate this allegation, and find on examination that the 
printed records of this Society only date from 1840 3 access 
had consequently to be obtained to the older documents, 
but anticipated references regarding Wilson were not found 
to exist. However, in a minute made as early as 5th January, 
1818, it is stated that a “ Mr. Boag promised to bring at next 
meeting some beautiful specimens of Lithography,” and 
afterwards on the 19th January of the same year it states that 
“Mr. Boag produced the specimens of Lithography promised 

at last meeting.” This is unfortunately a very meagre state¬ 
ment. Mr. Boag was a member of the Society,—that is all 
we know about him 3 but whether the specimens were 
produced in Glasgow or elsewhere is not indicated. The 
probability is that they came from London or Paris 3 had 
they been produced in Glasgow the chances are that some 
record of the fact and allusion to the process would have 
been made. Had they been done in the locality they could 
only have been first efforts, and the words “ beautiful 
specimens” by which they are described are rather against 
this view of the case. 

This inquiry led to some additional details about Hugh 
Wilson. He was born in 1797, and partly went through 
an apprenticeship as an engraver with Lumsden the 
stationer, who also did copperplate printing. Lumsden’s 
stationery business increasing, he gave up the printing part 
of it, and Wilson, in 1819, took over that branch. At 
this early date he was only an engraver and copperplate 
printer, the change to Lithography taking place afterwards 
in the natural course of events. His being a lithographic 
firm in later years, some one has supposed that Wilson was 
a lithographer from the first, and this in all probability led 
to the tradition of his early connection with the Art. If he 
made any experiments in Lithography as early as 1816 it 
was when he was with Lumsden3 unfortunately there are no 
records of them to be found. The statement which will be 
given further on, that Wilson started business at the corner 
of Stockwell and Trongate in 1829, indicates the date when 
he went first to that place, and may be credited in so far as 
it is not opposed to other facts here cited. 

The first name identified with the introduction of Litho¬ 
graphy to Glasgow seems to be that of Thomas Hopkirk 
the younger, of Dalbeth, near Clyde Ironworks. He was a 
man of means, and held the office of Justice of the Peace. 
The accounts of his relations with Lithography differ con¬ 
siderably, and it is now all but impossible to get at the 
precise facts. According to one version Hopkirk started 
a man of the name of John Watson in the lithographic 
business, and this was the first establishment of the kind in 
Glasgow. This story gives the date of 1822 or 1823 as 
the period of introduction. According to another authority 
Hopkirk started a business in company with a Mr. Cleland, 
son of the well-known author of the “Annals of Glasgow,” 
at a much earlier date 3 and the name of the firm was 
“ Hopkirk and Cleland.” This firm was dissolved, and Hop¬ 
kirk then started Watson, Cleland carrying on the business in 
his own name. 

Hopkirk was fond of art, and is supposed to have 
practised Lithography, at least as an amateur 3 and as he was 
wealthy, it may have been with an idea of advancing the art 
that he took such great interest in it. As an evidence 
of his desire to foster a taste for pictorial illustration, he 
started an Illustrated Journal, called The Noi-thern Looking- 
Glass, three copies of which have been sent to us among 
other specimens. It is demy folio, each number containing 
four pages, three of which are covered with illustrations. 
The subjects are principally comic, some being caricatures 
of persons and events, while there are in each number a few 
illustrations of occurrences of the time. It is one of the 
many efforts indicating the promptings which have been 
now so fully realized in our illustrated and comic journals. 
The price of this paper is stated on each number as— 
“Common Impressions, ir. 6d. 3 Best do.. 2s.; Covers, 
is. 6d. 3 Superior do., 41-. 3 Best do., 51'.” There is a 
week between two of the numbers, and the dates of 
the other two imply a fortnight, indicating that the issue 
was not regular. The artist who produced the illustrations 
was named Heath, and came from London, and judging 
him from his work, he was not without considerable 
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ability. He painted a panorama in Glasgow of the Coro¬ 
nation of George IV., which was added on as an extra 
attraction to another panorama then exhibiting in the 
town. One of the copies is etched and printed from copper, 
the other two are lithographed and printed from the stone. 
From The Northern Looking-Glass we get definite informa¬ 
tion as to the existence of at least one lithographic firm in 
Glasgow. The first number is dated “August 6th, 1825,” 
and as well as succeeding numbers contains the statement 
that “ Communications are to be addressed to John Watson, 
Lithographic Press, 169, George Street, Glasgow.” This 
establishment did other work besides the production of this 
paper, but it does not seem to have been successful, for it 
went out of existence in a few years. One of our specimens 
has the imprint “ Cleland Lithog.” It is a circular calling 
a meeting of the subscribers of the “ Glasgow Foreign 
Library,” and the writing and printing are quite as good as 
any work produced in the present day ; it bears the date of 
1824. 

Cleland’s office was in Virginia Street and it changed hands 
in 1825, when it was taken up by James Miller, a name 
which connects the early introduction of Lithography with 
even the present day. Miller had kept a writing-school, 
and his ability at penmanship led him into this new line of 
business, in which he was very successful. He removed 
the office to 85, Trongate, and afterwards changed to 
21, Argyle Street, where he remained till 1842, when he 
retired, and the business passed into the hands of Messrs. 
Campbell & Rae (Campbell being nephew of Thomas 
Campbell the author of “ Pleasures of Hope,” &c.) Miller’s 
death took place at Dunoon, and was the result of a fall 
from a swing. 

It was in Miller’s establishment that Mr. David Allan, of 
Allan & Ferguson, served his apprenticeship, and also the 
Messrs. Maclure & Macdonald, of the well-known firm of 
that name. There were other names connected with 
Miller’s, such as Macgregor and Rae, as well as some of 
less note. The success of these eleves, combined rvith 
Miller’s own ability, will explain how his establishment 
gained its reputation for good work and the reason of its 
celebrity at the time. 

It was also in 1825 that an office was started in Glasgow 
by Thomas Paterson, who seems to have had'some ex¬ 
perience in penmanship, which, as in the case of Miller, led 
him to take up Lithography. His performances were of a 
very commonplace character, and his plant never increased 
beyond a couple of presses, although on this contracted scale 
he carried on business for many years. His office was notice¬ 
able from his having a portrait of Senefelder on his sign. His 
first place of business was in the Trongate, opposite King 
William’s monument; here the portrait of the founder 
of the art first appeared. The office was afterwards moved 
to Brunswick-street, and then to Wilson-street. This portrait 
was a marked feature of the early days of Lithography in 
Glasgow. Paterson died about seventeen years ago. 

Hugh Wilson removed in 1829 to the corner of 
Stockwell-street and the Trongate, and his business 
long remained in these premises. In the early days 
there were some houses who put “lithography” before 
“ engraving ” on their signs and circulars. In these cases 
the principals were practical lithographers; but the older 
existing establishments were in the engraving line, and as 
the quicker and consequently cheaper process of Litho¬ 
graphy was making inroads on them, they had to add the 
word “Lithography” to their announcements; this was done 
by Joseph Swan, and by Gray’s establishment, which last 
was near the Tron Steeple. In the trade itself this distinc¬ 
tion was for a long time well enough understood. In a 
very short time the comparative rapidity of lithographic 

printing left copperplate printing behind, so that the latter 
all but ceased to exist; and hence the engraving establish¬ 
ments had all to become lithographic, but they retained 
their engravers, who, in the early days, took the place of 
the lithographic writers. Hugh Wilson’s place was always 
classed rather among the engraving than among the litho¬ 
graphic offices. 

In 1831 Mr. Allan commenced business at 187, Argyle- 
street, and was joined in 1835 by Mr. William Ferguson, 
an engraver, the style of the firm becoming Allan & 
Ferguson. Mr. Allan died in 1875, but the firm still 
continues under the old well-known names. It was here 
that Mr. William Simpson was employed in his early days, 
prior to joining the famous staff of Messrs. Day & Son of 
Gate-street, London—a firm whose high reputation his 
talents and enterprise did much to enhance. 

Messrs. Maclure & Macdonald began business in 1836, 
and their establishment and that of Messrs. Allan & 
Ferguson were for many years the principal lithographic 
offices in Glasgow. There was a healthy rivalry between 
them, and the ability of those connected with each led to 
the production of a very high style of work; indeed, it is 
doubtful, particularly with the close competition of the 
present day, if an equal quality of work is now the 
standard. Messrs. Maclure & Macdonald extended their 
business by branch offices in Liverpool, Manchester, and 
London, where they have been eminently successful. Mr. 
Macgregor, another of Miller’s eleves, became a partner in 
some of these branch establishments. 

This may be said to end the Introduction and Early 
History of Lithography in Glasgow ; at least these are the 
prominent facts so far as the oldest offices are concerned. 
It may, however, be added that in 1834 there were only 
four establishments, with eighteen presses. In 1844 they 
had increased to twelve firms, with not less than eighty 
presses. Lithographic offices afterwards increased rapidly, 
and soon became so plentiful, it was often remarked that 
lithographers were almost as numerous in Glasgow as tailors 
and shoemakers, and in 1877 the estimate is that there 
cannot have been less than 300 hand-presses of various 
sizes, and perhaps about 120 machines worked by steam. 
The extensive commerce of which Glasgow is the centre for 
the West of Scotland will explain why so much printing is 
required, the cotton manufactures of all kinds necessitating 
a large demand of tickets for goods, nearly all of which are 
produced by Lithography. 

THE MALLING-HANSEN WRITING-BALL OR 

TYPE-WRITER, 

LTHOUGH the American Type-writer, which w@ 
described some time ago, has now been before the 

public for two or three years, it cannot be said to have met 
with a large share of patronage. The reasons for this are 
perhaps not far to seek, for these machines must certainly 
be described as somewhat unwieldy, and their manipulation 
is, moreover, a task requiring great dexterity and labour, 
especially if it is desired to obtain half-a-dozen impressions ; 
a comparatively high price has also stood in the way of 
their general adoption. These defects have been avoided 
in a Danish invention, which we have had an opportunity 
of testing. Our illustrations will give a fair idea of the 
compactness of this improved Type-writer. 

The writing-ball is an instrument furnished with keys 
which on being lightly pressed print the letters of the 
alphabet on paper. It possesses an advantage over the 

B 2 
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ordinary method of writing with a pen, inasmuch as it 
is easier to use in the first place, and its use is not in¬ 
jurious to health. The writing of this instrument is easy to 
read, being clean and distinct to the eye. Any kind of 
paper can be used, and as many as ten copies made at once. 
Further copies can also be obtained by means of an ordi¬ 
nary copying-press ; or by transferring the writing by litho¬ 
graphic process to stone, copies can be indefinitely multi¬ 
plied. In its working this Type-writer presents no practical 
difficulties to be surmounted by the beginner ; any one can 
use it. After a few trials the learner will be able to write 
with it as easily as with a pen, and, with practice, three or 
four times as quickly. It can be utilised for every kind of 
writing excepting of course in books, and may even be 
worked by those persons to whom penmanship is difficult 
or even impossible, and in this category we may mention 
those whose sight is defective or who are even entirely blind. 
To such as are afflicted with writer’s cramp, or whose 
hands, either from excessive nervousness, age, palsy, or 
other infirmities, are unsteady, this instrument should prove 
a boon. Children can use the machine with ease and 
efficiently, and it may be employed at home for private 
correspondence, while the celerity with which it writes 
renders it most especially useful to authors, mercantile 
or other correspondents, telegraph clerks or stenographers. 
It can be employed advantageously in both private and 
public offices, and may moreover be used at times when 
the ordinary mode of writing would be impracticable, 
as for instance on board a vessel at sea in rough 
weather or in a railway carriage, &c. As soon as any letter 
has been printed the paper is shifted by an automatical 
arrangement, so as to present a blank surface to the next 
letter, the spacing between the words being also duly pro¬ 
vided for. A bell is attached to the apparatus, which gives 
timely notice to the operator of a line being full, and en¬ 
ables him, by touching a spring, to shift the paper in readi¬ 
ness for the next line. This Type-writer is the invention of 
the Rev. Mailing Hansen, Chaplain of the Royal Institution 
for the Deaf and Dumb, of Copenhagen. In size the 

Fig. 1.—For Writing on ordinary Paper. 

writing-ball is not more than six inches in height, and 
weighs with all its appliances six pounds. It is thus per¬ 
fectly portable. It is well constructed, mainly of brass, and 
combines solidity with simplicity. It has fifty-four keys, 

which comprise all the letters of the alphabet, the punctua¬ 
tion-marks, the numerals, besides other signs. In addition 
to instruments made for writing on ordinary paper, others 
are made adapted for use on telegraph slips. The price 

Fig. 2. —For Printing on Telegraph Slips. 

complete is, we understand, about ,£16. The inventor of 
this machine has been awarded the first prize medal at 
the Northern Exhibition of 1872, the prize medal at 
the Vienna Exhibition, the Danish gold medal for merit, 
the Austrian gold medal pro Uteris et artibus, and the 
gold medal at the late Paris Exposition. The inventor 
has also received the Cross of the Swedish Order of Vasa. 

Professor C. Holten, director of the Polytechnic Academy 
and Professor in the University of Copenhagen, being asked 
by the Rev. Mailing Hansen to express his opinion of the 
Writing-ball invented by him, as well as of the Type-writer 
invented by Mr. Sholes, of America, has written as follows:— 

The very first glance predisposes us in favour of the Danish 
machine, for it presents the appearance of a most elegantly-made 
scientific instrument that would not be out of place in the most elegant 
drawing-room, while the American machine is a huge, lumbering 
object, ornamented in the most tasteless fashion. But the external 
appearance of the Danish machine is after all but of small real im¬ 
portance ; far otherwise is it that, while we can carry the writing-ball 
with us wherever we go without the slightest difficulty, the American 
apparatus is too bulky and heavy to be easily moved. In working the 
two machines a most important difference is perceptible, for while a 
slight pressure on the stops is sufficient to bring the Danish instrument 
into action, the American not only requires the application of greater 
force, but the resistance sensibly increases in pressing down the keys. 
And hence it happens that if it is to be used for manifold-writing we 
are able with the Danish machine to bring almost all our strength to 
bear upon the increased number of copies; whereas with the American 
so much pressure is required that but a very few are obtainable. Again, 
if we attempt to work the machine quickly, however fast the keys may 
be pressed the Danish machine goes steadily on, the impressions of 
the letters on the paper being as regular and accurate as ever ; whereas 
the American machine fails in the working long before the utmost speed 
is attained, and before it fails entirely produces curved lines of figures 
with irregular intervals between the lines. Both the machines stop 
working when two keys are pressed down at once ; but while the types 
in the Danish machine are entirely undisturbed, those in the American 
receive a rude shock, and are consequently more or less injured. 
With regard to the construction of the two machines respectively, the 
Danish is made entirely of brass and steel, and is simple in all its 
details, standing before us as open as day, so that it can be cleaned 
with ease and when not in use be protected from dust under a glass 
shade. The American machine, on the other hand, is clumsily put 
together, and is compounded of numerous heterogeneous materials, 
from tape and pins to cast-iron. Its component parts are difficult to 
get at, and if a cord give way, it is not easy to replace it with a new 
one. To clean the interior of the instrument is also a troublesome 
task, and the machine itself produces a good deal of dust when in 
action. When to all these advantages possessed by the Danish machine 
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is added the fact that it works with but little noise, while the American 
makes a most disagreeable clatter, it must be confessed that the former 
is superior to the latter in its construction. In the Danish machine 
the shifting the paper for every new line is effected by a movement 
precisely similar to the one whereby the keys are pressed down ; in the 
American this is only done by a movement of the whole right hand, 
used with considerable force. 

We may add, that though the above comparison may seem 
very severe, it is nevertheless just, and the Writing-ball has 
moreover this advantage over the American Type-writer, that 
while the latter has only forty-four types, the former has 
fifty-four, and the price of the Danish machine is besides 
considerably lower. 

In the matter of cost, although the Danish writing ma¬ 
chine compares favourably with others in use, we neverthe¬ 
less think that to make the invention thoroughly popular 
the price should be still further reduced, and this, we are 
inclined to think, might be done without unduly curtailing 
the profits of the manufacturers. We may add that Mr. E. 
Ritzau, of 38, Finsbury-square, London, the manager of a 
telegraphic agency in Copenhagen, has undertaken the 
commercial working of this very useful patent, which 
deserves success by reason of its intrinsic merits. 

WOOD-ENGRAVING IN ALSACE. 

AVERY beautiful and highly-interesting work on 
German art in Alsace was published some time ago 

by Mr. E. A. Seemann, of Leipsic.*' The author, Dr. 
Woltmann, Professor at the Prague University, who may be 
known to some of our readers by his able work on “ Holbein 
and his Time,” has not confined himself to any particular 
phase of art; he has, on the contrary, taken a wide range 
of subjects, and gives us a treatise on everything connected 
with Alsace that has an art history worth telling--its 
painters, engravers, monuments, architecture, &c. Alsace 
has from a very early period done much towards popu¬ 
larizing the Fine Arts, and in this volume we can trace 
the causes which have led to this result. Though dealing 
with so many and in one sense such heterogeneous subjects, 
the author has yet, we are bound to say, done justice to 
each, and has produced a work which cannot but prove a 
valuable contribution to the artistic annals of this famous 
province. 

Alsace, which in the person of Martin Schongauer 
possessed the greatest chalcographer of the 15th century, 
was equally deserving of eminence for the unrivalled merit 
of its xylographers. It was during the latter part of the 
century, however, that wood-engraving was most highly 
developed, and in connection with the then newly-dis¬ 
covered art of letterpress printing. The formschneider’s 
art was, as is well known, the precursor of typography, 
but the advent of the latter exercised a most important 
influence upon wood-engraving, opening up a wider sphere 
for it, especially in its application to literature, and thereby 
enlisting in its practice artists of eminence in other branches 
of art. 

In Strasburg, where Gutenberg made his first attempts 
at printing with moveable types, we soon after find a large 
number of resident typographers, among others, Johann 
Mentelin, Heinrich Knoblotzer, Martin Schott, his son 
Johann, Hans Reinhart (called after his birthplace Grie- 
ninger), and Johann Knoblauch. In most of the books 
issued by these printers wood-engraving plays a prominent 
part, being brought into requisition for initials and borders 
for title-pages, as well as for illustrations, &c. 

* Geschichte der Deutschen Kunst im Elsasse (History of German 
Art in Alsace). By Dr. Alfred Woltmann, Professor at the Imperial 
University of Prague. Illustrated with seventy-four woodcuts. Leipzig. 
1876. 8vo. 

Book-illustration was, perhaps, of all others the art which 
was most closely allied to the intellectual movement of the 
time, and however crude some of the woodcuts of that 
period may be, they possess for us more than a purely 
artistic value, familiarizing us as they do with contemporary 
manners and customs. 

The art of wood-engraving in Strasburg had a very 
humble beginning. The local printers, desirous of 
illustrating their works, had at first to contend with 
many difficulties, since the engravers at their command 
were only acquainted with the mechanical part of the 
work, and even in this they lacked experience. We 
therefore find that in many of the books the illustrations 
are merely inferior imitations of the wood-blocks of works 
published elsewhere, as, for instance, the “ Belial ” pub¬ 
lished in 1477 by Heinrich Knoblotzer before mentioned. 
A decided improvement is, however, observable in the 
woodcuts illustrating Sebastian Brant’s “ Narrenschiff,” 
which was published in 1494. This book, which in 
humorous rhyme satirizes the foibles and weaknesses 
of the different classes of society, met with an unprece¬ 
dented success; one edition after another was readily 
sold, and it was moreover soon after translated into Latin 
and other foreign languages. It has been conjectured 
that Brandt, who was Professor of Jurisprudence at Basle, 
himself engraved some of the 114 woodcuts which illustrate 
his text ; there seems, however, no foundation for this 
assertion, though it is more than likely that the outline 
sketches for many of them came from his pen. Johannes 
Bergmann von Olpe, a clerical printer and a friend of 
Brandt, was the publisher of the book, and they unitedly 
seem to have taken much pains to insure its proper artistic 
execution. The illustrations are original in spirit and con¬ 
ception, and a pleasant humour pervades them throughout. 

From a strong resemblance in their character to those 
above named it may be presumed that the 139 wood¬ 
blocks intended as illustrations to an edition of Terence, 
which are preserved in the Museum at Basle, were also 
produced with the co-operation of Brandt. Only twelve 
of these blocks, in addition to the title-page, have been 
engraved, and this in a rather inferior manner; the re¬ 
mainder have still the artist’s drawing, which has remained 
intact, delineated upon them. 

Among other illustrated works issued from the Strasburg 
press about this period we may mention an elegant folio 
edition of Terence and one of Horace, both published 
by Johann Grieninger before referred to, the former in 
1496, the latter in 1498. The edition of Virgil, pub¬ 
lished in 1502, according to its title-page, “with carefully 
executed figures and draAvings by Sebastian Brandt,”* 
excelled in the beauty of its 200 illustrations everything 
that had preceded it. Most modern writers on the 
subject, and among them Passavant, consider that these 
illustrations as well as those in the Terence and Horace, 
Avhich are treated en maniere criblce, are impressions from 
metal plates. That method, hoAvever, was undoubtedly 
occasionally applied to Avood. The maniere crible'e, which 
AA'as only for a short time in general use, Avas a method of 
engraving partly in relief as in a Avoodcut, and partly in 
intaglio. Sometimes the engraving is by dots only, some¬ 
times by dots and lines, and sometimes by dots, lines, 
scratches, and hatching. 

The renaissance in the art of Avood-engraving may be 
said to have originated in Strasburg Avith Johann Wechtlin, 
Avho, previously to one of his Avorks signed Avith his name 
having been discovered, Avas knoAvn as “ J. U. Pilgrim ” 

* P. Virgilii Maronis Opera; . . . cum quinque commentariis . . . 
expolitissimisque figures atque imaginibus per Sebast. Brant supperad- 

ditis, Panzer, Annales, VI., p. 27, No. 12. 
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A vMAL DHEIM. MEN, 

Christ on the Cross.—After Hans Baldung. 

or “ le maitre aux bourdons croises,” the latter forming the 
distinctive mark in most of his productions. He is 
believed to have been both artist and engraver combined. 
He may be classed among those who excelled in chiaroscuro 
or polychromatic wood-engraving. This latter art was 
intended to reproduce by means of two and afterwards 
three blocks, the effects which had previously been obtained 
with pen-and-ink drawings on coloured (blue or brown) 
paper, and which style was in great favour at the time. 
Successful attempts in this direction date in Germany 
from the beginning of the sixteenth century. The Venus 
and Cupid, printed from two blocks, by Lucas Cranach bears 
date 1506; H. Baldung’s “Witches ” and H. Burgkmair’s 
masterly engraving “Her Tod als Winger” (Death the 

Destroyer), the latter engraved by Jost Dienecker, on 
three blocks, were produced in 1510. It was not 
till some years later that polychromatic wood-engraving 
was introduced into Italy; where, with the co-operation 
of such artists as Ugo da Carpi, a still higher degree 
of excellence was achieved. Wechtlin’s chiaroscuro en¬ 
gravings are not dated, but there is good reason for 
ascribing them to the second decade of the sixteenth 
century. Eleven chiaroscuros by him are known to us, 
and they are all of such beauty and rarity, and moreover 
so carefully executed, that they fetch extraordinary prices 
in the market. 

Among the best of German painters of the sixteenth 
century, and ranking after Diirer and Holbein, may be 
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Portrait of Hans Baldung. 

former travelled to the Netherlands he took with him some 
engraved blocks by Baldung for the purpose of disposing of 
them there. In the year 1509, Baldung settled permanently 
in Strasburg, when and where he seems to have especially 
devoted himself to designing for wood-block illustrations. 
Some of his first products are to be found in Geiler von 
Kaisersberg’s “ Granatapfel,” published in 1508 by Johann 
Knoblauch ; he also produced many small illustrations, 
mostly of Apostles and saints, for the “ Hortulus Animas,” 
published in 1511 by Martin Flach; and in 1510 he had 
completed, in chiaroscuro, “ The Four Witches.” There 
is a weirdness, a power, and a daring fancy pervading 
these three plates which remind one strongly of similar 
productions by Diirer. 

Though Hans Baldung occupied a prominent position 
as a painter, it is outside the province of this journal 
to enter into any full examination of his achievements 

classed Hans Baldung Grim. His proper family name is 
Baldung, a vignette portrait of whom (after an original paint¬ 
ing in the possession of Herr F. Lippmann, of Vienna) 
we. append. He was most probably nicknamed Grim or 
Grien, because of his predilection for the green colour 
in his attire. In two representations of Hans Baldung still 
in existence and painted by himself, he is dressed in green 
throughout. He was born about the year 1476 in Gmiind, 
in Swabia. His earlier works bear strong testimony that 
he had at first identified himself with Martin Schongauer’s 
school. Later on, under the potent influence of Albrecht 
Diirer, he appears to have addressed his efforts in a different 
direction. Though he cannot have been a pupil of 
Diirer (the latter being only his senior by a few years) we 
can yet trace in his works the spirit, character, and style of 
the celebrated Nuremberg artist. Diirer seems to have 
entertained a high regard for Baldung, and when the 
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ia that capacity. We may, however, eti passant, draw 
attention to his paintings on the high altar at the Freiburg 
Minster, which may be regarded as his masterpiece and as 
belonging to the finest creations of German art. In these 
he approaches nearer to his prototype, Diirer, than in 
any other work he lias executed. He was engaged upon 
the eleven large paintings which complete this altar from 
about 1510 till 1516. 

From the year 1517, when lie returned to Strasburg, 
Baldung again devoted himself to designing for wood- 
engravers. As far as has hitherto been ascertained there are 
but few copperplate prints which can be traced to him, 
but of woodcuts over 150 are now known to have been 
designed by him. In many of these a high degree of 
fancy is noticeable; as a composition of great originality 
we may mention Baldung’s engraving of “ The lifeless 
body of the Saviour carried to Fleaven by angels.” Some 
figure sketches of the Apostles, attired in Oriental style, 
and bearing date 1518 and 1519 are excellent. The spirit 
pervading his “Fall of Man” reminds one almost of 
Michael Angelo. 

The many drawings from the pen of Hans Baldung 
which are still preserved in the print collections of different 
parts of the world, and notably Germany, are of great value. 
With the exception of Diirer and Holbein, Germany at 
that period possessed no other draughtsman of equal pro¬ 
ductiveness to Hans Baldung, nor one whose sketches 
were more carefully executed. The illustration of “ Christ 
on the Cross ” on page 6 may be cited in confirmation of the 
latter remark. The woodcut is engraved after a drawing 
by Baldung preserved in the Albertine Museum at Vienna. 
In his simple pen-and-ink drawings, as also in his sketches 
on coloured grounds with superadded lights, Hans Baldung 
bears a strong resemblance to Diirer, and his artistic ten¬ 
dency being more in the direction of draughtsmanship 
than painting, he shows perhaps to best advantage in the 
former description of work. 

The style adopted by Hans Baldung can equally be 
traced in his conception as well as in his drawing. It must 
be borne in mind that he is far from being a mere copyist 
of Diirer, for his own individuality is preserved in all his 
works. His productions are characterized by a high 
degree of power and grandeur, and many of them even by 
a touch of the sublime ; but they are wanting in that deep, 
warm, religious feeling which belonged to Diirer. Nor 
is his humour either as full or as naive as that of the 
Nuremberg artist. One impediment to Baldung’s progress 
was, that only late in life he became conversant (and even 
then not perfectly) with the spirit of the Renaissance. It 
seems to have been difficult to him, more especially as 
regards architectural forms and ornament, to sever himself 
from the Gothic traditions and naturalism which then 
obtained. As a draughtsman Baldung undoubtedly occu¬ 
pies a very high position, and in the history of the mental 
life of Alsace during the first half of the sixteenth century 
he played a prominent part. 

We must not omit, before concluding, to say a word as 
to the faultless typography of the volume which has in¬ 
spired these remarks. It is printed in old style Long 
Primer, leaded, with marginal references and footnotes, 
and the seventy-four woodcuts which illustrate the letter- 
press are most carefully executed, the tout ensemble reflecting 
great credit upon its publisher, Herr E. A. Seeman, who 
has rendered the mechanical execution of the volume worthy 
of its subject, and to whom we return our acknowledg¬ 
ments for the use of the cuts which illustrate this article. 
The works published by this firm are usually of a high 
order, and may be ranked among the best that are issued 
in what may be aptly termed the German book-metropolis. 

PRACTICAL PAPERS ON 

PRINTING-MACHINES AND MACHINE-PRINTING. 

CHAPTER XIX. 

Two-Colour Machines.—General Principles of Construction— 

Speed. 

E first really successful two-colour 
machine was made and patented 
by Mr. Conisbee, and was pur¬ 
chased by Messrs. Waterlow in 
1861, at whose establishment we 
are assured it is still doing good 
work. In construction they are 
somewhat similar to the ordinary 
single-cylinder machine, but are 
provided with two sets of inking ap¬ 
paratus, each of which acts totally 

independent of the other. 
In regard to this class of machines generally it may be 

observed, that the cylinder is placed in the centre of the 
machine, and makes two continuous revolutions, giving an 
impression for each colour. The two coffins adjoin one 
another, each being provided with a complete inking 
arrangement—ductor, wavers, and inkers. The circum¬ 
ference of the cylinder being the same as the length of 
one coffin, it will be seen that when one revolution has 
taken place the first form has been printed, and on the 
second revolution the second form. 

As the sheet is printed twice on the same side without 
being released from the grippers, perfect register is assured; 
and if this is not the case there is some fault in the imposi¬ 
tion or in the placing of the forms. 

Advantages.—When printing in two colours on other 
kinds of machines, such as a Platen or Wharfedale, perfect 
register in all cases cannot be relied upon, as there are so 
many causes that contribute to partial failure. The point- 
holes may be too large, or careless boys may often fail, in 
perfecting, to place the sheet on the pins. Added to this 
the paper may be allowed to lie about and get dry before 
the second colour is printed; the consequence being that 
the sheet shrinks, and perfect register is impossible. These 
and other accidents may interfere to prevent accuracy of 
register if two-colour work is printed by two operations. In 
the two-colour machine, however, these incidental causes of 
imperfect work are obviated, the two forms being printed 
almost simultaneously. 

Speed.—The speed at which these machines are driven 
must necessarily be regulated by the class of job to be 
worked. In heavy broadsides, where the surface of the 
letters is great, 300 or 400 perfect copies per hour is all that 
it is advisable to print, as the paper, especially if very damp, 
has a tendency to adhere to the form and may tear away 
from the grippers ; nor may the damage end here, for if the 
sheet be taken fup by the rollers considerable delay will be 
caused. It is in all cases advisable to drive from a three- 
speed or cone-pulley, regulated to run 400, 500, and 750 
copies per hour. The speed of the machine can then be 
increased or reduced by merely shifting the driving-band, 
which is the work of but a few moments. 

In this class of work the rollers should be secured in the 
forks by a cap or by some other simple contrivance, 
previously described, which prevents their jumping out in 
the event of a sheet becoming detached from the grippers. 
In all cases care should be taken that the grippers press 
tightly to the cylinder, in order that the sheet may be held 
secure during the printing; otherwise the work will be out 
of register. 
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Owing to the chemical composition of coloured inks, it 
will be found necessary to wash-up much oftener than in 
black work. The rollers should be cleansed with turps, 
wiping them finally with a rag or sponge dipped in luke¬ 
warm water. I11 colour-work, especially in hot weather, it 
is advisable to have duplicate rollers in readiness. 

A perforated gas-pipe should be fixed under each end of 
the machine, as by this means the tables can be gently 
heated in cold weather, which materially assists in the even 
distribution of coloured inks. 

Messrs. Conisbee’s two-colour machine, is constructed 
upon somewhat the same principle of the original Main. 

Fig. 49.—Hamid’s Two-i 

Two-colour Machine. 

When we mention that more than sixty machines are at 
present in use, we need add little in their praise, as this 
fact alone speaks of their universal success. 

Two-colour machines are manufactured both by Messrs. 
Harrild, Messrs. Payne, and Messrs. Dawson. In con¬ 
struction they are very similar, excepting perhaps that 
the “Bremner” (Messrs. Harrild’s) is somewhat heavier. 
There are many machines by the above makers in use in 
London as well as in the provinces, and they are all 
universally spoken highly of. The size mostly made is 
double royal. 

Messrs. Dawson have erected for Messrs. Wilkinson, 
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of Pendleton, a Wharfedale capable of taking a sheet 
75 in- x 60 in., which is by far the largest ever attempted, 
although it is guaranteed to print 600 copies per hour full 
size. While heartily congratulating the makers of this 
leviathan, we very much question the probability of such 
a size ever becoming generally adopted. In the first place, 
the machine should be run at a comparatively slow speed, 
and if the paper used be at all poor in quality two layers-on 
and two takers-off will be required. Secondly, the paper 
would have to be made specially, and in the case of 
broadsides the work of the bilbposters would be greatly 
augmented, to say nothing of the possible spoilage in the 
handling of this enormous sheet. 

In offices where broadside work is a speciality two-colour 
machines are indispensable. The economy is unquestion¬ 
able, both in labour employed and material used. But 
unless the supply of two-colour work is continuous, and 
being otherwise it is found necessary to fill up the time by 
black work only, the production is, of course, just half 
of that on the ordinary Wharfedale. 

(To be continued.) 

PATENTS, NEW AND LAPSED. 

SPECIFICATIONS RELATING TO PRINTING: 

Published in Nov. and Dec., 1878. 

IMPROVEMENTS in Apparatus for Bordering Envelopes. 
Delarue, W. W., and Parkins, C. N. [No. 1380. April 6, 
1878. 6d. Drawings.] Instead of envelopes simply overlapping 
each other as heretofore, they are separated by thin sheet-metal 
plates of peculiar form fixed upon a board. The envelopes are 
placed between them, and then blacked with a brush as usual. 
The thin clear edge of the plate gives a better defined outline 
than the double thickness of paper forming the envelope as 

heretofore employed. 
Improvements in Printing-machines. Conisbee, W., and Morgan, 

J. W. [No. 1420. April 9, 1878. 2d. No drawing. Provi- 
visional Protection only.] The object was to enable consecutive 
numbering to be performed by the printing-machine at the same 
time as ordinary numbering, by the employment of suitable ap¬ 
paratus below the form-becl, part of which was to pass through 
the upper form. 

Improvements in Printing-machines. Vauthier, E. [No. 1570. 
April 18, 1878. 6d. Drawings.] To secure better register in 
printing in colours it is proposed to employ, instead of ordinary 
tapes, endless bands of metal, or chains having spikes upon them, 
by which the paper is more securely and accurately held. 

Improvements in Printing-machinery. Cope, J. [No. 1628. April 23, 
1878. iod. Drawings.] An improvement in flat-bed perfecting- 
machines, in which the bed is driven by a crank motion. The 
motion of the cylinder is derived from the bed'. In many respects, 
therefore, this perfecting-machine resembles single-cylinder ma¬ 
chines, and possesses corresponding advantages in point of easy 
motion and reduced wear and tear. 

Improvements in Revolving Strainers employed in the Manufacture of 
Paper. Park, T. B. [No. 1672. April 25, 1878. 6d. Draw¬ 
ing-] The rings or diaphragms are formed with an annular bend 
or curvature in or opposite the space between the piston-plate and 
the cylinder. Thus the strain on the diaphragm joints is obviated, 
and the rolling action of the curved portion of the ring formed 
by the bend or curvature is substituted for the stretching of the 
india-rubber at each stroke of the piston. 

Improvements in Printing-machines. Griffiths, E. [No. 1702. 
April 27, 1878. 2d. No Drawing. Provisional Protection 
only.] A hand-machine, the description of which is not clear. 

Improvements in the Manufacture of Paper for Prevention of Fraud. 
Nesbit, A. A. [No. 1780. May 2, 1878. 2d. No Drawing. 
Provisional Protection only.] Proposes to employ certain alkaline 
salts of iron in the paper to detect tampering with acids, &c. 

Improvements in Apparatus for Marking or Printing. Brace, E. 
[No. 1841. May 8, 1878. 6d. Drawings.] Primarily a revolv¬ 
ing hand-stamp, in which are contained an impression-drum 
carrying the device and an inking-apparatus. When made large, 
suitable means are employed for holding the paper upon a frame 
while being printed. 

Improved Machinery for Manufacturing and Printing, or Stamping if 
desired, different articles in Paper, such as Bags, Envelopes, and 

other similar articles. Dangoise, E. [No. 2896. July 20, 
1878. iod. Drawings.] The title explains nearly as much of 
this as space can be here afforded for. There are four sheets of 
drawings, one of them very complex. Two continuous bands of 
paper are employed. 

Improvements in the Method and Means of reproducing Plans, Draw¬ 
ings, Writings, and the like. WlRTH, F. [No. 1918. May 13, 

1878. 4d. No Drawing.] A drawing is made upon paper with 
a concentrated aniline ink. A paper is coated with animal lime 
for a printing surface. This is wetted, the tracing pressed into 
contact, and transferred to it in reversed position. In printing, 
smooth, damp paper is pressed into contact with the reversed 
drawing on the lime-coated paper. Forty copies may be taken. 

Improvements in Machinery for Staining and Rolling | Paper, Textile 
Fabrics, and other Materials. Haddan, J. H. [From W. R. 
Schiirman, Diisseldorf. No. 1923. May 14, 1878. 2d. No 
Drawing. Provisional Protection only.] Having no drawing, 
there is nothing in the description to distinguish this from other 
similar apparatus. 

Improvements in the Manufacture of Paper, and in the Arrangement 
of Machinery or Apparatus therefor. Annandale, J. H. [No. 
1931. May 14, 1878. 4d. No Drawing.] The upper “couch” 
roller is dispensed with, and the lower “couch” roller is converted 
into a simple wire-driving roll. By this simplification the pulp is 
converted into paper without pressure, and the cost of production 
cheapened. There are said to be other subsidiary attendant 
advantages. 

Improved Photo-Chemical Process and Apparatus for the Production 
of Metallic Plates for Printing purposes in general, for Jewellery, 
Sign-Boards, and Plates. Michaud, A. [No. 1979. May 17, 
1878. 4d. No Drawing.] See p. 144, vol. iv., N.S. 

Improvements in Machinery or Apparatus for Cutting Paper. Part¬ 

ington, E. [No. 2010. May 20, 1878. 6d. Drawing.] This 
invention effects the combination in one machine of a series of 
adjustable longitudinal slitting-knives, with two or more cross-cut 
knives, capable of being driven at variable speeds, whereby sheets 
of different widths and lengths can be cut at the same time. 

Improvements in Printers’ Quoins. Lake, W. R. [From H. A. 
Hempel and J. A. Dingens, Buffalo, U.S.A. No. 2031. May 
21, 1878. 6d. Drawings.] These may be described as side- 
sticks, part of whose slanting faces are converted into racks. In 
use, two are employed together : a key, having teeth upon it to 
match the racks, will, when turned, cause them to recede from each 
other longitudinally along their slanting faces, and perform the 
part of a quoin moving against a side-stick. 

Improvements in Paper-Cutting Machines. Robertson, J. [No. 
2091. May 24, 1878. 6d. Drawing.] This invention relates to 
improvements in those cutting-machines in which a revolving 
knife is employed to divide into sheets the web of paper unwound 
from a roll. 

Improvements in the Manufacture of Copying-Ink, Powder, and 
Extract. Lake, W. R. [From N. Jacobsohn, Berlin. No. 
1586. April 18, 1878. 2d. Provisional Protection only.] One 
part of aniline colour, four of sugar, one each of gum arabic and 
syrup of glucose. These are to be dissolved in water, then 
evaporated and powdered. 

LAPSED PATENTS RELATING TO PRINTING. 

An Improved Printing-press. Redston£, A. E. [No. 3982. Nov. 
16, 1875.] 

Improvements in Printing-presses. Lake, W. II. [No. 4013. Nov. 
18, 1875.] 

Improved Machinery for Printing from Types. Newton, A. V. 
[No. 3177. Nov. 23, 1871.] 

Improvements in Appliances or Apparatus to be used for Printing on 
Glass. Hunt, B. [No. 4153- Bee. 1, 1875.] 

Improvements in Apparatus for Blending differently-coloured Printing- 
Inks and forming Sheets thereof, and for Dividing and Shaping 
the same. McCready. [No. 3365. Dec. 12, 1871.] 

Improvements in Means or Apparatus for Cutting, Drilling, Engraving, 
or Carving Metals and other Materials. Lawrence, E. [No. 
4398. Dec. 18, 1875.] 

Rather Hard upon the Printer.—It is common enough for 
letterpress printers to have lithographic work executed by other firms, 
although their own imprint may appear on the work instead of that 
of the firm who actually produced the work. In connection with such 
a case that recently came to light in Vienna the police brought an 
action against both parties for having wilfully inserted another name 
than that of the printer. On the case being tried both were con¬ 
demned to pay a fine. Continental lawmakers seem to delight in 
vexatious and petty measures of this nature, which harass the poor 
printer on every hand. 
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BIBLIOGRAPHY OF PRINTING. 

AST und Elunger. 
Stutteart-Cannstatt ; 

Typographische Dmckproben. 
1876. 

A collection of 120 typographic specimen-sheets issued by the 
above-named firm of printers’ ink manufacturers. 

- Lithographische Druckproben. 
An album containing 120 lithographic specimen-sheets, showing 

the effects obtained by the juxtaposition of different colours. 

Koerner (Friedr. Johannes). Gutenberg: mit farbigem Kunstblatte : 
Fust und Gutenberg, nach einem Oelgem'alde von G. Bartsch. (In 
“Das neue Buch der Welt,” I. H., p. 1-4.) Stuttgart: 1878. 

Koning (Jacobus). Aan den Heer G. van Lennep over deszelfs 
Aanmerkingen wegens een houten drukvorm. Amsterdam: 1809. 
8vo. 

- Aan de Redactie van het Tijdschrift de Vriend des Vaderlcinds 
of tegenbedenkingen tegen het hovengemelde bericht. Antwerp: 
1828. 

J. F. Willems had published in 1828 and it was in reply to this that Koning 
a work on the Antwerp printers of the wrote the work just named. This in turn 
fifteenth century, the word “printer” elicited a counter-criticism from Willems, 
occurring in a deed of the year 1442 —See Willems (J. F.). 
which had been discovered at Antwerp, 

- Beantwoording van het nader geschrift van den Heer G. 
van Lennep over den houten drukvorm, den 29sten April, 1809, 
te Leyden, verkondschapt. Amsterdam : 1809. 8vo. pp. 18. 

- De Drukkunst; Eene verhandeling uitgesproken in eene 
aanzienlijke maatschappij. Amsterdam: 1794. 8vo. 

A very feeble essay on the art of printing, partaking largely of a juvenile effort. 
Some copies were printed upon blue paper. 

- Verhandeling over de uitvinding der Boekdrukkunst door 
Koster. 1815. 8vo. With facsimile. 

A far better and riper essay than the preceding, extracted from the serial, 
Mfiemosyne. A French translation of this work was published in 1816. 

-Verhandeling over den oorsprong, de uitvinding, verbetering en 
volmaking der boekdrukkunst. Haarlem: 1816. 8vo. pp. viii., 
475, xvi. With eight plates. 

The prize essay of the Dutch Society 
of Sciences of Haarlem, on the history 
of printing. _ The copy in the British 
Museum, which is _ from the library of 
F. A. Ebert, contains manuscript notes 
by that celebrated writer on typography. 

About the year 1814, the Dutch Society 
of Arts and Sciences at Haarlem made 
known its intention to give a premium 
for the best dissertation in support of 
the tradition that printing was first in¬ 
vented in that city. Mr. Jacob Koning, 
of Amsterdam, wrote, in consequence, a 
work on the subject, which was approved 
by the Society in May, 1816. In order 
to give the essay a wider publicity than 
would be obtained in the Transactions of 
the Society, a committee of superintend¬ 
ence was appointed, and as the original 
work was written in Dutch, it was thought 
expedient that a second edition of it, 
somewhat abridged in the least important 
chapters, should be’printed in the French 
language, which was published under the 
title of “ Dissertation sur TOrigine,” &c., 
in 1819. 

The author states in the preface that 
he did not apply himself to the researches 
necessary to clear up the matter in dis¬ 
pute, and which is enveloped in so much 
obscurity, without first having informed 
himself of the processes used in casting 
type, and of the mechanism of printing 
generally, the want of which knowledge 
in most of the writers upon this con¬ 
troversy has given occasion to numerous 
contradictions and absurdities, which 
have more and more, confused it. Thus 
guided by experience, it is remarked, he 
examined the pieces themselves with the 
most scrupulous exactness, and this has 
left him thoroughly convinced that the 
honour of the invention belongs really to 
Haarlem. The following list of the 
chapters presents a correct idea of the 
contents of the book generally:—Chap I. 
The “ Speculum Humanse Salvationis,” 
printed by Laurent Janssoen Koster, is 
the first book printed with movable cast 
type. II. A comparison of the language 
and orthography of the three printed 
editions of the “ Dutch Speculum,” viz., 
the two ancient editions in folio and the 
edition in 4to. by Veldener, and of a 
manuscript of the year 1464. III. On 
the paper-marks found in the “ Specu¬ 
lum,” and in other ancient works. IV. 

An Examination of the works printed at 
Haarlem by Laurent Janssoen Koster. 
V. Concerning Laurent Janssoen Koster. 
VI. Ancient portraits engraved in wood 
of Laurent Janssoen, Albert van Ouwater, 
Jan van Hemson, Jan Mandin, and Vol- 
kert, the son of Nicolas. VII. Inquiry 
whether or not the descendants of 
Laurent Janssoen continued to practise 
the art of printing. VIII. Of the rob¬ 
bery committed upon Laurent Janssoen 
Koster. IX. The improvement and per¬ 
fecting of the art at Mentz. X. On the 
law process between Joh. Gutenberg and 
George and Nicolas Dritzehen at Stras- 
burg, 1439. XI. Testimonies of foreign 
writers in favour of Haarlem. XII. The 
Cologne Chronicle, anno 1499. XIII. 
The Bible in Latin, printed at Mentz, 
between 1450 and 1455. XIV. The 
testimonies of Jan van Zuren, and of 
Theodore Volkert Coornhert. XV. The 
narrative of Hadrian Junius. XVI. On 
a passage in Carl van Mander ; and on 
the silence of the writers of chronicles 
concerning the invention of Koster. 
XVII. Examinations of the objections : 
that no book exists, containing any indi¬ 
cation that it was printed by Koster or 
his descendants ; and that neither Koster 
nor his descendants ever vindicated their 
pretensions against those of Mentz. 
XVIII. Researches concerning the anti¬ 
quity of the “ Speculum,” and by whom, 
according to Heinecken and Santander, 
it must have been printed. XIX. In¬ 
quiry whether or not the most, ancient 
block books were originally printed in 
Germany. XX. Contradictions in the 
recitals of the writers in favour of Mentz 
and Strasbourg. XXI. On the Company 
of printers, &c., at Antwerp in 1440; 
Louis van Vaelbeke, Jan Brit, or Briton, 
and of a print of St. Christopher; Con¬ 
clusion and Supplement. 

In the first chapter Koning under¬ 
takes to prove that one of the editions of 
the “Speculum” was the first book that 
■was ever printed with movable cast type. 
This done, it would only be necessary to 
-show also that it was printed in Haarlem 
in order to annihilate the German theory. 
The edition upon the antiquity of which 
the author insists, has, however, since 
been conclusively shown to be the fourth 
and not the first edition of the book. 
Koning’s theory concerning the imperfect 

mode.which he supposes Koster to have 
used in casting the type employed in it, 
and the rude construction of his press 
and other apparatus, consequently fall to 
the ground. Koning rejects the supposi¬ 
tion of Meerman that the alleged Koster 
characters were engraved on separate 
pieces of wood, and proves satisfactorily 
that they were cast in metal type; en¬ 
deavouring to account for their imperfec¬ 
tions and inequalities by supposing that 
although much the same method was 
used in casting them as is employed in 
the present day, the punches on which 
the original letters were engraved were 
of wood, and the matrices of lead. The 
press, he thinks, was of a very simple con¬ 
struction, and incapable of affording that 
even pressure which is necessary to good 
printing. The form, or chase in which 
the pages of type'were fixed previously 
to their being impressed, were thick 
planks of oak, with holes cut in them of 
the size proper to receive them. He 
remarks that the cuts were printed sepa¬ 
rately from the pages of text, and ob¬ 
serves that the circumstance of the dif¬ 
ferent editions of the “Speculum” being 
printed only on one side of the paper was 
rendered necessary from the too great 
pressure used in printing the text, which 
sometimes forced the letters through the 
paper, or nearly so. 

There is an elaborate summing-up, and 
a warm eulogium upon Koster. “ If,” 
says Koning, “it be now considered that 
the printer of the ‘ Speculum,’ in order to 
produce it, required the complete appa¬ 
ratus of punches, matrices, moulds, metal 
frames of wood to contain the pages, 
presses, ink, dabbers, &c.; that the fabri¬ 
cation, the preparation and manipula¬ 
tion of all these instruments, were the 
fruits of his invention; that in his early 
attempts—his first essays—many of his 
operations must have failed, and conse¬ 
quently have been recommenced, per¬ 
haps again and again ; we may then form 
an idea of the continual exertion of in¬ 
tellect, the extreme patience, the activity 
and indefatigable labour, the enormous 
expense, and the great length of time 
that he must have employed in order to 
succeed in his enterprise.What 
praises can be too great for such a man ? 
.... The very defects and imperfections 
convince every impartial person that the 
* Speculum ’ is one of the first produc¬ 
tions of the art of printing with movable 
type. ... It may readily be conceived 
how difficult it must have been for the 
printer, after he had arranged the two 
columns of a page in the form, to take 
out erroneous letters and replace them by 
others. Enschede used, agreeably, to 
term these errors of the press ‘ the pearls 
in the crown of Laurent Koster.’ Never¬ 
theless, however defective and imperfect 
this ‘ Speculum’ may be, the printer of 
it first opened the road to the practice 
and perfecting of typography, and trod 
the first steps by which others might be 
guided to the attainment of the desired 
end.” 

The second chapter is intended to 
prove further the antiquity of this Dutch 
edition of the “Speculum” by a com¬ 
parison of its orthography with that of 
the other Dutch edition in folio. This 
argument, however, is now completely 
exploded, by the abundant proof we have 
that this so-called first edition is not such; 
besides, the mere abundance of inaccu¬ 
racies of orthography is no evidence of 
antiquity, but rather of the defective 
education, or the carelessness of the 
printer. In the third chapter, Koning 
treats of the paper-marks in the different 
editions of the “ Speculum,” and his 
arguments seemed so plausible that the 

late Mr. Ottley who was an adherent of 
the Koster. theory) spent five months in 
Holland in examining the evidence 
founded on this point, and came to the 
conclusion, after the most careful con¬ 
sideration, and an investigation in which 
he was assisted by Koning himself, that 
there is no proof that the paper was made 
at the early period claimed ; in short, that 
this evidence must be abandoned, in the 
pursuit of the controversy. In the fourth 
chapter. Koning agrees, he says, with 
writers in general that the use of playing 
cards gave rise to wood-engravings of the 
images of saints, adding that he pos¬ 
sesses several of these ancient woodcuts 
engraved in the Low Countries; then 
came the block books, containing figures; 
next occurred the idea of engraving 
letters on separate pieces of wood ; and 
lastly, cast metal type was discovered. 
He insists that these discoveries were by 
degrees made at Haarlem, and speaks of 
a xylographic fragment of a “Donatus,” 
and of a page of an “Horarium” which he 
supposes to have been two of Koster’s 
first productions ; afterwards of the little 
“book of eight small pages” in the col¬ 
lection of Enschede, which he shows to 
be printed with movable characters. 
Koning next treats of the different 
editions of the “Donatus” which are sup¬ 
posed to have been printed by Koster 
or his descendants with movable types, 
furnishing details as to the places where, 
and the ages of the books in the bindings 
of which the fragments he enumerates 
were found. He concludes that Koster 
successively engraved and cast four dif¬ 
ferent sorts of types. With the first he 
printed the “ Horarium,” with the second 
a “Donatus,” with the third another 
“ Donatus ” and the first Dutch “ Specu¬ 
lum,” and with the fourth, the three 
other “ Donatuses,” as well as the second 
Dutch “ Speculum,” and the two later 
editions. “If now,” he says, “we sup¬ 
pose a little more than a year to have 
been employed on each of these seventeen 
works [he only gives ten, however], which 
one with another is not too much ; and if 
we subtract this number from the year 
1439 or 1440 [when he supposes Koster 
to have died], it will bring us to the year 
1420 [he should have said 1429 or 1430] 
as about the time when Koster began to 
print, which is in accordance with the 
opinion of some writers, who date the 
origin of the art of printing to the year 
1420 or 1422.” The fifth chapter gives 
the alleged facts concerning the life of 
Koster, which Meerman and Koning 
himself believed they had been able to 
collect. I n the seventh chapter he gives his 
reasons for believing that the printing 
business was continued by the descend¬ 
ants of Koster after his death, as was 
the opinion of Meerman. He describes 
two volumes in the collection of Enschede 
which, from the character of the type 
and other circumstances, he thinks were 
printed at Haarlem by the descendants of 
Koster. The eighth chapter treats of the 
robbery of Koster’s printing apparatus, 
recorded by Junius, and claims that the 
story is supported by many valid proofs. 
In the tenth chapter Koning expresses 
an opinion that in 1439 Gutenberg was 
occupied in endeavours to construct a 
printing-press of a more perfect kind than 
had been known before, and believes that 
Gutenberg had been informed of Koster’s 
printing operations by his supposed elder 
brother Gensfleisch. The rest oG the 
theories is foreshadowed in the contents. 
In the conclusion the author sums up the 
various proofs and arguments which have 
been produced by him in the course of 
his work. 

Koning Bijdragen tot de Gescliiedenis der Boekdrukkunst. Haarlem : 
1818. Svo. pp. ii., 138. 2 plates.-Tweede Stuk. (2nd part). 
Haarlem: 1820. 8vo. pp. 139 to 212. 1 plate. 

These two parts are supplementary to intended to bring out a third part, hut 
the preceding works. The plates give although completed by the author, it was 
copies of the watermarks of the “ Specu- never printed, and the MS. was subse- 
lum,” the portrait of Koster in the col- quently purchased by Mr. F. Muller, 
lection of Pieter van Damme, of Amster- who presented it to the Booksellers’ In¬ 
dam, and facsimiles of the so-called stitute of Amsterdam. 
Kosterian Donatus. It was originally 

- Dissertation sur l’Origine, l’Invention, et le Perfectionnement 
de rimprimerie. Traduit du Hollandais. Amsterdam : 1819. 
Svo. pp. viii., 2 leaves of contents, 180, seven plates of specimens 
of early types and portraits of Koster and his son. 

A translation and condensation of the two preceding works. 

C 2 
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FRAGMENT OF THE TEMPTATIONS OF THE DEVIL (reduced facsimile). 

^ We append two reproductions from 
Rolling’s work. The first is a fragment 
of a xylographic impression, printed 
before the invention of typography, 
on a single sheet 11 inches wide by 
16 inches high. Its nature is clearly 
set. forth in the preface, “The Temp¬ 
tations of the Devil, as he tempteth 
man to the seven mortal sins.” The 
Evil One, with a kind of rake in his 
hand, stands in the corner to the left. 
Beneath him is the list of the seven deadly 
sins :—Pride, Covetousness, Lust, Anger, 
Gluttony, Envy, Sloth. The tempted 

man is the monk, near the centre of the 
print, who supplicates the aid of an angel, 
who is seen flying to his rescue. Below 
the angel are appropriate quotations from 
scripture. The work was engraved and 
printed in the form of a placard, that it 
might be fastened against a wall for the 
contemplation of the devout. 

The illustration shows only a portion 
of the upper part of this curious print, of 
which the only known copy is in the 
British Museum. It is supposed to have 
been printed in the Netherlands. 

FRAGMENT OF AN EARLY DONATUS. 

The second illustration is a fragment of instance, the fragment begins with first 
a leaf of a xylographic Donatus, taken person plural, legimus, and continues to 
from the cover of a book printed by Gerard legitis, legunt, of the present tense; lege- 
Leeu, of Antwerp, in 1490. Koning says bain, legebas, legebat, of the imperfect 
that the fashion of the letters in this tense. Every one can appreciate how 
book is like that of letters in the manu- the modern typographical arrangement 
scripts of Holland in the 15th century, in the grammars facilitates the acquisition 
and that they closely resemble the en- of the different inflections of the words, 
graved letters of one edition of the “ Ars This is a fair specimen, however, of the 
Moriendi.” It shows the conjugation of forbidding appearance of all the printed 
the verb lego, but is arranged in a very work of the 15th century, 
different style to that now adopted. For 

Koning en Scheltema, 4 brieven over het regt van Haarlem op de 
uitvinding der Drukkunst. Haarlem : 1823. 8vo. 

-en Vries (A. de). In welk jaar dezer eeuw behoort liet Vierde 
Jubel van de Uitvinding der Boekdrukkunst te Haarlem gevierd 
te worden? In twee Brieven van den Iieer J. Koning te Am¬ 
sterdam, aan den Wei Eerw. Iieer A. de Vries te Haarlem, 
beantwoord. Haarlem: 1822. 8vo. p. II. 

James Koning was for the best part above cited, which, as we have stated, 
of his life “commis greffier ait tribunal was couronne by the Academy in 1816. 
de premiere instance,” at Amsterdam. The part of his library relating to typo- 
He was born in the second half of the graphy (234 Nos.), was purchased in 1833 
18th century. He first distinguished for Z750 by the Community of Haarlem, 
himself in literature by the “ Memoire ” and placed in the Town Library. 

--See Ebert, Scheltema, Vries, and Lehne. 

Koops (Matthias). Historical Account of the Substances which have 
been used to describe Events, and to convey Ideas from the Earliest 
Date to the Invention of Paper. Printed on the first useful paper 
manufactured soley (sic) from straw. London, printed by J. 
Burton, No. 31, Little Queen Street. 1800. 8vo. 

A very interesting work, consisting of thistles, waste and refuse of hemp and 
91 pages, each iof x 6 in. The paper is flax, and different kinds of wood and bark 
as thick as cartridge or wrapping-paper, fit for printing, and other useful pur- 
and of a deep yellow colour. The book poses, he “lays at his Majesty's feet” 
is dedicated to George III., and the pre- the first useful paper which has ever been 
face states that the writer, having been made from straw without any rags or 
granted patents for extracting Printing addition. The appendix to the work is 
and Writing Inks from Waste Paper by printed on paper made from wood alone, 
reducing it to a pulp, and converting it A second edition of this work was pub- 
into white paper fit for writing, printing, lished in 1801, in 8vo., “Printed on 
and for other purposes, and also for Paper remade from old printed and 
manufacturing paper from straw, hay, written paper.” 

Kortebrant (Jakob). Lof der Drukkunst, te Haarlem uitgevonden 
door Laurens Janszoon Koster omtrent het jaer 1440; op haer 

derde eeuwgetijde. Met nodige aanmerkingen. Delft : 1740. 
4to. pp. 79. Plate of a medal of Koster. 

On the title-page is a fine copperplate cases are in one piece. Before the figure, 
vignette, of peculiar composition. In the the screw' and arm of a press and two 
centre is a female figure, partly enveloped inking-balls. 
in a garment exhibiting the letters of the The letterpress is an elaborate eulo- 
Roman alphabet in squares. On the left gium of Koster in verse, written in 
is a view of the wood of Haarlem ; view Dutch. On p. 37 is a representation of 
of the city in the background. Fore- the medal in honour of Koster; obverse, 
ground a figure of Koster, engraving Primus -artis typographical inv. circa 
small pieces of wood or bark. On the mccccxl. Some historical matter fol- 
right, interior of a printing-office with lows, and a list of towns and the date 
pressmen and compositors at work. The when, it is stated, printhig was introduced. 

Koster. Aanmerkingen op de gedenkschriften wegens het vierde 
eeuwgetijde van de uitvinding der Boekdrukkunst, door Lourens 
Janszoon Koster, overgenomen uit de’s Gravenhaagsche Couremten 
van den 12, 14 en 28 Julij 1824, en vermeerderd met eenige aan- 
teekeningen, strekkende om aan te toonen dat doordit werk aan de 
zaak van Haarlem nadeel is toegebragt. [By G. van Lennep.] 
’s Gravenhage: 1824. 8vo. pp. 30. 

- Beknopt Verhaal van de viering van het Vierde Eeuwgetijde 
na de vinding der Boekdrukkunst. Batavia: 1825. 8vo. Fine 
paper. 

-Berichten uit de andere wereld, of spreekende dooden. Samen- 
komft tuschen L. Jz. Koster, L. A. Seneca, en J. Hus. Amster¬ 
dam: 1758. 8vo. 

An imaginary conversation in “the other world” betw'een Koster, Seneca, and 
Hus. 

- Beschrijving, Korte, der Boeken door Lourens Janszoon 
Koster, te Haarlem, tusschen de Jaren 1420 en 1440 gedrukt ; 
alsmede van eenige merkwaardigheden tot de geschiedenis van L. 
J. Koster betrekkelijk, bij gelegenheid van het vierde Eeuw-feest 
van de Uitvinding der Boekdrukkunst, in de Kerk der Doops- 
gezinde Gemeente aldaar ten toon gesteld, op den iocn en 1 icn Julij, 
1823. [By Rev. A. de Vries.] Haarlem: 1823. 8vo. pp. 20. 
2 leaves of supplement. 

- Bewijzen voor de echtheid en gelijkenis der oude afbeeldingen 
van Coster. [By Rev. A. de Vries.] Haarlem: 1847. 8vo. 

- De Commissie tot onderzoek naar het jaar der uitvinding van 
de Boekdrukkunst. [By P.ev. A. de Vries.] Haarlem: 1822. 8vo. 

- Eeuwgetijde, het vierde, van de Uitvinding der Boekdrukkunst 
gevierd den ioden van Hooimaand 1823. Door het Hoornsche 
departement der Maatschappij : tot nut van’t Algemeen. Am¬ 
sterdam: 1823. 8vo. pp. 72. 

- Feest-Zangen op het vierde Eeuwgetijde van de Uitvinding der 
Drukkunst, door Laurens Jz. Koster; gevierd op de geboortedag 
van Z. M. den Koning op den 24sten Augustus 1823, door 
geemploijeerden der Bataviasche Lands-Drukkerij. Batavia 
(Java): 1823. 8vo. 12 leaves. 

Songs in Dutch, &c., by the employes of the Batavia press, in honour of the 
Koster Festival of 1823. 

-——- Haarlems en Kosters regt op de uitvinding der Boekdrukkunst. 
Haarlem: 1823. 8vo. 

- Iledendaagsche voorstelling van Coster en de uitvinding der 
Boekdrukkunst in Frankrijk. [By A. D. Schinkel.] ’s Gravenh. 
1853. 8vo. 

-- Laurens Janszoon Koster. Uitvinder der boekdrukkunst, te 
Haarlem, omstreeks 1423. Oprigting van het standbeeld tot C’s 
eere, der Stad Haarlem aangeboden als huldevan Neerlands Volk. 
Amsterdam : [1856]. 4to. 

- Laurens Janszoon Koster. Een liedje bij de onthulling van 
zijn standbeeld. Rotterdam: 1856. 8vo. 

- Laurens Jansz. Koster. Jaarboekje voor Typographische 
Vereenigingen. Eerste Jaargang, 1856. Leyden : 1856. 121110. 
pp. xvi., 112. Portrait of M. M. de Blinde, compositor. 

——— Laurens Koster. Tijdschrift voor beoefenaren . . . der boek¬ 
drukkunst. Utrecht. 1858-67. 8vo. 

A periodical which appeared during io years. 

- Laurier-Krans, gevlogten 0111’t lioofd van Laurens Koster, 
eerste Uitvinder der Boekdrukkunst binnen Haarlem. Haarlem: 

1726. 4to. 

Containing poems by Langendijn, Bot, &c. 

-Leven van Laurens Jansz. Koster, Haarleninier, eerste vinder der 
drukkunst. In “Levensbeschrijving van beroemde en geleerde 
Mannen,” Vol. II., No. 6. Amsterdam: 1730. 8vo. 

-Levens-Schets van Laurens Jansz. Koster. (Part of a book.) 

8vo. 

-Lotgevallen van Costers Woning. [By ReV. A, de Vries.] 

Haarlem: 1851 8vo. 
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Koster. Programma wegens de viering van het vierde Eeuwfeest der 
Uitvinding van de Boekdrukkunst door Laurens Jansz. Koster. 
te Haarlem, den 10 en n Julij 1823. Haarlem: 1823. Svo. 
pp. II. 
- Rapport van de Commissie benoemd door den raad der Stad 

Haarlem tot het. onderzoek naar het jaar van de uitvinding der 
boekdrukkunst. [By Rev. A. de Vries, and others.] Haarlem: 
1822. 8vo. 

-- Tien vragen van eenen Hoogduitscher . . . eene hulde aan 
L. J. Koster. Deventer: 1856. Svo. 

-Vrolijke Liederen der Drukkersgezellen te Dordrecht, toegewijd 
aan het vierde Eeuwfeest, van de Uitvinding der Boekdrukkunst, 
door Laurens Janszoon Koster. Gezongen ter gelegenheid van 
hunnen feestvierenden optogt, met eene Rijdende en tegelijk 
werkende Drukpers, des avonds van den 10 Julij 1823, bij Fak- 
kelligt. [By Pluyrn de Jaager.] Dordrecht: 1823. 8vo. pp. 15. 

A collection of songs sung at the Koster Festival at Dordrecht, 1823. 

(To be continued.) 

TOPICS OF THE MONTH, 

THERE has been a slight increase in the number of un¬ 
employed since the turn of the year, and we fear that we 

cannot look for any immediate improvement in trade. Bankers’ 
failures will have an instant effect upon all bill transactions, 
and as so many publishers trade upon credit, the restriction of 
their facilities for discount will in some cases be felt acutely, 
and this must assuredly check new literary ventures. But for 
the assistance which has recently been rendered by the stationer 
and printer, many a publishing-house must have come to utter 
grief. We wonder how many of this number will think of the 
help so rendered when considering competing tenders for 
paper and printing presently. Few, we fear.-Meetings of 
Paper-makers have been held at Manchester and Newcastle, 
and the arguments of the various speakers all pointed to a 
reduction in not only wages, but various other incidental 
expenses of the manufacturer, including the rates of inland 
carriage by railway.-The question of the Nine Hours’ 
Movement is likely to be revived seriously, and if debated 
thoroughly is likely to cause a modification of existing arrange¬ 
ments. Short hours are sorely trying English manufacturers 
on the one hand, while it is not too much to say that the work¬ 
ing classes themselves have only benefited by the change in a 
very slight degree. That the industrial welfare of the country 
is involved in the matter we have not the slightest doubt, and 
sooner or later the battle will again have to be fought out. 
In the interests of employed and employers, as well as of the 
nation at large, we are inclined to think the sooner the better. 

The continued dulness in the printing trade which we have 
had to chronicle again and again during the last twelvemonth 
has naturally made its effects felt in the increased number of 
failures in the several trades in which our readers are interested. 
From the respective totals for the past and previous years given 
below it will be seen that the wholesale paper and stationery 
branch is the only one among those connected with the printing 
trade which showed less failures in 1878 than in the twelve- 
month preceding. We may premise that the total number of 
failures officially announced last year was 15,059 against 
11,022 in 1877. In these numbers are included :— 

Paper manufacturers and wholesale stationers 
Printers, retail stationers, and engravers . 
Newspaper proprietors. . 
Journalists. 
Music publishers and sellers . 

Total. 

1877. 

C
O

 
I"*

 
C

O
 

40 ••• 34 
143 ••• 237 

3 ... 9 
2 ... 8 

... 25 

203 ••• 3U 

This increase of more than 50 per cent, of failures in the print¬ 
ing trade points a moral which should not be lost upon our 
readers. Economy, retrenchment, and abstention from all 
suicidal competition, should be the watchwords of master 
printers during times like the present. 

Our own monthly “ Gazette” Record bears witness to the large 
number of Bills of Sale which are given periodically by and to 

printers. It may therefore not be amiss to direct our readers 
attention to the new Bills of Sale Act passed during the last 
Session of Parliament, and which has since come into force. 
The declared objects of the statute are to consolidate the law and 
for “ preventing frauds on creditors by secret bills of sale.” It 
may be worth while to recapitulate the chief provisions of the 
law now in force. The Act applies to all bills of sale, whether 
the same be absolute, or subject to any trust whereby the holder 
or grantee has power, with or without notice, immediately, or 
at any future time, to seize or take possession of any personal 
chattels comprised in or made subject to such bills of sale. 
“ Personal chattels” are to be deemed to be in the “ apparent 
possession ” of the person making or giving the same. The 
execution of every bill of sale is to be attested by a solicitor of 
the Supreme Court, and the attestor to state that it had been 
explained to the grantor by the attesting solicitor. Bills of sale 
must be filed within seven days under the new law, and not 
twenty-one days as by the former Act, after the execution. 
Further, it is declared that chattels comprised in a bill of sale 
are not to be deemed to be in the possession, order, or disposi¬ 
tion of the grantor within the meaning of the Bankruptcy Act, 
1869. New rules maybe made to carry out the Act, and a 
renewal of registration of a bill of sale must take place at least 
every five years. A fee of 2s. in common-law stamps is to be 
paid on filing a bill of sale, and a like fee on filing an affidavit 
of the execution. On re-registration the fee to be 5s., to in¬ 
clude the fee for filing the same. To show the increasing 
number in which bills of sale are given year after year we give 
the following totals of those actually registered in each quarter 
since 1872 :— 

1st Qr. 2nd Qr. 3rd Qr. 4th Qr. Total. 
1S72 ... ...2,484 2,509 2,389 2,7U 10,099 
1873 ... ...2,791 2,556 2,368 2,57i 10,296 
1874... •••2,539 2,651 2,724 2,943 10,857 
1S75 ... ...2,830 3,087 2,808 3,266 11,991 
1876 ... ...3,561 3.539 3,402 3,638 14, I4O 

1S77 ... ...3,928 3,841 3,736 4,448 15,953 
1S78 ... ,...4,618 4,719 4,668 4,897 18,902 

Total. 92,238 

Under the stringent provisions as to registration now in force, 
the total for the current year will probably, even independent 
of other circumstances, show a still greater increase. 

We have before commented upon the prostrate condition of 
the English paper trade, and seeing that immediate prospects 
are in no way encouraging, the manufacturers of the Manchester 
and Durham districts have resolved to enforce a reduction of 
10 per cent, in the wages of their mill hands. Other resolutions 
have been passed at meetings held at Manchester and 
Newcastle suggesting a reduction in the price of “felts’’and 
“ wires,” as also a lowering of the railway-carriage rates. We 
hope that these latter suggestions will carry sufficient weight to 
bring about a modification of the charges now levied. 

The Annual Report of the Printers’ National Art Union has 
come to hand. We have before mentioned that by reason of 
the annually-increasing reserve fund the Board of Trade in¬ 
sisted upon the association adding the word “ National” to its 
title, and adopting other conditions in conformity with the pro¬ 
visions of the Act under which Art Unions are legalised. The 
balance-sheet in connection with last year’s drawing is certainly 
an unsatisfactory document so far as the net balance accruing 
to the Reserve Fund is concerned. The number of tickets sold 
was 44,695, which shows a decrease of 11,242 as compared with 
the previous year; the respective money values being ^2,234.15s. 
in 1878, against ^2,796. 17s. in 1877. Despite the fact that 
there has been a slight retrenchment in the direction of 
management expenses, there remains only the slender balance 
of £22 as the result of the year’s working ! At this rate of 
progress it will certainly take an unreasonably long period to 
realize the object which first gave birth to this organisation. It 
might be worth while to consider whether further economy can¬ 
not be effected, for unless something be done in this direction 
we are afraid that the whole effort will collapse before long for 
want of support. We notice with regret that there are no Books 
on Printing amongst the prizes, and we would strongly renew 
our protest against this indifference to the Literature of the Craft. 
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As briefly announced in our last the “ Lanham Printing-Roller 
Company (Limited)” has been formed to commercially work the 
patent for printing-rollers secured by Mr. Robert Lanham. 
The practical value of these rollers both for typographic and 
lithographic work has already been amply demonstrated, and 
the small company just formed starts therefore under the best 
auspices. The capital is £20,000 divided into ^50 shares, only 
200 of which have been offered for private subscription. The 
directorate consists of the following gentlemen :—Messrs. 
William Blades, 11, Abchurch-lane, Chairman j Rowland Hill 
Blades, n, Abchurch-lane ; Thomas Palmer (Slater & Palmer), 
24, St. Mark’s-villas, St. Mark’s-square, Dalston ; F. T. Lewis, 
Rangwelle-house, Putney-hill; W. F. Watkins, Stafford-house, 
Stamford-hill; and B. Winstone, Shoe-lane. With practical 
and experienced gentlemen like these at the head of the 
concern, and under the immediate management of the patentee, 
Mr. R. Lanham, the success of the company would seem to be 
well assured. 

The new Factory and Workshop Act came into force on the 
1st inst. A commendable feature in the Act is that it does 
away with distinctions hitherto recognised between the work¬ 
shops which were and those which were not included under the 
Act. A clause enacts that in future — 

Children under the age of fourteen years must attend some recognised 
efficient school when employed in a morning or afternoon set at least 
one attendance, and on each work-day; and when employed on the 
alternate-day system, they must on each work-day preceding the day of 
employment attend for at least two attendances, such attendances to be 
between 8 a.m. and 6 p.m. A child who in any week has not 
attended school for all the attendances required by the Act must not 
be employed in the following week until school has been attended for 
all the number of deficiencies. The occupier of every factory or work¬ 
shop in which a child under the age of fourteen years is employed 
must, on Monday of every week, obtain of the teacher of the school 
attended by the child a certificate of attendance. The school authority 
may apply to the occupier of such factory or workshop for a sum not 
exceeding 3d. per week, or one-twelfth part of the wages of the child, 
which may be deducted. 

It is unnecessary to enter minutely into the details of the Act 
of 1878, since a copy thereof has to be affixed in every factory 
and workshop, the new law being moreover, in the main, one of 
consolidation. Let us hope that we have now heard the last 
for many years to come of such meddlesome legislation, which 
adds largely to the harassing cares inseparably attached to the 
conduct of a printing-office or any other business. To pi'otect 
children under a certain age against being overworked is laud¬ 
able enough, but when it comes to prescribing the hours of 
labour for youths over fifteen (who as a rule can well enough 
protect themselves) and for adult females, who as a body have 
more than once expressed their disgust at this grandmotherly 
style of legislation, we think the Legislature goes beyond its 
province. Restriction of working-hours has had more to do 
with the prevailing trade depression and successful foreign 
competition than any of the other causes to which both evils 
are generally ascribed. 

Lord Brougham, when giving evidence some thirty-six 
years ago before a Committee of the House of Lords inquiring 
into the law of libel, expressed an opinion that prosecutions for 
libel had then almost altogether fallen into disuse. The past 
month has amply demonstrated that some persons are doing their 
best just now to make up for any past deficiency in this respect. 
The case of most importance and interest which came before 
our Law Courts was one which had already previously engaged 
the attention of our legal tribunals on three different occasions. 
We refer to the action for libel by the Town Clerk of Ports¬ 
mouth against Messrs. Holbrook, the proprietors of the 
Portsmouth Times. The actual subject of the libel has been fully 
reported in these pages, and is of little importance so far as the 
particular issue is concerned, which came before the Judges of the 
Queen’s Bench on the 20th ult. The real point involved was 
whether a newspaper proprietor can be held criminally liable 
for the insertion of libellous matter in his paper by a duly- 
appointed responsible editor. When originally tried, Mr. 
Justice Lindley ruled that the authority to edit the paper with¬ 
out supervision on the part of the proprietors must be considered 
as constituting authority to publish the libel in question. Upon 
this the jury gave a verdict for the plaintiff. This preposterous 
ruling in the face of what is known as Lord Campbell’s Act, 
the clauses of which are to the very contrary effect, fortunately 
was not allowed to pass unchallenged. On an application 
for a new trial, the Lord Chief Justice and Mr. Justice Lush, 
appreciating the true spirit of the Act to which we have alluded, 
granted the request. Mr. Justice Grove presided at the second 
trial, and he left the question of authority to the jury, without 
explaining to them the meaning of the Act, in consequence of 
which they returned again a verdict in favour of the prosecu¬ 
tion. This led to the present appeal to set aside the verdict 
and to grant a new trial, both which requests were granted, 
Mr. Justice Mellor again dissenting, as on the previous occasion. 
The judgments of the Lord Chief Justice and Mr. Justice Lush, 
which were of an elaborate character, entered at great length 
into the merits of the question involved, the former observing 
appropriately enough :— 

It appears to me untenable to say that because a proprietor 
intrusts the conduct of a public journal to the plenary discretion of an 
editor, he thereby gives authority to the editor to commit a breach of 
the law by the insertion of libellous matter, If the principal were 
expressly to prohibit the insertion of libellous matter in the paper 
would not that be sufficient? Surely the answer must be in the 
affirmative ; for, unless he himself superintends the insertion of every 
article (in which case the statute would be useless), what can the pro¬ 
prietor do more ? And surely the prohibition not to violate the law is 
impliedly involved in every service in which an agent is employed, and 
in which the law may possibly be broken by the agent. As it seems to 
me, the proprietor of a public journal who gives a general authority to 
the editor he employs is entitled to assume that the editor, knowing 
the law as well as himself, will take care for his own sake, as well as 
that of his employer, to keep within the law by inserting nothing which 
would bring himself within the reach of the law, both civilly and 
criminally, and make his principal liable in damages. I am at a loss 
to see to what cases the statutory enactment in question could be 
applicable if not to this. 

OuR readers may remember a case reported in these pages 
more than a twelvemonth ago, when a number of newspaper ; 
proprietors were declared liable for the full amount of certain 
shares in the Church and Empire Fire Insurance Company, 
which they had accepted in consideration of advertising 
the prospectus of that company. A very similar case came 
before Vice-Chancellor Sir Charles Hall on the 17th ult. Mr. 
White, the proprietor of the Ulster Gazette, undertook to ad¬ 
vertise the prospectus of the Government Security Fire In¬ 
surance Company, payment for which was to be in fully-paid 
shares. The voluntary winding-up of the company has since 
been resolved upon, and the present action was brought to 
decide whether or not Mr. White’s name ought to be placed 
upon the list of contributories. The Vice-Chancellor held that 
Mr. White was not liable, inasmuch as the service in question 
had been rendered and the advertisements inserted before the 
shares were issued. He therefore ruled that the shares in 
question were to be considered as fully paid up. The decision 
in question will be hailed with satisfaction by a large number 
of newspaper proprietors, since the present was only a test 
case, the issue of which was to determine several others. 

The whole question lies, indeed, in a nutshell, and to urge 
what Mr. Justice Mellor did seems to us like arguing in a 
circle. The law as it existed before the passing of Lord 
Campbell’s Act was, of course, as Mr. Justice Mellor wishes to 
understand it now. Then, as was pertinently pointed out some 
sixty years ago by Lord Erskine (to whom the English Press 
is largely indebted for the liberty it now enjoys), a publisher or 
bookseller though unable to read everything published or sold 
by him, nevertheless was not allowed to plead ignorance of the 
contents. It was to remedy this state of things that the Act of 
6 & 7 Victoria was passed, and with a view to carry out a 
recommendation of a Select Committee of the House of Lords, 
which sat in 1843, and which recommended—“That it be 
declared that upon the trial, open indictment, or information 
for libel, it shall be competent for the defendant against whom 
a presumptive case of publication by an agent has been made, 
to prove as an answer that the act of publication was contrary 
to his orders, and under circumstances where it was impossible 
he should have been acquainted with the contents of the libel.” 
We hope that the next Judge before whom the action will be 
tried will bring common sense to his aid when directing the 
jury,for it is simplypreposterous that the defendant should be put 
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to the enormous expense of having his case tried again and 
again through a misapprehension of obvious provisions of 
the law. 

Dr. Johnson thought the art of advertising was “ so near 
to perfection that it is not easy to propose any improvement.” 
Had he lived in this latter half of the nineteenth century he 
might have learnt of a method of advertising which solves the 
problem how to gain publicity without incurring the outlay of a 
single farthing. This style of puffing adds a fourth to those 
immortalised by Sheridan, and we shall have to speak in future 
not only of the puff “ direct, oblique, collusive,” but also of the 
free-gratis-and-for-nothing puff. To make our meaning clear, 
and to ensure to the inventors of a novel style of cheap ad¬ 
vertising that publicity which they rightly enough value so 
highly, we reproduce a circular which has been issued by them 
and which holds out the tempting offer :— 

Sir,—We are desirous of advertising in all the newspapers pub¬ 
lished in the British Isles, and in consequence.of the expense attending 
such a project and the varied circulation of provincial papers, often 
causing unproductive outlay, we beg to make the following offer, viz.:— 
The enclosed advertisement to be inserted in your paper, and for all 
coupons forwarded to us from its columns we will pay you at the rate 
of 10s. per dozen. This would, if your paper has a good circulation, 
repay you exceedingly well for the space occupied. Payment would be 
made by cheque on the last Saturday of each month. We should be 
glad if you will give this offer a short trial, in which case we have no 
doubt you will continue. Having for several years advertised in all 
the best London and provincial papers, we can, if necessary, furnish 
you with trade references. Awaiting the favour of your reply, we are 
your obedient servants,—E. A. Powei.l & Co. 

The advertisement which accompanies this proposal would, if 
much condensed, occupy about a foolscap page. It may be 
presumptuous to question the logic here propounded, but we 
certainly fail to see how the number of coupons cut out and 
sent in to the above firm afford any criterion of the circulation 
of a journal, since not one person in a thousand might consider 
the bait offered in the advertisement sufficiently tempting to 
trouble himself any further in the matter. Again, publishers 
like to have something more tangible as a quid pro quo than 
the mere conditional terms set forth in the above circular. 
Messrs. Powell might do well to take to heart the advice of 
Plautus—Injusta ab justis impetrari non decet. 

Amongst many interesting data which have been collected 
by the Postmaster-General in his annual report are two or three 
of especial interest to our readers. The number of newspapers 
which have passed through the Post-Office during the year 
ending 31st March last was 128,558,000. The large extent to 
which post-cards are now used for correspondence is illustrated 
by the fact that no less than 102,237,300 have been posted 
during the same period. The number of newspapers retained 
by reason of insufficient postage has shown a monthly increase 
of about 1,800 copies during the past year. We suspect, the 
Post-Office employes are to blame for this, since as we have 
before pointed out some of them seem to entertain the most 
diverse and extraordinary notions as to what constitutes a news¬ 
paper. Lord John Manners would do well to institute some 
inquiry as to the reason for this large increase. With a view 
to prevent the delays which occur by passing letters, newspapers, 
&c., through the Returned Letter Office, the Postmaster-General 
suggests that the sender’s name and address should in every 
case be printed on the outside of the envelope or wrapper. 
Whenever this had been done during the past year, the letters, 
&c., were immediately returned to the address indicated. We 
should like to see tbis sensible suggestion more universally 
adopted than it is at present, since, apart from other advantages, 
it would also provide additional employment for printers. The 
Russo-Turkish war has beneficially affected the telegraph de¬ 
partment ; the amount of matter transmitted on behalf of the 
Press showing an increase of 25 per cent. ; the actual number 
of words exceeding 250,000,000. The'amount of money received 
last year for news telegrams is more than double that received 
during the first year of the Post-Office administration of the 
telegraphs, the respective totals being ,£31,975 and £64,367. 

We shall next month have the pleasure of commencing the 
publication of a thoughtful Paper by an experienced and 
eminent Printer, on the “ Limitations of Engraving on Wood,” 

which cannot fail to attract the attention of designers and 
engravers on wood as well as letter-press printers. We think it 
is time that the views and the requirements of printers were 
explained to artists, nearly all that has hitherto been said 
concerning wood-cut printing having been written by artists, 
critics, or engravers, who have known little or nothing about the 
mechanical side of the question, and who have assumed too often 
that anything that can be “ proved ” may be properly printed. 
It has therefore appeared to us desirable that the Printer’s views 
on the question should be made known, for there can be no 
doubt that much time and labour are thrown away by artists and 
wood-engravers through their attempts to do that which lies 
outside the legitimate sphere of the art of wood engraving. 

JOTTINGS: ENGLISH, COLONIAL, & FOREIGN. 

The tender for printing of Mr. William Downing has been accepted 
by the'North Brierley Union. 

Journalists in the New York Assembly.—Four editors and 
one journalist are among the members of the New York Assembly. 

Destruction of a Paper-Mill.-—The Grimshaw-bridge paper- 
mill, Blaclcsnape, was totally destroyed by fire on the 22nd ult. The 
damage is estimated at £12,000. 

Free Library Association.—It is in contemplation to establish 
an association under the above title to promote the opening of free 
libraries throughout the metropolis. 

Journalistic Rivalry.—One San Francisco paper in the morning 
reported the accidental death of a deaf and dumb girl. Its evening 
rival, not to be outdone, gave her last words. 

The Paris Periodical Press.—Sixteen political and 389 comic 
and literary journals were started in Paris during the past year. We 
wonder how many of them have survived until the present year. 

The Press in Afghanistan.—That great civiliser of nations, the 
Press, seems as yet to have hardly struck root in Afghanistan. Only 
one printing-press is known to exist there, and that one belongs to the 
Ameer. 

Appointment at British Museum.—Mr. E. Maunde Thompson 
has been appointed Mr. Bond’s successor in the keepership of Manu¬ 
scripts at the British Museum. Mr. Thompson has hitherto filled the 
post of assistant-keeper, and is thus well qualified. 

New Gumming Apparatus.—Mr. John F. Seymour, of New York, 
has patented an improved attachment for printing-presses for gumming 
the backs of sheets of postage-stamps, revenue-stamps, &c., so as to 
lessen the labour and cost of manufacturing stamps. 

Mr. R. Skene.—We regret to learn that Mr. R. Skene, whose 
biography was reviewed by us a short time back, is in very feeble 
health. Mr. Skene was for many years overseer to Mr. Norman, of 
Maiden-lane, and recently retired greatly respected. 

The late Mr. H. S. King.—A vote of condolence with the family 
of this gentleman, whose decease we announced last month, has been 
passed by the Standing Committee of the Society for Promoting Chris¬ 
tian Knowledge, of which he was at one time an active member. 

The third annual meeting of the shareholders of the Christian 
Globe Newspaper Association took place on the 8th inst. at the 
Memorial Hall, Farringdon-slreet, when a dividend of 6 per cent, 
was declared for the past year. Mr. W. F. Penfold occupied the 
chair. 

Mr. S. L. Nussey, the amateur printer, of Potternewton Hall, 
Leeds, sends us the January issue (No. 00012) of his publication, 
“Ye Quaynt,” which we have previously noticed. It is full of typo¬ 
graphical whimsicalities. 

The “ Academy.”—Notwithstanding an announcement that the 
shareholders of the Academy Company have resolved upon volun¬ 
tarily winding up, our excellent contemporary will be continued and 
published at the same office as heretofore. 

Parliamentary Reporting.—In the House of Commons on the 
16th ult., Mr. W. H. Smith stated, in reply to Mr. Newdegate, that 
it was the intention of the Government, soon after the reassembling of 
the House in February, to move for the reappointment of the Committee 
on Parliamentary Reporting which sat last session. 

A course of lectures on “Science made Easy” is now being 
delivered on Monday and Thursday evenings at the Artisans’ Institute, 
29, Castle-street. The different technical classes have also been 
resumed, and the Institute bids fair to continue its useful work under 
the superintendence of the newly-appointed principal, Mr. George 
Gray. 
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The report of the delegates from the London Society of Com¬ 

positors, Messrs. H. Self and A. G. Cook, as to the proceedings of 

the recent Trades’ Union Congress at Bristol, has been published in 
the form of a pamphlet of twelve pages. The report is exclusively 
confined to a summary of the papers read and the discussions to 
which they severally gave rise. 

Lectures on Wood Engraving, &c.—The “Society for the 
Fine Arts” has arranged for a course of lectures, which will include 
the following among several other subjects —The Art of Wood- 
Engraving at the Present Day, by Mr. C. J. Griffiths ; Early Art in 
Books and Manuscripts, by Mr. S. W. Kershaw, M. A. ; and the 
Uses of a Collection of Ancient Engravings, by Mr. E. P. Loftus 
Brock. 

Female Wood-engravers.—It may not be generally known that 
drawing upon wood and wood-engraving are two branches of art 
included in the curriculum of the Female School of Art, Queen- 
square, London. Judging, however, by the recent exhibition of the 
work produced by the students this particular pursuit seems to be less 
patronised than might have been supposed. Miss Alice Severn directs 
the class for wood-engravers. 

Anglo-Indian Telegram Charges.—Owing to the refusal of 
Germany, who is one of the signatories to the Telegraph Convention, 
the effort to bring about a reduction in the present rates charged for 
telegrams sent from India to English newspapers has been frustrated 
for the present. The subject is to be brought before the Telegraph 
Congress next June, and until then newspapers will have to pay the 
high rate of 4s. fid. per word. 

New French Bank-note.—The Bank of France is about to put 
into circulation a new one-hundred franc bank-note, which is to be 
struck off a plate furnished by M. Baudry, one of the most able among 
French engravers, who has now spent three months over his task. The 
main feature consists in the watermark being placed in the four corners, 
so that it has better chances to remain intact than in the middle of the 
note, as has been the case hitherto. 

Fatal Accident to a Master-printer.—A printer of Bristol, 
named Thomas Jenkins, met with a frightful death at the Montpelier 
Station of the Clifton Extension Railway, on the 28th ult. In seeing 
a friend off by the nine o’clock train, and whilst shaking hands with him 
as the train moved out of the station, he was caught by one of the car¬ 
riages, knocked down, and rolling on to the metals, was so dreadfully 
injured that death was instantaneous. 

Illustrated Sermons.—Our transatlantic countrymen seem to 
be carrying their partiality for illustrated literature somewhat too far. 
We see it stated that illustrated sermons are now the rage in America ; 
and that in several New York and Brooklyn churches on December 8th 
maps, diagrams, and oil paintings, yea, even chalk sketches, were used 
by the preachers to expound their texts. The gulf between the pulpit 
and the stage would thus seem to be not so wide as some persons 
imagine. 

The Journal Jiir Buchdruckcrkunst, which has entered upon the 
forty-sixth year of its existence, is now printed in the Latin character. 
We congratulate our contemporary upon having discarded the antiquated 
and unsightly German type, and upon having thus afforded an 
additional proof that its aim is to progress with the times. This 
recent reform adds another to the many interesting and commendable 
features of this oldest of existing printing journals which have been 
developed under the present able editorship. 

Also a Reviewer !—Boswell relates that Dr. Johnson expressed 
himself concerning certain reviewers of his day that they were not 
Deists, but Christians with as little Christianity as possible. This remark 
would seem to apply with special force to the editor of a backwoods 
paper, of whom an American contemporary reports that, having dis¬ 
covered a New Testament on his desk the other day, he at once wrote 
an elaborate review of it, and was very much disappointed when the 
foreman brought his copy back, and told him it was not a new book. 

Dishonest Competition,—A Viennese firm has recently issued a 
circular broadcast amongst the local trading community, in which they 
offer to execute every kind of printing at a reduction of ten per cent, 
from the prices which had previously been paid to other houses. 
Whatever the previous charge may have been, an assurance is given 
that upon the production of the old invoice a ten per cent, lower rate 
shall be charged. The prosperity of the printing trade is certainly 
much marred by the foolish system of competition rampant on every 
hand. 

Gillotype in Germany.—The process of producing relief blocks 
in zinc was early taken up by the Government Printing-office in 
Vienna, and has now taken deep root all over the world, being per¬ 
haps more widely known in this country as Leitch’s process. We 
have received some prints from blocks executed by Herr G. H. Boulton, 
of Leipzig-Reudnitz, Germany, which are very excellent, and indicate 
a complete mastery of the process. They comprise samples of photo¬ 
zinc reliefs from woodcuts and copperplate, as well as ordinary transfers 
from copper and stone. 

The Quarcentenary of the Introduction of Printing 

into Vienna.—The arrangements for the due celebration of this com¬ 
memoration are now fairly under way. An exhibition of the Graphic 
Arts is to be organised, and it has also been finally settled to publish an 
exhaustive history of the development of the art in Austria. According 
to present arrangements the celebration will be opened with a festival 
on a large scale, which is to take place on the 24th June, 1882. The 
Viennese Printers’ Union intends to levy weekly contributions upon its 
members so as to be in a position to defray the attendant expenses. 

Even good old Roger Ascham, who took pains to convince his 
countrymen in Queen Elizabeth’s time, that “a man reacheth not to 
excellence with one tongue,” would have voted Dr. Abel, the Berlin 
correspondent of the Times, a rara avis. We have seen it stated that 
this gentleman is able to read and to translate at sight upwards of 
seventy (?) different languages ; and though by birth a German, yet his 
Times and other English writing is clear in meaning, simple in diction, 
forcible in expression, and pure, polished, and powerful in style. It is 
rumoured that Dr. Abel, after seventeen years of original and scientific 
work for the Times, is about to transfer his connection from Printing- 
house-square to more lucrative soil. 

Belgian Journeymen Printers.—At the recent printers’ con¬ 
gress held at Verviers great complaints were made by the several 
delegates present as to the comparatively small number of journeymen 
who belong to the Federation Typographique Beige. The member¬ 
ship, it was stated, had hardly shown any increase during the past 
year. The unsuccessful strike at Brussels proved a heavy drain upon 
the resources of the society, and the monthly contribution of the mem¬ 
bers has consequently been fixed at the relatively high figure of 2 fr. 
The total funds in hand amount to ,£136, as compared with ^104 in 
the previous year. 

A Printing-office under Papal Patronage.—It is re¬ 
ported that the Vatican is about to establish an organ of its own. 
The new journal is to partake of a somewhat polyglot character by 
being printed in the Italian, English, French, Spanish, and German 
languages. A brother of the Pope is to be the editor of the new venture, 
which is announced for next March. A new printing-office, boasting 
the latest improvement in machinery, &c., is said to be now fitting up 
for the production of the Papal organ, for which a circulation of 
50,000 copies is anticipated. We hope English manufacturers will 
secure a footing here. 

A collection illustrative of the development of the Graphic Arts 
has been formed by a young German savant, Herr Hans von Weissen¬ 
bach, of 24 I, Winklerstrasse, Niirnberg. Commencing with the 
incunabula and miniatures of the fifteenth century, this collection 
conies by well-defined gradations down to the most recent productions 
of the various heliographic processes practised on the Continent. 
Considering the lively interest now taken on the Continent in every¬ 
thing that relates to the graphic arts, there can be no question that 
Herr von Weissenbach’s generous offer to deliver lectures on this 
collection of prints will be hailed with pleasure throughout the Father- 
land. 

Coming of Age.—On the 18th ult. Alderman Sir Sydney and 
Lady Waterlow gave a ball in celebration of the coming of age of their 
fourth son, Mr. David Waterlow. There were present about 150 
guests. After supper “ The Health of Mr. David Waterlow ” was 
proposed by Mr. II. H. Beauchamp, who dwelt upon the manner in 
which he had endeared himself to all who knew him by his kindness 
and goodness of disposition, foreshadowing, as they hoped, a bright 
career in the future, as he had already shown his energy and perse¬ 
verance in everything he undertook. The toast was drunk most 
heartily, and Mr. David Waterlow thanked those present in feeling 
terms for the enthusiastic manner in which they had received his 
health. 

A “Nihilist” Printing-office.—The Moscow police have suc¬ 
ceeded in discovering the printing-office in which the weekly organ of 
the Nihilist party was printed. The establishment is described as 
having been well stocked with types, presses, and other printing-mate- 
rial. A large number of copperplates, intended it is stated for the 
production of “revolutionary” prints, were also found in stock. The 
whole affair reminds us of the clandestine press from which in the 
reign of Louis XIV. were issued the Nouvelles Ecclesiastiques, the 
secret organization of which press was so perfect that it successfully 
eluded the vigilance of the French police. This publication enjoyed 
a large circulation throughout France, and its opposition was continued 
despite all the episcopal denunciations of the Archbishop of Paris. 

Sale of Musical Copyrights.—The stock of Messrs. Duff & 
Stewart was offered for sale by auction during the past month, by 
Messrs. Browne, Swinburne, & Morrell, at their Rooms, 353, Oxford- 
street. Among the principal items may be noticed J. L. Hatton’s 
song, “A bird sang in a hawthorn tree,” ^330 (Mills), a lot that 
in the sale of 1875 brought only ^147; “Esmeralda,” £546 
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(Bath); Jules Rochard’s “Amusing Sketches,” ^282. 12s. (Willey); 
“ Break of Day,” Schottische, Bernard, ,£182 (Bath); “The Heather 
Wreath,” ^289. 17s. (Jefferys) ; “Loved and Lost,” ^241. 3s. (B. Wil¬ 
liams) ; “ Oh that we two were Maying ! ” ^273 (Howard) ; the grand 
opera “The Talisman,” ^191. 13s. (Hime) ; “The Magazine of 
Popular Music,” £416. 3s. 6d. (Bath). The total amount realised by 
the four days’sale was ;£6,785. 

Exhibition of Engravings. — A loan exhibition of engravings 
has been opened at the Edinburgh Museum of Science and Art. The 
exhibition is the result of an appeal made to collectors by Professor 
Archer. Among the more liberal contributors may be mentioned the 
Duke of Buccleuch; Mr. W. B. Scott, London ; Mr. F. Abbott, Edin¬ 
burgh; Mr. J. Irvine Smith, Edinburgh; Mr. Henry, S.S.C., Edin¬ 
burgh ; Mr. John Plutchison, R.S.A ; Messrs. Sotheran & Co.; Messrs. 
Colnaghi & Co. ; and the Rev. Mr. Loftie. The prints embrace a 
representation, more or less satisfactory, of the Italian, German, Dutch, 
French, and British schools of engraving; and their collective value in 
an educational sense is enhanced by the chronological system of arrange¬ 
ment which has been followed in the main, though slightly departed 
from here and there in order to group together the property of each 
contributor. 

“ Art in Landscapes ” was the title of a paper recently read by 
Mr. William Neilson before the Edinburgh Photographic Society. The 
author laid down two propositions,—first, that Art was not an imitation 
of Nature; and second, that pictorial grandeur depended wholly on 
shades. Shades, he said, were the great essentials in a picture, while, 
of course, there must be dominant and other lights ; but these could 
not be wrong if the shades were right, seeing that they existed as cause 
and effect. The photograph did not represent nature. In nature they 
saw nothing sharp, while in the photograph they saw the sharp edges 
of a razor, and nature did not like razors. What he advised the pho¬ 
tographer who wished to make a picture to do was, after having got as 
strong a foreground as possible, to study his view in a salient light, and 
find what arrangement of shades would most bring out its main features, 
and let non-essentials look after themselves. 

A Protest against Christmas-Boxes.—Messrs. Cassell, Petter, 
& Galpin, of La Belle Sauvage Yard, Ludgate-hill, London, have 
issued a circular in which they state that “ they have reason to believe 
that a custom prevails among some firms with whom they transact 
business of giving gratuities to foremen and others in their (Cassell, 
Petter, & Galpin’s) employ. This system is open to grave abuse, and is 
always a temptation to unfaithfulness. They therefore particularly 
request all firms supplying them with goods to refrain from the practice 
at Christmas and at all other times, and to inform them if any applica¬ 
tion should ever be made for a fee or gratuity by any of their work¬ 
people. Many respectable houses desire to put an end to this objection¬ 
able custom, and Messrs. Cassell, Petter, & Galpin beg to intimate 
that in future any person in their employment applying for or 
receiving gratuities will be subject to instant dismissal.” 

The personal influence which has been exercised by Continental 
potentates upon the newspaper press of their respective countries is 
well known. The practice indulged in by Louis XIII. in the seventeenth 
century and by the Great Napoleon, of inspiring newspaper articles, 
seems still to survive. The Ar??iy a?id Navy Gazette makes, indeed, 
some startling revelations to this effect. Our contemporary asserts 
that the great Continental agencies with which Reuter’s agency in this 
country is affiliated are in direct communication with various foreign 
offices in Russia, Austria, Germany, and France, so that when we read 
our telegrams from St. Petersburg!], Vienna, Berlin, and Paris we may 
be pretty sure that we are perusing despatches approved of by Prince 
Gortschakoff, Count Andrassy, Prince Bismarck, and M. Waddington, 
and now it seems as if we may add Lord Lytton. The public may 
feel sure that they have the best information as to what the respective 
Governments think they ought to believe. 

Reduction of Telegram Rates.—A reduction in the telegraph 
rates between here and Germany and Holland has come into force 
since the 1st inst. The charges are now as follows, per word instead of 
per telegram of twenty words and upwards as before :—For Germany, 
4d. per word ; for Holland, 3d. per word. These rates are charged 
from the provinces as well as from London, the additional charge 
hitherto made for provincial telegrams being abolished. In like 
manner telegrams from Germany and Holland addressed to provincial 
towns in the United Kingdom are charged the same rates as telegrams 
addressed to London. For a prepaid reply to a telegram the charge will 
not be less than that for a telegram of ten words. If the sender of a 
telegram desires to prepay the charge of a reply of more than ten 
words, he must insert the number of words, but no prepaid reply may 
consist of more than thirty words. For an acknowledgment of the 
receipt of a telegram the charge will be the same as for a telegram of 
ten words. 

American Editors’ Salaries.—It is a well-known fact that not 
only as regards numbers, but also in several other respects the American 
newspaper press has long outdistanced that of the old country. It seems 
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that this is no less true as regards salaries, and the following data, 
which have recently been dished up by a contemporary, may well in¬ 
duce many an overworked and underpaid English editor to cast a 
wistful eye across the broad Atlantic :—Mr. Charles Dana, the editor 
of the New York Sun, it is stated, has an annual salary of 12,000 
dollars, and Mr. Whitlaw Reid, of the Tribune, has the same. Mr. 
Charles Nordhoff sometimes writes for the Herald, generally letters, 
and he has a salary of 10,000 dollars a year. Mr. Hascal, editor of 
the Boston Herald, even while he is staying this year in Europe for 
recreation, is also paid 10,000 dollars. Mr. Henry Watterson, of the 
Louisville Courier, has 7,500 dollars ; the editor of the Chicago Times, 
6,000 dollars ; Mr. W. Curtis, of Harper's Weekly, 10,000 dollars ; 
and Mr. Hurlburt, of the World, the same salary. The incomes of 
the editors of the German papers are said to be, on an average, double 
the above amounts. 

Social Reunion.— On the 28th ult. Messrs. Hudson Scott & 
Sons, of Carlisle, gave a complimentary supper and entertainment to 
their employes in a large room of their works, which was tastefully deco¬ 
rated for the occasion under the superintendence of Mr. Baber, the 
manager of the works, and Mr. Gibson, the chief artist. In the course 
of an appropriate address by Mr. Scott he attributed the present pro¬ 
sperity of the firm to the skill and ability of those engaged in their 
service. The large company assembled before him reminded him of 
his early beginnings more than forty years ago. He remembered 
receiving thirty-eight years ago an address signed by fifteen of his 
employes, and he saw before him 270 at present engaged in the varied 
requirements of their firm. They now had sixteen different depart¬ 
ments. In 1840 all their trade was confined to Carlisle and its vicinity. 
Now a large part of their business came from London and from the 
large cities of the United Kingdom. By first-class machinery they 
could successfully compete with the first business firms in the metropolis. 
Mr. Benjamin and Mr. William H. Scott, the present heads of the 
firm, and Mr. Baber and Mr. Gibson, also delivered brief addresses, 
and a pleasant evening was spent by those present. 

Catalogue of Engraved Portraits in the British Museum. 

—In the Print Room, British Museum, they are engaged on an im¬ 
portant work, the usefulness of which will be acknowledged by all 
students. It is the cataloguing of all the portraits which occur in 
printed books and come under the cognizance of the officials. A very 
large number of the books and magazines of the last and present cen¬ 
turies are enriched with engraved portraits of eminent persons ; these, 
to the number of many hundreds, have already been catalogued, with 
references to the volumes in which they occur, so that they become 
available to inquirers. A few years ago, 30,000 of “The King’s 
Tracts ” were examined for the sake of their illustrations, which included 
many portraits, satires, and subject designs of considerable historical 
interest. The fourfold catalogue of the contents of the Print Room, 
which has now been in preparation for several years, is making steady 
progress. The works in question are by this means described in four 
classes,—1, by their painters’ names ; 2, by their engravers’ names ; 3, 
by their subjects; 4, probably, by schools. Thus, it will, for example, 
be easy to find,—(a) all the engraved pictures by Raphael ; (b) all the 
prints of Pontius ; (e) all the representations of “ The Flight into 
Egypt ” ; [d) all the reproductions of painting of the Florentine School. 
—Atheneeum. 

Heywood’s Publishing and Stationery Business.—Mr. John 
Ileywood, whose name is familiar to many of our readers as that of one 
who has contributed not a little to the abolition of the many restrictions 
formerly imposed upon the English Newspaper Press, has recently 
removed to extensive premises which have been specially built for him 
at Ridgefield, Manchester. The building has been constructed for the 
purposes of the business, and has side entrances in John Dalton-street 
and Mulberry-street. It has a sub-basement, a basement, and six floors 
above, covers 900 square yards of ground, and has a floor area of 6,450 
square yards, or nearly two acres. The appliances with which the 
building is fitted are of the most approved order, hoists, lifts, and 
similar conveniences are to hand wherever they are needed. Thefollowing 
data will give some idea of the extent of Mr. Heywood’s business. 
The ordinary sale of school slates at his establishment reaches a weekly 
average of nearly five tons ; 175,000 slate-pencils accompany them, 
while 5,000 penny bottles of ink and about 2,000 similar bottles of 
gum leave this department during each week of the year. From the 
basement all the orders to London publishers are despatched and the 
parcels for country booksellers made up. The annual sale of cards 
amounts to about 4! tons in weight, representing over 30,000 packs, to 
say nothing of the sale of books and periodicals. Over half a million 
envelopes and ten tons weight of note-paper, made up into packets or 
in sheets, are weekly distributed from here to all parts of the country. 
The firm finds employment for 270 workpeople. Over 2,000 parcels are 
despatched from the warehouse daily, and about 1,000,000 newspapers 
and periodicals pass through the hands of the firm every week, this 
department alone finding employment for 101 persons. 

Almanacks, &c.—Amongst the usual issue of almanacks by litho¬ 
graphers we have to notice one by Messrs. J. J. Sale & Sons, of 
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Manchester. It is somewhat ambitious, both in size and subject, the 
work measuring 20 in. x 16 in. In the upper portion are two gold 
ovals, joined at their sides. In the space between them on the upper 
side are the usual emblems of Royalty,—Bible, crown, cushion, sceptre, 
&c., and in the similar space below are the figures 1879 in red and 
gold on a black shield. In the ovals are chromo-stippled portraits of 
Lord Beaconsfield and Mr. Gladstone, while the base is occupied 
by exterior views of the scene of their labours, the Houses of 
Parliament. A small calendar, black on pale yellow, occupies an 
intermediate position between portraits and views. The whole has 
a background of pale blue, and a plain border of gold with 
rounded corners. The drawing and printing are creditably done, 
though we think that if the portraits were less dark the effect would 
be more agreeable. It is quite certain that the Houses of Parliament 
are not in correct nor agreeable perspective, and the drawing of the 
river-craft is not in harmony with the high horizontal line of the 
building.-£ph£m£rides de L’Imprimerie ” is the title M. Ch. 
Lorilleux, the great printing-ink manufacturer of Paris, gives to 
an indicator of the day of the month which he dedicates to his good 
friends, “ MM. les Imprimeurs.” In addition to the day of the week 
and the date of the month a record of some noteworthy event or events 
in the printer’s calendar is presented. The mounting is very elegant, 
and the tooling does credit to M. Engel, the binder.-“Unwin’s 

Indicator ” for 1879 is designed for similar use to the preceding, but 
has no pretensions to its elegance, nor even its typographic interest. 
-Kenning’s “Illustrated Rugby Family Almanack, Directory, Year¬ 
book, and Advertiser for 1879 ” has reached its twenty-first year, and 
deserves the popularity it seems to have acquired, as it is a well-got- 
together annual.-The Gardener s Chronicle gives away a neatly- 
mounted chromo-lithographic almanack, showing fruit and flowers 
arranged with studied negligence and in elegant profusion. 

L’Art.—We have again to chronicle the completion of another 
volume of our illustrated Parisian contemporary, which is largely filled 
from the inexhaustible materials shown at the late French exhibition. 
The collections of ancient art exhibited by various members of the 
Rothschilds, comprising armour, bronzes, Limoges enamels—amongst 
them being portraits of Catherine de Medici—are described at length 
and well illustrated. An excellent example of Limoges ware is a dish, 
en grisaille, taken from the book of Genesis. There are critical 
articles on the late exhibitions of the Royal Academy and the Grosvenor 
Gallery, while the excellence of Minton’s porcelain is acknowledged by 
a full-page engraving being devoted to it; and our contemporary says 
of Doulton, “ il a fait la cour a l’art et le bon gout, et l’art et le bon 
gout ont visite sa demeure.” An article on “Some Pictures of 
Velasquez ” in the Madrid Museum is worthy of attention. There is a 
striking portrait of Queen Mary (Bloody Mary), by Antonio Moro, in 
the same museum. The fairness and impartiality of the author of the 
article in describing the times in which Mary lived and the history of 
the portrait and its painter are very notable. There are notices of 
the painting of the various Continental Schools of Painting that were 
to be seen at the late Exhibition, but as the English School has not 
been held, by foreign critics as well as those of home growth, in much 
repute, we will quote our contemporary’s opinion, who says that the 
English School is the only one that exhibited incontestable originality 
and made “very serious progress.” L'Art acknowledges that France 
owes much to the Prince of Wales for the success achieved by the 
Exhibition, and pays a well-merited compliment to Sir Philip Cunliffe 
Owen, giving portraits of both. There are three engravings of 
paintings after Rubens, two of them being from the church of St. 
Ildefonso, Toledo, and we have no hesitation in saying that the 
general excellence of this volume ought greatly to increase the 
circulation of this well got-up periodical, and to prove such as to 
encourage its spirited proprietors. The quality and number of the 
etchings are both sustained, and these alone give our contemporary 
amongst periodicals a value peculiarly its own. 

The Book Trade in 1878.—The Publishers' Circular gives in a 
statistical table the results of the registration of the titles of books 
issued in the year 1878. In all 5,314 books have been published 
within the last twelvemonths; of these 3,730 are wholly new, and 
1,584 are new editions. This number exceeds by 250 the total of the 
previous year. It is a little startling to find that no fewer than 879 
novels and other works of fiction—nearly 17 every week—were pub¬ 
lished, and, we presume, found readers within the space of a single 
twelvemonth. This class heads the list in point of numbers, and is 
followed by theological and educational works to the number, respec¬ 
tively, of 739 and 586. Then come books on belles lettz-es, juvenile 
works, history and biography, poetry and the drama, year books 
and serials in volumes, medicine and surgery, voyages and travels, and 
others, in the order in which we have mentioned them. Statistics 
like these, if only they existed for a long series of years, would with 
more or less fidelity reflect the intellectual life of the nation. A cen¬ 
tury ago the educational and juvenile books published yearly would 
not have been much more numerous than the poetical and dramatic ; 
neither did so vast a company of novelists annually rush into print, 
nor was it equally easy in those days to bring out works on special 

subjects or with expensive illustrations. For these and all other 
changes of the like kind in the book trade the taste of the reading 
public is responsible. To judge from the tabular report before us the 
public appetite is not uniformly voracious throughout the year. The 
publisher’s trade is most brisk during the last three months of the year, 
and is at its worst during August and September. By way of showing 
its fluctuations we may compare the 671 new publications of November 
with the 290 of August. May, too, is a month in which the trade 
flourishes, so that it is clearly influenced in its prosperity and decline 
by the London season. It is notable that 47 new novels were pub¬ 
lished in May, and only 23 in August. More books that come under 
the category of light reading reach a second edition than any others ; 
nearly all the novels are republished, while of books on theology, 
philology, social science, geography, and history hardly a third are so 
favoured. 

“The Misuse of Books.”—A lecture under this title was 
delivered on the 19th ult. by Mr. Frederic Harrison at the London 
Institution. There were, he said, many ways of abusing books, but 
not many would follow the example of a college tutor he had known, 
whose life-passion was the buying and reading of books, but who 
always threw the leaves as he read them into the fire, as either 
worthless or already printed on his memory. The hoarding-up of rare 
books of which we made little or no use was a more common foible ; 
but the worst misuse of the art of reading he knew of, and at the same 
time the most widely spread, was the waste of time and attention upon 
utterly trivial productions, while leaving unread the greatest and best 
books ever written. Even scholars indulged too much in promiscuous 
reading, although the longest life and the greatest industry would not 
enable a man to master a hundredth part of the books really worth 
reading. The great thing to know was what sort of reading to avoid. 
We should be as much on our guard against a chance book as against 
a chance companion. The enormous multiplication of books in the 
present day was not wholly favourable to mental growth, and for the 
last 300 years it had never been harder than now to select the right 
books to read. He argued at considerable length on the absolute 
necessity of confining our ordinary reading to the very best authors, 
whose books, he complained, were sadly neglected in these days. He 
endorsed in general a proposal which had been put forth for the 
guidance of the more thoughtful in the choice of books for constant 
use, not dwelling on the theory of education underlying it, but simply 
specifying the method on which it was framed. The authors com¬ 
prised would not number more than between 100 and 200, representing 
poetry, history, science, and religion. The first thing was to attempt 
to get together what was best in all the great departments of human 
thought, so that no part of culture might be wholly neglected or 
wanting. The next was to gather into one collection the greatest and 
best books in each department, and such only. Thirdly, the test of 
the value of the books to be what they say, not the manner of saying 
it. Save in the highest kinds of poetry, grace of form should not 
count. Lastly, the verdict to be given by the common voice of 
mankind. 

New Journals, Press Changes, &c.—A new penny technical 
weekly has been started under the title of Mechanics and Science. Mr. W. 
Watkins, of 6, Red Lion-court, Fleet-street, is the publisher.-Ken¬ 
sington is the title of a new monthly, published by Mr. E. W. Allen, 
of 11, Ave Maria-lane.-The same publisher brings out next month 
No. 1 of the Plumber, Painter, and House Decorator s Journal.-A 
new shilling monthly has been started by Mr. Guy Roslyn, under the 
far from euphonious title of the Biograph.-The first number of the 
Law Students' Journal has appeared. Mr. G. Barber, of 16, Cursitor- 
street, is the publisher.-A new serial is announced by Messrs. G. 
Routledge & Sons, under the title of Every GirFs Magazine.-The 
Choir has been incorporated with a new journal, named the Saturday 
Musical Peviezv.-The Catholic Presbyterian is the title of a new 
journal announced by Messrs. Nisbet & Co.-A new eight-paged 
paper, the Tyldesley atid Atherton Chronicle has been started. It is 
printed at the office of the Leigh Chronicle.-The Levant Times, 
which during a career of some seven years at Constantinople was 
suspended a dozen times by the Porte and finally suppressed by Hussein 
Avni Pasha, is now being published as a weekly paper in London, the 
first number having been issued on the 10th inst. It was established 
in Constantinople in 1868, and was the first daily paper in English and 
French published in Turkey.-Playfair, having changed ownership, 
has commenced the year under new editorship, Mr. Lucy having retired 
owing to pressure of other engagements.-Mr. Hueffer has been 
obliged by the nature of his engagement on the Times to resign his 
connection with the New Quarterly Magazine, which has passed into 
the hands of Messrs. C. Kegan Paul & Co.-The weekly issues of the 
Leeds Mercury, the Fife Free Press, and the Bucks Herald, have been 
severally enlarged.-Our contemporary the Builder, in speaking of 
its five years’ growth, says that the volume for 1874 contained 1,082 
pages; that for 1875, M60 pages; that for 1876, 1,276 pages; that 
for 1877, 1,308 pages; and that for 1878, just completed, 1,372 pages. 
These figures (in ail cases irrespective of advertisements) show a total 

increase of nearly 300 pages in five years, or an average addition of sixty 
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pages per year during that period.-The Geographical Magazine has 
ceased to exist, but the Geographical Society will in future issue a 
Monthly Geographical Record.-The first number of the new series of 
the Dublin Review was published on December 30th. Amongst the 
contributors are Cardinal Manning, Bishop Vaughan, of Salford, Bishop 
Hedley (the editor), Professors Paley, Mivart, and Barff. HerrWindt- 
horst, the leader of the German Centre party, is on the list of con¬ 
tributors to this review.-The price of the Monetary Gazette has been 
reduced from 6d. to 2d.-The Fishing Gazette has recently changed 
hands, and Mr. Marston, an ardent angler, intends to introduce several 
new and interesting features into that journal.-The Standard, which 
has outstripped its penny contemporaries in the length and excellence 
of its telegrams from Afghanistan, has accomplished this feat at 
an outlay almost unprecedented in the annals of English journalism. 
A single telegram cost upwards of £600, an amount in excess of that 
charged for all the Press telegrams from India put together on certain 
days. Was the result worth the cost? We trow not.-January has 
produced two new trade journals, the Printing Review, a quarto 
monthly workman’s organ, and a neatly-printed royal octavo fort¬ 
nightly, entitled the British and Colonial Printer and Stationer, which 
seems to affect a Yankee tone.— The Paper-Maker's Monthly an¬ 
nounces the intention to issue a cheap edition for subscribers only, 

at 2d. instead of 6d. per copy. 

The Penal Clauses of the New Weights and Measures 

Act.—Although the explanation vouchsafed by Government in reply 
to Mr. J. Cowen’s inquiry as to the effect upon printers and publishers 
of the penal clauses in the new Weights and Measures Act, which came 
into force on the 1st inst., is somewhat reassuring, yet the far from 
ingenious argument made use of by Lord Sandon proves the framers of 
the Bill to have made a muddle of the measure. These are his 
words :—“ The matter is one which excites so much anxiety in many 
quarters, that I believe I had better inform the hon. gentleman exactly 
what we have been advised respecting it. Section 23 of the Weights 
and Measures Act, 1878, is identical in every respect with section 31 
of 5 and 6 Will. IV., c. 63. The offence is expressed in identically 
the same words. The penalties are the same, and are to be recovered 
in the same way—before two justices. Section 32 of 5 and 6 Will. IV., 
c. 63, required some portion of the penalty, not exceeding a moiety, to 
be paid to the informer, whereas the present Act (section 57) (4) allows 
the Court a discretion as to whether they will or not assign any portion 
of the penalty to the informer. It is to be observed, that though the 
possible fine is a large one, it is a maximum only. It is not quite 
accurate to say that the penalties are imposed upon persons who give 
publicity to market-returns and price-lists containing accounts of sales 
effected by local, customary, or heaped measures. What the section 
imposes a penalty for is, a person publishing a return in which the de¬ 
nomination of measures quoted implies a greater or less measure than 
that of the same denomination of imperial measure ; that is to say, it 
prohibits a newspaper from quoting a return which may mislead by 
naming an imperial measure, when in fact it means a measure which is 
not imperial. This clearly ought to be prohibited, as it is misleading. 
The name of an imperial measure should in any formal or public docu¬ 
ment be used for that measure, and that only. The section does not 
prohibit a paper from quoting market-returns of sales effected by local 
or customary measures, if it states those measures in terms which 
will not mislead. For instance, a newspaper publishing a quotation of 
a sale at Smithfield of meat at so much per 8 lb., would not be liable to 
any penalty under the section. Even if it quoted the sale, as is com¬ 
monly done, at so much per stone of 8 lb., it is very doubtful (however 
undesirable such a mode of quotation may be) whether the paper 
would be liable to a penalty under the section, because the denomina¬ 
tion quoted, namely a stone of 8 lb., does not imply a less weight 
than is implied by the same denomination of imperial weight. After 
this explanation, I think the hon. gentleman will agree that there is no 
need for us to introduce an amending Act.” The best that can be 
urged by Lord Sandon is, that the imposition of a penalty in certain 
cases “is very doubtful.” Apart from the fact that a lav/ which may 
have answered its purpose in William the IV.’s reign is not necessarily 
adapted to the altered circumstances of to-day, it is certainly not too 
much to expect that the laws framed in this latter part of the 
nineteenth century should be sufficiently explicit. 

Our American Notes.—Our special correspondent’s letter is dated 
December 24th. He reports that general business this season has 
been most encouraging, and evidences of hard times are scarce.- 
Journalistic changes in St. Louis were so frequent early in December 
that it was difficult to trace them. The result was the consolidation 
of some of the older papers, and all for the better.-A new daily 
was projected in Cincinnati for January.-Fires in printing-offices have 
been unusually frequent since the opening of winter, at least a dozen 
having been reported from various parts of the United States, all en¬ 
tailing more or less damage. The largest was that of John Polhemus, 
New York, which occurred on December 12th. The loss on the 
plant alone was over §50,000.-Trade disputes are constantly crop¬ 
ping up here and there, and the employed are oftenest worsted. Yet 

business is fairly active in printing, as well as in other branches, and 
a despondent tone as to the future is seldom heard.-Notwithstanding 

the wintry weather editorial blood will become unduly heated, as 
witness the following :—“If the city editor of the Sentinel, ’ says the 
Hot Springs (Ark.) Telegraph, “feels aggrieved at our honest talk, we 
can be found on the boulevard, ready for the transaction of important 
business.”-After extended debate the Mexican congress has reiused 
to repeal the duty on paper. Not much paper is used, but the greater 
part is of foreign production.-A resolution has been offeied in 
Congress to permit the printing of private work for officials at the 
Government office, Washington, at an increase of ten per cent, on 
cost. At the same timej grave charges of mismanagement have been 
brought against the Government printer, Mr. John D. Defrees, and 
an effort is being made to have public work done by private firms. 
Should this project succeed,—which is, however, unlikely, it would 
necessitate the discontinuance of the Government office. A sub-com¬ 
mittee of the House of Representatives has been investigating the 
affairs of the public printer, but as yet nothing flagrant has been dis¬ 
closed. The Bureau of printing and engraving of the Treasury de¬ 
partment is also undergoing examination by a committee from Congress. 
-Mr. Louis A. Godey, of Philadelphia, died suddenly on the 29th 
of November, aged 75. Mr. Godey was the proprietor of Godey s 
“Lady’s Book,” and one of the oldest and best-known publishers in 
the States. Two years ago he retired from active business. He is said 
to have been an exceedingly kind and charitable man, and always just 
and generous to those employed by him. It is related that a few 
days before his death he gave $10,000 to one who had served him 
long and faithfully.-The compositors on the New York World 
struck work at 10 o’clock on the night of December 26th, and their 
places were at once supplied. They had been receiving 45c. per 
1,000 ems, and wanted 50c.-The Louisiana State printer has been 
indicted for fraudulent charges.-Official statistics show that the 
State of Wisconsin has one newspaper for every 850 of its population. 
-A recent fire in the press-room of Messrs. Van Antwerp, Bragg, 
& Co.’s office, Cincinnati, on Dec. 28, has caused a loss of $10,000. 

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE, 

Illegal Dismissal.—In the following case we cannot help thinking 
that a somewhat hasty and unbecoming temper was shown on both 
sides. Forbearance is a desirable quality alike in employers and 
employed. The action was heard in the Clerkenwell County-court on 
the 13th ult, where Mr. John Sweatman, compositor, claimed of 
Mr. James Beveridge, master printer, of 9, Fulwood’s-rents, the sum 
of £l- tbs., a fortnight’s wages in lieu of notice. Mr. G. Beswick, 
solicitor to the London Society of Compositors, appeared for plaintiff, 
and Mr. Lewis, of the firm of Messrs. Lewis & Son, for defendant. 
From the evidence on the part of plaintiff it appeared that he had been 
in the employ of defendant for three years, and was summarily 
dismissed without the customary fortnight’s notice. The case on the 
part of the defendant was that he was justified in dismissing the plain¬ 
tiff, as he had disentitled himself to notice through spoiling certain 
work he was engaged upon, and when remonstrated with he made use 
of some impertinent remarks. The plaintiff and several witnesses 
proved that the work in question was not spoilt through any fault of the 
plaintiff. As to the impertinent language, the master charged the 
plaintiff with “shuffling” the blame on to others. The workman 
retaliated by accusing defendant with being the greatest “shuffler,” on 
which defendant said plaintiff should leave at once, although he had 
previously told him to take a fortnight’s notice. Mr. Beswick, on the 
part of plaintiff, submitted that defendant was not justified in dismissing 
the plaintiff after giving him a fortnight’s notice, as both parties had 
made use of language which was not called for. His Honour said the 
question was, whether plaintiff had disentitled himself to the usual 
notice to leave after the defendant had given him the customary fort¬ 
night’s notice. The first stone had been thrown by defendant, and the 
plaintiff had not deprived himself of his right to the usual notice. 
Judgment for plaintiff for the amount claimed, with costs. 

An Irish Libel Case.—A newspaper libel case, in which the 
Rev. Mr. Cahill, a Roman Catholic priest, formerly proprietor and now 
the principal contributor of leading articles to the Ulster Examiner, 
sought to recover from Mr. Read, proprietor of the Belfast Morning 
News, £2,000 damages for an alleged libel published in the latter 
journal, describing the plaintiff as a “fiery ecclesiastic,” and imputing 
to him that he was a candidate for the office of Assistant-Commissioner 
of Education, which, ifhe had succeeded in procuring, his “patriotism,” 
as displayed at Home Rule conferences, &c., would have cooled down, 
was tried in the Court of Queen’s Bench, Dublin, on the 20th and 21st 
ult. The Lord Chief Justice, in charging the jury, said that the plain¬ 
tiff was a gentleman of strong political views, and that he attended a 
meeting at the Rotundo, at which the language was without doubt of 
a seditious character. Different opinions might be held as to whether 
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it was consistent with the character of a Roman Catholic clergyman to 
be 'an editor of a newspaper and to attend meetings and use inflamma¬ 
tory language. Comment had been made on the fact that the plaintiff 
had not gone into the witness-box; and as it was not to be supposed 
that a gentleman occupying the position of Father Cahill would bring 
an action for libel on his reputation merely to recover pecuniary 
damages, it might have been expected that he would have been anxious 
to set himself right with the public, and would have gone into the 
witness-box with that object. The jury after an absence of an hour 
returned into court with a verdict for the plaintiff, damages one 
farthing. 

Publishing Betting Advertisements.—Mr. John Cave, 
publisher of the Sporting Clipper, was summoned at the Guildhall 
Police-court on the 29th ult. for unlawfully publishing letters, 
circulars, telegrams, and advertisements with intent to induce persons 
to apply for information for the purpose of making bets relative to 
horse-races. Mr. Straight, who prosecuted for the Treasury, said that 
as the defendant had promised that the objectionable parts of the 
advertisements should be removed, so as to make them not illegal, he 
would not ask that any penalty should be inflicted. Mr. Lewis, who 
appeared for the defendant, admitted that his client had been guilty of 
a technical breach of the law, but said it was a breach which was being 
committed daily by several morning newspapers. Sir William Rose 
said he thought that it could not be too widely known that such 
advertisements would not be allowed. Mr. Straight said the Treasury 
were determined to prosecute in every instance where newspapers 
offended, and the sooner that was known the better. The defendant then 
pleaded guilty to the charge, and was ordered to enter into his 
recognisance in £100 to be of good behaviour for twelve months. 

An Arbitration Case.—Mr. M. Coventry, the arbitrator, to 
whom the case had been referred by the Judge of the Salford Hundred 
Court, has given his decision in the action brought by Mr. Anatole 
Tolhausen, of Partington, against Mr. W. T. Emmott, F.S.S., editor 
of the Textile Ma7iufadurer. The amount of the claim was £40. 5s. 
for articles written by the plaintiff at the request of the defendant, 
also for the preparation of an index for 1877 to the journal named, and 
for blocks and articles supplied to the defendant to enable him to issue 
a “ dummy copy ” of a paper which he intended bringing out called 
the Illustrated Industrial World. It appears that ten articles had 
been supplied, only five of which had been used. As regards the 
index Mr. Tolhausen had compiled the one for 1876, and upon sending 
in his account the defendant objected to the charge {£20), offering 
£12. 10s. instead. The defendant agreed to accept that sum, on the 
understanding, as he alleged, that he should compile the index for 
1877. Plaintiff, who had employed some one else to do the work, 
denied that any such agreement had been come to, and consequently 
resisted the claim. It was also urged for the defence that there was 
no liability for the five articles which had not been inserted, and one 
of which had been returned to the plaintiff. After a lengthy hearing 
the arbitrator certified that the plaintiff was entitled to £39. 10s. 
damages, mulcting the defendant also with the costs of both sides. 

OBITUARY, 

Barr£.—The death is announced of M. Albert Barre, chief engraver 
at the Paris Mint. 

Corbet.—Mr. Henry Corbet, for many years editor of the Mark 
Lane Express and secretary of the London Farmers’ Club, died on 
the 29th ult., at the age of $8. Mr. Corbet had been recently pre¬ 
sented with a testimonial by his agricultural friends. 

Corcoran.—The death of Mr. Bryan Corcoran, of the firm of 
Corcoran, Witt, & Co., manufacturers of paper-makers’ materials, of 
Mark-lane, took place on the 28th ult., at 5, Douglas-road, Canon- 
bury. Mr. Corcoran, who was 70 years of age, had been for 
forty-four years a member of the Stationers’ Company, and was admitted 
in the Court of that guild last year. 

Daniel.—The death is announced on the 9th ult., at his residence, 
Mill-street, Macclesfield, of Mr. Joshua Daniel, proprietor of the 
Macclesfield Advertiser, aged 48. 

Dunn.—The death is announced of Mr. Samuel Dunn, printer, of 
Glasgow, which took place at Fruinfield, Helensborough. The de¬ 
ceased was born at Glasgow in 1812, and in 1838 he commenced 
business in the Trongate with his brother Thomas, and on Nov. 15th 
finally settled in the Stirling-road. After the death of his brother in 
1861, he amalgamated his business with that of his brother-in-law, 
Mr. C. L. Wright, since which time it has been carried on under the 
name of Dunn and Wright, Mr. Wright taking the active superin¬ 
tendence of the concern. Commenced in a very humble manner, the 
office is now one of the largest in Glasgow. Mr. Wright, we believe, 
has assumed as partners Mr. John Dunn, son of deceased, and his own 
eldest son, Mr. C. L. Wright. 

Taylor.—Mr. Bayard Taylor, United States Minister to Germany, 
died in Berlin on the 19th ult. somewhat suddenly. Mr. Bayard 
Taylor was bom near Kennet-square, Pennsylvania, on January 11, 
1825. He became an apprentice in a printing-office in 1842. He 
travelled in Europe, mostly on foot, for two years (1844-46), at an 
expense of only £100. On his return from Europe be became a 
journalist, and in 1849 a member of the editorial staff of the New 
York Tribune. He also visited California during the gold fever, and 
returned in 1850 by way of Mexico, publishing shortly afterwards, 
under the title of El Dorado, an account of his travels in the gold 
regions. In 1862 he accepted the post of Secretary of Legation to 
the American Embassy at St. Petersburg, and in 1863 became Charge 
d’Affaires there. After his return from Russia in 1864 he devoted 
himself to writing and lecturing. He was appointed Ambassador to 
the German Court about a year ago. 

Creditors of the late Mr. J. Stabback, stationer, of Plumstead, 
should forward their claims by the 20th inst. to Mr. R. Pidcock, of 

Woolwich. 

All claims against the estate of the late Mr. J. S. Bottomley, litho¬ 
graphic artist, must be sent in by March 3rd to Mr. J. G. Hutchinson, 
solicitor, Bradford. 

The Will, dated November 10, 1875, of the late Mr. Henry S. King, 
of 65, Cornhill, and of the Manor House, Chigwell, was proved on the 
14th ult., the personalty being sworn under ,£160,000 by the executors, 
the widow, Mr. H. Seymour King, and Mr. Philip Edward Sewell, of 
Norwich. With the exception of legacies to his sisters and brother, 
amounting to £3,000, the testator bequeaths the whole of his real and 
personal estates to his widow and children. 

The Will, dated November 21, 1859, of Mr. George Henry Lewes, 
the celebrated author, formerly of Holly Lodge, South Fields, Wands¬ 
worth, but late of the Priory, North Bank, Regents-park, who died on 
November 20th last, was proved on the 16th ult. by Miss Mary Ann 
Evans, the sole executrix, the personal estate being sworn under £2,000. 
The testator gives to his three sons, Charles Lee, Thornton Amott, and 
Herbert Arthur, all his copyright and interest of every description in 
all his literary and dramatic works, and the residue of his real and per¬ 
sonal estate to Miss Evans. 

The Will and codicil of Mr. James Johnstone, proprietor of the 
daily Standard, who died on the 21st of October last, has been proved 
by Mr. Mudford and the two other trustees and executors, the 
personalty being sworn under £300,000. The testator bequeaths the 
sum of £10,000 to his son by his first wife, and legacies of £3,000 to 
each of his daughters by that marriage. An annuity of £2,000 per 
annum is left to his widow, and all his plate, linen, household 
furniture, wine, &c. ; legacies of £300 each to two of his servants, 
and of £500 to each of his executors. There are one or two other 
trifling legacies. The testator directs that, with the exception of the 
above bequests, the whole of his real and personal property, including 
the goodwill and property of the Standard newspaper, shall be held 
in trust for the benefit of his five children by his second wife. The 
executors have power to carry on his estate at Hooley for one year 
from the date of his death, for the benefit of his widow and children. 
By a codicil t5 the will the testator directs that Mr. Mudford is to 
remain editor of the Standard for his lifetime, or until such time as 
he shall voluntarily resign the editorship ; and he further directs that the 
paper is to be carried on in every respect as it was being carried on at 
the time of his death. Such a disposition of property practically 
ignores the claims of the first family, and we think it presents a 
deplorable case. 

TRADE CHANGES, 

The firm of A. & F. Beak, stationers, Swindon, has been dissolved. 
Mrs. A. M. Beak will continue the business. 

Messrs. Bean & Webly, wholesale stationers, have removed from 
45, Great Tower-street, to 34, St. Mary-at-Hill. 

The firm of Gethin & Main, printers, &c., of Willenhall, having 
been dissolved, Mr. Richard Main continues the business. 

Mr. Attwell Francis has retired from the firm of Baily, Francis, 
& Co., catalogue illustrators, 42, Castle-street, Oxford-street. 

Mr. George Ciiristopherson, letterpress and lithographic printer, 
has removed from 25 & 26, Briggate, to the School-close, Leeds. 

Mr. R. Barrett, engineer and machinist, has removed from 104, 

Saffron-terrace, Cross-street, to more suitable premises, 19, Cowcross- 

street. 

Messrs. Fox & Clarke, printers and stationers, of Windsor, 
have dissolved partnership. Mr. Thomas W. Clarke continues the 

business. 
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Messrs. Green & Butler, printers, &c., of Brackley, Northamp¬ 
tonshire, have dissolved partnership. Mr. A. G. Green continues the 
business. 

The firm of Morgan & Davies, printers and newspaper proprietors, 
of Carmarthen, having been dissolved, Mr. W. J. Morgan will continue 
the business. 

Herren Gustav Najork & Co., of Leipzig-Plagwitz, announce 
that their business will in future be conducted under the title of Najork 
& I’raetorius. 

Messrs. Richardson & Co., booksellers and East India agents, 
have closed their Cornhill establishment, and concentrated their business 
at 13, Pall Mall. 

Mr. D. Woodcock continues the publishing agency business, for¬ 
merly carried on under the title of Woodcock & Williams, at Brewer- 
street, Regent-street. 

Messrs. B. Sandell & Co., dealers in paper-makers’ materials, of 
91, Goswell-road, have dissolved partnership. Mr. R. B. Sandell 
continues the business. 

The Lanham Printing - Roller Company, Limited, have 
opened premises at 75, Fleet-street. Large manufacturing premises 
have also been secured at Bouverie-road, Stoke Newington. 

Mr. Compton F. Brown announces that he has taken into partner¬ 
ship Mr. Percy Young, and that the business lately carried on under 
the style of C. F. Brown & Co., wholesale stationers, of 3, Tower 
Royal, Cannon-street, will in future be continued at the above address 
under the style of C. F. Brown, Young, & Co. 

The partnership hitherto existing between Mr. Walter Henry Howe 
and Mr. W. E. Bennett, of 19, Little Queen-street, has been dissolved 
by mutual arrangement as from the 25th day of December last, and 
the business, in all its branches, will be continued by the last-named 
gentleman under the style of Bennett & Co. (late Bennett & Howe). 

Tyne Publishing Company.—With a capital of ^30,000, in 
^10 shares, this company was registered on the 19th illt., for the 
purpose of taking over the business of printers, publishers, book¬ 
binders, stereotypers, and rim and clasp manufacturers carried on at 
Felling, Durham, under the style of Adam & Co., Limited. The 
subscribers are :— Shares. 

W. H. Pattinson, Felling, chemical manufacturer . 10 
Joseph Watson Pattinson, Felling, chemical manufacturer 10 
Laurence Hill Armour, Gateshead, surveyor . 10 
Richard Cail, Newcastle, civil engineer. 10 
George S. Adam, Felling, bookseller . 10 
L. B. Morland, Felling, lithographer. 25 
David C. B. Adam, Newcastle, publisher. 10 

Table A is adopted by the company. 

GAZETTE NOTICES, ETC, 
[Partly compiled front Messrs. Gamble Harvey's Record. ] 

Partnerships Dissolved. 

Bennett, W. E., & W. H. Howe, printers, Little Queen-st., Holborn. 
Curling & Doggett, stationers, 106, Fenchurch-street. 
Dunn & Fry, printers and booksellers, Nottingham. 
Hirst, Brothers, printers and stationers, Huddersfield. 
Lewis, G., & T. Owen, booksellers, Oswestry, Shropshire. 
Moscrop & Furness, printers, bookbinders, &c., 48, Burrowgate, 

Penrith, Cumberland. 
Pillar, J., & A. C. Townend, printers, Seven Sisters-road, Plolloway. 
Tribbett & Mate, newspaper proprietors, printers, &c., Poole and 

Bournemouth. 

Dividends. 

Evans, A. G., & R. Webb, printers, Old Cavendish-st. Div, of ids., 

any Monday or Wednesday between 10 and 4, at R. G. Kimber’s, 
West Harding-st., Fetter-lane. 

Pyi'ah, A. (Liq.), paper maker, Wibsey, Yorkshire. 1st div. of 
3s. 6d., at W. Gilyard’s, Market-st., Bradford. 

Thomson, R., and F. J. Vaughan, trading as Raphael Thomson & Co. 
(Liq.), lithographers, Frith-st., Soho. Div. 7d. and n-i6thsof 
id., at W. B. Greening’s, 26, Farringdon-street. 

Adjudication in Bankruptcy. 

Burnett, W. PL, newspaper proprietor and stationer, Middlesbrough, 
late Redcar. Dec. 13. 

Sequestrations. 

Donald, R., stationer and bookbinder, 253, Argyle-sb, Glasgow. 
Dec. 7, with protection. Claims by April 7. Agent, H. Aitken, 
150, St. Vincent-st., Glasgow. 

M’Phun, W. R. & Son, booksellers and publishers, 102, Argyle-st., 
Glasgow. Claims by April 12. Agents, Roberton & Ross, 
Glasgow, writers. 

Liquidations by Arrangement. 

Brown, J. PL, paper merchant, 8, St. Stephen’s-st., Salford, and II, 
Watling-st., Manchester. Dec. 16. E. Heath & Sons, sols., 41, 
Swan-st., Manchester. 

Bulmer, W., printer, Milbank-ter., Coatham, Yorks. Dec. 6. 
J. Trotter, sol., Stockton. 

Burke, PL A., stationer, Ploliday-lane, Smithy Bridge, nr. Rochdale. 
Dec. 18. T. Lawton, sol., 3, Old Millgate, Manchester. 

Daniel!, D., bookseller and stationer, Avenue, Market-ter., Turnham- 
Green, late Brompton-rd. Dec. 4. PI. Aird, sol., 8, Eastcheap. 

Davis, E., newsagent, Moseley-street, Birmingham. Nov. 30. A. Green, 
sol., Ann-st., Birmingham. 

Eglin, M., stationer, lithographer, and bookbinder, 37, Oxford-st., 
Manchester, and Plymouth-view, Chorlton-on-Medlock, late City- 
rd., Hulme. Dec. 17. J. E. Robson, solicitor. 

Ezra, A., stationer, printer, and engraver, Biggin-st., Dover. Dec. 11. 
T. Vox, sol., Dover. 

Furby, W., stationer and bookbinder, Bridlington. J. R. Cooper, 
sol., Bridlington. 

Inwood, T., paper-dealer, Irving-st., Birmingham. Dec. 2. W. 
Horton, sol., Colmore-row, Birmingham. 

Isaac, W., bookseller and stationer, Penygraig, nr. Pontypridd. 
Nov. 30. D. Rosser, sol., Pontypridd. 

Jepson, J. J. (known as J. J. Marples Jepson), trading as J. hi. Jepson, 
engraver and printer, Mount Pleasant and South John-st., both 
Liverpool. Dec. 18. T. Etty, sol., 22, Lord-st., Liverpool. 

Lawson, W., trading as Corns and Lawson, stationer and publisher, 
31a, Pinion-street, Birmingham. Dec. 10. A. H. P'oster, sol., 
Bennett’s Hill, Birmingham. 

Leach, J., J. Leach, W. Holden &G. Holden, trading as The Soyland 
Paper Mill Company, paper manufacturers, Soyland, nr. Rippon- 
den, Halifax. Dec. 13. Addleshaw & Warburton, sols., 15, 
Norfolk-st., Manchester. 

Motler, M. A., stationer, Broadstones and Tennyson-pl., both Brad¬ 
ford. Dec. 16. Greaves & Taylor, sols., Bradford. 

Negus, G. S., stationer, 14, Charles-st., St. James’s-sq. Nov. 28. 
F. L. Keays, sol., 26, Charles-st., St. James’s-square. 

Newall, T. F., paper manufacturer, Harefield, Middlesex, and Paris. 
Nov. 25. Peckham, Maitland, & Peckham, sols., 17, Knight 
Ryder-st., Doctor’s-commons. 

Noble, F. J., & G. Noble, trading as F. J. Noble & Co., paper board 
manufacturers, Elvington, Gloucester. Nov. 26. — Harrison, 
sol., 3, Fowkes-buildings, Gt. Tower-street. 

Olin, L. M. E., law stationer, Alvington-crescent, Hackney, and Wool 
Exchange, Coleman-st., late Edmonton, formerly South Hornsey 
and 15, Basinghall-st. Dec. 3. Tilley & Soames, sols., 10, 
Finsbury-place South. 

Shaw, I. B., printer and stationer, High-st., Tunstall. Nov. 21. 
D. W. Sherratt, sol., Tunstall. 

Snowdon, G. C., stationer, High-st. West, Sunderland. Dec. iS. 
W. Pinkney, sol., Sunderland. 

Taylor, H. W., stationer, Worcester-st. and Field-place, Whitmore 
Reaus, Wolverhampton. Dec. 18. J. Rowland, sol., Ann-st,, 
Birmingham. 

Thompson, J. J., stationer, Western-rd., Brighton. Nov. 19. T. A. 
Goodman, sol., Brighton. 

Warwick, E., trading as E. Matthews, printer, 30, Charles-sq., 
Iloxton. Dec. 2. T. W. Payne, sol., 2, King’s-rd., Gray’s Inn. 

Weal, J., bookseller, Bridge-st., Over Darwen, Dec. 6. E. R. Walker, 
sol., 18, St. Ann-st., Manchester. 

Discharges Granted and Bankruptcies Closed. 

Gay, F. (bkt.), bookseller, Commercial-st., Newport, Monmouth. 
Discharge granted. 

Pridham, A. C. (bkt.), fancy stationer, Annis-rd,, South Hackney. 
Discharge granted, Dec. 6. 

Appointment of Trustees. 

Bolton, E., bookseller, High-st. West, Sunderland. Tr., R. A. Brown, 
accountant, Sunderland. 

Endall, J. R., paper merchant, Aldersgate-st. and Herbert-st., New 
North-rd. Tr., J. Rowney, 58, City-rd., and W. D. Edwards, 
paper merchants, 27, Upper Thames-st. 

Fawcett, W., printer, New Sleaford. Tr., R. Wiklgoose, auctioneer, 
New Sleaford. 

Watson, R., bookseller, New Bridge-st. and Portland-rd., Newcastle. 
Tr., J. S. Smirk, accountant, Newcastle. 

Winter, D., & W. Yates, waste paper contractors, BroadWall, Stam- 
ford-st. Tr., F. Day, waste paper contractor, 20, Princes-st, 
Stamford-street. 
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Woollatt, T., & W. Shephard, trading as Woollatt & Shepherd, printers, 
Nottingham. Tr., H. S. Cropper, mechanical engineer, Not¬ 
tingham. 

Bills of Sale recently Filed. 

Bates, T. M., printer, 1, South-street, Buxton, Derbyshire, to I. Fine- 
berg. Dated Nov. 28 ; filed Dec. 5.£34 

Berry, A. J., bookseller, 31, Victoria-mount, Woodsley-rd., Leeds, to 
the Yorkshire Discount Co. Dated Dec. 4 ; filed Dec. 10 

^25. 4s., &c. 
Carver, J., printer, 69, King-st., Huddersfield, to I. Fineberg. 

Dated Dec. 2 ; filed Dec. 5.£28 and fur. 
Clement, W. C., newspaper publisher, 3, Westbourne-pk., to J. H. 

Graves. Dated Nov. 16 ; Dec. 5 .£92 
Crane, M., Stationer, Livingstone-rd., Cliftonville, Sussex, to 

M. Phillips. Dated Dec. 3; filed Dec. 18 .;£io. 8s. &c. 
Crompton, M., stationer, 12, Clifton-st., Stretford-rd., Manchester, to 

S. A. Blackwell. Dated Nov. 26 ; filed Dec. 14 .£35 
Edwards, C. S., printer, 132, New Town-row, Birmingham, to I. Fine. 

berg. Dated Nov. 29; filed Dec. 5..£50 
Edwards, E., printer, 83, New-rd., Commercial-rd., to W. Martin. 

Dated Nov. 27 ; filed Nov. 27 .£93 
Evans, J. R., printer, 4, David-street, Morganstown, Glamorganshire, 

to W. R. Cohen. Dated Nov. 12; filed Nov. 26 
£17. 7s. 6d. and fur. 

Garcke, L., bookseller, 28, Canning-rd., Highbury, and City, to the 
National Guardian Assurance Company. Dated Dec. 9; filed 

Dec. 14...£36. 14s. 
Gladwin, J., paper merchant, West Cliff, Derbyshire-lane, Norton, 

and Pool-sq., Barker Pool, Sheffield, to B. Gladwin. Dated 
Dec. 16; filed Dec. 18 .£306. 14s. 7d. 

Hassell, J. M., law stationer, 27, Cursitor-st., Chancery-lane, to Com¬ 
mercial Deposit Bank. Dated Nov. 22; filed Dec. 3 £16 and fur. 

Hobday, J., paper manufacturer, Ducie-rd., Benton-hill, Bristol, to 
P. Owen. Dated Dec. 3; filed Dec. II.£47 

Holden, J., paper-maker, Edgeworth, Lancashire, to J. Holden. Dated 
Nov. 28 ; filed Dec. 5 .£6,490, &c. 

Kennedy, T., newsvendor, 25, Shacklewell - lane, Kingsland, to 
C. Cheston. Dated Dec. 11 ; filed Dec. 13 .£30 

Osborn, Id. W., printer’s joiner, 84, Amelia-street, Walworth-road, 
Camberwell, to G. W. Thornton. Dated Nov. 7 ; filed Nov. 26. 

£36 and fur. 
Palmer, S., publisher, &c., Park House, Broadway, South Hackney, 

to R. Neil. Dated Nov. 18; filed Nov. 30 .£76 
Pearson, J., printer, George-st., Radford, and Woodland-pl., Long- 

row, Nottingham, to W. Miller. Dated Nov. 29 ; filed Dec. 18. 
£12 abs. sale. 

Powell, H. R., printer, 3, Coleridge-st., Lower Broughton,' Lanca¬ 
shire, to J. L. Whitelowe. Dated Dec. 9; filed Dec. 16. 

£13 and fur. 
Rees, O., printer, stationer, bookseller, &c., Caxton House, Dolgelly, 

Merionethshire, to E. Griffiths and others. Dated Dec. 10; filed 
Dec. 11 .£201. 4s. id. 

Summers, F. W., printer’s agent, 2, Montpelier-rd., Brecknock-rd., 
Kentish Town, to the London and County Advance Company. 
Dated Dec. 6; filed Dec. 13.£47. 16s. 

Thatcher, J. R., printer and bookbinder, 1, Holgate-place and Nottle- 
st., Plymouth, to W. T. Walter. Dated Nov. 29 ; filed Dec. 11. 

£90 and fur. 
Walker, J., printer, stationer, &c., Pow-street, Workington, Cumber¬ 

land, to E. Walker. Dated Nov. 27; filed Nov. 30...£470. 10s. 

The Photographic and Fine Art Company (Limited), of Newcastle, 
is being Wound up voluntarily. 

A meEtIng of the shareholders in the Christian Family Magazine 
Company (Limited), will be held on the 23rd inst. at 9, Gracechurch- 
street. All claims against the Company must be sent in immediately. 

The liquidator appointed in the voluntary winding-up of the Main 
Printing, Stationery, &c., Company, having gone abroad to the colonies, 
and not being expected to return, a fresh liquidator, Mr. Kershaw, has 
been appointed. 

The Bradford Chronicle Company (Limited), is to be wound up 
voluntarily. The company was formed in April, 1877, for the purpose 
of establishing a Conservative journal in Bradford. The capital of 
the company was ,£10,000. There were about forty shareholders, who 
between them held 5,100 shares. Mr. J. Gordon, banker, of Bradford, 
has been appointed liquidator. 

The voluntary winding-up of the firm of Martin Rourke & Co. 
(Limited), has been resolved upon. The company was formed in May, 
1874, for the purpose of carrying on business as paper manufacturers, 
&c., at Faulkner-street, Manchester. The nominal capital was 
,£25,000, divided into £10 shares. Mr. J. Edgar, of Princess-street, 
Manchester, has been appointed liquidator. 

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

Works on the Art of Stereotyping, &c.—Can any of our 
readers assist us to any works treating practically of the above ? 

L. M., Strasbourg.—Thanks for the almanac, and still more for your 
courteous letter, which shall presently be responded to. 

R. R. & Co., Newcastle-on-Tyne.—We can say nothing favourable 
of the specimen submitted. You can easily do better, we feel sure. 

J. H., Chicago.—All your sundry missives have reached us, and 
some of them will be noticed anon. We hope you have received our 
packet. 

C. & S., London.—We have noted and carried in your correction. 
You are right in believing that our aim is to accord “honour to whom 
honour is due,” irrespective of any other consideration, but accuracy is 
not always easy to attain in such matters, therefore we troubled you 
on the present occasion. 

*** We this month owe our apologies to many correspondents, who 
would, we are sure, accept them readily if they knew the cause of our 
remissness. 
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THE GOVERNING BODY OF OUR TRADE CHARITIES, 
we anticipated in our last, the 
advocates of reform in the mode 
of electing the governing body of 
our Trade Charities have lost no 
time in taking the steps necessary 
to procure a hearing for them¬ 
selves by the subscribers at large, 
by whom alone the question that 
has been raised can and ought to 
be settled. Having failed in their 
efforts to bring the subject for¬ 

ward at the annual general meeting to be held next month, 
the reformers have now forwarded a Requisition to the 
Council calling upon that body to convene a Special 
General Meeting for the sole purpose of taking the decision 
of the subscribers upon the subject. 

It may be useful to notice that the existing by-law 
provides that the election of the Council shall be “ by show 
of hands, unless a ballot be dei?ianded.” As the position of 
membership upon the Council is purely honorary, there 
was little probability of a ballot being demanded, and in 
fact one has never yet taken place. The suggestion of 
making the ballot a compulsory, in place of an alternative, 
mode of election is not in any way repugnant to the spirit 
of the by-law, and its advantage in point of justice, as 
giving all subscribers, and subscribers only, an interest in 
such election seems obvious. Indeed, it appears difficult 
to suggest any valid objection to such a mode of election, 
and certainly none has yet been advanced. If the ballot 
be considered a satisfactory method of determining the 
recipients of the benefits to be conferred by the institution, 
there can be no impropriety in applying the principle to the 
selection of the Executive. 

Whatever may have been their actual desire and inten¬ 
tion, the action of the Council in this matter has been 
equivalent to a declaration of a preference for being elected 
by the hands of a comparatively few adherents rather than 
by the suffrages of the whole body of subscribers. If the 
demand of the requisitionists be now complied with the insti¬ 
tution will have been put to the unnecessary outlay involved in 
calling a special meeting, when the question might have 
been readily discussed at the ordinary annual meeting ; 
but the responsibility for this needless expenditure of the 

funds of the Charities must rest with the present Executive. 
The requisition now before the Council is signed by 165 
subscribers, representing 46 printing-offices, and is influen¬ 
tially as well as numerously signed. So marked an expres¬ 
sion of opinion cannot be lightly treated. The election at 
the forthcoming annual meeting will, we presume, be “ by 
show of hands ” as heretofore ; and as the Council has not 
attempted to dispute the fact that many persons take part 
in the proceedings at these meetings who are not in any 
way entitled to vote, some curiosity will be felt to learn 
what steps the Executive may take to entirely exclude such 
interlopers. If the Council deem the “ballot” inexpedient, 
they will be at least expected to make the old method satis¬ 
factory. The only information that has yet transpired is 
that a placard is to be exhibited at the meeting, calling upon 
all present who are not subscribers to abstain from voting. 
Should this prove to be the only precaution taken, it need 
be no matter of surprise if the proceedings of the day result 
unsatisfactorily. 

We admit there are some members now on the 
Council who have contributed by their past exertions to 
the success of the Institution, and it will be quite understood 
that our strictures upon the action of the Council as a body 
concern only recent proceedings. There can, however, be 
no doubt that the present exigencies of the Printers’ Cor¬ 
poration require an Executive more willing or more com¬ 
petent as a body to deal with the important questions inti¬ 
mately affecting the future of the institution which may be 
expected to arise. For instance, public opinion points with 
daily-increasing force to the inexpediency of erecting or 
retaining isolated Almshouses, it being now universally 
admitted that this is a most expensive and unnatural method 
of conferring upon the aged poor a very doubtful benefit. 
Circumstances may have forced upon the Corporation an 
extension of the Almshouse branch of its charitable scheme, 
yet it is a subject for early and serious consideration whether 
it would not be desirable to dispose of the estate at Wood 
Green, and give the present unfortunate inmates an equiva¬ 
lent in money. This is only one of many questions that 
will be expected to be dealt with shortly ; and the welfare of 
the Institution demands that not only good feeling, but 
suitable business capacity and experience be brought to 
bear upon their consideration by an intelligent Executive. 

E 
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PHOTOGRAPHY ON WOOD, 

ROFESSOR J. HUSNIK has communicated to the 
P/iotographisches Wochenblatt the result of several 

attempts that he has recently made to obtain photographs 
on wood. We have often had occasion to refer in these 
pages to the various methods adopted in this country to 
effect the same purpose, therefore we think our readers 
may be interested by Professor Husnik’s account of his 
experiments. He says, “ The principal objects that I 
desired to secure were—first, that the photographs them¬ 
selves should be in an inverted position ; secondly, that 
the wood should be acted on as little as possible by 
moisture and the different chemicals employed in the 
process. 

My first attempts were made with white of egg and 
silver nitrate, but partly owing to its coming into contact 
with the caustic, -partly in consequence of the many baths 
that it had to undergo, I found that the wood became soft 
and warped. This defect I endeavoured to get rid of by 
rubbing down the surface with pure water and chalk, and 
then coating it with caoutchouc ; thus prepared the wood 
was dipped in white of egg, and submitted to the usual 
silver chloride process. The results obtained in this way 
were satisfactory, but the necessary labour and trouble 
were immense. In the ordinary silver chloride process on 
paper, where a complete photograph is produced, when 
inverted negatives are not required and where several 
pictures can be copied and manipulated at once, the work 
is trifling ; but when in this case we take into consideration 
all the difficult operations, the troublesome drying of the 
wood after each copy, and further, the inversion of the 
negative, we should have to charge such a price for 
photographs of this kind that no one would care to pay it; 
and it would be readier and cheaper to have the drawings 
made in the usual way. 

I next turned my attention to producing pictures on 
wood by the bichromate process, using gelatine instead of 
albumen and obtaining images of different colours by the 
addition of various metallic salts. Here, though the costly 
employment of gold was no longer necessary and the 
operations were shorter, the price could not be much lower, 
so that I was compelled to find another and cheaper 
method. 

The dusting-on process by means of the iron salts gave 
me a positive which, by aid of a collodion film, could be 
transferred to wood. In this case there was no tiresome 
manipulation of the wood necessary ; but inverting the 
negative and washing the collodion film with ether were 
still troublesome operations. 

At last I hit on the idea of taking collotype impressions 
on wood. Collotype plates were first prepared and prints 
from them taken on pasted paper; these were laid, while 
still wet, on the wood, and then rolled up in a burnishing 
press. This method I found very satisfactory, for I had 
not to prepare the wood blocks, and of collotype plates I 
have a good store; only, the negatives were obliged to be 
inverted. 

I next tried to produce the collotype plate on a thin 
sheet of zinc, from which a direct impression could be taken 
on wood. This answered in every respect; moreover, the 
inversion of the negative was completely avoided, for an 
inverted positive was obtained on the wood-block. Fixing 
the gelatine film to the thin zinc sheet can be effected with 
certainty, but that, as well as the preparation of the collotype 
plate, requires skill and experience, as the sheet of zinc, 
which is as thin as paper, is never quite plane, and therefore 
cannot be dried in the same way as a plate of glass. To 

obviate the last-named difficulty I next adopted the method 
of exposing gelatinised paper alone under a negative, and 
when the chromium salt had been washed out, placing it 
on a plate of glass, and laying on the ink with a very small 
glue roller. With this I succeeded completely ; I obtained 
beautiful pictures, perfect in the half-tones, which could be 
at once laid on the wood-block, and transferred at one 
impression. Gelatine paper can be easily prepared, and 
kept in stock, by placing sheets of paper in a perfectly 
horizontal position, and coating them with a dilute solution 
of gelatine, and they need only be sensitised at the moment 
of use with a one-per-cent, solution of' chromate ; by this 
means the above-described method is rendered thoroughly 
simple and practical, as well as being certain in its results. 
The wood-block itself requires a very simple preparation; 
it must be rubbed down with whiting to which some 
adhesive substance has been added. This rubbing can be 
best effected by the ball of the hand. My own photo¬ 
lithographic transfer paper will answer the purpose very 
well, provided that, before immersing it in the chromate 
solution, it be wiped over a few times with a damp sponge, 
and then rinsed well in clean water. This is done to 
remove any soluble matter from the surface. Afterwards 
the paper is dipped for some minutes in a one-per-cent, 
solution of chromate, then drained, and hung up to dry at 
an ordinary temperature. Sensitised in this way it remains 
good for the above-named purpose for from three to five 
days.” 

Professor Husnik is not quite clear when speaking of 
“ producing pictures on wood by the bichromate process,” 
nor does he draw attention to the method, if known to him, 
of employing the autotype process for producing photo¬ 
graphs upon wood, as used in this country. We have seen 
these photographs, and can assure our readers that they are 
hardly inferior to ordinary prints upon paper; and wood- 
engravers tell us that though there is a perceptible film of 
gelatine upon the surface, it does not chip nor in any way 
interfere with the cutting. The process is as follows.:— 
If the negative be an ordinary one, a print is made upon a 
piece of sensitised autotype tissue, which is subsequently 
developed upon the wood-block previously coated with a 
solution of gelatine and chrome alum. In this process, 
however, the block must be a little larger than is necessary 
for the picture, and there is the further drawback that it is 
subject to the influence of the warm water used in developing. 
This may be obviated in some degree by varnishing the block 
on its other faces. The disadvantages of wetting the block 
may be reduced to a minimum by employing the autotype 
double-transfer process. The negative must be a reversed 
one. The print is then made upon the autotype tissue as 
before ; but instead of being developed upon the block, it 
is brought out on Sawyer’s flexible support. The block 
having been prepared with the gelatinous solution, the 
photograph on the flexible support is brought into contact 
with it and permitted to dry. The flexible support may 
then be stripped away, leaving the photograph on the 
wood. 

We do not know how much novelty Professor Husnik 
thinks he can lay claim to, but his experiments appear to 
us to only amount to the same thing as laying a photo¬ 
lithographic transfer upon wood instead of upon stone, 
Captain Abney having been before him in rolling up transfers 
instead of developing them upon a surface covered with 
ink. There does not seem to be much difference in the 
number of operations involved in the two processes, 
and they may be summed up thus: Husnik’s gives less 
film on the block, and the autotype method a better 
photograph. 
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PRINTING-OFFICE ECONOMY, 

MESSRS. DRYDEN & FOORD’S NEW TAKING-OFF 

APPARATUS. 

WE have much pleasure in recording the success of 
the simple and ingenious Taking-off Apparatus 

lately introduced by the above firm. Unlike any of its 
predecessors it is eminently adapted for perfecting 
machines, where comparatively little space is at disposal. 
The sheet immediately on leaving the outer form cylinder 
passes through a series of thin steel smoothing-rollers, 
driven by the machine-tapes in their return. The last 
roller, however, over which the sheet passes is made of 
wood, and is slightly greater in diameter. This is driven 
from a thin band from the second register-drum above, and 
consequently travels at a much slower speed than the steel 
rollers. Just above the wooden roller is suspended a drop- 
bar. This falls on to the sheet just before the end of the 
latter leaves the cylinder. The sheet is thus held firmly by 
the bosses, and is allowed to pass on to the laying-on 
boai'd at a comparatively slow speed. At the side of the 
taking-off board (near the inner-form cylinder) is a stop, 
which arrests the sheet when it leaves the drop-bar arrange¬ 
ment. 

In order that the sheet may not double up in its passage, 
a “stiffener” is employed. This consists of two bars, the 
upper one being provided with small grooved wheels, and 
the lower with indiarubber washers, fitting exactly in the 
grooves. These form a gutter, as it were, in the sheet, 
and impart to thin paper a stiffness which enables it to 
pass on to the board without impediment. The laying-on 
board works upon springs, and becomes slightly depressed 
as the paper accumulates. 

The application of a taking-off motion to this class of 
machine may be considered an invention of considerable 
importance. The space at command being very limited, 
the adoption of flyers was out of the question. The room 
required for the fixing of Messrs. Dryden’s taker-off is 
absolutely nil, and at first sight it would be impossible to 
discover any additional fitting on the machine. We learn 
that since its introduction a short time ago the makers 
have had orders from several large London houses and 
that the apparatus is giving satisfaction. Its cost is 
comparatively trifling, and it can be fitted to either single¬ 
cylinder or perfecting machines. 

RUTLEY’S PATENT TWO-COLOUR APPARATUS 

FOR PRINTING-MACHINES. WE suppose few people in the printing trade are 
ignorant of the manner in which an ordinary 

machine is made to print in more than one colour, by 
cutting the vibrator and lifting out the wavers. By the 
arrangement under notice this can be done while the 
vibrator remains intact. It is accomplished by employing 
in the ink-table two rotating discs working at the same 
level as the ink-table. So far this is not new, as it has been 
employed in a litho-machine inking-table. Mr. Rutley 
carries the idea a step further, and instead of haying two 
discs working in one table, he divides the latter into two 
parts and employs a rotating disc in each. The two tables 
may be separated from a quarter of an inch to an inch, 
and thus two different-coloured inks can be worked and 
at the same time kept quite separate. The tables can, 
however, be brought close together to act the same as one, 
when only one colour is employed upon a full-sized form. 
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They are enamelled, so that they may be cleaned up with 
the minimum quantity of turpentine, and thus the colours 
may be kept clean and brilliant. Suppose it is required to 
print a quarto circular in black and red, it is only necessary 
to arrange the inking apparatus as we have described, and 
to employ a form, long folio, having the type for black at 
one end and that for red at the other, placed head to head 
or foot to foot. The paper, long folio, is then sent through 
the machine and printed in the two colours, one at each 
end ; by turning it round and sending it through again it is 
perfected. The apparatus can be fitted to any machine at 
a comparatively small cost, and when once fitted it may be 
made to replace the ordinary table in a few minutes. We 
have seen the circular ink-table removed from a folio 
Cropper and the new apparatus applied in somewhat less 
than five minutes. The inventor’s address is 3, Queen- 
street, Soho-square, where the apparatus may be seen. 

FURNIVAL’S NEW CHROMO-LITHOGRAPHIC 

MACHINE. THIS new aspirant to favour has some important 
advantages over the well and favourably known 

machine heretofore sent out by Messrs. Furnival & Co., of 
Manchester. The first thing we have to notice is a novelty 
in the ink-fountain, by which the ink can be let out at any 
point, in any quantity. The “ knife ” is formed of a thin 

piece of steel, which by means of screws, having turned V 
points, can be set close or open. To accomplish this more 
effectually the screws are more numerous than in an ordi¬ 
nary duct, and consequently a greater command over the 
flow of ink is secured. The cam on the duct cylinder is 
so arranged that the vibrator is kept longer in contact with 
it than formerly. The next thing is the new arrangement 
of the roller-brackets. There is a distinct and separate pair 
for each inker and distributor, so formed that when placed 
side by side there is a proper space for a rider between 
them, so that the latter can be applied over each roller, or 
between two as heretofore. Each bracket is terminated by 
a very thick round pin, which fits accurately into a corre¬ 
sponding hole in the side of the frame; and as there is a 
series of holes, the bracket can be set so as to give the 
inkers or wavers any amount of desirable obliquity. It is 
when set in the diagonal position that the advantages of 
these brackets are most manifest, because the roller- 
spindles then really adjust the forks to themselves, there 
being a broad bearing for them which is very favourable to 
durability of both roller-spindle and fork. Another ad¬ 
vantage is that the rollers make less noise in these wide 
brackets than in narrow ones. 

The new machine is made longer, and more room is 
gained for an increase of rolling and distributing power by 
the addition of more rollers, thus in a great measure ob¬ 
viating the necessity for “ double inking,” though the 
previous arrangements for that purpose are still retained to 
meet any emergency or peculiarity of extra.heavy work. 
Another new feature is the addition of an extra shifting 
“ side-lay,” on the opposite side to the old one, for the 
purpose of backing jobs in perfect register or laying on two 
separate pieces of paper. We may also point out that if 
the paper were accurately cut all to o?ie size it might be 
retained between these two lays with absolute certainty. 
There are other minor improvements connected with the 
cylinder brake—roller-lifts, a combined strap-guide and 
brake, &c., which help to make the machine as complete 
and effective as can well be conceived. Our printers 
need not look abroad to find machines equal to their most 
exacting requirements. 

E 2 
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Fig. 49.—Newsum’s Fatent Two-colour Machine. 

PRACTICAL PAPERS ON 

PRINTING-MACHINES AND MACHINE-PRINTING, 

CHAPTER XX. 

The Leeds and Servante’s Rotary Two-colour Machines. 

ESSRS. NEWSUM, WOOD, & 
DYSON, of Leeds, have brought 
out a rotary two-colour machine, 
which has two cylinders working 
together, the smaller of which 
makes two revolutions to one of 
the larger. The latter is con¬ 
structed with two flat beds equi¬ 
distant from each other, the re¬ 
maining surface being curvilinear, 
and serving as ink-tables. 

As the cylinders work together it will be seen that when 
the type-beds or flat surfaces face the impression-cylinder, 
the latter must necessarily move forward to give the im¬ 
pression, which is effected by a cam on the large cylinder- 
shaft, assisted by a powerful spring. This motion is very 
ingenious, and we do not recollect having seen it applied 
before. 

Although the inkers and wavers for each colour are 
placed together in a series of forks, at the top of the frame, 
by means of a duplicate set of bearers, they are alter¬ 
nately lifted above the inking surface as it passes under¬ 
neath. Identical bearers are also fixed to the impression- 
surfaces. By this arrangement, when one inking surface 
is uppermost, only the proper rollers are allowed to 
touch, those of the other colour being raised by the bearers 
above described,—the same process being adopted as re¬ 
gards the form. In this manner each form is inked only 
by its proper rollers. 

The sheet is taken by means of grippers, and is held 
firmly until both the forms are printed, when it is released 

to the taking-off board directly under the impression- 
cylinder. As the forms revolve, it will be noted that in one 
position the face will be underneath, and if it is intended 
to print large and solid forms, great care must be taken that 
they are securely locked up, or the type may fall out. 

Many printers were afraid that this possible defect would 
cause some trouble. However, the machine has been well 
tested with all kinds of forms, and with ordinary care little 
or no difficulty will be experienced. Being rotary, the 
inking rollers always travel in one direction, and have not 
a tendency to lift the type from its feet. 

Fig. 50.—Newsum’s Patent Two-colour Machine. 

A, Irregular shaped Drum. 
B, R, Inking Surfaces. 
C, Impression Cylinder. 
c. Large Cam. 
d, Impression Stud-runner. 
K, in, Vibrators. 

/, Ductors. 
T, Forms. 
g, Gripper Tumbler. 
N, Laying-on Board. 
M, Taking-off Board. 
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The ductors are at the end of the machine, one under 
the other, each of them containing one of the coloured inks. 

Capacity and Speed.—Double-crown is the only size that 
is at present made, and ordinary work can be printed about 
800 impressions per hour. Several are now in constant 
work, and are spoken very highly of by the purchasers. 

Messrs. Newsum, Wood, & Dyson have also introduced 
a small half-demy one-colour machine, somewhat similar 
in construction to the above. This machine can be safely 
run at a speed of 1,500 copies per hour. 

Unlike Messrs. Newsum’s machine, Servante’s two-colour 
and perfecting machine is constructed entirely upon the 
rotary principle, and is in appearance somewhat similar to 
a miniature Marinoni. By a slight alteration of tapes the 
paper may be printed twice on one side, or perfected, so 
that in the absence of two-colour work it becomes more 
profitable than the ordinary two-colour machine. 

The paper has a very short travel, passing from the 
laying-on board immediately on to the first impression 
cylinder, and is then conducted to the second cylinder, 
which is situated underneath the feed-board. The sheet is 
then automatically deposited on the taking-off board. The 
two ducts, inkers, &c., are, of course, entirely independent 
of one another, one set being situated under each of the 
plate cylinders. 

Type cannot be placed round the cylinder, and the plates 
must be cast in a circular form, which may possibly account 
for the tardy adoption of this machine by the printing trade. 
We believe we are correct in saying that, although an inven¬ 
tion some years old, only two have as yet been made. 

It is capable of printing 3,000 sheets per hour, and per¬ 
fect register, good distribution, and first-class work are 
guaranteed. We may mention that Messrs. Hopkinson & 
Cope are the makers. 

(To be continued.') 

THE EARLY HISTORY OF LITHOGRAPHY: 

GLASGOW REMINISCENCES, 

In Two Parts.—Part II. 

THE presses first used in Glasgow were made by a 
machine-maker in Edinburgh of the name of Ruthven, 

known also in connection with letterpress appliances. They 
had a roller above as well as below, but it was found that 
this did not give sufficient pressure, and was afterwards 
changed for the scraper. It was on this account the 
Ruthven presses were abandoned, and those made by 
Maculloch, of the Gallowgate, Glasgow, which had the 
scraper, came into general use. Messrs. Maclure & Mac¬ 
donald and Messrs. Woodrow & Son, late H. Wilson, were 
among the first, not only in Glasgow but in the country, 
to use the steam-machine. The machine used by Messrs. 
Woodrow & Son came from Paris in 1855. 

Lithography had an exceptional development in Glas¬ 
gow, — its application to the printing of sewed muslin 
patterns. Before the use of Lithography these patterns 
were cut on wooden blocks and printed by stamping with 
the hand. Outlining with lithographic ink was a much 
easier and cheaper process than cutting; and by means 
of transfers and printing a number at a time the slow 
and expensive hand-printing by means of the block was 
entirely superseded. These patterns were generally printed 
in a blue ink, which served only as a guide to the sewer; 
the slightest impression was sufficient for this purpose, and 
as this was the case two or three impressions could be taken 

from one rolling-in. They were done in a strong outline 
with an ink which transferred on a cold stone. The stones 
were too large to be moved about or placed before a fire to 
be heated, hence they were never taken out of the press, even 
the polishing being done in that position. Zinc came into 
general use in this branch of work from its being handier 
than the large stones. Sewed muslins became a large and 
very important branch of manufacture in Glasgow, and at 
one time there were about thirty of these large presses at 
work; but about twenty years ago a glut in the market 
ruined some of the principal firms, and a change in the 
fashion of ladies’ dresses has almost entirely destroyed this 
trade, so that at present there are not above four or five 
presses so employed. The date at which Lithography 
began to be used in this line can be fixed pretty correctly. 
Messrs. Cumming & Graham, St. David’s-court, Ingram- 
street, S. R. & T. Brown, in Queen-street, and Wilson & 
Kelso, in South Frederick-street, were the first to employ 
this new way of printing their muslin patterns. In 1835 
a printer named “ Bob Young,” one of two brothers, both 
well known in Glasgow, left Allan & Ferguson’s for S. R. & 
T. Brown’s. But James Spiers, the year previous, had been 
experimenting in the practicability of this kind of printing, 
and the year 1834 may be accepted as the starting-point. 
As muslin-printing was always a rude kind of work, those 
employed in it never were ranked as belonging to the trade. 
The larger houses generally got a regular printer who could 
make ink and transfer-paper, and who was acquainted with 
all the details to act as foreman, and then anyone wanting 
work was employed to do the printing and stone-polishing. 
If a weaver came for work and they could not give him a 
web, he might be asked to come and act as printer. 
Such hands never thought of applying for work at the 
regular lithographic establishments. 

There is another very extensive branch of manufacture 
in Glasgow which tried to utilize Lithography, that is, calico- 
printing. Mr. Monteith of Barrowfield, and Messrs. Muir 
& Brown, North-street, Anderston, had experiments made 
at different times. Some of those for Monteith’s people 
were made at Allan & Ferguson’s. As early as 1832 a 
manufacturer of the name of Alexander Cowan had two 
presses at work printing handkerchiefs in a place at the foot 
of Albion-street, a two-story building on the east side, and 
ultimately he had three presses at work. Somehow nothing 
has ever been permanently successful in this direction. 
Efforts had been made on the first introduction of Litho¬ 
graphy into France to employ it in this way. In the 
“Chanson de Vaudeville” which appeared in The Litho¬ 
grapher, No. 44, Feb. 15, 1874, under the title of “ Vive La 
Lithographie ! ” there are lines indicating that from that 
art— 

Nos mouchoirs-de-poche Aussi 
Ont leurs Combats, Dieu Merci ! 
Grace a cette Nouveaute, 
Une sensible beaute 

Peut, quand l’amour l’accable, 
Essuyer ses yeux fort bien 

Avec le bras d’un Cossaque, 
Ou la jambe d’un Prussien ! 

These first attempts which are pointed at in this song 
seem never to have developed into a permanent in¬ 
dustry in France any more than in this country. The 
difficulty is in the production of “ Fast Colours,” a problem 
which has not yet been solved. The colour used in 
Calico-printing is quite free from all greasy substances, and 
therefore cannot be used in Lithography. Different pro¬ 
cesses have been attempted to destroy the oily matter used 
in the lithographic process, but such efforts have resulted 
either in destroying the colour or the cloth, as well as the 
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greasy medium. Handkerchiefs are at times printed in 
several colours from the stone in Glasgow : they are stuck 
on stout paper at the corners to keep them flat while passing 
through the press. There may be a justification here in 
using a sentence, as it expresses the truth although it 
savours of slang,—it is perfectly well known that such 
handkerchiefs “won’t wash.” 

The kittenhood period of existence is always interesting, 
and often amusing. All art and knowledge have had their 
kittenhood condition, and Lithography in its early days 
had to pass, through all the phases of infantile experience. 
If space allowed, a number of stories could be told of these 
primitive times which, although somewhat ludicrous, would 
not be altogether without some instructive lessons. 
Every process, or even each step in a process, was the 
result of time and practical testing. In the beginning it 
was like an arrival in a new land, where everything was 
unknown. The enterprising hands were feeling their way 
and trying to advance on the path of discovery. When a 
man got a new process he walked about like an ambassador 
with a State secret. If it was a new ink or a transfer-paper, 
he would not make it in the office unless a room with lock 
and key was given him to ensure secrecy, or he might 
prefer to do it all at home, where he perhaps stank every one 
out of the house with burning oily and soapy substances. 
Favoured friends were given small morsels of the new 
ink or paper to try, and thus realize how great an improve¬ 
ment it was on the older material. Such hands became 
famous in the trade, and were looked up to as “lions.” 
Constant efforts were being made to discover such secrets, 
and the results were often amusing. When bronze-work 
first appeared, one man tried to solve the problem of this 
kind of printing by grinding the bronze up in his ink and 
then using it on the roller. In this early condition of 
things it is curious to record that a stone-grainer started 
from London on a cruise through the provinces, where he 
might be described as having “ starred ” it in his own 
particular department. He came as far as Glasgow—and 
it should be remembered that there were no railways when 
this missionary of lithographic light travelled—where he 
stayed a week or two and did some good, for he found 
in some places that they grained tire stone with only dry 
sand, and it was an undoubted step in advance to be 
taught the use of water in such a case. In this professional 
tour the “ professor ” of stone-graining was accompanied 
by his wife. Chalk-printers were imported all the way from 
London. In 1838 or 1839, a printer named Thomas Wells 
came down to Messrs. Allan & Ferguson’s. He was a very 
small man, and his strong metropolitan accent caused the 
other printers to tell him he was smaller than his wife; 
this was done merely to hear him reply that it was not the 
case, for she was “ five feet ’igh and I am five feet and a 
h’eight.” Messrs. Maclure & Macdonald had also printers 
from London at different times, named Simons, Narwisky, 
and Biyant, who did good work. 

There never was a sufficiency of chalk-work in Glasgow 
to develop this branch of the art. It was in transfer-work 
that the printers of that locality were strong. Taking 
transfers from the stone is said to have been done first in 
Edinburgh, in 1829—this our informant states on the autho¬ 
rity of an old Glasgow printer. This secondary discovery 
was almost as important as the original one of Lithography 
itself, on account of the almost infinite increase it gave to 
the printing power. Taking transfers from the plate is 
claimed as having originated in Glasgow, but by whom it 
was first made no one seems to know. Perhaps the 
conversion of all C e engraving establishments to litho¬ 
graphy, already mentioned, may have led to it. About the 

same time that it was known that transfers from the stone 
could be made, it became also known that the same could 
be done from the plate ; and of course efforts were made by 
every one to accomplish it. Mr. Inglis tells of a friend 
who related to him his experiences, for the difficulties in 
this process were at first much greater than in transferring 
from stone. He says : “I was deputed to try my hand at 
this new department, and I can assure you I put in many 
a heartbreaking day at it; so much so, that at last I put on 
my jacket and went to the Cross to enlist; but being a 
bashful chap, and no soldier coming forward to pick me 
up, I had time to think over matters, and returned to the 
confounded plates again.” This was fortunate, for he soon 
after succeeded, and learned to make such transfers with 
the greatest certainty, and he is to the present day at 
work in this line. 

There is another small, but still a useful invention, which 
is claimed as having originated in Glasgow; that is, transfer¬ 
ring on a damp stone, so as to avoid damping the transfer, 
a process essential where colour-stones had to be made up 
from transfers. Mr. Inglis states that he discovered and 
has made transfers in this way for over twenty-one years 
back at least. Another small matter may be worthy of 
mention, namely, that, our informant thinks, as early as 
1850 chalk was done on transfer-paper, and transferred to 
stone at Allan & Ferguson’s. The paper was only prepared 
by passing through as a grained stone—specimens done at 
that time still exist. In some quarters this statement may 
be questioned, but our informant is well rvorthy of credence 
on this as well as other disputed points. 

It is to be hoped that a systematic attempt will be made 
to collect together the stray fragments of the History of 
Lithography which at present exist. An analogous enter¬ 
prise was accomplished with remarkable success by Dr. 
Cotton, in his “ Typographical Gazetteer.” The period 
subsequent to the establishment of The Lithographer is well 
illustrated by its records from month to month; but the 
anterior career of the Art is unfortunately almost unrecorded, 
as far as authentic materials are concerned. We earnestly 
trust that this want may be supplied, and that a trustworthy 
recital of the interesting annals of Lithography may be 
compiled before the facts upon which it must be based die 
away with the generation that witnessed them. 

Some of the items of information in this article have been 
supplied by Mr. James Spiers, a printer, who entered the 
business in James Miller’s establishment as early as 1827. 
Mr. Spiers is now the oldest living lithographic printer in 
Scotland. He printed sewed muslins for Messrs. Cummings 
& Graham, St. David’s-court, Ingram-street, as early as 1834, 
and claims to be the first who practised this kind of printing. 

The present paper should encourage those who happen 
to have the necessary information or who may know 
persons still living from whom it can be got, in reference 
to the introduction of Lithography into other towns, and we 
may thus be enabled to place data on record which will 
have a substantial value in relation to the history of this 
branch of printing. Anyone will merit our thanks if he 
will act in the spirit here indicated and send us all the 
information that can be collected, even although it should 
only be a date or two and the number of establishments and 
presses at each period, such dry statistics being always a 
safe record of condition and indication of progress. We are 
indebted in the present case to Mr. John Inglis, of Messrs. 
Allan & Ferguson’s establishment, with which he has been 
connected over a space of more than forty years, and whose 
own personal recollections of Lithography in Glasgow 
extend as far back as 1833. In addition to his own 
experiences, he has also collected information from others 
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and sent us some specimens of early Lithography, some 
of them dating as far back as 1824. We beg here to express 
our best thanks to Mr. Inglis for all the trouble he has 
been at in supplying the information for this article, but for 
which and the kindness of Mr. William Simpson it could 
not have been written. 

BIBLE PRINTING. THE Religious Tract Society has recently issued a 
work entitled, “ Our English Bible, its Translations 

and Translators,” which is indirectly of considerable interest 
to the student of the annals of typography. Few people, 
in fact, realize the closeness of the connection between the 
diffusion of the Holy Scriptures and the progress of the 
press. It is not merely an historical fact that this one 
sacred book has been printed in larger numbers than any 
other and in a greater variety of editions, but that the early 
struggles of the clergy and scholars to secure its wide circu¬ 
lation among the people laid the foundation for the freedom 
of the press which we now enjoy and account one of our 
most valuable privileges. 

MILES COVERDALE. 

The author of the work we are now referring to is Dr. 
John Stoughton, an eminent Nonconformist minister, 
already well known in the literary world. He possesses a 
clear, often picturesque style, calculated to attract a very 
considerable class of readers. The book will not supersede 
the larger and more profound treatises of Canon Westcott 
and Dr. Eadie, yet it will probably be received by many 
persons with greater favour. We are glad to perceive that 
the reverend author has availed himself of the labours of 
bibliographical specialists, in particular Mr. Henry Stevens, 
for without the results of his study and investigation no¬ 
book on the subject could be in any way regarded as 
satisfactory. The impetus given to biblical research by the 
Caxton Exhibition is illustrated repeatedly, and the ad¬ 
mirable catalogue-introduction by Mr. Stevens is very 
properly commended and availed of. 

Dr. Stoughton’s book is well illustrated, and indeed 
brought out in a style very creditable to the Religious Tract 
Society. We are enabled to reprint one of the engravings, 

a portrait of Miles Coverdale, the most eminent in the 
whole list of Bible printers and publishers, that is, of the 
type in existence in his day. Readers of the Printing 

Times and Lithographer will remember the reference 
to this national benefactor made in the course of our 
description of the Bibles at the Caxton Exhibition, and in 
our review of Mr. Stevens’s book on the same subject. It 
was Coverdale who first issued in one volume, in the 
English language, the whole of the Scriptural books, and his 
edition was printed over and over again by the most 
eminent typographers of the time, such as Grafton and 
Whitchurch. In the work before us an interesting account 
is given of this production, founded on recent researches, 
and compiled with considerable industry. 

Interspersed throughout Dr. Stoughton’s pages are 
several statements which we cannot but regard as inexact, 
if not apocryphal, and which detract from the value of the 
whole ; but as a popular review of the subject, it will be 
found sufficiently accurate for the great majority of ordinary- 
readers. 

PATENTS, NEW AND LAPSED. 

SPECIFICATIONS RELATING TO PRINTING: 

Published in January, 1879. 

IMPROVEMENTS in Lithographic and other Printing-machines. 
Butterfield, J., and Mason, J. W. [No. 2214. June 3, 
1878. Provisional Protection only. 2d. No Drawing.] The 
omission of “riders” on the “wavers” and holding the latter 
more firmly on to the inking-table by means of springs. 

An Improved Dryer Fabric for Paper-making Machines. Porritt, J. 
[No. 2336. June 12, 1878. Provisional Protection only. 2d. 
No Drawing.] A fabric composed of warp and weft threads of 
cotton bound together, so as to form an endless web without 
splicing or joining. 

Improvements in Printers’ Chases, and in Furniture or Apparatus to 
be used therewith. Clark, A. M. [From MM. Lavater & 
Levy, Paris. No. 2200. June 1, 1S78. 8d. Drawing.] Relates 
to making chases tubular or of cast-iron, fitted so that the sides 
and ends, &c. may be removed and others substituted ; tubular 
bars joined to form supports for stereo plates ; tubular furniture ; 
grooved reglel; and to side and foot-sticks, not wedge-shaped, but 
having a series of half-round cavities, in which the locking-up 
apparatus, actuated by a key, is employed in place of quoins. 

Improvements in Machines for Distributing and Setting Types. 
Haddan, J. H. [From A. C. Richards, Irvington, ' New 
York. No. 3103. August 6, 1878. 20c. Nine Sheets of 
Drawings.] Relates, firstly, to a mechanism for distributing types, 
in which the dead matter, column after column, is placed in a 
galley, thence fed line by line into a channel, from which the 
types are transferred into cases arranged on a cone. Secondly, to 
mechanism for setting types taken from the cases of the distributor, 
and carried to a channel by means of an endless carrying-apron 
and converging belts moving at a different speed to that of the apron. 

Improved Means and Process for Producing Ornamental and other 
Designs upon Sheets of Tin Plates and other Metals. Lloyd, 
J. & A. [No. 2589. June 27, 1878. 4d. No Drawing.] The 
plate is varnished and, while tacky, powdered colours are dusted 
on by means of stencil plates. 

LAPSED PATENTS RELATING TO PRINTING. 
Improvements in “Satining” or Impregnating with certain Sub¬ 

stances Tissue and other Paper. Mullord, Alexander. No. 
4460. Dec. 22, 1875.] 

A New Iron Bed for Mounting Stereotype or other Plates, and for 
Securing such Plates in the position required for Printing from. 
Tickle, R. P. [No. 3490. Dec. 23, 1871.] 

Improvements in Lithographic Printing-machinery, part of which im¬ 
provements are applicable to other Machinery. Goubet, C. D., 
and Monrocq, J. N. [No. 3506. Dec. 28, 1871.] 

Improved Apparatus for Feeding Sheets of Paper to Printing and 
other Presses. Newton, A. V. [From J. & F. Ashley, Brook¬ 
lyn, U.S.A. No. 4527. Dec. 29, 1875.] 

Improvements in the Production of Stereotype Plates, Casts, and 
Forms. Johnson, J. H. [From T. Ruth, Frankfort-on-the- 
Maine. No. 163. Jan. 15, 1876.] 
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BIBLIOGRAPHY OF PRINTING, 

iOSTER. XII. Volks Liedekens op bekende wijzen ter 

vervrolijking van Laurens Janszoon Roster’s vierde 

Eeuvvfeest, door Democriet (pseud.) [J. van Walre.] 

Haarlem : 1823. i2mo. pp. 33. 

Laurence Koster and the Haarlem 
legend that ascribes to him the honour of 
having invented the art of typography 
have for upwards of two centuries been 
the subject of acrimonious controversy. 
It is only within the last ten years that 
the supposititious details of his mythical 
career have been completely and incon¬ 
testably disproved. It is needless, there¬ 
fore, to occupy the attention of the reader 
with quasi-biographi^al information, but 
anyone who may desire to acquaint him¬ 
self with what may be regarded as the 
“romance” of the history of printing, will 
find abundant details of a curious and 
amusing character in the many books 
which from time to time have been 
written upon the subject. 

It may, however, be desirable here to 
recall a few points in the controversy, and 
to supply some sort of connecting link 
between the works which have succes¬ 
sively been issued in reference to it. We 
cannot specify more than the salient or 
representative authors, those, in fact, who 
may really be said to have investigated 
the subject in the historic method ; by 
actual reference to the original writings, 
prints, and other objects concerned. In 
doing this we shall further obviate to 
some extent the inevitable disadvantages 
of the alphabetic system of our Biblio¬ 
graphy, and present a few of the most 
notable books in their natural chrono¬ 
logical order and sequence. 

Taking a comprehensive view of the 
typographic controversy, we find that 
there may be said to have been six im¬ 
portant epochs, each marked by the 
appearance of an original treatise. These 
are the periods of— 

1. Peter Scriverius . 1628 
2. Gerard Meerman. 1765 
3. Carl Heinrich von Heinecken .. 1771 

*4. Carlo Antonio de la Serna San¬ 
tander . 1805 

5. Jacobus Koning . 1819 
6. William Young Ottley . 1863 
7. Antonius van der Linde. 1870 

It will be remembered that the first 
to claim for Haarlem the invention 
of printing was Coornhert (<7. v.). An 
Italian named Guicciardini reiterated the 
statement in “ A Description of the Low 
Countries,” published in Antwerp in 
1566. Hadrianus Junius, in his “Batavia, 
or History of Holland,” written about 
*570} was the first to give anything 
like a connected story of the alleged 

discovery ; but the first book written on 
the special point was Scriverius’s “ Lau- 
recrans voor Coster van Harlem” (Haar¬ 
lem, 1628, 4to.). His hypothesis was 
that printing was first practised at May- 
ence in 1450, but that as early as 1430 
books with figures cut on wood had been 
printed by Koster in the xylographic 
method. The “Speculum” Scriverius 
considered was executed with metal types. 

In 1640 appeared the “ Historia Typo¬ 
graphic Argentorati inventc ” of Adam 
Schrag. It was a German essay trans¬ 
lated into Latin, and reprinted in Wolf’s 
“ Monumenta Typographica,” ii., 1-67. 

He claims that Mentel invented printing 
at Strasburg, and that it was not prac¬ 
tised in Italy and France until it had 
previously been introduced at Mayence 
by a workman of Mentel’s. Schrag’s 
assertions were reiterated by Boeckler 
and Schmidt in orations delivered in 
1640 (vide Wolf, ii., 58-188). 

This brings us down to the middle of 
the 17th century. Two hundred years 
after its invention, Typography had en¬ 
gaged the attention of no historian 
worthy of credence ; and the honour at¬ 
taching to its discovery had been sought, 
not in the interests of truth, but of 
patriotic self-glorification. The condition 
in which the knowledge of the subject 
then stood may be understood from the 
belief that was for a time given to the ex¬ 
traordinary fabrications and wild asser¬ 
tions of Richard Atkyns, who in 1664 
issued his “ Original and Growth of 
Printing.” He actually ascribed the 
origin of printing to John Gutenberg, at 
Haarlem, thus “ mixing up” two entirely 
contradictory and irreconcilable theories. 
To get out of some of the difficulties thus 
arising, he invented a story of the art 
having been taken to Mentz by a brother 
of one of Gutenberg’s workmen. He 
makes the mythical Corsellis learn the 
art at Haarlem. This imperfect know¬ 
ledge of the origines continued till the 
beginning of the 18th century, as is 
evident from the fact that Bagford, the 
biblioclast, issued in 1705 his “ Essay on 
the Invention of Printing” (Phil. Trans, 
xxv.), in which he ascribes the first inven¬ 
tion of the art to Haarlem. Bagford's 
loose, disconnected, and gullible essay 
actually was accorded the honour of 
being translated and republished in Latin. 

A few years elapsed, and we come to 
the first book evincing a spirit of investi¬ 
gation and the critical faculty. In 1719, 

appeared Michael Maittaire’s “Annales 
Typographici ab artis inventse originae” 
(4to. Hag. Com.-Amstelod et Londini), 
in 5 vols. Maittaire came to the con¬ 
clusion that Fust, Gutenberg, and 
Schoeffer were the first printers; but his 
work is tinged with the errors of his pre¬ 
decessors. He says that on the dissolu¬ 
tion of their partnership in 1455, Guten¬ 
berg went to Strasburg, and thence to 
Haarlem, where Corsellis worked for him 
until he was enticed to Oxford in 1459. 
He believed that printing first commenced 
in 1440, and that after employing en¬ 
graved plates or blocks of wood, the in¬ 
ventors made use of wooden engraved 
characters, and afterwards of fusile types. 

In 1733 appeared Palmer’s “ General 
History of Printing ” (.Lond., 1733, 4Y0.), 
written, actually, by George Psalmanazar. 
In this, Faust and Schoeffer are regarded 
as the inventors of printing, the origin of 
which is fixed at 1440; the invention of 
cast types between 1440 and 1450. 

Seven years later appeared the remark¬ 
able collection of essays, tracts, poems, 
and orations known as the “ Monumenta 
Typographica,” of J. Christopher Wolf, 
Minister and Professor, at Hamburg. It 
is in four volumes, or two parts, and 
comprises both original and selected 
pieces, the latter extracted from the prin¬ 
cipal authors who had previously written 
on the history of printing. This book is 
further noteworthy from the fact that it 
contains the first Bibliography of Print¬ 
ing ever compiled. In pars. 1, vol. i., 
pp. 1 to 72, there is contained the “ Bi¬ 
bliotheca Typographica, seu elenchus 
scriptorum, qui partem copiose, partem 
breviter, artem typographicam illustra- 
runt.” The book gives an accurate idea, 
even by its theoretical diversities, of the 
state of knowledge at the time. 

In 1758, Prosper Marchand wrote his 
“ Histoire de l’linprimerie,” in which he 
stated that Gutenberg conceived the idea 
of printing about 1440, and completed it 
at Mayence ; that for a long time it con¬ 
sisted in engraving letters on wooden 
blocks ; that before 1450, Gutenberg, 
with the assistance of Fust and one 
Meydenbach, printed an “ Alphabetum,” 
a “ Donatus,” and the “ Catholicon.” 
In 1775, we may parenthetically remark, 
M. Mercier, the Abbe of St. Leger, pub¬ 
lished a supplement to Marchand's work, 
entitled “ Supplement a l’Histoire de 
rimprimerie de Prosper Marchand, ou 
additions et corrections pour cet ouvrage. ” 
Marchand’s errata were revised with 
great care, and the Supplement is indeed 
even more valuable than the original 
work. 

In 1758, P. S. Fournier (“ Fournier le 
jeune”)began his“ Recueil de Diffe'rents 
Traites sur rimprimerie et les Carac- 
teres ” (Paris, 1758-1763). It is chiefly a 
collection of tracts, but contains a large 
amount of original and careful matter. 
Fournier’s hypothesis was that Gutenberg 
did not deserve the honour of being re¬ 
garded as the inventor of printing ; that, 
however, he and Fust at Mayence con¬ 
ceived the idea of separating the letters 
of the block-books by sawing them out of 
the wood plates in order that the com¬ 
position might be varied. That by means 
of this process they executed two editions 
of the Bible, the first of which was under¬ 
taken about 1450. That after the disso¬ 
lution of partnership between Gutenberg 
and Fust, another was formed between 
Fust and Schoeffer, who printed the 
Psalter of 1457 and 1459 with movable 
wooden types. That about 1458 Schoef¬ 
fer invented the real art of printing with 
fusile types, and printed the “ Rationale” 
of Durandus. 

In 1760, John Daniel Schoepfiin issued 
his “Vindiciae Typographical ” (Argen¬ 
torati [i.e. Strasburg], 410). He dis¬ 
covered in the archives of Strasburg some 
important documents relative to the 
history of printing, and inserted them in 
this “Vindiciae.” The book was illus¬ 
trated with six specimens of early print¬ 
ing at Strasburg, and a specimen of 
Schoeffer’scaligraphy, dated 1449. Four¬ 
nier published some critical observations 
on the work in one of his tracts. On the 
general question, Schoepflin gave his 
verdict in favour of Gutenberg and Stras¬ 
burg. 

The controversy was no longer in 
an essentially inchoate condition. The 
materials had grown formidable; the 
theorists were becoming organised ; in¬ 
stead of single combats, a battle was * 
about to be waged, for the partisans of 
the Dutch and the German claims were 

drilling, falling into line, and getting 
ready for the conflict. The possession of 
the field may be said to have been in the 
hands of the Dutch-, for the most preva¬ 
lent opinion among the literati was that 
the art of printing was first invented from 
1430 to 1440 by Laurence Koster, at 
Haarlem, who practised it in a very rude 
manner; that it was afterwards brought 
to perfection and promulgated at May¬ 
ence. The writers, however, on either 
side differed among themselves, and 
generally expressed themselves very 
obscurely and confusedly. As an instance 
of this may be cited the long miscellan¬ 
eous article on the subject by Dr. Mid¬ 
dleton in the “Philosophical Transactions 
Abridged,” part ii., ch. i., which fully 
represented the ultimate attainments of 
the criticism of the time. 

In 1765, appeared the great work of 
Gerard Meerman, entitled “ Origines 
Typographicse ” (2 vols., Hagse- Comi- 
tum, 4to.). Taking for his text the nar¬ 
rative of Junius, he concluded that print¬ 
ing with movable types was invented 
about 1430 by Laurens Janssoen, of 
Haarlem, who was called Koster. Those 
who require an English version of Meer- 
man’s investigations, may find one, 
thanks to William Bowyer and John 
Nichols, who in 1776-81 issued in English 
their “ Origin of Printing,” in two essays: 
t. The substance of Dr. Middleton’s 
Dissertation on the Origin of Printing in 
England. 2. Mr. Meerman’s account of 
the Invention of the Art at Haarlem, and 
its progress to Mentz (2nd edition, with 
improvements, 8vo.). Meerman found 
adherents for a time in all the countries 
of Europe, but his typographical history 
received a rude attack in 1771, when 
Heinecken, a writer as zealous for the 
honour of his country (Germany) as 
Meerman had shown himself for Holland, 
issued his “ Idee generate d’une collec¬ 
tion complette d’estampes, avec une dis¬ 
sertation sur l’origine de la gravure et 
sur les premiers livres d’images ” (Leipsic 
and Vienna, 177 c, 8vo.). Heinecken 
was, after Fournier, the first to attract 
anything like general attention to the 
subject of block-books as throwing light 
on the history of typography. His chief 
object throughout is to remove the idea 
that Holland could have had any printing 
except what she got from Germany. 

In 1797, Henry Lemoine issued his 
otherwise valuable book (in English), en¬ 
titled “Typographical Antiquities,” &c. 
(8vo., 1797). He ascribed the invention 
of separate wooden types to Koster about 
1430, and the invention and first use of 
metal types (originally cut, and after¬ 
wards cast) to Gutenberg and Schoeffer 
at Mayence. 

Two years afterwards, P. Lambinet 
published the “ Recherches historiques, 
litteraires, et critiques, sur l’Origine de 
rimprimerie,” &c. (Bruxelles, an vii. 
CI799])- He repudiated the account of 
Koster, and maintained that printing 
originated with Gutenberg at Strasburg, 
and was perfected at Mayence. 

The same side of the controversy was 
taken by Gotthelf Fischer, a librarian 
and professor at Mayence, who in 1801 
wrote his “Beschreibung typographischer 
seltenheiten,” See. (a description of typo¬ 
graphical rarities and remarkable manu¬ 
scripts, with materials for a history of the 
discovery of printing), 8vo., Nuremberg. 
As was to be expected, he upholds the 
German hypothesis. 

The commencement of the present 
century was well marked by the publica¬ 
tion in 1803 of Daunou’s “Analyse des 
Opinions diverses sur l’Origine de rim¬ 
primerie. Lue a la Seance de l’lnstitut 
National le 2 floreal, an 10” (Paris, an xi.) 
[1801]. This admirable resume 'xs contained 
in the “ Memoirs of the National Institute 
of Paris,” vol. iv. Daunou’s hypotheses 
are :— 1. That block printing, which 
existed for a long period previously in 
China, was applied by Europeans towards 
the close of the 14th century, or the 
beginning of the 15th, to the printing of 
playing-cards and devotional figures. 
2. That before 1440 there were printed 
at Haarlem or elsewhere, collections of 
figures with inscriptions annexed ; after¬ 
wards religious books and school books. 
3. That before 1440 Gutenberg, of Stras¬ 
burg, had conceived the idea of employ¬ 
ing movable types, but it gave rise only 
to unproductive experiments. 4. That 
no book was printed by him at Strasburg. 
5. That cast letters were invented by 
Gutenberg or Faust, brought to perfec¬ 
tion by Schoeffer, and employed for the 
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first time by Schoeffer, Fust, and Guten¬ 
berg in printing the Latin Bible. 

Carlo Antonio de Laserna Santander 
echoed similar sentiments in the intro¬ 
duction to his celebrated work, the 
“Dictionnaire Bibliographique choisi du 

quinzieme siecle” (3V0IS., 8vo., Brussels, 
1805-1807). He said that the arguments 
of the adherents of Holland were more 
dazzling than solid, founded only on 
vague reports and traditions, which 
merited no belief; and that the work of 
Meerman was a system almost entirely 
built upon suppositions and conjectures 
suggested by patriotism. 

The tide of opinion founded on the 
facts cited by the last-named eminent 
authors was, however, now about to turn. 
In 1814, the Societe Hollandaise des 
Sciences a Haarlem offered a premium 
for the best dissertation in support.of the 
tradition that printing was invented in 
that city, and Jacob Koning pro¬ 
duced the important work on the subject 
which is referred to supra. The first 
chapter gives the key to the work ; it 
asserts that the “ Speculum Humanae 
Salvationis,” printed by Laurent Jans- 
soon Koster, is the first book printed with 
movable cast type. 

For about forty years the Dutch en¬ 
joyed the honour so ably maintained by 
Koning. Abraham De Vries published 
his “ Eclaircissements sur PHistoire de 
l’lnvention de Plmprimerie” (La Haye, 
1843, 8vo.). He was himself a Dutch¬ 
man, and Baptist Minister at Haarlem, 
and industriously collected into this 
volume all the arguments brought for¬ 
ward by previous bibliographers in 
favour of his native country. He even 
assumed the offensive in his work called 
“ Arguments des Allemands ” (La Haye, 
1845, 8vo.), in which he discussed and 
claimed to have refuted all the proposi¬ 
tions of the adherents of Germany. Not 
only in Holland did the Koster theory 
prevail. The following French authors 
about this time stoutly maintained the 
claims of Haarlem :—Paul Lacroix, in 
“ Le Moyen Age et la Renaissance” 
(Paris, 1840, 4to.); Count L. de Laborde, 
in “ Debuts de ITmprimerie a Mayence 
et a Strasbourg” (Paris, 1840, 8vo.); 
Auguste Bernard, in “ De l’Origine et 
des Debuts de ITmprimerie en Europe” 
(Paris, 1853, 8vo.), and Ch. Paeile, in 
“ Essai Historique et Critique sur l’ln- 
vention de ITmprimerie” (Paris-Lille, 
1859, 8vo.). About 1814, an English 
writer, William Young Ottley, was en¬ 
gaged upon a work on the “Origin and 
Early History of Engraving on Wood 
and Copper.” In the course of examining 
the books of ancient engravings he took 
up the “ Speculum,” and it convinced him 
that the tradition that printing was used 
in Holland at a very early period, and 
that a printer of Haarlem in the 15th 
century was robbed of his type, did not 
merit to be treated as it had been by the 
writers of the adverse party as a mere 
fable. His researches were prosecuted at 
intervals for about twenty years. He 
died in 1836 after finishing a work on the 
history of printing, but some of the plates 
were lost, and it was only in 1863 that 
they were discovered accidentally and the 
book made its appearance. It was en¬ 
titled “An Inquiry concerning the In¬ 
vention of Printing, in which the Systems 
of Meerman, Heinecken, Santander, and 
Koning are reviewed. With an intro¬ 
duction by J. Ph. Berjeau” (London, 
X863. 4t°.). Ottley stoutly vindicated 
the claims of Plolland, although he 
showed the fallacies of several writers 
who had preceded him on the same side. 
In 1856, M. Jan Willem Holtrop (<q.v.) 
published the celebrated “ Catalogus 
Librorum ssec. xv. impressorum in Bibl. 
Regia Hagana(Hagse-Comit., 8vo.).” He 
carefully described the numerous editions 
of early books of Dutch origin which are 
in the Royal Library at the Hague, and 
controverted the statements of Serna 
Santander, throwing doubts on the 
genuineness of the dates of several early 
editions produced by Dutch typographers. 
This bibliographer’s greater work, the 
“Monumens Typographiques des Pays- 
bas au XV. Siecle” (La Haye, 1857. 
4to.) was written in a similar strain, and 
in it he accumulated, in facsimiles drawn 
by Spanier, a variety of alleged proofs of 
Holland’s typographical precedence in 
the fifteenth century. Even our English 
writer, Mr. William Blades, was at first 
inclined to accept the theory of Koster’s 
discovery, but has since abandoned it. 

At last a qualified, unbiassed, pains¬ 
taking investigator arose in the person of 
Dr. Antonius van der Linde, who was 
determined to probe the subject to the 
bottom, and discover under the pile of 
conjecture, error, and sophistry the hidden 
truth of the matter. In 1870 appeared 
in the weekly journal De Nederlatidsche 
Spectator, “ De Haarlemsche Coster- 
legende wetenschappelijk onderzocht . . . 
tweede omgewerkte uitgaaf ” (Graven- 
hage, 8vo.). In the following year the book 
was translated into English by Jan Hen¬ 
drik Hessels, under the title of “ The 
Haarlem Legend of the Invention of Print¬ 
ing by L. J. Koster critically examined ” 
(London, 1871, 8vo.). This book, 
curiously enough, written by a native of 
Holland,and one actually born at Haarlem, 
which we have fully described in its place, 
led to the complete downfall of the Dutch 
pretensions, and has established for ever 
the claims of Gutenberg to be the true 
Prototypographer. Van der Linde’s views 
have been succinctly stated, and developed 
also, in De Vinne’s “ Invention of Print¬ 
ing” (New York, 1876. 8vo.). On the 
other hand, there are those whose expe¬ 
rience entitles their opinion to some 
respect, who still regard it as utterly im¬ 
possible that the 42-lined Bible of 1450, 
and the Psalter of 1457, should have been 
the first two books printed with movable 
type, and they therefore conjecture that the 
art was invented by some unknown person. 

The first printer of a book with a 
certain date at Haarlem was Bellaert, a 
native of the city of Zierikzee, in the 
province of Zeeland. The subject of the 
book was the “ Sufferings and Passion of 
Our Saviour Jesus Christ,” and it is dated 
10 Dec. 1483. There is a facsimile in 
Holtrop’s “ Monumens,” after a copy 
belonging to M. Enschede. The name 
of Bellaert is not found in it, but his 
device is at the end. Bellaert ornamented 
many of his books with xylographic 
figures. The first book that he issued 
contained thirty-six woodcut plates. 
Humphrey’s “ History of the Art of 
Printing,” and Leigh Sotheby's “Principia 
Typographia,” both contain very fair 
reproductions of the types of this printer. 
In disproof of the statement that Bellaert 
may have continued an • old Haarlem 
printing-office, it should be said that 
Bellaert did not use any of the “ Koster” 
type. His types are like those of Leeu, 
obviously made from the same punches, 
if not from the same matrices. Bellaert 
was succeeded by John Andrea. 

Koster Memorials:—In the market¬ 
place at Haarlem there is a statue 
representing “ Laurens Janssoen Koster” 
in a civic robe, with a wreath of laurel 
on his brow, holding in his right hand 
a book, and in his left a cube, having 
thereon the letter A. The pedestal 
contains several inscriptions and bas- 
reliefs. 

A handsome house in the market-place 
is pointed out as the residence of Koster, 
and is distinguished by the following 
inscription 

fBemori® sacrum. 
Typographia, ars artium omnium conser- 

vatrix, hie primum 
Inventa, circa annum 1440. 

This may be translated thus: —“Typo¬ 
graphy, of all other arts the conservator, 
was here invented about 1440.” 

In what is alleged to be “ the grove” 
in which Koster conceived the idea of 
cutting movable types, a monument to 
him has been erected, and a com¬ 
memorative medal has been struck, on 
which Koster is represented in the very 
act of conceiving, or receiving from a ray 
of light, the project of cutting movable 
letters. 

We have reproduced for the illustration 
of this Bibliography various engravings 
of great interest in connection with the 
Koster legend. Under the heading 
Moxon will be found the “true effigies” 
of Koster, “delineated from his monu¬ 
mental stone statue, erected at Harlem.” 
This was copied as a wood-engraving for 
Hansard’s “Typographia,” and we have 
been enabled to reprint it (7tide supra). 
Under the heading of Seiz will be 
given an engraving of the statue in 
the wood at Haarlem, a view of the 
House of Koster, and diagrams of the 
medals struck in his honour. Various 
portraits will be presented under Mait- 

taire and Meerman, while under 
Noordziek will be found a view of the 
statue on the new monument to Koster. 

Kramer (D.). Des heiligen Jobs bleyen Schreibtaflein zu Lob de 
edlen Druckerkunst erklaret. Alt-Stettin : 1611. 4to. 

Kramer (D. D.). Griindlicher Bericht, wo, wenn und wer die Buch¬ 
druckerkunst erfunden. Leipzig: 1634. 4to. 

-— Homschuchs wohl unterweisener Corrector oder kurtzer, &c. 
With a portrait of the author. Leipzig: 1739. 8vo. 

Krankenkasse, Die, fur Buchdrucker in Bern, und ihre Thatigkeit 
in den Jahren 1824-74. Gedenkschrift zur Feier des fiinfzig- 
jahrigen Bestandes der Gesellschaft. Bern : 1875. 8vo. pp. 63. 

Gives an account of the operations of the Printers’ Sick Fund at Berne during half 
a century. 

Kraus (J. C.). Epistola de laudibus Typography e lingua germanica 
latine reddita a J. G. Suchsdorfio. In Wolf, Monumenta Typo- 
graphica. 

Krause (J. G.). Apparatus ad Pauli Manutii vitam, pars prior. 
Lipsiae : 1669.--1719. 410. 

Krause (L. W.). Beschreibung der Feier des vierten Sacular-Festes 
der Erfindung der Buchdruckerkunst, in der Officin von L. W. 

Krause am 21. Juli, 1840. Berlin: 1840. i6mo. 

Krauss (Friedrich), und Malt£ (Franz). Handbuch fiir Lithogra¬ 
pher! und Steindrucker, enthaltend eine genaue Beschreibung des 
Verfahrens bei alien bis jezt zur Anwendung gekommenen Manieren, 
besonders der Kreide-, Feder-, Gravir- und Aetzmanier, der Auto- 
graphie, des Schwarz-, Farben- und Tondrucks, der Herstellung 
sammtlicher zur Ausiibung dieser Kunst nothigen chemischen P10- 
dukte und Zusammensetzungen, als : Firnisse, Druckfarben, 
Kreiden, Tusche, Praparationsmittel u. s. w. Nebst griindlicher 
Anweisung die in neuerer Zeit in Gebraueh gekommenen Relief 
Medaillen u. s. w. auf galvanischem Wege selbst zu verviellaltigen 
und zu copiren. Mit einer Lebensbeschreibung und Portriit Sene¬ 
felders. Stuttgart : 1853. 8vo. pp. iii. 168. With three plates. 

At the commencement is a medallion section and to scale of the various ap- 
portrait, in profile, of Senefelder, which pliances used in the art of lithography, 
is of interest, as the received portraits are including presses and machines. These 
full-face. There are two plates at the being lettered and described in the text, 
end containing about fifty drawings in render the book a thoroughly practical one. 

Krebs (Benjamin) Nachfolger im. Frankfurt-am-Maine. Proben dei 
Schriftgiesserei. 1-8 Fortsetz. 1866-73. 4to. 

Krebs.—See Handbuch der Buchdruckerkunst. 

Kress (Georg Ludwig von). Die Galvanoplastik fiir industrielle und 
kiinstlerische Zwecke. Frankfurt-on-the-Main : 1867. 8vo. 
pp. via. 112. 

Ivretschmann (A.).—See Engelmann. 

Kreutzberg (K. J.). Beitrage zur Wiirdigung der Industrie und der 
Industriellen in Oesterreich. I. Heft. Das Etablissement von 
J. Haase Sohne in Prag. Prag : 1854. 8vo. pp. 32. 

Kreysig (M. G. C.). Nachlese zum Buchdrucker-Jubilaeo in Ober- 
Sachsen, oder Histone derer ehemahligen Buchdrucker zu Alien- 
burg, Annaberg, Freyberg, Pirna und Zwickau, nebst einem Ver- 
zeichniss aller dahin gehorigen Schrifften. Dresden: 1741. 4to. 
pp. 12. 

Includes a list of printers in the above town. 

Kreyssig (Joh. Gottlieb) and Diller (Ed. Aug.). Memoria Joan. 
Guttenbergii, artis typographic inventoris, &c. Misen : 1840. 
4to. 

Krueger (Gustav). Predigt zur Behehrung seiner Gemeinde iiber 
die nahe Feier des vierhundertjahrigen Jubelfestes der Buchdruck¬ 
erkunst am zweiten Pfingstfeiertage gehalten und mit erlauternden 
geschichtlichen Anmerkungen auf Verlangen in Druck gegeben, 
Delitzsch : 1840. 8vo. 

Krueger (Julius). Die Zinkograviire, oder das Aetzen in Zink zur 
Herstellung von Druckplatten aller Art, nebst Anleitung zum 
Aetzen in Kupfer, Messing, Stahl u. a. Metallen. Wien : 1878. 
8vo. pp. vii. 142. 

Krone (C). Beitrag zur Geschichte der Begriindung der Stein- 
druckerei in Schlesien. Erinnerungen aus dem eigenen Leben. 
[Articles in Schlesiche Provinzialblatter, Feb.-April, 1866, 
Breslau. 8vo.] 

Essay on the History of Lithography in Schleswig. 

Kruenitz (J. G.). Oeconomische technische Encyclopadie. Berlin : 
1776-8. 

Part VII. contains articles on printing, bookbinding, &c. 

Kuechenmeister (A. T.). Nachrichten von Bucherfesten. Frey- 

berg: 1773. 4to. 
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Kuhn (Gustav). Gedenkblatt zur Feierdes Hundertjahrigen Bestehens 
des Geschaftes in Neu-Ruppin. Neu-Ruppin : 1875. 

Memorial of the hundredth anniversary of the existence of this printing house. 

Kuhn (Joh. Mich.). Das dritte Jubeljahr der edlen Druckerey 
bemerket diese Zahl C10IDCCXL. Cottbus: 1740. 8vo. 

Kulb (P. H.). Geschichte der Erfindung der Buchdruckerkunst. 
Eine fur Jedermann verstandliche kurze Darstellung der durch die 
neuesten Forschungen gewonnenen Resultate, &c. Mainz: 1837. 
8vo. pp. iv. 96. 2 plates. 

The author was the “ Stadtbiblio- ment s a good lithographic view of the 
thekar” of Mayence. The book gives a statue at Mayence ; and at the end draw- 
condensed account, derived from the best ings of two of the bassi-relievi. A sepa- 
authorities and an examination of many rate chapter is devoted to the local Guten- 
of the antiquities themselves, of the berg monuments, and the inscriptions are 
origin of printing. At the commence- given verbatim. 

- Peter Schaeffer der Vollender der Buchdruckerkunst. Gern- 
sheim: 1836. 8vo. 

Kuenzel (Hermann).—See Waldow (Alexander). 

Kuester (Geo. .Gottfried). Historia artis Typographic^ in Marchia. 
Berolini: 1746. 4to. 

Kuestner (F. G.). Dissertatio juridica: de publica rei librariee cura 
imprimis Lipsiensis. Lipske : 1778. 4to. 

Kugelmann (Joseph). Histoire de 1 Imprimerie en Portugal. Paris: 
1867. 8vo. PP- 62. 

This little work is the production of a 
Parisian printer and publisher. It begins 
with an account of the introduction of 
typography into Portugal, which, it 
claims, took place in 1466, when a print¬ 
ing-press was set up in Leiria, a city in 
the province of Estramadura. It appears 
that the subject has been thoroughly in¬ 
vestigated by M. Petit-Radel, a member 
of the Portuguese Academy, in a work 
entitled “Recherches sur les Biblio- 
theques anciennes et modernes.” The 
monks of the Benedictine Abbey of 
Subiaco, a little city in the Roman Cam- 
pagna, were the first after Germany to 
possess a printing-office, between 1465 
and 1467, and Antonio Ribeiro dos 
Santos, the Portuguese prototypographer, 
was therefore almost contemporary with 
Sweynheym and Pannartz. This hypo¬ 
thesis is supported by a learned work by 
Pedro Alfonso de Vasconcellos, who was 
born at Leiria, entitled “ La Concorde des 
Rubriques du Droit Canon,” art. “ Renun- 
tiatore ” ; and also by the recorded testi¬ 
mony of Pedro Nunes. The first book 
that is known to exist, from the Portu¬ 

guese press, bears, however, the date 
1489. The art has always been patron¬ 
ized liberally by the sovereigns of this 
kingdom, and in 1508 Dorn Manuel, by 
a special ordinance accorded to those 
who practised it, “the favour, the privi¬ 
leges, the liberties, and the honours en¬ 
joyed by the gentlemen of his household. ” 
In regard to the “second period” of 
Portuguese typography, the author says: 
“If Germany can cite with glory the 
names of Amerbach, Commelin, and 
Wechel among those of her most illus¬ 
trious printers ; if in Italy, they enume¬ 
rate Aldus Manutius and Bomberg; in 
Switzerland, Froben • and Oporin ; in 
Holland, Elzevir, Jansen Blaew, More- 
tus, and Plantin ; in England, Foulis 
and Brindley ; in France, the Stephenses, 
Colines, Patisson, Griphes, Morel, Vitre, 
Nivelle, Cramoisy, and Didot; Portugal 
can equally honour Barreiras, Maritzes, 
Alvares, Craesbeek, Galroes, Menescaes, 
&c. &c. The work gives an account of 
the Royal Portuguese Printing - office, 
and of the most celebrated modern works 
from the Portuguese press. 

Kunad (Jac. Fried.). Q. D. B. V. de Typographia, disputabunt 
publice prseses M. Ernest Cliristianus Schroedterus, Wittenberga 
Saxo, et respondens Jacobus Friedericus Kunad, Dalehn. Missn. 
Die 1 Septembris Anno O. R. MDCXCVII. Wittenbergae : 
1697. 4to. 8 leaves. 

Kuntz (C.). Gutenberg. Die Erfindung der Buchdruckerkunst, 
ihre ersten Anfange und ihre Entwicklung. Nebst einem Berichte 
fiber die vierte Sakularfeier dieser Erfindung in Strassburg, 
1840. Ein Gedenk- und Lesebiichlein fiir Volk und Schule. 
Strassburg: 1840. 8vo. 180 pp. 

Kunze (Gust.). Gutenbergsfestklange. Grosses Potpourri fiir das 
Pianoforte. Leipzig: 1840. 4to. 

(To be continued.) 

REVIEWS, 

The Practical Dictionary of Mechanics: being a description of 

tools, instruments, machine processes, and engineeringj 

a history of inventions general technological vocabularyj 

<2r>c. By Edward Knight. 3 vols. 8vo., pp. 2,831. 

London : Cassell, Petter, & Galpin. 

ALTHOUGH the English are pre-eminently a nation 

excelling in mechanical and inventive genius, it is a 

singular fact that until recently but few attempts have been 

made to collect and classify descriptions of the various me¬ 

chanical and scientific appliances in common use. It is, 

therefore, with pleasure we welcome such a comprehensive 

work as Knight’s “ Dictionary of Mechanics.” As explained 

in the preface to the English edition, the work is -essentially 

American, but it is necessarily cosmopolitan in character, and 

of universal interest. Being an American work, the style of 

spelling peculiar to that country is, of course, adopted. 

The subjects treated in the Mechanical Dictionary are, of 

course, arranged in alphabetical order. Besides giving 

lengthened and exhaustive descriptions of every and any 

machine, engine, &c., in its entirety, all the various parts and 

motions are dealt with separately under their initial letter, and 

are carefully illustrated. The greatest care has evidently been 

taken in the execution of the diagrams. Instead of giving the 

ordinary shaded figure, the majority are drawn in outline. 

This plan will be readily appreciated by the general student, 

as the form is more plainly rendered and admits of being 

thoroughly understood. In dealing with machinery of a com¬ 

plicated character, in the majority of instances sectional views 

with explanatory notes are also given. The ponderous steam- 

engine as well as the most delicate surgical instrument are 

each described, as well as every mechanical process that bears 

a name. 

Under Printing and its adjuncts we find reference made to and 

explanation given of every tool and appliance used, from the 

composing-stick to the rotary machine. Under the head 

“ Printing,” 12 pages are devoted to general information. All 

the improvements are noted in chronological order, with short 

biographical memoirs of the men who have by their inventions 

contributed to the perfection of the art. The history of the 

printing-press is also traced, illustrated with diagrams of repre¬ 

sentative presses, both hand and steam. When we mention 

that 75 modes of printing, surface and otherwise, are explained ; 

56 presses and machines of various construction are described ; 

and 300 items relating to the various adjuncts, &c., are treated 

respectively under their different initial letters, some opinion 

may be formed of the manner in which Mr. Knight has per¬ 

formed his work, especially when we take into consideration the 

fact that every subject is treated in the same exhaustive manner. 

Instruments and appliances peculiar to surgery, agriculture, 

engineering, &c., are all correctly figured and their various 

uses explained. Even domestic machinery, especially that 

for which the Americans are justly celebrated, is described, 

although. a great many of the so-called machines are more 

ingenious than indispensable. 

Knight’s “ Dictionary of Mechanics” should find a place in 

every library, for it contains 20,000 technical words, understood 

only in certain special trades or professions, many of which are 

not to be found in the ordinary dictionary. 

This stupendous production, interspersed with 7,400 diagrams, 

has been carefully and judiciously compiled, and does infinite 

credit to its author. It is a most comprehensive and reliable 

work, and deserves the great success it has met with both in 

this country and America. Well printed in readable type on 

highly-finished paper, its general appearance sustains the high 

reputation of the English printers and publishers. 

Abridgments of Specifications relating to Letterpress and similar 

Printing. Part II., A.D. 1858 —1866. Second edition. 

London : The Commissioners of Patents’ Sale Depart¬ 

ment, 38, Cursitor-street, Chan'cery-lane, E.C. 

INVENTORS, as a rule, are interested chiefly in some par¬ 

ticular industry, and when a new idea is born having for its 

object some particular improvement it is a grave question 

whether or not the “ happy thought ”—perhaps the result of some 

long and laborious investigation—shall become the subject of a 

patent. Before spending money in this connection the cautious 

man will wish to ascertain whether or not another inventor has 

been before him. To this end he pays a visit to a patent library 

to make search, but were it not for classified abridgements such 

as this work of Mr. H. Reader Lack, superintendent of the 

Patent Office Museum, it would be a very long and arduous 

undertaking to look through the yearly indexes and to refer to 

the printed specifications. In the excellently drawn-up volume 

before us we have an abstract sufficiently explicit to enable the 

inventor to form an opinion as to whether any previous patent 

affects his own invention. If it does he may make a further 

investigation of the specification itself; the price of which is 

here added to each abstract, in case the investigator wishes to 

become a purchaser. These abridgements just issued contain 

all relating to letterpress, lithographic and intaglio, but omit 

photographic and telegraphic printing, as also the printing of 

wall papers, and the “ cutting, folding, and ornamenting paper,” 

but they treat of cutting and folding as relating to letterpress and 

other printing. 
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The Compositor’s Guide and Pocket-Book. — In a 

modest and sensible preface Mr. Joseph Gould explains the 

aim of this little publication, and while disclaiming originality, 

he fairly is entitled to call it practical and useful, for it seeks to 

present the whole routine of work as practised in various offices ; 

including practical instruction in book, news, and jobbing com¬ 

position, casting-up news and bookwork, making-up, making- 

up furniture, making out bills, and other useful information, 

together with diagrams of imposition. If Mr. Gould were diffuse 

or verbose he could not treat of all these subjects within the 

compass of a book which when bound can be sold for sixpence 

and will go into the waistcoat pocket, but being a practical 

man he goes straight to his mark, and is consequently intelli¬ 

gible, though brief. _ 

The Magazine of Art (Cassell, Petter, & Galpin) enters 

its second volume with the part for February ; and as an ear¬ 

nest and thoroughly well-executed effort to place within reach 

of the multitude a magazine which should faithfully and popu¬ 

larly represent Art, both English and foreign, in all its varied 

forms, it deserves the success which we are glad to learn it has 

already achieved. Volume I. constitutes a not too bulky work, 

which is superbly printed, and as a mere matter of presswork 

makes one quite envious, for the printing is simply as good as 

skill and money, combined with vast experience, can produce. 

The illustrations are not only well chosen but well engraved, 

and the editor seems to have laid down a capital scheme for his 

work, which he is pursuing with great tact and judgment. The 

size is post quarto, and the literary contents being by writers of 

repute, the Magazine of Art really fulfils the ambitious aims of 

its enterprising proprietors. It has, for it deserves, our cordial 

welcome. 

TOPICS OF THE MONTH, 

THE condition of the printing trade just now is too depressing 

a subject to dwell on, and unfortunately the prospect of 

improvement is not discernible at present. That the question 

of reduced cost of production should have presented itself to 

master-printers’ minds is but natural, when all employers are 

pondering over the best way of dealing with the difficulties of 

the English producer. We have never disguised our hostility 

to the Nine Hours’ Movement, and experience has only 

strengthened our belief in its unwisdom. The matter is one, as 

we said last month, that will probably be discussed before long, 

but we have no desire to precipitate the course of events, as has 

been sought to be done by those who have started false rumours of 

action having been already taken in certain large and well-known 

houses. Whenever the discussion arises there will be much to 

say that is unpleasant and disagreeable to both parties, and we 

would fain postpone the evil day as long as possible.-The 

Composing-Machine is rapidly forcing itself upon the considera¬ 

tion of printers, but we do not think the journeymen will be 

found wanting in the good sense which will appreciate their 

true relationship to an efficient mechanical aid such as this, 

whose first influence must be to render the skilled compositor’s 

intelligence and experience more valuable than before. But the 

composing-machine which will revolutionise all present arrange¬ 

ments has yet to be invented.-We would refer our readers to 

“ Our American Notes,” which we give elsewhere, just to show 

how little encouragement the English Government have for 

setting up a printing-office, such as has been lately proposed. 

-The English paper-trade is in a very sad condition, and its 

trade organ says, y Without desiring to take a desponding view 

of the present state of affairs it may be said that trade has 

seldom or never been worse, and though it may be hoped that 

the paper-making industry will share in any general commercial 

revival, it is impossible that it can become profitable or even 

barely remunerative unless energetic action be taken to reduce 

the prices of labour and other charges which are now eating 

away the past profits of large undertakings, and are bringing 

smaller concerns to the verge of bankruptcy, or enforced realiza¬ 

tion of capital at a heavy loss.” 

OUR French neighbours are in advance of us in their appre¬ 

ciation of the effects of unity and association among the different 

classes of employers. English employes are certainly not so 

blind in this respect, as their various powerful organizations 

amply attest. Few of our readers have perhaps any idea of the 

extent to which the same system is adopted by French em¬ 

ployers. Some light has been thrown upon this subject by the 

report of a deputation from the National Federation of Em¬ 

ployers of Labour, who visited Paris for the purpose of inquiring 

into the working of these and similar French organizations. It 

appears that there are no less than forty-four syndical councils, 

each watching over the interests of special trades, and the 

majority of these organizations are again confederated into a 

“ National Union.” Among the syndical councils, more or less 

connected with the printing trade, are the following : - 

Lithographic Printers, founded in 1844. Office, 14, RueTurenne. 

President, M. Gaste, Delegue. 

Copper-plate Printers, founded in 1869. Office, 1, Rue Bona¬ 
parte. President, M. Ch. Noblet. 

Publishers and Booksellers, founded in 1848. Office, 1, Rue 
Bonaparte. President, M. Colombier, Delegue. 

Paper Industries. Office, 10, Rue de Lancry. President, M. Ha- 
vard. 

Society of Men of Letters. Office, 5, Rue Geoffrey-Marie. 

It is quite in the nature of things that these associations should 

have exercised a beneficent influence upon their own trades. 

The deputation say in their report that “ it was very evident 

that the French organization of employers has given them an 

important influence both at home and abroad.” What has the 

printing trade in this country to show alongside of the half-a- 

dozen societies here enumerated ? Laissez-faire has been and 

continues to be our motto in these matters. Another point 

touched upon in this interesting report is the question of arbi¬ 

tration in trade disputes. The deputation made the subject of 

industrial conciliation one of special inquiry and study, and the 

results of their observation are ably put forth in the report 

which they have drawn up. A Board somewhat akin to the 

French Conseil de Prud’hommcs was constituted in the 

printing trade some twenty years ago. At a meeting of master 

printers and compositors, held on the 7th February, 1856, at the 

Freemasons’ Tavern, and presided over by the late Mr. Clay, 

an Arbitration Committee was established to settle all future 

trade disputes. That committee was to consist of three masters, 

an equal number of journeymen, and a barrister, who was to be 

chairman, but because one out of three decisions went against 

them the men refused to abide the decision, and so arbitration 

in the printing trade came to an end ! 

The income of the London Society of Compositors for 

the quarter ending last December was ,£2,675. 4s- I0|d., which 

after deducting the disbursements for the same period leaves a 

net balance upon the quarter of ,£85. 18s. o|, thus bringing the 

total funds of the Society up to £(14,182. os. id. Among the 

chief items of expenditure are £(855. 10s. 6d. for unemployed 

relief, £(207 to representatives of deceased members, and 

£( 181. 15s. 7!d. on that most obnoxious head of strike pay. At 

the last delegate meeting of the members, the sum of £(30 was 

voted for the relief of the agricultural labourers now on strike. 

Under the heading, “ Les Questions du Jour,” our contem¬ 

porary the Bulletin de rimpriimrie prints an able letter, written 

five-and-twenty years ago, but which as regards English printers 

and their workmen and customers is very expressive of the 

present state of affairs. The writer commences by saying that 

“ He cannot conceal from himself that the printing-trade is in a 

state of uneasiness. Very few printers can say that their profits 

are in proportion to their risks ; in fact many are ruined : how 

comes that about ? Bad organization. Many people who have 

only a slight knowledge of them treat printers with respect; 

whilst those who are in business relations with them do not 

show the respect printers have a right to demand : why this 

falling-off? Bad organization. We are under the thumb of the 

publishers ; many works are sent into the country ; in several 

printing-offices workmen only work half the week,—bad organi¬ 

zation again.In the majority of instances we are between 

the anvil and the hammer,—the customer who expects a reduc¬ 

tion in price, and the workman who demands an increase. . . . 

We are defenceless, and at the mercy of the societies,—bad 

organization. Employers compete amongst themselves, often 
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stupidly and without typographic or even business knowledge ; 

they rent warehouses for their customers’ free use, and pay 

insurance on the stock ; send out proofs ; warehouse and count 

paper ; repair batters, &c., and pay for carriage, without pay¬ 

ment, &c.” The writer then goes on to his remedy, which, in 

short, is —Association. Our contemporary pungently adds, 

“ Questions of the day” have a tendency to repeat themselves. 

We agree. 

Many a litterateur and printer since good old Montaigne’s 

days has had occasion to say with him, “ This book employ¬ 

ment is as painful as any other, and as great an enemy to 

health.” If, however, we are to believe Dr. Richardson, all who 

are of that opinion labour under a misapprehension of the true 

effects of literary employment. In a recent lecture on health 

and recreation he took pains to show that mental labour of a 

varied sort was in reality a healthy recreation. He quoted 

Dr. Beard, of New York, who had found that the life value of 

500 men of the greatest mental activity was 64 years, as com¬ 

pared with an average life-term of 50 years of those following 

other employments. Statistics can be made to prove anything, 

but with all deference to both medical gentlemen here quoted, 

our opinion gravitates rather in favour of the Frenchman’s 

dictum, and, so far from agreeing with Dr. Beard that brain- 

work is the greatest of all antidotes to worry, our own experience 

inclines us to the belief that nothing is more inducive to worry 

than literary work, with its incessant call upon time and thought, 

—except, perhaps, the conduct of a printing-office. 

Mr. George Godwin, the respected editor of the Builder, 

recently bethought him as the forms were about to go to press 

of an interesting coincidence, to which he has thus felicitously 

alluded :—“A concurrence that never took place before, and that 

can never by any possibility be found again, would seem to be 

worth a passing note, though in itself of no consequence, and 

this it is :—the number of our present issue is that of this year 

of grace, 1879. Simple enough and unimportant; but it serves 

to bring to our mind in a striking way the marvellous passage 

of time ; and, filling us with recollections and thoughts, would 

lead us to take the gentle reader into confidence at some length. 

But the opportunity is not present ; the idea has come too late ; 

the paper is made up, and for every line we add to this some 

other line must be displaced. One remark, however, forces 

itself upon us, and will have expression, egotistical though it 

may be deemed. Of those 1,879 weekly numbers which con¬ 

stitute the present life of the Builder, one thousand seven 

hundredand eighty-one have been produced and issued under the 

direct personal care and supervision of the present conductor. 

It is not a gladdening recollection, this passage of unrecallable 

time,—this progress towards the End,—but it is something to 

be able to say, with hand upon heart,—yes, even with lips to 

Bible,—that during that time the endeavour has been to per¬ 

form faithfully, and with high aims, the functions of such a 

position ; that self-seeking has never been a motive ; that pain 

has never been willingly given ; that while we have often 

stepped out of the way to assist budding talent or back up 

struggling desert, we have never knowingly sought to gratify a 

personal pique. The constant endeavour has been to encourage 

right feelings, to afford useful information, and to effect such 

an amount of good as our most earnest, if humble, efforts could 

compass.” Were it not out of place for us to do so, we could 

say something of the high appreciation in which these long 

years of business relation have caused Mr. Godwin to be held 

by every man and boy in the office where the Builder is printed. 

The Annual General Meeting of the Printers’ 

Pension, &c., Corporation, is fixed for Saturday, the 8th of 

March, and on the same day an election of fourteen pensioners 

will be held. Two novel features of the election are the inaugu¬ 

ration of the “ Caxton Celebration Pension” and the “Jubilee 

Pension.” The first of these pensions, it will be remembered, 

originated with the “ Caxton Celebration” of 1877, and results 

from a portion (^905. 5s. 9d.) of the clear balance of£i,i 16.3s.2d. 

handed over by the Caxton Executive Committee to the treasurer 

of the Printers’ Corporation. The Jubilee Pension is the result 

of a subscription set on foot in the trade to commemorate the 

fiftieth anniversary of the establishment of the Printers’ Pennon 

Society. The suggestion for raising the Jubilee Fund does not 

appear to have been responded to with any zeal, for the gross 

amount received has been only about ,£150, and the pension 

will consequently be of very small amount. 

PRESENT POSITION OF THE PAPER TRADE. 

GENERAL MEETING of paper-manufacturers, representing 
upwards of fifty mills in England and Scotland, was held on 

the nth inst, in connection with the Paper Manufacturers’Associa¬ 
tion, at the City Terminus Hotel. Mr. John Evans, D.C.L., F.R.S., 
occupied the chair, and among those present were Mr. Chater, Master 
of the Stationers’ Company ; Mr. Routledge, of the Ford Works, 
Sunderland; Mr. Todd, of Edinburgh; and Mr. Mitchell, of 
Lancashire (formerly Mayor of Clitheroe). 

The Chairman moved the. first resolution, which, as a formal 
preliminary, set forth that in the opinion of the meeting the un- 
remunerative condition of the trade “necessitates all possible economies 
in the cost of production, whether in wages, materials, carriage, or 
other items.” He said the Association, in convening the meeting in 
London, had acted from a conviction that it was incumbent on them 
to follow up the movement which had been started in Scotland and 
the North of England. For some time past not only had lower prices 
ruled, but there had been a very great amount of failure in the trade, 
and the best method of meeting times like the present was to meet and 
consider what could be done to better the condition of trade. He did 
not mean that they ought to combine to raise prices. They had 
suffered, however, not merely from foreign competition, but from large 
importations of capital, which had heightened the cost of skilled labour 
to a disproportionate extent, until the reaction had come. Abroad, 
and in France particularly, an agitation existed for a re-imposition of 
the export duties upon rags, and thus our own manufacturers found 
themselves being deliberately shut out of Continental markets. It was 
ridiculous to think of sending their goods to America, for our cousins 
declined to have us at any price. 

Mr. Cowan seconded the motion. 

Mr. Mitchell proposed, “ That, looking to the advance in wages 
which has of late years taken place, while the trade of the country was 
prosperous, this meeting commends to both masters and workmen a 
revision of the existing rates of wages as necessary for their mutual 
welfare, under the altered conditions of commerce.” He said that 
within a radius of twenty miles from his own house a quarter of 
a million of money had been invested, and, he believed, nearly all of 
it lost, in the paper trade. He trusted something might be done to 
improve their position, but he was of opinion that the time had gone 
by when it was possible, by combining, to permanently raise prices. 
The resolution was carried, with one dissentient. It was also agreed 
that some increase in the hours of working, where only fifty-four hours 
were counted as a week, was absolutely necessary, in order to enable the 
British manufacturer to compete more advantageously with foreigners. 

In moving “ That this meeting recommends the adoption of strenuous 
efforts for obtaining a reduction in the prices of such articles as felts 
and wires, the prices of which do not appear to be fallen in proportion 
to the diminished cost of their production,” Mr. Todd said that the 
cost of felts and wires made a material difference in the cost of their 
paper. If they were to “ slack work ’’.for a little time, no doubt they 
would find a pretty general disposition among the producers of these 
articles to meet their needs. In Scotland, certainly, the rule had been 
among manufacturers to turn out as much as possible, but he thought 
a different spirit was visible latterly. One or two mills there had 
given notice of short time, and another had shut down one machine. 
If they would all resolve to make less paper they might see a way out 
of their difficulties. 

The Chairman remarked that if some change did not take place in 
the condition of their affairs, the result would be the extinction of a 
large part of their industry. Those only would survive who might 
prove the strongest in influence or purse. The motion having been 

carried, 

Mr. Dixon observed that as an instance of the ample margin felt- 
makers left themselves, he had been able to obtain from France felt 
40 per cent, cheaper than he could get it in this country. 

Mr. Routledge said he had spoken to many felt-makers on the 
subject, and had thrown out the hint that a co-operative mill might be 
looming in the distance. 

Mr. Towgood moved a resolution recommending pressure upon the 
railway companies to obtain easier rates for the carriage of paper and 
materials. He said that the companies charged more for out-of-the- 
way places than to towns more distant, but where a competing line 
existed. This he considered outrageous conduct, and he hoped very 
strong pressure would be used to bring down the rates in such cases. 

Mr. Routledge, in seconding, pointed out that though the com- 
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panies had not reduced their carriage rates, the cost of railroad main¬ 
tenance had fallen immensely during the past four years. Steel rails 
which in 1874 had cost ,£11 could now be got at Sheffield for £4. 10s. 
He went on to say, however, that they could scarcely look for universal 
exertion in ameliorating their trade, because those who produced spe¬ 
cialities, such as water-marks, suffered far less from glut than the 
manufacturers who sent out commoner goods. 

The resolution was agreed to, and after a vote of thanks to the 
chairman, the proceedings terminated. 

JOTTINGS: ENGLISH, COLONIAL, & FOREIGN, 

A new weekly trade journal, Der Papierhandel (The Paper Trade), 
has made its appearance at Dresden. 

The Paris Compositors’ Society intends shortly to establish a special 
organ to advocate the interests of its members. 

The first number of Thrift, which has recently been issued, has 
some verses on the Times by Dr. W. C. Bennett. 

Mr. Jonas Levy, one of the proprietors of the Daily Telegraph, 
has been appointed a magistrate for the borough of Margate. 

It has been agreed to prolong the existing treaty between Italy and 
Switzerland for the protection of literary and artistic copyright. 

The first number of a shorthand newspaper has appeared in Paris. 
It is named the Grand Stenographe, and its price is twenty centimes. 

The total number of words transmitted for the press by telegraph 
during the twelve days’ trial of the Glasgow Bank directors was 
1,354,845. 

The Bulletin de VImprimerie, Paris, intends publishing during the 
present year several documents of an interesting nature touching 
Lithography. 

A Printing-Ink Contract.—The contract for the supply of 
printing-ink to the Paris National Printing-office has been awarded to 
the Widow Mabru. 

Mr. Warren De La Rue, D.C.L., F.R.S., has been elected 
secretary, and Mr. William Spottiswoode, D.C.L., Pres. R.S., 
manager, of the Royal Institution. 

A society has been formed in Franlcfort-on-the-Main whose efforts 
will be directed to banish all foreign words which have incorporated 
themselves in the German language. 

Sir Coutts Lindsay will shortly publish a complete series of re¬ 
productions (by the autotype permanent process) from drawings by the 
Old Masters in the royal library at Windsor. 

Zincotype.—A new process for drawing upon zinc plates for the 
purpose of block-printing has been invented by Mr. H. E. Tozer, the 
artist. We hope to give a full account of it in our next issue. 

The expenses in connection with the French National Printing- 
Office amounted during the last financial year to 6,079,150 fr., and the 
surplus of income which accrued to the exchequer was 165,850 fr. 

A Five-Colour Printing-Machine.—Herr Schumann, of Leipsic, 
has recently completed a machine which prints five colours at one 
operation. The register and workmanship are described as satis¬ 
factory. 

Mr. Ross, of the firm of Messrs. Stewart & Co., publishers, 
Farringdon-street, has been awarded the silver medal offered by the 
town of Dumfries for the best poem in honour of the birthday of 
Robert Burns. 

The Birthplace of Konig.—A black marble tablet, bearing the 
name and date of birih of Friedrich Konig, the inventor of the steam- 
press, is about to be placed over the entrance porch of the house in 
which he was born at Eisleben. 

The Typographe, of Brussels, noting the case of a London master 
printer being brought up at Guildhall for employing a boy under six¬ 
teen after eight o’clock p.m., remarks, “ that if such a law existed in 
Belgium it would have enough to do. ” 

“ By Special Wire.”—Following in the wake of its contemporaries 
the Standard has made arrangements to pay the Post Office £2,000 a 
year for a single line of wire to Paris. For this sum the paper is to 
have every day three hours’ exclusive use of this wire. 

A Liberal Employer.—On the occasion of the completion of 
Meyer’s “ Conversations Lexikon,” Herr H. Meyer, head of the Biblio¬ 
graphic Institute at Leipzig, where the work is printed and published, 
gave to each of his employes double pay for the week. 

By a recent decree, published in the Journal Officiel, Paris, there 
will in future be annual and triennial artistic exhibitions, which will be 

held in the Palace on the Champs Elysees, on the 1st of May in each 
year : the triennial exhibition will be held in May, 1881. 

A selection of prints and drawings illustrating the History of 
Engraving will shortly be displayed on a number of screens about to be 
erected in the King’s Library of the British Museum. Mr. Bond is 
signalizing his desire to make the Museum profitable and useful. 

The Demand for Composing-Machines.—The composing and 
distributing machines manufactured by Herr Kastenbein are meeting 
with increasing demand in all parts of the world. The inventor has 
now orders in hand for Denmark, Holland, Germany, and even the 
Havanas. 

Lighting of the British Museum Reading-Room.—We inti¬ 
mated a month or two ago that an experiment to illuminate the reading- 
room of the British Museum by means of the electric light was likely 
to be made before long. The trial promises to result in the adoption 
of the electric light. 

Paris Exhibition Diplomas.—Messrs. Goupil & Co., of Bedford- 
street, Covent-garden, are producing reduced copies of the diplomas 
awarded at the Paris Exhibition, the copies, like the original diplomas 
which they were commissioned to execute, being produced by their 
process of photo-engraving. 

Messrs. George Falkner & Son, of Manchester, send us their 
Catalogue and Price List. It contains a short account of the various 
styles of work, some remarks on paper in relation to printing, prices 
of bills of quantities, specifications, &c. It is very tastefully got up 
in old-style type, and is well printed. 

Tenders for Printing.—The parish of St. John, Hampstead, 
invite tenders for the supply of printing and stationery for one year 
from the 25th of March next. Forms of tender, which must be 
returned by the 29th inst., can be had on application to Mr. C. H. 
Lowe, at the Vestry Hall, Hampstead. 

Prussia and Printing.—In Professor Seeley’s “Life of Stein” 
we read that “when the law that embodied these reforms was to be 
printed in Konigsberg, the capital of East Prussia, the printers took 
three weeks to accomplish the task, for the law occupied six sheets, 
and they had only type enough for one.” 

The Paris Society of Readers held their first meeting for the present 
year on the 19th ult., when the election of a vice-president and other 
matters were discussed. The society has recently published, at its own 
expense, a pamphlet entitled “Changements orthographiques apportees 
au Dictionnaire de l’Academie, ed. 1877.” 

Messrs. Unwin Brothers, of London and Chilworth, have pre¬ 
pared a full-size reproduction of the Paris Exhibition Medal, 1878, and 
supply copies of either obverse or reverse, finished in imitation of gold, 
silver, or bronze, or a pair of the above medals, suitably mounted for 
window exhibition. They are well executed, and are very effective. 

Hard to Please.—A man was seen coming out of a Texas news¬ 
paper office with one eye gouged out, his nose spread all over his face, 
and one of his ears chawed off. To a policeman who interviewed him 
he replied, “ I didn’t like an article that 'peared in the paper last week, 
an’ I went in ter see the man who writ it. He war there, stranger.” 

Trade in Italy.—No improvement can be reported in connection 
with the Italian printing trade. Things are especially quiet at Rome, 
all speculative enterprise among publishers having been reduced to a 
minimum. Retrenchment is the order of the day in Government 
offices, and the printing orders given out are but few and unimportant, 

Herr Josef Heim has relinquished the editorship of the Oester- 
reichische Buchdriicker-Zcitung, and has started a new journal on his 
own account devoted to the lithographic art, which bears the title of 
Freie Kiinste (“Liberal Arts”). It is intended to be issued bi-monthly. 
The only number at present to hand holds out promise of a successful 

future. 

Imperial Recognition of a Printer’s Services.—The Em¬ 
peror of Austria has bestowed the Grand Gold Medal for Art and 
Science upon Herr Adolf Holzhausen, University Printer at Vienna, 
in recognition of his great services in connection with the artistic im¬ 
provement of the typographic art. How is it that nothing of the kind 
is ever done in this country ? 

The Establishment of MM. Berger-Levrault & Co.—Last 
month, M. Norberg, to celebrate the success of the firm at the late 
Exhibition and his appointment to the rank of Chevalier of the Legion 
d’PIonneur, entertained the personnel to a banquet in their large book¬ 
binding room, which from all accounts was decorated by the work¬ 
men in a most tasteful manner. 

Messrs. Houghton, Osgood, & Co., of the “Riverside Press,” 
Cambridge, America, and publishers of Boston and New York, have 
recently issued a very handsomely-printed catalogue of 235 octavo pages, 
to which is prefixed a steel-plate engraving of the building so well 
known as the “Riverside Press.” Such a catalogue of the works of 
one publishing house is a monument in itself. 
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The Illustrated Christmas Number of the New York Pub¬ 
lishers' Weekly, published by Mr. F. Leypoldt and printed by Mr. S. 
W. Green, of Jacob-street, is a most creditable production, alike to its 
own publisher and printer and also to the draughtsmen, engravers, and 
publishers of America, whose works are illustrated in its pages. The 
number shows great tact on the part of the editor in its compilation. 

Efforts have been set on foot in Leipsic to insure a worthy repre¬ 
sentation of the printing arts at the Industrial Art Exhibition which is to 
be held there during the present year. Leipsic being the book metro¬ 
polis of Germany, there is every reason to believe, says the Journalfiir 
Buchdruckerkunst, that Typography and Lithography in their various 
branches will form one of the leading features in the forthcoming 
show. 

Dramatic Pension Fund.—The Dramatic Committee, during the 
progress of this fund towards completion, have determined to devote 
the dividends as they may arise to the interests of the Printers’ Corpora¬ 
tion. The committee have offered the sum of £3 each for the two 
male Unsuccessful Candidates who shall have polled respectively the 
greatest number of votes at the ensuing election for the Printers’ 
Pension. 

MS. of Deceased Authors.—The manuscript of Dibdin’s Sea 
Songs has been deposited in the British Museum. The manuscript of 
Dickens’s “ Christmas Carol” was recently in the market, and it is a 
pity that the South Kensington authorities missed the chance of thus 
completing the set of the author’s MS. comprised in the Forster 
bequest, since the one in question is the only one that is wanting. 
As it was, the MS. was purchased by Mr. Gilchrist. 

A Pocket Type-Writer.—Following quickly in the wake of the 
Danish invention described by us last month, we now hear that 
Mr. Jean A. Hitter, jun., of St. Martinsville, La. (U.S.A.), has 
invented an improved type-writer, of simple and compact construction, 
that may be readily used for printing on paper and for other purposes, 
being small enough to be carried conveniently in the pocket, if desired, 
and which can be readily operated with little practice. 

Telegraphic Writing-Machine.—Mr. E. A. Cowper, a well- 
known mechanical engineer, is alleged to have invented a real tele¬ 
graphic writing-machine, by means of which when a writer in London 
moves his pen simultaneously another pen is moved in similar curves 
and motions at any desired distance. If it should turn out to be 
all that it professes, this machine would prove invaluable for the 
purpose of rapid and correct transmission of press messages. 

Cost of Union Printing.—In a recent issue of the City Press 
was reported an application to the clerk of the City of London Union 
for a return of the amount expended by that union in printing, &c., 
which gave rise to some discussion. Similar applications have been 
made to other boards of guardians, at one of which it was incidentally 
stated that it had been mooted that Government had some intention of 
establishing a printing and stationery department of its own. 

Improved Ruling-Machine.—Herr Carl Kiess, of Stuttgart, has 
invented a new ruling-machine, by means of which it is claimed paper 
can be ruled simultaneously upon both sides with three different- 
coloured inks 011 each side. The machine can also be utilized for 
ordinary purposes. It is alleged that 2,000 sheets can be ruled on 
both sides in one hour, and, what is of no less importance, the machine 
is stated to take up but a comparatively small amount of space. 

We learn from our contemporary the Gutenberg Journal that the 
well-known firm of MM. Alauzet, of Paris, printers’ engineers, enter¬ 
tained their staff last month at a banquet. Allusion was made by 
M. Alauzet in his speech to the somewhat scurvy manner in which he was 
treated by the jury of Class 60 at the late Exhibition, and which appears 
to have attracted attention in Paris. Our contemporary says it will be 
happy to hear the reason why the jury arrived at its decision. 

A Printing Concern in Liquidation.—The “Bohemia” 
Joint-Stock Company for Paper and Printing Industry has gone into 
liquidation. The concern had at one time been carried on by Herren 
G. Haase Sohne, and it has now been resolved to resell the whole 
undertaking to Herr Andreas Haase for the sum of ,£59,179. Every 
branch of the printing and stationery trades was carried on by this 
company, which was the largest concern of the kind in Hungary. 

The French Government Printing-office. — By a recent 
order no one under the age of twenty years can be employed in the 
French Government Printing-office, except girls, who are eligible at 
eighteen years of age. After thirty years’, service, all employes are 
entitled to pensions varying from £28 to £14. 12s. Every year of 
additional service entitles them to one-twentieth annual increase; but 
in no case can the pensions exceed £40 for the highest, or £20 for the 
lowest class. 

“ The Government Library at Washington ” is the title of an 
admirable paper in a recent number of the (American) International 
Review. It is written by Mr. A. R. Spofford, who states that the sum 
total of the appropriations of Congress from 1800 to 1878 have not 

exceeded 8640,000, and this inclusive of the cost of all the volumes 
destroyed in two conflagrations. The number of volumes now in the 
library is 340,000, besides 120,000 pamphlets, each of which latter is 
separately bound, catalogued, and classified. 

The silver wedding of the Austrian sovereigns is to be commemo¬ 
rated next April by, amongst other festivities, a grand historical pro¬ 
cession, in which all arts and handicrafts will be represented. A 
famous Austrian painter, Hans Makart, has undertaken to supervise 
the whole arrangement in its component parts. A local committee of 
printers has already been formed to take the necessary steps that the 
three constituent classes of their craft—master, journeyman, and appren¬ 
tice—shall be duly represented in this historical train. 

New Journals, Press Changes, &c.—Two new weekly journals 
have been started under the respective titles of Thrift and House and 
Home. The latter is published at 335, Strand.-Mr. Edward Yates 
announces, for April, No. 1 of Time, a monthly miscellany of interest¬ 
ing and amusing literature.-Mr. S. C. Hall has notified that he has 
wholly retired from the editorship of Social Notes. The repoit 
of Mr. Tom Taylor’s retirement from the editorship of Punch, which 
has gained currency of late, is wholly without foundation. 

The French Book Trade.—The value of the books annually 
printed in France is estimated at £240,000, and MM. Hachette are 
credited with producing one-fourth of this grand total. It is con¬ 
jectured that 10 per cent, of the above sum represents the profits of 
the publishers, while the poor authors only pocket 7 per cent, 
between them. The annual exports of books are valued at £60,000, 
and the imports at £20,000. One-fourth of the exports goes to 
Belgium, and one-third of the works imported come from this country. 

Index to the German Typographical Press.—We recently 
mentioned that a Liverpool gentleman intended to publish a periodical 
work of reference to the technical journals of this country. A similar 
work, but confined to typographical literature, has now been brought 
out in Germany. The same is compiled by Herr M. Wunder, of 
Darmstadt, and published by Herr A. Waldow, of Leipsic. Since 
each number is to exhaust the contents of the journals published during 
three months, we presume that it is intended to issue the new work of 
reference once a quarter. 

Messrs. A. J. Cox & Co., “ the leading book-manufacturing house 
of the North-West” (U.S.A.), as they term themselves, have issued a 
pamphlet—“ The Making of the Book : a Sketch of the Bookbinding 
Art.” It appears to be chiefly compiled from various sources, though 
these (The Printing Times and Lithographer amongst the 
number) are not always acknowledged; but the work is neatly got 
together, and on the whole deserves commendation for being some- 
thing better than a bookbinder’s ordinary price-list, which is what its 
real object amounts to. 

An Old-Established Printers’Relief Society.—The “Pio- 
Tipografico,” of Rome, a society whose membership consists of master 
printers and publishers, was established in 1738- Its special object, is 
the relief of those belonging to either profession who have been in¬ 
capacitated for work. This is the oldest relief organization which exists 
in Italy. A short time ago King Humbert received a deputation from 
the society and expressed a lively interest in its aims, inquiring at the 
same time as to the condition of the printing trade in the capital, and 
whether all typos were fully employed. 

Shadow Vignettes.—Under this title Herren Zierow and Meusch, 
typefounders, of Leipsic, have published a very clever series of about 
300 different subjects, mostly under an inch square, for advertising 
uses. It is claimed that they not only have a more striking appearance, 
but that they wear much longer than ordinary stereos, by reason of 
their being surrounded by a black ground, which protects them in 
printing. They are similar to wood-engravings before they have been 
cleared^ out. Used in moderation, these blocks would be perfectly 
unobjectionable, for they are very skilfully drawn and present great 
diversity of subject. 

A German Empire Printing-office. — We announced some 
time ago that after the demise of the late Herr von Decker his exten¬ 
sive printing-office was acquired on behalf of the German Government. 
The Prussian Ministry has now suggested to the Federal Council that 
the Berlin Government Printing-office should be purchased by the 
Empire, and incorporated with the first-named establishment. The 
price to be paid by the Imperial Exchequer is ,£178,650, and the sum 
to be allowed for amalgamation expenses £65,000. This proposal 
will, no doubt, find acceptance with the Federal Council, in which 
case the transfer will take place as from the 1st of April next. 

Anti-Moth Paper.—The Furniture Gazette draws attention to a 
recent invention, which has for its object to provide a paper for the 
packing of carpets and other woollen materials which shall prove a 
protection against the attack of moths, &c. For this purpose the 
paper is saturated with a mixture of seventy parts, by measure, of the 
oil remaining from the distillation of coal-tar naphtha by live steam 
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with five parts crude carbolic acid, containing at least fifty per cent, of 
phenols, twenty parts of thin coal-tar heated to about 1600 Fahrenheit, 
and five parts of refined petroleum. After saturating, the paper is 
passed through squeezers and over hot rollers for the purpose of drying. 

Statistics of the Danish Printing Trade.—The following 
data as to the development of the printing trade in Denmark are 
gathered from the Correspo7idcnt, a journal which shows a decided 
improvement since the beginning of the year, both as regards its literary 
contents and its typographical get-up. The number of printing-offices 
in Copenhagen was in 1795, 19, and in the provinces 8 ; in 1810, 23 
in the former, and 12 in the latter, which number had further increased 
by 1877 to 52, and 107 respectively. The number of newspapers pub¬ 
lished in the Danish capital is 133 (11 daily), and in the provinces 144. 
There were five paper-manufactories in existence in 1872, but their 
number has since been increased to twelve. 

Rules for Acquiring Wealth.—Be Honest. If Satan tempts 
you to defraud your neighbour, it is only that he may rob you of your 
ill-gotten gain in the end.—Be Temperate. Liquor has made more 
paupers than all other vices combined.—Be Industrious. Improve 
each day as if you expected to die on the morrow. Indolence, Debt, 
and Disease are brothers.—Let your word be your bond. Good credit 
is a fortune to begin with.—Limit your expenses by necessity and 
comfort, leaving a good margin for balance saved.—Invest your funds 
carefully and intelligently. Beware of the brilliant bubbles that are 
blown up to tempt ingenious speculators.—Give your personal attention 
to your business. To do this, keep brain and body healthful. 

“ Paper, Pens, and Ink,” by Daniel Frazer (David Bryce & Co., 
Glasgow), purports to be a brief sketch of the principal writing 
materials used in all ages, to which is added a chapter on “ How and 
When We began to Write.” Seeing that this little manual has reached 
a “second edition, revised,” we were not prepared for the inelegancies 
of expression, as well as errors in grammatical construction, which 
its pages present, such as “ notwithstanding of its attenuated body,” 
“ tumultuating thoughts,” “not reached to by any other,” &c. 
Throughout the essay Mr. Frazer is bent upon magnifying his office, 
and there is a theological tone imported which together with the 
ponderous style of the author render this little brochure heavy reading. 

Reduction in Price of Type in America.—In issuing then- 
latest “Reduced Price List,” Messrs. Mackellar, Smiths, & Jordan, 
the great typefounders of Philadelphia, announce a large abatement 
from former rates. They state that they are enabled to make this 
concession through having summarily cut off discounts to all middlemen 
and agents. They wish it “to be distinctly understood that we will 
not put up amateur founts of type nor give any encouragement to the 
miserable system of botchery that apes the name of printing, and tends 
to the deterioration of the beautiful art, and to the manifest injury of 
professional printers.” In England printers suffer from one another, 
but they are not afflicted, like their American cousins, with “a plague 
of amateurs. ” 

Lithography in France.—The number of lithographic printing- 
offices in France is 1,725, of which total 500 are situated in Paris, 
and 25 in the immediate neighbourhood. The Paris ateliers employ 
4,800 male workers of all classes, and 600 females, and those of 
the provinces 5,200 male, and 1,500 female operatives. The number 
of workers has increased by one-third during the last ten years. The 
earnings are rarely less than 5fr. per diem, but average mostly between 
7fr. and 8fr., and those of machine-minders between 8fr. and iofr. 
The pay of the female workers is, as a rule, from 2fr. 50c. to 3ft-. 
Formerly the lithographic-stones were mostly imported from Germany, 
but now large quantities of those used come from quarries in the De¬ 
partments of Gard, Ain, Jura, and Tarn-et-Garonne. The number of 
steam-litho presses annually built in France is estimated at 250, one- 
half of which are exported. 

It is not altogether exceptional that a compositor should by steady 
plodding and persevering labour elevate himself to the responsible and 
arduous post of editor. We have several men in our midst who have 
accomplished as much, and who were as great a credit to their first 
profession as they are ornaments to the literary ranks they joined in 
later years. It is, nevertheless, very unusual for a prophet to acquire 
honour inh is own country, or, dropping the metaphor, to gradually rise 
from the position of an apprentice at case to that of responsible editor. 
This has, however, been accomplished by Herr Franz Krtsmary, who 
has recently celebrated his twenty-five years’ service as editor of the 
Vienna Presse, in which office he has by indefatigable exertions raised 
himself from the lowest to the highest rank. This should stimulate 
young typos to go and do likewise, since similar chances are certainly 
open to every one in this country as well as on the Continent. 

Mr. William Simpson on the War-Track.—Immediately before 
his departure for Afghanistan, which we were the first to announce, we 
saw our esteemed confrere, who sent word to the editor of the Illus¬ 
trated London Nerws, under date of Ali Musjid, November 22nd, 1878 : 

“I write this to be ready with the first chance going into Peshawur. 
I here send you the sketches cut out of my book. I have been all yes¬ 
terday out in the thick of it, and my tent is not yet up. I have had to 
work on the ground, with the wind blowing in strong gusts ; so it is all 
very rough. Enclosed are large sketches of the 81st Regiment, who 
fired the first shot. I came into this to-day with the General, and two 
of the sketches enclosed were made while reconnoitring the place to 
see if it was evacuated. Slept last night ‘ a la belle etoile,’ but have 
got one of the enemy’s tents for the night. Do not know when my 
own will come up. Yours, faithfully, Wm. Simpson.” That’s the sort 
of man he is ! 

Etchings by the Old Masters.—Mr. Seymour Haden has lent 
to the Fine Art Society a portion of his superb collection of etchings 
by the Old Masters. These are now on view at the Society’s Gallery 
in Bond-street. Many works of great power and originality are shown, 
including etchings by Rembrandt, Diirer, Hollar, Jacques de Barbari, 
Claude Lorraine, Beham, Nicholas Berghem, and some of Mr. Haden’s 
own productions. We wish we had room to do justice to Mr. Seymour 
Haden’s admirable notes ‘ ‘ About Etching, ” which precede the cata¬ 
logue of this choice exhibition ; they are an education in art, notwith¬ 
standing that so great an authority as Ruskin has characterised etching 
as a “ blundering art.” By all means let every printer and lithographer 
first procure and carefully read what Mr. Seymour Haden has to say 
“ About Etching,” and then, if he can possibly do so, go and see the 
etchings on view at No. 148, New Bond-street. The exhibition and 
Mr. Seymour Haden’s catalogue have most deservedly created a great 
sensation in art circles. 

Turkish Newspapers and their Time of Publication.—The 
latest feudal act of the Turkish Government has been the issuing of an 
order prescribing the time at which all native newspapers are to be 
published. In future no periodical publication is to be issued before 
II a.m. in winter, and 1.30 p.m. in summer. The ostensible reason 
assigned for this wanton interference is, that the paper shall be able to 
publish the official orders and notices of the day. The official organ 
which the Porte formerly employed for the publication of its edicts has 
been discontinued for want of funds with which to defray the attendant 
expenses. The native newspaper Press has never found much favour in 
the eyes of Turkish officials, and when the Government organ was 
started, some ten or twelve years ago, it proved a formidable competitor 
to the other papers by reason of its being published daily and sold at a 
sacrifice. The Turkish newspapers have only a most precarious existence 
at the best of times, seeing that their subscribers number but a few 
hundreds, and it is feared that this latest arbitrary and unjustifiable edict 
of the Government will prove a serious injury to the proprietors. 

We learn from the Typologie-Tucker that the city of Toulouse, 
France, has just published a catalogue of early-printed works (“Cata¬ 
logue des Incunables de la Bibliotheque de Toulouse ”) in its public 
library. The volume has been edited by Dr. Desbarreaux-Bernard, 
and consists of over 300 pages, with numerous engravings, representing 
initial-letters, tail-pieces, printers’ marks, &c. Besides these engrav¬ 
ings, the learned bibliographer has reproduced the titles and colophons, 
typographic signs, and described the condition of the water-marks of a 
considerable number of these fifteenth-century works. In his preface 
he gives his reasons for thus doing :—“I have thought that in exactly 
reproducing their titles, in describing them minutely—even to prolixity, 
in reproducing also the less known and most remarkable of their types 
and their water-marks, and giving an exact description of the engrav¬ 
ings with which they are ornamented, as also of their bindings, I would 
be doing something useful and profitable to the study of bibliography.” 
There can be no doubt of it, for the number of these old works is 
daily becoming less, and the value of accurate bibliographic descriptions 
is inestimable. 

American Bank-note Paper. —The United States Government 
has for some nine years been using for bank-notes, &c., a paper made ex¬ 
clusively at the Glen Mills, near Philadelphia, the proprietors of which 
have hitherto enjoyed the exclusive contract. The Secretary of the 
American Treasury came, however, to the conclusion some time since 
that too much was being paid for the paper, and he sent a committee 
to the mills to see if the paper could not be manufactured more cheaply 
and what the profit was to the company ; but the committee were unable 
to make any suggestions on this head, as the company naturally enough 
under the circumstances refused to divulge the cost of manufacture, 
&c. The prices now paid by the Government are from sixty to seventy 
cents a pound, according to the use to which the paper is put, the sixty- 
cent paper being used for bank-notes, and the higher priced for bonds. 
Under these circumstances the Government has been led to advertise for 
tenders for supplying paper suitable for the purpose. The paper must be 
made from pure linen stock, with a distinctive feature to be produced by 
the introduction of silk or other coloured fibres. The paper will have 
to be manufactured under the supervision of the Government. 

Exhibition of the Graphic Arts.—During the early part of 
the present month an exhibition of the productions of the wood- 
engraver’s art and of everything connected with the ornamentation of 
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printed books has been held at Ulm. The exhibits included miniature 
paintings and initial letters from the hand of the illuminators and 
rubricans ; the first beginnings of the art of printing, previous 
to 1500, including specimens of printing from almost all the then 
existing printing-offices — title-pages, initial letters, and words; 
specimens of printing from the sixteenth century, including title-pages 
from German, Italian, French, and English presses ; initials of all 
styles, head and tail pieces, vignettes ; similar specimens from the 
seventeenth century ; the specimens from the eighteenth and nineteenth 
centuries including imprints showing names of printers and publishers 
and their special trade-marks ; early beginnings of block-printing, 
including woodcuts, metal engraved plates, figure-castings, specimens 
of wood-engraving from 1500 down to the present time, illustrating 
its vicissitudes ; chemical processes connected with printing, such as 
aquafortis etching, galvanotypy, photozincotypes, photography, &c. 

The Press in Japan.—An interesting instance of the manner in 
which the Press is ruled in Japan is afforded by the case of the Mai 
Nichi Shinbun, an eminently respectable journal published in Yoko¬ 
hama. On Oct. 10 that journal gave publicity to a rumour current in 
the capital that four of the ministers had resigned or were about to 
resign their offices. The editor of the Alai Nichi Shinbun translated 
and reproduced this paragraph, with a note to the effect that he believed 
the report to be unfounded. On the next day (Oct. 13) he was sum¬ 
moned to appear before the local saibansho, and on the 23rd he was 
sentenced to one year’s imprisonment for contravention of article 13 of 
the Press regulation. This high-handed administration of a very severe 
law is in marked contrast to the action of the authorities in the case of 
the Nichi Nichi Shinbun, another Japanese paper, which announced 
that torture, long believed to be a thing of the past, had been revived 
and inflicted upon the wretched actors in the Takebashi fiasco. This 
accusation of a grave crime was permitted to pass without even censure 
or reprobation. But it must not be forgotten that the rumour, whether 
true or false, did not appear for the first time in a foreign journal.— 
Japan Gazette. 

The Platinisation of Iron.—The incorrosive nature of platinum 
is well known, and its application to iron surfaces as a preservative 
from rust is a problem which has long engaged the attention of metal¬ 
lurgists, though hitherto without any practical result. Monsieur J. B. 
A. Dode, an eminent French chemist, claims to have solved this 
problem. He first paints the iron over with a composition of turpen¬ 
tine, borate of lead, oxide of copper and cobalt, and exposes it for a 
few minutes to a temperature of about 400 degrees. On cooling, the 
surface is again painted with a solution of chloride of platinum, com¬ 
bined with essential oils, and the object heated for a second time. 
When cool it is found to be covered with a permanent and homogeneous 
coating ol platinum, rendering it impervious to rust, and unaffected by 
gas, atmospheric changes, and ordinary wear and tear. The gist of 
the discovery lies in the method of dissolving and holding the platinum 
in solution, and in applying it direct to the article treated, without any 
other aid than so low a temperature as not to affect the metal coated. 
The process has just been successfully demonstrated in London, and 
finished specimens may be seen at 18, Queen Victoria-street, City. It 
is applicable to all printing machinery. 

The Bosnia Government Printing-Office.—The primitive 
condition of the Government Printing-office at Serajevo, the capital 
of Bosnia, is thus described by a correspondent of the Vorwarts. He 
says that there are altogether eight frames and an equal number of 
cases. Only three sizes of Roman types are in stock, each of course 
in very limited quantities. In addition to these there are some founts 
of Hebrew, Turkish, and Servian characters. Two or three alphabets 
of jobbing-types are all deficient, so far as particular letters are 
concerned. The press-room boasts two hand-presses and one 
machine, all of antiquated construction and in an indescribable con¬ 
dition of filth. Such a thing as “making-ready” prior to printing is 
altogether unknown, and the correspondent adds that hitherto all his 
efforts have proved futile to convince the Turkish machine-minder that 
occasional cleaning and oiling of the printing apparatus would facilitate 
operations. This office was formerly the property of the Turkish 
Government, and previous to evacuating the town the “ unspeakable 
1 urk ” seems to have done his best in this temple of Gutenberg to 
“ make confusion worse confounded.” The Austrian Government have 
now taken the matter in hand, and intend to reorganise the office. 

Printing-Machines for Paper-hangings.—Some months ago 
we described a web printing-machine which had been invented by 
Herr H. Tilgmann, of Helsingfors. We now learn from the Journal 
fur Buchdruckerkunst that further improvements have been effected 
in these machines, and the inventor avers that he has succeded in 
utilizing them for the printing of the finer grades of paper-hangings. 
These, it is alleged, can be produced in an expeditious manner and at an 
unprecedentedly low cost. Herr Tilgmann has succeeded in obtaining 
some twelve different tints by over-printing with six or seven blocks. 
These latter, which form the greatest outlay in the manufacture of 
paper-hangings, can by this method be produced at a minimum, they 

being, as far as we can gather, composed after the manner of type. 
The workmanship is said to be all that can be desired, and the product 
obtained is alleged to excel any ordinary paper-hangings. If Herr 
Tilgmann should succeed in demonstrating the practicability of his 
invention so as to bring the production of paper-hangings within the 
province of ordinary printing-offices, he will deserve no small thanks, 
since master-printers would thus be enabled to overcome the too-fre. 
quently recurring difficulty of keeping thair machinery fully employed. 

The Mediceo Oriental Printing-office in Rome.—TheGrand- 
Duke Francesco dei Medici having died without male heirs in the year 
1587, the sceptre of Tuscany fell to the lot of Ferdinando I., eldest son 
of Cosimo I., who was already a Cardinal of the Roman Church, and 
who is described in the brochure we have at present under our eye as a 
man of a most elevated mind, of great knowledge, and who delighted 
in the conversation of learned men of every profession. To this prince- 
prelate the world is indebted for the establishment of the famous 
printing-office named above, which was instituted principally for the 
printing of religious and scientific works in the Hebrew, Syriac, and 
other Oriental languages, mainly with the view of spreading through 
the Orient by this and similar means the propagation of the Christian 
religion, especially as represented by the Roman church. Our con¬ 
temporary L'Arte della Stampa has for some time devoted a portion 
of its columns to a resume of the various works which have issued from 
this celebrated press since its establishment, and has now presented it 
to the world in in the shape of a well-printed and nicely go:-up 
brochure of 44 pp., which reflects credit on the press of Signor Landi, 
from which it proceeds. It will be read with interest by every one 
acquainted with the Italian language. 

Balzac’s Proofs.—The miseries of printers brought about by the 
careless writing of authors have been often and graphically described, 
but the following concerning one of the novels of the above writer is 
not so well known. The novel was announced for a certain date ; a 
month previously not a line was written. Balzac set to work, and in 
five nights he had sent in two hundred pages of copy. His style of 
MS. was sketchy, a chaos. The compositors grew pallid ; the time 
was short, the writing extraordinary. However, it was translated as 
nearly as could be managed, and proof sent out. The first two proofs 
were returned, pasted on enormous sheets of paper, presenting a terrible 
appearance. From each word was a line carried to the margin, where 
it was lost in a crowd of phrases, epithets, and substantives, under¬ 
lined, crossed, mixed, deleted, and rewritten. Imagine, if you can, 
four or five hundred of such arabesques, crossing and recrossing from 
one side of the page to the other—all the hieroglyphs of the Pharaohs, 
or the fireworks of twenty Crystal Palaces. Overseers, compositors, 
and apprentices tore their hair. One compositor thought he recognised 
Persian, another the symbolic characters of Krishna; the next day 
M. Balzac returned some pure Chinese, then some in fairly-written 
Siamese. Two compositors went blind, and lost the knowledge they 
possessed of their native tongue. The proofs were sent out seven 
times, and ultimately the compositors began to recognise a few signs 
of good French, and even some connection in the phrases.—From an 
article oti Balzac in the “ Semaine Franfaise.” 

The “Knave” Bible.—About two centuries ago an idea—partly 
originated by Fuller—was current that in some rare editions the Apostle 
Paul designated himself “Paul, a knave of Jesus Christ.” No such 
Bible really existed; and the Duke of Lauderdale, the well-known 
Scotch Viceroy of Charles II., having in vain endeavoured to procure 
one, it occurred to Thornton, a worthless fellow by all accounts, that 
he could, by a little ingenuity, gratify his Grace and serve himself at 
the same time. He got a Matthews Bible dated MDXXKVII., and 
by careful manipulation he erased the XVII., thus leaving the date 
1520 instead of 1537—fifteen years older than the oldest English Bible 
extant, that of Coverdale. Not content with this daring imposition, he 
in a similar manner rubbed out the word “ servaunte ” in Romans i. 1, 
and substituted “kneawe,” made up of letters cut from other parts of 
the volume, so that the verse read, “ Paul, a kneawe of Jesus Christ,” 
instead of “ Paul, a servaunte of Jesus Christ.” The book, thus muti¬ 
lated, was taken to the duke, who gave him seventeen guineas for it 
(Lewis’s “ History of Translations,” p. 47). Although “the mark of 
the rasure was very visible,” Lauderdale was apparently pleased with 
his unique bibliographical treasure, and had his arms and coronet 
stamped on both sides. How the forgery was discovered was not men¬ 
tioned ; but Dr. Eadie remarks that a volume said to be the identical 
copy was sold at a book sale in London in 1863. Hence its being 
sometimes called the “Knave Bible,” which designation, in more 
senses than one, it certainly deserved.—Chambers's Journal. 

German versus American Printing-machines.—Herr Ludwig 
Lott, the renowned Viennese art-printer, whose name is well known to 
our readers, delivered recently a lecture before the local Graphic Club 
on Printing in America. A serious injury was, in his opinion, done 
to American printers of respectability by the small jobbing offices 
which, mushroom-like, have sprung up in all parts of the States. He 
considers that typefounders are responsible for this evil, since they are 
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only too ready to afford every facility to any man of straw who desires 
to start a printing-office. Medium-sized offices are but rarely met with 
in America, they being mostly either very large or very small; if of the 
former class they are, as a rule, connected with some newspaper, or 
else are owned by one of the many extensive publishing-houses. As 
regards machinery, Herr Lott describes that of American make as 
excessively dear, a rotary machine costing .£7,000, for which sum three 
such machines could be procured in Germany. He therefore considers 
that it would be worth the while of his countrymen to cultivate the 
United States as an export market for machinery, which trade might 
be rendered profitable despite charges for transatlantic freight and 
American customs’ dues. We are inclined to think that Herr Lott is 
sadly at fault when he imagines that German competition is likely 
to accomplish anything in America so far as printing machinery is con¬ 
cerned. German makers do not by any means occupy such a prominent 
rank in this particular branch of manufacture as successful com¬ 
petition in America would imply; moreover, let it be remembered 
that price is not everything, and that English and American ma¬ 
chines have distinctive features which are wanting in those of German 
make. 

Peei.e’s Coffee-house.—Coffee-houses have long ceased to be 
the important institutions -which they were in the last century, when 
almost every section of the community had one of these meeting-places 
set specially apart for the convenience of its own particular members ; 
the Chapter Coffee-house being the trysting-place for booksellers. One 
of the latest of these literary landmarks has now disappeared with the 
closing of Peele’s Coffee-house, formerly one of the noted journalistic 
haunts of Fleet-street, but which of late years had dragged on a 
miserable existence as a public news-room. The cause of its downfall 
was singularly enough the very cause to which for the last half a 
century of its existence it owed its reputation, i.e., the fact that it 
was almost the only place in London where one could see files of the 
provincial as well as metropolitan newspapers. This business of filing 
eventually encroached on the room at command to such an extent 
that the files occupied almost all the space, and there was no room for 
customers, at any rate not sufficient room to make the concern a paying 
one. Among the files for which Peele’s Coffee-house was celebrated 
was a perfect copy of the Times and the deceased Morning Chronicle. 
When it was proposed to close the place these were offered to the 
British Museum at the price of waste paper, but were declined. They 
were also advertised in the United States and British colonies, but 
after long waiting no bidder made his appearance, and the proprietor 
was therefore compelled to dispose of them to a waste-paper merchant 
in the Borough. The whole of the files of the Times, Morning Chro¬ 
nicle, and other papers, weighing altogether over forty tons, and realising 
as waste paper the sum of £200, have long since passed through the 
mill again and seen the light of day for a second time in the form of 
other newspapers. 

Our American Notes.—There is a marked improvement in 
business everywhere, and in some places printers are actually in de¬ 
mand. Of course, there is no increase of prices, nor is there likely to 
be for some time yet, but living wages are obtainable everywhere.- 
Government printing affairs are in a deplorable condition, from all 
accounts. A special congressional committee of investigation has been 
making an examination, and reports that the management of the office 
has been very loose, particularly in the manner in which the accounts 
have been kept; that money has been drawn from the treasury and not 
accounted for to the extent of at least three-quarters of a million of 
dollars since 1869; that the cost of materials used in the printing- 
office has been in excess of the ruling market price by at least 33J per 
cent.; that political influences have controlled appointments to an 
unusual extent; and that gross frauds have been perpetrated by the 
public printer’s chief clerk. The report concludes with a recommenda¬ 
tion that the Government office be discontinued, and that official work 
be done under contract by private parties, a greater portion of which 
may be done elsewhere than in Washington. Congress deferred action 
on the report.-A package of money containing $10,000 was stolen 
from the safe in the private office of the public printer on the morning 
of January 2nd, and not recovered. It was to have been used in 
paying the employes. The clerk in charge was temporarily absent, and 
the apartment was unoccupied.-The superintendent of the Bureau 
of Engraving and Printing, of the Treasury Department at Washing¬ 
ton, has not satisfactorily explained grave charges of mismanagement 
made against him. He will probably be forced to resign.-The 
profits of. American metropolitan journals last year were generally 
highly satisfactory. Among the more successful was the New York 
Commercial Advertiser, which declared a dividend of 40 per cent, on 
its stock. 

Almanacks, &c.—Messrs. Armitage & Ibbetson, the eminent 
lithographers, of Bradford, Yorkshire, in common with several other 
large houses make a yearly issue of some chromo-lithographic alma¬ 
nack or other print for presentation to their numerous customers. 
This year they have issued a very pleasing Portrait of Her Majesty 
the Queen, printed in sixteen workings. It is about three-quarter full 

size, and with the background occupies a space of 19 inches by 14 
inches. The face is beautifully stippled and has a very soft and flesh¬ 
like character, and the lace and jewellery are specially worthy of com¬ 
mendation, but the blue riband is, to our thinking, too pronounced in 
colour, and therefore somewhat out of harmony with the softness and 
delicacy pervading the rest of the print. Nevertheless, the general 
effect is highly creditable to Messrs. Armitage & Co., and in saying 
that, we give almost unqualified praise, for in truth the production 
is one of which any house might well be proud.-When a firm 
issues a chromo-lithographed almanack yearly it is very difficult to 
keep up an even quality of production, while it is equally difficult to 
uniformly progress, and it is only to be expected that some issues 
will be inferior to others. These thoughts occur to us as we examine 
the Calendar for 1879 of Messrs. Standidge & Co. It does not im¬ 
press us so favourably as did that of last year. The execution seems 
inferior, the design is too crowded, and the colour in some respects 
disagreeable, where, for instance, the flowers are laid upon a blue 
ground which forcibly asserts itself to the detriment of the green leaves. 
It must be understood that we are only measuring this work by the 
standard of the house that has produced it. As a sample of clean 
printing and good register it is highly commendable.-Among the 

Annuals, though differing from the class previously noticed, we draw 
attention to the “ Year Book of Photography and Photographic News’ 
Almanack,” which among papers purely photographic contains one on 
“ Photolithography,” by A. Pumphrey, and another on “ Tinfoil in 
lithography and Photography,” by Lieutenant L. Darwin, R.E. We 
shall probably refer to the latter in another issue.-Messrs. J. S. 
Thompson & Co., printers, of Fifth Avenue, Chicago, have sent us 
a florid, though well-printed Calendar for 1879, which possesses one or 
two excellent features of its own.-The Queen City Printing Ink 

Company of W. Fifth-street, Cincinnati, Ohio, issues a “Calendar and 
Show Card for 1879,” which would none the less display the merits 
of their inks if it were designed and executed with more taste. The 
presswork is good, but there is an utter lack of refinement.-Mr. 
August Walloe, printer and lithographer, of St. Thomas, West 
Indies, sends us “The St. Thomas Almanack and Commercial Adver¬ 
tiser for 1879,” which is compiled, printed, and published by Mr. 
Walloe ; and, considering all things, is a most creditable, as it appears 
also to be a most successful, publication.-The “ Vienna Printers’ and 
Typefounders’ Overseers’ Union Almanack for 1879” is printed in 
miniature from zinc plates, the type being photographically reduced. 
Prefixed is a good portrait of Herr Theodor Goebel, editor of the 
oldest printing journal in Germany. The almanack is bound in metal 
covers, and is about inches long and f inch wide. Each page has 
a red border with circular corners, and the edges are gilt. The printing 
is by the famous Carl Fromme, of Vienna. 

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE, 

Alleged Infringement of Patent Rights. — Flower v. 
Lloyd.—Lord Justice Baggallay delivered last month the judgment of 
the Court of Appeal in this case, which was an appeal from Vice- 
Chancellor Bacon, and was argued for several days during the last 
sittings, when we gave a report of the proceedings. The plaintiffs, 
who were manufacturers at Neath, charged that the defendants, a 
firm in Bush-lane, City, and who since 1869 had been largely supplied 
with ornamental tin plates by them, had since May, 1875, been them¬ 
selves manufacturing under the process described in the patents be¬ 
longing to the plaintiffs ; and they brought this action to restrain the 
alleged infringements. The defendants answered that they were using 
only the process of printing from damp lithographic stones, being one 
of the means daily used in lithography. They said that the plaintiffs’ 
alleged invention of printing from raised surfaces by means of heat- 
resisting compositions, having lead for their base, might be novel and 
useful, but that they were not infringing it. An inspection had been 
ordered and made on July 10th last, from which it appeared that the 
defendants were using the damp process only. The Vice-Chancellor 
held upon the 'evidence that the plaintiffs’ invention was new and 
useful ; upon the terms of the specification that the manner in which 
the printing might be performed was nowhere claimed as part of the 
combination ; and that, though printing was an invention as old as 
the bricks of Babylon, an improved method of printing on a particular 
surface might be the subject of a patent; hence, that the plaintiffs’ 
process being new and useful, the defendants’ wet process could only 
be regarded as a colourable substitute for the plaintiffs’ dry process. 
His lordship came to the conclusion that there had been an infringe¬ 
ment of the plaintiffs’ patent, and granted an injunction with costs. 
On the present occasion Sir H. Jackson, Q.C., Mr. Marriott, Q.C., 
and Mr. De Castro appeared for the defendants in support of the 
appeal from this decision. Mr. Kay, Q.C., Mr. Aston, Q.C., and 
Mr. Macroy were for the plaintiffs. Their lordships were of opinion* 
upon the whole of the evidence, which was examined at considerable 
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length, that there was no proof of the defendants having used the 
process comprised in the plaintiffs’ patent. The charges of fraud and 
concealment, which were made on the ground that the defendants had 
kept back from inspection by the officer of the Court certain litho¬ 
graphic - stones, in order to conceal the process which they had 
adopted, were entirely without foundation. The defendants had made 
a fair selection of the stones offered for inspection, and if any of them 
had been kept back, the only object was to conceal the names of their 
customers, and not the particular process they had used, which was 
no other than a well-known process, quite unaffected by the plain¬ 
tiffs’ patent. Under these circumstances they came to the conclusion 
that the appeal must be allowed. 

Dismissing an Editor.—Pepperell v. Marquis Townshend. 

— This was an action for alleged wrongful dismissal, heard in the 
Queen’s Bench Division on the 16th ult. Mr. F. O. Crump and 
Mr. Millwood appeared for the plaintiff; Mr. Henry Matthews, Q.C., 
and Mr. Morten Daniel were for the defendant. The plaintiff, who 
previous to 1866 had been a Wesleyan minister, became in February, 
1878, the managing editor, under Mr. S. C. Hall, the directing editor, 
of a weekly publication entitled Social Notes, at a salary of £4. per 
week for one year certain, such employment to terminate at the will of 
either party on February 8th, 1879. In making this agreement, Mr. 
S. C. Hall had acted merely as the agent of the Marquis Townshend, 
who is the registered proprietor of the paper. On the 27th of March, 
1878, the plaintiff was dismissed, and he now claimed .£190 for such 
dismissal, which, as he alleged, was wholly unjustifiable. On the part 
of the defendant it was contended that the plaintiff had misconducted 
himself in various ways, that he had neglected to see to the registration 
of the publication, though told to do so ; that he had improperly 
interfered with the contents of the paper; that he had attended at the 
office in a state of intoxication, and that the dismissal was justifiable. 
The plaintiff, in his reply, denied utterly the truth of these allegations. 
The defendant admitted an indebtedness to the extent of £\2, which 
he paid into court, but he claimed from the plaintiff an account of £^2, 
which as he alleged, had been paid to the plaintiff on his behalf by 
Mr. S. C. Hall, to be expended in certain advertisements, and he 
claimed any balance due on such account. As to this sum, the plain¬ 
tiff admitted having received it, and said that he had been unable to set 
forth a proper account of its expenditure because the defendant had 
taken possession of his papers and vouchers. After a lengthy hearing, 
which extended over two days, the jury found a verdict for the 
plaintiff. 

A Question as to Circulation.—Hutchings v. Buchanan.— 

This was an action heard in the Marylebone County-court on 
the 22nd ult. to recover £2 for an advertisement in the Maryle¬ 
bone and St. yokn's Wood Directory. Plaintiff produced the order 
signed by the defendant. The latter said that when he gave the order 
the canvasser stated that the circulation of the directory was 7,000. 
He had made inquiries, and did not believe the circulation exceeded 
4,000. His Honour (Mr. Serjeant Wheeler) said defendant had signed 
the order, and was therefore liable, as there was nothing on the order 
in reference to the circulation. Judgment for the plaintiff. 

A Paltry Defence.—Allingham v. Roberts.—In the Lord 
Mayor’s Court last month the plaintiff, a publisher, carrying on business 
at the Christian Globe office, sued the defendant, Mr. Charles Roberts, 
a theatrical agent, to recover the sum of six guineas for an advertise¬ 
ment ordered and inserted in a work entitled “ Five Months with the 
Prince of Wales in India,” of which he (the plaintiff) was the publisher. 
Mr. Crisp was counsel for the plaintiff, Mr. Cook for the defendant. 
The giving of the order having been proved, it was urged for the 
defence that the circulation of the work was guaranteed to be 20,000, 
whereas it never exceeded 10,000 ; and secondly, that the work the 
defendant agreed to advertise in was “Six Months with the Prince of 
Wales in India,” which never appeared, the actual title of the work 
in which the advertisement appeared being “Five Months.” The 
learned Recorder said the plaintiff’s circular stated the first edition of 
the work would consist of 20,000 copies. There was no evidence of 
the first edition having been completed, and how could the learned 
counsel say that probably the remainder of the copies would not be 
issued in course of time ? With reference to the difference in the title, 
“Five” or “Six” Months with the Prince of Wales, the advertise¬ 
ment was not intended for his Royal Highness’s special reading on 
his tour through India. Again, could it be said that if 19,999 copies 
appeared and the remaining one did not, that that would be sufficient 
reason for refusing to pay ? It might as well be said that if a man, 
when letting his window to others to view the Lord Mayor’s Show, 
said there would be 100 horsemen in the retinue, and a less number 
actually appeared, he could not claim for the hire of his window. 
Ultimately the jury found for the amount claimed. 

The Statute of Limitations.—Tomlinson v. Lyons.—The 

trumpery defence put forward in the following case should prove a 
warning against long credits. The case was heard in the Clerkenwell 
County-court on the 19th ult. :—The plaintiff, a printer, of Baron- 

street, Pentonville, sued the defendant, a tailor, of High-street, 
Borough, for £$. 10s., being his charge for 11,000 lithographed bills. 
Mr. White, solicitor, appeared for defendant, who pleaded the Statute 
of Limitations ; but his Honour (Gordon Whitbread, Esq.,) remarked 
that no Court looked with favour on such a plea, and as it was not 
given in time he declined to receive it. The plaintiff stated that the 
work was done in 1872, and when he saw the defendant on the subject 
of payment he offered to pay 6s. a thousand for them, which plaintifi 
refused to accept. The defence was that the debt was contracted 
over eight years ago, and the price was 6s. per 1,000, but not being 
according to order the bills were sent back to plaintiff three times, and 
then put under the counter with orders that they were not to be used. 
Mr. Rees, a printer, was called to prove that the bills could be sup¬ 
plied for 5s. 6d. or 6s. a thousand. His Honour gave judgment for 
plaintiff for the amount claimed. 

A Trumpery Libel.—Chard v. Macliver.—This was an action 
of libel against the proprietor of the Western Daily Press, heard at 
Taunton on the 7th inst. Mr. Bullen appeared for the plaintiff; Mr. 
Cole, Q.C., and Mr. Poole for the defendant. The plaintiff carries on 
business at Taunton as a fishing-rod manufacturer. He was charged 
at the petty sessions with* having fired off a gun in a public highway 
while shooting at pigeons, and was fined the cost of the hearing. The 
report of the petty sessions in the Western Daily Press, besides con¬ 
taining an account of these facts, stated that the plaintiff was fined for 
being drunk in the public streets. On the plaintiff calling attention to 
this, an apology was at once inserted in the paper ; but the defendant 
declined to make any pecuniary compensation, as the matter arose 
purely by mistake and without any gross carelessness. The plaintiff 
then brought this action, stating that his business had fallen off one- 
half in consequence. The defendant paid 40s. into court, and pleaded 
that he had apologized and had been guilty of no gross negligence. 
The explanation given of the matter was that when the plaintiff’s case 
was called on at the sessions he had to make his way round the com¬ 
plicated passages which lead from one part of the Taunton courts to 
another. While he was doing so a man pleaded “Guilty” to being 
drunk, and was fined without his name being called, and the reporter, 
who was a young man, naturally thought that the man who was fined 
was the one whose name was last called. The jury found that there 
had been no gross negligence, that the apology was sufficient, and the 
40s. paid into court enough. His Lordship gave judgment for the 
defendant. It is evident that some persons regard actions for libel as 
a fruitful source of income. The sooner they are disabused of any such 
notion the better. 

Alleged Fraud upon the London Society of Composi¬ 

tors.—John Coffey, a “grass hand,” working at Messrs. Judd & Co.’s, 
printers, St. Andrew’s-hill, was indicted for obtaining 8s. 4d. by false 
pretences and with intent to defraud. Mr. Poland instructed by Mr. 
G. Beswick, solicitor of the London Society of Compositors, 
prosecuted. The prisoner was paid 8s. 46. on the 5th October 
last, a similar sum on the 12th, and 10s. on the 19th as unemployed 
relief. It was afterwards ascertained that he had been in receipt of 
wages from Messrs. Judd & Co. during the weeks in question. It was 
elicited in the cross-examination of Mr. Drummond that if a member 
was at work at night it was not taken into account, unless he was 
regularly engaged as a night hand ; also that if a member earned 
money by day work it was his duty to state the amount, and the society 
then made up the sum to 14s. for the week, including the earnings. It 
was proved by Mr. Thomas Giles, overseer to Messrs. Judd & Co., 
that the prisoner was paid 21s. 6d., 17s. 2d., and 18s. 7d. respectively 
in the weeks referred to. In defence it was contended those sums 
were mostly for night work, and that the prisoner had no intention to 
defraud. The jury found the prisoner not guilty, and Mr. Com¬ 
missioner Kerr observed that it was to be regretted that the society 
did not print their rules and certain explanations thereof in one book 
instead of in separate books. 

Settlement of an Irish Libel Case.—The case of Lefroy 
v. Arnott, which was an action for libel against the proprietor of the 
Irish Times by the manager of Thom’s Printing-office, Dublin, has 
been settled upon the terms of the defendant publishing an apology 
and paying costs. The proceedings arose out of comments upon the 
publication in the Freemans yournal of reports which, it was alleged 
or suggested, had been improperly furnished beforehand to that 
journal by the plaintiff, who was formerly connected with it. 

Not very Logical.—Roberts & Co. v. Munroe & Co.—This 
case was heard in the Shoreditch County Court on the 7th inst. The 
plaintiffs are a firm of printers, and they received an order for 
some printing from the defendants, who are chemists at Bethnal-green. 
The amount of the work was £15 odd, and out of this a sum of £v$ 
had been paid, leaving a balance of £2 due. The defence was that 
the plaintiffs had wrongly printed 37,000 labels by altering a letter at 
the end of a word, contrary to the mark made on the “ proof.” The 
words, as they were written originally, were “Superior fruit 
preserves,” but the “s” in the last word was struck out by the 
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defendants on receiving the proof, and what appeared to be a “d” 
was marked in its place, leaving the label to read thus :—“Superior 
fruit preserve.” Plaintiffs, however, transposed the last two words, 
and made the label read, “ Superior preserved fruit.” This they 
contended was the meaning ot the correction made in the proof. His 
Honour (J. B. Dasent, Esq.) said he once had the honour of being a 
member of the Press, and in his time it was the custom when a letter 
or word was to be struck out for the reviser to signify his pleasure by 
a mark in the margin, like a “ d ” with a long crutch marked at the 
side of it. The “ d,” as was well known by all pressmen, was merely 
a contraction for the Latin imperative, “dele.” He had no doubt 
the same rule still prevailed, and it was probable that the compositor 
who made the correction either forgot or didn’t know anything of 
Latin. As the sentence, however, would be most un-English, ac¬ 
cording to the defendant’s correction, and as the label as it now stood 
was not a violation of grammar, there must be judgment for the 
plaintiff for the balance claimed.—With all deference to his honour’s 
opinion and past experience in the Republic of Letters, we think the 
reasons he gave for his decision are bad. Grammar and English have 
little to do in executing a printing order; the point is, whether it was 
according to order. We may also add that the compositor whose 
knowledge he questioned would not be responsible for the correction, 
which would be a matter for the reader. 

OBITUARY, 

Dallas.—We have to announce the death of Mr. E. S. Dallas, late 
of the Times, which occurred at his residence, 88, Newman-street, 
Oxford-street, on the 17th ult. He had been in ill-health for a short 
time. Of Scottish descent, Mr. Dallas was born in the West Indies. 
Tn early life he came to England with his parents and became a con¬ 
tributor to the newspaper Press. From that time until a comparatively 
recent period his name was well known in connection with literature. 
1 he most thoughtful and characteristic of his productions, perhaps, 
was a book called “ The Gay Science,” an essay upon criticism, brought 
out about ten years ago. Mr. Dallas was married to Miss Glyn, but 
the marriage was dissolved four years ago. 

Dana.—A telegram from America has announced the death of Mr. 
Richard Henry Dana at the ripe age of 91. In his early days at the 
Bar he acted as joint editor of the North American Review with his 
relative, Edward T. Channing. His first publication on his own 
account was The Idle Man, a periodical which he discontinued at the 
end of its first volume. Having contributed some poems to the New 
York Review in 1827, he gave to the world the book by which he will 

best be remembered, “ The Buccaneer,” and other poems. 

PIaynes.—The death is announced of Mr. Robert W. Haynes, of 
the firm of Stevens & Haynes, law publishers, Bell Yard, Lincoln’s 
Inn, which took place at Shepherd’s Bush on the 26th ult. Deceased, 
when very young, had been inducted into the law trade in the house of 
his relatives, Messrs. Stevens & Norton, of Bell Yard ; and in 1865, in 
conjunction with his step-brother, Mr. Henry George Stevens, he 
commenced business on his own account. 

Hodgson.—The death is announced, at the age of 67, of Mr. Thomas 
Hodgson, formerly of Aldine Chambers, Paternoster Row, which took 
place at Brixton on the 22nd ult. The deceased, a native of Belfast, 
came to London about 1832, and for seven years was with Messrs. 
Dulau & Co., foreign booksellers, of Soho Square. Leaving that house 
in 1839, he became proprietor of Bent's Literary Advertiser, a then 
flourishing monthly journal, and undertook the London agency of 
Messrs. Simms & McIntyre, of Belfast, proprietors of “The Parlour 
Library.” Of these Mr. Hodgson eventually became proprietor. 
About i860 he retired from the publishing business and took the 
management of a branch bank at Farnham, where he remained till the 
financial crisis of 1866. 

Manning.—The death is announced of Mr. D. J. Manning. He 
had recently become proprietor of the Paddington Times. Previously 
he had been actively engaged in journalism both in London and New 
\ ork. At one period he was a regular contributor to the Globe, and 
he was a member for some time of the staff of the New York Times. 

Shimmin.—Mr. Hugh Shimmin died suddenly at his residence, 
Radstock-road, Fairfield, on the 12th ult. He began life under grave 
disadvantages. He was born of poor and humble parents, and he had 
to earn his own livelihood from eight years of age. He had received 
almost no education, and it is no small praise to say that by sheer 
industry in night schools and self-culture he acquired a wide knowledge 
of English literature, a polished style of literary diction, and a nervous 
vigour as a journalist which secured him the respect of friends and 
the fear of adversaries. No doubt his vocation as a bookbinder, in 
which as a journeyman he was skilful beyond his fellows, may have 

turned his thoughts to literary pursuits. When still young he was a 
contributor of fugitive pieces to the local Press, and was occasionally 
employed as a descriptive reporter. Shortly after the Porcupine was 
started at Liverpool in i860 Mr. Shimmin undertook the editorship, 
and he has continued its sole conductor and part proprietor ever since. 
The deceased was in the 59th year of his age, and leaves a widow, but 
no family. 

Knight.—We regret to announce the death of the widow of Mr. 
Charles Knight, which took place at Addlestone on the 29th ult. She 
had nearly completed her 88th year. Mr. Charles Knight died in 
March, 1873. 

Mudie.—We have to record the death of Mr. C. H. Mudie, the 
elder son of Mr. C. E. Mudie, of New Oxford-street. Mr. C. 
H. Mudie took an active share in the management of the well-known 
library. The deceased was only 29 years of age. 

Smith.—The death is announced of Mr. James Smith, of Watford, 
at the age of 89. He was admitted to the livery of the Stationers’ 
Company in 1816, and at the time of his death was fifth on the list, 
and second eldest of the court of assistants. 

Nimmo.—Mr. John Nimmo, who has for forty years been on the 
staff of Galignani’s Messenger, has just died at Asnieres, near Paris, in 
his 86th year. Mr. Nimmo nearly sixty years ago was nominal editor 
of the Beacon, a somewhat unruly newspaper published in Edinburgh, 
which after a stormy career and the publication of endless libels was 
suppressed, Nimmo taking refuge in France from the effects of a 
Speaker’s warrant. The Beacon reappeared as the Sentinel in Glas¬ 
gow, in no way cured of its libellous inclinations, one of its articles 
leading to a duel, in which Sir A. Boswell, eldest son of Johnson’s 
biographer, was mortally wounded. Subsequently Sir Walter Scott 
was blamed for some of the scurrilous articles, and “an affair of 
honour ” was at one time on the tapis, but came to nothing. Mr. 
Nimmo did not visit Scotland for thirty-one years after his flight. 
Until recently he was the representative in Paris of Messrs. Nelson & 
Son, of Edinburgh. It may be mentioned, says the Echo, that he 
was privy to the hoax of “discovering” in Dunfermline Abbey a 
copper plate inscribed “ Robertus Scotorum Rex,” and which at the 
time set at rest all doubts as to the last resting-place of Bruce being at 
Dunfermline. The deceased formerly worked as a compositor at 74, 
Great Queen-street. He was a man of delightful manners, and was 
greatly liked by those who knew him. 

Creditors of the late Mr. T. Foster, stationer, of Union-streetj 
Borough, should forward their claims by the 21st inst. to Messrs. 
Wilkinson & Drew, solicitors, 151, Bermondsey-street. 

Claims against the estate of the late Mr. T. H. Fry, law stationer, 
of South-square, Gray’s-inn, and Winscombe, must be sent in by the 
1st of March to Messrs. Helder, Roberts, & Gillett, solicitors, Verulam- 
buildings, Gray’s-inn. _ 

The will of Mr. Richard Winsloe was proved on the 4th ult. by 
Richard William Charles Winsloe, Alfred Winsloe, and Philip George 
Winsloe, the sons, the executors, the personal estate in England being 
sworn under .£25,000. The testator disposes of all his property, 
including his shares and interest in the Times and Mail London news* 
papers, upon various trusts for the benefit of his wife and children. 

The will and codicil of Mr. John Samuel Phillips, law stationer, 
formerly of Bishop’s-court, Chancery-lane, but late of 54, Euston- 
square, who died on the 4th ult., were proved on the 24th ult. by Mr. 
John Phillips, Mr. H. F. Phillips, and Mr. James Phillips, the sons, 
the executors, the personal estate being sworn under £25,000. The 
testator bequeaths to his wife, Mrs. Ann Phillips, his furniture and 
effects and £100 absolutely, and his house in Euston-square and an 
annuity of £450 for life. His property is to be divided between his 
eight children. 

TRADE CHANGES, 

Messrs. Shepherd, Cary, & Co., music publishers, have opened 
an establishment at 15, Holborn-viaduct. 

Mr. Herbert Styles, news-agent, has removed from Fishmonger- 
alley to 8, Lime-street-square. 

Tile publishing-office of the Christian Herald has been removed 
to Paul Bakehouse-court, Godliman-street. 

Messrs. Palmer, Sutton, & Co., stationers, have opened a shop 
at 37, Walbrook. 

Messrs. Dunn & Wright, Glasgow, have transferred their London 
agency for their books to Messrs. Richardson & Bess, Queen’s Head- 
passage. 

G 2 
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The London office of the Altrincham Guardian has been removed 

to 38, Parliament-street. 

Mr. E. Ransom, the proprietor of the Luton Reporter, is about to 
erect a new printing-office for that journal in Park-square, Luton. 

Mrs. Jenkins announces that she continues the printing business 
formerly carried on by her deceased husband in Rupert-street, Bristol. 

Messrs. Curling & Doggett, stationers, of Fenchurch-street, 
have dissolved partnership. Mr. George J. Curling continues the 
business. 

Mr. George Radley has retired from the firm of G. Radley & 
Son, writing-ink manufacturers, &c., Old Corn Exchange-buildings 
and White Swan-yard, Wakefield. 

Messrs. W. Napier & Co., of 4, Church-passage, Guildhall, have 
undertaken the sole agency for the United Kingdom of the Rhine 
Paper Manufacturing Company of Neuss. 

Mr. B. H. Blackwell, for some years assistant to Messrs. Slatter 
& Rose, and previously with Mr. W. J. Richards, both Oxford firms, 
has commenced business on his own account at 50, Broad-street. 

Mr. George Thompson, printer, bookseller, &c., of Abbey-gate- 
street, Bury St. Edmund’s, has disposed of his business to Mr. F. H. 
Dunnett, who has for many years taken an active part in the business. 

Messrs. C. H. & R. Atkinson, for some years assistants to Mr. 
J. Bebbington, of Hanley, have commenced business as booksellers 
and stationers at 17, Market-square. They will trade as Atkinson 
Brothers. 

Mr. J. C. Nimmo, hitherto connected with the business of his 
brother, Mr. W. P. Nimmo, of Edinburgh, informs us that he will 
shortly commence business in conjunction with Mr. Bain, manager of 
the London establishment of Messrs. Campbell, Toronto. 

Messrs. Kingsbury & Co., advertising contractors, of Lombard- 
house, George-yard, announce that their late managing clerk, Mr. 
E. Kensington, has ceased to be in their employ ; and Mr. E. Ken¬ 
sington notifies his retirement from the above house, and of his 
opening offices at 11, Clement’s-lane, Lombard-street. 

The firm of Maclaren & Macniven, booksellers, stationers, &c., of 
138, Princes-street, Edinburgh, has been dissolved. Mr. J. Maclaren 
has taken into partnership his son, Mr. D. L. S. Maclaren, and will 
trade in future at the old address as John Maclaren & Son. Mr. John 
Macniven has taken into partnership Mr. A. D. Wallace, who has 
also for some time been connected with the old firm. The two latter 
gentlemen will carry on business in future under the firm of Macniven 
& Wallace at 144, Princes-street, Edinburgh. 

GAZETTE NOTICES, ETC, 
[Partly compiled from Messrs. Gamble £>° Harvey's Record. ] 

Partnerships Dissolved. 

Burgess, E., W. Burgess, E. E. Burgess, and N. B. Downing, 
paper manufacturers, Wells, Somersetshire, and Lambeth Hill, 
Queen Victoria-street. 

Delarue, P., & Co., wholesale printsellers and publishers, 5, Percy-st., 
Tottenham-court-road. 

Howlett, E. M., &T. Sharpe, music-printers, Wells-st., Oxford-st. 
Malabre & Burt, printers, 7, Maidenhead-court, Aldersgate-street. 
Mason, E. W., & Co., general printers, 2, St. John’s-lane. 
Murray, A. K., & W. H. C. Richardson, paper agents, Liverpool. 
Stephenson, Blake, & Co., type-founders, Sheffield. 
Thomson & Co., stationers, 7, Bloomfield-street, City. 
Typographic Etching and Engraving Company, Chiswick. 

Dividends. 

Boggon, G., printer, Sunderland. 1st and final div. of 3s. at R. R. 
Edington’s, 116, High-st. West, Sunderland. 

Butler, F., stationer, (Bkt.), Chatham. 1st and final div. of 2d. at 
G. W. Ratliff’s, 4, Military-rd., Chatham. 

Dickes, W. F., W.J. Dicices, & C. G. Uphill, trading as W. Dickes 
& Co., (Bkt.), printers, Farringdon-rd., Clerkenwell. 2nd div. of 
6s. 8d., at J. F. Lovering’s, 77, Gresham-street. 

Duff & Stewart, music publishers, Oxford-st. and Camden Town, 
1st div. of 103., at Roberts & Stannard’s, at Blachford, Riches, 
Kilsby & Wood’s, sols., 21, College Hill. 

Pinches, T. R. & Co., (Liq.), stationers, Lisle-street, Leicester-sq. 
1st and final div. of 6d., at A. Dunn’s, at Allen & Son’s, Carlisle- 
st., Soho-square. 

Walker, J., (Liq.), printer, Barnsley. 1st and final div. of S^d., at 
C. Corbidge’s, Norfolk-st., Sheffield. 

Adjudication in Bankruptcy. 

Clelland, A. J., stationer, 61, PIigh-st., Belfast. Jan. 24; sittings, 
Tuesday, Feb. 18, and Friday, Mar. 7. O. A., C. H. James, sols., 

Seeds & Thompson. 

Sequestrations. 

Davidson, J. B., publisher, 104, East High-st., Forfar. Jan. 8. 
Claims by May 8. Agent, D. G. Stewart, 10, Meadowside, Dundee. 

Eadie, R., printer, Crofthead, Neilston. Jan. 20, with protection. 
Claims by May 20. Agents, Wallace & Wilson, West Nile-st., 

Glasgow. 
Goldie, J., stationer, printer, &c., 159, Stirling-rd., Glasgow. 

Jan. 6. Claims by May 6. Agents, Williamson & Bell, writers, 
Glasgow. 

Muncaster, W. H., late newspaper proprietor and publisher, 16, 
Brougham-st., Edinburgh. Jan. 2, with protection. Claims by 
May 3. Agent, G. M. Wood, 53, George IV. Bridge, Edinburgh. 

Mundell, C., stationer, 29, West Maitland-st, Edinburgh. Dec. 28, 
with protection. Claims by April 30. Agent, W. Duncan, 18, 

York-place, Edinburgh. 
Nisbet, H., printer, George-st., Glasgow. Jan. 4, with protection. 

Claims by May 4. Agents, M’Clure, Naismith, Brodie, and Mac- 

farlan, Glasgow. 

Liquidations by Arrangement. 

Broadbent, E., trading as W. Broadbent & Sons, paper-maker 
and paper-dealer, Dantzic-st., Manchester, and Little Lever, near 
Bolton. Dec. 24. Bunting, Bingham & Parkes, sols. 

Chappell, W. H., trading as W. H. Chappell & Co., steam ruler 
and printer, Bread-st.-hill. Jan. 13. H. Sydney, sol., 139, 
Leadenhall-street. 

Davis, C. W., paper-merchant and agent, 134, Upper Thames-st. 
and 83, Upper Thames-st. Dec. 27. At London Warehousemen’s 
Association, in, Cheapside, Jan. 20. Wild, Barber, & Browne, 
sols., io£, Ironmonger-lane. 

Elliott, J., stationer, Alexandra-ter., Wimbledon. Jan. 10. All¬ 
cock, accountant, 34, Ladbroke Grove-rd., Notting Hill. 

IIara, F., trading as F. Hara & Co., Newcastle, stationer and 
printer. Dec. 30. Hoyle, Shipley & Hoyle, sols., Newcastle. 

Hirst, I., stationer and newsagent, Girlington, near Bradford. 
Dec. 23. J. Rhodes, sol., Bradford. 

Mitchell, J. J., stationer and ink manufacturer, Sunderland. Jan. 22. 
R. Fairclough, sol., Sunderland. 

Plumb, T. W., bookseller, stationer, and printer, Hamilton-sq., 
Birkenhead. Dec. 19. Richardson, Oliver, Jones, & Billson, sols., 
5, Cook-st., Liverpool. 

Porteus, R. J., bookseller and stationer, Newcastle and Gateshead. 
Jan. 8. T. Foster, sol. 

Sabin, F. T., bookseller, 35, Hart-st., Bloomsbury. Jan. 17. W. H. 
Hughes, sol., 12, Chapel-st., Bedford-row. 

Snowdon, G. C., stationer, High-st. West, Sunderland. Jan. 8. 
W. Pinckney, sol., Sunderland. 

Tucker, J, B., printer, 49, Cobourgh-road, Old Kent-rd. Jan. 11. 
Ford & Ford, sols., 1, Howard-st., Strand. 

Wharmby, W., stationer, Cable-st., Liverpool. Dec. 30. Evans & 
Lockett, sols., Lord-st., Liverpool. 

Wright, G., printer, 35, Charlotte-st., Fitzroy-sq. Jan. 6. P. A. 
Crozier, sol., 9, Great Russell-strect. 

Appointment of Trustees and Commissioners. 

Broadbent, E., trading as W. Broadbent & Sons, papermaker, 
Dantzic-st., Manchester, and Little Lever, near Bolton. Tr., 
S. Tilzey, secretary, 1, St. Peter’s-sq., Manchester. 

Burnett, W. H., newspaper proprietor, late stationer, Redcar, 
Tr., J. Gilchrist, accountant, Middlesbrough. 

Commerford, N. W., trading as W. Lewis, Son & Co., 
Moorgate-st. and Horton-rd., Hackney, printer. Tr., J. M. 
Klenck, accountant, 4, Bishopsgate-st. Without. 

Davidson, J. B., publisher, East High-st., Forfar. Tr., J. Donald¬ 
son, Niddry-street, Edinburgh. Com , M. M’Kenna, Blackscroft, 
& J. Durham, of J. Durham & Son, stationers, both Dundee, and 
II. Greenhill, Castle-st., Forfar. 

Donald, R., stationer, &c., Argyle-st., Glasgow. Tr., J. Miller, 71, 
Queen-st., Glasgow. Com., M. Stark, Houldsworth-st., Cran- 
stonhill, S. T. Baker, Hope-st., and W. Anderson, Queen-st., all 

Glasgow. 
IIara, F., trading as F. Hara & Co., stationer, Newcastle. Tr., 

G. Thompson, accountant, Newcastle. 
Marks, II., stationer, Blackmoor-st., Drury-lane. Tr., P. Preston, 

stationer, 19, Finsbury-street. 



Matthews, E., printer, Charles-sq., Hoxton. Tr., W. C. Cooper, 
accountant, 20, King’s Arms-yd., Coleman-street. 

M Phun, W. R. & Son, booksellers, &c., Argyle-st., Glasgow. Tr., 
J. Miller, 71, Queen-street, Glasgow. Com., J. H. Collins, 
paper-maker, Maryhill, and C. Gowans, and J. Gowans, book¬ 
binders, both Glasgow. 

Newell, T. F., paper-manufacturer, Harefield and Paris. Tr., G. A. 
Cape, accountant, 8, Old Jewry, London. 

Nisbet, H., printer, George-st., Glasgow. Tr., J. Taylor, 24, 
George-sq., Glasgow. Com., T. F. Marr, J. Wilson, and 
A. Sinclair, stationer, all Glasgow. 

Weal, J., bookseller, Over Darwen. Tr., PI. G. Nicholson, 
accountant, ioo, King-st., Manchester, 

Bills of Sale recently Filed. 

Batchelor, J. W., newsagent, High-st., Odiham, Plants., to 
S. Blaiberg. Filed Dec. 31. £28, &c. 

Bebro, M., printer, Bcll-yd, City-rd., & Canfield House, Canfield-rd., 
Kilburn, to J. Robins. Filed Jan. 3 .£2,864 mtge. 

Booking, R., bookseller, 48, High-st., Buxton, Derbyshire. Piled 
Dec. 30.£28 and fur. 

Bollington, J., stationer, bookseller, &c., 12, High-st., St. John’s 
Wood, to G. Routledge and others. Filed Jan. 14 £141. is., &c. 

Collins, R., paper-dealer, 55, Ardern-square, Higher Hillgate, 
Stockport, to R. Hurst. Filed Jan. 8.£25. 3s., &c. 

Davey, R., printer, Temple Steam Printing Works, Tudor-st., Black- 
friars. Filed Dec. 27 . £200 and fur. 

Driffield, A., printer, 6, Constantine-ter., Carnarvon, to W. Id. 
Bird. Filed Jan. 18 .£350, purchase-money. 

Dunlop, J., bookbinder, 5, Lawley-st., Clapton-pk., to P'. A. Wied- 
hofft. Filed Dec. 31.£13. 10s., &c. 

Fawcett, W. (trustee in liquidation of the estate of), printer, &c., 
New Sleaford, to W. Wallis. P'iled Jan. 6 . 

£67. 13s. 6d., absolute sale 
Holme, R. M., wood engraver, 12, Penn-rd. Villas, Camden-rd., to 

Imperial Discount Company. Filed Jan. 18 .£60 

PIUMFREY, F. W., bookseller, &c., 23, Richmond-ter., Shepherd’s 
Bush, to W. C. Williams. Filed Jan. 8 .£100 

Hutchinson, W. M., music publisher, 13, Derby Villas, New 
Malden, and 7, Princes-st., Oxford-st., to M. Moore. Filed 
Jan. 14.....£500, &c. 

Johnson, R., printer, &c., 149, Lord-st., Southport, Lancashire, 
to Express Loan, &c., Co. Filed Jan. 21 . £280. &c. 

Jones, S., stationer, (wife of, &c.), Milford, Pembroke, to G. P. 
Ormond. Filed Jan. 17 .£600 

Larnach, J. L., lithographic draughtsman, 90, Bath-row, Birming¬ 
ham, to Imperial Company. Filed Jan. 10 .£15. 12s. 

Lennard, H. A., stationer, 46, Terminus-rd., Eastbourne, to T. 
White. Filed Jan. 18 .£200 

Lewis, C. J., printer, 40, Hermit-rd., Canning Town, Essex. P'iled 
Dec. 24. £l2 

Lockett, J., fancy stationer, Sic., 1, Bloomsbury-st., Oxford-st., to 
F. Frith and another. P'iled Jan. 6 .£220 

Matthias, W., printer, 7, College-st., Gloucester, to S. Goldberg. 
Filed Jan. 15 ..£40, &c. 

McKenna, J. T., bookbinder, 264, Catherine-st., Ashton-under-Lyne. 
Filed Dec. 23 ..£12. 5s. 

Meek, W. J., stationer, 7, Cazenove-road, Stoke Newington. Filed 
Dec. 24 .£430 

Mercer, PL, directory publisher, 8, Berners’-rd., Leicester, to S. Ilart. 
Filed Jan. 4 ...£80 and fur. 

Murray, A. K., wholesale stationer, 20, Cable-st., Liverpool, to 
J. Ellis. Filed Jan. 6 .£900 

Nicholson, A., stationer, 75, St. Mary’s-rd., Manningham, Bradford, 
Yorks., to E. Harris. P'iled Jan. 17 .£38 

Nicholson, W., printer, Fisher-st., Barrow-in-Furness, to II. G. 
Pearson. Filed Jan. 4.£150 

O’Brien, T. D., bookbinder, 71, Bramah-rd., Brixton. Filed Dec. 24. 
£24 and fur. 

Phelps, R. M. (otherwise Montgomery), stationer, 10, Newington 
Causeway. Filed Dec. 24.£28 

Pillow, W. J., music publisher, Adelaide-buildings, Ranelagh-place, 
Liverpool, to W. S. Matthews. Filed Jan. 6 .£750 

Romer, A. C., printer, 8, Windsor-ct., Strand, to W. H. Warren. 
Filed Jan. 11.£18 

Scott, F., stationer and bookseller, 163, Portland-rd., and 8, New 
Bridge-st, Watson, R., stationer and bookseller, 120, Portland- 
rd., and 1, New Bridge-st., and J. Watson, bookkeeper, Els- 
wick-court, all Newcastle, to J. Summerfield. Filed Jan. 13. ... 

£130, &c 
Siiaw, W., printer, Castle Northwich, Cheshire, to R. N. Banks. 

Filed Jan. 1 .,£50 
Sheddon, T., newspaper proprietor, 47, West Cromwell-rd., and 

City, to C. W. Bradley. Filed Jan. 6 .£912 

Simpson, J., newspaper agent, &c., 49, Great Dover-st., Borough, to 
J. Clarke. Filed Jan. 6 .£100 

Thomas, M., jun., & W. Jones, stationers, 59, Piccadilly’ Man¬ 
chester. Filed Dec. 27 . £212. ns. 3d. 

Walker, W., printer, 19, Pearson-street, Hull, to M. Feldman. Filed 

Jan- 11 ••••..._.£35 
Willett, J. T., printer, 1, Highbury-st., Portsmouth, and 59, Glad- 

stone-st., Landport, to S. Blaiberg. Filed Jan. 10 .£27, &c. 
Wood, W. W., book agent, Wood Villa, Shirley-rd., P'reemantle, 

Hants., to E. A. Neale. Filed Jan. 3.,£50 

All claims on the Patent Lithotype Company, Limited, must be 
sent in by the iSth inst. 

1 he failure is announced of Mr. Nicholas Berriman Downing, of 
the Mendip Paper Mills, Wells, Somerset, also of Dublin and London, 
paper manufacturer. The liabilities are £80,000. It is anticipated 
that the assets will realise a large amount. 

A resolution has been passed for the voluntary winding-up of the 
Christian Signal Publishing Company, Limited. Mr. W. Dormer, of 
Moorgate House, 61, Moorgate-street, has been appointed liquidator. 
1 he company has only been in existence since last March. The 
nominal capital was £10,000, divided into 200 shares, 109 of which 
had been taken up when the company was first started. The original 
call upon these shares amounted to £1,308. The original number 
of shareholders was 22. 

To the Editor of the Printing Times and Lithographer, 

JOHN WALTER I. 

Sir,—It is evident from your answer to the letter of a correspondent 
in your December number, as well as from a positive assertion made 
under the head of “ Johnson, Henry,” in the excellent “Bibliography 
of Printing ” now being published in The Printing Times, that consi¬ 
derable misconception exists as to the identity of John Walter, of 
Charing Cross, bookseller, and John Walter, the originator of The 
Times. Nor can this be wondered at, when not only Andrews, in his 
“ History of Journalism,” and Leigh Hunt, in his “ Fourth Estate,” 
have fallen into that error, but The Times newspaper itself makes the 
same blunder, and that too in a biographical memoir of its own pro¬ 
prietor. The Times article appeared on Sept. 16th, 1847, as a bio¬ 
graphy of John Walter II., then just deceased, and the astounding 
error is in the following quotation:—“The father of the late Mr. 
Walter had learned the art of printing in the office of a brother of the 
well-known Dodsley, editor and proprietor of The Annual Register. 
He eventually became printer to the Board of Customs, proprietor of 
The Times and other newspapers, and a bookseller and publisher on 
a large scale at No. 8, Charing Cross.” Nothing could be more 
precise than this statement, and yet it combines in one the history of 
two very different men. 

The history of John Walter who founded The Times was narrated 
by me in the September number of Macmillan''s Magazine, from an 
autobiography in the British Museum. He was born in 1738, was a 
coal-merchant up to 1781, when, having lost all his fortune as an under¬ 
writer, he took to printing for a livelihood, and started in Printing- 
Plouse-square as “The Logographic Printer.” Success attended his 
efforts, and he then originated The Times. He died in 1812, aged 74 
as the following extract will show: “1812. Nov. 16. Died John 
Walter, of The Times, at Teddington.”—Gentleman's Magazine. 

John Walter, of 8, Charing Cross, was apprenticed to Dodsley, and 
passed his whole life quietly as a bookseller, dying in 1803. The following 
is from the Gentleman's Magazine for that year. “July 25, 1803. At 
his house at Charing Cross, John Walter, Esq., upwards of forty years 
a bookseller there, and eighteen years a director of the Westminster 
department of the Phoenix Fire Office, whose unbounded benevolence 
was only exceeded by his urbanity and uncommon flow of animal spirits.” 
The same account is given in Nichols’ “Literary Anecdotes,” vi. 443, 
where he is said to have been apprenticed to Robert Dodsley. The 
mistake appears to have arisen from the name on the title-page of “An 
Introduction to Logography,” where the following is found,—“ Printed 
logographically, and sold by John Walter, bookseller, Charing Cross.” 
The book was printed by one John Walter at Blackfriars, and sold by 
another John Walter at Charing Cross. That this is the real solution 
will be quite plain if the known dates and occurrences in the lives of 
the two men be compared. WILLIAM BLADES. 

[Our esteemed correspondent’s letter quite settles the question ; but 

that the two John Walters should have had such business relations, 

Feb. 15,1879.] THE PRINTING TIMES AND LITHOGRAPHER. 
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and that so many authorities should have concurred in stating the two to 

be but one and the same man, is only less remarkable than the endorse¬ 

ment of this statement by The Times itself. We thank Mr. Blades 

for his correction of an error into which it is not very surprising, under 

all the circumstances, that we should have fallen.—Ed. P.T. & L.] 

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS, 

close by stating that I have just completed for Mr. S. W. Green, of 
New York, thirteen pairs of such machines, which are now in practical 
operation in his printing establishment. If interested, information is 
procurable about them. If you are not able to give me information 
about other machinery, some of your readers may.—William A. 
Lorenz, care of S. W. Green, 18, Jacob-street, New York.” We 
cannot undertake the search suggested. The Printing Times and 
Lithographer can be obtained from our office post-free to America 
for eight shillings per annum. Can any of our readers assist our 
correspondent ? 

J. G., Stuttgart.—The book has been sent. We are obliged for 

your reply. 

J. R., Glasgow.—Thanks for reply. We shall be glad to hear 
further soon. 

C. S. & Sons, London.—Thanks for your courteous reply. You 
should reproduce the brochure. 

B. & Co., Leeds.—It took us some time to look out the facts in reply 
to your inquiry : we trust our answer has reached you. 

J. H., T. De V., H. C., J. J. Mac C.—All your several communi¬ 
cations are to hand, and will be attended to in due course. 

J. P. M.—You will note our compliance with an old request. Post¬ 
card to hand. We sent you last week a brochure which we thought 
would interest you. 

The Grammar of Lithography.—In answer to several applica¬ 
tions from persons peculiarly competent to judge of its merits, we have 
granted permission for the work to be translated and reproduced in 
Paris and in Leipsic. 

J. A. S.—The Australianiypographiccil Journal can be obtained in 
this country of Messrs. Gordon & Gotch, St. Bride-street, Fleet-street, 
London, E.C. Mr. J. B. Poole is manager of the London office. 
The cost of post-paid subscription is 10s. per annum. 

A. Q., Paris.—We will communicate with thewidow, and, if possible, 
obtain a few copies of the work. “ Daphnis and Chloe” to hand ; the 
effect is most elegant and forcible, and does you great credit. We 
have received the “ Letters,” &c. Sorry to hear low prices afflict the 
trade in Paris. Printers are foolish, it seems, all the world over. 

Invicta, of 3, Chapel-street, Dover, writes to us as follows :— 
“ The courtesy with which you answer correspondents encourages me 
to apply to you for advice on a matter in which I am very interested. 
I have long had a desire to work in France at my trade (lithography) 
for the purpose of improving myself at it. Some time ago I learnt 
French to enable me to carryout my intention, but as I taught myself, 
I cannot speak it, though I can read and write it fairly. Can you give 
me a little advice as to how to set about getting a situation ? I would 
be very willing to go as an improver for a time, and would be willing 
enough to work without salary for a month or so until I was acquainted 
with the work, the customs of the shop, and the language.” We think 
our correspondent will find it his best plan to go over to Paris, and 
personally apply to the leading lithographers there. The conditions 
under which he is willing to work should enable him easily to obtain 
employment in a city where lithographers abound. 

Unstretchable Transfer Paper.—G. S. P., Plymouth.—Out- 
correspondent states that the “Grammar of Lithography” contains 
no account of this article, but he is in error. It is true the word 
“unstretchable” has not been employed, but in the index will be 
found Transfer Paper . . . for colour work, 210. Here is sufficient 
information for any one who has mastered the general principles of 
transfer lithography, but it is obvious that the work cannot be expected 
to give recipes that will exactly correspond to every particular prepara¬ 
tion obtained from a manufacturer. The “ Grammar ” contains so much 
in so little space that our correspondents may easily overlook some 
items if not vigilant. A little care is required in using an index, as 
the author may not employ the same words as the reader. The very 
complete table of contents at the beginning might often serve when the 
index seems at fault. We shall be glad if other correspondents take 
this hint. The subject of colour transfers is also treated at pp. 185— 
186 of the “ Grammar of Lithography.” 

Composing-Machines.—An American correspondent writes to us : 
—“ Being interested in type-setting machinery, I am collecting all in¬ 
formation on the subject that can be procured. . . . You will confer 
a great favour on me by letting me know what numbers of your paper 
contain such information since the beginning, and also at what price 
per copy I can order them here, and who your agent may be here, 
when I can order direct through him. You would also confer a favour 
on me by informing me to whom I can otherwise address myself on 
this topic, where I can obtain any information about any machinery for 
composing and distributing type in practical operation in Britain. 
Hoping that I am not intruding too much on your good nature, I will 
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NOTICE TO ADVERTISERS, 
The Scale of Charges for each msertion for Advertising in The 

Printing Times and Lithographer is as follows:— 
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necessary that the money be remitted with short advertisements. 

Post-Office Orders or Cheques to be made payable to Messrs. 
Wyman & Sons, 8i, Great Queen-street, Lincoln’s-Inn Fields, W.C., 
at the High Holborn Money Order Office. 
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A PRINTER ON THE LIMITATIONS OF ENGRAVING ON WOOD, 

In Three Parts.—Part I. 

E following paper has been written 
by a practical printer, who, in 
common with all who have had 
any experience in the printing of 
woodcuts, has suffered from the 
want of appreciation of the diffi¬ 
culties which attach to the pro¬ 
duction of good presswork under 
the conditions too often imposed 

upon the printer. Though the subject may seem dry to 
some it cannot fail to interest most of our readers—it may 
even provoke controversy on some of the points touched 
upon. If the author’s meaning has been made clear, he 
has established the proposition that the teachings of the 
leading art critics concerning the proper sphere of the 
art of engraving on wood are warranted by a careful exami¬ 
nation of the mechanical difficulties of printing, whilst the 
practice and theory of most designers and engravers on 
wood are all wrong. Whatever difference of opinion may 
arise as to the correctness or otherwise of the views here 
set forth, we claim for them that they are at least entitled 
to careful consideration, for they embody the vast experi¬ 
ence of one of the most intelligent and capable woodcut 
printers of the age ; one who, so far as skill and goodwill 
could effect it has always sought to vindicate, by the per¬ 
fection of his presswork, methods of engraving which his 
knowledge as an artizan has told him were radically wrong. 
Publishers, artists, and engravers have all felt free to pass 
judgment upon the printer’s handiwork ; we think the time 
has arrived when the printer is entitled to play the critic, 
and to make his opinions known. 

We are hopeful that good results will follow the discus¬ 
sion of the subject from the standpoint which the writer 
has here adopted. 

The reproduction of every effect intended by designer 
and engraver is regarded by all publishers as the plain 
duty of the printer. His failure to meet their wishes 
is usually attributed to neglect or inability. This conclu¬ 
sion is always reached when the block from which unsatis¬ 
factory prints have been taken was drawn and cut by men 
of admitted ability. The conclusion is not always just. 
While it will be admitted without reserve that many wood- 
cuts are badly printed solely through the fault of the printer, 
it can be shown that the so-called bad printing of many 
other cuts is the unavoidable result of errors in plan, in 
design, or in engraving,—of errors which did not originate 
with, and which cannot be corrected by, the printer. 

As a rule, printers have nothing to do with the plan, 
design, or engraving of woodcuts. He who orders a cut 
claims the right to have it made as he shall direct. He 
may defer somewhat to the wishes of the designer; he may, 
but rarely does, consult with the engraver; not once in a 
hundred times does he take counsel with the printer. Con¬ 
sultations with all parties are quite exceptional. 

The right to direct is not always wisely exercised. Not 
every man who employs designers and engravers knows 
what subjects are and what are not fit for engraving on 
wood,—what style of engraving is proper for the subject 
when it has been drawn, or for the paper and printing that 
will be used. The orderer of a cut may be a man of some 
acquaintance with the fine arts and of experience in pub¬ 
lishing, but it does not follow that he will wisely select 
designer and engraver, for this is a knowledge that comes 
only from long intimacy with artists. The man who can 
draw a portrait or landscape faultlessly may make a bur¬ 
lesque of a machine; the engraver who can cut a fac-simile 
drawing with skill and precision may fail in his interpreta¬ 
tion of a sketch in india ink. The designer may put the 
subject on the block after a fashion which makes it almost an 
impossible task for the engraver. The engraver may be 
compelled to cut it in a style entirely unsuitable for the 
quality of printing it will receive. The electrotyper may 
mould it mechanically, or fill it with blemishes in the 
process of finishing. The paper prescribed may be too 
thin, too hard, too smooth, too coarse. The publisher may 
require the work to be done in too short a time to allow for 
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a proper making-ready, and at so low a price that the printer 
will have to make use of cheap ink and inferior presses and 
workmen. 

The errors of men who, knowing nothing of drawing, 
have woodcuts made to suit their own notions are at times 
most absurd. Here is an example. A draughtsman was 
asked by an hotel-keeper, and not an unintelligent man in 
other matters, to submit to him for approval a drawing on 
wood of his new building, and these were the directions : 
“ I do not want a full front view of the hotel, nor a side 
view, nor a corner view, but a view which will show at one 
glance the three sides of the building.” 

It is not worth while to say more about gross errors of 
plan, for few of them see the light. They have to be 
noticed because they show that there are men who, having 
eyes, see not,—men who have learned nothing of perspec¬ 
tive or proportion from nature, nothing from lifelong- 
familiarity with prints in books or pictures on walls. It is 
not necessary to say that ignorance of the elementary 
principles of drawing should disqualify one from attempting 
to control the draughtsman. This will be generally ad¬ 
mitted. But this admission is a proper introduction to 
these questions:—If some knowledge of drawing is important 
to him who would direct the making of a woodcut, is not 
some knowledge of the limitations of the art of engraving 
on wood, and of the mechanical difficulties to be met and 
overcome by the printer, just as valuable to the designer 
and the engraver? If it is foolishness to disregard per¬ 
spective, is it not foolishness in designer and engraver 
to ignore mechanical laws just as inflexible? Should 
not the man who draws know what can be engraved; 
should not the engraver know what can be printed ? 

In pointing out some of the frequent exhibitions of a 
wide-spread ignorance concerning the true province of 
engraving on wood, we have to begin at the beginning and 
treat of the errors of the publisher.* One of his most fre¬ 
quent errors is the choice of subjects not fit for engraving 
on wood. He sees a picture in oil or in water-colour ; a 
sketch in crayon, in pencil, or india-ink; a photograph, a 
pen drawing, a mezzotint, an engraving in line, an etching, 
or a lithograph. He is pleased with the drawing, or, it 
may be, with the colour, with the sentiment, or the general 
effect. At once he asks himself the question : “ Why will 
not this or something like it be a good subject for a wood- 
cut?” Rarely, if ever, does he critically examine the work 
he admires with a view to finding the methods by which it 
has been made attractive, and whether these methods can 
be used effectively in an engraving on wood. He knows 
that there are draughtsmen who can copy cleverly and 
engravers on wood who can cut admirably, and this 
seems enough. If a man of ordinary intelligence, he knows 
that each branch of engraving has merits and advantages 
peculiarly its own, and that some subjects can be fairly 
treated by one only of these branches; but he does not 
sufficiently consider, often does not really know, the limita¬ 
tions of each branch. He is prone to regard excellence in 
engraving as due more to the skill of the engraver than to 
the peculiarity of his process. Regarding engraving on 
wood as one of the many branches of the graphic arts 
which find expression in black and white, he sees no reason 
why the black and white of a sketch in ink, of an etching, 
or an engraving in line, should not be directly reproduced 
in a woodcut, especially if he make some allowance for the 

* As here used, the word publisher is not restricted to the publisher 
of merchantable books. For want of a more precise word, it seems 
necessary to describe as a publisher anyone and everyone who has 
wood-cuts made, and who circulates prints from them, whether these 
prints appear in the form of books, catalogues, or circulars. 

falling off that will follow the unavoidable changes in line 
or texture. 

And here he makes a great mistake. The kinship ex¬ 
isting between all branches of the graphic arts is not a 
kinship of equality. Each branch has its own tools, its 
own materials, its own methods, its own effects. Strong 
in its proper field, it is always weak when it attempts 
imitation. What may seem stranger than all, each branch 
has its own scale of colour, although that colour is black. 
The deepest black of a lithograph is not so deep as that of 
a woodcut, and the deepest black of a woodcut is inferior 
in intensity to that of a fine etching. It is only the supe¬ 
rior etching or engraving in line that can fully exhibit all 
the tones from palest grey to deepest black. The brilliancy 
of the blacks, the delicacy of the grey tints, the fineness 
and smoothness of line, and the high finish of engravings 
on copper and steel, are admired quite as much by the 
inartistic public as by artists themselves. The so-called 
“ steel-engravings ” are commonly regarded as the perfec¬ 
tion of the engraver’s art. They make the standard of 
excellence by which all other forms of engraving are usually 
compared or tested. From this point of view, that style 
of engraving on wood which most closely imitates the 
style of the line engraver is adjudged most meritorious. 

It would be a waste of time to attempt to controvert 
popular prejudices in favour of line engraving, but it is 
worth while to show that, whatever may be its excellences, 
it is not a style to be successfully imitated on wood. 
There are mechanical obstacles in the way—obstacles not 
to be overcome by any skill of the engraver in relief. 

Steel and copper are hard, dense, sensitive to the 
slightest scratch, yet capable of receiving enormous pres¬ 
sure in the process of printing. Although these metals 
are very hard, they can be readily engraved. An open 
engraving of fine lines only, like those of a map or a 
visiting card, can be cut or etched in the metal with less 
than half the labour that would be required for the up¬ 
building in relief of a similar engraving on wood. It is 
mechanically easier to sink a line or cut a furrow on a 
smooth surface than to raise a line and depress or cut 
away the field. The clearing away of the field compels 
twice as much cutting. Then, again, the engraver on 
metal has more and more useful tools. He uses at will 
the etching needle and the graver, etching acids, the rou¬ 
lette, the scraper, and the rocking-tool, for particular 
effects. Using a positive process—cutting lines in the metal 
exactly as they are or could be drawn on paper with a pen— 
he has every facility for crossing and recrossing his lines 
when he desires variety of texture or change of tint. He 
can re-enter faulty lines, and has other facilities for the 
correction of errors not enjoyed by the engraver in relief. 

The engraver on wood cuts on boxwood, a substance 
which is soft, tender, porous, and not fit for very hard 
pressure. His only tool is the little triangular bar of 
steel known as the graver or tint-tool. The legitimate use 
of this graver is the cutting of white on black, or the 
pitting or picking of black field with triangular dots of 
white; but nearly every design furnished him is drawn so 
that he must produce black lines on a white field. He 
can do this only by cutting away the white field, so as to 
show the drawn black lines. This method is just as 
artificial as it would be if the designer were to blacken his 
block before drawing his design, and were to paint white 
over the surface, leaving here and there the lines of black 
which constitute the design. It is a reversal of the 
natural process—a negative process, and diametrically op¬ 
posed to that of the line engraver. For, instead of fol¬ 
lowing the channel of the drawn line of the design, he 
cuts about and around it. Cutting the drawn line on 
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both sides he risks a twofold liability to error in cutting 
too near or too far. His imitation of the cross-hatchings 
of line engravers is made under difficulties. In the posi¬ 
tive process of copper-plate work, all lines—crossed or un¬ 
crossed—are made by continuous cut; in the negative 
process of the engraver on wood, cross-hatchings can be 
made only by the patient picking out of lozenge-shaped 
whites. 

In the copper-plate the finer lines are clear, sharp, and 
of uniform width; in the wood the finest lines are com¬ 
paratively coarse and ragged, and usually of irregular 
thickness. No engraver on wood, however skilful, can 
cut lines as true and as clean as they can be cut in 
copper. As for true stipplework and mezzotint, they are 
beyond imitation. 

The only successful imitations of line-engraving (and the 
best are but moderately successful) are those which have 
been photographed on the wood. There are engravers 
who have the skill to follow every line of the original, 
but they can do it only when every line has been un¬ 
equivocally laid down on the block. The engravers who 
cut the originals did the most difficult part of the labour, 
both for themselves and their imitators, when they deter¬ 
mined the thickness and inclination of these lines and 
the colour of the different tints. On new work from a 
sketch or drawing on the block, as sketches and drawings 
are usually made by designers, it is not feasible for the 
engraver on wood to imitate the lines and methods of 
the engraver on copper. The lines, tints, and textures of 
the engraver on copper can be used with success only 
after a special education in this difficult field of engraving. 
The engraver on wood has not had this education. If he 
makes an error it has to stand. Whether working from a 
photograph or from an original drawing the result achieved 
is rarely ever worth the labour. The patient engraver 
usually has the mortification of finding too late that his 
fine imitation cannot be properly printed. But why should 
this surprise him ? Consider the entire dissimilarity of the 
two processes. 

In the copperplate the fine lines are exceedingly thin, 
but they can be readily filled with ink, and with ink in solid 
body. The pressure given in printing is confined to the 
unprinted surface around these lines. This pressure sucks 
up or forces up the ink in the engraved furrows, making it 
stick to the paper in the form of thin wedge-shaped lines of 
solid black. The apex of these little wedges of solid black 
is, if the printing has been fairly done, really thinner and 
finer than the surface-line engraved on the plate. In other 
words, the printed line is finer than the engraved line. In 
woodcut presswork all these processes are reversed. The 
fine lines must be coated with ink in a thin film, and not in a 
body. It is the care of the pressman to give these lines as 
thin a film as he can, and as slight an impression as he can j 
but, even with the slightest impression, the ink on the line 
must be somewhat flattened and spread. The fine line in 
relief can consequently never be as fine as the fine line 
incised. The brilliancy of the printed lines of line- 
engraving are practically inimitable by the relief process. 
Nor can there be any comparison between the blacks of 
the two processes. The same grade of ink may be used, 
but black ink in a thin film, flattened under pressure, can 
never have the blackness of an ink that adheres to the 
paper in a body. There are mechanical reasons why the 
blacks of a woodcut should be comparatively dull and the 
greys harsh or monotonous when compared with the greys 
and blacks of a copperplate. 

Printers’ Pension Corporation.—Mr. William Spottiswoode, 
LL.D., has promised to preside at the forthcoming anniversary festival. 

PRACTICAL PAPERS ON 

PRINTING-MACHINES AND MACHINE-PRINTING, 

CHAPTER XXI. 

JOBBING MACHINES. 

“ Gordon ” platen named after 
the ingenious American inventor 
recently deceased, first attracted 
attention in Europe in the Ex¬ 
hibition of 1862, since which time 
this class of machine has created 
quite a revolution in the pro¬ 
duction of jobbing printing, such 
as billheads, cards, invoices, &c. 
The “ Minerva,” more commonly 
known as the “ Cropper,” was the 

first English-made machine, and was speedily followed by 
other English and American machines similar in construction, 
of more or less excellence. The “Universal,” “Liberty,” 
“Bremner” treadle, and the “ Minerva,” are perhaps the 
most successful. In justice to the inventors of this class 
of machine it should be stated that the English have done 
but little in the way of improving the principle of the 
original. We may mention, however, that Messrs. Cropper 
introduced the revolving ink-disc. 

By means of these little and inexpensive machines a boy 
can print upwards of 1,000 impressions per hour of any sized 
sheet or card up to half medium. Their success was 
general, and a jobbing-office is now not complete without 
one of these invaluable platens. Indeed, without their 
aid it would be impossible to compete with any chance 
of success in these times, when the universal tendency 
is to cheapen. The simplicity of construction of these 
machines is a great recommendation to their general 
adoption. The whole of their mechanism is open to view, 
and there is nothing special to demand slight and delicate 
movements. The springs which secure the rollers are liable 
to wear, and duplicates should always be kept in stock to 
prevent a stoppage. They can be easily and quickly 
replaced. 

All the following are strictly platen machines, the im¬ 
pression being given by a flat surface. Although each has 
some movement peculiar to itself, they are all constructed 
more or less on the same principle. 

The Minerva, commonly known as the “Cropper,” is 
especially adapted for small, light jobs, and can be driven by 
treadle or steam. A boy, with but little practice, can produce 
from 1,000 to 1,200 copies per hour. Since their first 
introduction they have been considerably improved and 
strengthened in many of their details, and now are justly 
valued both for their good and sharp impression and for 
their speed. The form is fixed in a stout frame, con¬ 
structed for the purpose, and secured to the bed of the 
machine in a perpendicular position by means of clamps. 
The bed is attached to a separate frame working from the 
base of the machine, and moves slightly forward to meet 
the platen. 

The inking arrangements are admirable, the distri¬ 
bution being aided by the round inking-table which, by 
means of a ratchet underneath, is moved slightly in a 
circular direction between each impression. In order to 
insure accuracy and strength all the cogs and cams in the 
Minerva are machine-cut. As in all these small platen 
machines an appliance is also fitted, which by means ot 
a lever enables the boy to prevent an impression being 
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Fig. 51.—The Universal. 

Fig. 53.—Bremner Treadle. 

Fig. 52.—The Minerva. 
Fig. 54.—'The Model. 
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taken supposing a sheet to be laid unevenly. This also 
admits of the form being doubly inked when necessary. 

The Universal.—Hundreds of these machines were in 
use in the United States before they were offered here. They 
are exceedingly strong and well-fitted, and the inking and 
distribution are quite equal, if not superior, to any yet 
made. Unlike the “ Cropper,” the form is stationary, and 
the platen upon which the paper is placed is forced forward 
to a perpendicular position and parallel to the form to give 
the impression. 

The inking arrangements consist of a series of iron drums, 
situated on the top of the machine, and the distribution is 
aided by several rollers possessing a side motion to and fro. 
The rollers are fixed into a small spring frame, and are carried 
over the surface of the form by an arm working in a cam 
on the side wheel, and are so arranged that the form may 
be inked once, twice, or any number of times to each 
impression. The great strength of this machine enables 
the printer to work heavy engravings, and we have seen 
some really first-class cut-work, equal to that produced at 
the ordinary platen machine, turned out by the Universal. 

The largest size manufactured will print a half medium 
sheet, but when large or heavy forms are laid on it is advis¬ 
able to use steam instead of the treadle for driving. In fact 
we should in all cases advise steam power to be used for 
these machines, which can be run up to a speed of 1,000 to 
1,200 impressions per hour, but as they are somewhat 
heavy in construction it is not advisable to drive the larger 
size at a speed exceeding 750 copies per hour. Messrs. 
Coddington & Kingsley were the original owners of this 
machine, but it has passed into the hands of Messrs. 
Hopkinson & Cope, who are now the sole proprietors. 

Fig. 55.—The Liberty. 

This machine is made by Mr. F. M. Weiler, of New 
York (late Degener & Weiler), and was introduced into this 
country through the agency of Mr. James Salmon, of 
Manchester. It has now stood the test of several years’ ex¬ 
perience, and has given satisfaction wherever it has been 
adopted, being both simple and strong, with capital 
distributing and inking arrangements. It is capable of 
performing excellent work of all descriptions, from the 
trade card to rule work, which latter can be laid on 
without fear of a slur of any kind. A boy can print from 
r,ooo to 1,250 per hour, which speed can be increased if 
desired by the application of steam-power. 

The Bremner. — After considerable experimenting, 
Messrs. Harrild have succeeded in placing before the 
trade a treadle-machine capable of holding its own among 
the many successful ones now in use. It is solid in build 
and construction, also well fitted, and is adapted to print any 

class of work. The inking parts are well arranged, and the 
distribution is perfect. The speciality of this machine is 
that the platen is locked, securing a “dwell” on the 
impression, and preventing the possibility of a slur. Like 
other treadle platens, the boy can prevent an impression 
from being taken in the event of a sheet being laid askew. 
By means of a self-acting brake connected with the striker 
this machine can be stopped instantaneously, which may be 
considered an advantage. 

Fig. 56.—The Empire Platen. 

This machine has been recently introduced by Messrs. 
Powell, the distinctive features being its simplicity, cheap¬ 
ness, and strength. The circular ink disc has been adopted 
with an addition at the lower part, practically making it 
square at the bottom. The distribution is good, and the 
machine is capable of working heavy forms. The largest 
size will print a demy folio. 

Publicity was first given to the Model printing-press 
at the late Caxton Exhibition. The smaller sizes are 
adapted to the use of amateurs, and will be found valuable 
to tradesmen who would print their invoice headings, &c. 
It is very well made and very light, but we are afraid it is 
too frail in construction for heavy work. We may mention, 
however, that Messrs. Squintani, the makers, have recently 
considerably strengthened and enlarged the machine. 

We must call attention to an ingenious combination 
machine made by Messrs. Newsum, Wood, & Dyson. 
This is admirably adapted to commercial printers, as it will 
with slight alteration print either from stone or type. 
Though not a platen, it is capable of producing good work. 
The cylinder is provided with a tripping motion, and the 
rollers can be lifted off the stone or type to facilitate the 
running up of colour, &c., in making ready. Fitted with 
the Lanham rollers the time taken in the necessary altera¬ 
tion from litho to letterpress is reduced to a minimum, 
change of rollers being rendered unnecessary. This 
machine is fitted with a taking-off apparatus without tapes. 
The size at present made will print a post folio. 

The making-ready on all the above machines is a very 
simple matter, and can be safely intrusted to an apprentice 
with but little experience. Several sheets of paper are fixed 
on to the platen, being fastened in position by a slight iron 
frame. The form can be easily and securely fixed in the 
horizontal bed by means of the clamps and screws. After 
underlaying (if the form be composed of plates) the 
overlay can be placed upon the platen, upon which an 
impression must have been previously pulled, and after 
running up colour, regulating the ink-supply, and putting 
another clean sheet over the making-ready, all is ready to 
proceed. 
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The ductor is regulated by thumb-screws at the back, 
and little trouble will be caused in the distribution, as this 
has been carefully studied in all. We have found the 
patent composition peculiarly adapted for use on these 
machines, to which also the Lanham Patent rollers would 
be especially suitable. 

In fixing the above machines care should be taken that 
they are bolted to an independent frame secured to the 
floor, as steady motion is absolutely necessary to ensure 
good work. 

(To be contifmed.) 

PRINTING-OFFICE ECONOMY, 

MANN’S TAKING-OFF APPARATUS FOR 

LITHO-MACHINES. 

OUR readers are well-aware of the drawbacks attending 
juvenile labour in attending machinery, and more 

especially in the employment of “taking-off” boys at 
printing-machines. In many cases boys have been dis¬ 
carded at letterpress, while litho-machines have presented 
difficulties to the employment of “ flyers ” and similar 
apparatus not found in type-printing machinery, one of the 
principal reasons being that letterpress machines are gene- 

labour than anything we have yet seen. The taker-off is 
placed on the front part of the machine sufficiently high to 
be clear of the rollers. As no bottom or receiving-board 
is required at the back part of the machine, greater 
facility of access is given to the machinist for observing, 
and, if requisite, of sponging the stone. In litho, as 
well as in letterpress, machines where flyers are em¬ 
ployed the cylinder after printing a sheet always 
remains stationary, whilst the bed or carriage travels back. 
This circumstance facilitates the new arrangement, which 
consists of a set of sliding grippers, mounted on a shaft 
which travels or slides along suitable parallel slide-bars, by 
which means the grippers are gradually moved towards the 
cylinder, and remain there until the cylinder is home. 
The taking-off grippers then close upon the sheet and 
swiftly but steadily recede, and deposit the sheets with the 
greatest accuracy upon a board placed to receive them. 

The simplest, and perhaps the most ingenious part of 
this invention consists in the method of opening and 
closing the grippers which carry the removed sheet. A metal 
finger is fixed on the cylinder gripper-shaft, and a similar 
finger is so fixed on the taker-off that when the two come 
in contact the opening of the cylinder-gripper closes the 
taking-off gripper upon the sheet, and holds it until it is 
released by a similar arrangement at the opposite end of 
the slide, and it is then laid, printed side upwards, upon the 
receiving-board. 

rally and more conveniently fed when the cylinder-gripper 
is at the under side of the cylinder, which gives better 
facilities for receiving the printed sheets and delivering the 
same on to tapes or flyers. On the other hand, in the 
best litho-machines it has always been found necessary to 
feed the sheets whilst the cylinder-gripper is on the upper 
side, thus allowing more space for rolling power on the 
stone and permitting the removal of the damping-rollers to 
back of cylinder. One of the most important requirements 
in all flyers and taking-off arrangements is that they must 
be equally well-adapted for either large or small-sized 
sheets, hence arises the necessity of taking the sheets from 
the gripper edge. The above engraving shows the Climax 
Taking-off Apparatus, recently patented by Messrs. George 
Mann & Co., of Elland Road Works, Leeds, and which 
we had the opportunity of viewing at work in the estab¬ 
lishment of Mr. Alfred Cooke, Briggate, Leeds. It was 
working most satisfactorily; and its operation, at once simple 
and effective, approaches much nearer to the action of hand- 

Lithographic printers have often expressed a desire for a 
good and useful flyer or taking-off apparatus, not only on 
account of the saving in wages, but also to prevent the 
spoiling of sheets by finger-marks ; and we doubt not that 
this effort to meet their requirements will be duly appre¬ 
ciated as a step in the right direction, and will be found a 
profitable and useful auxiliary to the litho machine. We 
wish Messrs. Mann & Co.’s invention the great success it 
seems to deserve. 

Pensions of the Stationers’ Company.—The election of pen¬ 
sioners in connection with the following gifts at the disposal of the 
Stationers’ Company will take place on the 26th inst. :—Three of ^5 
per annum in Blackwell’s gift; one of £15 per annum in Bowyer’s 
gift; one of £10. ios. per annum, for widows of liverymen, founded 
by Fillys ; one of £6. 6s., founded by Hansard ; one of ;£ios. ios., 
founded by Johnson, for widows of liverymen; five of £2. 2s. each 
for Alderman Wright’s gift, who must be freemen of the company; 
one in Nichol’s gift, for freemen, of £9. 13s. 4d. ; one in Hamblin’s 
gift of £2 for widows of freemen ; one, in Compton’s gift, of ^12 per 
annum; and three, in Strachan’s gift, of ^13. 2s. iod. each. 
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BIBLIOGRAPHY OF PRINTING. 

(S. L.) Over den Oorsprong der Boek- 
drukkunst. Te Groningen: 1781. 
8 vo. 

Labadie (G. P.). Caracteres, vignettes 
et fleurons de l’imprimerie de G. P. 
Labadie. Castelnaudary: 1825. 4to. 
-1827. 8vo. 

Labitte (A.). Gravures sur bois tirees 
des livres Francais du XVe Siecle. 
Paris: 1868. 4to. 

A series of fac-similes of wood-engravings of the 
15th century, with some valuable typographical 
information, elucidations of old printers’ marks, &c. 

Laborde (Le'on Emmanuel Simon Joseph, Marquis de). Debuts 
de Pimprimerie a Strasbourg, ou Recherches sur les travaux 
mysterieux de Gutenberg dans cette ville, et sur le proces qui 
lui fut invente en 1439 a cette occasion. Paris : 1840. 8vo. 
pp. 83, explanatory leaf, and 3 plates. 

The work opens with a bibliographical 
essay on the hypotheses of previous 
writers, and concludes with the results 
arrived at by the author himself. These 
are: That 1410 is the probable date of 
the discovery of printing in the Low 
Countries ; that 1423 is that of the in¬ 
vention of movable types, by “Lorenz 
Coster,” at Haarlem ; that 1436 is the 
authentic date of the first experiments of 
Gutenberg at Strasbourg ; and that 1452 
is the certain date of the invention, by 
Gutenberg, of cast types at Mayence. 
The rest of the book is occupied by an 
attempt to establish these theses, and 
there are many fac-similes of type and 

woodcuts. The evidence given at the 
memorable trial of 1439, in which Guten¬ 
berg was plaintiff, is reprinted verbatim 
et literatim, with a French translation ; 
and at the end of the book there are 
thirteen plates, giving fac-similes of the 
documents themselves, and two pages of 
representations of the marks on the paper 
on which the depositions were written. 
Although Laborde’s conclusions have in 
great part been superseded, these excel¬ 
lent and faithful reproductions will always 
possess a high historical interest, more 
especially as the originals perished in the 
fire at Strasbourg during the bombard¬ 
ment in 1870. 

— Les Dues de Bourgogne, fitudes sur les lettres, les arts, et 
l’industrie pendant le XVe Siecle, et plus particulierement dans 
les Pays-Bas et le Duche de Bourgogne. 3 vols. Paris : 1849. 
8 vo. 

In Vol. I. there is an account of the engravers and printers, beginning with 
“Laurent Coster, 1425,” and ending with Wynken de Worde, Matthias van der 
Goes, and Alart du Hameel, 14S2. In the third volume are given the illuminators, 
writers, copyists, publishers, bookbinders, &c. 

- Essai d’un catalogue des artistes originates des Pays-Bas, ou 
employes a la cour des Dues de Bourgogne, au XIVC et XVC 
Siecles. Paris : 1849. 8vo. pp. iv. 70. 

A prospectus, with list of contents of the “Dues de Bourgogne.” 

— Essais de gravure pour servir a une histoire de la gravure en 
bois. Premiere livraison [all that was published]. Paris: 1833. 
Small 4to., 25 plates. 

— La plus ancienne gravure du Cabinet des Estampes de la 
Bibliotheque Royale, est-elle ancienne? [Extract from VArtiste.] 

Paris : 18—, 4to. pp. 9. 

There are four fac-similes at the end. 
1. The St. Bernard, engraved in relief 
on a plate of metal, and bearing the date 
1454 ; 2. Copy of the original impression 
of the St. Christopher of 1423, in the 
possession of Lord Spencer; 3. A fac¬ 
simile of a copy of the same, made in 
1775 by S. Roland ; 4. The Virgin and the 
child Jesus, an ancient engraving cut on 
wood, and preserved in the French 
Cabinet des Estampes. 

The Marquis Leon Emmanuel Simon 
Joseph de Laborde was born at Paris, 
June 12, 1807. He studied at Gottingen, 
and afterwards travelled extensively in 
the East. He subsequently held several 
diplomatic positions, and was curator of 
the antiquities of the Louvre from 1848 
to 1854, and director of the Archives of the 
Empire from 1856 to his death, on Mar. 30, 
1869. He wrote a large number of works 
relating to archaeology and art. 

-Histoire de la gravure en maniere noire. Paris; 1839. 
Royal 8vo. pp. vi. 413, and leaf of table. 300 copies printed. 

This volume is the fifth and only one catalogue raisonne of books on the art of 
issued of a projected series in eight vols.: etching. The work itself consists of bio- 
“ Histoire de la decouverte de l'impres- graphical notices of engravers in mezzo- 
sion et de son application a la gravure, aux tint, with facsimiles of their marks, and 
caracteres mobiles et a la lithographic.” an account of some of their chief works. 
In the introduction there is a good 

-Nouvelles recherches sur 1’origine de Pimprimerie. [Second 
title] : Debuts de Pimprimerie a Mayence et a Bamberg, ou de¬ 
scription des lettres d’indulgence du Pape Nicholas V. pro regno 
Cypri, imprimees en 1454. Paris : 1840. Large 4to. pp. 31. 
Woodcuts and fac-similes. 

Only a small number was printed of this the document and of the seals attached 
very interesting publication, the wood- to it, as well as of the fiarafthe in MS. 
blocks of which were engraved by the at the back (See De Villieks). The 
author, and destroyed after publication, various editions of the Letters, are care- 
as shown by impressions of the broken fully set out. The next section is devoted 
blocks and effaced stones. to the origin of printing, at Mayence and 

The first section gives an elaborate at Bamberg, this also being illustrated by 
account of the Letters of Indulgence of fac-similes. There are abundant refer- 
Pope Nicholas V. for the King of Cyprus, erices to authors who have described 
printed in 1454. There are fac-similes of these monuments. 

Laboulaye (Charles Pierre Lefebre-). Dictionnaire des arts et 
manufactures. 2 vols. Paris : 1853. 8vo.—See Brun. 

- Un mot sur Pimprimerie nationale. Paris: 1851. 8vo. pp. 16. 

The author was formerly a type-founder, but has devoted hi5 latter years to the 
pursuit of literature. M. Laboulaye presided at the First International Meeting of 
Printers at Paris, held August 20, 1878, at the Grand Hotel, Paris. 

Labus (Dottore G.). Tipografia del Secolo XV. Articolo tratto 
dalle appendici della Gazzetta Privilegiata di Milano dei giorni 
23, 24, 26 Febbraio, 1834, num. 34, 35, 37. Con rettificazioni ed 
aggiunte particolarmente dell’ edizioni dai bibliografi non avvertite 
e scoperte dall’ autore dopo la pubblicazione del suo v. vol. intito- 
lato Ricerche Storico-Critiche, ec. [Giacinto Amati.] Milano: 
1834. 8vo. 

La Caille (Jean de). See Caille. 

Lackmann (Adam Heinrich). Annalium Typographicorum selecta 
qusedam capita. Hamburg: 1740. 4to., 3 preliminary leaves, 
pp. 167. 

The work is chiefly valuable for the and devotes a chapter to “ Encomium 
account it gives of the history of typo- Typography Harlemensis.” The eighth 
graphy in the. northern parts of Europe, chapter is on “ Typographia Domestica 
such as Russia, Poland, and Lithuania, et typi privatorum.” 
The author espoused the Koster theory, 

Lacour (P.). Doubles grosses de fonte, gravees et polytypees par 
P. Lacour. Nanci : 1831. A broadside. 

Lacroix (Aug.). Historique de la papeterie d’Angouleme, suivi 
d’observations sur le commerce des chiffons en France. Paris : 
1863. 8vo. 

Lacroix (Paul). Les arts au Moyen Age et a l’Bpoque de la 
Renaissance. Paris: 1868. 8vo. 

The subjects treated of in this work pictorial portion. The latter embraces 
which come within the scope of our some splendid engravings drawn from 
Bibliography, are those relating to parch- the antiquities themselves, and is well 
ment and paper (pp. 405-414), manu- worthy of the artistic reputation of the 
scripts (415-434), miniatures (435-466), compiler, and of the publisher, M. Am- 
bookbinding (467-482), and printing (483- broise Firmin Didot, who inserted as 
516). The author adopts the Koster much as possible from his own magnifi- 
theory. The literary matter in this cent collection, 
beautiful book is inferior in value to the 

-Curiosites de l’histoire des arts. Paris : 1858. i2mo. pp. 410 

A series of treatises on Parchment and Paper; the Origin of Printing; Book¬ 
binding from the Earliest Times to the Seventeenth Century, &c.; and to each 
treatise is appended a bibliography of the subject. 

- L’origine des cartes a jouer. Paris: 1835. 8vo. pp. 12. 

A small tract, which only lightly touches upon the interesting and important 
subject to which it addresses itself. 

THE SCRIPTORIUM. 

Lacroix (Paul). Fournier (Edouard), et SerE (Ferdinand). Le 
Livre d’or des metiers. Histoire de Pimprimerie et des arts 
et professions qui se rattachent a la typographic, calligraphic, 
enluminure, parcheminerie, librairie, gravure sur bois et sur metal, 
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fonderie, papeterie et reliure ; comprenant l’histoire des anciennes 
corporations et confreries d’ecrivains, d’enlumineurs, de parche- 
miniers, d’imprimeurs, de libraires, de cartiers, de graveurs sur 
bois et sur metal, de fondeurs de caracteres, de papetiers et de 
relieurs de la France, depuis leur fondation jusqu’a leur suppression 
en 1789. Paris: 1852. 4to. pp. 160, with 19 plates. 

The illustration annexed, which is re¬ 
produced from Lacroix’s most instruc¬ 
tive and interesting work, gives an 
idea of the circumstances under which, 
and the persons by whom, books were 
made in the Middle Ages. From the 
sixth to _ the thirteenth centuries the 
ecclesiastics of the Roman Catholic 
Church were almost the sole depositories 
of knowledge. They wrote the books, 
kept the libraries, and taught the schools. 
There was no literature worth the name 
that was not in the dead language, Latin, 
and little of any kind that did not treat 
of theology. The study even of Latin 
would have been neglected if it had not 
been the language of the Scriptures, of 
the Canons, and Liturgies of the Church, 
and of the current copies of the writings 
of the Fathers. 

The copyists of the Middle Ages may 
be divided into two classes,—those who 
did copying mechanically and badly, and 
those who treated book-making as a 
peculiarly artistic occupation, and gave 

the most time and care to ornamentation. 
The book-makers who made search for 
authentic copies, comparing the different 
texts of books and correcting their errors, 
did not appear until after the invention 
of printing. They were stimulated by 
the wealthy laymen, who frequently gave 
to religious houses large sums of money 
for the copying and ornamentation of 
books. 

When the copyist had finished his 
sheet, he passed it to the designer, who 
sketched the border, pictures, awd initials. 
The sheet was then given to the illu¬ 
minator, who painted it. The book was 
then bound by the forwarder, who sewed 
the leaves, and put them in a cover of 
leather or velvet, and by the finisher, 
who ornamented the cover with gilding 
and enamel. 

Annexed is a copy, from the same 
work, of a playing-card of the 15th cen¬ 
tury. Productions of this kind are ex¬ 
ceedingly interesting, as they were the 
forerunners, probably, of the image prints. 

PLAYING-CARD OF FIFTEENTH CENTURY. 

which preceded the block-books, and 
which in their turn gave way to typo¬ 
graphic impressions. Frequently the 
cards contained quaint and instructive 
devices, as well as words of text. They 

Paul Lacroix, born at Paris, Feb¬ 
ruary 27, 1806, was educated at the 
College Bourbon, and has written, under 
the pseudonym of “ Le Bibliophile 
Jacob,” a vast number of romances and 
works of curious learning about the 
books, the printing, the history, manners 
and customs of the Middle Ages. He 
distinguished himself by his efforts to 
improve the Bibliotheque du Roi. In 
1855 he was appointed conservateur of 
the Arsenal Library, which he has suc¬ 
ceeded in rendering the best library of 
technical books in France, superior in 
that respect, probably, to our own 
British Museum; and' since 1854 he 
has edited the Revue Uiiiverselle des 

thus accustomed the people to letters, 
and to some extent created the demand 
for pictorial literature, which, when print¬ 
ing was invented, kept so many presses 
constantly at work. 

Arts. His best-known works are the 
“Arts du Moyen Age” and “ La vie 
militaire et la vie religieuse au Moyen 
Age,” (1872), which have both been trans¬ 
lated into English. His wife, Apolline 
Biffe, has written some popular novels; 
and his brother Jules, born in Paris May 
7, 1809, has had success as a writer of 
dramas, and a translator, imitator, and 
critic of Shakespeare. A full memoir of 
Lacroix will be found in “ Histoire 
Contemporaine ” No. 10, signed, E. de 
Mirecourt. In “A Martyr to Biblio¬ 
graphy,” by O. Hamst (a pseudonym), 
there is an interesting notice of the life 
and works of J. M. Querard, with many 
interesting references to Paul Lacroix. 

Lafforgue (Prosper). Histoire de l’imprimerie a Auch jusqu’en 
1790. Auch: 1862. 8vo. pp. 19. [From the Bulletui d'histoire 
et d’archeologie de la prov. eccles. d’A tick.] 

Lafon (Mary). Histoire d’un livre. Paris : 1857. !2mo. pp. 132. 

Lage, die, der preussischen Presse und die Centralstelle fiir Press- 
sachen. {Berliner Revue, XV., Heft VII., 1858.] 8vo. 

Laib und Schwarz. Biblia Pauperum. Nach dem Original in der 
Lyceum-Bibliothek in Constanz herausgegeben. Mit 17 Tafeln- 
Abbildungen. Zurich : 1867. Folio. 

Laire (Francois Xavier). Ad Abbatem Ugolini fulginatem epistola 
auctoris libri cui titulus : Specimen typography Romanse. Argen- 
torati [Paris] : 1779. 8vo. pp. 14. 

Only 18 copies printed. The imprint of this elegant little tract is—“ Argentorati• 
Typis hseredum Mentelli, ad insigne Guttembergii.” 

- Dissertation sur l’origine et le progres de Timprimerie en 
Franche-Comte pendant le XVe Siecle. Dole : 1781;. i2mo. 
pp. vi. 52. 

A monograph of the press in this part of France, with a bibliographical account of 
its successive productions in the 15th century. 

-Index librorum ab inventa typographia ad annum 1500, chrono- 
logice dispositus cum notis historiam typographico-literarium 
illustrantibus. 2 vols. Senonis : 1791-92. 8vo. Vol. I., pp. 
viii. 475 : Vol. II., pp. 464, 112. 

A catalogue of the editions of the 15th century in the library of the Cardinal 
Lomenie de Brienne, sold in Paris in 1792. A copy of this work in the British 
Museum (with uncut edges) has the prices affixed. There are a few manuscript 
notes. 

-Memoires pour servir a l’histoire litteraire de quelques grands 
homines du XV. Siecle, avec supplement aux annales typo- 
graphiques de Maittaire. Naples: 1778. 4to. 

— Specimen histoncum typographic Romance XV. Saeculi. 
Romas : 1778. 8vo. pp. xiv. 308. 

This fine work is dedicated “Petro 
Antonio Crevennae, domo mediolano 
negotiatori, magnario in conventu et 
emporio Amstelodamensi.” The chap¬ 
ters are thus divided :— 

Caput I. De typographia generatim 
considerata. 

,, II. De origine typographic in 
Italia. 

1. De typographia apud 
Venetos. 

2. De typographia apud 
Bononienses. 

3. De typographia apud 
Mediolanensis. 

,, III. De typographia apud Sub- 
lacenses in agro Romano. 

,, IV. De typographia Romam 
translata. 

Caput V. De typographis Romanis 
Scculi XV. 

The second part “ exhibet indicem 
chronologicum et bibliographicum lib¬ 
rorum XV Saeculo Rome impressorum.” 
The account of the origin of what is known 
as the Roman character is especially 
interesting. 

A folding-plate, contains specimens of 
the types of Sweynheym and Pannartz, 
two of the earliest Roman printers. 

Francis Xavier Laire, a member 
of one of the religious orders of the 
Roman Catholic Church, and known as 
“ Father Laire,” was one of the most 
learned bibliographers of France during 
the 18th century. He was born at 
Dole, in Franche Comte, 1739 ; died at 
Paris in 1801. 

- and De Brienne (Cardinal). Serie dall’ edizioni Aldine. 
Pisa, 1790; Padua, 1790; Venice, 1792. i2mo. 

This was written by Laire in association with Cardinal Lomenie de Brienne, whose 
librarian Father Laire was appointed. 

- See Audiffredi (J. B.), Catalogus, &c., 1783. 4to. 

Lalanne (Ludovic). Curiosities bibliographiques. Paris : 1845. 
i2mo. pp. viii. 470.-Paris : 1857. i2mo. pp. vii. 469. 

Contains a well written history of writing and of printing, and its spread through¬ 
out the world; treats also of the libraries in Greece and Rome, and gives many 
anecdotes about curious printers' errors, etc. 

Lalanne (Maxime). Traite de la gravure a l’eau forte, texte et 
planches. Paris : 1866. 8vo. pp. 106.-2me edit, nouv., 
corrigee et augmentee. Paris: 1878. 8vo. pp. xii. 112, and 
10 plates. 17 copies on papier de Holland, and 100 on ordinary 
paper. 

A practical work on the art of etching, of various schools who have used the 
describing with much minuteness the etching method, and a list of the most 
different appliances and processes. At remarkable works of contemporary “aqua- 
pp. 95-98 is an excellent catalogue fortistes.” The work is illustrated by a 
raisonne of books to be consulted on the number of superb etchings, in various 
history and practice of etching ; then styles, by the author, 
follows a list of the principal engravers 

Lallemand. Nouveaux precedes d’impression autographique et 
photo-lithographique. Paris : 1869. i2mo. 

[Lama (Giuseppe de).] Vita del cavaliere Giambattista Bodoni, tipo- 
grafo italiano, e catalogo cronologico delle sue edizioni. 2 vols. 
Parma: 1816. 4to. Vol. I. Engraved plate of portrait-medal 
of Bodoni, 6 leaves of prefatory matter, pp. 231. Vol. II. 
Allegorical plate, 3 leaves, pp. xii. 252. 

The first volume is biographical, the Ducale.” The list of the celebrated 
second a chronological catalogue of Bodoni editions is very carefully anno- 
Bodoni’s printed works. It is a beautifully tated, giving in many instances a short 
printed work from the “ Stamperia history of the works themselves. 

Lamartine (Alphonse Marie Louis Prat). Gutenberg, inventeur 
de Pimprimerie (1400-1469). Paris : 1853. Small 8vo. pp. 49. 

A reprint of a life of the inventor of where for nearly thirty years he held the 
printing, contributed to an encyclopaedic 
publication with which Lamartine was 
connected. It has no historical value, 
but treats the matter in a romantic style. 
It has been translated into German by 
M. Theo. Goebel, and printed in “ Mit- 
theilungen,” Berlin, 1855. 

Lamartine was born at Macon, Bur¬ 
gundy, October 21, 1790, and died at 
Paris, February 28, 1869. His name is 
popular and classical, not only in France, 

Lambert (Josse). .Sir Voisin (A.). 

sceptre of poetry, and during four months 
the sceptre of power, but also through¬ 
out the world, for his works were trans¬ 
lated into every language. His memoirs, 
however, belong rather to the political 
history of France than to a technical 
work like the present. For life of 
Lamartine see Frensdorff (E.), Life of 
&c. ; and Mirecourt (E. de) pseud., i.e. 
C. J. B. Jacquot, “ Les Contemporains,” 
Part II, 
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Lambinet (Pierre). Recherches historiques, litteraires, et critiques 
sur l’origine de Pimprimerie; particulierement sur ses premiers 
etablissements au quinzieme siecle dans la Belgique, maintenant 
reunie a la Republique Franjaise. Ornees des portraits et des 
ecussons des premiers imprimeurs Beiges. Bruxelles, an VII. 
[1799]. 8vo. pp. xvi. 500. Portraits of Martens of Alost, and 
of the Fre res de la Vie Commune. 

This work illustrates in a considerable degree the early history of printing. 
It was reprinted with the following title 

-Origine de Pimprimerie, d’apres les litres authentiques, Popinion 
de M. Daunou et celle de M. Van Praet; suivi des etablissements 
de cet art dans la Belgique et de l’histoire de la stereotypic. 
Ornee de caiques, de portraits, et d’ecussons. 2 vols. Paris : 
1810. 8vo. Vol. I. pp. xxx. 455 ; Vol. II. pp. xvi. 424. 

This work exhibits the results of a possible. The initiation of the enterprise 
large amount of historical investigation, is ascribed to Gutenberg and Fust, 
but it has been superseded by more M. Daunou's “ L’Origine de l'im- 
recent researches. In the sixth chapter primerie,” and M. Camus’s “La Stereo- 
of the first volume, the author expresses typie ’ are reprinted almost word for 
his decided opinion that Gutenberg, word. 
Fust, and Schoeffer were the first The Abbe" Lambinet, originally a 

rinters, and that they carried on their priest of the Roman Catholic Church, 
usiness at Mayence. He considers that obtained Letters of Secularization, and 

Schoeffer devised the punch, the matrice, devoted himself to literature. He died 
and the movable mould, without which at Mezieres in 1813, aged 71. 
printing with type would not have been 

Lamesle (Claude). Fpreuves generales des caracteres qui se trou- 
vent chez Claude Lamesle, fondeur de caracteres d’imprimerie. 
Paris: 1742. Small 410. 

Seventy-eight leaves of letters, and 12 leaves of music type. 

Lamm (G.). Der Kampf mit dem Drachen, oder das grope Eulen- 
nast. Leipzig. 8vo. pp. 8. 

An historical poem about printing at Leipzig, of no literary value. 

Lamminger (M.). Ueber das Firnisssieden der Buchdrucker, oder 
wie solche ohne Furcht vor Gefahr und Schaden auf eine leichte, 
Zeit und Holz ersparende Art gescliehen konne. Niirnberg : 
1817. 8vo. 

(To be continued.) 

REVIEWS, 

Changements Orthographiques Apport^s au Dictionnaire de 

VAcademie (edition de 1877). Paris : Boyer & Cie. 1879. 
Fcap. 8vo., pp. 72. 

HE Paris Society of Printers’ Readers have at their own pains 

and expense prepared and issued this useful brochure, after 

vainly endeavouring to induce the French Academy to under¬ 

take the work. Without this Supplement to the last edition of 

the Dictionary of the Academy, it was needful for Printers 

and others who sought to adopt its laws to make a comparative 

study of the entire work,—which was, of course, impossible. 

With great self-denial and spirit a dozen members ot the Paris 

Society of Readers, with M. Boutmy as president, courageously 

and patriotically undertook the task of showing, (1) The new 

words whose orthography has been sanctioned by the Academy; 

(2) Words in the old edition which have been subjected to modi¬ 

fication ; (3) Those words which have changed in character or 

in any other way ; (4) And to point out all those words which 

formerly appeared in the old edition and which have been 

suppressed in the new edition of the Academy’s Dictionary. 

This self-imposed and useful labour appears to have been 

extremely well performed, and the results are embodied in a 

neat publication, which is sold for only a franc. The loyalty of 

the enterprise does honour to the Paris Society of Readers. 

PATENTS, NEW AND LAPSED. 

SPECIFICATIONS RELATING TO PRINTING: 

Published in February, 1879. 

7 MPROVEMENTS in Apparatus for Washing and Preparing 
JL Fibrous Materials for the Manufacture of Paper Pulp. Pitt, S. 

[From A. Pochez, St. Amand-les-eaux, France. No. 2464. June 
20, 1878. 6d. Drawings.] This apparatus consists of three 
parts placed one over the other : first, a boiler and furnace for 
heating the solutions ; over this a boiler for holding the materials 
to be washed ; and over this a tank for holding the alkaline 
solutions. The materials to be washed are held in cages which 
facilitate their removal. The solution is let in from the upper 

tank to the lower boiler, and there heated to four or more 
atmospheres ; thence it is passed through to the upper boiler and 
dashed by the force of the steam over the materials to be washed, 
runs through the cages, and is again heated below, and the 
operations repeated. 

Improvements in Apparatus for Cutting-up Strips of Cardboard into 
Cards suitable for Railway Tickets and for other purposes. De 
la Rue, W. W. [No. 2476. June 21, 1876. 6d. Drawings.] 
In order to keep the cut pieces in proper order, the box into which 
they descend is elongated into a curved channel, commencing 
vertically and ending horizontally. At the commencement of the 
cutting the channel is filled by a chain of blocks, which are 
gradually removed as the cutting advances by the pressure of the 
cut cards upon them. When the channel is filled with cut cards 
the blocks are no longer required. 

Improvements in Apparatus for Bleaching Paper Pulp. Pitt, S. 
[From A. Pochez, Amand-les-eaux, France. No. 2463. June 
20, 1878. 6d. Drawings.] At each side of the top of a hori- 
zontal vat are fixed racks, in which run the pinions attached to a 
horizontal axis carrying a large stirring-wheel. This axis, being 
drawn and pushed alternately, causes the large wheel to revolve, 
and thereby thoroughly incorporates the bleaching fluid with the 
pulp. 

Improvements in Apparatus for Cutting Continuous Paper into Sheets 
and Piling or Disposing of the same either Open or Folded. 
Nicholls, H. M. [No. 2534. June 25, 1878. 8d. Drawings.] 
This specification describes an improvement upon a former patent, 
No. 2005, 1874. No idea can be conveyed of it in this place 
beyond that intimated in the title. 

Improved Means and Apparatus for Automatically Feeding Sheets of 
Paper into Printing-Presses, and the Delivery of such Sheets after 
Printing. Graddon, J. [No. 2657. July 3, 1878. 6d. Draw¬ 
ings.] The paper is arranged in a box. A pusher or presser 
causes one edge of the sheet of paper to project over the rest; a 
kind of knife-blade is then inserted between it and the next sheet, 
and the paper carried forward to be printed. 

LAPSED PATENTS RELATING TO PRINTING. 

Improvements in the Manufacture of Show-Card, Picture, and other 
Frames. Reeves, A. [No. 317. Jan. 26, 1876.] 

Improvements in Perpetual Calendars or Almanacks. Fisslthaler, 
J. [No. 334. Jan. 27, 1876.] 

An Improved Process or Method and Apparatus for Preparing Plants, 
to render them useful in the Manufacture of Paper Pulp. 
Ungerer, A. [No. 257. Jan. 26, 1872.] 

Improvements in Apparatus for Composing and Distributing Type. 
Jensen, P. [From L. I-Ieinemann, Hamburg. No. 52=;. Feb. 

9, 1876.] 
Improvements on Machines for Distributing Type. Haddan, J. H. 

[From W. D. C. Pattyson, Canada. No. 567. Feb. 12, 1876.] 
Improvements in Machinery or Apparatus for Finishing Printed Sheets 

of Paper. Duncan, C. [No. 593. Feb. 14, 1876.] 
Improvements in the Manufacture of Pulp for Paper. Dyer, H. 

[No. 598. Feb. 14, 1876.] 

Improvements in Apparatus for Drying and Pressing or Callendering 
Printed Paper. Nichol, J. D., and Eckersley, J. [No. 455. 
Feb. 13, 1872.] 

Improvements in Cylinder Printing-machines. Clark, A. M. [From 
A. H. Marinoni, Paris. No. 681. Feb. 18, 1876.] 

Improvements in Printing and Ornamenting Metal. Johnson, J. H. 
[From L. B. Smith, New York. No. 723. Feb. 21, 1876.] 

Improvements in Mechanism or Apparatus for Distributing Printers’ 
Type ready for Hand or Machine Composing. Hattersly, R. 
[No. 552. Feb. 21, 1872.] 

TOPICS OF THE MONTH, 

A SLIGHT increase in activity has been perceptible during 

the last month, but substantially trade remains in the 

same condition of stagnation both in London and the Provinces. 

It is to be presumed that when a general revival of commerce 

does set in the reaction will bear some proportion to the 

depression that has for so long a period prevailed ; but printers 

must not expect to immediately realise the improvement, for it 

was not until long after many industries had suffered severely, 

that the slackness was generally felt by the printing business. 

Meanwhile the bad times and what causes them are staple 

topics of discussion with employers and employed, who if they 

are wise will both turn the present season to good account in 

seeking, not to contemplate Capital and Labour as antagonistic 

forces, but as two powerful allies, owing friendship and good¬ 

will to each other. Capitalists less now than ever, as it seems 

I 
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to us, are concerned to promote mere lowness of wage ; what 
they most of all want to secure is increased intelligence and 
technical skill. The employed on their part cannot expect 
to sustain high wages without furnishing these prerequisites. 
That the standard of intelligence and competency is lower in 
the printing trade than it formerly was, and than it is desirable 
for the well-being of all concerned it should continue to remain, 
no one versed in the politics of printing will deny. We 
have never flinched from proclaiming, as our readers well 
know, that much of the blame for this state of things rests 
with the employers, who have not as a whole uniformly 
taught their apprentices as thoroughly and systematically 
as they might and ought to have done ; but the journey¬ 
men cannot escape the censure which attaches to their 
willingness to receive all comers, however ignorant and in¬ 
competent, as workmen into their trade societies, which would 
seem by their conduct to ignore all other qualifications in its 
members than the ability to contribute to their funds. What 
is wanted is a properly-constituted technical Board of Ex¬ 
aminers, to consist of employers, overseers, and journeymen, 
whose certificate should be a sine qua non to every apprentice 
on coming out of his time. These technical examinations should 
be held periodically, and every respectable office would have to 
send up all its apprentices if the matter were rightly taken up. 
The good done would not be limited to the apprentices, but by 
promoting a better knowledge of each other both employers and 
journeymen would increase in mutual estimation. We forbear 
entering into any details, but if those greatly concerned to take 
up this or some other such scheme care to enter upon the 
matter in earnest, we shall be prepared hereafter to formulate 
our views, and to do our best to assist in giving them effect. 

The report we give elsewhere in these pages will show how 
signally discomfited the Council of the Printers’ Corporation 
were in their vain attempt to over-ride the wishes of the sub¬ 
scribers to the Trade Charities. The obstructives will not be 
allowed to have their own way, and they had better reflect upon 
this fact during the next three months. 

Encouraged by the success which attended a similar 
previous effort, a number of gentlemen connected with the 
craft have arranged for a second Amateur Dramatic Perform¬ 
ance to take place on the 24th inst. at the Westminster 
Aquarium. The proceeds are to be set apart for the founding 
of a Dramatic Pension Fund in connection with the Printers’ 
Corporation, and towards this laudable object ^100—the net 
profits of the amateur performance in 1876—has already been 
funded. The dividends accruing from the temporary invest¬ 
ment of this sum are meanwhile given to unsuccessful candi¬ 
dates at the annual election of pensioners, and £6 were thus dis¬ 
tributed last week. We would bespeak the active support of 
the trade for this good object, which seeks to combine pleasure 
and charity. The bill of fare provided for the occasion is a 
tempting one, and appropriately enough opens with “ Box and 
Cox,” a farce, in which the “ night comp.” plays a leading part. 
Some prominent names among past actors attest that histrionic 
talent of no mean order is to be met with among the printing and 
publishing fraternity, and this, in conjunction with the good 
acting at the entertainment three years ago, justifies a belief 
that the forthcoming performance will be an excellent one and 
the dramatic fame of the printing profession suitably upheld. 

When the subject of sending artisan delegates to report 
upon the Paris Exhibition was first mooted we pointed out in 
these pages the great omission which had marked similar pre¬ 
vious efforts in neglecting the trades we represent. We advo¬ 
cated that printers and bookbinders should be included in the 
list of those sent. We are gratified to know that our arguments 
did not fall on deaf ears, for we have before us the reports of 
the Liverpool and Bristol delegates, in the former of which 
both trades, and in the latter only bookbinders are included. 
Mr. Daniel Swainson, Secretary of the Liverpool branch of the 
Printers’ Typographical Association, has a word of praise for 
the English printing machinery exhibited, and among French 
makers Marinoni and Alauzet come in for special eulogium. 
He takes a very sensible view as to the future of Composing 
Machines, believing that in large publishing centres they are 

likely to be extensively adopted ; but he wisely adds that their 
“ use, like that of the steam press, by cheapening the cost of 
publishing literary matter, will eventually increase the demand 
for efficient compositors.” The quality of French newspaper 
and ordinary job-work is voted far inferior to our own, but in 
high-class printing the palm is awarded to our Gallic neigh¬ 
bours. We agree with Mr. Swainson when he says that “ if 
men of wealth and taste in this country were to follow the 
example set them by the affluent in France, and encourage 
high-art productions in printing, our country would prove fully 
equal to France.” As to rates of wages, he mentions that the 
price per 1,000 letters averages about 6d. For overtime about 
2bd. per hour extra is paid up to midnight, and 3^d. after. At 
Galignani’s and other English offices the rate is 8d. per 1,000. 
The “stab” wages average 5s. per day of ten hours, sixty hours 
being a week’s work. Mr. George Armstrong, also of Liver¬ 
pool, reporting on French Bookbinding, says that some of the 
materials used are inferior to our own, notably for account 
books ; this remark applies equally to the machinery employed 
by bookbinders. The working hours are the same as those of 
letter-press printers. Piece work is rare, and the rate of remu¬ 
neration for journeymen varies from 6 fr. to 7 fr., according to 
ability. The report of the Bristol delegate, Mr. T. Thomas (in 
the employ of Messrs. Tanner Brothers), is a somewhat lengthy 
document. While due credit is given to the work of English 
exhibitors (whose names by-the-by are misspelt in more than 
one instance) the French productions come in for a large share 
of praise. The finishing of the “ choice moroccos and the 
milk-white vellums” is specially commended. The French 
ruling work is also highly eulogized, especially that exhibited 
by M. H. Sard, of Paris. Female labour in bookbinders’ shops 
is pretty much confined to the same branches as with us, and 
their wages vary from 25 fr. to 35 fr. per diem. The three re¬ 
ports to which we have drawn attention are productions of 
which their authors have no reason to be ashamed, and they 
prove that in each case good use has been made of the short 
time allotted to the visit to la belle France. 

Considering the many advantages conferred upon trade 
unions by registration since the Trade Union Amendment Act 
of 1876 came in force, it is surprising that so few of these organ¬ 
isations have availed themselves of registration, which enables 
them to legally hold land and other property in the names of 
trustees, such possessions passing from one trustee to another 
by the mere fact of their appointment. In cases of fraud, too, 
a registered trade union can obtain legal redress much easier 
and cheaper than an unregistered association, the criminal 
remedy in the latter instance being confined to cases of larceny 
or embezzlement. Again, supposing a trade union to have 
stock in the funds and the trustee becomes bankrupt, removes, 
or dies, a registered trade union, instead of having to apply to 
the High Court of Justice or to take other proceedings, can 
have the stock transferred by the Registrar without any 
trouble on payment of a fee of^i. A registered trade union 
is also expressly exempted from the provisions of the Life 
Assurance Companies Act, which renders unregistered trade 
associations granting death benefits liable to a penalty of ,£50 
per day for not complying with the requirements of the Act as 
to annual statements, quinquennial returns, &c. Bearing in 
mind these manifold advantages, it is a matter for surprise that 
neither the London Society of Compositors nor the Printers’ 
Typographical Association has as yet availed itself of the benefits 
thus placed within easy reach. Among the 252 trade unions 
which have up to the present been registered there are only 
two in any way connected with the printing trade. These are 
The Caxton, Printers’ Warehousemen’s Association, of Gough- 
square, and the United Vellum and Parchment Makers of 
Great Britain, of East-street, Walworth. The former was 
established in February, i860; its present membership is 
eighty-one, and the annual income .£51, while at the date of 
the last return the funds amounted to ,£278. The Vellum 
Makers’ Society only dates from March, 1876. The number of 
members is ninety-eight, and the annual receipts ,£133. 

The persistent efforts made by Mr. Hutchison to bring about 
a discussion in Parliament on the existing law of Libel have 
once more failed of success. His Libel Amendment Bill has 
been withdrawn without even the formality of a first reading. 
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This is however, comparatively speaking, of small account, 
seeing that Government has agreed to the appointment of a 
Select Committee to inquire into the subject so far as it relates 
to newspapers. Our present Parliament can certainly boast 
men eminently qualified by past experience to conduct such an 
inquiry, and we can only hope that there will be a judicious 
selection in the appointment of the Committee so as to ensure 
a full representation of the Newspaper interest. We know that 
a Parliamentary Committee and its report are too often tanta¬ 
mount to a shelving of the particular question under considera¬ 
tion. The present constitution of the House is, however, in 
itself a guarantee against that contingency, since many of its 
members can from practical experience attest the unsatisfactory 
character of the existing law. 

The question of free trade in paper is at the present 
moment exercising French manufacturers. A Commission has 
been inquiring into theduties,and theevidence of a French paper- 
maker appears in the Officiel. It seems evident from this wit¬ 
ness that protection is his backbone, for he advocates the main¬ 
tenance of the export duty on rags of 4 fr., and the import duty 
of 8 fr., per 100 kilos, on the manufactured article. In spite 
of these duties, to which must be added freight, we are glad to 
learn from the same source that English makers can still sell 
good papers in the French market at a cheaper rate than their 
Continental competitors. This ought to encourage them to 
adopt all available improvements in their machinery to keep 
secure such a desirable footing. French printers and publishers 
are naturally anxious for the abolition of these protective duties, 
and they argue with considerable force that the inferiority of 
French machinery is evident, if English makers, handicapped 
as they are, can favourably compete. One of the witness’s 
reasons for maintaining these duties is too flattering to be left 
out : he says, in answer to the Chairman, touching the cheap 
paper used for French newspapersSuch paper would not 
be used by English newspaper proprietors (dditeurs), and 
the public would not buy them. It must be acknowledged 
with regret that printing is more advanced in England and 
America than in France, not only in machinery, but in public 
taste ; and in employing French papers we do not get such 
fine impressions as those of the English and American news¬ 
papers.” Our exchanges take notice of this inquiry, and their 
remarks are generally in favour of free trade, to the extent, at 
least, of abolishing the import duty. 

We should have considered it outside our province to take 
cognizance of the so-called Reciprocity meeting recently got up 
m the City were it not that one of the proposals there ventilated 
was of interest to the printing fraternity. The memorial which 
it was agreed should be presented to the Premier suggested the 
imposition of a Custom House duty on paper. Despite hostile 
tariffs, our exports of paper fully equal our imports, and in 
1877, the last year for which there are complete statistics 
available, even exceeded them by nearly £40,000. All taxes 
on knowledge—and a Customs duty on paper means nothing 
less have been and continue to be most repulsive to English¬ 
men, who having felt their burthen and yoke in times past will 
never submit to their re-enforcement. 

Bank-note forgery was never more rampant in this country 
than when notes of less value than £5 were issued by the Bank 
of England. Incredible though it may sound to-day, it is 
nevertheless a fact that in the year 1817 no less than 142 prose¬ 
cutions for this offence were instituted, and no less than thirty- 
two persons suffered capital punishment, which penalty then 
attached to this offence. The perfection to which bank-note 
printing has been brought under the management of Mr. Coe, 
of the Bank of England printing-office, baffles the modern 
forger, and it is but rarely indeed that an attempt is made. 
I oreign bank-notes are, however, far behind in this respect, 
and every now and again attempts at forgery more or less 
successful are brought to light. The latest case, which has 
just been disposed of at the Central Criminal Court, was re¬ 
markable in so far as the forgeries had been going on for two 
years. A lithographic office had been fitted up, and a number 
of stones were discovered with the lettering, &c., of Russian 

bank-notes still upon them. Six persons were implicated in 
this wholesale fraud, and it was stated that they had succeeded 
in flooding Russia with forged notes. One of the six prisoners, 
named Rudolph Seikrist, was a lithographic printer. They 
were all found guilty ; one was sentenced to twelve years’ and 
the other five each to ten years’ penal servitude. To guard 
against future danger from a similar source the Russian Govern¬ 
ment would do well to effect some improvement in the method 
of bank-note production now in use. 

We last month reported the trial of the cause Pepperell v. 
The Marquis of Townsend. On February 1st, Mr. S. C. Hall 
commented upon the case at some length in Social Notes. In 
the following issue, No. 497, an article entitled “ Farewell’’was 
also penned by Mr. Hall, who stated, “ No. 52 of Social Notes 
will be the last to contain my name as that of its editor ; ” and 
who entered somewhat minutely, and in a peculiar vein, into 
all the anxieties and labours which he had incurred on behalf 
of the publication. In No. 50, however—that is, two weeks 
before the date announced for the relinquishment of Mr. Hall’s 
editorship—the following appeared 

PERSONAL. 
Pepperell v. The Marquis Townsend. 

The Marquis Townsend wishes it to be known that the article on 
the recent trial of Pepperell v. The Marquis Townsend, which ap¬ 
peared in the number of Social Arotes for February 1st, was published 
without his knowledge or authority. He much regrets its appearance. 

EXPLANATORY. 

Social Notes being now under entirely new, energetic, and as it is 
confidently believed efficient management, we hope we may fairly rely 
upon a successful future. It is, however, just possible that the so- 
called “ Farewell ” of Mr. S. C. Hall may mislead our readers into 
the notion that his retirement has been on his part quite graceful and 
voluntary. Pie certainly did not contemplate the irony of his words 
when he wrote “ they would see, I think, that I could adopt no other 
course." It is the simple truth,—he could not. It is, however, a truth 
that he had been wiser to suppress, as, from its implying quite the 
reverse of the facts of the case, it necessitates our noticing his 
“ Farewell” so far at least as to state the plain truth—his management 
was not satisfactory, and consequently his retirement was not altogether 
voluntary. 

The consequence was Mr. Hall felt himself called upon to 
issue the following advertisement in the daily and other 
papers: - 

R. S. C. HALL advertises that he has ceased to be EDITOR of 
Social Notes, and is in no way responsible for its future con¬ 

duct. This announcement applies to the Nos. 51 and 52, completing 
the Year’s Weekly Issue of the Publication. 

Without knowing more of the quarrel than has been made 
public by the several parties to it, we fancy that had Mr. Hall 
and the Marquis of Townsend been well advised all this squab¬ 
bling might easily have been avoided. Mr. Hall is a veteran 
of the press, and could have afforded to possess his soul in 
patience. The Marquis of Townsend, on his part, will hardly 
advance the cause he has at heart by disparaging the editor to 
whom he was led to confide the care of his publication. When 
the appeal which is likely to be brought against the verdict in 
favour of the plaintiff is heard, we fancy Mr. Pepperell will be 
the gainer by this unseemly disputation in print between the 
experienced editor and the noble proprietor of a journal which 
aims to promote “ social reforms ” and “ social progress.” 

The number of new joint-stock undertakings registered in 
the United Kingdom from the 1st June, 1877, to the 31st of 
May last, was 922. Of these twenty were connected with news¬ 
paper enterprises and seven with the printing and stationeiy 
trades pure and simple. The trade depression of last year has 
already told in the diminished number of joint-stock under¬ 
takings, for while the number of those started during the whole 
year 1877 was 958, with a capital of ,£66.800,186, those floated 
during the first five months of 1878 only numbered 377, with a 
proposed capital of £21,901,783. The nominal capital of the 
twenty-seven printing concerns to which we have alluded was 
,£170,805, the smallest being that of Urquhart & Co. ('Limited), 
printers, of Hind-court, Fleet-street, with a share capital of 
£305, and the largest, the Peel Paper Company, in Lancashire, 
with £50,000. 

I 2 
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PRINTERS’ PENSION ELECTION. 

ON Saturday, the 8th inst., the annual general meeting and 
fifty-seventh election of pensioners of the Printers’ Pension, 

Almshouse, and Orphan Asylum Corporation, took place at the 
Freemasons’ Tavern, Great Queen-street. Sir Charles Reed presided, 
and the attendance was more than usually numerous, from the fact 
that it was well understood that the recent action of the Council was 
certain to be challenged. 

Mr. J. S. Hodson (secretary) read the fifty-second report for the 
year 1878, which stated that notwithstanding a period of commercial 
depression, the Corporation realised its customary amount of revenue 
from subscriptions, which had been £2,134. 9s. nd. Including the 
dividend on the funded property, the income of the institution for the 
year amounted to £2,731. 18s. 3d. The expenditure of the year 
included—Payment of pensions, ,£1,753. 2s. 4d. ; allowances to 
inmates of almshouses, £277. 15s. 3d.; rates and building maintenance 
at Woodgreen, £57. 15s. 8d.; maintenance and education of orphan 
children, £301. 4s.; making a total expended in charitable objects of 
£2,389. 17s. 3d. The funded property of the Corporation consists 
of £19,647. 1 os. 4d., invested in New Three per Cent. Stock, and 
£901. 4s. 4d. in India Four per Cent. Stock, making a total invested 
of £20,548. 14s. 8d. The Almshouse funded property forms but a 
very small portion of this sum, and is quite inadequate to provide for 
the annual expenditure. From the very nature, too, of the objects 
of this branch of the operations of the Corporation, elections are not 
possible with the regularity of those for the other funds, and the 
urgency of subscription is therefore not so forcibly impressed upon the 
subscribers. The consequence is that in those years when elections do 
not take place, as in the year just passed, the income from sub¬ 
scriptions falls off considerably and the balance comes out upon the 
wrong side of the account. The fund is this year indebted to the 
treasurer in the sum of £101. 9s. iod. During the year 15 pen¬ 
sioners had been removed from the list by death; there being 
now 111 pensioners supported by the Corporation, and three 
children had been elected upon the Orphan Fund ; and there were 
six girls and four boys thus maintained. A boy and a girl, having 
completed their 15th year, had left the asylum, after receiving an 
outfit of clothes, value .£5 each, and a Bible and Prayer Book, as 
required by the by-laws. Great difficulty continued to be experienced 
in procuring candidates who were fully qualified according to the 
by-laws; many distressing cases of bereaved children frequently 
coming to the knowledge of the Council, where, in consequence of the 
deceased parent not having subscribed, the assistance of the Corpora¬ 
tion could not be offered. 

The Chairman congratulated the meeting upon the prosperity of 
their most excellent institution. He looked at the three branches 
of the good work—the Pensions, the Almshouses, and the Orphan 
Fund. He had watched the growth for many years, and he thought 
that, considering the difficulties they had had in their path, they had 
every reason to be satisfied with their present position. The certainty 
of their funded property, standing in the name of the trustees at the 
Bank of England, was very satisfactory, because it was the duty of 
those who sought to do good to others to ensure the security of their 
funds for that laudable purpose. There was a good fund now at their 
disposal, and, with little exception, this would be devoted to the 
cause of charity. The society was doing a noble work ; and as an old 
printer, and associated with many who were present, he (Sir Charles) 
had much pleasure in expressing his opinion that they were setting a 
good example to other trades in the metropolis by the efficient main¬ 
tenance of so excellent an institution. 

As was to be expected, after the cavalier treatment to which the 
subscribers have been recently subjected by the Council, on the sub¬ 
mission of the Report to the meeting, the following Amendment was 
moved:—“That in consequence of the Council having failed to 
report to this Meeting on the notice of motion concerning the 
election of Councilmen by ballot, which was submitted to them 
November 30, 1878, the further consideration of the Report now read 
be deferred, and that, after the remaining business has been disposed 
of, this meeting stand adjourned for a period not exceeding three 
months, in order that the Council may amend their notice paper.” 
Mr. W. Sears, in proposing the amendment, pointed out very 
clearly that the Council in deciding not to put upon the business paper 
the motion, of which proper notice had been given, had most dis¬ 
tinctly exceeded their duties, and also their power ; and he cited all 
the by-laws bearing upon the subject in support of this assertion. The 
deputy-chairman of the Council, Mr. J. P. Killingback, endeavoured 
to explain that the matter was alluded to in the Report, and suggested, 
that as the subject of the mode of electing the Council was to be 
brought forward at a special general meeting to be convened for the 
purpose, the object which the mover of the amendment had in view 
would thus be accomplished. This did not, however, meet the 
approval either of the mover or of the meeting, and the amendment 
was therefere pressed. 

The hostility of the meeting being quite patent, at the suggestion of 

Sir Charles Reed, Mr. Killingback, vice-chairman of the Council, 
was induced to second the Amendment. On doing so, he stated 
that he seconded the proposition in order to evince to the meeting 
that the Council as a body had no desire to dictate to the subscribers 
at large or to interfere with their undoubted privileges. The amend¬ 
ment was carried with great demonstration of feeling and excitement, 
but without any attempt on the part of the Council to defend their 
action. 

The meeting then proceeded to fill up the vacancies in the Council, 
which was accomplished in the customary unsatisfactory manner of 
show of hands, to which we have so often objected, the precautions 
taken to improve the method heretofore adopted being simply nil. Be¬ 
side the seven retiring members who were eligible for re-election, three 
new names had been announced. Of these three, one was the repre¬ 
sentative of the Queen’s Printing Office, another was a gentleman who 
has before served upon the Council and is known as having done 
good service to the cause of the trade charities, and the third name 
was but little known. The offensive way in which these new names were 
treated by the meeting adds another to the many reasons calling for a 
change in the mode of election. The officers of the Corporation 
having been unanimously re-elected, and a vote of thanks to the 
Chairman having been proposed by Mr. Coe, and supported by Mr. 
Collingridge, and passed, the meeting separated at a late hour, 
without, however, having been informed of the result of the election. 

We are now enabled to give the official return:— 

George Carter (742 votes), Caxton Pension (£25), male candidate, 
over 60 years of age, subscriber of not less than thirty years; Samuel 

Stanway (689 votes), Caxton Celebration Pension, ditto; George 

W. Mautterer (838 votes), Besley Pension (£15), either sex ; 
Elizabeth Bringloe (802 votes), Besley Pension (£15) ; Susannah 

Beard (772 votes), Biggs Pension (£15) ; Alfred Woolley (588 
votes), Brown Pension (£15), male candidate ; Edward H. Dowling 

(554 votes), Colyer Pension (£14), ditto; Joseph West (223 votes), 
Franklin Pension (£10. 10s.), ditto; Sarah Lockley (679 votes), 
Stephenson Pension (£10), either sex; Sarah H. Engledow 

(639 votes), Johnston Pension (£9. 10s.); Emma Keeling (639 votes), 
Johnston Pension (£9. 10s.) ; Robert James Beck (219 votes), Fley 
Pension (£7. 10s.), male candidate; Sarah Fulston (606 votes), 
Whittingham Pension (£6), either sex ; Elizabeth Partridge (598 

votes), Jubilee Pension (£3), a widow. 
There were sixty candidates—twenty male, and forty female; and 

to the unsuccessful the society will present a guinea each. 

A SUBSTITUTE FOR PEN AND INK. 

A SORT of pencil, termed a “Universal Titenstift,” which is 
alleged to possess all the advantages of both ink and pencils, is 

the subject of a recent German patent. The pencil is deep black 
without containing any graphite, and any writing executed by its aid 
can be reproduced by a copying press, and the writing does not fade 
in sunlight as aniline inks do. The method of preparing these ink- 
pencils is as follows :— 

Ten pounds of the best logwood is boiled repeatedly with 100 
pounds of water, and the decoction evaporated down to 100 pounds. 
This liquid is heated to boiling point in a porcelain dish, and nitrate of 
cromium is added in small quantities until the bronze precipitate that 
forms at first dissolves again with a deep blue-black colour. It is then 
evaporated on a water bath to the consistency of an extract, and finely 
elutriated fat clay mixed in, so that there is 1 part of clay to 3 or 3^ 
parts of extract. A little gum tragacanth may be added according to 
the hardness desired. 

It is very necessary to observe the right proportion of chromium salt 
to logwood extract, for an excess makes it write badly, while too 
little changes the solubility of the black compound. No other salt of 
chromium is suited to the preparation of this mass, as they are all 
crystalline, and on drying the crystals make it brittle. 

The nitrate of chromium is prepared as follows :—Dissolve twenty 
pounds of chrome alum in twenty pounds of boiling water, and add 
slowly to this solution enough carbonate of soda, also in solution, to 
precipitate all the chromium as hydrated sesquioxide. After this 
bluish-green precipitate has settled the liquid is poured off and the 
precipitate washed until it is free from sulphates of soda and potash, 
as found by testing the wash water with acidified chloride of barium 
solution. The precipitate is brought upon a filter, and pure hot 
nitric acid, diluted with an equal part of water, put on slowly, so that 
upon boiling a long time a small excess of the oxide still remains un¬ 
dissolved. In this way a perfectly saturated solution of nitrate of 
chromium is obtained free from excess of acid, which would be very 
injurious to the logwood extract, producing a dirty red colour. 

Another advantage of using the nitrate is that no basic salts are 
formed when excess of acid is present, as in the case of most other 
chromium salts. These basic salts would precipitate a greater part of 
the colouring matter from the logwood extract. 
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It is claimed that writing with these ink-pencils dries quickly, so 
that blotting paper or sand is unnecessary. The written ink is not 
affected by caustic alkalies ; dilute nitric acid colours it reddish without 
diminishing its intensity. It is not affected by oxalic acid, which 
destroys ordinary iron inks. The pieces cut off in sharpening the 
pencil can be thrown into water and used as ink with a common pen. 

ILLUMINATED MANUSCRIPTS. 

A COURSE of lectures has been given in Birmingham by Mr. 
T. H. Chamberlain upon “The Pen, Alone and in Partnership.” 

He proposed, he said, to speak not merely about the ordinary work of 
the pen, but writing plus some amount of decoration. They knew 
what modern writing was like, how very difficult it was to read, and 
what different styles there were. Some persons wrote slantwise, with 
long tails to all their letters, and other persons in various styles ; but 
their writing had a common quality—that it was more or less un¬ 
readable. If, however, they looked at the old English manuscripts, 
they would find that though the writing was strange to most people 
now, it was to those who were accustomed to it extremely clear and 
legible, and was evidently written with the intention of being read. 

Another feature in the old manuscripts was that they were decorated 
and rendered beautiful. They had now-a-days what they called illus¬ 
trated books, but the illustrations were totally distinct from the letter- 
press, and in many cases could be bound to form a separate book. 
The Japanese, who had had illustrated books for a great number of 
years, put the writing on one part of the page and the illustrations on 
another ; or else they laid designs in colour on the top of the writing, 
interfering with its legibility. The mediaeval English scribes, how¬ 
ever, beautified their books by ornamentation springing out of and 
forming part of the writing itself. They did so, not because a chamber 
of commerce met together and said we shall lose the trade of the 
country unless you become decorative; not because somebody esta¬ 
blished a school of art, and said you know nothing about art, and we 
must teach you ; but it was because they could not help it. It was so 
with every true artist. If a person could keep his fingers away from 
drawing he would not succeed in becoming a great artist; and he 
advised all persons who could help it to have nothing to do with art. 
The decorative writers found that the pen might take into partnership 
other helps, in the shape of the colour brush and gilding, and they 
then produced the beautiful illuminated manuscripts now so highly 
prized. 

Speaking of the kind of life the scribes of olden days used to lead, he 
said their mode of life was very different from that of modern times. 
Many of them, not exactly in solitary confinement, were very much 
confined, being members of monastic bodies, and having little oppor¬ 
tunity of mixing abroad with the world as the people of the present 
day. On the other hand, there were many delightful things that fell 
to their lot. For instance, they enjoyed that luxury of which the 
world knew nothing now—-that was, quiet. They sat down quietly to 
their task, and were never hurried. They had their work, and their 
own time to do it in. Their life was, in a great measure, their own. 
They lived with all sorts of pleasant surroundings, for on going to see 
the ruins of an abbey, the first remark was the delightful neighbour¬ 
hood it was in. They saw a great deal of life, though not as we see 
it. The houses were few and far between ; inn accommodation was 
scarce, so that the monasteries were almost the only places of hospi¬ 
tality, and the greatest in the land were accustomed to stay there from 
time to time. Kings and princes did not stay at home as much as 
they did at present, but used to travel about the country and stay at 
the monasteries, so that these monks, who were popularly supposed to 
live in a cell, saw the best of company. Their life, on the whole, he 
should think, was a very enjoyable one ; equally, no doubt, it had its 
drawbacks and mortifications. A scribe, for instance, might have 
done some work he thought specially good, and a neighbouring abbot 
might say it reminded him of so-and-so. There was nothing more 
annoying to an artist than to say that his picture reminded one of 
someone else’s. Mr. Chamberlain then proceeded to describe the 
books the monks wrote, contrasting them in point of durability with 
the books of the present day. 

JOTTINGS: ENGLISH, COLONIAL, & FOREIGN. 

M. Gustave Dor£ has been named an Officer of the Legion 
d’Honneur. 

Japan has given her adhesion to the International Telegraph 
Treaty, maintaining a limit rate of if. ioc. per word. 

The Dutch printing trades’ organ, the Boekdrukkers Nicttwsblad, 
has after an existence of five years been discontinued. 

M. Alexis Lahure, printer, of Paris, has been named an 
Officier de l’Academie for the part he took at the late Universal 
Exhibition. 

Library of the Late M. Didot.—The sale of the second part 
of the library of the late M. Ambroise Firmin-Didot will take place in 
Paris next May. 

A Testimonial has been presented to Mr. S. Austin, of Hertford, 
the well-known printer, in recognition of the part he took in founding 
Haileybury School. 

Persian Post-cards.—The Government Printing-office at Vienna 
is executing a contract for the supply of 1,500,000 post-cards for the 
Persian Government. 

Dr. S. A. Ali.ibone, the compiler of the excellent Dictionary ot 
British and American authors, has been appointed Librarian of the 
Lenox Library, New York. 

Italian Printers’ Congress.—The expenses incurred by the 
Italian Printers’ Union in connection with the congress recently held 
at Siena amount to the large sum of £200. 

Mr. Francis Bret Harte, the famous American humorist, will 
be entertained at dinner to-day (March 15th) before leaving England 
for America. Lord Rosebery is to preside. 

Mr. Hazell, of the firm of Hazell, Watson, & Viney, recently 
delivered a lecture on “ Glimpses of England in the last Century,” to 
the staff engaged at the Aylesbury printing-works. 

A Lucky Printer.—The winner of the second prize (valued at 
£4,000) in the Paris Lottery is M. Pregorier, a machine-minder in 
the printing-office of M. Paul Dupont, at Clichy, near Paris. 

Lord John Manners recently stated in the House of Commons 
that the Government intend to introduce a Copyright Bill dealing with 
all the subjects defined in the Report of the Royal Commissioners. 

Prize Competition among Apprentices. — The Machine- 
Minders’ Club at Vienna is organizing a competition among apprentices 
at press and machine. Money prizes will be awarded to the three best 
productions. 

We hear that Mr. G. Briscoe Eyre (a member of the firm of Messrs. 
Eyre & Spottiswoode) is spoken of as the second Liberal candidate for 
South Hants. We should like to see the craft more fully represented 
in Parliament. 

A Fijian Newspaper.—The Samoa Times is the title of a journal 
which has been started in the South Pacific. The Samoan group is 
situated 700 miles to the north-east of Fiji. Messrs. Griffiths, of Fiji, 
are the proprietors. 

Book Licences in France.—A French Parliamentary Com¬ 
mittee has resolved to recommend that for books, pamphlets, and 
prints, as for newspapers, a simple declaration of an intention to sell 
shall in future take the place of a licence. 

Parliamentary Reporting.—-The Select Committee upon Parlia¬ 
mentary Reporting, which sat last session and has been reappointed 
since, has decided not to take any further evidence. The report of the 
committee may therefore be expected before long. 

The Paper Trade.—A fair demand, but at very low rates, is 
reported from Leeds ; the general tendency is to substitute cheaper 
qualities. News and common papers have declined still further. 
Coals, chemicals, and raw materials continue low in value. 

Directory of German Machine Builders.—Herren Klimsck 
& Co., of Frankfort, well-known as the publishers of a German 
printing-trades’ directory, contemplate issuing a similar work relating 
to German type-founders and printing-machine constructors. 

The Periodical Press of Sweden.—In Sweden at the present 
moment there appear 300 newspapers and periodicals, of which 84 
are published in Stockholm. There are only 10 daily papers, of 
which 5 belong to Stockholm; while in Norway there are 15, in Den¬ 
mark 76, and in Finland 6. 

Hird’s Pneumatic Taking-off Apparatus.—Messrs. Fumival 
inform us that having much improved this invention, they will have 
it on view at their London offices, 23, Charterhouse-street, Holborn- 
viaduct, on and after the 24th instant, as well as at their well-known 
works, 52, Ogden-street, Manchester. 

Export of English Books.—The value of printed books ex¬ 
ported during the year 1878 was £891,119, against £897,742 in 1877 
and £881,839 >n 1876. During the first month of the present year 
the exports amounted to £68,040, against £70,400 and £58,795 
respectively in the two previous years. 

The Italian journeymen printers’ organ, II Tipografo, originally started 
by them as a joint-stock undertaking, is proving a very unprofitable 
investment. All the manoeuvres lately tried to give a new impetus 
to the journal have failed, and there seems little probability of the 
shareholders ever receiving any profits. 
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A Trade Coffee-house.—Mr. G. Courcelle, who for some years 
past has been in the employ of Messrs. Houlston & Sons, has opened 
a coffee and dining establishment in Paternoster-square, with the 
special view of catering for members of the trade, whose patronage 
will doubtless be liberally extended to him. 

The Prefect of Police of Paris has issued a notice that factories 
and other establishments where children are employed will be liable to 
frequent visits, and requesting employers to conform to the law. To 
carry this out the Conseil-General of the Seine have appointed seven 
inspectors, as well as seven lady inspectors. 

Mr. William Simpson, who, as our readers are aware, is with the 
British army in Afghanistan, has been making interesting explorations 
in the ruins of the Old Buddhist Monastery, near Jellalabad. He has 
discovered eighteen gold coins, chiefly Bactrian, but one or two 
dating from the Roman reign of Domitian. 

Anglo-Spanish Copyright Convention.—Not content with 
harassing English traders by increasing her import tariffs, Spain has 
now given notice of her intention to terminate, at the expiration of a 
year from the 17th instant, the copyright convention concluded between 
Great Britain and Spain on the 7th July, 1857. 

Messrs. Standidge & Co., of No. 36, Old Jewry, London, E.C., 
have just issued a trade specimen-book of circular-writings and cards, 
in which are shown the various styles in common use. The pages are 
numbered, so that each style can be easily referred to, and are repre¬ 
sentative of superior work without undue elaboration. 

The Dartmouth Chronicle has a strange announcement among its 
births. We read : “Feb. 8, at Above Town, Dartmouth, the wife of 
H.M.S. Garnet, of a son.” Everybody has heard of “a son of a 
gun,” but the nearest approach to this Dartmouth phenomenon is 
when a boy has his berth on board ship.—Funny Folks. 

“Organization of Women’s Industry.”—This is the subject 
for discussion at a conference of laymen and clergy, to be held this 
(Saturday) afternoon at the Chapter House, St. Paul’s Churchyard. 
The next conference will take place on the 29th inst., when the subject 
for consideration will be “ Arbitration and Conciliation.” 

The Cost of a Printers’ Strike.—From the recently-issued 
balance sheet of the Paris Printers’ Union it appears that the late 
compositors’ strike in the French capital necessitated an expenditure of 
no less than £g, 766. Seeing that the strike utterly failed in its in¬ 
tended object, this enormous sum was of course totally wasted. The 
society now numbers 1,267 members. 

Sale of Mr. Virtue’s Pictures.—The pictures and water-colour 
drawings belonging to Mr. James S. Virtue, a considerable proportion 
of which have appeared in the form of engravings in the Art Journal, 
consisting of 166 lots, with seven pieces of statuary, were sold by 
Messrs. Christie, Manson, and Woods, on the 1st inst. The total 
amount realised was ^9,878. 12s. 

A Royal Lithographer.—A number of lithographic drawings 
from the pencil of the Emperor of Austria are now being exhibited at 
the Graphic Club, Vienna. They were executed in 1846, when the 
present sovereign only held the title of Archduke. Typography, 
lithography, and bookbinding have therefore representative members in 
the reigning families of Germany and Austria. 

We have received a miniature type-high reproduction of the 
“Chemist and Druggist” for January 15th, 1879. The publishers 
say, “It is, we believe, by far the most important specimen of this 
kind of work which has yet been produced.” We are not prepared 
to quite admit this, but it is certainly a very creditable testimony to 
the publishers’ enterprise, and we hope it will well reward them. 

Reception of Journalists by the Pope.—On the 22nd ult. 
the Pope received some 700 Catholic journalists of both hemispheres. 
His Holiness, replying in Latin to the Latin address of Monsignor 
Tripepi, who headed the deputation, enforced the necessity of Catholic 
as antidotes to Protestant newspapers, and recommended moderation 
of tone in keeping with the sacred cause of the apostolic journalist. 

The French Chromo - lithographic Trade. — The Paris 
Figaro states that several hundred operatives employed at Marne’s 
printing and publishing office, in Tours, have been dismissed. The 
reason is the falling-off in the demand for the cliromo-lithographic 
copies of illuminated and illustrated mass-books, litanies, and the 
Gospels, in the reproduction of which this house occupies a prominent 
rank. 

The Utility of the Electric Pen in Libraries. — The 
Library Association discussed at a recent meeting the advantages of the 
electric pen in the work of cataloguing, the subject being introduced in 
a paper read by Mr. Frost, who stated that for purposes of reduplica¬ 
tion this pen would yield a thousand clear impressions, as against five 
or six copies produced by the Wedgwood letter-copier now generally 
in use. 

Messrs. Isaac W. Petty & Son, of the Brasenose Printing Works, 
Deansgate, have issued an excellent “ Official Manual for the City of 
Manchester, the Borough of Salford, and the Municipal Borough of 

Lancaster, 1879.” The local information is most complete, and a 
blank Diary at the end is a useful addition to this handy work, which 
is apparently indebted to “ Everybody’s Year Book ” for several of its 

features. 

Perry & Co.—The accounts of the joint-stock company carried on 
under this title for the year ended 31st December last show that, after¬ 
payment of debenture interest and the interim dividend in Septem¬ 
ber on the preference and ordinary shares, sufficient profit is left to 
make a further distribution of 2\ per cent, on the preference shares 
and 5 per cent, on the ordinary shares. The reserve fund has been 
increased by .£3,500, and the sum of ^£53 has been carried forward. 

“ We’re the Boys that Mind the Shop,” words and music by 
T. T. R. Gibbs, 3rd London R.V.C., the air being arranged by Albert 
Austing (T. W. Wood, 1, Sedley-place, Oxford-street, W.), is the very 
creditable production of the manager of the machine department at 
Messrs. Dickens & Evans’. In addition to an intelligent appreciation 
of the requirements of his own proper duties, Mr. Gibbs has shown on 
more than the present occasion an aptitude for some of the accomplish¬ 

ments of life. 

A Literary Council of Honour has been formed among 
Russian journalists, with a view of placing a restraint on the excesses 
of newspaper controversy. A literary council of mediation consisting 
of twelve persons is to be elected annually, and its members are to 
mediate in all cases of literary and journalistic strife. Without be¬ 
lieving in the practicability of the scheme, it certainly seems an 
improvement upon the old-fashioned Yankee method of editors “ cow- 

hiding” one another. 

The variety of terms and meanings to which a single word of five 
letters lends itself is happily illustrated in the following dissection of 
the word “habit”:—“Habit” is hard to overcome. If you take oft 
the first letter it does not change “a bit.” If you take off another 
you still have a “bit’’left. If you take off another, the whole of 
“ it ” remains. If you take off another it is not “ t ” totally used up. 
All of which goes to show that if you wish to be rid of a “ habit ” you 

must throw it off altogether. 

Patent Legislation.—The new Patent Bill now before Parlia¬ 
ment is a measure of wholesome reform. Its main features are that it 
extends the term of patent rights to twenty-one years, and that of 
provisional protection to twelve months. What is of still greater 
advantage is that the first cost of a patent will be reduced to ,£12. 10s., 
one-half its present cost. We hope that this question, one of great 
importance and interest to printers, will be settled during the present 
session, and not again shelved as in past years. 

“The Poets Laureate of England” is a history of the 
Office of Poet Laureate, by Mr. Walter Hamilton, author of a 
biography of George Cruikshank, and is a really interesting book 
upon a subject which is quite unhackneyed. The author has carried 
out his work con amore, and the result is a most amusing and readable 
book, with the attractions of romance and history combined. The 
work is published in a handy form by Mr. Elliot Stock, of Paternoster 

Row, and we cordially commend it to our readers. 

Prize Competition.—Herr R. Schneider, the editor of a recently- 
started Russian typographical journal is about to inaugurate a com¬ 
petition for jobbing work. The works submitted will be reproduced 
in the pages of his journal, the subscribers to which are to be the 
judges as to the relative excellence of the work. The first prize will 
not be less than ^£5 ; in addition to the money prizes, diplomas will 
also be awarded to the successful competitors, who are to be described 
therein as “ Promoters of the Graphic Arts in Russia.” 

Paper Making by the Ancients.—Professor Ezra Abbot, of 
Harvard, has contributed to the Library Journal a paper showing the 
extent to which our standard works of reference still perpetuate the 
old and mistaken view as to the ancient mode of making paper from 
papyrus. The papyrus-plant, he says, belongs to the Cyperacecz 01- 
Sedges ; it is an endogenous plant with a triangular stem, and to talk 
of its “ inner bark,” as Liddell and Scott do, or of its “ thin coats or 
pellicles,” with “ Smith’s Dictionary of Antiquities,” is an absurdity. 

It must be of some interest to printers to learn that the Manuscript 
Department of the British Museum has acquired a large collection of 
papers relating to John Wilkes. They comprise many unpublished 
documents. It may be remembered that he started the North Briton, 
No. 45 of which periodical contributed so much to make an otherwise 
obscure journalist famous. Whatever his motive may have been, it 
is certain that Wilkes generally took the part of the printers who, 
when he had attained civic dignity, were charged before him with 

libel. 

A portion of the superb library of the late Mr. Henry Hutli will be 
sold next season by Messrs. Sotheby, Wilkinson, & Flodge. The collec¬ 
tion contains not less than ten or twelve examples of Caxton’s press, 
besides numerous specimens of the other early English printers. 
There are many editiones principes of the Scriptures in various lan¬ 
guages. The illuminated manuscripts are also notable, for during the 
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last twenty-five years no collection of any importance has been dis¬ 
persed in England from which some specimens were not secured by 

Mr. Huth. 

Journalism in Russia.—A new monthly journal will appear at 
Moscow in April. It is to be called the Rooskaya Meesl (Russian 
Thought), and will be devoted to literary, political, and scientific sub¬ 

jects. The University of St. Petersburg is also going to bring out a 
daily paper, modelled upon the Moscow Gazette. The Revolski Listok, 
a daily paper in the Russian language, started at Revel some time ago, 
has ceased to exist, the editor, Mr. Kerr, ascribing as the reason 1 ‘ the 
want of sympathy displayed by the Germans, and the fewness of 
advertisements. ” 

A neatly-printed catalogue of works on printing, literature, and 
lithography has been issued by Messrs. Frederik Muller & Co., of 
Amsterdam. There are nearly 4,000 entries of books in English, 
French, German, Dutch, Latin, &c., and it is not often one finds such 
a large and valuable collection of works on printing comprised in a 
bookseller’s catalogue. Printers and lithographers who wish to secure 
any literature connected with their craft should not fail to secure a 
copy of this catalogue, from which they will be able to make a 
suitable collection. 

The Telegraph Service.'—The receipts of the Post-office Tele¬ 
graph [Department for the year ending the 31st March, 1878, have 
amounted to ,£1,352,668, and after deducting the working expenses 
there remained a profit of £'194,419, being equal to I'go per cent, on a 
capital of£ 10,207,432. Owing to the creation of new stock, however, 
bringing the total capital up to £10,734,547. 15s., there was actually a 
deficiency of £189,066. 8s. 2d., which, added to previous losses, 
brings the total deficit in the working of the department since the 
transfer up to £1,072,812. 10s. 6d. 

Fleet-street Property.—A block of buildings in Fleet-street, 
nearly opposite Chancery-lane, occupied by Messrs. Dunn & Duncan, 

ublishers, was sold a week or two ago at the Auction Mart, Token- 
ouse-yard, by Messrs. Farebrother, Ellis, Clarke, & Co. The 

property, which is freehold, occupies a ground area of 1,660 superficial 
feet, the buildings themselves being old and in a rather dilapidated 
state. The price realized was £12,000, which is at the rate of about 
£8 per foot. Dr. Johnson, that great admirer and frequenter of Fleet- I 
street, could hardly have anticipated that within a hundred years of his 
death property in that thoroughfare would fetch such almost fabulous 
amounts. 

Lighting the British Museum Reading-room.—The two or 
three experiments which have been made with the electric light for 
illuminating our National Library have proved eminently successful. 
Some dozen lamps were brought into requisition, and, with one or two 
minor drawbacks, the result was generally voted satisfactory by all who 
were present, including several trustees. The boon which a nightly 
illumination of the reading-room would afford to the literary world 
cannot be over-estimated. A similar experiment at lighting a library 
and reading-room by the electric current has also been made at the 
Free Library, Dundee. The result in this case did not, however, 
prove very successful. 

Messrs. W. & A. K. Johnston, of Edinburgh and London, have 
just issued a capital diagram for teaching children to tell the time. It 
consists of a bold diagram of a dial 15 inches in diameter, surrounded 
by sixteen smaller dials, upon which is printed the variation from 
Greenwich mean time at the leading capitals and places in the world. 
A pair of strong movable brass hands is affixed to the large “ Clock 
Face,” as Messrs. Johnston entitle this useful diagram, which is 
strongly mounted upon stout millboard, and is made to fold up into 
one-third its full size. The “ Clock Face” will be found most useful 
by elementary schools and home teachers. 

Co-operative Printing-office at Florence. — Some seven 
years ago a number of journeymen printers started a co-operative 
printing-office at Florence. At no time since its establishment has 
there been any dividend paid to the shareholders, and recently it 
transpired that all the capital had been spent. A short time ago no 
funds were left in hand for the payment of the journeymen’s wages, 
they were consequently all discharged and replaced by boy labour. 
This last step, however, induced the shareholders to convene a meet¬ 
ing, at which it was resolved to institute an inquiry into the past and 
present management. There is little doubt entertained that the 
concern will ultimately have to go into liquidation. 

New System of Shorthand.—Professor J. D. Everett, of Bel¬ 
fast, who published a year or so ago a new system of shorthand, has 
recently explained his system to the assembled members of three of 
the principal associations of shorthand writers in London. The 
system was closely criticised, especially by writers of Mr. Pitman’s 
phonography; but the tests applied were satisfactorily met by Professor 
Everett. The following alliterative sentence, which was dictated 
rather rapidly, was written by him on the black board and read off 
correctly:—“Read the rude reed writing the ready-writing wright 
wrote right for a rood on the ruddy Reading road to rid the ratting 

rad. Rodd, arrayed in red, from a raid, a rod and a writ for taking a 
reddish radish root from a rat in a rut.” 

German Typefounders’ Price Lists.—Much dissatisfaction has 
lately been expressed by German printers at the excessively high rates 
now charged for display type by a number of typefounders. In some 
cases prices have within recent years gone up as much as 90 per cent. 
It is alleged that an irregular system of charging is far too prevalent, 
and that those who are conversant with its practical working can always 
obtain a discount of from 20 to 30 per cent., while other printers are 
perhaps mulcted in the full amount of list prices. The leading firms 
it is conceded are not addicted to such practices, and they are there¬ 
fore called upon to combine to make a stand against a business system 
which necessarily reacts injuriously upon their own body. 

The Indian Gagging Act.—Our Cabinet seems to be awakening 
to the gigantic mistake they made when they allowed the Vernacular 
Press Act to become law. That one-sided measure has raised a storm 
of indignation in India, and the Government have requested the Indian 
Government to refrain from putting into execution that portion of the 
Act which allows publishers to withdraw from the restrictive provisions 
of the law by submitting proofs to a Government officer ; and to take 
power by fresh legislation to suspend or abandon it if the Government 
thinks necessary. The Indian as well as the Home Government seem 
unable to realize that it is far wiser to allow expression to public opinion 
than to suppress it, and thus create secret agencies of mischief fraught 
with much greater, because unknown and unsuspected, danger. 

Expeditious Printing.—Attention has been drawn to the rapidity 
with which General Sir Arthur Cunynghame’s book, “My Command 
in South Africa, 1874-1878,” a demy 8vo. of 400 pages, with three 
illustrations, has been printed and published by Messrs. Macmillan. 
The manuscript reached the publishers on Wednesday, February 12th, 
and the printers and engravers began their work on the following day. 
The first thirty copies, unbound, were dispatched for the use of the 
officers of the first three battalions leaving England for the Cape on the 
18th of the same month from Messrs. Clowes’s printing-office. While 
great credit is due to Messrs. Clowes for having accomplished this feat, 
it is, however, quite as well that book-work in general should not be 
turned out at such a rate, since correctness and perfection have too 
often to be sacrificed. 

German Books in 1878.—The official list of German books 
published during last year has been issued by the Leipsic Booksellers’ 
Association. Thejtotal number of novelties, together with new editions, 
was 13,912, against 13,925 in the preceding year. In 1868 the num¬ 
ber began to exceed 10,000, and since then there has been a steady 
increase. The class entitled “pedagogic works” stands first. Of 
these there were in 1878 no fewer than 1,775. Second come law, 
politics, statistics, and social questions, with 1,319. These are 
followed by theology, with 1,246 ; belles lettres, with 1,181 ; chemistry 
and pharmacy, with 793 ; medicine and veterinary surgery, with 789 ; 
popular publications and calendars, with 715 ; history, biography, 
memoirs, with 699 ; art, with 571 ; trade and industrial subjects, with 
577 ; and classical and Oriental languages, with 500. Among the 
remaining categories philosophy figures with 164. 

Chromo-zylography.—We have had an opportunity of inspecting 
a remarkably fine specimen of the art of colour-printing from wood- 
engravings. It is a copy of a picture by A. Van Ostade, and is en¬ 
titled, “ Playing at Ninepins.” The engraving has been executed by 
IT. Paar, and the printing by the famous Ludwig Lott, of Vienna. 
In softness of effect and delicacy of colour it is equal to anything 
similar produced by means of lithography. If we were inclined to find 
fault, it would be on the score of too much softness, and that the subject 
hardly warrants so much painstaking care in its reproduction. There 
were no less than sixteen printings required to produce this marvellous 
example of what can be done in colour-work at the typographic press. 
We believe copies can be obtained of Herr Lott’s London agent, Mr. 
Davis, 201, Old Kent-road, who also has on sale the exquisite series of 
miniatures, by Herr Lott: every printer should procure a set. 

Composing-machines.—It is, to say the least, somewhat ex¬ 
traordinary that while Kastenbein’s composing-machines have won 
great favour and patronage, both in this and other countries, they 
should hitherto have found no entrance into German printing-offices. 
This is, nevertheless, the case, and those just introduced into the 
Government Printing-office at Berlin are the only ones of Kastenbein’s 
make now in use in the Fatherland. Although the machines have 
only been in active employment very few weeks, they seem to have 
amply demonstrated their practical value as labour-saving appliances, 
and the authorities have expressed their great satisfaction with the 
amount of work they produced. This Government patronage promises 
well for the future of the machines in Germany. Two leading printing 
firms—one in Leipsic and one in Stuttgart—have already placed 
orders with Herr Kastenbein. 

London Benefit Society of Compositors and Pressmen.—■ 

A large number of the members of this old-established society supped 
last month at the New Market Tavern, King-street, Snow-hill. Regret 
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was felt at the absence of Mr. Self, secretary of the London Society of 
Compositors, who was unable to attend in consequence of indisposition. 
Mr. Swallow, secretary and parent of the society, presided. After the 
customary loyal and patriotic toasts, Mr. Arthur Woods, of the Field, 
proposed “Long Life and continued Prosperity to the London Benefit 
Society of Compositors and Pressmen,” and pointed out the many 
advantages which had accrued to those who were thoughtful enough to 
make provision for sickness and death. Mr. Begg gave the toast of 
the “ Charitable and Protective Institutions of the Trade ” ; Mr. Borer, 
librarian of the London Society of Compositors, responded for the pro¬ 
tective, and Mr. George Glyn for the charitable, institutions. The other 
toasts included the “Health of the Chairman, Vice-chairman, and 
Stewards.” 

Fires.—On the 25th ult. a fire broke out on the premises occupied 
by Messrs. Dugdale, Poole, & Co., paper-stainers, Joseph C. S. Lewis, 
stationer, John Robinson, printer, and Plenry Morley, printer, at 36 
and 37, Cowcross-street, Smithfield, and in a short time the buildings 
were in flames, which were not extinguished until nearly the whole 
premises were destroyed. Messrs. Dugdale, Poole, and Co.’s contents 
were insured in the Sun Office, and Mr. Lewis’s in the Guardian. 
The damage is estimated at over £50,000. The cause of the fire 
is not known.——On the 4th inst. the premises of Mr. Hector 
Baxter, bookbinder, of 49, Bartholomew-close, Smithfield, were found 
to be on fire. The fire originated in the basement, where some 
“shavings” were stored. The firm had a large quantity of work 
in progress for the Religious Tract Society. The first floor, occupied 
by Mr. E. Martin, book-edge gilder, was also slightly damaged. 

M. Motteroz, the Parisian printer, has just produced for M. 
Liseux an exquisite edition of Bernardin de St. Pierre’s “ Paul and 
Virginia.” It is printed in green ink, each page having a red border 
line, which is again surrounded by a neat floral green border, and the 
effect is charming. The steel etchings which adorn this edition de luxe 
are printed both in black and green, and the “get up” is superb. An 
interesting introduction has been written by M. Alexandre Piedagnel, 
who amusingly enlightens us as to the origin of the touching episode 
of the death of Virginia. The story of the shipwreck was founded 
upon a real occurrence, in which, not a blushing virgin, but the Captain 
of the ship, one Delamare by name, refused to strip, and so lost his 
life rather than reach shore naked ! Most of our readers know, Ber¬ 
nardin de St. Pierre married (in 1792) Felicite Didot, a member of the 
famous family of printers. She died young. We congratulate M. 
Motteroz upon the novelty and elegance of this product of his well- 
known press. 

Early Lithography in Constantinople.—Our Paris contem¬ 
porary, VImpritnerie, prints a letter on the introduction of lithography 
into Constantinople, from which it appears that the late Henri Cayol 
was the first to introduce the art into the Ottoman capital. Cayol, 
who was born in 1806, was an orientalist and archaeologist of some 
note. In 1831 he went to Constantinople, and established a press 
there under the auspices of the Government, and it formed part of the 
Turkish War-office. The first autograph “ work ” it issued was on the 
subject of European tactics. Cayol held his post there for five years, 
and then established himself with his cousin-german at Pera. The 
Sultan gave him several privileges, by Imperial firman ; but this docu¬ 
ment was unfortunately destroyed by fire in 1852. He was, however, 
held in. such high esteem that he soon succeeded in re-establishing 
himself, and made a comfortable competence. It was not till after 
this period that other firms commenced business on Turkish soil. 
Cayol died of cholera in 1865. His library contained several rare 
Turkish, Arabic, and Persian MSS. 

A Secret Russian Printing-office.—The St. Petersburgh 
Official Alessenger of the 4th inst. announces that the police have dis¬ 
covered a secret printing-press at Kieff. On entering the apartment 
in which the press stood the police and gendarmes were met by a 
storm of bullets. One of the officers was killed, and another wounded. 
Two policemen and one gendarme were also wounded. Eleven men 
and five women were arrested, four of the former having been dan¬ 
gerously wounded in the encounter. An important seizure was 
effected, including printing materials, counterfeit seals of various 
public departments, forged documents, revolutionary pamphlets, and a 
quantity of revolvers and poniards. We are certain that seizures like 
the above will fail of their intended object—the stifling of public 
opinion. The Emperor Nicholas, the predecessor of the present Czar, 
made some unsuccessful attempts in this direction, notably in trying 
to prevent the circulation of the writings of Alexander Herzen. 
The Russian Government might do well to remember that a free 
people form the best safeguard against all insurrectionary movements. 

Stationery Office Expenditure.—A Supplementary Estimate 
of £33,000 is required for the financial year ending the 31st inst. in con¬ 
nection with the expenditure of the Stationery Office. The real excess of 
the expenditure of the year over the estimate will only be £17,000, since 
£6,000 appears as a charge on the Supplementary Estimate, in conse¬ 
quence of a change of the system of accounts introduced during the 

year, and of the remaining £27,000 rather more than £10,000 will be 

a re-vote of money voted and required for the service of the previous 
year, but which—owing in part to the remissness of a contractor who 
did not deliver a large bill until some months after it was due, and in 
part to exceptional circumstances, which prevented the complete ex¬ 
amination of some other heavy bills before the end of the financial 
year—has been forfeited and repaid to the Exchequer. The real 
excess of £17,000 is attributable to unforeseen and exceptional work, 
&c., and to the progress made in clearing off arrear claims, in many 
cases of long standing. If publishers and private customers would only 
follow suit, and payoff accounts “of long standing,” some printers 
would be greatly benefited. 

Our Telegraphs.—Mr. W. H. Preece, of the General Post-office, 
lectured, on the 18th ult., at the Royal Institution, Hull, on “ Recent 
Advances in Telegraphy.” Dr. Rollit was in the chair. The lecturer 
commenced by stating that the Post-office Telegraph Department had 
now 104,000 miles of wire, 12,279 instruments, and 5,311 stations. In 
1878 over 22,000,000 messages were sent over these wires. This in¬ 
volved at least 100,000,000 transactions. The news portion of the 
telegraphic department was very great, and at night they had forty-seven 
news-circuits, of which twenty-two were special ones. When Lord 
Beaconsfield made his speech on the Berlin Treaty 526,250 words 
were telegraphed from the head office. The lecturer explained the 
principle of duplex-telegraphy, and said that there were 170 wires fitted 
for such work. It was also possible to quadruple messages, and this 
system was in use between London and Leeds. Mr. Preece concluded 
his lecture by stating that he had inspected all the principal methods 
of telegraphy adopted by the various countries of Europe and America, 
and was fully convinced that England was now, and always would be, 
ahead of all others in telegraphic knowledge. 

The Health of Printers.—In the course of a lecture on the 
Effects of Occupations upon Health, recently delivered at Leipsic by 
Dr. Heubner, he drew attention to the frequency of lead-poisoning 
among typefounders, compositors, and pressmen. In Leipsic itself, 
the great metropolis of the German book trade, 77 per cent, of all 
who are thus affected belong to the trades enumerated. Typefounders 
are poisoned by inhaling the fumes of the metal, while compositors and 
pressmen inhale minute particles of the same material. Fraught with 
still greater danger is, however, the frequent practice of compositors of 
bringing their type-stained hands in contact with their lips or keeping 
eatables in composing-rooms, &c. The great preventives against all 
such chronic poisoning are cleanliness, both of person and in the work¬ 
room, and ample ventilation by the frequent opening of windows, &c. 
As regard lung diseases, too, printers compare unfavourably with most 
other trades, the proportion of deaths from this cause being exception¬ 
ally large. The one safeguard against this danger also is ventilation, 
which, as we all know, is sadly neglected in printing-offices generally 
by reason of the almost universal dread of draughts. 

What Constitutes a Printed Circular? — The Post-office 
authorities notify that the Law Officers of the Crown, having decided 
that circular letters are not entitled to be transmitted through the post 
at the book rate of postage, unless they are (wholly or in great part) 
printed with ordinary type as in a book, or engraved, or lithographed, 
circular letters copied by any other process cannot for the future be 
regarded as printed circulars. This decision will take effect on and 
after May 1 next. Any documents which are not of the nature of 
letters at all, by whatever process they may be copied, will still be 
transmissible at book rate. We must say that this is a most invidious 
and arbitrary distinction. When the Act of Parliament was framed, 
different processes for multiplying MSS. which have lately come into 
use were, of course, unknown. But to argue that letters thus repro¬ 
duced may consequently not be transmitted as printed matter seems to us 
mere hair-splitting. It is really too bad that while the most momentous 
questions agitate the industrial and commercial community the Post- 
office and the Law Officers of the Crown should throw additional 
obstacles in the way of cheap intercommunication. 

Book-post Packets.—In the House of Commons, on the 6th 
inst., Mr. M. Henry asked the Postmaster-General to explain to the 
House why letters and book packets between the limits of i8in. and 
24m. in length and 9m. and I2in. in depth are permitted to pass 
through all parts of the kingdom if intended for delivery in the 
colonies or abroad, and yet are absolutely prohibited from inland cir¬ 
culation ; and asked whether the Postmaster-General was aware that a 
packet of that size posted in France is delivered by the Post-office in 
this country notwithstanding these regulations, and whether the Post- 
office could not adopt with advantage the standard rule that prevails 
in most foreign countries and in the colonies of a maximum of 24m. in 
length. Lord J. Manners stated in reply that packets of the size indi¬ 
cated were found to be so inconvenient that it was necessary many 
years ago to reduce their dimensions. As to the packets still permitted 
to go out to foreign countries and to come into England they were 
so few in number that practically no inconvenience was experienced 
from them. In the opinion of the department it would be highly in- 
expedient to alter the rule of the inland post which prevailed on the 

subject, 
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Co-operative Printing Company.—The nineteenth half-yearly 
meeting of this limited company was held on the 22nd ult., at the 
Co-operative Hall, Downing-street, Manchester. The society has now 
a loan and share capital of nearly ,£40,000, with a central establishment 
at Manchester and a branch at Newcastle-on-Tyne. The amount of 
business done for the half-year was stated to be—Manchester, £7,217 ; 
Newcastle, £4,166. The report which was presented to the share¬ 
holders stated that there had been a loss on the Newcastle business 
amounting in the six months to £192 ; whilst at the central establish¬ 
ment, although a diminution of business of about £700 had taken 
place as compared with the corresponding six months of last year, the 
gross and net profits were far more satisfactory—a result for which the 
directors took credit to themselves by having exercised a more vigilant 
and personal supervision than had been the wont heretofore. The 
reserve fund, which stood six months ago at £1,047, has been heavily 
drawn upon for the cancelling of bad and doubtful debts. The report 
of the directors, which provided for a dividend of five per cent on the 
shareholders’ capital, and which intimated further reforms and im¬ 
provements in the management, was unanimously adopted. 

Newspaper Statistics.—From the Newspaper Press Directory, 
for 1879, we extract the following on the present position of the 
Newspaper Press :—“There are now published in the United Kingdom 
1,763 newspapers, distributed as follows :—England—London, 339; 
Provinces, 1,027—1,366; Wales, 61; Scotland, 174; Ireland, 141 ; 
Isles, 21. Of these there are 107 daily papers published in England ; 
3 published in Wales; 21 published in Scotland; 18 published in 
Ireland; 2 published in British Isles. On reference to the edition of 
this useful Directory for the year 1854 we find the following interesting 
facts—viz., that in that year there were published in the United 
Kingdom 624 journals ; of these 20 were issued daily—viz., 16 in 
England, 1 in Scotland, and 3 in Ireland ; but in 1879 there are now 
established and circulated 1,763 papers, of which no less than 151 are 
issued daily, showing that the Press of the country has nearly trebled 
during the last twenty-five years. The increase in daily papers has 
been still more remarkable ; the daily issues standing 151, against 20 
in 1854. The magazines now in course of publication, including the 
Quarterly Reviews, number 953, of which 264 are of a decidedly reli¬ 
gious character, representing the Church of England, Wesleyans, 
Methodists, Baptists, Independents, Roman Catholics, and other 
Christian communities.” 

Newspaper Press Fund.—The annual general meeting of the 
members was held at the offices, 55, Strand, on the 22nd ult., Lord 
Houghton in the chair. The report showed that during the year 
42 new members had been elected, I had resigned, and 19 
had been struck off the roll for non-payment of subscriptions. The 
society now numbers 275 members resident in London and 120 in the 
provinces, making a total of 395, of whom 81 are life members. The 
grants to members and relatives of deceased members during the year 
had been 40, the number of persons receiving assistance 27, and the 
amount disbursed was .£1,082. 19s. In the same period 16 non-members 
had received 21 grants, amounting to £102. 5s., giving a grand total 
of £1,185. 4s- By the purchase of £700 Canada Four per Cent. 
Guaranteed Bonds the society’s investments had been increased to 
£11,450. The balance-sheet showed that the donations received had 
been £1,237. I2S- i annual ditto, £128. is. ; members’life subscription, 
£10. 10s. ; ditto annual subscriptions, £297. 10s. Revenues from 
other sources, including a balance, brought the total up to £3,159. 3s. id. 
After allowing for all disbursements there remained a balance in hand 
amounting to £539. 12s. lid. The report was adopted, and the com¬ 
mittee and officers for the year ensuing having been elected, the pro¬ 
ceedings were brought to a close. 

A French Printer on Wood Engraving.—Our contemporary, 
L'Imprimerie, of Paris, has an excellent article in its last number on 
this subject from the pen of M. Motteroz, well-known as one of the 
most able of Parisian printers, and therefore one whose practical 
opinions are entitled to great respect. We have ourselves recently 
published, and are still publishing, some articles on the same subject, 
and the writer of our articles being likewise a practical printer, there 
is naturally some similarity between their views. M. Motteroz speaks 
particularly about the introduction of new methods of designing and 
engraving, which he says must be largely attributed to M. Gustave 
Dore, who, having to illustrate such a large number of works, could 
not himself accomplish what he undertook according to the old 
methods of designing. This new school, so to speak, of engravers, 
knowing sufficient of the design to enable them to determine the 
position and form of the lines to be cut, only receive a sketch. M. 
Motteroz says he has seen a design without perspective or tone, heavy 
and flat, entirely changed in the hands of the engraver, who followed 
his own taste in the engraving. This new method may offer advan¬ 
tages to designers and engravers, but is it good for the printer and the 
public ? M. Motteroz does not think it is. He then discusses the 
subject at some length, touching also upon steel engraving, etching, Sic. 

A Reporting Machine.—Amongst apparatus which may be 
called literary aids—writing, calculating, and other machines—seen at 
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the Paris Exhibition, was one which attracted much attention, and 
which has not yet been introduced into this country. It is known as 
La Alachine Stenographique Michcla, the name of its inventor. The 
Society of Arts Journal says that the claims made respecting this 
machine are very broad. In the first place, it is declared that after a 
fortnight’s practice any person of ordinary ability can take down in 
shorthand characters any speech however rapidly delivered. It is a 
small instrument, piano-like in form, with twenty-two keys, white and 
black, and the stenographic characters are small, and impressed on 
slips of paper. Signor Michela claims to have classified all the 
sounds which the human organs of speech are capable of producing, 
and to have so constructed his machine that it shall report with uner¬ 
ring fidelity whatever is said, German, French, Italian, and Spanish, 
and, it may be taken for granted, that English is also included, as the 
exhibitors announce their intention of introducing the machine into 
this country. The inventor even believes that his machine will do 
much towards the realization of that philosophic dream, an universal 
language. To what extent the hopes of the inventor may be realized, 
of course remains to be seen, but the machine is certainly highly in¬ 
genious, and seems to work satisfactorily. 

Tenders for Printing.—The Yorkshire Agricultural Society 
invite tenders for the printing and selling of the Catalogue of their 
Annual Show at Leeds in August next. Further particulars can be 
obtained of Mr. M. Stephenson, Blake-street, York, to whom tenders 
must be returned by the 19th inst.-The Guardians of St. Saviour’s 
Union invite tenders for printing and the supply of stationery to their 
different workhouses. Tenders must be sent in to Mr. II. C. Jones, 
at the Union-office, John-street West, Blackfriars-road, of whom also full 
particulars can be obtained.-Tenders for printing and the supply of 
stationery are invited by the Guardians of the Hunslet Union. Mr. 
T. Schofield, Clerk to the Guardians, of Glasshouse-street, Hunslet, 
will supply further particulars, and tenders must be returned to his 
office by the 20th inst.-The Board of Management of the Central 
London School District invite tenders for the execution of their 
printing and for the supply of stationery for three years. Forms of 
tender can be had of Mr. G. E. East, 10, Basinghall-street, to whom 
also they must be returned by the 24th inst.---The Guardians of the 
Lewisham Union will receive tenders for the execution of their printing 
up to the 19th inst. Forms of tender can be obtained of Mr. T. W. 
Parker, at the Union Workhouse, Lewisham.--Tenders for printing 
and stationery are invited by the St. Pancras Guardians, and must be 
sent in by the 20th inst. The requisite forms can be obtained of Mr. 
D. Fildew, at the Vestry-hall, Pancras-road. 

Stationers’ Mutual Benefit Society.—The annual meeting 
of this society was held on the 19th ult., in Exeter Hall. Mr. Id. 
Spicer (treasurer) presided. Among those present we noticed Messrs. 
Barton, H. Davies, Goodhead, Hall, D. J. Hall, Hosier, Lancaster, 
Rathbone, Rogers, J. Saunders, E. Thomas, and Mr. J. W. Cox, the 
secretary. The report stated that through the kindness of Mr. George 
Chater, junr., who presided at the festival, the committee had been 
enabled to add to the pension fund the sum of £274, which, with a 
little over £70 drawn from the reserve fund, would enable two addi¬ 
tional pensioners to be placed on the list. The balance-sheet showed 
a receipt of £274 from donations, and £624 as subscriptions, &c., 
from members, and £374 interest on investments. The amount of 
the society’s funded property is now £13,300. During the year £300 
has been invested, £557 paid to members for sickness, £165 for 
deaths, £143 in pensions, and £24 to the benevolent fund. The 
expenses and salaries had amounted to £77, leaving a balance in hand 
°^^I37- The report having been adopted, the arbitrators (Messrs. 
Boyle, Brook, Gale, Henley, and Nicol) were re-elected, and also the 
auditors (Messrs. J. Abraham, T. F. Moore, and J. M. Nelson). 
The committee’s recommendation as to withdrawing part of the reserve 
fund was adopted, and, after several motions by members proposing a 
reduction of the sick-pay, &c., had been negatived, the proceedings 
were brought to a close with the ordinary votes of thanks. 

New Journals, Press Changes, etc.—The Manchester Free Lance, 
a satirical journal, has ceased to exist after eleven years’ publication. 
-Ben Brierley's Journal, a well-known Lancashire weekly, has 
appeared in a new form after a successful career of ten years.-The 
Ashton Evening Star and the Weekly Guardian have ceased to exist. 
The printing plant has been sold by auction. This is another example of 
The inability of gentlemen not previously connected with the press to 
establish a new journal. The proprietor of the paper was a gentleman 
connected with the medical profession.-The Bedford Times and 
Linton Reporter are about to change hands, Mr. Ransom having 
arranged to dispose of them to Messrs. Hawkins & Ransom. Messrs. 
C. Mitchell & Co. arranged the transfer.-The Worcester Evening 
Post has been sold by Mr. Bland (the proprietor) to Messrs. Evans & 
M'Caskie. By mutual agreement Mr. Wellsman (C. Mitchell & Co.) 
was selected to settle the terms.-Mr. Smith, the surviving partner 
of Mr. Naylor (Cambridge Chronicle) has purchased the deceased 
gentleman’s share of the executors, and is now sole proprietor. Mr. 
Wellsman (C. Mitchell & Co.) acted for Mr. Smith.-The Peter- 
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borough Standard has been purchased by Mr. Crust, of the Spalding 
Free Press, who will continue it on the same premises. The valuation 
for the vendors was made by Mr. Knapp, of London and Birmingham. 
-The first number of a new journal, the Egyptian News-Letter, has 
been issued. The scope of the paper is indicated by its title.-Mr. 
Cotton is likely to succeed Dr. Appleton as the new editor of the 
Academy. Mr. Cotton conducted that journal during Dr. Appleton’s 
visit to Egypt.-Captain Stanley has started for the Cape as special 
correspondent for the Standard. 

The Art-Union of London.—Having on former occasions drawn 
attention at length to the good work being done by the Art Union of 
London, we now briefly direct our readers’ notice to the fact that the 
Council, finding there is a steady demand amongst the subscribers for 
books of illustrations, such as the “Ancient Mariner” and the “Norman 
Conquest,” think that the time has come round for giving a volume 
of that kind. The subject of the work prepared for distribution to 
the subscribers of the present year is a series of twenty powerfully 
drawn illustrations, by Mr. C. B. Birch, of Lord Byron’s poem, 
“Lara,” with the text. This poem was chosen for illustration on 
account of its presenting a large amount of dramatic incident within 
the limits best suited for a work of this character, thus facilitating the 
aim of making a series of designs which should, as far as possible, 
tell their own tale. In addition to this, great advantages are offered 
by the costume and architecture of the probable period suggested. 
Mr. Birch is already well known to the subscribers by his statuettes, 
“A Wood-nymph” and “Whittington.” The original marble of the 
former, life-size, given in 1872 as a prize by the Art-Union, was selected 
as one of the works to represent British sculpture at the Paris 
Exhibition. In their report the Council point out with natural satis¬ 
faction, that in an exhibition held last year in Birmingham, of plates 
by engravers of that locality, by far the most conspicuous, and those 
to which the highest prices were attached, were subjects engraved for 
the Art-Union by Messrs. Brandard, Radclyffe, Sharpe, Willmore, 
and others. Many of the proofs were quoted at prices three, four, and 
even five times the amount at which they had issued from this society. 
This fact should not be without its weight to those whose love of 
speculation equals that for the fine arts, and who moreover are not 
insensible to the chance of winning one of the many prizes included in 
the annual distribution. 

A New Material for Paper.—The consumption of esparto 
grass by paper-makers in France and England is now very large, and 
it is yearly increasing. Sir Joseph Hooker and Mr. Ball, in their 
recently published journal of a “ Tour in Morocco,” tell us they saw 
immense bales of this grass being shipped from the port of Mogador, 
and “ that it is there said that the greater part of what reaches Eng¬ 
land from Morocco is used in the paper-mills that supply the Times 
newspaper.” The great value of this grass as a paper-making material 
lies in the tenacity of its fibre, and the comparatively minute quantity 
of silica in its composition. In these respects, says the Times, it 
would appear that we have in all wet, heathy places, moors, and damp 
woods, throughout Great Britain and Ireland, and extending over all 
Europe and into Russian Asia, wherever suitable places for its growth 
are to be found, a similar material in the grass long known as the 
purple molinia (Molinia ccerulea). It is a rather coarse, stiff, peren¬ 
nial grass, often growing to a height of 3 feet; the leaves chiefly form 
tufts, and start from the base of the plant; the flowering stalk is of a 
greenish or purple hue. It is found over all the moorlands of Scot¬ 
land and in all the boggy pastures of Ireland, and has been considered 
of little, if any, agricultural value ; it is gradually by cultivation being 
destroyed. Its analysis, however, indicates its qualities as a paper¬ 
making material, and in a communication to Nature Mr. Christie, of 
Edinburgh, states that he sent a small quantity of the grass to be 
operated on by Mr. T. Routledge, of Sunderland, who, after experiment, 
came to the conclusion that if dried properly and put up carefully in 
bundles, free from weeds and dirt, its value would be probably equal 
to esparto grass—£5 per ton. It is to be hoped that some effort may 
be used to have an extended trial for paper-making of this plant. It 
flowers in the late summer or early autumn, when in this country some 
hands could be readily spared from other work to collect it. It should 
cost little over the mere expense of gathering, as the ground in which 
it flourishes, as a rule, will pay but a minimum of rent. 

Alphabets for the Blind.—At a meeting of the Society of 
Arts, on the 5th inst., Dr. T. R. Armitage read an interesting paper 
on “ The Best Methods for Improving the Condition of the Blind.” 
Sir Charles Trevelyan presided. For teaching the blind to read, said 
the lecturer, embossed printing was introduced by Valentin Haiiy, in 
1782. He pitched on the little italic form of the Roman letter. Gall 
soon afterwards gave the Roman letter an angular form with serrated 
lines. Alston printed in Roman capitals. Dr. Home, of Boston, 
United States, employed another modification, while Moon’s is the 
system chiefly used in the United Kingdom. The letters are simple 
combinations of lines and are very easily felt. On this account it is 
most useful to those who have lost their delicacy of touch by manual 
labour. All the forms of letter hitherto mentioned consist of lines. 

There are others which consist of raised dots, the most important of 
which is that introduced by M. Louis Braille, in 1834, a blind pupil, 
and afterwards teacher of the Paris Blind Institution. It consists of 
various combinations of six dots. The construction of the alphabet is 
so simple that pupils have been known to learn it in half an hour. 
It is extremely legible by the finger, but its great advantage is the 
facility with which it can be written. In addition to many other 
advantages, the Braille system is capable of being applied for musical 
notation, and a large and varied library of music by the blind has 
been published at Paris and Copenhagen. The Braille system owes 
its introduction into this country to the British and Foreign Blind 
Association, founded in 1868. At the Paris Congress held last 
autumn, and attended by representatives from all parts of Europe, it 
was, as we have before stated, declared by a majority of 50 to 1 worthy 
of universal adoption. Since its naturalization here, England, which 
ten years ago was one of the most backward of all civilized countries 
in all that concerns the higher education of the blind, is now unrivalled 
in the production of educational apparatus for their use. The 
improved writing and printing introduced into this country are spread¬ 
ing to all parts of Europe, and far beyond, even to Japan, which a 
few months back ordered from this country a complete set of books, 
maps, &c., for the blind. In conclusion, Dr. Armitage pointed out 
what he considered the industrial employments best adapted for the 
blind. 

Reading and Eyesight.—Another contribution to this subject— 
one of no small importance to the literary and printing fraternity- 
lias been made by M. Javel, who in a recent lecture dealt with 
the question, Why is reading a specially fatiguing exercise ? Reading 
requires an absolutely permanent application of eyesight, resulting in 
a permanent tension of the organ, which may be measured by the 
amount of fatigue, or by the production of permanent myopy. 
Books being moreover printed in black on a white ground, the eye is 
thus in presence of the most absolute contrast which can be imagined. 
The third peculiarity lies in the arrangement of the characters in hori¬ 
zontal lines, over which we run our eyes. If we maintain during 
reading a perfect immobility of the book and the head, the printed 
lines are applied successively to the same parts of the retina, while the 
interspaces, more bright, also affect certain regions of the retina 
always the same. There must necessarily result from this extreme fatigue. 
Most important of all, however, is the continual variation of the distance 
of the eye from the point of fixation on the book. A simple calculation 
demonstrates that the accommodation of the eye to the page undergoes 
a distinct variation in proportion as the eye passes from the beginning 
to the end of each line, and that this variation is all the greater in 
proportion to the nearness of the book to the eye and the length of 
the line. To avoid the injurious effects of reading with reference to 
the permanent application of the eyes M. Javel councils to avoid ex¬ 
cess, to take notes in reading, to stop in order to reflect, but not to go 
on reading for hours without stopping. To lessen the contrast 
between the white of the paper and the black of the characters the 
adoption of a slightly yellow-tinted paper is recommended. A yellow 
resulting from the absence of the blue rays, and analogous to that of paper 
made from a wood paste, is to be preferred. M. Javel has been led to this 
conclusion both from practical observation and also theoretically from 
the relation which must exist between the two eyes and the colours of 
the spectrum. His third advice is to give preference to small volumes 
which can be held in the hand. Lastly, M. Javel advises the avoid¬ 
ance of too long lines, and therefore he prefers small volumes, and, for 
the same reason, those journals which are printed in narrow columns. 
Of course every one knows that it is exceedingly injurious to read with 
insufficient light, or to use too small print. 

Melbourne International Exhibition of 1880.—We have 
received a copy of the programme and regulations of the Melbourne 
International Exhibition of 1880, which is to be opened on the 1st day 
of October, 1880. Governments intending to take part in this Exhi¬ 
bition are requested to forward an intimation to that effect not later 
than the 1st of June, 1879, to Mr. Thomas B. Hill, acting-secretary. The 
system of classification comprises no less than eighty-two classes, those 
which interest our readers being the following :—Class 5 includes en¬ 
gravings, coloured engravings, lithographs executed with pencil and with 
brush, chromo-lithographs. Class 9 comprises specimens of typography, 
autographic proofs, lithographic proofs, black or coloured, proofs of 
engravings ; new books and new editions of books already known, col¬ 
lections of works forming special libraries, periodical publications ; 
drawings, atlases, and albums. Class 10 is devoted to paper, card 
and pasteboard, inks, chalks, pencils, pastels, all things necessary for 
writing-desks and offices, inkstands, apparatus for weighing letters, 
&c., copying-presses; objects made of paper—lamp-shades, lanterns, 
flower-pot covers ; registers, copybooks, albums, and memorandum- 
books, bindings, loose covers for books, cases, &c. ; various products 
used in water-colour painting and tinting, colours in cakes, pastels, 
bladders, tubes, and shells, instruments and apparatus for the use of 
painters, draughtsmen, engravers, and modellers. In Class 11 are 
included designs for industrial purposes, designs obtained, reproduced, 
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or reduced by mechanical processes ; decorative paintings, lithographs, 
chromo-lithographs, or engravings for industrial purposes. Class 12 ! 
is confined to photographs on paper, glass, wood, stuffs, and enamel; 
heliographic engravings, lithographic proofs ; photo-lithographic proofs, ! 
photographic stereotypes, stereoscopic proofs, and stereoscopes ; en¬ 
larged photographs ; colour photographs ; instruments, apparatus, and 
chemicals necessary for photography ; materials and appliances used in 
photographic studios. Class 58 deals with materials and products of 
the manufacture of pulps for making paper, of wood, straw, alpha, 
&c. ; processes and products of the bleaching of wood fibre ; apparatus 
for making paper by hand and by machinery ; apparatus for pressing, 
glazing, .watering, embossing, and ruling paper; machines for cutting 
out, paring, stamping paper, &c. ; apparatus for bleaching and dyeing, 
and for the preparation of paper and tissues ; apparatus for printing 
paper-hangings and tissues; machines for engraving cylinders for 
printing; materials, apparatus, and products of typefounding, stereo¬ 
types, &c. ; machines and apparatus used in typography, stereotyping, 
copper-plate printing, autography, lithography, chalcography, panicono¬ 
graphy, chromo-lithography, &c. ; machines for setting up and sorting 
types ; printing of bank-notes, postage-stamps, &c. The arrangements 
seem to have been well thought out, and we trust that the result will 
prove as successful as it promises to be. Information upon any question 
of details can be obtained upon application to the Agent-General for 
Victoria, 8, Victoria-chambers, Victoria-street, Westminster, London. 

ChAtsworth Library.—Contradicting a statement put forth by a 
contemporary, to the effect that the catalogue of the Chatsworth 
Library is in a sufficiently forward state of preparation that its appear¬ 
ance and the number of volumes may now be indicated, the generally 
well-informed Derby Mercury says that those who have long been 
hoping for a really good catalogue of this priceless collection must 
exercise the virtue of patience a little longer, and that some months 
will probably elapse before anything with reference to the catalogue is 
decided. But, says our contemporary, we do not wonder at the excite¬ 
ment of “bibliomaniacs” on reading that such a treat is in store for 
them. The Chatsworth Library has a far-and-wide reputation, although 
its treasures have not been so lavishly offered to public admiration by 
their noble owner as the contents of the picture-galleries ; the magnifi¬ 
cent exemplars, which the Duke of Devonshire so courteously lent to 
the committee of the recent Art Exhibition at Derby, were probably 
the only books (save those which graced the Caxton Exhibition) ever 
sent away from Chatsworth for a similar purpose. Scholars who, with 
a proper introduction, have sought permission to inspect the collection, 
rarely, if ever, meet with a refusal; and it is needless to remind our 
readers that much more is involved in such a condescension than in 
giving the public almost unlimited access to the state-rooms and picture- 
galleries. The sort of work which is demanded for completing a 
“Chatsworth Library Catalogue” for publication maybe imagined by 
those who have read Dr. Dibdin’s raptures over the bibliomania of the 
late Duke. The Chatsworth collection was already large when the 
Roxburgh sale threw an immense number of book rarities upon the 
market; of these, by far the largest amount were bought by his Grace, 
who shortly afterwards enriched his shelves by the purchase of the 
library of Dr. Dampier, Bishop of Ely, in one lot, for a sum little 
short of 10,000. From the Stanley and Alchorne sales, which 
followed the dispersal of the library of the Duke of Roxburgh, fresh 
purchases were made; from the former came the celebrated “De Bry 
Voyages,” which cost over 500 guineas, and from the latter the Duke 
acquired the.splendid copy of “Dives and Payper” (the first book 
printed by Richard Pynson, 1493), which was amongst the Chatsworth 
exhibits at Derby. The library of the illustrious Henry Cavendish was 
bequeathed, and finds its proper place in the possession of the present 
no less illustrious head of a family distinguished for the love of literature, 
arts and sciences. The theme is tempting, but our space will not 
permit us to enlarge upon it, or we might descant upon such pearls of 
price as the Chaucer MSS., the Caxtons, Wynkyns, and Pynsons, the 
rare Bibles, including the famous “ Editio Princeps” of the Sacred 
Text in the Latin tongue, which is also the very first book printed with 
movable metal types, two copies of which (one printed upon vellum, 
the other on paper), brought collectively at the Perkins sale in June, 
1873, no less a sum than ^6,090 ; the Aldine and Elzevir classics, &c. 
All these and many more are in this truly wonderful bibliotheca. 

Mr. Gladstone on the New Lectionary and the “Church 
Service Bible.”—The following letter has been received by Mr. 
Henry Frowde, of the Oxford University Press Warehouse, from 
Mr. Gladstone, on the subject of the new Lectionary :—“ Hawarden, 
February 13th, 1879. My dear sir,—Ever since the new Lec¬ 
tionary was issued I have assumed that it would gradually drive 
the old one into oblivion, and I have been very anxious that, apart 
from the question of its merits, its form should be made to serve 
as far as possible some purposes which were easily and extensively 
served by the old one. Now it was very easy during the reign 
of the old Lectionary to follow the lessons with the Bible in church ; 
for if, as not unfrequently happened, the clergyman dropped his voice 
m giving it out, the eye could easily catch it in the calendar, from 

the simplicity of its structure, even after allowing for the defective 
light in many churches. But now the calendar is printed in very 
small type, to bring the increased matter within the page, and the 
chief hope for many in being able to use the Bible in following the 
lessons is to have them noted on the pages of the Bible itself in type 
that would strike the eye with ease. For this important end the 
Birkett Bible, as I may call it, is admirable as to the daily lessons, and 
as to the Sunday and Holy-day lessons, at any rate, far superior to the 
calendars commonly printed. The old Lectionary served another most 
important purpose in facilitating the systematic reading of Scripture 
in private. It was very easy to follow so simple an arrangement. But 
a complex one has been substituted, and again a reference wearisome 
to the eye and puzzling to the memory has to be made. The only 
remedy that I see is to bring the divisions under the eye without a 
reference, by printing them on the page as the Birkett Bible does. 
The general purpose of systematic daily reading would, it seems to me, 
be very well served by it. And I may be wrong, but I have my fears 
that the loss to be suffered from disuse of the old Lectionary will be 
serious unless some remedy be devised. I do not know whether the 
Birkett plan can be further improved in detail; but it seems to me decidedly 
superior to the plan which sets figures on the margin, and gives the 
title of the lesson below. It is more simple and more palpable to the 
eye ; both are important. At a certain time of life these matters come 
to be of greater importance from diminished strength of eyesight, and 
hence I have been led to think a little of them. If any portion of 
what I have said can be of use, pray turn it to account as you may 
think fit.—Your very faithful and obedient servant, W. E. Gladstone.” 
The “Birkett Bible,” to which Mr. Gladstone so frequently refers, 
was arranged by the Rev. Thomas Birkett, M.A., and published 
by the Oxford University Press, yet it has never been known by 
his name, but as the “Church Service Bible.” In remarking 
upon Mr. Gladstone’s letter, Mr. Birkett well points out that in the 
new Lectionary, “In the Sunday lessons a comparatively difficult 
system has taken the place of the old simple one, but the difficulty 
arises in part of necessity from the revisers’ adding alternative lessons 
in order to give a wider range of reading, partly from the retention of 
the calendar in the old framework, which is not suited to the new 
lessons, and makes reference to them difficult.” It is only at first 
glance that Mr. Birkett’s plan for the Sunday and Holy-day lessons may 
seem to some rather difficult, but when once understood it becomes 
as easy as his plan for the daily lessons, and is worthy of the praise 
bestowed upon it by Mr. Gladstone. We have no doubt that Mr. 
Frowde’s practical genius will turn Mr. Gladstone’s interesting letter 
to useful account. 

Our American Notes.—We are advised that there is no change 
to report in the condition of the printing trade for the past month. — 
The fruit of the examination into the conduct of the Government 
Printing-Office is in a bill before Congress, authorizing the heads of 
the departments of Government to advertise for proposals for all 
necessary printing, which work shall be paid for from definite appro¬ 
priations made by the bill. The Public Printer is directed to compete 
with private firms, in his proposal merely adding to the actual cost of 
the work fifteen per cent, for interest, superintendence, &c. In all 
cases where his bid equals, or does not exceed the lowest, it is to have 
preference. All paper used in the public offices is provided by 
special contract, and therefore bids for printing will not include paper. 
-Congress has passed a bill authorizing railway companies to 
transmit telegrams over their lines for the Government and the general 
public, at rates to be fixed by the Government, according to a law 
previously passed. This matter has been under consideration by 
Congress for several years, and is designed to destroy the practical 
monopoly enjoyed by the Western Union Telegraph Company. It is 
doubtful, however, if this will be accomplished. It has been the 
policy of the Western Union for years past to lease rival lines, and in 
this way it has come to control all the wires in the country excepting 
a few of little importance. Unless new lines are constructed the bill 
will be of non-effect. Incidental to the enquiry into telegraph affairs 
previous to the passage of the bill was the development of much 
bitterness between the rival press associations by their managers be¬ 
fore the committee. The New York Associated Press is the oldest 
corporation, and is fostered by the Western Union Company. Its 
competitor is the National Associated Press, which co-operated with 
the Atlantic and Pacific Company previous to its rental by the Western 
Union, since which it has depended on the latter, but under protest. 
It favoured the project before the committee. The New York Asso¬ 
ciated Press, by its age and the universality and excellence of its ser¬ 
vice, has great prestige, but it is no easy matter to become a member. 
It is the most conspicuous instance of a close corporation in the United 
States. Membership is gained by the payment originally of a heavy 
initiation fee, and a regular tariff for matter had thereafter. No 
journal can become an associate should there be another member in 
the same town, without the consent of its older contemporary. Of 
late years this has been so rarely secured that an associated press 
franchise has been repeatedly shown to be the most valuable part of 
a newspaper property. Also, morning and evening editions of the 
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same paper are considered as separate, for which two franchises must 
be secured. Members are threatened with discipline if they encourage 
competing corporations, and are impliedly bound to further the 
interests of the Western Union Telegraph Company. The National 
Associated Press has no initiation fee, allows newspapers as much 
or as little matter as they wish, and, except that it has a specified 
tariff, is altogether unlike the other news agency. But its connections 
are contracted, and it lacks the strength of maturity. The bill just 
passed has not been seriously discussed by any journals except those 
of the National Press.-The executive committee of the Fine 
Writing-Paper Makers’ Association have issued a circular announcing 
that they have not succeeded in securing the requisite number in the 
trade to agree to a diminution of product manufactured. A suspen¬ 
sion of the mills is thus obviated. The circular adds that the mills are 
so busy that there is no necessity for a further decline in prices.-- 
Mr. Thomas Nast, the well-known cartoonist, of Harper s Weekly, 
was made the recipient of a handsome testimonial, on February 1st, 
by 3,500 officers and enlisted men of the army and navy, in appreci¬ 
ation of his efforts with his pencil for the accomplishment of various 
public objects. The souvenir is of silver, shaped from a soldier’s 
canteen, and stands 16 inches high. It is a superb specimen of 
repousse workmanship.-The latest freak of Mr. James Gordon 
Bennett, of the New York Herald, it is said, is the wagering of 
$50,000 to $1,000, with a young Englishman named Tudor, that he 
(Tudor) will not travel by land from New York to Patagonia within two 
years. Mr. Tudor’s object is variously asserted as the development of 
commerce, recreation, a test of physical endurance, &c. Whatever of 
fact there is as to the wager, certain it is that the start was made from 
the Herald office about the middle of February. The traveller has 
but a single companion, wears a fantastic yet serviceable costume, and 
attracts much attention wherever he appears.-Rowell’s “News¬ 
paper Directory” for January has the following statistics:—Whole 
number of periodical publications in the United States, 8,703 ; increase 
over January 1878, 363, of which 13 are daily, 307 weekly, and the 
rest various.-Large shipments of paper have lately been made to 
Cuba and South America, opening a new market.-The outrageous 
cutting of prices for job printing by “ amateur ” printers, with toy 
material, has made patience cease to be a virtue among the Illinois 
master-printers, and at their recent annual meeting the subject was 
thoroughly discussed, and a committee appointed to argue with type¬ 
founders toward securing a discontinuance of the sale of “amateur” 
outfits. About the same date the printers and stationers of Chicago 
met and formed a Stationer’s Board of Trade, planned after that in 
New York, for protecting and furthering mutual interests. The extent 
of the damage done the legitimate trade by novices is alarming, and 
demands earnest attention.-The three principal American bank¬ 
note companies have consolidated their interests, and henceforth will 
be known as the American Bank-Note Company. This course was 
made necessary because of the scarcity of business, largely the result 
of the resumption of specie payments and the gradual cessation of the 
making of paper money for two years past.-An article has had 
great prominence in American papers, relating the good fortune of a 
Connecticut printer. Years ago he befriended a dissolute fellow 
craftsman from the West Indies, and then his good offices were ill- 
requited. A few weeks since, however, he was informed that his old 
comrade, having returned to St. Thomas and inherited vast estates, 
was dead and had bequeathed the benefactor of long ago the sum of 
$750,000.-The annual report of the Librarian of Congress (the 
national librarian) for the year 1878, recently sent to Congress shows 
that during the year there were 21,537 additions of all kinds, 3,881 of 
which were to the law department, and 17,656 miscellaneous, besides 
11,689 pamphlets, and 2,344 maps and charts. On the first of January, 
1878, the library contained 331,118 books and 110,000 pamphlets ; at 
the same date in 1879 there were 352,655 of the former, and about 
120,000 of the latter. The printing of the catalogue has progressed to 
the end of letter B, and is proceeding as rapidly as careful work¬ 
manship will permit. The work will make six octavo volumes, and 
include all titles to January 1st, 1878. A considerable portion of the 
report was devoted to argument respecting the need of a separate 
building for the use of the library, which is now in a wing of the 
capitol. An elaborate debate upon the subject ensued in the Congress, 
the outcome of which was the adoption of a resolution to prepare a 
bill creating a commission to inquire what further extension within 
the capitol is practicable, and report at the next session. The number 
of copyrights granted in 1878, covering books, maps, photographs, 
&c., was between 15,000 and 16,000.-A question has been raised 
as to the real inventor of the telephone, and the Courts are to 
decide. By a singular coincidence, Professor Graham Bell and Pro¬ 
fessor Elisha Gray, unknown to each other, filed papers for a 'patent 
on the same day, in 1876, but Professor Gray’s were incomplete, 
and not till Bell’s experiments were successful did Gray pursue his 
scheme. Large interests are at stake, and extended litigation in 
prospect. Meantime the use of the instrument is spreading amaz¬ 
ingly. Probably 50,000 of the several kinds are already in use in 
the larger cities and towns, and they are found indispensable adjuncts of 
business. As a telephone costs about a dollar to make, and is rented 

to -subscribers at three or four dollars a month, the profits of the con¬ 
trolling companies must be enormous.-Richard Henry Dana, the 
oldest of American authors for many years previous to his death, was 
buried at Boston, February 2nd. Mr. Dana had done no literary 
work for years, but the productions of his early life were of a high 
order, and won him great distinction. He was in 1815 one of the 
original editors of the North American Review, in which the writings 
of the late William Cullen Bryant first gained recognition. Mr. 
Dana’s sons and grandsons are all celebrated in law, literature, or 
politics, as were his ancestors from the earliest settlement of the 
Continent.-The Congress has appropriated $1,500,000 for public 
printing, engraving, lithographing, paper, &c., for the fiscal year 
ending June 30, 1880. 

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE, 

Long Credit in the Paper Trade. — In the Clerkenwell 
County Court on the 25th ult. a case was tried which had been 
remitted from the Queen’s Bench Division of the High Court of 
Justice. The plaintiffs, Messrs. Brown, Roberts, & Co., of Tower 
Royal, Cannon-street, brought an action against Mr. Brooks, of 25, 
Nevv-street, Clothfair, to recover the sum of ,£30. 8s. 6d. for paper 
supplied. Mr. Haigh appeared for plaintiffs, and Mr. Lane for 
defendant. In consequence of the nature of the defence Mr. Brooks’s 
evidence was taken first. He alleged that the sales of the paper in 
respect of which the several sums were claimed by the plaintiffs were 
made on the terms that upon the expiration of from four to five months 
after the dates of the sales payment should be made by the defendant’s 
acceptance of the plaintiffs’ draft at three or four months for the 
amount thereof; and in pursuance of such terms the plaintiffs, on 
November nth last, being two days after the expiration of the four 
months from the date of such sales, presented their draft on the 
defendant at three months from November nth for the amount of the 
claim, being the money now sued for, to the defendant for acceptance 
in payment of the amount, and the defendant accepted the draft, and 
at the commencement of the present action the acceptance was neither 
due nor payable. The defendant gave evidence as to doing a large 
business with the plaintiffs, and also stated that Mr. Roberts, one of 
the plaintiffs, having retired from the firm, pressed him (defendant) to 
give an acceptance for a shorter term than had hitherto been the 
practice, as Mr, Roberts wished the accounts to be wound up early, 
but defendant declined to agree to any other terms than those previously 
arranged. Mr. Roberts, one of the plaintiffs, was called as a witness 
on the subpoena of defendant, and stated that he was anxious to get in 
the assets of the firm after the dissolution of the partnership on July 1st 
last. The bill accepted by the defendant had not been sent to the 
plaintiffs, nor had defendant tendered it to him. After evidence had 
been given as to the course of business between the parties, the Judge 
(Mr. Gordon Whitbread) gave judgment for defendant. 

An Uncompleted Order.—Mr. Alfred Jones, printer, of Ludgate- 
hill, recently brought an action in the City of London Court to recover 
the sum of 4s. 6d., for work and labour done for the defendant, 
Mr. Samuel Worth, house furnisher, Broadway, Blackfriars. Mr. W. 
W. Cooper, Finsbury-square, represented the plaintiff; Mr. Alsop, the 
defendant, who did not admit the debt, and pleaded a counter-claim 
for the sum of £1. 18s. 9d. The plaintiff said that he received in 
August, 1876, a written order, which was since lost, from the defendant, 
then in partnership with Mr. Pontifex, to print for him 10,000 thirty- 
two-page catalogues, the defendant undertaking to supply him with 
thirty-six block illustrations. The matter was set up in type, and in 
consequence of the defendant’s neglect to supply more than thirty-one 
illustrations the job was brought to a standstill. His part of the 
contract was, however, completed in every respect, and if Ire had been 
supplied with the blocks promised by the defendant the work would 
have been finished in a comparatively short time. He had written, 
requesting that the blocks wanting should be sent, but no notice had 
been taken of his letters, and at length he was informed that they 
could not furnish him with more than thirty-one blocks, which were 
useless in the execution of the work. The blocks were then returned 
to the defendant, who acknowledged their receipt. In reply to Mr. 
Alsop, plaintiff said that he himself constituted the Imperial Arcade 
Machine-Printing Company, under which title he traded. The defence 
was that the work had not been executed in accordance with the order. 
The agreed charge for the work was eleven guineas, but his present 
claim was merely for putting the matter in type. The defendant said 
his contract with the plaintiff was that the 10,000 catalogues were in 
every respect to be equal in style of workmanship, &c., to the speci¬ 
mens sent to him when the order was given, but he had failed to carry 
out that agreement. No application for payment had been made by the 
plaintiff until October last. His Honour said he was satisfied that the 
plaintiff had not completed the [agreement entered into with the de¬ 
fendant, and judgment would therefore be in favour of the latter. 
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Liability of Advertisement Contractors.—Ireland and 
Another v. Newcome & Co.—This was a claim brought in the 
City of London Court by Messrs. A. Ireland and H. Dunckley, pro¬ 
prietors of the Manchester Weekly Times and Examiner and Salford 
News, for the recovery of ^13. 9s. 3d., for advertising in these news¬ 
papers “ Benson’s Capsine Porous Plasters.” Mr. Coward appeared for 
the plaintiffs; Mr. C. Copeman, Southampton-buildings, for the defend¬ 
ants, Messrs. T. Newcombe & Co., advertising agents, Ludgate-hill, 
who stated that they had paid a portion of the debt into court, and dis¬ 
puted their liability for the balance, as the order for the insertion of the 
advertisements had not been carried out in its integrity, it being agreed 
at the time it was given that one of the advertisements should appear 
as a paragraph, and that the other should be inserted twenty-six times, 
but neither of those conditions, they asserted, had been complied with. 
The consequence was that the defendants lost the commission which 
they would otherwise obtain from the tradespeople who gave them 
these orders in the first instance. Mr. Commissioner Kerr, after 
deducting the commission, to which plaintiffs did not object, gave 
judgment in their favour for £?,. 17s. 4d. beyond the sum paid into 
court. Commenting upon the slipshod way in which the statement of 
particulars had been drawn up, his Honour gave warning that after 
April 1st he would disallow costs in all cases in which the particulars 
were not supplied in proper form and on clean and full-sized paper. 

A Question of Workmanship.—Mr. Chas. Branston, engraver 
on wood, Salisbury-square, brought recently an action in the City of 
London Court to recover from the defendants, Messrs. Andreoli & Co., 
printers, Metropolitan-buildings, Queen Victoria-street, the sum of 
£S. 17s. Plaintiff said he had been employed to engrave three cuts, 
but had only received payment for two. The defendants said their 
objection to the claim was that a firm in Salisbury-square with whom 
they contracted to supply the engraving in question refused to accept 
it, as the work was so badly executed. The plaintiff alleged that no 
fault had been found with the work at the time it was completed and 
taken to the defendant. Mr. Layton said he gave a photograph to the 
defendant, which was handed to the plaintiff with instructions to follow 
it exactly in his wood engraving, but he had not done so ; the drawing 
was incorrectly executed, and the engraving was not a copy of the 
photograph. His Honour said from the evidence adduced on the part 
of the plaintiff he was of opinion that the work had been properly 
done by the plaintiff, and judgment would accordingly be entered for 
the sum claimed. 

Alleged Libel.—The Court of Queen’s Bench has granted, on 
behalf of Mr. William Henry Weldon and Sir Henry de Bathe, a 
criminal information against the printer and publisher of the Figaro 
for libel. The libel complained of was contained in letters on the 
Lunacy Laws, purporting to be signed by Mrs. Weldon. 

A Libellous Law Report.—Stevens v. Sampson.—This was 
an action for libel, heard on the 3rd inst., in the Queen’s Bench 
Division of the High Court of Justice. The defendant pleaded that 
the matter complained of was a true and accurate report of proceedings 
in a court of justice, and was therefore privileged, having been written 
for the public benefit and without malice. Mr. Ribton and Mr. McCall 
appeared for the plaintiff. Mr. Serjeant Parry, Mr. Harris, and Mr. 
Poulter represented the defendant. The plaintiff it appeared is an 
auctioneer and debt collector in the Edgware-road, and the defendant 
a solicitor, residing in the Marylebone-road. On the occasion of a 
recent County Court case, in which both were engaged on opposite 
sides, Mr. Sampson made some strong observations about the plaintiff as 
a debt collector, &c., and on the necessity of purging the court of persons 
of the debt-collecting class, who interfered with the duties of professional 
men. These remarks, together with some observatious purporting to have 
been made by Mr. Serjeant Wheeler, the judge, he subsequently embodied 
as a report of the hearing of the case, and sent it to the four local news¬ 
papers. The publication of this report induced the plaintiff to bring the 
present action for libel, alleging that the report was not a fair one, but con¬ 
tained matter that had never occurred during the proceedings, omitting 
at the same time much that would have operated to the advantage of 
the plaintiff. Confirmatory evidence having been given on both sides 
the Lord Chief Justice, in summing up, left it to the jury to say 
whether on account of omissions or additions the report was unfair, 
and if so, whether the plaintiff had been prejudiced by its publication ; 
and further, was it written with the intention of injuring the plaintiff, 
for if so privilege would not attach. He could not but regret that 
there had been in the present case this sort of surreptitious communi¬ 
cation of reports to newspapers. The reports of proceedings in courts 
of justice were supplied by a body of men who discharged their duties 
in the most admirable way and with the strictest impartiality, the 
result being that they were rarely open to any objection ; but if solici¬ 
tors thought it consistent with their professional duties to send to 
newspapers reports of cases in which they were engaged, it would be 
very probable that partial and unfair reports would be put before the 
public. The jury returned a verdict for the plaintiff, damages 40s., 
as they considered that the report was substantially correct, but it had 
been unfairly sent to the newspapers out of personal malice towards 
the plaintiff. 

OBITUARY, 

Appleton.—We regret to have to announce the death of Dr. C. E. 
Appleton, Fellow of St. John’s College, Oxford, which occurred on 
the 1st ult., at Luxor, in Upper Egypt. Dr. Appleton was the founder 
of the Academy newspaper, and the editorship of that journal continued 
in his hands up to the time of his death, which took place at the early 
age of 40. 

Carruthers.—An inquest was held on the 2nd inst., at the North- 
Western Hotel, Preston, on the body of Mr, George Carruthers, pro¬ 
prietor and editor of the Barrow Herald. It appears that the deceased 
whilst staying at the hotel complained of being ill. The landlord seeing 
an empty pill-box in his room marked “Opium” sent for Dr. Moore, who 
deposed that when he saw the deceased he seemed to have been 
drinking. He had recovered from the effects of any opium taken, but 
was much exhausted, and he should say that Mr. Carruthers died from 
exhaustion caused by want of food. The jury returned a verdict of 
Death from natural causes. 

Chifferiel.—We regret to announce the sudden demise of Mr. 
William Chifferiel, late a partner in the firm of Messrs. Chifferiel 
& Co., law stationers, of Cursitor-street, Chancery-lane. On the 1st 
inst. deceased left the office apparently in his usual good health, and 
on the following morning, whilst standing in the hall of his residence, 
Shaftesbury-villas, Hornsey-rise, he had a fit of apoplexy, from which 
he died. 

Cowling.—Mr. John Cowling, who had been for forty-three years 
in the service of the Religious Tract Society, died on the 25th ult., 
at his residence, Old Kent Road. The deceased was 62 years of age. 

Daumier.—The French caricaturist Daumier died last month in 
Paris, in his 69th year. His caricatures of Louis Philippe, and his 
“Robert Macaire ” and other series of sketches in the Charivari 
proved a great hit and are the best record of the foibles of contem¬ 
porary French society. He had latterly lost his sight, and was in 
receipt of a public pension. 

Forst.—We have to record the death of Herr J. Forst, which 
took place on the 14th ult. at Johannisberg. The deceased was one 
of the founders of the printing-machine factory carried on by him, in 
conjunction with Herr J. Klein, which business is still conducted by 
the latter gentleman. Herr Forst, who was 65 years of age, died from 
the effects of an apoplectic fit. 

Griffiths.—Mr. Edwin Griffiths, a journalist of some distinction, 
and editor of the Chicago Live-Stock Reporter, died at Chicago, early 
in February. He was very generally known in the profession by his 
services, at one time or another, on various American and Canadian 
newspapers. He was born in Northshire, Cheshire, England, in 1822, 
and was formerly on the staff of the Bristol Daily Press. 

Howitt.—Mr. William Howitt died on the 3rd inst. at Rome. 
He had reached the ripe old age of 84, having been born as far back 
as 1795. He was the son of a Derbyshire yeoman, and in 1823 married 
Miss Mary Botham. In the same year appeared the first joint pro¬ 
duction of Mr. and Mrs. Howitt, a little volume entitled “Forest 
Minstrelsy and other Poems,” and for some years afterwards they were 
frequent contributors of verse and prose to the serial literature of the 
day. From 1846 to 1848 Mr. Plowitt edited the People's Journal, but 
differences arose between the editor and publisher, and Mr. Howitt 
published on his own account a rival serial, called Howitt's Journal. 
Some six or seven years ago he took up his residence abroad. Mr. 
Howitt’s works were very numerous. Among the best known is the 
“ Illustrated History of England,” which he wrote for Messrs. Cassell, 

Petter, & Galpin. 

Macdonell.—We regret to announce the death of Mr. James 
Macdonell, which took place on the 2nd inst., at the early age of 
37. A native of Aberdeen, Mr. Macdonell began his newspaper 
career by writing in the Edinburgh Daily Review. He afterwards 
formed one of the staff of the Scotsman. An opportunity of acting as 
editor of a newspaper caused him to go to Newcastle, where he 
remained for some time and did work which excited the admiration of 
qualified judges. Tempted to seek a wider sphere for the display of 
his talents he removed to London, where he obtained a subordinate 
position in the office of the Daily Telegraph. The excellence of his 
writing, combined with his zeal and industry, soon earned for him 
employment as writer of leading articles. He acted for the space of a 
year as the Paris correspondent of that journal. He ultimately became a 
leader writer for the Times. He also contributed to the Saturday 
Review and Spectator and to some of the monthly magazines. A large 
number of literary men attended the funeral on the 6th inst., including 
Mr. Walter, M.P., Mr. Chenery, the editor, and Mr. Macdonald, the 
manager of the Times. The editors of the Daily News, Daily Telegraph, 
Spectator, Observer, and not a few other London journals, were also 
present. The pall-bearers were Dr. Crichton Browne, Mr. Townshend 
(of the Spectator), Professor Gibb, Mr. Hubert Stack, and Mr. Wemyss 
Reid; and among many other men of mark who stood round the grave 
were Mr. Courtney, M.P., Mr. Smalley (of the New York Tribune), 
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Mr. Edwin Arnold, Mr. Arthur Arnold, Mr. E. D. J. Wilson, Mr. 
Justin McCarthy, Mr. Edward Dicey, Mr. Stebbing, Dr. Lauder 

Brunton, and Mr. Hunt. 

Scribner.—The death is announced at New York of Mr. John 
Blair Scribner, eldest son of Mr. Charles Scribner, the eminent New 
York bookseller, and at the time of his death senior partner in the 
firm of Chas. Scribner’s Sons. The deceased was only 28 years of 

age, and his death is ascribed to overwork. 

Silverlock.—The death is announced of Mr. Henry Silverlock, 
of Wickham House, Wickham-road, New Cross, and 92, Blackfriars- 
road, London, formerly of Doctors’ Commons, which took place on 
the 4th inst. The deceased was in his 77th year. 

Woodcroft.—Mr. Bennet Woodcroft, for many years Superinten¬ 
dent of Specifications and Clerk to Her Majesty’s Commissioners of 
Patents, died on the 7th ult., at the age of 76 years. Mr. Wood¬ 
croft was well known by the active part which he took in securing an 
improvement of the British Patent Law and the passing of the Patent 
Law Amendment Act in 1852. Under that Act Mr. Woodcroft held 
the most important position in the Patent Office, and to him the public 
are indebted for the Patent Office Free Library, and for the cheap 
printed copies of all the specifications filed since A.D. 1600. 

The will and three codicils of Mr. Robert Birkett, stationer, late of 
27, Norton Folgate, who died on the 12th of January last, were 
proved on the 6th ult. by Mrs. Helen Birkett, the widow, the acting 
executrix, the personal estate being sworn under £35,000. The 
testator gives to his wife £500, his furniture and effects, and the good¬ 
will of his business with the stock-in-trade; a sum of £15,000 is also 
left upon trust for her for life or widowhood, and then one-third thereof 
among their children as she shall appoint, and the other two-thirds to 
his children ; to his assistant, George Davidge, £$0; and the remainder 
of his property to all his children in equal shares. 

TRADE CHANGES, 

Mr. J. M. Burton, printers’ valuer, has removed from 54, Pater¬ 
noster-row, to 4, Newgate-street. 

A City office has been opened by Messrs. McCorquodale & Co. at 
17, Change-alley, Lombard-street. 

The publishing-office of the Investors' Guardian has been removed 
from No. 3 to No. 33, Abchurch-lane, Lombard-street. 

Mr. Alfred Dawson will receive and pay the debts due to and by 
the Typographic Etching and Engraving Company, Chiswick. 

Mr. John Hirst continues the business formerly carried on under 
the title of Hirst Bros., printers and stationers, Huddersfield. 

The firm of Dunn & Fry, printers, &c., of Nottingham, having been 
dissolved, Mr. J. N. Dunn continues the business on his own account. 

Messrs. Eyre & Spottiswoode will shortly remove to more com¬ 
modious premises now in course of erection in New-street, Fleet-st. 

Messrs. Parkins & Arthur, stationers, have removed from 14, 
Trinity-lane, to 5, Huggin-lane, and Bromley-buildings, Queen Victoria- 

street. 

The well-known Ballantyne Press at Edinburgh is now the sole 
property of Mr. Hanson, who has recently purchased the share hitherto 
owned by Mr. Cowan. At the London branch (late Savill & Edwards) 
the compositors have lately been called out by the trade society. 

Messrs. P. Watt & Son, of Washington-street, Glasgow, inform 
us that they have taken a portion of the works lately occupied by 
Walter Macfarlane & Co., Washington-street, which will in future be 
known as Washington Works, and have fitted them up with the most 
improved machinery for the purpose of carrying on the business of 
printers’ engineers, &c. At these works has also been arranged an 
extensive show-room, where may be seen in motion the latest and im¬ 
proved machinery in connection with letterpress and lithographic 
printing, bookbinding, &c. 

New Companies, etc.—Among the companies registered since our 
last issue are the following connected with the printing-trade:—The 
Driffield Freeman Printing, with a capital of £1,000 in £5 shares ; the 
National Fine Art, with a capital of £40,000 in £10 shares. The 
object is to purchase the rights, &c., in a process called “Poikolo- 
graphy,” whereby pictures are produced in their natural colours. 
R. J. Porteus & Co., stationers, &c., with a capital of £5,000 in £5 
shares; and William Isbister & Co., publishers, with a capital of 
£23,000 in £100 shares. This firm have taken over the magazines, 
schoolbooks, and other publications formerly issued by Messrs. Daldy, 
Isbister & Co., and a new company, with which Mr. Daldy will be 
connected, is being formed, under the style of James Virtue & Co., to 
carry on the business of Virtue & Co., Limited. Arrangements are 
being made for the payment during the current year of the debts and 
liabilities of both the old firms. 

At the London Bankruptcy Court on the 1st inst., an application 
was made to Mr. Registrar Murray, sitting as Chief Judge, for the 
appointment of a receiver and manager to the estate of Marcus Bebro, 
who has again petitioned the Court for the liquidation of his affairs, 
describing himself as of Bell-yard, City-road, London, printer, trading 
as the London Numerical and General Printing Works. Mr. Edward 
Lee, in making the application, said that he was instructed to apply for 
the appointment of Mr. J. M. Henderson, accountant, of Moorgate- 
street, as receiver and manager of the estate, and for an injunction 
against eight creditors who were suing the debtor in the various 
divisions of the High Court of Justice. The debts in the petition were 
stated at ,£110,000, but the larger portion of them was fully secured. 
The assets consisted of property in Manchester to the value of £10,000, 
which was subject to certain mortgages, and there were also stock, 
machinery, plant, &c., to the value of .£10,000, which was subject 
to a mortgage of £8,307, and book debts £250. The debtor had 
thirty people in his employ, and there was a considerable number of 
contracts outstanding to be completed, which if they were carried out 
would bring a large profit to the estate, and it was for that reason 
that a manager was asked for as well as a receiver. His Honour 
granted the application.' The first meeting is to be held at No. 2, 
Moorgate-buildings, on the 17th inst. 

GAZETTE NOTICES, ETC, 
[Partly compiledfrom Messrs. Gamble 6° Harvey's Record.] 

Partnerships Dissolved. 

Diamond, M., & J. S. Howse, booksellers, 18, Lamb’s Conduit- 

passage, Red Lion-square. 
Higson, B., & T. T. Mackenzie, letterpress printers and bookbinders, 

Tyldesley, Lancashire. 
Horne, R., & H. G. Gent, booksellers, Edgware-road. 
Simpson, J., & W. Powter, wholesale booksellers, newsagents, and 

publishers, 108, Shoe-lane, Fleet-street. 
Such & Co., printers, 18, Kingsland-road. 
Wulfert, L. & Co., strawboard, pasteboard, and paper-merchants, 

Copperfield-row, Bow. 

Dividends. 

Marks, H. (Liq.), stationer, Blackmoor-st., Drury-lane. 1st and 
final div. of 3s., at P. Preston’s, 19, Finsbury-st., Finsbury. 

Thomasson, J. (Bkt.), newsagent, Deptford. 1st and final div. of 
is. 3fd., at H. Young’s, 6, Serjeant’s-inn, Fleet-st. 

Sequestrations. 

Kay, J., printer and publisher, 23, Wilson-st., Glasgow. Feb. 7, with 
protection. Claims by June 7. Agent, J. G. Smith, 173, 

St. Vincent-st., Glasgow. 
Lawson, G., West Howard-st., Glasgow. Jan. 30, with protection. 

Claims by May 30. Agent, A. Campbell, 109, West George-st., 

Glasgow. 
Murray, Nisbet, & Co., paper-merchants andjagents, Buchanan-st., 

Glasgow. Jan. 29, with protection. Claims by May 29. 
Agents, Meldrum & Oatts, St. Vincent-st., Glasgow. 

Dividend under Sequestration. 

Peddie, Hutcheson, & Co., printers, &c., Dundee. 1st div. at T. 
Ireland’s, 11, Panmure-st., Dundee, March 2. 

Liquidations by Arrangement. 

Bedell, W., newsagent, North Marine-rd., Scarborough. Feb. 20. 
W. B. Richardson, sol., Scarborough. 

BlakemAN, J., & E. Jaggar, printers, 4, Charles-st., Soho. Feb. 15. 
H. H. Wells, sol., 6, Paternoster-row. 

Chapman, T. R., publisher, 44, Ludgate-hill, late Fairfoot-rd., Bow. 
Feb. 4. Brighten, Parker, & Norman, sols., 4, Bishopsgate-st. 

Without. 
Dolby, H., stationer and engraver, 56, Regent-st., Quadrant. Feb. 7. 

J. B. May, sol., 67, Russell-square. 
Downing, N. B., paper manufacturer and stationer, trading as 

Burgess & Co., Wells, Somerset, 4, Lambeth-hill, London, 
Swift’s-row, Dublin, and Eastfield Lodge, Walthamstow, Essex. 
Feb. 7. Lewis, Munns, & Longden, sols., 8, Old Jewry. 

Hastings, W., paper manufacturer, Morton, Yorks. Feb. 6. Wright 
& Waterworth, sols., Keighley. 

Hempsall, S., printer, Great Driffield. Jan, 21. W. Dunn, sol. 

Great Driffield. 
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Jones, F., stationer and printer, King-st., Wolverhampton. Feb. 4. 
H. & J, E. Underhill, sols., Wolverhampton. 

Kirby, W., printer, Charles-st., Nottingham. Feb. 15. W. H. 
Stevenson, sol., Nottingham. 

Lewis, W., bookseller, the Square, Waunwen, Swansea. Jan. 25. 
J. A. Thomas, sol., Swansea. 

Potter, G., publisher, trading as G. Potter & Co., 14, Fetter-lane 
and 96, Denbigh-st., Pimlico. Feb. 22. At Law Society’s Hall, 
Chancery-lane, Mar. 17, at 3. Rodgers & Clarkson, sols. 

Richardson, W. H. G., stationer, Chestnut-grove, Bootle, late 
Cable-street, Liverpool. Feb. 19. W. H. Quilliam, sol., 28, 
Church-st., Liverpool. 

Stubbs, R. J., stationer, trading as R. J. Stubbs & Co., 4, Billiter- 
sq., London, and Manchester, and 6, Crayford-rd, Holloway, 
London. Feb. 20. C. A. Swaine, sol., 40, King-st Cheapside. 

Thomas, M. jun., Ducie-grove, Chorlton-on-Medlock, and W. Jones, 
Sussex-st., Lower Broughton, trading as Thomas & Co., stationers 
and printers, at 59, Piccadilly, Manchester. Feb. 4. Diggles 
& Ogden, sol., 22, Booth-st., Manchester. 

Thornton, F. H., printer, Huddersfield. Jan. 30. E. Sykes & 
Son, sols., Huddersfield. 

Tomlin, J., printer, trading as J. Tomlin & Co., Barnsley, Yorks. 
Feb. 8. Newman & Sons, sols., Barnsley. 

Ward, J., printer and newspaper proprietor, Beverley, Yorks. 
Jan. 27. Shepherd, Crust, Todd, & Mills, sols., Beverley. 

Wolfenden, A., bookseller, Oxford-st., Manchester. Feb. 17. 
T. Baker, sol., 28, Jackson’s-row, Manchester. 

Appointment of Trustees. 

HemPSALL, S. (Liq.), printer, Great Driffield. Tr., J. Coates, furni¬ 
ture dealer, Great Driffield. 

Lawson, W. (Liq.), stationer, Union-st., Birmingham. Tr., W. P. 
Appleton, 29, St. John’s-lane, London. 

Leach, J., J. Leach, W. Holden, & G. Holden, trading as Soy- 
land Paper Mill Company (Liq.), paper manufacturers, Soy- 
land, near Ripponden. Tr., G. Clay, accountant, Halifax. 

Mitchell, J. J. (Liq.), stationer and ink manufacturer, Sunderland. 
Tr., T. M. Watson, accountant, Sunderland. 

Porteus, R. J. (Liq.), stationer, Newcastle and Gateshead. Tr., 
T. Gillespie, Newcastle, & F. Nicholls, 14, Old Jewry, London, 
both accountants. 

Appointment of Trustees and Commissioners. 

Eadie, R., printer, Crofthead, Neilston. Tr., J. C. Kerr, 178, Bu- 
chanan-st., Glasgow. Com., S. M. Kee, 6, Union-st., A. Sin- 
clair, of M‘Naughtan & Sinclair, and M. Wallace, writer, all in 
Glasgow. 

Goldie, J., stationer, &c., Stirling-rd, Glasgow. Tr., J. Miller, 71, 
Queen-st., Glasgow. Com., A. Donald and P. Bertram, both 
stationers, and W. Murray, bookseller, all Glasgow. 

Lawson, G., printer, W. Howard-st., Glasgow. Tr., A. A. Tennent, 
30, John-st., Glasgow. Com., J. Cruickshank, stationer, and 
T. Clarkson, hydraulic engineer, both Glasgow, and D. Wamock, 
flesher, Rutherglen. 

Muncaster, W. H., late newspaper proprietor, &c. Tr., C. S. Ro¬ 
manes, 4, George-st., Edinburgh. Com., A. Mawson, writer, 
and T. G. Paterson & W. T. Sutherland, both sols., all Edinburgh. 

Mundell, C., stationer, West Maitland-st., Edinburgh. Tr., J. M. 
Cook, 37, George-st., Edinburgh. Com., F. B. Niblett of 
D. Hyam & Co., London, and G. Stewart, of G. Waterson, Sons, 
and Stewart, and W. Cruickshank, Elder-st., both Edinburgh. 

Murray, Nisbet, & Co., paper merchants, &c., Buchanan-st., Glas¬ 
gow. Tr., A. K. Rodger, 61, West Regent-st., Glasgow. Com., 
J. Hamilton, paper merchant, W. Murray, publisher, &c., both 
Glasgow, and J. D. Lovell, paper maker, Linlithgow. 

Trust-Deed Granted. 

Lyon, C. F., bookseller, 40, Chambers-st., Edinburgh. ToT. Chap¬ 
man, jun., II, Hanover-st., Edinburgh, with whom claims forth, 
with. _ 

Discharges Granted and Bankruptcies Closed. 

Chadwick, S. D., E. Chadwick, & A. Cayley, trading as Chad- 
wick Bros. & Co., paper manufacturers, Upper Thames-st. and 
Woburn. (The whole of the property has been realized.) Bank¬ 
ruptcy closed Jan. 31. 

Endall, J. R. (Bkt.), paper merchant, Cherry-tree-court, Alders- 
gate-st. and Herbert-st., NewNorth-rd. Disch. granted Feb. II. 

Mitchell, R. B. (Bkt.), newspaper proprietor, Bakewelland Buxton. 
Discharge granted. 

Pridham, A. C., stationer, Annis-rd., South Hackney. (A div. 
amounting to iod. in the £ has been paid.) Bktcy. closed Dec. 20. 

Bills of Sale recently Filed. 

Barker, E. T, P., printer, &c., Hope-st., Hanley, late Silverdale, 
Staffs., to J. Wright. Filed Jan. 27 ..,£300 

Barker, T., stationer, 102, Hayworth-st., Everton, Liverpool, to 
I. Stern. Filed Feb. 17 .£r3o, &c. 

Barnes, A., bookbinder, 58, Landor-rd., Clapham, to T. Fairhead. 
Filed Jan. 28 ..£16, &c. 

Bartlett, A. N., stationer and bookseller, 77, High-st., Witney, 
Oxon., to W. C. Bartlett. Filed Jan. 28.£483. 12s. 6d. 

Barton, E. W., music-printer, 4, Hollen-st., Soho, to J. Anyon. 
Filed Feb. 7.£50 

Bowen, J., stationer, Hartlepool-st., Thornley Colliery, Durham, to 
J. H. Bernstone. Filed Feb. 15.£68, &c. 

Bradley, G., printer, Aspinalls Yard, Market-place, Huddersfield, to 
J. Lunn. Filed Feb. 18 .£100 

Briggs, C., paper manufacturer, Alders Mill, Tamworth, Staffs., to 
G. Allen. Filed Jan. 27 ...£4,665 

Carter, J., bookseller, 440, West Strand, to W. Buss. Filed Jan. 28 
£100 

Chappell, W. H., steam printer and ruler, 22 and 23, Bread-st.-hill, 
City, to W. Boyd. Filed Jan. 24 .£198. 15s. abs. sale. 

Cohen, M., bookseller, &c., 24, Fernie-st., Red Bank, Manchester, 
to D. Jacobs. Filed Feb. 12 .. £62, &c. 

Crane, M., stationer, 55, Livingstone-rd., Cliltonville, Sussex, to 
M. Phillips. Filed Feb. 20.£15. I2s., &c. 

Dart, G. G., printer, 39 and 41, Norfolk-st., Southsea, toT. Warden 
and another. Filed Feb. 8 .£65 

Dobson, A. A., printer and bookbinder, 70, Oxford-st., Chorlton-rd., 
Stretford, to S. Woolford. Filed Feb. 14.£40, &c. 

Drinkwater, J., bookseller and publisher, 19, Park-st., Southamp- 
ton-st., Camberwell, Surrey, to National Mercantile Bank. Filed 
Feb. 18.£13, &c. 

Ezra, A., bookseller, printer, and engraver, 19, Biggin-st., Dover, 
to G. C. Rubie. Filed Jan. 25 .£150 

Farrah, F., stationer, 189, Church-rd., Essex-rd., Islington, to L. and 
W. Loan, &c., Company. Filed Feb. 21 .£15 

Furnivall, J., bookseller, 53, South John-st., Liverpool, to R. G. 
Shannon. Filed Feb. 13 ..£50 

Gibson, W. L., printer, 14, King-st., Richmond, to J. Cockburn. 

Filed Jan. 28.£5° 
Glover, C., letterpress printer, 11, Darley-st., Farnworth, Lanca¬ 

shire, to J. Taylor. Filed Feb. 11 .£120 
Greensmith, I., newsagent, Hill Top, Greasley, Notts., to J. Green- 

smith. Filed Feb. 8 .£19 
Harvey, F. E., stationer and newsagent, 8, Craven-ter., Evelina-rd., 

Nunhead, to the Imperial Deposit Bank. Filed Feb. 12, £14, &c. 
Hirst, I., newsagent, Girlington, near Bradford, to W. Jackson. 

Filed Jan. 30.£37 
Johnson, R., printer and stationer, 149, Lord-st., Southport, Lan¬ 

cashire, to Express Loan, &c., Co. Filed Jan. 31.£560. &c. 
Johnson, R., stationer, printer, and publisher, 149, Lord-st., Southport, 

Lancashire, to J. McMillan and others. Filed Feb. 8^1,478, &c. 
Johnson, R., printer, 3, Hawkshead-st., Southport, to J. McMillan & 

others. Filed Feb. 5 .£880, &c. 
Kay, S., printer and stationer, Stanley-st., Hey wood, Manchester, to 

A. Law. Filed Jan. 31 .£300 
Kennedy, R., paper-dealer, Waterloo, Ashton-under-Lyne, Lanca¬ 

shire, to J. Chadwick. Filed Feb. 13.£5l> &c. 
Kirkpatrick, J., lithographer, 29, Whitmore-rd, Smallheath, Bir¬ 

mingham, & Hewitt, G. T., lithographer, 25J, Horsefair, Bir¬ 
mingham, to S. Auerbach. Filed Jan. 23 ..,£35 

Klamroth, R. J., printer, 99, South-st., Greenwich, to Nat. Prov. 
Adv. Association. Filed Feb. 5 .£43. 4s. 

Lehmann, A. J. A., strawboard, pasteboard and paper manufacturer, 
Copperfield-row, Bow, to H. C. De Berenger and another. Filed 
Feb. 7 ..£1,000 

Lennard, H. A., stationer, 46, Terminus-rd., Eastbourne, to T. 
White. Filed Jan. 25 ...£250 

Leonard, E., printer, Queen’s-buildings, Wellington-passage, Chel¬ 
tenham, to J. Riste. Filed Feb. 15.£23 

Marcke, J. L., wood engraver, 41, Westgate Hill-ter., Newcastle, 
to F. Levinson and another. Filed Feb. 19 .£10 

Masland, J., bookseller and newsagent, 71, Sheffield-rd., Barnsley, 
Yorks., to S. Levi and another. Filed Feb. 19 .. £99, &c. 

Matthews, E. E., lithographic printer (by trustee in liquidation), 
377, Oxford-st., and 46, 47, and 54, Berwick-st., to C. Matthews. 

Filed Feb. 13.£300 abs. sale 
Megson, R., bookseller and stationer, 81, Newport-rd, Middlesbrough, 

to J. R. Taylor. Filed Feb. 11 .£40, &c. 
Milton, T., printer, Ashton-rd. and Milton-street, Denton, Lanca¬ 

shire, to R. Furnival. Filed Jan. 23 .£200 not ex. 
Morgan, J., publisher, &c., 49, Railton-rd, East Brixton, to T. Fair- 

head. Filed Feb. 12...£18, &c. 
Owen, M., stationer, &c., no, Oxton-rd., Birkenhead, toj. R. Grant. 

Filed Feb. ..£13- 10s., &c. 
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Palmer, J. W., bookseller, Adelphi House, 76, Strand, to J. F. 
Chapman. Filed Jan. 24 .£80 

Pearce, W. H., bookbinder, 46, Bolton-st., Liverpool, to I. Stern, 
Filed Feb. 10... £28, &c. 

Robson, J. H., bookseller and stationer, Victoria House, Albert-rd., 
Southsea, to J. Salter. Filed Feb. 12 . £150 

Sainsbury, T., stationer, bookseller, &c., 215, Upper Kennington- 
lane, Vauxhall, to S. Grose. Filed Feb. 17 .£21, &c. 

Schofield, J., lithographic printer, 8, Westmoreland-buildings, Al- 
dersgate-st., and 64, Jamaica-level, Bermondsey, to A. W. Car¬ 
penter. Filed Jan. 31 ..£65 

Smith, A., law stationer, 24, Drayton-street, Wolverhampton, to 
J. Cassere, sen. Filed Feb. 5 ..£50 

Smith, A. M., journalist and newspaper proprietor, Moulscombe Ho., 
The Grove, St. Ann Hill, Wandsworth, and 334, Strand, to 
Sydney Mayhew. Filed Jan. 31.£314. 13s. and further sums 

Smith, F., machine printer, 28, Warwick-st., Upper Kennington- 
lane, to L. and W. Loan, &c., Company. Filed Jan. 30... £11. 5s. 

Smith, R., retired printer, Holly Bank, Crosshills, Leeds, to the 
National Mercantile Bank. Filed Feb. 5 .£40, &c. 

Staff, F., advertising agent, &c., 2, Soho-sq., to Monetary Advance 
Company. Filed Feb. 14.£50, &c. 

Stansby, E. H., paper manufacturer, 33, Camp-st., Lower Broughton, 
Salford, to Peter Greenhalgh and others. Filed Feb. 14 ...£225 

Stratton, W. H., printer, bookbinder, &c., 5, Narrow Wine-st., 
Bristol, to S. Lewis. Filed Feb. 20 .£60, &c. 

Taylor, C., printer and stationer, 10, Spring Hill, Birmingham, to 
Midland Credit, &c.. Company. Filed Feb. 14.£140, &c. 

Turkington, S., bookseller, 9, Longland-view, Liscard, Cheshire, to 
C. Sharp. Filed Feb. 8 .£200 

Turner, T., bookbinder, &c., 27, Frank-ter., Sunderland-rd., Gates¬ 
head, to F. Levinson and another. Filed Feb. 6 .£35 

Utward, W. PI., printer, bookseller, and stationer, 10S, High-st., 
Newport, IsleofWight, toj. Pointing. Filed Feb. 17^200. not ex. 

Walsh, A., stationer, &c., 23, Churchgate, Bolton, to E. Harris. 
Filed Feb. 8 .£10. 10s. 

Weston, C. PL, law stationer, 21, Park-st., Southampton-st., Cam¬ 
berwell, to J. P'. Chapman. Filed Jan. 24 .£26. 10s. 

Whitbread, A., stationer, 2, All Saints-ter., Stratford-rd., Acton, 
to L. & W. Loan, &c., Company. P'iled Jan. 28 .£12. 10s. 

The voluntary winding-up of William Tweedie & Co., Limited, 
booksellers, Strand, has been resolved upon and a liquidator appointed. 
We are informed that the resolution was passed with a view to the 
more convenient disposal of the concern. 

A meeting of the creditors of Mr. James Tomlin, printer, publisher, 
and owner of the Midland and Northern Coal and Iron Trades' Gazette, 
was held on the 4th inst. at the offices of Messrs. Newman & Sons, 
solicitors, Church-street, Barnsley. Mr. E. G. Lancaster, of Barnsley, 
presided. The Receiver (Mr. Leverick, of Sheffield) submitted a state¬ 
ment of affairs, which showed that there was due to unsecured creditors, 
£2,366. 3s. 3d. ; creditors for rents, rates, and taxes, .£2,396. 18s. 46. 
The total assets amounted to £1,193. Is< 4^- It was explained that 
Mr. Thomas Dymond, who had become security for £1,200 to the 
Barnsley Banking Company, held a bill of sale for £1,000, and was 
in possession. The bank wanted £1,500, but Mr. Dymond would 
stand aside and allow the bank 'to realize. The debtor, who at first 
had no offer to make, attributed his position to the death of one of his 
partners and the withdrawal of another. In connection with the 
latter there had been costly arbitration proceedings. Ultimately Mr. 
Tomlin made an offer of 5s. in the pound, unsecured, and said he 
would work on under a committee of inspection. This was declined, 
and Mr. Dibb moved and the chairman seconded, that the estate be 
wound up in liquidation, and not in bankruptcy, under a committee of 
inspection. This was agreed to, and Messrs. Nealty, Sutton, and 
Dibb were appointed the committee, with power to sell the estate 
either in bulk or in lots, and pay the receiver. Mr. E. G. Lancaster 
was appointed trustee, and Messrs. Newman & Sons were empowered 
to register the resolutions. 

The statutory meeting of the creditors of Andrew Wolfenden, book¬ 
seller and stationer, Oxford-street, Manchester, was held on the 6th 
inst., at the offices of Mr. C. R. Trevor, accountant, Clarence-buildings, 
Manchester. The statement of affairs showed, liabilities £1,977, chiefly 
on account of guarantees; and the assets, after deducting rent and 
taxes, £111. It was resolved to wind up the estate in liquidation, 
and Mr. Trevor was appointed trustee with a committee of inspection. 

Mr. George Potter, carrying on business in Fetter-lane as a 
general publisher, has presented a petition for liquidation. His debts are 
estimated at about £2,000, and the Court recently appointed Mr. E. 
Moore, accountant, Crosby-square, as receiver of the estate. Mr. 
Clarkson has since applied on behalf of creditors for £400 for an 
order authorizing the receiver also to act as manager. The debtor was 
the proprietor, among other publications, of the Household Reader, and 
it was necessary that the same should be carried on. Mr. Registrar 
Ilazlitt granted the application. 

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS, 

Communications duly received from J. P. M., M. & Co., T. H., 
J. S., T. G., L. M., F. M. (2), F. & Co., C. G., T., and T. L. 

Nonrev should send his name and address, as we do not attend to 
anonymous communications. 

“ The Printing Trades’ Diary and Desk Book for 1879.” 
We would bespeak the patronage of our readers for this work, which 
has been compiled with considerable care, and will be found a useful 
companion for the Master Printer and Overseer, whether London or 
Provincial. 
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NOTICE TO ADVERTISERS, 
The Scale of Charges for each insertion for Advertising in The 

Printing Times and Lithographer is as follows:— 

Space occupied. 1 Month. 3 Months. 6 Months. 9 Months. 12 Months. 

£. s. d. £. s. d. £. s. d. £. s. d. £. s. d. 

One Page ... 4 10 0 4 0 0 3 16 6 3 10 0 3 3 0 

Half Page ... 2 IO O 250 226 2 0 0 1 17 6 

Quarter Page i 7 6 146 I 3 0 120 I O O 

Wrapper and Special pages by arrangement. 

Per Inch, 6s. ; per Line of 10 Words, 9d., each insertion. 
In order to prevent disappointment, and to insure insertion, it is 

necessary that the money be remitted with short advertisements. 
Post-Office Orders or Cheques to be made payable to Messrs. 

Wyman & Sons, 8i, Great Queen-street, Lincoln’s-Inn Fields, W.C., 
at the High Holborn Money Order Office. 



A PRINTER ON THE LIMITATIONS OF ENGRAVING ON WOOD, 

In Three Parts.—Part II. 

EW publishers see the real reason 
for the failure of many attempts 
at imitations of line-work. Most 
of them attribute it to the inability 
of the engraver to cut the finer 
lines with sufficient delicacy, but 
this reason is not always good. 
The lines may be cut never so 
fine, but the printer of the wood- 
cut cannot reproduce the inten¬ 
sity of the colour in the plate. 

It is beyond his art. This is proved, perhaps, even 
more clearly by the failure of nearly all attempts at the 
imitation of etchings. To most persons, etchings, and 
especially the bold and open work of eminent etchers of 
the English school, seem easy copies for the engraver on 
wood. Etchers do not think so. They despise all imita¬ 
tions, no matter by whom done, and not without reason. 
They say that etchings cannot be cut truthfully by any 
engraver on wood nor properly printed on any machine. 
There is a combination of firmness and of crispness in the 
irregular lines of the etcher—most effectively produced by 
the slight trembling of the designer’s needle and the under¬ 
cutting of the acid—which cannot be got at all by the 
sharp clean-cutting steel of the inflexible graver. Nor can 
any typographic machine imitate the masterly presswork of 
the eminent French printers of etchings; for these printers, 
by adroitly wiping the plate after the first inking, and by a 
second re-inking or painting-up of the surface of the plate, 
can and do produce, in addition to the brilliant black in the 
engraved lines, as many shades of grey on the surface as 
they please. The painted surface receives an impression 
not unlike that given by a typographic machine, and 
yields a similar smoothness of tint. The etched lines 
define form and make texture stand up in little ridges of 
solid black on the smooth typographically-printed tints of 
grey or greyish-black which blend or connect all parts of the 
engraving. The best features of two distinct processes are 
combined in an inimitable manner. The typographic 
pressman who will study under a lens (the only means by 

which the beauty of the work can be fairly seen) any of the 
finer presswork of Lienard or Salmon, will acknowledge that 
there is no printed black, and grey like the black and grey 
of an artistically-printed etching. 

The exact imitation of crayon-work is just as difficult and 
as injudicious. Consider the dissimilarity of the materials, 
and the methods of the draughtsman, with those of the 
engraver on wood. For the crayon-work, roughened sur¬ 
face, crumbly pencil, grey or greyish black colour, and free 
or swift execution. For its imitation on wood, a glossy 
smooth surface, a sharp steel point, slow mechanical picking, 
and jet black ink. The little, irregular granules of grey, 
laid down so swiftly by the pencil in nicely graduated tints, 
cannot be accurately fac-similed on wood with a steel point. 
But the greatest failure of the imitation is in the printing. 
The cutting must necessarily be shallow. If full colour be 
given to the darker shadows, the lighter tints will be over- 
coloured; if the lighter tints be kept clean, the darker 
shadows will be dull, and the general effect of the print 
will be that of a spiritless monotone of insipid grey. Why 
should this result be disappointing ? Can a designer expect 
that a design almost exclusively in delicate greys should be 
fairly reproduced in positive black ink ? 

The delicacy of crayon work is imitated fairly, but not 
accurately reproduced, by the engraver on wood when he 
sticks to the legitimate methods of his art, avoiding a servile 
imitation of the granules of the crayon, and cuts in conti¬ 
nuous lines. He does this when he splits and crosses his 
lines, cutting white across the black in every place where 
the drawing calls for faintness or indistinctness. 

Grave mistakes are often made in the selection of incom¬ 
petent designers. It is generally known that the merit of 
a print depends more on the attractiveness of the design 
than on the engraving, but many who order woodcuts do 
not clearly understand the difference between drawing and 
designing. They incline to the errors that the man who 
can draw one thing well can draw another equally well ; 
that the merit of a drawing is in its elaboration ; that the 
quick sketch of a designer is inferior in value to the finished 
drawing of the copyist. The preference given by some 
engravers to the careful drawings of the copyist tends to 
confuse the distinction between the two classes. As a 
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necessary consequence, there will be found in the ranks of 
those who draw on wood, and who wish to be rated as 
artists, men of every degree of ability—presidents of aca¬ 
demies of art and novices who know little more than the 
rudiments of drawing; men of broad culture, who can 
handle many subjects admirably and all subjects well; 
others, again, who can draw landscapes only, or machines, 
or flowers, or letters, or ornamentation only,—men so im¬ 
perfectly educated that they have to get help from others 
in the completion of even simple drawings. It is enough 
to state these facts. The claim of every man who draws 
on wood to be regarded as an artist, and his ability to 
satisfy publishers and to direct engravers, may be decided 
by artists themselves; it will not be here discussed. It is 
enough to remark that the meanness of a spiritless design 
or of a faulty drawing cannot be redeemed by any skill of 
engraver or printer. 

Another error of many publishers is their insistance on 
“ fine engraving.” What is meant by fine engraving is 
close or minute cutting. Other things being equal, that 
woodcut is rated as most meritorious which has the 
greatest number of lines or picks, and which has received 
the most patient labour. From an artistic standpoint 
this proposition could be successfully combated, but it is 
of more importance to show that fine, microscopic engraving 
is a grave error from a mechanical point of view. Fine 
woodcuts are rarely ever properly printed. The finer the 
cutting the shallower the lines, and the more liable these 
lines to be filled in the processes of electrotyping and 
presswork. Printed on wet or slightly roughened paper, 
with too soft or too stiff ink, with too much haste, or with 
insufficient overlays, the fine cut produces a print much 
more objectionable than one taken from a coarsely cut 
block. The effectiveness or supposed effectiveness of very 
fine engraving can be produced only when the cut is 
printed on fine paper, with fine ink, on a suitable press, 
which must be managed by a first-rate pressman. Not 
one of these condirions can be successfully evaded ; but 
attempts to evade them are unceasing. The publishers 
are many who seem to think that artistic woodcuts, over¬ 
full of obscure greys and shallow lines, suitable for fine- 
art journals only, which can be printed only with difficulty 
on the smoothest paper and with the finest inks, can be 
fairly printed with the treatment and materials commonly 
provided for the ordinary book or magazine. 

No greater error can be made than in the cheapening 
of the paper and presswork of fine woodcuts. If the 
paper provided be not smooth—if it be roughened even 
but slightly—the pressman is obliged to put on pressure 
enough to make the lines meet the paper at every part of 
its surface, at its lowest pit as well as at its highest knob. 
Under this pressure, not only the face of the line is printed, 
but a part of its shoulder, which is forced in the paper, 
making the line much thicker and harsher than the en¬ 
graver intended. If the cavities have been clogged, even 
but slightly, by the electrotyper, and if thin ink be used, 
as must be when presswork has to be done quickly and 
cheaply, the cavities are soon choked with ink, the delicate 
greys are grimy, the greyish blacks that blend with solid 
blacks are filled up ; in short, the finer and more artistic 
part of the engraver’s work disappears,—a large part of 
his labour is lost. His cut would have been more attrac¬ 
tive if he had omitted the finer work, which really dis¬ 
figured it. 

An unwise economy is sometimes shown in cheapening 
the wood of woodcuts. Boxwood, the only substance 
suitable for fine engravings, is furnished by dealers of many 
qualities and at many prices. Wood of cheap quality is 
Usually whitish, tender, sometimes porous, crumbly, not 

strong enough to resist the graver or to withstand the 
pressure of the press or the action of simple cleansing 
fluids. This kind of wood is fit for coarse diagrams only. 
Whoever selects it for fine work may be sure of an unsatis¬ 
factory woodcut. The fine yellowish close-grained wood, 
which is sold at a much higher price, is not always free 
from the faults of knots and cracks, which give great 
trouble to engraver and printer. A still more vexatious 
fault is the opening at the joints of large blocks made of 
small pieces glued together. These pieces, taken from 
different sticks, shrink unequally, and show gaps which 
cannot be closed, either by pressure or by bolts. 

THE “TRYPOGRAPH” PRINTING PROCESS, THE present age has been very prolific in new pro¬ 
cesses of printing, both photographic and mechanical. 

Many of them are of great value, both commercially and 
artistically, while there are others which address themselves 
chiefly to the man of business who requires a number of 
circulars or letters struck off in a short space of time, with¬ 
out waiting the usual routine of lithography, by which 
process such work has been previously accomplished- One 
of the most successful of these processes has been the 
“ papyrograph,” invented by Mr. E. de Zuccato, who is 
also the inventor of the “ Trypograph.” This uncomfort¬ 
able title has been suggested by Professor Acland, and is 
derived from the Greek trupao, to perforate, and grapho, 
to write. 

Edison’s electric-pen process is in one sense analogous 
to the “ papyrograph,” where a prepared paper is made 
pervious to the printing ink by the varnish being dissolved 
by an appropriate writing ink ; in the Edison’s process the 
paper instead of being made simply pervious, being actually 
perforated by an electric apparatus, and through, these per¬ 
forations the ink finds access to the paper to be printed. 
Another modification, the “ Horograph,” has been adopted; 
and in another, instead of electricity being employed, a 
needle is set in rapid motion by a fan actuated by the 
breath of the writer during the process of writing. But these 
complicated methods have now been rendered unnecessary 
by Mr. Zuccato’s new system, which has the advantage of 
producing the perforations always alike, while those pro¬ 
duced either by the electric or pneumatic force vary with 
the rapidity of the movement of the hand in writing. 

The outlines of the Trypograph process are thus described 
by the manufacturers and patentees, Messrs. Zuccato & Wolff, 
15, Charterhouse-street:—“By writing firmly with a stylus on 
a sheet of trypographic-paper placed over a specially-prepared 
metallic plate (having a surface similar to that of a finely-cut 
file) a number of minute perforations are produced in the 
lines traced by the stylus. The perforated sheet or stencil is 
then placed in the apparatus (Fig. t), and fixed by means 

Fig. 1. 

of the bars, A falling-board is lowered by a handle, print¬ 
ing paper is placed on the falling-board and underneath the 
stencil; the falling-board is raised, a small quantity of 
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printing colour is brushed over the face of the stencil, and 
being pressed into the perforations by means of the scraper 
(Fig. 2), a fac-simile of the perforations appears on the 

PATENTS, NEW AND LAPSED, 

Fig. 2. 

paper below. The operation may be repeated many times 
without applying more colour.” 

Prosaic as the “ outlines ” unquestionably are, they 
nevertheless comprise the entirely novel system of printing 
by means of an india-rubber scraper instead of a roller, and 
also a remarkably simple and reliable means for registering. 
The printing-ink employed is rather more fluid than 
that used in typography, and a perfect distribution is 
secured by evenly painting the stencil below the perfora¬ 
tions by means of a specially-made brush of hog’s hair. 
A small quantity of the ink so distributed is taken up by 
the scraper for each impression, and many copies can be 
produced without redistributing or supplying more colour. 

The mode of registering is worthy of note, as the paper 
to be printed upon has simply to be placed flush with the 
outer edge of the falling-board and square with the left 
side of the apparatus. This enables blanks in printed 
forms to be filled up with sufficient accuracy, but if care be 
exercised an almost perfect register can be obtained. The 
stencil can be used and re-used many times without injury, 
and it will yield upon an average about 2,500 copies, at 
the rate of four or five a minute, according to the skill of 
the operator. Any colour may be used for printing, but 
at present the manufacturers have only prepared black. We 
have seen varied and excellent specimens of writing and 
music produced by the “ trypograph,” and though they do 
not equal lithography executed by skilled workmen they 
are far superior to the products of unskilled lithographers. 

The “ trypograph ” though primarily intended for the 
use of amateurs is nevertheless a printing process that 
may prove serviceable to printers for executing small jobs 
needed immediately, or for others that could not profitably 
be undertaken in letter-press. The printing apparatus is 
compact and portable, and the operations are so simple 
that they can be conducted by boy-labour in any spot where 
there is an available space of 3 feet by 2 feet. To proprie¬ 
tors of small offices these are considerations of moment. 

A Memorial to John Milton.—English printers will ever revere 
the name of Milton as that of the great defender of their liberties. His 
“ Areopagitica,” or speech for the liberty of unlicensed printing, has 
been truly described by Lord Macaulay as a “sublime treatise.” It 
gives us therefore special satisfaction to learn that on the new block of 
warehouses built on the site of All Hallows Church, in Bread Street, 
a medallion and memorial stone have been erected with the following 
inscription :—“John Milton, born in Bread Street, 1608 ; baptised in 
the Church of All Hallows, which stood here ante 1878.” 

SPECIFICATIONS RELATING TO PRINTING : 

Published in March, 1879. 

TMPROVEMENTS in Paper Bag Machines. Winter, L. F. [No. 
X 2950. July 24, 1878. 6d. Drawings.] Consists of an adapta¬ 

tion of a printing apparatus to the paper bag-making machines 
patented by Lyle Nelson, November 27, 1877, No. 4473. 

Improvements in Typographic and Lithographic Printing-machines. 
Clark, A. M. [From A. H. Marinoni, Paris. No. 2966. 
July 25, 1878. 6d. Drawings.] Describes an arrangement for 
giving a positive endwise motion to the “riders” of rollers in 
printing-machines by means of a forked lever applied at each end 
of the “riders.” 

Improvements in the Treatment of Paper and Parchment, whereby 
Erasures from Writings thereon can be Detected by the Eye. 
Hecicmann, N. J. [No. 3130. August 8, 1878. 2d. No 
drawing. Provisional Protection only.] Applying to the sizing, 
equal part of prussiate of potash and sulphuret of ammonia in the 
proportion of six ounces of each to the gallon of size. 

Improvements in Apparatus for Treating Espartero and other Fibrous 
Materials. Masson, A. [No. 2975. July 26, 1878. 6d. 
Drawings.] Relates to an apparatus for treating fibrous materials 
in a continuous and improved manner in order to thoroughly 
cleanse them, and to admit of the picking operation being more 
easily and effectively performed. 

Improvements in Printing-Presses or Machines. Dupuy, T. [No. 
3000. July 29, 1878. 8d. Drawings.] Relates to perfecting- 
machines of the kind in which the two cylinders stand side by 
side, the one descending and rotating while the other ascends and 
rests. The improvements refer to the means employed for alter¬ 
nately raising and lowering the cylinder, working the grippers, and 
operating the inking-rollers. 

Improvements in Lithographic Apparatus or Presses. Dupuy, T. 
[No. 3001. July 29, 1878. 6d. Drawings.] A power-driven 
machine or press, in which a scraper and tympan are used instead 
of a cylinder and blanket. 

Improvements in Papermaking Machine, for Facilitating the Washing 
or Cleansing of the Endless Felts or Cloths used therein. Hollo¬ 
way, G. [No. 3042. August 1, 1878. 6d. Drawings.] In¬ 
stead of removing the felt from the machine for the purpose of cleans¬ 
ing it, as is ordinarily done, and which, of course, necessitates a 
stoppage of the machine, arrangements are employed by which the 
felt is washed and cleansed, and the dirt carried away, while the 
machine continues in operation. 

A Method of Producing Ornamental or other Effects in Relief on 
Metal and other Surfaces, which Method is particularly Applicable 
for Producing Effects commonly known as Watermarks in the 
Manufacture of Paper. Pick, E. [From A. F. Eckhardt, 
Nurnberg. No. 3242. August 16, 1878. 4d. No Drawing.] 
Instead of employing wire or other metallic substance, the 
inventor uses a resinous compound for drawing the pattern in 
relief upon the wire gauze, and then dries it. It may be used 
with or without a deposit of copper or other metal, deposited by 
galvanic agency. 

An Improved Mode of, and Apparatus for, Producing Printing Sur¬ 
faces. Goodwin, H. [No. 3243. August 16, 1878. 4d. No 
Drawing.] Applicable principally to the reproduction of music, 
which is first to be modelled upon a large size on a board, either 
white or black, and then reduced by photography to a smaller 
scale. It is afterwards reproduced as a block by previously- 
known methods. 

Improvements in, and Apparatus for, Copying Writings and Draw¬ 
ings, and Producing other Facsimile Copies. Taylor, T. H. [No. 
3159. August 9, 1878. 2d. No Drawing.] An indefinite 
specification which does not inform the reader what class of print¬ 
ing is referred to. Probably the papyrograph is meant. A 
waterproof tray and two felt pads are the principal things 
referred to. 

LAPSED PATENTS RELATING TO PRINTING. 

Improvements in Printing Machinery. Conisbee, W. [No. 887. 
March 2, 1876.] 

Improvements in Printing Machinery. LIumberstone, W. [No. 
996. March 8, 1876.] 
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BASLE : 1505-1519. 

AMFARTER (Nicolas). 

The device of this printer, which we annex, consists of the arms 
of Basle, a chamois horn erased, sable, on a field argent. 

Lana (J. B. de). Lettre sur une nouvelle maniere 
d’imprimer. [In “ Parergis Gottingens,” vol. 4, 
p.141.] Gottingen: 1738. 8vo. 

Lancesseur. Memoire pour ]es graveurs et marchands d’estampes a 
Paris ayant des fonds de planches gravees, contre les jurez de la 
communaute des imprimeurs en taille-douce. M. Lancesseur, 

avocat. 1734- Folio. 

Landerer. Specimen Characterum in neo-erecta Typorum fusura 
Posonii apud Joannem Michaelem Landerer Typographum exis- 
tentium. Poson : 1770. 8vo. 20 leaves printed on one side. 

Printing was first employed at Poson or Presburg, the capital of Lower Hungary, 
in 1612. The types of which the above are a specimen are of no great merit either 
in design or workmanship. 

Landseer (John). Lectures on the Art of Engraving, delivered at 
the Royal Institution of Great Britain. London : 1807. Svo. 
pp. xxxviii. 341. 

This book is printed by J. McCreery, Blackhorse Court, Fleet Street. 

John Landseer was born in 1761, and 
died February 29, 1852. He was the son 
of a jeweller, and received his earliest 
instructions from William Byrne. His 
first productions were vignettes for 
Macklin’s Bible and Bowyer’s History of 
England (1793). In 1799 he was engaged 
on a series of views in the Isle of Wight 
for J. M. W. Turner and J. C. Ibbetson ; 
afterwards he published engravings of 
animals after Rubens, Snyders, Rem¬ 
brandt, and others. In 1806 he gave the 
lectures on Engraving before the Roj'al 
Institution which are referred to above. 
He was chosen associate engraver by the 
Royal Academy in 1807, and in 1814 

began a series of line engravings, illus¬ 
trating the antiquities of Dacca (British 
India). Later he gave a course of 
lectures on engraved hieroglyphics. In 
1823 he published “ Sabsean Researches,” 
and in 1834 a catalogue, descriptive, 
explanatory, and critical, of the earliest 
pictures in the National Gallery. As 
late as 1851 he exhibited at the Royal 
Academy views of Druidical temples in 
the islands of Guernsey and Jersey. One 
of his early pictures, “ Dogs of St. Ber¬ 
nard,” was finely engraved by his father. 
His son Thomas wrote a Life of William 
Bewick, the printer, in 2 vols., 1871. 

Langalerie (Charles de). Notice sur Part de nieller. Orleans : 
1858. 8vo. Cuts. 

Lange (Ad.). Peter Schoffer von Gernsheim, der Buchdrucker und 
Buchhandler. (Beitrage zur C-eschichte des Buchhandels, der 
Buchdruckerkunst und der verwandten Kiinste und Gewerbe, I.) 
Leipzig : 1864. 4to. 

Lange (J. Eph.). Die Buchdruckerkunst als das letzte und edelste 
Kleinod der Kirche, etc. Budessin : 1740. 4to. 

Langendyk (Pieter). Lofdicht op het Eerbeeld van Laurens Koster, 
eersten Vinder der Drukkunst, Kunstig uitgehouwen door Mr. 
G. v. Heerstal, en opgerecht binnen de stadt Haarlem, in den 
Artseynhof, in den Jaare 1722. Haarlem: 1723. 4to. 

Langenschwarz (Max.). Die Gutenberg-Schwarmerei unsrer Tage. 
Oder Zehn Fragen als Beweis, dass Johann Gutenberg nicht 
Erfinder der Buchdruckerkunst war. (Als Vorlaufer des Schneider 
Kitz.) Leipzig: 1841. 8vo. pp. vi. 64. 

A wretchedly printed pamphlet, of small literary value, written in favour of 
Koster. 

-De Vergoding van Gutenberg in onze dagen ; of tien vragen 
tot bewijs, dat Johann Gutenberg niet de uitvinder der Boekdruk- 
kunst was. Naar het Iloogduitsch. Met eene voorrede en 
aanteekeningen van G. van Enst Koning. Groningen : 1842. 
8vo. pp. viii. 71. 

- Tien Vragen van eenen Hoogduitscher, als bewijs dat Johan 
Gutenberg niet de Uitvinder der Boelcdrukkunst is. Eene hulde 
aan Laurens Jansz. Koster. Deventer: 1856. 8vo. pp. iv. 42, 

Langles (L.). Details litteraires et typographies sur l’edition du 
dictionnaire et des grammaires Tartares Mantchoux. Paris : 
1790. 8vo. 

Langlois des Essarts (Alfred Stanislas). Les grands inventeurs 
anciens et modernes. Ouvrage orne de 24 lithographies a deux 
tintes, par A. Chereau. Paris: 1863. Oblong folio. 

A Series of 24 lithographs, with accompanying letterpress of episodes in the history 
of inventions. Plate 5 is devoted to Gutenberg ; plate. 21 to Senefelder. The 
pictures are altogether imaginary, and the literary matter is quite valueless. 

Langlois (E. H.). Essai sur la calligraphic des manuscrits du Moyen- 
Age, et sur les ornements des premiers livres d’heures imprimes. 
Rouen : 1841. 8vo. pp. 180. With 18 engraved facsimiles. 

LanglumL.—See Chevallier (A.) and LanglumL. 

Leipzig : 1501-1522. 

Lantzberg (Martin). 

All that is known of Martin Lantzberg, Augustin, entitled “ Coelifodina abscon- 
or Lantzperg, is that he was a native of ditos scripturae thesaurus pandens,” 
Landsberg, and printed at Leipzig from 2 vols., the first of which bears the date 
1501 to 1522. The annexed device, 1511. The device consists, on the right 
which is used in some of his books hand, of thearmsofthe townofWiirzburg; 
without the name of the printer, is taken a shield hanging from a stump ; the other 
from the work of Johannes de Palz, a shield bears a bull’s head and star, 
monk of the order of the Hermits of St. 

La Plane (M. de). Notices bibliographiques sur deux ouvrages 
imprimes dans le XVe Siecle, et intitules, l’un : Breviarium in 
Codicem, etl’autre, Fasciculus Temporum, par Werner Rolewinck; 
avec la description de leur curieuse reliure. Paris : 1845. 8vo. 
pp. vii. 206. 

Descriptive of a book engraved in relief at Aix, in 1443, by means of a then unknown 
process, probably etching, having a portrait of Rene d’Anjou by Pierre de Milan, 
engraver to that prince. 

Lappenberg (J. M.). Zur Geschichte der Buchdruckerkunst in Ham¬ 
burg. Hamburg: 1840. 4to. With engravings. 

Contains remarks about Hamburg book-printing offices, Hamburg prints to the 
year 1600, and appendix to some old Low Saxon prints. 

Larkin (George). An essay on the noble Art of Printing. London: 
1700. Svo. 

Mentioned in West’s “ Fifty Years’ Recollections of an old Bookseller.” (8vo. 
Cork). Part II., pp. 126. 

Larkin (Rev. Lambert B.). On Causton in Kent, as the birth-place 
of William Caxton. [From “ Archaeologia Cantiana.”] 

- Caxton. A communication to Notes and Queries, vol. iv. 

Shows the identity of the name Caxton and Causton, and records a curious 
monumental inscription in St. Aiphege Church, Canterbury. 

Lasalette (P. J.). Stenographic musicale, ou maniere abregee 
d’ecrire la musique, a Pusage des compositeurs et des imprimeurs. 
Paris : 1805. 8vo. pp. 64. 

Lasker (Julius). Die 400-jahrige Jubelfeier der Erfindung der Buch- 
druckerkunst. Danzig am 25. Juli, 1840. Danzig: 1840. Svo. 

Lasteyrie (le Comte C. P. de). Typographic economique, ou Part 
d’imprimerie mis a la portee de tous et applicable aux differents 
besoins sociaux. Paris: 1837. 8vo. 3 plates. 

The author’s name is familiar to the student of the history of lithography, and his 
exertions for the spread of the art in its very earliest days are referred to. He 
composed and printed this work himself.—A', v. E'ngelmann. 

Lastri (Pr. Marco). Stamperia granducale e Storia della Fiorentina 
Tipografia. [In “ L’Osservatore Fiorentino sugli edifizi della 
sua patria.” 8 vols. Firenze : 1821. 8vo.] 

Latham (H.). Oxford Bibles, and Printing in Oxford. Oxford: 1868. 
8vo. pp. 64. In two parts. 

A short review of the history of the is not mentioned, and the “Book of 
English Bible and of the invention of Fame,” is quoted as if that were the only 
printing, which is thus described :—“ In work of his press to which his name was 
A.D. 1444 Gutenberg joined Faust at attached. The Bibles of Coverdale and 
Strasbourg ; after ineffectual attempts Tyndale are then described, as well as 
to print with wooden types, they made Matthew’s, Cranmer’s, and the Authorized 
typesof metal.”(!) The arrival in England Version. “ Printing in Oxford " gives an 
of Caxton is assigned to 1471 and his account of the first press, the University 
press placed inside the Abbey. The Press, its rise and progress, and the 
“ Dic-tes” of 1477, his earliest dated book, Clarendon Press. 

Lau (J. G. la). Proeve van Letteren der Boelcdrukkery van J. G. 

la Lau te Leyden, 1844. 8vo. 
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Laudem inter Jacobum et Joanneum Faustios ex una et Jobannem 
Guttenberg ex altera parte, agens de pecunia in librorum im- 
pressum insumpta. (Dans H. Ch. Jenkenberg, select, juris, et 
histor. I., pp. 269-277). 

Laun (Friedrich). Ludwig Philipp und Napoleon. (Gedicht). Zum 
Andenken an das Jahr 1840 und dessen Jubelfeier der Buch- 
druckerkunst. Dresden und Leipzig : 1840. 8vo. 

Laurent (J. F.). Specimen des vignettes et fleurons polytypees de 
la fonderie de J. F. Laurent. Paris: 1827. Folio. 

Laurent et de Berny. Specimen de la fonderie de Laurent et de 
Berny. Paris: 1828. Folio. 

- Gravures polytypees. Paris: 1831. A broadside. 

- Le livret typographique, specimen de caracteres. Paris : 
1844. 8vo. 

These are early specimen books of a French foundry which is still in existence, 
and has achieved a high reputation for the excellence of its types. 

Laval (—). Discours sur l’origine, le progres, et les differens ages de 
la librairie et Pimprimerie. 1726. 

Lawsher (F. C.). Die lithographische Hochiitzkunst, oder die Kunst 
auf Kalkschiefer oder Marmorstein durch Sauren so erhaben zu 
atzen, dass es wie Bleitypen abgedruckt werden kann. Nebst 
einer griindlichen Anleitung, von diesen hochgeatzen Litho- 
graphieen Stereotypen abnehmen zu konnen. Eine hochst 
wichtige Erfindung fur den Buchdruck, als billigeres Surrogat fiir 
den theuern Flolzschnitt und dessen Abklatschplatten. Baltimore, 
Md. : 1835. 8vo. pp. 56. 

Lawton (J. W.). The Printer’s Pocket Companion : containing 
Imposition and other valuable Tables; new and comprehensive 
Job Price List, etc. etc. Rochdale: 1870. i6mo. 8 pp. letter- 
press tables, and 16 pp. litho imposition tables. 

A compendium of information on matters not usually committed to memory,— 
figures, prices, sizes, and such like, with complete imposition tables. 

LLbailly (A. Hegesippe Moreau), sa vie et ses oeuvres. Documents 
inedits. Paris: 1863. 

Heg. Moreau served his apprenticeship as compositor at Provins, and later was 
employed as such at Didot’s in Paris. 

LebLgue. A Messieurs les Deputes de la France sur l’etat deplorable 
ou Pimprimerie et la librairie se trouvent reduites, et des moyens 
d’ameliorer leur sort, par J. C. Lebegue, doyen des imprimeurs de 
Paris. Paris : 1843. 4to. 2 leaves. 4th edition. 

Leber (C.). Catalogue des livres imprimes, manuscrits, dessins et 
cartes a jouer, composant la Bibliotheque de M. C. Leber; avec 
des notes. 3 vols. Paris : 1839. 8vo. 

This collection of ancient playing-cards is no less curious than that of the National 
Library at Paris. It now belongs to the Library of the City of Rouen. 

- Etudes historiques sur les cartes a jouer, principalement sur 
les cartes frangaises, oil l’on examine quelques opinions publiques 
en France sur ce sujet. (Memoires et dissertations sur les 
antiquites nationales et etrangeres publies par la Soc. des Antiqu. 
de France. Tom. VI. pp. 256-384. Paris: 1842.) 

- Histoire de la gravure par ses produits. Catalogue d’une 
collection d’estampes originales de tout nature et de toutes les 
ecoles, representes par leurs maitres et compares par epoque, 
depuis la ie moitie du XVe. Siecle jusqu’au commencement du 
XIXe., suivie des procedes employes pour graver et pour nettoyer 
les estampes. Orleans : 1872. 4to. pp. 39. 

- Essai d’une pantographie comparee, ou collection d’estampes 
originales de toute nature et de toutes les ecoles representees 
par leurs principaux maitres, et companies par epoques, depuis 
la premiere moitie du XV= Siecle jusqu’au commencement 
du XIXC, pour servir a l’histoire de la gravure par ses produits. 
[In “Memoires de la Societe Archeologique de l’Orleanais.” 
Tome I. p. 31-74]. 1851. 8vo 

LecHI (Luigi). Della Tipografia Bresciana nel secolo decimoquinto. 
Brescia: 1854. 4to. pp. 128, with 8 plates. 

Only 208 copies printed ; five on large paper. It is a much esteemed work. 

Le Clerc (J. Viet.). Des journaux chez les Romains, recherches 
precedees d’un memoire sur les annales des pontifes et suivies de 
fragments des journaux del’ancienne Rome. Paris: 1838. 8vo. 
pp. 440. 

Ledeboer (A. M.). Notices bibliographiques des livres imprimes 
avant 1525, conserves dans la Bibliotheque publique de Deventer. 
Leipzig: 1867. 8vo. 

Ledeboer (A.M.) Alfabetische Lijst derboekdrukkers, boekverkoopers 
en uitgevers in Noord-Nederland, sedert de uitvinding van de 
boekdrukkunst tot den aanvang der negentiende eeuw. Utrecht : 
1876. 4to. pp. xiv. 198, and 4 leaves of printers’marks. 

A valuable and very complete alpha- cated, as also the titles and date of pub- 
betical list of the printers, booksellers, lication of the principal works issued by 
and publishers of North Netherlands, them. The compilation has been a 
from the invention of typography to the labour of love to Mr. Ledeboer, an octo- 
beginning of the 19th century. After genarian and a retired physician. The 
each name the time and place in which first edition issued as a proof, not for 
those here enumerated flourished are indi- sale, was :— 

- De boekdrukkers, boekverkoopers en uitgevers in Noord- 
Nederland sedert de uitvinding van de boekdrukkunst tot den 
aanvang der negentiende eeuw. Eene preuve. Door A. M. 
Ledeboer, M.D. (Niet in den handel). Deventer: 1872. 4to. 
pp. xvi. 412. 

- Chronologisch Register behoorende bij de Alfabetische Lijst 
der boekdrukkers, boekverkoopers en uitgevers in Noord-Neder- 
land sedert het jaar 1440 tot het begin dezer eeuw. Utrecht: 
1S77. Demy 4to. pp. iv. 80. 

This chronological register of Dutch printers is intended as an appendix to the 
alphabetical register mentioned above. 

-- Het geslacht van Waesberghe. Eene bijdrage tot de geschie- 
denis der boekdrukkunst en van den boekhandel in Nederland. 
Rotterdam : 1859. 8vo. pp. iii. 240 and 31, and plates.- 
2° verm, uitgabe. s’Gravenhage : 1869. 8vo. pp. xv. and 327, 
m. Portr. drukkermerken en facsimile. 

The annals of the different offices under the direction of the celebrated printers 
van Waesberghe, at Amsterdam, Anvers, Breda, Rotterdam, and Utrecht, from 
1561, are given with much care and have a bibliographic value, as have all the 
publications of the author. 

Lee (A. van). Haarlems regt op de eer van de uitvinding der boek¬ 
drukkunst gehandhaafd ; of beknopt overzigt van den stand der 
zaak, vooral na het onderzoek van den Heer de Vries, en de 
toelichtingen van de Heeren Schinkel en Noordziek. Amsterdam : 
1843. 8vo. pp. 32.-Tweede druk. Amersterdam : 1848. 
8vo. pp. 34. 

Lee Priory Press. Woodcuts and verses. Edited, with preface, 
by E. Quillinan, Esq. 1820. 4to. Printed at the Lee Priory 
Press. 

This consists of a preface (pp. 14), woodcuts and verses, 58 leaves, notes (pp. 16), 
arrangement 1 leaf. In this work all the wood-engravings and specimens of every 
type used at the Lee Priory Press, are exhibited. 100 copies only were printed. 

The Lee Priory Press was estab- membered by printers chiefly in connec- 
lished in the year 1813 by Sir Egerton tion with Johnson’s unfortunate experi- 
Brydges, Bart., at Ickham, near Canter- ence of it.—See Johnson (J.). 
bury, the seat of his eldest son, T. B. Quillinan was Wordsworth’s brother-in- 
Brydges Barrett, Esq. A list of its pro- law. The family tomb, adjoining that of 
ductions will be found in Bohn’s edition the poet laureate, in Rydal churchyard, 
of “ Lowndes’s Bibliographer’s Manual,” is well known to every Lake tourist, 
vol. iv., p. 218. This press will be re- 

gouda : 1477-1485. 

Leeu (Gerarcl). 

Gerardus Leeu was a member of a 
very distinguished family. He estab¬ 
lished a printing-office at Gouda in the 
year 1477, the first in his native place, 
and exercised the art of a printer up to 
1484, when he took his presses, to Ant¬ 
werp, where he continued printing until 
1493, the year of his. death. In 1484 
there appeared from his press a book on 
the “Seven Sacraments,” executed with 
the same type as that used by Bellaert 
at Haarlem. As Leeu continued to use 
this type till 1489, although.Bellaert had 
ended his labours in i486, it is believed 
that Leeu had bought the fount. We find 
this type also used by P. van Os. Leeu 
was an excellent printer, and by many is 
regarded as second to none—not even to 
Veldener. During his sojourn at Gouda 
he used different marks. One, which is 
reproduced above, he printed in red and 
black. It represents the double ecusson 
suspended to the branch of a tree. On 
the left shield are the arms of Gouda, on 
the right the device of the printer. The 
other mark was composed of the arms 
of Maximilian, Archduke of Austria, 

held by two lions. On the right were the 
arms of Gouda, on the left the device of 
Leeu. The last book printed by him 
at Gouda with a date was, according to 
Holtrop “ Le Livre des Sept Sacrements,” 
in Dutch, dated June 19, 1484, already 
mentioned. 

A full account of the life and labours 
of Leeu has been conjointly compiled by 
Van der Meersch and Mr. Campbell, in 
the Bulletin die Bibliophile Beige, vol. iii 
455, vol. iv. 249, and vol. vi. 29 ; and 
there is a catalogue of his works in 
Holtrop, “ Mon. Typ.,” pp. 74, 99. 

The device given above is that used by 
Leeu at Gouda, but a different device 
was adopted by G. Leeu and Claes Leeu 
when they carried on business at Ant¬ 
werp (1480 to 1493). It consisted of the 
arms of the Castle of Antwerp : a battle- 
mented and turreted gate, with two 
smaller ones on either side: two flags 
from the chief towers, one with the arms 
of the German Empire, the other with 
those of the Archduke Maximilian of 
Austria. The two flags issuing from the 
smaller towers bear each a hand. 
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GOUDA : 1477-1489. ANTWERP : 1480-1493. 

The noble vignette represented above 
was appended to many of the finest pub¬ 
lications of the 15th century, which are 
valued by bibliographers, not only on 
account of their antiquity, but also, on 
account of their beauty of execution. 
A large number of them are illustrated 
with bold and spirited woodcuts. 

It ought to be mentioned that Panzer 
says that Leeu’s office was established 
at Gouda in 1477, and that it was in 
operation till 1489. In 1480 he opened 
another establishment at Antwerp, which 
he conducted till the time of his 
death, in T493. Holtrop, however, states 
that Leeu transported his office from 
Gouda to Antwerp in 1484, which is 
altogether at variance with Panzer. 

Leeu (Nicolas). 

This printer was probably the brother, 
or a near relation, to Gerard Leeu, who 
printed so many books at Antwerp. The 
annexed device is taken from a work 
dated 1488; it consists of the lion (a 
playful or punning alteration of the 
printer’s name of Leeu into Leo) in a 
Gothic window holding two shields; on 
the left the arms of Antwerp; on the 
right the monogram of Gerard Leeu. 

Antwerp disputes with Alost and Lou¬ 
vain the honour of being the first city of 
Belgium which had a printer. The 
Antwerpians base their claims on the 
existence of a book bearing date 1472, 
called “ Het boeck van Tondalus visioen,” 
printed by Mathias van der Goes, in 
small quarto, black letter, 35 pages, 
without device, but with the signature. 
It extends from A to Eiij. But it is 
proved that Mathias van der Goes did 
not begin to print at Antwerp till 1482, 
and that the use of signatures was not 
known in Belgium for many years after- 

After the death of Leeu most of the 
woodcuts that he used,—among them the 
device given above, came into the pos¬ 
session of Theodore Martens. The de¬ 
vice we have selected is that contained 
in “ Savonarola H. Expositio in Psal- 
mum,” 4to., issued without place or date 
of publication. 

The following specimens of the work 
of Gerard Leeu are contained in the 
British Museum :—“ Reynaert die Vos,” 
printed at Gouda, by Gerard Leeu, in 
1479; the first edition of “Reynard the 
Fox” in any language; “Dyalogus 
creaturaru,” printed at Gouda, by Gerard 
Leeu, in 1480. With woodcuts. The 
first edition of this work. 

wards. Hence it is certain that the 
printer has omitted an x in the date. 

In 1476 we find printed in this city a 
book “ Petrus Hispanus (Joannes Papa 
XXI.),” with the imprint “ Studiose cor- 
rectus exaratus Antwerpie per me Theo- 
doricum Martini, anno domini 1476 ” 
(May 22). It is in folio, black letter, in j 
two columns, without device, but with 1 
signature. 

Mathias van der Goes will be, then, the 
second printer of Antwerp. He began 
in 1482, coming from the celebrated 
Gerard Leeu, or Gerardus Leonis, printer 
at. Gouda in 1477, and his brother 
Nicolas, or Claes, who assisted him in 1 
his establishment at Antwerp in 1487. 

The other printers of Antwerp were 
Godfried Back, A. van Liesveldt, W. 
Vorsterman, Hy. Eckert van Homberch, 
Michael de Grave. In the 16th century 
there arose here Martin L’Empereur 
(Martinus Csesaris), J.ehan Steels, and 
the great printer Plantin. 

In 1777 a strange controversy was quiere, however, completely refuted his 
raised in the Academy of Brussels by a statements. An account of the discussion 
savant of the name of Jean des Roches, is contained in the Esprit des Jour- 
who pretended to find a book printed at nanx, Paris, 1779 and 1780. 
Antwerp in 1442. The Abbe J. Ghes- 

ANTWERP : 1487-1488. 

Lefebvre (Casimir). Guide du peintre-coloriste, comprenant Ten- 
luminage des gravures et lithographies, le coloris du daguerreo¬ 
type, desvues surverre pour stereoscope et la retouche de la photo¬ 
graphic a l’aquarelle et a l’huile. Paris : 1858. 8vo. pp. 62. 

One.of a series entitled “ Bibliotheque Artistique.” Another edition was published 
at Paris (printed at Lagny) in 1864, and a third in 1876, both in 8vo. 

Lefevre (Theotiste). Guide pratique du compositeur d’imprimerie. 
Premiere partie. Paris: 1855-73. 8vo. pp. x. 440, with 26 
wood-engravings. 

This volume treats exclusively of composition, and is most elaborate and minute 
in its instructions. Originally written for private use, the author was prevailed upon 
to publish the work, which he also extended. 

—- Guide pratique du compositeur d’imprimerie. Deuxieme 
partie. Paris : 1872-7. 8vo. pp. iv. 298, 47 illustrations. 

Chapters I. to IV. relate to presses and 
machines; 

Chapter V. to the functions of the over¬ 
seer ; 

Chapter VI. to the treatment of printing- 
rollers ; and 

Chapters VII. and VIII. to the arts of 
stereotype and electrotype. 

There is an appendix to Chapter V. of 
Vol. I. which relates to foreign composi¬ 
tion and alphabets, and the work con¬ 
cludes with an historical notice of various 
presses, from that of J. Badius Ascensius 
down to the first two-C3dinder machine, 
first used in Paris in 1822. 

A period of seventeen years elapsed 
between the appearance of the first and 
second (or concluding) portions of this 
book. For more than fifty years the 
author has distinguished himself in every 
branch of typography. When first out 
of his time, in 1813, he could compose 
in almost any foreign language, direc¬ 
tions for doing which are given in this 
guide. In 1835 he was called in by 

Messrs. Didot to assist in the formation 
of the new printing establishment at 
Mesnil, near Dreux, which has since be¬ 
come one of the most important offices in 
France. It is now under the management 
of the author’s son, M. Charles Lefevre. 
Nearly everything is done by women— 
peasant girls who have been taught to 
read and compose in French, Latin, 
and Greek, as well as to stereotype, 
and to lay on and take off at machine. 
Even the chief part of the copperplate 
engravings required for Firmin Didot’s 
large and numerous books is executed 
by women. The volume presents the 
experience gained in teaching such 
a peculiar class of operatives, and 
is one. of the most thoroughly practical 
ever issued from the French printing 
press. Although eighty years of age, 
and for nearly seventy years devoted to 
the pursuit of the printer’s craft, M. 
Lefevre is still at the head of the typo¬ 
graphic department of the Didot press in 
Paris. 

— Instruction pour la composition du Grec, extrait d’un ouvrage 
inedit intitule “Le guide du compositeur.” Paris: 1S47. 8vo. 
pp. 16. 

— Nouvelle classification de la casse frangaise combinee d’apres 
l’exact emploi des lettres. St. Germain : 1833. 4to. pp. 16 and 
1 table. 

- Recueil d’impositions executees en caracteres mobiles, suivi 
d’une nouvelle classification de la casse frangaise. Paris : 1838. 
Oblong i6mo. pp. viii. 215', with folding “Tableau Synoptique.” 
-Second edition (oblong) with “Appendice,” pp. 47, 1848. 
-Third edition. 8vo. Paris : 1873. 

Le Gallois (le Sieur). Traitte de plus belles bibliotheques de 
l’Europe. Des premiers livres qui ont ete faits. De l’invention 
de l’imprimerie. Des imprimeurs. De plusieurs livres qui ont ete 
perdus et recouvrez par les soins des sgavans. Avec une methode 
pour dresser une bibliotheque. Paris: 1680. 121110. 
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Leger. Caracteres d’ecriture de la fonderie de Leger. Paris : 1827. 

A broadside. 

Leges imperiales et ecclessiasticie de non edendis, imprimendis, dis- 
trahendis, retinendis, vel legendis libris famosis s. 1. et a. Augs¬ 

burg : 1764. 4to. 

Le Gi.AY. Melanges historiques et litteraires. Cambrai : 1834. 
8vo., avec planches. 

50 copies printed, stitched with blue thread. Specimen of characters of Leone 
Dalvin’s printing-office, preceded by a notice upon its origin, &c. It also relates to 
literary societies and men of letters. 

Legouv£ (Ernest). La Decouverte de l’imprimerie. Piece en vers 
qui a remporte le prix de poesie decerne par l’Academie Francaise, 
1829. Paris : 1829. 8vo. pp. 38. 

Legrand (Arthur, depute de la Manche). L’imprimerie nationale. 
Discours prononce a l’Assemblee nationale. Mortain : 1874. 
i6mo. pp. 26. (Extrait du Journal Official, seance du jeudi, 
11 Decembre, 1873.) 

- L’impot sur le papier. Paris. 8vo. pp. 15. (Extrait du 
Jotirnal des Ecconomistes, Juillet, 1877.) 

Lehmann (C. D.). Gutenberg und der neue Geisterbund, gesungen 
zum Andenken an die vor 400 Jahren ans Licht getretene Erfindung 
der Buchdruckerkunst. Camenz : 1840. 8vo. 

A poem on printing, in nine books, each dedicated to one of the Muses. 

Lehne (Friedrich). Beitrage zur Geschichte der Erfindung der Buch- 
druckerkunst. Mainz : 1837. 8vo. 

- Einige Bemerkungen iiber das Unternehmen der gelehrten 
Gesellschaft zu Harlem, ihrer Stadt die Ehre der Erfindung der 
Buchdruckerkunst zu ertrotzen; nebst einem Nachtrage, veranlasst 
durcheine sogenannte Recension in der HallischenLitteraturzeitung. 
Mainz : 1823. 8vo.-Mainz : 1825. 8vo. pp. 52. 

- Historisch-critische Priifung der Anspriiche, welche die Stadt 
Haarlem auf den Ruhm der Erfindung der Buchdruckerkunst macht, 
durch Beleuchtung der Ansichten ihrer Vertheidiger ; des Herrn 
Dr. Ebert, Hofbibliothekars zu Dresden, und des Herrn Koning, 
Obergerichtsschreibers zu Amsterdam. Mainz : 1827. 8vo. 
pp. viii. 96. 

- Kurze Geschichte der Stadte Mainz und Worms. Mainz: 1837. 

8vo. 

- Nieuw onderzoek naar de aanspraak van Holland op de 
uitvinding der boekdrukkunst, door Prof. Ebert te Wolfenbuttel; 
en Brief wegens het geschrift van Prof. F. Lehne. Mit eene 
vorrede en eenige aanmerkingen van Jac. Koning. Haarlem : 
1825. 8vo. pp. v. 46. 

Leich (John Henry). De origine et incrementis typography 
Lipsiensis liber singularis, ubi varia de literariis urbis studiis et viris 
doctis, qui in ea claruerunt, inseruntur. Accedit librorum Sec. 
XV. excusorum ad Maittairii annales supplementum. Lipsite : 
Anno typogr. Stecul. III. [1740]. 4to. 4 leaves, pp. 147. 

Leipzig. An unsere Gehiilfen. Ein Wort zur Verstiindigung u. 
Beherzigung. Leipzig : 1862. 8vo. 

Relates to the discussion of the compositors’ tariff. 

-Beschreibung aller bei der vierten Sacularfeier der Erfindung 
der Buchdruckerkunst am 24., 25. und 26. Juni 1840, in Leipzig 
stattgefundenen Feierlichkeiten. Ein Denkmal fur die Mit- und 
Nachwelt. Leipzig : 1840. 8vo. pp. viii. 87. View of the 

Festhalle. 

- Katalog der Bibliothek des Borsenvefeins der Deutschen 
Buchhandler. Leipzig : 1869. 8vo. pp. 161. 

Contains the titles of a large collection of books and tracts upon typography. 

- Programm der vierten Sacularfeier der Erfindung der Buch¬ 
druckerkunst. Leipzig den 24. 25. und 26. Juni 1840. 4to. 

- Verzeichniss der Gegenstande welche zur vierten Sacularfeier 
der Buchdruckerkunst in der deutschen Buchhandler Borse in 
Leipzig ausgestellt sind. Leipzig: 1840. 8vo. 

Leistikow (David Siegfr.). Aufmunterung zur dankbahrlichen 
Betrachtung der Gottlichen Versetzung durch Vergleichung der 
von Cadmo nach Griechenland gebrachten Schreibe- und die in 
Deutschland erfundenen Druckerkunst bey dem Jubelfest d. 13. 
Jul. 1740. Groningen : 1740. 4to. 

Lelewela (Joachima). Bibliograficznick. 2 vols. Wilno : 1823- 
1826. 8vo. Vol. I., pp. 200; Vol. II., pp. 431. 

Contains several articles relating to the introduction and development of printing 
nd its history in Poland. 

(To be continued.) 

ASPHALTE, AND ITS APPLICATION TO PHOTO¬ 

LITHOGRAPHY AND ENGRAVING, 

SOME time since we glanced at the discovery, by 
M. Nicephore Niepce, in 1814, of the photogenic pro¬ 

perties of asphaltum or bitumen of Judea, and its subse¬ 
quent application to photographic engraving by his nephew, 
M. Niepce de St. Victor, and others. The space given to it 
at that time was, compared to that devoted to other pro¬ 
cesses, as much as its apparent importance seemed to war¬ 
rant. Now, however, there are signs that this, or some 
similar substance, is not unlikely to enter into competition 
with the, at present, more favoured combination of bi- 
chromic salts and colloid substances, and perhaps we shall 
be doing a service to our readers and to experimenters by 
laying before them a more detailed account of those pro¬ 
cesses in which asphaltum has been used; and we think we 
cannot do better than begin by describing the substance 
itself before we speak of the manner in which it is to be 
used. 

Asphalte was first found, as its name implies, in Syria, on 
the shores of the Dead Sea (Lake Asphaltites), but is now 
obtained in greater abundance in Texas and other places. 
It is an indurated pitch, a little heavier than water, is easily 
melted, and very inflammable. It may be partially purified 
by boiling it in water, when the purer asphalte will be found 
floating on the top. It is usually contaminated with car¬ 
bonate of lime, which may be removed by treatment with 
hydrochloric acid. It may also be purified by dissolving 
the crude substance in oil of turpentine, and decanting the 
soluble portion. It has been found that the bitumen or 
asphaltum best for photographic processes should possess 
the following qualities :— 

It should be completely insoluble in water. 
It should dissolve in the proportion of 5 parts to 100 of 

alcohol, and 70 parts to 100 of ether, and entirely in 
essence of turpentine, in pure benzole, and in chloro¬ 
form. 

As well as in these fluids, it is also soluble in less pure 
ones, such as the oils of lavender and petroleum ; but when 
the oil of lavender is used, the French will do quite as well 
or better than the English, and is much cheaper. 

We are not going into a history of this use of asphaltum, 
nor into a biography of the discoverer of its photographic 
qualities; but there is one point we should like to place 
before our readers, viz., that it appears to be a fact that we 
are indebted indirectly to lithography for the researches 
made by M. Nie'pce on photographic engraving. 

M. Niepce seems to have been an accomplished technolo¬ 
gist, for, after occupying himself with many inventions, he 
became enraptured with Lithography soon after its introduc¬ 
tion into France, and one of its most devoted enthusiasts. 
Living, however, far from Paris, he found it not easy to 
procure proper stones and apparatus, and set to work with 
what materials he could find nearer home. Of this period 
his son, Isidore Niepce, writes as follows :— 

“In 1813 my father made some attempts at engraving 
and reproducing drawings by lithography, which had 
recently been introduced into France, and which attracted 
his admiration. Some broken stones, intended for repairing 
the main-road between Chalons and Lyons, which came 
from the quarries of Chagny, seemed to him to be suited, 
from the fineness of their grain, to be usefully employed in 
lithography. We chose some of the largest of these stones, 
and my father had them polished by a marble-worker of 
Chalons. I then made various drawings on them, which 
my father coated with a varnish he had prepared ; he then 
etched them by means of an acid. 
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“ But finding that the grain of these stones was not suf¬ 
ficiently fine and regular, my father replaced them by 
polished tin plates. He coated these plates with various 
varnishes; then placed on them the drawings which he had 
previously varnished to render them transparent, and 
exposed the whole to the action of light. This was the 
commencement,—very imperfect if you like.” 

The discovery made by M. Niepce was essentially this :— 
That the action of light upon a freshly-prepared ground of 
bitumen rendered it less soluble, and consequently that a 
less powerful solvent would remove the parts unacted upon 
by the light while it permitted the insulated portion to 
remain upon the plate. 

It must be remarked that the discoverer only looked 
upon his process as a purely photographic one, and that it 
was others who carried it out as a means of obtaining 
engraved plates. His process was, when shortly stated, as 
follows :—Bitumen is dissolved in essential oil of lavender 
by gentle heat. This varnish is then spread by a very soft 
skin pad upon a polished silvered or glass plate so as to 
form a thin coating, and is then dried by heat, and left to 
cool in a dry atmosphere. After exposure to light, it is 
developed with a mixture of oil of lavender and white oil 
of petroleum, in which it is immersed. When sufficiently 
developed, it is gently washed by pouring water upon it, 
and afterwards carefully dried. To preserve this picture it 
must be carefully guarded from light and moisture. It is 
true that Niepce did apply acids to his plates, but only for 
the purpose of altering the colour of the metal, for which 
purpose he also employed the vapour of iodine, which is 
thought to have led Daguerre to the discovery of his 
beautiful process. 

Afterwards Niepce used a more unctuous varnish, 
composed of bitumen dissolved in animal oil of Dippel; and 
for copying engravings he employed an addition of wax to 
the asphalt varnish. He remarks that his process cannot 
be used during the winter months, as the cold and moisture 
render it brittle, and detaches the varnish from the plate. 
In pursuing this process, however, at the present day, mere 
temperature could be brought under control, as it never 
would be required to expose it in the camera as was done 
by Niepce. 

M. Niepce de St. Victor, the nephew, in conjunction 
with M. Lemaitre, took up this process, and carried it out 
in connection with photographic engraving with some degree 
of success. The following are its details :—Take a polished 
steel plate, and having freed it from grease by means of 
whiting, pour upon it one part of hydrochloric acid in 
twenty parts of water; wash and dry. Apply the solution 
of bitumen in oil of lavender, as before mentioned. Expose 
for a quarter of an hour, or more, under a transparent 
positive, and then develop with a solvent composed of 
three parts rectified oil of naphtha and one part benzole. 
Proportions may vary, but the more benzole the stronger 
the solvent will be. Wash with water and dry, as pre¬ 
viously mentioned in the first process 

The plate is now ready for the biting-in process, by 
means of a solution thus composed :— 

Nitric acid ... ... ... i part. 
Water ... ... ... ... 8 parts 
Alcohol ... ... ... 2 ,, 

This is allowed to act for a very short time, and is then 
washed and the plate dried. It is then placed in the upper 
part of a box, at the bottom of which is spread resin in fine 
powder. This, being agitated by a bellows, will permit of 
the finer part being settled upon the plate, which being 
then heated, the resin will become attached more firmly, 
and will be better able to resist the action of the acid and 
water used, without the addition of alcohol. The varnish 

is then removed by turpentine, or other solvent, and a 
proof taken from the plate. 

From a perusal of the foregoing, most persons having a 
knowledge of photography and lithography would not be 
long in evolving a photo-lithographic process, and conse¬ 
quently it has been proposed by several persons independ¬ 
ently of each other, and various of the different solvents 
have been used. The essentials seem to be these, ist, to 
add some fatty or oily substance to the asphalt varnish ; 
2nd, to coat the stone; 3rd, to expose to light under a 
negative ; 4th, to dissolve the unacted-upon varnish; 5th, 
to slightly etch the stone with very dilute acid and gum, to 
remove the last trace of varnish; and 6th and last, to roll¬ 
up with litho ink and take the impression. 

From this application to one suitable to zinc plates is a 
mere substitution of the latter for the stone, and we have a 
process of photo-zincography in which the bitumen varnish 
is the photographic medium ; and when once obtained, a 
treatment similar to the Gillotype or Feitch’s process would 
give a process in relief suitable for printing at letterpress. 
We are not surprised, therefore, to meet with the following 
as the latest variation of the asphalt process. 

In Ackermann’s Gemerbezeitung (.Industrial Journal) 
Herr Fitchiner gives an account of a mode of producing 
etchings in relief by asphalt. Select pieces of asphalt, 
which do not melt at 90°, and are difficult to dissolve in 
turpentine ; dissolve five parts in a mixture of ninety parts of 
benzole and ten parts of oil of lavender ; the benzole must 
be separated by distillation from any impurities that would 
render it too sensitive to light, after which it must be 
thoroughly drained before being used. The oil must be 
perfectly free from water. Coat a clean and smooth zinc 
plate with the varnish, allowing the latter to run off like col¬ 
lodion ; then dry in the dark in a horizontal position. Ex¬ 
pose the plate under a negative from twenty-five to thirty 
minutes in the sun, or three or four hours in daylight, ac¬ 
cording to the sensitiveness of the asphalt film, which must 
be ascertained by experiment. The exposed plate is then 
developed with rock oil, to which a sixth of its volume of 
benzole has been added ; the oil is poured over the plate, 
and moved about until the whites are perfectly clean ; the 
plate is then washed under a jet of water, dried in the 
light, and etched with diluted nitric acid. There must be 
a careful avoidance of air-bubbles. 

Some other processes (more especially those in which 
bichromates are used in conjunction with gelatine, gum, or 
albumen) having yielded the best practical results, those 
founded upon the sensitiveness of bitumen have not, as yet, 
met with very extended examination. But, considering 
that all bituminous and resinous substances are regarded by 
chemists as more or less sensitive to light, we think they 
deserve more attention than they have hitherto received. 

The favourite processes of photo-lithography at present 
in use are founded upon a transfer system, by which the 
lines are always more or less thickened as compared with 
the photographic negative. The system of applying a 
resinous varnish at once to the plate would obviate this 
defect, so that theory is in its favour, and we cannot help 
believing that the process on zinc, above described, or some 
variation of it, will be found at some no distant day to 
yield excellent results. We are strengthened in this 
opinion by observing the superiority of the prints produced 
by the Albertype and similar methods of printing direct 
from the gelatine films as compared with photo-lithography. 

If this process could be performed successfully upon thin 
plates of zinc and used for the purpose of transfers, the 
originals would be very portable, and could be kept for future 
use; and if our readers will consult our issue for January, 
1876, and read our notice of the Aubeldruck process, we 
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think they will agree with us that the method seems to have 
many points of resemblance with what we have been 
treating of. We recommend our lithographic readers to 
bear these methods in mind, and if they have time to spare 
from more important engagements, to spend some of it in 
this direction. 

PRINTING-OFFICE ECONOMY, 

HIRD’S PNEUMATIC DELIVERER. 

AST month we had occasion to invite attention to the 
drawbacks attending the employment of juvenile 

labour in “ taking off ” at printing machines generally and 
litho machines in particular, and to the mechanical means 
now in use for superseding takers-off. We have now 
another invention brought before us to effect the same 
object, that is, the automatic delivery of the printed sheets 
by a mechanical arrangement belonging to the machine 
itself. There are at the present time before the trade 
three distinct kinds of apparatus adapted for litho machines 
for taking the sheets and laying them down. In the 
first the sheet is seized at its gripper edge by finger-grip¬ 
pers attached to a small cylinder, over which the sheet is 
carried, turned over, and laid upon tapes, from which it is 
removed by a flyer-frame, and laid one by one upon the 

the trade with every confidence in its success. We have 
seen it at work, and see no reason why it should not fulfil 
the inventor’s and manufacturers’ anticipations. The ap¬ 
paratus may be usefully divided into two distinct parts, 
the deliverer and the exhaust pump. The latter requires 
special notice. 

It has been found more convenient to employ a sepa¬ 
rate air-pump of large capacity than to rely upon a single 
stroke of the pump to perform the exhaust for each 
delivery. By employing as it were a reservoir of vacuum 
it has been found easy to restrict the suction of the 
deliverer to follow upon the rotation of the cylinder, and at 
no other time, so that if the machine is running double- 
inking the vacuum power is employed only at every alter¬ 
nate traverse of the stone. The air being exhausted thus 
in a large separate vessel, the one apparatus, as now made, 
will do for a dozen machines, while it is equally applicable 
for one. 

The air-pump arrangement requires no adjustment either 
for one or more machines, or for the size of the sheet to 
be taken off, but the deliverer itself is adjustable not only 
to the size of sheet, but also to the thickness of paper or 
cardboard to be printed. Thus for thin paper it is not 
necessary that the sucker should be brought into actual 
contact with it, as it will be effective at a distance of one- 
eighth of an inch, but for cardboard or very thick paper, 
which is not only heavier but offers greater resistance in 

taking-off board, printed-side up. It will be observed 
that the laying the sheets with their printed sides upper¬ 
most is a sine qua non for litho machines, and it may at 
once be stated that each of the three inventions fulfils this 
condition. 

In another apparatus what may be called a thumb-and- 
finger gripper takes the sheets also by its gripper edge, 
pulls the sheet forward, and lays it down on a board over 
the inking rollers. 

In the third, the one under notice, a pneumatic apparatus 
takes the sheet by the edge opposite the gripper, and lays 
it down upon a board occupying the usual position for 
taking-off. 

The main principle of this invention was patented by 
Mr. Hird some time ago, and has been in use by him 
ever since ; but it has been much improved by Messrs. 
Furnival, of Manchester, who are now offering it to 

itself, it is best to have the sucker adjusted so as to press 
upon it before the exhaust is in operation. These adjust¬ 
ments are easily and rapidly made, so that no inconvenience 
is felt in setting for any size or kind of paper or card. 

The apparatus is not in the way of the machine manager, 
while it is far less troublesome than a taking-off boy, 
there being sufficient room to wipe over the stone even 
while the sheet is being carried from the cylinder. Thus 
no space is occupied to any disadvantage. 

One cannot help admiring the ingenuity displayed in 
this and other similar arrangements for the automatic 
working of printing machines, and the question that 
naturally presents itself is, Why cannot the pneumatic 
feeder that was brought out some time ago be also applied 
to these machines, so that both feeding and delivering may 
be performed automatically on the same machine ? 

We will now refer to our engraving, which shows the 

M 
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“ deliverer ” only, the air-pump apparatus being omitted, 
because it may be placed in any convenient corner or even 
in another room. The air pipe is seen passing through the 
floor. This communicates through a tap with a hollow 
lever carrying at its upper extremity a tooth wheel to which 
is attached a further tubular extension terminating in the 
sucker which removes the sheet. On the tooth wheel is a 
strap which embraces a rack, also adjustable. The hollow 
lever obtains a rocking motion from a crank on the driving 
wheel, and as it moves to and fro the rack causes the tooth 
wheel to revolve and carry with it the sucker apparatus, 
which at the other end of the stroke comes over the 
receiving board and drops the sheet as soon as the tap is 
closed. This apparatus moves with the greatest accuracy 
and lays the sheets quite evenly on the board, which has an 
adjustable slope down which the sheets gravitate until 
arrested by a piece which stands nearly at right angles to 
the board itself. 

The apparatus is now on view at Messrs. Furnival’s 
offices, at 7, Charterhouse-street, Holborn Viaduct, and 
those interested will do well to call and judge for them¬ 
selves. We feel sure that all who do so will be much 
pleased with its working. Our friends in the North may be 
glad to know that it is also at work at Mr. John Heywood’s, 
at Manchester, where a double-demy “ Paragon ” machine 
has been fitted with it, and we understand the “Deliverer” 
is in this case likewise giving every satisfaction. 

THE ART OF MARBLING* 

MARBLING is the art of producing certain patterns or figures by 
the means of colours so prepared as to float upon a surface of 

mucilage, and although several colours may be thrown, sprinkled, or 
laid on together, or one after another, yet they will still each retain a 
distinct position, and will not mix, either with each other or with the 
vehicle on which they float, and thus, while floating, may be formed 
into the desired pattern before being transferred to the paper, which is 
accomplished by gently and carefully laying the sheet of paper down 
gradually upon the floating colours, which will instantly adhere to the 
paper, and, when lifted out on a rod or lath, will leave the surface of 
the mucilage free from a repetition of the process. 

Now there are two questions which we will take into our consideration, 
and the first is, “ What is it that causes the colour to float and spread 
out upon the surface of the mucilage?” and, secondly, “What is it 
that prevents the colours from co-mingling or running into each other 
when they fall one upon another ? ” What is it that keeps each colour 
clear and distinct, though several may be thrown on at the same time, 
and though they may be even twisted round with a piece of wire, or 
pointed stick, as I shall show you presently. There are mysteries in 
all the operations of nature, some of which are very beautiful and 
interesting to an inquiring mind. The great Michael Faraday himself, 
in one of his letters to me, observes, in reference to this art, “I feel 
much interest in the subject, not only on account of its associations with 
my early occupation of bookbinding, but also on account of the beauti¬ 
ful principles of natural philosophy which it involves.” Fifty years 
ago it was almost as difficult to get a sight of the inside of a marbling 
establishment as it would be to get into the presence of Royalty, every 
crack and aperture, nay even the very keyholes were stopped up or ob¬ 
scured to prevent any glimpse being obtained as to the method by 
which it was accomplished, and as comparatively few were in possession 
of its secrets, it was a very remunerative craft, and good profits were 
realized. 

When I was about 13 years of age, I accompanied an individual who 
was going to fetch some books which had been sent out to be marbled ; 
when we arrived they were not all finished, and your humble servant 
was admitted into the sanctum to wait for the remainder. I was so 
stricken with wonder and admiration at the sight, that I resolved in 
my own mind not to rest till I had found out how to do it. I will not 
now take up time by telling you of all the failures and the disappoint¬ 
ments I met with ; but at length, - by unremitting toil and persevering 
efforts, I was in the end rewarded with success, and though for a long 
time the results were very imperfect, yet I could perceive that I had 
got hold of the root of the matter, and after much practice, I, of course, 
approached nearer a perfect result, and as I was indebted to no one for 
the knowledge I had obtained, in the year 1853 I published a smalj 

9 Condensed from a paper read before the Society of Arts by Mr. \V. Woolnough. 

work on the subject, which gave great offence to the fraternity, on 
account of its truthfulness, and the clear and simple way on which the 
various kinds of marbling were set forth, and the manner of their 
accomplishment explained. You see here now before me a shallow 
vessel, or trough, about 2-3 or 3 inches in depth ; it contains a thin 
mucilage. Now there are several kinds of mucilage, viz., first, and 
most important, gum tragacanth, called by some gum dragon; secondly, 
linseed or flax seed; thirdly, Irish or Carrageen moss ; fourthly, a seed 
called among the initiated, flea seed, the name being given on account 
of its great resemblance to that well-known but troublesome insect, but 
it is really the seed of a kind of plantago, cultivated, I believe, in the 
south of France, and is much superior to linseed, on the ground that it 
retains its properties a much longer time than the linseed, and one 
table-spoonful will produce as much mucilage as half-a-pint of the lin¬ 
seed. The mucilage used on this occasion is a solution of gum traga¬ 
canth. It requires two or three days to dissolve, and requires to be 
frequently stirred or beaten up during that time, in order to break 
the lumps and to combine it with the water, after which it must be 
strained through a fine hair or muslin sieve before using. I shall now 
proceed to show you by what means the colour is made to float and 
expand upon the surface of this liquid, but first will prove that 
without some other agency than water in the mixing of the colours, they 
will neither float nor spread, and there is but one thing at present 
known that will effect this. It is a very simple, though subtle and 
powerful fluid ; no expensive or elaborately prepared article ; it is 
purely a production of nature, being nothing more or less than the gall 
of an animal. Ox-gall is the sort generally used, the easiest to be ob¬ 
tained, and within the reach of all who may wish to try the experiment. 
I will not say that the gall of a horse may not be as effective as that of 
an ox, having never tried it, but I have tried the gall of sheep, and 
proved it much weaker, so that ox-gall diluted with water would be 
quite as good as that; but there is sometimes a great difference in the 
galls taken from different animals, some being far more powerful in their 
operation than others. When fresh, the gall has no unpleasant odour, 
but when stale, it is anything but agreeable, though none the worse for 
the required purpose : indeed, I consider it preferable, and it is not, 
after all, more objectionable than many of the things used in science 
and art. 

I will now proceed to show you the action of the gall. I first draw 
this thin flat piece of wood, called a skimmer, over the surface of the 
solution-trough. You ask me why I do this ? I reply, because while 
I have been reading or speaking there has been forming on the top of 
the liquid a film or thin skin, which, though imperceptible to the eye, 
is quite sufficient to frustrate the proper result. I now take a colour 
mixed only with water, and allow a few drops to fall; it neither floats 
nor spreads, but falls to the bottom of the trough. I now pour a little 
gall into the same colour and again sprinkle some on the surface ; this 
time, however, it floats and spreads all over the surface of the mucilage. 
I just lay on that a piece of white paper, and, pouring into a glass-, 
little water, I add a few drops of gall, and with a brush sprinkle it over 
the portion of the surface of colour not covered by the paper, and you 
will see that it has divided the colour into veins, thereby showing the 
effect produced by the gall when it is mixed with the colours; and in 
order to enable you to see the effect of this more vividly, I will lay on 
another piece of paper by the side of the first, and, lifting the two out 
simultaneously, the operation or effect of the gall is clearly made mani¬ 
fest. This is the foundation of the whole process ; these two simple 
productions of Nature—the gum and the gall—constitute the life and 
soul of this (as the late Dr. Normandy designated it) pretty mysterious 
art. 

In order to exemplify this more fully, permit me to give you another 
illustration, which I think will satisfy you as to the correctness of my 
statements. Take five different colours, viz., red, black, orange, blue, 
and buff. The first colour, red, is mixed with a small proportion of 
gall in it; the second with a little more ; the third, orange, with more 
still; and so on, each succeeding colour requiring additional propor¬ 
tions of this fluid, in order to enable it to find a place for itself by dis¬ 
placing or pushing aside the previous colours, and driving them up into 
a smaller compass, thereby rendering them more intense and solid, and 
better adapted for their formation into such devices as the operator may 
desire. 

First, I well apply the red ; it spreads out over almost the whole 
surface of the solution, so that you can hardly perceive it, but I will, 
nevertheless, just lay down a small piece of paper after each colour, 
that you may see the effect more definitively when transferred to the 
paper than you can possibly do as it floats on the trough. Next comes 
the black. Thirdly, the orange ; this is very plainly seen as it falls. 
Fourthly, the blue ; and lastly, the buff. These comprise all the colours 
required for the production of some well-known kinds of paper, but 
still the pattern is not complete, and I shall have to repeat the process 
I have just gone through, and continue the manipulations from the 
point at which we left off till something like a definite result is obtained. 
As I observed before, Dame Nature is a very fantastic creature to deal 
with, and the farther we go into the subject, the stronger will be the 
proofs of this statement. 

Now, after laying on all the colours, it rests entirely with the operator 
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what shall be produced, for out of these few colours as they now lie ] 
floating on the surface, a diversity of results can be obtained quite dis¬ 
tinct the one from the other, and with a piece of pointed stick, a comb, 
or a piece of wire, you may indulge your fancy to almost any extent, 
and then by diversifying the colours or the arrangements of the colours, 
an almost infinite variety of combinations and changes may be produced. 
Having disposed of the first question, viz., what is it that causes the 
colour to float and spread out upon the surface of the solution ? we 
come to the second. What is it that keeps the colours from commin¬ 
gling, when they fall one upon the other ? or in other words, what is it 
that keeps each colour clear and distinct, though several may even be 
thrown on at the same time, and though they may be even twisted 
round, nay, almost stirred with a pointed stick, every colour retaining 
its perfect individuality, though in so very minute a degree as to l'equire 
a magnifying glass to reveal it ? My humble opinion is this. The 
moment the colour touches the surface of the mucilage, it displaces a 
portion of mucilage itself, which forms a kind of bulwark or barrier 
around it, and thus prevents it meeting with the colours which had 
been previously put on, so that, were you to put on a yellow and im¬ 
mediately follow with a blue, there would be no signs of a green being 
produced, although if you were to mix the two colours together before 
you put them on to the mucilage, you would have a decided green at 
once. 

I have no intention of entering into a discussion upon acids and 
alkalies, chemical affinities and combinations, as 1 do not profess to 
understand them, except in their action upon the materials connected 
with my present subject, and I think it better, therefore, to confess my 
ignorance at once on this point, than to occupy your time by pretending 
to explain anything beyond my power. This I know, that the more 
potent acids, such as sulphuric, nitric, muriatic, &c., would disarrange, 
nay, destroy, every attempt to produce the results I have just now 
exhibited, or may attempt to produce this evening. I believe acids are 
used in some of the cheap papers imported into this country from the 
Continent; but they find little favour from competent judges of the art. 
A little alkali, however, is sometimes useful to correct the acidity in 
some of the colours when they have not been sufficiently washed in the 
making, as also to soften the hardness of the water used in the prepara¬ 
tion of the mucilage. I will pass on to another peculiar feature in 
this process, and that is, the very remarkable effect produced by a 
slight motion of the hand of the operator while he is in the act of laying 
the paper down upon the colour as it floats, without the aid of any 
instrument whatever. This class of marbling has been discovered and 
introduced but little more than half a century, and was, in reality, quite a 
new feature in the art. It succeeded amazingly, obtained high prices, and 
an almost unprecedented demand, which continued for several years, 
until, as more got into the way of doing it, came into such general use 
that the public got tired of it, and it is now seldom used. The name 
given to it was Spanish; we are not to suppose by this that the name 
has any reference to its nationality, but simply to distinguish it from 
other kinds then in use, as French, Italian, Dutch, &c. Various 
stories are told concerning the way by which it was first discovered, 
some of them being ridiculous enough. I will just allude to two of 
them. The first is as follows One man was intently engaged on his 
work, and having all his colours laid on ; just as he was on the point 
of laying down the sheet of paper, some other drove violently against 
him, or the trough, by which the whole surface was agitated and set in 
motion like the waves of the sea, producing an effect which excited 
further inquiry and study, resulting in the production of this very pretty 
description of marbling; and I have been informed that the first that 
was made was done in the following manner:—When all was prepared 
for the laying on of the papers, one man got under the trough and shook 
it, so as to produce a wavy motion, when the paper was instantly 
applied by another, producing the wave-like appearance; these were, 
however, so broad and irregular, when compared with what is done by 
the present method, besides occupying two to do the work of one, that 
it fell into disuse as soon as the improved method was brought to light. 
Another story is this, and I am sorry to say that there is a considerable 
probability of there being some truth in it, as that bane of society, 
strong drink, is indulged to excess by many of those who are engaged . 
in this calling. One of these unfortunates, with trembling hand and 
shattered nerves, went to his employment one morning, after a bout of 
drinking, driven, I suppose, by necessity. He had neither cash nor ' 
credit for a single drop more just to steady him, so he must go as he j 
was; and when he came to lay the paper down, his palsied hand 
shook so much that he spoiled, as he admitted, every sheet of paper he 
attempted to make. Some of these attracted the attention of the princi¬ 
pal ; the light thrown on the subject gave rise to further investigation, j 
till at last the perfect development was obtained. I should like to show 
you the way in which this Spanish is varied, which I think will interest 
you when you see how trifling a thing makes a great difference. In 
this experiment I will produce on one piece of paper the lights and 
shadows in diagonal liues, while on the other they will be shaded some¬ 
thing like watered silk. 

There is one more variety to illustrate, of quite a different character 
to any of the former. In this, several colours are put on at once with¬ 
out the aid of brushes, by which method a considerable degree of ■ 
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uniformity can be obtained. It is one of the oldest styles of work re¬ 
vived and modernized, and is in great demand at the present time for 
antique and the better class of binding. It is called old Dutch, and 
consists of several varieties, some large, some small, some curled, some 
not, but all, so far as the laying on of the colours is concerned, con¬ 
ducted on the same principle, the varieties being produced by the 
manipulations after the colours have been laid on. 

Now, if you will attentively observe a whole sheet of this class, you 
will perceive that the colours are not scattered promiscuously over the 
whole, but follow each other in a kind of regular succession in a diago¬ 
nal direction across the sheet, red being the preponderating colour. In 
order to accomplish this, a number of little pots, or tins, are required, 
about li in. or 2 in. wide, and 2 in. or 3 in. deep. Small jam-pots 
will do very well. You will also require two frames, fitted with wooden 
pegs, and placed at regular distances apart—about 4 or more inches 
—having the appearance of a farmer’s harrow in miniature. The 
frames of pegs must correspond with each other in every respect, so 
that if you made an impression with one frame on a sheet of paper, the 
other ought to fit exactly upon the impressions produced by the first, 
because the colours you will have to apply with the second frame will 
be placed exactly in the centre of the colour put on with the first. 

The pots must now be arranged in two divisions, an equal number 
in each, and adjusted so that the teeth or pegs of the frames will drop in 
the centre of each pot, as you will have to give a motion to the frame 
to stir the colours, as they soon settle. One of these divisions of pots 
must be half filled with white or ground pipeclay, the other with three 
different colours arranged in the following order, the number varying 
according to the size of your paper. Y stands for yellow, B blue, 
G green :— 

G Y G Y G Y 

Y B Y B Y B 

G Y G Y G Y 

Y B Y B Y B 

G Y G Y G Y 

Instead, however, of having pots for the white, you may have a 
trough or vessel the size of your frame, about 3 inches deep, for the 
reception of that colour, which will answer the purpose equally well, 
and with less trouble. 

The red, which is the first colour to be applied, must be sprinkled 
on with a brush, and the surface well covered, then lift carefully the 
first frame, consisting of the white, giving it a rotary motion so as to 
stir up the mixture, and let the extremities of the pegs with the colour 
on them just touch the surface of the mucilage in every part; put it 
back in the colour, and quickly take the other charged with the three 
colours, and in like manner let that touch just in the middle of the 
spots of white, then with a tapering piece of wood—the handle of a 
brush for example—draw the colours in a parallel direction up and 
down, and from front to back, after which draw the comb through the 
colour through left to right, and the pattern is complete, unless you 
think fit to add curls or any other device, which, of course, must be 
left to your own discretion. 

Thus far we have gone without the aid of any other agent in the 
colours than gall, and there are many more varieties to be produced 
by the same material. There are also some very pleasing results to be 
obtained by the use of other agencies, but it is impossible to compress 
them into the compass of one single paper. With one more experi¬ 
ment I will now close this paper, and that will simply be to show that 
whenever the paper is wetted with the solution, no colour will adhere 
to it while the moisture remains on its surface. I will now we t some 
part of the paper, and after preparing a surface of colour on the trough, 
will lay on this sheet of paper, and on lifting it out you will see that 
the part wetted will be bare of colour, while the part that remained 
dry is perfectly marbled. 

The lecturer painted with plain mucilage the letters V. R. on the paper, 
which was then laid upon the marbling in the trough. When the 
paper was lifted, the letters stood out plainly on the marble ground, 
having only a mere film upon them, which was easily removed by 
pouring water over it, the film upon the letters being carried away, 
while the marbling itself remained unaffected. 

International Copyright.—Our own countrymen have ever 
been alive to the baneful influence which the absence of international 
copyright has exercised upon the literary life of America, where the 
number of great authors is out of all proportion to the population. It 
is satisfactory to find that the Americans are also becoming conscious 
of the evil, and that efforts are being set on foot to bring about a better 
state of things. A society is being formed of American authors, espe¬ 
cially novelists, to urge upon the Governments both of the United 
States and of Great Britain the necessity for establishing international 
copyright, on the ground that it is impossible for even the best Ame¬ 
rican literature at the present time to compete with cheap piracies from 
England. We can assure our American friends that our own pub¬ 
lishers will only be too ready to fall in with the suggestion, for the 
present system is equally detrimental to their interests and to those of 
English authors. 

M 2 
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REVIEWS, 

Tifio Italiano non Elzeveriano. Roma: 1879. i6mo. pp. 89. 

SUCH is the title of a beautifully-printed brochure of not 

quite a hundred pages, by Signor Centenari, director of the 

Elzevir Press in the Ministry of Finance at Rome, who has had 

the kindness to remit to us a copy. Its object is to show that 

the form of type generally used by the Elzevirs, the celebrated 

Dutch printers, was not actually invented by them, but was 

that ordinarily in use by the Italian printers at the time, and 

was originally imported by the Elzevirs from Italy, and that the 

works executed by the Elzevirs acquired their reputation not 

so much from the beauty and character of the type, which, 

however, the author fully recognises, as from the extraordinary 

correctness of the editions of classic authors issued from their 

press. In support of this opinion, Signor Centenari enters 

into a chronological investigation of his subject, showing by 

examples the basis on which it is founded, and that in what 

appears to us a very fair and impartial manner, not at all seeking 

to detract from the merit which has been universally assigned 

to these celebrated Dutchmen for the last two or three centu¬ 

ries all over the civilized world, but rather fully admitting it, 

and only claiming for his countrymen the merit of having first 

supplied them with the type on which their reputation in some 

measure rests. We recommend the perusal of Signor Centenari’s 

elegantly-printed pamphlet to all who may feel interested in 

the controversy, without venturing to take upon ourselves 

to decide the points at issue. We must not omit to mention a 

striking and novel feature in this little work, which is that in 

the centre of each page of text there is a bold titling letter, 

printed in blue ink ; when put together, these letters form 

a graceful dedication to the proprietress of the printing-office 

by those who have got up the work. It runs thus :—“Alla 

Signora Adelaide, vedova Paterasa Ugurano Buonca, podanno 

gli addetti all’ officina.” 

TOPICS OF THE MONTH, 

SLACKNESS of trade has been the normal condition for 

so long a period that the slightest gleam of improvement is 

immediately recognised and welcomed. In some respects an 

increased activity has during the past month been apparent in 

the printing world, and with better weather the revival of trade 

is sure to follow. Bookwork has long ceased to constitute the 

staple employment of the London printer, who is now very little 

concerned with the doings of the London publishers, which have 

been certainly very limited of late, except in the matter of reprints 

from stereo. The tendency is for labour to fetch less in all 

occupations, and when this has reached its lowest a general 

reaction will ensue. Meanwhile we cannot forbear expressing 

a hope that instead of diminished wages we may hear of in¬ 

creased education and technical skill in the printing business. 

Low-priced labour is not to be coveted, but greater intelligence 

and efficiency in the rank and file of the business. We would 

remind master printers that they must not count upon the 

continuance of the present low price of paper. This caution 

is very necessary in these days of estimating, when competition 

may induce prices which will in more healthy times leave a 

large loss on the item of paper. Paper-makers have felt the 

depression of the times most severely ; but, taking them as a 

whole, the trades we represent compared with other industries 

may be congratulated upon their healthy, though not flourishing 

condition. 

Master Printers, paper-makers, printing machine-builders, 

&.C., suffer their full share from the effects of Schedule D of the 

Income Tax. Not only is the tax levied under this schedule 

in itself obnoxious, but the ambiguity of the instructions in 

accordance with which the surveyors are supposed to assess 

the amount allowed for depreciation tend to make “ confusion 

worse confounded.” The Manchester Chamber of Commerce, 

well-entitled to speak in the name of the manufacturing interest 

of the country, had an interview by deputation on the 28th ult. 

with the Chancellor of the Exchequer, to urge upon him that a 

uniform depreciation of at least 7| per cent, should be allowed 

all round on machinery and plant; and they pointed out at the 

same time that the works in which the machinery is placed 

depreciate in value as much as the latter, and they therefore 

claimed a similar allowance in this respect. Sir Stafford 

Northcote gave the trite reply that the subject should receive 

consideration, holding out no hope, however, as to any depre¬ 

ciation allowance on factories, &c. When it is borne in mind 

how printing machinery has to be continually replaced by later 

inventions, the claim for a 7^ per cent, depreciation allowance 

is certainly moderate. 

By the new Bill on the subject which is now before Parlia¬ 

ment the liability of employers for injuries to their workmen is 

to be considerably enlarged. Even when they have appointed 

a responsible manager or foreman, masters will still be held 

liable in case of accident, although they may themselves have 

no immediate connection with the works in which any such 

fatality may have occurred. The great majority of the acci¬ 

dents which take place in printing machine-rooms are the result 

of either negligence or “ larking,” and we hope that the measure 

now maturing may be watched in its progress though Parlia¬ 

ment, so that master printers and other employers may not 

have unjustifiable responsibility saddled upon them. 

The question as to what constitutes a printed circular in the 

Post-Office acceptation of that term, to which we drew atten¬ 

tion a month ago, has not been allowed to rest. At a well- 

attended meeting, held at the offices of the National Chamber 

of Trade, in the Strand, resolutions were passed condemning 

the arbitrary proceeding of the Post-Office in thus endeavour¬ 

ing to do away with a privilege which has been enjoyed by the 

community for five years. It was also decided to present a 

Memorial upon the subject to the Postmaster-General. In the 

House of Commons the proposed alteration has also formed 

the subject of a special interrogatory by Dr. Playfair. We 

give the reply of Lord John Manners :— 

For somewhat less than four years past circulars copied by papyro- 
graph, and for somewhat less than three years past circulars copied by 
the fac-simile process, have been permitted to pass through the post as 
printed circulars. The same privilege, however, having from time to 
time been claimed for other copying processes, more or less like these 
on the one hand, and on the other more or less like ordinary writing, 
it was found unsafe to persevere in this course; and the law officers of 
the Crown, having been consulted upon the subject, advised that the 
Treasury warrant of the 26th of September, 1870, did not admit of 
any of these processes being regarded as printing, engraving, or litho¬ 
graphing. A notice was accordingly issued to the public on the 25th 
of February, 1879, to the effect that only such circulars as may be 
printed with ordinary type, as in a book, or engraved or lithographed, 
will hereafter be regarded as printed circulars. If circulars copied by 
the new processes were allowed to pass at the book rate, it would not 
be possible for the officers of the department to distinguish these from 
written circulars, nor, consequently, from ordinary written letters ; so 
that, eventually, all letters placed in open wrappers would pass 
unchallenged at the book rate, to the serious detriment of the revenue. 

We would ask what is the function of a State Post-Office, if 

not to serve the public ? The theory here enunciated would 

seem to be, that the public convenience and accommodation 

are a secondary consideration, the primary object of the Post- 

Office being to bring an accession of revenue to the exchequer. 

We hope that, should all other steps fail to avert the proposed 

step of retrogression, Parliament will intervene in this matter. 

The compulsory delivery of five free copies of every new 

work has been a long-standing grievance with publishers, and 

they have consequently hailed with satisfaction the recommen¬ 

dation of the Copyright Commission that, except in the case of 

the British Museum, this privilege of the different libraries 

should be abolished. In anticipation of forthcoming legislation 

upon the subject the Edinburgh Faculty of Advocates have 

taken alarm, and a deputation of their body had a few days 

ago an interview with Lord John Manners to urge the expe¬ 

diency of maintaining existing arrangements. It was stated 

that the annual income of their library only amounted to 

£ 1,900, which sum was barely sufficient to defray the expenses 

of management. Lord John Manners, without committing 
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himself to any more decided opinion, told the deputation that 

if their claims had been brought before the Commissioners 

when they were holding their inquiry they would probably not 

have included the Scotch National Library in their recommen¬ 

dation of exemptions. We must confess that we cannot 

follow the argument of these “ canny ” Scots ; surely the fact 

that the members of the organization they represent do not 

contribute at present a sufficient sum for the maintenance of 

their library is no reason why the publishers of the three king¬ 

doms should be mulcted in the expense of presenting free 

copies. A far juster and much more equitable plan would be 

to raise the fees of membership to such a sum as would enable 

the acquirement by purchase of such works as it may be 

desired to add to the library. We hope that the recommenda¬ 

tions of the Copyright Commission in this particular will be 

embodied in the forthcoming legislation, for the levying of 

such a tax upon one section of the community for the benefit 

of another is contrary to the whole spirit of the English law, 

and should therefore be abolished as speedily as possible. A 

step in that direction was made when the number of free copies 

was reduced from eleven to five, and the opportunity which 

now offers of discontinuing the custom altogether should not 

be lost. 

The recklessness with which statements affecting the inte¬ 

rests of capital and labour are every now and again put in 

circulation has once more received illustration. At the recent 

conference on the “ Organization of Women’s Industry,” 

which was attended by, amongst others, Miss White, the 

secretary of the Women’s Bookbinders’ Society ; Miss Wil¬ 

liams, of the Women’s Printing Society ; and Mrs. Goddard, 

of the Bookbinders’ Society, great complaints were made as to 

the remuneration paid to women engaged in bookbinders’ 

shops. It was especially emphasized that the wages of women 

engaged in the binding of cheap Bibles “ were not enough to 

keep body and soul together.” That allegation having since 

been reiterated in the columns of our contemporary the Rock, 

has induced Mr. Charles Jackson, secretary of the British and 

Foreign Bible Society, to give a categorical denial to these ill- 

founded assertions. He writes : - 

A few years ago an outcry was raised about our twopenny Testa¬ 
ment, but upon inquiry it was found that more money could be earned 
in binding this than most other books ; so that when a binder had 
difficult work to do a few hundred of these were thrown in to increase 
his earnings. At the present time the men who have been in the 
employ of the same firm for periods varying from five to thirty and forty 
years are earning on an average £2 a week. The women, several of 
whom have been in the same service for thirty years, and many from 
eight to twenty, are earning, without working full time, from 13s. to 
17s. shillings a week. Many return to the work after being married, 
and there are always some waiting for employment as soon as a 
vacancy occurs. This does not look like oppression or grinding the 
faces of the poor. 

It is a pity that these hap-hazard statements should every 

now and again be ventured upon by persons who profess to 

have the weal of their own class at heart. Wanton and ill- 

grounded charges like the above can only tend to embitter the 

relations between employers and employed, while they must 

also of necessity alienate from the latter the sympathy and 

interest of their real well-wishers. 

Mr. Andrew Tuer has written an interesting letter, which 

appears in the Bazaar of March 26th, on the subject of Bar- 

tolozzi’s engravings. In the course of his remarks he explains 

how that artist produced his exquisitely-coloured plates at 

one impression. Bartolozzi first filled in with a stump 

each colour or tint, and having thus painted the copper¬ 

plate, the completely coloured impression was then taken. 

This method demands real artistic ability, of course, and the 

firm of Goupil & Co. had some charming works in the late 

Paris Exhibition executed in this style. Mr. Tuer doubts if 

half-a-dozen visitors out of the multitude who saw these 

coloured engravings had the remotest idea of the method of 

their production. Perhaps so, but we well remember that when 

we suggested the method described above as that by which 

they were produced there was no reluctance on the part of 

Messrs. Goupil’s representative in admitting the fact. Mr. 

Tuer is justly severe upon Messrs. Puttick & Simpson for an 

error in their sale catalogue of the late Mr. Knight’s collection, 

wherein they describe Lot 603 as a volume of “ genuine 

etchings, all drawn with a steel crowquill pen ! ” Mr. Tuer was 

not the only person who was surprised at the error, nor is it 

likely he will be the last to remind Messrs. Puttick & Simpson 

of its occurrence. 

JOTTINGS: ENGLISH, COLONIAL, & FOREIGN. 

Popular Publishers’ Motto.—Small profits and no “returns.” 

A Chinese translation of the Pentateuch is about to appear at 
Yeddo. 

Mr. Mudforh, editor of the Standard, has been elected a member 
of the Carlton Club. 

Mr. Edward Freeman has been elected to the keepership of the 
Incorporated Society of British Artists. 

Mr. Thomas Carlyle has been unanimously re-elected president 
of the Edinburgh Philosophical Institution. 

Mr. Beresford-IIope has been elected a trustee of the British 
Museum in the room of the late Earl Russell. 

The National Fine Art Company has disposed of its patents 
for France, Spain, Italy, and Belgium to a French association. 

A portrait of Mr. James Spicer, J.P., the stationer, with biogra¬ 
phical notice, appeared in last month’s number of the Congrcgationalist. 

The Cyprus newspaper has changed hands, and the late English 
editor and accredited proprietor and the Greek editor have now gone 
to law.—Brief. 

The annual meeting of the shareholders in the London Printing and 
Publishing Company, Limited, was held at the company’s offices, 26, 
Paternoster-row, on the 26th ult. 

Monument to a Russian Printer.—The Moscow Archaeo¬ 
logical Society has collected 9,000 roubles for the purpose of erecting 
a monument to Iwan Fedorowitsch, the first Russian printer. 

Tile Austrian Master-Printers’ Association have appointed Herr C. 
Dittmarsch editor of their weekly organ, the Oesterreichische Bitch- 
drucker-Zeitung, which had until recently been edited by Herr Josef 
Heim. 

The Scotch are not generally credited with the gift of humour, 
and yet it is stated by Mr. Tom Taylor that he receives more jokes for 
Punch from Scotland than from any other part of the United 
Kingdom. 

Herren R. Schultz & Co. (successors to the firm of Berger- 
Levrault), of Strasbourg, have acquired by purchase the local printing- 
office formerly carried on by Herr Schneider. The purchase-money 
was ,£7,000. 

British Museum Appointment.—Mr. E. J. L. Scott, of the 
MSS. Department, has been appointed Assistant Keeper in place of 
Mr. Thompson, who succeeded Mr. Bond in the keepership of that 
department. 

Examination of Apprentices.—The members of the Berlin 
Master Printers’ Association have definitely decided not to accept in 
future any boy as apprentice until he has passed an examination as 
to his mental training. 

Mr. Frederick Martin, well-known as the compiler of the 
Statesman's Year Book, has received a pension of £\oo per annum 
from the Civil List, in acknowledgment of his services to literature 
and statistical science. 

A fund is being raised to defray the costs of Mr. Wilson, the pro¬ 
prietor of the East Anglian Times, the defendant in the Akenham 
burial case. Mr. James Clarke, proprietor of the Christian World, is 
one of the trustees of the fund. 

The Press in Africa.—The Bey of Tunis has lately established 
a printing-office in his domains, and his example is about to be fol¬ 
lowed by the Emperor of Morocco, who intends in future to have a 
newspaper published in his kingdom. 

Printers’ Corporation.—The Anniversary Festival will be held 
at the Freemasons’ Tavern, Great Queen-street, Lincoln’s-Inn, on 
Tuesday, May 13th, under the presidency of William Spottisumode, 
Esq., LL.D., President of the Royal Society. 

“Newspapers—Ancient and Modern.”—On the 25th ult. 
Professor Henry Morley delivered his lecture on the above subject at the 
South London Free Library, Upper Kennington Lane. In our issue 
for May last will be found an abstract of this very interesting lecture. 

Tenders for Books, bound in cloth, for use in the libraries of 
Her Majesty’s ships, are invited by the Stationery Office. Samples 
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can he seen, and full particulars obtained on application to that office 
between the hours of ten and four. Tenders must be sent in by the 
23rd inst. 

Parliamentary Reporting.—The Committee on Parliamentary 
Reporting has not as yet agreed upon its report, in consequence of the 
architect not having determined upon the extent of the entire accom¬ 
modation to be provided for provincial newspapers, or as to the best 
mode of providing it. 

Recognition of Artistic Merit.—It gives us special pleasure 
to be able to announce that Mr. W. L. Thomas, of the Graphic, has 
received from the French Government the decoration of Officier 
d’lnstruction Publique et des Beaux Arts in recognition of the services 
rendered to art by that journal. 

From Bookseller to Bishop. — It is not perhaps generally 
known that the late Rev. Samuel Clark, M.A., formerly Principal 
of the National Society Training College, and subsequently Bishop of 
Hereford, was at one time a partner in the old publishing firm of 
Darton & Son, of Holborn-hill. 

Spottiswoode Testimonial.—The committee appointed to re¬ 
ceive subscriptions to present a bust of Mr. William Spottiswoode, 
president of the Royal Society, to the Royal Institution, as a testi¬ 
monial of his valuable services as its treasurer and secretary succes¬ 
sively, have engaged Mr. Richard Belt as the sculptor. 

Communist Journalists in London.—M. Pilotel, the now- 
popular draughtsman, was Minister of Fine Arts under the Commune. 
Another Communist, M. Pascal Grousset, has become a member of 
the London press. He writes in Mr. Edmund Yates’s Time, and 
is also a contributor to Sketch. 

A Typographic Museum.—The tercentenary of the establish¬ 
ment of printing at Warsaw is to be celebrated during the current 
year. The civic authorities intend to commemorate the event by the 
founding of a typographic museum, and a public library containing 
scarce works which have been printed in the capital of Poland. 

Printing Contracts.—The Halifax Board of Guardians have 
awarded their contract for printing to Messrs. Whitley & Booth, of 
Halifax.—The Leeds Union contract has been secured by Mr. A. 
Megson, of Leeds.—Messrs. J. Truscott & Son, of Suffolk-lane, have 
obtained the printing and stationery contract for the City of London 
Union. 

The Tory and Liberal camps seem to prove alike unpropitious to 
Mr. Levy Lawson, the principal proprietor of the Daily Telegraph, 
who it may be remembered was blackballed when a few years ago, 
as a Liberal, he sought to be enrolled a member of the Reform Club. 
We learn that a similar fate has recently awaited him at the Athenaeum 
Club. 

Prizes for Inventions.—Among many other subjects for which 
prizes are offered by the French Society for the Encouragement of Arts 
those of special interest to our readers are as follows :—The employment 
of photography for typography ; the artificial manufacture of graphite 
for crayons ; and the construction of small motors for domestic work¬ 
shops. 

Annual Reunion.—The annual winter dinner of the law litho¬ 
graphic-writing department of Messrs. Waterlow & Sons (Limited), 
took place on the 22nd ult. at the Old White Horse, London-wall. 
Mr. Waterhouse was in the chair and Mr. R. Shields in the vice-chair. 
The heads of the department were represented by Mr. Palmer and 
Mr. Paine. 

Return of Cost of Printing.—At the last meeting of the 
board of the Central District School, the clerk read a letter from Mr. 
Hedley, of the Local Government Board, desiring to be supplied with 
the amount of the expense of the board for printing, &c., up to 
Michaelmas last. The Clerk was authorised to supply the necessary 
documents. 

Bulgarian Journalism.—It is certainly a healthy sign so far as 
the future of Bulgaria is concerned that three journals have already 
been started there, each representing a different branch of literature. 
Truth is the title of a religious and literary publication, and the Goad 
that of a comic and satirical one, while the Bulgarian Lion is a new 
political journal. 

A large sale of printing and bookbinding plant is announced for 
the 28th inst. by Messrs. Murrell, Scobell, & Masterman. The sale 
will take place on the premises, 38, Theobald’s-road, Bedford-row ; 
the lease of the building will also be put up for auction sale on the 
28th inst. Further particulars can be had of the auctioneers at 
No. 1, Walbrook. 

British Museum.—The trustees have determined that from the 
beginning of April to the end of July in each year the department of 
Prints and Drawings shall be kept open for the use of students until 5 
o’clock, instead of 4 o’clock, as heretofore ; also that readers shall be 
admitted to the reading-room until 6 o’clock, instead of 5 o’clock, in 
the month of April. 

Bad Customers.—The Vienna master printers intend to compile 
a reference-book giving the names of defaulting customers, by the aid 
of which, it is hoped, printers will be able to protect themselves 
against incurring bad debts. The idea is by no means a new one, and 
in America, especially, many trades whose members are confederated 
publish similar lists. 

New York Printers.—According to a recent estimate the number 
of unemployed printers in New York is at the present time 600 as com¬ 
pared with 800 in 1873, which was the first year of the commercial 
depression that has lately swept over the United States. Their average 
wages have, however, declined from 3 dols. 5° cents per day in the 
latter year to 2 dollars. 

Rapid Telegraphy.—Two telegraph wires are being worked 
simultaneously and continuously between London, Dublin, Cork, Bel¬ 
fast, and Londonderry at the unprecedented speed of 130 words per 
minute. What would Dr. Lardner—who has chronicled as an excep¬ 
tional feat the transmission of forty words in two and a halfminutes— 
think of this every-day achievement ? 

The Amateur Dramatic Performance in aid of the Printers’ Pension 
Funds, announced by us last month, came off with eclat on the 24th 
ult. The several amateurs constituting the cast acquitted themselves 
with great credit, and their acting won golden opinions. As a result 
of the performance a round sum will be added to the investment for 
the proposed Printers’ Dramatic Pension. 

At a recent meeting of the Library Association, Mr. Vernon Whit¬ 
aker read a paper on “The Use of the Printing-Press in Libraries.” 
He estimated the cost of a press and type for home use at ^15, exclu¬ 
sive of ink and paper. The Hon. Noel Waldegrave exhibited a 
cutting-machine of his invention for ruling, perforating, and dividing 
sheets of paper into slips for catalogue purposes. 

Tenders for Stationery are invited by the Cape of Good Hope 
Government, either for one, two, three, four, or five years, com¬ 
mencing from the 1st of January, 1880. Tenders will be received at 
the Audit-Office in Cape Town up to the 1st of August next. Condi¬ 
tions and other particulars can be ascertained on application to the 
Crown agents for the Colonies, Downing-street, London. 

Complimentary Presentation.—Mr. John Watkinson, who has 
been for fifteen years the hon. secretary of Messrs. Thos. De La Rue 
& Co.’s Provident Fund, has been presented by the members with a 
testimonial, consisting of a handsome timepiece, a lever watch, and a 
gold chain. Mr. Warren De La Rue, who made the presentation, 
highly commended Mr. Watkinson for his past services. 

Illustrated Journalism.—The Daily Graphic of New York, 
the only existing illustrated daily, has recently completed its sixth year. 
It celebrated the event by the issue of a special number, on the front 
page of which appear portraits of the staff, each represented at his 
allotted task of writing or sketching. Fac-similes in miniature of the 
front pages of about thirty various illustrated newspapers are also 
given. 

“Give the Devil his Due,” says an English proverb, and the 
editor of a religious paper, which had one month’s precarious existence 
in Chicago, seems to have arrived at the conviction that it is abso¬ 
lutely necessary to follow this advice in order to ensure success to a 
religious newspaper. Fie says that Chicago is a good city for a reli¬ 
gious paper, providing Satan has three pages and the fourth is 
“mixed.” 

The Horograph.—An instrument under this name for producing 
a stencil similar to that made by Edison’s electric pen has been 
brought out by Messrs. Newton, Wilson, & Co. The perforator is 
a fine needle with an up-and-down motion, effected by clockwork 
instead of by an electric motor. When wound up it will run for eight 
minutes, and it is started by the contact of the thumb, in the act of 
writing, with a small button. 

The Nichols Collections. — An interesting collection of en¬ 
gravings, books, manuscripts, autograph letters, &c., the property of 
the late Mr. John Gough Nichols, F. S.A., many years editor of the 
Gentleman’’s Magazine, was sold by auction on the 5th inst,, by 
Messrs. Sotheby & Wilkinson. Mr. Nichols was the grandson of the 
biographer of Bowyer, Mr. John Nichols, author of the well-known 
and much-valued “Literary Anecdotes.” 

Advertisement Stamps.—A project has been set on foot in 
Germany to increase the Imperial revenue by the imposition of an 
indiscriminate advertisement-duty. Such a proposal as this reads 
somewhat strange at this time of day, and we should hardly think 
that it could be seriously entertained. We, in this country, have had 
experience of a 3s. 6d. and is. 6d. stamp-duty for advertisements, and 
know the effect such an impost exercised. 

Progress of the American Paper Trade.—In 1869 the 
United States exported 3,777 dols. worth of paper and stationery. 
F'ive years later the exports had risen to the value of 662,332 dols. 
The same year, 1873, the imports of paper and stationery amounted to 
1,326,460 dols. Since then the imports have steadily declined and 
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the exports have risen, so that last year the imports amounted to only 
135>487 dols., while the exports rose to 1,108,318 dols. 

The gold casket in which the freedom of the City of London will be 
presented to that great reformer of the English Post-office, Sir Rowland 
Hill, will bear upon its front panel a representation of the famous 
“ Mulready” envelope, produced by the artist after the passing of the 
Penny Postage Act. The centre figure of this curious design is 
Britannia, who stands surrounded by four angels, presumed to be the 
messengers of England to the four quarters of the globe. 

A Publisher in a Dilemma.—An English bookseller in Paris 
having been entreated by an unknown Surrey villager to present a 
lottery-ticket which had won a prize, was summarily arrested and 
escorted to the prefecture of Police, on the ground that the prize had 
been already claimed, and that one of the figures of the ticket had 
been altered. Although he was shortly after set at liberty, it is to be 
presumed that our friend will in future be chary to oblige an unknown 
stranger. 

A Good Dividend, if Earned.—From the lately issued report 
of the Pesth Joint-Stock Printing Company, of Buda-Pesth, it ap¬ 
pears that the net profit for the last financial year was £2,327, allow¬ 
ing of a dividend of 9 per cent. This, it is stated, is the lowest that 
has been paid during ten years the society has been in operation. 
What does the company write off for depreciation, and how do they 
keep their accounts ? Depending upon the method of book-keeping 
adopted, “profit” may mean “loss.” 

The Floods in Hungary and the Newspaper Press.—The 
publication of the local journals had, of course, to be discontinued at 
Szegedin during the disastrous floods which lately devastated that 
town. The Szegedi Naplo reappeared on the 19th ult., when the sub¬ 
scribers, however, had to fetch their copies from the publishing-office 
as best they might. The one advertisement, in large letters, which 
the issue contained had a melancholy bearing upon local circum¬ 
stances ; it was that of a steam-pump manufacturer. 

A Novelty in Picture Books.—A German bookseller, Herr 
Theodor Brand, of Sonneberg, has secured a patent for a novel 
picture book, somewhat in the shape of a large album. The bottom 
part of the “ book ” consists of a large box, containing mechanism, 
which upon being set in motion gives forth sounds similar to those of 
a variety of animals. When turning over to any particular picture, it 
is only necessary to pull a string and, according to the patentee’s asser¬ 
tion, the voice of the animal depicted will be imitated ! 

English Papermaking Machinery.—Lecturing recently before 
the Scottish Society of Art, Mr. Hugh Findlay instituted some 
unfavourable comparisons between the machinery exhibited at Paris by 
this country and that contributed by other nations. There were, how¬ 
ever, exceptions, one of which was papermaking machinery, the dis¬ 
play of which was confined to France, Belgium, and Switzerland, and 
although a very creditable collection, yet their exhibits were not equal 
to the machinery of a similar description produced in this country. 

Black and White Exhibition at Manchester.—The forth¬ 
coming exhibition of works of art in black and white brought together 
by Mr. W. E. Hamer, at the Manchester Royal Institution will, we 
hear, be the largest and most important of the kind yet held there. 
Amongst the artists represented are L’Hermitte, Whistler, Haden, 
Edwards, Aumonier, Brewtnall, F. S. Walker, W. H. Overend, 
Charles Green, Anderson Hague, J. D. Watson, Arthur H. Marsh, 
George Sheffield, R. R. Somerset, R. Caldecott, and many others. 

An English Work Printed in Austria.—-We learn from 
Vienna that Dr. Ginsburg, the well-known Hebrew scholar, has en¬ 
trusted Herr Georg Brog, of that city, with the printing of his 
“ Masora,” a critical work on the text of the Hebrew Scriptures, on 
which he has been engaged for twenty years. The cost of printing, 
&c., is estimated at .£3,000, and the complete work is to consist of 
four volumes, large folio in size, and containing each 250 sheets. Only 
a very limited number of copies will be issued to subscribers, at the 
price of £10. 

Novel Use for Type-metal.—The weight of the tower of the new 
capitol at Hartford having proved greater than the piers designed to 
sustain it can withstand, the veneering of granite surrounding the 
southern piers is splitting off in flakes near their bases, and the whole 
tower is in danger of being let down into the basement. It is reported 
that over fifteen tons of type-metal have been used in trying to remedy 
the evil effects of hasty workmanship. The metal has been run while 
in a molten state into the joints of the granite, with the hope that it 
would equalise the bearing. 

Extension of Post-Office Functions.—Following in the 
wake of Germany, Belgium, and Switzerland, the French Post-Office 
now receives subscriptions for newspapers and periodicals, and under¬ 
takes the collection of debts. The maximum at present will be 5oof. 
(£20), and the creditor will pay 1 per cent., besides 20c. to the post¬ 
master and the same to the collector, The Post-Office charge in 

connection with subscriptions to newspapers is 3 per cent. The latter 
system offers special facilities to country subscribers, and it would be 
worth while to give it a trial in this country. 

An Exclusive Library.—The current number of the Library 
Journal, a periodical which, although published in New York, is the 
organ alike of the English and of the American librarians, contains an 
article by Mr. W. E. A. Axon, of Manchester, descriptive of the 
quaint little library at Halton, near Runcorn, founded by Sir John 
Chesshyre, in 1733, chiefly for the benefit of the curate of that place for 
the time being, but to which “divines or other gentlemen or persons of 
letters” were to have access on Tuesdays and Fridays. The library 
consists almost entirely of theological works. 

Paisley Printers’ Commemorative Society.—The 34thannual 
meeting of this society was held in Goodlet’s Coffee-house, Paisley, on 
the 17th ult. Out of seventeen members who originally founded the 
society, for the purpose of commemorating by an annual meeting their 
connection as apprentices with the printing-office of the late Mr. John 
Nelson, letter-press printer, only five members assembled. These were 
all who, with the exception of two in America and one in London, 
are still living. Letters from the two members in America, farmers 
in Iowa, were read ; and replies to both were drawn up and signed by 
all present. 

A “Pen and Pencil Club” is proposed to be formed in Edin¬ 
burgh. A meeting has been held, with Sir Daniel Macnee, P. R. S.A., 
in the chair, which was attended by several artists and litterateurs, when 
it was resolved to establish the Club on a similar plan to the Glasgow 
Pen and Pencil Club. Mr. PL Rooney was requested to act as 
honorary secretary, while an auxiliary committee to draw out rules and 
make other arrangements was appointed, consisting of Mr. Wm. 
M’Taggart, R.S.A. ; Dr. Pryde, LL.D. ; Mr. Denovan Adam, 
Mr. J. M. Gow, Mr. \V. Adlington, Mr. George R. Ilalkett, and 
Mr. T. A. Croal. 

Books at the Sydney International Exhibition.—Our 
publishers are evidently bestirring themselves to have the English 
book trade worthily represented at the forthco ming Exhibition. At a 
recent meeting of the London Commissioners, Mr. Edmund Johnson 
reported that he had already received a number of communications 
from publishers anxious to have their books included in the collection 
to be sent out for the Exhibition, and to be afterwards presented to the 
Sydney Free Library. We only hope that printers’ engineers and 
type-founders will not lag behind in securing an equally fair represen¬ 
tation of their respective branches of trade. 

Recognition.—A little event in connection with the produc¬ 
tion of our enlarged number of the 22nd ult. is deserving of mention, 
showing as it does that the old-fashioned feeling of mutual respect 
between employers and employed of the old school has not died out. 
Messrs. Wyman & Sons, the printers with whom we have been long 
connected, took the opportunity of acknowledging the many years’ 
services of two of their employes, Mr. W. PI. Monro and Mr. John 
Bate, the chief of the composing-room and the “reader” respectively 
of the Builder, by presenting to each of them a handsome ring, with 
a suitable inscription, as a token of regard.— Builder. 

Female Compositors.—The lately-issued report of the Lette 
Society, at Berlin, states that thirty-two women are now employed in 
their printing-office as compositors, and their weekly earnings are said 
to average from 26s. to 30s. The correctness of these figures having 
been questioned by one or two German journals, Herr Janke, 
the head of the printing department of that institution, has challenged 
the local Master-Printers’ Associations to allow one of their best and 
quickest compositors to enter a tournament with one of his female 
pupils, when he hopes to demonstrate how eminently women are 
qualified to replace men in this branch of the printing trade. 

Nihilist Printing-offices.—The unearthing of secret printing- 
offices seems to be now an almost daily occurrence in Russia. In 
addition to those mentioned last month, two more have been discovered 
in St. Petersburg and one at Moscow. At Lemberg also, on the 26th 
ult., M. Mankowski, the manager of a local printing-office, was placed 
under arrest. If Russian statesmen could only be made to see that 
the Press is nothing but the expression of public opinion, and that 
seizures of plant and arrests of persons cannot extinguish the spirit of 
liberty which is beginning to assert itself throughout that country ! It 
is very evident that “ something is rotten in the state” of Russia. 

An Early Yorkshire Typographer.—A correspondent of the 
Leeds Mercury inquires, What is known of one Hugh Goes, who in 
the early years of the sixteenth century established a printing-press at 
York? He also wishes to know whether any of his works are still 
in existence. Hugh or Hugo Goes hailed from Antwerp, and in 
1516 he removed from York to Beverley. He set up a press at York 
in 1506; some years after he removed to Beverley, living in the “Hye 
Gate ” for a while, and afterwards removing to London. Particulars 
relating to this family will be found in our “ Bibliography of Print¬ 
ing.” Perhaps some of our Yorkshire readers can supply further 
particulars. 
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We have received from the producers of the miniature copy of the 
Chemist and Druggist, a note complaining of the notice of it in our 
March issue. It seems that we called it a type-high reproduction, 
whereas it is simply—photolithographic. The publishers referred to 
it as “ by far the most important specimen of this kind of work which 
has yet been produced.” We said we were not prepared to admit 
this, nor are we, unless the words “this kind of work ” be limited 
to the miniature reproduction of journals and newspapers by photo- 
lithography. 

Clerical Printing-office.—A Benedictine monk, named 
Pierre des Villiers, of Strasbourg, who has seceded from the Roman 
Catholic Church, has set on foot a project for establishing a printing- 
office in which it is intended to employ priests who have left the com¬ 
munity in question for conscience’ sake. In a prospectus issued by 
him, he states that the compositor’s art can be acquired in less than a 
month, and that the new establishment would be able to compete with 
existing ones by working at a lower rate of remuneration. Certainly 
the spirit of Christianity is not very apparent in such a proposal. The 
ex-Benedictine must excuse us for treating his opinion of the art as 
a “clerical error.” 

A Regimental Printing-office.—An English newspaper is 
now published at Ali-Musjid. It would appear that the 51st Foot have 
a regimental paper rejoicing in the name of the Bugle, and in spite of 
being on active service they have issued a number which contains the 
following :—“We believe that this is the first newspaper published in 
English in Afghanistan. The Bugle has a larger circulation than any 
other paper in Cabul.” A witty writer of the seventeenth century has 
observed that lead when moulded into bullets is not so mortal as when 
founded into letters. The Afghans are now having a taste of both, 
and we are afraid that their experience will hardly bear out the above 
quaint remark. 

A Double-Web Printing Machine.—A machine-room over¬ 
seer, named Horn, of Berlin, has devised a double-web printing 
machine which simultaneously prints off two rolls of paper on both 
sides. The machine has only two type-cylinders, but four ink-ducts 
and an equal number of printing cylinders. It is claimed that by 
means of this invention double the number of sheets can be printed 
in a given time, without having more than two type forms—one on 
each end of the machine. The printing and type-cylinders comprise 
also the cutting apparatus for severing the sheets. The invention is 
stated to be one of great promise, and to only need perfecting in its 
details to ensure success. 

Though late in the season, we have much pleasure in noticing the 
“Boudoir Almanack,” published by Messrs. Waterlow & Sons 
(Limited), London-wall, E.C. A piece of lake scenery—The Lang- 
dale Pikes, Windermere—in chromolithography occupies the centre. 
It is surrounded by a band of gold separating the picture from the 
border, which is formed of the calendar, with classic ornamentation, 
in subdued tones of brown, grey, and buff. This harmonizes well 
with the centre piece, which being somewhat quiet in colour would 
not allow of anything pronounced in the border. The colouring is 
very clean and pure, and suggestive of atmosphere, and the printing is 
all that could be desired even of Messrs. Waterlow. 

A Welsh Paper.—Perhaps it may not be generally known that 
there is a twenty-nine-year-old Welsh paper in this country that has a 
circulation of over 8,000 copies. We refer to our esteemed contem¬ 
porary, the Y Drych of Utica, New York. Y the Y is at the front of 
the name of the paper it would not be Ys to hazard a guess, although 
the motto of the paper throws a little light on the matter. The 
admirably chosen motto says, “ Newyddiadur Cenedlaethal at Wasan- 
aeth Cenedl y Cymry yn y Talaethan Unedig.” This, of course, 
explains its position fully, and comment is not so necessary as a Welsh 
dictionary. If Y Drych sticks closely to that moddo itt wyll nno 
dyoubt sycceedd az hereytoyfoyre.—Detroit Free Press. 

The Hektograph.—In our issue for January we noticed, under the 
head of new patents, one granted to F. Wirth for “improvements in the 
method and means of reproducing plans, drawing, writings and the 
like.” It proposes to utilise the property of aniline inks to give off a 
great number of sets-off or impressions if damp paper be applied to it. 
It is clear, however, that to do this properly on any paper, the writing 
must be reversed. The transfer method is therefore adopted, and the 
writing in the concentrated aniline ink is transferred to a suitable sur¬ 
face, from which impressions may be taken on damp paper by merely 
bringing the two into contact. We believe this is the process which is 
now being introduced under the name of the “hektograph.” 

Our Foreign Book Trade.—Whatever may be the general 
tendency of our exports, publishers doing a foreign trade would seem 
to have but little cause for complaint. The shipments of English 
books during February were larger than during the same month in the 
two preceding years, their value totaled up to £64,714, as compared 

with £59,247 and .£64,331 in the two preceding years. The same 
satisfactory feature is noticeable in the totals for the first two months 
of the present year, the respective values being £132,754 as compared 

with £129,647 and £123,126 in 1878 and 1877. This is satisfactory 
so far as it goes; but printers in general would be more gratified if 
there were a little more enterprise noticeable among the great body of 
publishers, so far as the putting in hand of new works is concerned. 

Fires.—On the 22nd ult. a fire broke out on the premises of 
Messrs. Shackell & Edwards, ink-manufacturers, Hornsey-rise, caused 
by a spark from the furnace. A building of one floor, 40 ft. by 25 ft., 
used as a lampblack-house, was burned out.—On the same day a fire 
occurred at Brookfield Paper Mills, Dean Bottom, Ivirkburton, near 
Huddersfield, doing damage to the amount of about £6,000. The 
mills belong to Messrs. James Carruthers & Co. (Limited). The 
damage is covered by insurance. The cause of the fire is unknown.—- 
A destructive fire broke out on the 26th ult. in the block of buildings 
known as Wellington-chambers, No. 46, Cannon-street, City. The 
fire originated on the fourth floor, occupied by Mr. A. M. Job, whole¬ 
sale stationer. Mr. Job’s property is insured in the Sun and Cale¬ 
donian offices. The property of Mr. W. Mitchell, steel pen manu¬ 
facturer, at No. 44, also sustained damage. The cause of the fire is 
not known. 

The Way to Serve Them.—The egotism and pedantry of a 
certain class of newspaper correspondents are well known. Bound up 
in their own little selves, they cannot brook that any one should enter¬ 
tain opinions differing from theirs, and they are ever ready to call fire 
and brimstone down upon any writer whose mental vision is not 
as circumscribed as their own. One of this class, annoyed at 
something that appeared in the Pall Mall Gazette about Dr. Newman, 
wrote to say that the writer was an ass, and must have had direct 
inspiration from the devil. He begged the editor not to publish such 
stuff, and if he wanted to play the fool, to play it in his own house. 
But the editor, in the exercise of wise discretion, published the letter, 
and thus made his correspondent stand self-convicted. It may be 
remembered that in a somewhat similar case we dealt equally even- 
handed justice to a correspondent who would insist upon making him¬ 
self offensive. 

Foreign Enterprise.—Echoing that which we have ourselves 
often urged, the Bookseller says: “It appears as if English chromo- 
lithographers were asleep, and were content to allow French and 
German firms to take the business entirely out of their hands. A few 
English chromos still manage to find their way into the market, but 
the quantity is small compared with the German, French, and Ameri¬ 
can goods offered for sale. Cheaper labour and some other advantages 
might to some extent account for Continental chromos finding their 
way hither, but it certainly cannot account for American chromos 
obtaining a market in England. Children’s toy-books are now very 
largely printed abroad, and of the Christmas, Easter, and Birthday 
cards, of which some millions are sold annually, probably not one-fifth 
are of home manufacture. This is not creditable, but most of the 
English chromo-printers seem to have quietly resigned themselves to 
their fate.” 

A Multi-Colour Printing Machine.—In our February num¬ 
ber, we mentioned that Herr A. H. Schumann, an engineer of Leipsic, 
had perfected a machine by which five colours could be printed simul¬ 
taneously. We now learn that even four times that number of colours 
can be printed at the same time with equal ease. The productive 
power of the machine is said to vary from 5,000 sheets (in five colours) 
per day of ten hours to 8,000 sheets. The Leipsic Correspondent 
speaks very highly of the merits of the invention, and expresses an 
opinion that on the score of simplicity of mechanism, perfection of 
register, and general excellence, Herr Schumann’s machine is superior 
to any of a similar nature as yet in the market. An illustration in five 
colours which appears in the columns of our contemporary seems cer¬ 
tainly to bespeak the invention as one of great promise. It is not to 
be confounded with Mr. Bacon’s American invention, from which it 
fundamentally differs, and respecting which we have something to say. 

Abbreviations of Christian Names.—A movement has been 
set on foot among our Transatlantic cousins for introducing uniformity 
in the use of abbreviations which are employed to indicate Christian 
names. The suggestion is that a letter followed by a period shall, 
as now, indicate an unknown name, but, if followed by a colon, shall 
be used for a previously determined name. A first list of these proposed 
abbreviations has been drawn up by Mr. C. A. Cutter, and is as 
follows:—A: = Augustus; B: = Benjamin ; C: = Charles; D: = David; 
E: = Edward; F : = Frederick; G: = George; H: = Henry; I : = 
Isaac; J:=John; K: = Karl; L: = Louis; M : = Mark ; N ^Nich¬ 
olas ; O : = Otto ; P : = Peter ; R : = Richard ; S : = Samuel ; T : = 
Thomas; W: = William. These are already used by the American 
Publishers' Weekly and the Library Journal, and card-lists of them are 
issued by the American Library Association. The same plan might 
with advantage be adopted on this side of the Atlantic. 

Flogging for Libel in Jamaica.—In reply to a question put 
to him on this subject by Mr. Errington, Sir M. Plicks-Beach said 
a draught criminal code was prepared in this country for Jamaica in 
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1877, by the directions of his predecessor in office, and was presented 
to Parliament in August of ihat year. It was also sent out to Jamaica 
for consideration there. It contained a provision for whipping as a 
punishment for intentional libel, if the libel imputed an infamous 
crime, but not for negligent libel, nor for intentional libel except in 
the case specified. It was now under discussion by the Legislature of 
Jamaica, and when that discussion was concluded it would be re¬ 
turned here, with any amendments that might be made, for his con¬ 
sideration and decision, when this and other points would, of course, 
come before him. But no part of it would be put into force until it 
had received the assent of the Secretary of State. Mr. Errington has 
no need to travel to Jamaica to match the iniquitous law of which he 
justly complained. But some day soon we hope to “change all 
that. ” 

Royal Literary Fund.—The 89th annual general meeting of 
the Governors of this fund was held on the 12th ult., at 7, Adelphi 
Terrace, the Right Hon. the Earl of Derby, president, in the chair. 
The report showed that the permanent fund of the society on January 1, 
1878, consisted of £33,200 Consols. Of this sum ,£27,000 were 
sold in May last, and re-invested in various debenture stocks. The 
effect of the transfer of securities was stated to be—income from secu¬ 
rities purchased, £'1,025 ; dividend on Consols sold, £810; leaving an 
increase of income of £215. The sum now standing in Consols was 
£6,200 ; providing an annual dividend of £186. During the past year 
it appeared that 35 grants had been made to authors at an expenditure 
of £1,740. The outgoing members of council and general committee 
having been unanimously re-elected, with the addition of one new 
member to each, a cordial vote of thanks was, on the motion of 
Sir Frederick Pollock, M. P., accorded to the noble chairman for 
presiding. The Right Hon. Earl Cairns (the Lord Chancellor) will 
preside at the 90th anniversary dinner, to be held at Willis’s Rooms, 
on Wednesday, May 7th. 

Is Printing an Art ?—In the course of an address on the rela¬ 
tion of art to printing, delivered by Professor Ludwig Nieper, 
Director of the Academy of Arts at Leipsic, this question was 
answered in the affirmative. The professor held that in spite of the 
deterioration which printing has undergone at the hands of some of 
its modern practitioners, it had, nevertheless, the fullest claim to be 
considered an art. Everything that was beautiful might rightly claim 
to be Art, and printing was no exception to that rule. The professor 
deprecated the employment of characters of different styles in one and 
the same work, whether it be a leaflet or a book. The title, being as 
it were the face of the book, should give the key-note to the whole. 
Paper, title, and binding, should all be in harmony with each other, 
and the laws of proportion should be studied and observed in the 
selection of the type to be employed in any work, and in determining 
the depth and width of the pages. A strong protest was entered against 
the simultaneous employment of Gothic and Latin characters in the 
same page or work, and the lecturer also warmly advocated that the 
former should be altogether discarded. 

New Journals, Press Changes, &c.—The first number of the 
Inventors' Record and Industrial Guardian, a new illustrated journal 
of industrial progress, has been published. It is issued by the Inter¬ 
national Association of Inventors and Manufacturers, 28, New Bridge- 
street.-A new illustrated weekly periodical, called the Prize Paper, 
has appeared. The design of this magazine is to promote, to encou- 
rage, and to reward the literary and artistic efforts of those who have 
not adopted either literature or art as a profession.-No. 1 of Mr. 
Edmund Yates’s new journal, Time, a monthly miscellany of interesting 
and amusing literature, has appeared. The publishing-office is at 1, 
York st., Covent Garden.-The Antiquary is the title of a new 
magazine edited by Mr. James Id. Fennell.-A new illustrated penny 
weekly has been started under the title of Gardening. It is published 
at 37> Southampton-st., Covent Garden.-The Dumfries and Gal¬ 
loway Courier has been purchased in the Conservative interest. The 
paper was established in 1809, and afterwards became the leading 
organ in the South of Scotland. 

The Printers’ National Art Union.—The annual prize draw¬ 
ing in connection with this art union took place at the Cannon Street 
Hotel, on the 29th ult. The chairman of the Art Union Committee 
(Mr. J. J. Thompson), who presided, stated that during the seven years 
of the existence of the association it had been liberally supported. 
Notwithstanding the great dearth of trade which had prevailed through¬ 
out the country amongst the class which would be likely to fur¬ 
nish the greatest number of supporters of a shilling art union, he was 
pleased to state that the success of the past year so far had more than 
equalled that of its predecessors. The drawing occupied nearly four 
hours. 1 he following are a few of the chief prizes and winning num¬ 
bers : 1st prize, value 60 guineas—30 guineas’ worth of books and a 
work of art of equal value, 56,474; 2nd, oil painting, value 50 gui¬ 
neas, 17)998; 3rd, water-colour drawing, value 40 guineas, 21,622; 
4th, set of eight engravings, value 30 guineas, 98,620; 5th, water¬ 
colour drawing, value 25 guineas, 39,543 ; 6th, oil painting, value 18 
guineas, 58>395 > 7^, a selection of books, value 15 guineas, 6,495. 

The Bazaar of March 22nd, in a notice headed “ Our Advertise¬ 
ments,” says :—“ It is not often that we allude to the achievements of 
our own journal, and we may, therefore, perhaps be pardoned if we 
briefly refer to our last issue, which is remarkable in at least one 
feature—it contains a number of advertisements unparalleled in the 
history of journalism. In that single issue there were more than five 
thousand advertisements, and, incredible as it may appear, the vast 
majority of these were received, revised, numbers given to those re¬ 
quiring them, arranged according to our elaborate classification, set 
up in type, twice read, and corrected, between Monday morning and 
Tuesday at midday. Between that time and 4 a.m. on Wednesday 
the type was made up into pages and sheets, stereotyped, printed 011 
a ribbon of paper, cut, folded, the sheets collected and inserted one 
within the other in their proper order, the subscribers’ copies packed 
in wrappers and posted, and the remainder delivered to the various 
wholesale agents for distribution throughout the country.” Our in¬ 
genious contemporary is nothing less than a wonder in an age of 

journalistic marvels. 

Stationers’ Company.—At a court of the Stationers’ Company, 
held on the 26th ult., and presided over by the Master, Mr. Chater, 
assisted by Alderman Sir F. W. Truscott and Mr. Alderman Figgins 
(wardens), and Alderman Sir S. H. Waterlow, M.P., the following 
gifts and pensions were awarded :—Three of £5 per annum, founded 
by Beale Blackwell, to Thomas E. James, John Till, and Edward 
Yates ; one of £15 per annum, founded by William Bowyer, to Thomas 
Woolley; one of £12 per annum, established by James Compton, 
to John Howlinson ; one of £3 per annum to Mary Kendall; one of 
£6. 6s. per annum, founded by Luke Hansard, to William Walker ; 
one of £9. 13s. 4d. per annum, founded by John and JohnB. Nicholls, 
to Christopher Christian ; one of £3. 12s. iod., founded by William 
Strahan, to George Henry Morris; four of £3. 12s. iod., founded by 
William Strahan (for Scotchmen), to William Alexander, Robert 
Lawson, Alexander Stronach, and Angus M’Cormach ; two of £2. 2s. 
per annum, founded by Alderman Wright, to Henry J. Warner and 
John Ward ; and the Company’s pension of £4 per annum to Justina 
Newland, May Fairbairn, and Emma Langley. 

L’Art.—We have before us the weekly numbers comprising the six¬ 
teenth volume of our contemporary. The opening article is on painting 
at the Universal Exhibition of 1878, the English School being the 
subject of criticism. There is a capital paper on the new mosaics of 
the dome of Sienna, from the competent pen of M. Leroi, who re¬ 
marks “that this fine work is well worthy of the monument which it 
assists to complete,—worthy of the ancient city, already rich in trea¬ 
sures of various kinds, to which it adds a new attraction.” Some 
well-chosen illustrations accompany the article. The Munich National 
Museum, rich in objects of art of the Renaissance period, is drawn 
upon and largely depicted. Under the heading “ Lettres Anglaises,” 
the Grosvenor Gallery, the Winter Exhibition of the Academy, and 
other exhibitions, are described and criticised at length, but having 
no space for extracts we recommend the perusal of these “Lettres” 
to our readers. In the same connection the Science and Art Depart¬ 
ment of the South Kensington Museum is most flatteringly mentioned. 
Of the merits of our contemporary, suffice it to say that the present 
volume well keeps up the high standard of its energetic management. 

A Double Postal Card.—Double postal cards have recently been 
introduced in America. In size they are similar to the present one- 
cent cards. They bear at both upper corners a one-cent stamp, and 
lines are drawn from the centre, sloping downwards to each lower 
corner, to be written upon. The writer of the card uses the right- 
hand side, and the receiver uses the left-hand one for his reply. The 
use of double letter envelopes has also been legalized. They are 
stamped twice, and the sender uses the right and the receiver the left 
hand side in writing the address. At the back of the envelope is a 
double-gummed flap divided by a perforated line. The lower one is 
used for sealing by the sender, and the receiver uses his knife along 
the perforated line and has a new gummed flap ready for use. The 
letter-sheet envelope is designed to do away with outer envelopes. 
Its patentee claims great merit for it, for the reason that it often 
occurs that the date at which a letter has been posted cannot be ascer¬ 
tained because the envelope has been lost. Here letter and envelope 
are one. The new law does not direct the Postmaster-General to issue 
these patented conveniences ; it only gives him the discretion to 
do so. 

Reduction of Foreign Postage Rates.—The institution of the 
Postal Union a few years ago is bearing good fruit to all the different 
nationalities who have joined it. According to a new convention con¬ 
cluded between the several States, the following changes in the book- 
post rates have come into force since the 1st inst., and will affect 
parcels addressed to all the States of Europe, Turkey in Asia, 
Gibraltar, Malta, Cyprus, Algeria, Tunis, Egypt, United States of 
America, Morocco, Madeira, Azores, Canary Islands, Pleligoland, 
Canada, Newfoundland, St. Pierre, Miquelon, Tahiti, Persia (via the 
Black Sea or Caspian Sea). The postage on printed papers will be 
reduced from id. to id. for every two ounces. No packet may exceed 
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4lb. in weight. Under the term “ Printed Papers ” are comprised, in 
general, all impressions or copies obtained upon paper, parchment, or 
cardboard, by means of printing, lithographing, or any other mechani¬ 
cal process easy to recognise (except the copying press). Also, 
printed, engraved, or lithographic circulars, notwithstanding that 
such circulars may be letters or communications in the nature of a 
letter. Address cards, and all printed papers presenting the form and 
consistency of an unfolded card, may be forwarded without band, 
envelope, fastening, or fold. The rate of postage on postcards will 
be reduced from i|d. to id. each. 

French Newspapers and the Spy System. — A Parisian 
newspaper announced the other day that a certain gentleman, whose 
name was given in full, had ceased to belong to its editorial staff be¬ 
cause it had been ascertained that he was a police spy in disguise. 
This is the third or fourth notification of the kind that has appeared 
within a twelvemonth, and it is said that the exposures have always 
taken place in the offices of extreme Radical journals. The Petite 
Republique (which is, or at least was one of M. Gambetta’s organs) 
prints this announcement:—“ We learn that M. G. (the exposed indi¬ 
vidual) is not the only journalist who has been drawing a salary from 
the secret-service fund of the Prefecture de Police, where he was 
attached to the department of M. Lombard, under the style of ‘ Num¬ 
ber 5.’ ” When a newspaper grows too noisy and finds too many 
buyers, the police thinks it time to stop its career, and the spy-journalist 
writes an insane article, which causes him and his editor to be prose¬ 
cuted, and the offending journal most likely to be suppressed. In the 
face of the far from edifying revelations which have recently been 
made in France as to the connection between the secret police and 
journalists, we may well paraphrase and apply to French editors 
Fontenelle’s caustic remark that “ tout faiseur de journaux doit tribut 
au mouchard.” 

A Gold-field's Journal.—An esteemed correspondent in New 
Zealand sends us a copy of the Lyell Argus, which claims to be “ the 
smallest paper in the world.” He says : “I believe this is incorrect; 
but I think it may fairly claim to be the worst printed. Its eccentri¬ 
cities of ‘ composition,’in every sense, have made it the butt of the 
South Island press. It is rather difficult to obtain a copy here, as it is 
chary of exchanging. I should have liked to have sent one to the 
Caxton Exhibition. A copy is framed and glazed in the Colonial 
Museum at Melbourne. The copy I send you is, I am assured, 
rather well-printed for the Argus, as some issues have been sent out 
illegible from one end to the other. I need not say the man who 
brings it out is an amateur, but it may surprise you to know that he is 
a schoolmaster. I think it worthy of preservation as a curiosity, and 
it may be worth a mention in your columns. Only don’t take it as a 
representative of colonial journalism. It is published on a gold-field, 
in the provincial district of Nelson, on the w'est coast of the South 
Island of New Zealand.” The Argus consists of four post quarto 
pages, printed—if we may use so flattering a term—upon folio paper. 
We are able to decipher the contents of the sample before us; but were 
the presswork only a trifle worse, the result would be illegibility. 

The New Lectionary.—If the Oxford Lectionary has found a 
champion in Mr. Gladstone, that issued from the Cambridge Press has 
met with a warm advocate in the person of the Bishop of Carlisle, 
who has written the following letter to Mr. C. J. Clay, M.A., of the 
Cambridge University Press :—“ Rose Castle, Carlisle, March 8, 1879. 
—I have examined the Oxford ‘ Church Service Bible ’ which you have 
been good enough to send me, and have compared it with the Cam¬ 
bridge ‘Lectionary Bible.’ Perhaps it may be necessary in the case 
of a Cambridge man to make some allowance for Cambridge pre¬ 
judice ; but I confess that I cannot conceive how on a fair comparison 
it is possible not to adjudge the palm to the Cambridge book. The 
Oxford Bible requires a system of arbitrary symbols, which in their 
turn require a page of explanation ; whereas the Cambridge is free 
from symbols altogether, and consequently requires no explanation of 
any kind. The foot-notes, though more abundant in the Cambridge 
Bible, are much more simple than those required by the Oxford. As 
a matter of experience, I may say that I have used the Cambridge 
Lectionary Bible from its publication, and find it most convenient; 
moreover, I believe it almost impossible either for the stupid or the 
ingenious to make any blunder in using it. The method of marking 
is not affected by one difference between the books, which, however, 
should, I think, be noted in favour of Cambridge. The Cambridge 
Bible gives the whole of the Apocryphal books ; the Oxford only 
the Apocryphal lessons.” 

Ancient Method of Book Illustration.—At a meeting of 
the Society for the Encouragement of the Fine Arts, held on the 20th 
ult., at the Galleries, Conduit-street, Captain Mercier in the chair, a 
lecture was delivered by Mr. J. W. Bradley on “The Place of 
Miniature in Art.” The lecturer having said that by miniature painting 
he meant the illustrations which were once so much in vogue for illumi¬ 
nating written books, proceeded to show that miniature was the mirror 
of art in all ages, and he pointed out that where other monuments 
were wanting miniatu-e-painting was itself the link which connected 

the preceding and the succeeding styles of art. He enforced this by 
various examples, and by the comparison of manuscripts of different 
ages with other existing monuments. The art of miniature-painting, 
it was stated, went back to the time of Caesar, and began with the 
days of Varro, who died 28 B.C., and from that time for nineteen 
centuries the practice had been continued. Varro’s portraits were 
multiplied by some mechanical process, afterwards lost. The ordi¬ 
nary idea of miniature was painting in little, but this was not the 
strict meaning of miniature, which really meant painting in minimum. 
A miniature could be grand, just as a wall or a ceiling might be mean. 
Littleness was in point of stature, not in intelligence, and a miniature 
of the middle ages should be measured, not by its dimensions, but by 
the ideas which it conveyed. A Bible preserved in Paris which con¬ 
tained several thousands of these glorious paintings, was valued at 
,£4,480, according to the price which each miniature would cost at the 
present day. 

A Paper Observatory Dome.—An astronomical observatory has 
recently been erected for the Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, at Troy, 
in maturing of the plans for which Professor Dascom Greene has intro¬ 
duced an improved method of constructing revolving domes. In 
making the preliminary inquiries, he ascertained that a dome of the 
required dimensions, constructed in any of the methods in common 
use, would weigh from five to ten tons, and require the aid of cumber¬ 
some machinery to revolve it. It therefore occurred to him to have 
the framework made of wood of the greatest lightness consistent with 
the requisite strength, and to cover it with paper of a quality similar 
to that used in the manufacture of paper boats ; the advantages in the 
use of such materials being that they admit of great perfection of form 
and finish, and give extreme lightness, strength, and stiffness to the 
structure. A contract was accordingly made with a well-known firm 
of builders of paper boats, for the construction of the dome, and the 
undertaking has been carried out with great skill and success. The 
dome is a hemisphere, with an outside diameter of 29 feet. The 
framework is covered with paper about one-sixth of an inch thick after 
drying, and is of a superior quality, manufactured expressly for the 
purpose at Westfield, Mass.; it has a structure as compact as that of 
the hardest wood, which it greatly excels in strength, toughness, and 
freedom from any liability to fracture. The weight of the dome and 
its appurtenances, as completed, is about 4,000 pounds. It is sup¬ 
ported on six 8-inch balls, which roll between grooved iron racks, and 
can be easily revolved by a moderate pressure applied directly, without 
the aid of machinery.—Scientific American. 

Improved Drawing Instruments.—Lithographic draughtsmen 
and others will be interested in the following brief description of some 
novelties in the shape of drawing instruments which have recently 
been brought out in Germany. The parallel-ruler is provided with a 
small toothed wheel and endless screw, worked by pressing down a 
small knob. Pressure on the knob revolves the roller and moves the 
ruler a greater or less distance according as it is set. Any number of 
lines can thus be ruled at equal distances apart, while by a little inge¬ 
nuity any kind of gradation can be effected, so that the shading of 
cylindrical surfaces, for example, can be done perfectly. The next 
article is a contrivance for ruling dotted lines. A milled wheel revolves 
on the ruler, and a smaller toothed wheel, the teeth corresponding to the 
dotted line intended, is behind it, revolving along with it. A small 
spring conveys the motion of the regulating-wheel to the pen, which 
travels along the paper, making the kind of line required. The regu¬ 
lating-wheel is supplied in about twenty patterns. A similar arrange¬ 
ment adapted for compasses has also been perfected, the milled guiding- 
wheel in this case travelling along the paper, and of course circles of 
great variety are produced by its action. As respects ciicles, especially 
small ones and series of them, it is a frequent difficulty that the centre 
is liable to be indicated by a rather large hole in the paper. A new 
instrument has been contrived to obviate this drawback, and with it, 
we are told, the minutest circles can be easily drawn. The point 
marking the centre does not revolve at all, but is quite stationary. With 
the forefinger the central point is pressed down, and the thumb and 
second finger work the revolving pen or pencil which marks the circle. 
Any number of concentric circles can thus be drawn without disfiguring 
the paper, which is more than can be said of the ordinary spring 
bows. 

Newspaper Correspondents with the Army.—Mr. Ander¬ 
son recently asked the Secretary of State for War whether he had seen 
the statement in the Standard that General Roberts had sent away the 
Sta7idard's correspondent, and had himself appointed one of his own 
aides-de-camp correspondent to that newspaper, and that other mem¬ 
bers of his staff, with his knowledge, held similar appointments for 
other newspapers; and whether he had taken, or would take, steps to pre¬ 
vent General Roberts from continuing to infringe the Army Regulation 
on the subject, and whether he would instruct him to give the usual 
facilities for the presence with his force of independent correspondents 
of newspapers. In reply, Mr. E. Stanhope said, “I have seen the 
statements in the Standard to which the hon. member refers. I am 
not aware that there has been any breach of the regulations; but if 
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there has been, it has been on the personal responsibility of the general 
in command. A letter has therefore been despatched to General 
Roberts by to-day’s mail, inviting him to offer such explanations as 
may be necessary of the statements that have been made.” Not 
deeming this satisfactory, on a subsequent occasion Mr. Anderson 
asked the Secretary for War if it was in accordance with army regula¬ 
tions that the staff officers of a general on active service in the field 
should hold also appointments as newspaper correspondents. Colonel 
Stanley said, the regulations of the army did not sanction staff 
officers of a general on active service in the field acting as newspaper 
correspondents ; officers were held personally responsible for the 
giving of any information or military details as to the number or move¬ 
ments of the troops, &c. Any deviation from this regulation must 
be on the personal responsibility of the general in command. Mr. 
Anderson hoped the right hon. and gallant gentleman had taken or 
would take care that General Roberts paid attention to this regulation. 

The Circulation of the Bible.—Very few persons realize the 
enormous circulation to which the Bible has attained in modern times, 
and the large amount of work its dissemination has brought to printers 
and publishers. It has been estimated that by the agency of the various 
existing societies nearly 150,000,000 of Bibles, Testaments, &c., have 
been circulated during the present century. The following is an ap¬ 
proximate statement of the operation of the several organizations in 
question :— 

Society. bounded. Circulation. 
British and Foreign Bible Society... 1804 ... 82,047,062 
American Bible Society. 1817 ... 34,864,315 
National Bible Society of Scotland. 1861 ... 4,768,687 
Hibernian Bible Society. 1806 ... 4,189,029 
Bible Translation Society . 1841 ... 3,200,000 

Trinitarian Bible Society . 1831 ... 1,028,446 
The German Bible Societies. — 8,500,000 

The Swiss Bible Societies . — 1,897,650 

The French Bible Societies . — 1,640,894 
Netherlands Bible Society . 1815 ... 1,287,670 
Danish Bible Society . 1814 ... 370,000 
Swedish Bible Society .. 1809 ... 912,662 
Norwegian Bible Society. 1816 ... 241,105 
Other Societies (information wanted) —say 3,000,000 

Total . 147,947,520 
The abatement for double issues is believed to be more than met by 
the addition of the numbers published by private firms and by insti¬ 
tutions like the Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge, which 
circulates 250,000 copies annually, and the Religious Tract Society, 
which last year issued 74,000 English Bibles and Testaments. 

Socialistic Journalism.—Since Prince Bismarck commenced his 
campaign against Socialism in Germany, these agitators have been 
compelled to betake themselves to foreign countries, and ‘ ‘ perfidious 
Albion ” drops necessarily in for the lion’s share of these revolutionists. 
Their claptrap journalism having been tabooed in the Fatherland, some 
of these firebrands have started organs of their own in other countries. 
About three months ago one of these was ushered into existence in the 
metropolis ; it bears the title Freilieil [Liberty: a Social Democratic 
organ), which has evidently been selected on the Incus a non lucendo 
principle. This journal professes to be edited by Herr J. Most, who 
is or was a member of the German Reichstag. The issue of the 15 th 
ult. was printed in bright red ink, in commemoration of the Revolu¬ 
tionary movement of 1848. Its meagre columns are filled with red-hot 
republican sentiments, and a perusal of this “mouthpiece of chaos to 
poor benighted mortals ” has convinced us more than ever that Prince 
Bismarck has by his repressive policy unwittingly played into the hands 
of these agitators. We have too high a regard for the intellectual 
acumen of our German friends to think that they could to any large 
extent be swayed by such extravagant twaddle as is here in all serious¬ 
ness promulgated. We have had experience in this country of similar 
ungainly excrescences of the body politic ; Chartism, Socialism, and 
Owenism, have each in turn come forth with great flourish of trumpets, 
and they have severally affected to work another Reformation, and 
regenerate this country. They have all died the natural death of 
obscurity ; most of their organs have, after a precarious existence, 
passed into the limbo of forgotten things, and their modern repre¬ 
sentative, the stump orator, will also gradually fade away from the 
public gaze. Having the substance of liberty in the form of a free 
and unshackled press, there is no occasion nowadays for any English¬ 
man to fight for its shadow, i.e., democracy ; and if Prince Bismarck 
would ensure equal blessings for his countrymen, he will have to remove 
the arbitrary press-censorship of which he has ever been a warm 
supporter. 

Newsvendors’ Benevolent and Provident Institution.— 

The 40th annual general meeting of this organization was held at the 
offices, 28, Martin’s-lane, Cannon-street, on the 31st ult., Mr. Peter 
Terry presiding. Amongst others present were,—Mr. Alsager Hay 
Hill, Mr. Miles, Mr. Robert Gravatt, Mr. Harris, Mr. Middle, Mr. 

Newstead, Mr. Kelly, and Mr. Walter W. Jones (secretary). The 
report stated that a large amount of donations had been obtained 
through the valuable services of Mr. William Lethridge, who presided 
at the Festival of 1878, which had enabled the committee to add four 
candidates to the relief list. The Chairman in moving the adoption 
of the report referred to the objects of the Society, which was founded 
for benevolent or charitable purposes ; and grants of pensions or 
temporary assistance were made to masters or servants connected with 
the sale of newspapers, or their widows, the pensions being for males 
£20 a-year, for females £15 ; the total amount of grants not to exceed 
the amount of the dividends of the invested capital. The receipts had 
been ,£1,479 for the year, as against an expenditure of £628, leaving 
a balance on the right side of £850. Having referred to the alteration 
and increase of investments, the Chairman referred to the labour em¬ 
ployed in the trade, which he said had much increased of late. In 
1837, before the stamp-duty was taken off, less labour was required. 
There were then no morning mails, no railway trains ; the price of the 
daily paper was 7d., and some of the weeklies cost 8£d. ; leaving 
a profit of i^d. upon the one, and of id. upon the other. In those 
days the newsman was happy to get his daily at eight o’clock in the 
morning, the second lot coming at one o’clock. When the duty was 
taken off the sale ruse rapidly, and consequently the amount of labour 
was largely increased. Mr. Miles seconded the motion, which was 
put and carried. Votes of thanks were next passed to the presidents 
of the institution, Mr. W. H. Smith, M.P., and Mr. Alderman Cotton, 
M. P. ; as also to the trustees, Mr. Wood, Mr. Terry, Mr. Walters, 
and Mr. Hall, and to the committee of management. The business 
of the meeting having been concluded, Mr. Terry produced for the 
inspection of the meeting original copies of the London Gazette of 1666 
and 1668, of the Obseruator 1684 (referred to in Lord Macaulay’s 
“ History of England ”), of the Times under date December 22, 1792, 
and other prints. He stated that in 1815 the Paris intelligence of the 
Morning Chronicle took seven days in coming. In conclusion, he 
mentioned that at present 80 millions of newspapers were circulated 
annually, as against 60 millions three or four years ago, and he asked 
what would the manufacturers of newspapers—the proprietors, editors, 
and managers—do without the important agency of newsvendors ? 
An effort is being made to induce Mr. Gladstone to preside at the 
forthcoming annual festival. 

Our American Notes.—The condition of trade presents no 
marked change. It is generally satisfactory. New papers appear meteor¬ 
like, the most conspicuous one now in sight being the Chicago Morning 
Herald, Democratic in politics, clean in typography, and aiming to 
supply a long-felt want for a cheap morning paper in the metropolis of 
the West.-Previous to the close of the forty-fifth Congress, March 4, 
an attempt was made to put the Government Printing-office in the 
hands of private parties. The present management reflects little credit 
on any one, but had the proposed transfer been effected it would have 
been still more disreputable. The wages paid in Washington are 
much higher than elsewhere, and are maintained by the Government 
office, to the detriment of private firms.-The enlargement of the 
Chicago Times, originally intended for the 1st of January, did not 
occur until the 15th of March, owing to the inability of the Bullock 
Press Company to carry out its contract and furnish the necessary 
machines sooner. By the terms of the contract the Bullock Company 
forfeited several hundred dollars per day expenses incurred by the 7 imes 
in meeting local competition between the dates above given. The 
machines are eight in number and combine the latest improvements. 
The sum of the outlay by the Tunes was $150,000.—A New York 
religious weekly offered a revolver as a premium to each new subscriber, 
and found that the weapon was more desired than the paper, as some 
applicants took the former and not the latter.-A Kentucky lady 
bequeathed $1,000 to her local paper because of the comfort she had in 
reading it. A good example.-1 he stationery account of the Pennsyl¬ 
vania Legislature is to be inquired into. The members are incredulous 
as to the quantity they are said to use. The annual session is only for 
two or three months, and the members are charged with §100 to $200 
worth each, for which the State pays. If the Pennsylvanians are as free 
in defining “ stationery” as the legislators of some other States, or even 
the nation, the statement maybe correct after all, for the term has in¬ 
cluded Bibles and whisky at the same time in Washington.-The New 
York Daily Graphic (illustrated) celebrated its sixth anniversary early 
in March by issuing an extra large sheet in a new dress.-- 
New York typos take a lively interest in athletics, and maintain a 
prosperous rowing-club called the “ Nonpareil.” Recently the walking 
mania possessed them, and in a fifty-mile walk for a $200 medal the 
distance was covered in ten hours and twenty-one minutes, neither of the 
contestants having left the track from the start.-A Chicago official 
was recently the defendant in an action brought by an attorney whose 
name had been written in a document without the customary capital 
initials, and as one word. The defendant disclaimed malice, though he 
had previously had a disagreement with the plaintiff, and he was dis¬ 
missed with a warning. The Court remarked that the use of capital 
letters was a matter of taste, the daily papers displaying extreme diver¬ 
sity in the matter.-The increase of the vernacular Press in China at 
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this time is noticed as extraordinary, and to be compared with that of 
Japan.-The Protection movement in Canada has been violently 
discussed lately from all points of view, the proposed tariff having been 
published. 1 he duty on periodicals is put at 6 cents per pound, or 
t cent for each two ounces when passing through the post-office—about 
equivalent to 20 per cent. Previously these were practically free, as 
the nominal 5 percent, impost was not collected. On printing-presses 
(which are hardly ever made in the Dominion) the duty is 20 per cent., 
and it is remarked that several Protectionist journals, having new 
machines in transit, have had their zeal diminished by this clause. A 
material modification of the bill as now drawn is quite likely. 

Messrs. Lawrence Brothers, of the Viaduct Works, Farringdon- 
road, London, E. C., send us their new prospectus of machinery for 
manufacturing stationers, printers, paper-mills, &c., all of which can 
be seen in operation at the above address. We are informed that these 
machines gained the highest award at the Philadelphia Centennial 
Exhibition, 1876, and have been patented in Great Britain and on the 
Continent. They comprise “ The Undercut,” a self-clamping paper- 
cutting machine, for power or hand. The peculiar features of this 
machine are 1st. The knife and knife-bar are underneath the table, 
the movement while cutting being upwards against the clamp which 
holds the cutting-board. 2nd. A moveable front table, yielding, as 
the cut is made, to the increased thickness of the knife as it passes 
through. 3rd. The connecting of the knife-bar and clamp by a single 
crank and connecting-rod in such a manner that all the power that is 
required to force the knife through the paper becomes a clamping 
power to hold the paper firmly in its place, and all other parts of the 
machine are thus relieved from strain. 4th. Improved arrangement 
of moving the back-gauge, insuring great rapidity and accuracy.—A 
power Folding-machine, for manufacturing stationers, paper-mills, &c. 
This machine is specially intended for use in folding blank-work and 
writing-papers, in sections, quires, or single sheets. It can also be 
used in folding ream-paper and many kinds of job-work, such as card¬ 
boards, wrappers, pass books, memorandum books, guard books, &c. 
Paper after being folded by this machine presents a more accurate and 
neater appearance, and is forced back closer than by hand, thus allow¬ 
ing in blank-work the thread to lie closer in the fold, and preventing 
the end-way motion so frequently observed in the inside sheets o&f 
sections of blank books folded by hand. It possesses a very great 
advantage for paper-mills, especially those producing highly-surfaced 
writing-papers, as it not only forces the sections closer together than 
by hand-folding, but it also adds to the smoothness of the surface, and 
saves unsightly finger and folder marks. The amount of pressure can 
be regulated to suit any desired purpose. The receiving-box can be 
placed either at the front or back of the machine.—A power rotary 
Paper-perforator, light, running easily, inexpensive to keep in order, 
and above all, producing good work with the greatest rapidity. The 
holes made by the rotary cutters are by preference rectangular, and can 
be made of any size required. As many cutters can be used as the 
shaft will accommodate, and they can be adjusted to any desired 
distance, and when required to stop perforating they can be made to 
rise automatically, and allow the sheets to pass through and im¬ 
mediately re-adjust themselves, thus enabling the attendant to feed the 
machine without interruption. This machine will perforate as quickly 
as the sheets can be stroked in.—A Self-feeding Envelope Folding- 
machine. Other machines require three attendants to perform the 
operations carried out by this, which requires one attendant only. 
With other machines, which are only creasing, not folding-machines in 
the true sense of the term, there is the attendant to feed with one blank 
at a time; another attendant must place the flaps of the creased 
envelopes in proper order and gather them up; whilst a third attendant 
is required to band them. In this machine the attendant sits down in 
front and places in the proper receptacle a certain number of blanks, 
regulated according to their substance ; the apparatus picks up the 
blanks singly and conveys them to the creasing-box, and, during their 
progress, they are stamped, if so required. After having been creased, 
the envelopes are, by a double action of the plungers, securely 
and correctly fastened and folded. After leaving the plungers, they are 
mechanically collected and delivered to the attendant in symmetrical 
order ready to be banded. Thus, from the time the blanks are 
delivered to the machine till the perfect envelope is turned out, the 
attendant has nothing to do with them, and has ample time to 
band them up.—We would advise those of our readers who are able to 
do so to call and see the foregoing machines in operation at the 
Viaduct Works. 

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE, 

The White Ash Paper Company, Limited.—Heaton v. 

Wilkinson and Others—Aspin v. the Same.—These several 
cases were actions brought against seven gentlemen who were the pro¬ 
moters of the White Ash Paper Company (Limited) for inducing the 
plaintiffs, by a prospectus alleged to be false and fraudulent, to pur- I 

chase shares in the company which proved to be worthless. At the 
trial at the last Summer Assizes at Manchester a compromise was 
arrived at, the defendants agreeing to buy the shares held by the plain¬ 
tiffs and sixteen other persons at a price equal to 12s. 6d. in the pound 
upon the original price of the shares, and the plaintiffs agreeing to 
withdraw all charges of fraud. The terms of the compromise were 
embodied in a Judge’s order of the 20th of July, 1878. Afterwards 
one of the defendants named Richardson obtained on affidavit an order 
from a Judge at Chambers, discharging him from the compromise on 
the ground that he had never agreed to it, and in point of fact had 
forbidden his solicitor to enter into it. The rest of the defendants 
then made applications to be released from the compromise, on the 
ground that they had only entered into it on the understanding 
that it was assented to by all the parties to the actions. The Exche¬ 
quer Division, consisting of the Lord Chief Baron and Baron 
Huddleston, refused to discharge them from the compromise. The 
defendants consequently appealed. There was also an appeal by 
one of the defendants named Aspden against the order discharging 
Richardson from the compromise. Affidavits setting forth at con¬ 
siderable length the circumstances in which the compromise was made 
were read, and the evidence as to what occurred was to some extent 
conflicting. Mr. Lane (who appeared for the defendant Richardson) 
contended that his client had neither expressly nor impliedly authorized 
his counsel to assent to the compromise. Mr. Ambrose, Q.C. (who 
appeared for the defendant Aspden) urged, on the contrary, that the 
evidence showed that the defendant had himself expressly authorized 
his counsel to assent. Lord Justice Brett, in delivering judgment on 
the preliminary question whether the defendant Richardson was bound 
by the compromise, said that it was a question partly of fact and partly 
of law. As to the facts, the Court had to come to a conclusion on the 
evidence disclosed in the affidavits. After considering that evidence, 
he was convinced that the solicitor of the defendant Richardson was 
present when the terms of the compromise were read over, that he 
heard them read over, that he was present when they were signed 
by Richardson’s counsel, and had assented to them. He was con¬ 
vinced that the solicitor not only did not prohibit his counsel from 
signing the agreement, but assented to his doing so. The counsel 
had no reason to suppose that the solicitor was not authorized by 
Richardson to give his assent. He had equally no doubt that the 
compromise was for the benefit of Richardson. But then there was 
the question whether the solicitor was authorized by Richardson 
to assent. He was of opinion that the solicitor was not so autho¬ 
rized. Richardson was throughout against a compromise with some 
obstinacy. Such being his conclusions on the facts, it became necessary 
to consider the question of law whether the defendant Richardson was 
bound, although he had not, in fact, authorized his counsel to assent. 
He agreed that it was the law that counsel were not in any way agents 
for their clients. They were bound to discharge a duty, but not a duty 
forming part of the law of agency. If forbidden to compromise a 
case, they could not compromise ; but in the absence of any express 
prohibition they could bind their client to anything which could be 
regarded as a settlement of the cause. As to the management and 
conduct of the cause, their authority was absolute; but they had no 
authority to make a settlement of anything which was outside of or 
collateral to the cause. In the present case Richardson’s counsel had 
attempted to bind him to purchase the shares of several persons who 
had not then brought any action against him. That was a collateral 
matter. The agreement, being beyond the scope of his authority as to 
part, could not be sustained as to so much of it as was within the scope 
of his authority. However foolish, therefore, the defendant Richardson 
might be in repudiating the compromise, he was not, in point of law, 
bound by it. Lords Justices Cotton and Thesiger concurred in this 
judgment. Mr. Herschell, Q.C. (who appeared with Mr. Gully, Q.C., 
and Mr. Bigham, for the plaintiffs), then proceeded to argue that, 
although Richardson was not bound by the compromise, the other 
defendants were not released from it. Their Lordships held that the 
order of the Court below must be set aside as against all the defen¬ 
dants. The original order was made by consent of all parties, founded 
on a belief that all were bound by it; but inasmuch as Richardson was 
not bound by the agreement, he was not bound by the order, and the 
ordei therefore could not stand. The Exchequer Division seemed to 
have been of the same opinion, but they had varied the order by strik¬ 
ing out Richardson. That they had no power to do without the con¬ 
sent of the parties, the plaintiffs not being to blame for what had 
occurred. As to the appeal of the defendants, excepting Richardson, 
there would be no costs on either side, and any costs incurred by the 
plaintiffs at Manchester by the trial being postponed must be paid by 
the defendants, excepting Richardson. The costs of Richardson on 
the appeal of Aspden must be paid by Aspden. 

Frivolous Action for Libel.—Our law courts are occasionally 
occupied with actions for libel as frivolous and ill-founded as any that- 
disgraced the reign of the Georges. The following may in our opinion 
be legitimately placed in this category. The case was heard in the 
Queen’s Bench division on the 27th and 28th ult. The plaintiff, Mr. 
Scantlebury, a manufacturer of electric apparatus, complained of ah 
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article which appeared in the columns of the Tunes on September 27, 
1878, expressing the opinion that experiments in lighting the gas-lamps 
in Pall Mall by Fox’s patent failed because of defects in the workman¬ 
ship of the plaintiff. Mr. Willis, Q.C., and Mr. Nicholson appeared 
for the plaintiff, and Sir Henry James, Q.C., and Mr. Lumley Smith 
represented the defendant. Mr. Justice Field, in summing up the case 
to the jury, said that as the learned counsel for the defendant had given 
up the plea that the words in the alleged libel were true they would 
have to give a verdict for the defendant if they were satisfied that the 
libel was a fair and bond fide comment upon a matter of public interest, 
and was written without malice. If otherwise, their verdict must be 
for the plaintiff. The jury gave a verdict for the defendant, and judg¬ 
ment was consequently entered with costs. 

The Responsibility of a Foreman.—Potter and Another 

v. Ramsden.—The plaintiffs, Messrs. F. W. Potter and T. Bishop, 
printers, of Queen Victoria-street, sued their late foreman, Mr. W. W. 
Ramsden, in the City of London Court, for the recovery of £3. 8s. 1 id. 
as compensation for damages sustained by them in consequence of his 
having spoiled certain work which he should have revised before giving 
it out to be worked off on the machine. It was alleged that it was the 
duty of the defendant as foreman to read all the proofs and see that 
the necessary corrections were made before the forms were given to 
the machine-minder, but he had not done so in this case, and through 
this negligence errors appeared in the printed matter, and the work 
was consequently worthless. Pie had also, in the absence of the ware¬ 
houseman, taken some paper and hidden it, but it was found after he 
had left plaintiffs’ service. Mr. Commissioner observed that if 
the plaintiffs had reason to suspect felony they should have instituted 
criminal proceedings against the defendant. The latter, however, 
denied the accusation, and added that there was no concealment in the 
matter. The paper was left in plaintiffs’ office, and no attempt was 
made either to steal or hide it. He did not make the corrections, and 
he did not give the matter to the machine-minder. Pie was not 
responsible for these errors, and it was not the custom of the printing 
trade to charge a foreman for spoilt work. His Honour was not 
satisfied that liability had been proved against the defendant, and he 
consequently nonsuited the plaintiffs. 

A Question as to Workmanship.—Smith v. Ogden, and Ogden 
v. Smith.—These two cases were heard together in the Clerkenwell 
County-court on the 14th ult. In the first case Mr. Milton Smith, of 
Goswell-road, claimed of Messrs. J. Ogden & Co. of St. John-street, 
£2. 14s. 3d., being the value of three reams of paper sent to be 
printed, but spoiled by not being printed to order; and in the second 
case Messrs. Ogden claimed of Mr. Smith £ 1. 5s. for machining cer¬ 
tain work for the latter. Mr. Smith said he sent the blocks and type 
to Messrs. Ogden to be printed from, and he produced samples to show 
that the work was not equal to proof. Pie requested Messrs. Ogden 
to print them over again, but they would not, and he had to get them 
done by another printer, the work not being presentable. He only 
claimed for the paper which had been spoiled. In defence Messrs. 
Ogden contended that the work done by them was good enough for 
ordinary work. In the first case his Honour gave judgment for Smith ; 
and in the second case for the amount claimed for machining by 
Ogden, leaving each party to settle their own costs. 

OBITUARY, 

Faber.—The death is announced of Herr Eberhard Faber, the 
pencil maker, the founder of the American branch of the firm of A. 
W. Faber, a name familiar enough in this country. He was a Bavarian, 
and was the grandson of the original A. W. Faber, who, in his turn, 
was the son of Casper, the first manufacturer. 

Gill.—We have to announce the death, on the 20th ult., of Mr. 
M. H. Gill, of the firm of M. H. Gill & Son, printers and publishers, 
The deceased was 85 years of age. The Freeman's Journal says that 
he contributed perhaps more than any other person to the elevation 
and extension of one of the greatest of Dublin’s industries—printing. 
When, many years ago, he became lessee of the College Printing-office, 
printing was at a low ebb indeed in Dublin. There were fewer 
journeymen than there are employers now. The business was carried 
on principally in the attics, kitchens, or outhouses of places of resi¬ 
dence, in back streets, and the character of the work was in the main 
deplorable. A practical and tasteful workman, a business-like and 
strict, though thoughtful, master, Mr. Gill soon had the affairs of the 
College office in order. Mr. Gill subsequently purchased Mr. 
McGlashan’s publishing and bookselling business, and we now have as 
the outcome of a long life the extensive publishing and printing firm 
which has for many years past been carried on under the entire control 
of his son, Mr. Henry J. Gill, T.C. 

Hartley.—Mr. Robert Hartley, senior proprietor of the Doncaster 
Chronicle, died suddenly at his residence in High-street, Doncaster, on 

the 29th ult. In the morning he was apparently quite well, and took 
a walk as usual, but on returning home he was seized with a fit of 
apoplexy, and expired in the afternoon. He was in his 67th year. 

Meteyard.—Miss Eliza Meteyard, author of the “ Life of Wedg¬ 
wood ” and many other works, died at her residence in Lambeth on 
the 4th inst. Miss Meteyard contributed to the first number of 
Douglas Jcrrold's Newspaper, and Jerrold himself appended to her 
article the signature of “ Silverpen,” under which tiom de plume Miss 
Meteyard contributed extensively to several metropolitan newspapers 

and magazines. 

Ollivier.—Mr. Charles Ollivier died at his residence, Bradford, 
on the 22nd ult., in his 74th year. The deceased, who was originally 
a musicseller, in Bond-street, London, came to Bradford in 1853 as 
secretary to the St. George’s Hall Company, which he held until 1865, 
when he resigned and commenced business for himself. He was 
second cousin of M. Ollivier, French Premier during the Empire. 

Skeen.—We announce with regret the death of a most worthy and 
honourable member of the printing cratt, Mr. Robert Skeen, who 
died at his residence, Southsea, on the i6lh of last month, at the ripe 
age of 81. Mr. Skeen was formerly overseer to Mr. Norman, of 
Maiden-lane, Covent Garden, and upon his retirement from business 
at the beginning of the year 1876 we reviewed his Autobiography, the 
cost of printing which was generously incurred by Mr. Bernard 
Quaritch, the famous bookseller, and an old customer of Mr. Skeen’s 
employer. A full notice of this autobiography will be found in The 

Printing Times and Lithographer (vol. ii.) for May, 1876, at 

pp. 89-91. 

Tenniel.—Mr. John Baptist Tenniel, father of the well-known 
artist on Punch, died recently at Iiartshorne, Derbyshire, aged 87. 

Willoughby.—The death is announced of Mr. Richard Willoughby, 
which occurred on the 25th ult., at 21, Dagmar-road, Camberwell, in 
his 79th year. Mr. Willoughby, who had been in failing health for a 
very considerable time, was formerly well-known as a printer and 
publisher in Smithfield. Some years ago he established the British 
Workwoman and the British Juvenile, which have been successfully 
carried on since. 

Worthington.—The death is announced, in his eightieth year, of 
the Rev. J. W. Worthington, D.D., for forty-two years rector of Holy 
Trinity, Gray’s-inn-road. He was formerly curate of St. Sepulchre, 
and was appointed rector of Holy Trinity in 1838. He was many 
years ago the editor of the Foreign Quarterly and also of the 
Foreign and Colonial Review. 

The will of Mr. Thomas Henry Gladvvell, printseller, late of 
Gracechurch-street, and of 124, Kennington-park-road, who died on 
the 10th of February, was proved on the 8th ult. by Mr. John Drom- 
gole and Mr. Thomas Webb Isaac, the acting executors, the personal 
estate being sworn under ^16,000. The testator bequeaths annuities 
amounting together to ^360 per annum to various of his relatives, and 
on their respective deaths the capital sum required to provide their 
particular annuity is to be handed over to the Asylum (or Fatherless 
Children, so that eventually on the death of all the annuitants the 
institution will get the whole of the capital set apart to meet such 
annuities. If there is any excess of property over, he gives £50 to his 
executors for acting, and the remainder is to be applied in increasing 
all the annuities in proportion. Practically the Asylum for Fatherless 
Children, with the exception of the legacy to the executors, is to have 
all the testator’s property on the death of the annuitants. 

The will of Mr. Alfred John Dunkin, printer, late of Dartford, 
Kent, who died on January 30th last, at no, Stamford Street, Black- 
friars, has been proved by Miss Ellen Elizabeth Dunkin, the sister of 
the deceased, and the residuary legatee named therein. The testator 
provides that his said sister is during her lifetime to have the manage¬ 
ment of his collections of pictures, engravings, printed books, manu¬ 
scripts, wood blocks, types that have been presented to him, and every 
article of pottery, coins, and jewellery, all of which she is to use as 
pleases her best. After her decease, his library and collections are to 
go to the City of London Library, upon the conditions, 1st, that the 
library is kept by itself and called “ The Dunkin Library ” ; 2nd, that 
a full catalogue be made upon the plan adopted by the trustees of the 
British Museum, and not in “ the meagre and imperfect manner” the 
catalogue was made in the year (1878) his will and testament is dated; 
and 3rd, that the Corporation maintain in good condition and renew 
when necessary the tombstones and other mortuary monuments and 
memorials relating to his family in Bromley Churchyard, Dartford 
Cemetery, and Dartford Church. On failure of these conditions the 
collections are to go to the trustees of the British Museum ; and that 
the monuments at Dartford and Bromley in Kent may be sustained and 
maintained, he leaves to the Lord Mayor, the vicars of Dartford and 
Bromley, and the chief librarian of the British Museum the freehold 
estates he possesses at Stone, Erith, and Bromley, Kent ; ten guineas 
annually to be spent in a visitation-dinner, to examine the mortuary 
memorials.— City Press. 
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TRADE CHANGES, 

Messrs. Kensington & Co., advertising contractors, have opened 
offices at 11 and 12, Clement’s-lane. 

Mr. John Wood has retired from the firm of W. Glendinning & 
Co., printers and publishers, Londonderry. 

Herr Rudolf Mosse’s London Advertising Agency has been 
removed from 1, Okl-change, to 135, Cheapside. 

Messrs. Simpson & Powter, booksellers, of Shoe-lane, Fleet- 
street, have dissolved partnership. Mr. Joseph Simpson will continue 

the business. 

The firm of Walmsley & Clayton, stationers, Blackburn, having 
been dissolved, Mr. John Walmsley will continue the business on his 

own account. 

Mr. John Bell Muschamp has retired from the partnership 
hitherto carried on by him in conjunction with Mr. William Emerson 
Muschamp, as paper manufacturers, at the Tyne Paper Mill, Pipewell- 
gates, Gateshead, and at 4, Little College-street, City. 

Mr. Compton F. Brown, of 3, Tower Royal, Cannon-street, 
E.C., informs us that he has taken into partnership Mr. Percy Young, 
and that the business lately carried on by him under the style of C. F. 
Brown & Co. will be continued under the style of C. F. Brown, 
Young & Co. 

Mr. Edward Curtice, of Catherine-street, Strand, has taken 
premises at 139 and 140, Fleet-street. A portion of the business 
has been transferred to his sons, Messrs. E. R. and G. M. Curtice, who 
have been for some years associated with the Catherine-street house, 
and who will trade as Curtice & Co. 

The Committee of the Religious Book Society for Promoting 
Christian Knowledge amongst the Poor, which was founded in 1720 
in Paternoster-row, where it has continued to the present time, have 
disposed of the trade department of the Society to Mr. W. Mack, the 
originator of Scripture text books, who has for many years conducted 
a business of a similar character. 

New Companies.—Among the new companies floated during the 
past month are the following connected with the printing trade :— 
The Bradford Newspaper Company, with a capital of ,£5,000 in ,£5 
shares ; Royd’s Paper-mill Company, with a capital of ,£2,350 in £1 
shares; the Kensham Paper-mill Company, with a capital of £"10,000 
in £500 shares ; and the Fancier's Chronicle Publishing Company, 
with a capital of £1,000 in £5 shares. 

Messrs. J. Leitch & Co., of the Electrotyping and Engraving 
Works, 4 & 5, Newcastle Street, and 13, 14, & 15, Bear Alley, 
Farringdon Street, E. C., advise us that they have appointed Mr. 
Godfrey, who has for some time past been manager of their electro and 
stereotyping business, manager of their engraving business in addition. 
They hope by thus consolidating the management into one person’s 
hands to be enabled to turn out all work entrusted to them more expe¬ 
ditiously than heretofore. 

Mr. A. S. Cattell informs us that he has terminated his appoint¬ 
ment as manager to Messrs. J. Leitch & Co., and established himself 
as engraver by Zinco-typography, known as Leitch’s Process, at 18, 
Bear Alley, Farringdon Street, E. C., under the style of A. S. Cattell 
& Co. Mr. Cattell says :—“Many years’ experience in the manage¬ 
ment of Messrs. J. L. & Co.’s business has enabled me to make several 
important improvements, with finer results than have hitherto been 
obtained, as well as greater rapidity.” 

Messrs. Champenois & Cie., late Testu & Massin, lithographers, 
&c., of 66, Boulevart St. Michel, Paris, announce that on account of 
the increase of their business with England they have opened a branch 
establishment in London, at 16 & 17, Barbican, E.C. The business 
will be carried on under the style of Champenois & Cie., late Testu 
& Massin, and will be under the management of Mr. M. L. Jonas, 
who becomes a partner in the London firm, and with whom they have 
made arrangements by which they have acquired the goodwill, stock, 
plant, and lease of his premises. The firm intend, in addition to then- 
own productions, to continue to supply the various goods of other 
publishers. The business is that of ornamental, artistic, and chromo 
printers, and comprises pictures in sheets, imitation oil-paintings, show¬ 
cards, labels, trade, Christmas and New Year’s cards, calendars, &c. 

The Spelling of Geographical Names.—The great variation 
which obtains in the spelling of foreign geographical names is a fruitful 
source of irritation to printers, who have often to lament the absence 
of any definite rules upon the subject. They will therefore be gratified 
to learn that the Royal Geographical Society are taking energetic steps 
for organizing a uniform system for the spelling of names of places 
throughout the globe. Compiled by such a body a list of this nature 
will carry authority, and we can but hope that it will be made as 
widely available as possible. 

GAZETTE NOTICES, ETC, 
\_Partly compiled from Messrs. Gamble 6° Harvey's Record.] 

Partnerships Dissolved. 

Edwards & Morris, stationers and booksellers, 3, Talbot-court, Grace- 
church-st., City. 

Green, E. W., & Co., publishers, East Temple Chambers, 2 White- 
friars-st., City, and Adelphi Bank Chambers, Liverpool. 

Hooke, J., & Co., booksellers, stationers, printers, bookbinders, &c., 
80 and 81, High-st., Guildford. 

Ogden, J. & M., booksellers, stationers, and printers, Haworth, near 
Keighley. 

Shether, D. & Son, pocket-book and leather case manufacturers and 
stationers, 4, Charterhouse-buildings. 

Adjudications in Bankruptcy. 

Boulcott, H. C., railway guide publisher, 40, Sun-st. March 13. 
Carroll, D. W., printer and stationer, 44, Lower Sackville-st., 

Dublin. March 13. Off.-A., C. H. James ; sol., — Matthews. 

Bankruptcy Annulled. 

Mason, A., advertising agent (July 8), Bradford. March 10. 

Dividends. 

Archibald, D., stationer, West-st., Drogheda. Div. of 2s. ifd. in 
the £ on £816. Off.-A., C. H. James, sols., Hamilton & Craig. 

Bolus, F. (Liq.), stationer, Brighton. 1st and final div. of 43., at 
F. G. Clark’s, Union-street, Brighton. 

Hadwen, W., (Liq.) paper manufacturer, Ulverston. 1st and final 
div. of 2s. 2d., at W. N. Hartley’s, Queen’s-court, Ulverston. 

Waud, W. O., & F. C. Graves (Bkt.), printers, Crown-ct. Milton-st. 
1st div. of is., any Monday between 11 and 1, at E. Smith’s, 34, 
Clement’s-lane, Lombard-street. 

Sequestrations. 

Love, J., bookseller and stationer, Airdrie. March 14. Claims by 
July 14. Agents, Peebles & Jameson, County-buildings, Airdrie. 

Macrone, \V., printer, Dixon-st., Glasgow. March 7, with protec¬ 
tion. Claims by July 7. Agents, J. & D. T. Colquhoun, 

St. Vincent-st., Glasgow. 
Seton, R., bookbinder, 169, Fountain-bridge, Edinburgh. March 3, 

with protection. Claims by July 3. Agents, Fyfe, Miller, Fyfe, 
& Ireland, Edinburgh. 

Dividend under Sequestration. 

Sim, A. & Son, lithographers, &c., Bridge-st., Inverness. Equalizing 
div. at D. J. Mackay’s, 15, Castle-st., Inverness. 

Liquidations by Arrangement. 

Asten, J., printer, Dewsbury. March 7. J. A. Stapleton, sol., 
Dewsbury. 

Bebro, M., printer, trading as the London Numerical and 
General Printing Works, 51, City-rd., and Canfield-rd., 
Kilburn. Feb. 28. E. Lee, sol., 1, Gresham-buildings. 

Broadhurst, W., paper-merchant and wood pulp agent, trading as 
W. Broadhurst & Co., High-street, MaDchester, and Eccles. 
March 5. J. A. Young, sol., Princess-st., Manchester. 

Bruton, F. J., ink manufacturer and stationer, Shudehill, Manchester, 
and Lomas-st., Heaton Chapel, near Manchester. March 10. 
E. Heath & Sons, sols., 41, Swan-st., Manchester. 

Cates, S., printer, Colston-st., Bristol. Feb. 20. W. Andrews, 
accountant, Nicholas-st, Bristol. 

Collier, J. T., stationer and news agent, Paddington-street, Mary 
lebone. March 22. S. J. Wright, sol., 1, Walbrook. 

Dean, W., printer, Iieap-st. and Page-street, Huddersfield. March 4. 
Barker, Sons, & Yeoman, sols., Huddersfield. 

Elliot, W. H., fancy stationer, Kenton-st., Brunswick-sq., and 
Perth-road, Finsbury Park. March 13. T. M. Jenkins, sol., 5, 
Tavistock-street, Strand. 

Forster, C., stationer, &c., Marske-by-the-Sea, Yorks. March 7. 
J. W. Teale, sol., Middlesbrough. 

Francis, W., lithographer and printer, 84, Southampton-row, Blooms¬ 
bury, and 2, Marriott-rd., Finsbury Park. Feb. 24. T. M. 
Jenkin, sol., 5, Tavistock-st. 

Hackett, J., printer and bookseller, Mill-st., Cannock, late Bath, 
prev. Lichfield. March 18. Barnes & Russell, sols., Lichfield. 
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Hinrichson, J. H., newspaper proprietor and printer, High-st., 
Hull. Feb. 28. E. Laverick, sol., Hull. 

Hopwood, J., printer and bookbinder, Abbey-street, Accrington. 
March 17. Haworth & Broughton, sols., Accrington. 

Humphreys & Co., publishers, 274, Strand. Mar. 11. F. H. Wood, 
sol., 63, St. Paul’s-churchyard. 

Jones, J., stationer, Spring-hill, Birmingham. Feb. 21. F. M. 
Burton, sol., Union-passage, Birmingham. 

Lee, J., bookbinder, William-street and High-bridge, both Newcastle. 
March 8. D. E. Stanford, sol., Newcastle. 

Mallandain, P., stationer and printer, trading as Mallandain 
& Co., x, Church-ct., Old Jewry, and 65, Leipsic-road, Camber¬ 
well. March 21. At Kendrick & Walter’s, 99, Gresham-st., 
April 17, at 2. J. V. Musgrave, sol., Albert-buildings, Queen 
Victoria-street. 

Meek, W. J., fancy stationer, trading as W. J. Meek & Son, 7, 
Cazenove-rd., Stoke Newington. March 3. J. H. Waring, sol., 
23, Borough High-st., Southwark. 

Mills, L. R., stationer, 13, Goswell-rd. March 3. Piesse & Son, 
sols., 15, Old Jewry-chambers. 

Morrison, T. B., & C. F. Thew, paper-merchants, Silver-st. and 
Sewerby-st., Moss Side, both Manchester. J. J. Lambert, sol., 
Princess-st., Manchester. 

Murray, A. K., stationer, Cable-st., Liverpool. March 8. W. PL 
Quilliam, sol., Church-st., Liverpool. 

Neil, R., paper-makers’ agent, 83, Upper Thames-st. and 26, 
Saltoun-rd., Brixton. March 12. Stopher & Rundle, sols., 74, 
Coleman-street. 

Newberry, W., paper-maker’s agent and merchant, trading as W. 
Newberry & Co. March 4. Wild, Barber, & Browne, sols., 
io£, Ironmonger-lane, Cheapside. 

Palmer, J. W., newspaper proprietor, trading as J. W. Palmer 
& Co., 76, Strand. Feb. 12. Buchanan & Rogers, sols., 10, 
Basinghall-street. 

Paynter, E., fancy stationer, Blackheath-hill, Greenwich. March 10. 
H. Aird, sol., 8, Eastcheap. 

Pritchard, D. W., bookseller, Victoria-pl., Bethesda. March 4. 
Roberts, sol., Bangor. 

Rudd, S., printer, 103, Lambeth Walk. March 14. F. R. Kil- 
vington, sol., 5, Barge-yard, Bucklersbury. 

Such, H. Y., stationer and printer, Page Green, Tottenham. Feb. 19. 
J. F. Terry, sol., 14, King-street, Cheapside. 

Wills, E. D., printer’s agent, Dorset-st., Hulme, Manchester. 
March 3. Crowther & Clayton, sols., 16, Booth-st., Manchester. 

Wood, C., printer, Vineland, Saltash, Cornwall. March 3. Clever- 
ton & Son, sols., Plymouth. 

Appointment of Trustee. 

Mallalieu, J. & B. H. (Liq.), paper-makers, Rishworth, Halifax. 
Tr., J. Smith, coal-merchant, Sowerby Bridge. 

Appointment of Trustees and Commissioners. 

Hamilton, H., printer, Particle, Glasgow. Tr., C. S. Romanes, 
208, West George-st., Glasgow. Com., J. Hutcheson, Victoria- 
buildings, Particle, and A. M’Neil, 39, Surrey-st., and J. M’Neil, 
25, St. Enoch-sq., both Glasgow. 

Kay, J. printer, &c., Wilson-st., Glasgow. Tr., A. K. Rodger, 61, 
West Regent-st., Glasgow. Com., W. Gilchrist & W. Rankin, 
printers, both Glasgow. 

Seton, R., bookbinder, Fountainbridge, Edinburgh. Tr., J. Miller, 
accountant, Glasgow. Com., J. Telfer, stationer, R. M. Greig, 
of J. Greig & Sons, and W. O. Morrison, of Morrison & Gibb, all 
Edinburgh. 

Trust-Deeds Granted. 

Ferguson, J., stationer, &c., Main-street, Beith. Claims with 
A. Stewart, writer, Beith. 

Petrie, R., stationer, 470, Argyle-st., Glasgow. To P. Bertram, 355, 
Argyll-st., Glasgow, with whom claims forthwith. 

Discharge Granted and Bankruptcy Closed. 

Riddell, W., paper-manufacturer, trading as W. Riddell & Co., 
Whitchurch, Hants. (The estate did not realize sufficient to pay 
expenses.) Bankruptcy closed Feb. 15. 

Bills of Sale recently Filed. 

Baker, I., stereotyper, Old Eign-hill, Hereford, to B. Barnett. 
Filed March 3...^35 

Bannerman, G., printer, 69, Corporation-st., Manchester, to H. 
Maw and another. Filed March 3 . ,£200 abs. sale 

Blackett, A. H., publisher, 32, St. John’s Wood-rd., to W. G. 
Nicoll, Filed March 10 .^334. 9s. 2d. 

Broadhurst, W., paper merchant, &c., 7, Abbey-grove, Eccles, 
Lancs., to E. Partington. Filed March 1.^250 

Brown, D., printer in gold and lithographic printer, 4, Steel-st., 
Manchester, to A. Milligan. Filed Feb. 26 .£60 

Cheetham, M.j stationer, 30, Stamford-st., Altrincham, Cheshire, 
to J. Townend. Filed March 12.£21, &c. 

Collier, J. T., stationer, 56, Paddington-street, Marylebone, to Real 
and Personal Advance Company. Filed March 19, £142. 4s., &c. 

Corin, J. jun., stationer, 37, Castle Bailey-st., Swansea, to I. Seline 
& Co. Filed March 7.^400, &c. 

Crocker, W. C., publisher, Leith.terrace, Choumert-rd., Peckham, 
to A. G. Jepson. Filed March 13 .£87 

Cussens, F. H., master printei-, 101, Faraday-st., Walworth, to 
National Mercantile Bank. Filed March 18 .£27, Sic. 

Denvir, J., bookseller, printer, &c., 68, Byrom-st,, and 132, West 
Derby-rd., Liverpool, to J. McMillan and others. Filed March 10. 

£165, &c. 
Dow, G., bookseller, 4, Hawes-st., Scotswood-rd., Newcastle, to 

J. Summerfield. Filed Feb. 25..£13. 15s., &c. 
Forshaw, J. E., stationer, 348, Mill-st., Liverpool, to N. Cohen. 

Filed March 14 . ^14, &c. 
Fox, S., bookbinder, 8, Rotunda-ter., Cheltenham, to G. Sweeting. 

Filed March 22 .£50 
Freem an, W. J., lithographer and general printer, 18, Carlton-grove, 

Peckham, and 2, Old Swan-lane, Upper Thames-st., to H. Mar- 
cusson. Filed March 5.,£81. 13s. 8d., &c. 

Gardner, J., lithographer, 2, Turley-st., Queen’s-rd., Manchester, to 
T. J. Caulfield. Filed Feb. 22  £17 

Hammond, E. W., printer, 42, Kirby-st., Hatton-garden, to C. 
Hennen and another. Filed March 3 .^151. 4s., &c. 

IIammond, E. W.j printer, 42, Kirby-st., to E. PI. Iveymer. Filed 
March 20 .£150 

Hardy, H. G., printer, 8, Sprays-st., Woolwich, to G. A. Horton. 
Filed Feb. 26 .^50 

Harrison, H., bookseller and stationer, 1, Heathfield-rd., Turnham 
Green, to T. Fairhead. Filed March 22 .£30, &c. 

Harrison, T., printer, 14, Chapel-rd., Garston, Lancashire, to J. R. 
Grant. Filed March 20.^15, &c. 

PIolmes, J. E., bookseller, stationer, &c., 14, Market-st., and 16, 
Shepherd’s-court, Mayfair, to S. Grose. Filed Mar. 11, £62, &c. 

PIopper, T., bookseller and stationer, Market-st., Coventry, to 
F. Gwynne. Filed March 10 .^60, &c. 

Hossfeld, C., printer and publisher, 52, Charlotte-st., Fitzroy-sq., 
and 8, Windsor-ct., Strand, to T. B. Browne. Filed March 8 

^150, Sic. 
Humphrey, A. S., newspaper agent, 24, Wellington-st., Strand, to 

H. R. Stevenson. Filed March 17 .£67 
Hunt, W. J., printer, 12, New Inn-yard, Shoreditch, to E. Banks. 

Filed March 3 .^80. 5s., &c. 
Jackson, A. J., stationer, &c., 11, Warrington-st., Tranmere, Birken¬ 

head, to T. Inglefield. P'iled March 7 . ..^29, Sic. 
Lessware, A., stationer, Sic., 34, Albert-rd. and 10, Forest-lane, 

Essex, to W. Davis. Filed March 13.£61. 2s., &c. 
Lev, A. J., printer, 4, Herbert-st., Haverstock Hill, to T. Webb. 

Filed March 15 .......^82. 6s. 8d. 
Lord, J. E., stationer, 92, High-st., Croydon, to W. Howard. Filed 

March 11.£225 
Macindoe, W., lithographic printer, 147, Queen’s-rd. North, and 20, 

North John-st., Liverpool, to C. Paterson. Filed March 18 
£153. 14s., Sic. 

Markham, J., bookseller, Surrey-st., Derby, to J. R. Haslam. Filed 
March 4 .£16. 8s. 

Norman, J. T., printer, 13, Priory-ter., and 3, Bennington-st., Chel¬ 
tenham, to H. G. Margrett. Filed Feb. 22...£$oo 

Pain, G., law stationer, 166, Ferndale-rd., Brixton, to London and 
Westminster Loan Company. Filed March 22 .£19. 3s. 4d. 

Phelp, J., printer, Beulah-rd., Walthamstow, to F. R. Taplin. Filed 
March 19.^.£146. 6s., &c. 

Ridler, J., printer, 28, High-st., High Wycombe, to W. Davis. 
Filed Feb. 22 .^50, &c. 

Rowlands, J., bookseller, Sic., 24, Castle-st., Maesteg, Glamorgan¬ 
shire, to E. E. Davies. Filed March 17 .£80, Sic. 

Salkeld, E., advertising agent, Pool House, Handsworth, Staffs., to 
W. H. Jones. Filed Feb. 22 ..^35 

Schliffer, I., bookbinder, 1, New Lorne-st., Platt-st., Moss Side, 
Manchester, to G. Payne. Filed March 17 .£n. 3s., &c. 

Stacy, C. P., stationer, 1, Woodriff-rd., Leytonstone, Essex, to 
V. Southee. Filed Feb. 26.,£150 

Stoneman, G., bookseller, 85, Woodstock-rd., Finsbury Park, to 
A. W. Carpenter. Filed March 4..£12. 12s. 

Tate, J. D., manufacturer of writing-ink, 76, Eleanor-rd., Richmond- 
rd., Hackney, to W. Smith. Filed March 13 ...,£13 

Thatcher, J. R., printer, Notte-st. and 1, Holgate-place, Plymouth, 
to W. T, Walter, Filed March 3...£119, &c. 
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Timevvell, W. J., stationer, 1, Portland-rd., South Norwood, to 
J. Simpson. March 18 .^135, &c. 

Walker, W., printer and lithographer, 31, Scale-lane, Hull, to 
J. Walker. Filed March 10.£70 

Welch, A., stationer, &c., Maristow-st., Westbury, Wilts., to G, 
Coleman. Filed March 14 .£30 

Yelf, H. H., printer, Dowgate-hill, City, to T. W. Smith and 
another. Filed Feb. 27 .£228. 18s. 9d. 

A petition has been presented for the winding-up of M’Gowan’s 
Steam Printing Company, Limited. 

At a meeting of the creditors of Morrison & Thew, paper merchants, 
83 and 85, Silver-street, Manchester, held on the 16th ult., the 
statement submitted by the receiver (Mr. T. Shaw), showed liabilities 
£3,088, and assets £i,355- An offer of 5s. in the pound was refused, 
and a resolution was passed for liquidation. Mr. C. R. Trevor and 
Mr. Robert Pittman (London), accountants, were appointed joint 
trustees. 

A meeting of the creditors of Francis James Bruton, stationer 
and ink manufacturer, Shudehill, was held in the Mitre Hotel, 
Manchester, on the 26th ult. A statement of the debtor’s affairs was 
presented by Messrs. Kellas Johnstone & Kendall, showing ordinary 
liabilities £1,255, and preferential liabilities, £228 ; against assets 
amounting to £769. The debtor offered a composition of 7s. 6d. in 
the pound, which was accepted. Mr. J. F. Kellas Johnstone was 
appointed trustee. 

The case of Edward Powell was before the London Bankruptcy 
Court on the 21st ult. The debtor had presented a petition for liqui¬ 
dation, describing himself as a lithographic printer, of 115A, Alders- 
gate-street, and Mr. W. F. Morris applied for the appointment of a 
receiver, and for an order restraining proceedings at the suit of Mr. 
Chapman Jacobs, financial agent, Cannon-street. The debts were 
estimated at about £200, and assets £150. Mr. J. H. Keeble, of 
9, Mount-terrace, Westminster-bridge-road, was appointed receiver. 

The case of the well-known George Potter, describing himself as a 
general publisher, of 14, P'etter-lane, carrying on business as G. Potter 
& Co., came before the London Bankruptcy Court on the 28th ult., 
when Mr. Rogers applied for a further injunction restraining pro¬ 
ceedings in certain actions. He stated that at the meeting of creditors, 
held on the 24th ult., it had been resolved that a composition of 4s. in 
the pound should be accepted in satisfaction of the debts. A further 
injunction until after the second meeting was granted. The liabilities 
of the debtor are returned as £2,000. 

The voluntary winding-up of the Manchester and Salford Press 
Company, Limited, has been resolved upon. The company has only 
been in existence a year and eight months, having been formed in 
August, 1877, for the purpose of carrying on the business of the City 
Lantern Printing and Publishing Company at 25, Blackfriars-st., 
Salford. The nominal capital was £5,000 divided into 1,000 shares. 
The original call on each share was £3. Only 397 shares were taken 
up at starting, the larger proportion of which (285) were subscribed for 
by the seven promoters of the undertaking. The official liquidators 
are Messrs. J. E. Middlehurst, J. Morris, and W. II. Wood, all of 
Salford. 

A first general meeting of the creditors of Mr. James Asten, 
printer, of Robinson-street, Dewsbury, was held at the offices of his 
solicitor, Mr. J. A. Stapleton, of Union-street, on the 24th ult. There 
was a large attendance of creditors, and Mr. F- Milthorpe, printing- 
ink manufacturer, of Wakefield, was voted to the chair. Mr. S. R. 
Clay, the receiver, read a statement of the debtor’s affairs. The 
liabilities were set down at £448. 14s. 2d., and the assets at £225. 4s., 
thus showing a deficiency of £225. 10s. 2d. In answer to a creditor, 
Mr. Stapleton said his client had no offer to make, and therefore, after 
a short discussion, it was resolved to wind up the estate by liquidation 
and not in bankruptcy. Messrs. F. Milthorpe, printing-ink manu¬ 
facturer, Wakefield ; George Pallister, printers’ broker, Leeds ; S. H. 
Gulley, printer, Dewsbury; and W. Barraclough, furniture dealer, 
Earlsheaton, were appointed a committee of inspection ; Mr. Clay 
was nominated trustee, and Mr. Stapleton was entrusted with the 
registration of the resolutions. 

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS, 

L. M., Strasbourg.—Many thanks for your enclosure. 

J. A. S., New York,—We must decline your proposition. Send us 
a copy of your journal. 

B. L. C., T. G., L. M., J. P. M., B. Jun., M., C. G., L. L., &c., 
shall shortly hear from us privately. 

T. De V., New York.—Yours of March 17th to hand. Have you 
heard from Messrs. H. C. Baird & Co., whom we referred to you, on 
the subject? 

A. W., Ashton-under-Lyne.—In De la Rue’s Specification, “No. 
2476, June 6, 1876,” mentioned in our March issue, 1876 should be 
1878. Specifications are published in a little more than six months 
after they are dated, so this one being published in February, 1879, 
would bear date 1878. Note the year of the rest in the list. We do 
not undertake to answer queries by post, but if they are pressing, the 
querist should send a stamped and addressed envelope for a reply. 

R. C. H., New Zealand.—(1). Your remittance is to hand. (2). We 
do not know of any handbook devoted to photo-relief processes, but 
you will find a great deal of information in our volumes for 1874 and 
1875, and indeed throughout the pages of the Printing Times and 
Lithographer. (3). We think you would probably meet with most 
success in working the zincotype process in conjunction with photo¬ 
lithography. Either process can be worked separately, and each has 
its own special advantages, while the two united are equal to most 
photo-relief work. Both processes are open to you to work without 
hindrance, and have been fully described by us. (4). We are sorry 
we are unable to tell you the price of the work respecting which you 
inquire. Write to the publisher at Leipsic.-Thanks for your kind 
estimate of our labours ; we duly appreciate it. The other portion of 
your communication is referred to elsewhere. We shall preserve the 
spe cimen, and we are much obliged to you for troubling to send it. 

“The Printing Trades’ Diary and Desk Book for 1879.” 
We would bespeak the patronage of our readers for this work, which 
has been compiled with considerable care, and will be found a useful 
companion for the Master Printer and Overseer, whether London or 
Provincial. 
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PRINT A CATALOGUE OF 

HE Society of Arts has issued an 
advertisement to the effect that it 
“ desires to receive tenders for 
Printing the Catalogue of the 
Printed Books in the British 
Museum, according to the speci¬ 
men prepared, which may be ob¬ 
tained of the Secretary, Society’s 
House, John-street, Adelphi, W.C.” 
Having procured one of these 
specimens, we are bound to say that 

anything more repellent and objectionable, in a typo¬ 
graphical sense, it would have been difficult for the Council 
and their printer to have produced. The page is Foolscap- 
folio in size ; the type, Bourgeois solid, set in two columns 
with Clarendon lower case side-heads ; and at the top of 
each column respectively, set in sans-serif capitals, there are 
the first and last name given in the page. The specimen 
contains 58 entries; but assuming an average of 55 items 
per page, it is estimated that the British Museum Catalogue, 
which has 2,500,000 entries, would fill 45 volumes of r,ooo 
pages each, printed like the specimen now issued. 

That the Catalogue of the British Museum ought to be 
and sooner or later will be printed, we have not the smallest 
doubt, any more than that it is the bounden duty of all 
concerned in the management of the British Museum to 
hasten the commencement of the task, which is a simple 
one if the right means be adopted to carry it out. As to 
the “ copy,” that may be said to be quite ready for the 
editor; as to the style and plan of the work, that can easily 
be settled; as to the time the complete Catalogue would 
take to produce, that would really depend upon the time 
taken by the editors in preparation of MS. for the press 
and in subsequent revision of the proofs rather than on the 
printing, because by employing say six, eight, or even twelve 
different firms, there would be no mechanical difficulty in 
printing the whole forty-five volumes in a few months ; as to 
the cost, the work would certainly command a considerable 
sale, and being indispensable to every public library at 
home and abroad, there would therefore be a large and 
speedy return of a great portion of the outlay. When we 
consider how cheerfully the nation spends millions upon 
ironclads and artillery, the trifling money-cost of printing 

THE BOOKS IN THE BRITISH MUSEUM, 

this grand and most important Catalogue is absolutely not 
worth hesitation. 

Were the public treated at the British Museum as they 
are at some of our public offices the treasures of our 
National Library would be practically non-existent ; but 
not all the wonderful courtesy and efficiency of the officials, 
not all the great facilities at present placed at the service of 
the public, suffice to dispense with the pressing need of a 
printed Catalogue of the Books in the British Museum. 

It is characteristic of the practical intelligence of Mr. 
George Bullen, the Keeper of the Printed Books, that he 
should have thrown the weight of his practical experience 
and judgment in favour of a scheme which will confer 
immortality upon those under whose management it shall 
be practically carried out. Let us hope that the trustees, 
the Government, and our representatives in Parliament will 
realize the greatness of the opportunity, and vote the 
modest supplies requisite for the execution of the most 
important literary enterprise that it is possible to undertake 
in the present day. 

Besides the Printer or Printers, this large work will 
greatly concern our friends the Type-founder—what a mass 
of type will be wanted if a dozen printers are simultaneously 
engaged!—and the Stationer. The mention of the latter 
induces us to add that we hope that the authorities 
of the British Museum may be invested with the entire 
control of the work, and that the Stationery Office may 
have nothing whatever to do with the printing arrange¬ 
ments, for this Department has not only contrived to secure 
the odium of the public but is also unpopular with those of 
the printing trade who have had experience of its illiberal 
and despotic system. If this Catalogue of the Books in the 
British Museum is to be printed at all it is indispensable that 
it be accurately and well done, and the Printer should there¬ 
fore be paid a fair profit on his work, and not invited, as we 
know has sometimes been the case, to tender at so much 
per cent, less than mere journeymen’s wages. The true 
and proper method of procedure would be to determine 
absolutely what are to be the form and style of the page ; 
to add to the Compositor’s cast-up 25 per cent, for Reading, 
and to this total a per-centage,—which we do not here men¬ 
tion, but which it would not be difficult honestly to 
determine—for the master-printer’s remuneration. The 

O 

PROPOSAL TO 
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price for the reamage is very easily settled and would not 
be a matter of any controversy. A limited number of the 
best printers in the country should then be invited to 
undertake the work at the price arrived at in the manner 
we have indicated above, and while literary men thus 
secured the boon they have so long sighed for, the public 
and the printing-trade would be satisfied. 

A PRINTER ON THE LIMITATIONS OF 

ENGRAVING ON WOOD. 

In Three Parts—Conclusion. 

AT serious errors have been made 
in attempting work beyond the true 
province of engraving on wood, is 
plain enough to the intelligent 
observer who critically examines 
the illustrations of modern books 
and journals. The waste of labour 
is melancholy. How shall it be 
avoided ? It is easy enough to say 
that this cut is too fine and that too 

grey,—that here is an unwise imitation of a painting, and 
there of a charcoal sketch ; but it is not so easy to point 
out why fineness, greyness, and imitations are radically 
wrong. Let us consider the opinions of a few eminent art 
critics who have studied the question. Hamerton intimates 
that the routine methods of engraving on wood are 
artificial, and that the theory on which the modern practice 
is based is illogical. He says :— 

Wood-engravers have never been more skilful than they are now, 
and never more unfaithful to the true nature and principles of their art. 
No art has been so unfortunate as wood-engraving in being condemned 
from the first to produce results precisely the contrary of the results 
which are naturally indicated by the method. . . . The natural pro¬ 
cess of wood-cutting is ... to leave the darks and mark the lights, 
showing always the work of the tool as a definite white mark, every 
touch of it. . . . Wood-engravers have all along been laboriously 
cutting out bits of white to make us feel that they had engraved the 
black lines, and every hasty scrawl of the draughtsman has had to be 
carefully cut around by them. Hence wood-engraving has not been 
a genuine art, except in a few instances where its natural powers have 
been duly cultivated.The most genuine wood-engraving may 
be known at once by the perfect frankness of its white lines, and the 
plain intention of its white spaces as cut-out lights, not mere intervals 

of white paper. 

In many passages he states his dislike of the “malady of 
detail,” in the over-finishing of etchings, and, inferentially, 
of engravings of any kind. All his teachings favour simpli¬ 
city, an avoidance of over-nice gradations of light and shade, 
and the superiority of form over colour for the expression 
of artistic ideas. 

Ruskin is much more emphatic in asserting that the true 
province of engraving on wood is the delineation of form, 
and not the expression of colour. He says :— 

You must never put little work on wood. You must not sketch upon 
it. You may sketch on metal as much as you please. . . . What 
appears to you a sketch on wood is not so at all, but a most laborious 
and careful imitation of a sketch on paper; whereas, when you see 
what appears to be a sketch on metal, it is one. And so far as the 
popular fashion is contrary to the natural method,—so far as we do in 
reality try to produce effects of sketching on wood and of finish in 
metal,—our work is wrong. . . . The virtue of wood-engraving is to 
exhibit the power and qualities of thick lines. All thin dark lines on 
wood, broadly speaking, are to be used only in case of necessity. . . . 
The finest woodcutting ignores light and shade, and expresses only 
form and dark local colour. ... All good engraving ignores light and 

shade. . , . 

The models of good engraving offered by Ruskin are 
selections from Holbein’s Dance of Death and Bewick’s 
works. 

M. Blanc entirely agrees with Ruskin in adjudging the 
simple style of the eminent designers of the fifteenth cen¬ 
tury as the true style for engraving on wood :— 

In the rudeness of its rapid work, it [print-making] was on the road 
to the grandeur and true style demanded by engraving on wood. 
When Albert Durer appears, wood-engraving suddenly rises to per¬ 
fection without going beyond the primitive condition of simplicity. 
Traced with breadth and decision, the drawings of Durer teach us the 
concise vigorous manner demanded by this kind of work. He whose 
graver was so delicate when cutting copper, who lingered over the slightest 
detail, was transformed in drawing on wood. Renouncing secondary 
half-tints, fine transitions, he composed and saw en grand, distributed 
broad lights, produced imposing effects, to be taken in at a distance, 
and to impress themselves strongly on the memory. . . . Holbein 
gave models of wood-engraving that have never been surpassed. . . . 
In frames . . . often but an inch square were introduced pictures—real 
pictures with their accessories. In the diminutive subject of his alpha¬ 
bets, says Renouvier, it seems that the narrowing of the field has only 
spurred on the artist, such life and expression does he display. . . . 
If Michael Angelo had a block two yards long, he could not have 
been grander, more terrible. All of Holbein’s work is rendered by 
strokes never crossed, with a delicate graver, varied in its movements, 
but always elementary in its methods, always laconic. The wrinkles 
round the eye, the muscles of the mouth, the furrows made by fear or 
hollowed by age, the character of the hair, embonpoint, emaciation- 
all are indicated by a firm decided stroke. 

Jackson, the engraver, says that— 

Wood-engraving is not well adapted to represent subjects requiring 
great delicacy of lines and variety of tints, which will be generally 
avoided by a designer who understands the art ; while, on the con¬ 
trary, he will avail himself of its advantages in representing well- 
contrasted light and shade in a manner superior to either copper¬ 
plate or steel-engraving. ... As a wood-engraver can always get his 
subject lighter, but cannot reproduce the black which he has cut 
away, he ought to be careful not to get his subject too light before he 
has taken a proof. 

With the purely artistic side of these speculations we 
have now nothing to do. Let artists decide whether good 
engraving should or should not ignore light and shade, 
whether engraving on wood should be black on white, or 
white on black. For our purpose it is enough to show 
that the critics agree on these points,—that engraving 
on wood should be done by simple methods; that the 
desired effects should be produced, not by subtleties of 
light and shade, but by clear firm lines and strong 
contrasts. 

The true province of engraving on wood may be even 
more closely defined after an examination of the methods 
by which woodcuts have to be inked and printed. We say 
have to be, for the question is not how they have been, or 
might be, but how they must be printed. All speculations 
on what can be done on a hand-press must be ruled out, for 
the day of the hand-press is over. The inking of cuts by 
beating with balls or hand-rollers is, for practical work, as 
much out of date as the making of paper with hand-mould 
and deckle. Woodcuts are and will be printed with type, 
from electrotype plates, on swift machines that throw out 
from ten to twenty large sheets a minute, and designers and 
engravers must conform their work to the altered usage. 
There is no help for it. • 

As the electrotype plate has shallower counters or 
channels than the woodcut, and as the machine-pressman 
cannot too often wash out the ink that chokes these 
channels, it follows that woodcuts should be cut with deeper 
channels than was formerly customary in cuts intended for 
hand-presswork. But deep and strong cutting is difficult 
in very fine and close engraving. There is, then, a real 
need for bolder, coarser, and firmer work. 

The inking of a cut on a machine must be uniform. It 
is sometimes practicable to put a little more ink on one end 
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of the sheet, or a little more in the centre than at the ends; 
but this little more must always flow in a straight band, 
which covers everything in the path of that band with exact 
impartiality. There can be no double or treble rolling of 
any one cut, or of any part of a cut; nor can there be any 
half rolling or wiping-out of ink in any spot. Nor can any 
grey or greyish-black ink be used: it must be pure black 
everywhere, and every part of the form exposed to the 
rollers must take its share. Now, here is a disadvantage. 
If an outline cut, a many-tinted cut, and a diagram with 
black groundwork are placed in the parallel path of the 
inking-rollers (and they are so placed frequently, for neither 
the printer nor engraver has the liberty to change their 
position), the surface of each cut will receive, necessarily, 
the same proportion of ink. It will be in just as thick a 
film on the outline as on the diagram. There is, conse¬ 
quently, a difficulty in adjusting the flow of the ink. There 
is a liability that the outlines will be too thick, the tints too 
muddy, while the diagram will be too grey. A skilful 
pressman can do a great deal toward preventing needless 
inequality, but he can never print in the same form cuts of 
unequal blackness as neatly as he could if he printed each 
cut separately. He is sometimes embarrassed by a large 
bit of black in one part and a large bit of very delicate 
grey in another part of the same cut. The inking is 
automatic—only partially under his control,—and he can¬ 
not apply unequal measures of ink to the light and dark 
parts of the cut. And there is another difficulty. The 
rollers are soft, elastic, and penetrative. They deposit ink, 
to some extent, on the sides as well as on the top of the 
engraved lines. If the cutting is not deep, the rollers will 
sometimes touch the bottom of the channels, which will 
soon be choked with the ink that cannot be removed by 
impression. Here are good reasons why lines should be 
strong and channels deep, and delicate greys sparingly 
used. 

Woodcuts made to show light and shade cannot be pro¬ 
perly printed without a great deal of pressure. On ordinary 
cuts the pressure should be at least one-half more than that 
required for a surface area of similar size of leaded book- 
types ; on large or solid cuts, showing much black or dark 
shadow, it may be three or ten times as much. This call 
for inequality makes trouble ; for the pressure given by the 
machine before overlays have been put on is or should be 
uniform,—just as many pounds to the square inch on the 
cuts as on the types. Now if pressure be adjusted just 
strong enough for the types, it will be too weak for the 
cuts ; if made strong enough for the cuts, it will be crushing 
to the types. Nor is this call for unequal impression limited 
to the plain distinction between types and cuts. The cuts, 
and different parts of the same cut, must have unequal im¬ 
pression. There .must be a very strong pressure for the 
solid blacks, less for the half and three-quarter tints, still 
less for transparent shadows and faint skies, and hardly any 
for exposed lines and pencil scribble at the edges. There is, 
then, a difficulty to be encountered, not only in printing 
types and cuts together, but in printing various parts of the 
same cut with proper blackness and pressure. There must 
be an artificial adjustment of pressure not to be had by the 
simple or direct action of the printing-machine. The ten¬ 
dency of direct action, or of flat pressure without overlays, 
is to wear down those parts of the cut which oppose least 
resistance ; to thicken exposed thin lines and make grimy 
close-cut tints; to produce general flatness, dulness, and 
confusion of shade. And this tendency is largely aided by 
the mechanical inking, by which the ink is diffused as uni¬ 
formly as the impression. 

In this feature the typographic process shows to marked 
disadvantage when put in comparison with the lithogra¬ 

phic and copperplate processes, by which fair prints can 
be had at once from flat impression. Woodcuts, on the 
contrary, cannot be properly printed until this flat im¬ 
pression has been regulated by the putting on of overlays, 
which will make very unequal pressure. It makes no dif¬ 
ference how admirably a cut may have been engraved; it 
will surely produce a hard, grimy, spiritless print, if printed 
from flat pressure, or even from overlays cut by an incom¬ 
petent hand.* 

The conclusion fairly derived from these statements— 
a conclusion which artists and designers should seriously 
consider—is, that our method of printing woodcuts is highly 
artificial, and that it must be artificial as long as woodcuts 
are made to show many nicely-graduated shades. The 
so-called best work of designers on wood, from which high 
lights and full blacks have been carefully excluded—their 
highly artistic work, in which transparent shadows and 
smoky shadows and mysterious twilight effects are indefi¬ 
nitely intermingled,—is of all kinds of engraving most op¬ 
posed to the elementary principles of relief-printing, most 
difficult to be properly inked and printed. For there are 
limits to overlaying and the graduation of irregular pres¬ 
sure. There are effects of light and shade in a washed 
drawing—effects easily enough reproduced by the processes 
of hand-rolling and wiping-off of surplus ink in the so- 
called artistic proof of the hand-press, which can never be 
reproduced on the machine. Let us illustrate. Let us 
suppose a cut is to be printed requiring the moderate pres¬ 
sure of 50 pounds to the square inch ; that 10 pounds is 
enough for light lines at edges, and 100 pounds enough 
for full blacks. But there are few light lines, and but 
little of full black. The cut is an imitation of a sketch 
in india ink, showing in the proof a dozen tints of grey— 
tints made more by washing out in proving than by 
graduation of colour in cutting—each of which re¬ 
quires unequal pressure, varying, say, from 20 to 90 
pounds per square inch. This inequality of pressure calls 
for twelve distinct overlays. But it is not possible to use 
on the machine more than six overlays.t As the six over¬ 
lays must be used on the full blacks, but five can be left for 
the twelve tints. Now, the pressman can arrange these 
five overlays in as many combinations as he pleases. He 
will have to make the same overlay cover distinct tints. 
He will have to give as much pressure to a tint calling for 
60 pounds as to one calling for 50 pounds. The result is 
unavoidable—a general flatness, dulness, and confusion. 
Who is to blame for this result ? The pressman, or the 
designer who compelled engraver and printer to undertake 
more than could be done by relief-printing ? 

The glory of engraving on wood is in its strength, not in 
its delicacy. Most successful in showing form, it is least 
successful in imitating colour. To the artist fond of 
twilight effects it is the most inflexible and inartistic form 
of the graphic arts ; to him who draws well in outline, 

* Some years ago an eminent engraver on steel, who had just 
undertaken to print a part of his varied work from electrotypes in 
reverse on the ordinary typographic machine, called on the writer to 
ask the question—How long a pressman should he occupied in cutting 
overlays and making-ready a large form of plates ? The engraver 
had the notion that his pressman was too slow, that relief-printing 
was not only simple work but should be quick work. In answer to 
his question he was shown the entire process of cutting overlays and 
making-ready, and the necessity of time, care, and skill was practically 
explained. And he was satisfied. He left us with the observation 
that he was fully convinced that the relief process required more skill 
from the pressman than his own artistic copperplate process. 

+ On newspaper work three overlays may be accepted as the fair 
average; on fine bookwork six is all that can be used. To put on 
more makes the cylinder surface longer than the type surface, and 

causes slurring. 
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and trusts for success to the beauty of outline, it can be 
made in its way almost as effective as etching. 

Another great merit of engraving on wood is its utility. 
The cut in relief is the only form of engraving that can be 
used with types on fast printing-machines. It is cheaper 
than any other, and aided by types is more instructive than 
any other. Its instructive capabilities, recognized from the 
infancy of Printing, have been freely used for everything 
that requires illustration, rather more freely, perhaps, for 
purposes of trade than those of art.* Even in books and 
magazines, woodcuts seem to be oftenest made with plain 
intent to give correct ideas of form and the proper relation 
of objects, and but rarely to convey suggestions of art or 
sentiment. It seems to be admitted that woodcuts are 
more successful with practical than with ideal subjects. 
Their undisguised utilitarianism is the teaching of ex¬ 
perience ; it is obviously a manifestation of popular 
taste, which, in spite of all adverse teachings, still holds 
to the belief that that is the best print which most 
clearly conveys useful instruction. The limited range 
and practicality of engraving on wood should also be 
seriously considered by designers who incline to eccentric 
styles of drawing. The woodcut is, certainly, not a proper 
vehicle for conveying to the public new notions about art; 
it is not the form of engraving to be preferred for the 
illustration of artistic theories about light and shade. But 
here is room for another article some other time. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY OF PRINTING. 

EMOINE (Henry). Account of the Louvre Press. 
Gentleman's Magazine, vol. lxviii. p. 29. 

In a letter “to Mr. Urban,” dated January io, 1798, Mr. H. 
Lemoine gives an interesting and original account of the celebrated 
press of Paris, now the Government printing-office. 

- State of Printing in America. 

915- 

Gentleman's Magazine, vol. lxvi. 

A valuable article, stated to be the 
result of many inquiries and some years’ 
research. It is dated September 23,1796, 
and gives an account of the printing- 
offices in the chief cities of the Western 
continent, with many technical particu¬ 
lars of great interest. The prices of 
published books, as well as the wages of 
the journeymen, are stated, and the list 
of the most popular works is very curious. 

“ Such, Friend Urban,” says the author, 
“ is the literary portrait of a country 
which threatens to surpass all others in 
the great and useful science of politics, 
as well as the liberal arts. This is but 
the glowing that evinces a kindling flame; 
which, from what we have seen, we have 
reason to expect may some future day 
enlighten and instruct the Old World, 
whence they have withdrawn themselves.” 

- Typographical Antiquities. History, Origin, and Progress of 
the Art of Printing, from its first invention in Germany to the end 
of the 17th century, and from its introduction into England, by 
Caxton, to the present time ; including, among a variety of curious 
and interesting matter, its progress in the Provinces, with chrono¬ 
logical lists of eminent printers in England, Scotland, and Ireland: 
together with anecdotes of several eminent and literary characters 
who have honoured the art by their attention to its improvement: 
also a particular and complete history of the Walpolean Press, 
established at Strawberry Hill; with an accurate list of every 
publication issued therefrom, and the exact number printed thereof. 
At the conclusion is given a curious dissertation on the origin of 
the use of paper; also a complete history of the art of wood¬ 
cutting and engraving on copper, from its first invention in Italy 
to its latest improvement in Great Britain ; concluding with the 
adjudication of literary property; or the laws and terms to which 
authors, designers, and publishers are separately subject. With a 
catalogue of remarkable Bibles and Common Prayer-books, from 
the infancy of printing to the present time. Extracted from the 
best authorities. London: 1797. i2mo. pp. iv. 156. 

The title-page is so full that a further to copy the material of their predecessors] 
description of the contents of this work The book cannot be referred to as an 
is superfluous. It is throughout carefully authority on early typography, but the 
done, but at the time it was written typo- notices on contemporary printers are 
graphical investigation had made little worthy of perusal. The author signs him- 
progress, and most writers were content self “Henry Lemoine, Bibliop. Lond." 

Lemoine (Henry). Typographical Antiquities. Second edition. 
Corrected and enlarged by T. A., of the Inner Temple, Esq. 
London: 1813. Small 8vo. pp. 142. 

Lempertz (Heinrich). Beitrage zur iiltern Geschichte der Buchdruck- 
und Ilolzschneidekunst. Erstes Heft (all published). Koln: 
1839. 4to. pp. 28. With 14 xylographic facsimiles. 

- Bibliographische und xylographische Versuche. Erstes Heft, 
(all published). Koln: 1838. 4to. With xylographic facsimile. 

Only 30 copies printed for private circulation. 

-Bilder-Hefte zur Geschichte des Biicherhandels und der mit 
demselben vervvandten Iviinste und Gewerbe. Koln: 1853-65. 
Folio. 13 parts. 

A volume of the highest interest and arts in connection,—portraits, seals and 
curiosity, containing 65 plates engraved marks of early printers, facsimiles of early 
on steel and wood, lithographed and typography and of autograph letters of 
printed in colours, representing 220 sub- printers, &c. 
jects connected with bookselling and the 

-Insignien berlihmter Druckereien des 15. Jahrhunderts, welche 
bei Rothscholz fehlen. Koln : 1839. 4to. 

Leneveux (H.). Note sur la revision du tarif de l’imprimerie 
Parisienne. 2e edition avec changements. Paris : 1861. 8vo. 

Lengren (Carl). Kort Berattelse om Boktryckeriets Begynnelse och 
Fortgang i gemen och afren uliswesige. Da Ahn efter Christi 
bora, 1740, des tredje Jubilaeum uti Europa friader Framgifren. 
Stockholm: 1740. 4to. pp. 13. Allegorical frontispiece: 
Printing arriving in heaven accompanied by Minerva and 
Mercury. 

Lennep (D. J. van). See Bossch. 

Lennep (Gerard van). Aanmerkingen wegen een honten druck- 
Vorm, waarin de letters cener bladzyde van een latynsch Horarium 
verkeerd gesneden staan, en welke den 29. van grasmand. 1. 1. 
door den bockverkooper Haak, te Leyden, openlyk veyocht is 
als een overblyfsel van de arbeid van Laurens Janszon Ivoster. 
(In Algemeene Konst-en Letter-Bode vour het jaar 1809. Large 
8vo. I. pp. 371-376.) 

- Aanmerkingen op de Gedenkschriften wegens het vierde 
eeuwgetijde van de uitvinding der Boekdrukkunst, door Lourens 
Janszoon Ivoster. ’s Gravenhage : 1824. 8vo. 

-— Beschrijving van het Handschrift der Batavia van II. Junius. 
’s Gravenhage : 1840. Large 8vo. pp. vi. 20, with facsimile. 
Privately printed by Mr. A. D. Schinkel, of the Hague. 

- Bijdrage tot de Geschiedenis van de Uitvinding der Boekdruk¬ 
kunst : 1809. 8vo. 

-Wederlegging van het Geschrift van den Heere J. Ivoning over 
de Aanmerkingen wegens den houten Druk-vorm. Svo. (In 
Algemeene Konst- en Letter-Bode voor het jaar 1809. I. pp. 
102-9, 120-26.) 

Lenz (A.). Papier-Berechnungs-Tabelle in Ballen, Riess u. Buch, 
nach Mark. Leipzig : 1874. 8vo. pp. 8. 

Lepic. See St. Arroman. 

Le Prevost (Maurice). Bibliotheque de l’ouvrier, ateliers et 
magasins. Paris : 1862. 8vo. Two titles, and pp. v. 213. 

Many scenes and narratives of working compositors and printing offices. 

Leprince (J. Bpt.). Decouverte d’un procede de gravure en lavis. 
[A prospectus.] 1780. 4to. 

Leroy (Achille). Budget d’un menage ouvrier. Paris: 1861. 8vo. 
pp. 4. 

A curious little treatise upon the necessities of life of a printer and his family, 
published in “ Brochures ouvrieres.” 

- De la Commandite obligatoire et autres questions typogra¬ 
phies. Paris : 1876. 8vo. 

Lesne, relieur fran9ais. A la gloire immortelle des inventeurs de 
rimprimerie. Paris : 1840. 8vo. 

- Lettre d’un relieur frar^ais aux principaux imprimeurs, 
libraires, relieurs et bibliophiles de 1’Europe. Paris: 1S55. Large 
8vo. pp. 22. 

Lesne-Dai.oin. Specimen des caracteres composant rimprimerie de 
Lesne-Daloin ; precede d’une notice sur l’origine de rimprimerie. 
[In Le Glay, “Melanges Historiques.” Cambrai : 1834. 8vo.] 

* Artists, authors, and bookish men generally, know but little, as a 
rule, of the quantity and the merit of the woodcuts made for manu¬ 
facturers who publish illustrated catalogues. 

LESPfcs (Leo). Rapport du comite de la Societe de gens de lettres sur 
les reponses a faire au questionnaire de la Commission de 
l’enquete sur Pimprimerie et la librairie. Paris: 1869. 8vo, 
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Lessel (J. C.). Die edle Buchdrucker-Kunst als ein von Gott 
geschickte Hulffs-Mittel zur Fortplantz. des Glaubens. Brieg : 
1740. 4to. 

Lesser (Friedrich Christian). Typographia Jubilans, das ist: 
Kurtzgefasste Historie der Buchdruckerey, worinnen von dieser 
edlen Kunst Ursprunge und Anfange, Ausbreitung, Verbesserung, 
Zierrathen, Nutzen, wie nicht weniger von Buchdrucker-Eigen- 
schafften und Pflichten und dann von anderer Verhalten gegen 
dieselben und deren Kunst ver wand ten kiirtzlich gehandelt, und 
jedermann zum hertzlichen Lobe Gottes, der diese Kunst 300 Jahr 
erhalten, aufgemuntert wird. Bey dem dritten Jubel-Fest dersel- 
ben, welches dieses Jahr auf Johannis-Tag gefeyert wird. Leipzig : 
1740. 8vo. pp. 412 ; 23 of contents and 14 of dedication. 

Pages 1 to 15 treat of publications relating to typography. 

L’Estrange (Sir Roger). Considerations and proposals in order to 
the regulation of the press; together with diverse instances of 
treasonous and seditious pamphlets, proving the necessity thereof. 
June 3, MDCLXIH. Small 4to. pp. xvi. 33. 

Roger L’Estrange has won a noto¬ 
riety for his harsh proceedings as “Sur¬ 
veyor of the Imprimery and Printing 
Presses,” an office to which he was 
appointed shortly after the appearance 
of this pamphlet. It is stated that the 
number of presses at the time, amounting 
to sixty, is unnecessary and dangerous ; 
only twenty ought to be licensed. Much 
more stringent rules were proposed for 
the regulation of printers than had pre¬ 

viously been in force; among them one to 
the effect “ that no printing house be 
permitted with a back door to it.” The 
surveyor of the press was to have the 
right to search at any time, and printers 
guilty of publishing objectionable books 
were to be punished with “death, muti¬ 
lation, imprisonment, corporal peyns 
[torture],” as well as minor penalties; such 
as the pillory, whipping, branding, &c. 

Letteverein, der, und die Setzerinschule in Berlin. Mit Illustra- 
tionen. {Illustrirte Zeitung, No. 1708.) Leipzig: 1876. 

Lettre d’un amateur au redacteur du Alercure au sujet des nouveaux 
caracteres de M. Didot. Paris. 8vo. pp. 3. 

Leubscher (J. T.). Schediasma de Claris Gryphiis. Biieg: 1702. 
4to. pp. 84. 

Leven (Ernst). Die Herstellung von Marmor- und Ton-Unter- 
grundplatten, und Druck derselben. Duisburg: 1878. 8vo. 
pp. 8, and 4 specimen plates. 

A short treatise upon casting marble-tinted blocks made of roller composition. 

Levezow (J. F.). Die Wanderung der Buchdruckerkunst, ihre 
Ankunft in Pommern, Ausbreitung und gegenwiirtiger Zustand 
daselbst. 2. Hefte. Stettin : 1777-9. 4to. 

Levol (Florimond). L’invention de Pimprimerie. Poeme. Paris : 
1829. 8vo. pp. 20. 

Levrault. Fpreuves de la fonderie de F. G. Levrault, imprimeur 
du roi, Rue des Juifs, No. 33. Strasbourg: 1813. Folio. 20 
leaves. 

A supplement of 4 leaves appeared in May, 1824, and 5 leaves in August, 1826. 
A good series of Roman, Italic, and German types. 

- Deux jours de fete. Nancy: 1878. pp. . Illustrations. 

An interesting account of the festivities in celebration of the successful establish" 
held on the 23rd and 24th February, 1878, ment of the new business premises at 
in honour of the marriage of the daughter Nancy. Charmingly printed for private 
of M. Norberg with M. Imhaus, and also circulation only. 

-- L’imprimerie Berger-Levrault et Cie. Notice historique sur le 
developpement et l’organisation de la maison. Nancy et Paris : 
1878. 4to. pp. viii. 56. Frontispiece, seven illustrations, and 
general plan of the establishment. 

This work was printed and issued 
privately at the period of the Paris Inter¬ 
national Exposition in 1878. The firm of 
Berger-Levrault & Co., of Nancy, consists 
of O. Berger-Levrault, and J. Norberg, 
Chevaliers of the Legion of Honour. 

The following is an account of the 
history of this firm.—It was established 
in Strasburg in 1684, and has been kept 
in the family down to the present time. 
Being on the frontier of two countries, 
the firm was enabled to take advantage 
of all improvements which came to its 
notice in France or Germany, and was 
thus enabled to develop itself into a large 
establishment. One of the Levrault family 
was appointed by the Emperor Napoleon 
director of the printing establishment of 
the Grand Army, and was one of the 
victims of the Russian campaign. At the 
fall of the Empire the firm sustained great 
losses. These were, however, overcome, 
and the prosperity of the house continued 
till 1837, when the death of M. Frederic 
Berger occurred : a crisis resulted, but 
was overcome by the introduction of 
young blood. In 1850 M. Oscar Berger- 

Levrault succeeded to the management, 
and the business of the firm rapidly 
increased. Although the premises had 
been successively added to, it was felt 
necessary to build new ones. In October, 
1868, the first stone was laid, and the 
premises were opened in May, 1870. 

Four months later Strasburg, besieged, 
bombarded, and burnt, surrendered to 
the Prussians. During the bombardment 
the premises were more than once on fire, 
but owing to the devotion of the workmen 
the flames were extinguished. Three 
hundred workmen were out of work in 
consequence of the siege. At the earliest 
possible moment work was resumed. The 
capitulation of Paris followed ; Alsace 
and Lorraine were annexed to Germany. 
Strasburg was no longer the city for the 
house of Berger-Levrault—it was French 
in origin and French it would remain. 
Nancy was chosen for its new residence, 
and a comprehensive building was there 
erected, covering a space of 12,000 square 
metres. The personnel of the firm now 
exceeds 400.—See Berger-Levrault. 

Levrault. Lettre adressee a M. le Redacteur en Chef du Journal 
de la Meurthe et des Vosges. 4to. 

Relates to the strike of the compositors in consequence of the employment of 
women in the trade. 

- Rapport presente a MM. les actionnaires de la societe projetee 
Berger-Levrault & Cie. par M, O. Berger-Levrault, a la reunion 
du 27 Avril 1871. Strasbourg. 8vo. pp. 18. 

Levray (Alphonse). Benjamin Franklin. Paris: 1878. 121110. 
pp. 72, with portrait. 

-Gutenberg, scenes historiques. Paris : 1856. 8vo. 

Reprinted from L'Ami de la Jeuncsse, Nos. 3, 4, and 5, 1856. 

LEVY (Armand). Proces des ouvriers typographes. Appendice : 
La question typograpliique. Paris : 1862. 4to. 

Originally published in the Opinion Imperial Government of some members 
Nationale, of Paris, in the year 1861, of the Parisian _ society of compositors 
and afterwards printed separately, con- accused of having coalesced for the 
cerning the prosecution by the French organization of a strike. 

- Memoire pour les ouvriers typographes. Par Armand Levy, 
leur defenseur. Paris : 1S62. 4to. pp. 78. 

Treating of the same matter as the preceding pamphlet. 

Lewis (John). The Life of Mayster Wyjlyam Caxton, of the Weald 
of Kent; the first Printer in England. In which is given an 
account of the Rise and Progress of the Art of Pryntyng in 
England, during his time, till 1493. Collected by John Lewis, 
Minister of Mergate, in Kent. London: 1737. 8vo. pp. xxii. 
159. Portrait of Caxton, and two plates of watermarks. 

Only 150 copies of this work having been printed, it is of rare occurrence and of 
high value. A good copy is now worth or Z8. 

This memoir of Caxton is a very re- Rough sketches of printers’ marks are 
markable work, both on account of the given, and several tables, just as we find 
fulness and the accuracy of its material, them in Ames. At the beginning is 
The subsequent biographers of the first written in pencil, probably by one of the 
English printer, such as Ames, Herbert, Museum cataloguers, “This history of 
and Dibdin, added, in fact, little that printing, which is entirely in the hand- 
was new to what Lewis had collected. writing of Lewis (author of the History 

We have no particulars of Lewis, ex- of the Translations of the Bible), was 
cept as is stated in the title-page, that he written for the use of Ames, and much of 
was “ Minister of Mergate in Kent.” it embodied in Ames & Herbert’s Typo- 
It is evident, however, that he was in graphical Antiquities, purchased at 
correspondence with some of the chief Pickering’s sale, December 12, 1854, 
historians of his day, and had wide op- lot 109.” The first 33 pages consist of 
portunities for collecting information particulars of Caxton and various 
concerning early printed books. Among printers, down to R. Waldegrave, and 
those with whom he was in communica- were enclosed as a letter-packet to 
tion was Ames, the author of the “ Typo- “Mr. Jos. Ames, near the Hermitage, 
graphical Antiquities.” The first sug- in Wappin,” as the endorsement or 
gestion, indeed, of a history of printing direction indicates. At the end of the 
in England was made by Lewis. The last written page is this note,—“ Sir, 
reverend gentleman seems to have been If this account be anywise acceptable to 
under some obligations to Mr. Ames, and you, and furthering your design, it will 
owed to his influence a preferment in the give pleasure to, yours, J. Lewis, Mer- 
church. He supplied Ames with the gate, June 5, 1741.” The next manu- 
material for his work on “Typographical script is entitled “A Brief History of 
Antiquities,” as a kind of acknowledge- the Origin and Growth of Printing in 
ment of his obligations and a token of England from 1474 to the end of the 
his respect. The manuscript was sent to reign of Queen Elizabeth, 1602, being 
Ames from time to time, and the latter 128 years.” It adopts as its motto, 
made full use of it. At Ames’s sale it “Sane divino beneficio hsec ars in hoc 
was bound in a folio volume, purchased saeculo hominibus patefacta est, ex cujus 
by Mark Cephas Tutet, F.S.A., a well- faecundo, quasi gremio omnes artes ac 
known antiquary, and when his collec- scientiae, caecitate et caligine abstersae, 
tions were in turn disposed of by auction, tanquam e longaevis tenebris prodierunt 
it was bought by Herbert, who edited (M. Parken. Arch. Cant, de Antiquitate 
the new edition, and may be presumed, Brit. Ecclesiae). Pro captu lectoris 
from the general care devoted to his habent_ sua fata libelli.” This manu- 
work, to have revised the first edition script is dated December 7, 1738. At 
by the manuscript materials on which it the end are various drawings of cyphers 
was founded. From Mr. Herbert the used by English printers, and a carefully 
collection passed into the private library written “ Index of the names mentioned 
of the late Mr. William Pickering, at in this little History.” It extends to 
whose sale, December 12, 1854 (lot 109), folio 64. The next manuscript is headed, 
it was purchased by the Trustees of the “An Essay towards the History of Print- 
British Museum, and it is now preserved ing in England.” It is signed at the end 
among the Additional Manuscripts, “John Lewis, Mergate, May 15, 1734.” 
No. 20,035. The following manuscript is headed “An 

The history of Ames’s work, and its Essay towards an History of the Intro- 
subsequent developments, is therefore duction and Progress of the Art of Print- 
now complete. We have the manuscript ing in England,” and the succeeding one 
of the original materials preserved, and is “The Life of William Caxton, the 
there is a copy in the British Museum of first English Printer” (13 folios). At the 
the work itself, with notes by the author, end of the latter is a note from Lewis, 
Then we have Herbert’s edition, with a written on the last leaf, “ If you can get 
long preface containing the life of Ames, any bookseller to print the papers which 
and the particulars concerning his book, accompany this, I desire no more than a 
and an annotated edition of this also, in few copies, as you and he can arrange, 
the handwriting of the editor, is contained Margate, November 19, 1741.“ The 
in our national library. Following on book altogether contains 183 folios, and 
this we have Dibdin’s edition, with the the care with which they were written, 
interesting preliminary matter, descriptive and the methodical manner in which the 
of the progress of the book. It is ex- whole has been put together, are highly 
ceedingly fortunate for students of typo- creditable to the reverend author, whose 
graphical literature, that a standard work connection with Ames’s work we are glad 
like Ames’s has been so carefully per- to be thus able to specify from actual 
petuated in each of its stages. ^The above- inspection of the original. Some remarks 
named manuscript by Lewis consists of on the subject by Mr. J. Yeowell may 
a number of sheets of foolscap, all very be found in Notes and Queriesy First I carefully, indeed elegantly, written, but Series, vol. xii. p. 284.—See Ames, 
with many corrections and interlineations, pp. 6-7, ante, and Supplement,/^. 
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Lewis (Joseph). Printing Surfaces in Relief. A series of four articles 
in the. Lithographer, February, March, April, and June, 1871. 

The author, who is a practical litho- graphy and relief blocks by chemical 
grapher and photographer at Dublin, has means, Mr. Lewis is the inventor and 
been engaged in experiments on this patentee of the lithographic pentagon, for 
subject for many years. Besides making automatically _ reproducing designs in 
several improvements in photo-litho- altered dimensions. 

Lexicon sammtl. Buchhandler und Buchdrucker aller Lander, seit 
Erfindung der Buchdruckerkunst bis auf die neueste Zeit. Herausg. 
von J. C. St. Schmaltz & Dr. E. Vogel. 1. Lfg. Leipzig : 1843. 

Large 8vo. 

The first issue only forms a prospectus sheet, and no more has appeared. 

Lhote (Amedee). Liste des imprimeurs, libraires et relieurs de la 
ville de Chalon-sur-Marne, depuis l’introduction de l’imprimerie a 
Chalon jusqu’a nos jours. Chalon : 1872. 4to. pp. 6, with 1 
plate. 

100 copies printed. The author is an assistant in the public library of Chalons. 

LiBERTf; (La) de la librairie et de l’imprimerie. Recueil de pieces 
publie a l’occasion de l’enquete votee par le Corps legislatif. 
Paris: 1869. 8vo. 

Liberty du travail. Greve des compositeurs de Geneve. 8vo. 
1869. 

Liciistensteger (G.). Vorsaal der Gelehrsamkeit Oder Bilder- 
sammlung derjenigen Buchhandler und Buchdrucker, so der 
gelehrten Welt gedienet. (s. 1.): 1749. Folio. 

Lichtenberg (A.). Das erste typograpliische Denkmal Scandi- 
naviens (nach Carl Johann Fant). (In Petzholdt’s N. Anz. f. 
Bibliographic, 1857. pp. 8, 9.) 

LlCHTENBERGER (Johann Friedrich). Geschichte der Erfindung der 
Buchdruckerkunst zur Ehrenrettung Strassburgs und vollstiindiger 
Widerlegung der Sagen von Harlem. Mit einem Vorberichte von 
J. G. Schweighauser. Strassburg : 1824. 8vo. pp. vi. 90. 

■- Plistoire de l’invention de 1’imprimerie, pour servir de defense 
a la ville de Strasbourg contre les pretentions de Harlem ; avec 
une preface de M. J. G. Schweighauser. Strasbourg et Paris : 
1825. 8vo. pp. viii. 100. 

Portrait of Gutenberg, and eight wood-engravings, being facsimiles of his types. 
Lichtenberger states that the first attempts were made by Gutenberg at Strasburg, 
and perfected by him at Mayence. The claims of Koster and Haarlem he rejects as 
a fable. 

-Indulgentiarum literas Nicolai, V. P. M. pro regno Cypri 
impressas anno 1454 matricumque epocham vindicavit Initia 
'Pypographica supplevit. Argentorati : 1816. 4to. pp. 16. 

-Initia Typographica, opus Schoepfiini Vindicias typogr. elucu- 
brans, necnon earum continuationem offerens. Argentorati : 
1811. 4to. pp. x. 260. 

Johann Friedrich Lichtenberger was a professor in the Academy of 
Strasburg. His works maintain the claims of Gutenberg as the first printer, and 
are characterized by much patient research. 

Lichtiiochdruck (Photofypographie). Proben eines neuen Ver- 
fahrens zur Herstellung von Illustrationen fi.tr, Buchdruck mittelst 
Lichtwirkung. Munich: Rolhoevener und Pleidenhaus, 1878. 

8vo. 8 leaves. 

Lied der Buchdrucker am 4. Siicularfest der Universitat Basel. 
Mit Buchdruckerstocken. Basel, 6 Septr., i860. 8vo. 

Lied. Een nieuw, tegen de demooren, bij het vierde eeuw feest von 
de uitvinding der bockdrukkunst, door Lourens Janzoon Koster 
de Haarlem. Afscheidslied aan alle leugenaars op het Kosters- 
Jubelfeest-Hartelijke woord aan alle opregte vaterlanders toege- 
zongen op het Kosters-feest. 4to. pp. 4. 

Liepmann (J.). Der Oelgemiilde Druck, erfunden und beschrieben. 
Berlin : 1842. Large 4to. 7 sheets and 6 lithographs. 

Liesville (A. R. de). Recueil de bois ayant trait a l’imagerie 
populaire, aux cartes, aux papiers, etc. 130 tres curieuses 
planches tirees sur les bois originaux du xv. au xviiie siecle. 
Caen: 1867. Folio. 

Only 50 copies printed, all numbered, 

(To he contijiued.) 

The Reporting Committee.—This Committee met at the House 
of Commons on the 29th ult. There is reason to believe that the Draft 
Report will recommend an increase of the accommodation provided for 
the Press by the addition of sixteen seats from the side galleries now 
exclusively occupied by members. The Committee does not, according 
to the Daily News, favour the proposal to construct another tier of 
seats over the Reporters’ Gallery. 

PRINTING-OFFICE ECONOMY. 

BACON’S MULTIPLE-COLOUR APPLIANCE. 

WE recently drew attention to Rutley’s apparatus by 
which a form in two colours could be printed at 

one impression. We have now the patentee’s permission to 
record the undoubted success of an American invention 
capable of supplying to a single form almost any number 
of different-coloured inks at the same time. 

This is effected by the peculiar construction of the 
inking-table, which, instead of being made in one piece, 
consists of a number of narrow iron slabs or bars placed 
upon a frame of the same dimensions as the ordinary 
inking-table. These bars are made of the same length as 
the ink slab, and really consist of four distinct pieces. 
Three of the pieces work upon pivots and are wide in the 
centre, tapering toward each end. They are so constructed 
as to move slightly on either side at every turn of the table, 
somewhat similar to the knuckle-joint motion. The end 
piece nearest the ductor is stationary. 

The different-coloured inks required are placed in the 
ductor, being divided by thin metal stops. A series of 
screws is fixed in a slight iron frame immediately above the 
ductor, which are turned down on the top of the stops to 
prevent the different inks from mixing by working under¬ 
neath. The wavers, instead of being placed at an angle 
across the table are made to run perfectly straight, the dis¬ 
tribution being left to the slabs or bars before mentioned. 
The various inks are deposited by the vibrator upon the 
multiple-table in the ordinary way. As by the knuckle-joint 
movement the multiple ink-surface is moved slightly to a 
different position at every turn of the table, the ink is as 
evenly distributed as if a number of wavers were employed. 
A reference to Fig. 1 will give an idea of the relative 

_ 

Fig. 1. 

position of these distributing slabs, two sizes being shown. 
At the end of the traverse of the table they are shifted 

into the opposite position. At Fig. 2 is shown the medial 
position they assume during the change. 

The movable bars are made for various widths, so that 
the largest or smallest line in a bill or poster can be 
supplied with any desired colour. As before mentioned, 
the bars are fitted on an iron frame, which takes the place 
of the ordinary ink-slab, and the movement of the joints is 
effected by a small lever hanging from under the table com¬ 
ing in contact with an iron plate fixed in an upright position 
on the cross-girders of the machine. 

Supposing the screw-bars over the ductor and the lever 
plates under the machine to have been fixed (both of which 
can be allowed to remain when the ordinary inking appa¬ 
ratus is being used), the removal of the ink-slab and the 
substitution of the multiple-table is the work only of about 
two hours, and can therefore be done while the form is 
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being made ready. But we see no reason why this table 
should not be retained in the case of black work, as it is 
only necessary to have a sufficient number of slabs to make 
up the proper width, and the wavers can be altered to run 
at an angle in the ordinary way. 

In order to show what the appliance is capable of per¬ 
forming, a demy 8vo. handbill has been printed at one 
impression in eight colours, and every colour is bright and 
distinct from the others. As the wavers travel perfectly 
straight the inks do not merge into one another, although 
the slabs belonging to each may be placed as close as is 
necessary. 

This apparatus will be found to be indispensable to all 
printers, as it can easily be fixed to any printing machine, 
either one-sided or perfecting. Forms can be printed in 
any number of colours, and the time taken in the alteration 
of ink-tables (when deemed necessary) is so slight com¬ 
pared with the advantages possessed by the multiple-colour 
appliance in the production of coloured work, that we are 
of opinion that it will be speedily and universally adopted. 
That this method will create a complete revolution in 
colour work generally, we have not the slightest doubt, as 
the difference of cost between the printing of bills, &c., 
in one or say eight colours will be little more than that of 
the different inks. 

We may perhaps point out that it is not adapted to the 
printing of a single line in two colours, as in the case of 
initial letters, neither for coloured borders, as it will be seen 
from our description that the colours are carried in a per¬ 
fectly straight line. The practical printer will readily see, 
however, that the use of the apparatus can be very greatly 
extended by printing the sheet three or more times, as by 
putting one colour on the top of another almost any 
number of effects can be produced. 

Messrs. Middleton, the well-known printers’ engineers, 
have secured the patent rights of Bacon’s Multiple-Colour 
Appliance, which can be seen at work at their manufactory 
in Loman-street, Southwark, and will well reward a visit of 
inspection. 

THE “ECLIPSE” TAKING-OFF APPARATUS. 

THIS appliance is the joint invention of Mr. John 
Esson, the maker, and Mr. Ovens, of the Chilworth 

Press. Several years ago takers-off somewhat on the same 
principle were erected for Messrs. Griffiths, but only 
recently have the inventors brought it to that efficiency 
which warranted it being prominently submitted to the 
trade. In its action it somewhat resembles another 
apparatus which we recently noticed, the sheets being- 
delivered to the taking-off board solely by the action of 
the tapes. In the case of the Wharfedale machine, a 
slight iron frame is fixed immediately above the impression 
cylinder fitted with a series of adjustable tape-pulleys. One 
set of tapes is made to run completely round the impres¬ 
sion-cylinder, while at the point at which the grippers are 
made to release the sheet, an independent series of endless 
tapes joins the set before mentioned. On the off-side of 
the cylinder-frame is erected a short slide which opens the 
grippers and releases the sheet into the tapes. The in¬ 
dependent set of tapes is driven by a band from a pulley 
fixed to the driving-shaft, inside the fly-wheel. The pulley 
is made in cones, so that the speed of the tape-bars can 
be regulated to suit the thickness of paper. The sheet is 
shot out from between the discharge-bars which are driven 
at a greater relative speed than the cylinder. No stiffener 
is necessary, the sheet being conducted on to the board 
without requiring assistance in any way. The taking-off 
board is fixed so as to slope slightly towards the ductor. 

At the end is a long wooden stop against which the sheets 
are propelled. On either side are moveable iron guides, 
sufficiently high to admit of their taking a ream of paper. 

The apparatus is simplicity itself, and there is really 
nothing in its construction that calls for special mention. 
The sheet is received immediately after leaving the form 
by the tapes. The gripper-bar is opened by the slide 
before mentioned, and the paper is carried at an increased 
speed to the discharge-bars and thrown on to the inclined 
board between the side and bottom guides. For ordinary 
bookwork it is unquestionably adapted, but in the case of 
heavy broadsides, where a large surface of ink increases the 
resistance in lifting, we are of opinion that the tapes will not 
have sufficient hold upon the sheet to drag it from the form, 
as the paper is released from the grippers almost immediately 
after the front edge is printed. But this we think can be 
remedied by slightly raising the taking-off board. If this is 
done, the slide which opens the gripper can be so raised as 
to prolong the hold of the grippers on the sheet. Messrs. 
Spottiswoode, Messrs. Cassell, Petter, & Galpin, beside 
several other firms, have adopted this appliance, which 
appears to be giving entire satisfaction in each case. The 
mechanism being but slight, the maker is enabled to supply 
the “ Eclipse ” Taking-off Apparatus at a very cheap rate. 

THE LANHAM ROLLERS. 

E have at various times drawn attention to Lan- 
ham’s patent “ Victory ” printing-rollers, and we 

have now to record an important modification which will be 
at once appreciated by letter-press printers. It has 
hitherto been objected that the “Victory” rollers were 
not so soft and elastic as those made of ordinary compo, 
and therefore not so well suited to the inking of forms 
composed of types and blocks of unequal heights, and 
that although quite true in their own surface, they did 
not completely adapt themselves to an uneven sur¬ 
face. Mr. Lanham, the inventor, perceiving that these 
were practical objections, set himself to work to provide 
a remedy, and with his accustomed ingenuity and per¬ 
severance, after many experiments, has succeeded in a 
manner both original and effective. A glance at the 
annexed illustration will show by what simple means 

he has obtained increased flexibility. A series of one 
or more rows of longitudinal perforations, concentric 
with the axis of the roller, is produced by surrounding the 
core with wires during the manufacture of the roller, and 
by afterwards withdrawing the wires. The practical diffi¬ 
culties attending this operation have been overcome, and 
the Lanham Roller Company is now prepared to execute 
orders for rollers on this new principle. 

The Lanham rollers have already been applied to uses 
which the inventor did not at first anticipate, the most 
recent of which is that of printing in water-colours from 
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type or raised blocks. The chief employment for these 
watery inks is in printing for the purpose of copying 
along with writing in the ordinary copying-press, and much 
difficulty has been experienced in using rollers of the ordi¬ 
nary composition, on account of their strong tendency to 
absorb water and leave the substance of the ink in a 
powdery state upon its surface. The Lanharn rollers when 
treated with powdered chalks or whiting in cleaning them, 
as described in the “ Printing Trades Diary for 1879,” tvill 
hold watery ink upon their surface, while they are yet 
totally impervious to it, and are therefore exactly suited 
for copyable printing. It has been found that this class of 
printing can be accomplished by the aid of the india-rubber 
roller as easily as ordinary work, and those interested 
should employ them in this connection. 

The inventor has re-thought out the application of these 
rollers to litho purposes, and proposes for the future to 
employ the india-rubber covering in such a manner as will 
facilitate its adoption and considerably reduce the cost. 
Both for hand-press and machine the Lanharn Roller 
Company will supply “ skins ” of india-rubber made on a 
new system, which will reduce the cost about one-half, and 
render unnecessary the inconvenience and cost of sending 
the stocks to be covered. Hand-rollers will also be sup¬ 
plied complete. The covering consists first of a piece of 
unstretchable canvas formed into a tube with a lap joint. 
This is covered with the peculiar india-rubber employed 
by the Lanharn Roller Company. It is then placed on a 
mandrel and turned up in the lathe to a true surface 
in the manner employed for turning up the letter-press 
rollers. This when stretched over the ordinary flannel 
covering forms a roller almost identical in appearance 
and handling with an ordinary leather one, and presents 
the advantage of supplying the printer with a tool which 
feels like an ordinary roller. These rollers will, we believe, 
be found to possess the suppleness of ordinary leather 
rollers, and are better adapted for the litho-machine than 
those hitherto supplied. 

The Lanharn Roller Company have, we are told, had a 
very large increase of orders during the present year, a fact 
which speaks well for their importance in the printing 
trade. The set first supplied to the Daily Telegraph has 
now been running for over a twelvemonth. 

REFORM IN THE PRINTERS' CORPORATION, 

T is a noticeable fact that during the agitation which 
has for some time been going on respecting the mode 

of electing the Council of the Printers’ Corporation, no 
effort has been made to adduce any argument in favour of 
the present mode of election and against the proposed 
introduction of the ballot. At last, however, “A Sub¬ 
scriber ” in the Press News has attempted a defence of the 
action of the Council in its recent proceedings, and gives 
what he calls “ the arguments on the other side.” The 
following is a quotation from the paper named 

I do not agree with the ballot in this instance. It is not a matter at 
which the Council has set up its back, and has decided to oppose, be¬ 
cause it is an innovation ; but they do oppose it for good reasons. On 
the score of expenditure they object chiefly. It would cost the 
Corporation something considerable to write to every subscriber 
informing him of the election, and it would entail more labour on the 
Secretary, whose added duties would perhaps necessitate extra pay¬ 
ment. The question has always been fully argued in the Council, and 
as the ballot can always be had afterwaids for the asking by anyone 
who is dissatisfied with the show of hands, there can be no objection to 
its general or universal use except good ones. 

It is presumed that the above is the production of a 

member of the Council, because none other can speak of 
what has “ always been ” done in the Council. 

Besides the unanswerable argument involved in the 
writer’s statement that he “ does not agree with the ballot,” 
the objection appears to be one of expense, and it may be 
worth while to examine this objection, and ascertain if it 
be tenable. It should here be pointed out, however, that 
if the adoption of the ballot be as its advocates declare, 
an act of justice to the subscribers, as giving them a voice 
in the selection of the executive, then the expense, what¬ 
ever it may be, should be incurred, and the subscribers 
who themselves provide the money will not be likely to 
complain. 

The duty of informing every subscriber of the holding 
of the annual meeting and of the business to be transacted 
thereat is necessary under the present arrangement; and 
it is to be presumed that this duty is regularly fulfilled. If 
the ballot be adopted it will only be necessary to add 
to the usual notice-paper the names of the persons who 
have been nominated for the Council. Having to take 
a double election, that is for Council and Pensioners, will 
certainly entail more labour upon the members of the 
Council for the time being, and they may possibly have a 
little delicacy in undertaking this duty; to meet the diffi¬ 
culty, therefore, it may be necessary to arrange for a staff 
of paid poll-clerks. This, the only extra expense, will 
probably amount to ^3 for each election ; and bearing in 
mind the very constant blunders that have been made in 
taking the election for pensioners by the voluntary labour 
of the Council it is, perhaps, not too much to say that it 
would have been well for the institution if this expense had 
been incurred years ago. Indeed the expedients that have 
been adopted to cover these blunders have been we fear 
a far more expensive proceeding. 

Before leaving the question of expense it may pertinently 
be asked whether economy was the guiding influence with 
the Council when they decided that this question of ballot 
should not be discussed at the annual meeting, where it 
could be done absolutely without any cost ? Certain it is 
that the Council forced the requisitionists to adopt the only 
course left open, that of a special meeting at a needless cost 
to the institution of at least £10. 

Having disposed of this,—the only objection which has 
been raised,—and taking it for granted that the writer is a 
member of the Council, his unfitness for that position may 
next be pointed out from his own letter, from which we take 
another quotation :—■ 

Why, then, is this cry-out all of a sudden ? Is it because there are so 
few employers on the Council ? If so, cannot they get themselves 
elected without ousting the present hard-working and serviceable com¬ 
mittee out of favour as well as place? When the fund started it was a 
gathering of pence in a tap-room ; it has since grown—not without 
some assistance from the employers, be it admitted—and has been 
watched over and developed by—whom? Overseers of various de¬ 
partments chiefly, because few others cared about being bothered. 

It is scarcely possible to conceive a more thorough want 
of knowledge of the scope of the Institution and of its early 
history than is conveyed in the above extract from this 
letter, which is distinguished for its flippant vulgarity. So 
far from the commencement being “a gathering of pence 
in a tap-room,” the first conception of the Printer’s Pension 
Society emanated from the printing-office of the. late 
Mr. John King, and the first promoters were the said 
Mr. King, a highly-respected member of the Common 
Council, Mr. John Bleaden, a wholesale stationer, carrying 
on business in Lothbury, who was the first secretary, and 
others of similar position. In the first list of subscribers 
of only five-and-twenty, including the names of Mr. Robert 
Harrild, Mr. Tew, Mr. King, Mr. Bleaden, Mr. W. Thomp- 
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son, M.P., there is certainly no appearance of the “tap- 
room” element. 

Such ignorance of the history of the Institution and of 
the dignity and importance of the objects contemplated, 
shows that the writer of this letter is unfitted to participate 
in the management of the Institution, and it is hopeless to 
expect any assistance from such a quarter in the work of 
elevating and advancing the prospects of the Institution. 

As to the probable working of the ballot, a very com¬ 
plete answer may be given to his question, “ Even sup¬ 
posing the ballot were introduced should we be any better 
off?” The ballot would not only be the means of selecting 
the best men from those who were nominated, but it would 
induce better men—who will not commit themselves to the 
present unseemly method of election—to offer themselves. 

The Adjourned Annual General Meeting of the Printers’ 
Pension, Almshouse, and Orphan Asylum Corporation has 
been fixed for Saturday the 24th inst. The different requi¬ 
sitions and notices of motion which have been submitted 
to the Council, and which had been shelved so far as any 
action in connection with them was concerned, will then 
come up for consideration. It may be remembered that 
the formal adoption of the Report was also deferred at the 
Annual Meeting, and will consequently be submitted at the 
forthcoming gathering. The subjects for discussion are of 
such wide importance to subscribers, that we sincerely hope 
that they will muster in strong numbers. The meeting 
will be held at three o’clock p.m. in the Memorial Hall, 
Farringdon-street, under the presidency of Sir Charles 
Reed. 

PRINTERS’ PENSION FESTIVAL. 

ON Tuesday, the 13th inst., the Fifty-second Anniversary Festival of 
this charity was celebrated at the Freemasons’ Tavern. Dr.William 

Spottiswoode, of the firm of Eyre & Spottiswoode, Government 
printers, and President of the Royal Society, was in the chair, and 
was supported by Sir Sydney Waterlow, Mr. Sheriff Burt, Professor 
Pluxdey, Professor Tyndall, Mr. Clowes, Mr. Rivington, Mr. C. J. 
Clay, Mr. Blades, Mr. G. E. Eyre, Mr. Macmillan, Mr. R. C. Nichols, 
Mr. Spalding, Mr. G. A. Spottiswoode, Mr. Austen Leigh, Mr. John 
Evans, Mr. Under-Sheriff Baxter, Mr. Robert Bagster, Mr. PI. Bohn, 
Mr. John Coe, Mr. John Dicks, jun., Mr. J. S. Edwards, Mr. J. 
Figgins, and a large number of gentlemen connected with the Craft. 

The usual loyal toasts having been disposed of Dr. Spottiswoode 

in proposing prosperity to the Printers’ Pension Corporation made a 
passing reference to the discussion which has lately arisen as to the 
non-representative character of the Council. While pleading for 
harmony and co-operation, he strongly urged that all and every class 
of the trade—masters as well as men—should be alike represented on 
the Council. In advocating the claims of the Institution he held it to 
be the duty of printers as well as others to contribute liberally towards 
the support of those who by reason of old age or the vicissitudes of life 
were unable any longer to gain a livelihood. 

Professor Tyndall, who proposed “ The Ilealth of the Chairman,” 
alluded to the extra trouble and anxiety which, to use his own words, 
the “execrable” nature of his MS. must impose upon compositors 
and readers. He paid a high tribute to the Chairman in his cha¬ 
racter as an eminent man of science, and as also a liberal employer 
of labour. The toast was very cordially received, and was suitably 
acknowledged by Dr. Spottiswoode. 

In proposing the toast of “The Press/’ Professor Huxley, after 
pointing out that the subject had two aspects, a positive and physical 
side and a spiritual or metaphysical side, dismissed the former view of 
the matter on the ground that those around him knew much more of 
the facts than he did, and turned his attention to the spiritual side of the 
question. The Press, he said, was regarded as an embodiment of 
intellectual activity. Likening the spectacle presented by the modern 
Press to an irruption of Vesuvius which he had once witnessed, whereby 
dangerous internal forces of the earth were set free, but a large area of 
country was saved from destruction, he hoped it would not be libellous 
to say that a very large proportion of that which issued from the Press 
was mere steam, and a good deal more not much better than ashes. 
Perhaps it might be permitted to a person who had been guilty of 
writing books to compare those things which rose heated into the air 
and came down cold and heavy to critical articles, while others were 

like the lava, which by its crumbling formed a fertile soil hereafter to 
be covered with smiling vineyards fruitful of benefits to mankind. The 
Press in its time had had difficulties to overcome. In this country, 
where a censorship was now unknown, we might smile to think 
that such difficulties ever existed. We were very proud of the liberty 
of the Press, but it was not impossible, as all human things 
had their weak side, that this very triumph and exultation of the 
Press in its own freedom might contain a seed of danger and 
of peril if it were not carefully watched. His experience of the 
Press extended over a much longer period than he cared to remember, 
and it seemed to him that of late we had seen in certain portions of 
the Press a disposition to interpret the liberty of the Press to mean a 
right of taking liberty with other people ; but that was not the sense 
in which liberty of the Press was to be interpreted if the Press were to 
remain, as it had been up to this time, a noble instrument for the ad¬ 
vancement of knowledge. At the risk of being thought a Balaam, he 
would venture to point to another little cloud which it seemed to him, 
though no bigger than a man’s hand at present, might be espied in the 
horizon. There were already signs that as writing had superseded 
speaking, and printing had superseded writing, so, perhaps, before 
many generations were past, speaking would resume something of its 
ancient sway. Such instruments as the microphone and the telephone 
were not now more imperfect than the printing-press of 400 years ago 
was compared with the machines of the present day ; and should 
those instruments undergo, as it was not unreasonable to suppose they 
would, as [great a development, it was not impossible that the Eng¬ 
lishman of the future, instead of dividing his attention in the morning 
between his daily paper and his bacon, might be able to give his 
entire attention to his bacon by having the speeches made on 
the previous night in the House of Commons, and the general in¬ 
telligence of the day ground off by a small barrel-organ on the 
breakfast-table ; and on such occasions as that which had brought this 
company together they might uncork the bottled speeches of the most 
distinguished orators of the day, should those great men not have time 
to attend. Mr. John Evans replied to the toast in suitable terms. 

Mr. Sheriff Burt, in proposing the health of “The Stewards, the 
Treasurer, and Trustees,” alluded to the absence, owing to ill-health, 
of Mr. W. Clowes. He also pointed out that many others, and among 
them some of those who worked hardest for the welfare of the institu¬ 
tion, were for various reasons unable to be present. 

Sir Sydney Waterlow acknowledged the compliment, and in 
doing so took a retrospective view of the time when forty-four years 
ago he was first initiated into the mysteries of printing. He vividly 
recalled the two-pull press and the ink-balls of that day with the 
advance in printing-office economy which has been made in recent 
years. As to the present conduct of business, he urged the masters 
present to let their sons be properly taught the art of printing in all its 
branches before entrusting them with the onerous duties of manage¬ 
ment. In this respect he advocated a strict adherence to the good 
old rule of apprenticeship, which ever had and would continue to give 
the most satisfactory results. Individually he was proud of being 
connected with the Craft, and he urged those present to work for 
its further advancement in the highway of progress upon which 
Printing has entered within the memory of the present generation. 

In the course of the evening Mr. J. S. Ilodson, the secre¬ 
tary, announced subscriptions and donations to the amount of 
^1,017. 12s. 3d. ; the largest sum ever received on a similar occa¬ 
sion. The proceedings were enlivened by music, and the dinner was 

an unusual success. 

PATENTS, NEW AND LAPSED, 

■ SPECIFICATIONS RELATING TO PRINTING. 

Published in April, 1879. 

IMPROVEMENTS in or applicable to Endorsing Stamps. Cooke, 

G. K. [No. 3205. August 13, 1S7S. 6d. Drawings.] Has 
two distinct actions (1) for inking the stamp, and (2) for giving 
off the impression. Following the action of giving the impression 
the ihking-pad is automatically brought into position for again 
inking the stamp. 

An Improved Apparatus for Taking Sheets of Paper from Printing 
and other Machines. Wicks, II. J. [No. 3226. August 15, 
1878. 8d. Drawings.] The object is to effect a slow delivery 
of the sheets without “draft” or confusion, and in an even pile. 
The speed of delivery is slower than that of the machine. A 
slight grooving of the sheet is effected by suitable contrivances 
for stiffening it, so as to facilitate its delivery. 

Improvements in Printers’ Furniture for use in Locking-up and Justi¬ 
fication of Printers’ Forms and Pages, and in Apparatus for 
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Manufacturing and Moulding such Furniture. Wood, J. F. R. 
[No. 3369. August 26, 1878. 2d. No Drawing. Provisional 
Protection only.] Consists in the manufacture of metal blocks 
with a flanged head or foot, the flange extending out from 
beyond, or over one, two, or more sides of the blocks, which the 
inventor calls “metal furniture struts.” 

Improvements in Printing-machines. Partridge, A. [No. 3431. 
August 30, 1878. 6d. Drawings.] A treadle platen-machine 
of simple form, designed to be cheap, durable, and effective. 

An Improved Method of Printing and Perforating Bills, Drafts, 
Orders, and Documents of a similar Character, so as to Prevent 
Falsification. Kesseler, C. [From F. Mejer, Berlin. No. 3593. 
September 11, 1878. 4d. Drawing. Provisional Protection only.] 
Rows of figures, o to 9, are provided, say to four places ; then 
in each set one figure is to be perforated to correspond to the 
amounts. 

Improvements in Machinery for Cutting and Winding or Rolling 
Paper. Lake, W. R. [From J. Frank, New York. No. 3648, 
September 16, 1878. 6d. Drawings.] A cutting-machine to 
operate automatically to unwind the paper from the roll, cut it 
into strips of any width, and re-wind the same into even compact 
rolls, with edges evenly cut. 

Improvements in and applicable to Machines for printing and ruling 
paper. Dinsmore, J. H. R. [No. 3659. September 17, 1878. 
2d. No Drawing. Provisional protection only.] Applies principally 
to feeding paper to ruling and printing machines by means of 
excentrically rotating discs, wheels or drums formed of india- 
rubber. 

Improvements in Paper-Cutting Machines. Whitehead, W. [No. 
3563. September 9, 1878. 4d. Drawing.] An arrangement 
for moving the platen up and down by bevil gearing driven from 
the main shaft. A bevil wheel on shaft drives a horizontal shaft 
at right angles, provided with a pair of bevil wheels and clutch 
arrangement for reversing motion. These turn an upright shaft 
which communicates by suitable gearing with the screw actuating 
the platen. 

Improvements in Presses for Printing and Embossing. Gally, M. 
[No. 14. January 1, 1879. 6d. Drawings.] Various improve¬ 
ments in treadle-platen machines described under eight heads, 
relating to the impression-wheel and cams, springs, rollers, 
blankets, and to an upright steam-chest, for hot embossing. 

Improvement in Printing Machinery. Newton, W. E. [From C. 
H. Bacon, Boston, and W. T. Brigham, Baltimore, U.S.A. No. 
3897. October 3, 1878. 6d. Drawing.] A multicolour arrange¬ 
ment by means of sets of vibrating plates instead of a flat plate 
to form the ink-table, as described in our present issue. 

LAPSED PATENTS RELATING TO PRINTING. 

Improved Machinery or Apparatus for Setting and Distributing Types. 
Hunt, B. [From S. W. Green, New York. No. 1255. March 
24, 1876.] 

Improved Means for Printing on Rough and Uneven Surfaces. Pieter, 
C. [From P. Liebe, Dresden. No. 1300. March 27, 1876.] 

Improvements in Electro-Engraving Machines. Pass, E. de. [From 
J. C. Guerrant, Danville, Virginia, U.S.A. No. 1344. March 29, 
1876.] 

Improvements in the Manufacture of Types, Logotypes, and Phraso- 
types, and in Apparatus therefor. Greene, J. [No. 1056. 
April 10, 1872.] 

A New or Improved Machinery for Rolling and Cutting Endless 
Paper. Bonneville, H. A. [From C. T. Bischof, Gloggnitz, 
Austria. No. 1570. April 13, 1876.] 

Improvements in Compositors’ Type Cases. Newton, W. E. [From 
R. M. Hoe, New York. No. 1109. April 13, 1872.] 

Improvements in Printing on Glass or other Ceramic articles. Heuer, 
F. W. [No. 1662. April 20, 1876.] 

Improvements in Apparatus for Composing Type. Muller, M. L. 
[No. 1670. April 21, 1876.] 

WHAT CONSTITUTES A BOOK AND WHAT A NEWS¬ 
PAPER ? 

I “As must be evident to everyone, a newspaper when stitched ceases to be a 

newspaper, and becomes a book.’’—Post Office Minute.] 

What is a book ? The thing—or yours or mine— 
Is plain to see ; not easy to define. 
A book is not a “ paper ” all will own ; 
A “ paper’s ” not a book is clearly shown. 
But Manners helps us to see which is which : 
“ To make a book,” he says, “ your ‘ paper ’ stitch.” 
Good ! And of course the rule reversed applies : 
Unstitch a book and there a “paper” lies.—Funny Folks. 

REVIEWS, 

Die Zurichtung und der Druck von Tllustrationen. By Her¬ 

mann Kunzel (Alexander Waldow). Second edition. 
Leipzig: 1879. 4to. pp. 40, frontispiece and fourteen plates. 

HIS treatise on the art of making-ready and printing wood- 
cuts has the rare merit of illustrating in its general get-up 

what is theoretically enjoined in the text. Composition, press- 
work, paper, and binding, are severally made to contribute 
their share to the completion of this elegant book. The work 
opens with a lucid historical sketch of the invention and gradual 
progress of the art of wood-engraving, the several chemicotypo- 
graphic processes which have been introduced in recent times 
coming in also for a brief share of attention. The practical 
part of the work opens with some remarks on the wetting of 
paper. The instructions under this head are explicit, and it is 
pointed out that should paper continue stiff and hard, even 
after wetting, the addition of a small quantity of glycerine to 
the water is sure to remedy this defect. The rules to be 
observed with regard to the rolling of paper, the description of 
ink to be used in printing, the fixing of the form on the press or 
machine, the quality of the printing-rollers, &c., are severally 

j dealt with in separate chapters, and the information on each 
point is eminently practical. The actual process of “ making- 
ready,” and all that it implies as to overlays, underlays, &c., is 
next elucidated, and a number of separate illustrations demon¬ 
strate, even to the veriest tyro at press or machine, the different 
aspect presented by the rough impressions of a cut and its 
finished appearance after the finer and middle tones have been 
duly brought up. The book doses with some useful wrinkles 
on the printing of tint plates, and an exposition of the processes 
followed in the production of the fourteen sheets of illustrations 
which form a kind of appendix. In addition to a variety of 
woodcut impressions, there are also a series of illustrations pro¬ 
duced by photo-lithography, photo-zincotype, zinc etching in 
relief (Leitch’s process), graphotype, chemitype, Dallastype, and 
heliography. The whole work reflects the greatest credit upon 
Herr Waldow, its author, printer, and publisher, the fame of 
whose press this book will help to enhance. 

Notice bibliographiquc stir le catechisme et la confession de foi 
de Calvin (1537J et sur les autres Livres imprimes a 
Geneve dans les premiers temps de la R'eforme (1533-1540). 
Par Thdophile Dufour, Directeur des Archives de Geneve. 
Geneve : J. G. Fick. 1878. 161110. pp. 192. 

NDER the modest title of “Notice "this little volume, 
which is extracted from a work jointly published by 

M. Alb. Rilliet and the author, is a very carefully-written 
history of printing at Geneva and Neuchatel in the early times 
of the Reformation. One here follows, step by step, through 
the medium of the printing-press, the advent and the propaga¬ 
tion of the new doctrines of Farel and Calvin, and is enabled 
to distinguish the literary relations of the Protestants of Geneva 
with those of Lyons and other towns. This book is full of new 
facts, rectifies many errors, and reveals a multitude of small 
details of literary history. The citations are scrupulously exact, 
and interesting extracts of unpublished -records abound. The 
work has been very neatly printed by M. J. G. Fick, of Geneva, 
the rival of Perrin, of Lyons, the impression being limited : 
copies are procurable for six francs of M. Fick at Geneva, or 
of M. Claudin, 3, Rue Guenegaud, Paris. The author has 
very conscientiously performed his task. 

M. Benderitter, lithographer of Rouen, has recently pub¬ 
lished a little pamphlet of 37 pp., entitled “ Guide de l’Apprenti 
Imprimeur Lithographe.” it has been written specially for the 
use of his own apprentices, but treating as it does in a practical 
way of the materials, &c., employed in the practice of litho¬ 
graphy, its general circulation will no doubt do good, for 
M. Benderitter is one who loves his art and would have every 
learner taught it thoroughly. 

Caxton’s Device.—Mr. William Blades has published an interest¬ 
ing letter in the Athenmtm for May 10 on this subject. 
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TOPICS OF THE MONTH. 

THOUGH business continues bad, hopes are still cherished 
that with improved weather matters will mend, and 

that a probable good harvest may serve to mitigate the 
disastrous consequences of the past few months’ depression. 
But if Commerce has been in a bad way, Law has unfortunately 
been busy enough, and rarely indeed have we seen so much 
litigation affecting the Printing world ; of course, to the un¬ 
satisfactory state of our Libel laws is mainly to be referred the 
fact that this has been the case. It is some consolation to 
know that serious attention is now likely to be paid to the 
subject of the law of Libel as it affects editors, newspaper pro¬ 
prietors, and printers, each and all of whom are concerned to 
promote a thorough change in the unsatisfactory and unjust 
laws at present in force.-As usual at this season of the year 
meetings of societies more or less affecting our readers have 
been very numerous, and the latest in date, though not least in 
importance, was the Fifty-Second Anniversary Festival of the 
Printers’ Pension, Almshouse, and Orphan Asylum Corporation. 
The selection of Dr. William Spottiswoode, President of the 
Royal Society, as chairman, was a happy one, for not only does 
he stand foremost among modem men of science, as was grace¬ 
fully attested both by Professor Huxley and Professor Tyndall, 
but the firm of Eyre & Spottiswoode occupies no less prominent 
rank as leading master printers of London ; and whatever may 
be said in favour of having representatives of nobility to preside 
on such occasions, the simple fact remains that the sympathies 
of printers are most likely to be elicited by the knowledge that 
one of their own body will preside. An unprecedentedly large 
subscription-list was no doubt due to the presidency of one of 
the Craft, who has revived in his own person the traditions of 
the learned printers of bygone days. We could have wished 
that a more leading part had been assigned to some of the other 
master printers present ; there would have been a fitness in 
things had this been done. The Craft at large can hardly con¬ 
sider it complimentary or satisfactory that only two of their 
number should have been called upon to speak on an occasion 
of so essentially a class character as this annual festival. 
Dr. Spottiswoode as well as Sir Sydney Waterlow by their 
well-chosen and appropriate remarks amply proved that there 
are master printers who are capable of evoking the sympathies 
and even enthusiasm of their brethren. We hope that this 
aspect of the subject will not be lost sight of next year. 

Some of our readers may remember the practice prevalent 
thirty or forty years ago of persons sending a libel concerning 
themselves to well-conducted newspapers, and after such libel 
had been inadvertently published of suing the proprietors for 
damages. A Parliamentary Committee which inquired into the 
subject strongly animadverted upon this system of swindling. 
We have the satisfaction of knowing that the crime has fallen 
into desuetude, although we are reminded of past times by 
the fact that a charge imputing this very offence to a gen¬ 
tleman connected with a printing trades’ contemporary is 
now pending. The circumstances which brought about the 
original action for libel, and the present countercharge, are 
reported in our Legal Intelligence of the present month. The 
countercharge is of so exceptional a nature in our own day that 
should it fail to be proved, no doubt, as Lord Coleridge sug¬ 
gested, Mr. Stonhill will “ recover such increased damages as 
he deserves ; ” meanwhile, we cannot withhold our sympathy 
from Mr. Trounce, the printer of the Islmgton Gazette. The 
case certainly has peculiar features, and will continue to be 
watched with deep interest by the printing fraternity. 

In view of the rumour as to the intention of the Govern¬ 
ment to establish a State Printing-office, the following particulars 
as to the estimated expenditure under the head of printing and 
stationery for the financial year 1879-80 cannot fail to be of 
interest to the trade. The total amount voted to defray the 
cost of printing, stationery, and bookbinding for the several 
Government offices amounts 10^453,088, which is a net increase 
of ,£4,593 as compared with the previous twelvemonth. Of 
the above total the printing account proper for public depart¬ 
ments absorbs £ 136,000, or ,£15,000 more than in 1878-9 ; the 

item of paper under the same head aggregates to ,£92,500 as 
compared with ,£91,500 in the previous year. The bookbinding 
account in connection with the Government departments re¬ 
ferred to shows a corresponding increase of £2,000, reaching a 
total of £40,000. The expenditure for Parliamentary printing 
shows a reduction of £15,000 as compared with last year, the 
total estimate being £70,000. This decrease is, no doubt, 
accounted for by the fact that we are not likely to have such a 
multiplicity of Blue-books called for on the Eastern Question 
as was the case last year. The cost of printing, paper, and 
binding for Stationery-office publications figures at the same 
total as last year, viz., £20,000. The printing, &c., account of 
the three official Gazettes is estimated to amount to £2,110, or 
£1,500 more than last year. One more item deserves notice, 
that of Parliamentary Debates and Records. The expenditure 
on this score is estimated at £4,200, or £25 less than in the 
previous twelvemonth. Of course, the above total of 
£453,088 does not include Supplementary Estimates which 
are to be called for during the year, and which will help to 
swell the Government printing account still further. We should 
like to see important changes made in relation to the printing 
for Government, but we do not want to see the Government turn 
printers. The present experience of America points a moral. 

Many of our readers will recollect the hubbub that was 
raised in this country about thirty-five years ago in connection 
with the alleged violation of the privacy of letters whilst passing 
through the Post-Office. A Parliamentary Committee was 
actually appointed to inquire into the matter, and by its report 
completely exonerated the Government of the day from the 
charge brought against it ; the only instance in which letters 
had been opened while in transit affected Mazzini, who was at 
that time hatching a plot in this country against the Italian 
Government. We have been reminded of this bygone affair by 
a discussion upon an almost identical point which recently took 
place in the German Reichstag. Herr Liebknecht, a Socialist 
Deputy, complained that in numerous instances unexception¬ 
able letters and book-packets had been opened by the German 
Post-Office authorities, and handed over to the police. Dr. 
Stephen, the Postmaster-General, justified the action taken by 
his department, asserting that the powers conferred by the 
Prussian Constitution had not been exceeded. He alleged that 
the right of opening book-packets had only been exercised in 
the case of consignments from abroad which were suspected of 
containing treasonable literature. For our own part we are 
rather surprised to find that our German friends stickle at such 
a relatively small affair as this when they have almost daily 
experience of far greater bureaucratic power exercised on the 
part of their Government. 

It is satisfactory to know that the Post-Office has seen 
the error of its ways, and has annulled the new regulation 
limiting the definition of “printed matter” to typographically 
or lithographically produced print. Past usage will therefore 
continue to be the only rule in this matter, for the present at 
least. The Postmaster-General is taking a step in the right 
direction in intending to propose to the Treasury that fresh 
regulations should be made with the view of “ rendering the 
book-post more useful and convenient to the public.” Might 
we suggest that this would be a good opportunity to revise the 
illogical restriction which now forbids the transmission of a 
stitched periodical publication as a newspaper ? The grievance 
is one of long standing, and the distinction is of so invidious a 
nature that one might have thought the mere mention of it 
would have been sufficient to guarantee its abolition. 

How severely the Factory and Workshops Act continues to 
press upon printers throughout the country is amply illustrated 
by the last Report of the Chief Inspector. With the view of 
affording an insight into the routine work of those under his 
direction a series of amplified diary entries of the Inspectors 
has been reproduced, the names of persons and places having 
for obvious reasons been suppressed. From these entries it 
would appear that printers in different parts are pretty frequent 
defaulters, so far as compliance with the provisions of the Act 
is concerned. We are told of nearly a dozen instances in 
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which printers were detected flagranti delicto j and it is almost 
needless to add that more than one prosecution was the result. 
Mr. Redgrave acknowledges that a far better understanding 
exists now between employers and his staff than was the case 
a few years ago, and that the labours of the Inspectors have 
consequently been much lightened. 

Old Rate 
of Duty 
per cent. 

s 

171 

The Protectionist character of the New Canadian Tariff has 

been pretty freely enlarged upon by the periodical press of this 

country ; and we here refer to the subject to point out the ex¬ 

ceptionally high charges which it is intended in future to levy 

upon printers’ material as well as books, periodicals, &c. If, 

as has been alleged, the United States Tariff has served as 

the model of this ill-advised measure, the Canadians may 

certainly claim to have out-Heroded Herod. Although American 

typefounders and paper-makers will be more affected by the 

new Tariff than English firms, this is after all but poor com¬ 

fort ; for our own exports of paper and stationery to Canada 

have ranged within the last half-dozen years from £165,000 to 

.£113,000 per annum, in addition to about £70,000 worth of 

printed books. The prohibitory duties now proposed conse¬ 

quently cannot fail to materially affect our foreign trade in 

these classes of manufactures. We append a summary of the 

Tariff, both old and new, so far as it affects the trades we re¬ 

present ; and our readers will thus be enabled to judge for 

themselves of the extent to which our productions are about to 

be taxed by our kinsmen in Canada. We should premise that 

where the rate of duty is not indicated by dollars or cents the 

figures given imply an ad valorem percentage:— 
New Rate 
of Duty 
per cent. 

Advertising pamphlets per hundred. §1 
Books, periodicals, and pamphlets imported through 

the post-office, for every two ounces in weight 
or fraction thereof, per ounce . ic. . 

Do., blank bound or in sheets . 25 . 
Do., printed, periodicals and pamphlets, bound or 

in sheets, not being foreign reprints of British 
copyright works, nor blank account books, nor 
copy books, nor books to be written or drawn 
upon, nor reprints of books printed in Canada, 
nor Bibles, prayer-books, psalm and hymn- 
books per lb. 

Do., British copyright work, per lb. 
Do., pamphlets, &c., Bibles, prayer-books and 

psalm and hymn-books . 
Bookbinders’ tools and implements, including ruling 

machines, ad valorem.   15 
Lithographic stones, not engraved . 20 
Maps and charts . 20 
Music, printed, bound, or in sheets .per lb. 
Newspapers coming by mail. free 
Paintings, drawings, engravings, prints, &c. 20 
Plates engraved on wood or on steel or other metal 
Playing cards . 30 
Printed, lithographed, or copper or steel plate bill 

heads, checks, receipts, drafts, posters, cards, 
commercial blank forms, labels of every de¬ 
scription, advertising pictures, or pictorial 
show cards or bills ... 

Printing-presses of all kinds. 
Paper pulp for paper-makers. 10 
Mill board and straw board . 10 
Paper of all kinds not elsewhere specified . 20 
Envelopes and all manufactures of paper not else¬ 

where specified. 25 
Stationery not otherwise specified . 20 
Esparto or Spanish grass and other grasses and pulp 

of, for the manufacture of paper. free 
Rags, and waste of every kind fit only for the manu¬ 

facture of paper . free 
Stereotypes and electrotypes of standard books. 10 

Do., for commercial blanks and advertisements ... 20 
Type, printing. 20 
Type, old. free 
Type, metal. 10 

6c. .. • s 
12* .. . 121 

5 .. • 5 

15 •• . free 
20 .. . free 
20 .. 
6c. .. • ui 

free .. , free 
20 .. . free 
20 .. • I7i 
30 - ■ 25 

30 
15 free 

I7l 

Ui 
17i 

free 

free 
free 
free 

5 
5 

free 

The agitation lately set on foot in the United States to 
establish International Copyright between America and our 
country is still persevered in. Messrs. Harper Brothers seem 

to be actively moving in the matter, and they are inviting the 
opinions of English authors upon the subject. Their procedure 
is by no means so disinterested as might appear at first sight, 
since they have only been induced to take action by the fact 
that certain Chicago houses were actually underselling the 
pirated American editions of English standard works, and this 
at a rate which made united swamping by New York houses a 
moral impossibility? However, the motives' which induced the 
step are of less concern to English authors and publishers 
than the fact that the immorality and unfairness of the system 
which has hitherto prevailed are being recognised, and that a 
remedy for the prevailing state of things seems a not impossible 
attainment in the near future. Publishers from the time of 
Owen Rees (of Rees’s “ Cyclopaedia ” fame) downwards have 
suffered serious losses in consequence of the absence of any 
Transatlantic International Copyright Treaty ; and let us hope 
that now, after more than sixty years’ patient waiting, this 
grievance will be permanently removed. 

JOTTINGS! ENGLISH, COLONIAL, & FOREIGN, 

Mr. Mudie has left London to proceed to Italy for the benefit 
of his health. A memoir of ihelate Mr. Mudie, jun., has been printed 

for private circulation. 

The fifteenth ordinary general meeting of the shareholders of Reuter’s 
Telegram Company (Limited), will be held on the 28th inst. at the 

Company’s offices, 24, Old Jewry. 

French Bank-note Paper Mill.—We see it stated that the 
Bank of France contemplates to establish a mill, at Biercy, for the 

manufacture of its bank-note paper. 

Machine-Minders’ Club.—A series of interesting lectures and 
discussions on a variety of subjects are announced by this club, whose 
headquarters are at 1, New Street-square. 

The Press in Bulgaria.—Six new printing-offices have been 
established in Bulgaria during the past year, and no less than seven 
periodical publications have since then come into existence. 

Statue to Beranger.—A French journal, La Chanson, has set 
on foot a subscription for the erection of a statue to this illustrious poet, 
who, as our readers are aware, was in early life a compositor. 

On the occasion of completing his 70th birthday, on the 8th inst., 
Mr. Edward Miall, editor of the Nonconformist, was presented with 
an address from the leading members of the Liberation Society. 

Newsvendors’ Benevolent and Provident Institution.— 
Mr. W. L. Thomas, managing director of the Graphic, will preside at 
the festival of this institution to be held on June 7th at Willis’s Rooms. 

Dr. Benjamin Franklin.—We have been reminded that the 
17th of last month was the 89th anniversary of the death of this famous 
printer and statesman, which took place at Philadelphia, in the 84th 

year of his age. 

Price of News Telegrams in France.—A delegation of the 
syndicate of the departmental press has presented a petition to the 
Government praying for the reduction by 50 per cent, of the charge 
for news telegrams. 

Artificial Litho Stones.—The Journal fiir Buchdruckerkunst 
mentions that Iderr A. Regel, of |Gotha, professes to have suc¬ 
ceeded in producing artificial litho-stones, a problem which Senefelder 
himself tried to solve. 

Extension of the Postal Union.—We understand that the 
authorities of the Leeward Islands have arranged to enter the Postal 
Union on July 1st. These islands include Antigua, St. Kitt’s, 
Dominico, Montserrat, Nevis, and Anguilla. 

Hailing’s Circular (No. 4) shows that all printers do not dis¬ 
believe in the use of printing-ink to promote trade. We are glad to 
see that Mr. Flailing finds pleasure and profit from his enterprise, for 
his circular is a very creditable example of typography. 

Paris Printers and the Sydney Exhibition.—At a meeting 
of the Cercle de la Librairie et de l’Imprimerie it was decided that it 
would be desirable to have their several trades represented at the Sydney 
Exhibition, but that every exhibitor should pay his own expenses. 

An interesting article on “Newspapers under the Romans” ap¬ 
peared in the Builder of the 12th ult. The writer proves that a News¬ 
paper Press—though not in our acceptation of the term—existed in 
Rome from a period not much later than the foundation of that city. 

New Colour-printing Process.—M. Emile IFoltzmann, of 
Paris, says the Bulletin de VImprimerie, has explained to the members 
of the Society for the Encouragement of National Industry a new 
colour-printing process, which he designates poly-chromo-autography. 
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May’s British and Irish Press Guide, and Advertiser’s Dic¬ 
tionary and Handbook for 1879, being the sixth year of publication, is 
a cheap, compact, and reliable work. We have to say of the latest 
edition that it is even fuller and more complete than previous issues of 

this useful annual. 

Complimentary Presentation.—Mr. Charles Cook, who has 
been hon. treasurer of the Metropolitan Typographical Widow, Orphan, 
and Nominee Fund for twenty-nine years, has been presented with a 
testimonial upon his retirement from office. Mr. J. S. Merry has been 
appointed his successor. 

Fire.—On the 18th ult., shortly after 8 o’clock in the evening, 
a fire broke out at the printing-establishment of Messrs. Beveridge & 
Co., at 9, 10, and 11, Fullwood’s-rents, Holborn. The damage is 
estimated at £6,000. The firm were insured in the Scottish Commer¬ 

cial and other fire-offices. 

M. Jules Derriey, printer’s engineer, of 31, Boulevard de Belle¬ 
ville, Paris, has issued an Illustrated Trade Catalogue of Rotary Per¬ 
fecting Printing Machines ; it is printed in the English language, and 
we notice that Mr. James Dellagana, of 172, St. John-street, E.C., is 
London agent to M. Derriey’s firm. 

An account of “The Riverside Press and its Founder,” the Hon. 
Henry Oscar Houghton, is given in the Golden Rule, a Boston monthly 
magazine. It is agreeably written by Mr. Bradford K. Peirce, but the 
numerous illustrations are very badly executed. The article is one of 
a series on the art industries of America. 

The new French Minister of Justice and Keeper of the Seals, M. 
Le Royer, is a descendant of an ancient family of printers. One of 
his ancestors was printer in ordinary to the King of France, and “ par 
special es mathematiques ” in the reign of Henry II., who conferred 
upon him this title by letters patent dated February 13, 1553. 

We mentioned last month that Dr. Ginsburg’s work on the Massorah 
was being printed in Vienna. We now learn that in view of the great 
expense attending the production of the work and its importance to 
Biblical literature Lord Beaconsfield has recommended that a special 
grant of £100 should be made towards defraying the cost of the 
printing. 

French Bill-Stamps.—A partial reduction of the French bill- 
stamp duties has come into force since May 1. The stamp on bills 
drawn in France, which is now. ijf. per rnille, has been reduced to if. 
per mille. The stamp on bills drawn abroad on foreign places, but 
negotiated in France, remains fixed at Jf. per mille. No change has 
been made in regard to the stamp on cheques. 

Reform of the French National Printing-Office.—The 
Gutetiberg Journal states, that at the instance of M. Gatineau, deputy, 
reporter of the Budget Commission of the Imprimerie Nationale, a 
commission is about to be appointed by the Minister of Justice to 
inquire into the reforms, economic and otherwise, which it may be 
desirable to effect in the management of this establishment. 

Catalogue of American Literature.—Mr. F. Leypoldt, 
editor of the New York Publishers' Weekly, will shortly issue the first 
volume of the “American Catalogue,” commenced in 1875. The 
title of every American book in print and for sale up to July 1, 1876, 
is entered in this catalogue under the name of the author, and, in the 
range of books known chiefly by title, under title of the book. 

Revolutionary Journalism.—Dr. Brousse, editor of the sup¬ 
pressed Avant Garde, has been tried at Neuchatel, Switzerland, and 
convicted of having incited the murder of monarchs and magistrates 
of neighbouring States. On the charge of inciting to insurrection he 
was acquitted, but the other charges being found proven, he has been 
sentenced to two months’ imprisonment and ten years’ banishment. 

Tenders for Stationery, &c.—The Great Eastern Railway 
Company invite tenders for the supply of paper, envelopes, general 
stationery, and printing and writing-ink. Forms of tender can be had 
on application to the General Manager’s office, Liverpool-street Ter¬ 
minus, where patterns of the articles required may also be inspected 
from the 21st to the 29th inst. Tenders must be returned by the 
31st inst. 

“The Printing Review.”—The shape and size of this journal 
have been changed since it was started, although the publication is but 
five months old. We should be sincerely pleased to know that the 
working printer had an organ which commanded his confidence 
and received his support; and we hope that our contemporary may be 
so successful as to secure for itself this honourable position in class 
journalism. 

Quarcentenary of the Introduction of Printing into 

Caen.—Next year, says Id Imprimerie, Caen will celebrate the quar¬ 
centenary of the introduction of printing there by two wandering 

printers named Jacques Durandas and Gilles Quijoue. They printed 
an edition of Horace for the university of that town in 1480, the 
first which appeared in France. No other work was printed in Caen 
till the year 1510. 

Unfounded Report of a Failure.—A statement having gained 
currency to the effect that Messrs. Farmer, Little, & Co., type-founders, 
of 63 and 65, Beekman-street, New York, are in liquidation, that firm 
have forwarded to us an explanation, in which they say :—• ‘ ‘ We were 
simply closing the account of a retiring member of our old firm. It 
would have been more fair and just if the notice in question had qualified 
the remark by adding the words ‘the old firm.’ ” 

Malloch’s Grained Paper.—We have received a large portrait 
of Mr. Gladstone, a very good likeness, drawn on this paper by Mr. 
A. J. Nixon. The grain is large (the maker’s No. 3 size). The 
transferring is very good and clear. This grained paper can be had in 
sheets 36 in. by 24 in., a size which we believe is never attempted in 
the stipple grain from plate. This portrait has been published by Mr. 
Malloch, and is very skilfully executed by Mr. Nixon. 

The Liberty of the Press in France.—M. Boue, of Evreux, 
has presented a petition to the Chamber of Deputies, accompanied by 
a law project, having for its object an extension of the liberty of the 
press and the free exercise of professions of printer, bookseller, and 
colporteur. The principal reforms insisted on are the assimilation of 
these professions to other industries and the suppression of the pre¬ 
liminary declarations by which they are now hampered. 

The W. H. Page Wood Type Company, of Norwich, Conn. 
(U.S.A.), have issued No. 1 of their new Wood Type Album. The 
letters and borders figured in the first part are of a very pleasing outline 
and are very effective. The borders, we are told, are made by a new 
process, “ on which there is a patent pending,” and it is claimed that 
they are 50 per cent, cheaper than those made by the old process. 
It is intended to issue the Wood Type Album in future once every 
three months. 

Kindness to Animals.—It is good to inculcate with the young 
a love of God’s creatures, and the Book Society of 28, Paternoster- 
row, have adopted a practical way of enforcing humanity towards 
dumb animals by issuing, at the price of is., packets of cards, to which 
they have given the name of “The Kindness to Animals Series.” 
The cards have been chromo-lithographed by Messrs. Bunyard & Co., 
and their circulation is likely to do a great deal of good in a very 

sensible way. 

Mr. T. Erat Harrison, son of Mr. Thomas Harrison, of 45 and 
46, St. Martin’s-lane, and senior renter-warden of the Stationers’ 
Company, is issuing by subscription permanent photographs of his 
six original neutral tint designs of subjects taken from the Greek 
Myths, with descriptive quotations from Kingsley’s Heroes. The list 
of subscribers includes the names of Sir F. Leighton, Alma Tadema, 
and W. G. Richmond, in themselves a sufficient guarantee of the artistic 
merit of the work. 

Pneumatic Tubes for Telegraph Messages.—It has been 
announced that the use of telegraph wires in Paris for messages from 
one part of the capital to another would cease from the 1st inst., the 
net work of pneumatic tubes having been completed. Blank forms 
for messages were to be sold to the public, which forms might contain 
any number of words, the original being forwarded to destination. 
The charge for these forms has been fixed at 50c. for open messages, 
and 75c. for closed. 

Lithography in Belgium.—The lithographic art has developed 
in Belgium with extraordinary rapidity during the last few years. 
Previous to 1870 there were only five or six such presses at work in 
Brussels, now there are forty-two. This rapid increase is attributed 
by the Parisian working lithographers to the commotions in Paris 
subsequent to the Franco-German war, when many Parisian litho¬ 
graphers sought an asylum in Brussels and thus helped to develop the 

art there to its present proportions. 

Type-cleaning Apparatus.—Mr. James E. Schock, Chicago, 
Ill., has patented a type-cleaning apparatus, consisting of a sink pro¬ 
vided with a perforated steam coil at the bottom, an independent 
removable galley having vertical edges for supporting the type in an 
upright position, and an open-work bottom to give the steam access to 
the lower part of the type. He has also secured a patent for the pro¬ 
cess of cleaning, which consists in immersing the type in the bath, and 
admitting the steam to its under-surface. 

Reproduction in Miniature by Piioto-Litiiograpiiy. — 

The proprietors of the British Mercantile Gazette have issued a minia¬ 
ture copy of that journal for March 28, reproduced by photo-litho¬ 
graphy; and they announce that they will issue a similar facsimile of 
their special monthly edition of May 31, of which 12,000 copies will 

I be printed. Photo-lithography seems better suited to this kind of 
work and more economical than raised blocks. Mr. W. Griggs, of 
Elm House, Ilanover-street, Peckham, is the photo-lithographer. 

Improved Hand-press.—We learn from the Journal filr Bitch- 
druckerkunst that Herren Arnberg & Erdt of Berlin have patented an 
improved hand printing-press, in which the platen and ink-table adjoin 
one another. Two rollers are so connected with the tympan that, both 
on the opening and closing of the latter, they pass over the type form. 
The productive capacity of the machine is 500 copies per hour. Our 
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contemporary acknowledges that the idea underlying this invention is 
by no means a new one, there having been one or two previous efforts 

in a similar direction. 

Budget of the Austrian Government Printing-Office.— 

It is anticipated that the income of this institution for the current year 
will amount to ^125,000, and the expenditure to ^114,700, thus 
leaving a net profit of ^10,300. Among the contemplated purchases 
of machinery this year are twenty copper-plate printing-presses, the 
cost of which is estimated at £2,200. The surplus of receipts over 
expenditure during the years 1867-77 is returned as £9lt5l^> and the 
present money value of the printing-office, inclusive of plant, stock, &c., 

is computed at ^ 113,95^* 

A Private Museum of the Graphic Arts. — Herr von 
Waldheim, one of the leading artistic printers of Vienna, has set apart 
a large room in his establishment for the purposes of a Graphic 
Museum. Tastefully-decorated bookcases running the whole length of 
the room are to be filled with productions of the pi ess, illustiating the 
gradual development of the different branches of the Graphic Arts. 
Besides this historical section there will also be a. display of labour- 
saving appliances of every kind used in connection with printing, 

brought up to the present time. 

French Paper Duty.—On the 10th inst. several delegates of the 
Press waited on M. Leon Say for the purpose of urging him to look 
favourably on the proposal to comprise the paper duty among the 
reductions for the coming year. This duty amounts to iof. 40c. per 
100 kilos, of paper. As newspapers pay a special duty, in addition to 
this, of 2of. per 100 kilos., they are pretty heavily taxed. The whole 
amount paid is estimated at 40 per cent, of the value of the paper 
used. It is, accordingly, no wonder that French journals are printed 

on such exceedingly bad paper. 

Lecture on Etching.—A soiree of the Manchester Literary 
Club was held at the Clarence Hotel, Manchester, on the 23rd ult. 
Mr. George Milner presided. A paper on Etching was read by the 
honorary secretary (Mr. George Evans), who suggested the desirability 
of establishing a section of the club for the cultivation of that art. 
The proposal was very favourably entertained, and is likely to take 
a practical form. An interesting collection of etchings, made by 
Mr. P. G. Plamerton for the Art Museum Committee, formed the 

chief artistic attraction of t he evening. 

Foreign Telegraph Charges.—In reply to a communication 
from the Association of Chambers of Commerce the Postmaster- 
General states that it is the intention of his Department to propose at 
the Telegraph Conference, to be held in London next June, the aboli¬ 
tion of the differential charges between London and the provinces on 
telegrams coming to this country from abroad. The subject has been 
repeatedly pressed by Chambers of Commerce upon the attention of the 
Post-office authorities, and it seems that there is now a probability of 
something being done to remedy the existing anomaly. 

Mr. Bernard Quaritch, of 15, Piccadilly, has favoured us with 
not only a copy of the descriptive Sale Catalogue of the second part of 
the famous collection of M. Ambroise Firmin-Didot, but also an in¬ 
spection at his premises of some of the choicest items to be sold in 
Paris on the 26th instant and following days. The catalogue is preceded 
by an essay on engraving by M. Georges Duplessis, of the National 
Library. The sale will comprise works in the following classification : 
Theology, Jurisprudence, the Sciences, and the Fine Arts, and will 
attract lovers of Illuminated MSS., Hone, Missals, &c. 

German Jobbing Printing.—A very neat and tastefully got-up 
circular has reached us, announcing that Herr W. Biixenstein, of 
Berlin, has taken into partnership his son Georg Biixenstein ; the 
title of the firm remaining, however, as before. The border of the 
circular figures in a photographically-reduced form the front pages of 
a number of journals and miscellaneous job-work printed at this office. 
The outline of the lettering is exceptionally distinct, and the produc¬ 
tion of this circular cannot but confirm the high repute which Herr 
Biixenstein has long enjoyed as one of the leading artist-printers of 
Germany. 

Art Union of London.—The annual meeting of the members 
was held on the 29th ult., Lord Houghton, the president, occupying 
the chair. The report stated that the total subscriptions last year had 
amounted to ^12,482, of which sum £6,562 had been expended on 
prizes. The Council mentioned that they had commissioned Mr. Samuel 
Stocks, R.A, to engrave a plate from the picture of “Dr. Johnson in 
Lord Chesterfield’s Ante-room,” by the late Mr. Ward, R.A. This 
print, representing a scene which was never effaced from Johnson’s 
memory, should certainly be very popular among journalists and 
litterateurs. 

Literary Remuneration.—The pursuit of the Muses now-a-days 
is certainly not always unprofitable. Dr. Johnson, we know, only 
received £2 for each number of the Rambler lie wrote ; Goldsmith’s 
“Vicar of Wakefield” only brought its author £60, while the ex¬ 
penditure of £10 for the copy of Milton’s sublime poem was considered 

a bad investment. In some walks of the literary profession much 
larger sums are certainly earned to-day with far less exertion. Mr. 
Tennyson, for example, it is stated, has received ,£350 for “The 
Defence of Lucknow,” with its dedication, which appeared in a recent 
number of the Nineteenth Century. 

The Proposed German Tariff on Type.—At no period of his 
eventful career has Prince Bismarck been very favourably disposed to¬ 
wards those “paper bullets of the brain ” by which many of his pet pro¬ 
jects have been, at least in part, frustrated. It is therefore not surprising 
to learn that he has not missed the opportunity afforded him by the 
framing of the new tariff to impose a duty of 3s. per 100 kilos, (nearly 
2 cwt.) upon type or ink imported into Germany, while lithographed 
or ruled paper for bill-heads, &c., is to pay 10s. Lithographic stones, 
woodcuts, and prints therefrom, as well as copper and steel plates, 
maps, photographs, books in all languages, almanacks, and music, are 
to be admitted duty free. 

Irish Illuminated Manuscripts.—The Government having un¬ 
dertaken the reproduction of some of the most noteworthy manuscripts 
found in Irish collections, two parts of the series have now been issued. 
The plates were prepared in the Ordnance Survey Department. The 
selection and editing of the manuscripts were entrusted to Mr. J. T. 
Gilbert. In one respect the Irish series will be unique, as the colours 
of the originals have been reproduced. The editor has sought to com¬ 
bine characteristic examples of styles of writing and caligraphic orna¬ 
mentation with subjects of historic and linguistic interest. The con¬ 
tents of each specimen are printed opposite to it, precisely line for 
jine, and without contractions. 

Adding Insult to Injury.—A Vienna master printer who had 
executed certain work for a local publisher was unable to obtain a 
balance of account due to him. Having dunned his former customer 
in vain for some time, he at last threatened to publish a circumstantial 
account of the transaction. The defaulting customer laid an informa¬ 
tion against the printer, averring that he himself went in bodily fear in 
consequence of that threat. In vain did the accused assert at the trial 
that he had no intention of carrying his threat into execution, and that 
indeed he could not have done it had he been so disposed, since news¬ 
papers uniformly refuse to insert personal matter of the nature indi¬ 
cated ; he was condemned by the Court to one week’s imprisonment. 

Another Royal Lithographer.—In our March issue we men¬ 
tioned that the present Emperor of Austria had in his younger days 
practised the art of lithography as an amateur. It is not perhaps 
generally known that the late Prince Consort, who was not only a 
believer in but also one of the most ardent promoters of the Arts and 
Sciences, had also made a special point of acquiring a knowledge of 
lithography. We have his own testimony to this effect. One day at 
Windsor, over the dinner-table, he informed Lady Bloomfield that he 
had learned the rudiments of, among other subjects, etching and 
lithography, “not with a view of doing anything worth looking at, but 
simply to enable me to judge and appreciate the works of others an 
object which he attained in a very eminent degree. 

A Memorable American Restaurant. — A well-known 
restaurant in New York, known as Delmonico’s, has just been de¬ 
molished. The circumstance is one of interest to our readers from the 
fact that the Dickens dinner was held there in 1868. The great 
English novelist had been invited by the leading journalists of New 
York, and this was the sole invitation of a public kind he accepted 
during^his stay in the United States. The occasion made many out¬ 
siders eager to take part, but as only 200 persons could be accommo¬ 
dated, and as there were journalists enough to reach the number, it 
was strictly a professional entertainment, and a very pleasant one. 
The dinner proved a great success, and Dickens is said to have re¬ 
marked subsequently that he had never before heard so much good 
postprandial eloquence. 

A Machine-minder’s Anniversary.-—The fifty years’ activity 
of Herr H. Wedekind, a machine-minder in the employ of G. 
Braun’s printing-office, was celebrated a few weeks ago at Carlsruhe 
with exceptional eclat. Many and valuable were the presents received 
by this old disciple of Gutenberg, from employers and fellow-workers 
as well as friends, including even a silver medal and a congratulatory 
address from the Grand Duke of Baden. A drama, in which Guten¬ 
berg, Pfister, and Panartz were three of the leading characters, and 
the time and place of which were laid at Mayence in 1457, had also 
been specially written for the occasion by Dr. T. Cathian. We have 
to thank both Herr T. Goebel, of Stuttgart, and Herr Siegel, of 
Carlsruhe, for having favoured us with a copy of the play in question, 
as also of the programme, &c. 

New Journals, Press Changes, &c.—The Illustrated Young 
People's Paper is the title of a new weekly.—The Tradesman is another 
new periodical publication which has been announced. It will defend 
the cause of Trade versus Co-operation, “regarding co-operative stores 
as gigantic monopolies, detrimental to honest trading.”—Under the 
title of the Mask, Mr. A. Thompson has started a new illustrated 
weekly.—Another new weekly has been started for the insertion of 
Questions and Answers under the title of Replies.—The publication of 
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the Westminster Papers, which journal has appeared for the last eleven 
years, has been discontinued.—Mr. William Allingham will retire in 
June from the editorship of Fraser’s Magazine, which he has held 
for the last five years, and is to be succeeded by the Rev. Principal 
Tulloch, of the University of St. Andrew’s. 

German Publishers and the Socialist Laws.—Whenever 
any Continental Government seeks to deprive its subjects of the liberty 
of free discussion and to exterminate that love of freedom which, 
happily, will not be suppressed, the printers and publishers are sure 
to be made the scapegoats. Both Germany and Russia afford ample 
evidence to this effect at the present moment. As a single illustration 
we may mention that at Frankfort the premises of a publisher and 
bookseller, named Knoke, have been searched no less than ten times 
since the Socialist laws have come into force. Pie himself was taken in 
custody on the last occasion of these domiciliary visits, and after having 
been kept in durance vile for five days he was set at liberty, no breach 
of the law having been proved against him, nor has any work of a 
forbidden nature ever been found in his possession. 

Report by Working Lithographers on the late Paris 

Exhibition.—The Parisian working lithographers deputed three of 
their members to report on the late exhibition. In this document, 
lately issued, they express an opinion that zincography will become 
increasingly useful. We are told that whereas lithographic stones are 
very dear, break easily, occupy much space, and are not easily handled, 
zinc plates, on the contrary, are easily fixed on blocks of wood, and 
the tracings last long. They further express an opinion that French 
lithography has preserved the place it has long held for variety, 
good taste, and the cheerful character of the subjects; and for the 
good execution of works in black she has no rival, but as regards 
reproduction of paintings she is equalled by America, and has been 
surpassed by Austria. A very discriminating judgment. 

Sale of Musical Copyrights.—The stock of engraved music 
plates and copyrights of Messrs. J. Scrutton & Co., of Little 
Marlborough-street, London, and Mr. W. J. Pillow, of Liverpool, 
have been sold by auction by Messrs. Brown, Swinburne, & Morrell, 
at their rooms in Oxford-street. The more important lots were 
Beethoven’s entire works, ,£201. 7s. 6d. (Cramer); Linley’s “Bonny 
Hills of Scotland,"’ £2^. 16s. (Cramer); Macfarren’s “Christmas,” 
^70 (Lonsdale); Offenbach’s “ Catarina,” “Bela,” “Dove and the 
Maiden,” £68 (Cramer); Pinsuti’s “Morning Smiled,” ^30 (A. Cox); 
“The Two Angels,” £11 (A. Cox); Jacobi’s “Home, Sweet 
Home,” &c., 18 guineas (J. Williams); Scotson Clarke’s “Har¬ 
monium Tutor,” £69. 6s. (Cramer); Pillow’s Portfolios, No. 5, 
£9. 12s. (Blockey); Nos. 7, 8, 9, and 12, ^12. 103. The sale 
realised nearly 1,500. 

Lithographic Corrections.—M. Motteroz writes toL'Imprinterie 
upon the prejudicial effects of scratching on a prepared stone when 
letters or lines have to be corrected. Having often to make numerous 
and delicate corrections on my photo-lithographic reproductions, he 
says, I have sought for a means to obviate such scratching. The 
following method gives without much difficulty the best results I 
first pull a transfer, and upon this I cover the parts to be corrected 
with a solution of gum, to which a little carmine is added to easily 
indicate the particular spot. The transferring being now done in the 
ordinary manner, the ink of the parts to be corrected cannot possibly 
come in contact with the stone, and all that has to be removed dis¬ 
appears at the first touch of the sponge. The correction can then be 
effected with comparative ease, and no trace of the mending will be 
discovered in any subsequent impression. 

Improvement in Stereotyping.—A new process for stereotyping 
has been brought out in France, which besides other advantages claims 
to effect a considerable saving in time and money over the ordinary 
stereotyping or electrotyping processes. The Gutenberg Journalthns de¬ 
scribes the new method which has been invented by M. Lucien Marc, 
of the journal IP Illustration, and M. Jeannin, a sculptor :—By means 
of a cement composed of metallic oxides and oil the impression of the 
engraving is taken. This cement has the property of hardening in 

contact with heat. The impression obtained is heated to 120 degrees 
on cast plates, the celluloid being likewise heated. The mould thus 
acquires the hardness of metal, whilst the celluloid becomes soft and 
capable of taking the most delicate impression. In submitting the 
celluloid and the mould to pressure a perfect cast is obtained, which 
latter is then cooled and mounted like ordinary stereotypes. We await 
the verdict of practical printers. 

A Garbled Report.—Printers of old used to pride themselves 
upon the correctness of everything issued from their presses. What 
would they say were they to see some of the modern newspapers, in 
which it would occasionally seem as if reporters, compositors, and 
readers had put themselves in league to dish up the sheerest nonsense 
imaginable ? The following is a good instance in point :—-On the 
occasion of a recent lecture at Bath a Mr. Edwards, in seconding the 
resolution of thanks, drew a contrast between peaceful and warlike 
methods of civilisation, and expressed an opinion, “ That great, good 

Mary Carpenter would do more good in a day than could be done by 
all the soldiers we had in India for generations.” This is how a local 
contemporary reported the proceedings :—“ Mr. R. P. Edwards 
seconded the resolution. He remarked that if a shipload of carpenters 
were sent to India they would be able to do more good in one day 
than could be done by 10,000,000 soldiers for generations.” 

A Religious (?) Newspaper.—The Church Union, an American 
journal, offers “to every new subscriber, on payment of three dollars, 
a genuine seven-shooter revolver, full nickel-plated, rosewood stock, 
steel barrel and cylinder, and finely rifled.” The Union thinks this 
offer is calculated to “ extend its usefulness” and is not inconsistent 
with the “ spirit of its columns.” But it distinctly stipulates that the 
weapon thus put into the hands of members of the “ Church Militant” 
is only to be used against “tramps and burglars.” Although at first 
sight there would seem to be a startling incongruity about this tempting 
bait, yet on second consideration it will be seen that there is, after all, 
a certain fitness of things in the offer. Religious quarrels and disputes, 
it is well known, are carried on with more temper and acrimony than 
those on any other subjects, and perhaps this is the innuendo our con¬ 
temporary would convey by the above suggestion. Fighting editors 
are thus likely to be replaced in America by fighting subscribers. 

Exports of Printing Material.—Among the exports of the 
past month are the following items relating to printing, which have 
been shipped from the metropolis :—Barcelona—Allport & Morgan, 
£30 type. Bombay—M. Johns & Co., ,£39 litho stones; J. J. 
Figgins, £yi type; D. J. Keymer & Co., ^15 printing type, £20 
printing-press. Brussels—Parsons, Fletcher & Co., £"]?> printing ink; 
D. J. Baker, £55 printing ink. Buenos Ayres—C. G. Squintani & Co., 
^170 printing presses and materials. Calcutta—J. & A. B. Freeland, 
^275 printing type ; Allen Bros. & Co., ^34 litho stones. Mauritius 
—J. & A. Freeland, ^442 printing type. Port Phillip—-Shackell & 
Edwards, £176 printing ink; J. & A. B. Freeland, ,£176 printing 
type ; R. Sands & Son, £30 printing type ; F. Green & Co., £92 
litho materials ; T. Turner, A138 type. Singapore—J. & A. 13. 
Freeland, ^21 type. Sydney—IP. Head & Co., £270 type ; Gordon & 
Gotch, £85 printing materials. Yokohama—R. M. Marples, ,£73 
printing presses. 

Exhibition of Gas-Engines.—An exhibition of gas appliances was 
held last month at Bradford. The articles shown were of a very varied 
nature, and included four descriptions of gas-engine by as many different 
makers. Messrs. Crossley, Bros., of Manchester, exhibited two of 
their celebrated “ Otto ” 'gas-engines, a I and a 3i-horse power, with a 
water reservoir attached to each. They proved a centre of great 
attraction, and their working was all that could be desired, being 
smooth, silent, and uniform. Another well-known gas-engine, ex¬ 
hibited by Messrs. Louis Simon & Son, named the “Eclipse,” of 
3^-horse power, was also shown in active operation. A third exhibit 
was a patent gas-engine of 3-horse power, the manufacture of Messrs. 
S. Clayton & Co., Bradford. The fourth gas-engine of the exhibi¬ 
tion, named after its inventor, the “ Bisschof,” was shown by the 
maker, Mr. J. E. H. Andrew, of Stockport, and it is a pretty little 
contrivance, about 4ft. in height, and of 1-man power, of which we 
may have hereafter more to say. 

A small pamphlet on “ Co-operative Trading, particularly in 
reference to the Bookselling Trade,” has been written and published 
by Mr. H. A. Judd, of 4, Waterloo-place, Weymouth. While 
sympathising with some of the author’s views as to the effects of 
co-operation upon retail trades, we must dissent from the policy he 
advocates as likely to stem the evil. When it is urged that publishers 
should decline to supply stores, and that retail booksellers should no 
longer allow the 2d. or 3d. discount to their customers, the author 
ignores the fact that all this was tried by a number of publishers 
some fifty years ago and ignominiously failed of its intended object. 
We are afraid that no better result would await the proposals advocated 
by Mr. Judd. His remarks as to economy of management, quality of 
goods, cash payments, &c., are however much to the point, and deserve 
to be read by printers as well as booksellers and stationers. The 
pamphlet being intended exclusively for circulation among the trade, 
the author will only forward it on receipt of business card. The price 
is threepence. 

A Coat of Arms for Lithographers. — The disciples of 
Gutenberg have long boasted a recognised emblem, but no such 
device has up to the present been adopted by those who follow the 
sister art. Recognising the desirability that Lithography should also 
have its distinctive badge, Herr Josef Heim, editor of our Austrian 
contemporary, Freie Kiinste, has resolved to offer a money prize of £3 
for the design best adapted to supply this want. The design being 
intended for universal adoption, it has been decided to invite com¬ 
petition from all countries. No restrictive rules are to be enjoined as 
to style, &c., the only desideratum being that the design shall partake 
of a pronounced heraldic character. In size the sketches submitted 
are not to exceed 5I in. by 8 j- in., and they are to be executed in colours. 
Competing designs must be sent in by the 1st of September next, to 
the office of our contemporary, 17, Pressgasse, Vienna IV, Austria. 
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We hope that, apart from the money consideration, English litho¬ 
graphers will not lag behind in competing for the lasting honour of 
having designed the figurative emblem of their calling. 

The New Criminal Code.—Last year, when the new Criminal 
Code was first submitted to Parliament, we drew attention to the 
provisions which specially affected printers. Our readers may be 
aware that the Bill lias since then undergone the ordeal of revision at 
the hands of the Criminal Code Commissioners. According to an 
official Memorandum, the principal changes proposed to be made by 
the new Code in the existing law include the following:—The provision 
of section 141 for the punishment of blasphemous libels is substituted 
for 9 and 10 Will. III., cap. 35, as amended by 35 Geo. III., cap. 100. 
By these Acts the expression of certain opinions on religious subjects is 
subjected to punishment. By section 141 blasphemous libels are 
punished ; but the expression, in decent language, of religious opinions, 
is protected. Section 147 is believed to represent the law as to pub¬ 
lishing obscene productions, but it states it more distinctly than it has 
hitherto been stated. The maximum punishment for threatening to 
publish a libel in order to extort money is raised by section 24 from 
three years’ imprisonment and hard labour to five years’ penal servi¬ 

tude. 

Sale of Scarce Books.—Some valuable and curious volumes, 
many in black letter, were lately sold by Messrs. Sotheby, Wilkin¬ 
son, & Hodge, chiefly from the libraries of Dr. Ingleby and Mr. W. 
G. Thorpe, barrister, of the Middle Temple. We have only space 
to enumerate one or two of the principal lots. “ Cicero’s Offyce, 
in Latyn and Englysshe,” by R. Whytynton, black letter, the Latin 
in italic, with woodcut of printer’s device (Wynkyn de Worde, 
1334), sold for^i5 ; “ Frysher (Johan Bysshop of Rochester) Treatyse 
concernynge the fruytful saynges of Dauyd, in the seuen penytencyall 
psalmes,” black letter, woodcut of crowned portcullis and supporters 
in title and printer’s device at end (Wynkyn de Worde, 1500), realised 
;£i8 ; “ Gradus Comparationum,” black letter, large copy with rough 
leaves, imperfect (Wynkyn de Worde), no date, 1527 (?) brought £3 ; 
“Rote or Myrrour of Consolation and Coforte,” black letter, wood- 
cut title, some leaves completed in fac-simile (Wynkyn de Worde, 
1530), fetched ^13. 15s. A great many old Bibles were included in 
the sale, but they as well as most of the other lots were more or 
less imperfect. 

The Press Association.—The annual meeting of the Press Asso¬ 
ciation Limited was held on the 6th inst., at the offices in Wine Office- 
court. The report stated that the number of shares issued was 1,049, 
which is about the same as last year. The total income was ,£46,132, 
which shows an increase of ,£4,305 as compared with the previous 
twelvemonth. The total disbursements were £44,996, which is an 
increase of £5,496. This excess is accounted for by the increased rates 
now paid to Reuter’s Agency for the supply, and to the Post-Office for 
the transmission, of news. The chairman moved the adoption of the 
report, which was seconded by Mr. Foster, of ’the Yorkshire Gazette, 
and carried unanimously. Mr. Feeney, of the Birmingham Post, was 
elected a member of the committee of management, in the room of 
Mr. W. P. Byles, of the Bradford Observer, who retires by rotation; 
and Mr. Redpath, of the Newcastle Journal, was elected a member of 
the consulting board, in place of Mr. Robinson, of the Dublin Daily 
Express. At the close of the meeting a cordial vote of thanks was 
passed to the chairman, Mr. F. Clifford, of the Sheffield Daily Tele¬ 
graph, for his able discharge of the duties of his office. 

Select Committee on the Law of Libel.—A preliminary 
step it would seem is at last to be taken to place our illogical and 
oppressive law of libel on a more equitable footing. In the House of 
Commons on the 25th ult., Sir H. Selwin-Ibbetson (for the Attorney- 
General) moved for a Select Committee to inquire into the law in 
relation to libels in newspapers and journals, and as to the mode of 
proving the publication of such libels, and the means of rendering the 
proprietors and publishers of newspapers and journals responsible 
civilly and criminally for the libels contained therein. The motion 
was agreed to, and the following gentlemen were appointed to consti¬ 
tute tire committee :—Mr. Bates, Mr. Bristowe, Mr. Bulwer, Mr. 
Hutchinson, Mr. Rodwell, Mr. Courtney, Dr. Cameron, Mr. Gregory, 
Mr. Serjeant Simon, Lord Francis Iiervey, Mr. Errington, Mr. For¬ 
syth, and Mr. Attorney-General, with power to send for persons, 
papers, and records. The appointment of a Select Committee and 
the publication of its report are too often tantamount to a permanent 
shelving of the question in hand. Let us hope that the present will 
prove an exception to that rule, and that the much-needed reform of 
the libel law may before long be accomplished. 

The Bad Register of some Early-Printed Works.—In the 
Typologie-Tucker of April 15, M. Madden continues his interesting 
papers on the “ Incunables a l’R bizarre.” lie cites as an example of 
the bad registration or adjustment of the pages of some early works 
printed with the “R bizarre” the “ Declaratio Valerii Maximi,” by 
Denis of Borgo San Sepolcro, two copies of which he has procured, in 
one of which, at p. 280, the irregularity of the register is so great that 

one side of the leaf is placed at an angle of as much as seven degrees 
from that of the reverse side, while on some of the pages the register is 
almost perfect. This irregularity of arrangement, whereby the margin 
of one side is trespassed upon, and the pages assume an angular form, 
is attributed to the inexperience of the primitive printers and appren¬ 
tices in typography. A second error in the same works consists in the 
absence of the ends of the three last lines in some of the pages, but 
which are found printed on the margin of the next. A still worse 
mistake M. Madden discovered in one of his copies, namely, two im¬ 
pressions on p. 330. The first impression was very faint, and only the 
last word of the last line was readable. The second impression was a 
normal one, with the exception of the last word. 

A “Co-operative Review.”—The only subject of more imme¬ 
diate interest to our readers, which came up for discussion at the 
annual co-operative congress held since our last issue was a proposal 
to establish a Co-operative Review. A paper on the desirability of 
floating such a journal was read by Mr. E. T. Craig, of London, 
who argued that, while the Co-operative News admirably fulfilled its 
mission as a record of facts and events connected with societies, stores, 
conferences, &c., it had neither the space nor the staff to fill the office 
of a full expositor of the principles that lay at the foundation of mutual 
co-operation and English socialism. Mr. Bailey, of Newcastle-on- 
Tyne, moved that the time had not yet arrived for the publication of 
a second organ in the movement, and recommended a better support 
of the Co-operative News. Mr. Beckett, of Over-Darwen, seconded 
the motion. Mr. B. Jones, of London, moved, as an amendment, 
that the congress approve of the establishment of the Co-operative 
Reviezu, which was seconded by Mr. G. Hines, of Ipswich, and sup¬ 
ported by a number of delegates. The chairman, however, submitted 
that it would be better to adopt a middle course, and leave the con¬ 
sideration of the matter to their various conferences. Mr. J. M. 
Percival moved a resolution to that effect, which was seconded by Mr. 
Greenwood, and carried. 

A Curious Advertising Question.—A curious point has arisen 
in connection with the Rugby Board of Guardians. For some years 
the board have refused to admit reporters, and the town of Rugby 
elected Mr. Kenning, the proprietor of the Midland Times, a local 
newspaper, last year as their representative, purposely to report the 
proceedings. The advertisements of the board were forwarded to his 
office in due course as usual and inserted in his newspaper, but when 
the accounts became due, he being a member of the board rendered 
his bill with the charges marked gratis. The finance committee, 
however, returned the bill, and stated that they did not see any reason 
why Mr. Kenning should not be paid, as it was a different thing to 
supplying articles for the use of the board, and he was accordingly 
paid. The clerk gave it as his opinion that it was a point that had 
never been decided, and the district auditor had refused to give any 
decision until the matter came before him in proper order. Some of 
the guardians were of opinion that it was an illegal payment, as no 
member ought to receive any pecuniary benefit from the board. 
Ultimately Mr. Kenning said that in future he should refuse to insert 
the board’s advertisements in his newspaper until the point had been 
settled, and the board would have to take other means of obtaining 
publicity for their announcements. 

Gagging the Press in Victoria.—The examples we have lately 
set in this country as to high-handed dealings towards the Press of 
India, and the unjustifiable interference with the free action of news¬ 
paper correspondents in Afghanistan, are beginning to bear fruit in 
the colonies. The Victoria Government Gazette of the 21st of February 
contains the following extraordinary notice, signed by Sir Bryan 
O’Loghlen, Acting Chief Secretary “In consequence of the fabrica¬ 
tion by, and the publication in, the Argus journal of false news, pur¬ 
porting to be genuine and authoritative, concerning the proceedings 
and discussions of the Cabinet, being continuously persevered in for 
several weeks past, the public are hereby cautioned against giving any 
credence to either those statements or any similar kind of news for the 
future in that journal. The Argus journal has been refused any official 
information of the kind by the Acting Chief Secretary, who feels 
justified in taking this course, as that journal has, for several months, 
unpatriotically attempted to depreciate the financial credit of Victoria.” 
This offensively-worded notice would seem to imply that the liberty of 
the press in Victoria is only a myth and a fiction. We cannot but 
regard it as an unjustifiable outrage that a Government official should 
thus attack a generally well-conducted journal which has acquired a 
not undeserved reputation even in the mother country, simply forsooth 
because its political creed happens to differ from that of the Acting 
Chief Secretary. 

Constitution of the Bureaux of the Parisian Societies. 

—The Society of Letterpress Printers of Paris has constituted its 
bureau for the year 1879 as follows :—President, M. Noblet; vice- 
president, M. Jousset; treasurer, M. Balitout; secretary, M. Chamerot; 
and assistant-secretary, M. Quantin. The lithographic printers have 
constituted their bureau for the year 1879 as follows :—President, M. 
Lemercier ; vice-presidents, MM. Baulant and Dupuy ; treasurer, 
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M. Reibel-Feindel; secretary, M. Engelmann; assistant-secretary, M. 
Perdreau. The copper-plate printers have constituted their bureau for 
1879-80 as follows :—President, M. Jules Fourmage ; vice-president, 
M. Eudes ; secretary, M. E. Lefebvre ; treasurer, M. Mangeon. At the 
annual general meeting of the Cercle de lTmprimerie et de la Librairie 
of Paris the following gentlemen were elected to serve on the council 
for three years :—MM. Billard and Lecoffre, publishers; Chamerot 
and Quantin, printers ; and Lenegre, bookbinder. The next meeting of 
the cercle will be held in the new hotel on the Boulevard St. Germain. 
At the election of engravers and lithographers to serve on the jury 
of the Paris Salon for 1879 the following five engravers an burin 
were elected, viz., MM. Didier, Waltener, Flameng, Gaucherel, and 
Gaillard; two engravers cl Veau-forte, viz., MM, Hedouin and 
Courtz; one lithographer, viz., M. Emile Vernier; and one en¬ 
graver on wood, viz., M. Yon. 

London Society of Compositors.—The quarterly balance-sheet 
of this society affords corroboration of the unsatisfactory state of 
the printing trade, to which we have more than once lately alluded 
in these pages. The expenditure under the head of unemployed relief 
has amounted during the first three months of the year to ,£899. 19s. 4d., 
which sum has been distributed to 628 recipients. The claims of 
representatives of deceased members have absorbed ^344, while the 

expenses attendant upon strikes reach the large total of £713- I9S- IO“- 
In view of these heavy disbursements, we can hardly wonder at the 
fact that the funds of the society show a decrease on the quarter of 
£74.2. 18s. 7d., leaving a grand total of ^13,439. is. 6d. Twenty- 
seven members were removed by death during the quarter, whose 
united ages amounted to 1,382 years, giving an average of 51^ years 
for each—a fact which does not by any means substantiate the allegation 
that the compositor’s craft is per se an unhealthy one. The total 
membership of the society stands at present at 5>000- At the 125th 
quarterly delegate meeting, held on the 7th inst., the several amend¬ 
ments to the rules proposed by a number of members, and to which 
we have before drawn attention, were considered at some length, 
without any ultimate resolution being however arrived at. The 
question of amalgamation, for trade purposes, with the Machine 
Managers’ Society was also held over, and both proposals are to be 
considered at an adjourned meeting. 

The Apprentice System in Austria.—We stated some time 
ago that a petition had been presented to the Austrian Government by 
master printers, praying that no printing-office should be allowed in 
future to employ apprentices unless proper technical qualification could 
be proved either on the part of the employer or his manager ; a similar 
condition, it was also urged, should be insisted on in the case of any 
person seeking a permit to open a printing-office. After more than a 
twelvemonth’s interval a reply has been received refusing to comply 
with either request. This, to English minds, fully intelligible decision 
has given occasion to the Ocsterreichische Buchdrucker-Zeitung, the 
master-printers’ organ, to soundly rate the authorities for their callous¬ 
ness and indifference to what is termed the prevailing system of “ white 
slavery.” Commenting upon the greed evinced by certain employers, 
our contemporary instances by name a local paper-merchant who 
employs in his printing-office seven journeymen and more than fifty 
apprentices. The evil effects of such a system make themselves 
necessarily felt in ever-widening circles, and more liberally-disposed 
employers are to a certain extent compelled to avail themselves of 
cheaper labour more than they otherwise would. While sympathizing 
with our contemporary we feel compelled to set him right when he 
appeals to the English example as one worthy of imitation. It is true 
we have our Factory and Workshops Act, but so far as the apprentice¬ 
ship system in the printing trade is concerned we have much to reform 
in England. 

Railway Literature.—We should certainly have expected that 
a gentleman of such versatile genius and culture as Mr. Lowe would 
not have spoken on a public occasion upon a subject with which he 
was evidently not very familiar. At the recent dinner of the Civil 
Engineers, Mr. Lowe, alluding to literature, asked “ Who could regard 
the tempting yellow covers with red backs and brittle bindings, which 
come to grief before you reached the next station, without feeling that 
it was an important branch of the subject? Those who read at no 
other time were versed in railway literature. He must, therefore, ex¬ 
press a hope that some elevation in this class of literature would take 
place in the future.” These ill-judged sarcasms met with a prompt 
rebuke in the speech of Mr. Anthony Trollope ; and it is really difficult 
to discern what has become of Mr. Lowe’s faculty of observation when 
we find him complaining of the low class of literature provided on our 
railways. At the bookstalls of Messrs. W. H. Smith, Messrs. Willing, 
and other purveyors of intellectual food for the million there is, to be 
sure, always on hand a plentiful store of shilling novels, with tempting 
yellow covers and red backs, and with bindings which are certainly not 
more brittle than those of the Blue Books. There are piles of daily 
newspapers and weekly periodicals, ranging in price between a penny 
and sixpence. There are all the quarterlies and the monthly magazines. 
There are multitudes of tourist’s guide books and handbooks on all 

sorts of subjects. Mr. Lowe’s taste must certainly be most fastidious 
if among all this store of intellectual food he cannot find something 
sufficiently “elevated.” To their credit be it said, that the kind of 
literature (if we may so designate it) whose existence Mr. Lowe, no 
more than ourselves laments, is never to be met with on railway book¬ 

stalls. 

Journalistic M.P.’s.—A famous Parliamentary orator once gave 
it as his conviction that to be a member of Parliament was the only 
sure road to position and fortune in this country. Whether or not that 
dictum be true, it has certainly of late years become the ambition of 
some of our leading journalists to enter what Carlyle has described 
not unjustly, perhaps, as an “ enormous national palaver.” The Times 
is represented by Mr. Walter and Mr. Courtney, the Morning Post 
by Mr. O’Donnell, while provincial journalism is represented by Mr. 
Hutchinson and Mr. Cowen. Yet another name has lately been 
added to this number of journalistic M.P.’s in the person of Mr. 
Justin McCarthy, who has been returned unopposed for the county of 
Longford, in the Liberal and Home Rule interest. He was born in 
Cork in November, 1830, and received his education there. As a 
young man he was an active member of the “ Young Ireland,” which 
he supported both on the platform and by his pen. On the collapse 
of that movement he came to England, and obtained an engagement 
on the staff of a Liverpool paper. In i860 he attached himself to 
the Morning Star as a Parliamentary reporter. He soon, however, 
left the gallery to become foreign editor, and in 1864 was appointed 
chief editor of the paper. This position he resigned in 1868, and then 
visited the United States, where he stayed three years, travelling all 
over the Union. Mr. McCarthy is on the staff of our ably-conducted 
contemporary, the Daily News, and he is also well known as a 
novelist, his principal works being “ My Enemy’s Daughter,” “Lady 
Judith,” “ A Fair Saxon,” “ The Waterdale Neighbours,” “ Linley 
Rochford,” &c. A work just issued from his pen, the “ History of 
Our Own Time,” has made not a little stir in literary circles, and proves 
the author to be an historian of no mean ability. 

Provincial Newspaper Society. — The forty-third annual 
meeting of the Provincial Newspaper Society was held on the 7th 
inst. at the Freemasons’ Tavern, London, about seventy members 
being present. The report of the committee, which was unanimously 
adopted, dealt with the various topics which had occupied the atten¬ 
tion of the Society during the past year, the two most important being 
the bill introduced by the Society for the amendment of the libel law, 
and the inquiry now being made by a Select Committee on Parlia¬ 
mentary Reporting. Mr. J. D. Hutchinson, M.P. for Halifax, and 
Mr. J. A. Willox, of the Liverpool Courier, were elected members of 
the executive ; and Mr. Wm. Mates, of the Poole Herald, was unani¬ 
mously chosen president of the society for the ensuing year. In the 
evening the usual dinner took place at the Freemasons’ Tavern. Mr. 
Hunt, the president, occupied the chair, and among those present 
were Earl Dunraven, Mr. Norwood, M.P., Mr. A. M. Sullivan, M.P., 
Sir E. Watkin, M.P., and Mr. J. W. Plutchinson, M.P. Mr. Harper 
responded for the toast of the Bishops and Clergy. Mr. Byles and 
Mr. Grossmith for the Army, Navy and Volunteers. In responding 
for the Houses of Parliament, Earl Dunraven said the House of Lords 
had been charged with doing little, but he was content to leave the 
chief words to the Lower House, where the gift of eloquence remained. 
Sir E. Watkin, responding for the House of Commons, admitted that 
the provincial press was not well treated as regarded accommodation 
in the Gallery, but he believed there would be no difficulty in so 
altering its arrangements as to remedy the matter. The Chairman, 
in proposing prosperity to the Provincial Newspaper Society, traced 
its history from its formation in 1836, and spoke in eulogistic terms of 
the president elect (Mr. Mate), who acknowledged the compliment. 
There were about 100 members and guests present. 

Our American Notes.—Business generally is good, and in the 
principal trade centres few men are found unemployed. Wages, how¬ 
ever, rule low ; with prosperity employes make their discontent at this 
more manifest. In several places the Union has been revived where 
it was suspended during the long-continued depression. In one large 
Chicago office a number of union men were peremptorily dismissed.- 
There are fourteen representatives of printing and journalism in the 
new Congress.-The State of Michigan has developed a prodigy in 
the shape of a four-year-old girl who “can set type accurately from 
any legible copy, and can tell the name of any article used in the 
business.”-The new building of the San Francisco Chronicle is well 
advanced, and will be completed as expeditiously as is consistent with 
good workmanship. It is worthy of mention that none of the leading 
journals of America that have erected the buildings they occupy have 
stinted any outlay that would tend to perfection of construction in any 
direction.-The University Press, Cambridge, Mass., has passed 
into the hands of Messrs. John Wilson & Sons, well-known printers of the 
same place, who have been cramped in their old quarters for some 
years past, being too busy to find new until they were luckily offered 
a ready-made office. The fame of the University Press will be 
well maintained by its new owners, whose reputation as superior 

Q 
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printers is everywhere recognised.-William H. Van Ingen, one of 
the oldest wood-engravers of Philadelphia, committed suicide on the 
26th of March, by blowing out his brains. It is supposed he was de- 

ressed by thoughts of business difficulties, though such were not 
nown to his friends. He maintained his family in good circum¬ 

stances and employed a large number of men. He had the exclusive 
patronage of a number of the largest publishing houses in Philadelphia. 
-A paper-mill at Wilmington, Illinois, and one at Herkimer, N.Y., 
were burned April 27. The aggregate loss was about $75,000. 

Vellum Binders and Machine Rulers’ Pension Society,— 

The thirty-seventh annual meeting of this society was held at the 
Girdlers’ Arms Hotel, Sherbome-lane, on the 30th ult. Mr. P. 
Morrison, C.C. (one of the auditors) presided, and there were present 
—Mr. G. Mills (trustee), Mr. Boyle, Mr. Banfield, Mr. Smith, 
Mr. Lloyd, Mr. Garrod, Mr. Grimsey (secretary), &c. The annual 
report stated that there was a diminution in the subscription list of 
£i. 12s. 5d. as compared with last year. The committee were 
nevertheless able to report a satisfactory increase in the funds. They 
had carried out successfully a concert on behalf of the funds of the society, 
which had resulted in a profit of ^40. 8s. nd. A donation of ,£10 
was gratefully acknowledged from the Vellum Binders’ Trade Society. 
The report concluded by urging all connected with the trades in 
question to become members of the society. The Chairman, in moving 
the adoption of the report and balance-sheet, said it was ten years since 
he first filled the position of chairman, and he had now presided at 
their annual meetings three times. His father had been associated 
with the society in the same capacity for thirty years, and it was the 
earnest wish of the family that the society would go on in a flourishing 
condition. He thought greater exertion should be manifested by the 
working members, and he hoped in the ensuing year a more favourable 
result would be shown. The motion having been seconded, was 
unanimously adopted. Mr. Barton was glad to see the society was 
progressing, and wished the employes would take as much interest as 
did some of the employers. A vote of thanks for past services having 
been unanimously adopted to the treasurer and trustees (Mr. S. J. 
Rowsell, Mr. G. Gibbs, Mr. B. Newling, and Mr. G. Mills), the latter 
gentleman responded. Votes of thanks were passed to the auditors 
(Mr. T. Rutt, Mr. T. J. Fisher, and Mr. P. Morrison, C.C.), to which 
the Chairman replied. The secretary was unanimously re-elected, and 
Mr. Notman, with Messrs. Banfield, Boyle, and Smith, were re-elected 
committeemen. A vote of thanks to the chairman for presiding closed 
the proceedings. 

Size of Type and Eyesight.—In our March number we gave 
a resume of some remarks by M. Javel, who had supplied a scientific 
answer to the question why reading should be an exceptionally fatiguing 
exercise. The same writer has returned to the subject, and discusses 
the relation which the size of type bears to the greater or less exhaus¬ 
tion caused by reading—a problem which received somewhat full 
consideration in these pages about four years ago. We are not to 
suppose, says M. Javel, that in reading a line one’s eyes pass suc¬ 
cessively from the lower part of a letter to the upper part, then down 
the next letter, up the next, and so on, the vision describing a wavy 
line. The fixation takes place with extreme precision along a straight 
line, passing along the junction of the upper third of the letter with 
the lower two-thirds. Why is this line not in the middle ? Because 
more of the letters have up strokes than down strokes, in the propor¬ 
tion of about 75 per cent. One may understand this, by applying on 
a line of typographic characters a sheet of paper covering the line in 
its lower two-thirds, and leaving the upper third bare; one is then 
able to read the letters almost as well as if they had not been concealed 
in greater part. It is not so, however, if we cover the upper two- 
thirds of the line ; the lowest third of the letters alone does not furnish 
sufficient for recognition. The characteristic part of the letters, then, 
is chiefly in their upper part. Comparing next the ancient characters 
with those of modem books, M. Javel maintains that the latter have 
too much uniformity, so that, taken in their upper parts alone, many 
of them may be confounded in reading. The old letters, on the other 
hand, had each a particular sign by which they could easily be distin¬ 
guished from other letters. The Elzevirian a, for example, has no 
resemblance to 0, the r could not be confounded with the n as now, 
nor the c or e with o, the b with h, &c. The too great uniformity in 
question in the upper part of typographic characters should be cor¬ 
rected, since it is to that part we chiefly look in reading. M. Javel’s 
assertions are, however,, not altogether unexceptional, as a com¬ 
parison of our modem with the long f of past days will amply show. 
Our own opinion is that, as a whole, the type of modern times may 
challenge comparison in the matter of legibility with that favoured by 
M. Javel. 

Report on the Liberty of the Press in France.—M. Anatole 
de la Forge, the director of the Press, an officer whose functions we 
know by recent official interpretation are not, as in the time of the 
Empire, to coerce the Press, but to inform the Government of what 
the Press is doing, has, by desire of M. Lepere, the Minister of the 
Interior, published a report on the history of the liberty of the Press in 
France. Flis present paper (telegraphs the Paris correspondent of the 

Daily News), which I must assume to be only the first of a series, 
because it contains very little applicable to the present day, is full of 
interesting historical reminiscences of the struggles of free thought with 
successive Governments. Before printing was invented in 1413 Jean 
Petit was burned for a pestilential manuscript. Under Louis XI. 
admiration for Gutenberg’s splendid invention left printing free for a 
short time, but soon the Sorbonne and the University united to con¬ 
demn the diabolical invention of printing, and on July 7, 1533, the 
Sorbonne presented a memorial to Francis I. setting forth that to save 
religion it was essential to abolish for ever in France the art of 
printing, whereby an infinity of pernicious books were circulated. A 

ear after, Francis I. issued a decree suppressing printing throughout 
is kingdom under pain of death; but deferring to the opposition of 

Parliament, he subsequently repealed this edict, and ordained that 
Parliament should elect twenty-four discreet persons of whom the king 
should choose twelve, to print proper books. This was the origin of 
the censure and privilege, an improvement certainly on the system of 
total suppression. The censors were very vigilant, and in the time of 
Francis I. a man named Dolet was burned for printing a book con¬ 
taining damnable, pernicious, and heretical doctrine. Charles IX. 
prohibited the printing of any book without the King’s permission, and 
this edict remained in force till 1789. In the reign of Louis XIV. 869 
authors, printers, and booksellers were imprisoned in the Bastille for 
publishing works against religion, Government, and the king. 
Louis XIV. enacted that all printers and booksellers must be 
authorized by the cure of their parish under pain of prosecution. The 
paper concludes by observing how far France has diverged from 
Cicero’s ideal that every citizen should display on his forehead what he 
thought of public affairs. 

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE, 

Charge and Counter-charge.—Stonhill v. Trounce.— 

This was originally an action brought by the plaintiff, editor of the 
British and Colonial Printer and Stationer, to recover damages for 
a libel contained in an advertisement inserted in the Islington Gazette. 
The advertisement had appeared in the Islington News, where, how¬ 
ever, the name of the person referred to was printed as “Hillston.” 
The printed advertisement was cut out and sent to the defendant’s 
paper, the name being crossed through, and having been re-written in 
the margin as “Stonhill,” and it was so printed in the defendant’s 
paper. The wording of the libel was as follows:—-“Caution to 
Parishioners of Islington and Holloway.—The public are warned 
against trusting a party who has lately lived in the vicinity, under the name 
of William John Stonhill, who represents that he is a journalist con¬ 
nected with the American and colonial press, but has lately met with 
reverses. The party in question offers for sale, as a bargain, bogus 
mining shares and American land certificates. They are all either 
forged or valueless, and the public are warned by one who has been 
mulcted heavily.” The defendant pleaded that the advertisement was 
inserted without negligence or malice, and that he had inserted an 
apology, and had paid sufficient compensation (nine guineas), into 
court. The case came on for trial originally before Mr. Justice Field, 
and in the course of it a verdict was taken for the plaintiff by consent 
for /Vo. The question that was argued in the Court of Common 
Pleas on the 24th ult. was whether a rule should be made absolute for 
a new trial upon affidavits signed by the two well-known experts 
Chabot and Netherclift, which were produced, to show that the altera¬ 
tion in the print copy was in the handwriting of Stonhill himself, 
and therefore that it was probable that he had procured the insertion of 
the advertisement in the defendant’s paper. This imputation the 
plaintiff denied. Mr. Waddy, Q. C., and Mr. Oppenheim appeared to 
show cause, and Mr. T. Salter, Q.C., and Mr. Finlay to support the 
rule. Lord Coleridge said that no doubt this was a very singular case, 
and he must frankly say that his mind had wavered a good deal during 
the argument, but on the whole he thought that the matter should be 
reconsidered, and upon this ground : There was a very important 
matter that had never been submitted to the jury, and if there were any 
reasonable evidence it was a matter that should have been submitted to 
them. The suggestion made was also one that the plaintiff should be 
anxious to meet, because if true it would be infinitely disgraceful to 
him ; whilst if it were decided in his favour it would no doubt be 
greatly to his advantage in the matter of damages. The costs, he 
thought, should abide the event, for if the suggestion made should turn 
out to be true, the plaintiff would not be entitled to a farthing, whilst 
if it should turn out to be false, then the plaintiff would no doubt get 
all his costs, and exemplary damages as well, and so he ought. The 
rule was consequently made absolute. 

The “Rock” Libel Case.—The bitterness with which clericals 
occasionally fight their opponents is illustrated in the following case. 
The action was one for alleged libel and slander spoken and written 
of the plaintiffs in relation to their business, and was tried last month 
in the Queen’s Bench Division of the Fligh Court of Justice. Mr. 
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Serjeant Parry and Mr. Anstie appeared for the plaintiffs ; Mr. Day, 
Q.C., and Mr. Forbes were for the defendant. The plaintiffs, 
Messrs. W. Ii. & L. Collingridge, are the publishers and proprie¬ 
tors of the Rock, and the defendant is the Rev. Philip Ahier, vicar of 
Glaisdale, in Yorkshire. On September 25 last, at the close of a 
lecture given at the Glaisdale Church Institute, the defendant had 
said that !Ihe thanked all those who had sent newspapers for the 
reading-room, with the exception of those who had sent the Police 
News and the Rock. He would not say which of these two papers had 
the highest moral tone, but he did not think either of them were fit to 
be seen on the tables of any respectable society, whether private or 
public.” The plaintiffs contended that the defendant had charged 
them with publishing and putting into circulation literature of an 
immoral, depraving, and pernicious character. They further com¬ 
plained that the defendant had also, on the 27th and 28th of Septem¬ 
ber, falsely and maliciously printed and published in the Whitby Times 
and Whitby Gazette a report of the speech made by him on the occa¬ 
sion of the lecture now complained of. They contended that it was a 
libel of them in relation to their business as publishers of the Rock. The 
defendant denied that the words he used were such as set forth in the 
statement of claim. He further pleaded that the words used were spoken 
in good faith and without malice, and that he had reasonable grounds for 
believing the same to be true, and also that the occasions on which they 
were spoken and published were privileged. He also contended that 
the words actually used were a fair and bond fide comment on the news¬ 
paper as a professed public teacher, and upon the tendency of its public 
teaching, and not otherwise, and that he as a public teacher caused his 
remarks to be so printed and published in good faith in the public 
interest and without any malicious motive whatever. Mr. Serjeant 
Parry, in opening the case, said the defendant had published the 
libel without warrant or provocation. The principles of the Rock 
were opposed to the Ritualistic party, and it had always maintained 
that that party in the Church was not to be trusted. In this way it 
had made many enemies. When the libel complained of was published 
one of the plaintiffs wrote to the defendant, but this letter met with no 
answer, neither was any returned to that sent to him by their solicitors. 
Thus no course had been left open to the plaintiffs but to bring the 
matter into court. Mr. W. H. Collingridge having deposed to these 
facts, and the prospectus of the Rock having been put in, he said, in 
answer to questions put by Mr. Day, that in his judgment the paper 
was one fit for Sunday reading, and undoubtedly read by young 
unmarried women. As to the contents he did at times exercise some 
judgment, but as a rule the editor was entirely responsible for the 
contents. Confession was a subject often treated of in its columns. A 
number of extracts were then read, which were written almost exclu¬ 
sively on auricular confession, chiefly in connection with “ The Priest 
in Absolution.” The plaintiff, in his further cross-examination, denied 
that the Archdeacon of Buckingham had been attacked by the Rock, 
but stated that the latter had himself assailed the paper, applying to it 
the term “disgraceful.” He denied that he had, in consequence, 
threatened the archdeacon with legal proceedings. After a hearing 
extending over two days the jury found a verdict for the plaintiffs, 
damages ^225. On the 22nd ult. an application was made for a rule 
nisi for a new trial, on the ground that the verdict was against the 
evidence. After hearing the argument of counsel, the Lord Chief 
Justice and Mr. Justice Lopes refused the rule asked for, considering 
that the language used by the clerical defendant had been “too 
strong.” 

The Case of Lambri v. the Printer and the Publisher of Truth 
has, after protracted litigation and technical pleadings of the most 
abstruse character, been in a sense decided by the Lord Chief Justice 
of England. When so eminent and learned a judge as Lord Chief 
Justice Cockburn confesses himself bewildered by the complications 
introduced into a case, we may well admit our own inability to present 
to our readers in a precis like this an adequate idea of the nature of this 
trial, in which the printer had a verdict against him, but was ac¬ 
quitted by the jury of “knowingly and wilfully” printing the alleged 
libel, while Mr. Booker, the publisher, was entirely acquitted. 
Counsel for the defence having intimated in an early stage of the trial 
that there were several moot points of law which he might have to 
submit to further consideration, the Judge stated, after the jury had 
delivered their verdict, that he should defer sentence. Mr. C. W. H. 
Wyman, the printer, was therefore released on his own personal 
undertaking to appear on the first day of next term. In consequence 
of this being a criminal, and not a civil prosecution, the defendants 
suffered the obvious disadvantage of not being able to give evidence in 
their own behalf.—Brief. 

A Paltry Libel Case.—Blackwood v. PIill.—This was an 
action of libel, and was tried before Mr. Justice Lopes in May last, 
when the plaintiff obtained a verdict—damages one farthing. The 
circumstances of the case were at the time reported in these columns. 
Mr. Day, Q.C., with whom was Mr. J. Shortt, moved, on the 23rd ult., 
in the Exchequer Division of the High Court of Justice, to deprive 
the plaintiff of his costs. Mr. W. G. Harrison, Q.C., and Mr. Sil¬ 

vester appeared for the plaintiff to oppose the motion. The plaintiff 
is a publisher at 8, Lovell’s-court, Paternoster-row, and the defendant, 
Mr. Alsager Hay Hill, is the printer, proprietor, and publisher of 
the weekly publication, the Newsvendor. The plaintiff purchased a 
monthly magazine called the London Magazine, and the libel com¬ 
plained of consisted in two letters written to the editor of the News¬ 
vendor, signed “ G. F. Pardon,” and “John Dawson,” complaining 
of the plaintiffs magazine, saying that the editing was disgracefully 
performed, and imputing to the plaintiff, as he alleged, that he did 
not pay the contributors for their articles. At the conclusion of the 
trial the jury said it was their intention that both parties should bear 
their own costs, but the learned Judge told them that question was 
not for them. His Lordship did not certify for costs, no such appli¬ 
cation having been made to him. The Lord Chief Baron said : These 
cases are becoming numerous, and each must be decided on its own 
merits. Looking at all the circumstances, it appears to me to be 
one of those cases in which the learned Judge, if applied to at the 
trial and if the law had been well understood, would have felt himself 
compelled to deprive the plaintiff of his costs. We are, I think, now 
bound to do so, and on this ground :—To say that there is anything 
serious, any crime, or anything of that sort imputed to the plaintiff is 
to misrepresent the case. That is conclusively proved by the verdict 
of the jury. If anything of that sort had been laid to the plaintiff’s 
charge the jury would have been bound to give substantial damages. 
The only thing calculated at all to reflect on the plaintiff was as to the 
non-payment of contributors. Before the plaintiff brought his action 
for damages—a serious matter, involving considerable expense—he 
should have availed himself of the defendant’s proposal, made by 
letter, to give publicity to any denial the plaintiff might make of the 
statements of Pardon and Dawson. How easy to have written a 
letter—ten lines would have done it—to say these statements were un¬ 
founded, and that he was free from anything to justify their two 
letters ! There would thus have been an end of the matter. We 
should not be doing justice if we did not make the order prayed for. 
Baron Pollock concurred. Order made depriving the plaintiff of 
costs. 

Is the Title “ Post Office Directory ” Copyright? — This 
was the important issue involved in an action heard before Vice- 
Chancellor Bacon on the 1st and 2nd inst. An injunction was sought 
by Mr. Kelly on behalf of the well-known firm of Directory publishers, 
to restrain the defendant, a Mr. Byles, from publishing in Bradford 
what he termed a “ Post-office Directory ” for that town. The question 
turned upon the defendant’s right to call his directory the “ Post-office 
Directory.” The plaintiff published in November, 1877, a directory 
for the West Riding of Yorkshire, in which district the town of 
Bradford was situated, and that he called the Post-office Directory for 
the district. A letter it would seem had been written by the solicitors 
of the plaintiff to the defendant on the subject, which was replied to 
by the solicitors of the defendant, who stated that they repudiated the 
right of the plaintiff to the exclusive use of the title of the Post-office 
Directory, and that the directory about to be published was with the 
consent of the postmaster of the town, and, in a measure, under his 
direction. It was held by the plaintiff that as he had used the title of 
“ Post-office Directory ” for so many years, no other person had a right 
to adopt it—otherwise the public were likely to be deceived. Since 
1852 the plaintiff had published his directory for the West Riding. In 
1836, Mr. Frederick Justin Kelly, who was then engaged in the Post- 
office as inspector of letter-carriers, began to publish a London directory, 
under the patronage of the Postmaster-General, but the subject came 
before Parliament, and the postmen, who had derived no small revenue 
from that source, were directed not to assist any longer in its publication. 
Mr. Kelly then found it necessary to obtain a staff of collectors for himself, 
who secured the required information ; and it occurred to his brother, 
the present plaintiff, that the services of these men could be utilised 
during the vacant months by visiting the local towns, and thus it came 
about that the country directories were published. So far back as 
1852 Mr. Edward Robert Kelly had been publishing these local or 
district directories. A somewhat similar work, the “New Annual 
Directory ” for the Metropolis had been in existence since the year 
1800, and that, too, had been published under the patronage of the 
Postmaster-General. In 1836 the copyright of this work was acquired 
by Mr. F. J. Kelly. It was conceded that in the case of a newspaper it 
could not be said that there was any copyright, but that with regard to 
a book it was otherwise, and the question had been decided in the case 
of Mack v. Petter. It was contended that the plaintiff had a perfect 
and exclusive right to the title of the Post-office Directory, and that no 
other person was at liberty to use it. Sir Plenry Jackson urged, 
on the other side, that the plaintiff was not entitled to call his directory 
a post-office one, as he had no authority to do so, and that the directory 
was compiled without the consent or assistance of the Post-office. 
Witnesses were examined at some length, and after two days’ hearing 
the Vice-Chancellor reserved his judgment until the 7th inst. when he 
held that the Directory published by the defendant was so different 
from that of the plaintiff that no one could be deceived into believing 
it to be the same work, and he did not find any evidence of an intention 

Q 2 
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to deceive on the defendant’s part. The case as to the copyright of 
the title of the novel “Trial and Triumph,” recently heard before 
Vice-Chancellor Malins was different, for the sale of a novel depended 
very much upon its name, and the adoption of a fancy name like 
“ Trial and Triumph” was obviously calculated to mislead. But the 
title “ Post-office Directory ” was no fancy designation peculiar to the 
plaintiff’s work; it had been shown that there were Post-office 
Directories, not published by the plaintiff, at Bath and other places. 
Both parties had acted with good faith in the matter, and he did not 
think that the plaintiff had shown any ground for restraining the de¬ 
fendant from using the title he had adopted. The action must therefore 
be dismissed. 

Printers’ Liability for Breach of Contract.—The fol¬ 
lowing case should prove a warning to printers not to promise the 
completion of any work for a certain day unless they feel sure they 
will be able to perform their promise. Actions of this nature are 
happily of rare occurrence, and so far as their merits are concerned they 
are not often justifiable. The plaintiff, Mr. Murray, an auctioneer, of 
51, Bird-in-Bush-road, Peckham, sued Mr. Pattison, a printer, of 558, 
Old Kent-road, for ^3, as damages for breach of contract. Mr. Lamb, 
solicitor, appeared for the plaintiff, who said he had employed the 
defendant as his printer at intervals during the past two years, and on 
March 10 last he sent him a copy of an advertisement from which to 
print a number of posting-bills for a sale. Defendant accepted the 
order, and promised that the work should be ready by the 14th. The 
bills were not ready when sent for on that day, and, after several 
delays, the plaintiff was told that “he might get them done elsewhere.” 
Defendant said that when he received the order, he told plaintiff that 
he could not guarantee any special day, because his machines were oc¬ 
cupied with other work, and he was quite unprepared for the offensive 
manner of the plaintiff when he called to inquire about the work. His 
Honour (J. Pitt Taylor, Esq.), said he was convinced that there had 
been a breach of contract, and gave judgment for the plaintiff, with 
costs. 

Spoiling Books in Binding. — Barnes.v. Dredge. — The 
plaintiff, a bookbinder, of 58, London-road, claimed £3. 8s. 6d. for 
binding certain French, English, and German engineering works for 
defendant, who resides at 37, Bedford-street, Strand. The case was 
heard in the Wandsworth County Court on the 24th ult. Mr. A. 
Haynes, who appeared for the defendant, said the latter had asked 
plaintiff for a detailed account of the prices he had charged for the 
different items of work included in the amount claimed, but plaintiff 
had failed to render such an account. Mr. James Davis, foreman of 
the Temple Bookbinding Works, said some of the books were irre¬ 
vocably damaged, and others not properly bound. Eventually his 
honour (Ii. J. Stonor, Esq.) gave judgment for the plaintiff for £2, 
with expenses, the damaged books to be returned to plaintiff to replace 
them, and when replaced defendant to pay plaintiff a further sum 

of^i. 
Disputed Liability as to an Advertisement Order.— 

Hutchings & Crossley v. Brawn.—This was an action brought 
in the Marylebone County Court, on the 24th ult., to recover the sum 
of £1. 15s. The plaintiffs are printers, carrying on business in Henry- 
street, St. John’s-wood, and are the proprietors of the “Marylebone 
and St. John’s Wood Directory.” Defendant gave an order for a 
half-page advertisement in the directory, which was left vacant for 
him, but he afterwards declined to supply the copy, and denied his 
liability. The defence was that the agent who took the order obtained 
it under a misrepresentation. Mr. Scott, the deputy-judge, gave 
judgment for the plaintiffs for the amount claimed. 

“A Question as to Workmanship.”—We have received a 
letter from Messrs. Ogden & Co. in reference to the paragraph under 
the above heading in the last number of the Printing Times. They 
state that “the account there given is entirely erroneous, the judge’s 
decision being the exact opposite.” We copied the paragraph from 
the Daily Chronicle of March 15, and we regret to have given pub¬ 
licity to an erroneous statement. 

OBITUARY, 

BAINES.—The death is announced of Mr. Hugh Robert Baines, one 
of the directors of the Graphic, which took place on the 27th ult., at 
the age of 59. Although originally a merchant, Mr. Baines entered 
completely into the special work of his position in connection with the 
management of the Graphic. 

Butt.—Mr. Isaac Butt, M.P. for Limerick City, died on the 5th 
inst. For months past the deceased gentleman had been lying in a 
precarious condition, which for the past few weeks was almost hope¬ 
less. Shattered in mental as well as physical powers, his death was a 
happy release. The deceased was born in 1813, and consequently was 
in his 66th year. His father was incumbent of Stranorlar, County 

Donegal. After his early education in his father’s rectory, Isaac was 
sent to Trinity College, Dublin, where his career was a brilliant one. 
He obtained a scholarship in 1832, and graduated in high classical and 
mathematical honours in 1835. In the following year, 1836, while 
only in his twenty-third year, he was appointed Professor of Political 
Economy, a post which he held with singular ability for several years. 
In 1838 he was called to the Irish bar, and subsequently was also 
called to the English bar. In conjunction with Charles Lever and the 
circle of distinguished litterateurs who started it, he engaged in 
launching the Dublin University Magazine, and under the nom de 
plume of Edward Stevenson O’Brien, wrote a charming series of 
sketches entitled “ Chapters of College Romance.” Mr. Butt was some 
years ago a constant contributor to the London Review on subjects 
connected with Ireland. 

Crestadora.—Professor Andrew Crestadora, Turin University, 
Professor of Philosophy and Chief Librarian of the Manchester Free 
Libraries, died on the 7th ult., in his 71st year. He wrote various 
works on indexing and cataloguing, in which branches he introduced 
many valuable improvements. 

Dane.—The death is announced on the 25th ult. of Mr. James 
Dane, of the firm Dane & Co., ink manufacturers, of Bouverie-street, 
and of Edinburgh, 

Etienne.—The death, on the 29th ult., has been recorded of 
Herr Michael Etienne, editor of the Vienna Neue Freie Presse. Of 
French extraction, but born in Vienna, he was one of the earliest 
champions of the freedom of the Press, and more than once, both in 
Vienna in the times of reaction, and in Paris in the early days of the 
Empire, has had to suffer in its defence. After acting for some years 
on the staff of the Presse, he in 1864, in company with the late 
Dr. Friedlaender, started the Neue Freie Presse, which soon took a 
leading position as one of the first journals, not only of Vienna, but of 
Germany, and it may even be added of Europe. He died at the age of 
52, of a heart-complaint, brought on, it is believed, by over-exertion. 
The deceased was held in high regard by his staff of printers, who found 
in him a liberal employer ever ready to concede any reasonable demands. 

Fitzwilliam.—The death is announced of Mr. William Shelton 
Fitzwilliam. While at Calcutta he was a member of the Legislative 
Council of India. In this country he was known as a writer and 
authority on subjects relating to finance and to India, and a quarter of 
a century or so ago he was city editor of the Morning Chronicle. 

Fourdrinier.—We record the death of Mr. Henry William Four- 
drinier, formerly partner in the firm of Fourdrinier, Hunt, & Co., 
wholesale stationers and paper manufacturers, formerly of Sherborne- 
lane and now of Ludgate-hill. The deceased, who was 81 years of 
age, died on the 21st ult., at his residence, Lower Tooting. 

Hooper.—We regret to record the death of Mr. Hooper, of the 
firm of Messrs. Hooper & Batty, advertising agents, 1, George-st., 
Mansion House, which took place on the 23rd ult., at his residence, 
Claremont Villa, Twickenham, at an advanced age. Mr. Hooper, 
says the City Press, had been ill for about a fortnight. Prior to his 
entering into partnership with Mr. Batty he carried on business in 
Ilolborn. 

Merridew.—The death is announced at an early age of Mr. Plenry 
Merridew, bookseller, of Boulogne-sur-Mer. He has long been well 
known to English residents in that town. He met with serious injuries 
through a railway accident some years ago, and never wholly recovered 
from the shock. His loss will be severely felt by all who had the 
pleasure of knowing him, for he was popular with all classes and creeds. 

Panizzi.—We have to announce the death of Sir Anthony Panizzi, 
K.C.B., late principal librarian at the British Museum, in the 82nd 
year of his age. Sir Anthony, who died at 31, Bloomsbury-square, 
on the 8th ult., was by birth an Italian, having been born at Brescello, 
in Modena, on the 16th September, 1797. He was educated at Reggio, 
and at the University of Parma, where, at the age of 21, he obtained 
the degree of doctor in law. Taking part in the Piedmontese Revolu¬ 
tion of 1821, he was betrayed, and arrested at Cremona, from which 
place, however, he made his escape, after having been condemned to 
death and all his property being confiscated. He ultimately took refuge 
in this country and carried on the profession of a teacher at Liverpool 
for several years. In 1828 he was appointed Professor of Italian in 
University College, London. After holding this post three years, Mr. 
Panizzi was nominated by Lord Brougham, who was then Lord 
Chancellor, to the office of assistant librarian at the British Museum ; 
and in 1837 he was promoted to the keepership of the printed books. 
Here his literary judgment and his administrative ability found ample 
scope for the exercise of such gifts ; and although at the time the selec¬ 
tion of a foreigner for such an important and responsible post was freely 
criticised, experience amply justified the wisdom of the choice which 
had been made by the trustees. Under his direction the book depart¬ 
ment of the British Museum became one of the most complete libraries 
in the world, and the facilities for study were largely increased. In less 
than twenty years the number of volumes in the collection had more 
than doubled, and its value was thereby so much enhanced as to obtain 
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recognition from the Legislature with an augmented Parliamentary 
grant. By his energy and perseverance a catalogue was compiled which 
furnished an easy and expeditious reference to the hundreds of thousands 
of volumes in the library. After many years of service as principal 
librarian, Mr. Panizzi, when nearly 70 years of age (in June, 
1866) resigned an office in which he had done so much good work. 
The Government of the day, recognising his merits, awarded him the 
full amount of his salary and emoluments as a retiring pension. In 
1869 he received the distinction of K.C.B. Besides other works he 
was the author of a pamphlet, “Chi era Francesco da Bologna?” 
published in 1858, asserting the identity of the celebrated typefounder 
with the still more celebrated painter Francesco Francia. 

Pardon.—We have to announce the death of Mr. Benjamin Pardon, 
which took place on the 8th ult. at his residence at Camberwell. Mr. 
Pardon was bom at Plymouth in 1812. Having come to London he 
commenced business as a printer in partnership with Mr. Blackburn, 
son of the late Rev. J. Blackburn. The firm subsequently became 
Reed & Pardon by the admission of Mr., now Sir, Charles Reed, who 
left the firm in 1862 to join that of Messrs. Beslev & Co. Mr. Pardon 
has since carried on business under the style of Pardon & Son, at 
Lovell’s-court, Paternoster-row. He was an active member of the 
late Master Printers’ Association of London. 

Robertson. — Mr. William Robertson, formerly a printer and 
bookseller in Blairgowrie, died last month at Glendelvine, in the 70th 
year of his age. He was the first to set up a printing-press in his native 
town. He retired from business several years ago, and had been in 
indifferent health for some time. 

Smithson.—Mr. Henry Smithson, proprietor and publisher of the 
Mai ton Messenger, died on the 25th ult. The deceased, who had long 
been in failing health, was 58 years old. 

Villemessant.—The death of M. de Villemessant, director and 
chief proprietor of the Figaro, took place on the nth ult. at Monte 
Carlo, after a long and chequered career. He was born at Rouen in 
1812, and was the son of Mdlle. Augustine de Villemessant and Colonel 
Cartier. He first took the name of his father, then that of De Briard 
(the name of his wife), and finally that of his mother. He began life 
in the ribbon trade at Blois and failed; and after passing some years 
at Tours and Nantes, he came to Paris, and “ placed ” ribbons, &c. 
In 1840 he founded a journal of fashions called the Sylphide, and he 
then wrote for the Presse under the nom de plume of “ Louise de Saint 
Loup.” Once more he became bankrupt. In 1848 he founded the 
Lampion and two other satirical papers; and in 1854 he resuscitated 
the Figaro, which at first appeared once, and then twice a week. He 
afterwards founded half a-dozen other journals, and among them the 
Evenement, which was suppressed in 1866, and which was replaced 
by the present Figaro. M. de Villemessant also contributed towards 
founding the notorious Lanterne. 

Mr. Henry Gore has purchased the printing, bookselling, and 
stationery business of Messrs. Wildman & Son, of Settle, Yorkshire. 

Messrs. James Miller & Sons, printers, of High-street, Edin- 
burgh, have dissolved partnership. Mr. John Miller continues the 

business. 

Mr. J. A. Seymour, many years in the employ of the Book 
Society, recently as manager, has commenced business on his own 
account as publisher, at 26, Paternoster-square. 

Mr. J. Sulley, of 6, Albert-street, Nottingham, has disposed of 
the stationery and bookselling business hitherto carried on by him to 
Messrs. Norris & Cokayne, who have removed the business to the 
Poultry, Nottingham. 

Mr. James Guest has transferred his business at 52, Bull-street, 
Birmingham, to his son Mr. Charles James Guest, at one time traveller 
for Messrs. Marcus Ward & Co. Mr. Samuel Barton, late of Notting¬ 
ham, has been admitted as a partner, and the new firm will trade under 

the title of Guest & Barton. 
Mr. C. Caulfield, for many years with Mr. H. Kimpton, of 

Holborn, and Mr. A. Eade, for the past fifteen years with Messrs. 
Mather & Co., advertising agents, Fleet-street, have commenced 
business at 7, Princes-street, Cavendish-square, as medical booksellers. 
They will trade as Messrs. Eade & Caulfield. 

Proposed Co-operative Printing and Stationery Supply 
Association.—We see that “ a few large consumers are invited to join 
an association now being formed for the purpose of supplying them¬ 
selves with every description of printing, stationery, packing papers, 
&c., at actual cost price.” Surely the “ Accountant ” who thusadver- 
tises must be unaware that a large percentage of modern printing is 
done at less than cost price ; therefore we would recommend the “large 
consumers ” to pause ere they throw their thousands into this venture. 

“Hull Bellman” Printing and Publishing Company.— 
For printing and publishing the Hull Bellman journal, this company 
was registered on the 26th ult., with a capital of £1,000 in £5 shares. 
The subscribers are :— 

Shares. 
James Crake, Hull, accountant . i 
William Wormald, Hull, clerk... I 
Robert Snowden, jun., Hull, photographer. io 
William Henry Reynolds, Hull, printer . I 
T. S. Taylor, Hull, steam laundry proprietor. i 
Jesse King, Hull, plumber .... 1 
M. B. Sparr, Hull, solicitor..... i 

The company was registered without articles. 
Advertisers’ Association.—This company proposes to afford 

special facilities for advertising, and to transact the advertising busi¬ 
ness of members, subscribers, and others at the most reasonable rates, 
and also to issue publications. It was registered 25th ult., with a 
capital of ,£1,000 in £5 shares. The subscribers are :— 

Shares. 

The Will of Mr. R. W. Haynes, late of 13, Bell-yard, Temple 
Bar, bookseller, who died on January 25th last, at 4, Park-villas, Shep¬ 
herd’s Bush, was proved on the 26th March, by Miss Janet Mary 
Haynes. The persons interested under the will are testator’s daughters, 
the Misses Lily and Mabel Kate Haynes. 

The Will of Mr. Samuel Brewer, late of 23, Bishopsgate-street 
Within, music-publisher, who died on the 8th of March, at 10, Powis- 
road, Brighton, was proved on the 19th of the same month, by 
Mr. Joseph Thomas Stone, and Mr. William Foottit, executors, the 
personal estate being sworn under £ 18,000. The testator leaves all his 
property to his son, Mr. Samuel James Brewer. 

The Will (dated February 11, 1876), with a codicil (dated Sep¬ 
tember 23, 1878), of Sir Antony Panizzi, K.C.B., late Principal 
Librarian of the British Museum, who died, as above announced, on 
the 8th ult., at his residence, 31, Bloomsbury-square, was proved on the 
21st ult., by Charles Cannon and Herbert Appold Grueber, the 
executors, the personal estate being sworn under £3,000. There are 
bequests to several friends and servants. His books and papers relating 
to the British Museum the testator leaves to Mr. Louis Alexander 
Fagan, of the Print Department of the British Museum, and the residue 
of his estate to Mr. Grueber and Mr. Fagan. 

TRADE CHANGES, 

John Charles Chubb, 128, Queen Victoria-street) lock and safe maker. 5 
*George Hayter Chubb, 128, Queen Victoria-street, lock and safe maker ...» 5 
*Richard Brooker Jackson, 18, Great Tower-street, manufacturing engineer.. 1 

C. A. Gosnell, 93, Upper Thames-street, perfumer..... 1 
*James Henry Anderson, 37, Queen Victoria-street, india-rubber manufacturer 5 
*George William Rowland, 20, Hatton-garden, perfumer ... t 

*William Purdie Treloar, 69, Ludgate-hill, floor decorator and mat-maker .. z 

The number of directors is not to be less than three, nor more than 
seven ; qualification, one share. The first are the subscribers whose 
names are preceded by an asterisk. The company in general meeting 
will determine remuneration. 

Whitehaven Newspaper and Printing Company.—For the 
purpose of acquiring and carrying on the Cumberland Weekly Arews 
and Farmers' Journal (published at Whitehaven), this company was 
registered on the loth ult., with a capital of £1,500 in £1 shares. 
The subscribers are 

Shares. 
*John Huddleston, Whitehaven, wine and spirit merchant .. io 
William Gill, Whitehaven, bookseller, &c.. .. io 
James Haggarth, Whitehaven, hotelkeeper .... io 
John Sinclair, Whitehaven, clothier..... 5 
Alexander Wilson, Whitehaven, stationer .. 5 

*Thomas Bowman, Whitehaven, grocer ... 20 
^Edward Barker, Whitehaven, hatter, &C..... 10 

The number of directors is not to be less than five, nor more than 
seven; qualification, ten shares. Messrs. J. Nicholson, Joseph Sankey, 
and the subscribers whose names are preceded by an asterisk are the 
first directors. The company in general meeting will determine remu¬ 
neration. 

The retail business of the Book Society, 28, Paternoster Row, has 
been purchased by Mr. W. Mack, Bristol. 

_Mr. T. R. Omash, has retired from the firm of J. Andrews & Co., 
printers and stationers, of 84, St. John-street, Clerkenwell. 

Mrs. Smith, newsagent, has removed from Shakespeare House to 
159, Aldersgate-street. 

1_HE firm of Hobbs & Miller, printers, of 117, Candleriggs, Glasgow, 
having been dissolved, Mr. David Hobbs will continue the business. 

“Pottery and Glass Trades’ Journal.” — This company 
proposes, with a capital of £10,000 in £5 shares, to acquire and carry' 
on the above monthly publication. It was registered 15th ult., with 
the following as the first subscribers :— 

Shares. 
William Adams, 19, Shaftesbury-villas, Richmond, builder. 1 
James Tibbitt, jun., Bedford-hill, Balham, architect ... 1 
George Henry Finch, 39, Borough High-street, S.E., solicitor... 1 
W. R. B. Watts, 2, Gipsy-hill, S.E., clerk ... . .... 1 
Walter Radcliffe Horncastle, 61, Cheapside, advertising contractor.. .... 1 
William Henry Everett, 34, Bouverie-street, publisher .. 1 
James George Smither, 39, Craven-street, architect... 1 
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The number of directors is not to be less than three, nor more than 
seven, qualification, 15 shares; the first are Messrs. Llewellynn Jewitt, 
of Winster Hall, Derbyshire; William Adams, of Richmond; and 
Henry Terrell, of 26, Montagu-street, Russell-square. T he ordinary 
directors will not be remunerated in any year in which 5 per cent, 
dividend is not paid; upon payment of such dividend each director 
will be entitled to £50 per annum and £25 further for every addi¬ 
tional 5 per cent, dividend. Mr. Terrell is appointed managing 
director at a salary of £250 per annum, and ^50 further for every 
additional 5 per cent, dividend after the first 5 per cent. An agree¬ 
ment of the 1st of February regulates the purchase, the consideration 
being £$00 cash and the allotment of 140 fully paid-up shares. 

GAZETTE NOTICES, ETC, 
[Partly compiledfrom Messrs. Gamble dr* Harvey's Record. ] 

' Partnerships Dissolved. 

Bates & Fairbourn, printers, stationers, and bookbinders, Union-st., 
Oldham. 

Crafter, T. J., F. Finn, & A. Mackrill (executors of J. Gilbert, 
deceased), & W. B. Hawes, booksellers, Gracechurch-st., as far as 
regards W. B. Hawes. 

Davey, Reddin & Co., printing-machine and general smiths, 
Crown-yd., Stanhope-st, Euston-rd. 

Thomas & Co., wholesale stationers and printers, 59, Piccadilly, Man¬ 
chester. 

Twigg & Son, patentees and manufacturers of and dealers in paper 
fasteners, elastic bands, and stationery sundries, 28, 29, and 30, 
Moseley-rd., near Birmingham. 

Ward, M. A., C. Ward, L. H. Ward, & E. Ward, newspaper 
proprietors, publishers, and printers, Canterbury.. 

Dividends. 

Bean, E., stationer, trading as C. Bean and C. Bean & Son, (Bkt.), 
New North-rd. 2nd and final div. of 9gd.; any Monday or 
Wednesday between 10 and 1 at F. Nicholls’s, 14, Old Jewry- 
chambers. 

Cranston, W., printer, (Liq.), Kendal and Whitehaven. 2nd and 
final div. of 8d., at F. J. Thornber’s, Exchange-buildings, Kendal. 

Gillings, R. C., printer, &c. (Liq.), Leicester. 1st and final div. of 
is. 6d., at F. Radford’s, Friar-ln., Leicester. 

Wilson, D. H., bookseller, (Bkt.), Monkseaton and Newcastle. 
1st div. of 4s. at J. J. Forster’s, Newgate-st., Newcastle. 

Adjudications in Bankruptcy. 

LeATON, II., paper dealer, Aylestone-st., Leicester. March 25. 
O’Toole, R. A., trading as J. M. O’Toole & Son, printer and pub¬ 

lisher, Gt. Brunswick-st., Dublin. April 4. Sitting, May 16. 
Off.-A., L. H. Deering. Sol., — Scallan. 

Dividend under Sequestration. 

Cossar, J., printer, &c., Clarcnce-street, Glasgow. 1st div. at Thom 
son, Jackson, Gourlay, & Taylor’s, Glasgow. 

Sequestrations. 

Alexander, R. & Co., fancy stationers, North Bridge, Edinburgh. 
April 14, with protection. Claims by August 14. Agent, D. Mac- 
pherson, 4, North-st., David-st., Edinburgh. 

Anderson, J., printer, &c., Main-st. and Victoria-st., Kirkwall. 
April 2, with protection. Claims by August 2. Agent, P. S. 
Heddle, sol., Kirkwall. 

CtiRRiE & Co., print and music-sellers, stationers, &c., 130, Pligh-st., 
and 24 and 26, Iving-st., Dumfries. April 26, with protection. 
Claims by August 26. Agent, R. Wilson, law agent, Dumfries. 

Mackay & Kirkwood, wholesale stationers and printers, Glasgow. 
April 25, with protection. Claims by August 25. Agents, J. and 
D. T. Colquhoun, St. Vincent-st., Glasgow. 

MeNzies, D. PI., bookseller, 1, Kenmure-pl., Pollokshields. Mar. 24, 
with protection. Claims by July 24. Agents, Scott, Smeaton 
& Law, Glasgow. 

Roberton & Co., stationers, Montrose-st., Glasgow. April 17, with 
protection. Claims by August 29. Agents, Roberton & Ross, 
St. Vincent-st., Glasgow. 

Wright, J. IP., bookseller and stationer, Hamilton. April 25, with 
protection. Claims by August 25. Agent, W. Pollok, sol., 
Hamilton, 

Liquidations by Arrangement. 

Bailey, T., bookseller and stationer, New-rd., IPalliwell, Bolton. 
March 24. J. Balshaw, sol., Bolton. 

Brown, G. B., bookseller and stationer, &c., Bradford. March 31. 
Watson & Dickons, sols., Bradford. 

Bunyard, J. B., stationer, trading as J. B. Bunyard, & Co., Cow 
Cross-st., Smithfield, and 39, Caversham-rd., Kentish Town. 
April 16. Morley & Shirriff, sols., Palmerston-buildings, Old 
Broad-street. 

Chell, T., printer, engraver and stationer, Cable-st. and Toxteth- 
park, Liverpool. April 18. Cleaver & Holden, sols., 62, Dale-st., 
Liverpool. 

Clark, J. H., printer, Wormald’s-yard, Briggate, Leeds. April 9. 
Hopps & Bedford, sols. 

Cleworth, B., & F. J. Bligh, trading as B. Cleworth & Co., 
paper-merchants, Dickenson-st, Manchester. April 9. Darbi- 
shire & Tatham, sols., George-street, Manchester. 

Culverwell, H., bookbinder and leather goods manufacturer, 
trading as Culverwell & Co., 31, Fleet-ln. April 1. Rogers & 
Chave, sols., 14, Queen Victoria-street. 

Day, F., paper stock merchant, Princes-st., Stamford-st., and Red- 
cross-st., Borough, and Cornwall-rd., Lambeth. March 22. 
IP. W. Christmas, sol., 22, Walbrook. 

Dixon, T., printer, Newland, late Hull, Yorks. March 31.- W. S. 
Hind, sol., Hull. 

Duckham, F., nautical bookseller, &c., Arwenack-st., Falmouth. 
April 9. W. Jenkins, sol., Falmouth. 

Forrester, F., printer, 6, St. Aldate-sq., Gloucester. March 21. 
A. Henderson, sol., Gloucester. 

IPaigh, W.j trading as W. IPaigh & Co., paper-maker, Cefn-y-bedd, 
Flints. April 9. R. D. Law, sol., 1, Ridgefield. Manchester. 

Hopkins, H., printer, trading as H. Hopkins & Co., Bradford-st. 
and Bull-st., Birmingham. April 9. J. Higgs, sol., Bennett’s 
Hill, Birmingham. 

Howle, H., stationer, Leek-rd., Smallthorne, Staffs. April 22. 
F. M. Julian, sol., Burslem. 

Hubbard, J., printer, Ashwell-rd., Bow. April 18. W. Hicks, 
sol., 217, Grove-rd., Victoria-park. 

Jones, W., printer and stationer, Conway and Colwyn Bay. April 5. 
W. Jones, sol., Conway. 

Lawless, E., stationer and advertising agent, 13, Philpot-ln., and 
Lauriston-rd., South Hackney. April 2. W. W. Young, sol., 
Newgate-street. 

Lawton, T., printer, Medway-buildings, Roman-rd., and Avenue-rd., 
Bow. March 24. Haigh & Agar, sols., 62, Gresham-st. 

Lewis, W., late bookseller, &c., Carmarthen-rd., Waunwen, Swansea. 
March 21. J. A. Thomas, sol., Swansea. 

McDonald, J. R., stationer, Mile Town, Sheerness. April 10. 
F. Mitchell, sol., Rochester. 

Moore, G. H., & J. Firth, booksellers, Carnarvon. March 25. 
C. A. Jones & Roberts, sols., Carnarvon. 

Physick, G. B., stationer, trading as J. Smith & Co., Rathbone-pl., 
Oxford-st. March 24. Woollacott & Leonard, sols., 61, Grace- 
church-street. 

Powell, E., printer, 115A, Aldersgate-st. March 20. W. F. Morris, 
sol., 28, Red Lion-square, IPolborn. 

Ridi.er, J., printer and bookbinder, High Wycombe, Bucks. April 22. 
J. Parker & Son, sols., High Wycombe. 

Sansom, J. B., bookseller, Duke-st., Barrow. April 7. J. H. 
Thompson, sol., Barrow. 

Shaw, E., printseller and publisher, trading as Shaw & Sons, 8, 
Rathbone-pl., Oxford-st. March 22. E. W. Parkes, sol., 60, 
Queen Victoria-street. 

Shore, T. jun., & G. Shore, printers, Beresford-st., Woolwich, and 
Newington Green-rd. March 21. G. C. Lea, sol., 13, Old 
Jewry-chambers. 

Tipper, G., stationer, trading as Tipper & Son, 10, Cloak-ln., 
Cannon-st., and 17, Grummant-rd., Peckham-rd. April 10. 
E. Curteis, sol., 68, Lower Thames-street. 

Walker, W., printer, Pearson-st., late Scale-ln., Hull. March 26. 
Walker & Spink, sols., Hull. 

Watson, W., sen., E. Askew, & W. Watson, jun., printers and 
paper-factors, Regent-st., and Vittoria-st., St. Paul’s, Birming¬ 
ham. April 22. C. H. Jagger, sol., Cherry-st., Birmingham. 

Appointment of Trustees. 

Blakeman, J., & E. Jaggar, printers, (Liq.), Charles-st., Soho. 
Tr., G. A. Schultz, sol., I2; South-sq., Grays Inn. 

BoulcotT, H. C., railway-guide publisher, (Bkt.), Sun-st. Tr., 
J. W, Boulcott, captain, Grosvenor Lodge, Ryde, I. of Wight. 

BroAdhurst, W., trading as W. Broadhurst & Co., paper-mer¬ 
chant, (Liq.), High-st., Manchester, and Eccles. Tr., J. Hyde, 
King-st., and E. B. Harding, Cooper-st., both Manchester, 

accountants. 
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Collier, J. T., stationer, (Liq.), Paddington-st., Marylebone. Tr., 
J. Kuttner, stationer, 6, Fetter-lane, 

Downing, N. B., paper manufacturer, trading as Burgess & Co., 
(Liq.), Lambeth Hill, London, Dublin, and Walthamstow. Tr., 
R. Mackay, accountant, Lothburv. 

Lee, J., bookbinder, (Liq.), Newcastle. Tr., D. L. McAllum, 
accountant, Newcastle. 

Mills, L. R., stationer, (Liq.), 13, Goswell-rd. Tr., T. W. Wood- 
house, stationer, 36, Red Lion-st., Holborn. 

Pillow,W. J., music-publisher, (Liq.), Adelaide-buildings, Liverpool, 
late Poland-st., London. Tr., F. Lucas, accountant, 20, Great 
Marlborough-street. 

Richardson, H. C., printer, trading as The Auxiliary Offices 

Co., (Liq.), New Broad-st. Tr., H. Edwards, hotel proprietor, 
Scarborough. 

Richardson, W. H. G., late stationer, (Liq.), Bootle, near Liverpool. 
Tr., T. T. Rogers, accountant, Lord-street, Liverpool. 

Such, H. Y., stationer, (Liq.), Page Green, Tottenham. Tr., F. W. 
Morphett, accountant, 15, ICing-st. 

Appointment of Trustees and Commissioners. 

Anderson, J. K., printer, &c., Kirkwall. Tr., J. Petrie, writer, 
Kirkwall. Com., P. Peace, collector of rates, S. Baikie, wood- 
merchant, and P. S. Heddle, sol., all Kirkwall. 

Lowe, J., bookseller, &c., Airdrie. Tr. J. Miller, 71, Queen-st., 
Glasgow. Com., R. Braid, of Braid & Laing, Madeira-court. 
T. Porteous, of Porteous Bros., West Nile-st., and A. Donald, of 
Wm. Collins, Sons, & Co., all Glasgow. 

Macrone, W., printer, Dixon-st., Glasgow. Tr., R. Carswell, 79, 
St. Vincent-st., Glasgow. Com., W. Anderson & A. M’Naughton 
both stationers, & A, Kennedy, merchant, all Glasgow. 

Bills of Sale recently Filed. 

Amos, W., bookseller, <q, High-st., Tredegar, Mon., to H. Harris. 
Filed April 26 ..... ...£12, &c. 

Andrews, A., printer, 31, Museum-st., Bloomsbury, to O. Hoz. 
Filed April 16 ......,£300 

Atkinson, T., bookseller, <4, Stanley-ter., Lincoln, to J. Dodgson. 
Filed April 10  .... ..£7°7• 8s. 5d. 

Bates, W., printer, stationer, &c., 43, Union-street, Oldham, Lanca¬ 
shire, to J. Fairbourn. Filed April 16 ... ^110 

Bellamy, E., bookbinder, Rewley House, Worcester-st., Oxford, to 
F. R. Pike. Filed March 31 ......£17. 8s. 9d. 

Belsham, G., printer, 469, Bethnal Green-rd., to D. Hammond. 
Filed April 17 ............ £60 

Boggon, G., stationer, 16, Iiarold-street, Sunderland, to Sunderland 
Advance and Deposit Company. Filed April 10 .^70 

Brown, H., W., advertising agent, 62, Foley-street, Hereford, to 
B. Blaiberg. Filed April 5 ......£14 

Brown, M., stationer, 229, Westgate-rd., and Cross Villa-pl., New¬ 
castle, to F. Levinson and another. Filed April 4 ..£10, &c. 

Bury, T., printer and newsagent, 35, Blackburn-rd., Over Darwen, 
Lancashire, to Blackburn Alliance Loan, &c., Company. Filed 
April 18 ..............^13. &c. 

Cunliffe, H., printer, 50, Glengall-road, Old Kent-rd., to W. G. 
Ellison. Filed April 23 ........ .£300 

D’Este, J., otherwise A. Bertini, music-publisher, &c., 5, Melrose- 
ter., Gillespie-rd., Highbury Vale, and 23, Great Marlborough-st., 
to C. H. Wheatley. Filed March 25 ....,£54, &c. 

Fish, J., lithographic printer, Orchard-ln., Sheffield, to E. Holmes. 
Filed March 29  ...........,£130 

Francis, E., stationer, 241, High-street, Swansea, to I. Seline & Co., 
Filed March 29 .......£200, &c. 

Gant, D. J., printer, 11, Gough-sq., Fleet-st., to W. Hester and 
another. Filed April 24 .....£90. 19s. 6d. 

Gauntlett, M. J., printer, &c., 13, Norfolk-sq., Brighton, to 
M. Phillips. Filed April 10...£26, &c. 

Groome, F., stationer, 1, Ivy-ln., Chingford-rd., Walthamstow, Essex, 
to A. Bradbury. Filed March 27...^28, &c. 

Griffith, W., bookseller, stationer, &c., 93, Mostyn-st, Llandudno, 
to J. Jones. Filed April 8.........^283, abs. sale 

Hackett, W. J., printer, High-st., Forest Hill, Kent, to T. D. 
Scard. Filed March 27 ......£70. 10s. 

Hammond, E. W., printer, Salem Cottage, 120, Dennett’s-rd., Peck- 
ham, to C. Hennen and another. Filed April 4 ....^36, &c. 

Hastings, E., paper maker, Morton Low Mill House, Morton, 
Bingley, to H. Wright and another. Filed April 3............,£230 

Heath, J., printer, Swansea House, Middleton-rd, Pickering, Yorks., 
to A. Levy. Filed April 26......... ......£20, &c. 

Hopper, T., stationer and printer, 15, Market-street, Coventry, War- 
wickshire, to G. Lloyd. Filed March 26 ...,£50 

Hunter, J. R., lithographic printer, 68, Thomas-st., Manchester, to 
W. H. Bird. Filed April 1 .......£200 

Inger, H., bookseller and stationer, 14, Morledge, and Market Hall, 
Derby, to John Cooper. Filed April 7 .. ......£200 

Jones, F., stationer and printer, 32, King-st., Wolverhampton, to 
C. H. Crane. Filed April 7 .....^175 

Jones, J., printer and engraver, 208, Cheltenham-rd., Bristol, to 
H. W. Young. Filed April 3.....^150 

Knowles, J. R., stationer, 170, Hyde-rd., Ardwick, Manchester, to 
I. Fineberg. Filed March 28 ...£21 

Lavender, E., pencil-case maker, Moreton-st., Carver-st., Birming¬ 
ham, to O. Ward. Filed March 28 ....£^3- 10s., &c. 

Lawson, A. J., stationer, &c., 19, Berry-st„ Bootle, near Liverpool, 
to I. Stern. Filed April 5 .........£14, &c. 

Munro, R. A., printer, 3, Bengeworth-rd., Camberwell, and 18, 
Kingsland-rd., to L. and W. Loan, &c., Co. Filed April 1, ^156 

Naylor, S. D., stationer, Liverpool-rd., Birkdale, near Southport, to 
Express Loan, &c. Co. Filed April 7 .. .^36, &c. 

Owens, M., J. D., & W. M., stationers, &c., Breeze Hill, Rowson-st., 
New Brighton, Cheshire, and 7, Jackson-chambers, 1, Thomas-st., 
Liverpool, to N. S. Hart. Filed April 10 .......^100 

Phillips, E., printer and publisher, 12, Dumbleton-rd., Camberwell, 
to M. T. Bass. Filed March 27...£3,200, mtge. 

Pickup, H., news agent and bill poster, Blackpool Cottage, South 
Beach, Blackpool, Lancashire, to D. Hallas. Filed March 27, ^50 

Powell, J. M., stationer, &c., 43, Charles-st., Milford Haven, to 
B. Blaiberg. Filed April 9...£160 

Pratt, S. A., stationer, &c., 157, Lewes-rd., Brighton, to M. 
Phillips. Filed March 26 ...^15. 10s., &c. 

Richards, J. S., printer, publisher, and newspaper proprietor, Hockley 
Mill, Nottingham, to F. Milthorpe. Filed Mar. 26 .£500 

Samuel, W. T., bookseller and stationer, 14, Nott-sq., Carmarthen, 
to LI. Freedman. Filed April 8 .^42 

Shedden, T., newspaper proprietor, 47, West Cromwell-rd., South 
Kensington and City, to C. W. Bradley and another. Filed 
April 22 .    ^350 

Simpson, J., newsvendor, &c., 108, Shoe-ln., to F. Holloway. Filed 
March 24 ... ..  ^40 

Smith, J., printer and stationer, Main-st., Strabane, Tyrone, to F. D. 
Ward. Filed April 29..£125 

Smythers, A., stationer, 21, Crogsland-rd., Haverstock Hill, to 
A. G. Harston. Filed April 3...£35< &c. 

Spencer, J. B., printer, 22, Pembroke-st., Sheffield, to Sheffield 
Loan, &c. Co. Filed March 31.. ....•■•■£7, &c. 

Stevens, C., printer, 71, Parholme-rd., Dalston, to A. G. La Riviere. 
Filed April 2.......,£100 

Stones, J., stationer, &c., North-rd., Clowne, Derbyshire, to 
R. Stones. Filed April 22 ...^40 

Tillottson, S. M., advertising agent, 3, Derbyshire Cottages, Iver- 
son-road, Kilburn, to S. R. Glyn. Filed April 4 ...^5° 

Tipper, G., printer, 17, Grummant-road, Peckham and City, to 
R. Neil. Filed March 31 .......£66 

Tootill, E., printer and lithographer, 17, Ardwick-grove, Ardwick, 
and 9, Minshull-st., Manchester, to J. P. Holden. Filed April 12, 

/200 
Waite, S., bookseller, stationer, &c., 53, Carlisle-rd., Manningham, 

Bradford. Filed April 18 .......£13. 4s. 
Watson, J., printer, stationer, &c., Horbury, near Wakefield, to 

B. Cohen. Filed April 7 .... .£60, &c. 
Watson, W., & E. Askew, printers and paper factors, Regent-st., 

St. Paul’s, Birmingham, to I. Brett. Filed April 17 ... £75, &c. 
Weal, J., bookseller and stationer, 15, Bridge-st., Over Darwen, 

Lancashire, to J. Hey wood. Filed March 29 ..^141 
Whiteman, J. F., stationer, &c., 52, High-st., Hastings, to S. White- 

man. Filed April 4............^ 176, &c. 
Woolman, E., news agent, 74, Humberstone-rd., Leicester, to 

S. Barnett. Filed March 26.....,.£13, 10s. 

Meetings of Creditors. 

A meeting of the creditors of T. & G. Shore, theatrical and 
general printers, of Woolwich and Newington-green-road, has recently 
been held. A resolution was passed for the acceptance of a com¬ 
position of 4s. in the pound. 

A meeting of the creditors of R. Neil, paper-makers’ agent, of 
83, Upper Thames-street, has recently been held. The liabilities 
were £2,1.33, and the assets £93. Resolutions were passed for the 
acceptance of a composition of is. 3d. in the pound, payable by 
instalments. 

A meeting of the creditors of G. Tipper, stationer, of 10, Cloak- 
lane, trading under the firm of Benjamin Tipper & Son, has recently 
been held. The liabilities were £993. 3s. id., and the assets ^445. 
13s. 3d, Resolutions were passed for the acceptance of a composition 
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of 5s. in the pound, payable by instalments extending over a period of 

eight months. 

The first statutory meeting of the creditors of Benjamin Cleworth 
& Francis James Bligh, trading as Cleworth & Co., paper merchants, 
Dickinson-street, Manchester, was held on the 28th ult. The state¬ 
ment of affairs presented by the receiver, Mr. William Butcher, ac¬ 
countant, showed liabilities ^868, and assets ^384. Liquidation was 
resolved upon, Mr. Butcher, accountant, and Mr. Samuel Tilzey, 
Secretary of the Manchester Guardian Society, being appointed joint 

trustees. 

A meeting of the creditors of Nicholas B. Downing, trading as 
Burgess & Co., paper manufacturer and wholesale stationer, of 4, Lam- 
beth-hill, also of the Mendip Paper Mills, Somerset, and of Dublin, has 
recently been held. His unsecured debts were returned at £46,661. 15s., 
and debts fully secured £43,917. 16s. nd., with assets,£14,680.9s.$d. 
A statement as to the separate estate showed debts £5,987. 13s. 8d., 
and assets £446. 19s. It was resolved that the estate should be 
liquidated by arrangement, with Mr. R. Mackay, accountant, 3, Loth- 
bury, as trustee, and a committee of inspection. 

A meeting has recently been held of the creditors of Marcus Bebro, 
printer, of Bell-yard, City-road, trading as the London Numerical 
and General Printing Company. The unsecured debts were stated at 

I3>591- 7s- 1 id., and debts for which security is held, £85,187.103. id.; 
against assets £2,613. 18s. 4d., comprising an estimated surplus of 
,£2,257. 9s- 1 id. from securities in the hands of creditors. A resolution 
was passed to liquidate the estate by arrangement, Mr. J. M. Hender¬ 
son, accountant, 2, Moorgate-street-buildings, was appointed trustee, 
with a committee of inspection, consisting of Mr. R. J. Macarthur, 
Moorgate-street, and Mr. H. W. Elder, of 50, City-road, the debtor’s 
discharge being meanwhile granted. 

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

Many matters are unavoidably postponed, owing to the pressure on 
our space this month. 

J. H.—T. G.—L. M.—All duly to hand. 
J. P. M.—Many thanks for your note and the book. 
E. E. H., London.—(1). “New” and “old” are terms used with 

very great inaccuracy at times ; an invention which has been introduced 
two years may, however, be regarded as practically “new” in some 
cases.—(2). We have no need of the back numbers which you specify. 
—(3). We have attended to your request as far as we were enabled to 
do so. 

J. G. York.—Our April number was published on the 15th ult., 
and your local bookseller ought to have got it in proper time from his 
wholesale agent. Perhaps the Easter holidays may account for the 
irregularity. It is right to add that we are not always able to publish 
exactly on the 15th day of the month. If your friend has any further 
difficulty, he had better obtain the Printing Times and Litho¬ 
grapher direct from our publishing office, 81, Great Queen-street. 

Printing-Ink Soluble in Water.—F.B., Falmouth-road, S.E. 
—You do not give us quite enough information to enable us to answer 
you other than in a general manner. We suppose that you require to 
print from stone in water-colour. We are not aware that this has been 
practically carried out. The course to pursue would involve the trans¬ 
position of the job on the stone from black to white, then to use oil or 
oil and turps the same as water is now used, and to print with a roller 
charged with an ink composed of pigment, gum, glycerine, and water. 
It seems useless to try to print with an ink soluble in water while you 
damp the stone with water. If it be merely to form a copying-ink, 
Underwood’s powder for that purpose may be obtained of Messrs. 
Winstone, Shoe-lane, E.C., or the job may be converted into a block, 
and worked at letter-press with a suitable watery ink. 

%* We have to claim the indulgence of several correspondents, to 
whom we promise attention at the first opportunity. 

INDEX TO TRADE ANNOUNCEMENTS. 

To the Editor of the Printing Times and Lithographer. 

JOHN WALTER OF THE TIMES. 

Sir,—In the interesting paper on “John Walter and the Birth of 
The Times," by Mr. William Blades, published in Macmillan's 
Magazine for November last, and referred to in the Printing Times 
for February, no mention is made of what I believe to be a fact, that 
John Walter was a native of Carmarthenshire, having been born in the 
parish of Llanarthney in that county. Though I have never seen this 
in print I have often heard it spoken of in this neighbourhood, and I 
have a remarkable confirmation of its truth. An old gentleman named 
John Williams, of Cotham Vale End, Hampton-road, Bristol, having 
seen a copy of a little work published by me, called “ Carmarthen and 
its Neighbourhood,” wrote to me inquiring about the representatives 
of old families in Carmarthenshire, whom he had known in his youth, 
at the same time indulging in a little gossip on bygone times, on some 
of which topics I knew him to be unquestionably correct. I extract 
from his letter, dated August 5th, 1862, what bears on the above sub¬ 
ject, premising that he said he “was born on the 2nd of February, 

1772” :— 

“ I have something to say about the birthplace of John Walter. I 
remember my father speaking about Dick Dai Walter, which was the 
Welsh expression of names of persons at that time living there.* He 
was born in the parish of Llanarthney, near Mid.dleton-hall. I was 
for many years acquainted with John Walter of The Times newspaper 
in London, and he told me that he came to London in a carriage and 
six horses and with a heavy heart. Probably you are aware that 
waggons were then the usual manner of travelling. I understood that 
John Walter was anxious to improve The Times as much as possible, 
and invented stereograph printing, viz., solid words instead of single 
letters; but it did not succeed. I was at The Times office the day 
that it was printed by steam power, and Walter told the men if they 
attempted to destroy the machinery that he had sufficient protection at 
hand, but that he would pay them the same wages till they got other 
places.” 

I may add that the surname Walter is suggestive of Welsh origin, 
the possessive s being absent. 

Carmarthen, April 30, 1879. W. SPURRELL. 

* It may be remarked that instances of this kind of appellation are 
not wanting now in Wales in humble life ; as John Evan Ham (John 
son of Evan son of Harry), Wi/ Jack of Saer (Will son of Jack the 
carpenter), Shoni Matti Bess (Johnny son of Matthew son of his 
widowed mother Bess), &c.—W. S. 
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MESSRS. W, & A, K, JOHNSTON’S NEW 
HESE new works are situated on the 

east side of Easter-road, in a con¬ 
venient position, about half-way be¬ 
tween Edinburgh and Leith. The 
site extends to iy6^ imperial acres, 
with a large space railed off round 
the structure, which can be built 
upon if required. The premises 
consist of a large building, 320 feet 
long by 66 feet wide, two stories 
in height, and having a southern 

wing 45 feet long. The building is of brick, with orna¬ 
mental stone and terra-cotta dressings, and is constructed in 
the most substantial way possible, the external walls being 
3 feet thick. The whole floors and roof are thoroughly 
fire-proof, the ground floor being composed of concrete 
with a thin layer of asphalte, the middle floor entirely con¬ 
crete, and the roof concrete with a layer of asphalte; the 
middle floor and roof are supported by a series of iron 
columns connected with iron beams and girders embedded 
in the concrete. The concrete work was executed by 
Messrs. Measures Brothers, of London and Manchester, 
who deserve great credit for the manner in which they have 
fulfilled their contract; the middle floor is a splendid 
specimen of the solidity to be gained by a combination of 
concrete and iron; in this floor alone about 1,500 tons of 
material were used. The roof may be considered the chief 
novelty of the building, being flat, in order that, if owing to 
an increase of the business more space is required, one or 
more stories can be added, the building of which could be 
so conducted that no part of the business would be 
interrupted; a further advantage of the flat roof is that all 
the rain-water is utilised, being run off into an enormous 
tank situated above the engine-house, and it is used to 
feed the boiler; in the case of a defective supply of rain¬ 
water the tank can be filled from the ordinary supply. 
Beside this tank there are two other tanks on the roof, fed 
from the ordinary water-supply, the water from which is 
used for general purposes. A large fire-proof safe has been 
constructed at one end of the building, in which are kept 
all copper-plates, stereos, business-books, &c. ; this safe 
is cut off from the main building by double iron doors; the 

WORKS, EASTER ROAD, EDINBURGH, 

walls are fully 3 feet thick, the roof is concrete, and it has 
an external iron door, so that in the event of a fire it could 
be cleared from the outside. 

The engine-house is a separate structure; and in close 
proximity to it, but detached from the main building, there 
is a range of buildings, consisting of the packing-case and 
lumber-shed, globe - makers’ room, joiners’ room, boiler- 
house (with chimney-stalk 100 feet high), and work-people’s 
recreation room. The manager’s house is situated a few 
yards from the main building; it is built of brick with 
ornamental stone and terra-cotta dressings, in keeping with 
the style of the main building. 

The partitions throughout the works are lightly constructed 
of wood and glass, and have no connection either with the 
structure of the walls and floors, the advantage of this being 
that any room can be increased or diminished if required 
with very little expense. 

On the ground floor four rooms are used for office pur¬ 
poses, &c. Next comes the electrotyping-room, where 
electrotypes are made, and Surfaced with a thin film of 
steel if necessary; zinc blocks are also made here of 
any map or other matter requiring to be printed along 
with type. Next one enters the lithographic draughts¬ 
men’s room, adjoining which is the colour draughts¬ 
men’s room. Both of these rooms have a perfect light 
from the north and east and are shut off from the litho¬ 
graphic printing-house by large doors, but the stones can 
be wheeled from the one department to the other without 
any lifting. The lithographic printing-department is a 
spacious room about 150 feet long by 66 feet wide. Ten 
steam-machines are ranged in one line on the north side, 
the south side being fully occupied by numerous hand- 
presses, transferring-presses, &c., &c. Leading off the 
press-room is an apartment occupied by hand-colour ers, 
it being cheaper in the case of short numbers to colour by 
hand than print. Adjoining the colourers’ room is the 
warehouse, where a stock of paper for lithographic and 
other purposes is stored; and terminating the ground 
floor of the building to the west side is a very large stock- 
room, to be used entirely for bound stock and mounted 
maps. 

On the upper story to the west is, first of all, a large stock- 
R 
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room for sheet stock, all atlases, maps, and books after 
printing being carefully arranged on racks in this room ; 
adjoining is the photographic-room. This room has a very 
perfect light, the roof being one large cupola, in addition to 
a range of windows to the north; photo-lithography now 
forms a very important branch of the business. Next comes 
the varnishing-room with extra coils of steam-pipes to dry as 
rapidly as possible varnished maps, &c. The centre of 
the upper story is a room over the press-room, and 
about the same size ; it is occupied by map-mounters, book¬ 
binders, and bookfolders, the machinery consisting of 
guillotines, blocking - presses, perforating - machines, &c., 
all the necessary machines for bookbinding having a place. 
Fully 30,000 large mounted maps for schools, &c., will 
annually be mounted in this room ; and the calico used for 
mounting purposes, if rolled out in an endless web, would 
be about fifteen miles in length. Next comes the copper- 
plate-printers’ room, where the printing of bank-notes, 
book-plates, &c., is done; a very large number of notes 
are printed here for Scotch, English, and Colonial banks. 
Adjoining this is a room devoted to letterpress printing 
and the numbering of notes and cheques; the coloured 
protection-letters across the notes are also printed here, 
and to the east is a large drying-room with double-coiled 
steam-pipes. Completing the east end of the building is 
the engravers’ room, with a perfect light from the north and 
east. In this room there is constantly employed perhaps 
the largest staff of engravers in the country, who are en¬ 
gaged in engraving new maps and making additions to 
old plates when necessary. To the south is a room 
used by geographical draughtsmen, and containing a 
library of many thousands of maps of all parts of the 
world. Every map before going to press is examined here, 
in order that all new discoveries and changes may be 
carefully embodied. Completing the southern wing is the 
chief partner’s room. 

The comfort of the workpeople has been studied in 
every detail, the latest improvements in ventilation having 
been adopted. The building is heated throughout by 
exhaust-steam, about 1,200 feet of pipes being laid down 
for this purpose ; in the summer time when heating is 
not necessary the supply is cut off, the copperplate-printing 
department having their stoves heated by a supply direct 
from the boiler. In the lithographic-printing department 
it should be mentioned that two large stone-heaters have 
been erected ; these are likewise heated by exhaust-steam. 
Messrs. Robey & Co., of Lincoln, have supplied a hori¬ 
zontal steam-engine with all the most modern improvements. 

The building is lighted in winter by a new patent burner; 
this burner consists of three ordinary burners whose lights 
are concentrated, forming one flame, and giving a beautiful, 
clear light, besides effecting a very considerable saving over 
the ordinary single lights; in all the large rooms where a 
general light is required this burner has been adopted. 

As a prevention against fire there are numerous fire-cocks 
at convenient parts of the building, with suitable hose and 
hand pumps. 

The two stories are connected by a large staircase at the 
office end, and a spiral staircase at the west end, the latter 
extending to the roof. Paper, &c., is taken from one story 
to another by a steam-lift, which also extends to the roof, 
this being quite ready for another flat should the addition 
be required. 

As heretofore, Messrs. W. & A. K. Johnston devote 
special attention to the production of maps and atlases, 
and more maps leave their premises than those of any 
other firm. It is no exaggeration to say that in one way 
and another about twenty millions of maps are annually 
printed at this establishment, and many of these are ex¬ 

ported to America and the Colonies. Messrs W. & A. K. 
Johnston have under their roof all the facilities for com¬ 
piling a map of almost any part of the globe, engraving it, 
printing it in colours, and mounting it ready for sale. 
Occasionally maps are required in other than English 
characters; for example, an edition of a Bible Atlas was 
lately produced here in Swedish ; as well as editions of 
two atlases printed (and engraved) in French for a firm in 
Paris; and there are at present in hand a school map in a 
native Indian character and a series of Bible maps in Gaelic. 

The globe-making is carried on in a detached building ; 
here a constant supply of globes for schools, &c., is turned 
out, ranging from if to 30 inches in diameter. Adjoining is 
the joiners’ and turners’ shop, where all the map-rollers and 
slips are finished off, as many as 30,000 pairs of these 
being required annually. The little roller-ends and the 
globe-stands are made here; the turning lathes as well as a 
circular and ribbon saw are worked by steam. Adjoining 
the boiler-house all the ink used in the lithographic depart¬ 
ment is carefully ground in a grinding machine, and the 
varnish used for maps, &c., is made up. 

The buildings have been erected from the designs and 
under the superintendence of Messrs. George Beattie & 
Son, architects, of George-street, Edinburgh, and our readers 
will be able to judge from the foregoing description of 
the extent and completeness of this important addition to 
the famous printing-offices of the world. If Messrs. Johnston 
were able to astonish us with the marvellous excellence of 
their work in the past, to how much greater perfection will 
not their productions attain in the future, surrounded as 
they now are with an unrivalled staff and the most perfect 
premises and machinery, directed by the same experience 
and judgment which have rendered the firm of W. & A. K. 
Johnston celebrated throughout the habitable globe. 

With men like Mr. Smith, Mr. Walter, Mr. Cowen, and 
Mr. Hutchinson on the committee, there was every probability 
that the inquiry into the subject of Parliamentary Reporting 
would result in some practical suggestions. The Report of the 
Select Committee, issued within the last week or two, does not 
disappoint this anticipation. As regards an official report, the 
conclusion arrived at is that the objections to it far outweigh 
any possible advantages which might arise therefrom. The 
committee rightly judge that few persons outside Parliament 
would care to possess a verbatim report. To provide facilities 
for country newspapers to have independent and full reports of 
Parliamentary proceedings is considered of paramount import¬ 
ance, and it is therefore suggested that the front seats in the 
Gallery should be exclusively occupied by reporters, and not, as 
now, in part by leader-writers ; while, if still further accommo¬ 
dation be needed, it is suggested that the Members’ Gallery 
might be encroached upon so as to gain eight more front and 
six more back seats. In allotting seats to country newspapers, 
preference is to be given to those papers which may be content 
to combine in their arrangements, so that one reporter shall 
represent several papers prepared to take an identical report. 
The present arrangement with Mr. Hansard for the supply of 
fuller reports is highly commended, but it is suggested that a 
more prompt publication should be provided for, even if an 
additional charge would have to be incurred to compensate Mr. 
Hansard for the extra expenditure thus involved. A draft re¬ 
port submitted to the committee by one of its members, Mr. 
James Barclay, suggested a full and official account of the daily 
proceedings of the House. This suggestion was, however, 
negatived by three to ten votes. The committee may be con¬ 
gratulated upon the judicious decision at which they have 
arrived ; no official record is needed so long as suitable pro¬ 
vision be made for the accommodation of the representatives 
of the Press. It was a well-known maxim of the late James 
Perry, of Morning Chronicle fame, that “ speeches cannot be 
made long enough for the speakers', nor short enough for the 
hearersand this aphorism has as much application to-day as 
at any previous time. 
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BIBLIOGRAPHY OF PRINTING, 

INDE (M. A. van der). Catalogue de la Bibliotheque de. 
Bruxelles : 1864. 8vo. pp. viii. 360. 
The catalogue of a portion of Dr. Van de Linde’s vast library, 

sold 7—16th April, 1864. It is preceded by a short account of the 
collection, which contained a large number of works relative to the 
history of printing. 

Literatur der Presse, Januar bis Juni, 1840 : Verlagsrecht, Press- 
gesetzgebung, Pressgesetze und Buchhandel; Bibliotekwissen- 
scliaft, etc. ; Schriften iiber Buchdruck und andere mit dem 
Buchhandel verwandten Geschaftszweige. (In der All gem. 
Presszeitung herausg. von Ed. Hitzig, 1840. Nos. 83-84, pp. 
759-762; Nos. 91-92, pp. 826-828.) 

A list of the publications relating to the celebration of the fourth centenary of the 
invention of printing is to be found in the Bibliographischc Blatter of the Press- 
zeitung, 1840, Nos. 56, 57, and 65. 

-Gutenberg. Geschichte und Erdichtung aus den Quellen nach- 
gewiesen. Stuttgart : 1878. 8vo. pp. viii. 582 and XCVII. 

This the latest and most elaborate verbatim communication of the docu- 
work of Dr. Van der Linde forms a ments concerning the invention of print- 
natural sequel to the “ Costerlegende” ing and the questions relating to it. He fiven below. The Dutch author com- says Generally authors give in their 

ats his adversaries, the anti-Guten- works citations which cannot be verified ; 
bergians, refuting their errors, their as I hold that they ishould be, I tran- 
fables, and their falsifications, always scribe them verbatim—I hope to the 
proving his argument by the textual and satisfaction of my readers.” 

- De Haarlemsche Costerlegende weten schappelijk onderyocht 
2° Uit. ?s Gravenhage : 1870, 

The original Dutch work, as the author 
states in his preface, was commenced in 
the Nederlandschen Spectator in Decem¬ 
ber, 1869, and completed in May, 1870. 
The author afterwards considerably 
altered and extended the book, which 
was republished as a second edition in 
August, 1870, under the title of “ De 
Haarlemsche Costerlegende.” 

A French translation appeared at 
Brussels in 1871 (see below), but only 
about half of it was published. _ 

This very remarkable treatise com¬ 
pletely explodes the myth which ascribes 
the honour of the invention of printing to 
Laurens Janszoon Koster of Haarlem. 
Strangely enough' the first suggestion of 
the kind, robbing Germany of the high 
distinction of giving to the world this 
inestimably valuable art, and transferring 
it to a Dutchman, was made by a 
German ; and the refutation of it, restor¬ 
ing Gutenberg to his proper place, has 
been made by a Dutchman,—Dr. van der 
Linde. 

This book will hand Dr. van der Linde’s 
name down to posterity, and render im¬ 
possible any future credence in that 
“Haarlem legend” which has for three 
centuries obtained such credit. It is also, 
as Hessels points out, singular that 

, 8vo. pp. 352. 

the cause of Haarlem never seemed so 
strong as during the previous twenty or 
thirty years, owing to the works of 
Ottley, Bernard, Sotheby, Berjeau, and 
others. Dr. van der Linde has gone to 
the archives of the city of Haarlem, 
which are fortunately preserved, and with 
the information thus obtained has ex¬ 
amined de novo the statements of Junius, 
Koning, De Vries, Noordziek, &c. He 
has refuted them seriatim, and shown 
on what a superstructure of ignorance 
and presumption the Koster story really 
rested. No future historian of printing 
will find it necessary to concern himself 
with it, except as a literary curiosity or a 
remarkable imposture. The effect of the 
work is sofriewhat weakened by the au¬ 
thor’s virulence of language, and the 
reader is both wearied and annoyed 
by the unmeasured sarcasm showered 
down upon all who have at any time 
given credence to or supported the 
claims of Laurence Koster. “ There is 
no hate like the hate of brothers,” and 
this death-blow to the Haarlem legend is 
dealt with such personal vindictiveness 
and such wholesale imputations of bad 
motives as none but a writer against his 
native city could have indulged in. 

-The Haarlem legend of the invention of printing by Lourens 
Janszoon Coster, critically examined. From the Dutch by J. H. 
Hessels, with an introduction and a classified list of the Costerian 
Incunabula. London: 1871. Royal 8vo. pp. xxvi. 170. 

A translation into English of the last-cited work. 

Lithography. Le petit manuel du lithographe. Paris : 1832. 4to. 

Lithography, Past and Present. A series of five articles in the 
Lithographer, July, August, September, 1870; March and May, 
1871. 

These articles give the leading events connected with the discovery of the art of 
lithography. 

- See, either in the body or appendix of this work :—Bankes, 
Beyer, Binder, BrLgeaut, Bry, Ciievallier et LanglumL, 
Cotta, Cowell, Desportes, Doyen, Dupont, Engelmann, 
Ferchl, Hullmandel, Husnik, Houbloub, Isermann, 
Knecht, Krauss, Lasteyrie, Mairet, Marcel de Serres, 
Periodical Publications, Richmond, Seneeelder, Tudot, 

etc. 

Livy. Romische Historic aus Tito Livio gezogen. Mentz: J. Schofifer, 
1505. 

An important piece of evidence for the ment of the invention of printing by 
history of printing. Printed by the son Gutenberg in Mentz, 1450, and that he 
of P. Schoffer. The title-page, which is was aided by Johan Faust and Peter 
nearly always wanting, has on its reverse Schoffer.—See Gutenberg. 
a preface which concludes with a state- 

-Livius, duobus libris auctus ; cum L. Flori epitome, indice 
copios., praefat. U. Huteni et Erasmi. Rot. fob Mogunt., J. 
Schoeffer, 1518. 

Like the preceding work, this contains in the preface by Erasmus an important 
note relating to the invention of printing. 

Lochner (J. H.). Sammlung merkwiirdiger Medaillen. Niirnberg: 
17. 4to. 

In vol. iv. for 1740 are long historical accounts of the Jubilee of that year, in 
illustration of the commemorative medals then struck. 

Loedei. (Johann Heinrich). Des Strassburger Malers und Form- 
schneiders Johann Wechtlin, genaant Pilgrim, Holzschnittc in 
Clair-Obscur in Holz nachgeschnitten. Leipzig : 1863. 4to. 

Loeulliet (B.), graveur et fondeur de types a Paris. Specimens de 
sa fonderie. s. d. roy. 8vo. pp. 100. 

Loewe (Carl). Gutenberg-Oratorium.—See Giesebrecht. 

Loftie (W. J.). The first printers and their art. An article in 
Cassell's Magazuie, October, 1870. 

— La legende Costerienne de Haarlem, nouv. examen critique, 
precede cl’une introduction historique par M. Ch. Ruelens. 
Bruxelles : 1871. 8vo. I facsimile. 

The writer gives his version of the origin of printing thus; Laurence Koster is 
stated to have been “ the first printer known to have used movable types,” while 
Gutenberg’s work is slightingly referred to, and even his share in the production of 
the Mazarine Bible doubted. 

Lindenburg (Gasp.). De erroribus typographic^ Scholion. 

zo pages in “ Nova Literaria Maris Balthici et Septentrionis.” 

Linderer (Robert). Liederbuch fiir Buchdrucker. Berlin : 1856. 
8vo. 

Lion (Albert). Ueber Bitcher-Correctur. Gottingen: 1852. 8vo. 
pp. 19. 

Lion (Iz. J.). Stenographic en Tudiygraphie. *s Gravenhage : 1849. 
8vo. pp. 19. 

Lion (J. B,). £preaves de ettracteres de la fonderie de J. B, Lion. 
Paris i 1827. 8vo. 

LtPP (J. G.). Labyrinthische Lobrede von der Buchdruckerei. G. 
Augusto, Herzog zu Braunschweig-Liineburg, an. 1655 dedic. 4to. 

LlSCH (G. Chr. Friedrich). Geschichte der Buchdruckerkunst in 
Mecklenburg bis zum Jahre 1540. Mit einem Anhange fiber die 
niederdeutsche Bearbeitung des Reineke Voss. Mit einer Stein- 
drucktafel. Schwerin: 1839. 8vo. pp. xi. 281. 

Gives a history of several of the early printers of Rostock, with numerous docu¬ 
ments from the archives of the city. 

Liste chronologique et alphabetique des libraires et imprimeurs de 
Paris. Paris: 1723. 4to. 

LiTERATUR der Geschichte der Erftndung der Buchdruckerkunst. (In 
N, Jahrbiicherf. Phil, und Piidag. Neue Folg. VII, pp. 337— 

339-) 

Logographic Printing. Notes and Queries, First Series, vol. i. 
pp. 136, 198. 

Interesting particulars relative to logographic printing, with an account of the 
experiments of Mr. John Walter of the Times,—Sec Johnson, Henry. 

Logoteta (Giuseppe de). Spicilegium typographicum de Siculis 
editionibus Sreculi XV. faustis sub auspiciis excellentissim- 
Francesci Serzatti, juris qua privati qua publici longe scientissimi, 
verm virtutis integerrimi, custodis mira moritm comitate et litterai 
rum cultu commendatissimi. Palermo: 1807. 4to. pp.ii. 64. 

Lombard (Lambert). Lettre a Vasari. Notes sur la premiere ecole 
de gravure. Liege: 1874. 8vo. pp. 146. 

The author was born at Liege in 1505. He became a great artist, and had as 
patrons many eminent personages, among them Cardinal Pole, who took him to 
Italy to study. He died in Paris in 1566. 

Lombardat, Gothiques allemandes gravees par Lombardat. Paris: 
1833. A broadside. 

Lombardi (Andrea). Sulle vicende della tipografia Cosentina. 
Cosenza: 1816. 8vo. 

LomRnIE (L. de), Beaumarchais et son temps. Etudes sur la 
societe en France au XVIIIe siecle, d’apres documents inedits. 
2 vols. Paris: 1856. 8vo. First published in the Revue des deux 
Mondes, 

Beaumarchais established with Panck- ment, which was conducted under the 
ouke, in 1786, a printing-office in the style of “ Societe litteraire typogra- 
fort of Kehl. He had become possessed phique,” a complete edition of Voltaire’s 
of the admirable characters of the cele- works, which is still sought after, and 
brated printer of Birmingham, Basker- numerous other publications, 
ville. There issued from this establish- 

v 
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LomEnie de Brienne (Etienne Charles de). Index librorum ab 
inventa typography ad annum 1500, etc., cum notis, etc. 3 vols. 
Senonis: 1791-92. 8vo. 

A catalogue of the library of Cardinal Lome'nie.— Sec Laire. 

Lommatzsch (C. A. W.). Festpredigt zum Gedachtniss Johannes 
des Taufers und Johannes Gutenbergs, gehalten zu Keilhau und 
Eichfeld bei Rudolstadt den 28. Junius 1840. Jena : 1840. 8vo. 

London Printer (the), his Lamentation; or, the Press Oppress’d, 
or Overpress’d. London : 1660. 4to. pp. viii. 

A short account of the invention of both in Church and State, by the exten- 
printmg, from its invention and its intro- sion which it gave to the number of 
duction to England by Caxton to 1640, licensed printers. The importance of the 
when the Star Chamber Decree prosti- art is shown by a rapid review of its 
tuted the trade to every vile purpose, history from its invention.—See Atkyns. 

London. A compleat and private List of all the Printing-houses in 
and about the cities of London and Westminister, together with 
the printers’ names, what newspapers they print, and where they 
are to be found : also an account of the printing-houses in the 
several Corporation Towns in England ; most humbly laid before 
the Right Hon. the Lord Viscount Townshend. Printed by 
William Bowyer in White Friars : 1724. 

The number of master printers in London is given as seventy-three, and in all the 
country besides twenty eight. Quoted by Timperley, in his “ Dictionary of Printers,” 
p. 630, where is given the whole of the introduction. 

London Scale.—See Societies. 

Longhi (Giuseppe). La Calcografia propriamente detta, ossia l’arte 
d’incidere in rame, coll’ acqua- forte, col bulino e colla punta. 
Vol. I. concernante la teorica dell’ arte. Milano : 1830-31. 
8vo. pp. xxxii. 437. 

This first volume is all that was pub- most eminent of the Italian engravers, 
lished. A beautifully printed -book from A very fine copperplate portrait of him 
the Stamperia Reale, Milan. _ is given in this work, as well as a full 

Giuseppe Longhi was born in 1766, memoir (pp. 30,-431). 
and died in 1826. He was one of the 

- Die Kupferstecherei, oder die Kunst in Kupfer zu stechen 
und zu atzen. ir Theoret. Theil von J. Longhi aus dem Italien, 
iiberstezt von C. Barth; 2° Praktischer Theil von C. Barth. 
Hildburghausen: 1837. 8vo. 

Longolius (Paulus Daniel). Vorschmack von der zum Drucke 
bereitleigenden vollstandigen Jahr-Geschichte des Buchdrucker- 
Wesens der Brandenburgischen Lande oberhalb des Geburges. 
Hoff: 1742. Folio. 

Loosjes (Adriaan). Laurens Koster. Tooneelstuk met zang. 
Haarlem: 1809. 8vo. pp. 53. 

An operatic drama, in three acts. On the title-page is a fine mezzotint copy of the 
conventional portrait of Koster. 

Loosjes (Vincent). Gedenkschriften wegens het vierde Eeuwgetijde 
van de Uitvinding der Boekdruk kunst door Lourens Janszoon 
Koster van stadswege gevierd te Haarlem den 10 en 11 July, 1823. 
Haarlem : 1824. 8vo. pp. liv. 462. 4 plates. 

The plates are :—A plan of the Cathe- struck in honour of the Haarlem claimant; 
dral at Haarlem, of which Laurens the Koster memorial “in den Haarlem- 
Janszoon was supposed to be Koster mer Hout,” and (as a frontispiece) a 
or sacristan ; representations of medals portrait of Koster. 

Loots (Cornells). Feestzang bij de viering van het vierde eeuw- 
feest der Uitvinding van de Boekdrukkunst te Haarlem. Amster¬ 
dam : 1823. 8vo. pp. 15. 

Lorck (Carl B.). Die Herstellung von Druckwerken. Practische 
Winke fiir Autoren und Buchhandler. Leipzig : 1868. Svo. pp. 
168. 2tc Auflage. 

This book, specially intended for the use of authors and publishers, recites the 
modus oficrandi in the production of printed works. Specimens of European and 
Oriental types are given in the appendix. 

- Die graphischen Kiinste auf der Ausstellung zu Wien. Braun¬ 
schweig : 1874. 8vo. pp. 135. 

A review of the printing department in the Vienna Exhibition, including all 
kinds of printing. 

Lorilleux (Ch. fils aine). Almanach it de feuillet, etc. Homage 
aux imprimeurs. 1S70-1879. 

Contains on every page of the Ephemerides a date relating to printing. 

- Encres typographies, couleurs fines. Album de specimen. 
Janvier, 1874. 161110. 50 leaves. 

- Notice sur les usines de Ch. Lorilleux. Paris : 1878. 8vo. 
pp. 84. 

Opens with an account of the firm, in devising the various apparatus em- 
whose ink-works are at Puteaux and Nan- ployed. 'The organization of this vast 
terre, a few miles out of Paris. They concern is extremely good, and goes far 
are, we believe, the largest and most to account for the pre-eminence of this 
complete of their kind in France, if not firm of printing-ink makers. This 
in tbe world. Almost all the processes brochure was specially produced on the 
are carried out by automatic machinery, occasion of the Paris International Ex- 
and great ingenuity has been displayed position of 1878, and is elegantly printed. 

Lorilleux (Ch. fils aine). Prix-courant. Typographic et litho¬ 
graphic, couleurs seches, &c. Paris: 1878. i6mo. pp. 32. 

A price list in several colours beautifully worked at machine by M. Quantin, the 
famous Parisian printer. 

- Specimen des Couleurs broyees de Ch. Lorilleux fils aine. 
Paris: n. d. [1876]. i6mo. 

The celebrated firm of Lorilleux is different-liued inks, and is a good ex' 
known throughout the’Continent for its ample of fine press-work. Included in 
fine printing-inks,both black and coloured, the album is an engraving of Messrs. 
The above is an album containing speci- Lorilleux's extensive works at Puteaux 
mens of work printed in a variety of and Nanterre. 

- Sur la fabrication des encres d’imprimerie, noires et de 
couleurs. Typographic, chromo-lithographie, et lithographic. 
Avec le prix-courant : Typographic, lithographic, couleurs 
seches. Svo. pp. 31. 

Printed for the Universal Exhibition of 1867. 

Lotsky. Notice sur l’etablissement de la typographic, sur la litterature 
et sur les bibliotheques a la Nouvelle Hollande. In the Bulletin 
du Bibliophile, published by Techener, series xv. pp. 444-448. 

Lott (Ludw.). Buchdruck. Wien: 1874. 8vo. pp. 49. 

Official Exhibition Report, No. 85, productions of ancient MSS. in colour 
published by the General Direction of by block-printing are a marvellous testi- 
the Vienna Universal Exhibition. The mony to his practical skill, 
author is a most able printer. His re- 

(To be continued.) 

A PROCESSION OF PRINTERS. 

N a recent issue we mentioned that, in connection with 
the festivities on the occasion of the Austrian Sove¬ 

reigns’ silver wedding, there would be a procession of trades, 
in which the printers intended to play a leading part. That 
promise was fully redeemed, and the group emblematic of 
Gutenberg’s craft was one of the most imposing in the 
whole pageant. Printers, typefounders, booksellers, and 
bookbinders had agreed to throw in their lot together, and 
the result was well worthy of the followers of the different 
trades. As the accompanying illustration shows, the group 
was preceded by three mounted banner-bearers, each 
attired in the costume of the time of Maximilian, who it 
may be remembered reigned from 1493 to 1519. The first 
banner bore the printers’ coat-of-arms on a ground of blue 
silk; the other two were respectively emblematic of the 
publisher’s and bookbinder’s callings. After these came a 
motley group of journeymen and apprentices, all in 
judiciously-chosen costumes. But the great centre of 
attraction was the festal car, specially designed by Professor 
Laufberger, and drawn by four sumptuously decorated 
cream-coloured horses. In the forepart of the carriage sat 
three female figures : the centre one, in a flowing white 
robe, with a laurel-wreath on her loosely streaming hair 
and a burning torch in her hand, was typical of the spirit 
of Progress and Science; to the right and left of her were 
figures emblematic of Literature and Learning. At a desk 
placed behind these stood the form of Gutenberg in the 
person of Herr Hermann Manz, a local publisher of some 
repute, who is said to have acquitted himself of his role 
with becoming gravity. Three journeymen were in atten¬ 
dance at the wooden press—a genuine relic of antiquity, 
and supposed to be printing the Dedicatory Ode, which 
had, however, been previously worked off, and copies 
of which were distributed among the crowd by several 
suitably attired apprentices stationed at the rear. On each 
side of the triumphal car walked three ladies, bearing 
different productions of the Press, while a motley group of 
master printers and overseers, all in the costume of the 
fifteenth century, formed, so to speak, the colophon of the 
printers’ section. By universal consent this group has 
been voted one of the most striking and successful in the 
whole procession; and for the accompanying illustration 
we are indebted to the courtesy of Herr C. Dittmarsch, 
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editor of the Oesterr. Buchdrucker-Zeitung, from the in¬ 
teresting columns of which organ we have also gleaned the 
foregoing particulars. 

About 10,000 copies of the Dedicatory Ode were dis¬ 
tributed during the procession. It is printed on hand-made 
paper in type similar to that employed in the production 
of the 42-line Gutenberg Bible, with the addition of a 
goodly array of the flourishes so highly prized by our Teu¬ 
tonic friends; the initial is in red, and the size of the fly¬ 
sheet is crown-folio. It contains laudatory verses, specially 
composed for the occasion, in which mention is made of 
the Emperor having practised the art of lithography in his 
youth, and of his having secured to the Austrian Press the 
measure of liberty it now enjoys. The type used was sup¬ 
plied by the Imperial Printing-office at Vienna, and had 
been cast in matrices cut after originals dating from the 
fifteenth century. 

PRINTING-OFFICE ECONOMY, 

CLOWES’S BLACKLEADING-MACHINE vFOR 

ELECTROTYPERS. 

^T^HERE can be no doubt that many failures in electro- 
typing may be traced to the imperfect manner in 

which the blackleading process is performed. As done by 
hand, the preparation of the wax moulds is certainly both 
tedious, expensive, and dirty, and the introduction of a 
really effective and cheap machine for this purpose will we 
are convinced meet with a favourable reception among 
electrotypers in general. We have therefore much pleasure 
in drawing attention to the fact that Messrs. E. A. Clowes 
and John Batey have recently patented a machine for 
black-leading the moulds, which is entirely automatic 
in its action. The whole operation is performed within a 
long, square box, supported on a slight frame. The 
blacklead or graphite is placed inside a small bin, of the 
shape of a V, on the top of the machine. Inside the main 
box, and running between a groove on either side, is a 
large perforated table. This is moved backwards and 
forwards by means of a long screw, worked by gearing on 
the driving-shaft at the back of the machine. Immediately 
above the table, in the centre of the box, and of the same 
width, is a narrow brush, which has a quick, vertical motion 
imparted to it by an eccentric on the driving shaft. This 
brush is made to vibrate at the rate of about 500 times 
per minute. 

The wax-mould after having been trimmed, &c., is 
placed on the table. The machine having been put in 

motion, the mould is moved slowly under the vibrating 
brush, which beats the graphite thoroughly and evenly into 
the smallest crevices. The action of the brush also releases 
the desired quantity of graphite from the box above, which 
falls on the face of the mould. A self-acting reversing gear 
is attached to the screw upon which the table works, and 
when the latter has travelled to the end of the box it returns 
again to the front, when it stops, and the mould, after 
being washed, &c., is ready for immersion in the depositing- 
trough. It will be seen, therefore, that the machine is 
entirely self-acting. 

The surplus blacklead falls through the gratings on the 
table into the bottom of the box. This can be collected and 
drawn to the front by means of a movable scraper, and 
again thrown into the receptacle at the top of the machine. 

At the front is a large door or lid, having its hinges on 
the top side. When this is opened easy access is obtained 
to the table, brush, &c., when placing or removing the 
moulds, and, when necessary, the whole operation may be 
watched. This lid is held in any position by a balance 
weight. 

By this appliance four quarto moulds can be properly 
black-leaded in about one minute, and with more certainty 
than if the work were performed by hand. The saving of 
material is also an important item, the graphite being con¬ 
fined and collected in the receptacle at the bottom of the 
box, whilst the wear-and-tear of the brushes is considerably 
reduced. 

Although it is advisable to drive this machine by steam- 
power, in order to ensure regularity of vibration, &c., the 
actual amount required is insignificant, and a wheel is placed 
at the side for hand-power. Messrs. Clowes & Sons have 
now used the machine for some considerable time, and 
will be happy to show it to any who are interested, on 
application to their works in Duke-street, Stamford-street, 
Blackfriars. 

PATENTS, NEW AND LAPSED, 

SPECIFICATIONS RELATING TO PRINTING. 

Published in May, 1879. 

A METHOD of preparing Set-off Sheets for the use of Printers. 
Gedge, W. S., and Hayward, C. [No. 3963. Oct. 9, 

1878. 4d. No drawing.] The paper is prepared by dissolving 
a suitable gum resin in alcohol or naphtha, and applying the 
solution to the sheets by means of a brush or roller, or by dipping. 
The ink sets-off less on this paper than on ordinary. 

Improvements in Machinery for Lithographing and Letterpress 
Printing. Newsum, G. [No. 4027. Oct. 11, 1878. 2d. No 
drawing. Provisional Protection only.] Refers to apparatus for 
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taking-off the printed sheets by means of grippers fixed on shafts 
mounted on a radial arm, having an intermittent motion. Refers 
also to means for producing a quicker return-motion for the 
carriage. 

Improvements in Paper-cutting Machines. Johnson, J. H. [From 
W. F. Heim, Offenback-on-Maine. No. 4087. Oct. 15, 1878. 
2d. No Drawing. Provisional Protection only.] Has for its 
object the compressing and cutting simultaneously a packet of 
paper of any thickness at one operation, the knife having a down¬ 
ward oblique motion. 

Improvements in Photographic Typography and Engraving. Bol- 
hoevener, C. and Heidenhaus, E., of Munich. [No. 4146. 
Oct. 18, 1878. 2d. No Drawing. Provisional Protection only.] 
A film of bichromated glue is formed on glass prepared with ox-gall. 
When dry it is stripped from the glass, exposed under a negative, 
and then washed until the insolated parts stand in relief. 

Improvements in Apparatus for Treating Wool, Paper Pulp, and 
other Substances. Haddan, H. J. [From O. P. Braun, Berlin, 
No. 4167. Oct. 19, 1878. 2d. No Drawing. Provisional 
Protection only.] Three or more reversible chambers are em¬ 
ployed, filled respectively with water, concentrated ley, and 
diluted ley. 

A Paper-feeding device for Printing-presses. Ellery, C., of Albany, 
U.S.A. [No. 504. Feb. 8, 1879. 6d. Drawings.] A pneumatic 
arrangement for feeding printing-machines, in which the heap of 
paper is raised to the vacuum-tubes. The top sheet being held 
by these suckers, is carried forward by the mechanism as soon as 
the heap is lowered out of the way. 

A New and Improved method of producing Stereotype News Plates. 
Griffin, S. [No. 3221. Aug. 15, 1878. 4d. Drawings.] The 
plate is cast with a flange down the middle of its length. A sup¬ 
port is made suitable for it, which is applicable to all subsequent 
plates. Two different ways are shown of accomplishing the end 
in view. 

Improvements in Folding Paper and in Machinery therefor. King, 
J. T. [From G. Lauder, Pittsburg, Penn., U.S.A. No. 4320. 
Oct. 28, 1878. Sd. Drawings.] Folding machinery suitable for 
application to rotary printing-machines, and for running at high 
speeds without rupturing the paper. 

Improvements in India-rubber Type for Printing purposes, more 
particularly adaptable to Hand-endorsing Stamps. Cooke, G. K. 
[No. 4447. Nov. 2, 1878. 2d. No drawing. Provisional Pro¬ 
tection only.] The chief feature is making such type reversible. 

LAPSED PATENTS RELATING TO PRINTING. 

Improvements in the Treatment of Fibrous Substances to be used in 
the Manufacture of Pulp for Paper and for conversion into Spun 
and Textile Fabrics. DUFF. C. [No. 1293. April 30, 1872.] 

Improved Machinery for Trimming Playing Cards, and other uses. 
Clark, W. [From Victor E. Mauger, New York. No. 1955. 
May 10, 1876.] 

Improvements in Removing Sheets of Paper singly from a pile of 
sheets, and Feeding them to Printing or other Machines, or for 
other purposes. Cox, R. E. [No. 2214. May 25, 1876.] 

REFORM IN THE PRINTERS’ PENSION, ETC., 

CORPORATION. 

THE adjourned Annual Meeting of the Subscribers was held on 
Saturday afternoon, the 24th u 11., in the Library of the Memorial 

Hall, Farringdon-street. The chair was taken by Sir Charles Reed, 
and there was an attendance of about 200 subscribers, including the 
following amongst other master printers, Mr. R. K. Burt, Mr. W. 
II. Collingridge, Mr. William Blades, Mr. John Coe, Mr. Arthur 
Powell, Mr. W. J. Coe, Mr. C. Wyman, and Mr. E. F. Wyman. Of 
the council there were present: Mr. J. P. Killingback, Mr. Beck, 
Mr. J. Buchanan, Mr. Crespin, Mr. G. T. Glynn, Mr. Hall, Mr. C. 
A. Jones, Mr. Lane, Mr. H. McPherson, Mr. C. Newton, Mr. Joseph 
Pardoe, Mr. John Parsons, Mr. R. C. Seyffert, Mr. J. B. Shreeve, 
Mr. B. Wimble, and Mr. Arthur Woods. 

Two days prior to the meeting the following address ‘ ‘ to the sub¬ 
scribers to the Printers’ Pension, Almshouse, and Orphan Asylum 
Corporation,” had been circulated throughout the trade:—“The 
Council of the Corporation having placed themselves in antagonism to 
the majority of the Subscribers in refusing to report to the general 
meeting the notice of motion of November the 30th, 1878, the under¬ 
signed desire to draw attention to the fact that for some years dissatis¬ 
faction has been felt in the mode of electing the executive of the Cor¬ 
poration. The by-laws state, ‘ That the election of . . . Trustees, 
Treasurer, Council, Auditors, Secretary, and Collector shall be by 

show of hands at the annual general meeting, unless a ballot be de¬ 

manded.’ This method has led to great abuse at the annual elections, 
as many persons who were not subscribers have voted and carried 
elections. As a consequence, many suitable persons were unwilling to 
allow their names to be placed before such a meeting. Every oppor¬ 
tunity has been given to the executive council to reform itself ;—this 
failing, the matter is now laid before the subscribers at large. The 
proposition is to do away with the abuse of the present system by 
giving every subscriber a voice in the election of officers. The existing 
by-laws provide for a ballot, if demanded,—the proposed alteration 
simply makes the ballot imperative. It has been objected that con¬ 
siderable cost will be entailed thereby. This is a fallacy, as the names 
of the persons nominated can be placed upon the usual voting paper. 
Another objection is, that certain persons by this arrangement may 
exert undue influence in such elections. This is also a fallacy, as no 
additional privilege will be given to one over another. In short, the 
proposal is merely to substitute a business-like way of election for that 
which is inefficient and disorderly. It is believed that the proposed 
alteration, besides being an act of justice to the body of the subscribers, 
will be beneficial to the Corporation by inducing persons of position 
and influence to take increased interest in its welfare, to assist in its 
management, and thus promote the success of the Institution. A 
committee has been formed for the purpose of carrying out this object, 
and the hearty co-operation of all is solicited. Those subscribers who 
may find it inconvenient to attend the general meeting which has been 
called, will assist the cause by filling up and returning the enclosed 
form of proxy. 

(Signed) R. K. Burt, 
John Coe, 
W. H. Collingridge, 
C. W. H. Wyman, 
William Blades, 

William Sears, 
Jas. G. Emslie, 
John S. Cornish, 
J. E. Webb, 
Henry Taylor. 

As the adjourned Annual General Meeting will be held at the 
Memorial Hall, Farringdon-street, on the 24th inst., all proxies should 
be returned before that day. 

21 st May, 1879.” 

The meeting having been opened by the Secretary reading the notice 
convening it, on the motion of Mr. W. Sears the Report of the Council 
was adopted. Mr. Sears, commenting on a passage in the Report 
wherein the council state that they had used their best endeavours to 
prevent strangers from voting, was informed that the measures taken 
consisted in posting a placard at the entrance of the room, in which 
non-subscribers were requested to abstain from voting,—an announce¬ 
ment which was received with dissatisfaction by the meeting. 

One or two subscribers attempted to address the meeting on the 
question of the legality of proxies, but were ruled out of order by the 
Chairman, who said their next business was the notice of motion on 
the agenda paper. 

Mr. Charles Wyman thereupon rose and moved : “(I.) That the 
following be substituted for By-law 5 in the existing by-laws : 5. That 
the election of pensioners, of inmates of almshouses, and of orphan chil¬ 
dren, shall be by ballot; also that the election of the trustees, treasurer, 
council, auditors, secretary, and collector shall be by ballot at the 
annual general meeting ; but the appointment of a patron, joint patrons, 
presidents, vice-presidents, medical officer, solicitor, and local visitors 
shall be by the council, who shall appoint the same as opportunity 
may occur.” “ (II.) That the following be substituted for By-law 23 : 
23. That all nominations of subscribers to serve on the council or as 
auditors be forwarded to the secretary on or before December 1st, 
after which no nomination shall be received.” 

The speaker referred to the evidently warm interest taken by the 
meeting in the proceedings of that day, and in defending the course 
adopted by himself and others in agitating for reform, he disclaimed 
any intention to do aught but promote the only object which concerned 
them all alike, namely, the welfare and prosperity of their trade 
charities. He did not wish to speak harshly or to underrate the 
service of their council, but he did not shrink from avowing that the 
conduct of the council had been criticised owing to the affairs of the 
Corporation not having been satisfactorily conducted. (Hear, hear.) 
It was not surprising that there was this want of satisfaction. They 
all knew the scenes of disorder at each election. An endeavour had 
been made to induce the council to improve their administration, but 
wrapping themselves up in a mysterious self-sufficiency, they had 
refused to put on the business-paper the question he was asking the 
subscribers now to discuss. Finally, the patience of the malcontents 
was exhausted, and the subscribers were aware of the result. In sup¬ 
port of his action, he asked why the old and infirm should be com¬ 
pelled to personally attend a meeting to vote, or why a country 
subscriber if he could not be present should be disfranchised ? Surely 
the same method which sufficed to enable subscribers to vote for and 
elect pensioners was adequate and suitable for the election of officers 
and members of council. There was really no new principle involved 
in the resolution, for subscribers could now insist on a ballot if they 
gave notice to that effect. Owing to the disgraceful way in which the 
business was conducted sometimes, there were many who would not 
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allow their names to be submitted for the council. He concluded by 
urging that the proposed change would lead to increased interest in 
the charity. 

Mr. H. Holloway seconded the motion, feeling that its adoption 
would be beneficial to the Corporation. He said it would give the 
country printers an increased interest in the Corporation, and would 
thereby add to its funds. He had often seen men voting at these 
elections who had never subscribed a halfpenny to the charities. 

Mr. Wimble, with some emotion, expressed his regret that Mr. 
Wyman should have spoken of the council as he had done that day. 
He (the speaker) defended the council, on which he had sat for thirty- 
five years. Had not the society flourished during that time ? He 
said the Corporation had originated with the working men (No, no), 
and they had a right to manage it, and that to its funds Mr. Clowes 
was the first subscriber, the amount he gave being ten guineas. He 
(the speaker) had voted in the council for the ballot, but had met 
with a majority against him. Let them have the ballot, but they did 
not want the large subscribers to swamp the small ones. 

Mr. Borer, librarian of the London Society of Compositors, 
moved the following amendment :—“ That By-law 5 be as follows :— 
That the election of pensioners, inmates of almshouses, and orphan 
children shall be by a ballot of the whole of the subscribers, each sub¬ 
scriber having votes in proportion to the amount subscribed. The 
election of trustees, treasurer, council, auditors, secretary, and collector 
shall be by a ballot of the subscribers to the pension, almshouse, or 
orphan funds personally present at the annual general meeting (except 
in the case of either the secretary or collector, who may demand, if 
necessary, a ballot of the subscribers generally). Each subscriber to 
have but one vote, either at the annual general meeting or in the event 
of a ballot being demanded. The appointment of a patron, joint- 
patrons, presidents, vice-presidents, medical officer, solicitor, and local 
visitors shall be by the council, who shall appoint the same as oppor¬ 
tunity may occur.” He denied that the council had been wanting in 
the past. Eight or nine of them had by hard work brought to the 
funds of the institution upwards of ,£1,000. It was a pity that the 
council had refused to put the question now raised on the paper of 
business. He said the motion was vague, and submitted that, as 
working men, they could not vote for it. For whose benefit was the 
charity ? Was it not for the journeymen of London ? If that were so, 
had they not a right to see that the funds were managed in the best 
possible way ? The amendment would not debar their employers from 
coming on the council—he should be glad if they would join it—and it 
would preclude the scenes deplored by Mr. Wyman. They should all 
stand on an equality, and all vote personally. 

The Chairman : A portion of the amendment purposes to deprive 
subscribers of their right of voting. They now possess it in a graduated 
degree, so much for two guineas, and so much for five. In its present 
form I cannot allow the amendment to be put. Will Mr. Borer amend 
his amendment ? 

Mr. Borer : Then I will take the following, of which notice has 
been given in a requisition for the special meeting: 5. “That the 
following be substituted for By-law 5 in the existing by-laws : That 
the election of pensioners, inmates of almshouses, and orphan children 
shall be by ballot; also that the election of the trustees, treasurer, 
council, auditors, secretary, and collector shall be by ballot of sub¬ 
scribers to the pension, almshouse, or orphan funds personally present 
at the annual general meeting (except in the case of either of the 
secretary or collector, who may demand, if necessary, a ballot of the 
subscribers generally); but the appointment of a patron, joint patrons, 
president, vice-presidents, medical officer, solicitor, and local visitors 
shall be by the council, who shall appoint the same as opportunity may 
occur.” 

The Chairman : That is a proper amendment. 
Mr. W. S. Cook seconded the amendment. 
Mr. Lane supported the amendment. He said that not one of the 

council had ever had a slur cast on his character. (Hear, hear.) If 
they had not pleased them the subscribers could have superseded them. 
It was unjust and ungenerous to accuse them in the way adopted by 
some few of the subscribers. 

Mr. R. K. Burt observed that there was no wish to cast any slur 
upon the council, who had worked to the best of their ability in 
carrying out the objects of the institution. (Hear, hear, from Mr. Wyman 
and others.) There, however, came a time in all societies for radical 
changes in their management. The master printers were charged with 
not doing more in the interest of the charity. Give them the proper 
opportunity and they would not be found wanting. (Hear, hear.) 

Mr. W. Sears, in the course of a long but well-reasoned speech, 
described the amendment as a show of hands under another name, but 
it was even more unsatisfactory than a show of hands. It was an 
objection to the present mode that so small a number of subscribers 
took part in the election to the council ; but the same objection would 
apply to a limited ballot. If one of the council offended a dozen sub¬ 
scribers his seat was lost. He should like him to have the confidence 
of a large body, so that a member of council could afford to offend a 
dozen men. The amendment would be unworkable, and defeat the 
object it had in view. In justification of this he went to By-law 17, 

where a subscriber must vote in proportion to his subscription. Now, 
under the limited ballot, they had only (if there were any sinister 
designs to be executed in reference to one on the council) to seek the 
attendance of two or three large subscribers and they would swamp any 
meeting; and he went further. Under By-law 21 a subscriber had 
no need to attend personally, but by a note appoint any one as his 
proxy. The small life and annual subscribers had 6,000 votes. They 
could not exercise them under the limited ballot. If their voting 
power as small subscribers was insufficient, they had an unlimited field 
in which to augment it, by seeking additional subscribers amongst those 
members of the trade who at present do not contribute to the funds of 
the Corporation. This was preferable to the expedient of limiting the 
voting power of the large subscribers. In what instance had the large 
subscribers done anything detrimental to the institution ? It was true 
that they had not taken such an active part in the affairs of the Cor¬ 
poration as their monetary payments justified. What was wanted was 
perfect harmony. The amendment said to the large subscribers, “We 
can take your money, but we cannot trust you with privileges.” They 
should not throw the least damper on the generosity of their friends. 
If any member of the council felt aggrieved he could demand a ballot. 
Under the amendment that would be taken away. (No.) He even 
preferred the show of hands, with its safeguards, to the amendment, 
which was open to much objection. Let a seat on the council be a real 
honour, attainable only by the entire suffrages of the subscribers. 

Mr. W. H. Collingridge desired to address himself to two or 
three points. In the first place, he rejoiced to hear Mr. Burt say (and 
he was sure he represented the body of the subscribers and those who 
were principally acting in this matter, and were said to be in opposition, 
though they were really not so) that no one desired to impugn for an 
instant the good intentions of the members of the council who had 
given so much time and money in the interest of this Corporation. 
(Hear, hear.) He was delighted to endorse that. Secondly, he had 
listened attentively in the expectation of hearing something to justify 
the amendment, but had not done so. He had heard nothing to in¬ 
duce him to adopt the principle that subscribers outside London should 
not exercise their undoubted right to vote unless personally present. 
He protested against that as a dishonest suggestion, particularly when 
he heard that the charity was in need of further support. (Hear, 
hear.) 

Mr. Parsons referred to the fact that there were many subscribers 
who neither knew nor cared anything about the merits of candidates, 
and whose votes could therefore be always secured by influence for a 
particular candidate. He hoped the meeting would reject both the 
amendment and the motion, reminding them that there were vacancies 
on the council every year, and pointing out that the ballot would 
entail a deal of labour and expense to work it. 

In answer to a question, the Secretary said it was necessary that each 
subscriber should have notice of all elections, therefore the motion 
would not lead to any additional expense or trouble on that score. 

Mr. Wyman, on being called upon by the Chairman to reply, said 
that his opponents had really given him no arguments to answer. He 
claimed that the operation of the motion would give rise to no addi¬ 
tional expense, that it involved no new principle, and that it would 
treat all subscribers fairly and alike ; and that even if it caused some 
little extra trouble to the council, that to his mind was no valid 
reason for not ending an unsatisfactory state of things, which the 
patience of the subscribers had tolerated too long. 

In answer to Mr. Hockins, who was now permitted by the Chair¬ 
man to raise the question of the right to vote at that meeting by proxy, 

The Chairman said : There is no doubt that in this institution you 
have under your constitution power of voting by proxy. You do it 
at all your elections; but, as far as I can learn, proxies have never 
been used at meetings like this. It has been your custom to take a 
show of hands, and no one has ever tendered a proxy. What would 
have happened if one had been tendered I cannot say. If any should 
be presented to-day I shall have to say whether I accept them or 
not. The council have not issued a form of proxy; I wonder that 
that has not been done. I find by Rule 129, “ That it shall be com¬ 
petent for any general meeting or special general meeting of the 
Corporation, convened as directed in By-laws 123 and 124, from time 
to time to alter-, vary, or revoke the said by-laws and regulations as 
may be deemed useful and necessary for the regulation and manage¬ 
ment of the Corporation, and of its estates, goods, and affairs, pro¬ 
vided that such alteration, variation, or revocation shall only be made by 
a majority of at least three-fifths of the votes of the members and annual 
and life subscribers present personally or by proxy at such meeting.” 
No doubt those present will have the right to vote, and as you have 
under your constitution the right of proxy, the reference there must 
be to the same customary right of voting. If a proxy should be sub¬ 
mitted to me and no one challenges the signature I should not refuse 
the receipt of it. You may desire afterwards to take legal opinion 
upon it. 

In answer to a question, the Secretary (Mr. J. S. Hodson) said 
that the charter of incorporation did not prescribe merely a show of 
hands. 

A Subscriber in the body of the hall exclaimed : We ought not to 
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be swamped unexpectedly to-day by proxies, and I therefore move the 
adjournment of the meeting. 

Another Subscriber seconded this. 
The motion was put to a show of hands and was declared to be 

negatived by 81 to 71. There were cries of “Division,” which 
eventually subsided. 

Mr. Borer then rose to move a further amendment, “That the 
question before the meeting be submitted to the ballot of the whole of 
the subscribers.” 

The Chairman : Having moved one amendment you are not en- : 
titled to move another. 

Mr. Merry therefore took up the amendment and moved it, and 
Mr. Keaeey seconded it. 

The amendment was put, and there were for it 88 ; against it, 91. 
There were demands for a division, but they were not persisted in, the 
Chairman saying there had been two countings of the hands and 
he did not think there was any necessity for a division. 

The original resolution (that moved by Mr. Wyman) was then put. 
Mr. W. C. Lloyds next handed in one proxy to test, if necessary, 

this mode of voting. He added that there were nearly 2,000 proxies 
in the room, all in favour of Mr. Wyman’s motion. 

The Chairman : I will, if you wish it, add that to the number 
voting. Now, I will put the amendment. 

The amendment was put to a show of hands, and the Chairman 
announced that there were for it, 63 ; against it, 102 ; and one proxy, 
making 103. (Cheers.) Mr. Wyman’s motion was accordingly declared 
by the Chairman to have been carried. 

The meeting was then resolved into a special one, but the real 
object for which it was summoned having been accomplished, no 
business was transacted. 

In reply to a hearty vote of thanks, accorded him on the motion of 
Mr. Wyman, seconded by Mr. Borer, Sir Charles Reed remarked 
they had come to a decision that ought to do a great deal of good to 
the Corporation. He was glad to notice the good feeling evinced by 
the subscribers. They had shown an amount of temperance in dealing 
with the question that was highly creditable to them, and it was an 
honour to have presided over the meeting. He hoped no one would 
go away with the idea that the institution would suffer by what had 
been done. He hoped it would encourage many to apply themselves 
to securing what was so necessary—increased funds. He was sure the ' 
council would take the decision in a good spirit, and continue their 
services as long as they were asked to do so. (Cheers.) 

The meeting then terminated. 

Although proxies were not needed, Mr. J. Coe had 1,277 proxy- 
papers, representing 3,764 votes, of which he did not make any use. 

REVIEWS, 

Guide des Impritncurs, Protes, Libraires, et Publicistes. Par 
Georges Bertrand. Troisieme Edition. Paris : Morris. 
1879. 8vo. pp. xxxii. 256. 

THIS work, compiled by a Parisian printer’s-overseer, gives 
a tariff of prices to be charged for composition, press- 

work, stereotyping, stitching, binding, &c., but is principally 
devoted to an explanation of the legal responsibilities of 
printers, publishers, and journalists in France. These industries 
from 1789 to the present time have been the subject of more 
than 110,000 ordinances or laws, each containing at least forty 
articles ! In the name of conscience, who is to know and to 
understand all these enactments, often in contradiction of each 
other, exclaims our author, who says he has exhumed some 
covered with the dust of past times because it is impossible to 
declare that out of the immense arsenal of contradictory laws 
given to France some old pains and penalties may not retain 
their force. However, it would seem that the law of 21st 
October, 1814, entitled “ Police de la Presse,” now almost 
entirely regulates the printing-press in France, although it is 
still clogged with the debris, as our author terms it, of old 
ordinances and supplemented by modern enactments. With 
great industry and exactitude Mr. Bertrand has laboured to 
present this vast mass of laws in a readable and intelligible 
form, and we cannot doubt that he will receive the thanks as 
he has certainly entitled himself to the gratitude of French 
printers, for not only pointing out what the laws of their country 
require them to do, but also to avoid doing, in the pursuit of their 
calling,—one which the rulers and statesmen of all countries 
seem to have rejoiced to fetter with all sorts of monstrous re¬ 
strictions, pains, and penalties. 

Art in the House. Translated from the German of Jacob von 
Falke. By Charles C. Perkins. Boston (U.S.A.) : L. 
Prang & Co. Demy 4to. 356 pp. 

THIS is a work devoted, to historical, critical, and aesthetical 
studies on the decoration and furnishing of a dwelling. It 

is profusely illustrated and beautifully printed, and from this 
particular point of view claims to be noticed by us. It forcibly 
illustrates a new era in book illustration, as all the old lines 
have been departed from, the methods which have sprung up 
during the last few years having been employed to the almost 
entire exclusion of the more familiar ones. Not many years 
ago, indeed hardly more than a quarter of a century, the 
only means of practical illustration consisted of plate-engraving, 
wood-engraving, and lithography. In the text of the work be¬ 
fore us there is scarcely a sample of the two former, while the 
latter is represented by about half-a-dozen beautifully-executed 
chromos. The plates, which are sixty in number, are made up 
of chromolithographs, wood-engravings, and a large number of 
Albertypes. The illustrations in the text, of which there are 
166, consist of type-high blocks reproduced by the help of pho¬ 
tography from wood-engravings, illustrating works on other 
subjects, and original blocks produced by some typographic 
etching process, probably Gillotype. This kind of book a few 
years ago could only have been produced at a high price, but 
the present work is issued at a figure that will command many 
readers. The text has been electrotyped and printed at the 
University Press, Cambridge (U.S.A.), but the chromos have 
been executed by Messrs. Prang & Co., to whom is doubtless 
due the credit of reproducing the work in English, The bind¬ 
ing is charmingly appropriate and well executed, and the whole 
work is highly creditable to all concerned in its production. 
Some of our readers may be glad to know that this interesting 
work can be obtained of Mr. Arthur Ackermann, 191, Regent- 
street, who is the London agent. 

Society of Arts Cantor Lectures.The Application 
of Photography to the Production of Printing Surfaces and 
Pictures in Pigments,” and “ The Technology of the Paper 
Trade.” The first of these, by Mr. Thomas Bolas, F.C.S., 
occupies fifteen closely-printed super-royal octavo pages, and 
treats in a popular manner of photolithography, phototypo¬ 
graphy, photo-engraving, collographic printing, and the auto¬ 
type process. The six lectures were illustrated by actual work¬ 
ing of the various processes, and gave at the time of their deli¬ 
very much satisfaction to appreciative audiences, but the printed 
lectures occupy only fifteen pages, which, at the published price 
of two shillings, seems rather dear. The six lectures on “ The 
Technology of the Paper Trade,” by William Arnot, F.G.S., run 
to forty pages, and are published at the same price. The author 
has treated the subject from a chemical as well as a mechanical 
point of view. After an introduction, the raw materials are 
treated of, then the washing, bleaching, heating, “ loading,” 
sizing, and colouring. Lecture IV. treats of hand and machine 
made papers, surface-sizing, drying, and finishing ; Lecture V. 
discourses of the chemistry of paper-making, and Lecture VI. 
includes the characteristic differences of various classes of 
paper, the determination of ash or loading, water supply, and 
general arrangement and construction of mills. Among the 
statistics we find the following :—The number of mills at work 
at the end of 1877, in the United Kingdom, was about 385 ; 
England having 300, Scotland 65, and Ireland 20—being an 
increase of 40 per cent, during the last ten years. The total 
number of machines was about 526, producing annually about 
350,000 tons, to which may be added 10,000 tons made by hand. 
We may say roughly that we are making in this country about 
1,000 tons pa day, the annual value of which exceeds 

16,000,000. What visions of old rags does this not call up, 
to say nothing of esparto grass and other vegetable fibres ! 
Besides our own production we import nearly 18,000 tons of 
rags and 200,000 tons of esparto, &c., yet previous to i860 
our paper was made almost entirely of rags. We close this 
notice with a curious calculation by Dr. Rudal of Vienna, who 
says that a Russian consumes annually 1 lb. of paper; a 
Spaniard, 1^ lbs. ; a Mexican, 2 lbs. ; an Italian, 5 lbs. ; an 
Austrian, the same ; a Frenchman, 7 lbs. ; a German, 8 lbs. ; an 
American, io| lbs. ; and an Englishman, ni lbs. Thus a na¬ 
tion’s state of civilization is to be estimated by its consumption 
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of paper, and Russia—the nation which goes in for improving 
the condition of its neighbours, and which keeps such journals 
as ours from its people—only consumes i lb. of paper per head 
per annum ! 

TOPICS OF THE MONTH. 

THE state of trade continues much the same. Although 
the times would seem to be adverse to fresh literary ven¬ 

tures, yet we have to record this month the advent of one or 
two new publications.-The courts of law have been largely 
occupied by cases affecting our readers, several of exceptional 
interest being reported in our present number.-It has been 
proposed to federate the trade societies connected with print¬ 
ing, and we believe negotiations have been going on for 
some time between the London Society of Compositors and 
the Society of Machine Managers, having this object in view. 
Meanwhile, the master printers of London, and we might 
almost say of the provinces, are content to remain without any 
organisation at all : this is a very short-sighted and unwise 
policy, as they will find out some day.-A month or two ago 
we referred to the Apprentice question in this column, and 
threw out a suggestion for a practical scheme of dealing with 
it. A writer in the Scottish Typographical Circular, without 
understanding our proposals falls foul of them, and displays 
gratuitous ill-will in the process. Probably we have studied 
the matter as deeply and have had as much practical ex¬ 
perience in dealing with apprentices as our self-sufficient 
critic, who ought to have better understood the tenour and 
appreciated the spirit of our remarks. How are employers and 
employed to be ever brought into harmonious action in such 
cases, when an important organ of the journeymen indulges 
in such injudicious captiousness ?-For want of a charity 
corresponding to his testamentary wishes, the will of the late 
Andrew Jervoise, F.S.A., of Brechin, or rather that portion of 
it in which he bequeathed a part of his estate to the Society 
of Aged Letterpress Printers of Scotland, seems likely to be¬ 
come a dead letter. It is not often that benefactions go a- 
begging amongst printers. Cannot our northern friends insti¬ 
tute a charity, if one does not exist ? It will be a great pity 
if Mr. Jervoise’s benevolent intentions are not realized. 

The so-called “Reform” party have no cause to regret the 
action they have taken in reference to our Trade Charities 
Corporation, for the meeting held at the Memorial Hall and 
reported elsewhere in these pages was an emphatic vindication 
of their views. Nevertheless, now that the heat of the debate 
is over, we should be sorry to think that those who have ad¬ 
ministered the affairs of the three charities should feel that 
their efforts in the past have been only rewarded by ingratitude 
and characterised by harsh phrases. The Council unfortunately 
adopted an obstructive and unwise policy, which several of their 
members deplored but were at the time unable to prevent. 
The error was, however, frankly avowed at the meeting, and 
the mischief was at the same time undone. Under these cir¬ 
cumstances nothing further need be said as to the past, mean¬ 
while the Council of the Printers’ Corporation will be very 
unlike Englishmen if they do not profit by the experience and 
teaching of the late contest. In their capacity of admini¬ 
strators of the three trade charities they were public men, 
respecting whom in this country the freest criticism is allowable 
and always allowed. In the midst of an election opponents 
do not pelt each other with rose-leaves, but directly the excite¬ 
ment is over, wise men forget the words uttered in the heat of 
debate, while they turn to useful account in the future a decided 
manifestation of public opinion such as that which was expressed 
by the meeting of the 24th May. Had all those subscribers 
attended who felt the necessity of supporting the motion pro¬ 
posed by Mr. Wyman, St. James’s Hall in Piccadilly would 
not have sufficed to accommodate the meeting. Happily 
there was a sufficient personal attendance to more than carry 
the motion by a show of hands, and the proxy papers of 1,277 
subscribers, representing 3,764 votes, remained unused, though 
as a manifesto they were by no means useless. 

The vote for Government printing and stationery, amounting 
to .£453,088, gave rise last month to a desultory conversation in 
Parliament. The leading items which go to make up the above 
total have been given by us. Mr. Cowen, a practical man of 
some experience, drew attention to the inferior quality of the 
paper employed by the Stationery Office, which, he said, would 
not retain print. Sir H. Selwin-Ibbetson, on the part of the 
Government, promised that inquiries should be instituted as to 
this. Exception was next taken to the sum of £11,500 for the 
printing and stationery account of prisons. Two members 
threw out suggestions that all the printing requisite for prisons 
should be executed within their walls. No promise was made 
by Ministers that this should be done, and we hope to hear no 
more of any such proposal. We know that printing has, to 
some extent, been carried on in one or two of the prisons, and 
notably in the one at Coldbath Fields ; we should, however, be 
sorry to see the practice extended. The old craft has fallen 
quite low enough in these degenerate days. 

SOME of our readers may be aware that the Vienna, Berlin, 
and Paris telegrams which appear daily in the Times are not 
transcribed previous to composition, but are set up from dicta¬ 
tion as they arrive. We understand that negotiations are now 
under way to extend the same arrangement to the Parlia¬ 
mentary reports, and for this purpose the telephone is to be 
brought into requisition. The reporter, instead of transcribing 
his notes or summaries, is to read them into the telephone, 
which is to be placed near the Gallery in Parliament; the mes¬ 
sage will be received by a telephone placed in close proximity 
to a compositor operating a composing-machine in the Times 
office. It is anticipated that a great saving of time and labour 
will thus be effected, since the words can be read into the tele¬ 
phone at the rate of fifty per minute. The management of the 
Times have expressed their willingness to adopt the telephonic 
system over their existing wires as soon as a satisfactory demon¬ 
stration shall have proved the practicability of this ingenious 
invention being applied to Press uses. 

The twelfth International Telegraph Conference has com¬ 
menced its sittings in London during the present week. These 
conferences are held every three years ; and although due last 
year, the meeting was deferred for a twelvemonth, in conse¬ 
quence of the then unsettled state of Europe. Among the 
topics which are likely to come up for discussion is the question 
of lowering the International telegraph rates. 

In our last number we animadverted upon the bad effect which 
the new Canadian tariff is likely to exercise upon the Anglo- 
Intercolonial trade, so far as literature, printing materials, &c., 
are concerned. We see that the Canadian Finance Minister, 
the Hon. J. L. Tilley, has sought to justify his hostile measure 
so far as it relates to books, periodicals, &c. He says that the 
duties on these goods have been arranged with special regard 
to the higher classes of literary productions. The effect of the 
change from an ad valorem duty of 5 per cent, to a specific 
rate of 6 cents per lb., will, in his opinion, be that the revenue 
will be chiefly collected upon publications of small literary 
worth ; the more expensive works paying but a relatively small 
duty, as compared with their price, and even as contrasted with 
books of equal bulk but of less intrinsic value. The former 
class of books, we are told, come almost exclusively from Eng¬ 
land, while those belonging to the latter category have their 
origin for the most part in America. All this sounds plausi¬ 
ble enough, but we are afraid that English publishers will 
require some stronger evidence than is afforded by Mr. Tilley’s 
Canterbury tale to convince them that, in concocting the new 
tariff, he had a single eye to the advantage of the Mother Coun¬ 
try. The only good feature in the new Customs regulations is 
the imposition of 12^ per cent, additional duty levied upon 
American and other reprints of English copyright works, which 
extra tax is levied for the benefit of the proprietors. It may 
interest our readers to know that the value of printed works 
imported into Canada in 1878 was—from Great Britain, 
,£74,012 ; and from the LTnited States, ,£90,287, in addition to 
£j\o worth of reprints of English copyrights. It remains to 
be seen whether next year’s totals will bear out Mr. Tilley’s 
assertions. 

S 
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As already stated in our pages, the first portion of the noble 

Library of the late Ambroise Firmin Didot was sold by auction 

in Paris in June, 1878, and the second portion was disposed of 

on the 26th ult. and five following days. The eminence of the 

deceased as a bibliophile and book collector, as an author and 

a publisher, as well as a scholar, in conjunction with the intrinsic 

value of the MSS. and books themselves, again brought together 

the leading booksellers and amateurs of Europe. Our own 

country was worthily represented, and carried on a friendly and 

well-sustained rivalry with France. Mr. Ouaritch was, as may 

be expected, “ to the fore,” and purchased many of the 

choicest lots, indeed we believe that, generally speaking, his 

bids gave the cue to nearly all the other buyers, and must 

have influenced to a most important degree the net result 

of the sale. It may also be said that nearly all the foreign 

bidders were present to carry out commissions, and that our 

great English bookseller was perhaps the only buyer for stock 

purposes. The sale was held in the Hotel Drouot, and the 

prices fetched exceeded all former experience. The first forty- 

five lots were all MSS. and these alone realized about ,£20,000, 

or an average of £445 each. In the opinion of the Times 

reporter, whose account of the sale occupied upwards of two 

columns, Mr. Ouaritch secured in the Talbot Prayer-book the 

most interesting object in the entire sale, which comprised 525 

lots and realized in all about ,£37,000. The readers of this 

journal will take special interest in the fact that the value of 

the rare books which emanated from the early printing-presses 

is still increasing. Amongst the specimens which were dis¬ 

persed at the Didot sale the following (to which we add the 

prices realised and the purchasers’ names) were chiefly re¬ 

markable:—1.—Fust and Schoeffer’s press at Mentz.—Durandi 

Rationale, printed on vellum, the first edition of the book, 1459; 

Cohn, 6,500 fr. Augustinus de Arte Predicandi, a tract of 22 

leaves, on paper, undated, but bearing Fust’s name, and printed 

between 1457 and 1465 ; Quaritch, 810 fr. The first volume of 

Schoeffer’s Latin Bible, on vellum, 1462, the first dated Bible ; 

Labitte', 1,700 fr. Ciceronis Officia, on vellum, the first printed 

classic, 1465 ; Ouaritch, 6,050 fr. Liber sextus Decretalium, 

on vellum, 1465 ; Ellis, 4,500 fr. Justiniani Institutiones, on 

vellum, 1468; Labitte, 6,900 fr. Liber sextus Decretaliunr, 

on vellum, 1470; 4,100 fr. dementis VI. Constitutiones, 

on vellum, 1471 ; Labitte, 1,900 fr. Gratiani Decretalia, on 

paper, 1472; Labitte, 1,150 fr. II.—Schweynheim and 

Pannartz at Rome.—Lactantii Opera, on paper, 1468; Quaritch, 

1,420 fr. Augustinus de Civitate Dei, on paper, 1467, one leaf 

facsimile ; Cohn, 860 fr. III.—Eggesteyn at Strassburg.— 

Gratiani Decretalia, on paper, 1471, first edition of the work, 

and first dated book printed at Strassburg; Labitte, 1,150 fr. 

IV.—G. Zainer at Augsburg. — Imitatio Christi, first edition, on 

paper, 1470 ; Fontaine, 1,500 fr. V.—Ulrich Hahn at Rome.— 

Meditationes J. de Turrecremata, on paper, 1478, second 

edition, but containing impressions of the woodcuts of the first 

(1467) which was the earliest book printed in Italy with 

engravings ; 2,400 fr. vi.—Numeister at Foligno.— Medi¬ 

tationes J. de Turrecremata, on paper, 1479, with different 

illustrations, the first printed woodcuts of Italian execution, as 

distinguished from those in the edition of Rome, which were of 

German design ; Quaritch, 3,250 fr. VII.—Barth. Buyer at 

Lyons.—-Nouveau Testament, on paper, undated, about 1474 ; 

Labitte, 3,550 fr. via.--Paul Hurus at Saragossa.—Thesoro de 

la Passion, on paper, 1494, believed to be the first book with 

woodcuts printed in Spain ; Quaritch, 2,050 fr. We ought also 

to mention, as examples of exquisitely fine printing and illustra¬ 

tion, two books of Horse, by Vostre and Pigouchet, 1498 

(Quaritch, 3,000 and 3,200 fr.); one of Verard’s, 1488 (T^chener, 

1,970 fr.); five by Geoffroy Tory, 1527 to 1542 (Quaritch, Lortic, 

Labitte, Cohn, 4,300, 3,500, 3,000, 2,900, 2,500 fr.); and the 

first edition of the Teurdank romance, on vellum, 1517 (Labitte, 

5,820 fr. 

An International Printing-office.—It is probable that there 
is not in the world any other public or private establishment which 
presents so many varieties of nationality and religion as the Govern¬ 
ment Printing-office at Sarajevo, in Bosnia. There are among its 
employ'es three Bohemians, one Carinthian, one Croat, three from 
Lower Austria, one Roumelian, twelve Turks, two Servians, one 
Afghan, one Prussian, one Russian, and one Dalmatian. As to reli¬ 
gion, there are twelve Mahomedans, one Prussian Evangelical, several 
Orthodox Greeks, one Uniate Greek, and several Roman Catholics. 

JOTTINGS: ENGLISH, COLONIAL, & FOREIGN. 

Mr. Robert Browning is not a poet only : he is also said to be a 
draughtsman and colourist of no ordinary power. 

Mr. G. A. Spottiswoode, proprietor of the Shipping Gazette, has 
been admitted to the livery of the Shipwrights’ Company, 

Spelling Reform Association.—The Right Hon. R. Lowe, 
M.P., and Mr. Edwin Chadwick have become vice-presidents of this 
Association. 

Press Liberty in France.—The French official police department 
for warning journals inclined to indulge in libels was abolished on the 
6th inst. by a decree of M. Anclrieux. 

A Typographic Exhibition is to be held during the current 
year at Milan. Only Italian subjects connected with the Graphic Arts 
will be allowed to compete for the prizes. 

An Honourable Distinction.—M. Gustave Dore has received 
the Cross of Officer of the Crown of Italy as a recognition of his illus¬ 
trations of Dante, Ariosto, and other poets of Italy. 

The Hancock Inspirator, recently described in these pages, 
seems to be gaining in public favour. We see it stated that our 
Government has ordered a number of these appliances. 

German Master Printers’ Association.—The ordinary annual 
meeting of this organization will be held at Berlin on the 22nd inst. 
One of the leading subjects to be discussed is the apprentice question. 

A Large Circulation.—It is vouched by a firm of accountants 
that the number of copies sold of Lloyd's Weekly News during the four 
weeks ended 25th May, 1879, was 2,451,608, or a weekly average of 
612,902. 

Visit of Compositors to St. Paul’s Cathedral.—On the 29th 
ult. a large party of compositors and other employes on the Daily 
Chronicle, by the kind permission of Dean Church, paid a visit to 
St. Paul’s Cathedral. 

“ Scissors and Paste.”—An editor was knocked down bya high¬ 
wayman, who demanded his valuables. The poor man took out his 
scissors to pass them over to the robber, but the latter thought them a 
revolver, and retreated. 

Fire.—On the 15th ult. a fire occurred on the premises occupied by 
Mr. T. B. Wilson, printer, at Kingsland-green. A timber building of 
one floor, about 30 ft. by 18 ft., used as a printing-office, and stock, &c., 

were severely damaged by fire and water. 

It gives us satisfaction to announce that Mr. Walter Jameson 
Waterlow, LL. B., Trinity College, Cambridge, youngest son of Mr. 
Waterlow, of Birchin-lane, Cornhill, has been called to the Bar by the 
Honourable Society of the Middle Temple. 

The Censorship at Constantinople continues to flourish. Two 
warnings have recently been addressed to the Levant Herald and one to 
the Pharedu Bosphore, for having discussed the state of Egyptian affairs, 
contrary to special order of the Minister of Printed Publications. 

Royal Literary Fund.—The 90th anniversary dinner of this 
deserving institution for the relief of impecunious authors was held last 
month under the presidency of the Lord Chancellor. The aggregate 
of the contributions announced during the evening was about L 1,000. 

Those of our readers who are somewhat behind with their intended 
exhibits for the Melbourne International Exhibition may be pleased to 
learn that the time for receiving applications for space to exhibit has 
been extended to the 31st of October next. 

The twenty-five years’ existence of the American branch of the 
publishing firm of George Routledge & Sons was duly celebrated at 
New York with a dinner, at which Mr. J. L. Blamire, the manager of 
the branch establishment, presided. An amusing toast-list had been 
drawn up for the occasion by Mr. M. Woodle. 

Biggs’s Charity for Printers.—After a lapse of six years the 
trustees of this charity will proceed to an election of pensioners (seven 
men arid two widows) on Wednesday, July 2nd, 1879. The pension 
is £10 per year, payable half-yearly, and is open to printers and 

widows of printers. 

The “Victory” Printing Machine.—During the last two or 
three weeks the Manchester Guardian has been printed on “ Victory ” 
machines, which have been specially built for its use. The appearance 
of our contemporary has certainly much improved since the new 
machines were introduced. 

It is a singular coincidence that a print whose flaming showbills 
and whose contents seem to challenge the interference of Mr. Collette, 
should be published at the same address as a well-known weekly 
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effusion of a reverend gentleman who has made himself notorious as 

an advertisement canvasser. 

Messrs. Furnival & Co., printers’ engineers, announce a new 
Patent Self-Clamping Apparatus, which is now being applied to their 
“ Express ” guillotine cutting machine, and for which they claim several 
advantages, of which we shall be able to judge of the merits when we 

see the machine in operation. 

Journalistic M.P.’s.—Under this heading we mentioned in our 
last issue some half-dozen names of Members of Parliament who are 
connected in some way or other with journalism. To that list should 
be added the name of Sir Edward Watkin, M.P., who is a practised 
journalist, and was also one of the founders of the Manchester 
Examiner. 

Publishing Department of the Religious Tract Society.— 

The report of this society states that there have been issued during 
the past year 624 new publications. The total circulation of works, 
including books, tracts, periodicals (counted in numbers), cards, &c., 
amounted to 70,341,750, and to 1,853,341,750 since the formation of 
the society. 

A Persevering Canvasser.—They tried to kill a book agent at 
Omaha (Nebraska) last week. He was robbed, thrown into the river, 
knocked oft' the cars, tossed from a high bridge into the river again, 
and in two hours he was around with “ Cassell’s Illustrated Bible,” 
trying to get a subscription from the head of the attacking party.— 
Neiv Orleans Picayune. 

Catalogue of Early Prints.—*\n important catalogue of early 
prints, principally by masters of the German and Dutch schools, 
in the British Museum, with various specimens reproduced by a per¬ 
manent process, will soon be published by the trustees of the British 
Museum. It is the work of Dr. Willshire, the able compiler of one or 
two catalogues of a similar nature. 

Forthcoming Librarians’ Congresses.—Among the subjects 
to be discussed at the forthcoming congress at Manchester are the fol¬ 
lowing :—The employment of women in libraries, the pi ovision of 
fiction, lectures in connection with free libraries, and the best method 
of dealing with pamphlets. A similar congress of American librarians 
is to be held in July next at Boston. 

Accident in a Paper-Mill.—An inquest was held on the 9th ult. 
on the body of a boy named James Ayling, aged 11 years, employed at 
the River Paper-Mills, Dover, who accidentally fell into a caldron of 
scalding water. Immediate assistance was rendered, and he was 
taken to the Dover Hospital, but died the following morning. The 
jury returned a verdict of accidental death. 

“Seventy Thousand Copies per Hour.”—M. P. Alauzet, 
the well-known printing-machine builder, of Paris, has received an 
order from the Petite Republique Francaise for a machine to print 
70,000 copies per hour. In recognition of the perfection of his 
machinery generally, the same maker has been awarded a Diploma of 
Honour by the French Academie Nationale. 

Printing Contracts.—The Leeds Town Council has accepted 
the tender of Mr. Charles Goodall for the supply of the printing, 
books, and stationery required during the twelve months ending the 
30th April, 1880. The contract for printing and posting bills, and 
supplying envelopes, pens, and pencils, during the period named, has 
been awarded to Messrs. McCorquodale & Co. 

An Old-Established Printers’ Relief Fund.—We recently 
mentioned that an existing Italian fund for the relief of decayed printers 
had been in operation since the year 1738. We now learn that a fund 
for a similar object existing at Basle dates back to the year 1661. 
The present membership of the fund stands at 110, and the total assets, 
according to the last balance-sheet, amount to about 7(524. 

German Government Printing-office.—The proposed pur¬ 
chase by the German Government of the extensive printing establish¬ 
ment formerly carried on by the late Herr von Decker, at Berlin, and 
that of the Prussian Government has been agreed to by the Imperial 
Diet. The total expenditure for their acquirement and amalgamation 
is not to exceed 7(243,625, a loan for which sum is to be issued. 

Printers’ National Art Union.—The complete list of prize 
winners at this year’s drawing was published in the Daily Chro7iicle 
of the 31st ult., and in solid nonpareil, without any breaks, it occupies 
no less than two and a quarter full columns. The total subscriptions 
for the present year amounted to 7(1,807, and the sum expended in the 
purchase of prizes was £\. 139. 

Exports of Printed Books.—The total value of books exported 
from this country during March amounted to 7(77,335, and during 
Apnl to 773,875, as compared with 7(7°, 162 and 7(63,035 respectively 
dunng the same months of 1878. The aggregate value of the books 

shipped abroad during the first four months of the present year amounts 

to 7(283,964, as compared with 7(262,844 worth exported during the 
same period last year. 

An Historical Pen.—The poet Longfellow has been presented 
with a curious pen by an admirer. The pen itself is made from the 
iron fetters of the famous Prisoner of Chillon, Bonivard, and is placed 
in a massive gold socket, set with three of the rarest gems known to 
the mineralogist—the white phenakits of Siberia, the yellow zircon of 
Ceylon, and the red tourmaline of Maine. The holder is a piece of 
live oak from the old frigate Constitution. 

Paper Duty in France.—We stated last month that an agitation 
had been set on foot in France to obtain a reduction of the duty levied 
on paper. We are pleased to learn that this effort is likely to be 
attended with success. The Budget Committee has decided that of 

the 7(960,000 of taxation to be remitted next year, 7(296,000 should 
be allotted to repealing the paper duty, from the 1st of July, 1880. 

Stamp duties are to be reduced by 7(4,000. 

Newspapers from and to the East.—We hear that the Post-office 
authorities have resolved on the abolition of the present distinction 
between letters and newspapers sent to the East tad Brindisi and vici 
Southampton, and the substitution of a system by which all mails will 
be sent across the Continent to Brindisi, the only difference being that 
some (at a high rate of postage) will go by express train, while the 
others (at a lower rate) will travel by the ordinary trains. 

Moon’s Type for the Blind.—The annual report of the Home 
Teaching Society for the Blind mentions that there are now in London 
5,000 blind persons connected with this society and similar agencies 
who are readers of Moon’s type. Particulars are also given respecting 
the origin and progress of Moon’s system, the advantages of which, it 
is stated, have been fully confirmed by the experience of this organiza¬ 
tion. 

Mr. Sidney Smith, of 26, Albert-street, Manchester, has sent us 
a copy of a certificate which he has lately printed for a local anti¬ 
tobacco society. The style and treatment are original, the certificate 
being set out in very bold characters ; while the groundwork, or what 
would ordinarily be mere white paper, is filled up with letterpress 
transferred to stone, and printed in blue. The pressvvork is very bright 
and clean. 

Printing and the cognate arts are fairly represented at the Indus¬ 
trial Exhibition lately opened at Berlin. The exhibits are exclusively 
the productions of local firms, and out of the fifteen classes into which 
the exhibition has been divided, four are more or less connected with 
the Graphic Arts. The exhibits by printers, paper-makers, book¬ 
binders, printing machine-builders, &c., are said to be throughout of 
exceptional merit. 

Invitation Cards for Funerals.—A Welsh printer has recently 
issued a circular to undertakers, who are “doing a good business,” 
asking for orders for blank invitation forms for funerals. With the 
blank invitation is a large sheet showing the order of the procession 
and the position of each “guest.” The sheet bears the figure of a 
coffin. It has been suggested, says the City Press, that this would be 
more complete were the skull and cross-bones added. 

We regret to learn that Herr Theodor Goebel, the able editor of the 
Journal fiir Buchdruckerkunst, intends to resign his connection with 
that journal in October next. We feel sure that we are only expressing 
the general sentiment of his readers when we say that his experienced 
pen will be much missed in the columns of our contemporary, and we 
are fain to hope that he may yet be induced to reconsider his resolu¬ 
tion, which, if carried out, will prove a serious loss to the typo¬ 
graphic literature of Germany. 

Large Production of Lamp-black.—Lamp-black being one of 
the chief ingredients used in the compounding of letterpress and 
lithographic inks our readers will be interested to learn that, according 
to an American contemporary, there are in the Ohio district natural 
mines of gas which will give a supply at any number of feet per hour. 
Out of the imperfect combustion of 1,800 jets of this gas, burning 
night and day, Professor Mallett produces at the present time 32 million 
pounds of lamp-black per year. This should certainly affect prices. 

Presentation to a Journalist.—Mr. F. W. Wilson, of the 
East Anglian Daily^ Times, was presented, on the 6th inst., with a 
testimonial, at Ipswich, in recognition of the course taken by him 
with reference to what is known as the Akenham burial case. The 
Rev. J. F. Hervey said he had been deputed to present to Mr. Wilson 
the sum contributed locally—£220, making the whole amount sub¬ 
scribed 7(9°°- Mr. Wilson, who was received with applause, said he 
had to thank all his friends, whether present or absent, for their 
extreme kindness. 

Straw-covered Pencils.—Herr T. Blum, of Nuremberg, has 
patented a process for mounting the lead of pencils in coverings of 
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straw instead of the usual cedar-wood case. The lead is pushed into a 
thin straw just large enough to receive it, this into a second, the 
second into a third, and so on till the requisite thickness is attained, 
when the cases are brushed over with size, and finally covered with a 
varnished paper envelope. The larger sized tubes required for the 
outside sheaths are obtained by steeping the straws in water, and then 
leaving them to dry on stout wire of suitable diameter. 

Proposed Clerical Censorship in Bulgaria.—Hardly had 
Bulgaria obtained an independent standing before an effort was made 
to establish within her borders that greatest of all banes to civil and 
religious liberty, the Censorship of the Press. At a late sitting 
of the recently - constituted Chambers, the Bishop of Sofia intro¬ 
duced a motion to insert an article in the Constitution, requiring 
all religious publications to be subjected to the censorship of the Holy 
Synod before being put on sale in Bulgaria. It is reassuring to learn 
that the motion was indignantly rejected. 

Reproducing Oil-Paintings upon Canvas.—A Dutch printer 
and publisher, M. Plenri Boggerts, claims to have perfected an in¬ 
vention by means of which oil-paintings can be reproduced on canvas 
and other materials in such artistic and mechanical perfection, that 
even connoisseurs are unable to distinguish between the original and 
the facsimile. Some specimens of the work recently exhibited at Paris 
were much admired. The Journal fiir Buchdriickerkunst promises 
fuller particulars concerning the invention in a future issue, and we 
shall not fail to give our readers the benefit of such additional data. 

Healthy Literature.—Among other evidence that there is an 
increasing demand for pure and healthy fiction, we may mention that 
Messrs. Ward, Lock, & Co., who have recently issued the sixty- 
ninth volume of what they term the “ Lily Series,” announce that 
nearly two million copies of these works have been printed, “ab¬ 
sorbing sixteen thousand reams of paper, representing a weight of 
two hundred and eighty-two tons, or six hundred and thirty-two 
thousand two hundred and thirteen pounds.” This would certainly 
seem to prove that the supply of good and cheap literature creates its 
own demand. 

At Stockton there is an annual exhibition of fine arts and industry, 
for which Mr. Plislop has lithographed a prize certificate in gold, blue, 
salmon-tint, and black. It is small and unpretentious, and the orna¬ 
mentation, in modern taste, is very neatly executed. We think the 
transferred lines would have been better crossed, so as to have produced 
more distinction between them and the paper. A similar remark 
will apply to the foolscap broadside circular, in which the dotted work 
is not strong enough to relieve the ornament. Mr. Hislop is evidently 
possessed of considera ble taste and power of execution, and his work 
does him credit. 

A Typographic Reunion.—Herr R. Schneider, a German 
master printer at St. Petersburg, and also editor of a local printing 
trades’ journal started by him, has lately organized periodical reunions 
of printers, with a view of engendering a spirit of social good fellow¬ 
ship amongst the followers of the Graphic Arts in the Russian capital. 
I he second of these conversazioni has proved a great success, no less 
than 350 persons being present. A large number of typographic pro¬ 
ductions and a variety of printing material were exhibited, and after a 
pleasant evening devoted to social intercourse, an hour or two were 
spent “on the light fantastic toe.” 

Napoleon’s Printing Press.—Dauntless as lie undoubtedly was, 
and free from all fear and superstition, there was, nevertheless, one 
power of which Napoleon stood in dread, and that was the Press. He 
has confessed that “ four hostile newspapers are more to be feared than 

a thousand bayonets.” Recognizing its potency he availed himself to 
the full of its power, and we see it announced that the identical press 
which Napoleon carried with him to Moscow, and which fell into the 
hands of the Russians during his retreat, is now at St. Petersburg, and 
the owner offers to sell it for about ,£145. One wonders how many of 
his famous telegrams, which invariably reported victories, were printed 
on this press ! 

Circulation of the Bible.—In our April number we gave some 
statistics as to the number of Bibles which have been circulated during 
the present century, through the different Bible Societies. So far as 
the British and Foreign Bible Society is concerned the data there given 
now need correction, since according to the annual report of that 
organization the number of copies of Bibles, Testaments, &c., issued 
duiing the last financial year amounted to 3,34®»995» making a gross 
total since the foundation of the society of 85,388,057. In the work of 
translating, revising, printing, and publishing these copies more than 
^"8,500,000 have been spent. I he Bible is now issued from the 
bociety’s depot in about 225 languages. 

A Successful Career.—i he issue of the 1,oooth number of the 
Publishers' Circular is an event which deserves to be chronicled in 
these columns. Mr. Sampson Low, the proprietor and editor, who 
has been at the helm since the commencement of the publication, 

takes advantage of the occasion to thank his supporters ; and, with an 
excusable feeling of pride, he mentions that the forty-two years’ files 
of his publication embrace a complete record of the title, size, and 
price of nearly every book published in Great Britain during that 
period. Mr. Low also draws attention to the fact that of all the 
gentlemen who formed the committee which initiated the work, fourteen 
in number, the only survivor is Mr. R. B. Seeley. We hope Mr. Low 
may be spared many more years to continue his useful labours. 

Printing Materials and Books at the Sydney Exhibition. 

—At a recent meeting of the London commissioners Mr. Edmund 
Johnson reported that he had received from the principal publishers a 
number of valuable contributions for the collection of educational and 
other works intended for this Exhibition. The English firms who 
have thus far made arrangements to be represented at Sydney include 
the following : — Cassell, Petter, & Galpin ; Downing, J. S. ; 
Fleming, A. B., & Co. ; Goodall, C., & Son; the Graphic; Law¬ 
rence, T. J. ; Marion & Co. ; Moffat & Page ; Powell, J. M., & Son ; 
Squintani & Co. ; Spicer, Bros. ; Sanders, T. H., & Co. ; Triibner & 
Co. ; Unwin, Bros. ; Ward, Marcus, & Co.; Waterlow & Sons 
(Limited). 

International Post-cards.—Are we never to hear the last ot 
Irish grievances ? Hibernians seem to be lynx-eyed in discovering 
any attempted infringement of their rights. An illustration of this 
fact occurred a week or two ago in Parliament, when Mr. Sullivan 
asked the Postmaster-General whether the new international post-card 
issued by his department, headed “Great Britain,” was intended to 
be available for the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland ; 
and, if so, whether there was any reason for not correctly printing 
the fact ? Lord J. Manners replied that Ireland was to have the 
advantage of the post-card. The words “Great Britain” only had 
appeared in the convention with France, and that accounted for the 
omission to which the hon. gentleman referred. 

Cowper’s Writing Telegraph.—At the soiree of the Institution 
of Civil Engineers, held on the 27th ult., at South Kensington, Mr. 
Cowper’s writing telegraph was the chief attraction, but no correct 
account of its performance was given. The operator, a son of the 
inventor, and well-skilled in writing up to the powers of the instru¬ 
ment, wrote in a very large and legible hand, which was rendered by 
the syphon pen at the other end of the wire in a very small hand, not 
at all easy to decipher. The syphon pen cannot leave the paper, and 
therefore all the words of a telegram are run together, or rather con¬ 
nected with a running line. The speed is not more, at the utmost, 
than 20 words a minute. By the record of the actual words as here 
supplied, some additional security is gained against verbal errors. 

Honourable Distinctions to Veteran Compositors.—Bronze 
medals and diplomas of honour have been awarded by the Austrian 
Government for length of service to three compositors employed in the 
State Printing-Office. The first, Christian Hafenbradl, is 79 years 
old, and has been connected with the craft sixty-six years; the second, 
Josef Ginselmayer, is 67 years old, during fifty-three of which he has 
worked as a compositor, and some years ago he was decorated with 
the Silver Medal of Merit. The third recipient is Christian Lillich, 
51 years of age, who has served thirty-five years as a compositor. We 
in this country reserve our distinctions for every class of persons but 
those connected with the Industrial Arts, and few ever dream of 
encouraging and rewarding in a similar manner length of service or 
other industrial merit. 

Startling if True.—We are informed by a foreign contemporary 
that a German, Karl Steinbach by name, has made an important dis¬ 
covery in photography. After years of study and experiment he has 
succeeded in obtaining a chemical composition, by means of which a 
mirror image may be fixed and sold as a photograph. With this com¬ 
position the mirror surface is painted, and the back part of the mirror 
receives also a coating of oil. The mirror thus prepared is held before 
the person who is to be photographed. The oil coating evaporates,- 
and the likeness of the person remains in natural colours on the light 
surface. The image so fixed is brought into a bath, and is exposed 
hall-an-hour to sunlight before delivery. A rich capitalist in Peru has 
acquired this invention for 400,000 dols., and large establishments are 
to be formed in North and South America for carrying it out. 

It was the witty Dean Swift who made the remark that argument 
as generally managed is the worst sort of conversation, and in books 
the worst sort of reading. We were forcibly reminded of his dictum 
by reading in a recent appeal for a bookbinders’ charity the following 
words:—-“The committee venture to suggest that of late years the 
art of the bookbinder has been called into requisition to assist the 
bookseller in the sale of the work of the author, and that to-day many 
books are sold from the attraction given to them by the binder, they 
therefore beg leave,” &c. While fully supporting the appeal for 
monetary contributions in support of the deserving charity in question, 
we cannot help thinking that the legitimate claims of the institution 
might be based upon better ground than upon such an argummtum ad 
absmdum as is here advanced. 
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Poisonous Postage-Stamps.—The periodical cry as to the 
poisonous character of postage stamps has once more been raised. 
This time it is not the adhesive matter that is charged with the mischief, 
but the ink or colouring matter used in printing. Dr. Hassall, having 
submitted a number of penny stamps to analysis, found in all of them 
“lead in large quantity, derived, doubtless, from the red lead employed 
in the colouring of the stamps.” Unhappily, this colouring matter, 
whatever may be its constituents, is very easily removed when once the 
stamp is wetted, and it would therefore be possible for people to receive 
serious injury whenever a large number of letters had to be stamped, 
unless a special “damper” were employed for the purpose. Dr. Hassall 
urges the Post-office authorities to discontinue the use of the present 
penny stamps with the least possible delay. 

A Triumph of Science.—It is well known that printing-ink 
differs greatly in price. Many printers have also discovered that its 
cost bears very uncertain relation to its quality, comparatively cheap 
ink sometimes producing effects quite out of proportion to its cost, and 
expensive ink just the reverse. Several months ago the matter was 
brought to the notice of a distinguished analytical chemist, who at once 
instituted a series of careful experiments to discover, if possible, the 
secret of the anomaly. For a long time his efforts were baffled ; but 
at length science was triumphant, and he discovered that the relative 
quality of printing-ink was entirely governed by a single constituent. 
This substance he found was wholly foreign to the nature of ink, 
although every sample he tested contained a greater or less quantity in 
solution. Its scientific name is pectinia corruptionis, but it is commonly 
known in the trade as “ chapel money.”—Bookseller. 

Philological studies and researches are not confined to our 
Teutonic neighbours, with whom one or two works on letters and 
alphabets have lately originated. We hear that Mr. Isaac Taylor’s 
elaborate “ History of the Alphabet” will be ready for publication in 
the course of the present year. Another announcement of interest to 
printers and journalists is that Dr. John A. Id. Murray is editing the 
long-contemplated English Dictionary for the Philological Society. 
He has issued an “appeal to the English speaking and English reading 
public to read books and make extracts ” for that work. It is believed 
that in its most complete form the work would extend to 24,000 
quarto pages; but if the quotations are cut down it may be com¬ 
pressed into 7,000 pages of the size of Littre’s great French dictionary. 
The work, which is to be brought out under the direction of the 
delegates of the Clarendon Press, will, it is hoped, be completed in ten 
years. 

American Post Cards.—The United States Post-Office Depart¬ 
ment has approved a design for the new international 2-cent postal card 
provided for by the Universal Postal Union and the recent Act of 
Congress. On the upper left corner are the words, “ Universal Postal 
Union, United States of America,” in English and French, the Postal 
Union requiring that the inscription shall be in the language of the 
country from which the card is sent and in French. On the right 
upper corner is the stamp, consisting of the head of Liberty copied from 
the gold double eagle, surrounded by a ribbon border, with a mono¬ 
gram, “ U.S.,” at the top and a buckle at the bottom, with the figure 
“ 2 ” in octagon blocks on either side. I11 the upper half of the circle 
are the words “Postal Card,” and in the lower half “Two Cents.” 
The card has also, to more clearly define it from the i-cent card, a neat 
border around the edge on the address side. 

Demand for English Pens Abroad.—We hear so much about 
the foreigner supplanting us in neutral markets that it is quite refreshing 
to come across an item of news showing that John Bull is not the 
decrepid being that many would have us believe. A correspondent 
writing to the Manchester Examiner from Geneva says :—“ I went the 
other day into a stationer’s shop to buy a box of pens. I asked for 
English pens. ‘ Ala foi,’ said the shopman, ‘ we have hardly anything 
but English pens.’ ‘ But these are German,’ I remarked. ‘Not a 
bit of it. They have a German name, it is true, but they all come 
from Birmingham. You have Roder, of Berlin ; Schmidt, of Frank¬ 
fort ; Schneider, of Bremen ; but they make no pens, those fellows, 
they buy them in England. Even our plume Federali (Federal pen), 
so much used here, and which all the world believes to be Swiss, is 
English made. Make your choice, monsieur, every one of these boxes 
is from Birmingham.’ ” 

Robbing a Wages Clerk.—A week or two ago an outrageous 
assault was committed upon a clerk in the employment of Messrs. 
A. B. Fleming & Co., ink-makers, Granton, by two men in the public 
road leading from Granton to Caroline-park, Edinburgh. After 
throwing a quantity of pepper in the man’s eyes, they wrenched from 
his grasp a bag containing about £200, which the clerk had with¬ 
drawn from the bank in order to pay Messrs. Fleming’s employes. 
The thieves then decamped, but were followed by several Caledonian 
Railway workmen, who were passing on an engine on the railway, 
which adjoins the road. One of the men was caught, and the money 
was shortly afterwards found in a field, where it had been hidden. It 

is a good plan to send two men instead of one to draw out the money. 
We know of many firms who do so, and if the plan were more 
generally adopted, there would be but little danger from gentlemen 
of the Rob Roy stamp. 

“ It never rains but it pours,” says an old proverb, and such must be 
just now poor Mr. Beecher’s experience, who has not only been in ill 
repute with the outside gentile world, but whose Brooklyn “elect” 
have also, in part at least, turned against their former “ Sir Oracle.” 
And now, to crown all, he has been sued for breach of contract by a 
member of the firm of J. B. Ford & Co., of New York, for the non¬ 
completion of his “ Life of Christ.” Mr. Beecher is said to have 
received £2,000 earnest money from his publishers, and the first 
volume was issued, but the Brooklyn scandal interrupted its con¬ 
tinuance. Although some years have elapsed since the appearance 
of the first portion, it remains incomplete. An action has now been 
brought to recover the ,£2,000 advanced on account, and £6,000 to 
make good the loss of the publishers, besides exemplary damages for 
breach of contract. The reverend defendant may well exclaim with 
the patriarch of old, “All these things are against me.” 

New Book-Post Regulation.—As an outcome of the movement 
agitating for a rescission of the obnoxious clause restricting book-post 
facilities to letterpress or lithographic circulars, the following new rule 
has been officially promulgated :—■“ The second sub-class of section 19 
of the Treasury Regulations of September 26th, 1870, is hereby re¬ 
pealed, and the following sub-clause is substituted in lieu thereof, that 
is to say : Circular letters, that is letters which from internal evidence 
appear to be intended for transmission in identical terms to several 
persons, and the whole or the greater part of which is produced by 
means of ordinary type, engraving, lithography, or any other mecha¬ 
nical process.” This regulation has come into operation since the 1st 
inst. Satisfactory as the rule is in the main, we are afraid it is not 
sufficiently explicit in its wording to prevent future hair-splitting as to 
the meaning of “the greater part.” We would also ask how the 
“internal evidence ” is to be made available to the eyes of the officials ? 
—rather a poser this, we should think. 

Printers’ Errors.—We have to add two more contributions to 
that most fertile of subjects, printers’ mistakes. The first one reaches 
us from Paris. The editor of a medical review wrote on a proof-sheet 
the following instruction to the printer :—“IIfaut guillemetter avec soin 
tons les alincas ”—in other words, “ Let the quotation marks be carefully 
made.” The compositor improved upon his instructions, and inserted, 
“ II faut guillotiner avec soin tons les alienes ”—that is, “ It is neces¬ 
sary to guillotine with care all the lunatics.” The second, not a whit 
less racy, must have amused Sir Wilfrid Lawson. At the Exeter Hall 
meeting of the Church of England Temperance Society, the Bishop of 
Exeter declared that “ They were not about to give up the battle, nor 
had their spirits sunk because they had not made such rapid progress 
as some had desired.” These words were thus reported in one of the 
papers:—“ They were not about to give up the bottle, nor had their 
spirits sunk,” &c. We hardly think that the compositor who set this 
was imbued with the spirit of teetotalism. 

Surveillance of the Press in Russia.—Complaints are being 
continually made by German papers as to the detention in St. Peters¬ 
burg of telegrams directed to them. The correspondent there of the 
Cologne Gazette lately handed in two despatches, not a syllable of which 
ever reached his journal, though on expostulating with the authorities 
he received back his money. In the event of the sender himself, how¬ 
ever, not complaining, he is never apprised of the suppression of the 
obnoxious message and reimbursed therefor. This species of censor¬ 
ship over intelligence intended to leave the country is applied no less 
rigorously to news and literature sent into it. The police have invented 
an instrument for rendering printed matter illegible, and travellers tell 
of their surprise and disappointment on taking up English newspapers 
to find whole columns and paragraphs blackened and obliterated with 
ink. A specimen page of an English newspaper thus castrated was 
recently on view in the window of one of the publishing offices in the 

Strand. 

Interesting Literary Discovery.—We hear that during the 
demolition of some old houses in Brook-street, Holborn, a collection 
of newspapers, periodicals, &c., of the dates 1765-70, was discovered 
among a quantity of lumber, and disposed of as “waste” at one of 
the shops in the neighbourhood. Among the packages thus sold a 
MS. was found, and on examination it proved to be a dramatic 
poem in blank verse, numbering about 800 lines, and perfect, with the 
exception of the first few pages, which, however, apparently only con¬ 
tained the title, and possibly dedication. The poem is signed with the 
capital C of the Saxon alphabet, and it is believed that it is from 
the pen of the unfortunate Chatterton, who committed suicide in a 
house in Brook-street, in 1770. The poem deals with love and revenge, 
is laid in the Second Charles’s days, and abounds in many striking 
passages. The MS. is now in the hands of Lord Houghton, who is of 
opinion, with Dean Stanley, Mr. Swinburne, and other men of letters, 
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that the MS. is genuine. Arrangements are being made for its pub¬ 
lication at an early date. 

New Method of Plate Engraving for transferring to 

Pottery.—At a meeting of the North Staffordshire Exchange, held 
on the 21st ult. in the Mechanics’ Institute, Hanley, Mr. Moore, of 
the firm of Messrs. T. C. Brown-Westhead, Moore, & Co., Cauldon 
Place, Iianley, submitted and explained their new method of copper¬ 
plate engraving. The alleged advantages of the new process over the 
old are obtained by engraving on a very soft prepared metal. After 
the engraving on the soft metal—the secret of the discovery being in 
the mode of preparation—an impression is taken in wax, and then im¬ 
mersed in a solution of copper. The depositing on the wax impression 
is effected by the electrotype process. It is said that a more accurate 
reproduction of the artist’s original design is secured by the new method 
than could hitherto be obtained. The method enables the copyist or 
reproducer of designs to transmit the faintest outlines of the original in 
all their integrity with greater despatch, and at a saving of cost. The 
new process and the specimens of work produced by it were examined 
with much interest by many of the leading pottery manufacturers. 

Intimidating a Printer.—Some thirty or forty years ago we 
were pretty familiar, especially in Ireland, with every kind of threat 
and intimidation resorted to by printers towards those who worked at 
a lower rate of wages or who had in any way offended against the rules 
of the then secret societies. We had flattered ourselves that this practice 
had since died out, among printers at least. It is evident, however, 
from the following incident, that traces of the old tradition still survive 
in some quarters. A letterpress printer, recently engaged and now 
employed by Mr. Henry Oakey, Fishergate, Preston, received shortly 
before Whitsuntide through the post the following threat, which is 
made up of words and letters cut from a newspaper, and pasted on a 
sheet of note paper :—“ Sir,—You had better go from Preston before 
Whit-Tuesday ; you will not be safe after that.” The address on the 
envelope is of the same kind, and runs thus :—“ Hudson H. Oakeys, 
Fishergate, Preston.” The officers of the Preston branch of the Typo¬ 
graphical Society have offered a reward of £$ for such information as 
shall lead to the conviction of the offender. 

The First Swiss Printer.—Beromiinster has hitherto been 
regarded as the first Swiss town in which the art of printing was prac¬ 
tised, a book bearing date 1470 having been printed there. The ear¬ 
liest known book printed at Basle, on the other hand, dates from the 
year 1474. Dr. L. Sieher, has, however, lately made some critical 
researches into the subject, and the conclusion he has arrived at is that 
printing was practised in Basle as early as 1468. An interesting paper, 
expounding his reasons for having arrived at this conclusion was 
recently read before the Basle Historical Society. He alleges that a 
large undated folio edition of a commentary on the Book of Job, by 
Gregory the Great, bears indisputable evidence of having been printed 
by Berthold Kuppels, or Kippels, at Basle. This work, which is 
preserved in the National Library at Paris, bears an inscription in 
Latin to this effect:—“ I bought this book in the year 1468. Joseph 
de Vergers, Priest at the Church of St. Hilarius at Mayence.” 
Dr. Sieher also mentioned incidentally that a strike of the journeymen 
printers is recorded in the annals of Basle as having taken place in 
the year 1471. The precedent of strikes would thus seem to date back 
farther than is generally supposed. 

A Veteran Newspaper Proprietor.—The whole of the employes 
of the Macclesfield Courier newspaper, together with the workmen in 
the bookbinding and general printing departments met together on the 
24th ult. at the Bull’s Head Hotel, Macclesfield, to celebrate the 80th 
birthday of Mr. J. Swinnerton, J.P., the proprietor of the newspaper 
and the senior partner in the general business. Mr. Slade, the manag¬ 
ing editor, occupied the chair, and Mr. R. Brown, reporter, the vice¬ 
chair. After the usual loyal toasts Mr. Swinnerton’s health was pro¬ 
posed by the Chairman in heartfelt terms, which were most cordially 
endorsed by all present, who joined in the one sentiment of the evening 
—hearty appreciation of Mr. Swinnerton as a kind and considerate 
employer, regret that his health did not permit of his being present, 
and the wish that he might yet live to enjoy many happy returns. 
“ Prosperity to the Newspaper Press,” coupling with it in especial 
terms the Macclesfield Courier, was a companion toast to that of 
Mr. Swinnerton’s health, and it was ably supported. It was mentioned 
as a noteworthy fact that Mr. Swinnerton is one of the oldest, if not 
indeed the oldest newspaper proprietor in England, having been for 
more than fifty-one years proprietor of the journal named. Mr. 
Swinnerton is also the only survivor of the originators of the “ Pro¬ 
vincial Newspaper Society.” 

Chinese Rice Paper.—The thick, soft, translucent material 
called Chinese rice-paper, is commonly supposed to be made of 
rice or some sort of fibre obtained from the rice plant. A recent 
writer says that it is not so made, but is the pith of a Fatsia 
papyrifera, sliced thin. The tree grows about twenty feet high, 
and its pith is an extensive article of commerce in China, for it 

is used in the manufacture of many articles, especially toys and artifi¬ 
cial flowers. The cylinders of pith exposed on removing the bark 
and woody fibre are rarely ij^in. in diameter, and as the substance is 
delicate and tender some skill and practice are required to cut the 
whole stick from the circumference to centre into one continuous sheet. 
A long, thin, very sharp knife is used for this operation. The largest 
sheets that can be obtained in this way are about 15m. long by ioin. 
wide. As soon as the sheets are cut they are spread out, all little 
holes carefully mended, and then they are pressed under weights 
until dry. The refuse scraps, &c., go to make pillows; the ordinary 
sheets are dyed brilliantly and sold to the flower-makers, while the 
largest sheets are destined for the foreign market after being carefully 
painted by skilful native artists. There is no substance yet discovered 
that so well represents the delicate texture of the petals of flowers as 
this paper of pith, and it is exported to some extent by artificial-flower 
manufacturers. 

Printing Machinery in 1800 and in 1879.—The progress which 
the present century has witnessed in the perfecting of the printing 
press is vividly recalled to us by a recent number of the Missouri Re¬ 
publican of St. Louis, which contains an account of its own history 
since it was begun seventy-one years ago, when it was printed on the 
first press built west of the Mississippi river, an old-fashioned hand 
press, a great part of it made of wood, its capacity being fifty impres¬ 
sions on one side in an hour. One hand press after another came into 
use until, in 1837, the Adam press was employed, by whose aid two 
men could print off 800 sheets per hour, printed on one side. Then 
followed, in 1843, the single-cylinder Hoe, next the double-cylinder 
Hoe, the four-cylinder Hoe, and the eight-cylinder Iioe; also, the 
Walter and Bullock presses, and finally “The Hoe Triumph,” as it is 
called, ‘1 the marvellous double-perfecting and folding press of Hoe & 
Co. ; the fastest printing machine in the world,” printing off 30,000 
copies an hour, cutting them, pasting them, and folding them into 
book form. An illustration is given of this machine, and of all the 
machines that are in the office of the Republican, or have been in it, as 
well as of all the presses used from the beginning. The principal pro¬ 
prietor of the journal named, Mr. George Knapp, entered the office 
fifty years ago at the age of twelve as an apprentice, and has worked 
his way up through all the departments of the business. 

The British Museum Library.—To properly appreciate the 
gradual extension of our National Library, it is worth while to recall 
that just a hundred years ago, that is in 1779, the amount expended in 
the purchase of books by the Museum authorities was ^102, which 
formed indeed the total outlay incurred by the Museum, while last 
year’s Parliamentary grant amounted to ^no ooo. In our own day, 
the trustees of the Museum expend a larger sum in purchases than is 
contributed by any other nation for a like purpose. The American 
library at Bloomsbury, numbering about 100,000 volumes, is more com¬ 
plete and exhaustive than any that exists in the United States. England 
buys more French and German books every year than the English 
works purchased by France and Germany collectively. As an illustra¬ 
tion of the enormous accumulations of periodicals and journalistic lite¬ 
rature already acquired, it may be mentioned that 1,000 large volumes 
of this class are annually bound in the British Museum, and added to 
the vast collection stored away on the basement floor. In addition to 
the multitudinous newspapers published daily and weekly in Great 
Britain and Ireland, the visitor to the Museum will find that all the chief 
journals of foreign countries are filed side by side with the rich contri¬ 
butions made by the Press of these islands. In fact, the national library 
contains at the present time no less than 1,300,000 volumes as com¬ 
pared with the 220,000 of some forty years ago. 

“Penny Dreadfuls.”—Readers of “Gil Bias” may remember 
a ludicrous passage in which a country schoolmaster describes a dra¬ 
matic piece he means to produce, in which none are to figure but 
“ bloody-minded princes and heroic assassins ; ” characteristically 
adding, “I would have bathed myself in gore.” Some such laudable 
ambition seems to animate the proprietors of our penny dreadfuls. 
The City Press relates the following incidents as having occurred 
in the early days of literature for boys :—From the proprietor to the 
artist who drew the dreadful battle pictures : “Sir,—Will you please 
to make the cutlasses more curlier, ,as it looks bloodthirsty, and the boys 
like it.” The swords were drawn like half-moons, and each one was 
represented as dripping with gore. Another letter “ from the same 
to the same”: “Sir,—In consequence of the interest that you evi¬ 
dently take in my journal your salary will be in future increased half- 
a-crown a week. ” Again, the proprietor was desirous of ascertaining 
whether a drawing sent to him was architecturally correct, and he con¬ 
sulted one of the literary staff upon the subject. In a pompous manner 
he accosted him with: “Sir,—I believe you know somethin’about 
harchitecture ? ” “I do.” “Now, sir, his this horiental, or his it 
not?” “Well, sir, if you ask for my opinion-.” “Sir, a cove 
has been kiddin’ me on that this is horiental; your hopinion, sir’s, 
’arf-a-dollar.” “Well, it is not oriental.” “Sir, your’arf-dollar— 

the bloke shall go. ” 
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Abusing each Other.—Lawyers have been divided into two 
classes, the litigious and the peaceable. We must leave our readers 
to decide in which of these two the gentleman concerned in the fol¬ 
lowing incident may be ranked. Mr. Lefroy, judge of the Bridport 
County Court, recently delivered a judgment which, being against the 
opinion of the jury empanelled in the case, excited some remarks on 
the part of the local press. The subject was referred to at a subsequent 
sitting of the Court, when his Honour remarked :— “A very imperti¬ 
nent paragraph has appeared in one of the papers. I warn the editor 
of that paper that if anything of the kind again appears he shall appear 
in the Court of Queen’s Bench. The braying of a donkey causes a 
nuisance sometimes. If a Judge decide according to law and common 
sense and justice, fools and rogues disapprove of it; and I warn him 
that if he does it again he shall appear before the Court of Queen’s 
Bench; and I question now whether I won’t file a criminal informa¬ 
tion against him if he does not apologise. It will cost him ^50 if I 
bring him before the Court of Queen’s Bench. If a jackass brays 
against the Court in that way it must be stopped.” The paper referred 
to is the Western Gazette published at Yeovil. Without going into 
the merits of the case, we would ask whether such a libellous vindication 
as the above is likely to add to the dignity of the Bench ? The news¬ 
paper concerned might be able to maintain an action against Mr. Lefroy 
for his very offensive attack. 

International Literary Congress.—This congress held its 
first sitting on Monday last at the Society of Arts, Adelphi, under the 
presidency of M. Edmond About. There were about 150 gentlemen 
assembled, most European nations being represented. The congress 
has been convened by the Association Litteraire Internationale, which 
was founded in pursuance of a resolution passed at the Literary Inter¬ 
national Congress held at Paris last summer, and of which Victor Hugo 
is the honorary president. The two main subjects set down for consi¬ 
deration in the programme are translation and adaptation in connection 
with the question of international copyright. The president (M. About), 
in a brief inaugural address, congratulated the foreign visitors to London 
on their being thus brought into close communication with English 
thought and feeling, and concluded with the hope that the speakers 
would all be animated by a spirit of justice and fraternity. Mr. Blan¬ 
chard Jerrold, President of the Reception Committee, read a paper 
relating to the business arrangements of the conference. M. Frederic 
Thomas, President of the Executive Committee, remarked that their 
organization was still in its childhood, having for its father one whose 
name belonged to humanity—Victor Hugo. That gathering was, he 
went on to say, the second act in a great drama of literature, which he 
believed would produce important results. After several other speakers 
had addressed the meeting the congress was adjourned, the proceedings 
being all transacted in the French language. 

Complimentary Presentation to Sir Rowland Hill.—It 
is in keeping with our insular habits and notions that the great and 
permanent services which Sir Rowland Hill rendered to this country 
forty years ago should only now, when he is on the verge of the grave, 
be recognized by the commercial community of the metropolis. A 
deputation of the Corporation of the City of London, accompanied by 
the Town Clerk and the Chamberlain, waited, on the 6th inst., on Sir 
Rowland Hill at his residence, Hampstead, for the purpose of pre¬ 
senting him with the freedom of the City in a handsome gold casket. 
In consequence of Sir Rowland’s age and infirmity, the presentation 
was of a semi-private nature. The Chamberlain, in making the pre¬ 
sentation, dwelt at length upon the benefits Sir Rowland had conferred 
upon the whole community, and referred inter alia to the introduction 
by him in 1835 of the principle of printing from revolving cylinders 
armed with type, which, he said, in its later developments had revolu¬ 
tionised the production and issue of diurnal literature. In the course 
of a lengthy and suitable reply the newly-made Freeman said that the 
present generation, fortunately for itself, had no practical acquaintance 
with the evils of the old postal system. It was probable that few even 
of those assembled there that day were aware that a lower rate of 
postage now carried a letter from Egypt or the furthest parts of Europe 
to San Francisco, than was charged in 1839 on a letter coming from 
the Guildhall to that house, though the latter distance, as the crow 
flies, was scarcely four miles. 

Duplex Telegraphy.—Mr. W. H. Preece lectured on the 23rd 
ult. at the Royal Institution, on duplex and multiplex telegraphy. He 
first alluded to waves caused in a pond by the throwing in of two 
stones some distance apart. The two sets of waves set up will in some 
places have wave coinciding with wave and augmenting the height of 
the waves, and in others will have crest coinciding with depression and 
producing a neutral effect. So it seems with electric currents. There 
may be from currents going in opposite directions on a wire augmenta¬ 
tion and neutrality, and this is the fundamental principle on which 
duplex and multiplex telegraphy is based. It was shown experi¬ 
mentally that a positive and a negative ‘ ‘ wave ” meeting produce 
neutrality, and Mr. Preece compared this to the silence from two 
sound-waves, or darkness from two light-waves neutralizing each 
other’s effects. Electricity will spread in proportion to the resistance 

offered to it, and the electrical effect of an electro-magnet is propor¬ 
tional to the amount of electricity passed around it. What has to be 
arranged in working two messages in opposite directions on a wire, as 
in the duplex system, is that the indicators shall both be so working 
that the currents shall not interfere with one another in giving the 
signals. The method of doing this was shown, and messages, both on 
the duplex and quadruplex system, were sent to and from Telegraph- 
street. Mr. Preece acknowledged that it was difficult for the uninitiated 
to understand how messages can pass in this way without interference. 
He incidentally mentioned that we have in this country 320 circuits, 
with 42,000 miles of wire, worked with the duplex system. 

Reuter’s Telegram Company (Limited).—The ordinary general 
meeting of the shareholders of this Company was held on the 28th ult., 
at the offices, 24, Old Jewry, Colonel Holland in the chair. The 
report stated that the net profits for the year ending the 31st December 
last amounted to ^5,627, including ^205 brought forward. The 
interim dividend of 2^ per cent, was paid in October last, and the 
directors declared a further dividend of 8s. per share, equal to 
5 per cent., leaving a balance of ^113 to be carried forward. The 
Chairman, in moving the adoption of the report, said that the share¬ 
holders would not be surprised to hear that owing to the great depres¬ 
sion of trade and the excited state of general politics in Europe then- 
profits were not so large as heretofore. As regards their position as 
affected by general politics, they had scarcely recovered from the effects 
of the excitement of the Turco-Russian war when the war in Afghani¬ 
stan commenced. It was the duty of the Company to provide the 
earliest news, and in this respect they had been successful, both in the 
cases of Afghanistan and Zululand. Such telegrams, however, were 
very costly, as would be gathered from the fact that each word cost 
4s. 6d. ; and he mentioned that one of the leading daily papers had 
had to pay ^600 for a single telegram from India. His object in 
mentioning this fact was to show how expensive was the work of pro¬ 
viding early intelligence. The business of the Company on the whole 
was sound and healthy, and there was every prospect of an augmenta¬ 
tion of profits during the present year. The motion was unanimously 
agreed to. 

Tracing a Secret Printing-office in Russia.—The following 
particulars have come to hand concerning the latest discovery of a 
secret printing-office, and the singular way in which the Russian police 
were able to trace its whereabouts. A recent number of Land and 
Liberty, the Nihilist organ, was distinguished by good and clear print, 
and on being submitted to technical authorities, they assigned new 
type as the cause of this improved appearance. The efforts of the 
police were next directed to discover the foundry or dealer from whose 
establishment the types had been supplied. Sufficient primd facie 
evidence having been collected to assign their origin to the wholesale 
establishment of MM. Franz March & Co., of St. Petersburg, the 
heads of this firm were interviewed, and questioned as to any recent 
customers for the particular classes of type in question. It was elicited 
that they had only been supplied to the printing-office of the Ministry 
for Water and Land Intercommunication. It having been next ascer¬ 
tained that quantities of type had lately been missed from that 
establishment, domiciliary visits were paid to the houses of the com¬ 
positors employed in that office, eight or ten of whom resided next 
door to the Ministerial Department, and it was there that the printing- 
office was discovered. Neither machine nor press was employed in 
striking off the issues of the Nihilist organ, the impressions being 
obtained by means of a brush dabbed against a sheet of paper 
laid on the type-form. It remains to be seen whether the Nihilist 
Press has been effectually silenced by this latest capture. Past experience 
in other countries hardly justifies any such anticipation. 

New Journals, Press Changes, &c.—A new paper called the 
Boulevard has been started in Paris. It is printed in English, and is 
designed for English readers.-A new journal, styled Le Globe, and 
devoted to the publication of the latest news from all parts of the 
world, has been started. Messrs. Kensington and Co., of Clement’s- 
lane, are the London agents.——The Monetary Gazette is now pub¬ 
lished under the title of the British Empire.-The first number of 
the Contract Journal was issued on the 4th inst.-One and All is the 
title of a new weekly edited by Mr. G. R. Sims and published by 
Messrs. E. J. Francis & Co., at the Referee office.—Local Gleanings 
is the title of a monthly antiquarian magazine to be published in 
Manchester on the 1st July. The editor will be Mr. J. P. Earwaker, 
M.A., F.S.A.-The City Press has recently completed the first 
year of its bi-weekly issue.-The Brighton Standard and the 
Eastbourne Fashionable Arrival List have been purchased by 
Mr. Walsh. The transfer was arranged by Mr. Wellsman (C. 
Mitchell & Co.)-A notice has been issued to the effect that 
in order to afford time for carrying out certain important altera¬ 
tions in the form and general management of The Week, it has been 
decided to suspend its publication until the 21st inst., when the 
next number will appear.-The Christian Signal has been dis¬ 
continued.-Dr. W. H. Russell, of the Times, has gone out to the 
Cape as special correspondent to the Daily Telegrapfi. What does 
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this mean ?-Mr. F. Villiers, the accomplished artist of the Graphic, 
has left Afghanistan for Sydney, New South Wales, where he will re¬ 
present our contemporary at the forthcoming Exhibition. 

The Reporters’ Gallery at Washington.—In anticipation 
of the reform about to be effected in connection with the accommoda¬ 
tion for reporters in our own House of Commons, it may interest our 
readers to learn some particulars as to the Reporters’ Gallery in the 
Capitol at Washington. From the following account it would seem 
that insufficiency of room and general inconvenience of arrangement 
are not exclusively confined to St. Stephen’s, Westminster. We are 
told that the number of reporters attending Congress is so great 
that there are not seats enough to accommodate them all, and cards of 
admission not entitling the holders to seats are issued to some. On 
ordinary occasions the rule excluding persons not journalists from the 
reporters’ gallery is pretty well enforced. As not half of those who are 
entitled to be there are in the gallery at one time, there is seldom a 
crowd. But on extra occasions every correspondent in Washington 
is on hand, and those who have work to do are, under the most 
favourable circumstances, subjected to great inconvenience. Of this 
there is no complaint; but it has also become the custom of the Speaker 
when all other galleries are full to issue orders to members for the 
admission of their friends to the reporters’ gallery until it becomes the 
worst-crowded portion of the House, and work there becomes an 
absolute impossibility. On the last day of the late session the crush 
of outsiders in the reporters’ gallery was so great that those who were 
in could not move. A few correspondents who arrived early got their 
seats, but each of them was obliged to work for more than four hours 
bearing up the weight of three or four outsiders who leaned upon him, 
and it was impossible to move or even sit erect. 

An Old Yorkshire Typographer.—In reference to the query 
concerning Hugo Goes, the sixteenth century printer of York, inserted 
in our April number, Mr. Frederick Ross, writes :—Hugo Goes is sup¬ 
posed to have been the son of Matthias Van der Goes, a printer at 
Antwerp. He came to England in 1507, and two years afterwards he 
set up a press in York, when there were but three other printers in 
England. In 1516 he removed to Beverley, and afterwards to London. 
There are only two books known as having been issued from his York 
press—“ A Grarner ; ” “ Incipit Donatus minor cum Remigio ad usum 
pusillorum Anglicanarum scholarum, &c. Impressum Eboraci in vico 
q’noncupat’ Steengate, per me Hugonem Goes.” Of this work there 
is no known copy in existence. The other, of which there are two copies 
extant—one in the library of York Minster, and the other in that of 
Sidney Sussex College, Cambridge, both imperfect, was a Liturgy or 
Church service book—“A Pica” (so called because printed in black 
and red ink) “sine directorium sacerdotum ad usum Eboracensis.” 
(In the early days of printing, holy days in the calendars were printed 
in red ink, as symbolical of the blood of Christ.) The only production 
of his Beverley press was a broadside, “ Emprynted at Beverly in the 
Idyegate by me Hewe Goes.” At the top is a rude cut of a horseman 
with spear and shield, and the arms of France; and at the bottom his 
device—a capital II and a goose. The only known copy is in the 
possession of a gentleman in Norfolk. Ames, in his “ Typog. 
Antiq.,” observes, “ Printing in York was early in respect to other 
places in the kingdom, which would incline one to conclude they had 
some brave spirits amongst them, willing to cultivate common sense.” 

“The Durable” Printers’ Roller Company, Limited.— 

Some twelve years since printers’ rollers were composed of glue and 
treacle, and machine-minders and pressmen looked upon the troubles 
consequent upon managing such rollers as part and parcel of the ills 
they had to bear, until a new composition was brought forward, entitled 
“ The Durable.” More than one generation had grown up in the faith 
that nothing better than glue and treacle could be found for rollers ; but 
the success that attended the introduction of, and the growing demand 
which is experienced for, the composition, show that the merits claimed 
for it were not exaggerated. “The Durable” is known amongst 
printers, not only in the United Kingdom but in the English colonies, 
throughout the United States, and in the most important printing 
centres of the Continent. Originally known as Lawrence’s ‘ ‘ Durable, ” 
after a time the designation as “the Durable ” Patent Roller Com¬ 
position Company was adopted, but this , long and not very explicit 
title has been dropped, and the title at the head of these lines has been 
assumed. Mr. E. T. Marler who introduced “the Durable,” gave the 
composition its name, and is managing director of the business, and after 
a series of experiments he has taken out letters patent for an improve¬ 
ment in “ the Durable ” rollers where they are required to work extra- 
fine inks and high-class cuts. We are informed that india-rubber plays 
an important part in these new rollers, giving them a velvet-like 
pliability and touch, and a “tackiness” which causes them to bring 
up the work in a superior manner, while, at the same time, all the best 
properties of “ the Durable’’are preserved. These new rollers are 
not generally before the trade yet, but as they will shortly be brought 
out we may revert to the subject. 

French Working Printers on English and Foreign Ma¬ 

chinery, &c.—We have received three reports setting forth the 

opinions formed by as many delegates from Nancy, who were deputed 
to report on printing as represented at the Paris Exhibition. M. T. 
Schall, whose report has been reproduced in lithography, accounts for 
the inferior quality of the lithographic work executed in the provinces 
as compared with that of Paris by the lower rates at which work is 
undertaken, this in turn necessitating lower wages and inferior mate¬ 
rials. The best workmen in consequence of this gravitate towards 
Paris. Speaking of the progress which has been made in the con¬ 
struction of lithographic machines since the Exhibition of 1867, French 
machines come in for more than their meed of praise, whilst those of 
other nations, and notably the English, are criticised with the jaun¬ 
diced eye of national self-love. As to the relative merits of Munich 
and French stones, the palm is unhesitatingly awarded to the former, 
those of the French quarries, it is acknowledged, being only adapted 
for the commonest work. The chromo-lithographic work exhibited by 
Messrs. Louis Prang & Co., of Boston, is considered noteworthy, both 
as regards subject-matter and perfect printing. In connection with 
letterpress machines, the “ Ingram,” shown by Messrs. Middleton & 
Co., is described as “ without contradiction one of the finest in the 
Exhibition.” Two other reports, by M. E. Simon and M. J. Marchal 
respectively, deal mainly with composing-machines, and notably those 
of Herr Kastenbein. The inherent defect of all machinery of not 
being endowed with brain-power is pointed out; but we think that 
the future of this apparatus, and even its present capabilities, are 
considerably underestimated by both delegates, whose remarks savour 
strongly of prejudice. 

Johnson as a Parliamentary Reporter.—“The most remark¬ 
able of Johnson’s performances as a hack writer,” says Mr. Stephen 
in his recently-published life of the great lexicographer, “ deserves a 
brief notice. He was one of the first of reporters. Cave published 
such reports of the debates in Parliament as were then allowed by the 
jealousy of the Legislature, under the title of the Senate of Lilliput. 
Johnson was the author of the debates from November, 1740, to Feb¬ 
ruary, 1742. Persons were employed to attend in the two Houses, who 
brought home notes of the speeches, which were then put into shape 
by Johnson. Long afterwards, at a dinner at Foote’s, Francis (the 
father of Junius) mentioned a speech of Pitt’s as the best he had ever 
read, and superior to anything in Demosthenes. Hereupon Johnson 
replied, ‘ I wrote that speech in a garret in Exeter-street. ’ When the 
company applauded not only his eloquence but his impartiality, 
Johnson replied, ‘ That is not quite true ; I saved appearances tolerably 
well, but I took care that the Whig dogs should not have the best of 
it.’ The speeches passed for a time as accurate; though, in truth, it 
has been proved and it is easy to observe that they are in fact very 
vague reflections of the original. The editors of Chesterfield’s Works 
published two of the speeches, and to Johnson’s considerable amuse¬ 
ment declared that one of them resembled Demosthenes and the other 
Cicero. It is plain enough to the modern reader that, if so, both of the 
ancient orators must have written true Johnsonese ; and in fact the 
style of the true author is often as plainly marked in many of these 
compositions as in the Rambler or ‘Rasselas.’ For this deception, such 
as it was, Johnson expressed penitence at the end of his life, though he 
said that he had ceased to write when he found that they were taken 
as genuine. He would not be ‘ accessory to the propagation of false¬ 
hood.’ ” 

Our American Notes.—Trade generally is in a satisfactory con¬ 
dition, with no noteworthy change since last month.-The attempts to 
alter the management of the Government printing-office have not been 
relinquished, and now that the Democrats have secured a majority 
in both branches of the Congress there is a stronger prospect of the 
change being effected.——Competition in the printing trade was never 
so sharp. This is mainly sustained through the “ amateur ” offices. 
Customers seem unable or unwilling to make any distinction between 
good and indifferent work ; and it might be said with much truth that 
it does not “ pay ” to attempt to maintain a high standard. One of 
the largest and best offices in Chicago was actually crowded out of 
business a short time ago.-Recently the proprietor of the Chicago 
Legal Nezvs was sued for arrears of rent. Breach of contract was set 
up as a defence, in that the landlord had leased a portion of the pre¬ 
mises for a beer-shop which was frequented by defendant’s employes, 
they thereby being prevented from doing their regular work. The 
claim of the plaintiff was abated seven hundred dollars, which, how¬ 
ever, was not satisfactory to the defendant, who carried the case to a 
higher court. The Legal News is owned and edited by a lady, Mrs. 
Myra B. Bradwell.-Country journalists have had an especially hard 
time within the last month or so. One in Iowa was shot at while in 
his office at night, and another in Ohio was treated similarly. In 
Michigan several were cowhided or otherwise beaten. In Arkansas, 
however, the climax was attained, according to an envious local 
opponent, when an editor was actually elected to the State legislature ! 
-For the four months ending April 30, 1879, there were imported 
from Great Britain writing papers of the value of £2,168 ; other paper, 
,£3,417; stationery other than paper, £19,564. The figures in 1878 
were respectively, £2,091, £3,460, and £18,435. 
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The Limits of Fair Criticism.—An important action for libel, 
against the Alhenceum, is arranged to come on for hearing during the 
present month. The plaintiff is Mr. Richard Herne Shepherd, a 
gentleman whose name is familiar to students of poetry as the author 
of “ Tennysoniana,” and as the editor of annotated variorum editions 
of George Chapman and several other Elizabethan dramatists, and of 
the works of Charles Lamb and Samuel Taylor Coleridge. The nominal 
defendant is Mr. John Francis, the publisher of the Athentzum. The 
plaintiff claims ^500 damages, on account of alleged libels contained 
in a series of articles, in which nearly all the works with his name 
attached to them as editor have been attacked in that journal, since his 
announcement of a reprint of the early poems of Elizabeth Barrett 
Browning in the winter of 1876, and in which among other amenities, 
he is described as “an insect,” a “bookseller’s hack,” “ a combination 
of the chiffonnier and the resurrection man,” a “ vampire,” and a com¬ 
petitor for the vacant office of hangman. The plaintiff, it is stated, will 
show that when his annotated edition of Coleridge appeared early in 
1877, without his name as editor, it was praised by the Athenceum, 
which spoke of the life of the poet prefixed to it as evincing “ candour, 
discretion, and good taste in no ordinary degree,” and as “a model of 
this description of composition from the point of view of kindred and 
friends.” The plaintiff complains of having been injured in “ good 
name, fame, credit, and respectability, and brought into public 
scandal, contempt, and ridicule, and that publishers who have hereto¬ 
fore employed him as an author and editor have refused to give him 
any such employment, whereby he has been seriously damaged and 
injured.” The defendant maintains, on the other hand, that the re¬ 
views complained of were fair comments upon the plaintiff’s books, 
that they were published without malice, and in the exercise of the 
right claimed to comment on matters of interest to literary persons. 

Newsvendors’ Benevolent Institution.—The annual festival 
in connection with this institution took place on the 7th inst. at Willis’s 
Rooms, St. James’s, under the presidency of Mr. W. L. Thomas, of 
the Graphic. Upwards of 200 ladies and gentlemen were present, in¬ 
cluding Sir P. Cunliffe Owen, K.C.M.G. ; Mr. LukeFildes, A.R.A. ; 
Mr. Alderman Cotton, M.P. ; Professor Plumptre, Monsignor Capel, 
Mr. R. Caldecott, R.A. ; Mr. E. Dicey, Mr. F. Hepton, Manchester; 
Mr. W. Lethbridge, Mr. A. Locker, Mr. Blanchard Jerrold, Mr. Mark 
H. Judge, Mr. A. Helder, Mr. J. Hey wood, Mr. S. J. Plodson, R. A., 
and Mr. Alderman Nottage. The usual loyal toasts having been duly 
honoured, the Chairman, in proposing the toast of the evening, “Con¬ 
tinued Prosperity to the Newsvendors’ Benevolent and Provident 
Institution,” said he hoped he was correct in surmising that the news¬ 
vendor at any rate had not to join in the general chorus of “ badness 
of trade,” for the last thing any person in his senses would think of 
dispensing with was the newspaper. Having briefly traced the history 
of the newspaper of modern Europe from its origin in Venice and 
Germany, the Chairman pointed out that, whereas thirty-five years ago 
there were 447 newspapers in this country, there were now 1,763. 
When the infinitesimal profits made upon their sale were considered, 
it became evident that there was a large class who must be always on 
the verge of claiming the assistance of an institution like that in whose 
behalf they were assembled together. The money which was sub¬ 
scribed to it would not go to erect handsome buildings, or to support 
expensive offices ; but every penny of it would be applied through the 
agency of a lynx-eyed, unpaid committee, for the benefit of the aged 
and feeble, or to give timely aid to those who were struck down by 
sudden illness or misfortune. Mr. Alderman Cotton, M.P., briefly 
responded. Monsignor Capel proposed “The Union of the Press of 
France and England.” M. Lermina briefly responded on behalf of the 
French, and Mr. E. Legge on behalf of the English press. Subscrip¬ 
tions were announced in the course of the evening amounting to. ^921. 

Spirit Authors. — The spirit-world has before now played a 
leading part in connection with literature. In Defoe’s day there was 
a bookseller who had on hand a heavy stock of a dull work known as 
“ Drelincourt on Death,” for which there was no demand. In con¬ 
sultation with the author of “Robinson Crusoe,” it was agreed that 
the latter should write an introduction in which a ghost should figure. 
A new edition of the work was advertised, with an appendix containing 
“The True History of the Apparition of one Mrs. Veal the next day 
after her Death to one Mrs. Bargrave at Canterbury.” In the course 
of this strange relation, abounding with “says I ” and “says she,” it 
is dogmatically laid down by the spirit that Drelincourt’s book on 
death is the best and most reliable work for those preparing to “shuffle 
off this mortal coil.” The bait took, the book sold like wildfire, 
no less than fifty editions having been disposed of in very few years. 
We are reminded of this incident by the announcement that Mrs. Susan 
Horn, clairvoyante, is about to publish a volume, to be called “The 
Next World,” and intended to contain several “ essays and papers by 
individuals now dwelling in spirit life.” The “spirit editors” of the 
forthcoming volume are Margaret Fuller (Contessa Ossoll) and “Judge 
Edmonds,” who have been successful in securing contributions from 
the leading members of their present society. The place of honour is 
to be occupied by an article by Prince Albert, on “ England and the 

Queen.” Harriet Martineau is to furnish a “Sketch of Life in the 
Spirit-World.” Professor Agassiz, John Stuart Mill, and Lord Lytton, 
are to contribute essays respectively on “ Evolution,” “ Immortality,” 
and “Metempsychosis.” Abraham Lincoln is to describe his “Pass¬ 
age to Spirit-Life,” and Thomas de Quincey to recite “An Opium- 
Eater’s Dream of Heaven.” Charles Kingsley is to agitate the question 
of “Reform in Spirit-Life,” a subject which, if competently treated, 
promises to be amongst the most pertinent of the entire series. A 
staff of other talented spirits has also promised co-operation, and it 
remains to be seen whether the work to be now issued can be imbued 
with a like spirit of the real as was that harmless fraud of good old 

Defoe. 

Exports of Printing Materials.—The following is a summary 
of the printing materials exported from the metropolis since the date 
of our last issue, and their several ports of destination :—Adelaide— 
Harrikl & Sons, ,£159 printers’ materials; Royle & Willan, ^35 
printing materials. Algoa Bay—Holloway, T., £13 type. Barcelona 
— Allport & Morgan, £70 type; Wilkinson, Cowley, & Co., £15 
roller compo. Bombay—Killick, Martin, & Co., ,£33 printing materials ; 
Turner, T., ,£52 printing materials. Boulogne—Nollen, Henry, & Co., 
,£136 type. Calcutta—Figgins, ^465 printing materials; Forwood 
Bros. & Co., ^95 printing materials ; Head, H., & Co., ,£500 printing 
type; Lloyd, B. S., & Co., ^300 printing materials. Cape of Good Hope 
—Figgins, .£360 printing materials. Colombo—Haddon, & Co., £\2 
printing materials. Constantinople—Wilkinson, Cowley, &Co., £23 
printing ink. Danzig—Alexander, R. L., 3610 yards bookbinders’ 
cloth. Genoa—Barrington & Co., ,£46 printers’ materials. Gibraltar 
—Racine & Palmer, £32 bookbinding materials. Hambro—G. S. N. 
Co., ^117 printers’ink ; Parsons, Fletcher & Co., ^185 printing ink. 
Malaga—Wimble, J. M., £40 printing type. Messina—McCracken, 
Fenwick, & Co., £\2 printers’ ink. Uporto—Kinder, A., ,£29 printers’ 
colours and materials. Ostend—G. S. N. Co., £23 printers’ ink ; 
Royle & Willan, ^18 litho press ; Salmon, C. J., £\o printing 
materials. Otago—Royle & Willan, ,£32 printing materials. Port 
Phillip—Allport & Morgan, ,£83 type; Connell, Fish, & Co., ^183 
printers’ ink and materials; Figgins, £600 printing materials; 
Levey, J. S., £151 printing materials ; Slater & Palmer, £295 printing 
ink, ,£10 printing materials; Spicer Bros., £20 printing materials; 
Tozer, Hewett, & Co., £63 litho materials. Sydney—P'iggins, 
£73 printing materials ; Forwood, Bros., & Co., ^190 printing 
materials; Gordon & Gotch, ^92 printing materials; Nicolson, W., 
& Co., ^50 type, ,£10 ink ; Royle & Willan, ^33 printing materials ; 
Sands & Son, £23 ink, £42 bookbinders’ cloth, £23 type; 
Spicer, J., & Sons, ^74 printing materials. Tirnaru—Figgins, 
£40 printing materials. Yokohama—Forwood, Bros., & Co., £ 17 
printing materials. 

The Art of Line-Engraving.—A meeting of the Society for 
the Fine Arts was held on the 15th ult., Mr. George Godwin, F.R.S., 
F.S. A., in the chair, when a lecture was delivered by Mr. E. P. Loftus 
Brock, F. S. A., on “ The Uses of a Collection of Ancient Engravings.” 
A fine collection of examples of the various schools and periods of 
engraving was displayed in the hall. In introducing the lecturer the 
chairman dwelt at some length on the modern neglect of the art of line- 
engraving, to which fact was to be ascribed the smallness of the number 
of eminent professors of the art in this country. In comparing the 
relative value of etching and line-engraving he said :—-“Etching is a 
mode of production which is itself the means of showing the artist’s 
own drawing, but it is not the best means of reproduction, of setting 
before thousands the work of another,—of enabling thousands and 
hundreds of thousands to enjoy that which, but for proper reproductions, 
would have been known to but a few. For that purpose there is no 
art equal to that of line-engraving,—that art which has made Michel 
Angelo, Raffaelle, and Leonardo da Vinci household words to millions 
who have never seen any of the works of those masters, and the great 
majority of whom never will see them. At the present moment, in 
England, mezzotint, stipple, woodcuts, lithography, photography, the 
autotype, the photogravure, and many other rapid and cheap means of 
reproduction, serve to satisfy the demands of the public, and the result 
is that publishers of engravings,—who are now very few in England,—- 
are afraid to undertake the cost of such works of line-engraving as 
those I have mentioned. And in this connexion I think it will be 
admitted that but for the persistency of the Art Union of London in 
producing and issuing a large engraving (and sometimes more than one) 
in each year, the art of line-engraving would positively have died out 
in England.” The lecture itself was an extremely interesting one, and 
went to show the historical value of engravings. Limits of space preclude 
us from reproducing it even in part. At the close the chairman said 
it would be a great reward to Mr. Brock, the lecturer, and to many 
who took an interest in the subject, if his remarks should draw atten¬ 
tion to the highest style of art, and so make the public desire to pur¬ 
chase modern productions, and thus enable publishers to go to the 
expense of producing works which might stand by the side of those 
marvellous works of the graver’s pen. In the art of engraving at the 
present moment what was being done ? Little better than nothing. 

T 
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We were contenting ourselves with the photograph and such like pro¬ 
ductions, which in a few years would, he feared, be nothing better than 
blurred paper. Votes of thanks to the lecturer and chairman were 
then passed. 

Newspaper Press Fund.—The annual dinner of this fund took 
place on the 10th ult., at Willis’s Rooms. The chair was occupied by 
the Earl of Rosebery, and the company numbered about 230. The 
usual loyal toasts having been duly honoured, the chairman, in pro¬ 
posing “Prosperity to the Newspaper Press Fund,” said he was 
astonished to find that there were 1,924 newspapers in the United 
Kingdom. That was a stupendous fact, especially as every well- 
educated man in our advanced civilization was of opinion that he took 
in every decent newspaper. The noble lord then proceeded to contend 
that the idea that the influence of the Press is enormous was not borne 
out by statistics with regard to the comparative numbers of Liberal and 
Conservative papers. There were, he said, in England, according to 
his statistician, 335 Liberal and 228 Conservative newspapers. In Wales 
there were 29 Liberal and only 9 Conservative newspapers. In Scotland 
he felt safe; there were 89 Liberal and only 21 Conservative newspapers. 
Tassing from the doubtful region of politics, he would remark that 
there were 28 papers which were devoted to ladies’ fashions. There 
were 32 humorous papers, and that was a most melancholy thing. No 
such severe sarcasm had ever been passed on thedimate and the amuse¬ 
ments of this country as the fact that we had to seek consolation in the 
pages of 32 humorous papers. He believed there was only one person 
in the world who was said not to read newspapers, and that one was 
Mr. Carlyle. The greatest invention of modern journalism was “ Our 
Own Correspondent.” Indeed it must have struck all of them that 
there was an element of omniscience in “ our own correspondent.” If 
one read Dr. Busch’s correspondence in reference to Prince Bismarck, 
one could not doubt why Prince Bismarck was astounded at the fact 
that all that passed between himself and the Emperor of the French at 
Sedan was known to “ our own correspondent,” although hehadnever 
mentioned it, and probably the Emperor of the French never did either. 
Nothing was unknown to the correspondents of the Press of this 
country. He believed there was no tribute warm enough to honour 
them for the energetic manner in which they faced dangers and per¬ 
formed lohg journeys in order to describe to us at home what was most 
remarkable in connection with events in other parts of the world. The 
noble lord concluded with an earnest appeal on behalf of the News¬ 
paper Press Fund. Lord Ploughton (President of the Society), in 
responding to the toast, said the functions he discharged with reference 
to the Newspaper Press Fund were twofold. First of all, as pater¬ 
familias, he claimed to exercise every privilege of a paterfamilias, 
except his garrulity. And in his capacity of paterfamilias he had to 
look at the weekly bills, which were very satisfactory. In 1864, when 
that society first assumed its charitable aspect, the amount distributed 
within the year was £60. The grants which the committee had the 
pleasure of administering last year amounted to £1,185.-The aggre¬ 
gate of the donations announced during the evening was about ^1,200, 
including ^100 from the Earl of Rosebery and ^50 from Mr. J. 
Orrell Lever. 

Prizes for Superior Workmanship.—For one or two years 
past it has been our pleasing duty to draw attention to the good work 
initiated by Mr. Charles Goodall, of Leeds, in offering prizes through 
the channel of the Yorkshire Union of Mechanics’ Institutes, for superior 
workmanship in connection with different branches of printing, &c. 
It is satisfactory to find that increasing interest is yearly being evinced 
in this effort, and that Mr. Goodall’s generous offer has again excited 
considerable emulation among Yorkshire printers. The following is a 
summary of the number of candidates who have competed in each 
branch 

Institutes. fates' Prizes. 

Barnsley. 1 
Bradford. 3 1st and 2nd prize—illumination. 
Dewsbury . 2 2nd prize—engraving on copper. 
Halifax . 4 
Huddersfield. 3 1st prize—engraving on copper. 
Keighley. 1 
Leeds . 14 2nd prize—letterpress printing. 1st and 2nd 

prizes—lithographic drawing. 1st and 2nd 
prizes—lithographic printing. 1st and 2nd 
prizes—bookbinding. 

Otley . 1 1st prize—letterpress printing. 
Saltaire . 1 
Scarborough . 1 

Total. 31 

The quality of the work sent in for competition ■would seem to have 
been very satisfactory, as is evident from the following report by Mr. 
John Hamer (the examiner), of the firm of Messrs. Cassell, Petter, & 
Galpin :—“ I have pleasure in handing you my award of prizes for the 
various specimens forwarded to me of letterpress and lithographic 
printing and designing, also engraving on copper and bookbinding. 
To Letterpress Printers.—For the best sample of plain or ornamental 
printing, from matter to be supplied by the committee, one guinea ; 
and for the second best, half-a-guinea. ist prize—Wm. Myers, Otley, 

age 20. 2nd prize—Craven Sykes, Leeds, age 18. To Lithographic 
Artists.—For the best sample of lettering or writing of any description, 
designed and drawn on stone by the exhibitor, one guinea; and for 
the second best, half-a-guinea. 1st prize—Jas. IP. Pickup, Leeds, 
age 16. 2nd prize—Joseph Willey, Leeds, age 17. For the best 
sample of illumination, suitable for an address, reward-card, or almanac, 
designed and drawn by the exhibitor, one guinea ; and for the second 
best, half-a-guinea. 1st prize—Herbert Cragg, Bradford Mechanics’ 
Institute, age not given. 2nd prize—Thos. Shackleton, Bradford, 
age 19. To Engravers on Copper. — For the best sample of com¬ 
mercial or ornamental work, drawn and engraved by the exhibitor, one 
guinea; and for the second best, half-a-guinea, 1st prize—H. J. 
Harrison, Pluddersfield, age 19. 2nd prize—Chapman Dodson, 
Dewsbury, age not given. To Lithographic Printers.—-For the best 
samples of colour work, printed by exhibitor, either by hand or 
machine, one guinea ; and for second best, half-a-guinea. 1st prize— 
J. W. Boyes, Leeds, age 16. 2nd prize—Charles Batty, Leeds, 
age 18. To Bookbinders.—For the best sample of reading work or 
stationery binding, forwarded and finished complete by the exhibitor, 
one guinea ; and for the second best, half-a-guinea. 1st prize—Arthur 
Dytch, Leeds, age 18. Second Prize—Plarry Jackson, Leeds, age 18. 
The competition in letterpress printing has been specially interesting to 
me, and judging by the number of competitors it has called forth this 
class is evidently a popular one, and well worth repeating. ” Mr. Good- 
all deserves the thanks of the craft for his well-directed and unobtrusive 
efforts to raise the standard of technical proficiency among the rising 
generation of printers. May his example stimulate others to go and 
do likewise. • 

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE, 

Infringement of Copyright.—The unsatisfactory nature of the 
existing relationship between this country and America, so far as the 
law of copyright is concerned, has once more received illustration during 
the past month. Transatlantic editors and publishers have a knack of 
reproducing articles which have originated in English journals, with¬ 
out acknowledging the source to which they are indebted, and English 
journalists are thus occasionally entrapped into a snare by quoting 
such articles and crediting them to American contemporaries. The 
result is sometimes a restraining order granted by our Court of 
Chancery. We think the risk thus run might however often be 
guarded against if a little more care were exercised by those entrusted 
with the editorial management of English journals, who might be 
expected to keep themselves informed as to the contents of their con¬ 
temporaries. In the first case, which was heard on the 15th ult., Sir 
H. Jackson, Q.C., moved, on behalf of Messrs. Stevens, proprietors of 
the Family Herald, for an injunction against a Mr. Jackson, restraining 
him from publishing a tale which appears in the Fcunily Herald under 
the title of “ The Course of True Love.” The tale, after being pub¬ 
lished in England, was copied and published in America, from whicii 
American publication the defendant copied. On re-publication in this 
country by the defendant the plaintiffs applied to him, when he pro¬ 
mised to discontinue the piracy. Subsequently, however, plaintiffs 
caused persons to go to the defendant for copies of the tale, and in 
spite of the undertaking not to sell any more, it was sold without any 
observations. Upon that a writ was issued, and the present motion 
made. After an adjournment for a week, Vice-Chancellor Bacon 
granted an interim injunction until the hearing of the action on the 
usual terms.-In the second case, heard on the 30th ult., Sir H. 
Jackson, Q.C., moved, on behalf of Mr. Brett, the proprietor of a 
periodical called Boys of England, in which a story is being published 
called “Joe Stirling,” written by Mr. James Greenwood, to restrain 
the publication of a story called “ Plucky Joe ; or a Ragged Fortune,” 
in a paper called Boys of London and Boys of New York. Extracts 
were read to show the practical identity of the two narratives. The 
Vice-Chancellor granted an interim injunction. 

Ti-ie Tables Turned.—The following case presents certainly 
one or two features of a most extraordinary kind, and the heavy 
penalty in which the original plaintiff has been mulcted should put 
newspaper proprietors and publishers on their guard to inquire as 
to any existing English copyright before reproducing any alleged 
German or American prints or photographs. It seems to us that Mr. 
Dicks acted throughout under a bona fide, although mistaken, notion 
that lie was not infringing any existing copyright, and we can hardly think 
that the Vice-Chancellor’s severe censure was altogether deserved. It 
wasan action broughton the 30th ult. by Messrs. John Dicksand G. W. M. 
Reynolds, the owners of Bow Bells, against Messrs. Benjamin Brooks 
& Sons, printsellers, of 171, Strand, for an injunction and damages, 
for having on the 6th of December, 1877, published a circular addressed 
to the print-selling trade, giving notice that if the person served with 
such notice proceeded to sell or offer for sale, exhibit, or distribute any 
copy of the subject, “ The Huguenot,” without the stamp or imprint 
of Messrs. Brooks’s firm, “in whom the sole subsisting copyright exists,” 
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that all such unstamped copies were imitations and unlawfully made. 
The defendants delivered a counter-claim for an injunction to restrain 
the plaintiffs from unlawfully copying the defendants’ copyright print 
called “The Huguenot,” for an account of copies sold, and damages, 
and for destruction of the plate. The facts were that an agent of the 
plaintiffs’ purchased at a shop in Newgate-street a German print, re¬ 
sembling in subject that of Mr. Millais’ well-known picture, and then 
published in Bow Bells an adaptation of the same in colours, for the 
purpose of being copied in Berlin wool-work. Mr. Benjamin Brooks, 
in examination, said that the original painting of “The Huguenot” 
was now in the possession of Mr. Miller, of Preston. The copyright 
passed from Mr. Millais to Mr. White, of Maddox-street, who had the 
engraving executed by Mr. Barlow. After White’s death the copy¬ 
right was sold, in 1868, at Christie & Manson’s, and Mr. Brooks 
purchased it for ^£840. He (Mr. Brooks) had the last artist’s proof 
photographed and registered, and then had the top of the plate 
altered from a low to a more arched curve, and all the sub¬ 
sequent prints had this nearly semi-circular top. This was to match 
the “ Prescribed Royalist.” The print when published had Mr. Gam- 
bart’s name on it, but he had no interest in the property, being only 
an agent for sale. The object of registering the photograph was to 
protect the copyright from German pirates, who were the worst. In 
answer to the Vice-Chancellor, Mr. Brooks said he had sold prints to 
the value of ,£500 a year—altogether some ;£6,ooo or ^£7,000 worth. 
He considered it the most valuable property he had. Since pro¬ 
ceedings had been threatened by the defendants the plaintiffs had got 
rid of their plates, and prints were now being sold about the country 
at id. or 2d. a piece—the sale of the plaintiffs’ engraving having 
been sensibly affected thereby. Mr. Horton Smith, Q.C., and Mr. 
Oswald were for the plaintiffs ; Mr. Hemming, Q.C., and Mr. Dauncy 
for the defendants. The Vice-Chancellor (Sir James Bacon) after 
commenting on the absence of the plaintiffs’ printer as a witness, pro¬ 
ceeded to say that he had never heard of a case like the present. 
The first question was, whether there had been an infringement, and 
attempts had been made to draw distinctions between the plaintiffs’ 
print and the defendants’ engraving. But the statute protected works, 
not only from copies of the whole, but from copies of parts, and it 
could not be doubted that the two subjects represented the same idea; 
nor was it by the introduction into the background of ,a Chinese 
Gothic castle, or giving the figure of the Huguenot a sword and 
a tuft on the chin,1 and by inserting a vase of flowers on the column, 
that the imitation could be disguised for a moment. The plaintiffs’ 
publication was an attempt to foist upon the public a very coarse 
rendering of a celebrated work, not only without the defendants’ per¬ 
mission, but to their positive damage. A more remarkable illustra¬ 
tion of the “ Wolf and. the Lamb” fable could not be imagined, for 
here was the mere pirate complaining that his rights of property had 
been slandered and scandalised. As well might the notice “ Bill- 
stickers beware,” inscribed upon a wall, be treated as a slander by the 
man who carried the paste-pot; and it was only by an accident that 
the plaintiffs had taken the wind out of the defendants’ sails by first 
instituting proceedings, whilst the plaintiffs themselves, by taking 
advantage of the opportunity afforded by German pirates, who were 
out of reach, were in reality the wrongdoers. It had been said that 
the plaintiffs’ publication was not a picture. Why not ? Patterns for 
compositions in wool-work were as much pictures as if painted in oil 
or distemper, and the great cartoons themselves were painted in dis¬ 
temper for the purpose of being worked in tapestry. The claim must 
be dismissed, and on the counter claim there would be an order for an 
injunction, and for damages at the rate of 5s. for every print in the 
plaintiffs’ custody or which had been sold by them, one-half to go to 
the Crown the other half to the defendants, with an inquiry accord¬ 
ingly, and an order that the plate be destroyed ; and the plaintiffs must 
pay the costs of the suit. As it is alleged that something like 25,000 
copies of the print have been sold, the damages to be paid by Messrs. 
Dicks will amount to more than ,£6,000, apart from the no doubt 
heavy costs of both sides. 

The Submission of a Proof, not Essential.—Fullford v. 

Doddimeade.—Although we should for our own part advise the sub¬ 
mission of a proof to the customer, of every job previous to printing, it 
is quite as well to have a legal decision to the effect that unless an 
arrangement to the contrary be come to, the non-submission of a proof 
does not invalidate the order. The claim in question, heard in the 
Clerkenwell County Court on the 23rd ult., was for 14s. for printing 
billheads, &c. Plaintiff stated that when the billheads were done he 
wrote to defendant to ask him when he would be ready to receive them, 
and stating that the price was 14s. He received an answer from de¬ 
fendant saying that he expected to see a proof before the printing was 
done, and that he thought the charge too much. When plaintiff 
received the order the defendant did not state that he wished to see a 
proof, nor was anything said as to the price. Defendant said he 
thought he had a right to see a proof of the billheads before paying for 
them. His Plonour gave judgment for plaintiff. 

Disputed Advertisement Order.—The decision in the fol¬ 
lowing case should point its own moral as to the importance of filing 

advertisement orders, so as to be able to adduce them in evidence 
when necessary. If the claim be disputed, unless the original order 
can be produced it is not very likely that any judge could come to a 
different conclusion to that arrived at in the following case, which 
was heard recently in the City of London Court. It was a claim for 
recovery of amount for work and labour done. The plaintiffs, Messrs. 
John Joseph Eyre and William Arthur Whiteley, are newspaper pro¬ 
prietors in Chancery-lane, and their representative deposed that the 
defendants, Messrs. George Barker & Co., Globe Works, Brewery- 
street, Manchester, gave them an order for the insertion of advertise¬ 
ments in the British Mail, which duly appeared, and for which they 
charged ^£14. 8s. Witness did not take the order, which, however, 
he alleged, was signed by the senior member of the defendant’s firm, 
but he acknowledged that he did not know that gentleman’s hand¬ 
writing, and he could not say whether or not it was his signature. It 
was a letter order, and their ledger was full of such orders. That was 
all the evidence he could give as to the claim. His Honour : Then 
because your book is full of such orders, you expect every person whose 
name is in it to pay you? How do you know these people gave the 
order at all? You have failed to make out your case, and you had 
better take a common law nonsuit. 

What Justifies Instantaneous Dismissal? — Stanley v. 

Bradley.—If the charge preferred by the defendant against the plain¬ 
tiff was at all proved, we fail to see how Mr. Commissioner Kerr could 
arrive at the decision he gave in the following case. If the soliciting 
of an employer’s customers by his servant does not justify the former 
in instantaneously discharging the latter, we are curious to know what 
would be regarded as justifying summary dismissal. The case was heard 
in the City of London County Court, and the claim was for £2. 15s. 
for a week’s salary. Defendant had paid 10s. into Court to cover 
a day’s salary. Plaintiff deposed that he was engaged as an en¬ 
graver and die-sinker with defendant at £3 a week, which was 
afterwards reduced to £2. 15s. After some time he gave a week’s 
notice to leave, but was dismissed summarily on the ensuing Monday. 
Defendant’s representative said the plaintiff had been dismissed be¬ 
cause he was doing work on his own account, and had been soliciting 
the customers of his employer. His Honour gave a verdict for plain¬ 
tiff for the amount claimed, with 5s. costs. 

A Discreditable Business.—A singular case came before Mr. 
W. T. S. Daniel, Q.C., at the Keighley County Court, on the 21st 
ult. An action was brought by a firm described as S. Pimlott & Co., 
of Manchester, against Mr. William Naylor, worsted spinner, for 25s., 
the price of the first volume of the Practical Magazine. Mr. Clarkson, 
of Keighley, was for the plaintiff, and Mr. Ivillick, of Bradford, for 
the defendant. The action was really a test action, and more than a 
dozen gentlemen in Keighley had agreed to defend it jointly. The first 
witness was Samuel Pimlott, who said he carried on business in Man¬ 
chester as S. Pimlott & Co., bookbinder and bookseller. He was 
engaged in selling a work called the Practical Magazine, but he was 
not the publisher. It could only be obtained through him, and he only 
sold it to subscribers. The price was 25s. per volume, and he had 
sold about 2,100 copies of the work. He called on the 18th of April 
on Mr. Naylor, and tendered the volume, but he refused to accept it. 
In cross-examination, the witness said he had employed a traveller 
since 1873 exclusively in selling the work. The work was first pub¬ 
lished in 1873. I'1 the volumes which he was now selling the dates 
were suppressed on the title-pages, because the publishers knew it was 
no use putting the date on. His Honour : You are selling in 1879 a 
work the value of which depends on the date when it was published, 
and in order to sell it the date is left out. James Inglis, plaintiff’s 
traveller, said he called on the defendant on the 16th April, and ob¬ 
tained an order from him for the four volumes of the Practical Magazine, 
at 25s. per volume, to be delivered monthly. He produced Mr. Naylor’s 
order to that effect, and also the specimen which he had shown to 
Mr. Naylor. The specimen was handed to the Judge for inspection. 
It contained the title-pages of a number of the monthly parts in which 
the work was originally issued, but the dates had been skilfully erased 
with a penknife. The witness also produced a book which contained 
the autographs of persons who had ordered the book. This book the 
defendant had signed before signing the order, but had written after 
his name “one volume.” These words had also been erased, and the 
witness swore that they had never been there. At this point the 
plaintiff’s solicitor retired from the case, and his Honour gave a verdict 
for the defendant with costs, remarking that it appeared to him that 
the traveller was sent out with a falsified document to impose upon 
the public. 

Liability of Carriers for Non-Delivery of Newspapers.— 

Wood v. London and Brighton Railway Company.—This was 
an application heard in the Westminster County Court for a new trial of 
an action heard originally on April 1, in which the plaintiff, a news¬ 
agent, recovered a verdict from the company for ;£io. 23. 6d., for loss 
and expenses incurred through the non-delivery of a parcel of news¬ 
papers which it was alleged the defendants, in their capacity of carriers, 
had undertaken to deliver. Mr. Oppenheim, on behalf of the com- 
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pany, said his clients had not rendered themselves liable as “carriers” 
in the case in question ; and secondly, that the damages awarded were 
excessive. It appeared that the plaintiff, who is a newsagent, sent a 
parcel of newspapers by the defendant company, to be delivered to a 
Mr. Ramsbotham, a newsvendor, at Merton, in Surrey. Instead of 
the papers being delivered at Merton, they were found, a day or two 
afterwards, in a truck at Biighton, and sent back to London-bridge. 
There had been no way-bill, neither had the carriage been paid. If 
his Honour should still hold that the evidence given at the trial was 
sufficient to fix the company’s liability as carriers, he should then urge 
his second point in mitigation of damages, which he contended should 
be only £3. 17s. 6d., the trade price of the goods undelivered to the 
consignor. Mr. Willis, in showing cause against the application, said 
the defendants, having been in the habit of carrying papers for the 
plaintiff for about six months past, their servants must have been aware 
of the importance of punctual delivery ; and the fact of the goods 
having been found in one of their trucks was proof that they had 
accepted the responsibility of carriers. As to the question of reduction 
of damages, he was afraid he must accept the trade value of the goods. 
His Honour (F. Bayley, Esq.) then gave judgment for £3. 17s. 6d., 
with the costs of the original hearing. 

Liability for Not Delivering Copies at the British 
Museum.—At the Guildhall Police-court, on the 13th ult., Frederick 
Davis, of 1, Chapter-house-court, publisher of the Penny Pulpit, was 
summoned before Sir Robert W. Carden by Mr. George Bullen, keeper of 
the printed books in the library of the British Museum, for not sending 
a copy of a publication to the Museum, according to 5 and 6 Victoria, 
entitled “An Act to Amend the Law of Copyright.” The defendant 
said that he had no answer to the summons except that he had got 
the whole copy of the work complete, and was prepared to deliver it. 
Mr. Bullen said he would have been prepared to accept that offer, 
but the fact was that Mr. Davis appeared three weeks ago on a similar 
summons and was then fined 40s., which was to be remitted if he 
delivered the books within a fortnight. From that time to the present 
he had never delivered a single number of the work, and he must, 
therefore, ask for the full penalty to be inflicted. Mr. Davis said that 
when he made the promise he did not know there were so many 
numbers out of print as there were, and it had taken longer to reprint 
them than he expected. He was now prepared to deliver the whole 
complete. Sir Robert W. Carden said that he had not kept faith on 
the last occasion, and therefore his promise could not be accepted 
now. He fined him 40s. and costs. Printers and publishers would 
do well to bear in mind the provision of the Copyright Act of 1842, 
which enjoins the free delivery of a copy of every new work within 
one calendar month if published within the metropolitan boundary, and 
within three months if published in any other part of the United 
Kingdom. In default a maximum penalty of ,£5, in addition to the 
value of the book, can be recovered. 

Claim and Counter-Claim.— Gilbert and Another v. 
Sabunjie.-—The plaintiffs in this action, heard in the Exchequer 
division on the 13th ult., were Messrs. Gilbert & Rivington, printers, 
of Clerkenwell, and it was brought to recover the cost of printing, 
for the defendant, a fortnightly periodical called An-nahllah, or 
“The Bee,” an Arabic and English publication. Mr. Channell 
appeared for the plaintiffs; Mr. Molony for the defendant. The 
plaintiffs’ claim was admitted, and the dispute in the case arose out 
of a counter-claim set up by Dr. Sabunjie, for services rendered by 
him to the plaintiffs in reading, revising, and correcting the proofs of 
part of an Azerbijan Bible, which they had placed in his hands. 
Azerbijan is a branch of the Turkish language, and Dr. Sabunjie, who 
is a distinguished Oriental scholar and writer, complained that the 
amount of remuneration—5s. an hour—offered him by the plaintiffs 
was quite inadequate to the labour he had bestowed upon the work. 
He was engaged for some hours a day during fifteen days, and was 
sometimes two or three hours over a single page, owing to the imper¬ 
fections of the manuscript. On the other hand, it was stated that 
Dr. Sabunjie was paid the usual amount for his services, and on the 
same scale as other people who had been engaged on similar manu¬ 
scripts, though he had done more than he was absolutely required to 
do. The jury returned a verdict for the defendant. 

Entered at Stationers’ Hall.—The importance of having the 
proprietorship of any new work correctly entered at Stationers’ Hall 
is well illustrated in the following case. Early in the present year 
the name of Mr. Robert Bewick Longridge was registered at Stationers’ 
Hall as proprietor of the copyright of a book “ On the strength of 
riveted joints,” published at Manchester. The present application, 
heard on the 22nd ult., was made on behalf of the Boiler insurance 
and Steam Power Company (Limited) to have this entry on the book 
of registry of copyrights expunged or varied by inserting the name of 
the applicants as proprietors of the copyright. The case put before 
the Court was that Mr. Longridge (who had down to 1878 been in the 
employment of the company as manager) had in the work in question for¬ 
mulated the results of experiments carried out by him at the company’s 
expense and on its behalf, and that the illustrations in the book were 

prepared by a draughtsman in the company’s service. The company 
had paid for printing and publishing, and they claimed that the book 
had been compiled for their benefit. Mr. Longridge did not deny that 
they would be entitled to the profits of the edition printed, but he said 
that it was not intended to be a work of profit. His case was that the 
book was his own composition, and he said that he never received any 
consideration from the company for writing it, and that he had written 
it in his leisure time. As to this there was some conflict of evidence. 
Mr. Hastings, Q.C., and Mr. Romer appeared for the company ; Mr. 
William Pearson, Q.C., and Mr. E. S. Ford for the respondent. The 
Vice-Chancellor said that it lay with the applicants to show that the 
respondent was not the proprietor of the work within the Act, and 
the evidence did not satisfy his Lordship that this was the true conclu¬ 
sion. He did not determine that they were not to be deemed the 
equitable proprietors ; but he considered that the actual entry of pro¬ 
prietorship upon the register ought, under the circumstances deposed, to 
be in the author’s name, even if he had done the work merely for the 
applicants. It might well be that, being himself registered proprietor, 
he could be compelled on their application to make an assignment to 
them ; but the only question at present was whether the actual entry 
was wrong, and on the material before the Court it could not be so 
pronounced. If and when Mr. Longridge should be asked to execute 
an assignment to the company, and upon refusal should be made defen¬ 
dant to an action by them, the matter would be tried upon a more 
complete knowledge of the facts than the Court possessed at present. 
The application failing for the reasons stated was refused, with costs. 

OBITUARY, 

Annett.—The death is announced of Mr. Annett, who has been 
in business as a printer for some years at Landport. He was having 
his hair cut on the 24th ult., when he suddenly expired. Mr. Annett 
was the printer of a small publication devoted to satire, and it is said 
that a threat of criminal proceedings for libel caused him great 
anxiety. 

Charavay.—It is with extreme regret that we announce the death, 
on the 22nd ult., of our esteemed confrere M. Gabriel Charavay, 
the founder and editor of L'Imprimerie. He was 60 years of age. 
The deceased was an authority on matters connected with the art of 
printing, and he was renowned as an expert in autographs. Under his 
able direction the journal with which he was connected attained to the 
foremost rank among typographic journals, and his loss will be mourned 
by a large circle of friends in all parts of the world. His genial 
nature and agreeable manners made him a favourite with all with whom 
he came in contact. The deceased leaves a widow and family. 

Garrison.—From New York we learn the death, on the 24th ult., 
of Mr. William Lloyd Garrison. The deceased was well known as one of 
the earliest and most active promoters of the anti-slavery movement in 
the United States, and about fifty years ago he first began to direct 
attention to the subject. He had been originally a printer, having 
been apprenticed to a Mr. E. W. Allen, the owner of the Newburyporl 
Gazette. The deceased himself owned and edited one or two papers 
in succession, but had retired from active life since 1866. 

Grant.—We have to record the death, in his 77th year, of Mr. James 
Grant, which took place on the 23rd ult. Born at Elgin, Morayshire, in 
1802, he became in his 19th year a contributor to the Statesman, a London 
evening paper, and shortly afterwards wrote for the Imperial Magazine 
a series of essays entitled “ Solitary Hours.” In 1827 he took part in 
establishing the Elgin Courier, the editorial control of which was en¬ 
trusted to him. In 1833, without relinquishing his share in the Elgin 
Courier, Mr. Grant came to London. He soon afterwards obtained 
employment on the Morning Chronicle, but in the following year joined 
the staff of the Morning Advertiser. From 1850 to 1871 he was the 
editor of the latter paper. He wrote several elaborate books, such as 
“Random Recollections,” the “ Great Metropolis,” and “The Bench 
and the Bar,” and devoted much attention to theological subjects. 
After leaving the Morning Advertiser he published “The Newspaper 
Press: its Origin, Progress, and Present Position.” It was a character¬ 
istic trait in Mr. Grant’s character that during the whole term of his 
editorship of the Morning Advertiser he persistently refused to report 
the speeches at the annual dinner of the Royal Academy, because that 
body then, as now, neglected to invite any reporter but that of the 
Times to listen to its after-dinner eloquence. 

Hinde.—The death is announced of Mr. G. W. Ilinde, of Wolver¬ 
hampton, at the ripe age of 85 years. The deceased was formerly 
proprietor of a paper in Lichfield, and was for 37 years editor of 
the IVolverhampton Chronicle, the duties of which post he fulfilled 
until he attained his 80th year. 

Locki.ey.—Mr. Thomas Lockley, of the Bank of England Printing 
Office, died on Monday, the 26th ult., in his 57th year. Although 
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his health had been indifferent for some time past, his final illness was 
of short duration. He had been in the sendee of the Bank for upwards 
of 27 years, and was deservedly respected. 

Nightingale.—The death is announced of the Rev. G. Night¬ 
ingale, M.A., formerly rector of Holcombe, near Manchester, and for 
many years honorary secretary of the Christian Book Society', in which 
he took great interest. 

Smith.—Mr. Robt. II. Smith, of Chelsea, died on the 2nd inst., at 
the age of 46. Mr. Smith, who was born at Ayr in 1834, served some 
years as a compositor in the Ayr Advertiser office, and subsequently 
joined the reporting staff of the Daily Mail. After an absence of a 
few years he again returned to Ayr, and started the Ayrshire Express. 
Eventually he became editor and part proprietor of the Chelsea News, 
and was so up to the time of his death. 

Steel.—The death of Mr. Robert Steel, joint proprietor of the 
Carlisle Journal and Carlisle Express and Examiner, occurred very 
suddenly at his residence, 26, Portland-square, Carlisle, on the 23rd 
ult. The deceased was the second son of the late James Steel, pro¬ 
prietor and editor of the Carlisle Journal. For upwards of thirty 
years he had the responsible management of the commercial and 
publishing departments of that paper. 

Wolff.—The death is announced of Dr. Bernhard Wolff, pro¬ 
prietor of the ATational Zcitung, Berlin, and the founder of Wolff’s 
Telegraph Bureau, an agency which supplies most German newspapers 
with the latest news from abroad, and, by a system of exchange with 
the chief newsagents in London, has hitherto enjoyed a kind of mono¬ 
poly in furnishing Englishmen with information of the more accessible 
kind from Germany and Russia. Founded in 1849, the Bureau was 
handed over in 1864 to a joint-stock company, though it still bears the 
name of its creator. Herr Wolff was of Hebrew origin. 

The Will of Mr. Henry Silverlock, medical-label printer, formerly 
of Wardrobe-terrace, Doctors’-commons, and of Wickham House, 
Wickham-road, New-cross, Kent, who died on March 4th last, has 
been proved by Mr. William Beckwith Towse and Mr. Thos. Wm. 
Merchant, sons-in-law of the deceased, the acting executors, the per¬ 
sonal estate being sworn under £60,000. The testator leaves to his 
wife his furniture and household effects and £600 per annum for life ; 
to his half-sister Elizabeth Hayman, £30 per annum for life; and all 
the rest of his property equally between his five daughters, Henrietta, 
Rosetta, Lauretta, Violetta, and Margaretta, and his two sons, William 
Henry and Thomas Brewer. 

The Will of Mr. Henry William Fourdrinier, wholesale stationer, 
late of 12, Sherborne-lane, and of Tooting Graveney', Surrey, who 
died on April 21st last, was proved on the 15th ult., by Mr. C. J. 
Coles and Mr. D. Fourdrinier, the executors. The testator gives to 
his wife a life interest in the principal part of his property, and the 
other persons interested under the will are his brother, sister, and 
other relatives.—City Press. 

TRADE CHANGES, 

Mr. George Berg, engraver, has removed from 27 to 13, Jewin- 
street. 

Messrs. G. E. Don & Co., publishers, have lately been ap¬ 
pointed the London agents of the Societe Biographique ae France. 

Messrs. Eyre & Spottiswoode are removing from Fleet-street 
to larger premises, specially prepared for the requirements of their 
business, in Great New-street, Fetter-lane. 

Mr. Robert Neil has removed from 83, Upper Thames-street to 
153, Cheapside, and will trade in future under the firm of Neil & 
Co., advertising contractors and paper agents. 

The India-rubber, Gutta-percha, and Telegraph Works Company, 
of 106, Cannon-street, have been appointed English agents for the sale 
of the Danish Type-writer recently described in these pages. 

Messrs. Dixon & Roe announce that they are resuming business 
at 17, Walbrook, in premises rebuilt by Mr. Roe on the same site 
where their predecessors and themselves have carried on the paper 
trade since the year 1815. 

The partnership between Messrs. F. Burdett and G. Gibbons, 
wholesale and manufacturing stationers, printers, and bookbinders, 
Leicester, having been dissolved Mr. F. Burdett has commenced busi¬ 
ness on his own account at 45, Chatliam-street, Belvoir-street, Leicester. 

Messrs. Virtue & Co. (Limited), some weeks ago disposed of the 
printing business carried on by them in Little Queen-street, Holborn, 
under the style of Taylor and Co., to Mr. Mole. The business, con¬ 
tinued for the present under its old name, will be under the manage¬ 
ment of Mr. J. C. Wilkins, of the late Elzevir Press. 

Mr. David Bogue announces that he will, on July 1, remove the 
business, which since the decease of Mr. Ilardwicke he has carried 
on under the style of Hardwicke & Bogue, to more commodious pre¬ 
mises at No. 3, St. Martin’s-place, Trafalgar-square. After that 
date the business will be confined in the name of Mr. David Bogue 
only. 

PRINTING AND OTHER COMPANIES, 

THE following new companies connected with printing, &c., have 
been registered since our last issue :— 

The “Contract Journal” Company has been formed for 

carrying on the publication of the above journal, and was registered 

on the 12th ult., with a capital of ,£30,000, in £10 shares. The sub- 

scribers are :— 

Shares. 
Walter Eldridge Johnson, printer, 18, Worship-street . 25 
B. T. Chamberlain, 80, Belvedere-road, S.E. 25 
Charles H. W. Biggs, editor, 7, Freelands-road, Bromley . 3 
Charles F. Graham, Dunkeld-house, Balham. 5 
J. A. G. Fisher, 16, Noble-street. 5 
H. S. Riding, C.E., 48, Blessington-road, Lee . 20 
William White, accountant, 23, Wynell-road, Forest-hill. 10 

London and South Wales Newspaper Company.—Upon 
terms of an agreement of the 1st ult., this company proposes to pur¬ 
chase from the firm of Thomas Jones & Co., of Cardiff, the goodwill 
and copyright of the Christian Echo newspaper. The company was 
registered on the 26th ult., with a capital of ,£5,000, in £5 shares. The 
purchase consideration is >£1,250, of which £500 is payable in fully 
paid-up shares. The subscribers, who all hail from Cardiff, are :—- 

Richard Evry, merchant. 
Alfred Thomas, lime merchant . 
John Guy Proger, plumber, &c. 
David Jones, builder. 
Solomon Andrews, merchant . 
George A. Edwards, accountant . 
John Price Jones, contractor and architect 
Henry Jones, marine store dealer. 
William Jones, marine store dealer . 

Shares. 

Mr. Henry Jones is appointed manager and secretary, and after the 
first year will receive for his remuneration 20 per cent, of the surplus 
profits remaining after 10 per cent, dividend. The regulations of 
Table A will apply to the company. 

Whiting & Co. (Limited.)—-This is the conversion to a company 
of the business of printers, lithographers, engravers, bookbinders, and 
stationers, carried on by the late Mr. Whiting, at Beaufort-house, 
Sardinia-street, Lincoln’s-inn-fields. It was registered on the 26th ult., 
with a capital of £20,003, in £10 shares. An agreement of the 23rd 
ult. regulates the purchase, which includes leases of premises for an 
unexpired term of 21 years, the stock-in-trade, machinery, and other 
effects of the said business. The consideration is £8,000, which sum 
is payable in fully paid-up shares. The subscribers are :— 

Shares. 
Robert Dixon, solicitor, 5, Finsbury-square . 1 
Benjamin Wilkin, clerk, 12, Elgin-road, W. 1 
William John Savage, 41, Harrington-street, N.W. 1 
John Spiers, clerk, 13, Sutherland-square, Walworth. 1 
William J. Mills, clerk, 5, Cornwell-road, Brixton . 1 
Matthew Spiers, clerk, 47, Grove-lane, Camberwell . 1 
A. Stewart, secretary to a company, 160, Farborough-road, West 
Brompton. 1 

The number of directors is to be not less than three or more than 
six ; qualification, one share. The first are Frederick Whiting, the 
Rev. Walter John Whiting, and John Hannett Beadon. The co npany 
in general meeting will determine remuneration, the maximum of which 
is to be £2 per director for every meeting attended. 

The Wood Fibre Pulp Company proposes to purchase the in¬ 
vention, and when granted the letters patent, of Mr. G. H. Mullary 
for improvements in the manufacture of paper pulp from wood and 
other fibrous substances, and in machinery and apparatus for manufac¬ 
turing the same. It was registered on the 23rd ult., with a capital of 
£75,000, in £5 shares. The subscribers are :— 

Shares. 
James Mycock, stationery and card-box manufacturer, 13, Phipps-street, 

Finsbury .. 1 
George Brodie, timber merchant, Bow-lane, Poplar . 1 
James Jeffs, merchant, 43, Hanover-street, Islington. 1 
Joseph Francis King, surveyor, 52, Loraine-road, Holloway . 1 
Whitney Frank, agent, 15, Angel-court. . .. . 1 
Edward Applegarth, engineer, 15, Angel-court. 1 
George Robertson, agent, Holly-terrace, Leytonstone . 1 

The number of directors is not to exceed seven, nor to be less than 
three ; the subscribers are to be the first. The remuneration of the 
board will be at the rate of £600 per annum, with an increase of ^100 
per annum for every 1 per cent, per annum dividend in excess of the 
first 10 per cent. 
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“Durable” Printers’ Roller Company.—This is the conver¬ 
sion to a company of the business carried on by Messrs. B. L. and P. 
Lawrence, at the Viaduct Roller Works, Farringdon-road, under the 
style of “The Durable Patent Roller Composition Company.” It 
was registered on the 5th ult., with a capital of £25,000, in £10 
shares, the first subscribers being as follows :— 

Shares. 
Edward Thomas Marler, manager, Wood-vale, Dulwich. i 
Phineas Lawrence, merchant, 104, Lansdowne-place, Brighton . 1 
Robert Cordy Baxter, Reigate . 1 
Robert Arthur Baxter, Reigate.. 1 
James B. Howell, stationer, Cock-lane . 1 
J. F. R. Morris, manufacturer, 40 and 41, Kirby-street, Hatton-garden 1 
John Turney Pickering, 77, Tressillian-road, New Cross. 1 

The number of directors is not to exceed five ; qualification, two 
shares ; the first two subscribers are the first managing directors. Most 
of the regulations of Table A will apply to the company. 

An order has been made for the winding up of the Moulden Water 
Paper Works Company. It appears that the company had no 
registered office, and that no business has been done within the last year 
or two. The company was established in February, 1876, to carry on 
the business of paper-making and staining at Moulden Water, near 
Blackburn. The nominal capital was £50,000, divided into £5 
shares. 

A resolution has been passed for the voluntary winding up of the 
Sunderland Conservative Printing and Publishing Company (Limited). 
The company was floated in June, 1876, for the purpose of printing 
and publishing a Conservative newspaper in Sunderland. The 
nominal capital was £5,000, divided into 500 shares, nearly 100 of 
which were taken up by the original promoters. Messrs. T. C. & Id. 
Squance, accountants, of Sunderland, have been appointed official 
liquidators. 

A resolution has been passed for the voluntary winding up of the 
Literary Guild (Limited). This abortive organisation to wet-nurse 
amateur authors was started with a great flourish of trumpets in 
November, 1877. Its aim was certainly a most comprehensive one, 
being nothing less than “the production and establishment by pur¬ 
chase or otherwise of literary journals, magazines, and newspapers, and 
carrying on the business of publishers.” The nominal capital invited 
to accomplish all this was only £1,000, divided into £10 shares. 
Starting with such a mistaken aim, no wonder that the venture has 
come to a dead stop after so short an existence. Mr. W. F. 
Ainsworth, of Ravenscourt-villa, Hammersmith, has been appointed 
official liquidator. 

GAZETTE NOTICES, ETC, 

[Partly compiled from Messrs. Gamble iS° Hai'vey's Record. ] 

Partnerships Dissolved. 

Bates & Smith, engravers and lithographers, 75, Clayton-st., New- 
castle-on-Tyne, 

Bellamy, G. & F. Witty, booksellers, printers, and newspaper 
proprietors, Wellington, Somerset. 

Hartley, J., & G. Haynes, billposters, Brighouse, Yorkshire. 
Hopcroft & Miller, advertising agents, 7, Southampton-st,, Strand. 
Jacombs, E. C., &J. Plowright, proprietors, printers,and publishers 

of the Malvern Beacon, Great Malvern. 
Perkins, E., & R. W. George, booksellers, stationers, and printers, 

and printers and publishers of the Bromsgrove, Droitwitch, and 
Redditch Weekly Messenger, Bromsgrove. 

Starr, F., & J. Hurry, fancy stationers, Cornhill. 
Stott, J., & W. Jay, paper dealers, printers, and paper bag makers, 

Drake-street, Rochdale. 

Dividend. 

Phillips, A. E., (Liq.) stationer, Brighton. 2nd and final div. of 
3-gd., at F. G. Clark’s, Union-st., Brighton. 

Adjudications in Bankruptcy. 

Culverwell, H., bookbinder and leather goods manufacturer, trading 
as Culverwell & Co., 31, Fleet-lane. May 6. 

Jones, W., printer, Conway, Carnarvonshire, and Colwyn Bay, Den¬ 
bighshire. May 12. 

Dividend under Sequestration. 

Peddie, Hutcheson, & Co., printers, &c., Dundee. 2nd and 
equalising on Co.’s, and 1st on individuals, at T. Ireland’s, 79, 
Commercial-st., Dundee, June 3. 

Liquidations by Arrangement. 

Allen, J., E. Allen, W. Allen, & J. S. Hagan, paper manufac¬ 
turers, trading as Allen & Co., Ecclesfield, near Sheffield. May 5. 
G. J. Mellor, sol., Sheffield. 

Andrews, A., printer, 31, Museum-street, Bloomsbury. May 10. 
E. A. Hunt & Co., sols., 23, Charlotte-st., Bedford-sq. 

Corby, S., vellum-binder, trading as W. Corby, 21, Bush-lane, 
Cannon-st. and Priory-villas, Tottenham. May 2. Thomson & 
Ward, sols., 12, Bedford-row. 

Corlett, T. W., stationer, &c., Brownlow-hill, Liverpool. May 19. 
J. P. Plarris, sol., Castle-st., Liverpool. 

Cox, R. L., lithographer and printer, Castle-st., Holborn, and 179, 
Camden-rd. May 17. Lawrance, Plews, and Baker, sols., 14, 
Old Jewry-chambers. 

Darbon, J. W., stationer, 99, High-st., Brentford. May 15. Faith- 
full & Owen, sols., 4, Westminster-chambers, Victoria-street. 

Duckworth, G., paper-dealer and printer, trading as J. Duckworth 
& Co., Victoria-rd. and Isle of Cinder, Leeds. May 14. B. C. 
Pullan, sol., Leeds. 

Hall, J., & J. Smith, printers, &c., trading as Hall & Son, Notting¬ 
ham. April 30. G. Belk, sol., Nottingham. 

PIolden, J., paper manufacturer, Edgworth, near Bolton-le-Moors, 
and paper-dealer, Cannon-st, Manchester. May 13. O. Polding, 
sol., Blackburn. 

Hughes, D., bookseller, Pligh-st., Dowlais. May 1. W. Price, sol., 
Merthyr. 

Ingram, E., bookseller, West End, Bangor, Carnarvonshire. May 15. 
J. Roberts, sol., Bangor. 

Johnson, J., printer and stationer, Belgrave-road, Dresden, and 
High-st., Longton. May 23. G. C. Kent, sol., Longton. 

Kernick, W., bookseller and stationer, St. Ives. April 30. W. T. 
Tresider, sol., St. Ives. 

Parry, J. W., stationer, Darley-st. and Victoria-st., Bradford, 
May 20. Berry & Robinson, sols., Bradford. 

Price, E., stationer, &c., Lumb-lane, Bradford. May 13. Gardiner 
Jeffrey, sols., Bradford. 

Rose, J., newspaper proprietor and printer, Bond-st. and Victoria-pl., 
Leigh, and Tyldesley, Lancs. May 16. Marsh & Son, sols., 
Leigh. 

Simpson, J., newsagent and publisher, 108, Shoe-lane, and stationer, 
Portland-rd., South Norwood, and 8, St. Agnes-ter., Kennington- 
pk. May 16. S. T. Cooper, sol., 88, Chancery-lane. 

Vaughan, J., publisher and newsagent, Albyn-rd., St. John’s, Kent, 
late Birmingham. May 22. T. C. Collis, sol., 21, Duke-st., 
Manchester-square. 

Waite, S., bookseller, Carlisle-rd., Bradford. May 14. Robinson 
& Robinson, sols., Keighley. 

Watts, F., stationer and newsagent, Westgate, Bradford. April 30. 
Watton & Dickons, sols., Bradford. 

Wilday, C. H. L., and R. L. Cox, lithographers and printers, 
trading as Wilday & Co., Castle-st., Holborn. May 17. Law¬ 
rance, Plews, & Baker, sols., 14, Old Jewry-chambers. 

Wilkinson, C., printer and stationer, Manchester-rd., Bradford. 
May 19. Peel & Gaunt, sols., Bradford. 

Wilson, J., newspaper proprietors, trading as W. Wilson & Sons, 
&c., Talbot-court, Eastcheap. May 16. Woolf & Crump, sols., 
70, Queen-st, Cannon-st. 

Wood, J. H., printer and stationer, Mill-st., Macclesfield. May 9. 
Killmister & Procter, sols., Macclesfield. 

Appointment of Trustees. 

Clark, T. H. (Bkt.), stationer, &c., Beer-lane, Great Tower-street, 
and Sydenham. Tr., B. Wright, accountant, 80, Grosvenor-pk., 
Camberwell. 

Cleworth, B., & E. J. Bligii, paper merchants, trading as B. 
Cleworth & Co. (Liq.), Dickenson-street, Manchester. Tr., 
W. Butcher, Princess-st., and S. Tilzey, St. Peter’s-sq., both 
Manchester, accountants. 

Hopwood, J. (Liq.), printer, Accrington. Tr., T. Jump, accountant, 
Accrington. 

Leaton, H. (Bkt.), paper-dealer, Leicester. Tr., R. Woolston, 
leather-merchant, Leicester. 

Mallandain, P., stationer, trading as Mallandain & Co. (Liq.), 
Church-ct., Old Jewry, and Leipzic-rd., Camberwell. Tr., H. J. 
Waller, accountant, 99, Gresham-street. 

Moore, G. H., & J. Firth (Liq.), booksellers, Carnarvon. Tr., 
J. McClelland, accountant, Keighley. 

Physick, G. B., stationer, trading as J. Smith & Co. (Liq.), Rath- 
bone-place, Oxford-st. Tr., F. Nicholls, accountant, 14, Old 

Jewry-chambers. 
Ridler, J. (Liq.), bookbinder, High Wycombe. Tr., G. Ranee, 

gentleman, High Wycombe. 
Shaw, E., printseller, trading as Shaw & Sons (Liq.), Rathbone-pl., 

Oxford-st. Tr., G. Parker, accountant, 25, Abchurch-lane. 
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Discharge Granted and Bankruptcy Closed. 

Offord, W., & H. Forder, paper manufacturers, Chisenhall-rd., 
Old Ford. (A div. of is. iod. has been paid. Bankruptcy closed 
May 8.) 

Appointment of Trustees and Commissioners. 

Currie & Co., music-sellers, booksellers, and printers, Dumfries. 
Tr., J. H. Ferguson, accountant, Glasgow. Com., R. Garrow, 
of J. Lumsden, Son, & Co., stationers, T. Porteous, of Porteous 
Bros., booksellers, and G. Wilson, newsagent, Dixon-st. all 
Glasgow. 

Mackay & Kirkwood, stationers, &c., Glasgow. Tr,, J. Miller, 71, 
Queen-st, Glasgow. Com., R. Bruce, papermaker, J. Kirkwood, 
hardware-merchant, and W. Kerr, Newton-place, all Glasgow. 

Roberton & Co., stationers, Montrose-st, Glasgow. Tr., W. Gal¬ 
braith, 91, Buchanan-st, Glasgow. Com., T. F. Marr, East 
Ingram-st., E. Cruickshank, Candleriggs, and W. Logan, Bath-st., 
all Glasgow. 

Wright, J. H., bookseller, &c., Hamilton. Tr., J. FI., Ferguson, 
71, Queen-st., Glasgow. Com., R. Garrow and A. Donald, both 
stationers, and W. Burns, Renfield-street, all Glasgow. 

Bills of Sale .recently Filed. 

Ahrenfeld, A., lithographic writer, 109, Oakfield-rd., Penge; to 
H. Jacobs. Filed May 5 .,.£26 

Bard, A., bookseller and agent, 25, Golden-sq., to S. Grose. Filed 

May t3 .. £55* 
Bradshaw, W. T., printer, 11, Bond-st., Blackburn, to the Blackburn 

Alliance Loan, &c., Company. Filed May 20 .£12, &c. 
Byland, R. A. & wife, stationers, &c., 5, Earl-road, Liverpool, to 

D. Lamb. Filed May 19 ...£37, &c. 
Carroll, J., bookbinder, 23, Twiss-st., Liverpool, to J. Levin. Filed 

May 13 .  £10, &c. 
Clark, T., stationer, 10, Market-st., Earlestown, Lancashire, to 

P. Stern. Filed May 22 ..£23, &c. 
Clarke, J., stationer, 133, Prescot-rd., Fairfield, Liverpool, to 

N. Cohen. Filed May 22 .  £7, &c. 
English, H., bookseller, &c., Red Lion-st., and Silver-lane, Sheep 

Market, Stamford, to E. English. Filed April 26... £989. 7s. 9d. 
Gauntlett, M. J., printer, &c., 13, Norfolk-sq., Brighton, to J. J. 

Abell. Filed May 1 .£60, &c. 
Grierson, W., printer, bookbinder, &c., 19, Elton-rd., Elton, Bury, 

to G. Payne. Filed May 6 .....-..£30, &c. 
PIart, A. J., stationer, 43, Penton-st., Pentonville, to W. Hollings¬ 

worth. Filed May 13......£27 
Hartshorn, S., law stationer, 36, Duncan-ter,, Islington, to W. Smith, 

Filed May 15 .£50 
Hayes, G., printer, newspaper proprietor, &c., 107, Balliol-rd., 

Bootle, Lancashire, to W. Quiggin, jun. Filed May 3 .. ...£400 
Hobley, W. J. P., stationer, &c., 6, Kingston-ter., Hessle-rd., Hull, 

to J. Townend. Filed May 19 .... .....£115, &c. 
Hood, J. P., fancy stationer, 290, Fulham-rd., to the Imperial Dis¬ 

count Company. Filed May 13.£200, &c. 
Hyland, T., paper-maker, 40, Brewer-st, Maidstone, to the Liver¬ 

pool Commercial Credit, &c., Company. Filed May 15, £31. 5s. 
Jones, D., stationer, &c., 16, Bridge-st., Llangollen, Denbighshire, 

to H. Jones. Filed May 15 ..£134. 10s. 8d. 
Law, W. C., booksellers’agent, 5, Gladstone-st., Leeds-rd., Bradford, 

to W. Young. Filed May 8.....£100 
McGuire, A., bookseller, &c., 175, Newfoundland-rd., Bristol, to 

L. Solomon. Filed May 6 .£i8s. 10s., &c. 
Pendlebury, J., bookseller and stationer, Bolton-le-Moors and 

Bramley Cross, Lancashire, to J. Hey wood. Filed May 17 . 

£3i°, &c. 
Poole, J., stationer and newsagent, Bondgate, Darlington, to G. Chil¬ 

ton. Filed May 21.£50 
Rut ley, M., stationer, &c., Fore-st., Collumpton, Devon, to the 

National Mercantile Bank. Filed May 10.£65, &c. 
SargeanT; F., law stationer, May Villa, North-grove, Stamford-hill, 

to S. Cant. Filed April 30 ...£73 
Scott, G., printer, &c., Bridge End, Chester-le-Street, Durham, to 

F. Karle. Filed May 16 .-..£40 
Scouler, F., bookseller, 35, Villiers-ter., Camp-rd., Leeds, to 

J. Boothman. Filed May 2 .£40 
Simpson, J., newsagent and publisher, 1, Portland-rd., South Nor¬ 

wood and 8, St. Agnes-ter., Kennington-pk., to R. Neil. Filed 
o May 2.£25 
Simpson, J., newsagent, &c., 8, St. Agnes-ter., Farmer’s-rd., Ken- 

nington, and 108, Shoe-lane, to Imperial Deposit Bank. Filed 

MayS .:.£70 &c., 
Smith, C. E.. letterpress printer, 4, Sugar-lane, Withey-green, Man¬ 

chester, to S. Moore. May 9 ....£63. 7s. 8d. 

Smith, C., newsagent and stationer, 138 and no, Clifton-st., Cardiff. 
to S. Blaiberg. Filed May 26 ...£20 

Smith, J., bookbinder, 12, Dickinson-st., Blackburn, Lancashire, to 
the Blackburn Loan, &c., Company. Filed May 20 ... £12, &c. 

Stacy, S., stationer, 14A, Woodlea-rd., Stoke Newington, to H. M. D. 
Nurse. Filed May 8 .£36 

Taylor, W. H., stationer, &c., 81, Sidbury, Worcester, to J. Freed¬ 
man. Filed May 2.£20, &c. 

Underwood, J. W., letterpress printer and paper dealer, Canal-st., 
Salford, to H. Jones. Filed May 10.£250, &c. 

Whitewright, J., letterpress printer, 42, Waltho-street, Whitemore 
Reans, Wolverhampton, to M. Gordon and others. Filed May 16 

^14, &c. 
Williams, R., stationer, 9, High-street, W’avertree, Liverpool, to 

the Imperial Adv. Bank. Filed May 15.£35, &G- 
Woolnough, H., bookbinder, 23, Salisbury-st., Liverpool, to the 

Liver Loan, &c., Company. Filed May 13.£13. I0s., &c. 

Meetings of Creditors. 

A meeting of the creditors of Frederick Watts, wholesale stationer 
and newsagent, of Westgate, Bradford, was held at Bradford on the 
21st ult. The statement of affairs showed liabilities £7,125, and 
assets £1,272. It was resolved to liquidate by arrangement, and Mr. 
W. P. Byles was appointed trustee. 

A meeting of the creditors of James Allen, Edward Allen, William 
Allen, and John Short Hagan, paper manufacturers, Ecclesfield, trading 
as Allen & Co., was held at Sheffield on the 20th ult. The statement 
of affairs showed liabilities £2,624, and assets £737■ The debtors’ 
failure was attributed to the depression in the paper trade. An offer 
of 3s. 4d. in the pound was accepted. 

The case of James Wilson, of 6, Talbot-court, Eastcheap, general 
dealer and newspaper proprietor, came last month before the London 
Bankruptcy Court. Upon the application of Mr. Scoles, supported 
by creditors for about £1,000, Mr. Registrar Hazlitt made an order 
authorizing the receiver, Mr. W. Liddall, accountant, Moorgate-street- 
chambers, also to act as manager until the first meeting. 

A meeting of the creditors of Mr. Josiah Rose, proprietor of the 
Leigh Chronicle, was held at the Courts Plotel, Leigh, on the 3rd inst. 
Mr. T. R. Greenough read a statement of affairs, showdng liabilities 
£1,980. 6s. 4d., and estimated assets £777. os. 9d. As no composi¬ 
tion was offered, it was decided to liquidate by arrangement, Mr. T. R. 
Greenough being chosen trustee, with a committee of inspection. The 
debtor to be granted his discharge from the 1st July next. 

A first meeting of the creditors of PI. Culverwell, bookbinder 
and manufacturer of leather goods, carrying on business in Fleet-lane, 
was held last month before Mr. Registrar Murray. The debtor had 
filed a petition for liquidation, but the proceedings proved abortive 
and an adjudication in bankruptcy followed. The statutory accounts 
had not been filed, but debts amounting to about £600 were proved, 
and the creditors appointed Mr. W. Brooks accountant, 57^, Coleman- 

street, as trustee, with a committee of inspection. 

An adjourned meeting for public examination was held last 
month under the bankruptcy of Herbert Charles Boulcott, described 
as of 40, Sun-street, railway guide publisher. Mr. F. C. Willis, who 
appeared for the trustee, said that the bankrupt had not filed his 
accounts, and he asked that he should be ordered to do so within a 
fortnight. Mr. Golding, on behalf of the bankrupt, pleaded poverty, 
and asked for an allowance out of the estate. The trustee (Capt. J. W. 
Boulcott) said it was a very painful case, and bankruptcy proceedings 
were resorted to in order to bring the bankrupt to his senses. He was 
willing to make the bankrupt a small allowance for his subsistence. 
After further discussion, Mr. Registrar Hazlitt ordered a further ad¬ 
journment for a month, the accounts to be filed in a fortnight. 

A meeting of the creditors of Messrs. Hall & Smith, lithographic 
printers, trading as Hall & Sons, of Hockley Mill, Nottingham, was 
held on the 16th ult., at the office of Mr. R. W. Marsland, 19, 
St. Swithin’s-lane, London. The chair was occupied by Mr. Rees, 
the largest London creditor. The following statement of affairs was 
presented to the meeting :—Unsecured creditors, ,£1,296. 18s. 2d. ; 
creditors for rents, rates, and taxes, £36- 6s. Total liabilities, 
£■1,333.4s. 2d., against assets as follows:—Stock in trade, £413- 6s. 6d.; 
book debts, £746. os. 4d., estimated to produce £650; fixtures and 
fittings, £104. 2s. iod. ; property, consisting of machinery and plant, 
£453. 7s. 6d., showing a surplus of £288. 2s. 8d. Mr. Belli explained 
to the meeting the cause of the liquidation, and submitted, on behalf 
of Mr. Hall, an offer to pay 20s. in the pound if time were given. The 
creditors resolved to accept this offer, the money to be paid by four 
equal instalments of 5s. each, at 3, 6, 9 and 12 months respectively, 
such instalments to be secured by Mr. Hall (who will continue the 
business) to the satisfaction of the chairman of the meeting. Mr. Young 

was appointed trustee to distribute the instalments. 
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PHOTO-TYPOGRAPHY, &c., AT THE ANTIPODES. 

Sir,—On reading in your number of February 15th an article on 
“ Photography on Wood,” I thought it might be of interest to let you 
know that we are doing the same thing in this hemisphere that Pro¬ 
fessor Iiusnik imagines to be a discovery of his own. For ten years 
past I have used various processes for transferring photographs to 
wood. As your article mentions, the carbon transfer by flexible sup¬ 
port gives excellent results, but the engravers here prefer by far the 
fatty ink transfer. I roll up my gelatine paper with a roller (litho) 
covered with fine cloth, and well worked up with stiff ink and very 
little varnish. Enclosed I send you a few specimens : the first three 
were carbon transfers, the others are by my regular process, the fatty 
ink transfer, which process of transferring I have used for various 
purposes for ten years, in fact prior to its publication by Captain Abney 
(in another form), who called it Papyrotype. 

I prepare my paper as follows :—Float photographic paper on a 
10 to 12 per cent, solution of gelatine (Swinbourne’s) and hang up to 
dry ; when dry float a second time, hanging up by the reverse end, 
which equalises the layer of gelatine ; dry and put away for future use. 
When required sensitize by immersing in a bath composed as follows :— 

Bichromate of potass . 1 oz. 
Chrome alum . 1 dram. 
Water . 20 ounces. 

Let it remain for from three to five minutes, according to the season of the 
year, and hang to dry ; expose behind a negative until all details are 
visible ; wash, lay down on a slab, put a mask over, and ink in with 
the cloth roller. The wood block must be previously, prepared by 
rubbing on whiting mixed with a thin solution of gelatine, or lay on 
two or three coatings thinly with a broad dusting brush. Very 
little pressure is required in transferring. I have also sent you 
one cr two specimens of our fatty ink process (Albertype, Helio¬ 
type, Phototint, or any one of the legion of names given to the 
same thing). They are not perhaps marvels of beauty, but my printer, 
who had never even heard of such things, soon made himself acquainted 
with them, and as you perceive is not a bad hand for one only having 
had a few weeks’ practice. We print by vertical pressure, and find it 
decidedly the best. The Woodbury process is just now being put to 
work, and I think I can predict a very brilliant future for this branch 
of the printing-office, there being so many ways in this really beautiful 
and rich country of putting it into requisition. I will keep you 
an courant as to future improvements in the photographic process.— 
I am yours truly, L. HART. 

Government Printing Office, 

Sydney, April 24th, 1879. 

[We have no doubt that even others beside our correspondent have 

been carrying out the same idea. Mr. Smith’s cryptographic process 

bears a strong resemblance to it in result, though he keeps his mode of 

working a secret. As to rolling up an image on paper, we should 

imagine there are few photo-lithographers to whom it has not occurred. 

It has been patented, but it seems to us a very small matter to protect, 

and very difficult for the patentee to prevent others from working it. 

It is gratifying to us to receive such letters as the above from the other 

side of the globe, and we hope that Mr. Hart will favour us with 

accounts of future progress. The samples sent are remarkably good. 

Technical literature makes it possible for our brethren at the Antipodes 

to keep themselves quite abreast of the times in such matters as photo¬ 

graphy and printing, and their combinations.—’Ed. P. T. & L.] 

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS, 

Many matters are unavoidably postponed, owing to the pressure on 

our space this month. 

J. B. II.—Yours duly to hand. We hope you may be able to con¬ 
tinue your correspondence : do what you can, if not all you would. 

F. B., London.—Referring to your last communication, we would 
recommend you to see some specimens of Stenochrome, or printing from 
a solid block of ink composed of different colours. Apply to Mr. E. 
Meyerstein, of Bank Chambers, Ilolborn Viaduct. 

[. O. II., Hyde, Cheshire.—We have answered your inquiry 
privately. We cannot undertake to recommend any one of several 
machines in the market which would suit your purpose. Consult our 
advertisement pages, and you will find the needful information. 

S. & J., Adelaide, S. Australia.—If you refer to vol. i. of the 
Lithographer, you will find the subject treated of at some length, 
as also in vol. i., New Series, of The Printing Times and 

Lithographer. The British Journal of Photography for the present 
year likewise contains some excellent practical papers. We may per¬ 
haps some day publish a complete treatise in these pages, for a practical 
manual seems to be required. You would do well to consult Motteroz’s 
“ Essai sur les Gravures chimiques en relief,” Paris, 1870, 8vo, which 
is, however, now difficult to obtain ; see also a notice of Mr. Bolas’s 
Lectures and the letter of Mr. Hart, of Sydney, in the present number. 
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PRACTICAL PAPERS ON PRINTING-MACHINES AND MACHINE-PRINTING* 

PART IV. 
CHAPTER XXII.—Rotary Newspaper Machines. 

General Remarks on their Construction, Management, 
Capabilities, and Use. 

we mentioned at the commence¬ 
ment of these papers, it is not 
our intention to notice the Fast 
Newspaper Machines at the same 
length as those used in magazine 
and fine-art printing. We there¬ 
fore confine ourselves to a 
description of the salient points 
of the several machines now in 
most favour at various English 
newspaper offices. 

In regard to the qualifications of the manager of Rotary 
machines it may be remarked, that although a know¬ 
ledge of making ready cuts, &c., is of course generally 
desirable, it is to a certain extent superfluous in the 
case of a newspaper machine-minder. What is most 
required of him is that he should be methodical, clear¬ 
headed, and above all, expeditious. It is a great advantage 
if he is a practical mechanic, as his duties are nearly as 
much allied to that profession as to that of printing. 

Owing to the speed at which rotary machines are driven, 
slight difficulties frequently arise which require the ex¬ 
perience of a practical engineer to deal with them. A short 
delay is always a serious matter, consequently facilities 
should be available to speedily remedy any mishap. In 
addition to keeping a staff of mechanics, most newspaper 
offices have duplicate machines ready for emergencies. A 
short experience will, however, soon enable the machine- 
minder to discover the weakest part of the machine, and 
duplicate wheels, bolts, &c., should be kept in stock, in 
order that a breakage may be readily repaired. 

Great and rapid strides have of late been made in the 
improvement of fast newspaper-machines, leading to the 
introduction of the principle of printing from the continuous 
roll of paper, and the purely rotary machine, without much 
wear-and-tear, and with comparatively little attention, will 
now perfect from 8,000 to 22,000 sheets per hour. 

All that is required in the making ready of ordinary 

newspapers is that the stereo plates should be fairly level 
in thickness ; and they are now cast so accurate as to 
give little trouble to the machine-minder. Underlaying is 
nevertheless sometimes required. In consequence of the 
great wear the rollers are subjected to, they used to fre¬ 
quently get out of order, especially in hot weather, when, if 
not carefully watched, the composition would fret or burst, 
causing serious delay. The patent composition was intro¬ 
duced to meet this difficulty, being less affected by the 
temperature. The Lanharn patent “ Victory ” rollers 
have recently been used with great success, and as their 
surface is both firm and elastic, they are a boon in all news¬ 
paper offices. 

Care must be taken that the impression upon the 
edges of the plates is not sufficiently great to cut through 
the paper, as this is often the cause of the latter breaking 
in its course through the machine, being weakened by the 
perforations ; besides which nothing looks so slovenly in a 
newspaper as the heads or sides of a page being severed 
from the margin. 

The paper is perhaps the source of the greatest anxiety, 
for if it is not made of sufficient strength, or is unequal 
in substance, it will not withstand the constant and some¬ 
times uneven tension. The resistance offered by the weight 
of the reel is counterbalanced in a great measure by the 
nicety with which the spindle round which it is rolled is 
adjusted ; but it is necessary to see that the bearings are 
well lubricated, to prevent any dangerous strain from this 
cause. 

The operation of renewing the reels of paper is a very 
simple process, as in the majority of instances the supports 
are placed so near the ground that with the assistance of a 
crowbar the fresh roll can be placed in position in two 
minutes at most. In fact we have seen this performed on 
a Prestonian under a minute, including the pasting of the 
end of the new roll to the finish of the last. In some 
instances a double set of supports is supplied, so that one 
reel is always in readiness for attachment. 

Various methods are employed for wetting the roll of 
paper. A corrugated drum, the invention of Mr. Colley, 
is in some instances employed; a plain drum in others; 
while in some a number of jets of water are thrown upon 
the paper while the reel is being unrolled, which is 

U 
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performed by the machine itself. The latter plan seems 
to be the most effective. 

During the last few years many engineers have turned 
their attention to the production of Rotary Machines. The 
large ten-feeder Hoe enjoyed for some considerable time the 
reputation of being the quickest machine, but it required 
many hands to work it, and laboured under the disadvantage 
of only being able to print on one side at the time. The 
sheets delivered to the taking-off board therefore only 
represented half the number of perfect copies. The intro¬ 
duction of the two-impression cylinders and the reel of 
paper soon superseded the original Hoe, for besides dis¬ 
pensing with the layers-on and takers-off, its net production 
was at least 50 per cent, greater. In addition to this, the 
lay and register could not possibly be defective, whereas on 
the Hoe the register was dependent on the lay when per¬ 
fecting. 

It may also be stated that less space is required for their 
erection, and the driving-power necessary is considerably 
reduced. Indeed, their unqualified success leads us to hope 
that at no distant time we shall be enabled to print good 
cut-work on the same principle. It seems to us that it only 
requires the type-cylinders to be of adequate circumference 
in order that the electros of engravings may be bent without 
injury to the work. Together with this, there should of 
course be sufficient distribution. Mr. Ingram, proprietor 
of the Illustrated London News, in conjunction with 
Mr. Blister, has recently constructed a machine on this 
principle, and it has, we are told, fulfilled the great 
hopes that were entertained of its ultimate success. Of 
course, this class of machine would only be useful for the print¬ 
ing of long numbers, but there are so many illustrated 
periodicals now published which circulate above 100,000 
weekly, that we believe a really successful and relatively 
cheap machine would speedily be adopted. 

The principal and most successful of the Web Machines 
in use in England are the Walter, Hoe, Victory, Prestonian, 
Northumbrian, and the Marinoni. Of the above, the Walter 
is the most expensive, the new Hoe costing nearly as much. 
The Marinoni and Northumbrian are the most economical 
in point of cost. The Whitefriars, originally introduced as 
a two-feeder perfecting machine, has lately been constructed 
to print from the reel, and this machine is now made in 
such a manner as to admit of its being fed from the reel 
or by feeders, the alteration being speedily effected. 

It would be invidious to select any of the above as being 
superior to the rest. We have found that each machine is 
strongly recommended by every office where it is used, and 
as arrangements for wetting, cutting, and folding are fitted, 
or can easily be fitted, to all, the question of superiority 
really resolves itself into which machine can produce the 
greatest number of copies per hour. On this point we may 
observe that machines constructed on the rotary principle 
can be driven to print at any speed ranging from 8,000 to 
22,000 perfect copies per hour. 

{To be continued.) 

BIBLIOGRAPHY OF PRINTING, 

LEIPZIG : 1491-1536. 

OTTER (Melchior). 

A large number of 
books were issued from 
the press of Melchior 
Lotter during the forty- 
three years it was esta¬ 
blished in Leipzig, but 

very few of them with the device which 
we reproduce. It is taken from “Jacobi 
Henrichmanni Grammatice Institu- 
tiones,” with a collection of other 
schoolbooks. Leipzig, 1510, 4to., on 
large paper, the margins of which are 
covered with elaborate manuscript anno¬ 
tations in a handwriting contemporaneous 

with the printing of the book. On the 
title-page, in red and black, are the arms 
of Leipzig, which Lotter sometimes used 
as his own mark. Melchior Lotter, jun., 
printed at Wittemberg from 1520 to 1522. 

The word Lotter signifies “vagabond ” 
in German, and the device of the elder 
Lotter consists of the emblem of a men¬ 
dicant in a half-suppliant posture, hold¬ 
ing before him an escutcheon with the 
letters M L interwoven. Several of the 
rarest productions of Lotter’s press are 
described in Quaritch’s “Monumenta 
Typographica.” 

Lottin (Augustin Martin de St. Germain). Catalogue chronologique 
des libraires et libraires-imprimeurs de Paris depuis l’an 1470, 
epoque de l’etablissement de l’imprimerie dans cette capitale, 
jusqu’a present. Two vols. Paris : 1789. 8vo. Vol. I. pp. 
xxiv. 284. Vol. II. pp. 260. 

The second volume has the title modi- in lists, and accompanied with biographi 
fied to “ Catalogue alphabetique.” A cal and bibliographical information. It 
work of wonderful patience and research, is a rare book. 
There are hundreds of names, arranged 

See Rowland and Stevens. 

Loyson et Briquet. Bpreuve des caracteres de la fonderie de 
Loyson et Briquet a Paris, Rue de la Parcheminerie, vis-a-vis la 
petite porte de S. Severin. 1751. 4to. 

Luce (Louis). Bpreuve du premier alphabeth, droit et penche, orne 
de cadres et de cartouches. Grave par ordre du Roy pour 
Plmprimerie Royale et fini en 1740. Paris. 32mo. 

The Way to Settle Journalistic Disputes.—The editors of 
two Kidderminster papers, the Sun and the Slmttle, have lately been 
at open feud with each other. Recrimination followed recrimination, 
until at last an action was instituted by the Shuttle against the Sun, 
which was however nipped in the bud by an ample apology being 
offered and accepted. Both have agreed to bury the hatchet, and they 
have judiciously resolved “ not to contribute in the future to the public 
amusement, or otherwise, at their own expense, but to advocate their 
respective political principles in terms consistent with mutual respect. 
It will also be more prominently their aim to prevent, as far as they 
can, political feeling degenerating in the breasts of their readers into 
personal animosity.” We wish that this good resolve were universally 
followed by journalists. 

Eight leaves as a specimen of this microscopic type, both Roman and italic, which 
was cut in emulation of the celebrated Sedanoise editions, and while much smaller is 
nevertheless superior. 

-— Essai d’une nouvelle typographic, orne'e de vignettes, fleurons, 
trophees, filets, cadres, et cartels inventes, dessines et executes par 
L. Luce, graveur du Roi, pour son Imprimerie Royale, 1740-70. 
Paris : 1771. 4to. 

Very few copies printed of these typographical ornaments, which, in addition to 
their beauty, causes the work to be much prized by bibliophiles. 

Luchet (Auguste). Recit de l’inauguration de la statue de Gutenberg 
et des fetes donnees par la ville de Strasbourg les 24, 25, et 26 
Juin, 1840. Paris : 1840. i6mo. pp. 152. Frontispiece. 

The author was delegated to attend the fetes by the “ Societe de Gens de Lettres.” 
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Luckombe (Philip). A concise history of the origin and progress of 
printing, with practical instructions to the trade in general, com¬ 
piled from those who have wrote on this curious art. London : 
1770. 8vo. Frontispiece, title, and preface, xiv. pp. ; text, 

502 pp., and 4 pp. of contents. 

This volume has a coarse wood-en- printing types by W. Caslon & Son, 
•raving for a frontispiece, purporting to letter-founders in London, without date, 
be a likeness of Gutenberg, but which in There are 23 pages of flowers, including 
reality is a portrait of Koster. The a number of fantastic and elegant designs 
authors named, as those from whom the made out of them and 41 pages of type 
historical matter was compiled, are specimens, including music type and 
Moxon, Ames, Middleton, Atkyns, Wat- foreign alphabets. , , 
son, Palmer, &c. &c. ; the practical Although this book was published 
instructions are “ the united opinions of anonymously in 1770,_ Luckombe, the 
the most experienced of the trade.” The compiler, in the ensuing year avowed 
latter is indeed the best part of the work, himself, the work being issued in 1771 
Following p. 132 is “a specimen of with the following title-page 

-The History and Art of Printing, in two parts. Part I., con¬ 
taining—A concise history of the art from its invention to the 
present time, with the several charters granted to the Company of 
Stationers. Part II. Specimens of printing types of all sizes and 
various languages, &c. The whole forming a more intelligible 
and complete introduction to the art of printing than has been 
hitherto attempted, and containing a great variety of instructions 
and examples that are not to be found in any other performance. 
By Philip Luckombe. London : 1771. 8vo. Six preliminary 

leaves, pp. 502, and two leaves of contents. 

Ludolphus de Saxonia. Boeckvan den leven ons Heeren Ihesu 

Christi. 1487. Folio. 

This is a Dutch translation of the celebrated Vita Christi, and contains some 
imitations and later impressions of blocks formerly used in the Biblia Pauperum. 

- Dites dleve ons liefs heren Ihesu Cristi Anderwerve gheprint 

Tantwerpen. 1512. Folio. 

A later edition of the Vita Christi in Dutch, with the same woodcuts. 

Ludovici (G.) de Jubilao Typographico Dissertatio.] Schleusingen : 

1740. 4to. 

Luecke (Gottfried Christian Friedrich). Festrede zur vierhundert- 
jahrigen Jubelfeyer der Erfindung der Buchdruckerkunst, den 
24sten Juny, 1840, zu Gottingen in dem grossen Akademischen 
Horsale gehalten. Gottingen : 1840. 8vo. pp. 16. 

Luedeke (Chr. Wilhelm). Allgemeines Schwedisches Gelehrsam- 
keits-Archiv unter Gustafs des Dritten Regierung. Von ver- 
schiedenen Gelehrten in Schweden ausgearbeitet und herausge- 

geben. Leipzig: 1781. 8vo. 

Much information about Swedish printers from 1770-1781. Vol. I., pp. 240-243. 

Lukas (Jos.). Die Presse, ein Stiick modemer Versimpelung. 
Regensburg : 1867. 8vo. 

Lunze (Johann Gottlob). Monumentorum typographicorum decas. 
Illustravit, ad Panzeri annal. typogr. accommodavit. Lipsiae: 

1799. i2mo. pp. 48. 

- Monumentorum typographicorum decas. Lipsiae : 1799- 8vo. 

pp. 32. 

- Monumentorum typographicorum tridecas. Lipsiae : 1801. 

8vo. pp. 48. 

Luther (Dr. M.) Merkw. Sendbrief vom Dollmetschen nebst eben 
desselben erlauternden Ausspriichen von der Buchdruckerei und 
der Buchdruckern. Ilerausgeg. von Mag. Dr. Peucer. Leipzig : 
1740. 

Lutz (Marcus). Geschichte der Universitat Basel von ihrer Griindung 
bis zu ihren neuesten Umgestaltung. Aarau : 1826. 8vo. 

Pages 64-68 supply a history of the art of printing in Switzerland. 

Lyce (Erdm. Andr.). Frolockender Widerschall der allgemeinen 
dritten Jubel-Freude, liber die vor nun drey liundert Jaliren an 
den gesegneten Ufern des Rheinstrohms gliicklich erfundenen 
Buch-Trucker-Kunst. Idstein: 1740. Folio. 

The author was state printer to the Duke of Nassau-Saarbruck. 

Lydersen (Claude). Forsag til en Fortegnelse over de udi Danmark 
og Norge fra Bogtrykkeriets Indforsel til 1789 Aars Udgang 
udkomne Danske Skrifter, samlede af Claus L[ydersen] Fasting. 
Bergen, 1793. 8vo. Two leaves, pp. 615. 

An account of the Danish and Norse press before 1789. 

Lynch (Thos.). The Printer’s Manual. A practical guide for 
compositors and pressmen. Cincinnati: 1872. 8vo. pp. iv. 226. 

Contains some excellent technical instructions on punctuation, materials, jobbing, 
Deposition, press-work, and inks. The first edition was published in 1859. r6mo. 

LONDON : 1548-1550. 

Lynne (Walter). 

Gualter or Walter Lynne was a other books of divinity which _ Lynne 
scholar, an author, and a printer. He printed are to be found Cranmer’s Cate- 
lived near Billingsgate ; it is said that chismus, 1548, 8vo., and another edition 
he also kept a shop at the Eagle, beside of the same without date. The edition 
St. Paul's School. His device, which of 1548 contains woodcuts after drawings 
is appended, is taken from “ Carion’s by Holbein. Lynnes device is the em- 
Chronicle,” 4to. 1550, which the author blem of the Goat and Ram fighting, 
dedicated to Edward VI. Among the bearing respectively the letters W. L. 

Lyons. Monitum in Lugdunenses typographos. Venet. Aldus. 

1503. Folio. 

- De la suppression des brevets d’imprimeurs et de libraires. 
Reponse des imprimeurs et des libraires de Lyon et du departement 

du Rhone. Lyon: 1869, 4to, 

Lyser (Johann Peter Theodore), Pseud., i.e., Johann Peter Theodor 
Burmeister. Das Wort, Gutenbergs-Lieder, [Leipzig: 1840, 

8vo. pp. 16, 

(To be continued.) 

A FRENCH PUBLISHING FIRM, 

HE difference between English and Continental 
methods of conducting business is probably as great 

as between their style of dress and deportment and ours. 
It is therefore interesting, and occasionally instructive, to 
notice and consider the divergence; for while in some 
respects our national systems are undeniably superior, 
occasionally it is quite true that “they do these things 
better in France.” 

A few months ago, writes an old friend of the Printing- 

Times and Lithographer, we paid a visit to the celebrated 
publishing house of Hachette & Co., which is regarded as 
one of the largest, if not the largest, in the world, and 
certainly the most remarkable of its class for the beauty of 
the works produced. The offices are situated in the Rue 
Boulevard St. Germain, and are of vast extent. The founder, 
Louis Hachette, established this business in the year 1822 
for the purpose of publishing educational works, and more 
particularly classics, suitable for use from the very beginning 
of a school training to its finish at College. As the busi¬ 
ness progressed to a much wider range of subjects, it grew 
rapidly in advance of its founder’s intention, and now 
embraces almost every branch of literature, ranging, in fact, 
from a railway guide to an illustrated Bible. 

It should be stated at the outset that Messrs. Hachette 
& Co. do not print any of their works, all the printing 
being done by the various large firms in and about Paris 
and the country. Were a printing establishment kept to do 
all the work, it would probably be too colossal for any one 
firm to manage; on the other hand, the system adopted 
gives Messrs. Hachette a better chance for producing first- 
class printed works, as printing firms may be selected who 
may be celebrated in some special way. 

On entering the offices one is struck with the complete 
system of arrangement in every department, and the almost 
military exactitude with which everything is done. A 
courteous porter at the door ushers the visitor up a large 
flight of steps to an obliging functionary, who takes a letter 
of introduction to the still more obliging and courteous man¬ 
aging partner of the firm, M. Fourett, who acts as cicerone and 
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guide through the great establishment. The offices here 
contain over 400 clerks and warehousemen, and the firm 
send out upwards of sixty travellers to represent them— 
figures which may give the reader some idea of the extent 
of this business. In this department are kept what might 
be called the rolling stock of the firm, in bound books and 
printed sheets ready to be bound. All the business of 
expediting is performed on the first floor. Busy hands are 
here packing and labelling large bundles and cases to be 
sent off to their respective destinations, and clerks are to be 
seen entering their contents in ledgers. 

On the floor above this are innumerable piles of many 
thousands of scholastic books from “ Royal Readers ” to 
Greek lexicons, all waiting the advent of the scholastic 
campaign to be sent out. In another department were 
observable, more stately in their piles, the splendid 
“ presentation books ” and other works of a more valuable 
kind, all ready for immediate delivery. 

In the basement floor, in most substantially-built vaults, 
thoroughly dried and well ventilated, there are kept in 
strongly-constructed racks, or, as they term them, “ paper- 
tables,” the printed sheets ready to be sent for binding. 
We trust we may not be considered exaggerating when we 
say we walked for nearly half an hour through the piles of 
printed matter stored here, many thousands of tons in weight. 
As an illustration of how careful this firm are to keep their 
supply ready for the demand at all and every season, we 
may mention the fact that we were shown a stack of 
printed matter which had lain on the table for upwards of 
twenty years. It had been partly reduced, and was quite 
brown at the edges with age and exposure to the atmo¬ 
sphere, but inside the sheets were still quite white, as when 
they left the printer’s hands. This will show, also, how well 
the sheets are kept. The whole of these vaults are main¬ 
tained throughout summer and winter at a given tempera¬ 
ture by heated air-pipes and ventilators distributed over 
the place. 

The workshop, properly speaking the binding-shop of 
the firm, is some little distance from the offices, being 
situated in the Rue Stanislaus, in some handsome buildings 
very recently erected for them. There are employed a 
large number of hands for bookbinding purposes, with all 
the most improved machinery, mostly of French manu¬ 
facture. In point of appearance it looked light and handy, 
and not so cumbersome as that of our English makers. 
Any quantity of stamping and gilding-presses were here to 
be seen, but presenting nothing new. We need not refer 
to the beauty of the bindings that were in progress. The 
French frequently far surpass us in ornamental bindings, 
specimens of which were here to be seen in perfection. 
Here, again, the complete system of arrangement adopted 
is especially noteworthy, as well as the order and cleanliness 
observable in everything about the place. In these work¬ 
shops are stored all the engraved plates, wood-blocks, &c., 
belonging to the firm. The apartments devoted to 
this purpose are really examples of what such places 
ought to be. Imagine a series of rooms on a ground- 
floor fitted up more in appearance like a gentleman’s 
library than a store-room, the sides of the room fitted 
with solid oak cupboards, having compartments and 
drawers lined with green baize cloth to keep out everything 
like damp or moisture. In these cupboards are all the 
engraved plates, both steel and copper, the wood-blocks, 
and the stereos from them. Of engraved wood-blocks the 
furm possesses nearly seven millions, of plates of texts and 
title-pages about three millions. The number of engraved 
plates of one kind or another, from the elaborate Scripture 
illustrations drawn by the great artist Bida, and engraved 

by the no less celebrated engraver Hedouin, to the numerous 
plates illustrating scientific works, amount to several 
thousands. Everything is thoroughly classified and regis¬ 
tered, so that at a few minutes’ notice any block or plate 
belonging to any given work published by the firm can be 
found. 

In one of the departments we noticed a machine for 
printing copy-lines at an almost fabulous rate per hour. 
It is a French invention and patented, working somewhat 
like a web rotary for news. Alongside of this machine 
were some three or four ruling-machines, also of French 
manufacture, and for speed and beauty of ruling they far 
exceeded the American inventions of a similar class, and 
occupied less space. 

A few statistics of this most remarkable establishment 
may be appended. The annual sales aggregate about 
fifteen millions of francs, or nearly ^600,000, and the sums 
paid for working the plant are about ^52,000 per annum. 
Every year about 200,000 bales of goods are sent away, 
300 packers being employed in despatching the goods to 
all parts of the globe. In the bookstalls and stores con¬ 
nected with Hachette’s Railway Libraries are employed 
over 700 persons, mostly women. There are about 540 
of these depots, where newspapers, journals, guides, and 
every literary production containing information concern¬ 
ing the different countries of the world, are always on sale. 

The works thus placed at the disposition of the public 
represent a constant supply of more than 300,000 volumes. 
In short, about 3,500 people are employed altogether in 
this marvellous establishment, which in extent, as well as in 
excellence of arrangement and organization, is probably 
unrivalled either in Great Britain or France. 

PRINTING-OFFICE ECONOMY, 

THE “ CAXTON ” TREADLE PLATEN MACHINE. 

E have to call attention to the latest addition to the 
already numerous treadle platen machines now 

in use. Messrs. Furnival have recently secured the patent 
rights of the “ Caxton,” which, like the original “ Gordon,” 
comes from America, and although constructed on the same 
principle as most other machines of its class, it possesses 
many very excellent points which will commend it to the 
favourable attention of the English printing trade. 

The bed of this machine is stationary, and great strength 
is imparted by a series of substantial ribs at the back. The 
chase is dropped from the top between two grooves, one 
on either side. This simple and admirable arrangement 
obviates the necessity of movable clamps, and also renders 
the placing and removal of the form alike a safe and quick 
process. 

An important feature is the remarkably small amount of 
motive power required for driving. This is to a great extent 
due to the manner by which the impression is obtained. 
At the end of the driving-shaft is a pinion, which drives a 
large cog-wheel underneath. To this latter is attached an 
arm, which works a large cam at the side, in conjunction 
with a powerful toggle-joint at the back of the bed. The 
power is thus obtained by indirect means, and conse¬ 
quently the strain when the impression is given is com¬ 
paratively trifling. 

The table is constructed in a somewhat novel manner. 
Immediately under the surface is a wedge-frame. By a 
simple arrangement of adjusting the series of wedges by a 
single set-screw the impression can be regulated to a 
nicety. The impression can also be thrown off at any 
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part of the stroke by a lever at the side working in this 
wedge-frame. The table works upon a substantial hinge 
at its base and is perfectly parallel with the form when 
thrown off. 

Unlike other machines a vibrator is provided which also 
acts as a distributor, and which never touches the face of 
the type. The inkers are fixed in a separate frame, and 
the whole (three in number) cover the entire face of the 
form. That the ink may not be taken up unevenly, raised 
bearers are fitted on each side of the revolving disc which 
serves as the ink table. These prevent the rollers touching 
the slab excepting in the widest part, and therefore the 
ink is taken by the whole length of the rollers. The 
fingers which hold the sheet are fixed in a groove at the 
base of the table, and can be loosened and adjusted in 
any position by means of a small handle at the side which 
works an eccentric. This we consider to be a decided im¬ 
provement, as in cases where these are fixed by set-screws 
they are liable to work loose; beside which, the mode 
generally adopted is a matter of more difficulty than in the 
above arrangement. 

The ductor is provided with a multiplicity of set-screws, 
that the supply of ink may be regulated to a nicety ; and by 
the removal of a small screw in the side frame the ratchet- 
wheel can be made to make one, two, or three teeth, as 
desired. To aid the distribution the disc is moved round 
one-third of its circumference between every impression. 

Every portion of the “ Caxton ” platen is well balanced, 
to which is due, in a great measure, the regularity of its 
motion. At the back of the table a balance weight is fixed, 
as also to the end of the roller-frames. Although sub¬ 
stantially built, it is not encumbered with a needless 
quantity of metal. The shafts are all made of steel. 

We would advise the addition of a brake, especially as it 
appeared that the fly-wheel of the machine made two or 
three revolutions after the strap was struck off. The 
“ Caxton ” platen is both a good and cheap machine, and 
will doubtless prove a formidable rival to those already 
established. It may be seen in operation daily at Messrs. 
Furnival’s London agency in Charterhouse-street, E.C., or 
at their works in Manchester. 

THE LITERATURE OF PAPER-MAKING. 

LTHOUGH infinitely less important and copious 
than the literature of Printing, that of Paper and 

Paper-making is so rapidly extending as already to com¬ 
prise a very considerable collection. The following list 
contains some names not well known, and it probably 
embraces the best modern works on the subject. Ap¬ 
pended to the titles are short descriptive annotations. 

Arnot. The Technology of the Paper Trade. London : 1878. 
8vo. 

Six “Cantor” Lectures, delivered before the Society of Arts, and 
reprinted from the Journal of the Society. 

Astle. The Origin and Progress of Writing, &c. London : 1784. 
Curious details in regard to the material of ancient manuscripts, 

from those under his charge or in his own collection. 

Breitkopf. Versuch den Ursprung der Spielkarten, die Einfiihrung 
des Leinenpapieres, und den Anfang der Holzschneidekunst in 
Europa zu erforschen. Leipzig: 1784. 2 vols. 4to. 

Herring (R.). Paper and Paper-making, Ancient and Modern. 
London : 1856. Svo. Plates. 

Twenty-five specimens of curious watermarks, and other papers 
bound up at the end. 

-Practical Guide to the Varieties and Relative Values of 
Paper. London: i860. 4to. 

Specimens of paper taken at various stages of the process, and 
samples of nearly all the varieties produced for commercial purposes. 

Hofmann (Carl). Paper Manufacture : A Practical Treatise on the 
Manufacture of Paper in all its branches. 100 Wood Engravings 
and 5 Folding Plates. 4to. Pp. 398. 

The author has been the superintendent of various paper-mills in 
Germany and the United States. The following list of contents shows 
the range of this the most important, perhaps, of recent works on the 
subject:—Chapter I. Paper. II. Manufacture by Hand. III. Manu¬ 
facture of Paper from Rags by Machinery. Section 1. Sorting, 
Cutting, and Dusting. 2. Boiling. 3. Washing, Bleaching, Drain¬ 
ing, Bleaching with Gas. 4. Mixing, Washing, and Beating, Sizing, 
Colouring, Patent Engines, Stuff-chests, and Stuff-pumps. 5. Making 
Paper on the Machine : a. Fourdrinier Paper Machine ; b. Cylinder 
PaperMachine; c. Harper’s Improved Paper Machine. 6. Surface Sizing. 
7. Finishing. IV. Substitutes for Rags. 1. Historical Sketch. 2. 
Fibres or Cellulose. 3. Waste Paper. 4. Straw and Esparto. 5. 
Wood. 6. Mechanically Prepared Wood-Pulp. 7. Cane Fibres. V. 
Description of the Manufacture of some Classes of Paper and Boards. 
1. Bank-note Paper. 2. Tissue Paper. 3. Collar Paper. 4. Ma¬ 
nilla Paper. 5. Tobacco Paper. 6. Paper from Cotton Waste. 
7. Boards. 8. Roofing Paper. 9. Parchment Paper. VI. General 
Remarks upon the Location, Construetion, and Management of Paper- 
mills. 1. Wash Water. 2. Water-power. 3. Steam Boilers. 4. 
Steam Engines. 5. Pipes. 6. Pulleys, Belts, Gearings. 7. Trans¬ 
portation in the Mill. 8. Heating the Mill. 9. Lighting. 10. 
Machinery. n. Buildings. 12. Location and Site. 13. Capital. 
14. Labour and Management. 15. Statistics. Index. 

Jury Reports of the Great Exhibition of London, 1851. London : 
1852. 3 vols. 8vo. 

Valuable information on systems of paper-making pursued in different 
countries. 

IvOOPS (Matthias). Historical Account of the Substances which have 
been used to describe Events and to convey Ideas from the Earliest 
Date to the Invention of Paper. Printed on the first useful paper 
manufactured solely from straw. London : printed by J. Burton, 
31, Little Queen-street. 1800. Folio, pp. 91. 

Matthias Ivoops seems to have been the first to discover a mode of 
extracting printing-ink and writing-ink from waste paper; and he 
obtained a patent for manufacturing paper from straw, hay, thistles, 
waste and refuse of hemp and flax, and different kinds of wood and 
bark, fit for printing and almost all other purposes for which paper is 
used. In fact, in the following year he issued an edition, “ printed on 
paper remade from old printed and written paper.” The appendix is 
printed upon paper made from wood alone. 

Muller (P. L.). Die Fabrication des Papiers. Berlin: 1832. 

3rd edition. 

Munsell (Joel). Chronology of the Origin and Progress of Paper 
and Paper-making. 5th edition, with additions. Albany, New 
York : 1878. 8vo. pp. iv. 263. 

Traces the progress of the manufacture of paper from the earliest 
times and in all countries, giving the dates of successive improvements 
and necrology of eminent manufacturers, &c. 
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Paine (H.) and Brown (Henry T.). Practical Guide for the Manu¬ 
facture of Paper and Boards, by A. Proteaux ; Additions by L. S. 
Le Normand. Translated from the French by Horatio Paine; the 
Manufacture of Paper from Wood in the United States, by 
Henry T. Brown. Philadelphia : 1866. 8vo. 

Piette (Louis). Traite sur la Fabrication de Papiers. Paris : 1831. 

Louis Piette was born in Belgium in 1803. Intended for the bar, 
he studied at Metz, Strasburg, and finally at Paris, where he received 
his degree with distinction. Family reasons, however, induced him to 
abandon his profession and take charge of his father’s paper-mill at 
Hilling, near Saar Louis, in Prussia. Finding no work to guide him 
in his new business, he soon collected the results of his own labours 
and observations, and published for the benefit of others the above 
treatise. For this the Berlin Society for the Encouragement of Industry 
and of the Arts and Trades made him a member, and gave him a gold 

medal. 

---— Die Fabrication des Papieres aus Heu und vielen anderen 
Substanzen im Grossen. Coin : 1838. 

This was the author’s first work on straw paper. It gives a good 
idea of the processes then used for treating straw, with many notices 
of other materials ; but its great value consists in the 160 specimens 
with which it is illustrated. Paper from each kind of straw is shown 
by itself and unbleached, then in combinations, two and two, and 
finally mixed with rags. Afterwards, on pages of coloured or un¬ 
bleached straw paper there are bleached specimens in a similar order. 
This book had an important influence upon the introduction of this 
kind of paper. The author had no fancy for paper made of wood, 
and gives a shaving as a specimen of something better ! For this work 
the King of Prussia gave Piette the Order of the Red Eagle. At 
various exhibitions he received medals for specimens of his papers. 

- Essais sur la Coloration des Pates a Papier et sur la Fabrica¬ 
tion directe de Papiers de Teinture apres un Nouveau Procede. 
Paris : 1853. 

This work on coloured papers contains 350 specimens. It gives, in 
the first place, 21 specimens of the different qualities of rags, each 
with a duplicate variation. Next is a good account of the ordinary 
materials for colouring paper pulp. Then there is a series of 341 
specimens of coloured papers made by one or more colouring sub¬ 
stances, or by their mixture with originally variously-coloured rags. 
Each specimen has its precise formula recorded. There is a scale em¬ 
bracing the whole of the tints shown, and another portion gives an 
account, with specimens, of a new mode of giving coloured figures to 
papers in the course of formation. At the end there is a set of illustra¬ 
tions of the contrast of colours as worked out by Chevreul, the speci¬ 
mens being made of strips of coloured paper. 

-Die Fabrication des Papieres aus Stroh, Heu, &c. &c., im 
Grossen. Coin, Dresden, Paris : 1861. 

This is a development of, and a sequel to, the first-named work by 
the same author. In it he describes the new processes, rotating 
boilers, &c. ; he also introduces an account of new paper materials, 
and correctly enlarges upon old ones. There are more than 300 speci¬ 
mens as illustrations. Besides the large number of examples of straw 
paper, there are a dozen specimens of wood paper. Pine cones, leaves 
of trees, &c., are represented. Among the new materials are jute, 
yucca, pisang, palmetto, aloe, and others. Finally, there are 14 speci¬ 
mens of paper from leather, either without addition or with various 
additions of different materials. In 1854 Piette removed to France, 
and commenced his Journal des Fahricants de Papier. He died in 

July, 1862. 

Journal des Fahricants de Papier. 

This serial was commenced in 1854 by Louis Piette, immediately 
after his removal to France. It was continued after his death by his 
widow, and since her death by others. It is one of the most remark¬ 
able technical publications of the day, and distinguished by its abund¬ 
ant illustrations, with specimens of various kinds of paper and paper 

material. 

Routlehge (T.). Bamboo, considered as a Paper-making Material. 
London : 1877. 8vo. 

Schacht (Dr. Hermann). Die Priifung der im Handel vorkommenden 
Gewebe durch das Mikroscop und durch chemische Reagenten. 

i853- 

Schaeffer (Dr. Jacob Christian). Jacob Christian Schaeffer’s, 
Doctors der Gottesgelehrtheit und Weltweisheit, etc., sammtliche 
Papierversuche. Sechs Bande. Zweite Auflage. Nebst einund- 
achtzig Mustern und dreizehn theils illuminirten theils schwarzen 
Kupfertafeln. Regensburg : 1772. 4to. 

This curious but most important work consists of an assemblage of 
pamphlets, the text of the whole having but 173 pages. As these 
pamphlets appeared at different times, the early part was exhausted 
before the whole could be collected ; and, when so collected, the title- 
page calls the work the second edition. Each of the separate volumes 
has a somewhat different title; and after the second volume the 

numbers begin again, but always specify the whole number of the 
entire series. The fanciful frontispiece represents all the operations of 
papermaking, naked little cupids being the operators. Dr. Schaeffer 
was born at Querfurt in 1718, but removed to Regensburg, where, as 
clergyman and as superintendent, he lived until his death, in 1790. 
He was well known as an able and industrious naturalist. The whole 
of his experiments in the manufacture of paper were made in his own 
house ; three or four times, however, when he had an extra tough 
material to deal with, he sent it to a neighbouring mill. As stated in 
the title-page, he gives in his books 81 specimens of different kinds of 
paper. His experiments in this way extended over eight years. 

Squier. Tropical Fibres ; their Production and Economic Extraction. 
8vo. 

Tomlinson. The Manufacture of Paper, with Specimens. 

The Art of Paper-makmg: a Guide to the Theory and Practice of 
Paper manufacture. London: 1877. pp. 200. 8vo. 

Transactions of the Royal Academy of Sciences, Vienna, 1845. (Pub¬ 
lished 1852.) 

The first work giving accurate microscopic representations of the 
condition of the fibre in paper. 

Wiesner (Dr. Julius). Einleitung in die technische Microscopie, &c. 

This work contains important microscopical investigations into the 
composition of ancient and modem papers of all kinds. 

Encyclopaedia Articles. The following articles are also worthy of 
notice :— 

Dodd’s Curiosities of Industry (London: 1852. 8vo.)—“Paper: 
its Applications and its Novelties.” 

Dictionnaire Universel des Sciences, des Lettres et des Arts (Paris : 
1854)—“ Papeterie.” 

Allgemeine Encyclopddie der Wissenschaften und Kiinste, by Ersch and 
Gruber. Vide articles “ Paper ” and “Papyrus.” 

Encyclopedie methodique, sec. Arts et Metiers mecaniques 
(“Papier,” v. 463). 

Griffith and PIenfry. Microscopic Dictionary. 

Many drawings of fibres, and under different treatment. Encyclo¬ 
paedia Metropolitana (London : 1845)—“Paper,” x. 56. 

American Encyclopedia of Printing. Philadelphia: 1871. 

A most valuable and extensive treatise on the subject, by George C- 
Schaeffer, Librarian of the United States Patent Office. 

Central-Blatt fur die Deutsche Papierfabrikation, edited by C. A. 
Rudel. Fortnightly. Dresden. 

Le Moniteur de la Papeterie Francaise. Bi-monthly. Paris. 

The property of the French Paper-manufacturers Union. This 
serial treats of all subjects connected with paper manufacture; viz., 
surrogates, rags, factories, insurance, public tenders, exports and 
imports, and contains reports of the Belgian, English, and Dutch 
markets, drying and bleaching processes, prices of raw materials, &c. 

Papnerhandel (Der). Brugg, in Aaran (Switzerland). 

Papierzeitung. Edited by Carl Hofmann. Weekly. Berlin. 

Papierindustrie (Die). Tri-monthly. Vienna. 
We believe that an Italian translation of this paper is also published. 

The Paper Trade Journal. Weekly. New York. 

The America7i Stationer. Weekly. New York. 

The rapermakers' Monthly Journal. London. 

A list of all the paper-mills in the United States and Canada is 
published in Howard Lockwood’s “ Directory of the Paper Trade ” 
(New York : 8vo,), published annually. 

CAXTON'S DEVICE, 

HROUGH the courtesy of Mr. William Blades, who 
has kindly lent us the illustrations, we are enabled 

to entirely reproduce his paper on the subject of Caxton’s 
Device, which recently appeared in the Athenaeum. 

The well-known trade-mark or device of William Caxton has been 
so long associated with the date 1474, and the shape of the central 
portion lends itself so readily to the rendering of the Arabic figures 
4 and 7, that it required strong evidence to convince bibliographers 
that not numerals but a conventional trade-mark was only intended. 

The first to suggest that this mark had no reference whatever to 
Arabic figures was Mr. Bradshaw, and his opinion has lately received 
a curious and interesting confirmation. Mr. Adin Williams, of Kemps- 
ford, having in the course of his antiquarian pursuits obtained a rub¬ 
bing of a monumental brass in Standon Church, Herts, was struck by 
the resemblance which a portion of it bore to Caxton’s well-known 
mark. He wrote to Mr. Bullen, Keeper of the Printed Books at the 
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British Museum, about it, who, with his usual kindness, placed me in 
communication with Mr. Adin Williams, from whom I have obtained 

the following particulars :— 
The Standon brass, which is in bad preservation, is to the memory 

of John Felde, Alderman of London, and like Caxton, a mercer. He 
is shown kneeling with his two sons and a daughter, the family arms 
being in one corner overhead and his trade-mark as a mercer in the 
other. The inscription reads: “John Felde Alderman of London, 
Merchant of the Stapul of Caleis dyed m.cccc.lxxvij.” The mark is 
here given (the dotted line only being imaginary), and beside it, for 

the sake of comparison, is a reduction of Caxton’s mark. It will be 
seen that if the top pennant of Felde’s mark were cut away and the 
loop added, we should have a close resemblance to the so-called figures 
in Caxton’s device. That Felde’s mark is a combination of conven¬ 
tional forms commonly used by merchants is undeniable ; and Caxton’s 
device is doubtless of a similar character. It is just his personal seal, 
and probably the same as that used by him when, as “ Govern our of the 
English Nation,” he stamped every bale of English goods which 
entered or issued from the city of Bruges. Caxton had been a printer 
many years before he used his mark upon his books, and as the par¬ 
ticulars of its first appearance have a direct bearing upon its significa¬ 
tion, and are not known so generally as they should be, I propose to 
recapitulate them. 

The art of printing, like the steam-engine, the electric telegraph, 
and indeed all great inventions, was not flashed upon the mind ripe 
and ready for use, but was a gradual development from the manuscript 
books which preceded it. Now the old square and formal letters were 
the conventional characters in which all service-books meant for church 
use were written, and when printing was invented and printers sup¬ 
plied such books, it was necessary to print them in a type resembling 
these characters, now known as “black-letter.” Caxton’s usual types 
were almost entirely of the shape known as “gros-batarde,” which is 
more cursive than the black-letter. He had, however, a small fount 
of this church character, the largest in size of any he used, and the 
only one which can be associated with any other printer. This 
type, which is known as No. 3, was used by several of Caxton’s con¬ 
temporaries, as well as by his successors, and without doubt is of 
foreign manufacture. In the year 1487 a “Missal of Salisbury Use” 
was brought to Caxton to print. For this the conventional black-letter 
was a necessity, of which Caxton had but a small fount, and that of 
much too large a character. At this time the French were celebrated 
for their excellent printing of all kinds of church services, the presses 
of Paris and Rouen supplying to a great extent the ever-increasing 
demand for breviaries, missals, hone, &c. Thus it happened that 
Caxton in his need looked to Paris, and engaged W. Maynyal of that 
city to undertake the printing of the Salisbury Missal for him. The 
French printer did his work well, and at the end of the book stated 
in the colophon that he had printed it “at the expense of that excel¬ 
lent man W. Caxton, ” who doubtless received the printed sheets in 
due course and bound them at Westminster. But Caxton, wishing to 
identify himself more closely with the publication of the book than 
was done in the colophon of Maynyal, designed and engraved his own 
well-known trade-mark, and printed it at the end on a blank space. 
Thus, in 1487, was the use of this mark originated, and thereafter in 
every book which issued from the Westminster press and in which a 
blank leaf or space allowed it, this mark makes its due appearance. 

The debate upon Caxton’s device has until lately been confined to 
the central portion, the surroundings having by general consent been 
considered as mere ornamentation. Lately, however, and especially 
since the Caxton Exhibition at South Kensington, bibliographers have 
discovered hidden meanings in the side ornaments. That they are 
imaginary I have no doubt, and yet no apology is needed for their 
presentation, as everything concerning Caxton and his works is of 
interest, and the sitggeslio falsi may not unfrequently be found leading 
to the inventio veri. Mr. Madden, of Versailles, a well-known writer 
upon bibliographical antiquities, sees in the ornament to the left of the 
Sffii a Roman capital S, and on the opposite side a Roman C. This 
he has no doubt refers to .Sancta Colonia, the city in which he sup¬ 
poses Caxton to have learnt his art. No, suggests another, the initials 
are doubtless meant for “ Staple of Calais.” Caxton was a merchant 
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of the Staple, like Felde ; it was an honourable title, of which he was 
doubtless proud, and which would enable him to import books from 
France with certain privileges. “ Sigillum Caxtoni” is another inter¬ 
pretation ; but surely all these guesses may be dismissed with a smile, 
for had Caxton intended to use initials at all he would doubtless have 
used his customary shape and not the Roman character. 

The ornamental frieze at the top and bottom of Caxton’s mark may, 
with more show of probability, be construed as a punning rebus upon 
his name, as pointed out to me by Mr. H. Stevens. The rebus was 
peculiarly characteristic of the times when the press was young, and 
early printed books, as well as painted windows, wooden benches, and 
stone shields, supply numerous examples. Many English printers 
adopted the fashion : R. Harrison used the device of a hare, a sheaf of 
■rye, and the sun; the well-known printer Grafton figures as a branch 
grafted upon a tun; while Garret Dewes veiled his name in an absurd 
woodcut, where two gamblers are sitting in a garret, one of whom 
throws “deuce.” The family name of Caxton was common in the 
fifteenth century. The Norwich branch used as a trade-mark a tun, 

over which were placed three cakes, each with a cross in the centre. 
The Caxtons of Canterbury used simply the syllable “Cax” over a 
tun, with something which looks very much like a trade-mark between 

the “ Johem” and the “Cax.” Bearing these in mind, and reverting 
to William Caxton’s mark, we see at top as well as at foot a row of 
lozenge-shaped cakes, each with its little + as at Norwich, and each 
having near the sides a black spot or stone, the rebus, of course, 

being Cakes-stone. 

Whether or not this latest contribution of the historian 
of Caxton will be allowed to settle an interesting question, 
remains to be seen, but certainly nobody who has written 
on the subject of Caxton’s Device can claim equal authority 
with Mr. William Blades. 

THE TYPOGRAPHICAL ASSOCIATION AND 

THEIR NEW TRADE EMBLEM. 

OME time since the Typographical Association decided to get up 
a “ trade emblem ” for the members, to consist of a sheet suit¬ 

ably illustrated, with a Certificate of Membership. A premium of^io 
was offered for the best design, and this was awarded to Mr. E. H. Cor- 
bauld, of London, and it has since been lithographed by Messrs. Nichol¬ 
son & Sons, of Bradford. We may say at once that as a lithograph it 
is an admirable specimen. It is 2 ft. 1 in. by 1 ft. 7 in., and is worked 
in twenty different printings, the drawing on the stone having been 
ably done by Mr. Nicholson, jun. As a chromolithograph it is in every 
way worthy of the high reputation attained by this eminent Yorkshire 
firm. When, however, we come to speak of the design, we can only 
express our great regret that the committee of the Association should 
have approved of it. The most prominent feature is a “ portrait of 
Caxton.” We had thought that every one knew by this time that it 
was impossible to give a likeness of the first English printer. Here, 
however, we have “ Caxton,” not as even Amos or Lewis represented, 
but as Mr. Corbauld has imagined him. The cap and streamers are 
preserved, but the worthy man himself is clad in a sort of court suit, 
something after the style of the beefeaters at the Tower. Middleton’s- 
mistake of 1474 as the date of the introduction of printing into England 
is also perpetuated, regardless of the fact that in 1877 we celebrated 
the quarcentenary. At each side are “portraits” of Wynken de 
Worde (in what appears to be a nightcap, or a jester’s cap and bells) 
and Gutenberg—the inventor of printing being placed third of the 
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triad. Underneath Caxton’s portrait are some lines taken from 
McCreery (although not so stated), beginning— 

“ O Albion, still thy gratitude confess 
To Caxton, founder of ye British press.” 

The “ye” is the copyist’s improvement on the author, being done 
apparently to give a flavour of antiquity to the extract. When the 
word occurs again, it is printed in modern fashion. “Yon” is given 
“yond.” The selection of the verses is unfortunate, as they speak of 
printing being carried on in “ the House of God,” whereas modern in¬ 
vestigations show that Caxton’s press was not set up inside the Abbey 
of Westminster, but in an out-building belonging to it, devoted to 
secular purposes. Underneath is a picture representing “ Caxton 
examining proof sheet,” and on the cross-beam again appears the date 
1474. There are also allegorical representations of “ Superstition ” and 
“ Glory to God,” pictures of the “ Village School ” and the “ People’s 
Bible,” with a composing-room, and portion of a Walter press. The 
design lacks nearly every merit that should appertain to such a produc¬ 
tion. It is intensely realistic, devoid of imaginativeness, and the con¬ 
ception is hackneyed, wdrile the composition as a wdiole furnishes no 
material for thought or reflection, as a picture to be framed and hung 
up, and constantly kept before the eye, undoubtedly ought to do. 
As we have said, it reproduces the error as to Caxton’s portrait and the 
blunder as to the date of his beginning to print,—objections that appear 
fatal to its acceptability among the increasing class of printers who 
know something about the history of their art. We are sorry that such 
an anachronism received the acceptance of the Typographical Associa¬ 
tion. Before deciding as to the artist’s design, w'hy did they not refer the 
matter to their obvious and best counsellor, Mr. William Blades, whom 
we feel sure they would have found equally willing as able to advise 
them. 

PATENTS, NEW AND LAPSED, 

SPECIFICATIONS RELATING TO PRINTING. 

Published in June, 1879. 

AN Improved Process for Manufacturing Blank or other Books 
from one or more continuous rolls of paper. Justice, P. M. 

[From R. Grimshaw, Philadelphia, U.S.A. No. 4433. Nov. 
2, 1878. 6d. Drawings.]—Proposes to fold the paper in zigzag 
plies or V-shaped folds, fasten the folded edges and afterwards cut 
up into books. Several variations of the principle are shown, but 
no machinery for effecting it. 

Improvements in Apparatus for producing Copies of Writings, 
Drawings, and Delineations. Zuccato, E. [No. 4434. Nov. 
2, 1878. 6d. Drawings.] The employment of a separate band 
of cloth, velvet, or other suitable material impregnated with ink 
or colour for inking stencils, pressure being applied by means of a 
roller or scraper. 

An Improved Apparatus for Locking-up “Formes” in Chases. 
Squintani, C. G. [No. 4437. Nov. 2, 1878. 6d. Drawings.]— 
A long screw having right and left hand threads is made to pass 
through two quoins, one being moved by the right hand thread 
and the other by the left, so that one movement of the screw 
moves both quoins in opposite directions. The side or foot-stick 
being formed with a double incline, a quoin being set against each, 
when the quoins are moved towards each other by means of the 
screw, the side-stick will be forced against the type. 

Improvements in Rotary Printing-machines. Wise, W. L. [From 
Alauzet & Co., Paris. No. 4178. Oct. 19, 1878. 6d. Draw¬ 
ings.] Claims :—1. A method of combining two sets of inking- 
apparatus for each type-cylinder. 2. A method of arranging and 
operating the set-off sheets. 3. An improved folding-apparatus. 
4. The general arrangement of the parts constituting the printing- 
machine. 

Improvements in Printing-machines. Wise, W. L. [From Alauzet 
& Co., Paris. No. 4460. Nov. 4, 1878. 6d. Drawings.] 
Claims :—1. An improved method of adjusting the stones in litho- 
machines. 2. Confining the riders to their forks while the rollers 
are free to traverse when set for diagonal rolling. 3. A method 
for lifting the rollers at the same time that the machine is stopped. 
4. An adjustment for the traverse of the table. 

A New or Improved Dry-copying Process, and Apparatus and 
Materials for producing Multiple Copies of Writings, Drawings, 
and other Delineations. Wilson, J. G. [From Kwayser & 
Ilusak, Semil, Bohemia. No. 4666. Nov. 13. 1878. 4d. No 
drawing.] A design is made, on paper in aniline ink, and pressed 
into contact with a printing-surface, composed of gelatine, 1 part; 
glycerine, 4 parts ; and water, 2 parts. This will yield about 50 
impressions by merely bringing paper into contact with such 
surface. 

An Improved Quoin for Locking Type in the Chase. Boyce, G. J. 
[No. 4786. Nov. 25, 1878. 2d. No Drawing. Provisional 
Protection only. ] Two wedges are proposed to work against each 
other, each having teeth : between the teeth formed on the two 
wedges is room for a key, which acting upon the teeth forces the 
wedges in opposite directions. 

Improvements in Apparatus employed in Enlarging and Reducing 
Drawings and Designs for Lithographic Printing and other pur¬ 
poses. DufrenE, H. A. [No. 4871. Nov. 29, 1878. 6d. 
Drawings.] An apparatus in which india-rubber is employed as 
a temporary surface, upon which the transfer is produced. By 
means of a frame actuated by wheels and screws, the india-rubber 
sheet can be enlarged or reduced. 

Improvements in Book Binding and in the Machinery or Apparatus 
employed therein. Johnson, J. H. [From J. S. Lever, Phila¬ 
delphia, U.S.A. No. 4877. Nov. 29, 1878. 4-d. No Drawing. 
Provisional Protection only.] Securing the sections in such away 
that the back of the book shall be free from the usual ridges formed 
by glue and transverse bands and cords. 

An Improved Mechanical Discoupling Apparatus, for all Kinds of Ink- 
distributing Surfaces, for every Description of Printing Machines 
and Press, Ink Tables to insure a more Rapid and Equal Distri¬ 
bution of Ink, and also for Printing in one or more colours at the 
same time without cutting the Composition Inking Rollers. 
Rutley, G. [No. 4883. Nov. 30, 1878. 2d. No Drawing. 
Provisional Protection only.] This invention was recently fully 
described by us. See page 25 of the present volume. 

Improvements in Plate-Printing Presses. Varicas, L. [From W. S. 
Appleton, New York, U.S.A. No. 5047. Dec. 10, 1878. 6d. 
Drawings.] An improved machine for printing from engraved 
plates, in which the inking and wiping are automatically performed. 
The inventor claims 1. An endless wiper belt and a revolving 
elastically surfaced drum, which drives the belt and brings it in 
contact with the plate. 2. The combination of the driving drum, 
the endless wiper, a rubber for removing surplus ink from wiper, 
and a knife for scraping the rubber. 

LAPSED PATENTS RELATING TO PRINTING. 

Improvements in the Manufacture of Paper-pulp from Vegetable 
Fibres and in Apparatus therefor, which apparatus is also designed 
to be employed in making Chloride of Lime for Bleaching Pulp, 
and in other similar processes. Riddell, W. [No. 1690. June 
4, 1872.] 

Improvements applicable to Printing Machinery. Hinchcliff, J. 
[No. 1705. _ June 5,1872.] 

Improvements in Machines for Folding and Delivering Paper. 
Brown, \V. M. [From L. C. Crowell, Boston, U.S.A. No. 
2457. June 14, 1876.] 

Improved Apparatus for Ruling Paper and other like Sheets. PARKER, 
A. P. [No. 2509. June 16, 1876.] 

Improvements in Printing from Engraved Blocks and Electrotypes in 
Cylinder Printing-machines. Clark, A. M. [From A. H. 
Marinoni, Paris. No. 2511. June 16, 1876.] 

Improvements in Stereotyping Apparatus. Harrison, A., and 
Evans, J. [No. 2530. June 19, 1876.] 

A New or Improved Apparatus for Pricking and Writing by means of 
Compressed Air or Gas, which is also applicable to other purposes. 
Trueman, H. P. [No. 2549. June 20, 1876.] 

Improvements in Printing and in the Production of Printing Surfaces, 
also in Apparatus to be used for these purposes. Young, W. 
[No. 1912. June 24, 1872.] 

Improvements in the production of Stereotype Plates and in Apparatus 
employed therefor. Macrone, W., and MacKensie, W. [No. 
1916. June 25, 1872.] 

REVIEWS. 

Das Buck der Schrift, cntkaltend die Schriften und Alphabete 
aller Zeiten und alien Volkcr des gesammten Erdkreises. 
Arranged and Elucidated by Carl Faulmann. Vienna 
Imperial and Royal Printing-Office. 1878. Demy 4to. 
pp. xii., 272. 

N an epistle addressed to a friend, Dr. Johnson says :—“I am 
not very willing that any language should be totally extin¬ 

guished. The similitude and derivation of languages afford the 
most indubitable proof of the traduction of nations and the 
genealogy of mankind.” It would seem as if the realization of 
this laudable wish had been the object which Dr. Faulmann 
had in view in compiling the work before us. The pro¬ 
duction of a book giving the alphabets and written characters 
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of all nations, of times past as well as present, was a task of 
almost Herculean proportions. Nothing equally comprehensive 
had ever been attempted before ; the previous efforts of Auer 
and Ballhorn were not only of a much more circumscribed 
nature ; but, so far as the hieroglyphs and cuneiform characters 
are concerned, the information they gave was even misleading. 
The want of a thoroughly reliable work of this nature had con¬ 
sequently become more and more self-asserting, and this induced 
Aulic Counsellor von Beck, the accomplished director of the 
Imperial Printing-Office at Vienna, to commission Dr. Faul- 
mann to undertake what seems to have been, to a large extent, 
a labour of love. 

Having regard to the variety and richness of the material 
before him, it must have been a sore temptation to Dr. Faul- 
mann to indulge in speculations on that qucestio vexata, the 
origin of languages ; he has, however, happily steered clear of 
it, and confines his remarks to less conjectural but more useful 
subjects. The classification adopted is that which niost natu¬ 
rally suggests itself, i.e., the geographical, by which the inter¬ 
relationship and similarity of lafiguage of adjacent nations can 
be easiest traced; and in doing so, the author, while not assenting 
to the thousand and one theories which have already been 
evolved, avoids committing himself to any new and perhaps 
equally hypothetical assumptions. 

To do full justice to the merits of the present work would 
require more time and space than we have at our disposal ; we 
must therefore content ourselves with a cursory glance at the 
philological wealth which has been brought together in its 
pages. Eight dialects are figured under the heading of America, 
to whose languages the first section of the work is devoted. 
The most noteworthy of these is the Mikmak tongue, which 
numbers more distinct letters than any other. A work in this 
language, printed some years ago in the Vienna Government 
Office, contains no less than 5,701 independent characters. 
The arbitrary Mormon alphabet, which originated with Solo¬ 
mon Spalding (not as here incorrectly spelt Salomo Spaulding) 
is also figured in this class. Africa comes next, with its varied 
hieroglyphic, Coptic, Ethiopic, Punic, and other characters to 
the number of fourteen. 

That primitive language, the Chinese, with its infinite multi¬ 
plicity of distinct characters, computed at about 50,000, forms 
the opening chapter of the Asiatic section. With a view to 
simplify the labyrinthine labour involved in the composition of 
Chinese, the Austrian Government Printing-Office has cast a 
number of what we may term the constituent dashes and other 
forms characteristic of the Chinese letters; and by fitting these 
into, over, or under each other, the work of composition resolves 
itself simply into one of building up, not very unlike the process 
followed in setting up music. The one drawback—not an 
insurmountable one, however—is that the letters thus formed 
are too large for ordinary use ; the great advantage, on the other 
hand, is that 294 distinct dashes and curved forms suffice to 
pictorially represent every character of that profuse language. 
There are 214 root-words, or sectional heads, in the Chinese 
language, which are classified into 17 classes, according to the 
number of strokes requisite for delineating each particular word. 
Section I. contains those formed with a single stroke, i.e., 
without lifting the pen ; Class II. those with two strokes, and 
so on. The respective numbers in each of the seventeen classes 
are as follows 6, 23, 31, 34, 23, 29, 20, 9, 11, 8, 6, 4, 4, 2, 1,2 ; 
and Class XVII. consists of a single word containing as many 
strokes, its signification being “ flute.” The much-maligned 
“ heathen Chinee ” seem to have a humour all their own, traces 
of which can even be found in the pictorial representation of 
their language ; a certain word of three dashes, for example, 
signifies “woman;” the representation of the same character 
in duplicate means “ to quarrel.” An explanation of the rudi¬ 
ments of the Japanese tongue—a derivative of the Chinese— 
follows next, which is in turn succeeded by a resume of the 
cuneiform characters employed in the inscriptions of the Baby¬ 
lonians, Assyrians, Medes, and Persians. 

Dr. Faulmann deals next with languages which are based 
upon alphabets. The inscription of the Moabitic king, Mesa, 
dating from about 900 B.C., is believed to be the oldest of the 
kind in existence. The substitution of hieroglyphs (sacred 
sculpture), by means of which invisible objects could be figured, 
for the pictures of an earlier epoch which only conveyed ideas 
of perceptible forms, was a great advance in the intellectual life 
of the world ; but a still more important step of progression was 

taken when the former were in their turn replaced by an 
alphabet of letters. Then indeed had been solved the problem 
how— 

The figure of ideas to display, 
And colour forth the intellectual ray. 

All the different alphabets which have laid claim to priority 
are here figured; the Samaritan, Hebrew, Moabitish, Phoenician, 
and the many other characters derived from or related to any 
of these. We cannot enter upon any detailed dissertation con¬ 
cerning them, but must content ourselves by stating that over 
one hundred different alphabets are duly set forth under the 
head of Asia. 

The European section, which follows next, opens with the 
Runic alphabet, the several varieties of which are each dealt 
with in turn. Greek, which was avowedly derived from the 
Phoenician, follows next, and is figured in some twenty different 
forms, according to the several localities in which each was 
used. The Romans, and all other European nations, as is well 
known, derived their alphabets from the Greeks; and the multi¬ 
plicity of characters which had thus their origin are with pains¬ 
taking exactitude passed in review, being at the same time 
pictorially represented. An extremely interesting feature in 
this section is the way in which the gradual development of the 
several alphabets is traced from the earlier centuries down to 
modern times. The slow process by which our letters have 
arrived at their present graceful outline can be fully realized 
by tracing the progressive stages as here pictorially demon¬ 
strated. 

The different alphabets, to the number of several hundred, 
figured in this work, are severally accompanied by explanatory 
text, which will conduce to place Dr. Faulmann’s compilation 
permanently in a higher category than that of a mere work of 
reference. The philological studies and researches of the author 
have well qualified him for the task he has here completed with 
no small amount of labour and skill. In addition to the varied 
contents to which we have already drawn attention, there is 
also a kind of appendix, giving a list of English, French, 
German, Latin, Italian, and Hebrew abbreviations, as also a 
compendium of several hundred Roman seals. The leading 
systems of English and German stenography are, moreover, 
fully elucidated; and the several features to which we have 
alluded combine to make up a whole that is probably unique, 
and which in its way may well assist future students in this 
direction to solve the question as to the filiation and affinities 
of the different languages of the world. 

The composition, presswork, and paper of the volume are 
perfect, and fully sustain the high repute which the Imperial 
Government Printing-Office at Vienna pre-eminently enjoys. 
The store of Oriental and other types, as here illustrated, seems 
well-nigh inexhaustible ; and the perfection and sharpness of 
outline of the different characters leave nothing to be desired at 
the hands of the type-founder. Dr. Von Beck, and the whole 
talented staff under him, may well be congratulated upon having 
completed a work which must add to the fame of the magni¬ 
ficent printing establishment over whose management he so 
ably presides. _ 

Mr. Howard Lockwood, of New York, has sent us a copy 
of the new issue of his “ Directory of the Paper-Manufacturers 
in the United States and Canada.” It is neatly printed, and we 
have no doubt the information conveyed is as accurate as usual. 
From the preface we learn that the paper trade in the States 
is in an unsatisfactory condition, and that the past year has 
developed many changes in the general constitution of paper- 
mills. A good many firms have been forced to succumb, and 
their mills are idle. There are 21 fewer mills engaged in making 
paper than last year ; the figures being 948 for 1878 against 927 
for 1879, and a decrease of 39 firms. Fully 10 per cent, of the 
mills are stated to be idle, and many of them will never be used 
for paper-making again. The manufacture of ground and 
chemical wood-pulp has increased materially. 

Mr. Edward Arber, F.S.A., whose “ Reprints” are so well 
known and valued, is now meritoriously engaged in issuing a 
series of books under the title of “ The English Scholar’s Library 
of Old and Modern Books,” which he has begun with the 
version of “Reynard the Fox” printed by William Caxton. 
The reprint reproduces the orthography and punctuation of the 
original, but is not a facsimile of its typographical peculiarities 

X 
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and arrangement. Its interest is therefore philological rather 
than technical, at least as far as we are concerned. Those who 
wish to know the language in which Caxton wrote and the kind 
of literature that he regarded as most suitable to his patrons, 
will however do well to secure a copy of this little work. 
Mr. Arber is a most painstaking bibliographer, and the intro¬ 
ductions to his reprints are always admirable studies of the 
work in hand. The present one is no exception, and displays 
the results of a very careful examination both of the origin and 
the mode of treatment of Caxton’s celebrated allegory. 

TOPICS OF THE MONTH, 

WE hear of great activity in certain of the trades allied to 
printing, but as a body printers and lithographers con¬ 

tinue to suffer greatly from the universal depression. Neverthe¬ 
less, there are indications of a slight general improvement, par¬ 
ticularly in our export trade. Not the least important conse¬ 
quence of the slackness of business with printers is the cut-throat 
competition which it has engendered ; in illustration of which 
we find journals removed from responsible and respectable 
houses, where they have grown and prospered, and confided to 
new and less sympathetic hands, in very many cases, we fancy, 
little to the ultimate benefit of the latter, or of the proprietors, 
who have been beguiled by a prospect of saving, which in many 
cases turns out to be very disastrous economy.-Our readers will 
not have failed to notice the large number of failures and compo¬ 
sitions which we have unfortunately had to record of late ; never¬ 
theless, the printing trade has compared well with many other 
more remunerative callings during these protracted bad times. 
-Our legal intelligence exemplifies the extraordinary amount 
of litigation which has taken place during the last month. 
Such matter may be irksome, but it is nevertheless very neces¬ 
sary reading for modern master printers.-We may, however, 
be permitted to allude to a more pleasant topic. This is the 
wayzgoose season ; and, despite all the chilling influences of bad 
weather and bad times, employers and employed have pretty 
generally managed to take heart of grace and enjoy their 
annual festivities. “ It is a poor heart that never rejoices ; ” 
and we are quite sure that no class is more entitled to a day’s 
fresh air and fun than the operative printer, whom we wish all 
the merriment and enjoyment that his wayzgoose can afford 
and his heart can desire. A modern, and to our thinking 
an excellent, custom is the recollection of our trade charities 
on these festive occasions. Thirty or forty pounds were col¬ 
lected in a few minutes by the mere mention of the subject at 
the annual dinner of Messrs. Kelly’s employes.-In the 
paper trade over-production still continues to prevail, and con¬ 
tracts and large orders are taken at a low rate to keep machinery 
and workpeople employed. There is a moderately good business 
in fine papers for ordinary purposes. Heavy kinds are still 
depressed. Prices both of raw material and the manufactured 
article are alike tending downward. 

POPE collected all the attacks which were levelled against 
him in print; he had them bound in volumes, and on one occa¬ 
sion he described them—though perhaps not truthfully—as his 
favourite reading. The modern way of avenging oneself on 
one’s critics is different. The query, “ Shall panegyric reign 
and censure cease ? ” has been answered in the affirmative by a 
gentleman who, during the month, has brought an action against 
the AtliencEuvi for alleged libellous criticism. A brief outline 
of the case is reported in another column. We cannot help 
thinking that Mr. Shepherd was too thin-skinned in taking such 
dire umbrage at one or two extravagant phrases ; for whatever 
may be thought of the discretion of the writer in the Atlienaum, 
surely all he said was as nothing when compared with the stinging 
remarks applied to each other in print by the poets and wits of the 
last century. It was a maxim of Richard Bentley (who was him¬ 
self at one time engaged in no less than six law actions) that 
“ no man was ever written out of reputation except by himself,” 
and the learned doctor’s after career afforded sorry evidence 
that this was true. 

We understand that Hattersley’s composing-machines are 
now gradually “ making their way,” and that the persevering 
efforts of their inventor, spread over more than twenty years, 
are likely to result in success. Mr. Hattersley is the senior of 
all the projectors in this country of type-setting apparatus, and 
it is gratifying to learn that his devotion to an undoubtedly 
useful object is likely to be ultimately rewarded. He is now 
introducing efficient but much cheaper machines ; and when a 
pair, that is to say, a Composer and Distributor may be had for 
,£160, they may fairly be regarded as being brought within the 
reach of the trade. Mr. Hattersley claims that the cost may be 
saved in one year. Experience has shown, he states, that “ one 
per cent, per annum will keep the machines in proper efficiency 
for a century,” and although “ experience ” could not possibly 
show anything of the kind, as the machines have not been 
invented more than a third of a century, we have no doubt the 
inventor’s actual meaning is within the truth. It is announced 
that the “ machine compositors at Southport have lately sub¬ 
mitted to a reduction of 10 per cent., which, however, because 
of the increased turnout does not lessen their earnings. Since 
then the whole companionship at case, who are members of 
the Typographical Association, have asked permission, which 
has been granted, to learn to work the machines. The saving— 
a strict account is kept—with only four composers, allowing for 
interest on capital, depreciation, repairs and cost of manage¬ 
ment, is about £12 per week clear. This sum will be consider¬ 
ably increased.” Mr. Hattersley’s statements are certainly cal¬ 
culated to attract the attention of book and news printers. 

Lord Rosebery recently expressed an opinion that it was 
a melancholy sign of the times that we should have thirty-two 
humorous papers. We wonder what his lordship would have 
thought had he seen the Parrot. Perhaps our readers have 
never heard of this print, which bears by way of sub-head these 
words : “ A political funny illustrated and coloured news¬ 
paper.” Funny it is, in all truth, though not in the sense in 
which the title would seem to imply. The Parrot, we learn, 
is published at Bologna, in three editions, Italian, English, and 
French, and by way of demonstrating the flourishing condition 
of the journal the first page bears an inscription to this effect:— 
“ Printing : English, 24,000 copys ; Italian, 30,000 ; French, 
24,000.” The contents consist of the stalest and most insipid 
nonsense that could well be brought together ; and the English 
and spelling are execrable. One comfort is that there are only 
one and two-third pages of matter in leaded long primer, the 
remaining two being taken up by a “ funny illustrated and 
coloured” cartoon. The legend it bears is : “Be courageous, 
sir Kedive : the moment is good ! Who has some time, owes 
not to expect it. Take care ! if the coachman wishes to set off 
they will come to tear off it to your home.” The play is 
evidently upon the two words in italic, but what it is all about 
we cannot explain. Signor Manfredi Manfredo’s efforts at 
English remind one 'of Burns’s epigram, which, in a slightly 
altered form, we would commend to the “direttore respon- 
sabile’s ” attention :— 

“ O thou whom poetry abhors, 
Whom prose has turned out of doors, 
Iieard’st thou that groan—proceed no further; 
’Twas our native English roaring murder ! ” 

The subject of a Universal Catalogue of Printed Books has 
not been shelved, but is still engaging the attention of the 
special committee appointed last year by the Society of Arts. 
The replies which have been sent in by different printers, in 
answer to the Committee’s first report as to the advisability of 
printing the British Museum catalogue, are now under con¬ 
sideration, and they hope, by the aid of the suggestions thus 
communicated to them, to be able to come shortly forward with 
a more matured scheme, both as to the best way of carrying it 
into effect and as to the cost of the undertaking. It is, of 
course, not in contemplation that the Society of Arts should find 
the necessary funds ; what is intended is rather to propound 
such a scheme as shall induce Government to authorise the 
trustees to embark upon this enterprise. “ The want of a 
printed catalogue of the books in the British Museum library 
is,” as Thomas Carlyle expressed himself some years ago, “ an 
immense evil ” 
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Whether it be that love of fame which Young has described 
as being sufficiently potent to “give a judge the spleen” that 
animates Mr. Lefroy, the county court judge upon whose 
erratic proceedings we had occasion to comment last month, we 
know not, but he still continues as crotchetty and cantankerous 
as ever. His vocabulary of libellous epithets is not by any 
means exhausted, as he has amply proved during the last week 
or two, when he has thought well to refer in open court to a 
respectably conducted journal as “ a pothouse paper,” and has 
also indulged in other choice phrases. The Sherborne Gazette 
and the Western Journal have alike roused his honour’s ire, and 
he has not been slow to give practical demonstration of his 
ruffled sentiments to the hapless reporters who attend his court 
as the representatives of these two journals. One of these 
gentlemen was removed from his seat by sheer force, while the 
other, to escape a similar fate, made a precipitate retreat. 
Surely it is time that the Lord Chancellor took steps to secure 
becoming gravity and decorum on the part of the functionary 
who presides at the Shaftesbury County Court. 

JOTTINGS! ENGLISH, COLONIAL, & FOREIGN, 

Colonel Hoe, who is in London, intends to introduce the Lanham 
Roller throughout the United States. 

We are very sorry to read of a canoe accident in Ireland, by which 
Sir Charles Reed has lost one of his sons. 

A Portrait of the late Mr. James Grant, of Morning Advertiser 
fame, appeared in a recent issue of the Illustrated London News. 

The Hancock Inspirator.—A specimen of this useful appliance, 
fully described by us a few months ago, was exhibited at the Royal 
Agricultural Show. 

The Law of Libel.—The Select Committee appointed to inquire 
into the law of libel will, if possible, complete their inquiries during the 
present Session. 

Bulgarian Postage-Stamps.—The director of the Bulgarian Post 
and Telegraph Department has arranged for ^the introduction of 
Bulgarian postage-stamps. 

Monument to Ulrich Gering.—A proposal has been set on foot, 
by M. Alkan aine, to erect a statute at Paris to the memory of Ulrich 
Gering, who introduced printing there in 1470. 

Works of Art in Black and White.—We recommend our 
London readers to visit this exhibition, which is being now held at the 
Dudley Gallery, Egyptian Hall, Piccadilly. 

Mr. J. Pardoe (Bradbury & Agnew) has been presented by a 
number of machine overseers with [a testimonial as a mark of their 
esteem. We rejoice to see this kind of recognition, which is honourable 
to both parties. 

There is an interesting contribution from the pen of M. Motteroz, 
on the internal administration of a printing-office, in the last number 
of our contemporary L' Imprimerie, now conducted by the late M. 
Charavay’s son. 

Library Association.—Mr. C. W. Sutton, the chief librarian 
of the Manchester Free Library, has been elected to the place on the 
Council of the Library Association rendered vacant by the death of 
Dr. Crestadoro. 

Paris Printers’ Overseers’ Society.—According to its last 
report this association now boasts a membership of fifty-five persons. 
The total funds amount to /'140. The society has been in existence 
since the year 1847. 

The Electrotyper for June, issued by Messrs. Shniedewend & Lee, of 
200, Clarke-street, Chicago, gives some admirable Japanese and other 
ornaments in the prevailing taste, suitable for printers and worthy of 
being introduced into England. 

The July part of Fraser's Magazine—the first number since the 
periodical has passed under the editorial management of Dr. John 
Tulloch—contains an article on “Bibliomania in 1879, a Chat 
about Rare Books,” by Shirley. 

Mr. Andrew W. Tuer, of the Paper and Printing Trades' 
Journal^ has in preparation a work on “ Luxurious Bathing,” which 
will be a livre de luxe, ornamented with twelve etchings by Mr. Sutton 
Sharpe. Its price will be three guineas. 

A singular “advertising medium” has-been adopted by the 
proprietor of One and All. A van is driven round the City filled with 
men in scarlet coats, on whose backs are large letters forming alto¬ 
gether the title of the publication.—City Press. 

“The Fate of the Fig-Tree” is the title of an amusing and 
clever article in the World, of June 18, upon recent plagiarists of that 
journal, most of which, as the writer shows, have been permitted only a 
brief and inglorious course. The article is worth reading. 

The widow of Mr. Henry Huth has, we are glad to announce, 
determined that the magnificent library of her late husband shall be 
withdrawn from sale, and that it shall be kept intact. The cata¬ 
logue, in five volumes, is in a forward state. 

Copyright Legislation.—The Government still clings to the 
hope of being able during the present session to introduce a bill on the 
subject of the law of copyright, not so much with the idea of passing 
it as with a view of getting the measure circulated, especially in the 
colonies, which will to some extent be affected by it. 

The New Testament in Japanese.—The National Bible Society 
of Scotland has arranged to unite with the American and British and 
Foreign Bible Societies in publishing, at Yokohama, a new edition of 
the Japanese New Testament, to be printed from movable types, and in 
a more convenient form than that of the original edition. 

The printing and publishing trades are supplying aspirants to Par¬ 
liamentary honours. Sir Charles Reed has definitely accepted the in¬ 
vitation to contest St. Ives in the Liberal interest, and Mr. George 
Routledge will probably be a candidate for the suffrages of a northern 
constituency. We wish them both success in their candidature. 

Officials Furnishing Information to the Press.—A notice 
has been posted up in Sheerness Dockyard to the effect that any official 
furnishing information to the press will be discharged. It has been 
stated in the Times that communications have been forwarded by some 
of the officials to the Plymouth papers ; hence the decree. 

Publication of Judicial Proceedings Illegal.—Dr. Stern, of 
the Frankfurter Zeitung, was, on the 18th ult., condemned to two 
months’ imprisonment for publishing a report of the trial of that paper 
last February, when prosecuted by Prince Bismarck. This is like 
knocking a man down, and then hitting him because he protests. 

Female Lithographic Artists.—Among the articles recently 
exhibited at the Institute of Art in Conduit-street were a number of 
lithographic drawings, all executed by ladies. When the Science and 
Art Department was first instituted about twenty-six years ago, there 
was a special class for the instruction of ladies in the art of litho¬ 
graphy. 

A Newspaper Institute is the title of an article in Chambers's 
Journal for June 21, on Dr. Mackie’s establishment at Crewe, where 
young gentlemen are to be trained in the knowledge and experience which 
is to fit them for the duties of editors, sub-editors, reporters, &c. The 
idea is plausible, and is likely to assist in accomplishing the work 
proposed. 

The Graphic Arts at the Leipsic Exhibition.—Printing and 
lithography are but poorly represented at the Industrial Exhibition now 
being held at Leipsic ; but on the other hand there are many first-class 
specimens of bookbinding. Printers and publishers in general seem 
not to have very liberally responded to the invitation addressed to them 
by the managers of the exhibition. 

Biggs’s Charity for Printers.—The trustees of this charity 
elected nine pensioners on the 2nd inst. The successful candidates 
were William Thomas, age 75 ; William Evans, age 66 ; John 
Haynes, age 74 (blind) ; James H. Boddy, age 57 (blind) ; John P. 
Killingback, age 69 ; Thomas Page, age 73 ; James Colrner, age 74 ; 
Ann Nichols, age 78 ; and Mary Admans, age 71. 

The German Book-Post.—Taking apparently a leaf out of the 
book of our own postal authorities, the German Postmaster-General has 
issued a notice similar to the one promulgated some months ago at St. 
Martin’s-le-Grand, limiting book-post facilities exclusively to circulars, 
&c., multiplied by any of the older graphic processes. Let us hope 
he may also soon follow suit in revoking this anomalous restriction. 

During the time Mr. William Simpson has been in India, acting as 
artist to the Illustrated Lotidon News, he has done a good deal in the 
way of archteological exploration, and he will have sketches to show on 
his return of all the old Buddhist architecture of Afghanistan, which 
will be quite new in Europe. Should he care to do so, Mr. Simpson 
might make on his return a very interesting and unique exhibition. 

Roberts’s Holy Land.—Messrs. Cassell, Petter, & Galpin have 
purchased the copyright of David Roberts’s “Holy Land,” and are 
about to publish the work in monthly parts. Great care is being taken 
to secure an accurate reproduction of the plates, for which purpose the 
illustrations are being re-drawn from the original folio edition, the whole 
of which Mr. Louis Haghe lithographed in the most masterly style. 

The Gutenberg Journal, of Paris, speaks of the necessity of an 
inquiry into the administration of the National Printing-office, and in 
the course of some strong remarks says “ that merit should re¬ 
place the favouritism reigning there,” that “the money spent on it 
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should serve the purpose for which it is given.” Other articles 
criticise wood-engraving and lithography as exhibited in this year’s 
Salon. 

The Printing Industry in Alsace.—According to recent 
statistics there are now in Alsace between seventy and eighty printing- 
offices employing about a thousand workmen, whose total earnings 
average £[38,000 per annum. The value of the gross production of 
these offices is ,£112,000. The firms of Schultz & Co. (formerly 
Berger-Levrault) and G. Fischbach (formerly Silbermann) are the 
two largest in the province. 

Printing at the Westminster Exhibition. — One or two 
articles shown at this Working-Men’s Exhibition were connected with 
printing. No. 271 was an apparatus for perforating numbers in paper, 
the paper being drawn under the particular numerals required by 
rollers. It is the work of Mr. Id. J. Cole, the Vestry-hall keeper of 
Ivennington. A model of a Columbian printing-press was also shown, 
numbered 334, and made by Mr. L. Read, a compositor. 

The Rye House.—We have received a neatly-printed circular 
setting forth the ample accommodation which this ancient hostelry 
affords for wayz-goose and other holiday parties. The large woodcut 
(showing the hotel and gardens) which forms part of the circular, reminds 
us of some pleasant hours spent within its boundaries, and to stewards 
who may just now be on the look-out for “ a place to spend a happy 
day,” we can safely recommend the attractions of this historical spot. 

Kilburn Agricultural Show.—-Messrs. Bradbury & Agnew 
and Messrs. Cassell, Petter, Galpin, & Co., were the only printers we 
noticed as exhibitors. The Agricultural Gazette was working on a 
“ Wharfedale” of Messrs. Payne’s manufacture at the stand of Messrs. 
Bradbury, while a “ Bremner ” Treadle was employed printing 4to 
bills for the Live Stock Journal. We also noticed a demy “ Bremner ” 
printing bills at the stand of Messrs. Thomson, Sterne, & Co., the 
engineers. 

Our Foreign Book Trade.—Whatever the decline may be in 
other branches of national industry, the English bookselling trade seems 
to hold its own in foreign markets, and the quantity and value of books 
exported during the first five months of 1879 are greater than in either 
of the two preceding years. In May we exported £[76,005 worth, as 
compared with £[63,554 and £[71,528 in May, 1878 and 1877 respec¬ 
tively, while the totals for the five months are £[359,969, ^£326,398, 

and £[328,019. 

State of Trade in Denmark.—The printing trade in Denmark 
has lately shown some unmistakable signs of improvement, and at 
Copenhagen and in the provinces very few printers are unemployed. 
The great grievance among the masters is the multiplication of small 
offices, whose existence has begotten an unhealthy system of com¬ 
petition, which is still further intensified by commission agents and 
travellers who—intent upon securing orders—undertake to execute 
work at almost cost price. 

A Paris contemporary says that after a recent sale of MSS. 
there, it was discovered that the covers of several of them consisted 
of leaves of works printed in Angouleme in the sixteenth century. 
When these leaves were detached, they were found to belong to the 
following works:—“ Auctores Octo,” 1491; “ Grecisme,” d’Evrard 
de Berhune, 1493 ; “ Questiones Super Minorem Donatum ; ” 
“ Verger d’Honneur,” and the “Passion du Christ.” They were 
printed in Gothic characters. 

Party Journalism.—Mr. Gladstone is evidently not of Pope’s 
opinion, that party is the madness of many for the gain of a few, for, 
writing to the proprietors of a new Liberal paper published at Dept¬ 
ford, he says, “ Party papers, so far as I see, are, generally speaking, 
the most upright papers and the most respected by their opponents. ” 
We should be sorry to impugn the honesty and upright character of 
those who conduct party papers, but to claim that such papers are 
invariably “most respected” is certainly stretching a point. 

Photographic Seals.—A photographer in Germany has made 
seals and stamps with the portraits of his customers. A thin layer of 
gelatine, sensitised with bichromate of potash, is exposed to the action 
of light under a photographic positive, by which the parts acted upon 
are rendered insoluble in water, the parts not acted upon by light 
swell up, and a picture in relief is thus obtained of which a plaster cast 
can be taken. A galvanoplastic copy having been taken of the cast, 
a metallic fac-simile of the photograph is produced, which can be em¬ 
ployed as a seal. 

Mr. Bernard Quaritch’s catalogue of MSS. and books bought 
at the late sale of the second portion of the Didot collection, contains 
a learned and most interesting account of the Talbot MS. prayer- 
book secured by Mr. Quaiitch, who prices this treasure at £1,000. 
As the catalogue appropriately says, “the illuminated prayer-book of 
the first Earl of Shrewsbury, which shared his fortunes on the battle 
fields that made him glorious, is a precious relic, worthy to be'preserved 
in a noble shrine.” Surely the authorities of the British Museum will 
try to secure it for the national collection. 

Newspaper Wrappers.—The ways of the British Post-office are 
inexplicable. When, after repeated appeals from the newspapers, it 
was decided to issue newspaper wrappers bearing a penny impressed 
stamp, a design was made and a colour chosen which rendered them at 
once distinguishable from the halfpenny embossed stamp. The plan 
was found to work very well, and no complaints arose ; but within the 
last week or two, by order of the Post-office, the old green embossed 
wrappers have been superseded by brown ones, which are almost 
identical with the penny wrappers which serve for colonial and foreign 
newspapers. 

Religious Literature.—At the annual meeting of the General 
Baptist Association, the report was read of the editor of the Baptist 
Magazine, which stated that the sales of that periodical during the past 
year had amounted to 50,608 copies. A vote of thanks was passed to the 
editor, the Rev. J. Clifford, for his services, and he was re-appointed. 
Another report submitted was that of the Hymn-book Trustees, which 
stated that the Hymnal, which twelve months ago was not ready for the 
press, had been published in January last. The number printed was 
17,500 copies, and of these on the 1st ult. nearly 9,500 copies, or con- 
siderablv more than half, had been sold. 

Multiple-Colour Printing.—Messrs. T. Middleton & Co., the 
eminent printers’ engineers, have sent 11s what may be regarded as one 
of the most remarkable specimens of chromo-typography ever produced. 
It is a sheet of posting-type worked on a Wharfedale machine fitted 
with Bacon’s patent multiple-colour printing apparatus, recently 
described in our pages, and of which Messrs. Middleton are the sole 
licensees and manufacturers in Great Britain. The sheet presents no 
less than fifty different colours, and was worked by only four separate 
impressions. Of course, such a variety of tints is more a curiosity than 
a practical necessity in ordinary printing, but it proves the astonishing 
capabilities of the appliance itself. 

' Co-operation in the Printing Trade.—Speaking at the annual 
meeting of the Women’s Protective and Provident League, on the 26th 
ult., Mr. T. Brassey, M.P., lamented that the principle of co-operation 
had not been more freely availed of in connection with the printing 
and bookbinding trades. Mr. Brassey would not have made that 
remark, despite his predilection for co-operative organisations, had he 
been more familiar with the results which have, at home as well as 
abroad, attended similar organisations. As a channel of distribution 
co-operation has undoubtedly a future before it ; but past experience 
demonstrates that successful co-operative manufacturing concerns must 
be ranked among things unattainable. 

A Method of Copying Writing.—Cast a piece of roller com¬ 
position, and when cold moisten slightly the surface to be used for 
copying the letter or document, which must be written with an ink 
having an aniline base. After pressing the writing in contact with the 
composition, take the originalaway. The composition will take up enough 
ink to afford fifty or sixty copies of the letter, with but slight pressure. 

■ It is only necessary to wash the composition with tepid water before 
using again. Dry and smooth paper must be used. This process, 
which we have taken from the Deutsche Bicchdrucker, is identical with 
that recently introduced in which a surface of patent cream-coloured 
gelatine is employed in place of the roller-composition. 

Failures in the Stationery Trades.—The failures gazetted 
during the first six months of 1S79 amount to 8,990; of these 1,553 
were connected with wholesale and 7,437 with retail branches of 
trade. Of course the above totals do not include liquidations by 
private arrangement, of which no official record is kept under the 
present Bankruptcy Laws. Twenty-five failures have been officially 
announced this year in connection with the wholesale paper and 
stationery trades, as compared with thirty-four and forty during the 
whole years 1878 and 1877 respectively. As far as present indications 
therefore give a clue, the failures in these trades promise to be heavier 
this year than in either of the two preceding ones. 

Prepaid Advertisements.—A contemporary cautions advertisers 
to be shy of paying for advertisements in advance when tempted to do 
so by a low rate of charge, and instances the case of a man who was 
tempted in such a way, and succumbed. He sent the money for thir¬ 
teen insertions of his advertisement in advance. After the advertise¬ 
ment had appeared three weeks the paper stopped, and the money has 
not been returned. We should hardly have thought that a word of 
caution was needed on this score ; for no one with common sense, 
we should think, would pay in_advance to a new journal, however low 
the tariff, which is, by the bye, generally an unhealthy sign. The dif¬ 
ficulty with advertisement accounts is generally how to collect the 
amount due. 

Stenographic MS.—Some years ago an experiment was made in 
the Government printing-office at Vienna to have the Parliamentary 
debates set up from the shorthand notes direct, without transcription. 
The system was discontinued by reason of the heavy corrections which 
the different members effected after their speeches were in type, thus 
negativing the saving otherwise effected. The experiment has just now 
been repeated in a Parisian printing-office, where, after a few weeks’ 
practice, the compositors are now able to set up matter as quickly from 
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shorthand as from longhand MS. Mr. Henry Pitman has lately issued 
a small volume of “Hints to Lecturers,” elsewhere referred to by us, 
which has similarly been set up by the compositors entirely from MS. 
written in shorthand. 

“ Fables of zEsop,” &c.—Messrs. John Gray & Co., of 5, East- 
Harding-street, Gough-square, are engaged upon a curious experiment. 
They are reprinting in foolscap folio with old-faced type, ‘ line for line 
and word for word,’ the celebrated and only known edition of the Fables 
by “ TEsop and other eminent mythologists ” issued in 1669 by Sir 
Roger L’Estrange. This reprint is being published in penny weekly 
numbers and sixpenny monthly parts. Hitherto reissues of the kind 
have been made for the few, not for the many, but here at “ popular 
prices,” we have an edition, characterized we must say, with much 
verisimilitude, of a fine old English classic. Whether the public at large 
will appreciate the novelty time will show, but we hope the verdict 
will be encouraging. 

Expulsion of a Printer.—A few months ago we had occasion to 
refer to a German publication professing red-hot Republican principles, 
published in London. Being proscribed in the Fatherland, this print 
has, chameleon-like, changed its title with almost every issue, with a 
view of eluding Prince Bismarck’s Argus-eyed "satellites. This fire¬ 
brand publication, misnamed Liberty, has already been the means of 
bringing a Berlin printer within the meshes of the law. A copy had 
been forwarded to him, seemingly unsolicited, from London. This 
having come to the ears of the authorities, as well as the fact that he 
had lent the number in question to a friend, he was incarcerated for 
four weeks, and then expelled from his native country. These are the 
kind of benefits that prints of the above class confer upon those whose 
interests they falsely claim to represent. 

Presentation to an Editor.—Mr. Dawson, editor and proprietor 
of the Craven Pioneer, was entertained at a banquet by the leading 
Liberals of Craven at the Devonshire Hotel, Skipton, on the 13th ult., 
in celebration of the twenty-first anniversary of the publication of the 
Pioneer, and in acknowledgment of the useful services that journal has 
rendered in promoting local reforms and advocating Liberal measures. 
The chair was occupied by Mr. Walter Morrison, ex-member for Ply¬ 
mouth. After the usual loyal toasts, Sir Mathew Wilson, M.P., in 
the name of the subscribers, presented a library of 150 volumes of high- 
class works and a book-case to Mr. Dawson. Mr. J. B. Dewhurst, J.P., 
president ol the Skipton Liberal Association, presented to. Mr. Dawson 
an illuminated address acknowledging the past support of the Pioneer. 
Mr. Dawson suitably acknowledged the presentations. 

The Type-Writer in Government Offices.—It is exactly six 
years ago this month since a Parliamentary Committee recommended 
that the use of copying-presses, to replace copying by hand, should be 
made obligatory in all public departments. Since then a further step 
has been taken, the latest phase of Civil Service reform being the 
utilization of the type-writer, so as to still further economise clerical 
labour. At the Board of Trade the type-writer has been in use for a 
long time, and has quite recently been introduced into other depart¬ 
ments. As an instance of the economy effected, it may be mentioned 
that in the Probate Office, which has to furnish copies of all titles to 
the Legacy Duty Office, the cost of copying, formerly done by clerks, 
was ^3,000 per annum, whilst under the type-copying system two or 
three young women, at a cost of /300, perform all that is required and 
with greater despatch. 

The American Style.—There are those in our midst who can 
see no good in the—generally speaking—courteous and urbane tone 
which characterises English journalism, and who delight in the American 
style, which is in their eyes the acme of perfection. We append 
a good specimen of what we may come to if this tendency should 
prevail. This is the way the Indianapolis Sentinel pays its compli¬ 
ments to Mr. Henri Waterson, of the Courier Journal:—“Henri is 
the recognised donkey of Western journalism—the laughing-stock in 
national politics, a bunion on the big toe of the Democratic party, a 
sty in its eye, a pimple on its nose, a rotten molar on its jaw, a pain in 
its bowels, a cancer in its stomach, a blue-tailed fly in its councils, a 
tumble-bug in its campaigns, and a jack-o’-lantern on its highways of 
success. In the political atmosphere he compares favourably with a 
puff of malaria from a morass. ” 

Printing at Sea.—We have received from the Birmingham 
Machinists’ Company, who are the manufacturers of the little printing 
press called the “ Simplissimus,” a journalistic curiosity, in the 
shape of a diminutive sheet printed on a Simplissimus press under 
peculiar circumstances. The company is about to exhibit some of their 
manufactures at the Sydney Exhibition, and the machines will be shown 
at work by their representative, Mr. R. W. Comley, who sailed ifi the 
Garonne, on the 16th June. He took with him on board the smallest 
complete newspaper office ever fitted, comprising a self-inking press, 
30 lb. of brevier type in double case, 4 titling founts, leads, rule, paper 
for 6,000 copies and the whole occupied only three cubic feet. The 
Garonne Jotirnal, which will be printed weekly and distributed to the 

500 passengers gratis, is a four page paper in double column, the size 
of the sheet being 7 by 9! inches. 

Page-Securing Apparatus.—An invention which proposes to do 
away with the use of page-cords has been patented by Herren F. P. & 
L. Datterer. It consists of a kind of border (cast of pica thickness and 
of about the height of quadrats, with interlocking corners) fitting round 
the page. A border like this might of course prevent the multitudinous 
mishaps to which the use of page-cord occasionally gives rise, and the 
inventors point out that the pages may be locked up with these borders 
round them, thus ensuring better register and affording greater 
facilities for transposition. All this may be true enough, but what 
about badly-justified matter, which would, so far as we can see, either 
not lift at all when locked up with such a border round it, or else 
would tend to soon get the border-sides out of the square ? The 
necessity for separate borders for different-sized pages is also likely to 
stand in the way of their more general introduction. 

Printing Contracts.—The Dewsbury Infirmary Board have 
accepted the tender of Mr. Joseph Woodhead for printing their reports. 
-Tenders for Printing, eertain forms for the Government in 
Dublin are invited by the Stationery Office. Samples of the paper and 
printing and other particulars can be obtained at the Stationery Office, 
Princes-st., Storey’s-gate, London, and at Upper Merrion-st., Dublin. 
Tenders must be delivered at the London office by the 31st inst.- 
Tenders for Stationery are invited by the Government of the Cape of 
Good Hope. The contract to be entered into extends to a period of 
not less than three nor more than five years from the first of January 
next. The quantities of the different articles likely to be required 
periodically can be ascertained from the schedule to be obtained of the 
Crown Agents for the Colonies, Downing-street. Tenders must be 
delivered at the Audit Office, Cape Town, before the 21st of August. 

Death through a Pen.—The fury of a merciless pen is held in 
general dread, and many an almost mortal wound has been inflicted by 
means of that “ tongue of the hand.” But we have never before heard 
of a death literally caused by the material form of that civilizing agent. 
Several German papers, however, announce the death of Herr Frantz 
Motz, parish-priest at Puchkirchen, in Styria, from a wound caused by 
a steel pen. He had a careless habit of leaving his pens in the ink- 
stand, with the point sticking upwards. In replacing a book on his 
writing-table near the inkstand, he inadvertently struck with the palm 
of his hand a rusty pen thus placed. The hand was slightly wounded, 
but it seemed so insignificant an affair that he took no heed. Next 
day, however, he felt seriously ill, and the doctor declared it was a case 
of blood-poisoning. On the third day the hand and arm were terribly 
swollen as high up as the shoulder, and after suffering great pain during 
eight weeks he died. 

All phonographers, and indeed all who are interested in the most 
successful and widely-practised system of Shorthand ever invented, 
must hail with interest a little volume just issued from the Institute at 
Bath, called “ Hints on Lecturing.” The author is Mr. Henry Pitman, 
who is a reporter on a Manchester newspaper, and he traces the origin 
and gives some indications of the progress of the wonderful business 
originated by his brother Isaac at Bath, and carried on with so much 
enterprise by his other brother Frederick at Paternoster-row. The 
work is exceedingly fragmentary, and the contents range from the “ art 
of breathing” to the processes of paper-making. The treatment of 
the latter subject is, however, very weak, and the author has missed 
garnering the many interesting facts which could be gleaned in a city so 
intimately connected with the paper trade as Manchester. The general 
style of these “ Hints” is homely and genial, and characteristic of the 
well-known amiability of the author. 

German Press Liberty.—A curious case, illustrating the censor¬ 
ship propensities of the German Government, was recently heard in 
Berlin. The Berliner Allgemeine Zeitung was seized by the police 
shortly after its first appearance, it being alleged that the new paper 
was nothing else than a continuation of another journal, Berlin, whose 
circulation had been proscribed under the provisions of the Socialist 
law. In confirmation of this it was pointed out that the size, type, 
width of columns, and subscription terms of both papers were identical, 
and that the advertisements of the defunct journal had been inserted in 
the new one without the authority of the advertisers. The judge who 
heard the case held that no identity had been established, and that 
there had been consequently no infringement of the law. Carlyle’s 
imaginary Professor Teufelsdrockh alludes facetiously to the British 
newspaper press as “Satan’s Invisible World Displayed” ; it is 
evident that Prince Bismarck’s Government has adopted the German 
Professor’s definition as an article of its creed. 

Specimens of Ancient Bookbinding.—In the Museum which 
lias been opened in connection with the new Free Library at Derby, 
there is now on view a choice collection of specimens of mediaeval and 
foreign bookbinding belonging to Mr. Bragge. Some of the book- 
covers are marvels in silver and gold repousse work, in “cuir 
bouille,” in needlework, tortoise-shell, painted wood, steel, and ivory. 
The collection is ranged according to date, and the examples of the 
15th century are very interesting. The needlework covers are of 
Italian and German work, and afford a proof of the estimation in which 
the beautiful illuminated books of “ hours ” and “ offices ” were held. 
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There are very rare specimens of Russian work, with medallions and 
metal ornamentation on a velvet ground. In this style is the binding 
of a Russian MS. of the Code of the Czar Alexis (1649). Near this 
there is a blotting-pad of painted vellum in cashmere pattern. There 
are also some specimens of bead work and seed pearl embroidery. 
The Danish tortoise-shell work, one or two examples from Greek 
monasteries, and many others, are also well worthy of mention. 

Infringement of Copyright.—In the last century the Dutch 
publishers and booksellers were the great pirates whose hand was 
turned against every man’s literary property; in our own day few books 
of any intrinsic value are issued from the English Press without being 
almost immediately printed in the United States. A striking example 
has come to light during the past month. It appears that Messrs. 
A. & C. Black, of Edinburgh, have entered into an arrangement with 
Messrs. Scribner & Sons, of New York, whereby the latter were to 
reprint the “ Encyclopaedia Britannica,” for the supply of the United 
States and Canada. As the law of neither of these countries recog¬ 
nizes such an arrangement, a Philadelphia firm also reprinted the work 
and disposed of it over the whole North American continent. On dis¬ 
covering this the Edinburgh publishers caused copyright to be obtained 
in Canada, under the Act 38 Viet., cap. 88, of the Dominion, for 
several important articles contained in the ninth volume of the 
“ Encyclopoedia,” and on the strength of these articles being found 
in the volume issued by the Philadelphia firm a seizure was made 
in Montreal of copies of the ninth volume of that work. 

New Journals, Press Changes, &c. — The Week's News, a 

journal of which some nine volumes have been published, has been in¬ 
corporated with Brief, the well-known weekly epitome of the press, 
published by Messrs. Wyman & Sons, 81, Great Queen-street. The 
latter journal has changed its title to Brief: the Week’s News.-The 
Imperial Journal is the title of a new periodical, published at 101, 
Malmesbury-road, Bow.-The first number of Life, a new weekly 
journal of art and literature, has appeared. It is edited by Mr. R. 
Davey, and published by Messrs. Curtice & Co., of 139 and 140, 
Fleet-street. The title is an old one ; the last journal which bore it 
was a comic print, and Mr. F. W. N. Bayley was the editor during 
its short existence.-The fate of Coming Events, which has just closed 
its career, might be a caution to those who are anxious to start new pub¬ 
lications. It is said that the loss on that publication has amounted to at 
least £20,000, and that the lucky editor received as much as £80 (?) per 
week.-The Week has been discontinued, while another weekly, 
London, has ceased to exist.-Mr. George Augustus Sala will visit 
Australia as representative of the Daily Telegraph at the Sydney 
exhibition.-The Academy is now published at 52, Carey-street, 
Lincoln’s-inn. On dit it has fallen into the hands of Sergeant Cox, 
or Messrs. Wyman & Sons, which is, however, not the fact, and also 
Messrs. Clowes & Sons, which is perhaps equally untrue. 

At a meeting of the Royal Geographical Society on the 23rd ult., 
before some papers on the subject of South African exploration were 
read, Sir R. Alcock, explained that it was now three years since the 
Exploration Fund Committee was appointed in order that the Royal 
Geographical Society might take its part in the opening up of Central 
Africa—an object in which nearly all the countries and sovereigns of 
Europe had interested themselves. The object of the expedition 
entrusted by the committee to Mr. Keith Johnston was really to dis¬ 
cover the best road from the coast to the head of Lake Nyassa. The 
expedition was now fairly launched with every prospect of success, and 
he was sure they would all wish it God-speed. The secretary then 
read an interesting narrative by Mr. Keith Johnston of an excursion to 
the Usamcara hills, followed by a paper by the same gentleman on 
“The native routes in East Africa, from Dar-es-Salaam towards Lake 
Nyassa,” comprising information collected by Mr. Johnston on a 
preliminary journey to the mainland previous to the start of his 
expedition. Mr. Keith Johnston is connected with the well-known 
firm of map engravers and publishers of that name. 

Dr. Talmage on] Newspapers.—Now that the name of this 
American preacher is almost on every tongue, it may not be without 
interest to reproduce some remarks of his anent newspapers and their 
editors. lie says :—One of the greatest trials of the newspaper pro¬ 
fession is that its members are compelled to see more of the shams of 
the world than any other profession. Through every newspaper office, 
day after day, go all the weaknesses of the world, all the vanities that 
want to be puffed, all the mistakes that want to be corrected, all the 
dull speakers that want to be thought eloquent, all the meanness that 
wants to get its wares noticed in the editorial columns, all the men who 
want to be set right who were never right, all the crack-brain 
philosophers with stories as long as their hair and as gloomy as their 
finger-nails in mourning because bereft of soap, all the boys who come 
to stay five minutes but talk five hours. Through the editorial and 
reportorial rooms all the follies and shams of the world are seen day 
after day, and the temptation is to believe in neither God, man, nor 
woman. It is no surprise to me that in this profession there are some 
sceptical men ; T only wonder journalists believe anything. 

The Swedish Book Trade.—The number of works published 
in Sweden averages rather below 1,500 per annum. An edition gene¬ 
rally consists of 1,500 or 2,000 copies, excepting books of theology and 
education, the editions of which are very large, as many as 30,000 of 
the first being sold on an average annually. An edition of novels 
consists mostly of 1,500 copies, which are sold in the course of two or 
three years ; and of historical, geographical, and scientific works there 
are also about 1,500 copies to an edition. Between £112,000 and 
£168,750 worth of books printed in Swedish are sold annually. Of 
foreign books imported into that country there are from 20 to 30 English 
and French copies of popular works sold ; of German from 100 to 150 ; 
of Danish or Norwegian from 100 to 300, but these two languages 
being sufficiently like Swedish to be easily read, as many as 1,000 
copies of the works of two or three favourite authors are sold. Of 
Italian, Dutch, Russian, Spanish, and Portuguese works, not more than 
two or three are imported yearly. The estimated value of foreign 
books imported into Sweden is £75,000 per annum. Wouldn’t the 
average English novelist be pleased to find an equally large demand for 
his works ? 

M. Motteroz, whose connection with French technical literature 
will be known to many of our readers, was the printer of the official 
programme of the recent brilliant fete given by the French Committee 
at the Paris Opera House in aid of the sufferers from the inundations 
at Szegeddin. The fact may hardly appear worthy of being here 
recorded, unless we indicate the nature of this very remarkable pro¬ 
duction. The cover at once arrests attention, from its identity with oak¬ 
grained wall-paper, and is certainly the most outre thing of the kind 
since Mr. Whistler’s wrapper of brown paper. Nearly every page in 
the programme is appropriately illustrated by various pencils by one of 
the automatic engraving processes, in the employment of which French 
artists are such adepts. The designs are bold and ingenious, some of the 
female figures being very pretty. Altogether there are fourteen leaves of 
large quarto, each surrounded by a neat border worked in chocolate ink. 
The Paris Figaro states that to obtain a copy of one of these remark¬ 
able programmes, which it ought to be stated were gratuitously 
supplied by M. Motteroz, M. Fontaine, a French librarian, has paid 
100 francs, regarding it justly as a literary curosity which has already 
become a bibliographical rarity. 

At the Oxford Commemoration on the 18th ult., the honorary dis¬ 
tinction of D.C.L. was conferred upon the Right Honourable W. H. 
Smith, M.P., First Lord of the Admiralty, and twell known among 
printers as the head of the famous establishment in the Strand. Pro¬ 
fessor Bryce, the Regius Professor of Civil Law, in presenting him to 
the Vice-Chancellor referred to him as one “whose fleets covered 
the sea, and his newspapers the land.” At the Cambridge Com¬ 
memoration the degree of LL.D. (honoris causa) was conferred among 
others upon Mi-. William Spottiswoode, M. A., Hon. D.C.L. Oxon., 
Hon. LL.D. Edin. and Dublin, President of the Royal Society, 
Fellow of the Astronomical, Geographical, Asiatic, and Ethno¬ 
logical Societies. In presenting him to the Vice-Chancellor, the 
Public Orator spoke of his philosophical attainments, his travels, his 
book on the “Polarization of Light,” and of his having privileges, as 
Queen’s printer, similar to those possessed by the two University 
presses. Mr. Edward Augustus Bond, principal librarian of the 
British Museum and President of the Palieographical Society, and 
Mr. Charles Thomas Newton, C.B., Hon. D.C.L. Oxon., keeper of 
Greek and Roman antiquities in the British Museum, had also 
similar honours conferred upon them. 

Mr. John Springer, “printer, of Iowa city, who though poor in 
purse, and deficient in literary and artistic taste, is rich in hope and 
abounds in egotism”—we take him at his word—announces that he will 
publish during the winter of 1879 an “expanded catalogue of a few 
books and pamphlets and scattered magazines, in varied langifages and 
stages of English, treating on the history and mystery of Printing, its 
appendages and dependencies ; with pertinent and impertinent notes, 
original, stolen, and selected from the works of intelligent writers, and 
apposite and opposite appendices.” The impression will consist of only 
170 copies. He has also in the press, to appear in September next, 
“ A list of the reproductions, both imitation and in facsimile, of the 
productions of the press of William Caxton, England’s first printer, 
with some preliminary observations.” It is stated that this will be “a 
most interesting and entirely original work, and must prove indispensable 
to every student of printing and bibliography; the works of Caxton 
are practically unattainable, but this history of the reproductions will 
point out all the copies, many of which are of great value.” If properly 
done we quite agree with the statement, for such a list will be very 
useful to students of early English typography. 

L’Art.—We have received the numbers of our weekly Art con¬ 
temporary to date. The late International Exhibition at Paris supplies 
matter for the greater part of the present volume, though we note that 
the series of articles on painting is brought to a close. English water¬ 
colour painters are spoken of with commendation. The success of the 
English society led to the establishment of a similar one in Paris, the 
first exhibition of which recently took place, and is commented on by 
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L'Art. Another society has been established, called “ Societe Inter¬ 
national de 1’Art,” and last May its first exhibition was opened. Sir 
P. Cunlifie Owen is one of the vice-presidents, and there were exhibitors 
from every European country. Architecture at the late Exhibition is 
treated of in an able article. Our contemporary says that the English 
are not over fond of great finish in the matter of details, in their appli¬ 
cation of the architecture of the Middle Ages, but that we often give to a 
building originality and a largeness of character, and cites as an example 
the Church built by the Duke of Norfolk at Arundel, of which an 
illustration is given. “ Etudes sur quelques Maitres Graveurs ” of the 
15th and 16th centuries is interesting, besides displaying considerable 
research. Painting at this season’s “ Salon ” is described and criticised 
at some length. Our contemporary shows unflagging spirit and 
enterprise. 

Parliamentary Reporting Abroad.—As mentioned in our last 
issue, the Select Committee on Parliamentary Reporting has put its 
veto upon the project of an official verbatim report which has been 
clamoured for by some members. The judicious nature of the commit¬ 
tee’s recommendations is illustrated by the experience gained in those 
countries where an official record is published. In America, for ex¬ 
ample, where the anxiety to burthen posterity with quantities of waste 
paper is so great that even speeches which Congressmen had intended 
to deliver, but which for some reason or other have been still-born, are 
incorporated in the official chronicle, great complaints are now made as 
to the expense thus incurred, and it has even been hinted that the na¬ 
tion at large ought not to be thus burthened, but that Congressmen 
themselves should bear the expense of having their rhetoric perpetuated. 
In France, too, the inconveniences attending the publication of an 
official Parliamentary Report have come into prominence of late. On 
the 27th ult. the Journal Officiel was four hours late, for M. Lamy, who 
had spoken against the Ferry Bill, was correcting his proofs till ten 
minutes past two in the morning. There is a rule, indeed, limiting the 
time allowed for corrections, but it is difficult to enforce it. What a 
fine chance the publication of an official record here would afford to 
certain Obstructionists to play off their tactics with a view to delay 
publication. 

Swiss Government Printing Contracts.—We have more than 
once animadverted upon the terms laid down by our own Stationery 
Office in connection with its contracts for printing. Bad as those terms 
are they are exceeded by the conditions enforced by the Swiss Federal 
Government, which are more autocratic, stringent, and unreasonable 
than any that have ever come under our notice. A mere outline of one 
or two of the clauses of the agreement will enable our readers to judge 
of them. No extra remuneration is to be paid for night work, table 
matter, smaller type, &c. Corrections are not to be charged, and all 
matter is to be kept standing unless the authorities give a permit to the 
contrary. Should a reprint be required of any work which has been 
distributed without such permit, it will have to be recomposed at the 
printer’s expense. The scale of charges per sheet attached to this 
agreement is only a fraction above the rate of pay fixed by the Swiss 
Printers’ tariff as the compositors’ remuneration for the work of 
composition alone, there being thus no margin left for the cost of paper, 
presswork, interest on working capital, &c. The printer has, moreover, 
to give security to the value of 3,000 fr. for the due execution of his 
contract. A firm of master printers (Herren Bleuler-Hausheer & Co., 
of Winterthur) has been found who are ready to subscribe to all these 
conditions. 

A Procession of Printers at Derby.—A procession of printers, 
less imposing and on a smaller scale than that described by us last 
month, paraded the streets of Derby on the 28th ult. The occasion 
was the opening by Mr. M. T. Bass, M.P., of the new Free Library 
and Museum presented by him to that borough. There was a pro¬ 
cession of trades in which the printers, represented by the Typo¬ 
graphical Society, took precedence. They displayed a handsome banner, 
and, as a typical emblem of their craft, they had in their train a print¬ 
ing-press on a dray drawn by two horses and decked with evergreens. 
On one side of the dray were the words “ Knowledge is power,” and 
on the other side “Let there be light.” As the procession advanced 
copies of the Typographical and Bookbinders’ Societies’ congratulatory 
Address to Mr. Bass, with a sonnet on the opening of the Free Library, 
were printed and distributed among the crowd. The Bookbinders 
carried, as the insignia of their art, a large “ History of Derby,” bound 
in the mediaeval style, and having on one side the title of the book and 
on the other the words “Bound to prosper.” The address above 
referred to was subsequently presented to Mr. Bass. It was signed on 
behalf of the members by Mr. Thomas Steele, president, and Mr. 
S. B. Smith, secretary of the local Typographical Society; and by 
Mr. James Roe, president, and Mr. George Mill, secretary of the 
Bookbinders’ Society. 

Impure Literature.—No one who takes interest in the purity of 
the periodical press can have noticed but with regret the number of 
more or less obscene prints which have lately, mushroom-like, sprung 
into existence. The subject of their multiplication was incidentally 

brought under the notice of Parliament last month, when Mr. 
O’Donnell asked the Secretary of State for the Home Department 
whether any measures could be taken to suppress the hawking of 
disgusting and vicious literature, which had recently increased to such 
an extent in the most frequented thoroughfares of London ? Mr. Cross, 
in reply, said he had no doubt that there had been a considerable 
distribution of the sort of literature described in the question, and he 
would be extremely glad to see it stopped. The attention of the 
police had been directed to the matter, but the legal advisers of the 
police force had given the opinion that the hawking of the papers 
could not be prevented. At the same time, the police would do all 
they could to stop everything that was wrong. He was quite sure 
that hon. members would desire them to act in that way, but at the 
same time it must be borne in mind that these papers would die a 
natural death unless they were made notorious by a prosecution. We 
are quite of the Home Secretary’s opinion, and past experience amply 
justifies the assertion that scurrilous prints of this nature only require the 
fame and publicity they long for by being dragged before a court ofjustice. 
We question whether the infamous work of Mandeville, for example, 
would have survived to the present day if it had not been presented 
at Quarter Sessions by some of the author’s well-intentioned but 
mistaken contemporaries. 

German Master Printers’ Association.—The tenth annual 
meeting of this association was held on the 22nd ult. at Berlin. The 
report submitted was not of the most satisfactory nature, and the 
membership especially shows a marked decline as compared with the 
previous year, the respective totals being 336 as against 397 in 1877 
and 573 in 1875. Among the more important subjects which came up 
for discussion was the acquisition of a Government Printing-office by 
the State. When the vote for this special purpose was before the 
German Parliament, the Ministry specially pledged themselves that the 
Government Office should not enter into competition for private trade. 
From statements made at the above meeting it would, however, appear 
that the cloven foot is already beginning to show itself, and before the 
office is yet in full working order, applications for private custom have 
already been made on every hand. The action taken by the authorities 
was strongly condemned, and a resolution embodying that sentiment 
was passed, calling also upon Parliament to define the work to be 
executed by the Government Printing-office. The question of re¬ 
establishing trade guilds, which was mooted some time ago by the 
Prussian Government, gave rise to an animated debate, and it was 
agreed that it would be inadvisable to re-establish them as of yore, 
with compulsory membership, but the formation of similar organ¬ 
izations, with optional membership, was advocated as likely to cement 
a bond of union between printers. Competition, the technical training 
of apprentices, and the employment of the latter in excessive numbers, 
were also freely discussed, without any decided action being however 
resolved upon in connection with anyone of these subjects. 

Lithographers’ Pension Society.—The sixth annual meeting 
of this society, recently held at Cogers’ Hall, Bride-lane, E.C., was 
numerously attended by the profession, a principal feature being 
the first open election of pensioners. There being two pensions to 
grant, and three applicants for the same, the election was decided by 
ballot, Mr. J. Paul, sen., and Mr. II. Thorogood being elected; the 
52 votes of Mr. Dunkerly will be carried forward to the next election. 
There are now three pensioners on the fund, as Mr. J. Fisher was 
elected in November, 1878, without ballot, there being no other candi¬ 
date at that time. Mr. C. Golding, chairman, in the course of the 
business’read a very kind letter received from Mr. F. Dangerfield, en¬ 
closing a cheque for £2. 2s., and expressing a desire to be placed on the 
list of annual subscribers of £1. is. Mr. J. Roberts proposed and 
Mr. A. Hopkins seconded, that a vote of thanks of the society should 
be accorded to that gentleman, which was carried unanimously. The 
amendment to Rule 5 was, after discussion, proposed and seconded by 
Messrs. A. Burford and J. Beattie, and eventually agreed to with but 
few dissentients. The proposition by Messrs. J. Holden and W. Stacey, 
to pay all pensions one month in advance, was carried. The election 
of officers for the ensuing year resulted as follows :—Mr. J. Duke, 
treasurer; E. Quarterman, secretary ; Messrs. W. Sharp, J. Holt, 
V. Nicolas, H. Elliot, W. Fulton, T. Lee, G. Hollings, D. Flemming, 
F. Dixon, W. Gooding, A. Slater, A. Puttock, W. Hertzell, and 
J. Beattie, committeemen. After the appointment of a committee 
to organise a proposed benefit, the proceedings, which were carried out 
in a most amicable manner, terminated with a vote of thanks to the 
chairman, who acknowledged the compliment in a brief and appropriate 
speech. 

Extraordinary Boiler Explosion at a Paper-Mill. — On 
the 16th ult. a boiler explosion occurred at the paper-mills of Messrs. 
Robert Fletcher & Sons, at Kersley, near Bolton. The boiler which 
burst was one of eight which were made some 26 years ago by 
Messrs. John Musgrave. & Sons, of the Globe Ironworks, Bolton. 
They were ranged in line, were double-flued, and were each of a 
uniform length of 34 ft., and 7 ft. 6 in. in diameter. The greater 
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portion of the boiler was thrown about 30 yards upon the gas-making 
house, which it destroyed, and then rolled into the river Irwell, which 
flows by the side of the works. The gasometer itself was thrown 
upon its side four or five feet from its original position. Two or 
three of the plates, weighing a couple of tons, were torn out of the 
boiler in one mass, and hurled through the roof of the rag-mixing 
room, in which seven or eight men were employed. Another portion 
of the boiler was projected into a field some 300 yards distant. The 
resin-room was destroyed, and 20 barrels of resin blown about the 
premises in all directions. A stone weighing about 14 cwt. was sent 
through the roof of the economiser-house, which was much damaged. 
The two boilers alongside the exploded one were dislodged from their 
positions and turned half-way over, whilst a large hole was made in 
the first boiler of the row by an iron wheel falling upon it. One 
fireman was killed, and seven others were severely injured. The 
damage to the boilers and premises is roughly estimated at £2,000. 
The cause of the explosion is unknown. The whole of the boilers 
were insured in the National Boiler Insurance Society. The boiler 
which exploded was only cleaned out on the previous Saturday. The 
flue-plates were fin. in thickness, and the shell-plate 7-16in. At the 
inquest which was 'subsequently opened on the body of the deceased, 
fireman, it was stated that the Home Office intended to be represented, 
and the taking of evidence was therefore adjourned. 

International Literary Congress.—At one of the closing 
meetings of this congress the question of translation in its relation to 
international copyright came up for discussion. On this subject a 
report had been drawn up by M. Jules Lermina, in which there was 
pointed out the absence of sufficient protection to authors in the legis¬ 
lation of different countries against unauthorised translations of their 
works, and it was suggested, as a temporary expedient, that the Inter¬ 
national Literary Association should serve as a medium for the simul¬ 
taneous and authorised publication of the works of authors in different 
countries. The report also asked that a resolution should be passed 
declaring that the exclusive right of authorising translations belongs to 
the author of the original work, by the same rights and for the time 
as the right of authorising reproduction, with this reservation, that the 
authorised translation ought to be entirely published within five years 
of the publication of the original work. The following regulations 
were suggested for adoption : “ 1st. That the International Literary 
Association should take the part of an intermediary between the original 
authors, translators, and publishers. 2nd. That a register should be 
opened at the head-quarters of the association for the inscription of 
unpublished works, of which the authors held the MSS. ready to be 
delivered to translators and foreign publishers, so that the publication 
of the original work and of the translation may take place simulta¬ 
neously in the two countries. 3rd. That the association shall furnish 
to authors, publishers, and translators all necessary information to 
enable them to establish their rights, and to safeguard their respective 
interests. 4. That all translations which shall have been arranged 
through the medium of the association shall bear the inscription ‘ Sole 
translation authorised by the author and by the International Literary 
Association.’” These recommendations were adopted with but few 
dissentients. It was also resolved to in future hold a congress annually, 
and Lisbon has been chosen as the place of next year’s rendezvous. 
Meanwhile an International Executive Committee of seventy-five mem¬ 
bers has been appointed to conduct the future business of the new 
organization. 

Telegraph Rates for Press Messages.—We warmly sympathize 
with the efforts Mr. J. Pender, M.P., is making to obtain a reduction of 
the telegraph charges now levied by the leading English and foreign 
submarine companies. At the banquet given on the nth ult. to the 
delegates attending the Telegraph Conference which is now sitting, 
Mr. Pender presided, and in the course of an interesting speech he 
said: “ I hope the Conference, in the course of their deliberations, will 
take into serious consideration the question of press messages. Tele¬ 
graphy has made a very great change in this class of property. Time 
was when the organ which professes to lead public opinion, the Times, 
enjoyed almost a monopoly of news, as it spared no expense on the 
means of locomotion, so as to be the first to bring important intelli¬ 
gence into the market. Now telegraphy has laid the world open to all 
newspapers alike, and, as an evidence of the enterprise of the daily 
papers, I may mention that a very short time ago a message was received 
in London, by a paper published at a penny, which cost over £220 
for transmission. The Press is the great educator of the people, and as 
it must provide a large amount of matter each day, I think it is entitled 
to important consideration. On the Atlantic systems of telegraph we 
are carrying Press messages at quarter rates ; these messages being 
carried at intervals when the lines are least employed. 1 think a 
similar rate should be granted by all telegraphs; it would be a great 
boon to the Press and a greater boon still to the public at large, while 
I believe it would not involve any loss to the telegraphs. I think the 
question is an important one, and very well worthy the consideration 
of the Conference now sitting.” In reference to the above statement 
as to a penny newspaper receiving a message which cost over £220 for 

transmission, the Daily News mentions that it has received, from the 
Brazilian Submarine Telegraph Company a memorandum which shows 
that Natal messages transmitted by them from St. Vincent to the Daily 
News on the 6th of May last, numbered in all 2,123 words. The exact 
sum which that company received from our contemporary for these 
messages, coming from one quarter in one day, and published in the 

same impression, was ,£424. 12s. 

Another Photo-relief Process.—At the March meeting of the 
Societe d’Encouragement pour l’Industrie Nationale, Paris, M. Lenoir 
gave a description of his method of typo-photography, the leading 
outlines of which process are as follows :—Upon a metal plate 
he puts a thin coating of bichromatised albumen mixed with carmine ; 
carmine acts not only the part of a colourer, but aids in clearing the 
film, because of its easy solubility in ammonia. Gum-gutta and other 
resins do the same thing. It is to the use of carmine that the clearing 
of the picture is due, for solarisation taking place chiefly on the upper 
surface it is found that the carmine renders considerable aid in 
dealing the albumen subsequent to its solarisation. When the clearing 
is effected, there is only a slight picture made of albumen, a substance 
which offers but little resistance to acids, and needs some kind of 
strengthening. I11 consequence of its thickness two methods can be 
used : one is to absorb the albumen by gum - lac dissolved in hot 
water with borate of soda ; the other, which M. Lenoir prefers, is to 
plunge the plate, when cleared, into a solution of bichromate of 
potash, and, when dry, heat it to about 120 degrees C. This heating 
gives the albumen the necessary resistance to the action of acids. The 
plate must now be engraved, giving it a more or less granular surface, 
according to the amount of ink it ought to take. Upon the cleared 
plate, now made non-absorbent, is put a slight coating of bitumen and 
turpentine resin dissolved in the essence of turpentine, and mixed with 
carbonate of lime. When the plate is plunged in acid carbonic acid 
is set free, and forms little canals, through which the acid bites the 
metal more or less quickly, according to the thickness of the albumen. 
If ordinary acid were used these canals would soon be destroyed. M. 
Lenoir, therefore, makes use of one made of water, acidulated with nitric 
and oxalic acids and alum. An oxalate of the metal is thus formed on 
the sides of these little canals, keeping them in their place, producing 
a surface having a more or less large grain, according to the time the 
albumen resists the acid. The plate is now ready, nothing being 
necessary but to clear it and commence printing—no making-ready is 

wanted—the whole process occupying but three hours. , 

Exports of Printing Materials.—The following is a summary 
of the printing materials exported from the metropolis since the date 
of our last issue, and of their several ports of destination : —Adelaide— 
Durable Printers’ Roller Co., £138 compo ; Royle, A. & Willan, £55 
printing materials. Barcelona—Wimble, J. M., £44 printing type. 
Bombay—Turner, T., £300 printing materials; Figgins, J. J., £36$ 
printing materials. Brisbane—Brabant & Co., £149 printing press. 
Brussels—Parsons, Fletcher, & Co., £23 printing ink. Buenos Ayres— 
Goodhall, H. W., £25 printing materials ; SpicerBros., £20 printing 
materials. Calcutta—Figgins, J. J., £420 printing materials, £300 
type metal, £95 printing presses; Forwood, Bros., & Co., £63 printing 
materials ; Head, H., & Co., £42 type. Cape of Good Hope Freeland, 
J. & A. B., £96 type. Canterbury—New Zealand Shipping Co., £14 
type ; Royle, A. & Willan, £80 printing materials. Colombo — 
Wilkinson, Cowley, & Co., £16 printing materials. Demerara— 
Freeland, J. & A. B., £27 printing materials. Genoa—McCracken, 
Fenwick, & Co., £20 printers’ ink. Hambro—Micellaneous Entries, 
£120 roller compo. Hiogo—Millington & Hutton, £8 printing ink, 
£31 type. Hong Kong— Freeland, J. & A. B., £8 printing type. 
Kotiigsberg— Bock, E., £13 bookbinders’ cloth. Madras—Figgins, 
J., £130 printing press and materials; Lloyd, B. S., & Co., ,£250 
type ; Spicer Bros., £23 printing ink. Malta—Freeland, J. & A. B., 
£13 type ; Keyrner, D. J. & Co.,£65 printing press and materials, £35 
type. Mauritius—Davis, L., £33 printing materials ; Freeland, J. & 
A. B., £63 printing materials. Monte Video—Negretti & Zambra, £80 
printing machinery. Ostend—Salmon, C. J., £45 printing materials. 
/><.r//;_Figgins, J., £90 printing materials. Port Phillip—Durable 
Printers’ Roller Co., £98 composition, £12 printing materials; Free¬ 
land, J. & A. B., £230 printing type ; Head, H., & Co., £78 type ; 
Pitt & Scott, £50 printing materials ; Royle, A. & Willan, £70 litho 
stones; Shackell & Edwards, £20 printing ink; Turner, T., £145 
printing materials. Rangoon—Escombe, Bros. & Co., £830 piinting 
materials. Sydney — Gordon & Gotch, ,£115 printing materials. 
Yokohama—Marples, R. M., ,£66 bookbinders’ cloth ; Spicer, J. & 

Sons, £38 type. 

Yorkshire Newspaper Society.—The annual meeting of the 
members of this society, which embraces the proprietors of the prin¬ 
cipal papers in Yorkshire, was held last month on board the steam 
yacht Sunbeam, in the Humber, off Hull. Mr. Wm. Hunt, of the 
Eastern Adorning News, was in the chair. There were also present 
Mr. Byles, of Bradford ; Mr. Welburn, of Hull ; Mr. Foster and Mr. 
W. W. Hargrove, York; Mr. Hutchinson, M.P., Halifax ; Mr. 
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Hartley, Doncaster; Mr. Harper, Huddersfield; Mr. Leader, Shef¬ 
field ; Mr. Ralph, Leeds ; Mr. Spark, Leeds ; Dr. Rollit, Hull, hon. 
solicitor to the society ; and Mr. E. Robbins, secretary to the Pro¬ 
vincial Newspaper Society. The treasurer, Mr. Foster, presented the 
annual balance-sheet, which was received and adopted ; and he was 
requested again to act as treasurer and secretary for the next year. 
Resolutions were also adopted, acknowledging the eminent services 
rendered in the House of Commons by Mr. Hutchinson, M.P., in 
promoting a bill for the amendment of the laws of libel, and pro¬ 
mising to him the continued confidence and support of the society. 
It was also anticipated that the Criminal Code Bill, when passed, 
will be advantageous in better settling the principles which regulate 
proceedings by criminal information for libels; and the appointment of 
a Select Committee of the House of Commons to inquire into and report 
generally on the law of libel was hailed with satisfaction. The action 
which had been taken on behalf of the society, in reference to the 
accommodation in the House of Commons for reporting the proceedings, 
was approved, and other resolutions were agreed to having more 
immediate reference to the general management of newspapers, re¬ 
garding advertisements, and other matters. The Sunbeam is an 
elegant and well-appointed yacht, the property of Mr. Bailey, ship¬ 
owner, of Hull, brother-in-law to Dr. Rollit, who kindly placed it at 
the disposal of the Yorkshire Newspaper Society. A sail of about 
three hours to the mouth of the Humber was much enjoyed by the 
party, which included several ladies. In the evening Dr. Rollit en¬ 
tertained at dinner at Lansdowne House the members of the society 
and other friends, making a party of upwards of twenty. The after- 
dinner proceedings were of a most agreeable description, and at about 
eight o’clock the party separated, after thanking Dr. and Mrs. Rollit 
for their hospitality. Leeds was fixed for the place of meeting next 
year. 

“ The King of Reporters.”—Whether the following be truth 
or fiction we cannot vouch; if the journalist here described in such 
vivid colours ever had any existence he is certainly well entitled to the 
honourable designation of king bestowed upon him. The news comes 
from Paris, and refers to the death of W. Benton, the king of American 
reporters, who for seven or eight years past—so M. E. Deschaum says, in 
Le Figaro— “ has been drawing a fantastic salary from one of the great 
American dailies. The lamented W. Benton scattered abroad the 
dollars of his journal with princely munificence, was on intimate terms 
with all the political and military celebrities of Europe, spoke eight 
different languages with perfect fluency, and assisted at all the wars of the 
Old World as a most conscientious spectator. He had gained admission 
to Prince Gortschakofi’s presence as a tailor, to Bismarck as a dog mer¬ 
chant, to the Congress at Berlin as a photographer ; he had gone to 
Royal banquets disguised as a waiter, and to Royal funerals as a coffin 
bearer ; in 1867 he made the acquaintance of Mdlle. Schneider in the 
role of a Brazilian diamond miner, while during the Franco-Prussian war 
he figured as a Turco (blacker than life), a Zouave, or Uhlan, according 
as the exigencies of the situation demanded. The accomplished 
journalist was about three weeks ago in a great German city, where 
the sensation of the time was a troupe of trained bears. There were 
six of them, and they went through their drills and other performances 
with such startling regularity that it was very generally suspected that 
they were not bears, but men disguised in bearskins. W. Benton 
thought as much, and offered to wager with the manager that he would 
enter the den, but the manager declined to sanction his enterprise. W. 
Benton thereupon invited all the journalists in the city to dinner, assured 
them that the bears were frauds, and invited them to be present at the 
afternoon performance next day, when he intended to unmask the 
humbug. Having bribed an employe of the menagerie, Benton, disguised 
as a bear, entered the cage. His five companions seemed furiously 
excited, but he attributed this to their desire to fend off suspicion. The 
public applauded most enthusiastically. It was then that the unhappy 
being, desirous of carrying out his plan, turned towards the press box, 
removed his bear’s head, and bowed politely. A tremendous roar of 
laughter ensued, followed by an immense shriek of terror. The bears, 
on seeing his human face, precipitated themselves upon the unfortunate 
man. Before the trainer could take steps to save him, the reporter, 
frightfully mutilated, had breathed his last. Thus perished poor W. 
Benton, whose editor in chief seeks vainly a man fit to replace him.” 
No wonder; it would certainly require another Admirable Crichton to 
do so. 

The British Museum Library has for many years enjoyed the re¬ 
putation of being one of the most extensive and complete in the world, 
and the statement of the additions, &c., made during the past year shows 
that the work so boldly inaugurated by Sir Antonio Panizzi is being 
worthily pursued by his latest successor, Mr. E. A. Bond, the present 
principal librarian. No less than 34,488 volumes and pamphlets were 
added during 1878, of which number 20,822 were acquired by pur¬ 
chase. This, if we remember rightly, is just about the average number 
ol works annually added during Sir A. Panizzi’s reign in Great Russell- 
street. Printers will be gratified to learn that progress has been made 
in completing the series of specimens of early typography. Upwards 
of 150 books printed during the fifteenth century, many of them 

unrecorded by Hain, have been acquired during the year. That typo¬ 
graphic treasures may still occasionally be met with in most out-of-the- 
way places is proved by the fact that a unique copy of a ballad relating 
to the Battle of Flodden Field, written by John Skelton, poet-laureate 
to Henry VIII., and printed by Richard P'aques or Fawkes, probably 
about 1513, was discovered lining the wooden cover of an old folio 
volume in a farmhouse at Whaddon, Dorsetshire. When we find that 
114,516 persons have availed themselves during 1878 of the facilities 
which the reading-room affords for study and research, it is amusing to 
recall old Montague Plouse—the precursor of the present Museum— 
with its proviso that no more than ten persons were to be admitted at 
any particular time. We have before drawn attention to the extension 
of hours, the abolition of the rule requiring the periodical renewal of 
readers’ tickets, and other wholesome reforms which have signalled the 
advent of Mr. Bond’s sway, and we may add that it is intended to renew 
the experiments with the electric light towards the close of the year, 
with a view to its adoption during the winter months. Let us hope 
that success may attend these experiments, so that journalists shall no 
longer be denied the benefits of the reading-room during foggy weather. 
Mr. G. W. Reid, the keeper of the department of prints and drawings, 
reports the acquisition of 8,980 works during the past year. Litho¬ 
graphers will be interested to know that this total includes a large col¬ 
lection of works on stone by eminent artists, illustrative of the rise and 
progress of the art of lithography in this country. The fourth volume 
of the Catalogue of Satirical Prints and Drawings compiled by 
Mr. Stephens is nearing completion, while Dr. Willshire’s catalogue 
of Early German and Flemish Prints by anonymous masters, many of 
them executed in the maniere criblee, will shortly be issued. Among 
the most interesting acquisitions of woodcut prints is a curious volume 
containing a complete collection of the works of Jean Baptiste Michel 
Papillon, the well-known wood engraver, and author of the “ Traite 
Historique et Pratique de la Gravure en Bois.” 

Presentation of Press-men to the Ameer of Cabul.—An 
esteemed correspondent at present in India sends us the following 
details of the recent presentation of newspaper correspondents to the 
new Ameer of Cabul. It contains several details, some of them rather 
ludicrous, that were not given in the letters which have appeared in 
the morning and weekly journals. His letter is dated Suffaid Sung 
Gundumuck, 12th May, 1879. He says :—“ On the return visit made 
by the Ameer of Cabul, Yakoob Khan, the day after his arrival at this 
place, there was a part of the proceedings which had to do with the 
representatives of the press, and a short account of it will no doubt be 
of interest to your readers. The Ameer’s camp is so close to this it 
was feared that curiosity might tempt officers as well as men, to go 
prowling about it to see the tents as well as to look at the few soldiers 
the Ameer has brought with him ; so videttes have been placed round 
the small camp to prevent intrusion. Special correspondents have also 
been warned not to be seen taking notes or making sketches, lest it 
should be supposed that something like a system of espionage was going 
on. This arrangement tells most against the special artists, for they can 
do nothing if not allowed to use their sketch-books. Major Cavagnari 
hopes to remove any idea of suspicion which exists in the minds of 
Yakoob Khan and those around him, and one of the means which he 
has employed for this purpose was to invite the representatives of the 
London Press to attend at this ceremonial visit and introduce them. 
Those asked to be present on the occasion were General Vaughan, of 
the Times; Mr. William Simpson, of the Illustrated London News; 
Mr. Villiers, of the Graphic; and Mr. A. H. Browne, of the Standard. 
The very stringent rules which have been enforced restricting everyone 
to 8olbs. of luggage does not permit of correspondents bringing an 
extensive or a various wardrobe with them. The invitations were only 
sent out about half-an-hour before the ceremony, and as the note made 
a suggestion about the propriety of appearing in respectable costume, 
there was a flutter of excitement as to how this part of the conditions 
could be complied with. One gentleman was in such a destitute state 
that he had thoughts of making a dress out of one or two copies of his 
own paper, a paper cocked-hat he thought being the correct thing for 
appearing at Court in. Luckily all were able to attend in passable 
attire. Before presentation Major Cavagnari explained to the Ameer 
that the reason of correspondents being sent such a distance from home 
to report events and to make illustrations of them, resulted from the 
great desire felt at the present day by the people of England to have 
exact and complete information about all that took place of importance 
in,every part of the world, and it was to supply intelligence of this kind 
that the correspondents present had been sent to Afghanistan : it was 
also explained to the Ameer that two of the gentlemen belonged to 
Taswir, or picture newspapers. The Ameer at once indicated his 
knowledge of this class of journals by an allusion to the Illustrated 
Londo7i Hews, which he mentioned and pronounced the name of it very 
distinctly in English. It is known that his father Shere Ali regularly 
got the Illustrated London News, and he had a man who had learned 
English at Peshawer to read and translate the contents of the paper to 
him. As Yakoob Khan had been a prisoner for four years in Cabul, and 
was only released in January last, it is quite possible that he may have 
got a look at this Taswir Kubbur Ke Khagaz \_Taswir is picture, 

Y 
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Khubbur is news, and KTtagaz is paper. A newspaper in India is called 
Khubbur Ke Khaggaz\, and beguiled the weary hours looking over its 
illustration. They say here that the Ameer is very familiar with late 
events in Europe, and knows about Bismarck, the Prince Imperial, and 
all the leading names of the time, so that he must have had access to 
some means of information ; if so, it is quite possible he may have a 
tendency to look with favour on gentlemen of the press, and be inclined 
to allow them to ‘gaze on the light of his countenance,’—that being 
one of the high-flown phrases to express that one is held in estimation 
by the ruler of Afghanistan.” 

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE. 

The Limits of Criticism.—The action for libel brought by Mr. 
Shepherd against the Athenczum, to which we alluded in our last issue, 
has been tried in the Common Pleas Division before Mr. Justice 
Lindley and a common jury. Mr. Waite, Mr. Mattinson, and Mr. 
Macaskie were the counsel for the plaintiff; Mr. Serjeant Parry and 
Mr. Channell appeared for the defendant. The plaintiff is a gentleman 
who occupies himself in editing the works of various authors, and the 
defendant, Mr. Francis, is the publisher of the Athenczum. The action 
was brought to recover damages in respect of certain articles published 
in the Athenczum, alleged by the plaintiff to be of a libellous nature. 
Mr. Waite, in opening the plaintiff’s case, stated that the plaintiff, Mr. 
Richard Herne Shepherd, depended for his livelihood on the remunera¬ 
tion he received from various publishers for editing literary works by 
celebrated authors. He had also published original works which had 
been received with considerable favour. In November, 1876, the 
plaintiff contemplated the republication of certain early poems by 
Elizabeth Barrett Browning, the copyright of which had expired. A 
notice of his intention was sent to the Athenceum, and on the 25th of 
November, 1876, a paragraph appeared in that paper commenting on 
the determination Mr. Shepherd had come to, and alleging that Mr. 
Browning objected to the revival of these early poems by his late wife. 
The plaintiff wrote to the Athenczum justifying the republication which 
he contemplated, and in the latter part of 1877 the work appeared 
under the title of “ The Earlier Poems of Elizabeth Barrett Browning, 
1826 to 1833.” On the 15th of December, 1877, the work was re¬ 
viewed in the defendant’s newspaper, and the article then published 
contained one of the alleged libels, the plaintiff being therein referred 
to by implication as a bookseller’s hack. On the 14th of September, 
1878, there was a further article in the Athenczum, which referred to 
works edited by the plaintiff, and in the course of which it was stated 
that “if a combination of the chiffonier and resurrection man could 
constitute a personality of importance in the world of letters, we 
should have to congratulate Mr. Shepherd upon his position, for 
he seems to have an uneasy propensity and an indomitable zeal 
for hunting up things which readers have forgotten, and which 
authors have dropped by the wayside or wished they had never- 
produced. To be one’s own vampire is an unenviable lot; to 
be somebody else’s vampire is a post to which only a fatuous ambition 
could aspire. But there is no accounting for taste. It is said that 
whenever the office of hangman is vacant competition is brisk.” These 
comments, the plaintiff contended, were made maliciously and went be¬ 
yond the bounds of fair criticism. One circumstance which would be relied 
on to prove the malice of the defendant was the fact that when a memoir 
of Coleridge and an edition of his works was published by the plantiff, 
but was supposed by the defendant’s reviewer to be the work of a 
living member of the poet’s family, the praise lavished on the execu¬ 
tion of the editor’s work was unbounded. It would be shown that 
since the publication of the articles complained of one well-known 
publisher—namely, Mr. Chatto, who had formerly employed him—had 
given the plaintiff no editorial work to do. In the course of plaintiff's 
evidence he stated that, as a literary man, he objected to being referred 
to as he had been by the Athenczum. He had written to a friend that 
the notice would be a good advertisement. He would not consider 
the expression “florid verbiage” libellous, but he would consider 
it so to state that he was guilty of “ bad taste.” He had been 
restrained by the Court of Chancery from publishing Tennyson’s “ The 
Lover’s Tale.” He did not believe that he had represented to Mr. 
Ogden, the printer, that he was the author of that poem. He had 
been allowed by Mr. Hatton to transcribe a manuscript poem by Mr. 
Browning entitled “ Iierve Riel.” Before its publication in the 
Cornhill Magazine he had sent an anticipatory notice of the poem to 
the Echo, which contained full extracts from the work. He had 
received about 25s. for that notice. He had published an anticipatory 
notice of Tennyson’s “ The Window ; or, the Loves of the Wrens,” in 
the same way. Fie had obtained a copy of that poem by piecing 
together the lines which he had found distributed through the pages of 
a concordance to the author’s works. It was usual to publish antici¬ 
patory notices. One or two other witnesses having been called in sup¬ 
port of plaintiff’s case, Mr. Robert Browning was called on the part of 
the defendant. He said that the plaintiff had not communicated with 

him before he published his late wife’s early poems. It was with his 
entire and grateful approval that the Athenceum had stated that he ob¬ 
jected to the publication. These “Early Poems” were written when 
Mrs. Browning was only 14 years of age. He had sold “ Herve Riel ” 
for ,£100 purely for a charitable purpose. In his opinion, the work 
was not worth so much as ^100. In cross-examination, the witness 
said that, to judge from what he had now seen of the plaintiff, he 
thought that the estimate of his abilities formed by the writer in the 
Athenczum was a very fair one. He was anxious that the severest notice 
should be taken of the plaintiff’s proceeding in publishing these works. 
He had not the faintest idea as to who wrote the articles complained of. 
Mr. Serjeant Parry then addressed the jury on behalf of the defend¬ 
ant. He pointed out that this was a most unusual action. It was 
beyond doubt that many works had been severely criticised in the 
Athenceum, but a literary journal would have no object if censure were 
withheld when it appeared to be deserved. They must remember that 
when a man publishes he equally invites approval and adverse criticism. 
The actual words complained of, moreover, in this case would not 
bear the interpretation put on them by the plaintiff and his advisers. 
The first article more especially referred to a class of men and not 
to an individual. Some of the most eminent writers who had 
adorned English literature acted as booksellers’ hacks. Samuel Johnson 
was engaged by a bookseller to write the “Lives of the Poets,” a 
work with which they were probably well acquainted; and Oliver 
Goldsmith and many others might fairly be put in the same category. 
The other expressions complained of were almost proverbial, and it 
was ridiculous to suppose that the defendant intended to represent that 
the plaintiff was actually a rag-picker, a body-snatcher, or a candidate 
for the post of public hangman. It was absurd for a man to go to law 
because he was found fault with. Every one, whether he was an 
author or even a barrister, whose profession brought him prominently 
before the world rendered himself liable to fair criticism, and should 
not be over-sensitive. Mr. Waite replied on the whole case at con¬ 
siderable length. The learned Judge, in summing up, said cases of 
this nature were important, not only to the parties concerned, but like¬ 
wise to the public at large. Questions of considerable social interest 
must necessarily be involved when actions of libel were brought against 
the Press of the country. To a certain extent the defendant was 
entitled to hold the plaintiff up to contempt and ridicule. The fact of 
that alone being proved would not entitle him to damages at their 
hands. They must consider whether the defendant had abused his 
privilege and used language so intemperate as to show ill-will and 
malevolence, or even recklessness. The legal right of the plaintiff to 
publish Mrs. Browning’s earlier poems was undeniable, but there were 
some rights which it was very bad taste to assert; and that was the 
view taken in the present case by the editor of the Athenczum. The 
first article complained of was doubtless a vigorous protest against 
hunting up discarded works and publishing them, contrary to the 
wishes of authors or their representatives ; and if they thought in this 
protest that the defendant had gone too far, they must find a verdict 
for the plaintiff with such damages as they might consider appropriate. 
The jury found a verdict for the plaintiff—damages, .£150. 

Liability of Printers for Libel.—The Lambri Case.—The 
trades of printer and publisher have ever been considered by our 
Legislature as different from every other calling carried on in this 
country, and our statute-book abounds with enactments of a penal and 
restrictive nature levelled against the disseminators of knowledge. If 
a printer is no longer compelled to give security before printing a news¬ 
paper, as was the case a few years ago, he is nevertheless supposed to 
read every line that is printed in his office, and should there be a single 
word that gives offence, the law holds him responsible. An instance 
in point is afforded by the action that has lately been brought against 
the printer of Truth, who has been fined ^50 and required to enter 
into his own recognizances for ^250 to be of good behaviour during 
the next twelvemonth for an alleged libel that had appeared in that 
journal. Although all the usual caution was taken in the printing- 
office to guard against the publication of any libel, and a notice stuck 
up in each “reading-closet,” warning the readers against passing 
libellous matter, still a jury of “ twelve good men and true” found a 
verdict to the effect that not sufficient care nor caution had been 
exercised. Good John Baskerville had occasion in his day to speak of 
the “ business of printing” as one “ which I am heartily tired of, and 
repent I ever attempted,” and having regard to our law of libel, printers 
may well be inclined to echo this ejaculation of the famous Birmingham 
master. The law courts are still engaged with this case in another 
form. 

A Questionable Libel Suit.—It is related that the author of 
some satirical verses on the Chancellor Maupeon, wrote in 1775 a letter 
to that dignitary stating that his lordship’s displeasure with the song in 
question had so stimulated its otherwise sluggish sale as to have brought 
its author a net sum of 30,000 fr., and he therefore entreated Maupeon to 
extend the same resentment to a second similar satire. The tradition of 
this anecdote seems to have survived, and the poet’s hint that “New 
works, we know, require a puff,” is still acted upon, as would appear 
from the evidence given in a case heard on the 20th ult., in the 
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Common Pleas Division, before Lord Coleridge and a special jury. 
The plaintiff, Mr. E. D’Avigdor, was the proprietor of the Examiner 
newspaper, and the defendants were the proprietor and the printers of 
Truth. The action was to recover damages for libel, and the defen¬ 
dants admitted the publication complained of; they traversed the fact 
that the plaintiff was the proprietor of the Examiner ; and they stated 
that in the belief that his brother was the proprietor of that paper 
they published the alleged libel. The Attorney-General, Mr. Pler- 
schell, Q.C., and Mr. Wheeler appeared for the plaintiff; and Mr. 
Charles Russell, Q.C., and Mr. E. Clarke for the defendants. The 
plaintiff was examined at length in support of his case. He was asked 
in cross-examination, Have you ever said that it was a great stroke of 
luck having bought the Examiner to have a libel in Truth against you ? 
and he replied, I think it extremely likely I may have made that 
remark. In answer to a further question, whether he had said that 
bringing this action was a good way of advertising the Examiner, the 
actual sale of which it was admitted was about 600 copies, he said, I 
cannot tell every expression that escaped me. I was much annoyed by 
the paragraph. I believed an action to be necessary; and I should 
have received an apology with pleasure. Mr. Charles Russell, in 
addressing the jury for the defence, contended that this action was not 
brought in any real sense to vindicate character; but that Mr. D’Avigdor 
had rejoicingly seized on an opportunity, not to vindicate character, 
but to make an attack that would be hurtful to Mr. Labouchere 
and exceedingly useful in stimulating the languid circulation of the 
Examiner. The learned counsel also said that the plaintiff no sooner 
became proprietor of that paper than attacks upon the defendant ap¬ 
peared in it. The counsel read some of these out in Court, and con¬ 
tended that they went a long way to show that what had been said in 
Truth had been well provoked. Among other witnesses called for 
the defence was Mr. Edward Rossiter, who had been publisher of the 
Examiner from March to May in this year. Whilst there he saw daily 
Mr. Sergius D’Avigdor, and also the plaintiff. The latter on one or 
two occasions referred to this action. He said there was a case pend¬ 
ing against Mr. Labouchere, which would be a very valuable adver¬ 
tisement for the paper. Lord Coleridge having summed up very 
strongly in favour of the defence, the jury gave a verdict for the plain¬ 
tiff, damages 40s. His Lordship gave judgment for the plaintiff for 
that amount, but without costs, upon the ground that the defendant 
himself had been grossly libelled in the Examiner. 

Untenable Action for Libel.—Ray v. Ashley.—From the 
ruling in the following case it would appear that no action for libel 
brought by the proprietor of a publication is good in law unless such 
action be instituted by the party who owned the paper at the time any 
libellous matter against it appeared. The action to which we refer 
was one for libel brought by the plaintiff, as the proprietor of a paper 
called Touchstone, or the New Era, against the defendant, who is the pro¬ 
prietor of the Sportsman. It was heard in the Queen’s Bench Division 
on the 24th ult. Mr. Poulter was counsel for the plaintiff; Mr. Tal- 
fourd Salter and Mr. Woolf were for the defendant. The alleged libel 
consisted in the following statement made in the defendant’s paper of 
July 13, 1878 : “ Touchstone is dead.” When the error was discovered 
the defendant inserted an ample apology, which appeared in his paper 
of August 14. In the course of the plaintiff’s case it appeared that he 
had not become the proprietor of Touchstone until ten days after the 
alleged libel appeared. He had then bought the paper of a company 
of which he had been secretary. Under these circumstances Mr. Jus¬ 
tice Denman held that there must be a nonsuit, but suggested that a 
juror should be withdrawn, a course which, after some discussion, was 
ultimately adopted. 

Libel Action against the “Figaro.”—In the Queen’s Bench 
Division at the Guildhall on the 30th ult., the case of the Queen v. 
Mortimer came on for trial before the Lord Chief Justice and a special 
jury. It was an indictment for libel, preferred by Mr. Weldon against 
the proprietor and editor of Figaro, for an article published in that 
journal on the 22nd January last. The alleged libel, which was headed 
“Our Lunacy Laws : the story of Mrs. Weldon, written by Herself,” 
alleged that Mr. Weldon had conspired with Sir H. de Bathe to shut 
Mrs. Weldon up in a lunatic asylum with the view of withholding an 
allowance of ,£1,000 per annum and to obtain a divorce from her, in 
order that he might marry the daughter of Sir H. de Bathe, and it fur¬ 
ther attributed to him that he had attempted to bribe a lawyer in the 
matter, and had endeavoured to get rid of Mrs. Weldon. Witnesses 
having been heard on both sides, the Lord Chief Justice, in charging 
the jury, said that the first question for them to decide was whether the 
article was a libel; and if they were of opinion that the statements it 
contained were false, and were derogatory to and defamatory of Mr. 
Weldon, they must find that it was a libel. Then would come the 
question, Had the articles been published by the defendant ? Although 
primd Jacie he would be liable as proprietor for any libel that ap¬ 
peared in his journal, still it would be a good ground of defence if he 
could show that it was published without his knowledge or consent, 
provided the jury should be satisfied that he had been guilty of no 
want of care or caution. In these days, when certain papers lived by 

publishing matters of a libellous character, reflecting upon the private 
life of individuals, it would not do to allow the proprietors and editors 
of such newspapers to avoid responsibility by saying, “ Oh, I trusted to 
somebody else,” or by eating their words when they found the law put 
in motion against them. The jury found the defendant guilty. His 
Lordship postponed sentence to afford the defendant, Mr. Mortimer, 
who conducted his own case, an opportunity of filing affidavits in miti¬ 
gation of punishment. 

What is a Fair Report ?—-This was the question involved in 
an action for libel heard in the Exchequer Division on the 27th and 
28th ult., before Mr. Baron Pollock and a special jury. Mr. Bouffler, 
the owner of house property in Bunhill-fields, Islington, brought this 
action against the proprietors of the Daily Telegraph in respect of 
two articles published in that paper, the first of which was a report 
of an appeal by the plaintiff against an order made by the Vestry of 
St. Mary, Islington, for the demolition of certain premises owned by 
him, known as New Bunhill-fields, in that parish, on the grounds of 
their “tumble-down condition,” and that they were unfit for human 
habitation, by reason of the effluvia from an old graveyard on which 
they were built, to the Middlesex Court of Sessions, which quashed 
the order of the Vestry. The other alleged libel consisted in an article 
written as a commentary on that report, two days after the publication of 
the latter; and the defence was that it was a fair commentary on a 
report the accuracy of which could not be impugned, and was written 
in the public interest. Mr. Kemp, Q.C., and Mr. Pitt-Lewis ap¬ 
peared for the plaintiff; and the Solicitor-General and Mr. Lumley 
Smith represented the defendants. Evidence pro and con having 
been heard at some length, Mr. Baron Pollock summed up the 
case to the jury, and in doing so reminded them that he had already 
ruled that the report and article in question had not reflected upon 
the character or conduct of the plaintiff at all, and therefore the 
present inquiry was limited to the consideration—first, whether the 
defendants were protected by law ; and, secondly, whether the plaintiff 
had sustained any pecuniary damage. The law of libel required that 
the report must be fair, and must not convey a wrong impression by 
the addition to or omission of anything which took place; although, 
on the other hand, it was not to be expected that the report would be 
an exact shorthand report of all that occurred. The plaintiff, when 
in the witness-box, complained that some of the statements made at 
the Middlesex Sessions were untrue ; but they had not to decide that 
question, but only whether or not the report complained of was an 
honest and fair summary of what had transpired in Court. In regard 
to the article, the defendants undoubtedly had the right to comment 
upon all matters of public importance, provided they did so in a fair 
and honest manner, for the purpose of bringing before the public 
matters which affected the general public interest. The rights of the 
individual must in such a case give way to the general public conve¬ 
nience. If they found in favour of the plaintiff in reference either to 
the report or article, or both, they must award to the plaintiff compen¬ 
sation for such an amount of pecuniary damage as they considered he 
had sustained. The jury, after having been locked up for nearly five 
hours, said they were not agreed as to whether or not the report was 
substantially fair and accurate, but they were of opinion that the article 
was not a fair comment upon what took place at the Middlesex Ses¬ 
sions. They«awarded the plaintiff £50 damages. On the 4th inst., 
however, a rule for a new trial was granted by the Lord Chief Baron 
and Mr. Baron Pollock, on the grounds that there was no evidence to 
go to the jury; nor was there sufficient evidence of the damage 
sustained to justify a verdict of £50. 

Irish Libel Case.—The Judges of the Exchequer of the Irish 
High Court of Justice gave judgment on the 14th ult. upon a demurrer 
taken by the plaintiff in the libel case of Lefroy &. Burnside. The 
plaintiff is manager of the Queen’s Printing Office in Ireland, and the 
defendant is proprietor of the Irish Daily News. The alleged libel 
was contained in an article imputing to the plaintiff abuse of his position 
in supplying to the Freeman's Journal, with the literary staff of which 
he was at the time connected, certain information derived from the 
reports of the Fishery Commissioners and of the House of Commons’ 
committee appointed to inquire into the management of the Board of 
Public Works, which documents were confided to the Queen’s Printing 
Office to put into type, and were not to be published until they had been 
presented to Parliament. The Lord Chief Baron, in delivering judg¬ 
ment, said the defence was in effect that the defendant believed that 
the plaintiff could only have procured the information in the Queen’s 
Printing Office, and that an article charging him with making use of 
his position to so procure it and publish it, in anticipation of its com¬ 
munication to the general public, was a fair comment upon his acts. 
That a fair and botid-fide comment on a matter of public interest was an 
excuse for what would otherwise be a defamatory publication must be 
admitted. The very statement of this rule, however, demanded that 
facts should be ascertained. A man could not invent facts and then 
comment on them on the supposition that they were true. Setting aside 
all matters of form, the questions to be raised at the trial by such a 
defence must be the existence of a certain state of facts, and whether 
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the publication was a bond-fide comment on such state of facts. The 
defendant did not aver that the plaintiff published the matter in his 
character of manager of the Queen’s Printing Office. He only expressed 
his belief that the information reached him in that character, and was 
by him communicated prematurely to the Freeman's Journal. It was 
argued that the statement of one fact could not be taken as a comment 
upon another fact. That was a little too wide ; but it might be taken 
that if a fact were stated as a comment on another fact, it must be a 
fact reasonably deducible from the premises. If from the facts alleged 
by the defendant it could be reasonably inferred that the plaintiff sup¬ 
plied the information in his character of manager of the Queen’s Printing 
Office, then the defence was good. The court, however, could not say 
that any such conclusion could be drawn from the facts alleged, and 
consequently they must hold the defence bad and allow the demurrer, 
with costs. 

Register your Copyright.—The importance of having every 
assignment of copyright in writing, and duly registered at Stationers’ 
Hall, cannot be too frequently urged upon printers and publishers. 
The neglect of this simple precaution is a fruitful source of legal con¬ 
tention, and occasionally, as in the following instance, even after the 
death of those immediately concerned in the production of the work. 
The case to which we allude came before Mr. Justice Fry on the 17th ult. 
Theworkindispute is entitled “ ALittleTour in Ireland,byan Oxonian, 
with illustrations by John Leech.” It appeared that in 1858 the 
Rev. Samuel Reynolds Hole, one of the plaintiffs, and now a Canon 
of Lincoln, took a tour in Ireland in the company of Mr. Leech, who 
was an intimate friend of his. The result of the tour was the work 
in question, the literary portion of which was written by Mr. Hole, 
the illustrations being contributed by Mr. Leech. The present action 
was brought by Mr. Hole and Miss Leech against Messrs. Bradbury & 
Evans, publishers, under the following circumstances The book was 
published by the defendants about a year after the tour, and met with 
considerable success. In 1864 Mr. Leech died, leaving all his pro¬ 
perty to his wife, who died a few years after. Miss Leech, the plaintiff, 
was then left sole legal personal representative of John Leech’s estate. 
Mr. Hole recently communicated with the defendants, and they 
claimed copyright in the book, and brought out a second edition in 
1877. The action was now brought for an injunction to restrain the 
publication. Mr. Ford North, Q.C., and Mr. Macnaghten were 
counsel for the plaintiffs. The defendants were represented by Mr. 
Cookson, Q.C., and Mr. Romer. His Lordship said that he had 
to determine whether there had been any assignment of the copy¬ 
right, or whether there was any agreement for the sale of the copy¬ 
right. With regard to the question of assignment of the copyright by 
Mr. Leech, which had been urged by the defendants’ counsel, he was 
of opinion that if any assignment had been made it would have been 
in writing and registered at Stationers’ Hall. The agreement, that 
was also pleaded, did not mention any gross sum to be paid, and he 
was of opinion that under it the copyright had not passed. Under 
all the circumstances the injunction would be granted, and the blocks 
of Mr. Leech’s drawings must be delivered up to the plaintiff, as also 
the profits and unsold copies; and the defendants were to pay the 
costs. 

Copyright in Playing-Cards.—Collingridge v. De La Rue. 
—The plaintiff in this case, heard in the Exchequer Division of the 
High Court of Justice, sought to recover damages for alleged infringe¬ 
ment of copyright. The defendants denied that they had infringed any 
copyright possessed by the plaintiff. The plaintiff, Mr. Augustus 
Collingridge, appeared in person ; and Mr. Day, Q.C., and Mr. Edward 
Pollock represented the defendants, the well-known playing-card 
manufacturers in Bunhill-row. In 1869, the plaintiff compiled a manu¬ 
script giving a description of “ marginal index, or self-sorting and distin¬ 
guishing safety playing cards,” which was entered at Stationers’ Hall. 
He afterwards called upon the defendants and left a copy of the manu¬ 
script, with the object of selling the copyright to them. He, however, 
never received any payment from the defendants, and complained that 
nevertheless they had flooded the market with “ De La Rue’s Dexter 
Playing Cards,” which were an infringement of his copyright, inasmuch 
as in both cases an index number was placed in the corner of each card 
for the convenience and protection of the player. The defendants gave 
evidence to the effect that they first obtained the idea in question from 
a Dr. Normamby in 1864, and that they never heard of the plaintiff or 
of his copyright until the present action was commenced. The jury 
gave a verdict for the defendants, and judgment was entered accord¬ 
ingly. 

Alleged Plagiarism.—Henley v. Purkess. — Before Vice- 
Chancellor Hall on the 29th ult., an application was made ex parte on 
behalf of the proprietor of the Engineer for an injunction to restrain 
the publisher of the Design and Work journal from printing and selling 
a plan of the machinery section of the Agricultural Society’s Show at 
Kilburn. The plaintiff alleged that the plan complained of was an 
exact copy of his own drawing. Mr. Cozens Hardy appeared in sup¬ 
port of the application. The Vice-Chancellor, after inspecting and 
comparing the two plans, granted an interim injunction. 

French Protection to an English Author.—Mr. Wilkie 
Collins has obtained judgment in the French Law Courts against a 
M. Dorosne, who issued what purported to be a translation of “Edwin 
Drood,” by Charles Dickens and Wilkie Collins, under the title of 
“ Le Crime de Jasper.” The sequel was really by M. Dorosne him¬ 
self, and Mr. Collins complained of injury to his reputation and preju¬ 
dice to his genuine productions. The Court withheld damages, but 
ordered the judgment to be advertised at the defendant’s expense. 

Spoiling Work.—Printers in general would not seem to be aware 
that it is not allowed to retain wages due as a set-off for work that may 
have been spoiled by an incompetent employe, unless there has been a 
special understanding to that effect between employer and employed. 
A case in which this principle was upheld was heard last month at the 
Guildhall, where Mr. J. Saunders, printer, of 7, Plough-court, Fetter- 
lane, was summoned by James D’Arcy, a machine-minder, for the pay¬ 
ment of 15s. iod., money alleged to have been earned. A person who 
represented the firm stated that it was true there was 15s. iod. due to 
complainant; but plaintiff had spoiled work to the amount of 25s. 
Alderman Sir B. S. Phillips : Well ; can’t you settle the matter ? 
Defendant : When he applied for the wages I told him if he would 
pay the 25s. I would pay him. The Alderman : Come, now ; what¬ 
ever do you mean ? If he paid you 25s. you would pay him 15s. Is 
that what you say? Defendant: Yes, sir. The Alderman: That 
can’t be right. But did you have him more than a week ? Defendant : 
Yes, sir ; he had entered on a second week’s work. The Alderman : 
Well, if so incompetent, why did you not discharge him at the expira¬ 
tion of the first week ? Were you satisfied with him then? Defendant: 
I won’t say satisfied, for he was only on trial. Had he been with us a 
fortnight he could have demanded a fortnight’s notice. Judgment was 
then given for the plaintiff. With all respect to the worthy alderman, 
it strikes us that he took a mistaken view when he urged that an incom¬ 
petent workman ought necessarily to have been discharged at the end 
of the first week. Irrespective of the merits of the present case, we 
can assure him that it takes often more than a fortnight to find out the 
incapacity of a workman. 

Breach of Contract.—Hopkins v. Meynell.—This was an 
action—tried before a jury on the 26th ult. in the Westminster County 
Court—to recover^. 3s. for a week’s salary, .£12. 12s. for a month’s 
salary in lieu of notice. The plaintiff, John Baker Idopkins,' is a 
journalist, and the defendant a gentleman residing at Rutland-gate. It 
appeared that the defendant was the proprietor of a defunct publication 
called London, and engaged the plaintiff in March, 1878, to supply 
what was called the financial article. Plaintiff contributed a series of 
articles for the first fortnight “on approval,” his remuneration being 
30s. per week. After that period his contributions gave such satis¬ 
faction that his salary was increased to £7,. 3s. per week. He kept on 
contributing to London until April last, and on the 3rd of that month 
he received a note from the sub-editor telling him that he need not send 
any more copy in as his services could be dispensed with, the paper 
being about to “stop.” As plaintiff had seen the defendant a day or 
two previously, and had been assured by him that he would spend 
^10,000 on the paper, because that amount “was nothing to him,” he 
naturally took no notice of the letter in question, and sent in his copy as 
usual. He now claimed £3. 3s. for his last week’s salary, and 
;£i2. 12s. for a month’s salary in lieu of notice. The jury gave a 
verdict for the plaintiff for the amount claimed. His Honour allowed 
costs. Defendant’s counsel applied for a new trial or leave to appeal, 
but his Honour declined to grant the request. 

A Case of Advertisement Contract.—At the Bolton County 
Court, on the 18th ult., before Mr. Crompton Sutton, judge, an action 
for £9- 8s. was brought by Mr. W. F. Tillotson, proprietor of the 
Evening News, against Mr. Lewis Simmons, money lender, Liverpool. 
Mr. Pennington appeared for the plaintiff, whose case was that the 
defendant had been in the habit of inserting advertisements in the 
Evening News, by yearly contract. On the 21st May, 1878, defendant 
ordered that at the end of his contract in June his advertisement should 
be discontinued. In August following he sent a post-card asking for 
the “ lowest charge per year” for inserting his reduced advertisement. 
To this plaintiff replied that it would be inserted as per post-card on 
the usual terms, and in a subsequent letter these terms were stated to 
be £4. 19s. per quarter, less 5 per cent, discount, £4. 14s., the same 
to be paid in advance. The advertisement was inserted for three 
quarters, but defendant refused to pay for the two last quarters, hence 
the present action. Defendant alleged on his part that the agreement 
was a quarterly one and not yearly, and that he ordered its discon¬ 
tinuance when called upon. The judge said that the terms asked for 
were yearly terms, and a yearly contract was made, the payments to 
be quarterly, and if in advance a discount to be allowed. Unless the 
defendant could have proved a subsequent agreement the advertisement 
was rightly inserted, and the plaintiff was entitled to recover for the 
two quarters unpaid for, and was entitled to the full amount of £4. 19s. 
each quarter. There would be a verdict for that amount with costs. 

Alleged Fraudulent Prospectus.—The case of Nichol v. 
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Tomlinson and others came before the Court of Appeal last month. It 
was an appeal on the part of four of the defendants for an order of Mr. 
Justice Grove on a demurrer, and was a test appeal, there being several 
cases of the same nature to be tried at the next Liverpool Assizes. The 
plaintiff was Mr. S. S. Nichol, a cotton manufacturer at Blackburn, 
and the defendants were Messrs. J. Tomlinson, J. Watson, R. Car¬ 
michael, J. Rawlinson, J. S. Kent, and Edward Reay, who all resided 
in the neighbourhood of Preston and Darwen, except Mr. Kent, who 
was resident in the Isle of Man. The action had arisen out of the cir¬ 
cumstances attending the promotion of the Anstey Paper Mill Company 
(Limited) which was formed to acquire and work the business of Mr. 
James Staines, of Anstey Paper Mill, near Leicester. The plaintiff 
alleged that in the prospectus of the company there had been false and 
fraudulent statements, on the faith of which he had purchased shares 
to the value of £100, which were now worthless, as the company was 
in liquidation. The prospectus stated the amount of purchase-money 
to be £9,500, whereas the plaintiff alleged the actual sum to have been 
.£6,500. The prospectus also averred that Mr. Jesse Ainsworth, the 
manager, would have a considerable interest in the company, whereas 
the plaintiff insisted that the manager had not purchased any shares in 
the company, but that the promoters had presented him with fifty. The 
defendants denied that the statements in the prospectus were false or 
were fraudulently inserted, and alleged that if any of the statements were 
false they were made by them in bond fide, they believing them to be true. 
The defendants demurred in the present instance to the plaintiff’s state¬ 
ment of claim on a technical ground, and Mr. Justice Grove gave judg¬ 
ment for the plaintiff against the demurrer ; the defendants therefore 
now appealed. After hearing arguments, Lord Justices Bramwell, Brett, 
and Cotton dismissed the appeal. 

Damages for Wrongful Dismissal.—Pepperell v. the 
Marquis Townshend.—This case, which has already provoked more 
than one far from edifying spectacle, is once more to engage the 
attention of our law courts. It may be remembered that this was 
originally an action brought by the plaintiff to recover damages from 
the defendant for his wrongful dismissal from the position of editor of 
a publication called Social Notes. Shortly after the plaintiff had 
entered upon the performance of his duties he was summarily dis¬ 
missed by Mr. S. C. Hall (who had undertaken the chief manage¬ 
ment), on the grounds of insubordination to the orders of the latter, 
neglect of his duties, and further that he attended the office of the 
paper in a state of intoxication. The plaintiff then brought his action 
against the defendant as the registered proprietor of the publication in 
question, and at the trial, which took place before the Lord Chief 
Justice and a special jury for Middlesex, a verdict was found for the 
plaintiff for £'154. 18s. A rule nisi was subsequently obtained on 
behalf of the defendant for a new trial, on the ground that the verdict 
was against the weight of evidence. Upon this on the 13th ult., in 
the Queen’s Bench division, Mr. Crump, on behalf of the plaintiff, 
showed cause against the rule, contending that the matter was one for 
the jury, who had decided the case for the plaintiff on the balance of 
testimony, and that their verdict should not be disturbed. The Lord 
Chief Justice and Mr. Justice Lush, without calling on Mr. Matthews, 
Q.C., and Mr. Daniel, who appeared for the defendant, held that it 
would be more satisfactory if the cause went down for a second trial, 
and they therefore made the rule absolute. 

OBITUARY, 

Crawford.—The death is announced of Dr. Adair Crawford, at 
one time editor of the Record. The deceased was close upon 90 years 
of age. 

Diprose.—We regret to announce the death of Mr. John Diprose, 
of the firm of Diprose, Bateman, & Co., who died at his residence, 131, 
Kennington Park-road, on the 20th ult. From the age of eighteen 
until a few months before his death he was always busy in some book 
venture,—in getting up sixpenny or shilling volumes, for what he styled 
the “ non-reading ” public. His best production was a topographical 
work, entitled “Some Account of the Parish of St.,Clement Danes, 
Past and Present,” in two volumes 4to. The deceased was of a genial 
disposition, and has left behind him a large circle of friends. 

Forsyth.—Mr. W. Forsyth, who for 30 years was editor of the 
Aberdeen Journal, has recently died after a long illness. Mr. Forsyth 
was the author of “ Idylls and Lyrics,” a collection of poems which he 
contributed to Blackwood, Cornhill, and other magazines. 

Harler.—Not a little sensation has been caused in Vienna by the 
untimely death of Herr Georg Harler, of the firm of Brendler & 
Harler, type-founders. While fencing at the house of a friend, with a 
retired army captain, he received a wound in his neck, which within a 
very few hours proved fatal. The deceased, who was a vigorous man, 
was in his thirty-fourth year, and was held in high esteem by those who 
knew him. 

Humphreys.—We record with sincere regret the death, on the 10th 
ult., of Mr. H. Noel Humphreys, at an age not far short of 70. A 
son of the late Mr. James Humphreys, of Birmingham, he was born 
in the Midland metropolis in 1809 or the following year, and received 
his early education at King Edward’s School, Birmingham. He 
supplied the designs to many works on natural history, and was also 
the author of several independent works, including several on printing, 
fuller particulars concerning which will be found in our Bibliography. 

Reynolds.—Mr. G. W. M. Reynolds, the founder of Reynolds's 
Newspaper, died during the past month, at his residence, in 
Woburn Square. Pie had passed his 70th year. Mr. Reynolds was 
the author of upwards of thirty novels, many of them concerned with 
the times of the Regency, but the tone of most of them was not of a high 
moral order. He continued to edit the newspaper associated with his 
name until shortly before his death, and will be succeeded in the 
editorship by Mr. Edward Reynolds. 

All claims against the estate of the late Mr. Charles Topping, 
paper manufacturers’ agent, of Bridge-row, London, and of East¬ 
bourne, must be sent in by the 25th inst., to Messrs. Tarrant & 
Mackrell, solicitors, 2, Bond-court, Walbrook. 

The will of Mr. Richard Hooper, advertising agent, late of 1, 
George-street, Mansion House, and of 2, Claremont-villas, Arragon- 
road, Twickenham, who died on the 24th of April last, has been proved 
by Mr. Edmund Seale and Mr. Edwin Barnes, the executors. The 
testator, after giving a legacy to Eva Eliza Ledger, divides the residue 
of his property between Clare Anthony Whitmore Pera, Eva Eliza 
Ledger, Mrs. Emma Josephine Barnes, and Miss Ada Eliza Robinson. 

TRADE CHANGES. 

Mr. A. Rimanoczy, litho artist, has removed from No. 57 to No. 27, 
Chancery-lane, W.C. 

The great firm in Belle Sauvage Yard will in future be known as 
Messrs. Cassell, Petter, Galpin,—& Co. 

Mr. Albert Ciieasley has retired from the firm of Cheston & 
Cheasley, stationers, 67, High-street, Taunton. 

Messrs. G. Jackson & Co., advertisement agents, have removed 
from 11 J, Union-court, Old Broad-street, to 4, Bishopsgate-street 
Within. 

Messrs. Stott & Jay, printers and paper-dealers of Drake-street, 
Rochdale, have dissolved partnership. Mr. William Jay continues the 
business. 

Mr. Armand William Duret has retired from the firm of 
Frederick Warne & Co., publishers, Bedford-street, Covent-garden. His 
loss will be felt. 

Messrs. SPewart & Co., booksellers, of 98, Albert-street, Edin¬ 
burgh, have dissolved partnership. Messrs. A. Stewart and J. Smith 
continue the business. 

The partnership between Messrs. Rennie & Macleod, booksellers, 
9, Bank-street, Edinburgh, having been dissolved, Mr. Norman Macleod 
continues the business in his own name. 

Messrs. J. Leitch & Co. have removed their engraving’business 
to 3, 4, and 5, Newcastle-street, Farringdon-street, E.C., being the 
premises hitherto used for the electro and stereotyping processes-. 

Messrs. J. W. Cripps & Son, wholesale stationers, of 70, King 
Edward-street, Newgate-street, announce that Mr. C. L. Cripps has 
been admitted a partner in the firm, which will trade in future as J. W. 
Cripps & Sons. 

Mr. George Powell, ticket publisher and stationer, of 140, 
Aldersgate-street, and 1, Little Moorfields, announces that he is not 
in any way connected with the business of Mr. E. Powell, lithographic 
printer, of Aldersgate-street. 

Messrs. Samuel Tinsley & Co., publishers, announce that owing 
to a constant increase of business and the expiration of lease, it has 
become necessary for them to remove from No. 10, to more convenient 
premises at No. 31, Southampton-street, Strand. 

Mr. John Strangeways, printer, of Tower-street, Upper St. 
Martin’s-lane, W.C., late Castle-street, Leicester-square, announces 
that his new and more extensive premises, situate as above, are now 
completed and occupied. Pie has associated in partnership with 
himself his two sons, John and Joseph Strangeways, who for some 
time past have taken an active part in the business ; and the new firm 
will be henceforth conducted under the style of Strangeways St Sons. 
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PRINTING AND OTHER COMPANIES, 

THE following new companies connected with printing, &c., have 
been registered since our last issue :— 

Temperance Publishing Company.—With a capital of £5,000, 
in £1 shares, this company proposes to print and publish temperance 
literature of every description, and in particular a publication called 
The Temperance Journal and treasury. It was registered on the 
14th ult., with the following as first subscribers 

Shares. 
William Hoyle, Claremont-in-Bury, cotton manufacturer. 5 
Thomas Watson, Rochdale, silk manufacturer ..'.. 5 
William Henry Quilliani, Liverpool, solicitor . 1 
Stephen Todd, Liverpool, minister. 5 
John Prichard, jun., Liverpool, merchant. 5 
John Davison, Southport . 5 
Cuthbert Wilkinson, Sherwood House, Geneva-road, Anerley, commer¬ 

cial traveller .  5 

Registered without articles. 

“ The Teacher” Newspaper Company proposes, with a capital 
of £5,000, in 10s. shares, to print and publish a newspaper under the 
above title, and such other publications as may be from time to time 
determined. It was registered on the loth ult., with the following as 
the first subscribers 

Shares. 
Alfred Fish Smith, Borough-road College, vice-principal. 30 
John Edward Taylor, Borough-road College, assistant tutor. 10 
John Howard Hudson, Borough-road College, junior tutor. . 20 
Joseph Thomas Trelewon, 12, Carden-road, Peckham-rye, schoolmaster 20 
Edmund Ballantine, 8, South-grove, Peckham, teacher. 30 
Thomas Gautrey, 131, Crofton-road, Camberwell, teacher. 30 

GAZETTE NOTICES, ETC, 
[Partly compiled from Messrs. Gamble & Harvey's Record. ] 

Partnerships Dissolved. 

Boldero, E., & W. P. Foster, printers, i, Gt. Dover-st., Southwark. 
Brook, R. S., & S. A. Roberts, printers and wholesale stationers, 

Tooley-st., Southwark. 
Hall, J., & J. Smith, Nottingham, lithographic printers. 
Hawkins & Stacey, manufacturers of the Acme improved roller 

composition, 37, Bridge-place, Paddington. 
Hutchings, J., J. Crowsley, & A. J. Paulding, printers, book¬ 

binders, and directory publishers, trading as Hutchings & 
Crowsley, Henry-st., St. John’s Wood, and Fulham-road. 

Olin, L. M. E., & W. T. Phillips, law stationers, trading as Olin 
& Phillips, 64, Wool Exchange, Coleman-street. 

Simmons & Cropper, printers and stationers, Hey wood, Lancashire. 
Sloan & Co., booksellers and stationers, Southport, Lancashire. 

Dividends. 

Davis, B. D. (Liq.), stationer, Crown-buildings, Old Broad-st., and 
Lenthall-rd., Queen’s-rd., Dalston. 1st and final div. of 9d. 
At J. Hunt’s, Ludgate-square, Ludgate Hill. 

Motler, M. A. (Liq.), stationer, Bradford. 1st and final div. of 
6s. 8d., at W. Glossop’s, accountant, Bradford. 

Journalistic Syndicate.—With a capital of £1,000, in £5 shares, 
this company proposes to establish, print, and publish a newspaper 
to be called the Investigator. It was registered on the 25th ult. with 
the following as the first subscribers :— 

Shares. 
Isaac Montgomery Gadd, 50, Palmerston-buildings, journalist. 1 
Thomas Lowther, 37, Powis-square, journalist. 1 
John Hinton Symonds, 58. Pentonvilie-road, journalist. 1 
John McCollough, 75, Bishopsgate-street Within, journalist . 1 
Benjamin W. Harker, 79, Coleman-street, journalist. 1 
Jacob Birkett, 4s, Hill-street, Pulsham. 1 
William Henry Coleck, 50, Palmerston-buildings, journalist. 1 

Registered without articles. We are somewhat curious to know how 
the promoters intend to realize all that they promise in their prospectus 
with a capital which seems to us out of all proportion to the work to 

be accomplished. Newspapers are not nowadays established with a 
paltry £1,000. 

Adjudications in Bankruptcy. 

Scadding, W. W., stationer, hi, High-st., Thame. June 13. 
Talbot, J., bookseller, Mall, Tralee, Kerry. May 20. Off.-A., 

L. II. Deering. Sol., — Scallan. 

Dividends under Sequestration. 

Mundell, C., stationer, West Maitland-st., Edinburgh. 1st at 
Couper & Cook’s, George-st., Edinburgh. 

Nisbet, lL, printer, George-st., Glasgow. 1st at Thompson, Jack- 
son, Gourlay, & Taylor’s, Glasgow. 

Wood, A., bookseller, &c., Lanark. 1st at Miller & Ferguson’s, 

Queen-street, Glasgow. 

Metropolitan Printing Company.—This company proposes to 
carry on the business of printers, stationers, and publishers, and to 
divide its profits in the following manner, viz. :—1st. In payment of 
expenses of management, and the application to the depreciation of plant, 
machinery, and fixtures of such sum as the company at the ordinary 
general meeting may direct, but not exceeding annually 2\ per cent, 
on land and buildings, 7^ per cent, on machinery and fixtures, 10 per 
cent, on type, or such iarger sum as is also approved of by a vote 
given by ballot by a majority of the company’s workers, who have 
been continuously employed by the company for six months before 
any such vote is taken. 2nd. In payment of dividends not exceeding 
£6 per cent, per annum. 3rd. 2J per cent., or such larger percentage 
of the net profits as a general meeting may vote, will be devoted to 
educational, propagandist, or social purposes. 4th. For the formation 
of a reserve fund. The remainder of the profits will be divided into 
three equal parts, of which one will be appropriated to the sub¬ 
scribers, another to the customers, and the third to the company’s 
employes. The company was registered on the 19th ult., with a capital 
of £50,000, in £1 shares. The subscribers are :— 

Shares. 
W. H. Anthony, 15, Hogarth-road, South Kensington . 1 
Captain W. Taylor, Glenleigh, Hastings. 1 
E. V. Neale, 12, Church-road, Hampstead, barrister . 1 
W. Marshall, Gaston House, Bedford . 1 
Daniel Robert Scrutton, Newton Abbott. 1 
Edward Owen Greening, 6, The Terrace, Camden-square, managing 

director . 1 
Benjamin Jones, Orwell Cottages, Lower Norwood, manager . 1 

The directors (of whom there are to be five) are to be appointed by 
the subscribers ; qualification five shares. The company in general 
meeting will determine remuneration. Practical printers cannot fail to 
be amused by the proposed base of operations as outlined above. The 
promoters, it strikes us, are counting their chickens before they are 
hatched ; and they are likely to be sorely disappointed when they 
find out the actual profits they are likely to make even in the best con¬ 
ducted limited liability printing concern. The idea of giving their 
employes a vote in the financial management savours strongly of Robert 
Owen’s Utopian schemes. 

A petition has been presented for the winding-up of the Church 
Paper Company (Limited). 

Liquidations by Arrangement. 

Ashcroft, W., music-dealer and stationer, Greenough-st., Wigan. 

June 7. R. Stuart, sol., Wigan. 
Aston, E. Y., music and art publisher, Cheney-row, Sheffield, late 

trading as Aston & Co., Burncross; Chapeltown and West-st., 
Sheffield. June 11. W. J. Clegg & Sons, sols. 

Bailes, J. W., stationer, Suffolk-st., Sunderland. May 30. W. M. 

Skinner, sol., Sunderland. 
Beckingham, W. O., printer, trading as Becicingham Bros., 

Havant-st., Portsea, late Bernard-st., Southampton. June 20. 

H. F. Watts, sol., Southampton. 
Brueton, H. & C. F. Fowler, pen manufacturers, trading as Brue- 

ton, Fowler & Co., Weaman-st., Birmingham. May 26. 
W. Barber, sol, Cohnore-row, Birmingham. 

Coleman, J. A., printer and stationer, Princes-st., Norwich. June 6. 

A. Kent, sol., Norwich. 
Greenwood, W., newsagent, Queensbury, Northowram, Yorks. 

June 20. R. M. Stansfeld, sol., Halifax. 
PIolman, W., music-publisher, trading as Simpson & Co., Argyll-st. 

May 26. J. Hayward, sol., 27, Iving-st., Guildhall. 
Honey, W. J., printer and bookseller, Bideford. June 9. Hole & 

Peard, sols., Bideford. 
Humphreys, T. D., & C. Green, publishers, trading as Humphreys 

& Co. 274, Strand, 5, Eythorn-road, Brixton, and 8, Wycombe- 
rd., Tottenham. June 18. Id. F. Woods, sol., 63, St. Paul’s- 

churchyard. 
Jehring, II. J., newspaper publisher and proprietor, Marlcet-st., Man¬ 

chester. May 26. G. J. & P. Vanderpump, sols., 13, Gray’s- 

inn-square. 
Jones, W., map-mounter, Victoria-chambers, late Princes-st., West¬ 

minster. June 13. C. A. Swaine, sol., 40, King-st., E.C. 
Lipman, M. P., stationer, 7, Burton-cr., Euston-rd. May 22. H. Stani- 

land, sol., 19, Charterhouse-square. 
McLucas, A. A., newspaper proprietor, Pontypridd. June 7. W. PI. 

Morgan, sol., Pontypridd. 
McQueen, G. P., printseller and publisher, 49, Great Marlborough- 

st., and Addlestone, Surrey. June 19, Duncan, Warren, & 

Gardner, sols., 45, Bloomsbury-square. 
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Mills, R. J., printer, Ruabon, Denbighshire. May 29. J. Jones, 
sol., Wrexham. 

Noble, F. J., & G. Noble, paper board manufacturers, trading as 
F. J. Noble & Co., Alvington, Gloucestershire, and 3, George- 
yd., London. June 13. Messrs. Flarrison, sols., 3, Fowkes- 
buildings. 

Purchase, J., stationer, Flopefield-ter., Battersea-rise, and Idelmet- 
ct., Strand. May 26. J. Hayward, sol., 27, King-st., Cheapside. 

Slater, E., bookseller, St. Ann’s-sq., Manchester, and Beach House, 
Rusholme, near Manchester. May 3. E. R. Walker, sol., St. 
Ann’s-street, Manchester. 

Underwood, J. W., printer and paper-merchant, Salford and Patri- 
croft, late 79, Corporation-st., Manchester. June 18, C. Nuttall 
& Son, sols., 2, John Dalton-st., Manchester. 

Whitworth, J., newsagent and stationer, Listerhills-rd., Bradford. 
June 11. Peel & Gaunt, sols., Bradford. 

Wills, E. D., printers’ agent, 78, Dorset-street, Ilulme, Manchester. 
June 16. J. Hill, sol., St. Ann's-square, Manchester. 

Appointment of Trustees. 

Bunyard, J. B., stationer, trading as J. B. Bunyard & Co. (Liq.), 
Cow Cross-st. and Kentish Town. Tr., G. Pearce, leather 
manufacturer, 14, Bloomsbury-street. 

Culverwell, H., bookbinder, trading as Culverwell & Co. (Bkt.), 
Fleet-lane. Tr., W. Brooks, accountant, Coleman-street. 

Haigh, W., papermaker, (Bkt.), trading as W. Haigh & Co., 
Cefn-y-bedd, Flints. Tr., W. H. Hughes, auctioneer, Tib-lane, 
Manchester. 

Ingram, E. (Liq.), bookseller, Bangor, Carnarvonshire. Tr., J. G. 
Murdock, publisher, 41, Castle-street, Holborn, and W. Thomas, 
accountants, Llangefni, Anglesea. 

Jones, W., stationer (Bkt.), Conway and Colwyn Bay, Denbighshire. 
Tr., J. Pritchard, auctioneer, Bangor. 

Price, E., stationer, (Liq.), Bradford. Tr., E. B. Price, accountant, 
Old Jewry-chambers, London. 

Discharge Granted and Bankruptcy Closed. 

Penniall, A. T., & A. Penniall, printers, trading as Penniall & 
Son, (Bkt.), Kirby-st., Hatton Garden. Discharge granted June 12. 

Bills of Sale recently Filed. 

Alderson, F. A., bookseller and stationer, 89, Broad-st., Birming¬ 
ham, to G. F. Alderson. Filed June 5 .^635 

Almond, G., printer, 544, Commercial-rd. East, to National Mercan¬ 
tile Bank. Filed May 29 .^72, &c. 

Barrett, E. C., printer’s engineer, 33, Montague-rd., Dalston-lane 
East, to W. Smith. Filed May 31 .£75 

Bedell, J. M., printer and stationer, The Bower, London-rd., Forest 
Hill, to the National Mercantile Bank. Filed June 9, ^126, Sec. 

Blocksidge, E., printer and law stationer, 6, Union-st. and 33, 
Oxford-st., Dudley, toj. Bent. Filed May 29.£100, &c. 

Bradbury, G. H., printer, 3, back of 14, Colyear-street, Derby, to 
W. W. Woodward. Filed May 31 .,£62. 10s. 

Broome, A. M., stationer and clerk, 95, Lligh-st., Princes End, Staffs., 
to M. Gordon and others. Filed May 6.£28, &c. 

Brown, W. T., law stationer, Thorn Cottage, Goodbarne, Flixton, 
Lancs., toj. H. Howard. Filed June 16 .^30 

Bunyan, G. S., ink manufacturer, 8, Bramah-rd., North Brixton, to 
T. E. Worster. Filed June 12 ...,£125 

Burnf.s, C., printer, 25, Eldon-st., Liverpool, to D. Cohen. Filed 
May 27 ..£7, Sec. 

Clarke, W. & A. McCormack, paper merchants, 4, Worboys-cot- 
tages, Forest-rd., Leytonstone, and I, Cotton-st., Whitechapel, to 
the Essex Loan Office. Filed June 16 .£21, &c. 

Collins, J. J., printer, 5, Richmond-ter., Ingrave-st., Battersea, to 
Monetary Advance Company. Filed May 28 .,£30, &c. 

Colnaghi, B. O., advertising agent, 5, Munster-ter., Fulham, to 
H. Dicks. Filed June 14 ..£55 

Cubitt, F., stationer, 3, Crescent-pl., Hackney-rd, and Earl’s- 
buildings, Featherstone-st., to A. Bradbury. Filed May 30 . 

£14, &c. 
Daniel, E., bookseller and stationer, 50, Mill-st., Macclesfield, to 

M. A. Houghton. Filed May 27 ..£323 
Davies, J., bookbinder, 34, Art-st., Wolverhampton, Staffs., to M. 

Gordon and others. Filed June 5 .£7. 5s., &c. 
Dimmer, A. E., printer and bookbinder, 3, Beulah-villas, Weeks-rd., 

Ryde, Isle of Wight, to H. S. Jones. Filed June 13 .£60 
Drinkwater, J., bookseller and publisher, 19, Park-st., Southamp- 

ton-st., Camberwell, to FI. J. Dalton. Filed May 28 ...£21, &c. 
Dyson, H., newsagent and stationer, King-st., Hurst, near Ashton- 

under-Lyne, to S, Auerbach. Filed June 6 .£46 

Farrow, M., stationer, Chester-le-street, Durham, to I. Summerfield. 
Filed May 30 .£8, Sac. 

Fawcett, W. (Tr. in liq. of the estate of), printer, bookseller, sta¬ 
tioner, and newsagent, New Sleaford, Lincolnshire, to W. Faw¬ 
cett. Filed June 9 .£150, abs. sle. 

Fiddeman, E., printer, 18, Manchester-st., King’s Cross, toj. Sher¬ 
wood. Filed June 9.£100 

Forward, G., stationer and newsagent, 315, Deansgate, Manchester, 
to G. F. Hershall. Filed May 28 .£38 

France, T., newsagent, 16, Side, Newcastle, and 23, Hector-st., 
Gateshead, to I. Summerfield. Filed June 7.£50 

Gerosa, PL, newsagent, &c., 125, Ledbury-rd., Bayswater, to F. Fox. 
P'iled June 10 .£60 

Gould, S. R., bill-poster, 23, Queen-st., Scarborough, to S. Peacock. 
Filed June 20 .£60 

Gray, W. M., stationer, 44, Caroline-st., Hull, to the Yorkshire Dis¬ 
count Company. Filed June 23.£50. 8s. 

Hall, J., printer, 30, Church-st. and Paradise-sq., Sheffield, to 
H. Ball. Filed May 28 .£705. &c. 

Hall, W., printer, 57, Rawson-st., Farnworth, Lancashire, to 
M. Hall. Filed June 4.£60, See. 

Hargreaves, J. B., printer, Town-st., Batley Carr, Yorks., to 
G. Spur. Filed May 31 .£245, &c. 

Harries, J., stationer, Haverfordwest, to L. Fligelstone. Filed 
May 28 ..£580, &c. 

Hayward, F., stationer, 11, Gloucester-ter., Old Brompton-rd., to 
W. Knight and others. Filed May 29.£50 abs. sle. 

Healey, W. F., printer and bookbinder, 22, St. Martin’s-in-the- 
Fields and Princess-st., Chester, to J. P. Cartwright. Filed 
May 30., .£99. 10s. &c. 

Hopwood, J., printer and stationer, 93, Abbey-st., Accrington, Lancs., 
to R. Howorth. P'iled Junes .£270 

Houlgrave, P. G., printer, trading as P. Houghton, 140, West¬ 
minster Bridge-road, to P. A. Idoulgrave. Filed June 12. 

£300 
Hunter, J., printer, 1, Cross Turner-st., Sheffield, to W. Towers. 

Filed June 6.£6. i8s., &c. 
Jackson, R., publisher, Mitre-ct., Fleet-st., (B.S. of copyrights in, 

&c.), toj. Jackson and others. Filed June 10 ..£1,200 
Jewsbury, T. S., engraver on wood, 146, Cecil-st., Greenheys, Man¬ 

chester, to W. S. Brown. Filed June 19.£500 
Keating, P., lithographer and printer, 28, Marlborough-rd., Holloway, 

and 8, Old Jewry, to W. T. B. Lund. Filed May 28 .£400 
Keys, I. W. N., bookseller and stationer, trading as Keys & Son, 

52, Bedford-st., and33, Whimple-st., Plymouth, to F. Id. Goulding, 
Filed May 29.£690, abs. sle. 

McKenna, J. T., bookseller, 264, Catherine-st., Ashton-under-Lyne, 
to G. Platt. Filed May 29.£15. 6s., Sec. 

Moor, A. F. R., printer, stationer, Sec., IT, Fisher-gate, Nottingham, 
to R. W. Bailey and another, l'iled June 7 .£12 

Mustart, A., printer, 19, Stephenson-st, and 6, Brandling-ter., North 
Shields, to I. Summerfield. Filed May 30 .£100 

Pindar, G. A., printer, Scarborough, to G. K. Grice. Filed June 7. 
£40° 

Reede, W., printer, 4, College-pl., Kemp Town, Brighton, to 
M. Phillips. Filed May 30 .£6. 8s. Sec. 

Robinson, A., bookseller, 2, Lumby-st., Bradford, to E. Clifton. 
Filed june 21 .£17. ns. 

Saunders, J., printer, 7, Plough-ct., Fetter-ln., to J. M. Powell & 
Sons (agreement for hiring printing-plant, &c.). Filed June 14... 

Shaw, J., bookseller and stationer, 142, Wavertree-rd., Liverpool, to 
D. Lamb. Filed June 13 .£25, Sec. 

Shaw, T., & M. N. Keatinge (trading as Shaw & Co.), advertising 
agents, 20, Williamson-st., 20, Eversley-st., and 20, Moon-st., 
all Liverpool, to N. S. Hart. Filed June 18 ..£48 

Skinner, G. A., printer and box manufacturer, 37 and 5, Lower 
Whitecross-st. and 19, Bunhill-row, to S. Blaiberg. Filed June 14. 

„ . -£35 
Somerville, W., printer, 1, Boughton-st., Worcester, to P. Freed* 

man and another. Filed May 30.£11, Sec. 
Sterry, F. W., printer, 4, Commercial-rd, Gloucester, to S. H. May. 

Filed June 17.£177, Sec. 
Taylor, C., stationer, 486, Holloway-rd., to R. Neil. Filed June 6. 

£188 
Thompson, S., bookseller, 37, Nottingham-st., Sheffield, to S. Levi 

and another. Filed May 30.£10. 16s. &c. 
Tilney, Id. B., stationer and newsagent, 13, Tysoe-st., Clerkenwell, 

to A. W. Carpenter. Filed June 18 ...£48, See. 
Todd, G., stationer, 161, Brownlow Hill, Liverpool, to the Imperial 

Advance Bank. Filed June 7 .£20, Sec. 
Watson, J. J., bookseller and fancy dealer, 199, 204, and 206, New¬ 

market, Newcastle, toj. Drake. P'iled June 21 .£150 
White, G., printer, stationer, &c., 22, Pelion-lane, Halifax, to 

National Mercantile Bank. Filed May 28.£14, Sec. 
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Whitmore, S. A., printer and stationer, 18, Guild-st., Burton-on- 
Trent, to S. Rushton. Filed May 29.£240 

Whitney, S. A., stationer and newsagsnt, Bradford-villas, Wednes- 
bury-rd., and Bradford-st., Walsall, to M. Gordon and others. 
Filed June 19 ...£21, &c. 

Wood, J. H., printer and stationer, 22, Mill-st., Macclesfield, to 
G. Brownson. Filed June 11.£458- 16s. 

Woodland, J. W., printer, bookbinder, and stationers, 20, Iiigh-st., 
Runcorn, Cheshire, to J. Kenworthy. Filed June 19.£100 

Young, C., newsagent and stationer, 9, Redcliff-st., Redcliff, Bristol, 
to G. Williams. Filed May 28 .£27. 10s., &c. 

your purpose. But why engrave such work at all when it can be done 
either by dallastype or photozincotype ? 

David Smith, Toronto.—We have not seen any zincotypography 
equal to the sample you enclose, though we are acquainted with the 
best that has been done. It seems to us that your sample has been 
first engraved on copper in a non-reversed manner, then rolled up on 
the flat surface to add to the relief, and the wide spaces carefully built 
up. The plate would then resemble the mould of a block. By taking 
an electrotype from this a block of peculiar sharpness would be the 
result. See our answer to S. and J., in our June number. 

Meetings of Creditors, &c. 

An adjourned meeting for public examination in re H. Culverwell, 
has been held. The bankrupt was a bookbinder and manufacturer 
of leather goods, carrying on business at 31, Fleet-lane, under the firm 
of Culverwell & Co. The debts and liabilities were £1,023. 9s. 5d., 
and the assets ,£105. 9s. There being no opposition, Mr. Registrar 
Murray allowed the bankrupt to pass his examination. 

A meeting of the creditors of N. B. Downing, paper manufacturer 
and wholesale stationer, trading as Burgess & Co., of Lambeth Hill, 
also of the Mendip Paper Mills, Somerset, and Dublin, has recently 
been held, at which a scheme of arrangement was agreed upon, which 
provides that within 28 days after the date of the order of confirmation 
the debtor shall pay or cause to be paid to the trustee under the liqui¬ 
dation the sum of ,£6,000, the estate to remain vested in the trustee, 
who is to be at liberty to carry on the Mendip Paper Mills, the moneys 
to arise from the carrying on of the business or otherwise from the joint 
estate, together with the £6,000, to be applied in the first place in pay¬ 
ment of the costs, and in the second place in payment of a composition 
of Ss. in the pound by certain instalments. The debtor was also to 
receive his discharge in due course. When the case came before 
Mr. Registrar Brougham for confirmation he expressed an opinion that 
the resolutions went somewhat too far and had a tendency to interfere 
with the rights of creditors as against the estate of Burgess & Co. He 
therefore ordered an adjournment for further consideration. 

The case of T. F. Newell, paper manufacturer, carrying on business 
in Cloak-lane, and at Harefield, Middlesex, came recently before the 
London Bankruptcy Court. He had filed his petition for liquidation 
in June, 1878, and a trustee had been duly appointed. The trustee now 
made an application to set aside a payment of £250 made by the debtor to 
Mr. R. Y. Barnes, who had acted as his accountant, shortly before the filing 
of the petition. The debts secured and unsecured were about £10,400, 
and assets, subject to realization, £3,800. The trustee claimed the 
return of the £250, upon the ground that the payment was a fraudulent 
preference under the 92nd section of the Act. Mr. Watkin Williams 
and Mr. Ringwood appeared for the trustee, and Mr. Francis Turner 
for the respondent. Mr. Registrar Hazlitt was of opinion that the 
payment in question was made under pressure, and that it was not 
invalidated by the fact that the debtor shortly afterwards filed his 
petition for liquidation. In his view, having regard to the pressure, it 
would have been immaterial if the payment had been made on the day 
before the petition was filed. The matter had been properly inquired 
into by the trustee, but upon the evidence adduced he considered that 
the application ought to be dismissed. 

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS, 

INDEX TO TRADE ANNOUNCEMENTS. 
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Bacon & Son, Machinagraphists, &c. 143 
Bacon, J. E. & A. S., Machina¬ 

graphists . 145 
Baddeley & Reynolds, Die 

Sinkers, &c.  149 
Barrett, R., Printers’ Engineer .. 145 
Bayes & Co., Printers’ Brokers .... 142 
Benjngfield, T.—Crown Hotel 

Gardens and Fishery. 144 
Bird, W. H., Printers'Broker. 144 
Birmingham Machinists’ Co.— 

Printers’ Engineers. 142 
Brehmer, A.—Wire Book-Sewing 

Machines . 147 
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Foot Brothers, Machine Printers 
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Littlejohn, G. S., Draughtsman.. 143 
Lorilleux fils Aine, Printing Inks 164 
Macintyre, W. — Cardboards, 

Papers, &c. 152 
Mayo,. H., Show Card and Label 

Varnish Manufacturer.144, 145 
McIntosh, G.—Transfer Ink and 
Paper. 147 
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Middleton & Co., Multiple Colour 
Printing Apparatus. 153 

Miscellaneous Advertisements.. 146 
Monnery, W.—Printers’ Blankets, 
&c. 154 

Moore, C. F., Printers’ Smith _ 143 
Najork & Prajtorius—Chromo 
Paper. 152 

Newsum, Wood, & Dyson— 
Machines . 159 

Parsons & Davis — “ Graphic 
Machines ” . 158 

Parsons, Fletcher, & Co.—Inks 155 
Paul, J. C.—Printing Materials .. 145 
Phillips, Son, & Entwisle.—Gold 

and Silver Leaf, &c. 147 
Shanks, Revell, & Co., Patent 

Type Founders . 149 
Shuttleworth & Bunn, Printers 

to the Trade. 142 
Silk, Printers' Broker . 143 
Situations—Vacant and Wanted .. 146 
Slater & Palmer—Printing Inks.. 155 
Stoneham, W. G., Trade Book¬ 

binder . 144 
Sutcliffe Bros.—“Backus” Water 
Motor.   145 

Tayi.or & Richmond, Lithographers 
to the Trade. 145 

Teale & Co., Rye House . 145 
Tenders for Printing for the 

Government of Dublin .142 
Thompson, Printers’ Machinist .... 142 
Tilby, W. H., Wood Engraver .... 144 
Tozer, H. E.—Lineotype. 143 
Victory Machine Company .... 143 
Wellington & Co., Engravers on 

Copper .  144 
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Westleys & Co., Bookbinders.... 144 
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Willmott & Sons, Machine Rulers 144 
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Durable Printers’ Roller Com¬ 
position Company. 4 

Mann & Co.—Litho Machine . 2 
Slater, H. & L., Fancy Paper, &c., 
Manufacturer. 1 

Thomson, Sterne, & Co.—Emery 
Wheels, &c. 3 

P. S.—We are unable to find room to report Wayzgoose Meetings. 

H. W. & V.—We will write to you privately. Pray excuse our 
delay. 

E. E. H.—Many thanks for your enclosure. As you will see, we 
have a paragraph on the subject. 

L. P. & Co., Boston, U.S.A.—We hope you will receive a private 
reply to your letter to us from two quarters. 

W. H., Edinburgh.—We cannot understand why the copies have 
not reached you. They have been sent. Thanks for advising us of the 
postal irregularity. 

J. B. L., Ashton-under-Lyne.—We think the reason of the im¬ 
pression on silk from the block looking less bright and clear than the 
similar impression from stone, is that the ink you have used is not of a 
sufficiently intense character. You will doubtless succeed if you use a 
good ink suitable for wood-cuts. 

A Worker.—Your queries have been mislaid, (i) We believe that 
the illustrations in Scribner s Month y are wood engravings, involving 
very careful cutting. (2) We think you will not succeed in laying 
down prints on type-metal by the same method as employed on wood. 
Perhaps some lithographer friend could succeed in transferring recent 
ones by the anastatic method, and so roll them in ink as to answer 
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PAPER AND PAPER-MAKING. 
EADERS of our Bibliography of 

Printing will become acquainted, 
should they not have previously 
enjoyed the privilege, with a note¬ 
worthy American printer, Mr. Joel 
Munsell, of Albany, New York, 
whose pen has for a long series of 
years been engaged in useful offices 
for the amusement and instruction 
of the craft. Reference is made, 
with the brevity absolutely imposed 

upon us by the hugeness of the bibliographical task we 
have undertaken, to Mr. Munsell’s “ Chronology of Paper¬ 
making,” a characteristic and original work. Its object is to 
trace the progress of the manufacture of paper from the 
earliest times and in all countries. Not only is Paper 
dealt with, but the various substances which from time to 
time have been used to record events. The progress of 
invention and use for more than two thousand years is 
given; the information embracing the gradual spread of the 
manufacture throughout the world ; the dates of successive 
improvements, and interesting incidents attending their 
growth; statistics of all matters pertaining to the trade; 
the fluctuation of prices ; vicissitudes by fire and flood; 
and necrology of eminent manufacturers. In short, the 
“ Chronology ” constitutes a storehouse of facts important 
to be known by those who are professionally connected 
with the paper trade, as well as by those who are interested 
in paper as the chief literary vehicle for recording thoughts 
and events. 

Mr. Munsell was lately the proprietor of one of the oldest 
printing-offices in the States, and one that is honourably 
distinguished for the excellence of its productions and the 
extent of its operations. He is also an antiquary who 
has contributed considerably to the elucidation of the early 
history of the locality in which he dwells. He has, further, 
done good service to the literature of Transatlantic typo¬ 
graphy, especially in connection with the new edition of 
Isaiah Thomas’s “ History.” Mr. Munsell accordingly 
seems to be one of those useful, enterprising, industrious 
citizens, not few on the other side of the Atlantic, 
who determinedly make leisure from their ordinary avoca¬ 
tions to achieve what entitles them to be regarded as 

benefactors to the community, their profession, and the 
reading world generally. He says in the “ Finale ”—a sort 
of colophon, of a decided American tone—“ The collector 
of these disjunctive conjunctives proposes, with this fifth 
edition, in the fifty-second year of his typographical career, 
to let the paper-manufacture go on as it may, without any 
surveillance of his, with best wishes for its prosperity to the 
end of time.” We trust, however, that this “ envoi" may 
not really be a final one ; but that, at least in some other 
and cognate line of investigation or research, we may, for 
many years to come, encounter Mr. Munsell’s quaint and 
eminently useful pen. 

To show the importance of the subject which Mr. Mun¬ 
sell has taken up, we may extract, in the first place, from 
nearly the close of his book, the following “ figurative ” 
paragraph:—“There are about 1,300 millions of human 
beings inhabiting the globe. Of these, 360 millions have 
neither paper nor writing materials of any kind. A paper 
made from the stalks and leaves of plants is used by 500 
millions of the Mongolian race ; 10 millions use for graphic 
purposes tablets of wood; 130 millions—the Persians, 
Hindoos, Armenians, and Syrians—have paper made from 
cotton; while the remaining 300 millions use the ordinary 
staple. The annual consumption by this latter number is 
estimated at 1,800 million lb., an average of 6 lb. to 
the person, which has increased from 2\ lb. during the 
last 50 years. To produce this amount of paper, 200 
million lb. of woollen rags, besides great quantities of linen 
rags, straw, wool, and other materials, are yearly consumed. 
The paper is manufactured in 3,960 paper-mills, employing 
90,000 male and 180,000 female labourers. The propor¬ 
tionate amounts of the different kinds of paper are stated to 
be—of writing-paper 300 million lb.; printing-paper, 900 
million lb.; wall-paper, 400 million lb. ; and 200 million 
lb. of blotting, wrapping, &c., paper.” We cannot accept 
such a general statement as being very closely accurate; 
but it is probably sufficiently approximative as to present 
a tolerably good idea of the vast dimensions of the paper 
“ interest ” throughout the world. 

There are few among our modern trades whose history 
runs back to “ B.C. 670,” the date at which Mr. Munsell’s 
Chronology opens; and we cannot wonder at the hetero¬ 
geneousness which characterizes his facts when he has to 

z 
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commence with such substances as the inner bark and 
leaves of trees, and the skins and membranes of animals, 
which were the substances used for writing purposes before 
the fabrication of true paper. We are sorry that, some¬ 
what pedantically we imagine, he refers to such materials as 
stones and bricks ; for however much these may throw 
light on the history of printing and engraving, they are 
clearly beyond the purview of a writer who has to deal 
with paper and its precursors. It is only the flexible 
materials used by the ancients for writing on that have any 
analogy to, and can be in any remote manner regarded as, 
early relations of modern paper. The skins of animals, as 
might be expected, were utilized for this purpose soon 
after flesh-eating was permitted. Of the early forms and 
modes of preparation we have no account, until about 
200 B.C., when an improved form was made at Pergamus, 
whence we have, through Pergamenta charta, the origin of 
our word parchment. There are, however, no parchment 
manuscripts now preserved of any very high antiquity. All 
very early records made upon skins have, through some 
unknown cause, been lost or destroyed. This substance, 
together with a similar preparation (vellum), has continued 
in use ever since, but only for official documents, and 
occasionally as a species of curiosity. There is no useful 
quality inherent in either, except their less liability to being 
torn; otherwise paper can be made which will surpass them 
in every respect, especially in durability. 

In regard to the use of trees and leaves as writing 
material, it may be said that only in tropical countries 
could such a supply be attainable. There animal sub¬ 
stances are prone to rapid decay; while leaves of great 
size, strength, and toughness are readily procurable. The 
skin of such leaves is frequently utilized. The so-called 
Chinese rice-paper, used for flower-painting, making arti¬ 
ficial flowers, &c., is an example. 

The nearest ancient approach to our common paper was 
the papyrus. It was known from a very early period, Pliny 
and other Roman authors giving very circumstantial 
accounts of the finding of books made of papyrus which 
would be of the date 700 B.C. This record, however, is' 
doubtful, yet there is evidence in the wrappings of the 
Egyptian mummies of papyrus rolls of even a more remote 
date. Pliny also gives some particulars of the manufac¬ 
ture of the material; but these, though generally accepted 
even up to our own times, have been found, quite recently, 
to be very erroneous. The microscope, whose use in 
investigations relating to paper is of the very highest im¬ 
portance, has been brought to bear on ancient specimens ; 
and future writers on the subject must accordingly modify 
their statements on this point. 

At what particular time the true paper, made from an 
intermixed pulp, was actually introduced, is not now known. 
Evidence, however, seems to point to an Eastern source, 
yet this is eminently untrustworthy. Some writers have 
said that cotton paper was first made in Japan; but, on 
being investigated, the statement was discovered to haye 
no foundation whatever. It has also been said that cotton 
paper was first made from Egyptian mummy-cloths, whereas 
these were invariably of linen. 

The early mode of paper-making was by pounding the 
material—generally linen, or mixed linen and cotton rags— 
in a mortar. Previously there was, most likely, a process 
of fermentation, which helped to separate and partially to 
disintegrate the vegetable cells. This gave as a result a 
material hardly finer than would now be called “ half 
stuff,” and one of great strength, though not so fine as 
modern paper. It is, undoubtedly, from this cause that 
the earliest printed books, about 400 years old, and those 

published from that time on for a century or more, show 
a paper which, in spite of use and the effects of time, is 
in every way better and stronger than that found in books 
printed in the present century. 

Mr. Munsell’s book shows that while all vegetable sub¬ 
stances can be made into paper, there must be great 
difference in economy in the use of particular ones. The 
question is, however, not the practicability of making paper 
from a vast number of vegetable fibres, but the utility or 
economy of doing so. Some sorts of raw material are so 
scarce that they would give but an infinitesimal proportion 
of the quantity of stuff required. Others are only to be 
obtained at certain seasons, and cannot be relied on. 
Others are too expensive. A vast amount of money has, 
from time to time, been simply thrown away in taking out 
patents for material which could never be profitably manu¬ 
factured. So fatuous have inventors been, that several 
utterly useless and absurd materials have been patented 
three or four times over. In regard to nearly all of these a 
quantity of interesting material is given in the work under 
notice. 

Mr. MunselPs “ Chronology ” is, in short, an aggregation 
of facts, or what are more or less facts, for the authenticity 
of many of the statements is unavouched ; and it bears 
the same relationship to a connected history of the paper 
manufacture as Timperley’s Dictionary does to a history of 
printing. It is equally useful, readable, and a work of 
patience, industry, and research. The necessarily discon¬ 
nected nature of the paragraphs is to a great extent 
remedied by an excellent index, which in many instances 
enables the reader to pursue one topic from the beginning 
to the end of the book. 

PRACTICAL PAPERS ON 
PRINTING-MACHINES AND MACHINE-PRINTING, 

CHAPTER XXIII. 

Rotary Newspaper Machines—Continued. 

The Hoe and the Northumbrian Rotary Machines. 

EFORE the introduction of the 
purely rotary machine the large 
six and eight feeders of Messrs. 
Hoe’s construction were univer¬ 
sally adopted in the production 
of daily newspapers. The first 
erected in Europe was made for 
the Parisian paper La Patrie. 
We believe this to have been 
only a four-feeder, and capable 
of printing 4,000 copies per hour 

on one side. The inventor saw, however, that by increasing 
the number of feed-drums and the size of the type- 
cylinder that the number produced could be proportionably 
multiplied, and in a short time these machines were made 
with as many as ten feeding-drums. As the large cylinder 
made 1,000 revolutions per hour 10,000 copies were printed 
in that space of time, but, as before mentioned, on one 
side only. The first machine started in England was erected 
to print Lloyd's Newspaper. Shortly after this the Times or¬ 
dered two, the stipulation being imposed that they should 
be built by an English firm. Sir Joseph Whitworth was 
selected by Messrs. Hoe, but in consequence of the 
gradual adoption of their machine, Messrs. Hoe soon found 
it necessary to erect a factory in this country for the purpose. 

The great space required for their erection, and the 
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multiplicity of hands necessary in their working, rendered 
them, however, very expensive machines, and immediately 
upon the introduction of the reel they were discarded. The 
inventor of the first Hoe machine certainly deserves 
great credit, as it undoubtedly led our modern engineers to 
turn their attention to the rotary principle. Added to this 
it was simple in construction, and consequently rarely 
out of repair, two qualities which were readily appreciated 
by the newspaper printer. 

The enterprising makers of the Hoe machine, however, 
were not to be left behind, and in 1873 they made their 
purely Rotary Machine, and it was speedily introduced into 
this country, the first one singularly enough, as in the case 
of the previous machine, being erected to print Lloyd's News¬ 
paper ; similar machines are now also used in the Telegraph, 
Standard, and Daily Chronicle offices. We may mention 
that four of the Hoe Rotary have been erected to print the 
Liverpool Mercury. These latter machines were made in 
New York. 

Though in appearance it is somewhat similar to other 
rotary machines, it differs in many material points. The 
roll of paper is placed immediately above the type-cylinders, 
which are fitted in a horizontal frame. The second 
impression-cylinder is three times the diameter of the 
first, and, unlike the latter, which is parallel with the 
type-cylinder, lies underneath. The advantage of having 
this cylinder larger is soon apparent, as it will be noted 
that the impression is given on three different portions, so 
that it obviates, to a certain extent, the set-off. The size of 
the machine is as follows: Length, 19 ft.; width, 8 ft.; 
height, 8 ft. 

The sheet, after having been printed by the inner form, 
passes under the cylinder to the outer, and thence between 
two cutting-cylinders, which are the same in diameter as the 
type-cylinders. The knife does not completely sever the 
sheets, a process which is effected by a separate series of 
tapes, which travel faster than those on the main portion 
of the machine, and drag the sheet away from the pre¬ 
ceding one, placing a regulated space between them. The 
sheets then travel over a drum having a slightly greater 
circumference than the length of the paper, and when nine 
or any desired number of sheets are gathered they are 
directed by a switch down the flyers, and are deposited on 
the taking-off board. A plan for dividing the sheets into 

quires has been adopted in Messrs. Lloyd’s. Upon the 
delivery of every 27 sheets (which is the regulation quire 
of Lloyd's) the table is slightly moved by means of cams to 
the right or left, as may be most convenient; consequently 
the quires can be easily and quickly separated as required. 

The inking apparatus to each type-cylinder consists of 
two drums parallel with each other, and they are each pro¬ 
vided with a series of vibrators and wavers. These are 
placed in the horizontal side-frame on the same level as 
the type-cylinders. 

Speed.—The machine prints upon an average 14,400 
perfect sheets per hour, and it is unnecessary to say that 
the fitting is in every respect perfect. 

Folding-machines can be fitted when required. 
As is the case with all the rotary machines, a complete 

stereo foundry is specially supplied. 

The Northumbrian Rotary.—This machine is the 
invention of Messrs. Donnison, a firm of printers’ engineers, 
of Newcastle, and is better known, perhaps, in the north 
of England than amongst London printers. It is used 
in printing the Edinburgh Evening News, Sunderland Daily 
Post, and the Dundee Evening News. 

It consists of six cylinders arranged parallel to each 
other in a horizontal frame, those at each end being used 
for the distribution of the ink. Next to the ink-drums are 
placed the type-cylinders, the impression being given by the 
two centre ones. The paper is placed at either end of the 
machine above the cylinders on standards, and when one 
is exhausted the other can be quickly attached. Thus 
little time is lost in re-starting. The paper passes horizon¬ 
tally from the reel over a roller directly above the centre of 
the machine, then on to the first impression-cylinder, and 
from thence to the second. It is then conducted to the 
cutting-cylinders beneath, when, by means of an oscillating 
frame or divider, it is directed alternately into sets of 
delivery-tapes on either side. The sheets are then struck 
down to the taking-off boards by means of flyers. The 
latter necessarily have a rapid motion, but as they only 
rise the fifth of a right-angle they perform their work 
steadily and satisfactorily. 

The ductors are placed behind the ink-cylinders, which 
are each provided with three wavers. 

An improvement is to be noted in this machine in the 

Fig. £7.—Hoe “Web” Perfecting Machine, 
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Fig. 58.—The Northumbrian Rotary Machine. 

unwinding of the reel, which is assisted by a small roller 
placed directly above and working upon the inner form 
cylinder. By this the drag is considerably reduced, the 
small roller mentioned performing the work which is 
mostly done by the cylinders as the impression is taken. 

Size and Speed.—A machine large enough to print the 
Times measures 14ft. by 5ft., and about 5ft. 6in. in height. 
As there is no gearing below the base of the frame no pit is 
required. The average speed is about 9,000 perfect copies 
per hour. 

(To be continued.') 

PATENTS, NEW AND LAPSED, 

SPECIFICATIONS RELATING TO PRINTING. 

Published in July, 1879. 

IMPROVEMENTS in the Manufacture and Construction of Dating 
Stamps, and in high adjustable Band Type made from Caoutchouc 
or other Flexible or Elastic Material to be used therewith. 
Cooke, G. K. [No. 4773. Nov. 23, 1878. 6d. Drawings.]— 
The name of the day and of the month, and the figures for the 
month and year, are made upon separate bands so arranged that 
the corresponding numbers, &c., can be adjusted to one opening 
ready for use in printing. 

Improvements in the Mode of Transferring Photographic Pictures. 
Pixis, T. [No. 5036. Dec. 9, 1878. 4d. No drawing.]— 
Refers to the use of transfer paper and a drying ink for transferring 
prints from phototype plates to wood blocks and other substances. 

Improvements in Printing Presses or Machines. Lake, H. PI. [From 
G. W. Prouty, Boston, U.S.A. No. 1320. April 3, 1879. 8d. 
Drawings.]—Relates to small platen machines in which the type- 
form is stationary. There are fourteen claims for various improve¬ 
ments. 

Improvements in Lithographic and Letterpress Printing-machines. 
Mann, G. & Pollard, C. [No. 4508. Nov. 7, 1878. 6d. 
Drawings.]—Relates to the taking-off apparatus recently described 
by us. See P. T. & L. for March last, p. 50. 

Improvements in the Manufacture of Paper and in the Machinery 
therefor. Busbridge, T. PL [No. 4934. Dec. 3, 1878. 2d. 
No Drawing. Provisional Protection only.] — Proposes to 
imitate hand-made paper by sizing the paper when in a wet state, 
and thereby dispensing with the steam-drying cylinders. 

Improvements in Cylinder Printing Machines. Clark, A. M. [From 
A. H. Marinoni, Paris. No. 4922. Dec. 2, 1878. is. 2d. 
Drawings.]—These improvements refer to cylinder-machines 
generally, whether working with mechanical folders or receivers, 
and whether fed from a roll, and the continuous web be cut before 
or after printing, or whether the paper be laid on in sheets. The 
claims are various and nine in number. 

Improvements in Printing-Presses. Godfrey, A. [No. 4935. Dec. 3, 
1878. 6d. Drawings.]—Relates to small platen-machines, and 
comprises a more perfect method of operating the platen, fitting 
the type to its bed, better distribution, and stopping and starting 
the machine. 

Improvements in Machinery or Apparatus employed in Printing. 
Croxon, C. E. [No. 5003. Dec. 6, 1878. 6d. Drawings.]—- 
1 he type form is fixed, over all, in an inverted position. The 
platen is attached to a vibrating lever having its axis at the lower 
part of the machine. By means of a cam motion the platen is 
made to rest while the type bed is lowered. The inking rollers 
vibrate with the platen. The whole is driven by a treadle or 
other motion. 

A New or Improved Process for Ornamenting China, Glass, Wood, 
Iron, and other substances. Winterhoff, F. [No. 5098. 
Dec. 12, 1878. 4d. No Drawing.]—Chromo-pictures are printed 
upon paper coated with starch and subsequently gum-arabic. 
They are then transferred to any suitable surface by means of 
varnish in the manner well known in the process of decalcomanie. 

A New or Improved Perforating Instrument or Apparatus for producing 
Writings and Designs in Perforations. Wilson, PIansen & 
Treinen. [No. 5>009- Dec. 7, 1878. 6d. Drawing.]—There 
is enclosed within the head of the instrument a spring mechanism 
for actuating a needle point which makes the perforations upon the 
paper. The whole presents an appearance somewhat similar to a 
small measuring tape case mounted upon the top of an ever-pointed 
pencil. The object is to produce a perforated stencil suitable for 
printing from in a manner previously well known. 

Improvements in Pressing and Bundling Papers and an Flydraulic 
Pressing Machinery to be Employed therefor. Clark, A. M. 
[From J. W. Jones, Harrisburg, Pa., U.S.A. No. 5273. Dec. 
24, 1878. 6d. Drawings.]—-This patent extends to eleven claims, 
but as we give a notice of the invention among our “Jottings” in 
the present number it is unnecessary to describe it here. 

LAPSED PATENTS RELATING TO PRINTING. 
Improvements in Machinery for Delivering and Counting printed Sheets 

of Paper. Farmer, J. [No. 2675. June 29, 1876.] 
Improvements in the Preparation of Bankers’ Cheques and other printed 

Forms. Hodges, F. H. [No. 1965. June 29, 1872.] 
Improvements in Cylinder Printing Machines. Clark, A. M. 

[From A. H. Marinoni, Paris. No. 2041. July 5, 1872.] 
Improvements in Rotary Colour-printing Machinery. Dobson, J. & 

McCardle, A. [No. 2842. July 12, 1876.] 
Improvements in Machinery for Making and Composing Type for 

Printing. Lake, W. R. [From the Westcott Type-setting Co., 
New York. No. 2111. July 12, 1872.] 

Improvements in the Surface Finishing of Paper, and in the Machinery 
or Apparatus employed therefor. McLaurin, P. [No. 2856. 
July 13, 1876.] 

Improvements in Apparatus or Appliances for Folding Paper. 
Duncan, Wilson, & Wilson. [No. 2908. July 15,' 1876.] 

Improvements in Machinery for Lithographing and Letter-press 
Printing. NEWSUM, G. [No. 2139. July 17, 1872.] 

New Method of and Apparatus for cleaning Lithographic Stones. 
Wise, W. L. [From F. WlLHELMl, Reudnitz-Leipzig. No. 
2980. July 22, 1876.] 
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BIBLIOGRAPHY OF PRINTING, 

AASLIEB (W.). Peter Schoffer und die 
Erfindung der Buchdruckerkunst. Ein 
Kulturbild. Neu-Ruppin : 1868. 8vo. 
pp. 188, and four coloured plates. 

McCorquodale & Co.’s Specimens of 
Book Work. London : 1849. 4to. 

Messrs. McCorquodale & Co. are extensive 
printers at Newton-le-Willows, Lancashire, and 
“The Armoury," Southwark. Of late years 
they have made a speciality of railway printing. 

McCkeery (John). The Press : a Poem. 
Published as a Specimen of Typo¬ 

graphy. Part I. Liverpool: 1803. Large 4to. 8 leaves of 
prefatory matter, 29 pages of poetry, and 20 pages of notes. 

— The Press : a Poem. Part II. London : 1827. Large 4to. 
5 leaves of prefatory matter, and 80 pages of poetry, &c. 

An admirable poem, very elegantly 
printed, and creditable alike to the 
mental and technical abilities of the 
author. The first part bears the im¬ 
print : “ Liverpool: Printed by J. 
McCreery, Houghton Street; and sold 
by Cadell & Davies, Strand, London ; " 
while the second bears the words: 
“London: Printed by J. McCreery; 
published by T. Cadell, in the Strand, 
and W. Simpkin & R. Marshall, Sta¬ 
tioners’ Hall Court." The dedication 
of the first part runs:—“To William 
Roscoe, Esq., the following work, the 
production of a Press which he has been 
instrumental in establishing, is inscribed, 
as a testimony of gratitude and respect, 
by his faithful friend, the Author." 

In the preface Mr. McCreery states 
that for some time he had felt convinced 
that it was in the power of printers to 
produce a degree of excellence greater 
than had ever been attained, at least so 
far as his own observation had extended. 
He was afterwards, however, surprised 
to find that excellence already attained 
in some of the early specimens of the 
typography of Bulmer and Bensley. 
“An unexpected event" started him in 
the race of improvement, but he soon 
experienced the difficulty of carrying out 
his project, owing to his location at 
Liverpool. He then refers in warm 
terms to the impulse given to the pro¬ 
gress of type-founding by Baskerville. 
Mr. Martin, whose abilities were so con¬ 
spicuously displayed in the productions 
of the Shakespeare Press, was a pupil of 
Baskerville's school, and by the liberality 
of George Nicol, Esq., he (the author) 
was enabled to boast of being the first 
who had participated with Mr. Bulmer 
in the use of those types. Reference is 
also made to the “perfection” to which 
wood-engraving had been carried, Messrs. 
Thomas & John Bewick being chiefly 
instrumental in bringing about this con¬ 
summation. One of their pupils, Mr. 
Henry Hole, executed the ornaments 
with which the book is embellished, 
while an artist of the greatest emi¬ 
nence—Mr. John Thurston—was en¬ 
gaged to draw the designs. Allusion 
is further made to the ink, to obtain 
which Mr. McCreery states that he had 
recourse to experiments many of which 
were of an expensive and troublesome 
nature. His object was to produce an 
ink of “richness and warmth of colour¬ 
ing" in place of the “deep and glaring 
black, which displeases, whilst it fatigues 
and injures the eye." 

The poem itself is said to be “the pro¬ 
duction of those hours that I have been 
able to snatch from avocations of a more 
important nature to myself and family,” 
and it “ is not exhibited as the offspring 
of academic study or uninterrupted lei¬ 
sure, but is chiefly intended for that pur¬ 
pose which the title-page has already 
sufficiently expressed." The piece has 
been frequently reprinted, but we quote 
the opening lines—an apostrophe to “The 
Press”—to show the style of the versi¬ 
fication :— 

“ Sire of our art, whose genius first 
designed 

This great memorial of a daring mind, 
And taught the lever with unceasing play 
To stop the waste of time’s destructive 

sway. 

The verse — O great progenitor ! be 
thine, 

Late, but sincere, where all thy worth 
shall shine; 

What printer ever since thy distant days, 
Hath touched the strings responsive to 

thy praise ? 
With trembling hand the boon let me 

bestow, 
Hear then ye nations what to him ye 

owe." 

At the end of the first part are 18 
pages of notes, explanatory and histori¬ 
cal, with quotations from Palmer’s “ His¬ 
tory of Printing," Luckombe’s “ History," 
&c. As a tail-piece is given “ a perspec¬ 
tive view of the press at which this work 
was printed." It is a wooden two-pull 
press, and the excellence of the impres¬ 
sion throughout the book shows the 
capabilities of that since somewhat de¬ 
spised appliance. 

The second part is thus dedicated :— 
“To William Roscoe, Esq., this further 
effort to record the powers of the Press 
is inscribed with feelings of undiminished 
attachment and regard, by his old friend 
the Author." In the preface Mr. 
McCreery stated that the preceding 
part was never regarded by him in any 
other point of view than as an endeavour 
to exhibit a specimen of the improved 
state of the art in the town in which it 
was produced. He subsequently con¬ 
ceived that “a further development of 
the noble attributes of this discovery 
[printing] might be acceptable to the 
public.” Hence, in the present part he 
exhibits “ the practice of the art in the 
present day." He goes on to say that 
within a few years an almost entire re¬ 
volution had taken place in the art, 
which was becoming merely a trade. 
“ One species of competition is fast 
hurrying it on to degradation—the com¬ 
petition in cheapness, or the discovery of 
a method of being able to labour without 
remuneration.” The second part is not 
as satisfactory as the first, and bears 
evidence in places of the influence of a 
moroseness of temper which had to some 
extent overcome the author. There are 
many references to merely ephemeral 
or now forgotten events, as well as 
allusions of a merely political character. 
Roscoe, who is spoken of throughout in 
the warmest terms, was a Liverpool mer¬ 
chant and a man of high culture, whose 
“Lives of the Medici" has become a 
standard work. Rathbone, Currie, 
Rushton, and ,Mallet were Liverpool no¬ 
tabilities, probably patrons of McCreery. 
Twenty pages at the end are occupied 
by “ Miscellaneous Pieces," such as 
Lines to an Infant Daughter, to his 
friend Edward Rushton, to his wife, and 
an ode on the death of the Princess 
Charlotte, &c., all displaying marked 
poetic ability, as well as much delicacy 
of feeling and elegance of expression. 
There is a neat tail-piece, with the motto 
Nec tempore ullo, in a wreath surround¬ 
ing the author’s monogram. The en¬ 
graving bears the name “ W. Hughes." 

Mr. John McCreery, of whom, we 
are sorry to say, very slight biographical 
particulars have been preserved, was 
a native of Ireland. His Liverpool 
printing-office was in Houghton Street, 
and between the publication of the two 
parts he had removed to London. He 

was entrusted by some of the leading 
publishers, such as Alderman Cadell, 
with the production of some of the most 
important works of the time, and all his 
books are highly commendable for their 
typographical execution. 

He is believed to have suffered pecu¬ 

niarily on the subsidence of the biblio¬ 
mania, as al%o did several other notable 
printers. He died in 1832. Hansard 
(“ Typographia," p. 284) makes various 
favourable references to McCreery’s 
poem, and indeed reprints it entire. 

Machris (Charles). The Printer’s Book of Designs. Containing 
various and sundry Designs, executed with Brass Rule. Detroit 
(Mich.) : 1877. 8vo. pp. 52. 

This little book gives a great many original designs useful to the jobbing printer, 
either for copying or creating new ideas. 

Macintosh (Charles A.). Popular Outlines of the Press, Ancient 
and Modern; or a Brief Sketch of the Origin and Progress of 
Printing, and its Introduction into this Country. With a Notice 
of the Newspaper Press. London : 1858. 161110. pp. xii. 224. 

In the preface it is stated that the 
principal object sought to be attained is 
to furnish an insight into the origin and 
progress of letterpress printing. Al¬ 
though, as the author admits, he can 
adduce little that is novel respecting the 
historical and practical details of print¬ 
ing, the subject has been rendered inte¬ 
resting to the general reader by the 
introduction of miscellaneous and anec¬ 
dotal matter. 

The author of this work is a London 
master printer, and is the son of the late 
Mr. A. Macintosh, printer, of Great New 
Street, Fetter Lane, who died at his 
residence, Duncan Terrace, Islington, 

19th May, 1865, in his 78th year. Mr. 
Macintosh, sen., was during his earlier 
years employed in the University Print¬ 
ing Press at Cambridge, where he was 
brought into contact with the celebrated 
Rev. Charles Simeon, through whom, on 
his coming to London, be was recom¬ 
mended to the Jews’ Society as one of 
the few compositors qualified to read 
Hebrew characters, and to print or cor¬ 
rect Hebrew quotations. It was to this 
society that he attributed his rise in life. 
He lived to superintend a large estab¬ 
lishment, and left behind him the 
memory of an honest, genial, and worthy 
man. 

MacKellar (Thomas). The American Printer: a Manual of 
Typography, containing Complete Instructions for Beginners, as 
well as Practical Directions for Managing every Department of a 
Printing-Office. With several Useful Tables, Schemes for Im¬ 
posing P'orms in every variety, Hints to Authors, &c. Phila¬ 
delphia : 1866. 161110.-Ninth edition, Philadelphia: 1874. 
i6mo. pp. 336.-Tenth edition : 1877. 

Partly original and partly compiled 
from many sources, this is a very good 
practical treatise. 

Thomas MacKellar, born in 1812, 

in the city cf New York, is the senior 
member of the firm of MacKellar, Smiths, 
& Jordan, type-founders, of Philadelphia. 
He served his apprenticeship to the 
printing house of Harpers, New York, 
for whom he subsequently acted for 
some time as reader, but in 1833 removed 
to Philadelphia, where he became fore¬ 
man of the Johnson Stereotype Foundry, 
and subsequently, in 1845, a member of 
the firm of L. Johnson & Co., the pre¬ 
decessors of the present firm. Mr. Mac- 
Kellar’s father was a Scotchman, and his 
maternal grandfather an Englishman. 
Owing to partial disability of eyesight, 
Mr. MacKellar informs us that an Eng¬ 
lish friend now acts as his amanuensis. 

Mr. MacKellar has issued several small 
volumes of poems, and in 1873 he pub¬ 
lished “ Rhymes atween Times," in 
which are comprised pieces from his 
early books and poems of recent compo¬ 
sition. His muse is essentially homely, 
but some of his poems have had a wide 
popularity in the United States. The 
poem beginning “ Pick and click, go the 
types in the stick ” has been incorrectly 
attributed to Mr. MacKellar in several 
standard works, but he distinctly dis¬ 
claimed the authorship in a commu¬ 
nication to The Printing Times in 
1875. It has been claimed for him 
that he was the first to issue a typogra¬ 
phical journal—the Typographic Adver¬ 
tiser, begun in 1855—but, as will be seen 
on reference to our list of periodical 
publications, the claim is good only as 
regards America. 

MacKellar, Smiths, & Jordan. The Printers’ Handy Book of 
Specimens, exhibiting the Choicest Productions of every de¬ 
scription made at the Johnson Type-Foundry ; comprising every 
article essential for a Book, Newspaper, or Job Printing-Office. 
Philadelphia: 1871. Small 4to. 

This is a revised and condensed edi- favour, and an edition of 2,000 copies was 
tion of the volume issued by Lawrence speediiy exhausted. This led to the 
Johnson & Co. in 1871 (see Johnson preparation of the following volume :— 
(Lawrence) & Co.). It met with great 

— The Oldest Type-Foundry in America. Established 1796. 
Eleventh Book of Specimens of Printing Types and every 
Requisite for Typographical Uses and Adornment. Philadelphia: 
1878. Large 4to. 

The title-page was embellished with a 
fac-simile of the vignette which appeared 
in Binny & Ronaldson’s first specimen 
books. This is a superb volume ; and 
among a multitude of other things it 

- Twelfth Specimen Book. 
ments, and all things needful 
Offices, made by MacKellar, 
Philadelphia: 1878. 8vo. 

Under the heading of Johnson (Law¬ 
rence) & Co., it has been described how 
in 1845 Mr. Johnson, successor of Binny 
& Ronaldson, associated with himself 
Thomas MacKellar, John F. and Richard 
Smith, and the firm became L. Johnson 
& Co. Mr. Johnson died in i860, and 
Mr. Peter A. Jordan being added to the 
partnership, the title of the firm was 

contains specimens of the numerous 
styles originated and patented by this 
type-foundry. Experience having demon¬ 
strated the necessity fora smaller volume, 
the following was issued : — 

Printing Types, Borders, Orna- 
for Newspaper and Job Printing- 
Smiths, & Jordan, Type-Founders, 

altered to MacKellar, Smiths, & Jordan, 
which is still retained. 

This foundry is now one of the most 
eminent in America. It possesses a staff 
of the most talented artists in designing 
and type-cutting, and issues from time 
to time beautiful and original specimens 
of the type-founding art. 
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McNeile (Rev. Hugh, D.D.). A Lecture on the Life of Dr. Franklin, 
as delivered at the Liverpool Royal Amphitheatre on Wednesday 
evening, 17th November, 1841. With the addition of a prefatory 
Note to the Reader, by John B. Murray, Esq., of New York. 
London : 1842. 8vo. 

46 pages, with fac-simile of a Letter written by Franklin, and a woodcut of the 
press exhibited at the Lecture as his. 

- A Lecture on the Life of Dr. Franklin, as delivered at the 
Liverpool Royal Amphitheatre on Wednesday evening, 17th 
November, 1841. Containing also a Prefatory Note to the Reader 
by John B. Murray, Esq., of New York. With a Fac-simile of 
Dr. Franklin’s Letter to the Reverend George Whitefield, from 
the Original Manuscript in the possession of the Rev. Dr. Raffles. 
Also illustrated with an Engraving of the Press at which Franklin 
worked when a Journeyman in London, printed on a detached 
page at that identical Press. London : 1842. (Second edition.) 
Demy 8vo. pp. 48. 

Mackie (Alexander, LL.D.). Italy and France : An Editor’s Holi¬ 
day. London : 1874. 8vo. pp. xvi. 416. 

Mr. Alexander Mackie, upon whom 
an American university conferred the 
degree of LL.D. for literary and me¬ 
chanical services, is a native of Dundee, 
born in 1825. He is the proprietor of the 
IVarringtofi Guardiaji, Lords a.7id C0771- 
77107ist and other newspapers, and the 
inventor of the “ Steam-driven Composing 
Machine.” The above book is set up by 
this machinery, which is said to be per¬ 
fectly automatic. The author gives an 
account of several foreign printing- 
offices, such as the “ Propaganda ” at 
Rome; and the Imprimerie Nationale, 
M. Chaix’s, the Mo7iitejcr, the Journal 
OJficiel, and other noted establishments 

in Paris. Dr. Mackie has established a 
large printing-office at Crewe, in Cheshire, 
with a view to the employment of female 
labour in connection with his composing 
machines, each of which sets two-thirds 
of a Times' column per hour automati¬ 
cally, guided by a band of perforated 
paper, previously prepared. Dr. Mackie, 
curiously enough for an editor, has de¬ 
livered 130 lectures to the working men 
of Warrington, of which two volumes have 
been published. He is also the author of 
“The Proverbs of Jesus,” &c. He un¬ 
successfully contested Perth in the Con¬ 
servative interest in 1878. 

Macklot (C.). Schriftproben der Hof-Buchdruckerei. Karlsruhe : 
1840. 8vo.—See also Duprat. 

Benjamin Franklin has been de- 
scribed by some writers to have worked 
at Messrs. Wyman’s printing - office, 
Nos. 74-75, Great Queen Street, W.C., 
as a journeyman printer. This is an 
error, Franklin having been employed 
at Mr. Watts's, which was on the south 
side of Wild Court, Drury Lane, and 
occupied the site of the premises now in 
the occupation of Mr. Newman, coach- 
painter, as we have taken much pains to 
discover by searching the rate-books, 
and by other evidence. The Press which 
Franklin recognized as that at which he 
had worked as a journeyman pressman 
in London, in the years 1725-6, stood in 
Messrs. Wyman’s office, however, for 
many years : in course of time it was 
taken down, and passed into the hands of 
Messrs. Harrild & Sons, who were 
applied to respecting it by J. B. Murray, 
Esq., of New York, under circumstances 
which he thus explains :— 

“ In the month of June last (1840) I 
accidentally learned that the identical 
Printing-Press at which Dr. Franklin had 
worked in London, in 1725-6, was still 
in existence, and in the possession of 
Messrs. Harrild & Sons, a highly respect¬ 
able firm in that city, upon whom I 
called on my next visit there, in the early 
part of July. I immediately proposed 
to the owners to send it to America. 

“To this those gentlemen replied, that 
they did not wish to take advantage of 
my anxiety for the Press, and would 
consent to part with it, provided I would 
secure for them in return a donation to 
the Printers’ Pension Society of London 
—a highly deserving institution (its object 
being the support of aged and decayed 
printers, and widows of printers), and of 
which they are active members. 

“ Messrs. Harrild, meanwhile, allowed 
me the immediate possession of the Press, 
forwarding it to me at Liverpool; and to 
prove my desire to make a proper return 
to the Printers’ Pension Fund, I deter¬ 
mined to permit the Press to be exhibited 
until a reply should be received from 
America. 

“ It was deposited in the Council 
Chamber of the Liverpool Medical Insti¬ 
tution, and for about three weeks, during 
which the Press remained open to the 
public, it was visited by numerous parties, 
both English and American. 

“ Impressions of a poem by Dr. Frank¬ 
lin, entitled ‘Paper,’ and also the Twelve 
Rules which he laid down for his own 
government in early life, were printed, 
and about 5,800 copies were freely given 
among the visitors. In return for these 
impressions (which were occasionally 
printed off at the Press by the visitors 
themselves), small voluntary contribu¬ 
tions to the Printers’ Pension Fund 
were received in a box placed near the 
Press. 

“ Great interest appeared to be excited 
about the exhibition of the Press ; and it 
was suggested to me that a Lecture on 
the Life of Dr. Franklin would aid the 
Society for whose benefit it was being 
exhibited. 

“ I made this suggestion known to the 
Rev. Hugh M‘Neile, who eventually 
accepted the task, though at the sacrifice 
of many personal and professional duties. 

“A few days since I received, through 
Mr. Vaughan, a communication from the 
Philosophical Society of Philadelphia, 
regretting that they could not, consist¬ 
ently with their constitution, accept the 
Press on the conditions named. I imme¬ 
diately made this known to Messrs, 

Harrild, as I could not now expect to 
realize for them the anticipated donation 
from that Society, neither could I in 
honour claim any further title to the 
Press. To this I received a reply, pre¬ 
senting the Press to i7ie, i7idividuallyy 
mireservedly, and in a still more hand¬ 
some manner than when they first con¬ 
sented to part with it. 

“ I still intend to present it to the 
Philosophical Society; and have written 
to that effect to the President, releasing 
him from the conditions which, in the 
first instance, formed the obstacle. 

“ I had the pleasure a day or two since 
(Nov., 1841) to remit to the Printers’ 
Pension Society of London, through 
Messrs. Harrild, the sum of ^150. 9s. 4d., 
the proceeds of this Lecture, and of the 
exhibition of the Press.” 

This account would not be complete 
were we to omit to state that in 1854 the 
sum funded by Messrs. Harrild in 1841, 
with its accumulations of interest, enabled 
the Committee of the Printers’ Pension 
Society — who, by the way, it would 
appear, never received one farthing from 
America — to initiate the Franki.in 

Pension, amounting to ^10. 10s. per 
year ; and it was an interesting circum¬ 
stance, that one of the early recipients of 
this small bounty, John Chapman, was a 
very old servant of the firm in whose 
office both he and the Press had so long 
done duty together. 

The following Inscription is engraved 
upon the plate affixed to the front of the 
Press:— 

“Dr. Franklin’s Remarks relative 
to this Press, made when he came to 
England as Agent of the Massachu¬ 
setts,. in the year 1768. The Doctor 
at this time visited the Printing-office of 
Mr. Watts, of Wild Street, Lincoln’s-Inn 
Fields, and, going up to this particular 
Press (afterwards in the possession of 
Messrs. Cox & Son, of Great Queen 
Street, of whom it was purchased), thus 
addressed the men who were working at 
it:—‘ Come, my friends, we will drink 
together. It is now forty years since I 
worked like you at this Press, as a 
journeyman Printer.' The Doctor then 
sent out for a gallon of porter, and he 
drank with them— 

‘SUCCESS TO PRINTING.’ 

“ From the above it will appear that it 
is 108 years since Dr. Franklin worked 
at this identical Press.—June, 1833.” 

In 1863, the authorities at the South 
Kensington Museum of Patents, being 
engaged in collecting some early memo¬ 
rials relating to the Art of Printing, made 
application to Messrs. Wyman for the 
loan of a companion Press to that al¬ 
ready described, which was then in daily 
use. After being photographed in situ, 
the Press was removed to the Museum of 
Patents, it having been presented to 
the trustees by Mr. Wyman. Messrs. 
Wyman & Sons possess a correct view of 
the Press now in America, printed at the 
Press itself, and on comparing this repre¬ 
sentation with the Photograph taken by 
desire of the authorities at South Ken¬ 
sington, it will be at once recognized as 
a fac-simile of the Franklin Press, and 
there is strong reason to suppose that the 
celebrated American philosopher worked 
at it, as well as at that which is now, we 
believe, a venerated relic in the Public 
Museum of Philadelphia. 

Madden (J. P. A.) Lettres d 
Royal 8vo. pp. x. 53. 

The writings of M. J. P. A. Madden, 

of Versailles, are amongst the most in- 
teresting of recent contributions to the 
history of typography. The author is 
not a printer, but a retired professor of 
the University of France, possessed of 
a large and valuable library, which 
includes several hundred of the incu¬ 
nabula, and is rich in the literature of 
printing. _ His other writings belong to 
the domains of natural, philological, and 
geographical investigation; ground that 
is foreign apparently to the subjects 
comprised in these “Lettres d’un Biblio- 
graphe.” As, however, the cosmical 
sciences are all found to have a con¬ 
verging point—a correlation, as one of 
our English philosophers has pointed 
out—so in the mental and inductive 
sciences the most apparently diverse have 
a common bearing, and the method of 
the explorer is the same. M. Madden is 
an earnest student of the literature of 
the past—-the literature anterior as well 
as posterior to the invention of printing 
—and he utilizes the paleography of the 
pre-typographic era to interpret and to 
illustrate the yet hidden subjects con¬ 
nected with the incunabula and their 
immediate successors. This is his mi- 
tier; his labours must be referred to in 
detail. 

The first series of Letters bears a simple 
dedication : “ To the memory of Edward 
Byrne.—J. P. A. Madden.” The pre¬ 
face opens with the statement that the 
Convent cf Weidenbach—“the stream 
of the willows ”—has never yet received 
mention in the history of printing. Some 
years previously the author’s researches 
led him to the discovery that in this 
place the art had been carried on with 
very important and interesting results. 
In the prosecution of further inquiries 
he found, moreover, that the products of 
this press threw light on many disputed 
points of bibliography ; and this encour¬ 
aged him to make a-thorough examina¬ 
tion of the whole subject of printing at 
Weidenbach. In this examination he 
endeavoured to use the same methods as 
those adopted in the investigation of 
physical phenomena, and to avoid the 
conjectural and hypothetical systems 
generally employed. 
t?: The first Letter is devoted to one of 
the incunabula proceeding from the Con¬ 
vent—a letter of Pius II. to Mahomet II. 
After showing the historical significance 
of this work, he proceeds to give a 
bibliographical account of it, from which 
it appears that it is a volume of more 
than 100 pages. In the second Letter, 
we are shown how the imposition is that 
of the gothic quarto, the first six sheets 
being quaternions, the last having six 
leaves—altogether 54 leaves. The paper 
in all the three extant copies has the 
same watermark, one of the forms of the 
bull's head. The position of it shows 
that it was printed in half-sheets. The 
paper is of a remarkable excellency and 
beauty; the ink is a good black. We 
have then a minute account of the typo¬ 
graphical arrangement of the pages and 
lines. The three copies are without title- 
page, pagination, catchwords, and signa¬ 
tures. The whole of the inquiry goes 
to show that the three copies in existence 
belong to different editions. 

In the third Letter the proposition is 
sustained that the three editions were 
derived from one and the same roanu- 

un Bibliographe. Paris: 1868. 

script. This is established by the most 
curious yet complete argument. For 
instance, in one edition we read chris- 
tia7ii sino, instead of christianismo. 
If the compositor, says the author, had 
been working from a reprint copy, this 
error could not have occurred. The 
next proposition is that the composition 
was not done direct from the manuscript 
copy at all, but simultaneously by three 
men who had it dictated to them by the 
anag7ioste, or reader. Interesting par¬ 
ticulars are given of the office of this 
personage, and the variation in texts 
resulting from. the oral dictation is 
shown conclusively. This topic is re¬ 
sumed in the fourth Letter, wherein is 
shown how the faults of pronunciation 
on the part of the a7iag7ioste resulted in 
typographical errors, e. g. co77iposuit is 
pronounced as if it had two j’s, and the 
compositor set it up as co7ipossuit. The 
peculiarities of Cologne pronunciation 
even are reproduced in the printers’ 
blunders. Another examination of the 
text shows that only one reader, and not 
three, could have been employed. As a 
specimen of the minute care taken in 
carrying out this investigation, it may be 
mentioned that there are lists given (i) 
of identical barbarisms, (2) of identical 
solecisms, (3) of words varying, (4) of 
words omitted, (5) of similar superfluous 
words, (6) of similar identical signs, (7) 
of the same absence of points, of similar 
superfluity of points, (8) of similar re¬ 
markable abbreviations in the three edi¬ 
tions ; the result proving that the same 
dictation was made to three compositors. 

In the fifth Letter the subject is re¬ 
garded under another aspect—the spacing 
of the lines and their different commence¬ 
ments, indicating that three different 
compositors were engaged; and in the 
sixth it is shown that the anagnoste him¬ 
self was guilty of divergencies from his 
copy, which of course were reproduced 
by the three compositors. In the seventh 
Letter we see how typographical pecu¬ 
liarities even indicate the peculiarities of 
the manuscript, and the reasoning is 
carried out to reveal even the number of 
lines of writing on each page of paper. 
We cannot here enter into the different 
chains of argument by which the fact is 
arrived at; nor by which that in the 
eighth Letter is proved, that the three 
editions were contemporaneous. In the 
ninth Letter the subjects of the place and 
date of the printing, and the name of 
the printer, are discussed. In the tenth 
it is demonstrated that the latter was not 
Ulric Zell, of Cologne, as is stated by 
bibliographers. This is effected by an 
examination of the known works of the 
printer; and the impossibility of the Let¬ 
ter of Pope Pius II. being produced in 
Zell’s office is demonstrated. In the 
eleventh Letter the identity of the press 
is established with that of Weidenbach, 
which was a religious house founded after 
1417 in front of the Abbey of St. Panta- 
leon. The inmates of the house were 
the Brothers of Life-in-Common. Their 
principal occupation was to copy books 
and to bind them. When typography 
was established in Cologne, it found a 
home in this religious house, for it was 
there that Ulric Zell set up his printing- 
office. To Weidenbach, it is further 
shown, must be attributed the books 
hitherto believed to be printed independ¬ 
ently during a certain period by Ulric 
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Zell, who was not a member of the order. 
The eleventh Letter is upon the relative 
importance in a bibliographical sense of 
some of the incunabula which are af¬ 
fected by this discussion. 

In this way it will be seen, by a 
method of investigation altogether his 
own, M. Madden has made several im¬ 
portant discoveries, and not the least of 

Madden (J. P. A.). Lettres (Pun Bibliographe. Deuxieme Serie. 
Ornees de fac-simile. Paris: 1873. Royal 8vo, pp. xv. 135. 

them is the part played 'in the early his¬ 
tory of printing by the Brothers of 
Life-in-Common, at Weidenbach, whose 
connection with typography had pre¬ 
viously never been referred to. “The 
name of Weidenbach,” he says, “appears 
thus under my auspices, for the first 
time in the history of printing.” 

The second series of the “ Letters of a 
Bibliographer ” opens with the declaration 
that the chief subject to which they will 
be devoted will be the typographical ano¬ 
malies of many of the incunabula. The 
first letter is an explanation of the gap in 
a sheet of the second volume of a Bible 
attributed to Ulric Zell, wherefrom it is 
deduced that, contrary to general belief, 
he could not be the printer. In the 
second, it is shown that the book pro¬ 
ceeded from the Convent at Weidenbach. 
In the third, that another Bible, believed 
to be Zell’s, was the work of the Brothers. 
In the fourth, by a minute examination 
of a copy of the “Lis Christi et Belial,” 
it is shown that the two compositors em¬ 
ployed worked under the dictation of an 
anagnoste. The subjects of the rest of 
the remaining letters may be epitomized 
as follows: — 

Fifth Letter : An analysis of the work 
referred to, and a translation of several 
passages. 

Sixth Letter : By whom was the “ Lis 
Christi et Belial ” printed ? 

Seventh Letter : Was William Caxton 
the printer of the “De Proprietatibus 
Rerum”? Testimony of Wynken de 
Worde; fac-simile ; typographical im¬ 
perfections of the work. 

Eighth Letter : Of the two editions of 
the “De Arte et Modo praedicandi ” of 
St. Augustin, printed by Fust and Men¬ 
telin, which is Mentelin’s first edition. 
Did Fust or Mentelin first print the 
work ? 

Ninth Letter: A transcription of the 
preface of Mentelin, and of the most im¬ 
portant passages in the edition of Fust. 

Tenth Letter : Interpretation of a ma¬ 
nuscript note on the margin of a page of 
the “ Summa de Casibus Conscientiae,” of 
Astexanus, printed by Mentelin ; typo¬ 
graphical analysis, of the volume; the 
singularity of the signatures. 

Eleventh Letter : Of an edition of the 
“ Imitatio,’’.printed by John of West¬ 
phalia, and its remarkable typographical 
defects. What is their cause ? Of the 
“ Sermones Michaelis de Hungaria” of 
the same printer. Of another edition of 
the “ Imitatio,” by John of Westphalia, 
and comparison of the two texts. Here 

— Lettres cl’un Bibliographe. 
Paris : 1874. Royal 8vo. pp, 
photograph. 

This volume carries on the train of 
investigation opened up in the two pre¬ 
ceding volumes. The subjects of the re¬ 
spective letters are as follows :— 

First Letter: Interpretation of a manu¬ 
script note in which the verb disponere 
cannot receive a typographical significa¬ 
tion, and leads to the conclusion that it 
was printed in the convent of Weiden¬ 
bach. 

Second Letter : Interpretation of a note 
in which the word prociirare replaces 
disponere. 

Third Letter : Interpretation of notes 
in which we find associated the names of 
Ulric Zell and of Jean Alen, the one the 
printer, the other overseer at Weidenbach. 

Fourth Letter : Interpretation of notes, 
in which we see brought together the 
verbs disponere and procurare. 

Fifth Letter : Interpretation of a note 
which leads to the conclusion that Jean 
Guldenschaff printed at Weidenbach. 

Sixth Letter : Of the Brothers of Life- 
in-Common in general, and those of 
Weidenbach in particular. Of Gerard 
Groot and Florenz Radewyns. Matthew 
Grabow’s attack on the Brothers at the 
Council of Constance. The building of 
the church of St. Michael at Cologne. 

This is stated to be “ the end of 
the third series of Letters of a Biblio¬ 
grapher.” The remainder of the volume, 
from page 37, is occupied by “ Etudes 
sur Gutenberg et sur Schoiffer.” These 
are isolated articles of considerable in¬ 
terest, bibliographically and typographi¬ 
cally. 

it is shown that they were dictated 
from one manuscript to two composi¬ 
tors at once ; and that it was neither 
John of Westphalia nor Thierry Martens, 
of Alost, who introduced printing into 
the Low Countries, but the Brothers of 
Life-in-Common, of the Convent of Saint 
Gregory, in Louvain. 

Twelfth Letter: Of the edition of 
Petrarch’s “ De Remediis utriusque For- 
tunae,” printed by H. Eggestein, with a 
proof that it was the first edition, being 
printed from a manuscript. A typo¬ 
graphical description of the book. Ex¬ 
planation of two strange'gaps in the text; 
translation of passages. 

Thirteenth Letter: Of the work of 
Adrien le Chartreux, bearing the same 
title as that of Petrarch, De Remediis. 
Edition of the work issued by Ter 
Hoernen ; the edition attributed to Ulric 
Zell; comparison of the two ; that attri¬ 
buted to Zell is the earliest. Of the edi¬ 
tion of H. Eggestein. 

Fourteenth Letter: Of Four Letters 
of Indulgence, printed on the same side 
of a sheet of vellum. The four letters 
were the work of two compositors. Sin¬ 
gular arrangement of the forms ; expla¬ 
nation thereof by M. E. Aubert, printer. 
Some typographical differences in the 
letters precluding their being attributed 
to different printing-offices. Translation 
of the Letter of Indulgence. 

Fifteenth Letter : In what school did 
Nicolas Jenson learn printing? Two 
notes on the subject, one given by Boze, 
and the other preserved in the library of 
the Arsenal. Comparison of the two 
notes. Was it Charles VII. or Louis XI. 
who sent Jenson to inquire into the 
discovery of printing? That Jenson 
went to Cologne about the year 1463 ; 
that there he became acquainted with 
Ulric Zell in the Convent of Weidenbach ; 
that he there learned to engrave the 
characters known as the “ R bizarre.” 

It will be seen that the volume contains 
a refutation of a number of statements 
that have hitherto passed current among 
bibliographers, and that this refutation, 
if correct, is of so important a character 
as to modify very considerably any future 
history of printing that may be compiled. 

Troisieme Serie, avec fac-simile. 
104. (The fac-simile is a 

The first is entitled “Gutenberg at 
Strasburg,” and reference is made to the 
third typographical jubilee celebrated 
there in 1740. Professor Schoepflin was 
then authorized to examine the archives 
of the ancient city, and he found a re¬ 
gister of the year 1439, containing the 
name of Gutenberg. This discovery 
gave us the first and, to the present day, 
the only reliable information concerning 
the first works of the inventor of printing. 
The precious documents themselves were 
destroyed by the Prussians during the 
war of 1871, when the library of Stras¬ 
burg was burnt. Happily Schoepflin, 
Meerman, and Leon de Laborde, had 
copied the text, and made translations in 
French and Latin. From these and from 
other trustworthy documents M. Madden 
makes up a sketch of the early, life of 
Gutenberg and his first operations at 
Strasburg. 

The next chapter is headed “Guten¬ 
berg at Mayence,” and the story of the 
proto-printer is told during the time he 
occupied the house “ Zum Jungen,” 
“which is,” says M. Madden, “after 
the cradle at Bethlehem, the spot on all 
our planet where was accomplished the 
fact that has been most important to the 
human race.” And “ the Germans,” he 
adds, “ have made it a brewery ! ” 

The characteristics of the different 
alleged Gutenberg Bibles are then de¬ 
scribed, M. Madden stating that he has 
taken nothing at second-hand, but has 
examined each for himself. He believes 
that the first book ever printed in movable 

type was the Bible of 36 lines, and 
accepts as the date of its production the 
statement of Ulric Zell, in the Cologtie 
Chronicle, that it appeared in 1450. After 
the printing of the Bible came the part¬ 
nership with Fust, and the printing of 
the Bible of 42 lines; subsequently 
Gutenberg printed, alone, the “ Catho- 
licon.” The chapter details the known 
incidents up to the death of the inventor, 
and ends with the words : “A quoi bon 
parler du bronze et du marbre consacres 
a Gutenberg ? II est un monument qui, 

plus frele que tous les autres, leur sur- 
vivra cependant : c'est le livre." 

The third chapter is devoted to Peter 
Schoeffer, the man who, Madden says, 
after Gutenberg, occupies the most hon¬ 
ourable place in the history of typo¬ 
graphy. A fine fac-simile of the hand¬ 
writing of Peter Schoeffer is given. 
Among other interesting discoveries 
made by M. Madden is that of the name 
of Schoeffer’s corrector of the press, John 
Fontaine, which had been unknown 
during the previous four centuries. 

Madden (J. P. A.). Lettres d’un Bibliographe. Quatrieme serie, 
ornee de six planches et de plusieurs fac-simile. Paris : 1875. 
Royal 8vo. pp. xix. 287. Engraved title-page ; fac-simile of the 
Psalterium, op. p. 145 ; sketch of a Clerc de la Vie Commune, 
op. p. 175 ; alphabet of capital letters, op. p. 179; plan of St. 
Pantaleon and Weidenbach, op. p. 180; photographed fac-simile 
after Quentel, op. p. 218. 

In the preface, M. Madden states that 
this fourth series, as well as the third, 
consists of Letters and articles which 
appeared in the Typologie-Tucker, en¬ 
titled “Studies in Printing.” The ten 
first Letters embodied the results of his 
bibliographical researches from their 
beginning. That was in 1856, and their 
origin is curious. For a few years pre¬ 
viously he had in his library an old “ Psal¬ 
terium,” bought at a shop in Versailles. 
Being engaged in compiling a catalogue 
of his library, it became necessary to 
know from what printing - office this 
‘ ‘ Psalterium ” emanated, and this was how 
he had entered upon those bibliographical 
studies which he had ever since pursued 
in the intervals of his engagements in the 
instruction of university students and at 
the Government schools. The solution of 
the problem imposed on him an attentive 
examination of the incunabula of the 
French public libraries and those in the 
Stadt-Bibliothek of Cologne. With great 
labour he carried out his object, but his 
inquiries were much assisted by the fact 
that already in his own possession were a 
large number of fifteenth-century pro¬ 
ductions. The result was that he was 
able to identify his “ Psalterium ” as the 
work of the Clerks of Common Life of 
Weidenbach, Cologne. 

. The title-page of the book contains a 
vignette consisting of an ancient wine¬ 
press, engraved on wood by M. Lacoste ; 
it is surrounded with a border, designed 
by an artist in Lemercier’s establishment. 
A representation is given of a “ Clerc ” 

First of all appear the following chap¬ 
ters 

Ulric Zell and the typographical school 
at Cologne. 

William Caxton. 
Caxton at Westminster. 
John Mentelin. 
On certain works printed with the 

“ R bizarre.” 
The Sophologium with the “ R bizarre.” 
List of books in that character. 
Books in the semi-Gothic character, 

with and without the “ R bizarre.” 
These are succeeded by ten Letters on 

two Psalters and two Missals without 
name of printer, and three letters follow 
relative to other'printing from Weiden¬ 
bach. 

The fourteenth and following Letters 
are devoted to different subjects. The 
statement of the bibliographers that in 
the early days of typography books were 
printed page by page is examined and 
refuted. The fifteenth letter is on the 
meaning of the word plajiaturat and it 
is shown how it is applicable to the 
work of the early bookbinders. 

The sixteenth Letter is of great interest. 
There are not preserved anywhere one of 
the types used by printers in the fifteenth 
century, nor are intelligible descriptions 
extant of their shape; all known on the 
point was conjectural. In reading a 
page of a Latin treatise of John Nider 
on “ Lepre Morale,” printed by Conrad 
Hamborch, of Cologne, at the end of 
the year 1476, M. Madden found that 
one of the pages had got battered. The 
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A TYPE OF THE FIFTEENTH CENTURY. 

of the Order of Life-in-Common, repro¬ 
duced from a work by Philippe Bonnani, 
of the. Society of Jesus, published at 
Rome in 1738, under the title of “Ordi- 
num Religiosorum Catalogus.” There is 
presented a plan of the part of Cologne 
where was situated the convent of 
Weidenbach, from a rare work called 
“ Theatrum Urbium Prsecipuarum Mun- 
di,” by George Braun or Bruin, of which 
the first volume appeared at Cologne in 
1572. The other reproductions are by 
the firm of Gillot & Co. 

M. Madden expresses his belief that 
the most important result of the publica¬ 
tion of the Fourth Series of his “Letters” 
will be to show that the role of Cologne, 
especially in giving shelter to the typo¬ 
graphical fugitives lrom Mayence in 1462, 
has never previously been duly appre¬ 
ciated. 

The matter contained in this fourth 
volume is of so varied a character that we 
can merely catalogue it. Our list shows, 
however, the pre-eminent importance of 
the work to students of the history of 
typography. 

inking-ball had drawn up a letter, which 
lay upon the face of the form, the frisket 
and platen descended, and the type 
received the impression, the printed page 
resulting from this accident showing us, 
after four centuries, the exact contour 
of the archaic types. _ We reproduce, by 
M. Madden’s permission, this excessively 
interesting representation. The circular 
mark, about one - tenth of an inch 
diameter, on the side of the type was 
firmly depressed in the metal, but did 
not perforate it. As the type had no 
nick on the body, it is apparent that the 
circular mark was there to guide the 
compositor. 

The object of the seventeenth Letter is 
to show that the proto-typographer of 
Lauingen was probably John Zeiner. 
The eighteenth Letter is on the authorship 
of a French romance ; the nineteenth is 
on a subject of more importance to us, 
technically—the first book printed in 
Hebrew characters ; the twentieth is on 
the typographical signification of the 
word litura. 

At the end are several “notes,” of 
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historical value. The first is on the 
printing-office of Froschauer at Zurich. 
Then follows a list of the printers of 
Cologne in the fifteenth century, and 
remarks on the situations of their respec¬ 
tive establishments, beginning with that 
of Ulric Zell, who, according to M. Mad¬ 
den’s researches, installed about 1463 his 
first presses at the Monastery of Wieden- 

bach, opposite the Abbey of St. Pantaleon. 
Following, is the correction of another 
error of the bibliographers relative to 
Peter Bergmann de Olpe, and some 
ephemera, including a notice of Firmin- 
Didot’s “Aldus Manutius,” and Mr. 
Blades’s discovery of a new Caxton ; the 
first book printed in Italy, &c. 

Madden (J. P. A.). Lettres d un Bibliographe. Suivies d un essai 
sur Porigine de l’imprimerie de Paris. Cinquieme serie, ornee 
d un atlas. Paris: 1878. Royal 8vo. pp. xi. 284. Half-title 
is: “Vingt lettres d’un bibliographe.” Another half-title leaf 
forms p. 103 : “ Essai sur l’c 
pagination being continuous. 

The first Letter is headed, “A graphic 
proof that copy was dictated to com¬ 
positors.” We have referred above to 
the investigations made by M. Madden 
into the existence of the auaguoste, and 
to his information on the subject con¬ 
tained in the first series of letters. Some 
writers, it appears, regarded M. Mad¬ 
den’s remarks as mere surmises, which 
stimulated him to give a “graphic” 
proof of his assertions. We are enabled 
by the courtesy of M. Madden to repro¬ 
duce one of these illustrations, taken from 
the work of Mallinkrot : “ De Ortu ac 
Progressu Artis Typographicse” (Co¬ 
logne, 1639). 

Second Letter: On the four first edi- 

rigine de Pimprimerie de Paris ; 

Twelfth Letter: On Henrion’s “Trea¬ 
tise on Logarithms,” of 1626. 

Thirteenth Letter : On the introduc¬ 
tion of printing into the province of 
Languedoc. 

Fourteenth Letter: The house of 
Plantin, at Antwerp. 

Fifteenth Letter: Caxton and his 
apprenticeship. 

Sixteenth Letter: On an old Latin- 
French Dictionary. 

Seventeenth Letter: On a print of 
Jacques Kerver. 

Eighteenth Letter : The centenaries of 
J. J. Rousseau and of Voltaire. 

Nineteenth Letter: On the oldest 
printing-office in Versailles. 

to his memory the immense services which 
were rendered by the printing-press of 
Paris in the 15th century in offering cheap 
works to those who were not favoured 
of fortune ; in the sixteenth century by 
resuscitating the Latin and Greek authors ; 
in the seventeenth by diffusing through¬ 
out all Europe the best of its own 
literature ; in the eighteenth by spreading 
a literature that had changed the aspect 
and shaken the foundations of society,— 
if he considers those great results, he will 
ask, What causes led to them ? The 
answer is, Paris was predestinated, Paris 
was favoured by Providence before all 
other cities. He proceeds then to consider 
its natural and physical advantages. 

The next chapter is a “Bird’s-eye 
View ” of the part of Paris in which 
printing was first established. 

Following is a chapter on the Univer¬ 
sity and the Sorbonne ; tracing up the 
history of those institutions from their 
origin. At the end reference is made to 
the portrait of Ulric Gering contained in 
the accompanying Atlas. It is drawn 
after an antique picture placed in the 
high chapel of the College du Montagu. 
An engraving of it has been made after a 
drawing by the well-known French artist, 
M. Pilinski. Reference is also made to 
a bust of Gering, which is printed in the 
Atlas. The bust itself was erected in the 
Library of St. Genevieve in 1874. 

The next chapter is on the situation of 
the rue Coupe-Gueule, and the matter 

following establishes the fact that there 
were five persons concerned in the estab¬ 
lishment of printing in Paris. Their 
names are : Jean de Lapierre or Lapide, 
or Lapidanus, who in 1467 was prior of 
the Sorbonne, and in 1471 librarian ; 
Guillaume Fichet, in 1467 rector, and 
afterwards also librarian of the Sorbonne; 
Martin Krantz, of whom .nothing . 
known; Michel Friburger; and Ulric 
Gering. _ A chapter is devoted to the 
books printed in the Sorbonne, and the 
departure of Krantz, Friburger, and 
Gering from the Sorbonne, to set up a 
press in the Rue St. Jacques, at the 
# ‘ Golden Sun.” A bibliographical account 
is then given of the twenty-one books 
printed there. The author now turns to 
the establishment of the second printing- 
office in Paris by two Germans, named 
Pierre Csesaris and Jean Stol. Returning 
to Gering, it is shown how he became 
associated with Rembolt in 1494, and 
how finally he printed by himself up to 
the time of his death, in 1510, after 
having practised typography for about 
forty years. An account is appended of 
the other printers of Paris in the fifteenth 
century, and a curious genealogical 
statement, showing how certain alliances 
favourable to printing were made between 
French and German families at the 
commencement of the sixteenth century. 
At the end of the book are some “addi¬ 
tional notes” on subjects previously re¬ 
ferred to. 

tions of the “ Compendium de Francorum 
Gestis,” &c. 

Third Letter: Comparison of two 
copies of the “De Arte Praedicandi.” 

Fourth Letter: Comparison of two 
copies of the “ Sermones aurei de 
Sanctis.” 

Fifth Letter: Comparison of two copies 
of the “ Sophologium.” 

Sixth Letter: On the first editions of 
the “ Poesies erotiques de Parny.” 

Seventh Letter : Some dates connected 
with Parny and his first poems. 

Eighth Letter : The “ Elegies ” of 
Parny. 

Ninth Letter: The subterranean ate¬ 
lier of Gutenberg at Mayence. This 
is a description of a visit paid by M. 
Madden in 1858 to Mayence, to inspect 
the house “Zum Jungen,” where, accord¬ 
ing to tradition, Gutenberg erected his 
press to print the 36-line Bible. There 
had been found in the cellar of this place 
various pieces of timber which, when put 
together, formed part of the framework of 
a press, on a cross-piece of which was 
cut, in letters about an inch in length, 
“J mcdxli G.” 'The first and the last 
letters are the initials of the great printer ; 
the others are the date of the construc¬ 
tion of the press. It is the theory 
of M. Madden that in 1441 Gutenberg 
was in Strasburg, and not in Mayence.— 
See Fry (Francis). 

Tenth Letter: On the form of the 
“Tables of Logarithms of Wingate.” 

Eleventh Letter: On the first Tables 
of Logarithms printed in France. 

Twentieth Letter: Etymology of the 
word “ tramway.” 

At page 105 there is an “ Essay on the 
Origin of Printing in Paris.” It forms 
the nucleus of a complete history of the 
early French typographers. M. Madden 
shows that the establishment of printing 
in the French metropolis was not the 
work of Ulric Gering alone, as is gene¬ 
rally believed. He points out that some 
centuries previously there had been 
providentially prepared the places and 
the auxiliaries essential to the introduc¬ 
tion, and a long chain of events had 
transpired favouring the settlement of the 
art at Paris. In a “ Prolegomenes et 
critique de quelques historiens ” he re¬ 
views previous writers on the subject, 
viz., Naude, Chevillier, W. P. Greswell, 
A. Taillandier, and Auguste Bernard, as 
well as M. Ambroise Firmin Didot. It 
is stated that among all the bibliographers 
Chevillier has treated his subject the 
best ; Greswell abounds with errors, 
which the critical spirit of a bibliographer 
would have prevented, to the great im¬ 
provement of his book, whose chief 
recommendation consists in its engravings 
on wood, especially the portrait of Ulric 
Gering.. As for Bernard, “ as long as he 
keeps within his professional sphere as a 
printer, he throws much light on typo¬ 
graphical questions, but when he advances 
to laud that he has but slightly explored, 
he misleads his reader.” 

The next chapter is headed “ Paris 
cite favorite de la Providence,” and M. 
Madden says that if the reader will recall 

- Atlas au “Lettres d’un Bibliographe.” Paris : 1878. 4to. 
The Atlas consists of the portrait of (which we reproduce, sub voce Stephens) 

Ulric Gering, and the monument to him a fac-simile of the first page of the 
in the Library of St. Genevieve, to which “Virgil” of Nicholas des Pres, of 
reference has been made above: tables of 1514, the device of Ulric Zell, and a 
the earliest products of the Parisian copperplate plan of the quarter of the 
press ; a portrait of Robert Stephens I. Sorbonne. 

Madinier (Henry). Notes sur les principaux produits exposes de 
l’Imprinierie. (Exposition universelle de 1855). Paris : 1855. 
8vo. pp. 78. 

A cleverly-written report, showing alike the ability and impartiality of the author 

Maeder (Pfarrer). Der Segen der Buchdruckerkunst. Strasburg : 
1840. 8vo. pp. 14. 

Maffei (G.). Storia della letteratura italiana dall’ origine della 
lingua fino al Secolo XIX. Napoli: 1829. i2ino. 

In vol. ii. p. 101, and vol. iv. p. 27, are some interesting particulars of the 
early Italian printers. 

Magdeburgischer Beytrag zum Lobe Gottes, wegen der vor 300 
Jahren erfundenen Buchdruckerkunst. Magdeburg: 1740- 4t0* 

Magrath (W.). Printer’s Assistant. London : 1805. 

Mahlan (A.) Ueber Preisberechnung der Buchdruckarbeiten. Vor- 
trag, gehalten am 29. Octbr. 1871, zu Frankfurt-a.-M. Frank fort- 
on-the-Maine: 1871. 8vo. pp. 28. 

Auiert Mahlan, of the firm of Mahlan views, requested him to have it printed, 
& Waldschmidt, printers of the above- as owing to its practical nature it deserved 
named city, read this paper on the jour- greater publicity. The paper was also 
neyman printers’ scale, before a meeting printed in numbers 42, 43, and 44 of the 
of master printers, who, agreeing with his Journalfitr Buckdruckerkitust. 

(To be continued.) 
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THE HEKTOGRAPH, 

PRINTING processes become more numerous every 
year, and the number of names ending in “ graph ” 

and “ type ” bid fair to make a very considerable addition 
to future dictionaries of the English language. One of the 
most recent of these processes bears the name at the head 
of our article. It is of the utmost conceivable simplicity, 
and we believe it may be relied upon in practice. It is 
peculiarly suited to the printing in fac-simile of short 
numbers of circulars, &c., and we commend it to stationers 
and printers. 

This process was patented last November by Mr. J. G. 
Wilson, who received it as a foreign communication from 
Kwayser and Husak, of Semil, in Bohemia, and it is intro¬ 
duced to the public by the Commercial Ink and Stamp 
Company, of 329, High Holborn, W.C. 

A drawing or writing having been made in a strong 
aniline ink upon plain paper is pressed into contact with a 
compound solution of gelatine, which has cooled and been 
allowed to become set. The paper containing the original 
writing is then removed, and a transfer will be found on 
the face of the gelatine block. This gelatine composition 
keeps the aniline ink in a moist state, so that when dry 
paper is laid upon it mere pressure on the back with the 
hand is sufficient to print a copy. The gelatine com¬ 
pound may consist of gelatine one part, glycerine four 
parts, and water two parts. Printers will notice its similarity 
to roller-composition, which has indeed been substituted 
for it, but which, no doubt, would be an infringement of the 
patent. 

The number ©f copies that can be printed depends chiefly 
upon the amount of concentration possessed by the ink 
with which the original is written. About 40 business 
documents can be produced in blue-black, or 150 in red ; 
while, if desired, a more condensed ink may be employed, 
which will produce 150 in violet, or 250 in red. The only 
defect that we observe in it as a printing process is the 
gradual diminution of colour as the work proceeds, but 
considering the uses to which the Hektograph is likely to 
be applied it seems a matter of very small importance. 

THE LAW OF LIBEL POINTED attention is being directed to the defects of 
the existing law of libel by the Parliamentary inquiry 

which has been commenced. The immediate result so far as 
the present session is concerned is, of course, nil, since the 
Committee, previous to its permanent adjournment, will 
only report to the House the evidence taken. It is never¬ 
theless satisfactory that the Parliamentary inquiry should at 
last have become a reality, and this in itself seems to augur 
well for some early legislation upon the subject. The 
anomalies of the law of libel as it affects newspaper pro¬ 
prietors are pointed out in the evidence which we subjoin; 
but thus far nobody seems to have come forward to expound 
the grievance of master-printers in the law which makes them 
amenable for whatever is printed on their presses. The 
legal fiction is, of course, that they read every line they 
print, but the absurdity of this assumption is too obvious. 
We can only hope that when the Committee meets again, 
next year, master-printers will not be slow to come forward 
and give evidence from their own particular point of view. 
As the case stands at present there is still too much truth 
in Bentham’s definition, that “ anything which any man, at 
any time, for any reason, chooses to be offended with, is a 
libel,” for which the innocent printer, instead of the real 
author, is too often held responsible. 

The Select Committee of the House of Commons appointed to 
inquire into the law of libel assembled for the first time on the 16th 
ult. Mr. Rodwell, in the absence of the Attorney-General, presided. 

The first witness was Mr. A. K. Rollit, LL.D., solicitor to the 
Yorkshire Newspaper Society. He stated that he attended to give 
evidence as the representative of that Society, which was composed of 
the proprietors of 600 newspapers, there being in the United Kingdom 
altogether 1,200 newspapers, daily and weekly. They wished, he 
said, to see the anomalies of the present law rectified. What was 
complained of was the present obscurity and want of definition of the 
law of libel. He was prepared to accept the definition of the law as 
proposed by Mr. Justice Stephen. The complaint of newspaper pro¬ 
prietors was that they depended upon Judge-made law to guide them 
in the conduct of their newspapers. On one occasion Chief Baron 
Kelly laid it down that evidence of specific authority to a writer or 
reporter should be given before the newspaper proprietor could be held 
to be liable for his acts. Justice Lindley had held that general authority 
was sufficient, and Justices Lush and Mellor that general authority was 
not sufficient to render a proprietor liable if there was no want of due 
care and caution on the part of the reporter or subscriber. He did 
not agree with the proposal in Mr. Hutchinson’s Bill that the uttererof 
a slander at a public meeting should be held responsible for the con¬ 
sequences if it were published, as it would tend to destroy the freedom 
of discussion. He thought that a fair and correct report of a public 
meeting should be held to be privileged, and that the existing law of 
slander would be sufficient protection to the public. He would make 
the reports of Town Councils, Boards of Guardians, School Boards, 
and other representative bodies privileged. Reports of all meetings of 
a representative character he should hold as privileged. He would 
also make reports of committee meetings of Town Councils 
privileged, as they were of a representative character. He 
would rather widen than limit the number of meetings protected 
by privilege. The statutory apology inserted under Lord Campbell’s 
Act generally to avoid litigation was not satisfactory to the person who 
had complained, and newspapers did not care to give it, as they had 
no means of investigating the facts of the case. Witness instanced 
several cases in which newspaper proprietors had been held liable for 
damages because bond fide reports of meetings and discussions had 
been inserted in their newspapers. As to criminal prosecutions, he 
held they ought to be abolished. There were practically none in 
Scotland. Newspapers discharged a semi-official duty, and therefore 
they should not be held to be criminally responsible. Reports of 
public meetings were privileged in Scotland, and ft speaker was made 
liable for what he stated. The present position of a newspaper pro¬ 
prietor was exceptional, inasmuch as he was criminally liable for the 
acts of his servant. It was absolutely impossible on a large daily 
newspaper for an editor to give supervision to everything that went 
into the paper. There was no time whatever to investigate the 
accuracy of the statements. He would not include the “ society ” 
papers in the protection which he proposed for general newspapers. 
Every report of a public meeting should be a fair report before it could 
claim protection, and he would have the reports of political meetings 
privileged on the same grounds. 

In reply to Mr. Courtney, witness said that he relied upon the 
general fairness of newspaper editors as the best prevention of libellous 
statements being published by them. He would be in favour of allow¬ 
ing a man to contradict or explain in his own words any published 
statement calculated to prejudice him with the public, no editorial 
comment to be made. In Hull a man who formed a bank upon an 
unsound basis had been denounced in one of the newspapers, and the 
result was that the public were protected. In America there was no 
law of libel, the law being based upon the principle that every man was 
capable of taking care of himself. He would be in favour of an action 
lying against the reporter if he maliciously, or through grots neglect, 
misreported a meeting, but not against the proprietor of the paper in 
which his report was published. 

By Mr. Hutchinson.—The newspaper profession had a strong 
feeling against the liability to be criminally prosecuted for libel. He 
would like to assimilate the law of libel in England to that of Scotland. 
If an editor refused to give up the name of the writer of a libellous 
statement he should be held responsible for it. 

By Dr. Cameron.—Reports of ex parte proceedings before police 
magistrates were now privileged if they were fair and accurate. He 
was not sure, but he thought that reports of coroners’ inquests were 
privileged. 

Mr. Bulwer ,said that was very doubtful. 
By Mr. Hutchinson. —There is no remedy against a pettifogging 

attorney who brought a vexatious action for libel. His opinion was 
that the statements made in Parliament and in law courts with reference 
to individuals were more injurious than anything said at public or 
representative meetings could be, and what was stated in Parliament 
and in law courts was privileged. He thought it was important that 
reporters should attend as a check upon the proceedings of Town 
Councils and School Boards in committee, and that the published 
reports should be privileged. Mr. Hunt had to pay for having pub- 
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lished the report of an inspector who had in the discharge of his duty 
to make a report to the Committee of the Hull Town Council. Witness 
did not see what advantage newspaper proprietors derived from register¬ 
ing their papers at Stationers’ Hall. Perhaps it was necessary in 
matters of copyright. 

By Mr. Bulwer.—There were seven newspapers in Hull. He 
believed that the interests of the public suffered in consequence of the 
present law of libel. Matters of importance were omitted in order to 
avoid the risk of a libel. 

By Mr. Bates.—He did not believe that newspaper editors or pro¬ 
prietors attended public meetings. If a person attended a meeting, 
and employed certain persons to slander a man, witness would hold 
him liable if he published a report. Pie would also be liable to the 
law of conspiracy. Witness did not believe that proprietors or editors 
did attend public meetings. Respectable newspaper proprietors would 
rather pay a money-fine than go to prison. There had been twenty 
actions for libel in 1877. 

Mr. Leng, of the Dundee Advertiser, was the next witness ex¬ 
amined, and he generally agreed with the opinions expressed by Dr. 
Rollit. Mr. Leng advocated the appointment of public prosecutors as 
likely to put a stop to the present system of instituting on the least 
provocation criminal prosecutions for libel. He attributed the compa¬ 
rative fewness of such prosecutions in Scotland to the superior system 
of criminal law administration which obtained there, as compared with 
that of this country. 

The second meeting of the Committee was held on the 30th ult., 
the Attorney-General presiding. Mr. Flux, solicitor, of the firm of 
Flux & Co., and proprietor of the Wilts Standard, was examined at 
some length. He considered that the name of an editor was an affair 
of the proprietor, and should be regarded as one of his proper secrets. 
If it was not open to a proprietor to keep secret the name of his editor 
it would impair the usefulness of that individual. Some statement 
describing the owner or owners of a newspaper should be filed, and 
that should be made by statutory enactment evidence of proprietorship 
against a certain person signing himself as proprietor. With regard to 
slanders at meetings, the best thing would be to provide that the 
speaker of the slander should be joined in the action, and the proprietor 
should be able to declare him responsible. Whilst the newspaper 
proprietor on his part remained responsible, he should be entitled to a 
remedy against the speaker of a slander, unless there had been collu¬ 
sion between them. He was convinced that men were sometimes put 
up to speak slander in order that it might be reported. The name of 
every newspaper proprietor should be registered before the newspaper 
was published, and such proprietor should deposit £500, at 3 per cent., 
as a guarantee. He had had pressed upon his notice daily that there 
was a crop of publications in London which were paraded by hand¬ 
bills thrust in the faces of people passing through the streets at every 
turn, and which were made attractive by flagrant personal attacks. 

The third meeting of the Committee was held on the 6th inst., under 
the presidency of the Attorney-General. The first witness was Mr. J. 
Hollows, solicitor, who said he considered one of the principal diffi¬ 
culties under the present law was that of discovering who was really 
the man responsible for a libel. The proprietor of a paper should be 
a person of substance. He did not see any reason for special legisla¬ 
tion to protect newspaper proprietors from speculative actions. He 
did not think that the defendant should be allowed to plead the truth 
of the libel. A man might have committed an offence in his boyhood, 
which it would be unfair to rake up in his after-life. 

Mr. Francis L. Soames, 58, Lincoln’s Inn-fields, solicitor for the 
Times, who was the next witness examined, thought the proprietors of 
newspapers ought to have some security for costs, both in civil and 
criminal actions. In support of his view, he stated that there had 
been twenty-one actions for libel brought against the Times since the 
beginning of 1872. In fourteen of the cases the plaintiffs abandoned 
the actions before trial, and in four the plaintiffs recovered no damages. 
In the eighteen actions the law expenses of the Tunes amounted to 
£3,200, and only £130 was recovered. Of the three actions in which 
the plaintiffs recovered, one was brought by Rubery, in the well- 
known diamond mining case, and the other by one Polis. The 
Times’ costs in defending those actions amounted to ,£5,000, and in 
neither of them could the plaintiffs have paid a shilling if they had 
been unsuccessful. 

Mr. Frederick Ford, provincial newspaper editor, and Mr. Chas. 
Ford, solicitor, and member of the editorial staff of the Law Times, 
having also been examined, the Committee adjourned. 

Autographs of Literary Men.—A rich windfall has come into 
the hands of the Corporation of London by the removal of the library 
of Austin Friars Church to the City Library. We learn from the City 
Press that among the MSS. the chief attraction is a collection of 
autographs, which include important letters from nearly every man 
celebrated in the range ofliterature during the sixteenth and seventeenth 
centuries. Nor are they represented by a single letter or signature, 
but by dozens of holograph epistles, all of which are now bound and 

indexed. 

THE PROPOSED COPYRIGHT LEGISLATION. 

ALMOST at the moment of going to press the long-promised Bill 

on the Law of Copyright has been issued. The measure has 

been prepared and brought in by Lord John Manners, Viscount Sandon, 

and the Attorney-General. We cannot do more in the present issue 

than give a short outline of the measure, which is to come before 

Parliament next session. The interval will afford ample time for dis¬ 

cussing its merits by those whom it most affects, while the Colonies will 

also have an opportunity of expressing their opinion as to the different 

clauses of the second part of the Bill which deals with colonial copyright. 

The Bill lays down that the author of a book first published in Her 
Majesty’s dominions will be entitled to the copyright throughout those 
dominions, whether he be a British subject or not, or whether he be 
domiciled or resident in those dominions or not. With regard to a 
book first published out of Her Majesty’s dominions, the provision is 
that the author may acquire the copyright by republishing it in those 
dominions within three years from the first publication, if at the time 
of the first publication he is either a British subject or an alien 
domiciled in Her Majesty’s dominions. In this case the copyright 
would date from the republication. 

The time for the duration of the copyright is thus regulated by the 
Bill :—If the book be published in the lifetime and under the true 
name of the author, the copyright shall endure for the life of the 
author and for thirty years after his death ; but for thirty years only 
from the date of the first publication if the book be not published in 
the author’s true name, or if it be published after his death. With 
regard to what would constitute an infringement of the copyright, not 
only would it be illegal to print a copy of the book without consent, 
but also to print an abridgement or a translation of it, or to dramatize it 
by preparing or adapting it for representation on the stage as a dramatic 
piece, or to cause a dramatized version of it to be publicly performed. 
It is provided that no legal proceedings be taken or forfeiture incurred 
in respect of any infringement of copyright until registration has been 
effected with the Stationers’ Company. And to register, the proprietor 
must deliver to the Registrar a copy of the book, accompanied by a 
verified statement showing the name, address, and calling of the pub¬ 
lisher and of the proprietor of the copyright, and the place and date of 
the first publication. If the author’s true name is published, the 
statement must also include his name, address, and calling. The book 
thus delivered to the Registrar is directed to be sent on by him to the 
British Museum. Moreover, it is provided that the assignment of a 
copyright is invalid unless it be registered ; and that every registered 
proprietor shall have absolute power of disposing of the copyright, with 
the exception that it is left open for rules to be made for caveats being 
entered against any such disposition. These and other rules for the 
regulation of registration are to be made by the Board of Trade, subject 
to the approval of Parliament. 

In the case of any work published in series, it is provided for the 
copyright of the whole to belong to the proprietor, as if he were the 
author of the whole, when the parts have been composed on the terms 
that the copyright in the composition shall belong to the proprietor. 
This rule is, however, subject to certain qualifications, among which is 
one which says that, except with regard to an encyclopedia, the pro¬ 
prietor of the copyright may not publish any of the compositions 
separately from the rest of the book without the consent of the author. 
And after three years from the first publication the right of publishing 
the composition separately is to vest exclusively in the author. The 
provisions of the Bill with respect to books published in series are 
made to apply to newspapers as regards original compositions of a 
literary character, but not as regards the portion containing news. 
Every publisher of a newspaper must send a copy of every number to 
the British Museum within a week of publication. With regard to 

. lectures, it is provided that if they be other than those delivered in a 
University, public school, college, or public foundation, or by any 
person in virtue of or according to a charity, the author is to be entitled 
to copyright in them, just as if they were books. It will not, however, 
be necessary to register a lecture which is not published. As long as 
a lecture has not been printed and published by the author, it will be an 
infringement of the copyright to deliver the lecture without the written 
consent of the proprietor. But a newspaper is not to be debarred from 
publishing a report of the lecture in the current edition, unless the author 
before or at the time of delivering it give notice of a prohibition. 

The copyright in dramatic pieces or musical compositions which are 
either printed and published or publicly performed is subjected by the 
Bill to the following rules :—It is an infringement to perform one 
publicly, or any part of one, or any abridgement or adaptation, with¬ 
out the written consent of the proprietor. If a piece or composition 
is publicly performed, but not printed and published as a book, it may 
be registered without the delivery of a copy or a statement of the pub¬ 
lisher’s name. The first public performance or the first publication 
by printing and publishing as a book, whichever may be the earliest 
in date, is to be deemed the first “ publication.” When the first 
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public performance takes place out of Her Majesty’s dominions, copy¬ 
right may be acquired either by a public performance or by publi¬ 
cation as a book in those dominions within three years. Some 
annoyance would, no doubt, be saved by the provision that the pur¬ 
chaser of a printed copy of a musical composition is to have the 
right of publicly performing it, unless the copy contains on the title- 
page, or in some other conspicuous position, a statement that the pur¬ 
chaser will not have that right without consent, and also specifies the 
name and address of some person authorized to give the consent. 
And a purchaser who cannot with reasonable diligence find the person 
so specified is authorized by the Bill to perform the piece without 
any consent. Moreover, where a musical composition is published 
with words, the proprietor of the copyright in the words is not autho¬ 
rized to prevent a person from using the words with the music at any 
public performance. 

The second part of the Bill relates to paintings, sculptures, engravings, 
and photographs ; the third to colonial copyright ; the fourth to 
foreign copyright; and the fifth contains some general provisions re¬ 
lating to legal proceedings, &c. 

REVIEWS. 

An Annotated List of Books, printed on Vellum, to be fomid i?i 
the University and College Libraries at Cambridge j with 
an Appendix containing a List, of Works referritig to the 
Bibliography of Cambridge Libraries. By Samuel Sandars, 
M.A., Trin. Coll, Cambridge. Printed for the Cambridge 
Antiquarian Society. 1878. 8vo. pp. 80. 

NOTHING can be more gratifying to the student of biblio¬ 
graphy and paleotypography than the increasing at¬ 

tention paid of late years to the contents of our public and 
national, as well as academic libraries. For generations the 
treasures contained in them had been neglected, except by a 
few privileged persons who were allowed to have access to 
them. Of late years, however, we have seen published such 
excellent monographs as Dr. Maitland’s description of the 
Lambeth Library and the Rev. R. Sinker’s Catalogue of Cam¬ 
bridge Lncutiabula. It is to be hoped that the spirit of literary 
research in this department may still extend. It is strange that in 
the much-debated schemes of “ University Reform” no attention 
was given to the subject of preserving, cataloguing, describing, 
and rendering accessible the priceless treasures still often kept 
under a very rusty lock and key, and in the charge of “ librarians” 
whose office is too much a sinecure. Such brilliant examples 
as that of Mr. Henry Bradshaw and a few other conscientious 
and devoted librarians do but form the exception to the rule. 
Mr. Sandars has therefore done good service in compiling, and 
the Cambridge Antiquarian Society in issuing, this carefully 
“Annotated List.” We believe that the French were the first 
who set the fashion of treating, in a special bibliographical 
department, of “ livres imprimdes sur velin,” and their catalogues 
still perpetuate very markedly a distinction which we cannot 
but regard as accidental, and not intrinsic. Hence we wish 
that Mr. Sandars had expended the obviously large amount of 
painstaking upon another kind of classification, such as in 
regard to chronological origin or printers, &c. Still we are 
thankful for any genuine contribution to a better knowledge of 
the contents of our public libraries, and for any evidence that a 
true love of books is spreading. The Appendix is especially 
welcome and valuable. 

George Cruikshank : the Artist, the Humourist, and the Man. 
With some accojtnts of his brother, Robert. By William 
Bates, B.A., M.R.C.S.E., &c. 2nd edition, revised and 
augmented. London : Houlston & Sons. 1879. Demy 
4to., 4 preliminary leaves, pp. 94, and 15 plates. 

R. BATES, the Professor of Classics at Queen’s College, 
Birmingham, and surgeon to the Borough of Birmingham 

Hospital, is well and favourably known in connection with the 
excellent reprint of the portraits in tlie“ Fraser” Gallery, 
which he edited for the late John Camden Hotten. In this 
notice of the life of the late George Cruikshank several of 
the drawings by Cruikshank are unpublished ones, in the 
possession of the author. While agreeing with Dr. Bates in 
regard to the excellence of Cruikshank’s character and the 
usefulness to society of his labours, we incline to think that the 
writer of this monograph has somewhat over-estimated the 

importance of his subject, especially in comparison with those 
other “ masters of political satire,” Hogarth, Rowlandson, and 
Gillray. The compilation of the book, which is described as 
a critico-bibliographical essay, is extremely painstaking and 
conscientious. The bibliography of the various publications 
relating to Cruikshank is very careful and complete, and even 
comprises the names of newspapers containing paragraphs 
anent the artist. The fifteen plates, two of which are copies 
of drawings by Robert Cruikshank, are photo-litho reproduc¬ 
tions of the originals mounted on plate-paper ; but a better 
selection, and one more representative of Cruikshank’s genius, 
might, we think, have been made. The book is indifferently 
printed, and we are sorry to say literal errors are not un¬ 
common. 

TOPICS OF THE MONTH, 

THE only effect of the improvement of the weather has been 
for the moment to induce holiday-making and therefore 

to diminish trade ; but the good effects will follow in due course, 
and we hope next month to be able to report a change for 
the better in things commercial.-Hitherto English printers 
have not been led to fear competition from America, but at 
Messrs. Cassell, Petter, Galpin, & Co.’s Wayzgoose, Mr. Wilson, 
manager of the printing department, incidentally alluded to 
serious competition from the United States, who, though paying 
higher wages to the workman, were enabled to undersell printers 
in this country. This was in a great measure owing to scientific 
methods and to the superiority of the American workman. 
Mr. Wilson begged his hearers to bear in mind that it was only 
by the exercise of individual effort that we could hope in any 
way to cope with the successful rivalry of the American. As 
Mr. Wilson is a thoroughly practical man, and, as we happen 
to know, “ spoke by the card,” his words are really important. 

Although the Stationers’ Company, even if they have the 
right, no longer exercise the powers granted them by their original 
charter, to “ seize, take away, have, burn, or convert to their 
own use,” whatever they may think is printed “contrary to 
the form of any statute, act, or proclamation, made or to be 
made yet they still exercise an important function in con¬ 
nection with the registration of copyright, &c., of which we 
should be loth to see them deprived, as suggested by the recent 
Report of the Select Committee on Copyright. The list of 
membership of the Company, from the ninety-four who signed 
the original charter downwards, contributes indirectly not a 
little to throw light upon the progress of the printing and 
stationery trades during the three centuries that have since 
elapsed, and we have therefore judged it may be of interest to 
the trade to be kept au courant as to the new members who 
“ take up the livery” from time to time. We append the list of 
those who have joined the Company during the past twelve- 
month, that is, from July, 1878, to July, 1879 :—In 1878 Mr. 
George W. Truscott and Mr. John H. Williams. In 1879 Mr. 
John W. Davy ; Mr. Bernard B. Harrison ; Mr. George F. 
McCorquodale ; Mr. Duncan G. Kelly ; Mr. John Clay, B.A. ; 
Mr. Joseph Strangeways ; Mr. James S. Muggeridge, Lieut. 
R.N. ; Mr. William Renshaw ; Mr. Bryan Corcoran; Mr. 
Charles C. Talbot; Mr. Albert E. Adlard ; Mr. Frederick 
Scrivener; and Mr. Alfred C. Latreille. We may add that the 
number of members who joined in 1870 was 4 ; in 1871, 8 ; in 
1872, 5 ; in 1873, 10 ; in 1874, 9 ; in 1875, 9 ; in 1876, 4 ; in 
1877, 6 ; and in 1878, 3. It will be seen from these data that 
the number of members admitted during the past twelvemonth 
(13) is larger than in any previous year of the present decade. 

The 126th Quarterly Balance-sheet of the London Society of 
Compositors shows a decrease in the society’s finances, amount¬ 
ing to ^449. 8s. 4d. on the quarter, while there has been also 
a falling-off of members to the number of fifty. The defence of 
the “ scale” has cost during the three months ended July 5 no 
less than ^800. Of this sum the strike at Messrs. Ballantyne 
& Hanson’s has absorbed .£718. 15s. 3d. ; add to this the ,£473 
spent in the same direction during the previous quarter, and we 
have a total of nearly £ 1,200 expended in strike-pay to the 
employes of a single firm, while the whole of the disbursements 
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under this one head have amounted during the half-year to 
,£1,514. The society’s funds stand now at .£12,989.13s. 2d., and 
the membership numbers 4,950. Unemployed relief has been 
paid to 551 members, as compared with 628 in the previous 
three months, and the sum thus paid was ,£809. 12s. 8d., 
against £8gg. 19s. 4d. Eighteen members died during the 
quarter, the youngest being 23 years old and the oldest 81 ; the 
average age being 485 years. Twenty-nine members are now 
on the superannuated list. To meet its liabilities during the 
three months the society had to realize ,£600 worth of stock. 

Following in the wake of the P.T.A. the London Society of 
Compositors is just now much exercised on the subject of 
female labour. The question cropped up in connection with 
the Trade Committee’s report submitted at the last delegate 
meeting on the 6th inst. A warm discussion ensued upon the 
question as to the attitude the society is to assume in face 
of the more general introduction of female labour into compos¬ 
ing-rooms. An opinion was expressed that no member ought 
to be allowed to make up, or impose, &c., matter which had 
been set up by women compositors. No decision was, however, 
come to, and the further consideration of the subject was ulti¬ 
mately adjourned, as were also one or two other points which 
had been placed upon the agenda paper. We hope that wise 
counsels will prevail in the deliberations upon the subject of 
female labour, and that no resolution will be passed which would 
be likely to do more harm than good. 

The praiseworthy efforts of the Printers’ Art Union to secure 
a more suitable domicile for the headquarters of the London 
Society of Compositors have for the moment at least been 
frustrated. Nearly two years ago a site of 3,600 ft. was pur¬ 
chased in Eagle-street, Holborn, and since then everything was 
got ready with a view to proceed with the erection of the 
necessary buildings. At the eleventh hour it was, however, 
discovered that the erection of the proposed structure would 
render the society liable to damages by reason of interference 
with ancient lights. The project has consequently collapsed 
after burthening the society with heavy law and other expenses 
in addition to the original outlay of ,£3,600 for the purchase of 
the site. The Building Committee, who throw the blame for 
this fiasco upon the society’s solicitor, Mr. S. Beswick, now 
recommend the sale of the Eagle-street property, even if at a 
loss, which they acknowledge is likely to be a heavy one. Mr. 
J. Borer, however, dissents from this suggestion, holding that it 
would be more advantageous to utilize the present site, since 
all necessary accommodation could be there provided, with the 
single exception of a large hall, without interfering with any 
ancient lights. Such a building would cost about ,£8,000, as 
against the £ 12,000 or ,£13,000 which would be required for the 
more pretentious building originally proposed. There is 
certainly much to be said in favour of Mr. Borer’s more 
practical if less ambitious scheme, which, as well as the 
Building Committee’s proposal, is to be discussed at a general 
meeting to be held towards the close of the present month. 

“ Overdone Competition and Underdone Unionism” 

is the title of a thoughtful leading article in the August 
number of the Scottish Typographical Circular. In these days 
of free trade and for other very sufficient reasons, however, 
the writer’s views could never be realized. In another article 
our contemporary comments upon our expression of regret 
that it should not have taken the trouble to understand some 
remarks we made upon the need of a better education of 
apprentices, and on the establishment of a board of examiners 
consisting of employers, overseers, and journeymen. With 
a curious want of logic, our critic says -“ For so long as 
men are sent forth to earn a livelihood as printers with the 
meagre instruction so generally given them as apprentices 
now, the possession of a certificate from such an examining 
board as was proposed—while it would undoubtedly be an 
advantage to the person holding it, and, so far as it would serve 
as a fi7iger-post pointing to where a co?npetetit journeyman 
could be had, would also be an advantage to the employer on 
the look-out for him—could never be expected to lessen the 
employment of apprentices, in excess of the number requisite 
to supply the demand for journeymen, by unscrupulous 
employers, in which the phase of the apprentice evil as it affects 

the journeyman consists ; nor, for that matter, would it lessen 
the number of incompetent journeymen who are alike a nuisance 
to our trade societies and the fair-dealing class of employers.” 
The writer knows what he means, no doubt, but he has an 
unfortunate way of presenting his ideas. Our plan included not 
simply one final examination, but several technical examinations 
during a youth’s apprenticeship, just as is the case, mutatis 
mutandis, with students in the legal and medical professions. 

Mr. William Simpson has returned from the Afghan 
campaign with a portfolio full of archaeological and other 
sketches, those relating to Indian architecture of the seventh 
century and earlier being of exceptional importance and interest, 
and throwing a new light upon the subject. We regret to state 
that Mr. Simpson has been extremely unwell, and is still not 
quite recovered. 

The New York Publisher’s Circular is rather caustic in its 
remarks on the second Literary Congress lately held in London. 
Our contemporary says :—“ It has been proposed to hold the 
next Congress in New York. If the society could meanwhile 
be put on a more firm footing, by handing over its manage¬ 
ment to men entitled to public confidence, such a Congress 
might be useful. It would afford Americans opportunity to 
explain to literary men of other countries our own copyright 
system, the voluntary royalties paid by our publishers to foreign 
authors, and the present obstacles in the way of international 
copyright pure and simple. Such an understanding as might 
thus be arrived at would do much to forward international 
amity and the practical fulfilment of a reasonable international 
copyright scheme.” The active interest taken in the subject of 
copyright of late is a noticeable feature of American literary 
journals, and is very significant. 

The editor of Truth complains that his readers are 
sufferers by the follies of the Post-office, which “ refuses to 
register Truth as a newspaper for transmission in Great 
Britain because its pages are stitched together. ‘If you object 
to stitching,’ I said, ‘ I will get over an American patent, and at 
considerable extra cost to myself, have the pages gummed 
together.’ ‘ Gumming and stitching are the same thing,’ 
answered the authorities. I thought not, and here the cor¬ 
respondence closed.” But, as Mr. Labouchere points out, the 
climax of the absurdity is that the Postal authorities do allow 
Truth to be registered as a newspaper for transmission to the 
Colonies and to foreign countries. We are tired of insisting 
upon the inconsistency of this regulation. 

JOTTINGS i ENGLISH, COLONIAL, & FOREIGN. 

Mr. Hodder, of the firm of Hodder and Stoughton, has returned 
home from his tour in America and Canada. 

Compositors’Wages in New Zealand.—According to recently 
compiled statistics, compositors’ wages in New Zealand average from 
^2 to £2. 5s. per week. 

Chinese Libraries.—At a recent meeting of the Library Associa¬ 
tion, held at the London Institution, some notes on Chinese libraries 
were read by Mr. W. E. A. Axon. 

French Lithographers.—The total number of prize-winners at 
the different annual Salons has been returned as 1,139. Of this total 
sixty-nine were lithographers and engravers. 

Our contemporary the Annates de Vlmprimerie, of Brussels, con¬ 
tinues its translation of the interesting series of articles by Mr. William 
Blades on the “Medallic Plistory of Printing.” 

The publisher of the Lanterne was recently condemned to four 
months’ imprisonment and 4,000 francs fine, for an article charging 
the French police with collusion and wrongful arrest. 

“Mind your P’s.”—What a happy suggestiveness there some¬ 
times is in a printer’s error, says a contemporary. One of the papers 
is made to speak of the proceedings of a Court Partial. 

Journalistic M.P’s.—Mr. Lysaght Finigan, who was elected 
M.P. for Ennis on the 26th ult., is a member of the staff of the Daily 
Chronicle. Mr. George Augustus Sala is mentioned as a possible 
Liberal candidate for Lambeth. 
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The copyright and stock of Design and Work are to be offered for 
sale by auction, at the Mart, Tokenhouse-yard, on the 19th inst., by 
Messrs. Winstanley & Horwood. The circulation is said to average 

between 8,000 and 9,000 copies. 

Nouveli.e SocifiTfi Typographique.—A new society having this 
title has been recently established in Paris for the relief in sickness of 
compositors and others employed in printing establishments. It is also 
proposed to give pensions to members unable to work. 

A fund has been raised at Boulogne by public subscription to erect 
a monument in memory of the late Mr. Merridew, an English local 
bookseller, whose death we announced a few months ago, in acknow¬ 
ledgment of his numerous and important public services. 

Stationer’s Shop on Wimbledon Common.—Among the half-a- 
dozen canvas shops which helped to enliven the Volunteer camp pitched 
on Wimbledon Common during the last half of July, was that of 
Messrs. Perry & Co. (Limited), who had a handsome display of fancy 
goods, stationery, &c. 

Newsvendors’ Benevolent and Provident Institution.— 
The committee of this charity have resolved to present the secretary, 
Mr. W. W. Jones, with a testimonial, as a proof of their esteem, and 
in recognition of the valuable services he has rendered to the society 
during a period of 17 years. 

New French Typographic Journal.—M. Charles Bonnet, Di¬ 
rector of the Gutenberg Wood-type Manufacturing Company (Limited), 
at Geneva, is about to establish a new typographic journal for circula¬ 
tion in France, Belgium, and Switzerland. He also intends to bring 
out a German edition. 

The Telegraph Conference.—So far as the resolutions arrived at 
have transpired at present, no action seems to have been taken by the 
delegates to effect a reduction in the telegraph rates for press messages, 
and Mr. Pender’s pointed recommendations to this effect wculd seem 
to have been altogether ignored. 

The Electric Light in Printing-Offices.—At the meeting 
of the Metropolitan Board of Works on the 9th inst., Mr. Nathan stated 
that although protective spectacles had been used by the compositors, 
the electric light had been found impracticable in the Tunes printing- 
office, and that gas had again been resorted to. 

Typefounding in Philadelphia.—A competent authority asserts 
that the total production of the Philadelphian typefoundries during the 
year 1878 aggregates in value to £200,000. A large percentage of the 
type cast is exported. In 1875 the total value of the manufactures of 
local typefoundries was computed at £137,280. 

“ Le Typographe,” of Brussels, in a long article on “ Le Travail 
dans les Prisons et dans les Couvents,” thus sums up :—“We believe 
it would be wiser that prisoners should be employed in some of the 
branches of agriculture or gardening, alternative with instruction on 
the duty they owe to society. ” We think so too. 

Gad’s Hill Place, near Rochester, the residence of Charles 
Dickens, which was announced for sale by auction, has found a pur¬ 
chaser. The day after the sale was completed, a noble lord of literary 
tastes and proclivities went to the auctioneers with a much higher offer, 
but found that he was a day “ too late for the fair.” 

Sale of Engravings.—A collection of modem engravings was 
sold last month by Messrs. Christie, Manson, & Woods. Some very 
high prices were realized, especially for engravings of Sir Edwin 
Landseer’s pictures by Mr. Thomas Landseer, A.R.A., nearly all 
being purchased by the printsellers and other dealers. 

French Copyright in Works of Art.—The French Minister 
of Fine Arts has brought in a Bill ameliorating the law of copyright for 
works of art of all kinds. The measure has caused great satisfaction in 
all artistic circles, and particularly among painters and musical com¬ 
posers, who have not hitherto been sufficiently protected against piracy. 

Export of Printed Books.—The foreign demand for English 
literature continues at its best. During June we exported .£67,917 
worth as compared with £62,731 and £73,105 in the same month 
during the two preceding years. The totals for the half-year are 
respectively, in 1879, £427,886; in 1878, £389,129; and in 1877, 
£401,124. 

Messrs. W. & A. K. Johnston have just published a “New 
Library or Travelling Map of Scotland, with a Reference Index, con¬ 
taining 12,000 names,” to which, at this season of the year, some of 
our readers may thank us for drawing attention. The map is in two 
sheets, each being dissected and mounted on canvas. A neat cloth 
case encloses maps and index. 

The Gutenberg Journal, of Paris, again returns to its attack on the 
administration of the Imprimerie Nationale, quoting an article which 
appeared so long ago as September, 1876, in the Economiste Franfais, 
Our contemporary concludes by saying that public opinion demands a 
larger share in its control, and that evidence is not wanting to make 
good its charges against the present administration. 

From Compositor to Mayor.—M. Charles Divri, the lately 
appointed mayor of the nineteenth arrondissement in Paris, was at one 
time a compositor, became subsequently overseer, and finally estab¬ 
lished himself as master-printer. Another dignitary in the same 
district, M. Guerin, is, according to the Oesterr. Buchdrucker-Zeitung, 
well known in Paris as a lithographic artist of rare ability. 

A Good Dividend. — The Bradford Bill-posting Company have 
declared a dividend of 25 per cent., carrying forward £31, and increas¬ 
ing the reserve to £79. This is certainly a very gratifying result of 
the company’s two years’ working. The nominal capital of the con¬ 
cern is £1,000, divided into 200 shares, nearly the whole of which 
were taken up when the company was floated in July, 1877. 

Cancelling Postage-stamps. — An improved hand-stamp for 
cancelling postage-stamps, and printing, dating, and marking generally, 
has been patented by Mr. William J. Blackwell, of Waynesborough, 
Virginia (U.S.A.). The press has a cam shaft which moves the stamp¬ 
ing devices, and a sliding plate, in such a way that when the plate is 
moved back to uncover the ink-pads the cancelling-stamps are forced 
down upon the pads. 

Stationery Office.—The following staff appointments have been 
made, in accordance with the recent reorganization of the Department 
by the Lords of the Treasury :—Mr. E. P. Plowman, to be accountant; 
Mr. J. S. Lewis, to be registrar • and Mr. W. H. Harrison, to be 
storekeeper. Messrs. Lewis and Harrison have been promoted from 
clerkships in the office, and Mr. Plowman has been transferred from 
the Education Department. 

Suppressed Periodicals.—A French work, byM. Peignot, gives 
the titles, &c., of all “ livres condanmes au feu, surprimes, ou censures.” 
Future editions will have to include the Illustrated London News 
Special Napoleon Number, many copies of which have been suppressed. 
The condemned sheets contained an article on “The Bonapartes ” 
some ten columns long, by a writer who shielded himself under the 
anonymity of the initials “ R. A.” 

Those Printers !—A sucking Poet Laureate composed a nice 
little poem on a “A Dead Love” (a rather sentimental effort), and 
gave it to the editor. The latter approved it, and gave it to the 
printer. It appeared as a “A Dead Dove.” The writer was horrified, 
and begged the editor to correct it, which he did in this manner :— 
“We have been requested to correct a typographical error in the title 
of the poem in our last issue. For ‘ dove ’ read ‘ dog.’ ” 

The Canoe Accident on Lough Allen.—A lad who was 
fishing on the north-east side of Lough Allen, county Leitrim, 
found floating near the shore the body of one of the two canoeists who 
were recently drowned in that lake. The body was brought to land 
and identified as that of Mr. Anderson. Nothing as yet has been 
seen of the body of the other canoeist, Mr. Kenneth Reed, son of Sir 
Charles Reed. 

Cowper’s Writing Telegraph has been at work on the London 
and South-Western Railway between Waterloo and Woking, a distance 
of 26J miles, but resistance-coils have been inserted in order to test the 
instruments over circuits equivalent to 62J and 994 miles. The result 
of the test is described as so satisfactory that the instrument is ex¬ 
pected to come shortly into considerable demand. The fact that the 
messages are recorded in writing will commend its use wherever it is 
desired to prevent mistakes. 

The Graphic Department of the Ordnance Survey.—In 
the last report of the Ordnance Survey Department it is mentioned that 
in addition to the survey, the Ordnance Office at Southampton have 
been engaged since 1861 on the preparation of fac-similes of ancient 
manuscripts, by order of the Treasury. Already have been published 
Domesday Book, National Manuscripts of England, Ireland, and 
Scotland, Anglo-Saxon Charters from the Canterbury Collection, as 
well as the Black Letter Prayer Book of 1636. 

American Government Paper.—The American Treasury has 
adopted a distinctive paper, different from that now in use, for all its 
monetary obligations and securities. One of its distinctive features is 
the introduction of coloured silk threads into the body of the paper 
while in the process of manufacture, in combination with a distributed 
silk fibre of different colours. According to the American statutes “any 
one who has or retains in his control or possession any similar paper is 
subject to a fine of not more than £1,000, or to imprisonment at hard 
labour of not more than fifteen years, or to both.” 

Literature at the forthcoming Church Congress.—As in 
previous years, the subject of literature will engage the attention of the 
forthcoming Church Congress at one of its sittings. The programme 
includes twenty-one topics, only one of which is of interest to our 
readers. Mr. Titus Lewis, F.S.A., and the Rev. D. Williams, 
(Llandyrnog), will read papers on “The Welsh Church Press, the 
Literature of Wales, and the Church’s Duty towards the Welsh Read¬ 
ing Classes.” The subsequent discussion upon the subject is to be 
opened by Archdeacon Smart and the Rev. L). W. Thomas. 
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Tenders for Stationery are invited by the Midland Railway 
Company. The contract is to be in force for three years commencing 
on the 1st of January next. The different classes of goods required 
are as follows :—No. I. Forms. 2. Books. 3. Time-table sheets and 
books, and posting bills. 4. Envelopes and papers. 5. Sundries 
(inks, pencils, &c.) 6. Passenger tickets, not printed. Separate forms 
of tender, as here enumerated, and other information, may be obtained 
on application to Mr. Pettifor, Derby, at whose office patterns may 
also be inspected. Tenders must be sent in by the 1st of September 
next. 

“White on Black.”—If the latest experiment which has been made 
with a view to find a substitute for white paper and black ink in the 
production of books should be attended with any degree of success, we 
shall have to reverse the above homely phrase, and speak in future of 
“white on black.” A Russian physician, M. Malarevsky, struck by 
the prevalence of shortsightedness among literary men—on the Conti¬ 
nent, we presume, for it hardly applies to our own countrymen—pro¬ 
poses that books should be printed in white ink on black paper, and 
lie has made experiments with fifty persons which tend to confirm his 
view. 

Exiled Journalists.—A living author has described modern 
journalists as a race of mendicant friars “some barefooted, some 
almost bare-backed” who “teach and preach, zealously enough, for 
copper alms and the love of God.” Whether any and what degree of 
truth there may be in this dictum, we will not stop to inquire ; what 
is certain is that the assertion has no application to some of the French 
Communist journalists who have been transported to New Caledonia, 
for the Paris Figaro in an interesting account upon the subject mentions 
that four journalists at Noumea can boast of having made £4,000 each 
in the short space of six years. 

Mr. Alexander Forbes.—In referring to its able correspondent’s 
account of the battle of Ulundi, the Daily News justly urges that one 
fact must not be overlooked in connection with the event, and that is 
the extraordinary zeal and energy of their special correspondent. In 
order to expedite transmission of the news to England, Mr. Forbes 
rode a distance of eighty miles through very difficult country, several 
times losing his way in the fog. Such a feat as this has rarely been 
equalled, and perhaps never surpassed by any newspaper correspondent. 
Mr. Forbes’s ride forms the subject of a full-page illustration in the 
Londoti News, of the 9th inst. 

The Apprentice System in Austria.—We have it on the 
authority of the Vorwdrts that in many Viennese printing-offices six 
and even eight times as many apprentices are employed as journeymen. 
Particular instances are mentioned where the respective numbers are 
forty apprentices to five journeymen; forty-five to seven ; twelve to 
one ; sixteen to three, &c. More than a century ago the question of 
apprentices in printing-offices was a fruitful source of complaint on the 
part of the journeymen, and it still continues a burning question 
abroad as well as at home. At least a partial solution of the problem 
may be attained by the adoption of the system of examination which 
we have hinted in these pages. 

Presentation to a Forewoman.—An entertainment was given 
on the 26th ult. in one of the work-rooms of Messrs. Eyre & Spottis- 
woode, Great New-street, which had been decorated for the occasion. 
The special object of the gathering was to compliment Miss Leighton, 
late superintendent of the Bible and Prayer-book binding department, 
on the occasion of her resigning a position which she had held for 
nearly thirty years., At the gathering in question she was presented 
with a sum of money from the members of the firm, an inlaid writing- 
desk from the workwomen of her own department, an album from 
those engaged in the “Acts” branch of the business, and several 
other gifts from individual fellow-servants. 

Straw-boards.—The total annual production of straw-boards in 
the United States is about 33,000 tons, 28,000 tons being steam-dried 
and 5,000 tons air-dried. Their manufacture was begun at Chambers- 
burg, Pennsylvania, in 1842, the product being sent to the Philadelphia 
market. The first ton brought into this State was sold by Mr. Cyrus 
W. Field, the present telegraph and elevated railroad projector, to 
H. Butterfield & Co., in the year 1845, Mr. Field at that time being 
engaged in the paper trade. Of the large annual production of this 
article 600 tons are required by the paper-collar manufacturers. 
According to the Western Paper Trade, Messrs. H. Butterfield & Co. 
alone supply 100 tons annually to be made up into boxes for patent 
plasters. 

Tiie Belgian Pater Trade.—We hear much of Belgian com¬ 
petition in the paper trade. The following data as to the exports of 
paper from that little kingdom will therefore prove of special interest 
to English manufacturers. Last year 18,585 tons were shipped abroad, 
and of this Great Britain took 7,205 tons. The relative figures for the 
three previous years were as follows :—Total export of paper in 1877, 
18,757 tons ; proportion taken by this country, 7,887 tons ; in 1876, 
17,688 tons and 7,288 tons; in 1875, 15,728 tons and6,739 tons. It will 
thus be seen that while there was a steady increase both of the general 

export of paper and of that sent to this country during the preceding 
years, a decline in both directions is noticeable as regards the past 
twelvemonth. 

Proposed Copyright Legislation.—This subject was once more 
brought before Parliament on the 17th ult., when Mr. E. Jenkins 
asked the Postmaster-General when the Government Copyright Bill 
would be printed and in the hands of members ; and whether any 
arrangement had been come to with the United States Government for 
the appointment of a joint International Commission on Copyright, as 
proposed by Messrs. Harper Brothers, of New York, or whether any 
such commission was in contemplation ? Lord J. Manners, in reply, 
said he hoped the Bill would be in the hands of members on an early 
day. No such commission as that stated in the question was in con¬ 
templation. The Bill has since been issued, and we give an epitome 
of its clauses on another page. 

American Librarians’ Congress.—The third general meeting of 
the American Library Association was held at Boston on the 30th of 
June and 1st and 2nd of July, and was largely attended. The secre¬ 
tary’s report was presented by Mr. Melville Dewey, managing editor 
of the Library Journal. Among the papers read was one by Mr. 
Poole, of the Chicago public library, on “ Spread of contagious diseases 
by circulating libraries.” He stated in the course of it that a large 
number of letters from medical and sanitary experts had been received 
which all went to show that contagious diseases had never been imparted 
by a book from a circulating library. Additional subscriptions were 
raised among the members sufficient to insure the early publication of 
the first edition of the Association catalogue. 

Secret Printing-offices have at one time or another existed in 
most European countries, and in France especially there have been not 
a few which have succeeded in altogether eluding the vigilance of the 
French police, as for example the press in Louis XIV.’s reign, from 
which were issued the famous Nouvelles Ecclesiastiques. We are pleased 
to learn that the history of these presses has at last found its chronicler. 
The industrious bibliophile known as Philomneste Junior has just 
published at Brussels, a curious list of private printing establish¬ 
ments belonging to monasteries, colleges, learned societies, and other 
bodies ; also of secret establishments of the kind, with the titles of 
works issuing from these. The work is entitled, “ Recherches sur les 
Imprimeries Imaginaires, Clandestines, et Particulieres.” 

American Publishers in England.—Mr. Henry C. Lea, of 
Philadelphia, son of Mr. Isaac Lea, the conchologist, has spent his 
holidays in England. Both father and son are authors, and have been 
and are still in the publishing trade. Mr. Henry C. Lea is the author 
of two valuable historical works of which the following are the titles, 
viz. :—“Superstition and Force : Essays on the Wager of Law, the 
Wager of Battle, the Ordeal, and Torture,” which has reached a second 
edition, and also “An Historical Sketch of Sacerdotal Celibacy in the 
Christian Church.” Mr. J. W. Bouton, the well-known dealer in old 
books of New York, is likewise on a visit to this country. The personal 
intercourse of English and American publishers is yearly on the increase, 
and is not without an important influence on the book trade of the two 
countries. 

Cost of Government Advertisements.—In the House of 
Commons on the 12th inst. Mr. Bates asked the Chancellor of the 
Exchequer whether he would inform the House what was the annual 
amount paid by the Government through their appointed agent or 
agents to the proprietors of newspapers for inserting the Government 
advertisements from every department of the State. The Chancellor 
of the Exchequer in reply said he had not been able to obtain the 
information asked for from more than three or four departments. In 
the case of the War Office, the amount was ,£3,335 ; the Admiralty, 
£3,059, an exceptionally heavy charge, as the average amount was 
about £"2,000 ; in the Inland Revenue the amount was £4,160, and on 
the Customs £"150. He would endeavour to get further information 
if it were moved for. 

Old-Style Letterpress Tablets and Initials.—We have 
before had occasion to commend the wood-letter founts cut by Messrs. 
Day & Collins, of the Atlas Works. The firm is evidently intent 
upon maintaining the good reputation they deservedly enjoy. We 
have before us some fine specimens of what they term “ old-style 
tablets,” in which an ornamental wood border, with suitable end- 
pieces, surrounds a line of type or wood-letters. The designs of the 
borders are quite in keeping with the old-style type which is now so 
largely affected. The tout-ensemble of the specimens submitted to us 
is very pleasing, and the border contributes not a little to render any 
particular line on a show-bill or poster effective and striking. The 
border is sold in lengths as required, and we venture to prophesy a 
large demand for these novelties. 

Tiie Journalism of the World.—An “approximate calcula¬ 
tion” which appears in a French journal, returns the probable number 
of newspapers in the whole world as 23,291. Of these 2,509 are said 
to appear in England, 2,000 in France, 1,226 in Italy, 1,200 in Austria, 

500 in Russia, &c., the total for Europe being 13,625. If to these we 
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add the 387 journals of Asia, the 50 of Africa, the 9,129 of America, 
and the 100 of Australasia, we arrive at the grand total above given. 
What an advance since the days of Queen Anne, when this country 
could only boast a single daily journal, and when there was a pro¬ 
portionate dearth of newspapers on the Continent! It was Lamartine 
who said that journalism would almost supersede and absorb all other 
literature before the close of the present century, and it would almost 
seem as if his utterance were already coming true. 

A French Pun-Writer.—M. Commerson, whose death has just 
been recorded in Paris, was in the Parisian fourth estate the represen¬ 
tative of a kind of wit which, if not exclusively French, is at least 
exclusively in France recognised as a public power, viz., the pun mania. 
For fifty years M. Commerson made puns, printed them in the Tinla- 
tnarre, and lived upon them. Some were good, and some were idiotic. 
But he cared little, and his public cared naught, provided they were forth¬ 
coming weekly. An idea of his manner may be conveyed by stating 
that for the last fifteen years he persisted in calling de Villemessant, 
the late editor of the Figaro, 2,900 (deux mille neuf cents), and that 
his readers were never tired of the joke. Truth says that had he 
learned before dying of the battle of Ulundi, he would have been sure 
to exclaim : “Why, this battle ought not to be called du lundi, since 
the 3rd of July was a jeudi ! ” 

The London School Board and its Printing.—At the weekly 
meeting of the London School Board on the 30th ult. Mr. Sydney Buxton 
presented a report from the Special Committee on Printing, and moved 
the adoption of several recommendations drawn up from motives of 
economy. Most of the recommendations were agreed to. The School 
Management Committee, in a report on the store department for the 
year ended Lady-day, stated that, calculated on the net cost of goods, 
after defraying all ordinary expenses, the cost per head for books and 
apparatus on the average school attendance for the year had been 
3s. 6|d., as compared with 4s. per head in the previous year. During 
the year 637 books and other articles of school use had been considered 
by the committee, of which 315 had been added to the teachers’ re¬ 
quisition forms. The committee had removed from the forms several 
books and apparatus which they considered no longer suitable. We 
hope that the poor printer is not about to be made the martyr and 
scapegoat for the Board’s extravagance in other directions. 

The Typologie- Tucker gives an interesting account of the introduction 
of female labour—which includes work by the deaf and dumb—into the 
establishment of MM. Firmin-Didot & Co. at Mesnil-sur-l’Estree, Eure. 
In 1835 MM. Firmin-Didot opened a branch at the village of Mesnil, 
and appointed M, Theotiste Lefevre as manager. Under his direction 
the employment of female labour was successfully carried out. At the 
commencement of the present year the idea was entertained of teaching 
deaf and dumb young women the compositors’ art, and in April last 
M. Lefevre commenced his difficult task in the Paris house. In the 
course of three months he had so far succeeded that his pupils were 
sufficiently advanced to be sent to Mesnil, where they received further 
instruction. The difficulty of imparting the necessary instruction, and 
notably the principle of dividing a word at the end of a line, and how 
it was overcome, the aptitude of the pupils (two were able to compose 
Greek at the end of three months), and many other details are given 
at some length. The introduction of female labour into the printing 
trade opens up a wide question, which we cannot now discuss here. 

A Judge’s Apology to Newspapers.—It is gratifying to find that 
Mr. Lefroy’s (the Shaftesbury County-Court Judge) eyes have at last 
been opened to the unbecoming nature of his conduct, to which we have 
more than once drawn attention. In making this amende—shall we 
term it honourable ?—he said to the reporters that he “ would 
rather not have it published,”—a wish rightly disregarded by the news¬ 
papers which had been so grossly libelled by him. The following is 
the text of his apology:—“ At the last meeting of this Court I was 
provoked, by an attack made, as I supposed, by the Western Gazette, 
on my judicial conduct in a trial of a case at the Bridport County 
Court, to make some remarks against that paper and the manner in 
which it was conducted, which, I am informed, the proprietors of it 
think harsh and unjustifiable. I find on inquiry that I was mistaken 
with regard to the paper which called for those observations, and, con¬ 
sequently, I have no objection to withdraw them.” The judge’s atten¬ 
tion having been directed to the fact that he had made a similar un¬ 
provoked attack upon the Sherborne Journal, he asked that the same 
apology should also include the latter journal. 

Postage-stamps.—A month or two ago we drew attention to the 
poisonous nature of the coloured ink used in the production of postage- 
stamps, and to the facility with which the colour comes off when the 
stamp is wetted. Nothing has as yet been done to remove this great 
danger of poisoning. The subject has once more been brought into 
prominence by a letter which appears in our contemporary Capital and 
Labour, in which Mr. W. H. Walker, of Lenton, Notts, writes :—“ I 
wish, through the medium of your valuable journal, to call the attention 
of the postal authorities to the very inferior quality of the red colour¬ 
ing matter used for the penny stamp. It is very objectionable in use, 

coming off freely, whether wet or dry, much to the annoyance of any 
one using them. Surely it would be easy to substitute a fast colour 
that would not leave such obvious traces on ourselves and on our 
stationery.” The editor of our contemporary appends to this letter 
the following note, every word of which we can echo from individual 
experience :—■“ Repeated complaints have been made of late, to which 
the Post-office has given no heed. The only plan is to persist in 
making the grievance known until it is remedied. The policy pursued 
at St. Martin’s-le-Grand is to make no changes in the public interest 
until compelled to do so by a demand that is irresistible, because in¬ 
convenient.” 

New Journals, Press Changes, &c.—A weekly paper has been 
started under the title of Paper and Print. It is published by Messrs. 
Straker & Sons.-The Shoreditch Chronicle and the South London 
Post are two new halfpenny weeklies started in the Metropolis, while 
a similar low-priced venture has been added to the list of provincial 
journals. Its title is the Derby Daily Telegraph, and it is owned and 
published by Mrs. E. M. Pike, who is also the proprietor of the 
Derby and Chesterfield Reporter.-The Phonograph is a new weekly 
whose special province is implied by its title. It is printed in phono¬ 
graphic characters by means of lithography.-A new penny weekly 
has been started under the title of the St. Lzike's Recorder, while the 
Law Reformer is a new twopenny monthly that has been ushered into 
existence.-The Wool Trade Review is a new journal announced for 
to-day.-Percy's Chimney Corner, “ the best and cheapest magazine 
published,” is announced for October next. It is to be published 
monthly at the price of one penny.-It is understood that an asso¬ 
ciation of leading clergymen and laymen is preparing to publish a 
monthly magazine in the interests of the Evangelical school of the 
Church of England.-The Academy has passed into the hands of 
Messrs. Yates & Alexander.-Mr. Alfred Wilcox has retired from the 
editorship of the West London Observer. 

Copyright.—Mr. R. A. Macfie, formerly a successful Liverpool 
manufacturer, but now described as of “ Dreghorn,” has issued a 
bulky volume on his pet subject of “ Copyright and Patents for Inven¬ 
tion.” (Edinburgh, T. & T. Clark.) As is well known Mr. Macfie 
desires to abolish both patent and copyrights. Pie would have the 
originator of an invention or the author of a book remunerated by a 
“ royalty ” system ; that is to say, the State or some given authority 
should assess the value of any idea, and any manufacturer or publisher 
should be authorized to carry it out, on the understanding that a speci¬ 
fied percentage of the profits should revert to the writer or inventor, as 
the case may be. It is obvious that such a scheme lacks the first 
necessity of a legislative reform, practicability; but Mr. Macfie has 
become so much interested in it as, we will not say to have “ a bee 
in his bonnet,” but “royalty” on the brain. He has done good and 
useful service, however, in exposing the anomalies of the existing patent 
and copyright laws, and his book is a repertory of useful and interesting 
facts and opinions on the subject; without, therefore, endorsing his views 
we may express our obligations to him for his compiling a body of 
evidence on the subject and keeping it before the public. The present 
volume runs to upwards of 400 pages, and is described as “the first,” 
from which we may conclude that the author’s views require still further 
elucidation. 

The readiness with which persons throw blame upon printers, that 
should rightly be directed to a different quarter, receives illustration in 
a paragraph which appears in our able contemporary the Statist. Com¬ 
menting upon the delay asked for by the appellants in the Bolivian 
Loan case, on the plea that “one month was hardly time enough in 
which to prepare their case, and have it printed,” the writer gives vent 
to the following :—“Legal and Government printers have the strangest 
notions as to the time necessary to print things. We constantly hear 
the strangest excuses for delay. But there is in truth no reason why 
the longest conceivable ‘ case ’ or Parliamentary paper should take 
longer to print than a short one. All that is needed is that in propor¬ 
tion to the length of the document the number of printers should be 
increased. Nothing can be more childish then than the excuse of time 
to print here put forward.” Now upon the writer’s own showing the 
extension of time was asked for for the purpose of “ preparing ” the 
case, and the printing was only brought in as a kind of after-thought. 
Throughout our own extended experience we never heard of a master- 
printer of any standing advancing such a plea in connection with 
legal work under execution as is implied in the above paragraph. On 
the contrary, an appeal case means generally, so far as compositors and 
printers are concerned, continuous work, day and night, until the last 
sheet has gone to press. 

A Reporting Fiasco.—The inconveniences arising from a rigid 
exclusion of reporters at public meetings has received amusing illustra¬ 
tion during the past month. Lord Granville made a speech on the 
24th ult,, at a meeting of the City Liberal Club. What professed to be 
a report of this speech appeared on the next day in the Daily Arews. 
In a letter to that journal Lord Granville disowned its authorship, while 
at the same time pronouncing it as “excellent.” The so-called 
“Reporter,” as well as Sir John Bennett, thereupon challenged his 
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Lordship’s contradiction, and Lord Granville in consequence supplied 
his own version of the speech delivered by him. After the question as 
to accuracy had been argued pro and con., the secretary of the club 
writes to say that strict orders had been given not to admit any 
reporters, for what particular reason it is not stated. The whole 
incident reminds us of a similar affair which took place some years ago. 
Serjeant Talfourd (well known as the ardent promoter of the Copyright 
Act) made at a public dinner some regretful reference to the absence 
of Charles Dickens, and in doing so paid a compliment to the breadth 
of knowledge contained in the latter’s works. The reporter present, 
either not rightly hearing or attending to these remarks, and thinking 
himself safe on the subject of the famous novelist, set forth at great 
length that everything in arts, science, anatomy, geology, electricity, 
and goodness knows what not, might be found in some shape or other 
in the works of Charles Dickens. 

The late Mr. James Duffy’s Estate.—A testimonial to Rev. 
Michael Duffy, C.C., is being raised. The following is the circular 
which is in circulation :—“ 15, Wellington-quay, Dublin, July, 1879. 
We, the undersigned representatives of the late James Duffy, Catholic 
publisher, and officials connected with that important establishment, 
congratulate the Rev. Michael Duffy, sole executor of his deceased 
brother, on the wise and admirable manner in which he has discharged 
the onerous duties of executor. The satisfactory declaration of the 
Court of Chancery, which has recently audited and passed the accounts 
of the successful establishment on Wellington-quay, might, in itself, be 
considered as a sufficient compensation for all the trouble and anxiety 
which devolved on the reverend executor in supervising the management 
and expenditure of the publishing and other details associated with a 
house, whose productions are to be found wherever the English lan¬ 
guage is spoken ; but as we cannot gainsay the proverb, which sets 
forth a grand truism, that the labourer is worthy of his hire, we have 
resolved to present the reverend executor with a testimonial, which, 
however inadequate, will convince him of our admiration of the manner 
in which he fulfilled the arduous and laborious duties confided to his 
discretion and singular ability. We also invite the various establish¬ 
ments with which the firm of James Duffy & Sons has had transactions, 
and all friends of the Rev. Michael Duffy, to co-operate with us in 
this well-deserved testimonial. (Signed) Alexander Morrison, trea¬ 
surer; John Bradner, secretary.” 

Publishers and School-Board Competition. — Surely the 
Education Act of 1870 never contemplated the organization of School 
Boards for the purpose of setting up as rival publishers. Yet that is 
what we are actually coming to, and the sooner the attention of the 
Education Department is directed to the unjustifiable interference of 
the Manchester School Board with legitimate publishing enterprise the 
better. What with prison competition in printing, the supply of books 
and stationery by co-operative stores, and this latest publishing venture 
by a School Board, the legitimate trader is altogether nonplussed, and 
those whom by heavy taxation he helps to support thus do their best 
to cut the ground from under his feet. The circular issued by the 
Manchester School Board, and signed on its behalf by Mr. Charles 
Henry Wyatt, presumably the clerk, is as follows :—“I am directed 
to call your attention to ‘The School Board Diary and Remembrancer’ 
about to be published by this department, and to inform you that we 
are prepared to receive advertisements for insertion therein from a 
limited number of the leading publishers, &c.” Later on the circular 
continues :—“ No effort will be spared to make the Diary an absolute 
necessity in every school-board office, and the great favour in which 
the other publications of the Manchester School Board are held by the 
other boards throughout the country makes me believe that this work 
will be equally successful. Like all our other publications, and 
therein no doubt lies their great success, the Diary will be compiled by 
those who are themselves actively engaged in school-board work.” 

The Metalograpii.—The metalograph is the name of an in¬ 
strument invented by an American, a native of Boston. It is said to 
do things that the electric pen cannot accomplish. Its motive power 
is compressed air instead of electricity. The instrument is thus 
described :—“It consists of a hardened steel point, which when in use 
is moved up and down within a metal tube very rapidly by means of a 
cam and spring. The cam is on a little metal shaft, which is revolved 
by a wheel, the latter being connected by a rubber tube with a pair of 
bellows under the table, and can be worked by hand or foot. Resting 
the instrument perpendicularly upon a thin sheet of metal and setting 
the bellows in motion, a person may write with it upon the metal, 
making what appears to be a continuous line, but is really a dotted one. 
The letters made are embossed upon the metal. The sheet of metal is 
then to be placed in a small press and covered by a suitable piece of 
carbon paper, and over that again the paper to be written upon is 
placed. The press is then set in motion, and copies of the writing or 
composition can be produced very rapidly. No liquid ink, acid 01- 
electricity is used. The little machine can be used in manifold 
writing, and in signing bank cheques and other important documents, 
for it is impossible to alter or erase signatures made with it.” It seems 
to us that the steel point must be held very firmly to the thin sheet of 

metal to produce sufficient relief, and that the same pressure might be 
made to emboss the thin metal without the intervention of any 
apparatus, in the same manner that we indent a piece of paper when 
we write with a hard pencil upon a soft surface. The printing process 
would be the same whether the lines of the writing were continuous or 
composed of dots. 

The Stationers’ School.—Sir Francis Truscott (Master of the 
Stationers’ Company) presided on the 29th ult. at the distribution of 
prizes awarded to the successful students at the Stationers’ School. 
There were also present:—-Lady Truscott, Alderman Figgins and 
Deputy Kilday (Wardens), Mr. A. K. Isbister (head master), &c. 
The clerk (Mr. Charles Robert Rivington) read the report of the 
examiners, which spoke favourably of the progress which had been 
made by the scholars during the year. Lady Truscott next presented 
the prizes to the successful competitors. The chairman then moved a 
vote of thanks to the head master, Mr. A. K. Isbister, and the other 
masters, remarking that what they had heard fully bore out the good 
reports which had been made regarding the proficiency of the scholars. 
This school, as they were aware, was founded for the education of the 
sons of the freemen and liverymen. But it had been found expedient 
to enlarge its area and to allow other children who were recommended 
by a liveryman to participate in its advantages, and he was glad to say 
the school was now overwhelmingly full. The school had not yet 
been established twenty years, but for all that it had done great things, 
and it had turned out boys that were now doing well the work of life. 
He expressed a hope that when the pupils left school they would not 
despise trade and commerce as being beneath their ambition. He 
himself would have all children he was interested in brought up to 
trade and commerce, for he believed there were more prizes to be 
gained in those paths than in any other. They must remember that it 
was trade and commerce that had made England what it was. The 
vote was carried, as were also similar acknowledgments to Lady and 
Sir Francis Truscott; while three cheers were given for the head 
master, Alderman Figgins, and others. The chairman announced 
that he would give the usual £10. 10s. prize at Christmas, as well as 
offer other prizes to the most deserving of those who had been un¬ 
successful that day. 

International Literary Association.—A meeting of the Re¬ 
ception Committee of the recent International Literary Congress was 
held last month in the rooms of the Asiatic Society, Albemarle-street, 
Mr. Blanchard Jerrold in the chair, to consider a proposal for raising a 
fund in aid of the International Literary Association. The Chairman 
explained in his opening speech that at a meeting of the delegates held 
immediately after the close of the Congress, under the presidency of 
M. Torres Caicedo, the San Salvador Minister and translator of 
Thackeray and other English authors, it was agreed that each national 
representative should exert himself to raise subscriptions in aid of the 
Association in his own country. He announced that her Majesty the 
Queen had forwarded to him for presentation to the Association’s 
Library of Contemporary Literature a superbly-bound copy of her book 
on the Highlands, inscribed to the library with her own hand ; that 
the Prince of Wales had joined the Association, together with Mr. Alfred 
Tennyson, Mr. Froude, Mr. Anthony Trollope, and many more well- 
known English authors; that the President of the French Republic, at 
an interview which he had granted to a deputation, had expressed the 
pleasure he felt in being enrolled an honorary member, and that the 
Association was now established in commodious quarters in the Rue 
Vivienne. Mr. Edward Jenkins, M.P., next moved a resolution 
calling upon literary men to subscribe to the fund as proposed. Dr. 
Charles Mackay, having seconded it, the resolution was carried unani¬ 
mously. The Paris members of the Association met on the 30th ult. 
at a banquet given at the Cafe Riche, in celebration of the success 
which has marked the second season of the Society’s activity. The 
chair was taken by M. Torres Caicedo. The secretary, M. Lermina, 
proposed a toast in honour of the English members of the Association, 
referring to the co-operation of Mr. Blanchard Jerrold, and recognising 
in enthusiastic terms the cordiality of the reception recently accorded 
to the Association at the congress which took place in London 

Improved Pressing-Machine.—A new machine for pressing and 
tying sheets in bundles, invented and patented by Mr. J. W. Jones, 
of Harrisburg, Pennsylvania (U.S.A.), marks an advance, says 
an American contemporary, in the economical treatment of paper 
after printing. The tedious handling of the sheets in placing them 
one by one between glazed boards before subjecting them to 
pressure for the removal of the indentations made by the type, 
is entirely dispensed with. The printed sheets are folded as they 
come from the printing-press, placed between boards, and are 
directly subjected to hydraulic pressure in a compact yet powerful 
machine, and the pressure is retained by simply tying the bundles 
with cords while in the machine and before the pressure is released. 
In this way a bundle of 500 sheets is pressed and tied up in 
four or five minutes. In other words, the machine and process will 
dry-press from 6,000 to 7,500 sheets an hour, according to the capacity 
of the operator. The pressure is applied with two powerful hydraulic 
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pumps, driven by hand or steam power. The pumps are provided 
with a safety-valve, the beam of which is connected with an electric 
battery and gong, so adjusted that it can be set for any pressure re¬ 
quired. When that is obtained, the gong instantly sounds an alarm. 
The motion of the plunger or ram is very quick, travelling its entire 
length in thirty seconds; for practical use it is required to travel only 
about two-thirds its length, or twenty seconds. The time required for the 
bundles to remain under the retained pressure is from twelve to twenty- 
four hours (which time can be considerably reduced by increasing 
pressure and using stronger cords), when the sheets are completely 
dry-pressed, the indentations being removed without set-off. The 
machine will dry-press illustrated work equally well as ordinary letter- 
press. Several of these machines are in use in the Government 
printing-office at Washington, and are operating satisfactorily. We 
confess that we do not understand the modus opcrandi as described in 
the foregoing. 

Mr. Bright on the Indian Press Law.—-In presiding at a 
meeting held on the 23rd ult., for the purpose of bringing before the 
public the grievances of the educated natives of India, Mr. Bright 
delivered a lengthy address, in the course of which he made pointed 
reference to the Gagging Act passed last year by the Indian Council. 
In animadverting upon it he said that on the 14th of March, 1878, the 
Legislative Council in Calcutta without any notice—the public knew 
nothing about it, their opinion was not asked or considered—introduced 
a Bill which did not take anything like the discussion which a single 
clause in many measures takes in our House of Commons. That Bill, 
he continued, in the course of two or three hours—for anything I know, 
in one hour—became law. What did it do ? It put the whole of that 
portion of the press of India, not into the hands of the courts, but into 
the hands of the Government itself. What happened? Only a short 
time ago, I suppose the oldest, the most well-known, the most widely- 
circulated and probably the best-conducted of all the newspapers in 
India published in the native language, for the benefit of the native 

eople, was assailed by the Government because it had admitted what 
confess to have been, and what I suppose nobody would deny to be, 

an extremely foolish letter, written by some correspondent at Lahore. 
The management of the paper ought, no doubt, to have prevented that 
letter from appearing. I have nothing to say in favour of the letter ; 
but, it having appeared, the paper was attacked by the Government 
under this new law, certain pains and penalties were enforced, and the 
result has been that the proprietors of the journal were so struck with 
terror, and the probability of large pecuniary loss, that the paper was 
suppressed and is no longer published. That paper was published by 
some of the most learned pundits in India ; it was written and managed 
by educated Sanscrit scholars; and yet with all this to recommend it, 
it has been suppressed under a Bill which became law in a single 
morning or afternoon, and about which no human being knew anything 
except the half-dozen gentlemen of the Council who passed it. If there 
had been a judicial trial we could have understood that. If the person 
connected with the newspaper knew that, if he committed an error, he 
might be brought before competent judges or a just jury, we could 
understand that. But there was no judge and no jury in this case. 
The Government was prosecutor, and the Government was judge. The 
effect of this system must necessarily be that the Government will be 
more ignorant of native opinion than before ; and that the natives, 
shut out from reading in their own journals, must be more dissatisfied 
with and more hostile to the Government. 

Export of Type and Printers’ Material.—The following 
goods have been shipped from the metropolis to foreign ports since the 
date of our last issue. The place of destination is in each case printed 
in italic :—Adelaide—Figgins, J. J., ^207 printing materials. Algoa 
Bay—Richards, GlanvilJe & Co., £26 type ; White & Holmes, ^85 
printing materials. Amsterdam—Freeland, J. & A. B., £24 printing 
type. Barcelona—Freeland, J. & A. B., ^32 printing type; Pitt & 
Scott, ,£11 printing type. Bombay—Cooper, J. H., £14 trypograph ; 
Figgins, J., ,£1,750 printing materials; Johnson, W. J., £82 printing 
materials. Boston — Royal & Willan, £110 printing materials. 
Brussels—Parsons, Fletcher & Co., £12 printing materials. Calcutta 
—Allen, Bros. & Co., £20 litho stones ; Bates, Hendy & Co., £10 

rinting type; Cornwell, Fish & Co., £55 printers’ ink; Figgins, 
., £34 printing materials; Fleming, A. B. & Co., £15 printing 

ink; Lawrie, A. & Co., £19 printing type ; Quaritch, B., £15 book 
cloth. Colombo—Freeland, J. & A. B,, £271 type. Constantinople—■ 
Wilkinson, Cowley & Co., £22 litho press. Dunedin—Freeland, 
J. & A. B., £127 printing materials. Gothenburg—Durable Printers’ 
Roller Co., £29 compo. Hong Kong—Austin, Wood & Co., £30 
printing materials. Hambro—Parsons, Fletcher & Co., £30 printing 
ink. Jersey and Guernsey—Cheeswright & Co., £120 printing 
machinery. Lisbon—Thompson, J. H. & Co., £8 printing ink. 
Lyttelton—Benson, H. B., £80 litho apparatus; Fleming, A. B. & 
Co., £68 printing ink. Launceston—Bates, Hendy & Co., £29 type ; 
Gordon & Gotch, £122, printing machine. Madras—Figgins, F. J., 
,£200 printing materials ; Frith, Sands & Co., £7 stationery, £2 
printing ink ; Lloyd, B. S. & Co., £112 printing materials, Marseilles 

—Fleming, A. F. & Co., £30 printing ink. Melbourne—Freeland, 
J. & A. B., £148 type ; Levy, J. S., £96 printing material ; Shackell 
& Edwards, £62 printing ink ; Spicer Bros., £22 printing materials. 
Montreal—Royle & Willan, £64 printing materials. ATaples—Kidd, 
J. & Co., £50 printing ink. Otago—Irving, T. & Co., £164 printing 
machinery. Port Phillip—Allport & Morgan, £386 litho materials ; 
Connell, J. & Co., £102 litho ink; Head, II. & Co., £18 type; 
Pitt & Scott, £100 printing machinery ; Sands, R. & Son, £42 roller 
composition; Shackell & Edwards, £193 printing ink; Turner, T., 
£90 type. Rotterdam—Adolph, W. & Co., 950 yds. book cloth. 
Singapore— Figgins, J., £22 printing materials; Freeland, J. & A. B., 
£132 printing materials. Sydney—Forwood, Bros. & Co., £833 
printing materials; Freeland, J. & A. B., £26 type ; Head, H. & 
Co.-, £290 type; Nicolson, W. & Co., £110 printing machinery; 
Sands, R. & Son, £44 bookbinders’ cloth. Yokohama—Eastern 
Agency, £200 type; Spicer, J. & Sons, £12 type. 

The Russian Press.—The way in which the Russian autocracy 
endeavours to repress public opinion and to stamp out whatever vestige 
of free discussion still survives is receiving daily illustration. The 
latest blow has been aimed at a new Moscow newspaper, the Russian 
Courier, which has been suspended. Only a few days before it was 
thus doomed to silence, that paper had stated that a special commission 
had been appointed to discuss the question of affording the Press more 
extensive rights in the direction of the abolition of the censorial super¬ 
vision, and of replacing the present administrative mode of dealing with 
Press offences by judicial proceclfire. A Moscow telegram to the Golos 
states that the order to suspend the Courier was given by the Governor- 
General, Prince Dolgorouky, on account of its leading-articles in the 
last two numbers. The latter article refers to the question of the 
Press, and urges its entire liberty. The suspension thus proves that 
the reforms are not yet ripe. The St. Petersburg Gazette of the 27th 
ult. states that the late Mr. Alexander Herzen, formerly editor of the 
Russian journal Kolokol, left in trust to a London firm a large capital, 
producing 60,000 roubles yearly, to be applied in subsidising the 
Russian Press and continuing the work of his own newspaper. This 
income, adds the Gazette, is now divided among three Russian revo¬ 
lutionary papers, two parts being allotted to two papers published at 
Geneva, and the third to the revolutionary publication, Land and 
Liberty. Some twenty-five years ago Herzen set up a Russian printing- 
office in the metropolis, from whence he continued to issue his revo¬ 
lutionary publications. In connection with the many secret printing- 
offices which have lately been brought to light, General Gourko, the 
temporary Governor of St. Petersburg, has issued an order having 
reference to any future discovery of secret printing or lithographic 
presses for publishing anti-governmental or revolutionary pamphlets, 
or of the secret sale of printing types. In such cases not only will the 
actually guilty parties be dealt with according to law and be liable to 
preliminary imprisonment, but the proprietors and tenants of houses in 
which illegal acts of that character may have been committed will also 
be answerable and will have their premises closed by the authorities. 
Vindictive and unjustifiable as this order is let it not be supposed that 
our own Newspaper Press had not passed through a similar crisis before 
it attained its modern freedom. Sir Littleton Powys, one of the judges 
in the days of Addison and Steele, wrote to the then Lord Chancellor 
that he had declared in all his charges on circuit that in future the owner 
of any coffee-house in which a seditious newspaper or “base libel” 
was found would be “ prosecuted as the publisher of them, and let him 
find out the author, letter-writer, or printer.” History thus repeats itself. 

Reporting Parliamentary Debates.—It is not much more 
than a century ago since the House of Lords indulged a whim of 
fining printers^jioo every time they printed a lord’s name in connection 
with the debates of our hereditary legislators. What a change of 
feeling there has been on this subject since is well illustrated by a 
debate which took place in the House of Lords on the 4th inst., when 
Lord Sudeley called attention to the report of the Select Committee of 
the House of Commons on Parliamentary Reporting, and asked the 
Government whether they would take into consideration the expediency 
of making arrangements for having better reports taken of the debates 
in that House, similar to those which had been already adopted in the 
other House of Parliament during the past two sessions, and which the 
Select Committee had recommended should be continued and ex¬ 
tended. He said that it was desirable that steps should be taken to 
make Hansard a thoroughly good report of their proceedings. Lord 
Denman considered—and we heartily concur in his opinion—that it 
was of very little importance what reports were made of their lordship’s 
speeches. The Earl of Beaconsfield said he did not quite gather what 
was wanted by the noble lord who had brought forward the motion. 
An extended report in Hansard would not affect public opinion. The 
most important thing was that their expressions should be accurately 
reported to the millions outside. The House of Commons, or their 
lordships, might establish a corps of reporters for Hansard ; but the 
expense would be very considerable, especially considering that their 
lordships usually sat but for a short time. He thought that the. best 
course would be that next session there should be a committee appointed 
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to consider the matter. Earl Granville expressed satisfaction at the 
conclusion that had been come to. It was often said that when her 
Majesty delivered the speech from the throne she was heard distinctly. 
There seemed, however, to be difficulty in the reporters hearing some 
of their lordships. Perhaps it was their own fault; perhaps they ;nut- 
tered, and were, therefore, indistinctly heard. He was glad to hear 
that a committee was to be appointed. The subject then dropped. By 
a singular coincidence the subject of reporting the debates cropped up 
in the Commons on the same day, by Mr. Rylands asking the Chan¬ 
cellor of the Exchequer whether it was the intention of the Government 
to propose a supplementary estimate to defray the charge for providing 
additional accommodation in the reporters’ gallery, in accordance with 
the recommendations of the Select Committee on Parliamentary 
Reporting. The Chancellor of the Exchequer said, in reply, that as 
the session was drawing to a close, and as some hon. members who 
would wish to take part in the interesting discussion that would pro¬ 
bably arise on the question could not be in London, it had been thought 
better to put off the supplementary estimate- to the beginning of next 
session. What would Dr. Johnson and other contemporaneous 
reporters and printers have said to this lately-developed anxiety of 
members to perpetuate their rhetoric ? They are evidently in dread of 
being regarded by posterity as persona muta>.. 

Woodfall as A PARLIAMENTARY Prisoner.—There is extant, 
says a lively writer in a contemporary, not only the bill of costs, but the 
daily bill of fare supplied to Mr. Henry Sampson Woodfall, of the Public 
Advertiser, the printer of the “ Letters of Junius,” who was committed 
to the custody of the Serjeant-at-Arms 109 years ago for publishing a 
letter reflecting on the character of the Speaker. Mr. Woodfall’s de¬ 
tention lasted seventeen days, during which he and the friends who were 
freely admitted to visit him seem to have got through an amazing 
amount of eating and drinking. At the end of seventeen days the 
“quart d’heure de Rabelais”—the bill— arrived. Not only the Serjeant, 
but Mr. John Bellamy, of the House of Commons kitchen, had to be 
settled with. The Serjeant’s bill was, to say the least, “ stiff.” He 
claimed ^3. 6s. 8d. as caption fee, and ^17 for as many days as the 
imprudent printer had been in custody. Thus the official had reason 
to be thankful to the extent of £20. 6s. 8d. that Mr. Henry Sampson 
Woodfall had libelled the Speaker. Six and eightpence was allowed 
to the Deputy-Serjeant for bringing Mr. Woodfall to the bar. Five 
pounds thirteen and fourpence were charged fora “messenger” at 6s. 8d. 
a day. Serving the Speaker’s order and warrant cost 13s. 4d. The 
housekeeper was gratified with 5s., and that modest sum was also the 
due of the doorkeepers. The Speaker’s secretary condescended to 
demand £1, while the clerk and his assistant divided £1. 4s. between 
them. Total, ^29. 14s. in official fees alone. Then came Mr. Bellamy’s 
little bill. The items charged on one day, the iSthof February, 1770, 
may be taken as generally representative of Mr. Woodfall’s prison fare. 
There were two breakfasts to begin with, at the moderate rate of a 
shilling each. Seven persons partook of dinner, at which the piece de 
resistance was “sirloin of beef and sallat,” at six shillings a head. The 
guests only drank one bottle of sherry at two shillings ; but they con¬ 
sumed seven bottles of port at half-a-crown a bottle. For their stomachs’ 
sake, presumably, they also imbibed between them six-pennyworth of 
brandy. They had four teas at ninepence a head, and supper, with 
“ beef, beer, and sallat,” at five shillings. We are reminded of Falstaff’s 
immortal halfpennyworth of bread to the intolerable deal of sack on read¬ 
ing that Mr. Woodfall’s account for the 18th wound up with a charge of 
threepence for “biscakes.” The menu was varied on succeeding days 
by fowls, bacon, greens, a leg of pork, minced pie, ducks, beefsteaks, 
veal collops, leg of pork and potatoes, stewed beef and mutton-chops. 
Every day’s account—in addition to wine, the average consumption of 
which is a bottle and one third to each guest—contains an entry for 
beer. On the 1st of March 3s. 6d. is charged for malt liquor alone, so 
that, taking the price of beer then at threepence per quart, Mr. Woodfall 
and his friends must have got through three gallons and a half of ale or 
porter in the course of the twenty-four hours. A convivial time ! It 
must have been merry in the Serjeant-at-Arms Hall, when wigs wagged 
all, over the port and the sherry and Thrale’s entire. 

“An Important Misprint.”—In a letter to the Times the Rev. 
Joseph Wilkinson, M.A., vicar of Brimscombe, Gloucestershire, calls 
attention to a misprint in most of our Prayer-books. In the Catechism, in 
the answer giving the defihition of a sacrament, the comma after the 
word “grace,” which is found in the sealed books, is mostly omitted. 
It should run thus :—“ I mean an outward and visible sign of an inward 
and spiritual grace, given unto us, ordained by Christ himself, as a 
means whereby we receive the same, and a pledge to assure us thereof.” 
The only Prayer-book that contains the comma is the “ Common Prayer 
with Scripture Proofs,” published by the Prayer-book and Homily 
Society. But the Rev. A. W. Chatfield says it “is no misprint at all. 
It would be, and is, a grievous blunder to put a comma after the word 
‘ grace ’ in the definition referred to in the Catechism. ‘ Given unto us ’ 
is in close agreement with ‘ grace ’ in the genitive ; ‘ ordained ’ is in 
agreement with ‘ sign ’ in the accusative. It is rightly so put 
in the Greek Prayer-book translation, and from my infancy I have 
always heard it so explained. In Dr. Russell’s time, sixty years ago, I 

have known a boy more than rebuked for this identical blunder into 
which the Vicar of Brimscombe has fallen.” Another correspondent 
urges, “ if Mr. Wilkinson is right as to the incorrect omission of the 
comma in the Catechism answer explaining the word ‘ sacrament,’ the 
clergy and Church Sunday and day school teachers have been for years 
very much misled as to the doctrine of the Church of England by the 
mistake; but I venture to say that the omission of the comma gives 
better grammar and sense. Surely the answer means to express that 
it is not the sign, but the grace that is ‘given unto us.’ The following 
words speak of the sign as the ‘ means whereby we receive the same, 
grace, which implies that the word ‘ given ’ refers to grace and not to 
sign.” From these views Mr. P. V. Smith, of Lincoln’s Inn, dissents. 
He says “the definition of the word ‘sacrament’ in the Catechism 
appears to have been taken by Bishop Overall (who, according to 
Bishop Cosin, was the author of the latter part of the Catechism added 
in 1604) from the definition by Peter Lombard, Archbishop of Paris 
in the 12th century, in his ‘ Libri SententiarumP That definition 
contains the following expressions “ Sacramentum est sacne rei 
signum. . . . Signorum vero alia sunt naturalia, ut fumus significans 
ignem, alia data. Et eorum quse data sunt, quiedam sunt sacramenta, 
queedam non.” This seems conclusive as to the propriety of inserting 
the comma after ‘ given unto us.’ A sacrament is a sign ; it is more, it 
is a sign given; but even that is not enough, it is also ordained by 
Christ himself, &c.” The reverend T. W. Perry, of Ardleigh Vicarage, 
Colchester, points out that to settle disputes as to the true text of the 
Prayer-book recourse must be had to the manuscript book which was 
“annexed and joined ” to the Act of Uniformity of 1662. That book 
(which was signed by the Convocations of the two Provinces) is pre¬ 
served in the Library of the House of Lords. Mr. Pulman, the librarian, 
writes that the comma, omitted in the ordinary Prayer-books, is in the 
manuscript, which runs thus :—“I mean an outward and visible sign 
of an inward and spiritual grace, given unto us, ordained by Christ 
himself, as a means whereby we receive the same, and a pledge to 
assure us thereof.” In the photo-zincograph (made for the Ritual Com¬ 
mission) of the printed book of 1636 (also in the Lords’ Library) in 
which the Revisers of 1661 made their manuscript alterations, no change 
was made in the printed text, which agrees exactly with the words of 
the manuscript book just quoted. Mr. Perry uses this opportunity to 
point out another error in our Prayer-books. Among the manual acts 
prescribed in the margin of the Consecration Prayer, in the Communion 
office, one direction to the priest is, “ Here he is to take the cup into 
his hand;’’but it should be “hands” (plural), as in the direction 
about the paten ; and it is thus printed in the fourth report of the 
Ritual Commission (p. 19), the Rubrics there given having been care¬ 
fully collated with the manuscript book above mentioned. Mr. Pul¬ 
man also says that “ hands ” is correct. The foregoing shows the 
significance of the much-abused comma. 

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE, 

Taking Payment in Shares.—In the Court of Appeal on the 
29th ult., an appeal was heard by the liquidator of the Government 
Security Fire Insurance Company, from a judgment of Vice-Chancellor 
Hall. The company, which was incorporated in 1875, entered into an 
agreement with Mr, White, a newspaper proprietor, that he should 
insert in his paper, the Ulster Gazette, a series of advertisements for the 
company, and should receive fully paid-up shares in payment of his 
account for so doing. Mr. White accordingly inserted the advertisements 
between the 8th of April and the 1st of July, 1876, and sent to the 
Company an account showing the sum of £25. 8s. 8d. as due to him 
from them. The complainant accepted the statement of account, and 
subsequently issued to Mr. White six fully paid-up shares to the 
amount, entering them on their register as fully paid up, and Mr. 
White receipted his account, “ Paid in scrip, T. White.” The agree¬ 
ment with Mr. White was never filed with the Registrar of Joint 
Stock Companies ; and the company being now in process of liquida¬ 
tion, the question arose whether Mr. White came within the principle 
of Pagin & Gill’s case (6 Ch. Div. 681), and ought to be placed 
on the list of contributories in respect of these shares as not 
having paid for them in cash within the meaning of the 25th section of 
the Companies Act, 1867. Mr. White claimed that five of the six 
shares should be held to be fully paid up. When the case came before 
the Vice-Chancellor he, as reported by us at the time, considered it 
distinguishable from the one cited, upon the ground that here the 
services had been rendered, and the advertisements inserted before the 
shares were issued, and he accordingly held that the five shares must 
be treated as having been paid for in cash within the meaning of the 
25th section of the Act of 1867, and that Mr. White’s name therefore 
could not be placed on the list of contributories. On the appeal Lords 
Justices James, Brett, and Cotton discharged the order of the Vice- 
Chancellor, except as to one share, the applicant to be liable to pay 
the whole amount of the shares in his name, without prejudice as to 
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damages. This ruling of the Court of Appeal is a very serious matter, 
not only to Mr. White, but also to a number of other newspaper pro¬ 
prietors, since the case tried was only a test action, by which several 
others will be governed. From the elaborate judgment delivered by 
Lord Justice Brett it would appear that no action would have lain 
against the defendant if the original contract had been entered into for 
money payment, even though he had subsequently accepted these 
shares ; the weakness of his case being that he originally agreed to 
take payment in shares. It would be well for newspaper proprietors 
to keep this invidious and hair-splitting distinction in mind, or, better 
still, to fight altogether shy of accepting shares, whether partly or fully 
paid up, in satisfaction of advertisement or any other accounts. 

What Constitutes Fair and Legitimate Comment ?— 

Middlehurst v. Heywood & Sons.—This action, heard at the 
Liverpool Assizes on the 7th inst., before Mr. Justice Bowen and a 
special jury, was brought by Mr. J. E. Middlehurst, a member of the 
Salford Town Council, to recover damages for an alleged libel in the 
Manchester City Jackdaw, of which the defendants are the publishers. 
Mr. Gully, Q.C., in opening the case for the plaintiff, said it was in 
relation to the conduct of the plaintiff as a town councillor that the 
libel complained of was written, and for which he sought compensation. 
The plaintiff was the owner of some land in Broughton, and last year 
the Corporation were considering the question of building a new free 
library and reading-room in Broughton. In January a proposal was 
made that a plot of land of which the plaintiff and Mr. William Leake 
were joint owners should be purchased as a site for the building, 
at the rate of is. per yard per annum, twenty years’ purchase. The 
committee knew who the owners of the land were, and Mr. 
Middlehurst offered, if the sale was effected, to give the sum of £100 
towards the library, and intimated that Mr. Leake would make a 
similar gift. This reduced the actual price of the land to about iojd. 
per yard per annum. An inspection of the site was made, but even¬ 
tually the question of the erection of a free library was allowed to 
stand over. The Jackdaw had an article upon the subject, which it 
was alleged contained the libel. The paper alluded to Mr. Middle- 
hurst’s proposal as “a noble offer at an alarming sacrifice,” and further 
stated that, although the plot of land contained 1,434 square yards, 
only 990 would be available for the purposes of building, as a passage 
12ft. wide would have to run through it, so that the price would be 
quite is. 3d. per yard, whereas a large plot of land opposite could be 
had at 6d. per yard or less. The article also stated that the offer had 
been coldly received by the Broughton Committee, and continued :— 
“ We feel sure our readers will join us in our sympathy with Mr. 
Middlehurst at the seeming ingratitude of those Broughton obstruc¬ 
tionists.” The plaintiff having given evidence in support of his case 
was cross-examined by Mr. Charles Russell, Q.C., when he said that 
he had himself been connected with newspapers, and had lost upwards 
of ,£2,000 by them. The undertaking in which he was concerned and 
lost his money was a printing and publishing company which used to 
print the Lantern. The name of that concern was “ The Manchester 
and Salford Press Company, Limited.” He was one of the directors 
of that company, and was now one of its liquidators. He had oc¬ 
casionally given the editor of the Lantern matter which was used 
as “ squibs ” at election times, but he never wrote for the paper. After 
a lengthy cross-examination through which the plaintiff passed by no 
means unscathed, Mr. Russell was about to call witnesses for the 
defendants, when the jury asked the learned Judge what were the ques¬ 
tions he intended to leave with them. His Lordship said he should 
ask them if in their opinion the article was a fair and bond fide com¬ 
ment on the transactions which took place in the committee. He 
should tell the jury that he thought what took place at the meeting 
of the committee was a matter of interest to all in the borough, and 
that it was a proper subject for comment in the newspapers, pro¬ 
vided. such comment was honest and fair, and kept strictly to the 
question, and did not wander off into malignant abuse. If it were 
a fair and bond fide comment, then in his opinion it was not ac¬ 
tionable. Mr. Russell said he would not after this call any wit¬ 
nesses or address the Court. Mr. Gully then addressed the jury for the 
plaintiff; and the learned Judge having summed up, the jury found 
that the article was a fair comment, and that it was written in an 
honest belief as to its truthfulness. This amounted to a verdict for 
the defendants. 

Novel Action against a Newspaper Proprietor.—Sandford 

v. Taylor, Garnett, & Co.—This case was tried at Manchester 
in the Civil Court, before Mr. Justice Lush and a special jury. 
Mr. Wharton was counsel for the plaintift ; Mr. Russell, Q.C., and 
Mr. E. A. Hall for the defendants. The plaintiff in this action was 
the proprietor of a paper called Sandford’s House and Apartment 
Advertiser, the object of which was to answer advertisements for apart¬ 
ments and other advertisements, and he sued the defendants, who are 
the proprietors of the Manchester Guardian, for what he alleged was 
the wrongful destruction of a number of copies of his paper. His evi¬ 
dence showed that he had been in the habit of sending to the Guardian 
office in answer to advertisements copies of his paper, one copy to each 

advertisement, and for some time the proprietors forwarded these papers 
to the advertisers. In fact, he said he had had more than 150 applica¬ 
tions at his office in consequence of his so answering the Guardian 
advertisements. He afterwards suspected that the Guardian was not 
forwarding his paper, and consequently inserted an advertisement him¬ 
self and sent a copy in answer to it, which was not forwarded to him. 
He then made inquiries and discovered that his papers were destroyed, 
and in consequence brought an action against the proprietors of the 
Guardian for so destroying them. In the Guardian were the following 
directions to persons answering advertisements by letter :—“ ‘Address 
(capital letter and number) at the printer’s ’ means that application 
must be made by letter (directed to the letter and number given) at the 
Guardian office post-paid (when by post prepaid) or by hand. Appli¬ 
cations not in conformity with these directions cannot be attended to.” 
At the conclusion of the plaintiff’s evidence Mr. Russell submitted 
that there was no case to go to the jury. Mr. Wharton contended that 
the directions in the Guardian constituted a contract that applications 
in conformity with them would be attended to, and that his applications 
were in conformity with them. He also contended that the defendants 
were liable as bailees, and besides that their directions constituted an 
untrue representation that they would not destroy answers properly 
sent. His Lordship ruled that there was no case against the defendants, 
remarking that it was no answer at all to an advertisement for apart¬ 
ments or anything else to send a newspaper containing announcements 
of perhaps 100 things, one of which might possibly suit the advertiser. 
He therefore thought that, without expressing any opinion as to whether 
there would be any duty on the part of the defendants towards any one 
sending a proper answer, those sent by the plaintiff were not such 
answers as to impose any duty on them. He was also of opinion that 
the defendants were not bailees, and that there was no such misrepre¬ 
sentation as suggested. Judgment was then entered for the defendants. 

The Wrong Plaintiff.—Dutuy v. Dilices.—This was an action 
brought in the High Court of Justice, Chancery Division, before Vice- 
Chancellor Sir Charles Hall, for penalties and for an injunction and 
other relief in respect of an infringement of the plaintiff’s copyright in 
a picture called “The Young Cricketer,” painted by Mr. James Cole. 
In 1876 the defendant, a printer and publisher of pictorial almanacks 
at Nottingham, printed an ornamental almanack containing a print of 
the picture. The plaintiff became the owner of the copyright of the 
picture by purchase for £15 from Mr. B. Brooks in October, 1877. 
The defendant stated in his defence that there had been no copies 
taken since the plaintiff had become proprietor. The plaintiff’s 
manager had purchased 100 copies of the almanack from the defendant 
in November, 1877, hut the defendant said that no copies except these 
had been sold, and that none had been printed since the plaintiff owned 
the copyright. Mr. Dickinson, Q.C., and Mr. E. Cutler appeared 
for the plaintiff; Mr. Graham Hastings, Q.C., Mr. Dauney, and 
Mr. Bowen May for the defendant. The Vice-Chancellor found, on 
the evidence, that there had been no multiplication of copies of the 
picture by the defendant since the plaintiff’s title commenced ; and 
that being so, he held upon the construction of the statute (25 and 26 
Vic. cap. 68, sec. 6) that the proprietor at the time of the unlawful 
repetition being made was the proper person to bring the action. The 
plaintiff was therefore not entitled to any injunction or penalties under 
the Act. As to damages no damage had been proved, and the value 
was too paltry to warrant an inquiry being ordered. It was incumbent 
upon a plaintiff who came seeking statutory penalties to show a clear 
case to the Court, and he was not to be allowed indulgence in amending 
it. His Lordship, therefore, dismissed the action, with costs. The 
principle involved in this decision is identical with that of Ray v. 
Ashley, a case which we reported last month. 

Important Copyright Decision.—Hole v. Bradbury.—We 
have already reported the facts in this case. At the trial of the 
action, Mr. Justice Fry held that the evidence given by the defendants 
showed a personal agreement to publish the book with the members 
of the then firm of Bradbury & Evans, which did not survive to the 
present firm, and gave judgment for the plaintiffs. The action was 
now brought before the Court on motion to vary the minutes, and the 
question was raised whether under the Copyright Act the registration 
of the plaintiffs as owners of the copyright gives them a right to the 
unsold copies of the third edition, that edition having been published 
previously to their registration. Mr. Cookson, Q.C., and Mr. Romer, 
for the defendants, offered to give up the unsold copies if it should be 
found on taking accounts that there was any profit on the third edition. 
Mr. North, Q.C., and Mr. Macnaghten, for the plaintiffs, asked that 
the unsold copies should be given up in any event. Mr. Justice Fry 
was of opinion that the Copyright Act did not give a right to the pro¬ 
perty in the unsold copies of an edition piratically published at a time 
when the owner was not registered; but he had jurisdiction at 
common law to order such copies to be destroyed. 

Allowance for Extras.—Phillips v. Hutton.—This case was 
heard in the Lord Mayor’s Court before the Recorder and a common 
jury. The plaintiff, a printer carrying on business at 2, Dorset-buildings, 
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Salisbury-square, claimed the sum of >£68. I is. 9d. from the defendant, 
a broker in the City, for work and labour done. Mr. Lyon was counsel 
for the plaintiff; Mr. Glyn for the defendant. It appeared from the 
evidence adduced on behalf of the plaintiff that on March 28th last he 
was applied to by the defendant’s brother for an estimate for the 
printing and binding of certain transcripts of shorthand notes. He 
gave the defendant on the following day an approximate estimate of 
about £$°, which was accepted, and the work was commenced ; but 
subsequently, as certain alterations were made in the order, and the work 
was required at too short a time for completion without working at 
night-time and on Sunday, which had to be paid for extra, the plaintiff 
stated that he wrote a letter to the defendant on the Sunday, informing 
him that although the estimate had been given, he found that the work 
could not be done for the price; and therefore that he should not be 
able to adhere to the terms of it. To that letter he received no reply, 
and proceeded with and finished the work, for which he now charged 
the sum claimed. For the defence, it was given in evidence that the 
printed copies of the notes were required for a trial, in which the 
defendant was interested, which was entered in the law-notices for 
trial on April 1st; and the plaintiff agreed to have the copies com¬ 
pleted for use on that day, at the stipulated price. It was well- 
understood by the plaintiff that they would be useless to the defendant 
if not supplied before that morning, and upon that understanding he 
took the order. The defendant swore that he never received the letter 
alluded to by the plaintiff as having been posted by him on the Sunday, 
altering the terms of the contract. Had he (the defendant) thought 
that the present charge was going to have been made, the plaintiff 
would not have received the order, as the work could have been done 
at other places for about two-thirds of the sum claimed. The case 
occupied a considerable time, and experts were called on both sides, on 
the part of the plaintiff between >£6o and £jo being the estimate of 
the value of the work, and on the part of the defendant the evidence 
being that >£40 was sufficient. The jury, without hearing counsel on 
either side in reply, or the learned Recorder in summing up, found for 
the plaintiff for the amount claimed. 

Company-floating.—At the Manchester Assizes, on the 26th ult., 
before Mr. Justice Lush, the case of “ Heaton v. Wilkinson and others ” 
came on for hearing. It was an action brought by Mr. W. Heaton to 
recover damages and the loss he had sustained by buying shares in the 
Whiteash Paper Company, he having bought them owing to represen¬ 
tations made by the defendants. There were seven defendants in the 
case. In opening the case Mr. Herschell said that the plaintiff 
carried on business at Blackburn, and the defendants were the promoters 
of a paper-manufacturing concern called the Whiteash Paper Company, 
Limited. The action was brought to recover damages for alleged mis¬ 
representation and concealment in the prospectus issued by the com¬ 
pany. The estate of Whiteash was situated at Church, near Accrington, 
and was the property of the first defendant, Mr. Wilkinson, who carried 
on the business of a chemical manufacturer. Some time in the early 
part of 1875 negotiations were entered into between him and some, if 
not all, of the defendants for the purchase of a portion of the estate 
and the bringing out of a paper-making company. Richardson and 
the other defendants became provisional directors. It was arranged 
that the company should be formed, and they at once set about in¬ 
ducing people to purchase shares. Amongst others, Richardson called 
on the plaintiff, who ultimately took 50 shares. Glowing statements were 
made in the prospectus, but the price paid for the land was >£7,900, not 
^11,000, as stated; and, instead of taking >£5,000 in shares, Wil¬ 
kinson only took >£1,900, the remainder of the money going into the 
pockets of the directors in the shape of shares. The learned counsel 
described the untruth of other statements. Evidence having been 
called in support of these allegations, Mr. Russell, Q.C., addressed 
the jury on behalf of the defendant, Wilkinson. He contended 
he did not wish to represent that he received ,£11,000 for the land, 
and that he had no part in the drawing up of the prospectus. The 
same defence was set up on behalf of the other defendants, and that 
none of them had seen the prospectus till they got a copy by post. 
The Judge, in summing up, said that the defendants had no business 
to set forth as facts what they knew to be untrue, no matter how much 
they believed in the genuineness of the concern. The jury returned 
a verdict for the plaintiff for the amount claimed (>£250), which he 
had paid on the shares. This decision should prove a salutary lesson 
to company mongers and floaters to confine themselves more to the 
truth in their prospectuses. It is quite as well that they should be 
taught that they are amenable at law for any misrepresentation, such 
as was proved in the present case, which, by-the-by, is by no means 
a solitary one, an almost identical case having been reported in our 
last issue. 

What Constitutes a Breach of Agreement?—Carlton v. 

Saunders.—This case was heard in the Common Pleas Division, 
before Lord Coleridge and a special jury, on the nth ult. The 
plaintiff was formerly the proprietor of the Birmingham Morning 
News, and he was also a merchant at Manchester. He claimed 
damages from the defendant, Mr. William .Saunders, of the Central 
News, upon the ground that he had not properly performed his covenant 

to manage the paper in an efficient manner. Mr. Edwards, Q.C., and 
Mr. M. Davidson appeared for the plaintiff; and Mr. Sullivan, Mr. 
Blennerhassett, and Mr. Lane appeared for the defendant. In the 
course of the case for the plaintiff it was stated that he had sunk 
about ,£40,000 in the paper without having made it a success, and in 
1875 he consulted the defendant about it. The result of this was an 
agreement that the paper should be transferred to the management of 
the defendant, it being covenanted that he should conduct it in a proper 
and efficient manner. Down to this time the paper consisted of eight 
pages, and it came out as a daily morning paper at a penny. The 
defendant, however, brought it out both morning and evening, and he 
reduced the size to four pages, and the price to one halfpenny. The 
defendant continued his management under the agreement from August, 
1875, to May, 1876 ; but in the last-mentioned month he gave the 
plaintiff notice that he should relinquish the management and pro¬ 
prietorship of the paper as from August 13th, 1876. The defendant 
did not, however, continue the paper until that date, but stopped its 
issue on May 27th. It was said that instead of managing the paper 
efficiently he had greatly reduced the staff employed upon it, and had 
sent down leading articles and other matter in stereotype from London 
in such quantities that local news was excluded. It was also sought 
to show that the course which the defendant had taken in connection 
with politics and with other matters of opinion had damaged the paper, 
but his Lordship declined to receive this evidence, as it would es¬ 
tablish no breach of the agreement, in his opinion. Some discussion 
took place in the course of the case for the plaintiff as to whether the 
action, or part of it, should be disposed of out of court. Lord Cole¬ 
ridge said he was of opinion, upon the accounts, that the plaintiff had 
at present an unanswered claim as to >£2,050. Mr. Sullivan admitted 
the plaintiff’s claim for >£2,050 ; but he alleged that the defendant had 
a counter-claim for >£3,000 spent, in addition to the >£900 which he 
had covenanted to spend. The defendant’s case was that this >£3,000 
had been lost in consequence of the plaintiff having issued a circular 
to advertisers, and in consequence of his having failed to supply 
capital according to agreement. Lord Coleridge further said that 
he should direct the jury that there was no proof of inefficient and 
improper management in breach of the contract, though there were 
other matters that ought to go to the jury. Some further evidence 
was given, which it was said concluded the plaintiff’s case. Lord 
Coleridge, before he left the bench, suggested that the learned counsel 
on both sides should have an interview with him in his private room. 
This took place, and the further hearing of the case was adjourned, it 
being stated that there was a prospect of a settlement of the dispute 

being arrived at. 

Alleged Falsification of Time-sheets. — At the Southwark 
Police-court, on the 8th inst,, John Francis Brown, 42, commissionaire, 
No. 180, was brought up on a warrant, charged with fasifying certain 
‘ ‘ time-sheets, ” with intent to defraud his employers, Messrs. Clowes 
& Son, printers, Duke-street, Stamford-street. Mr. St. John Wontner 
prosecuted and in opening the case, said that the prosecutors employed 
nearly a thousand hands, who were required to work a certain number 
of hours weekly, The prisoner was one of their timekeepers, and it 
was his duty to enter the time of all the men and boys, and send the 
sheets to the overseers to check their wages. It had come to the know¬ 
ledge of the firm that the prisoner had entered the time of several of 
the men from half-an-hour to an hour and a half more than they were 
entitled to, thus defrauding the firm of considerable sums of money. 
After some evidence, Mr. Wontner asked for a remand, as it was the 
intention of the prosecutors to proceed against other persons for con¬ 
spiracy. Mr. Slade accordingly remanded the prisoner for a week. 
Seeing how every large firm is altogether at the mercy of its 
timekeeper as to the number of hours worked by its employes, we can 
but hope that Messrs. Clowes will follow up this alleged gross breach 
of trust on the part of one of their confidential servants, and that every 
one in any way connected with this conspiracy will be brought to 
justice. Printers’ profits are certainly not large enough now-a-days to 
allow of their being thus robbed with impunity. 

Disputed Liability.—Richardson & Co. v. Stevenson.— 

This claim, heard in the City of London Court on the 12th ult., was 
instituted by the plaintiffs, who carry on business as stereotypers in 
Racquet-court, Fleet-street, to recover the price of certain stereotype 
blocks, alleged to have been supplied to the joint credit of the defendant 
and one Vincent Montgomery, alias James Hinchman, who is at present 
serving a term of penal servitude. The plaintiff’s case was that the 
defendant and Montgomery were partners at the time the work was 
executed and supplied, although during the latter part of the time the 
business was carried on as “The London and Provincial Advertising 
Agency.” The defendant, on the other hand, contended that he had 
been made the dupe of Montgomery. Evidence having been given 
proving the existence of a partnership betweeen the defendant and 
Montgomery, Mr. Commissioner Kerr gave judgment for the plaintiffs 

for the amount claimed. 

A Question of Workmanship.—In the City of London Court 
on the 18th ult., an action was brought by Messrs. J. B. Lambe & Co., 
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stationers, carrying on business in Upper -Thames-street, against 
Messrs. E. Richardson & Co., beer-bottlers, of St. Thomas’s-street, 
Borough, to recover the sum of 15s., for certain pictorial labels sup¬ 
plied. It appeared from the evidence of one of the plaintiffs that the 
defendants ordered certain labels for affixing to their bottles, with a 
representation of the late Sir Edwin Landseer’s celebrated picture, 
“ Dignity and Impudence” upon them. The goods were supplied, 
but the defendants refused to pay for them. A representative of the 
defendant tirm said their reason for not paying for the labels was that 
they were not supplied according to order. The whole thing was more 
like a caricature than a true representation of the celebrated picture. 
The plaintiff said that objection was never taken till after the proof 
was sent to the defendant, and certain alterations were made and agreed 
to. Mr. Commissioner Kerr said that was very likely, but on the facts 
given in evidence he should find for the defendant. 

Who Gave the Order?—Joyces/. Tindall and Another.— 

This was a claim heard last month in the City of London Court, for the 
recovery of £8. 7s. for work and labour done. The plaintiff, Mr. 
W. H. Joyce, is an engraver carrying on business in Bolt-court, Fleet- 
street, and he stated that he received an order from the defendants, 
Messrs. A. C. Tindall & J. Ilardinge, New Bridge-street, for the 
drawing and engraving of certain blocks for a serial with which the 
defendants were connected. The work was duly executed, and when 
payment was demanded one of the defendants, Mr. Ilardinge, pro¬ 
mised to settle, but he had not done so. It appeared from the evidence 
that Mr. Tindall had nothing whatever to do with the matter, and his 
co-defendant disclaimed all knowledge of the clerk through whose 
agency it was said the order was given in the first instance. His 
Honour granted several adjournments to give the plaintiff an oppor¬ 
tunity of producing the person by whom the order was given, but as he 
was unable to do so, judgment was entered for the defendants with 
costs. This is, of course, hard on the plaintiff, who has been imposed 
upon by some one or other. The case points a moral to printers and 
others to make sure of the identity of the person giving an order, and 
of his authority to do so in the name of his employers. 

Pirating Engravings.—Barnet Goldwater, of Pembroke-street, 
Caledonian-road, was recently convicted at Clerkenwell Police-court 
of having infringed the copyrights of several of the leading firms of 
print-engravers. On the part of the prosecution it was stated that the 
photographs had been taken by a man named Conroy, of Jersey, who 
had been convicted of pirating engravings in almost every police-court 
in London, the amount of fines being more than £75. A fine amounting 
to £40 was imposed, and a term of hard labour for a month was the 
alternative. The defendant, being unable to pay the fine, was removed 
in custody. 

TRADE CHANGES, 

Mr. A. B. Cary has retired from the firm of Shepherd, Cary & Co. 
music publishers, Holborn Viaduct. 

Mr. A. T. Struthers, has retired from the firm of William Marshall 
& Co., music publishers, 7, Princes-street, Oxford-street. 

Messrs. Barr & Co., newsagents of 42, Dumbarton-road, Glasgow, 
have dissolved partnership. Mr. W. Barr continues the business. 

Mr. Samuel Love Green, has retired from the firm of Frank 
Green & Co., paper agents, of 193, Upper Thames-street. 

The publishing office of the Textile Manufacturer has been removed 
to number 14, St. Anne’s-square, Manchester. 

Messrs. A. S. Cattell & Co., of Bear-alley, Farringdon-street, 
have dissolved partnership. Mr. A. S. Cattell continues the business. 

The Patent Printing-Surface Company, of 281, Strand, 
W.C., London, intimate that Mr. George IL Thomas, late secretary 
to this company, has ceased to have any connection with it. 

Mr. V. Oswald Walmesley, of 384, City-road, London, E.C., 
informs us that he has taken into partnership Mr. E. Lewis, who has 
represented him for many years, and that the new firm will trade under 
the style of Walmesley & Lewis. 

Messrs. Alexander Pirie & Sons, late of 8, Lambeth-hill, 
London, E.C., advise us that they have removed from the above 
address to new premises, 97, Farringdon-street, where their business 
will in future be conducted. 

Messrs. Charles Goodall & Son, of Camden Works, Camden 
Town, N.W., have opened a City warehouse at No. 17, St. Bride- 
street, Ludgate-circus. They have decided on this step at the request 
of their town customers, those in the City particularly, who have found 
it frequently inconvenient to expend the time required to send to the 
manufactory. The firm intend to keep at St. Bride-street a large 
selection from their general manufactures, and especially of all the 
varieties of message and other cards required by printers. 
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OBITUARY. 

Allnutt.—Many of our readers, says the Paper Trades' Journal, 
will regret to learn that the death has been announced of Mr. Henry 
Allnutt, a gentleman whose family has long been associated with the 
paper trade, and who was himself widely known and greatly respected. 
Mr. Henry Allnutt, who died at Alton, was 64 years of age, and 
at the time of his death was engaged with Messrs. Spicer. He was 
formerly the proprietor of Chilworth Mill. 

Bond.—We regret to announce the death of Mr. T. W. Bond, the 
publisher of the Eastern Daily Press and the Norfolk News. The 
deceased who was in his 76th year, had been in the service of the 
proprietors of the Norfolk Nexus almost since its commencement, 
thirty-five years ago. Previous to entering upon these duties he kept 
a school at Barton Mills, near Stoke Ferry, During the period of his 
activity he was sub-editor and subsequently manager of the Norfolk 
News. About nine years ago he was the subject of a slight stroke of 
paralysis, which affected his memory and necessitated his retirement 
from the more active duties of his position. 

Cooke.—Mr. Nathaniel Cooke, one of the founders and chief pro¬ 
prietors of the Graphic newspaper, has lately died at his residence, 
Ladbroke-terrace, Notting-hill. Mr. Cooke was a relative of the late Mr. 
Herbert Ingram, M.P., and at one time was co-proprietor with him of 
the Illustrated London Nexus. He was also chief partner in the publish¬ 
ing-house of Ingram, Cooke & Co., of Milford-lane, a firm which 
issued a series of valuable illustrated literary works. 

Gauthier.—The death is announced of M. Victor Eugene 
Gauthier, which took place at Nice on June 24th. The deceased was 
formerly president of the Typographical Society of Paris. He was 
well known for his love of the art, and his death is considered a great 
loss to French typography. 

Johnston.—It was only last month that we mentioned the satisfac¬ 
tory progress Mr. A. Keith Johnston was making on his African tour 
of exploration, and now the sad news reaches us of his death. Fie 
died of dysentery on his way to Nyassa. He was at the head of an 
expedition promoted by the Royal Geographical Society, for the explo¬ 
ration of Central Africa. The deceased was the son of Mr. A. K. 
Johnston, one of the founders of the well-known firm of geographical 
engravers. 

Rickerby.—On the 17th inst., at Brixton (three weeks after his 
return from Japan), Charles Duboc Rickerby, aged 45, second son of 
the late Mr. Joseph Rickerby, printer, of Sherborne-lane, City, and 
lately connected with the Japan press. 

Robinson.—The death is announced of Mr. John Robinson, senior 
proprietor of the Wakefield Express. 

The Will of the late Mr. James Grant has been proved by his son 
and acting-executor, Mr. J. M. Grant, the personalty being sworn 
under £9,000. Upon the death of Mr. Grant’s four daughters legacies 
of £500 each are bequeathed to the London City Mission, Dr. Barnardo’s 
Mission, Miss Cole’s Home for Girls, Kilburn, and the Hospital for 
the Paralytic and Epileptic. 

The Will of Mr. John Diprose, printer and publisher, late of St. 
Clement’s Danes, and of 131, Kennington Park-road, who died on 
June 20th last, was proved on the 9th ult. by Mr. John Diprose and 
Mr. Henry Landon Diprose, the sons, and Miss Mary Ann Bateman, 
the executors. After the bequest of some legacies, the testator leaves 
the residue of his property between his said three executors and his 
daughters, Mrs. Elizabeth Betts and Miss Frances Diprose. 

The Will and two codicils of Mr. George William Macarthur 
Reynolds, who died on the 18th June, were proved on the 4th ult., 
the personal estate being sworn under £3,000. The testator leaves 
his property upon trust to all his children. He requests his trustees to 
continue the business of publishing Reynolds' Nexvspaper, and to 
continue his brother, Mr. Edward Dowers Reynolds, in the position 
of editor.—City Press. 

The Will and two codicils of Mr. Janies Dane, printing-ink and 
colour manufacturer, late of 33, Bouverie-street, and of Rose Bank, 
Anerley, who died on the 25th of April last, were proved last month 
by Mrs. Jessie Dane, the widow, and Miss Emily Wilson, the execu¬ 
trices, the personal estate in the United Kingdom being sworn under 
£25,000. The testator leaves certain house property at Uplands, Stroud, 
Gloucestershire, upon trust for his daughter, Mrs. Tonkin, and her 
children ; and a life interest in some leasehold property in the same 
county to his sister, Mrs. C. Harrison ; the remainder of his property, 
including his freehold house, Rose Bank, is left upon various trusts for 
the benefit of his wife, his son, Archibald Walmsley Dane, and his 
daughters, Jessie Louisa Dane and Emily Isabella Dane. 
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GAZETTE NOTICES, ETC, 
[Partly compiled from Messrs. Gamble Harvey's Record. ] 

Partnerships Dissolved. 

Blackman, L., & J. Waiser, booksellers, 36, Western-rcl., Hove. 
Cattell, A. S., & Co., lithographers and engravers, 18, Bear-alley, 

Farringdon-street. 
Clarke & Ward, bookbinders, Watergate-st.-row, Chester. 
Cole, A. J., & E. W. Cole, newsvendors, 2, Queen-st., Cheapside, 

and 24, Southwark-street. 
Hewitt, Lord, & Co., lithographers and general printers, Birmingham. 
Looney, J., & J. Pilling, letterpress printers, Manchester. 
Ladelle, R., & Co., wholesale stationers and commission agents, 

Upper Thames-street. 
Miller, S., & Co., booksellers and stationers, Rampant Horse-st., 

Norwich. 
Miller & Leavins, printers and publishers, Rampant Horse-st., 

Norwich. 
Swinnerton & Brown, booksellers and letterpress printers, Mac¬ 

clesfield. 
Webb, H. T., & Co., paper merchants, Johnson’s-court, Fleet-street. 

Declaration of Dividend. 

Barmby, T., bookseller (Bkt.), Leeds. 1st and final div. of 5d., a*1 
J. W. Close’s, Park-row, Leeds. 

Adjudications in Bankruptcy. 

Forrester, F., printer, Southgate-street, Gloucester. July 24. 
Hewitt, E. G. N., & A. S. Greenfield, printers, &c., Norwich. 

July 24. 
Noble, G., paper-manufacturer, Wanstead and Alvington, Lydney, 

Gloucestershire, and 3, George-yard, London. July 23. 

Dividends under Sequestration. 

Goldie, J., stationer, &c., Stirling-rd., Glasgow. Miller & Ferguson, 
Queen-st., Glasgow. 

Kay, E., printer, &c., Wilson, Glasgow. 1st at Smith, Stoddart, 
& Rodgers’, West Regent-street, Glasgow. 

Murray, Nisbett, & Co., paper-merchants, &c., Buchanan-street, 
Glasgow. 1st at Smith, Stoddart, & Rodger’s, West Regent-st., 
Glasgow. 

Liquidations by Arrangement. 

AllinghAM, J. W., printer and publisher, 29, Farringdon-st., and 
Holly House, Turnham-green. July 23. G. H. Finch, sol., 
39, Borough High-street, Southwark. 

Cashmore, J. C., stationer, Exeter-row, late Bristol-street, both Bir¬ 
mingham. July 8. Hawes & Weekes, sols., Temple-st., Bir¬ 
mingham. 

Church, E., newsagent, trading as Church & Son, Mitcham. 
July 14. G. S. Hare, sol., Pinner’s-court, 54, Old Broad-street, 
London. 

Creber, T. J. T., printer, Union-st., Plymouth, Devon. July 24. 
J. Greenway, sol., Plymouth. 

Eade, C. H., bookseller, 51, Roman-rd., North Bow. July 9. 
J. H. Waring, sol., 23, Borough High-street. 

Fawbert, C. T., stationer and newspaper proprietor. July 26. H. 
Horner, sol., Wakefield. 

Furniss, Id., lithographic artist, Cable-st., Liverpool. June 27. 
Nordon & Levy, sols., 7, Victoria-street, Liverpool. 

Gomersall, A., printer, Salterhebble, near Halifax. July 7. C. H. 
Leeming, sol., Halifax. 

PIargreaves, J. E., printer, Batley Carr, Yorks. July 11. F. S. 
Wooler, sol., Batley. 

Hawker, J. W., sen., printer, trading as Hawker & Sons, Poland- 
st., Oxford-st., and Egerton-rd., South Norwood. June 27. 
Yorke & Brewer, sols., 29, Conduit-st., Bond-st. 

Hibbert, W., stationer, Shudehill, Manchester. July 2. Cobbett, 
Wheeler, & Cobbett, sols., Brown-st., Manchester. 

Hopper, T., printer and stationer. July 7. J. FI. Kilby, sol., 
Coventry. 

Humphreys, T. D., & C. Green, publishers, trading as Humphreys 
& Co., 274, Strand. July 21. IF. F. Wood, sol., 63, St. 
Paul’s Churchyard. 

Jackson, W., stationer, King-st,, Leicester. July 10. Fowler, 
Smith, & Warwick, sols., Leicester. 

Jacombs, E. C., late newspaper proprietor and printer, Great Mal¬ 
vern. June 26. W. Lambert, sob 

Leigh, T., printer and stationer, trading as Leigh & Co., 
St. Stephen’s-st., and Pennington-st., both Salford. July 1. 
J. H. Bowden, sol., King-st., Manchester. 

Mather, J., printer and stationer, Deansgate, Bolton. July 18. J. 
Riley, sol., Bolton. 

Mansell, C. J., music-seller and newsagent, St. John’s Hill, New 
Wandsworth. Tulyg. Spyer & Son, sols., 1, Winchester House, 
Old Broad-street. 

Megson, R., stationer, Newport-rd., Middlesbrough. July 10. Jack- 
son & Jackson, sols., Middlesbrough. 

Nicholls & Co., varnish and printing ink manufacturers, 5, Hind-ct., 
Fleet-st., and Mitcham, Surrey. June 24. H. A. Philby, sob, 
3, Fenchurch-buildings, City. 

Phillips, T. G., printer, trading as Phillips Bros., 20, Penton-pl., 
Walworth, and 113, London-rd., Southwark. July 15. H. M. 
Ody, sob, 60, Blackman-street. 

Plowright, J., printer, Newtown-rd., Malvern. June 19. W. FI. 
Stevenson, sob, Nottingham. 

Ruglen, J., newspaper proprietor, Springfield-pl., Barnsley. July 24. 
W. F. Alderson, sol., Barnsley. 

Sargeant, E., stationer, &c., High-st., Gosport. July 24. G. FI. 
King, sob, Portsea. 

Simmons, A. W., stationer and printer, 98, London-wall, and Bignold- 
rd., Forest Gate. June 25. C. Butcher, sob, 156, Cheapside. 

Stevenson, J., stationer, &c., trading as J. Stevenson & Co., 
Newcastle-st., late Waterloo-rd., Burslem. June 27. Tomkinson 
& Furnival, sols., Burslem. 

Sunderland, J., letterpress printer, Leeds-rd. and Hammerton-st., 
Bradford. July 22. Peel & Gaunt, sols., Bradford. 

Upward, W. FI., printer and stationer, High-street, Newport, Isle of 
Wight. July 4. G. P. Joyce, sob, Newport, Isle of Wight. 

Waddington, J., newsagent, &c., Higher Eanarn, Blackburn. 
July 10. Foshaw & Parker, sols., Preston. 

Watson, G., printer and stationer, Newport-road, Middlesbrough. 
July 14. J. W. Teale, sol., Middlesbrough. 

Williams, F. T., bookseller and stationer, Folkestone. July 10. 
Wightwick & Gardner, sols., Folkestone. 

Williams, W. W. T., & T. J. Carter, printers and stationers, 
Landport. July 4. T. A. Bramsdon, sol., Portsea. 

Appointment of Trustees. 

Ashcroft, W., stationer (Liq.), Wigan, Lancashire. Tr., J. Hill, 
accountant, Wigan. 

Beckingham, W. O., printer, trading as Beckingham Bros. (Liq.), 
Portsea, late Southampton. Tr., W. IF. Davis, Southampton, 
accountant. 

Darbon, J. W., stationer (Liq.), IFigh-st., Brentford. Tr., J. B. 
Fowler, auctioneer, Richmond, Surrey, and R. Rabbidge, ac¬ 
countant, King-st., Cheapside. 

Holden, J., paper-manufacturer (Liq.), Edgworth, and paper-dealer, 
19, Cannon-st., Manchester. Tr., J. Kevan, Bolton, and 
E. Williams, Manchester, accountants. 

Jehring, FI. J., newspaper publisher (Liq.), Market-street, Man¬ 
chester. Tr., H. G. Nicholson, accountant, King-st., Manchester. 

Scadding, W. W., stationer (Bkt.), Thame, Oxon. Tr., Francis 
Nicholls, accountant, Old Jewry-chambers. 

Slater, E.i bookseller (Liq.), St. Ann’s-sq., Manchester. Tr., 
S. Murray, Brazennose-st., Manchester, and F. Nicholls, ac¬ 
countant, 14, Old Jewry-chambers. 

Wilday, C. IF. L., and Rowland L. Cox, lithographers, trading 
as Wilday & Co. (Liq.), Castle-st., Holborn. Tr., W. S. Ogle, 
accountant, 90, Cannon-street. 

Appointment of Trustees and Commissioners. 

Alexander, R., & Co., stationers. North Bridge, Edinburgh. Tr., 
D. M. Grant, 31, Princes-st., Edinburgh. Com., J. Smith, 
Comeley Green-place, and W. Cruickshank, Elder-street, both 
Edinburgh, and D. Stewart, plumber, Inverkeithing. 

Application for Discharge. 

Brown, A., printer, &c., Leith, previously of Newhaven. 

Bills of Sale recently Filed. 

Allingham, J. W., printer and publisher, Holly House, Turnham- 
green, to A. G. Olley. Filed July 22.£35°> abs. sale- 

Barfoot, W., printer, 2, Clarence-rd., Gosport, Hants., to R. Hol¬ 
brook and another. F'iled July 9.^236, purchase-money 

Blackman, W., stationer, 155, Leadenhall-st,, stationer, to H. Don- 
gray. Filed July 7 ...Z47-. 10s., absolute sale 

Blackman, W., stationer, 123, Grove-rd., Victoria-pk., to FI. Don- 
gray and another, Filed July 14.ZS4j absolute sale 
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Busby, M., printer and stationer, 90, Cazeneau-st., Liverpool, to 
Everton Loan &c. Co. Filed July 21.£12, &c. 

Butterworth, W., stationer and bookseller, 87, Union-st., Oldham, 
to National Mercantile Bank. Filed June 24.£60, &c. 

Brown, R., lithographer, 97, Abbeyfield-rd., Southwark-pk., to 
A. Bradbury. Filed July 4 .£14, &c. 

Collings, H., jun., stationer, 61, Algernon-rd., Loampit Vale, 
Lewisham, to H. Collings. Filed July 11 .£300, &c. 

Davison, G., printer, 56, Elmore-st., Islington, to J. Wood. Filed 
July 9..£55, absolute sale 

Denston, C. H. W., newspaper proprietor, 15, Wine Office-ct., 
Fleet-st., to L. Wynn. Filed June 28 .£200 

Dowling, D. W., newspaper proprietor, 33, Abchurch-lane, to R. 
Lavelle. Filed June 23 .£100 

Durk, F., printer, 29, Newport-st., Worcester, to J. Freedman. 
Filed July 2 ...£13. 10s., &c. 

Dymock, W., printer, Warren-street, Stockport, Cheshire, to T. 
Lomas. Filed July 12.£100, &c. 

Gaball, J. PI., printer, 4, Algernon-road, Loampit Vale, Lewisham, 
Kent, and 6, East Harding-street, City, to C. Hennen and another 
Filed June 27 ..£68, &c. 

Gilbert, C. F., bill-poster, 22, Gloucester-st., Regent’s-pk., to F. 
Richmond. Filed June 25 .£18, &c. 

Green, W. C., stationer, newsagent, &c., Ballard’s-lane, North 
Finchley, to W. H. Moon. Filed July 11 .£15 

Greenfield, A. S., & E. G. N. Hewett, stationers, printers, &c., 
Redwell-st., Norwich, to National Mercantile Bank. Filed 
June 23 .£270, &c. 

Grimshaw, W., stationer and printer, 100, Market-st., Farnworth, 
near Bolton, to Bolton Advance Bank. Filed July 7.£30, &c. 

Hall, W., printer, 57, Rawson-st., Farnworth, Lancashire, to W. 
Orrell. Filed June 25.£30 

Hart, T., stationer, &c., 3, Landseer-ter., Kensal-rd., to J. Howard. 
Filed July 17 .£10, &c. 

PIawf.s, G. E. F., printer and engraver, Loughborough-rd., Belgrave, 
and 12, New Bond-st., Leicester, to W. L. Felstead. Filed 
July4.  .£41, &c. 

Hawes, G. E. F., engraver and printer, Loughborough-rd., Belgrave, 
and 12, New Bond-st., Leicester, to G. J. Taylor. Filed July 21 

£130 
Ingoe, R., & F. M. Ingoe, printers, 13, May-st., North End Town 

• Flail, Hammersmith, to J. Foulkes. Filed July 22 .£7, &c. 
Jones, 1., stationer, &c., Pentwyn-Cynon, Tramroad, Hirwain, Gla¬ 

morganshire, to W. R. Cohen. Filed July 10 .£27. 10s. &c. 
Leighton, W. B., printer, Rose Villa, Heaton, Newcastle, to T. M. 

Richardson. Filed July 11.£1,400 mortgage 
Lister, W., printer and bookbinder, 19, Eldon-st., Barnsley, Yorks., 

to National Mercantile Bank. Filed July 9 .£27, &c. 
Longiiottom, I., newsagent and stationer, 2, Flax-street, and 92. 

Waterloo-road, Hunslet, Leeds, toj. Longbottom. Filed July 17, 

Lord, A., stationer, Vulcan-rd., Flatts, Dewsbury, Yorks., to 
J. Townend. Filed July 17 .£20, &c. 

Marsh, E., and wife, printers, 37, Stafford-st., Liverpool, to W. Levy. 
Filed July 15 ....£14, &c. 

McMeeicin, M., printer, 8, Featherstone-buildings, Holborn, to 
IP. Jacobs. Filed July 3 .£26 

Matthews, E. W., printer, 30, Charles-sq., Hoxton, to H. G. Lane 
and another. Filed June 27 . £75 

Nicholas, W., printer and stationer, 1S5, West Derby-rd., West 
Derby, near Liverpool, to Union Loan, &c. Company. Filed 
July is .£25 

Nihell, J. E., printer, bookseller, &c., Catherine-st., Frome, 
Somerset, to Bath Monetary Company. Filed July 11. .£59. ns. 

Overs, W., Speakinstile-walk, Bath-row, Birmingham, & H. Webb, 
151, Brighton-rd., Moseley, Worcestershire, both bookbinders 
and stationers, 164a, Great Charles-st., Birmingham, to National 
Mercantile Bank. Filed June 30.£80, &c. 

Parry, J., stationer, 5, Kenninghall-road, Lower Clapton, to W. 
Moyce. Filed July 23 ....£59. 10s. 

Phillips, T. G., printer, 20, Penton-pl., Walworth, and 113, London- 
rd., Southwark, to C. Henley. Filed July 3.£35 

Powell, G. A., stationer, 122, Victoria-street, Bristol, to IP. Ryder. 
Filed July 15 .£100 not ex. indem., &c. 

Price, J. T., machine-ruler, 20, Martlett-ct., Bow-st., Covent-garden, 
and 1, Potter-st., Harlow, Essex, to F. Byrne. Filed June 27 ... 

£9°, &c. 
Reakes, E., stationer &c., 5> Dungannon-terrace, North End-road, 

Fulham, to T. Fairhead. Filed July 24.£30, &c. 
Reekie, J. S., bookseller and newsagent, 14, Gladstone-st., Moss-lane, 

West Stretford, and 81, Oxford-st., Manchester, to W. T. Reekie. 
Filed June 27 .£180 

Renton, 1'., law stationer and accountant, 42, Park-gate, and 10, 
IPustlergate, Bradford, to J. Hitchen and another. F'iled July 26. 

£2$. 9s- 4d- 

Sanders, J., bookbinder, Beauty Bank, Stourbridge, Worcestershire, 
to B. Goodman and another. Filed July 19.£10. 10s., &c. 

Saunders, FI. B., bookseller, 82, Lime-st., Liverpool, to W. IP. 
■Smith. Filed June 28.£47. 8s. 8d, 

Saunders, J., printer, 38, Tasman-rd., London-rd., Stockwell, and 
City, to R. Neil. Filed July 2 ..£100 

Scott, A., stationer and printer, 7\, Oxford ter., Dartmouth-row, 
Blackheath, to R. Neil. Filed July 12 .£4.2, Sec. 

Shields, J. G., stationer, &c., 3, Eliza-ter., Barking-rd., Plaistow, 
Essex, to National Mercantile Bank. Filed June 28.£14, &c. 

Smith, W., stationer, 8, Royal George-st., Stockport, Cheshire, to 
Albion Loan, &c., Company. Filed July 5 .£25 

Stevens, J., bill-poster, Gresley-row, Lichfield, Staffs., to M. Gordon 
and others. Filed June 25 .£20, &c. 

Thompson, S., bookseller, 37, Nottingham-st., Sheffield, to C. IP. 
Wood. Filed July 12.£18 

Trotter, F., newsagent, stationer, &c., 93, Brunswick-rd., Liverpool, 
and 30, Boundary-lane, West Derby, to Union Loan, &c., Co. 
Filed July 15 ...£65, &c. 

Turner, A. C., printer and stationer, 48, Camberwell New-rd., 
Surrey, and 16, Wormwood-st., City, to L. and W. Loan, &c., 
Co. Filed July 23 .£18. 2s. 6d. 

Tymms, M. A., stationer, 6, Pier-ter., Lowestoft, to A. H. Gower. 
Filed July 12.£88. 4s., &c. 

Watson, I. S., printer, 10 and 11, Clyde-ter., Spennymoor, Durham, 
to L. Summerfield. Filed July 10 .£35, &c. 

Vaughan, J., bookseller and fine art dealer, 10, IPoward-avenue, 
Syndall-st., Manchester, to J. Vaughan. Filed July 21 £150, &c. 

Waymouth, E., stationer and bookseller, Nailsea, Somerset, to 
T. Park. Filed July 2.£120, &c. 

Whiting, T. J., printer, 6 and 7, Radsworth-st., St. Luke’s, to 
T. Matthews. (Agreement for hire of printing machinery.) F'iled 
Ju!y 5. 

Williams, R., newspaper printer, publisher, &c., 12, Thomas-st., 
Carnarvon, to W. B. Tomkinson. Filed June 23 .£200 

Winter, F. S., bookbinder, &c., 3, Old Palace-yd., Westminster, to 
T. Fairhead. Filed July 3 .£30, &c. 

Worrall, J. IP., fancy stationer, 219, Holloway-rd., to W. Mason. 
Filed July 21 1.£20. 

Yeardley, J., stationer, See., 31, Moss-lane, West Moss Side, near 
Manchester, to B. Cohen. Filed July 11 .£52, &c. 

Meetings of Creditors, Etc. 
An adjourned meeting for the public examination of — Boulcote, 

railway guide publisher, of Sun-street, was held on the 5th instant. 
Mr. F. C. Willis, for the trustee, stated that the accounts had not been 
filed, but were in course of preparation. The meeting was consequently 
adjourned to November 7th. 

In connection with the failure of A. J. Tugwood, strawboard dealer 
and paper-merchant, of 7, Upper Thames-street, which occurred in 
April, 1874, the trustee (Mr. G. M. Wetherfield) applied a few days 
ago to the London Bankruptcy Court for an order closing the bank¬ 
ruptcy. He reported that nothing whatever could be realized for the 
creditors. Mr. Registrar Pepys made the necessary order. 

The settlement arrived at by the creditors of N. B. Downing, paper- 
manufacturer and wholesale stationer, trading as Burgess & Co., of the 
Mendip Paper Mills, in the county of Somerset, also of Lambeth-hill, 
in the City of London, and of Dublin, has received the approval of 
the London Bankruptcy Court. The full particulars of the mutual 
arrangement were given in our last issue. Mr. Registrar Brougham, 
who approved the scheme in other respects, took exception to a clause 
dealing with the discharge of the debtor’s late partner. 

A petition for liquidation has been filed by J. W. Allingham, 
printer and publisher, of 29, Farringdon-street and Turnham-green; 
and on the 23rd ult. Mr. Finch applied to the Court for the appoint¬ 
ment of Mr. J.' Boyes, accountant, Poultry, as receiver and manager of 
the estate. He said that the debts, secured and unsecured, amounted 
to about £23,000, and that the assets comprised stock, plant, and 
book debts of the value of £5,000, in addition to the lease and good¬ 
will of the business. The application was supported by creditors for 
about £5,000, and Mr. Registrar Murray made the desired appoint¬ 
ment. Mr. Allingham’s name may be remembered as that of the 
originator of the Christian Globe, the copyright of which paper, after 
an existence of less than a twelvemonth, was sold in 1875 to a specially 
constituted company for the extravagant sum of ,£10,000. 

On the 1st inst. a petition for liquidation was filed at the Bradford 
Bankruptcy Court on behalf of John Nicholson & Son, printers and 
lithographers, Well-street, Bradford, who estimate their liabilities at 
£60,000. 

An order has been made for the winding-up of the Church Paper 
Company, Limited. The company was formed in March, 1875, with 
a nominal capital of £30,000, divided into £5 shares. 
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To the Editor of The Printing Times and Lithographer. 

DIAGONAL ROLLING ON THE LITHO MACHINE. 

will save their own time and ours too by providing themselves with a 
copy of that work in its present handy form. Its price is 5s. 

Quad (Bishops Auckland).—The time required for making up the 
stone mentioned will be about an hour, if conditions are favourable 
and the stone cleaned. It is questionable if such work as you mention 
pays on the litho machine. Litho work is subject to so many con¬ 
ditions, which are sometimes unfavourable, that it would not be wise 
to form an ex parte judgment. 

Sir,—I have derived much practical information from the perusal 
of your journal and also look forward to its receipt every month with 
considerable anxiety, feeling disappointed, I am sorry to say somewhat 
frequently, when the postman does not deliver it promptly to date. 

I write to seek the opinion of my fellow workmen as to the 
advantages of diagonal rolling on the litho machine. I do not mean 
setting the distributing (or waving) rollers at an angle, but those that 
ink the stone. I have seen it announced in advertisements as an 
advantage, but could never bring myself to look favourably upon the 
system, and lately having a machine placed under my charge with this 
so-called improvement I am anxious to know what practical machinists, 
who have similar ones at work, think of it. I am so convinced that 
the system is wrong, that I cannot prevail upon myself even to try it, 
as I fear I shall wear my fine lines off the stone. My reason for 
thinking so is founded on the following observation. 

When the rollers are set at only a moderate angle the ink-slab alone 
will carry the rollers across the machine until the roller-forks permit 
them to go no further. At this point the stone comes under the rollers, 
but the forks having stopped their endway motion, they cannot 
continue to roll diagonally and there is consequently a slip which I 
should think would act upon the work injuriously in a similar manner 
to the effect produced by the hand roller slipping on too wet a stone. 
It is true that the rollers are free to move diagonally over the stone in 
its return, but would that repair the damage previously done ? It 
appears to me that the traverse in one direction gives diagonal rolling 
while that in the other produces a “skid.” I can understand the 
advantage of rolling in more than one direction at hand-press where it 
can be easily done, but I cannot imagine what advantage can be 
gained by placing the rollers at an angle of one or two degrees. At 
press we can make a difference of ninety degrees, but by the best 
arrangement at machine we can only get, say, three degrees, which is 
only one-thirtieth the hand-press amount, and is obtained at the 
expense of an equivalent amount of “ skid.” 

If any of your readers can assure me that they make better work by 
the diagonal motion, I will give the matter further attention and try 
and find out where it is that my theory is at fault, as it must be if 
practice proves diagonal rolling to be an improvement.— I am, &c., 

A CONSTANT READER. 

[We shall be happy to insert replies to the foregoing communication. 

—Ed. P. T. &>L.] 

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS, 

H. T., Paris.—Thanks for your letter and. the parcel. 

L. L. M., Sussex.—Thanks for your polite communication. We 
are acquainted with the work you mention. 

INDEX TO TRADE ANNOUNCEMENTS, 

PAGE 
Bacon & Son, Machinagraphists, &c. 167 
Bacon, J. E. & A. S., Machina¬ 

graphists . 169 
Baddeley & Reynolds, Die 

Sinkers, &c. 173 
Barrett, R., Printers’ Engineer .. 169 
Bayes & Co., Printers’ Brokers .... 166 
Bird, W. H., Printers' Broker. 168 
Birmingham Machinists’ Co.— 

Printers’ Engineers. 166 
Brehmer, A.—Wire Book-Sewing 

Machines . 171 
“Brief: the Week’s News,” an 

Epitome of the Press. 176 
Cassell, Petter, & Galpin— 
Electrotypes. 169 

Cattell & Co., Electrotypers, &c. 168 
Commercial Ink and Stamp Co. 175 
Cook & Son, Printers’ Smiths_ 167 
Cornelissen& Tai.le—Inks, &c... 167 
Crossley Bros., Gas Engineers .. 187 
Dallas, D.—Dallastype Engraving 174 
Day & Collins—Printing Materials 167 
Dellagana & Co., Electrotypers.. 178 
Fleming & Co., Printing Inks .... 176 
Foot Brothers, Machine Printers 

to the Trade. 169 
Frank (Livett) & Son, Colour 

Manufacturers, &c. 169 
Furnival & Co., Machinists 167,180, 181 
Grammar of Lithography . 186 
Greaves, W.—Litho Machines_ 172 
Griffin & Hawkes. — Stereo 
Columns. 168 

Hancock—Inspirator . 179 
Hazell, Watson, & Viney — 

Diamond Paper-Cutter. 165 
Hill, N. J.—New and Second-hand 

Materials . 175 
Howlett & Son, Gold Printers .. 171 
Ingle—“City” Printing Machine 178 
Johnstone & Cumbers—Inks, &c. 175 
Kidd & Co.—Printing Inks. 184 
Knapp, T., Printers’ Valuer, &c. .. 166 
Lanham—Patent “Victory” Rollers 183 
“ L’Art,” a Weekly Artistic Review 166 
Leitch & Co., Electrotypers, &c... 174 
Littlejohn, G. S., Draughtsman.. 167 
LorilleuxfilsAine, Printing Inks 179 
Macintyre, W. — Cardboards, 

Papers, &c. 176 
Mayo, H., Show Card and Label 

Varnish Manufacturer.166, 168 
McIntosh, G.—Transfer Ink and 
Paper. 170 

page 
Middleton & Co., Multiple Colour 

Printing Apparatus. 177 
Miscellaneous Advertisements.. 170 
Monnery, W.—Printers’ Blankets, 
&c. 178 

Moore, C. F., Printers’ Smith .... 167 
Najork & PiLetorius—Chromo 
Paper. 169 

Newsum, Wood, & Dyson— 
Machines . 185 

Parsons, Fletcher, & Co.—Inks 168 
Paul, J. C.—Printing Materials .. 169 
Phillips, Son, & Entwisle.—Gold 

and Silver Leaf, &c. 170 
Seggie, A.—Litho-Machine. 182 
Shanks, Revell, & Co., Patent 

Type Founders . 173 
Shuttleworth & Bunn, Printers 

to the Trade. 166 
Silk, Printers’ Broker . 167 
Situations—Vacant and Wanted .. 170 
Slater & Palmer—Printing Inks.. 179 
Squintani. — “ Model ” Platen 

Machine, &c. 188 
Stoneham, W. G., Trade Book¬ 

binder . 168 
Sutcliffe Bros.—“Backus" Water 
Motor.   169 

Thompson, Printers’ Machinist .... 166 
Tilby, W. H., Wood Engraver .... 168 
Tozer, H. E.—Lineotype. 171 
Wellington & Co., Engravers on 

Copper .;. .. 168 
Wensley & Wensley, Writing 
Engravers.   169 

Westleys & Co., Bookbinders_ 168 
Whiteman & Bass, Engravers, 
&c. 173 

Willmott & Sons, Machine Rulers 168 
Winstone, B. — Printing Inks, 
&c. 177 

Wood, R. M., Type Founder .... 168 
Wyman’s Technical Series._. 170 
Zorn,Bahnson,&Co.—Lithographic 

Materials . 167 

WRAPPER. 
Durable Printers’ Roller Com¬ 

position Company. 1 
Fieldhouse, Elliott, & Co.— 
Machines.  4 

Mann & Co.—Litho Machine . 2 
Thomson, Sterne, & Co.—Emery 

Wheels, &c. 3 

C., Paris.—The number for January, 1877, is out of print; the 
other copies have been sent. 

E. H.—Thanks for your communication, of which you will perceive 
we have made use. Please continue the record. 

NOTICE TO ADVERTISERS, 

M., Paris.—The two volumes have reached us, but not the maps. 
We hope you duly received our categorical reply to your various 
queries. 

F. W.—Such unacknowledged pillaging from our columns is no 
doubt, as you say, very disgraceful, but we leave the crime to find in 
the end its own punishment. 

H. T. F., London.—Your criticism is quite natural, but the portrait 
in the one case has a sort of classic sanction, which it lacks in the new 
picture, and that was our point. 

Communications duly to hand from :—L. M.,—M. & R.,—M., 
T. G.,—A. M. & Cie.,—M. & Co.,—J. B.,—A. B.,—J. M.,— 
J. F. M. 

Paper for Chromo-Transfers or Decalcomanie.— B. & Co., 
and others who inquire about a receipt for this paper, will find it at 
page 184 of the published volume of “ The Grammar of Lithography.” 
We take this opportunity of reminding our readers that it is hardly 
fair to us to require answers by post, nor sliould they expect us to 
rewrite for this column information that has before been given. A 
large number of receipts have appeared during the publication of “ The 
Grammar of Lithography” in this journal, and as that is now printed 
separately with the addition of a copious index, our correspondents 

The Scale of Charges for each insertion for Advertising in The 
Printing Times and Lithographer is as follows:— 
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In order to prevent disappointment, and to insure insertion, it is 
necessary that the money be remitted with short advertisements. 

Post-Office Orders or Cheques to be made payable to Messrs. 
Wyman & Sons, 81, Great Queen-street, Lincoln’s-Inn Fields, W.C., 
at the High Holborn Money Order Office. 
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THOMAS FROGN 

F, as many persons are inclined 
to believe, the furore for bric-a- 
brac will be succeeded by a frenzy 
for Books—such as that which 
arose about the middle of the last 
century, and died out only during 
the first quarter of the present 
century,—a name now fast fading 
from the popular memory, yet 
which was once almost constantly 
on the tongue of every educated 

person, as the prophet of one of the most remarkable 
literary enthusiasms of modern times, may yet be reinstated 
in its former prominence. We refer to the Reverend 
Thomas Frognall Dibdin, Doctor of Divinity, biblio¬ 
phile, bibliographer, and bibliomaniac. 

There has been a disposition evinced of late years to 
disparage the character of this singular man, and to 
represent him as belauding books only to enhance price; 
as well as to depreciate his published works for their 
superficiality and pretentiousness. We must admit the 
truth of much of the criticism passed upon them, but at 
the same time we think we are entitled to contend that 
they have certain signal merits of their own, that they did 
much to diffuse a love for old literature, and that they 
preserved much book-lore, that was falling into oblivion, for 
the delectation of many future generations. Certainly no 
printer who has to any extent studied the bibliography of 
his art can, if he be honest, deny to Dibdin warm thanks 
for what he accomplished and for the industry he displayed. 
We therefore believe that a few particulars of the life of 
the famous typographical antiquary may be of interest. 

Dibdin was born in Calcutta in 1775, and died in 
London in 1847. His father was Thomas Dibdin, brother 
of the celebrated song-writer, and the “Tom Bowling” of 
the well-known song. He never saw his parents, and only, 
after arriving at years of discretion, encountered one person 
who had seen them, and who, on being asked whether he 
was like his father, replied, “ Oh ! not at all; your father 
was a fine, handsome man.” Thomas Frognall was sent 
to school first of all at Reading, where he evinced a singular 
taste for “ soldiering and letter-writing,” devoting his spare 
halfpence to purchasing cakes for the juvenile troops he 

ALL DIBDIN, D,D, 
had organised, and foolscap paper, whereon he wrote long 
epistles, generally containing inflated accounts of martial 
victories over all the powers of Europe achieved by the 
troops under his own command. These childish tastes 
were soon replaced by a genuine affection for old books, 
caught from his schoolmaster, a book-worm of the most 
pronounced type. Dibdin was next sent to school at 
Stockwell, and afterwards to a third school. Being left an 
orphan at an early age, and the resources of his protectors 
being limited, he endured many troubles and was exposed 
to various reverses. However, he was enabled to go to 
college, and he chose St. John’s, Oxford, where he afterwards 
graduated. In making the choice of a profession he 
mistakenly adopted that of the law, which was, he soon 
found, quite uncongenial to his tastes. He was next duly 
admitted a barrister, practised a little, and wrote some 
elementary law books and edited others. He remained in 
the legal profession a very short time, however, and 
eventually, by the aid of a lenient bishop, took holy orders 
on the 24th December, 1804. He then appears to have 
turned to authorship as a business. 

He had already written a successful book, the “ Intro¬ 
duction to the Knowledge of the Greek and Roman 
Classics, Polyglot Bibles, Psalters, Hebrew Bibles, &c.” 
(8vo. 1802), and soon after his ordination got out a second 
edition enlarged (1804). This seems to have been the 
most generally popular of Dibdin’s productions, for it 
reached a third edition in 1808, and a fourth, greatly 
enlarged and corrected, in 1827. We cannot here specify 
the many works of a literary, legal, classical, and general 
character which he wrote between 1804 and 1808. Suffice 
it to say that in the latter year he issued, as an octavo 
pamphlet, “ Proposals for publishing by subscription Ames’s 
Typographical Antiquities.” This edition of Ames has 
been described in our Bibliography of Printing. Dibdin 
had previously, in editing a periodical called the Director, 
paid special attention to what he called “ Caxtonic lore,” but 
he states that he devoted the best part of three years to the 
acquisition of more facts concerning our first English printer. 
The first volume of Dibdin’s edition of the “ Antiquities,” 
issued in 1810, was entirely devoted to Caxton. Dibdin 
afterwards referred to it with much pride, extolling the 
beauty of its print, although he regretted the indifferent 
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paper that was used. William Savage was the printer, 
and the typographical execution, especially the workings 
in red, did him great credit. The dedication was to 
Lord Bute, whom Dibdin had met in society, and by 
whom he was afterwards entertained for some time, 
revelling in the treasures of the ample library at Luton 
possessed by his lordship. The dedication is ornamented 
with a fine woodcut engraving of the Bute arms, and a 
long list of patrons follows, amongst the subscribers 
being George III., the dukes of York and Kent, and the 
names of eighteen public libraries. The list ends with 
Charles Whittingham, the printer, whom Dibdin calls “ the 
Elzevir of his day.” There were printed on large paper of 
imperial size sixty-six copies. The gross produce of the 
volume was ,£1,800; and Dibdin says that he cleared 
about ,£600 by the speculation. His editorial labours were 
much lightened owing to his possessing an interleaved copy 
of the original work by Ames, with manuscript notes by 
Herbert, which he bought for £42, and several years 
afterwards sold to the late Mr. Pickering for one-fourth of 
its original cost. The book is now preserved in the British 
Museum. 

The publication of the “Typographical Antiquities” was 
a great event in Dibdin’s literary life. “ The pain and 
labour and dread of want of success were all lost sight of 
and forgotten, as order upon order poured in for execution. 
My little mansion assumed the appearance of an office of 
great business, and for the first three months the Post¬ 
master-General had scarcely a more active and efficient 
supporter than myself.” The book was, he says, “ an 
attempt, in fact, to awaken the love of the literature of past 
days, to set wealthy and well-educated men a-stirring to 
collect material which, but for such occasional excitement, 
might in the end moulder in oblivion.” 

In 1812 the second volume appeared, being printed at 
the “ Shakespeare Press,” by Bulmer. The remainder of 
the edition, after the subscribers’ copies had been disposed 
of, was sold to Mr. William Miller, the bookseller, for 200 
guineas. 

In 1816 the third volume appeared, this as well as 
the fourth and last being also printed by Bulmer. Mr. 
John Murray, who succeeded Miller and removed the 
business to Albemarle-street, was the purchaser of the third 
volume. 

In 1819 the fourth volume appeared, the remainder 
being issued by Longman & Co., on account of the author. 
Dibdin admits this was “ the setting sun of the concern ” ; 
for the book issued “ almost still-born from the press.” It 
had been no less than nine years in course of publication, 
and people had got tired of it. Dibdin had intended to 
issue a fifth and concluding volume, but from want of 
support he relinquished the project. “ The Sisyphus-like 
toil of rolling a stone up a hill only to recoil on the roller, 
is,” he says, “ evidently the work of a man in the last 
extremity of mental imbecility. The labourer is worthy of 
his hire, and if profit and patronage be withdrawn, it is a 
little too absurd to expect self-immolation in pursuit of it. 
I feel quite persuaded that an institution similar only to the 
Royal Society of Literature can successfully complete such 
a work as that of the recent edition of the ‘Typographical 
Antiquities of Great Britain.’ By whatever means com¬ 
pleted, it will be a repertory of valuable information.” 

In 1809 Dibdin published his “Bibliomania,” an account 
of which has appeared in our pages (vol. ii., p. 23), and 
almost yearly afterwards, until his death in 1847, he 
produced a variety of curious and interesting books. 
Among them are poems, guide-books, sermons, lectures, 
&c. In 1814 and 1815 appeared the “Bibliotheca 
Spenceriana,” the most magnificently produced of all his 

books. It is a catalogue raisonn'e of the celebrated library 
at Althorp, and is splendidly illustrated. The copperplate 
engravings alone cost nearly £2,000, and about £350 more 
was spent in the copperplate printing of them and on the 
French paper. Dibdin mentions that the woodcuts, which 
were in the highest style of art, cost from £73 to £157 
each. In 1817 appeared the “Decameron,” on which 
Dibdin lavished great sums of money and spent an 
immense amount of trouble, especially in the compilation 
of the matter relating to the origin of Printing. There were 
incessantly-recurring difficulties in the mechanical execu¬ 
tion of the work, especially in the arrangement of the 
numerous wood blocks interspersed throughout the text. 
Bulmer was the printer, and his name will always be 
identified with this splendid production. Turner, the 
corrector of the press; Batsford, the overseer; and Smith, 
the compositor, were deemed by the author entitled to 
remembrance in connection with the “ Decameron,” so 
exceptionally well were their parts performed. The work¬ 
ings in red are especially exquisite, although there were 
great difficulties in the execution. Dibdin says it is 
doubtful whether there was at the time any other press in 
Europe, except the Shakespeare Press in Russell-court, 
Cleveland-row, that could have done the work in the same 
style. Dibdin, indeed, may be said to have been the first to 
revive the ancient practice of printing books in black and 
red. Large sums were paid for the printing, and although, 
for example, the red working in two half-sheets cost, as per 
contract, only £3, the bill was increased by £51. 10s. for 
extra time in altering and re-making up, and £48 more for 
extra corrections and further alterations. One of the sheets, 
containing the block of “ the Mouth of Hell,” actually broke 
down the press on which it was being worked. To make 
this book immediately valuable and scarce, all the costly 
and beautiful wood blocks were dispersed or destroyed,— 
an act of deliberate vandalism relieved, however, by the 
humorous manner in which it was performed. Dibdin’s 
friends were invited on the 9th of December, 1817, to a 
dinner. Some dozen guests, amongst them James Boswell, 
attended, and as they arrived they were invited to select 
from a tray containing some of the choicest blocks one or 
more of them, by way of souvenir, and several of these 
were afterwards handsomely mounted and converted into 
snuff-boxes. Despite the entreaties of his guests Dibdin 
consigned the remainder, one by one, to the flames, and 
he records the transaction with great gusto. 

It is sad to know that the end of Dibdin’s long and 
laborious life was clouded by want and tinged with anxiety 
and sickness. He lay dying for many months, all the while 
dependent on the benevolence of friends, whom time was 
constantly diminishing. He had got into debt with his 
booksellers, and had to recoup about £3,000 which had 
been advanced to him for works that his failing health pre¬ 
vented him from finishing. We have seen the piteous letters 
written by his daughter “ Sophy ” to Dr. Bliss, of Oxford, 
and other friends, detailing from time to time her father’s 
sufferings. These and a few lines of writing done almost 
on his death-bed by Dibdin himself, mark the melancholy 
termination of a brilliant literary career, during which he 
had been the friend and companion of many among the 
nobility, and had held one of the most distinguished positions 
of his time in the world of letters. A painful revelation of the 
trials, disappointments, and overwork which had befallen 
Dibdin was furnished by a post-mortem examination of 
Dibdin’s brain. Miss Sophia Dibdin, his daughter, in a 
letter written probably on the 20th of November, 1847, and 
announcing her father’s funeral, said it appeared that “ his 
brain had been entirely destroyed, and that the medical 
men had never seen so much damage in any one before. 
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According to its appearance he ought to have died a dozen 
years previously.” 

A large number of bibliographical and bibliomanical 
works were evoked by his publications. He not only loved 
books himself, but was the cause of others loving them. 
Among the tracts issued during the excitement caused by 
the bibliomania, was a very humorous one entitled “ Bib- 
liosophia, or Book-wisdom; containing a Satirical Account 
of the Pride, Pleasure, and Privileges of the Glorious Avoca¬ 
tion of Book Collecting ; by Aspirant. To which is added, 
The Twelve Labours of an Editor, especially pitted against 
those of Hercules.” (London: 1810. umo.) It was 
published by William Miller, and printed by Bulmer. In 
1836, Dibdin wrote “ Remembrances of a Literary Life,” in 
two vols., 8vo., which forms a very interesting autobiography; 
and from it and MS. documents in the British Museum 
many of the preceding particulars have been extracted. 

It is some satisfaction to be able to record that the 
majority of Dibdin’s works are prized by the present 
generation of book-collectors, and that they are accordingly 
each year rising in value. Whatever may have been his 
merits as a bibliographer, certain it is that English printers 
owe a deep debt of gratitude to the literary aptitude, the 
fine taste, and the great enterprise of Thomas Frognall 
Dibdin. 

PRINTING-OFFICE ECONOMY, 

THE “BACKUS” WATER-MOTOR. 

NOW that the success of the various gas-engines is fully 
established, a formidable rival has been introduced 

in the shape of the “ Backus ” motor—rightly named, as it 
can hardly be called an engine—which is entirely driven by 
water, and by such a small quantity, considering the power 
obtained, that it may justly be considered a remarkable 
nvention. 

It really consists of an almost round iron box, being 
slightly elongated at the under side, and the whole is sup¬ 
ported on slight iron rods bolted to the floor. The prin¬ 
ciple of its construction is somewhat after the ordinary 
water-wheel; that is to say, at regular and close intervals 
around the shaft inside the box are fixed metal plates, so 
made as to present to the jet of water a comparatively large 
surface. A water-pipe about 1 inch in diameter is attached 
to the motor almost at the bottom of the rim, and the 
stream of water strikes directly down upon the plates 
extending from the shaft. The jet of water at the entry- 
nozzle is remarkably small, ranging from one-sixteenth to 
one-quarter of an inch, according to the size and estimated 
power of the motor. Immediately under this entrance-jet 
a receptacle is attached, so that immediately the water has 

struck the plate or vane it is allowed to escape, thus pre¬ 
venting any after-resistance. 

That no foreign matter may accumulate in the discharge- 
nozzle and obstruct the flow, a diaphragm with perforations 
is fixed in the main feed-pipe. This can be easily examined 
and cleaned when desired. 

One of the most important points connected with this 
motor, and which adds considerably to its efficacy, is the 
absence of all actual mechanical parts which in themselves 
would require a percentage of the power. Thus no power 
is wanted in the driving, there being but the one shaft upon 
which the wheel rotates, and to which the driving pulley is 
attached. The series of plates and supporting-spokes on 
the shaft renders the wheel itself sufficiently heavy and 
well balanced to answer the purpose of an ordinary fly¬ 
wheel. The driving-rigger on end of shaft is extremely 
small, and thus greater regularity of motion is ensured. 

As it is necessary that the supply of water should be 
continuous it must be laid on from the main, and be of 
the greatest possible pressure. This latter varies con¬ 
siderably in districts, as also at different periods of the day ; 
but it may be said that the average force exerted is about 
351b. to 451b. The motor we saw at work was being driven 
by water at this estimated pressure, and under these con¬ 
ditions was making about 500 revolutions per hour. This 
great speed, of course, considerably adds to the net power 
of the apparatus, especially when we take into consideration 
the smallness of the rigger. The expense of driving varies, 
but the water consumed by a i-J- or 2-horse power motor is 
about 355 gallons per hour, and will cost upon an average 
less than 4d. per hour, supposing the water to be charged 
at 8d. per 1,000 gallons. In places where a large quantity 
of water is used this will be considerably reduced, as it is 
supplied on a sliding scale, ranging from 6d. to is. per 
1,000 gallons. 

The above we know to be slightly in excess of the cost 
of driving a gas-engine, but we must at the same time bear 
in mind the advantages that may be urged in favour of the 
water-motor. The room taken up is inconsiderable, a 
2-horse power motor requiring space of about 2 ft. wide by 
3 ft. long. In the fitting it is inexpensive, as a water-pipe 
from the main, together with a discharge-pipe, is all that is 
necessary. The absence of heat in its working is a great 
advantage, as in small offices the motor can be fixed in 
any desired position, no inconvenience being caused by 
warmth or smell. Again, it cannot get out of order, and 
consequently no repairs will be necessary; it requires no 
attention whatever; and it is always ready and perfectly 
noiseless. 

Another recommendation is the smallness of the original 
cost. A 30-in. motor, which at a pressure of 40 lb. is capable 
of driving, say, two Wharfedales, a cropper, and a cutting- 
machine, costs about ^30 ; and, as we have before ex¬ 
plained, the fittings and alterations necessary for their 
erection are both few and inexpensive. Expense of driving 
is only incurred while the machine is in active use, as in 
the majority of cases the water is carried through a meter. 

With 80 lb. pressure the manufacturers state that they can 
supply a motor equal to io-horse power ; but it would, we 
think, be almost impossible to obtain water in the ordinary 
way at such a great and uniform pressure. 

The “ Backus ” motor is eminently adapted for use in 
small printing-offices for the driving of a few machines ; 
and stationers will also find it equally useful for the working 
of cutting-machines, &c. Long before these water-motors 
were introduced into this country they were thoroughly 
established in America, where they are held in high esteem. 

This clever and useful apparatus, which we have delayed 
noticing until we could personally test its capabilities, was 
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invented by Mr. Oscar Backus, an American, who has 
invested Messrs. Sutcliffe, of Birkenhead, with the patent 
rights for this country; and for the information of our 
friends in the metropolis, we may add that the “ Backus ” 
water-motor can be seen working at the premises of Messrs. 
Alvey & Co., printers, 1x9, Newington-causeway, London, 
S.E. 

THE BISSCHOP GAS-ENGINE. THE Bisschop Gas-engine, we have no doubt, will 
supply a long-felt want to those requiring limited 

motive power, and to whom the original cost of an ordinary 
gas-engine is an object. This engine, the invention of a 
Frenchman, is made of one-man-power and upwards, so 
that the turning of a machine by manual labour will, we 
are sure, soon become a thing of the past. This simple 
and singularly compact contrivance appears at first sight 
to be only composed of three castings, the bed, vertical 
cylinder, and the extended slide for the piston guide. The 
amount of gas consumed in its working is so small that any 
ordinary gas-meter is sufficient for the necessary supply. 
The gas passes from the feed-pipe into a large elongated 
indiarubber reservoir, and thence into another of smaller 

dimensions, where it is accumulated for use. This is to 
prevent any undue strain upon the meter, and to ensure a 
continuous and sufficient supply of gas. The gas enters the 
cylinder at the bottom in conjunction with air, and the 
latter passes through a perforated plate. When the piston 
arrives to about the third of its stroke, a slide opens and 
admits a gas flame, which causes the explosion. This flame 
is situated at the side of the cylinder, and a small sup¬ 
plementary jet immediately underneath is also kept alight, 
so that should the force of the explosion blow out the 
igniting flame it is immediately relighted. The rigger being 
very small and the fly-wheel rather large, considerably 
assists in equalising the motion. 

One remarkable fact in connection with the Bisschop 
Engine is that it requires no attention whatever while in 

work, neither the piston nor the slide-valve requiring any oil 
or grease. It may be driven for almost an indefinite period, 
it being on record that on one occasion an engine ran 
continuously for 47 consecutive days and nights without 
supervision of any description. 

The speed can be regulated to a nicety by a simple 
feeding appliance, its nominal rate being about 120 
revolutions per minute. 

Unlike some other gas-engines no water is required, and 
the space necessary for its erection is trifling. It is 
estimated that the cost of driving a one-man-power 
engine, capable of working say a demy or double-crown 
Wharfedale, is only one halfpenny per hour; and when we 
mention that the price of an engine of the above power is 
only ^25, further commendation seems unnecessary. 

Mr. J. E. H. Andrew, of 18, Waterloo-road, Stockport, 
is the manufacturer and licensee, and the London agents 
are Messrs. Powell, of Ludgate-circus, where the machine 
may be seen at work. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY OF PRINTING, aAHNKE (Geo. Hein.). Johannes von Gutenberg, 
Erfinder der Buchdruckerkunst, und Dr. Johann 
Faust; oder die Zeichen der Zeit. [A Drama.] 
Hamburg: 1S09. 8vo. Frontispiece, pp. 232. 

Maieri (Mich.). De Typographia. In his “ Verum 
inuentum s. munera Germaniae,” chap. v. Frank¬ 

furt : 1619. 4to. 

Maillard (Firmin). Histoire anecdotique et critique de la Presse 
Parisienne. 2. et 3. Annees. 1857 et 1858. Paris : 1859. i2mo. 
pp. ii. and 231. 

An interesting collection of facts and anecdotes concerning the Parisian Press of 
the period described, with amusing notices of every serial, large or small, issued in 
Paris during 1857-8. 

-Histoire des Journaux publies a Paris pendant le Siege et sous 
la Commune (4 Septembre, 1870, au 28 Mai, 1871). Paris : 1871. 
8vo. pp. vi. and 268. 

This book and the following form a curious page in typographical history. 

-Les Publications de la Rue pendant le Siege et la Commune— 
satires, canards, complaintes, chansons, placards, pamphlets— 
Bibliographie pittoresque et anecdotique. Paris : 1874. 121110. 
pp. xii. and 198, and one vignette. 

Printed on coloured paper. at Paris in 1871 ; “ Histoire anecdotique 
M. Firmin Maillard has devoted et critique de 159 Journaux parus^en 1’an 

his pen to recording the history of the de grace 1856, avec une table par ordre 
Parisian periodical press, and to what alphabetique de 586 personnes citees, 
we in this country are accustomed to commentees et turlupinees dans le present 
characterize as “Catnach” literature, volume,” published in 1857; “Zr Petit 

being the author of “Affiches, Professions Journal: Histoire de dix ans 1850-60, 
de Foi, Documents officiels, Clubs et avec gravures," published in 1853 ; and 
Comites pendant la Commune,” published other similar works. 

Maimieux (J. di). Pasigraphie . . nouvel art-science d’ecrire et 
d’imprimer en une langue a maniere d’etre lu et entendu dans 
toute autre langue. Paris: 1797. 4to. 

Maineri (Prof. B. E.). Cola Montano e compagni in tipografia. 
Illustratione del quadro di G. Mazza. Florence : 1871. 

M[airet (F.)]. Notice sur la Lithographie, ou l’art d’imprimer sur 
pierre. Dijon: 1818. i2mo. pp. vi. 57, and 4 plates. 

A very rare early work on the subject style would have rendered it more inter- 
of lithography. Copies containing the esting and elegant. Finding, however, 
four plates are exceedingly scarce. The that amateurs were in want of practical 
authorship is indicated on the title-page information on the several processes of 
only by the letter M . . . . , but in the lithography, M. Mairet published these 
imprint the writer describes himself as a directions, derived from his own expe- 
stationer. He points out in the preface rience in the pursuit of the art. The 
that he is not a literary man, and would plates are only rude, but exceedingly 
have desired that M. de Lasteyrie had interesting as early examples, 
undertaken the work, as his felicity of 

-Notice sur la Lithographie. Deuxieme Edition, suivie d’un Essai 
sur la Reliure et le blanchiment des livres et gravures. Chatillon- 
sur-Seine : 1824. l2mo. pp. 228. Five plates. 

The lithographic matter extends over relating to bookbinding, &c.. It is 
68 pages. In the preface it is stated noticeable that whereas in the title-page 
that the previous edition had been of 1818 he was described as a stationer, 
quickly sold off, and the author had been in that of 1824 he is described as a book- 
solicited to issue a second. I11 complying binder and lithographic printer. He 
with this request he added the matter seems to have gained great reputation 
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or the excellence and elegance of his better executed, marking the progress 
binding, M. Peignot, the bibliophile, which had been made in the interval be- 
atvarding him high commendation on tween the two publications. Copies are 
this account. The new edition was now seldom met with, especially in this 
printed in a much superior manner to country, 
the old one, and the plates are much 

M[airet (F.)]. Kurzer Abriss der Lithographic u. Steindruckerei. 
Aus dem Franzos. Mit 1 Abbild. einer vollstandigen Presse. 
Pesth ; 1819. 8vo. 

Maitland (J. R.). An Index of such English books, printed before 
the year 1600, as are now in the Archi-episcopal Library of 
Lambeth. London : 1845. 8vo. 

Maittaire (Michael). Annales typographici ab artis invent® origine 
ad annum MDLVII. Hagce-Comitum : 1719-22-26. 3 vols. 4to. 
-Another revised edition. Amst. : 1733. 2 parts. 1 vol. 4to. 

Vol. i., 6 leaves and 388 pages. At be found s. v. Koster. “The‘Annales 
the beginning is a beautifully engraved Typographici’ have secured him the 
plate, representing the heads of Coster, respect of posterity .... Copies upon 
Gutenberg, Schotfifer, Aldus, and Frobe- large paper are now exceedingly scarce, 
nius. Vol. ii. 4 leaves ; Prefatio, pp. .... The principal merit consists in a 
viii. ; Conjectura, pp. iv. ; Annales, pp. great deal of curious matter detailed in 
395. Vol. iii., or, as the title-page has the notes, but the absence of the lucidus 
it, “ Tomi secundi pars posterior,” has ordo renders the perusal of these fatiguing 
a title-page, 1 leaf; Annales, pp. 395-860. and unsatisfactory.” — Dibdin (Biblio- 

A chronological list of all the books the mania), 
author could meet with up to the year A supplement in 2 vols. was published 
1538. in 1789.—See Denis. 

A synopsis of Maittaire's theories will 

-Annalium typographicorum tomus v., indicem complectens. 
Lond. : 1741. 2 vols. 4to. 

——■ Historia Typographorum aliquot Pavisiensium, eorum vitas et 
libros complectens. 2 vols. Londini: 1717. 8vo. Tom. i., 
pp. xvi., 2 plates, 2 leaves, pp. 160. Tom. ii., 4 leaves, pp. 160. 

A curious work, in which the typographical careers of Simon de Colines, Michel 
Vascosan, G. Morel, A. Turnebo, F. Morel, and Jean Bienne are recounted. 

— De Origine et Incrementis Typographiae Lipsiensis liber singu- 
laris, ubi varia de litterariis urbis studiis et viris doctis, qui in ea 
claruerunt inseruntur. Accedit Librorum Saec. XV. excusorum ad 
Maittairii Annales supplementum. Lipsiae: 1740. 4to. 4 leaves, 

pp. 148. 

— Stephanorum Historia, vitas ipsorum ac libros complectens. 
Londini: 1709. 8vo. pp. ix., two leaves of fac-simile devices, 
pp. 564, 5, 133, and 7. Portrait of Robert Stephens, by Sturt, 
forms the frontispiece. 

This very complete work, the first pro¬ 
duction of this renowned bibliographer, 
has the above general. title-pages, but 
there are sub-titles dividing the work, as 
follows :—Vol. i., part r. Lives of Henry 
Stephens the first, and of his Sons. Vol. 
i., part 2. Lives of the Nephews of 
Henry Stephens I. Vol. ii. List of 
Books printed by the Stephens. 

Michael Maittaire, an eminent 
classical editor and bibliographer, was 
born in 1668, died 1747. Some biographi¬ 
cal allusions to his career will be found in 
the third edition of Dibdin’s “ Intro¬ 
duction to the Knowledge of Rare and 
Valuable Editions of the Greek and 
Latin Classics,” vol. i. p. 148. — See 
also Beloe’s “Anecdotes of Literature,” 
&c., vol. iii. p. 9. 

Malleville (Le Comte E.). Bibliographic du Perigord, XVIe 
Sikcle. Paris : 1861. 8vo. 

Mallinkrot (Bernard). De Ortu ac Progressu Artis Typographies 
Dissertatio historica, in qua praeter alia pleraque ad calcographices 
negocium spectantia, de auctoribus, et loco inventionis praecipue 
inqueritur, proque Moguntinis contra Harlemenses concluditur. 
Colonis Agrippinse : 1639. 4to. Engraved title. 11 preliminary 
leaves, pp. 127, index, &c., 4 leaves. - Another edition. 
Colonise Agrippinse : 1640. 4to. pp.,xvi. 134. 

The engraved title contains a portrait learned German antiquary who collected 
of the author, and also of Gutenberg and testimonies as to the discovery of print- 
Fust. The lower compartment repre- ing, 109 being in favour of Mentz, 13 for 
sents the interior of a printing-office. Haerlem, and 11 neutral. He died in 
The latter we reproduce s. v. Madden. 1664. 

Bernard Mallinkrot was a 

Malpez. See Baverel et Malpez. 

Malten (PI.). Gedenkbuch der vierten Jubelfeier der Erfindung der 
Buchdruckerkunst in Mainz, 1840. Von F. Bauer, H. Malten, 
und J. Wetter. Mainz : 1841. 8vo. pp. viii. and 362. With 
plates. 

One of the plates shows a plant, the Gute?ibergia. The book contains a description 
of the Gutenberg-festival at Mayence, and gives also an account of the state of 
that city in 1840. 

Maltzahn (Wendelin von). Deutscher Biicherschatz des XVI., 
XVII., u. XVIII., bis in die Mitte des XIX. Jahrhunderts, 
gesammelt und mit bibl. Erlauterungen herausg. Jena : 1875. 
Large 8vo. pp. viii. and 572. 

Mame & Co. (Alfred). Banquet offert par M. Alfred Marne aux 
ouvriers et employes de sa maison le 28 Mars, 1853. Discours, 
etc. (Tours : 1853.) Large 8vo. 

- filoge de PImprimerie, dedie a M. Alfred Mame par les 
employes de son etablissement typographique. Tours : 1846. 
4to, pp. 12. 

Mame & Co. (Alfred). Homage d’un monument en bronze prdsentq 
a M. Alfred Mame par les ouvriers et employes de son etablisse* 
ment, le 13 Fevrier, 1853, (Tours.) 8vo, 

- Imprimerie, librairie, reliure. Notice et documents. Tours : 
1862. 4to. With illustrations. 

- Notice et catalogue illustre des principales publications. 
Tours : 1878. 8vo. pp. xii. and 52. 

A splendidly printed and gorgeously illustrated catalogue of works issued for the 
Paris Exposition Universelle, 1878. 

- Notice et Specimens. Tours: 1867. Fob Illustrations.- 
Another edition, folio, 1870. 

The celebrated firm of Mame, of Tours, 
dates from the close of the last century. 
Its founder was M. Amand Mame. In 
1830 he took his nephew, Ernest Mame, 
into partnership, and in 1833 his eldest 
son, Alfred Mame, who, by the retirement 
of the former, became in 1845 sole proprie¬ 
tor of the printing establishment, and has 
since conducted it with great energy and 
success. From his accession is dated the 
entire reconstruction of the establishment, 
and the introduction of the best and most 
powerful modern machinery. A few 
years later there was added to the print¬ 
ing and publishing departments an im¬ 
mense building devoted to bookbinding. 
In 1859 the grandson of the founder of 
the house and the son of Alfred Mame, 
M. Paul Mame, was admitted to a share 
in the proprietary. The firm is honour¬ 
ably distinguished by its enterprise, 
the high character of its productions, 
consisting chiefly of religious works, and 
their moderate prices. The Roman 
Catholic service-books stand first in 
importance. These are the Missal, the 
Breviary, and the Diurnal, which are 
printed in vast numbers, and in very 

sumptuous style. Dore’s Bible was first 
produced by this firm. The house also 
publishes a Vast number of educational 
works, editions of the French classics, &c. 

The printing-office is said to be capable 
of producing about 20,000 volumes a day, 
taking as an average those of ten sheets 
i2mo. This gives a total during the 
working year of 300 days of no less than 
six million volumes. Thirty steam ma¬ 
chines are kept constantly at work. 
Bookbinding occupies three immense 
workshops, independently of the ware¬ 
houses. Altogether about a thousand 
persons are employed, for whose benefit 
various societies have been formed. 

In 1874 a “ Caisse de Participation et 
de Prevoyance ” was founded in favour 
of the employes of the establishment, 
who receive each year a part of the profits 
of the house. The third of this sum is 
distributed in money to all employes of 
21 years of age who have served one year 
in the firm ; the other two-thirds, accumu¬ 
lating at 5 per cent, interest, are distri¬ 
buted among those of 20 years’ service. 
About 60,000 francs are thus annually 
devoted to this fund. 

Manni (Domenico Maria). Vita di Aldo Pio Manuzio, insigne 
restauratore delle lettere greche e latine in Venezia. Venezia : 
1759. 8vo. With portrait of Manutius (7. v.). 

- Vita di Giodoco Badio. Milano: 1757. 4to. 

- Vita di Pietro Perna Lucchese, diligentissimo impressore in 
Basilea. Lucca : 1763. 8vo. 

Mansion (Colard). Notice sur Colard Mansion, libraire et imprimeur 
de la ville de Bruges en Flandre dans le quinzieme siecle. Paris : 
1829. 8vo. pp. 130, 2 leaves, 4 plates. 

Attention has been drawn to the career of this printer by the writings of Mr. Blades, 
who claims him as the instructor in typography of William Caxton. Several refer¬ 
ences to this theory will be found s. v. Blades, Caxton, Van Praet, et passim. 

Manuale di Litografia, o istruzione teorico-pratica pel designatore e 
per le stampatore litografo tratte dalle opere di Bregeaud e Sene¬ 
felder, con ta vole. Milano: 1828. 32mo. 

Manuel de l’Imprimerie. 2me edition. Paris : 1817. 8vo. 

No author is named. Though it reached a second edition, it is a rather poor work. 

Manuel pratique pour les commenjants dans Part typographique. 
Leipzig: 1791. 8vo. 

Manuels-Roret. Nouveau Manuel complet de Plmprimeur-Litho- 
graphe, par M. L. R. Bregeaut. Nouvelle edition tres-augmentee 
par M. Knecht, ancien lithographe, chevalier de plusieurs ordres, 
et M. Jules Desportes, professeur de lithographie a PInstitut 
National des Sourds-muets, directeur du journal Le Lithographe, 
&c. Paris : 1850. 121110. pp. xxiii. and 401. Atlas to the 
same, containing 7 folding plates. 

The composite character of the author¬ 
ship of this work induces us to place it 
under the name by which the series of 
technical manuals, of which it forms one, 
is so well known and valued throughout 
the Continent. The book, as revised and 
enlarged by successive authors, is un¬ 
deniably the most useful and best treatise 
on the art of lithography which has ever 
appeared, if we may except the exhaustive 
work of Mr. W. D. Richmond, recently 
issued (</. re). In the preface a generous 
reference is, however, made to the pro¬ 
ductions of previous writers on the sub- 

Manutius (Aldus Pius). Paper 
spective Miscellany, London : ] 

In Notes and Queries, series i., vol. 
v., p. 152, there' is a communication rela¬ 
tive to the inscription which Manutius 
put over the door of his sanctum, and 
which, perhaps, deserves to be quoted 
here: “Whoever you are, Aldus earnestly 
entreats you to dispatch your business as 
soon as possible, and then depart; unless 

ject ; not only to Senefelder, who so 
carefully described the processes of the 
art he had discovered, but to Engelmann 
(1822), Houbloup (1825), Knecht and 
Roissy (1832), and Tudot (1833). The 
citation shows the comparatively greater 
attention paid in France than in England 
to a dissemination of the knowledge of 
the art of lithography. 

Pages 129-148 of the “second division ” 
are occupied with a sketch of the history of 
lithography. It is full of interesting facts, 
especially relating to Senefelder’s life. 
—See Bregeaut, Knecht, Desportes 

in the Bibliographical and Retro- 
830, p. 160. 

you come hither, like another Hercules, 
to lend him some friendly assistance; for 
here will be work sufficient to employ 
you, and as many as enter this place.” 
The inscription was afterwards adopted 
for a similar purpose by the learned 
Oporinus, printer of Basle.—See Didot, 

“Aide Manuce.” 
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In Notes and Queries, series ii., vol. 
ix., p. 104, are some remarks concerning 
the origin of the celebrated device of the 
dolphin and anchor, with a reference to 
the various printers by whom it was used 
after the death of Aldus Manutius. 

Aldus Pius Manutius, better known 
as Aldus the elder, was born in 1449 or 
1450, at Sermonetta, near Velletri, in the 
States of the Church. His baptismal 
name was Theobaldo, the last two 
syllables of which served him for a nont 
de plume, which was Latinized into Aldus, 
with the affix of Manutius for his family 
and sometimes of Romanus to indicate 
his country. In addition to all these 
names he afterwards assumed that of 
Pius, out of compliment to a pupil. He 
died at Venice, on the 6th of February, 
1514, of the Venetian style, which corre¬ 
sponds to the 6th of February, 1515, of 
our style. At the commencement of his 

was called “ the Philhellenist,” a title 
that was afterwards printed on his first 
books. His friend and companion in 
exile, Jean Pic, intrusted him with the 
education of his sister’s son, the young 
prince of Carpi, Alberto Pio, with whom 
Aldus developed a friendship that was 
never broken. To his pupil he dedicated 
many of his books, and prefixed to them 
many expressions of gratitude and re¬ 
spect. Aldus now pursued with increasing 
earnestness his Greek studies, and was 
greatly assisted by the presence of a 
number of learned refugees from the 
East. He soon experienced the disad¬ 
vantages arising from the paucity of 
Greek editions, for the existing manu¬ 
scripts could only be consulted by the 
few. The only Greek books that had 
hitherto been printed, in fact, proceeded 
from the Italian press, and up to 1485 
they only amounted in all to about a 

studies he was placed under an intelligent 
schoolmaster, by whom he was taught to 
repeat by rote the rhyming Latin gram¬ 
mar of Villedieu—the only book of the 
kind then in use. After finishing his 
studies at Rome under two able preceptors, 
he was sent to Ferrara, where he displayed 
a taste for letters, and began to expound 
publicly some of the best Latin and 
Greek authors: a course which he con¬ 
tinued for several years. A civil war that 
broke out caused him to leave the city, 
and he retired in 1482 to Mirandola, 
where he received the hospitality of 
several Italian families who had distin¬ 
guished themselves as patrons of learning 
and science. Through a friend he became 
acquainted with Emmanuel Adramytte- 
nos, of Crete, and devoted himself to the 
study of the Greek language and its 
ancient literary monuments. In this 
pursuit he displayed such zeal that he 

dozen. He determined to remedy a state 
of things so prejudicial to the study of 
Greek literature, and conceived the project 
of establishing a printing-office for the 
reproduction of the best examples of 
ancient Greek and Roman literature. 
Venice was chosen as the place most 
favourable for his enterprise, on account 
of its constant correspondence with 
Greece, its progress in the typographic 
art, and the political freedom and liberty 
of thought that it enjoyed. The family 
of the Princes of Carpi furnished Aldus 
with the means of starting his printing- 
office, and he began printing near the 
church of St. Augustine. In reproducing 
the Greek authors he was assisted by 
many of the illustrious Cretan refugees 
who found in his office another home. 
Greek, in short, was spoken in the office 
as much as Latin was in that of the 
Estiennes. In his books Aldus imitated 

as closely as possible the existing manu¬ 
scripts. He married the daughter of 
Andrew Torresano d’Asola, the purchaser, 
in 1479, of the printing-office of Nicolas 
Jenson, the celebrated engraver, who was 
sent by Louis XI. to Mayence in 1458 to 
discover the secrets of the new art of 
printing. There is reason to believe that 
Aldus was greatly assisted by this circum¬ 
stance in the cutting of his new Greek 
types, especially the cursive character. 

The likeness of Aldus Manutius has 
been preserved by the care of his grand¬ 
son, who added it to several of his 
editions. The portrait which we present 
is reduced from an Italian line engraving 
of great rarity in the possession of the 
late M. Ambroise Firmin-Didot, who 
published it in his monograph, “Aide 
Manuce et l’Hellenisme a Venise” (1875), 
and by whom it was kindly lent to us. 
It agrees perfectly with the portraits 
prefixed to several books from the Aldine 

Press. At the side is the device of the 
printer—a dolphin entwined round an 
anchor, a design found on the obverse of 
a medal of Vespasian and one of Domitian. 
The great printer adopted the emblem as 
a token of swiftness (the dolphin) in exe¬ 
cution, combined with steadiness (the 
anchor) in conception. The products of 
the Aldine Press range in date between 
1494 and 1515. The first of them were 
issued without imprint or date. Didot’s 
work supplies details of the subject of 
each,—the circumstances under which it 
was issued, the type with which it was 
printed, and the patrons under whose 
auspices it was undertaken. After twenty 
years of typographical labour, Aldus died 
in 1515, aged 67. In the church of 
St. Augustine a slab of marble was set 
up in 1828 with this inscription :— 

Manucia gens erudita nem. ignota 
Hoc loci arte typographica excelluit. 

Manutius (Paulus). Epistolarum libri IIII. Ejusdem quae praefa- 
tiones appellantur. Venetiis: 1560. 8vo. 

-Lettere di Paolo Manuzio, copiate sugli autografi esistenti 
nella biblioteca Ambrosiana. Parigi : 1834. 8vo. 2 vignettes, 

1 plate. 

Contains many particulars of the Aldine family.—Vide supra. 

Manzoni (Giuseppe). Annali tipografici Piemontesi del secolo XV. 
Torino : 1856. Royal 8vo. Eight plates. 

-Annali tipografici Torinesi del secolo XV. Torino : 1863. 8vo. 

Mappa (A. G.). Proeven van Letteren die gevonden worden in de 
van Ouds beroemde Lettergietereij van wijlen de Ileeren Voskens 
en Clerk nu van A. G. Mappa te Rotterdam, op de Leuve 
Haven Rotterdam, [n. d.] 8vo. 

- Epreuves de Caracteres dans la fonderie de feu MM. Voskens 
et Clerk, presentement de A. G. Mappa. Rotterdam. 8vo. 

The specimens, issued probably about 1780, are not very good : some of them 
have Voskens’s name appended. The book is the same as that of Voskens & Clerk, 
with some additions. 

Marahrens (August). Alfabetische deutsche Sprachlehre. Leipzig 
1877. i6mo. pp. 66. 

This brochure, which is intended for the use of compositors and readers, gives 
information relative to the spelling and division of the foreign phrases current in 
Germany, but is somewhat faulty. 

- Hiilfsbuch fur Herausgeber von Provinzial-Zeitungen. Ahrens- 
burg. 

- Die Lehre vom Tabellensatz. Mit Beispielen. Ahrensburg. 

- Die Lehre vom Titelsatz. Leipzig : 1877. i6mo. pp. viii. 
and 36. 

A series of articles on the composition of title-pages. 

- Neues Formatbuch und Lehre vom Ausschiessen. Ahrensburg. 

- Vollstandiges theoretisch-praktisches Ilandbuch der Typo¬ 
graphic nach ihrem heutigen Standpunkt. 2 vols. Leipzig : 1870. 
8vo. Vol. i., pp. xii. and 548; vol. ii., pp. xii. and 515. 

The first volume treats of composition; office. A parallel list of technical terms 
the second of press and machine work, as in German, French, English, and Rus- 
well as paper and ink, printers’ book- sian is given, but the work is disfigured 
keeping, and the management of an by many errors. 

- Vollstandiges Real-Lexicon der Buchdruckerkunst und der ihr 
vervvandten graphischen Kiinste und Gewerbe. Unter Mitwirkung 
mehrerer Facbgenossen. Fulda : 1878. Large 8vo. in double 

columns. 

The work, which is in course of publication, will consist of about thirty or forty 
parts. 

Marcel (Jean Jacques). Alphabet arabe, turc, et persan, a l’usage 
de l’imprimerie orientale et francaise. Alexandrie : 1798. 4to. 

- Alphabet irlandois, precede d’une notice historique litteraire 
et typographique. Paris : 1804. 8vo. 

- Exercices, etc. Alexandrie : 1798. 4to. 

- Oratio Dominica CL. linguis versa propriis ejusque linguae 
characteribus expressa. Paris : 1805. 4to. 

Specimens of the different type used in the Imprimerie Imperiale. J. J. Marcel 

was at one time the director of the Imperial Printing Office, now the Imprimerie 
Nationale (<q. v.), at Paris. 

Marchal (J.). Rapport sur la machine a composer de M. Kasten- 
bein. Nancy : 1878. 8vo. pp. 4. 

The author is a working printer, and the composing-machine an accomplished 
was one of several workmen delegated by fact; but he adds, “it can never be 
the Departement de Meurthe-et-Moselle more than a machine. It can never read 
to visit and report upon certain sections a good manuscript, much less decipher 
of the International Exhibition held in a bad one ! ” 
Paris in 1878. The writer pronounces 
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Marchand (Prosper). Histoire de Porigine et des premiers progres 
de l’imprimerie. La Haye : 1740. 4to. First part, pp. xii. 
and 118 ; second, or supplement, pp. 152, with allegorical frontis¬ 
piece. 

A manuscript exists in the Royal 
Library at Brussels, on 653 leaves, tran¬ 
scribed under the direction of Mercier, 
Abbe de St. Leger, by J. B. Santerre, 
to form a new edition of Marchand’s 
history, but it was never printed. 

This work is, from an historical, literary, 
and typographic point of view, of high in¬ 
terest. The frontispiece is a noble copper¬ 
plate engraving, by J. V. Schley, dated 
1739. The legend states that it repre¬ 
sents ‘‘Printing, descending from hea¬ 
ven, is attributed by Minerva and 
Mercury to Germany.” Female figures 
holding medallions of Caxton, Aldus 
Manutius, Robert Stephens, and “Lau¬ 
rent Koster,” represent respectively the 
countries of England, Italy, France, and 
Holland, which are stated to be “ the 
four first countries in which the art was 
practised.” On the title-page is a neat 
copperplate vignette of Printing, repre¬ 
sented as a matron holding an ink-ball in 
one hand and a composing-stick in the 
other, in her immediate vicinity being a 
printing-press and a letter-case. The 
motto is, Rerum tutissima custos. At 
the commencement of the text is another 
fine allegorical copperplate, with the in¬ 
scription, “La Fonderie dirigee par 
Minerve, de meme que lTmprimerie.” 
In the centre is Printing—a female 
figure descending from the clouds, a 
Cupid holding a medallion, on which are 
the words, “Ars artium conservatrix.” 
The rest of the page displays Cupids 
at^ work, type - founding, composing, 
printing, &c. Interspersed throughout 
the treatise are wood-cut representations 

Marcolini. See Casali. 

Harder, Luse, & Co. Specimen of Printing Types, Borders, Brass 
Rule, &c. Chicago Type-foundry. Chicago: 1874. Royal 4to. 

This firm issues a quarterly specimen-sheet of its manufactures. See Periodical 

Publications. 

Mar£chal (Henri). Comptes faits pour la confection des garnitures. 
Paris : 1862. 8vo. 

Shows in figures the different widths of the furniture wanted for the different sizes 
of paper. 

Margraff (J. C.). Thranen der Liebe am Sarge seines sel. Vaters 
Georg Michael (Buchdrucker in Jena). Jena: 1763. 4to. 

-- Decret du 2 Fevrier, 1875. (Decoration de la Legion 
d’Honneur.) Liste des machines vendues. 

- The Echo Marinoni Printing Machine at the International 
Exhibition. London: 1872. 32mo. pp. 24. 

A small tract intended for distribution M. Marinoni economized this by con- 
at the International Exhibition of London, triving to print both sides simultaneously. 
1872. It was issued by the firm of He also provided, in the case of small 
Cassell, Petter, & Galpin, to whom the journals, for printing two complete 
Echo evening newspaper then belonged, copies side by side, circular knives separ- 
and gives, in addition to a sketch of ating them automatically before delivery, 
printing by machinery, an account of the Involved in these advantages was the 
apparatus supplied by Marinoni for work- not unimportant one of getting perfect 
ing off the journal. copies the moment the machine was 

M. Marinoni is a most distinguished started. Since 1866, when the invention 
French printing engineer. He was born was brought out, other great improve- 
in Paris in 1823, and at an early age was ments have been effected, especially in 
apprenticed to an engineer, M. Gaveau. regard to the arrangements for printing 
In 1847 he assisted his employer in from the endless roll of paper on the 
making a rapid machine for printing rotary system. By this system M. Mari- 
newspapers. He soon afterwards founded noni’s machine produces 44,000 copies 
a house, which, at first small, now employs per hour. M. Marinoni was, on the 
300 workmen in the construction of print- 2nd of February, 1875, decorated with 
ing machinery, and which of late years the order of the Legion of Honour, for 
has enjoyed a world-wide reputation. “ the notable progress in printing made 
His greatest feat was the construction of by the improvements he has introduced 
a machine for printing Le Petit Journal in the construction of typographic ma- 
at the speed of 36,000 copies per hour, chines.” He has also received a great 
and characterized by several remarkable many awards at different International 
improvements. Previously the fastest Exhibitions, and at Paris, in 1878, he 
news machines were those of Hoe, but was the recipient of the only Grand Prix 
they were exceedingly costly to work, as and the highest recompense for printing 
the sheet being only printed on one side, machinery, 
there was, of course, double laying-on. 

Marinoni. Machines a imprimer. Paris : 1870. 

View of the Marinoni engineering establishment, surrounded by printing machines 
of different models, printed in four colours. 

Marlow (F.), i. e. Wolfram. Gutenberg: Drama in 5 Aufziigen. 
Leipzig : 1840. pp. ii. and 281. 

AND LITHOGRAPHER. 

Marnix (C. H. R.). Mentz of Haarlem? Johann Gensfleisch von 
Gutenberg of Laurens Janszoon Koster? Eene bijdrage tot de 
geschiedenis van de uitvinding der boekdrukkunst. ’sGravenhage : 
1852. 8vo. pp. 48. 

Marocco (M.). Cenni sull’ origine e sui progressi dell’ arte tipo- 
grafica in Torino, dal 1474 al 1861. Turin : 1861. 8vo. 

Marolles (Magne de). Recherches sur l’origine et le premier usage 
des registres, des signatures, des reclames, et des chiffres de pages 
dans les livres imprimes. Liege : 1782. Svo. pp. 51.- 
2me edition augmentee avec des nouvelles observations. Paris: 
1783. pp. 8. 

“A small work of deep research on the subject. The invention of signatures he 
attributes to Johannes de Colonia, at Venice, about the year 1474.”—Watt 
(Bibliotheca Britannica). 

Marolles (Michel de) abbe de Villeloin. Le Livre des Peintres et 
Graveurs. Nouvelle edition revue par G. D. Paris : 1855. 
i2mo. pp. hi.-Second edition, Paris: 1872, with new bio¬ 
graphical, critical, and other notes. 

The Abb£ Marolles was in his day of the chalcographic art. M. Duplessis, 
a distinguished litterateur and collector whose identity is indicated by the initials 
of prints. He wrote a number of poet- on the title-page, has reprinted several 
ical eulogies on different engravers, of these in the above little volume (which 
painters, sculptors, &c., some of them forms one of the “ Bibliotheque Elzeve- 
displaying great literary ability, and rienne), along with various prose pieces 
others a deep knowledge of the history on the same subject.—See Duplessis. 

Marples (Josiah). Type-founders and Type-founding. A paper read 
before the Literary and Philosophical Society of Liverpool, 
December nth, 1876. 8vo. pp. 19. 

The author is one of the sons of Mr. their art, but the account of the pro- 
David Marples, ol Liverpool, well known cesses of type-founding is, although 
as an excellent printer. The historical slight, sufficiently accurate, Mr. Mar- 
part of the paper unfortunately bears pies having enjoyed the benefit of ap- 
evidence of the great ignorance prevail- prenticeship at the Sheffield foundry of 
ing up to the present time among printers Stephenson, Blake, & Co. 
concerning the history and antiquities of 

Marr, Gallie, & Co. Specimen of Types. London, Edinburgh, 
and Dublin : 1843. Oblong. 

Marr (James) & Co. Specimen of Printing Types. Edinburgh and 
London : 1865. Svo. 

Marr Typefounding Company, Limited. Specimen of Types. 
London and Edinburgh : 1874. Oblong. 

The establishment of Messrs. Marr & matic machine was proceeded with in the 
Co., known as the Glasgow Letter most secret manner, and over ,£2,000 
Foundry, was for many years regarded was spent in one stage of the enterprise, 
as one of the foremost foundries in the In the result, the firm, which had pre¬ 
kingdom. The first type-founder, who viously been so prosperous, became 
was not also a printer, in Scotland was bankrupt, in 1845, and the plant was sold 
Alexander Wilson, Professor of Astro- to Messrs. Marr & Co. The exact 
nomy in the Glasgow University, and amount expended in the attempt to make 
he was the originator, in T742, of what a type-casting machine will never be 
afterwards became the Glasgow Foundry, known, as the experiments were carried 
The types manufactured at this establish- on both in Scotland and England. Mr. 
ment became in a short time so much Bessemer ultimately produced a machine, 
esteemed, both for book and newspaper but one which turned out such imperfect 
work, that many English printers pre- types, that it was speedily rejected, 
ferred them to any others. On the Messrs. Marr then imported one of the 
death of Mr. Wilson his sons succeeded newly-introduced American machines, 
to the concern, and among other develop- but it was found to be little better than 
ments of the business due to them, was Bessemer's. The firm happened to have 
the opening of a branch establishment in an ingenious man in their employ as 
London. A large block of buildings was foreman of the smithy, named James 
purchased in New Street, Gough Square, Henry, and he was at last successful in 
and an extensive foundry erected in 1834 producing a practicable and satisfactory 
on the site. This was the first important apparatus. Subsequently this machine 
competition which the metropolitan foun- was modified on the plans of a later 
ders experienced. In the following year American invention, and in 1862 the 
another establishment was set up at Marr foundry possessed an altogether 
Two-Waters, in Hertfordshire, in order unrivalled plant for casting by machinery, 
that the cheaper labour of the country The sole proprietor of “ James Marr & 
might be employed. Owing to a strike Co.” was Dr. James Marr, who died at 
that took place in 1837, the house in New Edinburgh in 1866, from which time till 
Street had to be closed. Driven to an 1874 the business was carried on by his 
extremity, Messrs. Wilson began to de- widow, from whom the present company 
vise means for superseding the work of purchased the whole plant, stock, and 
the hand-casters, who had been the prin- good-will. They have since removed the 
cipal cause of their disasters. They foundry from New Street to Whiteford 
called to their aid Mr. (now Sir H.) House, Edinburgh, and established a 
Bessemer, whose father had been a type- London warehouse at 15, Charterhouse 
founder. The construction of an auto- Street. 

Marshall (David). Printing : an Account of its Invention, and of 
W. Caxton, the first English printer. London : 1877. 4to. pp. 91. 

Compiled for publication at the time of (q. v.), and is scarce by reason of the 
the Caxton Exhibition, but it was not fact that, owing to special circumstances, 
issued until after its close. Theibrochure it never got into circulation. It has no 
was printed in Paris, by A. Quantin literary value. 

Marsy (Cte. de). Bibliographic compiegnoise. Compiegne : 1874. 
Svo. pp. 112. 

140 copies printed ; of which 20 on laid paper and 20 on coloured. 

- Bibliographic noyonnaise. Noyon : 1877. Svo. pp. 57* 

100 numbered copies printed ; Nos. 1 to 25 on tinted paper. 

(To be continued.) 

of the devices of some of the earliest 
typographers. The second part has an 
independent title-page, as follows:— 
“ Histoire de l’lmprimerie, seconde 
partie, contenant diveises pieces impor- 
tantes pour la confirmation de la pre¬ 
miere.” The book is excellently printed, 
but the pages are overladen with cita¬ 
tions of authorities. The notes, indeed, 
constitute at least three-fourths of the 
matter. In the preface the author states 
that the Dissertation forms part of a series 
of works on which he had been engaged 
between 1715 and 1735, and that he had 
detached this section for publication at 
the solicitation of his friends, on the 
occasion of the third jubilee of printing. 
We have already given (s. v. Koster) 

an outline of Marchand’s theory as to 
the origines typographici; one which in 
so singular a manner combines error and 
fact, history and romance. A sequel, or 
supplement, to the work was published 
by M. Mercier (q. v.). 

Prosper Marchand was a bookseller 
and editor, to whom the literary world is 
greatly indebted. He was probably a 
native of Paris, and born towards the 
conclusion of the seventeenth century. 
He died in 1756. He wrote, among other 
works, “An Historical Dictionary,” the 
original manuscript of which “was all 
written upon little pieces of paper of 
different sizes, some not bigger than one’s 
thumb nail, and written in a character so 
exceeding small that it was not legible 
to the naked eye. It has been said this 
was the first book printed by the help of 
a microscope.”—Watt. 
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PATENTS, NEW AND LAPSED, 

SPECIFICATIONS RELATING TO PRINTING. 

Published in August, 1879. 

IMPROVEMENTS in Machines or Presses for Chromatic Printing. 
Lake, W. R. [From White, de Normandie, & Wright, of 
Philadelphia, U.S.A. No. 5,274. Dec. 24, 1878. 6d. Drawings.] 
—In this machine the paper is fed in at a right angle to the line 
of motion of the rollers, and but one roller, made in sections, is 
required for applying the different colours to the form. It cannot 
be described in this space, as the claims amount to eleven. 

Improvements in Printing-machinery. Payne, D. & F. [No. 5,338. 
Dec. 31, 1878. 6d. Drawings.]—Relates to machines where 
the cylinders are driven by the type-table, and provides means for 
adapting the movement of the type-table to the size of the sheet 
to be printed. 

An Improved Mode of and Means for obtaining Writings and Designs 
for Printing and other Purposes, by means of Electricity. Browne, 

A. [From G. P. L. Bellet & C. H. O. Hallez d’Arros, Paris. 
No. 4. Jan. 1, 1879. 6d. Drawings.]—By drawing with a 
carbon or metallic pencil in electrical connection with a small 
Rhumkorff coil, upon a piece of salted paper placed upon a 
metallic plate also in electrical connection, the paper may be 
perforated and afterwards used in previously known manners. 

Improvements in Printing on Paper and Textile Fabrics. Haddan, 

J. H. [From A. Wohlfarth, Leipzig. No. 141. Jan. 13, 1879. 
2d. No Drawing. Provisional Protection only.]—Consists in 
making a printing-ink of bronze powder and other pigments 
mixed with water-glass. 

Improvements in Printing-machinery. Conisbee, W. [No. 5,142. 
Dec. 14, 1878. 8d. Drawings.]—A machine of the lithographic 
kind to print from engraved plates in fugitive ink, otherwise 
known as “doctor” printing. The special apparatus required 
for this purpose can be removed to render the machine suitable for 
ordinary type or lithographic printing. 

Improvements in Machinery for the Manufacture and the Simultaneous 
Printing of Paper-Bags from Web Paper. Simon, L. [From 
H. Holscher, Lengerich, Germany. No. 41. Jan. 3, 1879. 6d. 
Drawings.]—Two widths of endless paper, one wider than the 
other, are unwound from their respective reels. The lower and 
wider one passes through a printing apparatus, while the upper 
and narrower one passes over it, and both are brought together 
further on. They are then drawn through an apparatus which 
pastes the edges. The bag is then cut off to length, the upper 
paper drawn back a little to form a turnover for the bottom of 
the bag on the under sheet, the sides and bottom are folded over, 
and the bag being complete, passes out of the machine. 

Improvements in Apparatus for Distributing Types. Imray, J. 
[From J. North, Middletown, Connecticut, U.S.A. No. 94. 
Jan. 9, 1879. iod. Drawings.] — This specification contains 
four sheets of drawings, and makes ten claims. No idea can be 
conveyed of the invention in this place. 

Improvements in the Method of and Apparatus for Producing fac¬ 
simile or corresponding Printing-plates or Printing-stones in re¬ 
duced or enlarged scale from original Printing-plates or Printing- 
stones. Engel, F. H. F. [From G. W. Seitz, Wandsbeck, 
Germany. No. 132. Jan. 11, 1879. 6d. Drawings.]—An im¬ 
provement in the india-rubber method of reducing and enlarging 
drawings. 

Improvements in and applicable to Printing and Folding Machinery. 
Duncan, G., & Wilson, G. A. [No. 168. Jan. 15, 1879. 
6d. Drawings.]—Proposesin web-printing machines—1st. Means 
for inserting movable type for late news items in stereotype 
cylinder ; 2nd. When cross-folding devices are used to increase 
the speed at which the sheets are conveyed; 3rd. To employ 
means for dispensing with tapes in cross - folding and delivery 

apparatus. 
An Improvement in Lithographic and other similar Printing, and in 

Machinery therefor. Butterfield, J., Harper, J,, & Scott, 

C. [No. 293. Jan. 23, 1879. 2d. No drawing. Provisional 
Protection only.]—A revival of a very old proposal for printing 
from cylinders of zinc or stone. 

Improvements in Printing Machinery. Foord, W. S. [No. 324. 
Jan. 25, 1879. 6d. Drawings.]—It is proposed to combine 
the mangle-rack motion with a connecting-rod and tooth-wheel, 
the latter working in a fixed rack on its under side, and its upper 
side in a rack fixed to the type-bed, which will then be driven at 
a speed twice that of the mangle-rack. 

An Improved Composition applicable for the Manufacture of Elastic 
Rollers. Burbridge, J., Thorpe, R. C., & Oakley, T. [No. 

433. Feb. 3, 1879. 4d. No drawing.]—Sulphurized oil, fibrous 

materials, such as rags, and gum, resin, or pitch are mixed and 
united to the roller-stocks by means of vulcanite. They are then 
subjected to 300 degrees of heat (Fahrenheit) for about three 
hours. 

Improvements in Printers’Forms or Chases. Junemann, IP. [No. 

278. Jan. 22, 1879. 2d. No drawing. Provisional Protection 
only.]—The “side” and “ footsticks ” are made parallel, and 
are provided with screws having heads with holes, so as to be 
used with a “ tommy.” The heads of the screws come against the 
inner side of chase when locking up. 

LAPSED PATENTS RELATING TO PRINTING. 

Improvements in the Manufacture of Tools for the Formation of Type 
and in the Manufacture of Type. Bartlett, J., & Murray, 

W. M. [No. 3165. Aug. 10, 1876.] 
Improvements in Presses for Letterpress Printing. Carwood, W. 

[No. 2511. Aug. 23, 1872.] 

REVIEWS, 

The Italian Printer's Song (Canto del Tipografo Italiano). 
Di Ulisse Tanganelli. Firenze : 1879. 8vo. Pp. 16. THIS is a poem of 54 lines in commemoration of the Typo¬ 

graphic Industrial Exhibition inaugurated at Milan on 
the 3rd of August last. It is dedicated by the author to “ Italian 
printers, who practise their art to their own credit and the 
glory of their country.” It is preceded by an introductory letter 
to Signor Landi, the editor of the Arte della Stampa, and is 
printed with the type used for the production of that journal. 
The edition was limited to 150 numbered copies. The poem 
consists of an impassioned eulogium of the art of printing, 
which is exalted by the author above the antique glories of 
Babylon, Egypt, and Greece, and characterised as the only 
art that can restrain the tooth of Time, and enchain in fetters 
of lead the fugitive thought as it becomes embodied in words. 

Tu sola, Arte mirabile, 
1’ edace tempo sai frenar ; tu sola, 
Chiusa nei plumbei vincoli 
1’ idea fuggente che si fa parola. 

The varied services that printing has rendered to mankind are 
enumerated, among which its power to dispel the darkness 
of priestly bigotry and political tyranny is dwelt upon with 
emphasis; and the poem concludes with a festive couplet, of 
which the following is a rendering :— 

Meanwhile for us the foaming cup 
Of Eastern France our goblet brims, 

And fervently we offer up 
To Art and Honour sacred hymns ! 

We scarcely need add that the type and presswork are worthy 
of the repute of the printer. 

Characteristics of Leigh Hunt, as exhibited in that Typical 
Literary Periodical, “ Leigh Hunt's London Journal ” 
(1834-5). By Launcelot Cross. London : Simpkin, Mar¬ 
shall, & Co. 1878. i2mo. pp. 57. 

HIS is a dainty little book, which we owe, in a double 
sense, to Mr. Alexander Ireland, of Manchester, the 

eminent politician, journalist, and printer. This gentleman 
has, in the words of the dedication, “ identified himself with 
the names of Lamb, Hazlitt, and Hunt by his zealous search 
after all that has come from their pens ; but, more eminently 
by his trilogy regarding their productions and contemporaneous 
opinions thereupon.” This “ trilogy,” published in 1868, really 
amounts to a bibliography of the works of the three essayists, 
with a large mass of facts and illustrations concerning them 
derived from a multitude of sources. It was owing to Mr. 
Ireland’s “ gentle importunity ” that Mr. Cross’s remarks 
assumed their present form, and it is from Mr. Ireland’s press 
that has proceeded this, the most elegant specimen of pro¬ 
vincial typography that we have encountered for a long time. 
Prefixed to the subject-matter is an Analysis of the Contents, 
and at the close of the text are a series of notes developing 
some of the allusions. A loving study of his subject has ap- 
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parently caused Mr. Launcelot Cross to imbue not a few of the 

characteristics of his favourite authors, whose delicacy, yet 

forcibleness of diction, and warmth and purity of imagination, 

are not seldom reflected in these beautiful pages. 

“Luxurious Bathing” is the title of a most sumptuous 

work just published by Messrs. Field &J Tuer, of Leadenhall- 

street. Mr. Andrew W. Tuer is an enthusiastic advocate of 

what he terms the “ Soap Bath,” and much of this “ sketch,” 

written by his pen and so admirably printed at his press, is in 

explanation of the method and the advantages of this form of 

matutinal bathing. Each of the six chapters of letterpress has 

an etched initial letter by Mr. Sutton Sharpe, and following Mr. 

Tuer’s treatise we have twelve full-plate etchings, also from the 

same needle. Each plate is accompanied by a poetical quota¬ 

tion, printed in exceptionally bold old-style type in the centre 

of the pages. Anticipating the probable objection that the 

illustrations, although water subjects, are inconsistent with the 

text, Mr. Tuer says in his introduction, “ it is hoped that 

the first ‘shock’ caused by the incongruity will be followed by 

a ‘ reaction ’ of pleasure and perhaps approval. Anything 

which tends to the better health of body and mind must increase 

the capacity for enjoyment both in nature and art.” Beautifully 

printed in super-royal folio, on extra heavy paper specially 

manufactured for the purpose, the binding consisting of laced 

vellum with parchment sides, on which the title-page and 

title-etching from the copper are repeated, surely never before 

was the subject of Bathing so glorified by print and paper. 

TOPICS OF THE MONTH, 

NO increased animation can be reported, so far as the printing 

trades are concerned. Things are generally rather quiet 

about this time of the year, but the present season has, in the 

metropolis at least, proved even duller than usual. The number 

of unemployed compositors who have signed the call-book at 

Raquet-court has averaged about 400 per day. The accounts 

from the provinces are equally unsatisfactory, and the two 

sister kingdoms seem to be not a whit better off for work. 

But while the past has thus been gloomy enough, there is never¬ 

theless a brighter side to the picture. In more than one of our 

staple trades there have been already indications of a revival, 

and this, taken in conjunction with the exceptionally good 

harvest in America, is sure before long to beneficially affect 

every branch of British industry, including the printing trade. 

It would seem that in the United States a new era of prosperity 

has already set in, and there can be no doubt that we on this 

side shall also eventually turn the corner of this long lane 

of depression. 

That the flood-tide and ebb of commercial prosperity affect 

the newspaper trade like every other branch of industry is 

amply demonstrated by the number of periodical journals 

which have during the past year been circulated through the 

channel of the Post Office. There is, as a matter of course, an 

increase, but that increase shows a lower rate of progression 

than has been experienced during the present decade. The 

actual total is 130,895,300 copies or only r8 per cent, more than 

during the previous twelvemonth, while in some of the preceding 

years the increase has been about double this rate. Book- 

packets and printed circulars, which were transmitted to the 

number of 197,076,500, show a similar low rate of progress, i.e., 

4‘i per cent, which is less than one-third as compared with 

1873, and less than one-half even when compared with 1877-8. 

The number of Press messages forwarded through Postal 

Telegraph Offices during the year ended 29th March last w'as 

1,970,213 ; while the total number of words delivered to news¬ 

papers, clubs, and news-rooms, during the same period 

amounted to nearly 286,000,000. We have dwelt before in 

these pages upon the want of accommodation for posting 

newspapers and book-packets in the evening after the receiving- 

houses have been closed. We are pleased to find from the 

report of the Postmaster-General that the reality of this griev¬ 

ance has been recognised at head-quarters, and is being 

gradually remedied by attaching outside letter-boxes to branch- 

offices, &c. 

Unsatisfactory as was the last quarterly balance-sheet of 

the London Society of Compositors, that of the Provincial 

Typographical Association for the first six months of the 

present year is still worse. In the membership there has 

been but a slight falling-off, the total numerical strength 

now being 5,288, but the financial operations of the half-year 

have resulted in a loss of ,£809. us. 8d. This deficit is partly 

due to strikes ; the expenditure under which head has absorbed 

^503. 18s. 1 id., while the unemployed relief has amounted to 

the unprecedented sum of ,£1,231. 10s. 3d., and the disburse¬ 

ments on the score of travelling allowance to ,£583. 6s. 3d. The 

strikes were spread over ten different towns, and half of them 

originated with disputes as to the number of apprentices to be 

employed. The funds of the Association being now below 

,£2,000, the executive has resolved, in accordance with the 

rules, to raise the weekly contribution per member to one 

shilling. This levy is to continue in force until the end of the 

year. We referred two months ago to the Association’s new 

emblem ; its cost is in part indicated in the present balance- 

sheet, the entry being,—“ Paid on account of emblem, ,£200.” 

Two branches, those at Brecon and Norwich, were closed 

during the half-year, while two new ones were opened, at 

Brighton and Limerick. The death of thirty-five members is 

recorded, the age of the oldest being 73, and of the youngest 

21 years, the average age being 40-J years. 

The adjourned Special General Meeting of the London 

Society of Compositors was held on the 3rd inst., to con¬ 

sider the two proposals referred to in our last issue as to 

what shall be done with the building-site in Eagle-street, 

Holborn. The discussion was rather a warm one, and led to 

some recrimination. It was ultimately resolved with but few 

dissentients that the property shall be offered for sale. No 

action can, however, be taken in this matter until endorsed 

by a majority of members of the Society. It was also 

agreed to dispense in future with the services of Mr. Beswick, 

who has been the Society’s solicitor for twenty-six years, and 

to appoint another firm of solicitors instead. 

Machine-Minders’ Clubs have been established for many 

years in different parts of the Continent, and they have done 

good service in a quiet and unobtrusive way. The London 

Printing Machine-Managers’ Mutual Improvement Club, 

although of comparatively recent creation, is, we are pleased 

to know, pursuing a similar course of usefulness, and its 

programme for the present session affords evidence of the 

desire of the management to mingle instruction with amuse¬ 

ment. A library for the benefit of the members is now being 

formed, and Messrs. J. W. Smyth and H. J. Thomas, the hon. 

secs., have issued an appeal in which they say that their chief 

want at present is a supply of good books, and they solicit the 

trade at large to second their efforts. We hope that there will 

be a ready and generous response to this appeal on the part 

both of printers and publishers, and for the benefit of those of 

our readers who may wish to contribute, we may mention that 

the head-quarters of the Club are at 1, New-street-square. 

Some months ago we gave in these columns an outline of 

the Libel clauses inserted in the then recently drawn-up Code 

of Indictable Offences. Since then a Royal Commission has 

been appointed, consisting of five Judges (Baron Blackburn, the 

Right. Hon. C. R. Barry, Sir Robert Lush, and Sir Jas. Fitzjames 

Stephen), to inquire into and consider the provisions of this Draft 

Code. So far as the law of libel is concerned, their recommen¬ 

dations lately published re-enact in substance what is believed 

to be the existing law ; it has, however, been so defined as to dis¬ 

pense with the use of the word “ maliciously.” In giving their 

definitions as to what constitute privileged publications, the 

Commissioners are fain to acknowledge that some diversity of 

judicial opinion prevails upon the subject. The only altera¬ 

tion suggested by them concerns the penalty for publishing or 

threatening to publish a defamatory libel in order to extort 
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money, &c. The present punishment is three years’ imprison¬ 

ment with hard labour ; this is to be increased to five years’ 

penal servitude. More than one recent trial has demonstrated 

that there are points of greater importance connected with the 

Libel Law which need reformation, and we can but hope that 

the Royal Commission appointed last Session to inquire into 

the subject will bear fruit in the direction of a law more 

equitable so far as printers and editors are concerned. 

From the summary of the new Bill on the law of Copyright 

which we gave in our last issue it will be seen that the reforms 

contemplated are not of a very sweeping character. The 

duration of the copyright term is to be extended to thirty years 

after an author’s death ; which proposal, if carried into effect, 

will assimilate the English law to that of Germany. Such an 

extension would seem to meet the wishes of authors as well as 

publishers, for among those who urged the adoption of the 

German system upon the Copyright Commissioners were 

Messrs. Blackwood, Longman, Murray, Matthew Arnold, Pro¬ 

fessor Huxley, &c. We fail, however, to see any valid reason 

for the invidious distinction which allots a shorter term of 

copyright to authors who publish anonymously or under a 

nom de plume. Are not the works of writers like De Foe, 

Locke, Chatterton, Plannah More, Walter Scott, and George 

Elliott, fully as much entitled to an extended term of copyright 

as those of men affected by the cacoethes scribendi, whose one 

great ambition often is to see their names in print ? Surely 

Parliament will never entertain such an absurd distinction 

as that contemplated. Notwithstanding the recommendations 

of the Select Committee to the contrary, the Stationers’ 

Company, it is satisfactory to know, are to continue the custo¬ 

dians of the Copyright Registers-in time to come as they have 

been in the past. Notwithstanding the almost unanimous 

opinion expressed before the Copyright Commissioners as to 

the hardship which the delivery of five presentation copies 

imposes upon publishers, the present Bill re-enacts a clause to 

that effect. Let us hope that when the new measure comes to 

be discussed in Parliament some member may come forward as 

the champion of the booksellers’ cause, and obtain a remission 

of this obligation. 

The Patent Paper-Type Company, of which Mr. Conrad 

Herzog is the life and soul, is seeking to establish itself here 

for the purpose of carrying out in a complete form the in¬ 

ventions of M. Alissoff, of St. Petersburg. We have been 

permitted to see several varieties of the work turned out by 

M. Herzog’s processes, and those of our readers who are fond 

of novelties in lithography and typography will find much to 

interest them at the offices of the company, 8a, Red Lion- 

square, Holborn. M. Herzog is a German civil engineer, of 

undoubted ingenuity, and he has actually brought M. Alissoff’s 

inventions into practical form, if not also into profitable work. 

JOTTINGS: ENGLISH, COLONIAL, & FOREIGN. 

Bookbinders in Bucharest.—The number of bookbinders in 
the Roumanian capital is 83, of whom 42 are Jews. 

The Paper Duty in France for the first six months of 1S79 
produced 7,292,000 fr. ; for the same period of 1878, 7,069,000 fr. 

Honour to Printers.—Statues of Henri Estienne and Firmin- 
Didot are to be placed on the facade of the new Hotel de Ville, Paris. 

The bookbinding business of Messrs. J. Rowbotham & Co., of 
19, Newman-street, Oxford-street, has been offered for sale by tender. 

The treasurer of the Compositors’ Society of Antwerp has dis¬ 
appeared with 25,000 fr., the winnings of the society in the last City of 
Antwerp lottery. 

Mr. De Young, the editor of the San Francisco Chronicle, is in 
custody on a charge of shooting, on the 23rd ult., a political opponent 
named Kelloch. 

Suicide.—Mr. Allan Gordon Cameron, traveller for a publishing 
firm in London and Edinburgh, recently committed suicide at New 
Brighton, Cheshire. 

Messrs. Zorn, Bahnson, & Co., of Garrick-street, W.C., inform 
us they have just received a large consignment of very fine grey and 
yellow lithographic stones. 

Newsvendors’ Benevolent and Provident Institution.— 

M. Edmund About has sent a donation to the funds of this charity, of 
which he is a vice-president. 

A Reason for Everything.—A Western editor, in response to 
a subscriber, who grumbles that his paper is intolerably damp, says it 
is “ because there is so much due on it.” 

The Provincial News Supply Association has recently been started 
at Birmingham in connection with the Excelsior Stereotype Foundry. 
The management has been entrusted to Mr. Thomas Griffin. 

At the Yorkshire Show held last month at Leeds, Mr. Crossley, of 
Wetherby, had fitted up a Wharfedale printing-machine, which was 
driven by a silent gas-engine exhibited by Mr. S. Clayton, of Brad¬ 
ford. 

Newspaper Circulation in Austria.—The number of news¬ 
papers stamped for circulation in Austria during the year 1878 was 
94,318,146. As compared with i860 the newspaper circulation has 
thus doubled. 

American Government-paper Contract. — The contract for 
furnishing stamp-paper for the use of the United States Internal 
Revenue Bureau has been awarded to Mr. S. D. Warren, of Boston, 
at 91 cents and 10J cents per pound. 

The German Imperial Printing-office. — Privy Counsellor 
Busse, who has hitherto been the head of the Prussian Government 
Printing-office, has been nominated by the Emperor to the post of 
director of the newly-founded Empire Printing-office. 

An entertainment, organized by the Edinburgh Typographical 
Society, is to be given on the 19th inst. to the printers’ delegates who 
visit tbe Northern metropolis in connection with the Trade Union 
Congress which opened its sittings there to-day (Monday). 

The value of the stationery and fancy articles sold by the Civil Ser¬ 
vice Supply Association during the half-year ended June 30th last was 
,£180,969. Among the management expenses for the same period 
figures the sum of .£3,136 on account of printing and stationery. 

A Complimentary Dinner.—On the 29th ult., Mr. Melton Prior, 
one of the special artists of the Illustrated London News, was feted in 
the Prince’s Room at the Holborn Restaurant by his literary and artistic 
friends and acquaintances. Mr. George Augustus Sala presided. 

The nominal capital of the lately formed limited liability company 
“ Usines Gutenberg” (formerly Ch. Bonnet & Co.), of Geneva, is 
£16,000, divided into £20 shares. Half of these shares have been 
retained by the partners of the old firm, who continue at the head of 
the concern. 

One Way of Settling Difficulties.—In an editor’s room in 
San Francisco a skull is nailed up against one of the desks, with a 
long pigtail round it, while underneath is written in large letters, 
“This is Won-Li, who did not like an article about himself, and was 
rash enough to say so ! ” 

A Family of Printers.—The Journal fiir Buchdruckerkunst 
mentions a printing-office at Hof, in Bavaria, which has for nearly two 
centuries and a half been in the hands of the same family. It was 
established in 1642 by Hans Albert Mintzel, and is still carried on in 
the same name by some of his descendants. 

The Agence Havas, of Paris, has been converted into a limited 
liability company, with a nominal capital of £340,000. Most of the 
French journals have become shareholders, and M. Emile de Girardin 
has assumed the presidency of the new company, which continues, 
however, under the management of M. Selray, who has been long 
identified with the Agence. 

Russian Playing-Cards.—The manufacture of playing-cards is 
in Russia a monopoly of the Government. About 2,000 dozen packs 
are produced daily by the aid of 600 workmen. The printing-office 
is at St. Petersburg, while the cardboard is supplied from a mill near 
Moscow, also owned by the Government. The profits are devoted to 
the support of foundling and orphan asylums. 

Tile British Museum Catalogue.—While nothing has been 
settled concerning that magnum opus, a printed catalogue of the British 
Museum Library, we hear of another suggestion. It is proposed to 
substitute printing for the method of copying now in use, and to 
offer to the public copies of the slips so printed, amounting to about 
60,000 a year, for an annual subscription of five guineas a copy. 

Fatal Accidents.—At the annual regatta in connection with the 
Carrickfergus Amateur Rowing Club, Belfast, on the 25th ult., one of 
the competing boats was caught in a« squall and thrown on her beam- 
ends. Two men were drowned, one of whom was a compositor 
named John Niblock, of Belfast.-On the 4th inst. a compositor 
named Newman, employed in a Liverpool printing-office, was drowned 
at West Kirby. 

“ What’s in a Name.”—We have before mentioned that the Rue 
Bonaparte, in Paris, had been re-christened “Rue Gutenberg.” For 
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reasons which it is not easy to divine, the inhabitants of that thoroughfare 
(who include not a few disciples of the craft) took umbrage at this pro¬ 
ceeding, and to allay the general excitement and irritation that ensued 
the Minister of the Interior interposed, and ruled that the old desig¬ 
nation shall be retained. 

“The Magazine of Art.” — Encouraged by the appreciation 
with which the Magazine of Art has been received, the publishers 
have determined to enlarge the magazine, by increasing the number of 
pages in each part, with a view to enabling the editor to add fresh 
features of interest, as well as to strengthen and extend those which 
have already met with such signal approbation. Printers should study 
this magazine, which is a triumph of machine-printing. 

French National Library.—The new reading-room of the 
French National Library has recently been opened. It is accessible 
all the year round from 10 o’clock a.m. to 4 p.m. The one drawback 
to the greater usefulness of this choice collection of books is that no 
general catalogue of the contents of the library is at the disposal of the 
reader, who is thus to a certain extent continually groping in the dark 
as to the particular works which may be within his reach. 

So many literary ventures have of late suffered shipwreck, that there 
is not much probability of the following advertisement proving a very 
tempting bait to the “gentlemen of means and Members of 
Parliament ” to whom it is addressed:—“Advertiser (successful 
author and editor, and a lover of literature) without capital, desires to 
meet with a gentleman of literary inclinations, possessed of capital, 
with a view to starting a high-class literary journal of original style.” 

Extort of Printed Books.—There was a marked falling off 
in the value of printed books shipped abroad last month as compared 
with August, 1878. Last month’s total was ^75,556, against ^88,675 
and ^77,189 in August, 1878, and 1877, respectively. The shipments 
for the eight months, however, considerably exceed those of the same 
period in either of the two preceding years ; they amount this year to 
^580,914, as compared with ^549,644 in 1878, and ^"551,147 in 
1877. 

A New Type-founding Machine has been invented by MM. 

Foucher freres, of Paris. It is claimed that the machine performs 
every operation, even down to the finishing touches, and that various 
sizes (from five up to fourteen “ points”) can be cast by its aid. The 
Bulletin de VImprimerie speaks very highly of its merits, and from an 
illustration given in the pages of our contemporary, it would seem 
that the machine takes up comparatively little space. The price is 
£120. 

A Benevolent Manufacturer.—About thirty years ago Herr 
Faber, the world-renowned pencil manufacturer, of Nuremberg, com¬ 
menced business with a capital of ^250. In commemoration of this 
event he has now, according to the Oesterr. Buchdriicker-Zeitung, set 
apart ,£5,000, the 5 per cent, interest of which sum (£250) is "to be 
annually awarded by a body of trustees to some poor and deserving 
young man, presumably a native of Nuremberg, about to start in 
business. 

The London Correctors of the Press have been much exercised of 
late as to the truth of an assertion that a great deal of press reading is 
done at home, both by members of the Association and others, at about 
half the pay that would be received if done in the office. A sub-com¬ 
mittee is now considering what action is to be taken in the matter. 
The allegation is likely to prove devoid of foundation, but even 
were it true we fail to see how the Association of Correctors of the 
Press could remedy the matter. 

Conference of Librarians.—The annual conference of English 
librarians will be held at the Manchester Town Hall on the 23rd, 24th, 
and 25th inst. The proceedings will include visits to the Chetham 
Library, the Owens College and other institutions, a soiree at the Free 
Reference Library, and another at the Peel Park Museum, where the 
Library Association will receive the municipal hospitality of the twin 
borough of Salford. An exhibition of library appliances, catalogues, 
bookbinding, &c., has also been organized. 

American Paper - makers’ Association.—The second annual 
convention of the Paper-makers’ Association of America assembled at 
the Grand Union Hotel, Saratoga, N. Y., on July 30. About forty 
manufacturers were present. Mr. Wellington Smith, of Lee, Mass., 
presided. He said that although prices were lower than last year the 
trade was in a better position, there being an increased demand. A 
year ago the trade was in the lowest condition ever known, but now 
the mills throughout the country were working full time. 

Fires.—On the 25th ult. a fire broke out in the workshops of Mr. 
William Pye, printers’ smith and engineer, Bleeding Heart - yard, 
Charles-street, Hatton-garden. At the time of the outbreak Mr. Pye was 
away from home, and the men had left work. The cause of the fire 
is not known.-On the 5th inst. a fire broke out in Messrs. Smith 
& Son’s publishing warehouse, in New Brown - street, Manchester. 
The fire was confined to the third floor, sublet to Mr. Gellelland. The 
cause of the fire was the placing of hot ashes in a wooden box. 

Hints for Compositors.—The following advice to printers is 
given by Dr. Macario, of Nice, in the Medical Gazette of Lombardy :— 
Compositors, who are obliged to stand most of the day, are predisposed 
to varicose veins, and would therefore do well to wear elastic stockings. 
The continual demands on the eyesight make the eye liable to disease. 
As soon as they find their sight failing they should use the following 
lotion several times a day:—Water, 100 grammes; table salt, IQ 

grammes; French brandy (Cognac), 12 grammes. 

Lithographic Materials.—Messrs. Benjamin Winstone & Son, 
of 100 & 101, Shoe-lane, have issued a new price-list of their letter- 
press and lithographic inks, copperplate materials, lithographic stones, 
presses, and other materials of every description. In addition to 
supplying all varieties of goods ordinarily used in lithographic offices, 
the firm are also, agents for Lanham’s Patent Seamless Rollers. Full 
details and prices are given concerning all articles enumerated, while 
an index at the end affords an easy clue for reference purposes. 

The German Book-post. — We recently mentioned that Dr. 
Stephan, the German Postmaster-General, had issued a notice that in 
future only letterpress and lithographed circulars would be allowed to be 
transmitted by book-post. In view of the many new copying instru¬ 
ments which, under various names—the chromngraph, hectograph, 
velocigraph, &c.—have recently been so widely adopted, it may not be 
superfluous to remind printers and publishers of this rule, which has 
been hailed with a certain amount of satisfaction by German printers. 

Pictorial Journalism.—In connection with Mr. Mason Jackson’s 
interesting series of articles on the Rise and Progress of Pictoria 
Journalism, which are now appearing in the Illustrated London News, 
the issue of that journal for the 30th ult. gives a graphic account of 
the printing process as carried on in its own office. Two pages of wood- 
cuts show the interior of the machine-room and other departments of 
the establishment. We look forward with pleasurable anticipation to 
the reproduction in book-form of Mr. Mason Jackson’s well-written 
“ sketches.” 

Extraordinary Robbery of Paper.—At Leipsic, the foreman 
of the warehouse department and a porter in Herren Fischer & Wittig’s 
printing-office have recently been convicted of having robbed their 
employers of 242 bales of paper, of the value of£i,6oo. The robbery 
had been going on since 1872, and the paper had been sold to a local 
paper-dealer, who has committed suicide in consequence of the whole 
affair having come to light. It seems almost passing belief that a 
robbery of such magnitude should have remained undiscovered so 
long. 

Delay in Issuing Public Documents. — As if to corroborate 
what we stated last month that printers are not, as a rule, responsible 
for the great delay which occasionally takes place in the publication of 
official documents, Lord Henniker told the House of Lords, a few 
days before the Session was adjourned, that a return which was ordered 
two years ago, showing the maximum rates authorized to be charged 
by each railway company, would be shortly placed in their lordships’ 
hands. It is very evident that the printer is not at fault in this parti¬ 
cular instance. 

The Proposed Monument to Senefelder.—The sums thus far 
collected by the central committee at Berlin for the proposed monu¬ 
ment to be erected in Senefelder’s birth-place (Munich), amount to 
£1,073, nearly one-half of which total has been collected in the 
Prussian capital. The estimated cost of a bronze statue, upon a sculp¬ 
tured plinth of granite, is £2,500; and the committee have, con¬ 
sequently, issued an urgent appeal to all connected with the art to 
contribute to the fund, so that this long-deferred monument may at last 
become a reality. 

Writing Ink.—A commission lately appointed by the Prussian 
Government to investigate the best class of inks to be employed for 
official purposes have just presented their report. They state that 
aniline inks are not suited for this purpose, because they can be easily 
washed away, especially by preparations of chlorine. Inks in the com¬ 
position of which alizarine (Adrianople red) is employed can be obliter¬ 
ated less easily. But they are of opinion that the best of all is that 
made from gall-nuts and iron, and they recommend that it shall be used 
for official purposes and for all documents the preservation of which 
is of importance. 

Another Advance in Telegraphy.—The quadruplex system of 
telegraphy has hardly become a reality before we hear of another 
invention which puts even this achievement in the shade. Professor 
Ivlinkerfues, the principal astronomer at the Observatory at Gottingen, 
has patented a method by the aid of which it will be possible to 
despatch as many as eight different messages simultaneously along a 
single wire. An apparatus has likewise been devised by which all the 
messages are at the same time to be mechanically written down. 
Visions of eight such telegrams “ well mixed” will involuntarily rise 
up before one’s mental vision. 

“ Convey, the wise it call; steal? foh ! a fico for the phrase ! ” 
says Pistol in the Merry Wives of Windsor, and his words are doubt- 
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less echoed by the persons whose depredations have provoked a public 
notice in the reading-room at an aristocratic West-end club, requesting 
that newspapers, &c., may not be “taken away” from the room. It 
speaks well for the popularity of our contemporary Truth when we 
mention that its weekly issue is one of the periodicals most frequently 
abstracted. “ Buy the Truth,” says Solomon, and it would be well 
if the members of the club who patronize our contemporary in the 
manner mentioned were to take this advice to heart. 

The Imprimerie Nationale.—The defence of the management 
of this institution having been taken up by M. Gatineau, the Typologie- 
Tucher and the Gutenberg-Journal take notice of some of this gentle¬ 
man’s statements. The last-named journal remarks that one of the 
chapters of M. Gatineau’s defence is headed “Protestations des 
Imprimeurs,” and describes them as being eternal, for the master- 
printers of Paris from the days of the Consulate down to the present 
have complained of the Government printing-office, and, says our 
contemporary, these protestations will certainly be renewed again and 

again, it is to be hoped with greater success. 

The traditions which erewhile made the Eataitswill Gazette and 
Independent famous would seem to still survive in that well-known 
Worcestershire watering-place, Malvern. The two local journals are 
carrying on a warm feud, and are by no means sparing in their abuse 
of each other. The bone of contention in their case has no reference 
to party politics, and neither “Blue” nor “Buff” principles are 
involved. The only question at issue would seem to be the, if extra¬ 
vagant, yet harmless, over-estimation in which one or other of these 
journals holds itself. Such paltry disputes by no means contribute to 
the dignity of the Press, and those who engage in them too often make 
themselves the laughing-stock of their readers. 

“ Hints on Advertising.”—Mr. J. Clegg, of 10, Milnrow-road, 
Rochdale, has published a small pamphlet bearing the above title. It 
gives a selection of pertinent and humorous sayings, culled from 
different sources, upon the advantages of advertising. Being intended 
for distribution by newspaper proprietors, these pamphlets can be 
supplied with the title of any given paper printed on the front page. 
The advice enforced throughout these sixteen pages of “hints” may 
be summed up in the words of the parody we remember having come 

across somewhere, 

“ Let those now advertise who never advertised before, 
Let those who always advertise, now advertise the more.” 

A Safety Copying-press. — Mr. John Hill, of Columbus, 
Georgia (U.S.A.), has patented a copying-press which can be locked, 
so as to secure the letter-book against abstraction and the curiosity 
of those employed in or frequenting business offices. A toothed wheel 
is attached to the lower end of the screw, and to the platen is secured 
a lock the bolt of which enters between the teeth of the wheel on the 
screw. When the platen is screwed down upon the letter-book, and 
the bolt of the lock is projected into the wheel on the screw as before 
indicated, it is said to be impossible to turn the screw so as to release 
the book. The lock is so constructed that by pressing against a knob 
the press will be locked without the use of a key; but to unlock it a 
key is required. 

Stale News.—The term newspaper generally conveys nowadays 
an idea of a sheet or journal giving the latest information to those 
whom it specially addresses. It is, however, evident that old-world 
notions on this subject still survive in some quarters. The Britannic, 
for example, a professedly Anglo-American journal, brings under the 
date of Aug. 12th, news which is just about a month old. The pro¬ 
prietor appeals to the consideration of his readers, and urges that 
having opened the London office of the paper in person the work was 
too onerous to be performed in time. Addison, we know, alleged a 
century and a half ago that “ all matters of fact which a man did not 
know before are news to him ” ; but such plausible arguments do not 
pass muster to-day. 

The Vienna Technical School for Printers.—This praise¬ 
worthy institution has just completed its fifth year, and its progress has 
been most satisfactory. We learn from the annual report, just to hand, 
that the last session opened with 214 scholars, 199 of whom were still 
on the books at its close. The curriculum, as set forth in the report, 
would seem to comprise every possible subject connected with letter- 
press printing, even down to the technology of paper, ink, &c. ; and it 
is satisfactory to learn that the pupils know how to appreciate the self- 
sacrificing labours of the committee and staff of teachers who so 
ably conduct an institution that has, we regret to say, far too few 
rivals, and none in this country. The income for the year ending on 
July 31st last was £370. 

A Copyright at the Auction Mart.—On the 19th ult., Messrs. 
Winstanley & Ilorwood, auctioneers, offered to public competition 
at the Auction Mart, Tokenhouse-yard, City, the copyright of the illus¬ 
trated journal known as Design and Work, devoted to mechanics and 
science, with the blocks and back-stock. The periodical, it was stated, 

was established about three years since, and has a circulation aver¬ 
aging 8,000 or 9,000 a week, and an advertising connection of £20 a 
week. A number of questions were asked as to whether the particulars 
stated were guaranteed, but the auctioneer declined to guarantee any¬ 
thing. The first offer made was ,£100, and the property was bought 
in at £240. We believe that the copyright has, however, since passed 
into the possession of Messrs. Straker & Sons. 

Herr Theodor Goebel.—We much regret that, despite all that 
we and some of our foreign contemporaries have urged upon him, 
Herr Theodor Goebel has finally resolved to relinquish the editorship 
of the Journal Jiir Buchdruckerkunst, which post he has long filled 
with great credit to himself, and to the no small advantage of the 
clientele of that periodical. His indefatigable exertions on behalf of 
the craft deserve the warmest praise, and we hope that his pen may 
continue for many years to enrich the journal with which he has been 
so long identified. Our best wishes follow him in the retirement to 
which his assiduous and painstaking literary labours entitle him. 
He will, doubtless, derive gratification from the consciousness that he 
has left an indelible mark upon the typographic journalism of the 
nineteenth century. 

Tenders for printing and stationery are invited by the Governors 
of the Middlesex Hospital, and must be sent in by the 16th inst. to 
Mr. R. Leeson, Secretary-superintendent, at the hospital. The con¬ 
tract is for twels’e months.-The Guardians of the Leeds Union 
invite tenders for printing and stationery. Tenders must be sent in 
by the 17th inst. to the clerk, Mr. John King, East Parade, Leeds. 
The contract is for six months.-Tenders are invited by the Guar¬ 
dians of the Holborn Union for printing and stationery, and must be 
sent in by the 19th inst. to Mr. James W. Hill, the clerk, at the Gray’s- 
inn-road offices. The contract is for twelve months.-The Guardians 
of the Lewisham Union invite tenders for printing, which must be sent 
in by the 24th inst. to Mr. T. W. Parker, the clerk, at the Lewisham 
workhouse. The contract is for six months. 

New Journals, Press Changes, &c.—Mr. Edward Dalziel, of the 
firm of Dalziel Brothers, has, it is said, purchased the Pictorial World, 
and will take over the management from October 1st.-Mr. W. 
Trounce, proprietor of the Islington Gazette, has purchased the 
copyright of the Islington News.-The Pottery and Glass Trades' 
Journal and the Pottery and Glass Trades' Review have been incor¬ 
porated with the Pottery Gazette.-The title of the new magazine 
referred to in our last number, which is to be issued in the interests of 
the Evangelical party of the Church of England, will be the Church¬ 
man.-The editorship of Iron has been recently undertaken by 
Mr. Perry F. Nursey.-Our valued contemporary, L'Art, has been 
reduced in price. 

Printers’ Alterations in the Prayer-Book.—Some lynx- 
eyed student of the Prayer-Book professed lately to have discovered 
that “a transposition of the printer has deprived the church” of the 
use of a certain prayer. Having rushed into print to announce this 
audacious interference on the part of the printer, it has since been 
pointed out to this wiseacre that the printers have been right enough 
in what they have done, but that he himself has discovered a mare’s- 
nest. Another correspondent taxes the printers with having inserted 
a hyphen into Whitsunday, contrary to the style followed in the prayer- 
books of 1636 and 1662. What would these hypercritical gentlemen, 
who consider the transposition of a comma in the Prayer-Book or the 
insertion of a hyphen such matters of moment, have said to the Pearl 
Bibles of Hills & Field’s days, which were alleged to contain no less 
than 6,000 errors ? 

Are Paper Collars Poisonous ? — Statements have for some 
time past been going the round of the Press to the effect that paper 
collars, cuffs, and other similar articles contain arsenic, and hence give 
rise, in some instances, to irritation and eruptions of the skin. The 
Lancet has been at some pains to ascertain how far these statements 
are based on facts. A variety of paper collars and cuffs have been 
subjected to analysis, and were found entirely free from the smallest 
trace of arsenic, but they were faced or glazed, on the outer surface 
only, with sulphate of baryta, which was present in large quantity. 
This is one of the most insoluble of substances, and provided that it 
is pure and free from any soluble baryta-salt, our contemporary be¬ 
lieves that no inconvenience or danger is likely to arise from its em¬ 
ployment. A medical certificate, corroborating the absence of arsenic, 
and signed by Dr. A. H. Hassall and Dr. A. Helmer, has also been 
published within the last few days. 

Calendars for 1880.—We have received from Messrs. Howlett 
& Son some very 'excellent examples of block-printing for hanging 
and purse calendars for the ensuing year. Tastes differ, and among 
the many patterns before us there are a few that do not accord with 
our liking ; on the other hand, several strike us as particularly pleasing, 
notably No. 302, and the little purse-almanacks. These samples are 
intended for advertisements, there being in each instance a blank left 
for name and address.—-Sir Charles Reed & Sons, of the Fann-street 
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Letter-Foundry, have brought out a series of Calendar Blocks for 1880. 
They vary in size from those adapted for a small card to large ones 
intended for sheet-almanacks, and as regards style there is equally 
great diversity. All the larger ones have blank spaces pierced for 
type, so that advertisements may be suitably displayed. Newspaper 
proprietors and printers, who are in the habit of issuing almanacks, 
would do well to send for specimens of these blocks. 

Byron’s Satire, “English Bards and Scotch Reviewers,” is the 
subject of a letter from M. Madden, to our Paris contemporary the 
Typologie- Tucker. As is well known, the satire had an enormous run, 
but it is not so well known that in 1812 Byron ordered his publisher 
to suppress the fifth edition. In 1814 Byron was offered, but refused, 
400 guineas for a new edition. Notwithstanding Byron’s suppression 
of the book, it was still being sold, and apparently, honestly enough. 
M. Madden here explains the fraud committed on Byron. Our con¬ 
temporary prints a fac-simile of the title-page ; it is described as the 
third edition, and has the date 1810 at its foot; but the paper shows a 
little more than the publisher intended, viz., the water-mark “17,” 
part of the date of manufacture of the paper, 1817. This “17” 
occurs seven times and “ 15 ” twice in M. Madden’s copy. M. Madden 
says that the publisher, in printing the date 1810 on the title-page in 
1817 was more dishonest than an ordinary forger. 

Mr. Williui Spottiswoode.—The World, speaking of Mr. 
William Spottiswoode as one of its “Celebrities at Home,” says that 
he is very proud of the title of “Queen’s Printer ” appended to his 
name on the books of Balliol, for which college he happened to win 
a fair amount of mathematical kudos in his undergraduate days. The 
office of Queen’s Printer, continues our contemporary, is not quite so 
purely hereditary as those of Grand Falconer, of Marshal of England, 
or of that queer partnership known as the Great Chamberlain, all ot 
which date from ante-spelling times ; but it is in the third generation, 
and prized accordingly by the Spottiswoodes, whose name, albeit 
lengthened in spelling, preserves the old pronunciation of the Spots- 
woods. The president of the Royal Society, who is trustee and 
governor of numerous learned bodies, has thus a very large business to 
attend to, and is enthusiastic on the subject of the traditions clustered 
round, the old house with the gilt railings in East Harding-street. 

Printing in Convict Prisons.—Convicts condemned to a term 
of penal servitude are as a rule set to severe labour in the open air 
during the first portion of their sentence, and are afterwards employed 
on trades for which they may be qualified. In the case of compositors 
and pressmen, however, this salutary rule has been almost systematically 
relaxed, such convicts having been usually employed in printing during 
the whole period for which they work in association, and except in case 
of misconduct they have never been set to hard work in the open air. 
The commission, consisting of the Earl of Kimberley, Sir H. T. Hol¬ 
land, Messrs. J. G. Talbot, S. Whitbread, and Drs. William A. Guy 
and E. H. Greenhow, who have lately been inquiring into the working 
of the Penal Servitude Acts, justly take exception to this arrangement ; 
they point out that the saving thus effected (which is the avowed 
reason for the present system) is not the primary object to be aimed at, 
and they strongly protest against the continuance of the present policy. 

A Press Guild.—Somebody has evidently taken to heart Carlyle’s 
remark about editors being mendicant friars, and intends to make 
the simile more applicable than it has been hitherto. We thought that 
the climax of the guild-forming mania had been reached when we 
recently read of the organization of a “Pew-openers’ Guild”; but 
even this has now been capped by the proposal to form a religious guild 
for persons connected with the Press, “ from the editor to the stoker’s 
boy at the engine ! ” The rules suggested are that members should 
pledge themselves to go to some place of worship at least once on 
Sundays, and if possible once on week-days ; to spend five minutes 
a day in private prayer; to be temperate in dress, speech, and food ; 
to be friendly with those with whom they work, and if possible to 
induce them to join the guild. Should our well-intentioned friends 
intend to publish an “ Editor’s Creed,” we hope that it will embody 
a higher code of morality than Mr. James Russell Lowell's amusing 
prototype. 

Bulgarian Shorthand.—Bulgaria has not as yet produced a 
Pitman to evolve a rational and easy system of stenography adapted 
to the special requirements of the Bulgarian tongue. The want of 
some such system has made itself felt in connection with a resolution 
of the Legislative Assembly to secure a regular official report of their 
proceedings. To get over the difficulty which has thus presented 
itself, the services of Herr Bezensek, a Slovene, at one time a professor 
of stenography in the Upper Gymnasium at Agram, have been applied 
for. This gentleman has already rendered valuable services by ap¬ 
plying the Gabelsberger (German) system of shorthand to the Croatian, 
Slovenian, and Servian languages. The Bulgarian Government con¬ 
sequently wished him to take up his residence at Sofia and become 
head of the stenographical bureau of the National Assembly, forming 
classes and instructing a number of pupils. He has declined to migrate 
beyond the Danube, but has expressed his willingness to devise and 
teach a system of Bulgarian shorthand at Agram. 

The German Socialist Press.—From a tabular statement re¬ 
cently published as to the operation of the Socialist law up to June 
30th last, it appears that during the first nine months of its existence 
no fewer than 647 inhibitions have been issued in conformity with its 
provisions. Prussia, says the Times correspondent, heads the repres¬ 
sive list with a total of 304 repressions, 66 applying to societies, and 
the rest to various kinds of periodical and other publications. After 
Prussia comes Saxony, with a total of 156 repressions, representing 63 
societies and 93 publications of various kinds. Next in order is Hesse- 
Darmstadt, which has been visited with 53 interdicts ; Brunswick, 
with 35 ; and the free city of Hamburg, with 27. In Catholic 
Bavaria, curiously enough, only 18 publications and societies have been 
suppressed, in Wurtemberg 11, and in Baden 18. The remaining re¬ 
pressions are distributed among the smaller States of the Empire, but 
there must still be added statistics of those who have suffered under 
the lesser state of siege clause in the law of October. 

Ti-ie Art of Puffing.—Our Parisian friends have marked out a 
new departure in the art of puffing ; they have improved upon that 
well-known walking advertisement, the sandwichman, persons of a 
higher walk in life undertaking similar duties in the Parisian capital. 
A French actor named Dailly has been condemned to pay 30 francs to 
a chemisiere, the price of a lace handkerchief. It appears that both 
he and a comrade named Germain proposed to the shopkeeper to pay 
for the linen they had purchased, not in cash, but in reclame ; and ac¬ 
cordingly Dailly and Germain missed no opportunity of “ gagging ” 
and recommending each other and the audience in general and in par¬ 
ticular to buy their linen at “ the famous Mdme. X’s.” Mdme. X., 
in bringing an action to recover the above amount, maintained that 
they did not advertise her regularly, which view seems also to have 
been adopted by the Court. Well might Crabbe write :— 

“ Such help the Stage affords ; a larger space 
Is fill’d by Puffs and all the puffing race.” 

The Plantin Museum, Antwerp.—Some additional rooms in this 
museum have been opened to the public, and the authorities have also 
recently acquired two engravings of unusually large size, being one 
metre fifty-one by one metre fifteen, engraved by Matthew Borrekens, 
and each composed of six sheets. One, the “ Flagellation,” is the 
composition of Rubens, drawn by Pierre Van Lint, the subject being 
borrowed from that of the picture in the Church of St. Paul. The 
other, the “ Crowning with the Crown of Thorns,” has an inscription 
stating that it was presented by Borrekens, the engraver, to the Dean 
and Chapter of the Church of Notre Dame. Both these engravings 
belonged to the well-known engraver, the late M. Van Hemeleer, who 
left them to his widow, and expressed the wish that if she sold them it 
should be to no other than the town of Antwerp. They are the only 
proofs known to be in existence, and are now to be seen framed and 
hung in the same salle with the large map of Antwerp in 1565, and 
Mercator’s map of Hamburg in 1540, both of which are also unique. 

United Kingdom Billposters’ Association.—The eighteenth 
annual meeting of this Association was held at Belle Vue Gardens, 
Manchester, on the 19th ult. A report was presented, which showed 
that during the past twelve months the income of the society had been 
^348, of which sum a balance remained in hand of ^192. Mr. George 
Jackson was elected president, and Mr. H. Sweet vice-president ot 
the society for the next twelve months, and Mr. J. Blackburn, Dews¬ 
bury, was re-elected treasurer, Mr. J. Worswick auditor, and Mr. G. 
Masterman secretary. The following were appointed to act on the 
committee :—Messrs. C. Adams (Birmingham), W. Hardwick (Leeds), 
J. Sheldon (Bradford), Wood (Leeds), Priest (Nottingham), and 
Kenworthy (Bury). It was afterwards decided to hold the next annual 
gathering at Dublin. Subsequent to the business meeting, upwards of 
100 members of the society sat down to luncheon. Mr. J. Sheldon 
gave the toast of “Success to our Association,” and Mr. Hardwick 
responded, both speakers congratulating the members on the prosperous 
condition of the society. 

Artistic Copyright in France.—A novel question of artistic 
copyright has recently been decided in France which could not arise 
under our own law. The heirs of three great painters, Paul Delaroche, 
Horace Vernel, and Ary Scheffer, brought a joint action against the 
publishing firm of MM. Goupil to restrain the reproduction and sale 
of works of those masters on the ground that the extension of time 
granted by the law of 1854 endured only to the benefit of the repre¬ 
sentatives of the painter. The Minister of Fine Arts intervened in the 
suit, to watch the interests of the nation. In July, 1878, the Court of 
First Instance decided adversely to the plaintiffs, but this decision has 
been reversed on appeal. We learn from the Academy that according 
to the judgment, MM. Goupil have an absolute property in the original 
paintings; but, after the lapse of ten years from the death of the 
painters, the right of reproduction reverted to their heirs. It was 
therefore ordered that the defendants should pay a royalty to the 
plaintiffs on account of copies sold since that date, the amount to be 
determined by an expert 
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The path of the penny-a-liner is proverbially a hard and thorny one, 
and his earnings are rarely commensurate with the amount of labour 
he undertakes in securing items of news. It has remained, however, for 
a Russian newspaper publisher to hit upon a plan by which one more 
hardship is added to the “ Calamities of Authors.” M. Osmidow, 
proprietor of the Nezu Russian Telegraph, at Odessa, compels the 
members of his staff to enter into a bond, by the provisions of which 
they are mulcted in a fine for supplying incorrect intelligence, as well 
as for not providing items which on the day of publication appear in 
any other local journal. These edifying facts transpired in the course 
of an action which one of his reporters brought to recover payment for 
3,000 lines of news that had been supplied and printed. After de¬ 
ducting the fines to which M. Osmidow considered himself entitled, 
there remained only the sum of 3s. 2d. due to the reporter, which the 
latter refused to accept as an equivalent for his labour. The judge, 
while nonsuiting the plaintiff, fined both parties for having the agree¬ 
ment drawn up on unstamped paper. A characteristic example this 
of Russian judicial administration. 

An Undecipherable MS. Library.—M. Charles Monselet has 
discovered in the shop of a bookseller on the Quai Voltaire, Paris, 
one of the most singular monuments of human idiosyncrasy yet brought 
to light. It consists of no fewer than forty-five manuscript volumes, 
quite modern, written in utterly unknown characters. An assembly 
of savants having been convoked to pass an opinion on the hierogly¬ 
phics, declared that they were quite beyond their ken. The form of 
the letters, we are told, bears when looked at from a distance some 
resemblance to Oriental caligraphy, but this is the only description 
vouchsafed. Several pages are framed by borders executed with the 
pen in delicate style—flowers, animals, heraldic shields, angels, land¬ 
scapes, ruins, &c. These volumes are believed to contain the autobio¬ 
graphy of the penman himself, M. Ii. Legrand, a French architect 
lately deceased. The whole affair reminds one of good old Pepys’s 
Diary, which lay neglected and unknown for more than fifty years, 
until at last deciphered by Lord Braybrooke. Somebody may, perhaps, 
be found to do similar service for M. Legrand’s caligraphic efforts. 

The Electric Light in Reading-rooms.—Experiments, which 
have been continued for some time at the Picton Reading-room in 
Liverpool, seem to demonstrate that the electric light is in every way 
adapted for the illumination of such places. The local library committee 
have consequently agreed to recommend an arrangement with the 
British Electric Light Company (Limited), for the supply of an engine, 
machinery, and fittings for lighting the reading-room in question and 
other parts of the same building ; the engine to be for ten lights of 
4,000 candles each, and the other apparatus for three lights, including 
six lamps, at a cost not exceeding ,£729. The substitution of the 
electric light for gas will be of material advantage, so far as the 
bindings of the books placed on the upper shelves are concerned, 
while the frequenters of the room will also be benefited by breathing 
a purer air. Let us hope that the coming winter may witness the 
adoption of the electric light in the British Museum Reading-room, so 
that foggy days and early evenings may no longer interfere with the 
studies and researches of those who have occasion to resort to our 
National Library. 

“Every Man an Author.”—Swift, in his witty attack upon 
Partridge, the almanac-maker, charged against the latter that though 
he could foretell other events he was not aware of the day of his 
own demise, which Swift humorously predicted for a given day. Simi¬ 
larly we might turn round upon the author of a work which we 
see advertised as “ Scriptor; or How to Make £300 a Year by 
Authorship without Capital,” and express a doubt whether he himself 
has yet practically demonstrated what he professes to teach others— 
“ How to Make £300 a Year.” We are afraid that the “Experienced 
Writer’s” lessons in authorship will produce results among his pupils 
somewhat akin to those recently cited by Mr. Yorke in allusion to 
school-board teaching, when he mentioned the case of a boy who, after 
repeating correctly the names of all the capitals of Europe, was asked 
whether they were animals or vegetables, and replied, “Why, hani- 
mals, to be sure.” The work in question hails from somewhere in 
Norfolk, a county associated with other ideas than that of teaching 
the world how to become authors—“fellows in foolscap uniforms 
turned up with ink.” 

Printing in Russia.'—A sorry picture is drawn in the Corre¬ 
spondent of the earnings and social position of compositors in Russia. 
Their working-hours in St. Petersburg are frequently from thirteen to 
fourteen, and weekly wages on bookwork average from eight to nine 
roubles (25s. 4d. to 28s. 6d.), while board and lodging alone cost 
monthly from twenty-seven to thirty roubles (85s. 6d. to 95s.). The 
earnings of those engaged on newspapers are slightly better, but their 
working-hours are described as excessive. Clickers, on the other 
hand, occupy an enviable position ; they claim for their own share all 
standing matter, and everything that is considered “ fat.” No wonder 
that their monthly earnings average from 120 to 150 roubles (£19 to 
£23. 15s.). The social position of the native compositors is described 

as a most lamentable one, and whoever makes the least pretence to 
respectability is loath to avow himself a disciple of Gutenberg. 
Black bread, onions, and gin constitute the staple of the native work¬ 
man’s bill of fare. A good many women compositors are employed 
in Russia, and their remuneration is at the same rate as that of their 
competitors of the sterner sex. The former are always in greater 
demand, owing to their more regular attendance to work. 

Workmen on Piece.—There is some uncertainty, both among 
master-printers and their workmen, as to the liability of the former for 
not finding work for those engaged on the piece. A case decided last 
month at Leeds by Lord Justice Bramwell seems to settle the 
question. A workman who was paid by the piece brought an 
action against his employer to recover compensation by reason of the 
latter not having supplied him with work when ha (the workman) was 
ready and willing to perform his duty. The case was a test- 
action by which several others were to be governed, and the issue being, 
moreover, one of great importance to employers and workmen at large, 
his Lordship reserved judgment until the following day, when he decided 
“that the master was not bound to provide work for the workman 
who worked by piece, or to pay him compensation if he had no work 
to provide, but merely undertook to provide him with work if he had 
it. ” Printers would do well to take note of this decision, which seems 
to us to be based upon rational grounds ; since a master’s best efforts to 
find work will sometimes fail of success, which is in itself sufficient loss 
without additional penalties. 

Publishers and School-Board Competition.—We last month 
animadverted upon the action of the Manchester School Board in 
organizing a publishing department of its own. It is gratifying to 
find that the Education Department has taken the matter up, and a 
communication from that body enclosing a letter from Messrs. Cassell, 
Petter, Galpin, & Co., was brought before the Manchester School Board 
on the 25th ult. The latter adopted a communication in reply, explaining 
that the establishment of the publishing department had been necessi¬ 
tated by the many inquiries for publications which the Board printed at 
first for use in their own schools only, and pointing out that the 
concern was self-maintaining, and in no sense supported by the rate¬ 
payers’ money, although the ratepayers reaped advantages from it. 
This allegation as to the ratepayers reaping advantages is all very 
plausible, but what about the publishers with whose legitimate 
enterprise the Manchester Board interferes ? We hope that the 
Education Department will not be satisfied with this reply, but will 
insist upon the members of the Manchester Board confining their 
attention to their own proper duties. 

Prizes for Excellence in Writing.—Who does not remember 
the amusing scene in Shakespeare’s King Henry VI, where the Clerk 
of Chatham is condemned to be hanged, with his pen and ink-horn 
about his neck, because he could write his name instead of affixing a 
mark “ like an honest, plain-dealing man”? Our modern notions upon 
the subject are certainly at variance with those of Jack Cade, and so 
much is now thought of excellence of penmanship, a far too rare 
accomplishment, that Mr. Vere Foster was induced to institute some 
nine years ago a graduated system of prizes for its attainment, open to 
competition by pupils of either public or private schools throughout 
the United Kingdom. Two thousand eight hundred and sixty-four prizes 
have been already distributed, amounting in value to ,£1,313. 2s. 6d., 
and the competition has now extended to almost every large town in 
Great Britain and Ireland. During the past year there have been 859 
competitors in ordinary writing, no in plain and ornamental lettering, 
and 320 in drawing and painting. About 500 boys have competed, 
and 750 girls. A similar competition is invited for next year. 

Illegible Handwriting.—Voltaire relates in his “Siecle de 
Louis XIV.,” that France was plunged into a civil war from a mistake 
between Augerville and Angerville, in a letter to the Grande Conde. 
It is perhaps not often that the fate of nations similarly depends upon 
the misreading of a single letter ; but badly-written MS. gives occa¬ 
sionally rise to very ludicrous mistakes, such as that, for example, to 
which Sir G. Campbell drew attention just before Parliament was 
adjourned. In the Notices of Motion he was made to say that he 
would “ call attention to the evil caused by excessive oscillations of the 
policy of the Indian Government and the cost to India of very expensive 
establishments, educated and invested with great families one day, and 
induced to retire by large bonuses and pensions another. ” Instead of 
the word “ families ” the word “privileges ” should have been printed. 
In mentioning the subject he jocularly observed that he could hardly 
be supposed to intend to accuse the Indian Government of investing 
anyone with a great “ family.” The error, he thought, might be due 
to the illegibility of his handwriting,—to which cause indeed ninety- 
nine out of every hundred similar blunders may be ascribed. 

Spelling Reform.—Collectively printers are perhaps more inte¬ 
rested in this subject, which has lately been pressing to the fore, than 
any other body of their countrymen. Indeed this was recognised by a 
worthy member of their craft more than a century ago, when Benjamin 
Franklin, in a letter to Miss Stephenson, drew attention to the difficulty 
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of learning what Spenser perhaps not very justly terms our “English 
undefyled.” It may be remembered that some time since 130 School 
Boards memorialised the Duke of Richmond, asking for a Royal Com¬ 
mission to investigate the desirability and practicability of effecting 
some change in the present mode of English spelling, in the interests 
of educational progress. Since the presentation of the memorial the 
supporters of the movement have formed a society entitled the English 
Spelling Reform Association, with its head-offices at 20, John-street, 
Adelphi. The association already numbers among its supporters many 
influential literary and political personages, and at least one member of 
the craft, Mr. W. Spurrell, of Carmarthen, is on the committee, while 
Sir Charles Reed is one of the vice-presidents. The association has 
no special scheme of reform to offer, but advocates the broad principle 
of improvement in spelling, and devotes itself to the collection of 
materials which will enable the public to form its judgment on the 
question. 

A Uniform System of Type Measurement.—German printers 
have suffered much by reason of the multiplicity of standard measures 
adopted by the different typefounders of the Fatherland. The Didot 
system, which has of recent years asserted its claims, has by no means 
cured the evil, for variations of body are still far too common. We 
learn, from our valued contemporary the Jownalfiir Buchdruckerkunst, 
that the evil has at last been effectually remedied by the successful 
completion of a metrical standard measure. The credit for this 
laborious work is due to Herr H. Berthold, a Berlin type-founder, 
who has spent eighteen months in perfecting his Typometer. The size 
of this instrument, made of steel, is 30 centimetres, equal to 133 
nonpareils or 798 French “ points.” The new measure has already 
been adopted by all German type-founders with the exception of four, 
and seeing that Herr Berthold’s efforts have throughout been a pure 
labour of love, and that his Typometer, neatly encased, has been 
supplied by him free of charge to all type-founders, Herr Goebel 
rightly advocates that the new system of measurement should in future 
be known by the name of the first-mentioned gentleman. This is the 
least that can be done by his German contemporaries. We wish that 
another Herr Berthold would come forth from our midst, and bring 
uniformity into the type measurements adopted by different English 
foundries. 

Complimentary Presentations.—On the 14th ult. a presentation 
took place at the Rotherham Advertiser Office, on the occasion of one of 
the employes leaving the country for New Zealand. The present con¬ 
sisted of a gold watch, bearing the following inscription,—“ Presented 
as a token of esteem to Mr. Edward Arthur Slack by his friends at the 
Advertiser Office, on his leaving for New Zealand after a connection 
with the office extending over a period of nine years. Rotherham, 
Aug. 14, 1879.” This was accompanied by a letter expressive of the 
esteem in which he was held by those with whom he had been 
associated so long. Mr. Whitehead made the presentation on behalf 
of the subscribers. Mr. Ratcliffe, manager of the printing department, 
also made some appropriate remarks, to which Mr. Slack suitably 
responded.-On the 18th ult. the Bath Herald office was the scene 
of a gratifying presentation to the proprietor of the journal named. 
An illuminated address, bearing the name of every member of the 
staff, forty in all, was presented to Mr. and Mrs. Lewis, in commemo¬ 
ration of their silver wedding-day. It congratulated them upon the 
happy occasion, and begged their acceptance of the epergne which 
accompanied it as a testimony of the esteem and affection of those em¬ 
ployed in the office. Mr. Lewis, in briefly expressing his acknowledg¬ 
ments, said the value of the gift was enhanced by the complete surprise 
with which it came upon him. 

The Queen’s Bench Prison, which has recently been offered for sale 
by tender has a history by no means devoid of interest to those whom 
we address. About the year 1820 a printer’s joiner while confined 
there constructed a working model of a printing-machine, which was 
until recently preserved there ; and in the following year the proprietors 
of the John Bull were heavily fined and imprisoned in the King’s 
Bench for a libel upon the memory of a lady of title. The Daily 
Chrotticle in an interesting article upon the vicissitudes of this prison 
mentions among other literary characters who at this time were tem¬ 
porary inmates of the place, William Hone, who, while writing his 
“ Everyday Book, ” was arrested by a creditor and thrown into the 
King’s Bench, where he completed the work just named, and began 
and finished his “Table Book ” and “ Year Book ; ” and the eccentric 
and indefatigable William Coombe, better known as “Dr. Syntax,” 
who was for some time connected with the Times, was also con¬ 
fined within “the Rules.” Mr. Walter, it is said, offered to release 
him from prison by paying his debts, but this he would not permit, as 
he did not acknowledge the justice of the claim for which he suffered 
imprisonment. He preferred to live upon an allowance from Mr, 
Walter, and was, he averred, perfectly happy. Other notable resi¬ 
dents within “the Rules” were Smollett and Theodore Hook, the 
latter of whom edited the John Btill from “ 65, Belvedere-place,” the 
delicate address adopted by sensitive inhabitants. 

Another New Method of Printing Ground-work.—We 
some time ago gave an account of a method of printing tints, but the 
following which has been forwarded to our contemporary L'Imprimerie 
of Paris, by M. Moeglin, is somewhat simpler. He says it can be 
carried out in very little time and at little or no expense, and is suitable 
for cheques, specimen-cards, &c., and is a security to bankers and 
merchants, for a cast taken by this method cannot be imitated. A 
proof is taken on dry paper of the card or cheque intended to have 
a groundwork ; this proof is pasted on a piece of wood or the inside of 
a zinc galley. A frame of nonpareil reglet is then glued on the proof, 
or only as much of it as is wanted to have a ground, and serves as a 
mould, and plaster-of-Paris mixed with thin gum-arabic is used to 
make a paste. With a pointed piece of wood dipped in this paste 
and used as a pen, any design may be made on the paper, according 
to the taste of the writer. Very little of the paste is necessary, as the 
relief need not be more than a thick lead in height ; and as it hardens 
in about five minutes, it must not be too thick. While making the 
paste some roller-composition is being gradually heated, the mould is 
oiled, and the melted composition slowly poured over the design until 
it is slightly higher than the reglets ; place on it the piece of wood to 
be used as the mount, taking care that it be large enough to rest on 
the reglets, then place some weights on it to assist adherence. In an 
hour’s time the cast is ready for working, no making-ready being 
necessary. M. Moeglin says the composition works well, no matter 
how large the number, but it is advisable to use a thin ink. 

Amateur Authors.—Poor Thomas Nash, a writer in Queen 
Elizabeth’s reign, commenting on the unprofitable nature of the literary 
profession, says, ‘ ‘ By’r lady, I had rather my son were hanged than 
that he should become a man of letters.” To-day there is evidently a 
reaction in the opposite direction. At the present time,— 

“ Every youth may choose, 
As fancy bids, a musket or a muse ; 
And throw his lead among his fellow-men, 
From the dark muzzle of a gun or pen.” 

What with so-styled Guilds of Learning, and works professing to point 
out a royal road to authorship, there is certainly every inducement 
nowadays for all the world to rush into print. Yet another agency 
has, however, sprung into being, equally intent upon making authors 
by some artificial means. We allude to a so-called Literary Production 
Committee, which held a meeting on the 1st inst., for the purpose of 
awarding prizes advertised some months ago, for the three best 
stories written by amateurs. Mr. John Darton took the chair, and 
the secretary having read the conditions under which the prizes were 
offered, stated that no less than 133 tales had been submitted, and that 
every line of every manuscript had been perused by at least two mem¬ 
bers of the committee, but out of the number submitted three stood 
out prominently, while the majority were considerably above the 
average merit. One can hardly help commiserating the poor com¬ 
mittee-men, upon whom devolved the task of wading through all these 
virgin effusions, nor should we care to share the responsibility of those 
who thus prompt the rising generation to pant after fame in a direction 
for which they are most likely altogether unfitted. 

International Copyright.—At one of the sittings of the Con¬ 
gress on the Reform of the Law of Nations, held last month at the 
Guildhall, Professor Leone Levi read a paper on this subject. He 
dwelt at some length on the justice of international copyright, and 
urged that literary property in an author’s works being conceded in one 
country should secure similar rights in every other state. Speaking on 
the desirability of an Anglo-American copyright treaty, the lecturer 
asked what was it that the United States alleged as a justification 
against international copyright ? They pleaded that copyright would 
enhance the cost of literature, and thereby prove a barrier to the diffu¬ 
sion of literature and learning in the United States. They did, how¬ 
ever, grant copyright to an American citizen. Why then refuse the 
same protection to a foreigner, when every other description of foreign 
property was scrupulously protected-? The lecturer denied that inter¬ 
national copyright would check the diffusion of literature and learning 
in the United States; on the contrary, it was certain to give a needed 
stimulus to American literature. It was high time, he thought, that 
the two civilized states should come to an understanding. Mr. C. H. E. 
Carmichael, honorary secretary of the Committee on Copyright, next 
read a report which he had drawn up on the subject. M. Clunet, of 
Paris, said that he quite concurred in the conclusions arrived at by 
Professor Levi, and moved a resolution expressing the desirability of a 
general commission being constituted by the different states of Europe 
for the purpose of adopting a uniform system of legislation as to the 
rights of authors. General Grant Wilson, of New York, also addressed 
the meeting, and expressed strong hopes that before the end of the 
year the American Government would come to a definite understand¬ 
ing on the subject of copyright. 

Spirit Photographs. - George Cruikshank had in his day many 
a fling at Spiritualism, and “spirit-writing” as well as “ spirit-draw¬ 
ing ” was more than once the object of his pointed satire. All the 
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specimens he had ever seen he voted, to use his own technical words, 
“ out of drawing.” Spirit photographs are the latest outcome of the 
delusion so mercilessly cudgelled by the lately-deceased famous 
caricaturist. For some time past a certain class of American news¬ 
papers have abounded in marvellous tales of spirit photography, the 
work of a lady-photographer of Rochester, N. Y., assisted of course by 
the ghosts of her clients’ ancestors and departed friends. Recently two 
lady-sitters were impressed by the old-fashioned yet familiar costume 
and aspect of the spirits attending them in their pictures, and set to 
work to trace their probable pre-spirit history in the pages of an old 
magazine for ladies. The search was successful, the original of one 
of the spirits proving to be an engraving entitled “Nourmahal,” and 
the other the “Last Rose of Summer.” No doubt the spirits can give 
good reasons for masquerading in those particular costumes, but as yet 
they have failed to do so. The photographs and engravings fell into 
the hands of a reporter of the Rochester Union, who, in order to 
ascertain the process by which the ghostly picture was printed beside 
the sharply-defined portrait, submitted them to a photographer who 
does not deal in -spirits. The process was explained as follows : A 
negative is first taken of the engraving. When the sitter comes for a 
picture the negative is turned the other side, the collodion put on, and 
the glass put in the camera. In this manner the portrait of the sitter 
is on one side of the glass, and what is intended for the spirit on the 
other. When the negative comes to be printed the paper is placed 
against the side of the glass having the portrait of the sitter and 
exposed to the light. The “spirit” being on the other side of the glass 
has to strike through it, which gives it the hazy appearance, while the 
portrait, being on the side next the light, comes out clearly defined. 
Any one, it is alleged, who is desirous of doing so can test this process 
for himself with equal results. 

A New Electric Pen.—A new electric pen has been suggested to 
Messrs. Ballet & Hallez d’Arros by the familiar experiment of piercing 
a card by the passage of an electric spark from a Leyden jar. The 
spark of an electric-machine or an induction coil passing between 
metallic points or between a point and a conducting body is capable 
of piercing a card, and will, of course, much more easily puncture a 
sheet of paper. When the sheet of paper rests upon a metallic plate 
and the surface is traversed by the electric pen, the plate and the pen 
being connected with the poles of an induction coil, a line may be 
produced by a series of very fine perforations, which will vary in 
number in a given space with the rapidity of the discharges and the 
rate of the movement of the pen. The principle of the pen is simple, 
but before the practical utilization of it was reached, many difficulties 
had to be surmounted. Among these may be mentioned the tendency 
of the sparks to burst forth, when the pen is within a short distance of 
the paper, puncturing the paper in all directions, making it impossible 
to draw a clear line from the start. The operator was also liable to 
severe shocks. Another difficulty was the distance between the 
successive perforations. These imperfections, says La Nature, have 
been overcome by Messrs. Ballet and Hallez d’Arros, by reducing the 
strength of the secondary current, so that it has only sufficient power 
to pierce the paper, and will not, therefore, give a perceptible shock. 
The paper which is to form the stencil is dipped in a solution of salt 
and dried ; this operation prevents too many sparks from issuing from 
the pen, and insures an absolutely true and clear line. The interrupter 
is of novel form and is operated by the magnetized core of the in¬ 
duction coil. The apparatus forms a desk of medium dimensions. At 
one side of the desk there is a plunging bichromate battery; the in¬ 
duction coil is placed in the middle and is connected by one of its wires 
with the lead of an ordinary lead pencil, which serves the double 
purpose of making a visible mark on the paper and of conducting the 
current. The metallic plate which supports the paper is also connected 
with the coil and is secured to the desk top. When it is desired to 
take an impression from the stencil it is placed over a sheet of paper, 
and rolled with printers’ ink reduced with a little printers’ varnish or 
with castor-oil. 

Reversing Drawings on Wood.—An esteemed correspondent, 
Mr. J. Scholefield, sends the following method for putting drawings 
on wood, instead of tracing and re-tracing by the old method :—“To 
reverse and put a picture on wood for engraving, make the drawing 
with litho-writing ink on litho-transfer paper. Litho-artists, when 
making such a drawing for transferring to stone, know that the merest 
stain of ink will roll up black ; but, in making the drawing for trans¬ 
ferring to wood, treat it more as you would an indian-ink drawing, 
only in line instead of washes. If you put uneven quantities of ink 
on one quality of line, the result is that in such parts the ink runs 
into blots when transferred. This is to be avoided. The drawing being 
made, if small, damp at back and burnish down on clean wood ; if 
large, treat in same manner as litho-transferring at press. On peeling 
off the transfer let the wood dry, then with a large size soft camel- 
hair brush, moderately filled with a thin mixture of flake-white and 
water, carefully wash over the block, and it will be found that the 
greasy soapy tendency of the litho-writing ink will cause the wash to 
run off the lines, and only cover the parts of the wood. The drawing I 

should not be rubbed or washed over too much when wet, or you lose 
the fine lines. After this details in pencil, and washes in indian-ink to 
give effect (letting each wash dry before another is put on), can be 
added, to make the picture completely ready for the engraver. By 
using tracing transfer-paper it will be seen that this affords an ad¬ 
mirable method for fac-simile engraving ; and certainly it is cheaper 
than photography on wood. I have not tried using litho-ink in 
washes, as in an indian-ink drawing; I think it would answer, if a 
little more colouring matter were added to the ink.”—We can endorse 
the statements of our correspondent as to the process, having ourselves 
employed it for years past with success. We obtain the best results by 
using an ink containing a large proportion of Paris black, and a mini¬ 
mum quantity of soap, by which means the drawing is rendered less 
liable to rub. We use it for outline or fac-simile drawing on tracing 
transfer-paper only, for on opaque transfer-paper there is very little 
advantage. For washed drawings on paper, to be afterwards trans¬ 
ferred, Binfield’s lignotint process maybe used. See P. T. &= L., 
vol. ii., New Series, p. 103. 

Export of Type and Printing Materials.—The following 
goods have been shipped from the metropolis to foreign ports since the 
date of our last issue. The place of destination is in each case printed 
in italic :—Adelaide—Fleming, A. B. & Co., £54 printing ink ; 
Lloyd, B. S. & Co., £20 printing materials. Alexandria—Tatharn 
& Co., £50 printing materials. Bombay—Figgins, V. & J., 20 c. 
type metal; Jones, F. & Sons, £15 printing ink ; King, H. S. & Co., 
£20 bookbinders’materials. Boulogne—Fisher, H. D. & Co., £18 
book cloth ; Morris, J., 2 c. brass nails, 627 yards binding cloth. 
Brussels—Baker, G. J., £ 15 printing ink, £20 ditto ; Parsons, 
Fletcher & Co., £22 printing ink, £16 ditto. Buenos Ayres—Figgins, 
V. & J., £90 printing materials; Kyte, C., jun., £207 type. 
Cadiz—Artime, Russell & Co., £75 type. Cochin—Holloway, T., 
£15 type. Colombo—King, H. S. & Co., £10 printing-press. Danlzic 
—Alexander, R. L., 1,900 yards bookbinders’ cloth. Hong Kong— 
Short, Short, & Co., £ 15 printing-press. Kurrachee—Figgins, V. & 
J., £22 printing materials. Leghorn—Winstone, B. & Son, £84 
printers’ ink. Lyttelton—Figgins, V. & J., £47 printing materials ; 
Pitt & Scott, £50 printing materials. Madras—Dawson, Bros., £30 
printing apparatus ; Spicer, Bros., £12 binders’ materials. Mauritius 
—Davis, L. & Co., £35 printing type. New York—Campbell & Co., 
£20 printing ink ; Tozer, Hewett, & Co., ,£153 litho inks and colours. 
New Plymouth—Algar, F., £24 type. Ostend—Salmon, C. J., 
£175 printing materials. Port Natal—Figgins, V. &J., £130 print¬ 
ing materials. Port Phillip—Allport & Morgan, £ 150 litho materials ; 
Figgins, V. &J.,£340 printing materials; Forwood, Bros., & Co., 
£110 printing materials; Head, IL, & Co., £280 type; Meadows, 
T. & Co., £58 bookbinders’ materials ; Sands, R. & Son, £10 printing 
ink, £24 bookbinders’ cloth ; Royle, A., & Willan, £61 printing 
materials. Rio Janeiro—Bates, Hendy & Co., £100 type. Seville 
— Lambert, W. A., £46 type. Sydney—Freeland, J. & A. B., £20 
type; Lloyd, B. S. & Co., £216 printing materials. The Kowie 
—Howe, J. C. & Co., £110 litho presses. Trinidad—Freeland, 
J. & A. B., £25 printing materials. Wellington—Forwood, Bros., & 
Co., £100 printing materials; Wiggins, Teape, & Co., £43 book¬ 
binders’ cloth. Yokohama—Marples, R. M., £150 bookbinders’ cloth ; 
Royle & Williams, £71 printing materials. 

Co-operative Printing Society.—The twentieth half-yearly 
meeting of this society was held on the 16th ult., in the Co-operative 
Rooms, Downing-street, Manchester. In the absence of Mr. Slatter, 
the president, Mr. Thomas Hayes occupied the chair. The total 
amount invested in the undertaking now stands at ,£38,437, of which 
the sum of .£26,858 is loan capital, and £11,570 share capital, held by 
374 shareholders. The balance-sheet and directors’ report showed 
that the business done during the half-year was, at Manchester, £7,376, 

and at Newcastle .£2,991, resulting at the former place in a declared 
profit of £279, and at the latter in a loss of £561. Under this condition 
of affairs the report said no dividend could be declared by the directors. 
The chairman having invited discussion, a member remarked that 
although the balance-sheet was not without some redeeming features, 
the gross profit showed, even in Manchester, a most unsatisfactory 
result of their trading; and, alluding to the recent action of the directors 
in increasing the cost of management, both at Manchester and New¬ 
castle, to the extent of £100 per annum, in the face of declining 
dividends, and an already most liberal scale of remuneration, charac¬ 
terized the proceeding as nothing short of a “scandal,” the more so as 
during the past half-year the directors had, in the interests of the 
company, been compelled to request the manager of each branch to 
resign his appointment. In connection with the statement in the 
balance-sheet relating to the land and buildings account, in which the 
company has the large sum of upwards of £16,000 invested, it was 
suggested that this account should be given in extenso, after the manner 
of a building society pure and simple, assigning a fixed rental to the 
premises used by the company for its trade, and stating in detail the 
amounts received by other tenants, together with the incumbrances, 
and also charging the depreciation on the buildings to this fund. The 
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speaker urged that by the present higgledy-piggledy system adopted, 
the precise results of their trading operations could not easily be 
ascertained by the members. The proposal, however, found but little 
favour with the meeting. After a protracted criticism on the state of 
the Newcastle branch the balance-sheet was adopted ; and the retiring 
directors, Messrs. Briggs, Chadwick, Foster, and Lees, together with 
the auditors, were re-elected, the meeting having lasted about three 
hours. A supplementary report, subsequently issued by the directors, 
speaks hopefully of the results likely to be obtained by the change of 
management, and by the strictest economy intended to be practised in 
all departments, as also by keeping the stocks at as low a point as 
shall be consistent with prudence. 

Foreign Newspapers in Germany.—The German post-offices 
undertake to receive subscriptions both for home and foreign news¬ 
papers, and a very large proportion of the newspapers and other 
periodicals are actually procured by German readers through the agency 
of the post-office. The latest “Postal Newspaper Price-list” (Post- 
zeitungs-preisliste), issued by the Imperial General Post Office in 
Berlin for 1879, informs us that any one may now obtain through the 
German post-offices 852 French newspapers and periodicals (i.e., in 
the French language, some of them being published in Belgium or 
Switzerland), 701 English ditto (including papers from the United 
States, Australia, &c.), 1-47 Italian, 98 Swedish, 83 Dutch, 69 Russian, 
68 Danish, 63 Polish, 61 Norwegian, 35 Spanish, 32 Roumanian, 28 
Hungarian, 18 Bohemian, 10 Greek, 6 Hebrew, 6 Wendish, 5 
Flemish, 5 Portuguese, 4 Servian, 4 Slovenian, 3 Croatian, 3 
Lithuanian, 2 Ruthenian, 2 Illyrian, 2 Armenian, 2 Persian, 1 Slovack, 
1 Finnish, 1 Turkish—altogether 2,504 foreign newspapers. But it 
would be a mistake to infer that a demand for foreign newspapers 
exists in Germany at all commensurate with what these figures would 
suggest. During the year 1877 the German post-offices had 2,809,409 
registered subscribers for home newspapers, &c., but there were only 
30,870 subscribers for foreign journals (there were 40,305 in 1875). 
And while in the same year (1877) the post-offices delivered to their 
subscribers 384,524,080 numbers of German newspapers, &c., they 
delivered only 4,487,841 numbers of foreign journals to subscribers. 
Germany receives the greatest number of imported newspapers from 
Austria; then come France and Switzerland, next England and the 
United States. To the supply through the post-offices must, however, 
be added those which come under wrapper from agents and offices 
abroad, and which increase to more respectable proportions the number 
of foreign journals entering Germany. The export of newspapers from 
Germany in 1877 was almost double the amount imported, being 
7,839,476 distinct numbers. In 1875 the number of German papers 
exported was 8,353,928 distinct numbers. The great bulk of the 
exported German newspapers go to Austria, the United States, and 
Switzerland, with which countries Germany also carries on a very im¬ 
portant book trade. The figures given above show that while one in 
every 15-2 of the total population of Germany subscribes to a German 
newspaper, only one in every 1,384 subscribes to a foreign journal. 
It is plain, says the limes, that there is room for expansion in this 
latter branch. 

The Writing Telegraph.—At one of the Sheffield meetings of 
the British Association on the 25th ult., Mr. E. A. Cowper exhibited 
the very ingenious machine he has invented, and read an interesting 
paper explanatory of its working. He described the details of the 
construction of his writing-telegraph, and the mode in which a pen at a 
distant station was made to write as freely as the operator at the 
sending-station wrote with a pencil at the sending-instrument. He 
explained the necessity that existed for causing the two currents of 
electricity that conveyed the power to the distant station to increase 
steadily and gradually, without any sudden large increase or decrease 
of resistance being opposed to such currents, the construction of the 
necessary resistances being practically that of one very long thin German 
silver wire having thirty-two metal plates soldered to it at the proper 
intervals, such plates being all brought very close together, with simply 
a thin sheet of paper with paraffin between them, so that a contact-rod in 
connection with a battery with a small knob or projection on it could 
slide over the tops of the plates and make contact with each one in 
succession. Then two such contact-rods, jointed to the pencil of the 
operator and placed at right angles to one another, worked over the 
tops of the two separate sets of contact-plates, each set affecting one 
line of wire so as to give the latitude and longitude of the pencil of the 
operator at all times. The quick action of the perfect response of the 
needles at the receiving instrument, which directly controlled the 
writing-pen, was obtained by using exceedingly thin soft iron plates 
both for the needles and for the magnets which affect the needles, so as 
on the one hand to have the least possible amount of momentum and 
vis inertia: in the needles, and the least possible residuary magnetism 
in the magnets. The needles were slightly curved in their section to 
stiffen them, their thickness being only in., and were mounted on 
polished hard steel bearings, and were then exceedingly fresh and 
lively, as a very small amount of friction or weight in this part of the 

instrument would be fatal to good writing. The power of the needles 

was insured by fixed flat coils that surrounded them, brought into 
action by a local battery, while the two line wires were coiled round 
the fixed magnets that affected the needles, and attracted them 
more or less as the strength of the currents varied. Then the needles, 
being at right angles to each other, pulled the pen in the two directions, 
vertically and horizontally, and also pulled against two light springs, 
so that the pen took exactly the varying positions due to the varying 
strength of the currents, which, again, depended upon the positions of 
the pencil of the operator. The paper on which the operator wrote 
and the paper on which the pen wrote at the opposite end of the line 
both moved along by clockwork, so as to allow of a long continuous 
message or telegram. In answer to questions he said that the instru¬ 
ment had worked perfectly at a distance of 99J miles. At present the 
operator could send messages at the rate of 20 words per minute, but 
he hoped that speed would be still further increased. 

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE, 

An Unfortunate Libel.—Mr. George Samuel Bentley, the 
printer and publisher of the Standard, appeared on the 18th ult. at the 
Guildhall Police-court, before Alderman Hadley, in answer to a sum¬ 
mons charging him with printing and publishing in that paper a libe 
on Lord de L’lsle and Dudley. The alleged libel, published on the 
14th ult., was founded on a report which had appeared in some of the 
papers stating that Lord de L’lsle had been summoned to the Brompton 
County Court to show cause why he should not pay £2. 8s. for coals, 
and had stood on his privilege as a peer of the realm to set the order 
of the Court at defiance. Mr. M. Williams appeared in support of the 
summons, and Mr. Serjeant Parry for the defendant. Mr. Williams said 
that the article containing the libel gave the titles of his lordship, and 
stated that he lived in Victoria-street. His lordship did live in that street; 
but the defendant in the County Court action lived at 25, Swaitland- 
terrrace, Shepherd’s-bush. The Standard subsequently published an 
apology, but he could not really look upon it as such. Mr. William 
Henry Withall, 19, Great George-street, Westminster, said he was 
solicitor to Lord de L’lsle and Dudley, who was now ill. Ilis town 
residence was 13, Victoria-street. Witness bought a Standard news¬ 
paper of the 14th ult. and then asked to see the editor or the manager. 
Neither of them was in, but he saw a gentleman who was in charge. 
They had a conversation, and witness told him that he was about to 
apply for a summons against them for libel. He then went to the 
Brompton County Court and saw the account of the proceedings 
against Lord Lisle, which did not in any way relate to Lord de 
L’lsle and Dudley. The defendant in the plaint was described as of 
25, Swaitland-terrace, Shepherd’s-bush. Lord de L’lsle had never 
lived there. Mr. Serjeant Parry said that the manager of the Standard 
veiy much regretted that the writer had made the mistake, but for a 
whole week the report had been in other papers that Lord de L’lsle 
had refused to pay £2. 8s. due from him for coals, and had not been 
contradicted. On the 6th of August it was in the Daily Chronicle, 
the Echo, and the Chelsea Chronicle. They stated that the summons 
was against Lord de L’lsle. Pie thought the apology which had 
been tendered by the Standard ought to be accepted ; but if his 
lordship were not satisfied with it, he now personally apologized to him 
for the mistake, and expressed the great regret they all felt that the 
error should have occurred. They would be willing to insert 
in the paper an apology in any language he might desire, and 
they would have been willing to do that before the summons was taken 
out. Mr. Williams said his hands were tied until he had consulted his 
lordship, and at present he could not accept any apology. It was then 
arranged that the case should be adjourned for a fortnight with notice 
to the defendant, and that if no notice were given before that date the 
summons should be regarded as abandoned. It would seem that the 
latter course has been judiciously decided upon, for nothing further 
has transpired concerning the matter. The whole affair arose through 
an excusable mistake, and Lord de L’lsle has consulted his own dignity 
by letting the proceedings fall through, after our contemporary had 
done all in its power to put the matter right by making the amende 
honorable. 

Unfounded Charge of Libel.—At the last sittings of the Central 
Criminal Court a true bill was returned by the grand jury at the instance 
of Mr. John Kearns, of 9, Hyde-side-terrace, Edmonton, against Sir 
Francis Wyatt Truscott, in respect of an alleged libel upon a post¬ 
card in these terms:—“Excuse an old friend mentioning to you, to 
put you on your guard, that you are being watched by the police.” The 
matter came before Mr. Justice Stephen at Judges’ Chambers on 
the 2nd inst., when an application was made by Mr. Montague Wil¬ 
liams, on behalf of Sir Francis Truscott, for an order to give him, his 
friends, and experts in handwriting liberty to inspect the postcard in 
question, of which Sir Francis denied that he was the author. The 
application was based on certain affidavits. Mr. George Martin, chief 
clerk at the Guildhall Justice-room, described the means taken there 
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by the prosecutor, Mr. Kearns, to obtain a summons against Sir 
Francis Truscott, and stated that the application was refused on 
the ground that the card, after comparison with public documents 
written and signed by Sir Francis, as a magistrate, was not in his 
handwriting. To this opinion Mr. Martin pledged himself. A 
similar application for a summons had been made at the Mansion- 
house and refused. Sir Francis Truscott, in his affidavit, swore 
positively that he had not written the card, and said that the 
first he saw of the matter was by reading the Times at Homburg, and 
finding that the grand jury had returned a true bill against him. Mr. 
Crawford, Sir Francis’s solicitor and son-in-law, gave evidence to the 
same effect, and, having seen the postcard, he swore that it was not in 
Sir Francis’s handwriting. Mr. T. F. Smith, of the firm of T. J. 
Smith, Son, & Co., wholesale stationers, at 83, Queen-street, City, swore 
that it was he who had written and sent the anonymous postcard in 
question, though he had not seen it since these proceedings. He did 
so to warn Mr. Kearns, who had been a friend of his, that proceedings 
were about to be commenced in respect of a former bankruptcy and 
outlawry. Fie admitted that he had acted indiscreetly in using a post¬ 
card, but said his motive was a good one. The complainant, Mr. 
Kearns, in his information, spoke to having known Sir Francis Trus¬ 
cott many years, and definitely swore to the postcard being in his 
handwriting. In the result, Mr. Justice Stephen expressed his 
opinion that the defendant, Sir Francis Truscott, and his friends and 
experts ought, in justice, to be allowed to see the postcard in question, 
though he had no power to make any order to that effect. His Lord- 
ship dwelt also at some length upon the gross injustice of the existing 
state of the law, which allowed a man to be subject behind his back to 
an indictment about which he knew nothing whatever, and concerning 
which he might even have difficulty to obtain particulars. 

Immoral Publications.—At the Bow-street Police-court on the 
27th ult. William Williams, a printer, of Hart-street, Drury-lane, was 
charged with selling obscene prints. Mr. Collette, jun., appeared to 
prosecute on behalf of the Society for the Suppression of Vice. Evi¬ 
dence was given of the purchase of certain cards, and the police proved 
having found on the premises a large number of others of a more or less 
indecent character. For the defence it was contended that the prints 
were not of an indecent character, and some of them had appeared in 
respectable papers. The prisoner, however, expressed his willingness 
to have the stock destroyed, and promised to sell no more of the prints. 
Mr. Vaughan committed him for trial, which latter came on at the 
Middlesex Sessions on the 9th inst., when the defendant was convicted 
and sentenced to three months’ hard labour in addition to a fine of ^25. 
-——On the 27th ult., at the Manchester Police-court, Richard Owen, 
86, Tib-street, Manchester, appeared in answer to a summons taken out 
against him at the instance of the police authorities for having in his 
possession for distribution and sale a large number of indecent publi¬ 
cations. Mr. W. Cobbett (Cobbett, Wheeler, & Cobbett) appeared in 
support of the summons and Mr. Clemmet for the defence. Mr. Head- 
lam, the magistrate, having examined some of the prints, Detective- 
Sergeant Caminada proved the seizure under a search-warrant of the 
several publications named, at the defendant’s place of business. Mr. 
Clemmet, in defence, alleged that there was nothing immoral in the 
contents of any one of these prints. Mr. Headlam made an order for 
the destruction of the papers seized, remarking that it was most unde¬ 
sirable that young people should read their contents. The defendant 
was also ordered to pay the costs.-On the 1st inst. at the Guildhall, 
George Emmett, of 9 and 10, St. Bride’s-avenue, Fleet-street, was 
summoned before Alderman Ellis, for publishing obscene publications, 
and also to show cause why the copies seized should not be destroyed. 
Mr. Besley, on the part of the Society for the Suppression .of Vice, 
prosecuted ; Mr. M. Williams appeared for the defendant. Mr. Besley 
said that for the last two or three months the City and the metropolis 
had been flooded by literature of a most objectionable character. 
Police-constable Harry Watson proved the purchase on defendant’s 
premises on the 22nd of August of copies Nos. 1 to 9 of the London 
Peep-Show. Henry Taylor, detective, City Police, said he instructed 
Watson to purchase the numbers of the paper in question. On the 
26th he went with a warrant to the defendant’s place, searched the 
premises, and found 9,593 copies of the paper. Defendant said he 
was the publisher. Mr. Williams pointed out that the prosecution 
was not instituted by the Treasury nor by the City Solicitor, who 
would have taken proceedings if there had been a tenable case. It 
would be straining the law to send the defendant for trial on a charge 
of misdemeanour on such evidence. Alderman Ellis said he had 
glanced his eye over the papers and there was quite sufficient to justify 
him in sending the defendant for trial to the Central Criminal Court. 
The summons for the destruction of the publications was held over 
until a decision on the first summons had been arrived at. The defendant 
was committed for trial, but admitted to bail in two sureties in £\oo 
each and himself in £200.-On the same day and in the same court, 
John Rochefort, of 3, Goldsmith’s-street, was summoned on a similar 
charge for the publication of Quiz, and he also was committed for 
trial.-Mr, Simpson, of 4, Shoe-lane, and Mr. George Bates, of 14, 

Broadway, Ludgate-hill, two newsvendors, were also summoned for 
selling the above-named publications. They pleaded that they did 
not know the nature of the contents, but they were informed that it 
was their duty to see that they did not sell indecent publications, 
otherwise they were liable for all the consequences. Alderman Ellis 
committed both defendants for trial, but took their own recognizances 
for their appearance. It is gratifying to find that some repressive 
action has at last been taken, and that Lord Campbell’s Act is no 
longer allowed to remain a dead letter. The mushroom-like growth 
of publications like those in question is indeed an unheahhy sign of 
the times, and seems to betoken a period of retrogression. It is 
certainly disappointing to find words used by Lord Campbell twenty- 
two years ago, as applicable as if they had been spoken with special 
reference to present circumstances. Complaining in the House of 
Lords of the prevalence of a certain kind of literature, he said that 
“periodical papers of the most disgusting description were coming out 
week by week, and sold to any person who asked for them, and in any 
numbers. This was a matter which required the immediate considera¬ 
tion of the Government,” 

Breaches of the Factory Act.—At the Thames Police-court 
on the 24th ult., Isaac Delange, 18, Great Alie-street, Whitechapel, 
was summoned before Mr. Lushington for unlawfully employing 
Rachel Lasini and Rosa Balbiani at his letterpress printing-office after 
the hour of 7 p.m., contrary to the Amended Factory and Workshops 
Act. Rosa Balbiani, 34, Brick-lane, Spitalfields, said she was 22 
years of age, and during the six years she had been employed by the 
defendant she had never seen any Government regulations in the place. 
On the morning of July 31 she commenced work at 9 o’clock and left 
off at half-past 11 at night. She was allowed an hour for dinner and 
ten minutes for tea. The hands usually worked later on Thursday 
night, as the defendant’s Sabbath began on Friday evening. Her 
companion, Rachel Lasini, began work at half-past 8 o’clock on the 
morning in question and left off at half-past 10 o’clock at night. Mr. 
Lushington said the defendant had broken the law in not allowing his 
workpeople sufficient time for meals and in continuously employing 
them beyond a specified time. He fined him £3 or 14 days’ im¬ 
prisonment in each case.-At the same police-court on the 30th 
ult., Mr. John Dixon, master-printer, carrying on business at 32, 
Sheppy-yard, Minories, was summoned by Mr. James Benjamin 
Lakeman, an Inspector of Factories, for working William Pyke, a boy 
under 15 years of age, from half-past eight a.m. on Thursday, July 
31st, to eight a.m. on Friday morning ; also for employing two women 
from eight a.m. on the same Thursday morning until eight a.m. onFriday 
morning. The boy Pike was called by Mr. Lakeman, and he deposed 
to the number of hours he and the two women referred to had worked. 
The defendant, in answer to the charge, said Pike was only put on to 
work under a particular stress. The boy who ordinarily did the work 
was taken suddenly ill, and he was obliged to send him home and put 
Pike in his place. If he had not done so it would have been the 
means of stopping a newspaper from being published. Pike had not 
since been employed. He had sent to the Home Office to obtain in¬ 
formation, and had received certain communications which did not 
give him the information he required. As for the two women, they 
did no other work in the week, and they had enjoyed several hours’ 
rest during the time they had been at the office. They were also well 
paid for the time they were engaged. Mr. Lushington said there 
appeared to be no particular excuse for employing the boy Pike, who 
had worked for twenty-three hours. It was not a case in which he felt 
justified in reducing the fine, and he fined the defendant ^5 and costs. 
The defendant had no right to make a contract with young women to do 
certain work which he must have known perfectly well was against the 
law. He fined the defendant £$ in each case. It would be a boot¬ 
less task to dwell upon the hardships to which master-printers are 
subjected by the stringent provisions of the existing Factory Act, and 
upon the straits to which they are frequently put in consequence. But 
granting all this, we nevertheless consider it only right and fair that 
while the law is in force it should be uniformly observed, and 
no breach permitted by which one employer would gain an unfair 
advantage over his competitors. 

Stealing Newspapers.—At the Guildhall Police-court, on the 
17th ult., Henry Dott, a youth in the employ of Mr. Curtice, whole¬ 
sale newsagent, of 140, Fleet-street, was charged with stealing one 
quire of copies of the Daily Chronicle from his premises. Mr. Curtice 
said that the prisoner had been in their employ for about two years, 
and on the previous day he was carrying out bundles of papers to the 
carmen for delivery, and between two bundles of papers he placed the 
quire of newspapers with the theft of which he was charged. The 
arrangements that he (prosecutor) had made were such that his men 
could not now rob him of money—they could only rob him of stock. 
Since he had been in business in Fleet-street, what with mistakes and 
deficiency in stock, he had lost .£1,200, Thomas Norton, one of the 
prosecutor’s carmen, said that the prisoner brought him out the 

papers in question, and asked him to sell them. The case was 
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adjourned.-On the 27th ult., at the same police-court, Frank 
Kerby and William Briggs, two lads in the employment of Mr. Walters, 
a wholesale newspaper publisher of Bell-yard, Fleet-street, were 
charged with stealing four quires of copies of the Daily News from the 
premises of Messrs. Marshall & Son, wholesale newspaper publishers, 
of 125, Fleet-street. Mr. G. R. Edmunds prosecuted. The prisoners 
were in the habit of going to Messrs. Marshall’s daily for four quires 
of newspapers, and, having obtained what they wanted for their em¬ 
ployers, they stole as many more papers as they could for themselves. 
When taken into custody by Police-constable Brennon, they confessed 
that they had been robbing the prosecutors for a long time, and that 
they took the stolen papers to Mrs. Simpson, in Shoe-lane, and sold 
them for a shilling a quire, the trade price being is. 6d. The proceeds 
of the robberies they divided. That morning, having been supplied 
with four quires of papers for their master, they returned and helped 
themselves to four quires more. Sir Thomas Owden said it was a 
very serious case. Here was a woman buying newspapers for is., 
the publishing price of which was is. 6d. Mrs. Simpson ought to 
have known that boys like the prisoners could not have such large 
numbers of papers for sale while the paper was being published. He 
remanded the case to let the prosecutors consider whether they would 
connect the receiver with the thieves.-On the following day at the 
same police-court, Alfred Newman, a porter, was charged before Sir 
T. Owden with stealing io£ quires of newspapers, the property of 
Messrs. Farrington & Co., wholesale newsagents, Fetter-lane. Joseph 
Finch said he was a packer in the employment of the prosecutors. 
About ten minutes past four o’clock that morning he put several parcels 
of newspapers on the pavement outside the shop in readiness for the 
van. He saw the prisoner take up one bundle and run away 
with it. Witness pursued and caught him in Whitefriars-street. Mr. 
Farrington said he had lost newspapers of the value of between ^50 
and £()0 within the last six months. Sir T. Owden said he really 
thought the receivers ought to be exposed. He then sentenced the 
prisoner to one month’s hard labour. We agree with the worthy 
Alderman that the receivers ought to be brought to justice, for if their 
nefarious trade could once be stopped we should hear of fewer depre¬ 

dations on the part of employes. 

Obtaining Paper by False Pretences.—At the Mansion 
House, on the 25th ult., Charles Jacobs, aged 25, giving the address of 
Bellevue-road, Cleveland-street, Mile-end, was brought before Alderman 
Sir Andrew Lusk, charged with obtaining a quantity of paper, value 
^5. 5s., from Messrs. Chadwick & Sons, paper-manufacturers, of 
Upper Thames-street, by false pretences. Mr. J. S. Hodge, manager 
to Messrs. Chadwick & Sons, deposed that on Thursday, the 14th ult., 
the prisoner, whom he had known previously as being in the employ¬ 
ment of a printer in Bread-street-hill, called upon him at the office in 
Thames-street and wanted some paper. Witness demurred, and the 
prisoner then said he had left his former employment and was starting 
business on his own account, and in consequence of his grandfather 
having died he would shortly come into some property. Witness, 
believing these statements, let him have a quantity of paper, value five 
guineas, which he took away. The same evening or the day after 
witness heard certain statements which led him to give information to 
the police, and on the following Saturday the prisoner was brought to 
his office by a constable, and witness gave him into custody. The 
prisoner had in the first instance given his address as “Crawford-street, 
Edgware-road,” and witness wrote to him there, but the letter was re¬ 
turned through the Dead-Letter Office. Police-constable Mallison said 
he saw the prisoner on Saturday and took him to the office of Messrs. 
Chadwick & Sons, and he was given in charge by Mr. Hodge. The 
prisoner then acknowledged that the different representations he had 
made were false. Evidence was next given proving that on or about 
the 14th ult., the prisoner had disposed of a quantity of paper at a 
price far below the value to a printer named Little, of the Mile-end- 
road. The samples which were produced by the witness Little were 
identified as the paper belonging to Messrs. Chadwick. The Alderman 
asked the witness Little how he came to buy it at such a low price, and 
he replied that the prisoner told him he attended sales. The Alderman 
cautioned witness to be more on his guard for the future, as such 
facilities for disposing of goods afforded an encouragement to men to 
steal. Sir Andrew Lusk remanded the prisoner for further evidence 

to be given. 

A Singular Defence. — Defries & Co. v. Holt. — This 
claim, which amounted to £2. 12s. 6d., the price of a number of posters 
printed pursuant to the defendant’s order, was brought by Messrs. M. 
Defries & Co., printers, Barbican, against the defendant, Mr. 
Clarence Holt, Duke’s Theatre, Holborn, and was heard in the City 
of London Court. Mr. J. Hands was solicitor for the plaintiffs, one 
of whom, Mr. Chambers, said he had received an order from the 
delendant for striking off a stipulated number of lithographic posters 
with a representation of Shakspere in chalk and tint, subject to the 
approval of the defendant. The latter said in defence that the work was 
not done to his complete satisfaction, and he thought he had already paid 
sufficient in discharge of the claim. The entertainment for which these 

bills were required had since stopped, and he (witness) did not require 
the posters. A verdict was given for the plaintiffs. 

A Literary Policeman.—Edwards v. Peck.—The plaintiff in 
this case, which was heard in the Lord Mayor’s Court on the 19th ult., 
sued as trustee in bankruptcy of the estate of a Mr. H. C. Richardson, 
a printer, of New Broad-street, the action being to recover the sum of 
£6. 7s., balance of account for work and labour done. Mr. Jarvis, in 
opening the plaintiff’s case, said the action was brought against the 
defendant, who was a sergeant of Metropolitan Police stationed at the 
Cottage-road Station. He was of literary aspirations, and in the habit 
of writing and publishing ‘ ‘ poetical ” works, and the claim was for 
printing one of these entitled, “The Big Red Czar and his Christian 
War : a satirical drama in rhyme, in two parts, price 6d. By William 
Peck, author of the ‘ City of Gold.’” A thousand copies were ordered, 
of which 500 had been supplied, but as the public did not seem to 
appreciate the “Big Red Czar,” the other 500 were not printed, and 
the action was to recover the price of printing, less £3 paid on account. 
The defence was a denial of liability on several grounds,—first, with 
reference to the price charged ; secondly, because the book was full of 
printers’ mistakes ; and thirdly, because the printer, Richardson, had 
not fulfilled his contract. The case lasted a considerable time, and 
ultimately the jury found a verdict for the plaintiff for four guineas. Mr. 
Prentice, Q.C., who acted as Deputy Judge, remarked that if every 
printer’s claim were to be disputed in cases where books did not sell, 
there would be no end to such actions. 

An Untenable Defence.—Etilerington v. Edlin.—Mr. 
Harry Etherington, publisher, Whitefriars-street, brought an action on 
the 5th inst. in the City of London Court to recover two guineas for 
the insertion of an advertisement in the Bicycle Annual for 1879, for 
which it was stated an order was given by the defendant, Mr. Robert 
Edlin, bicycle maker, Frog Island, Leicester. Mr. E. H. Biggin 
appeared for the plaintiff’; Mr. G. M. Wetherfield for the defendant. 
The latter said that he had given the order to the traveller on 
condition that the price was to be part payment for a bicycle, which 
had, however, not been called for by the traveller. A verdict was 
given for the plaintiff, with costs of witness and solicitor. 

Pledging Employers’ Credit. — Southwell v. Houlston 

& Sons. — Mr. Frederick Southwell, bookseller, Paternoster - row, 
sued the defendants in the City of London Court for recovery of 
£4. 5s. id. balance, for goods supplied to the defendant’s order on 
April 4th and May 7th last, the total claim being £7. os. id., of which 
£2. 15s, had been paid. Mr. Thomas J, Robinson appeared for the 
plaintiff. From the evidence of Mrs. Southwell it appeared that defend¬ 
ant’s collector had called and obtained magazines and other serials on 
account of his employers, to whom they were booked. Mr. Houlston 
denied that he authorized the collector, who had since left the employ¬ 
ment of the firm, to pledge their credit in any way, and it was known 
in the trade in “the Row” that ready cash was almost invariably paid for 
the class of books alleged to have been sold by the plaintiff in this in¬ 
stance. The collector received the money each day to pay for the books 
that would be required. It was stated that when the defendant was 
applied to for payment he made some proposition about each party 
bearing an equal share of the loss. His Honour, in giving judgment 
for the plaintiff, said this case was an apt illustration of the dangers 
employers ran in employing dishonest servants. Cases of this nature 
would, however, be of rarer occurrence if employers made it a rule to 
immediately notify to their business connections the discharge of any 
servant who had previously authority to pledge their credit. 

Stealing Type.—On the 4th inst. at the Marlborough-street 
Police-court, Robert Davidson was charged before Mr. Mansfield with 
stealing a quantity of type, the property of Mr. Davis, printer, 
Rathbone-place, and Richard Osmond, marine-store dealer, Neal- 
street, St. Giles’s, was charged with receiving the same with a guilty 
knowledge. Mr. S. B. Abrahams defended Osmond. The prosecutor 
stated that Davidson was employed by him to do some repairs, and 
having missed a quantity of lead he spoke about the loss to Davidson, 
who was not sober at the time. Subsequently missing some type he 
made inquiries, and on going to Osmond’s shop and asking him if he 
had bought any type, he denied at first having done so, stating that he 
was not a metal-dealer. Osmond afterwards admitted that he had pur¬ 
chased some metal, but that the metal-merchant, whose address he did 
not know, had called and taken it away. Davidson having been 
given into custody, he (prosecutor) went with Detective-Sergeant 
Wheatley and Detective Lane, to Osmond’s shop, and, having found 
some of the stolen type there, he gave Osmond into custody. In 
addition to the type, a wheel belonging to one of his printing-machines 
was also found in the shop. Davidson denied that the box contain¬ 
ing the type was more than half full when he took it away. Mr. 
Mansfield committed both prisoners for trial, and on the application of 
Mr. Abrahams consented to admit Osmond to bail. Cases in which 
stolen type has been disposed of to marine-store dealers have been far 
too frequent of late, and seeing that no master-printer would ever sell 
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type or other material to this class of dealers, it ought to be made 
illegal for such traders to purchase type. More than one Act has been 
passed during the present reign with a view to regulate the business 
of dealers in old metals, and there seems good reason why a re¬ 
striction such as we have indicated should be placed upon the statute- 
book. 

The Kenealy Telegram. — A charge of forgery against 
Ahmed John Kenealy, eldest son of Dr. Kenealy, M.P., in con¬ 
nection with a news-telegram, came before Mr. Greenwood, stipen¬ 
diary magistrate, and other magistrates, at Burslem, on the 2nd inst. 
On the 12th of July a paragraph appeared in the Birmmgham Daily 
Post and two other papers announcing that Ahmed Kenealy had blown 
his brains out at the village of Whitmore, a few miles from the Stafford¬ 
shire potteries. The news had been telegraphed the night before from 
Etruria Post Office to five different newspapers, in the name of 
Mr. W. P. Ilrunton, the representative of the Daily Post, and was of 
course supposed to be genuine, which, however, was not the case, the 
report proving a hoax. Subsequent inquiries led to the conclusion that 
the real author of the story was Mr. Kenealy himself; hence the present 
proceedings. A journalist, as well os two compositors and several other 
witnesses, gave evidence to the effect that the handwriting of the tele¬ 
gram which had been written on a press form was Mr. Kenealy’s. 
The case was ultimately dismissed because there was no evidence'that 
any one had been defrauded ; the Bench at the same time intimating 
their opinion that defendant had written the telegram in question. It is 
of course perfectly true that nobody has been defrauded in the present 
case ; but supposing the defendant had thought well to bring an action 
for libel against any of the papers which gave publicity to the statement 
in question, he would unquestionably have been able to recover 
damages, unless the sending of the telegram could have been brought 
home to him, as it happily has been. The issue involved in the 
case was therefore of greater moment than appears on the surface, for 
trumped-up actions for libel are not by any means unknown. The 
late Mr. Giffard, a barrister of great experience, who was for many 
years editor of the Standard, expressed once his deliberate conviction 
that there were more swindlers than was generally believed, who wrote 
libels on themselves and then sent them to newspapers merely for the 
purpose of bringing an action and recovering damages. 

Book Canvassing.—Crocker & Others v. Pinson.—This was 
a claim brought in the City of London Court by Messrs. W. C. Crocker 
& Co., publishers, Sun-street, for recovery of £1, price of a copy 
of the “ Universal Guide to Commerce,” alleged to have been sold in 
July of last year to the defendant, Mr. Alfred Pinson, of the Bell Hotel, 
Coventry-street, Kidderminster. The defendant and his wife denied 
that they had ordered the book, whereupon the witness for the plaintiffs 
produced an order which it was alleged was signed by the defendant, 
to whom it was handed, and both he and lfis wife declared it was not 
his signature. They stated that they were importuned by the traveller 
to take a copy, but Mrs. Pinson told him they did not want it, and they 
should not give him any order. Notwithstanding this the book was 
sent down to the defendant, who immediately returned it unopened. 
Plis Honour asked if the traveller was present; and he was told that he 
was not. In his absence, the learned Deputy-Judge said there was no 
proof of an order having been given by the defendant, for whom he 
should enter judgment for £6, including the expenses of himself and 
his wife from Kidderminster to defend this action. 

OBITUARY, 

Bain.—The death is announced at Troy, New York, of Alexander 
Bain, a native of Edinburgh. He was at one time one of the pro¬ 
prietors and business manager of the Edinburgh Courant, one of the 
oldest of the Scotch newspapers. He emigrated to Troy in 1848, and 
at the time of his decease was in his 81st year. 

“Cham.”—The clever caricaturist known as “Cham,” died at 
Paris on the 6th inst. He was the son of the Comte de Noe (his pseud¬ 
onym the French form of Ham, indicating that he was a son of Noah, 
in French Noe), and was born in 1819. He first studied under Paul 
Delaroche and next under Charlet, with whom his vein for the grotesque 
developed itself; and from 184210 his death he furnished Charivari 
and other comic publications with an inexhaustible succession of 
satirical sketches. Like Gavarni, moreover, he supplied the letterpress 
as well as the drawings. He did not pretend, however, to philosophize; 
his hits were simply at the ludicious side of things, and did not go 
below the surface. Pie also wrote several small plays. He had long 
suffered from a pulmonary complaint, and had been for a few weeks 
bedridden. A year or so ago he received the decoration of the Legion 
of Honour, being the first French caricaturist to gain such a distinc¬ 
tion. 

Cooper.—Mr. George Cooper, of the firm of George Cooper & Co., 
bookbinders, Edinburgh, died on the nth ult. at 19, Argyle-place, 
Edinburgh. The deceased was in his 36th year. 

Delepierre. — M. J. Octave Delepierre died on the 18th ult., at 29, 
Upper Hamilton-place, the residence of his son-in-law, Mr. Nicolas 
Triibner, the publisher. M. Delepierre, Belgian Secretary of Legation 
at the Court of St. James’s, and Consul-General for Belgium in London, 
was born at Bruges on March 12, 1802. He was at one time Keeper 
of the Archives of the Province of West Flanders, at Bruges, and re¬ 
linquished that post in 1844, to take up his residence in London as 
Belgian Secretary of Legation. Soon after M. Delepierre had settled 
in England the Belgian Consul-General died, and he received the 
vacant appointment, which he resigned two years ago. M. Delepierre 
was one of the founders of the Philobiblean Society (1853), of which, 
at the time of his death, he was joint honorary secretary with Lord 
Houghton. In 1862 he printed his “Analyse des Travaux de la 
Societe des Philobibleans du Londres.” His “ Macaroneana ” ap¬ 
peared in 1852; his “Litterature Macaronique ” in 1855; and his 
“ Macaroneana Andra ” in 1862; his “ Histoire Litteraire des Foux” 
in i860; the “Revues des Ouvrages ecrits en Centons” in 1868; 
“ Tableau de la Litterature du Centon ” in 1875 > “ La Parodie chez 
les Grecs, les Romains, et les Modernes ” in 1870 ; and his “ Super- 
cheries Litteraires ” in 1872. These are all works of the highest class 
of literary bibliography. 

Ellison.—We have to announce the death, on the 25th ult., of Mr. 
Geo. Ellison, printer, of Lord-street, Leigh. Mr. Ellison, who was a 
native of Wigan, came to Leigh twenty-eight years ago, and became 
foreman in the office of the local Chronicle. In 1868 he commenced 
business on his own account. Mr. Ellison was 61 years of age. 

Gilchrist.—Mr. William Gilchrist, letterpress-printer, of Howard- 
street, Glasgow, died on the 24th ult. He was the first in Glasgow to 
introduce the use of steam for jobbing purposes, and for many years 
past some of the largest and most attractive posters which have ap¬ 
peared there emanated from his establishment. Chiefly for the sake 
of obtaining additional hints in this department, Mr. Gilchrist visited 
America, and to the last he kept his office among the foremost 
of Glasgow. He was a native of Kintyre, and at the time of his 
decease was over 60 years of age. 

Gurney.—The death has been announced of Mr. Joseph Gurney, 
for many years shorthand-writer to the House of Lords and Treasurer 
of the Religious Tract Society. Mr. Gurney was a pioneer in the work 
of the modern revision of the authorized version of the Bible, and for 
nearly thirty years he had been engaged in this work. 

Hill.—We regret to announce that Sir Rowland Hill died at his 
residence at Hampstead on the 27th ult. Sir Rowland was the son of 
Mr. Thomas W. Hill, a schoolmaster, near Birmingham, and was 
born in 1795. Pie was consequently in his 84th year. At an 
early period of his career he spent much time in completing an inven¬ 
tion of a printing-machine. In this he was aided by his second brother 
Edwin, who was also an excellent mechanist. The machine never 
came into general use, and yet it is not too much to say that some of 
the most ingenious of its contrivances have been commonly adopted. 
It was while he was still labouring to improve his press that he began 
to interest himself in postal matters, and he is now best remembered 
as the author of the penny-postal system. A public testimonial of the 
value of .£13,360 was presented to him in 1846. In the same year he 
was appointed secretary to the Postmaster-General, becoming chief 
secretary in 1854. He was made a K.C.B. in i860, and retired in 1864 
on account of failing health. The Treasury issued a minute acknow¬ 
ledging the full success of his plans, and awarded him for life his 
full salary of £2,000 a year. He also received a Parliamentary grant 
of £20,000. Sir Rowland Hill was interred last week in Westminster 
Abbey, and we are pleased to know that a movement for erecting a 
national memorial to his name has been set on foot by the Lord 

Mayor. 

Inglis.—The death is announced of Mr. John Inglis, late editor 
of the Dunfer?nline Journal, which took place on the 30th ult. at 
3, Potter-row, Edinburgh. The deceased was 45 years old. 

Lefroy.—The death is announced of Mr. E. T. Lefroy, a journalist 
who had been in turn connected with the Freemati's Journal and the/rish 
Times. He was induced to relinquish his connection with journalism 
on receiving the appointment of manager of Mr. Thom’s extensive 
printing establishment at Dublin. 

Longman.—We regret to announce the death, at the age of 74, of 
Mr. Thomas Longman, the last of the original partners in the firm of 
publishers of Paternoster-row, which took place at his seat at Farn- 
borough-hill, Hants, on the 30th ult. The deceased gentleman was 
the eldest son of the late Mr. Thomas Norton Longman, of Hampstead, 
Middlesex, by his union with Mary, daughter of Air. John Slater, and 
was born in 1805. He was for many years an active partner in the 
great house in “ the Row,” but in 1859 purchased the property at 
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Farnborough-hill, from which period he took a less active part in the 
business. Mr. Longman, who had long been ailing, married in 1828, 
Georgiana Townsend, the eldest daughter of the late Major Bates, R.E. 

Metzler. — Mr. George Metzler, the head of the music-publishing 
firm, died at Arrochar, a village in the West Highlands, on the 
1st inst., from congestion of the brain. The deceased was 42 years 
of age. 

Quarme.—We have to record the death of Mr. C. E. Quarme, who 
was formerly proprietor and in later years editor of the Lancaster 
Gazette. The deceased, who had been in failing health for a con¬ 
siderable time, died at his quiet residence at ScoLforth on the 16th ult. 
at the age of 84 years. 

Taylor.—The death of Baron Taylor at Paris on the 6th inst. is 
an event not devoid of interest to our lithographic readers. He was 
born in the year of the Revolution at Brussels, of an English father 
and a Belgian mother of Irish extraction. Art was the field which he 
especially cultivated, and with happy results for himself. Without 
being a superior artist, whenever there was an artistic mission to be 
discharged which entailed light duties and brought in good emoluments 
it was confided to him by the Government. Baron Taylor edited a 
large work in more than twenty volumes entitled “Voyages Pit- 
toresques et Romantique dans l’ancienne France.” This book is in 
itself a complete history of artistic lithography. It illustrates every 
method of working since the days of Fragonard, and contains specimens 
produced by each new process as the art advanced. French, English, 
and other lithographic artists were freely employed in the production of 
this work, and Messrs. Haghe, Harding, Barnard, and Gale are 
among those whose artistic efforts are represented in its pages. Some 
fuller particulars concerning Baron Taylor’s work will be found in the 
Lithographer for February, 1874. He founded nearly all the literary 
and dramatic societies for mutual assistance in France, and whenever 
an artist, a dramatist, a musician, a painter, or a poet died he made a 
funeral oration over his grave. Baron Taylor was bedridden for the 
last nine months. 

The will and codicil of Mr. Thomas Patrick, of the firm of J. 
Dickinson & Co., stationers, late of 65, Old Bailey, and 10, Ladbroke- 
road, Notting-hill, who died on June 1st last, were proved on the 
23rd ult., by Mr. W. Ellerby Green and Mr. A. Brooke, executors, 
the personal estate being sworn under ,£12,000. Among other legacies 
the testator bequeaths to the Stationers and Paper Manufacturers’ 
Provident Society and the Booksellers’ Provident Institution ^'50 
each ; and the residue of his real and personal estate upon trust for 
his sister, Mrs. Elizabeth Pegg, for life, and then for his niece, Miss 
Eliza Pegg. 

The will of Mr. William Paterson, stationer, late of 10, Cullurn- 
street, Fenchurch-street, who died on June 15th last at his resi¬ 
dence, 19, Evering-road, Stoke Newington, was proved on the 4th ult. 
by Mr. W. Hawtin, Mr. Samuel Besant, and Mr. W. Becknell 
Paterson, the son, the executors. The testator bequeaths to Violet 
Gordon ^10; to the clerks, warehousemen, and household servants, 
who have been twelve months in his employ at his decease one month’s 
wages ; to his said son one-half of the stock-in-trade and goodwill of 
his business ; to his wife, Mrs. Emma Paterson, his residence with the 
furniture and an annuity for life ; and the residue of his property 
he divides between his children. 

Creditors of the late Moses and Robert R. Greenhalgh, paper- 
dealers of Manchester, are to forward their claims by the 20th inst., to 
the District Registrar of the Lancaster Court of Chancery. 

All claims against the estate of the late Mr. John Diprose, printer, 
of 9 & 10, Sheffield-street, Lincoln’s-Inn-Fields, must be sent in by the 
1st of October to Messrs. Stephens & Stephens, solicitors, 29, Essex- 
street, Strand. 

TRADE CHANGES, 

The Country Brewers' Gazette office is now at 15, Wine Office-court, 
Fleet-street. 

Mr. C. Anderson, printer, has opened a branch office at 57, 
Holborn Viaduct. 

Mr. F. Glynn, lithographer, has removed from 3, Gresham-street, 
to 146, Aldersgate-street. 

Messrs. Roe & Co., printers, of Salisbury, Wilts, have dissolved 
partnership. Mr. E. Roe continues the business. 

Mr. William Davey, printing-ink, &c., manufacturer, has re¬ 
moved from 69, Fenchurch-street, to 101, Leadenhall-street. 

Mr. James William Lord, continues the printing business for¬ 
merly carried on by Messrs. Hewitt, Lord & Co., at Birmingham. 

Mr. W. Conisiiee, jun., has retired from the firm of W. Conisbee 
& Sons, printing-machine manufacturers, &c., Waterloo-road. 

Messrs. Barclay & Fry, stationers and printers, of College-hill 
and Maiden-lane, have opened their new premises at 63, Queen- 
street. 

Messrs. CtARKE & Ward, bookbinders, of Watergate-street-row, 
Chester, have dissolved partnership. Mr. F. W. Ward continues the 
business. 

Mr, W. Mitchell has retired from the firm of J. & W. Mitchell, 
fancy paper and cardboard manufacturers, Bordesley Paper Works, 

Birmingham. 

Messrs. Schumann & Lindemann, chromo-lithographers, have 
removed from 57 & 59, Ludgate-hill, to larger premises at 11, St. Bride- 
street, Ludgate-circus. 

Messrs. Douglas, Ross, & Co., stationers, of 126, Renfield- 
street, Glasgow, have dissolved partnership. Mr. Douglas Ross con¬ 
tinues the business. 

Messrs. Swinnerton & Brown, of Macclesfield, having dissolved 
partnership, the business, including the publication of the Macclesfield 
Courier, will be continued by Mr. James Swinnerton. 

Mr. Milton Smith, of the Steam-printing Works, 76, Goswell- 
road, E.C., has taken into partnership Mr. James Barker, a gentle¬ 
man whom he has known for some years, and the firm will in future 
be known as Milton Smith & Barker. 

In consequence of the death of Mr. IP. C. Cornish, bill-poster and 
general advertising agent, of 1, Grove-place, Hackney, the business 
will in future be carried on by his widow at the old address, under the 
title of Cornish & Co. The Clapton branch office has been removed 
to 3, Park-place, Chatham-place, Hackney. Mr, E. Pasco has been 
appointed general manager of the business. 

PRINTING AND OTHER COMPANIES, 

THE following new companies connected with printing, &c., have 
been registered since our last issue :— 

Robert Johnson & Co.—This company proposes to take over the 
copyright and interest of Mr. Robert Johnson, of 149, Lord-street, 
Southport, in the Southport Visitor newspaper, together with his 
business of printer, stationer, bookbinder, and publisher, carried on in 
connection therewith. The company was registered on the 16th ult., 
with a capital of ^12,500, in ^5 shares. The subscribers are :— 

Shares. 

•Samuel Boothroyd, Southport, draper. 20 
•Walter Smith, Southport. 20 
•William Sharp, Manchester, sugar refiner. 20 
* Francis Frederick Rigg, Southport, schoolmaster . 20 
•Robert Johnson, Southport, printer and newspaper proprietor. 20 
Taylor Robinson Stephenson, Southport. 50 

•Hugh Ainscough Parbold, near Wigan, corn miller. 20 
•Charles Henry Brown, Southport, draper. 20 

The number of directors is not to be less than six, nor more than 
twelve; qualification twenty shares; the first are the subscribers 
whose names are preceded by an asterisk, and Mr. John Augustine 
Robinson. 

William Broadbent & Sons.—This is the conversion into a 
company of the paper-manufacturing business carried on at Little 
Lever, near Bolton-le-Moors, Lancashire, by Mr. W. Broadbent, 
under the above title. It was registered on the 28th ult., with a 
capital of ^10,000, in £\o shares. No information is given in the 
registered documents as to the terms for the purchase. The sub¬ 
scribers are :— 

Shares. 

‘John Hutchings, Warrington, Lancashire, turner. 1 
‘Edmund Broadbent, Little Lever, near Bolton, paper-maker . 1 
‘John Greenhalgh, Little Lever, near Bolton, millwright. 1 

Charles Hutchings, Grippenhall, near Warrington, turner . 1 
James Reynolds, Fox Hill, Frodsham, Cheshire, merchant . 1 
Henry Brooke, 30, Cannon-street, Manchester, yarn salesman . 1 

The management is vested in a board of three directors, holding 
at least ten shares each. The three first subscribers are the first 
directors. 

English Mount Manufacturing Company.—This is the con¬ 
version into a company of the photographic publishing business carried 
on by Mr. W. W. Hughes, at 120, Cheapside, and 29, Farringdon- 
street. It was registered on the iSth ult., with a capital of £10,000 
in £2 shares. The purchase includes the stock, machinery, plant, and 
other effects of the said business, and although a part consideration is 
the allotment to the vendor of 1,500 fully paid-up shares, no agreement 
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has been filed detailing the terms of purchase. The subscribers 
are :— 

Shares. 
^William Frederick Penfold, Upper Tooting, house and insurance 
agent. 50 

Julia Grace Nowell, 32, Bushey-hill-road, Camberwell, lady. 400 
William Charles Lee, 200, Long-lane, Borough, picture-frame maker 10 
John Davies, 14, Finsbury-place, auctioneer .... 5 
James Arthur Smith, 3, Overdale-villa, Barry-road, printer . 10 

*William Walter Hughes, 1, Vale-villa, Oxford-road, Gunnersbury, 
publisher, &c.   20 

Ferdinand Henry Warlich, 107 and 111, Grove lane, Denmark-hill, 
photographer .. 10 

The number of directors is not to be less than four nor more than seven; 
qualification, 50 shares. The first are the subscribers whose names are 
preceded by an asterisk, and Messrs. Thomas Osborne, Samuel Barber, 
and Walter Ellisden. For their remuneration the directors will 
be entitled to ^300 per annum. Out of the first moneys received by 
the directors, Mr. William Penfold is to receive the sum of ^150 in 
consideration of the cost of the conveyance and assignment to the com¬ 
pany of the above-mentioned property. 

Staffordshire Newspaper Company.—This company intends 
to take over and carry on the Staffordshire Times newspaper, now 
published at Newcastle-under-Lyne ; also to carry on the business of 
job and general printing. It was registered on the 18th ult., with a 
capital of ,£6,000 in £1 shares. The subscribers are :— 

Shares. 
Henry T. Davenport, Trentham, Stafford.. i 
Charles Bill, Cheadle, Stafford... i 
William D. Biggs, Newcastle, Stafford, mercer . i 
William ICeary, Stoke-on-Trent, Stafford . i 
C. Lynam, Stoke-on-Trent, Stafford, architect. i 
Charles Challinor, Stoke-on-Trent, Stafford, manufacturer . i 
J. Badden, Newcastle, Stafford, ironmonger. i 

Each director is required to hold at least twenty-five shares. 

GAZETTE NOTICES, ETC, 

[Partly compiled from Messrs. Gamble & Harvey's Record. ] 

Partnerships Dissolved. 

Austin, A. & J. Torgever, Eagle Printing Works, Nottingham. 
Bardsley, G. & J., engravers, printers, and lithographers, Dale- 

street, Manchester. 
Campbell, J. G., & Co,, printers, Press-lane, Sunderland. 
Clegg & Lee, booksellers, 43, Yorkshire-street, and 17, King-street, 

Oldham. 

Dunn, E. T., & T. B. Diplock, printing-ink manufacturers, Bouverie- 
street. 

Ford, J., & A. L. Balderson, law stationers, Ironmonger-lane. 
Glossop, W. D., & J. M. Irving, paper-merchants, Manchester. 
Goodier, C. & J., law stationers, Manchester. 
Martin, J., & R. Stephenson, advertising agents and india-rubber 

stamp manufacturers, Ludgate-hill. 
Pepper, C., & T. Stevenson, die-sinkers, Birmingham. 
Sichel, J. T., & J. P. Sichel, gold-leaf manufacturers, Budge- 

row. 

Spiers, E., & C. W. Hargrave, engravers, Holborn-viaduct. 

Dividends. 

Clelland, A. S., stationer, High-st., Belfast. 1st div. of 3s. 6d. in 

£■ on £1,363- Off.-A., C. II. James. Sol., — Lett. 
Dowdall, M., stationer, Dundalk, Louth. 1st div. of 2s. 2d. in £. 

onZI9°- Off-A., C. H. James. Sols., Hamilton & Craig. 
Richardson, J., printer and stationer (Liq.), Barrow. 2nd and final 

div. of is. ijd., at W. R. Ormandy’s, Roper-st., Barrow. 
Richardson, T. S., bookseller (Liq.), Bradford. 1st and final div. 

of 7s., at W. Glossop’s, Kirkgate, Bradford. 
Stewart, F. C., music publisher, trading as Duff & Stewart 

(Liq.), Oxford-st. and Camden Town. 2nd and final div. of 10s., 
at Roberts & Stannard’s (Blackford, Riches, Kilsby, & Wood), 
21, College-hill, Cannon-street. 

Sequestration. 

Brown, N., heraldic stationer and printer, 73, St. Vincent-st., 
and 7, Buchanan-st., Glasgow. Aug. 1, with protn. Claims 
by Dec. 1. Agents, M'Clure, Naismith, Brodie, & Macfarlane, 
Glasgow. 

Dividends under Sequestrations. 

Biggart, R. & Co., paper-makers, Bowling. 1st and final, at Bird 
& Affleck’s, St. Vincent-st., Glasgow. 

Murray, A. K., bookseller, Bridge of Allan. 1st at R. Tosh’s, 
119, St. Vincent-street, Glasgow. 

Liquidations by Arrangement. 

Amer, S., bookbinder and stationer, Bridge-st., Birkenhead. Aug. 21. 
T. M. Bleakley, sol., Birkenhead. 

Bleach, S., printer, Little Bell-alley, Moorgate-st., and Avenue-rd. 
Acton, July 23. E. Hawkins, sol., 2, New Broad-street. 

Corin, J., bookseller, &c., Castle Bailey-street, Swansea. Aug. 2. 
Brown, Collins, & Woods, sols., Swansea. 

Devitt, W., printer and general stationer, Sydenham-place and 
Church Bank, Bradford. July 29. J. G. Hutchinson, sol., 
Bradford. 

Downing, W., manufacturer of inkstands and stationery, Tenby-st. 
North, Birmingham. Aug. 20. R. J. Parr, sol., Colmore-row, 
Birmingham. 

Farmer, G. E., printer and bookseller, Ashwood-ter., and Market- 
street, both Longton. July 28. Adderley & Marfleet, sols. 

PIayhurst, T. IL, newspaper proprietor and printer, trading as 
T. IP. IIayhurst & Co., Exchange-chambers, Ramsgate, and 
Prince Regent-st., and 13, Grove-st., Stockton. Aug. 12. 
Dodds & Co., sols., Stockton. 

Hunt, I., bookseller, &c., New Swindon, Wilts. Aug. 8. Kinneir 
& Tombs, sols., Swindon. 

Jeffryes, S., & E., stationers, 84, Waterloo-rd. Aug. 11. A. L. 
Antill, sol., 17, Ironmonger-lane, Cheapside. 

Kirk, R. S., journalist and advertising agent, New-st., Birmingham, 
and Eastern-rd., Wylde Green. Aug. 15. Rowlands & Bagnall, 
sols., 71, Colmore-rd., Birmingham. 

Nicholson, J., sen., A. Nicholson, & J. Nicholson, jun., printers 
and stationers, trading as J. Nicholson & Sons, Well-street, 
Bradford. Aug. 5. Gardiner & Jeffrey, sols., Bradford. 

Oliver, C. H., stationer, 118, Commercial-road East. July 30. 
Stones, Morris, & Stones, sols., 5, Finsbury-circus. 

Parkin, J., stationer and newsagent, East-street, Middlesbrough. 
Aug. 9. G. Robson, sol., Middlesbrough. 

Radclyffe, T., advertising agent, trading as Herbert & Co., 
Bristol-rd., Bournbrook, Worcestershire, late Selly Oak and Bull- 
street, Birmingham. Aug. 2. A. B. East, sol., Temple-street, 

Birmingham. 
Smith, W., stationer, &c., Blackwood, Mons. Aug. 6. J. A. Sheppard, 

sol., Tredegar. 
Terry, A., printer and stationer, Melbourne-st., Nottingham. Aug. 15. 

Richards & Woodward, sols., Nottingham. 
Tibbets, T., printer, 17, South-st., Pentonville. July 22. E. F. 

Marshall, sol. 
Waddington, J., stationer, &c., Church-st., Blackpool. August 2. 

Charnley & Finch, sols. 
Wilson, J. F., stationer, trading as Hallifax & Co., 3150, Oxford- 

st. and Belle Vue, South Norwood. Aug. 16. Routh, Stacey, 
& Castle, sols., 14, Southampton-st., Bloomsbury. 

Appointment of Trustees. 

Chouquet, L. E., lithographic artist (Liq.), Regent-st. Tr., S. Giles, 
accountant, 18, King-street. 

Forrester, F., late printer (Bkt.), Gloucester. Tr., J. Arthur, 
Westgate-st., Gloucester. 

Hibbert, W., stationer, (Liq.), Shudehill, Manchester. Tr., E. 
Lawton, accountant, Brown-street, Manchester. 

Jacombs, E. C., late printer (Liq.), Great Malvern. Tr., J. Press, 
accountant, Nottingham. 

Waddington, J., newsagent (Liq.), Blackburn. Tr., T. Murphy, 
plasterer, Blackburn. 

Walworth, W., stationer (Liq.), Newcastle. Tr., J. M. Atkinson, 
auctioneer, Newcastle. 

Upward, W. H., printer (Liq.), Newport, Isle of Wight. Tr., 
W. J. Richards, accountant, Newport. 

Appointment of Trustees and Commissioners. 

Brown, N., stationer and printer, St. Vincent-st. and Buchanan-st., 
Glasgow. Tr., J. Miller, Glasgow, C.A. Com., A. Donald, 
publisher, J. Wilson, wholesale stationer, and J. Smith, printer, 
all of Glasgow. 

Wilson & Co., advertising agents, Bath-street, Glasgow. Tr., 
J. Martin, 183, West George-st., Glasgow. Com., R. Brown, 
printer, and R. M‘Gregor, joiner, both Glasgow, andj. Ferguson, 
lithographer, Edinburgh. 
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Discharges Granted and Bankruptcy Closed. 

Burnett, W. H., stationer (Bkt.), Middlesbrough. Discharge 
granted. 

Mitchell, R. B., newspaper proprietor, Bakewell and Buxton, 
Derbyshire. (Divs. to the amount of 3s. 4d. and iojd. have been 
paid.) Bankruptcy closed July 1. 

Tiiomasson, J., newsagent (Bkt.), Deptford. Discharge granted 
July 29. _ 

Trust-Deed Granted. 

Miller, J. D., stationer, Gordon-st., Glasgow. To J. C. Park, 58, 
West Regent-st., Glasgow. 

Bills of Sale recently Filed. 

Bell, J., stationer, 47, Albion-st., Graythorne, near Manchester, to 
I. Fineberg. Filed Aug. 2 .£20 

Burton, printer, 15, Baker-st., Lloyd-sq., Clerkenwell, to A. Brad¬ 
bury. Filed Aug. 22.£14, &c. 

Carr, E., bookseller and stationer, Masbro’ Bridge, nr. Rotherham, 
Yorkshire, to F. D. Carr. Filed Aug. 8 .£150 

Chapman, W., bookseller, 5, Maltravers-st,, Sheffield, Yorks., to 
C. Id. Wood. Filed Aug. 21 .£7. 15s. 

Creber, J. T., & Another, printers, 60, Union-st., Plymouth, to G. P. 
Friend. Filed Aug. 13 .£400 

Dallender, J., music engraver, 3, Grange Villas, Grange-pk.-rd., 
New Thornton Heath, to Union Advance Company. Filed 
Aug. 13.£14 

Dallison, J. W., publisher, 23, Florence-rd., Finsbury-pk., to 
W. Hollingsworth. Filed Aug. 20.£15 

Duern, J., stationer, Woodbridge-road, Moseley, King’s Norton, 
Worcestershire, to G. C. Bentley. Filed Aug. 5...£33. 10s., &c. 

Elliot, W. H., stationer, 29, Perth-rd., Finsbury-pk., to Mutual 
Loan Fund Association. Filed Aug. 18 .£72. 10s. 

Fish, R., paper-merchant, Derbyshire House, Gawthorpe, Blackburn, 
to G. Fish. Filed July 30 .£300 

Geerkens, J. H., bookseller’s agent, 2, Hurst-st., Iffley-rd., Oxford, 
to J. Foulkes. Filed Aug. 13.£14, &c. 

Gray, J. E. E., printer, &c., 6, Palmerston-rd., Upton, and 5, East 
Harding-st., City, to J. Prosser. Filed Aug. 11 .£800 

PIarradence, T., newsagent, 123, Plolly-st., Dalston, to J. R. Row¬ 
land. Filed Aug. 19...£19. 10s. 

Hayward, F., & E. C. Doyle, stationers, ia, Selwood-terrace, 
Fulham-rd., to A. Iv. Doyle and another. Filed Aug. 8 ...£300 

•Hibbert, W., printer, publisher, &c., 60 and 62, Shudehill, and 
55, Livesey-st., Oldham-road, Manchester, to T. Lomas. Filed 
August 8 .£120 

Hillier, J. J., stationers’ agent, Portland-house School, Soho-hill, 
Handsworth, Staffs., to R. A. Dale. Filed July 29...£196. 17s. 

Johnson, C., printer, 56, Hatton-garden, to H. Paddison and fur. 
Filed August 1.£4,500 fur. sec. 

Jonas, J., newsagent, &c., 4, Well-st., Hanley, to J. Harris. Filed 
Aug. 23 ...£10. 1 os. 

King, G., stationer, 170, Hyde-rd., Ardwick, Manchester, to I. Fine¬ 
berg. Filed Aug. 9 .  £34 

Masding, W., law stationer, 4, Albemarle-st., Station-rd., Taunton, 
Somerset, to M. Zeffertt. Filed Aug. 19 .£5. 12, &c. 

McGuire, A. J., printer and stationer, 175, Newfoundland-rd., 
St. Paul’s, Bristol, to J. Carpenter. Aug. 11 .£7. 14s., &c. 

Mercer, J., printer, &c., 10, Willow-cres., Hulme, Manchester, to 
G. Nathan. Filed Aug. 14 .£165 

Mould, W., bookbinder, 16, Henry-st., Mildmay-pk., toj. R. Row¬ 
land. Filed Aug. 19 .£19. 10s. 

Nash, F., printer, Luton Cottage, Hadley-road, St. Denys, South¬ 
ampton, to J. W. Goodwin. Filed Aug. 7 .£10. 10s., &c. 

Palmer, S., printer, Park House, Broadway, South Hackney, to J. 
Kopelezyk. Filed July 31.£80 

Palmer, S. E., printer and bookseller, 107, Harmer-st., Gravesend, 
to J. F. Chapman. Filed Aug. 6.£65 

Porter, H., stationer, &c., Market-avenue, Ashton-uhder-Lyne, 
Manchester, to I. Fineberg. Filed July 31.£20 

Purnell, T., bookbinder, 27, Anglesea-road, Woolwich, to E. S. 
Fludger. Filed Aug. 7 .£50 

Sanderson, G., bookbinder, King-st., York, to Yorkshire Discount 
Company. Filed Aug. 16.£13.43. 

Schools, J., printer, 12, Nutcroft-rd., Naylor-rd., Peckham, to L. A. 
Dyson. Filed July 28.£15 

Shardi.ow, G., newsagent, 36, Burton-rd., Derby, to H. M. Beirnstein. 
Filed July 30 ..£14, &c. 

Swan, S., bookbinder, &c., 34, Wood-st., Trafalgar-st., Brighton, to 
J. W. Sibley. Aug. 21 .£13. 10s., &c. 

Taylor, J. M., printer, 1, Goodricke-ter., Cave-st., Stepney, Hull, to 
G. Payne. Filed Aug. 11 ....£21, &c. 

Thomas, T., printer, 16, Tresillian-terrace, Cardiff, to S. Blaiberg. 
Filed Aug. 1 .£7 

Tomkies, R. E., directory publisher, 24, Milkwood-rd., Loughborough 
Junction, to T. Fairhead. Filed Aug. 13 .£16 

Tothill, J., printer, 3, Monnow-st., Monmouth, to A. J. Jacobs and 
another. Filed July 29 .£14, &c. 

Walsh, A., stationer, 23, Churchgate, Bolton, Lancashire, to R. 
Harris. Filed Aug. 5 ..£12. 15s. 

Wells, H., printer, 10, Clyde-rd., High Cross, Tottenham. Filed 
Aug. 20.£50 

Whittle, E. W., printer, 23, Exeter-st., Church-st., Lisson-gr., 
Marylebone, to Monetary Advance, &c., Co. Filed Aug. 11, £30 

Willis, G., stationer, ill, Lancaster-road, and 20, High-st., Notting- 
hill-gate, to W. S. Smith. Filed Aug. 6 .£50 fur. chg. 

Wright, W. H., stationer, newsagent, &c., Stephenson-pl., Stratford- 
rd., Spark Hill, Yardley, to G. Payne. Filed Aug. 16...£20, &c. 

Meetings of Creditors, Etc. 

The second general meeting of the creditors of Mr. J. E. Hargreaves, 
printer, Batley, was held on the 16th ult. at Mr. F. S. Wooler’s offices. 
The resolutions to accept a composition of is. in the pound and 
appointing Mr. William M. Wooler, accountant, Batley, trustee, were 
confirmed. 

At Glasgow, on the 3rd inst., Mr. J. L. Mackay, sole partner of 
the firm of Mackay & Kirkwood, wholesale stationers and printers, 
appeared before Sheriff Lees, and having made the statutory declara¬ 
tion, obtained his discharge in bankruptcy. The liabilities of the 
firm amount to £27,420. 6s. I id. and the assets to £8,297. 5s. 2d., 
leaving a deficiency of £19,120. is. 9d. The creditors have accepted 
a composition of 4s. in the pound. 

In the London Court of Bankruptcy, on the 4th inst., upon the 
application of Mr. Finch, registration was allowed of the resolutions 
which have been passed in the case of James William Allingham, 
printer and publisher, of 29, Farringdon - street, and Holly - house, 
Turnham - green. The liabilities were stated in the accounts at 
£20,160, and the assets at £3,521. The estate will be liquidated by 
arrangement with Mr. J. Boyes, accountant. Poultry, as trustee. The 
committee of inspection consists of Mr. Henry Spicer, 19, New 
Bridge-street; Mr. T. Usborne, 52, Borough High-street; and R. 
Davy, 479, Commercial-road, East. 

A meeting of the creditors of John Nicholson, sen., 13, Marl- 
borough-road, Alfred Nicholson, 75, St. Mary’s-road, and John 
Nicholson, jun., 48, Beameley-road, Frizinghall, trading in partnership 
at 59, Well-street, Bradford, as printers, stationers, and lithographers, 
under the style of John Nicholson & Sons, was held on the 25th ult. 
at the offices of Messrs. Gardiner & Jeffery, solicitors, Bond-street, 
Bradford. The statement of affairs showed liabilities £6,501, and 
assets of the value of £3,283. The meeting was adjourned. In the 
separate estates of John Nicholson, sen., and Alfred Nicholson, meet¬ 
ings of creditors have also been held, at which it was resolved to 
liquidate by arrangement, Mr. Pratt, accountant, being appointed 
trustee. The adjourned meeting of the creditors was held on the 
5th inst., when a composition of 8s. in the pound, payable in three 
instalments, after four, eight, and sixteen months, the last two 
guaranteed, was offered and accepted. 

A first meeting of the creditors of G. Noble, paper-board manu¬ 
facturer, of 3, George-yard, and also of Alvington Lydney, in the 
county of Gloucester, carrying on business in partnership with Frank 
Joseph Noble, under the firm of F. J. Noble & Co., was held about 
the middle of last month before Mr. Registrar Pepys. A petition for 
liquidation had been filed, the liabilities being estimated at £8,100 ; 
but the proceedings fell to the ground, and an adjudication was made 
upon the petition of Messrs. Lambe & Fulton, printers, of 199, Upper 
Thames-st. After some discussion the meeting was adjourned. At 
the adjourned meeting, held a week later, a statement of the bankrupt’s 
affairs was rendered, disclosing debts and liabilities to the amount of 
£12,144. 5s. 1 id., against assets, £674. 15s. 6d. Proofs amounting 
to £Si88o were admitted, and the creditors appointed Mr. H. Carter, 
accountant, 36, King William-street, as trustee, with a committee of 
inspection, consisting of Mr. J. B. Lambe, 199, Upper Thames-street, 
and Mr. John Neil, of 153, Cheapside. The next meeting will be held 
on November 14th. 

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

S. L., Florence.“-Many thanks for tile portrait, &C> 

T. G.—All duly to hand. Accept our cordial acknowledgments! 

W. S.—You will find that we have turned your kind reminder to 
good account. 

E. J., Leamington,—Refer (0 OUT June number ; you will there 
find full particulars. 
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1. L. De V.—The specimen will be in good time for the supple¬ 
ment. Thanks for your letter, &c. 

T. R. P., Sheffield.—We do not see how a fortnight’s notice can 
be claimed under the circumstances. 

C. B., Manchester.—Many thanks for your enclosure, of which, as 
you will see, we have availed ourselves. 

O. H. M., Hamburg.—We are afraid you are’ over-sanguine. Such 
articles do not sell readily in this country. 

G. R.—Too late for the present issue; the matter shall receive 
attention in our next number. 

a properly-constructed machine we leave to practical printers to discuss, 
and having heard a great variety of opinions expressed we shall look with 
interest for the views of the trade, which we hope to see expressed in 
your journal.—Yours truly, 

Manchester, Sept. 5th, 1879. FURNIVAL & CO. 

INDEX TO TRADE ANNOUNCEMENTS, 

E. S. L., Cork.—So far as we have been able to ascertain, the 
rumour is altogether devoid of foundation. 

W. & T., Birmingham.—The “ invention ” is by no means new ; the 
process has been practised in our office for the last year or two. 

O. G.—It is impossible to say offhand where the fault lies. Fuller 
particulars are needed to guide us in forming a correct judgment. 

Dr. O. B., Vienna.—The parcel has safely come to hand, and the 
enclosures shall receive our early attention. 

PI. L. T., Ontario, Canada.—The process as described by us was 
correct enough. A great deal would necessarily depend upon the 
quality of the materials used, and we incline to think the failure may 
be due to some defect in this direction. 

Communications, &c., received from IT., W., & V., London.—L., 
London.—H., London.—F., London.—W., London.—II. & C.’ 
London. —C., Manchester.—S. & Son, Nottingham. 

To the Editor of the Printing Times and Lithographer. 

DIAGONAL ROLLING ON LITHO MACHINES. 

Sir, —I have now had a little over thirteen years’ practical experience 
with litho-machines. I was the first to introduce diagonal rolling to 
lithographic machines about six years ago, and from the experience I 
have had with the most practical machinists, I find that diagonal rolling 
is a great help for rolling-in flat tints, solid jobs and labels, and gives 
a better distribution on the slab table, if it is properly worked. The 
machines manufactured by our firm are all fitted with our adjustable 
diagonal rolling. The inking-rollers are made in. shorter betwixt 
the collars of the journals than the distance between the forks, so 
that it gives £ in. lateral motion. The fork on one side of machine 
is in two parts, each part carrying two rollers, so that one may be 
moved a little to the right, and the other a little to the left; the 
rollers will then be set at an angle, and when the machine is put in 
motion, two will travel laterally across one way and two the other, the 
whole stroke of machine ; but if the angle be set too great, the lateral 
motion of the rollers will be finished before they get well over the slab 
and then cause a skid on the stone, and on the return stroke vice versd. 
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If the machine your correspondent has in charge is fitted with adjustable 
forks and the rollers made suitable, I have every confidence he will 
find it a great advantage for fiat tints and solid printing. If, on the 
contrary, the forks are not adjustable and the rollers not made short 
enough betwixt the shoulders of the journals, his so-called diagonal 
rolling will do more harm than good. If your correspondent requires 
any further information I shall be glad to reply.—I am, &c., 

GEORGE NEWSUM 

Leeds, August, 1879. (Newsum, Wood, & Dyson). 

Sir,—We have read with interest the letter of your correspondent, 
“A Constant Reader,” on “ Diagonal Rolling,” and have no doubt 
that a discussion of the subject in your columns will be of great 
practical utility. 

The difficulty of your correspondent appears to us, however, to be 
rather of a mechanical character, which it is within the province of a 
printers’ engineer to discuss and remedy. 

We do not wish to occupy your columns with any details as to how 
a litho - machine should be constructed so as to allow of diagonal 
rolling ; but if your correspondent will give us a call, either at our 
London warehouse or at our works here, or put himself in communi¬ 
cation with us, we shall be able to satisfy him that machines are 
made in which the rollers can be worked diagonally without any fear 
of “skidding.” 

The question as to the advantages obtained by diagonal rolling on 
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PRACTICAL PAPERS ON PRINTING-MACHINES AND MACHINE-PRINTING. 

CHAPTER XXIV. 

Rotary Newspaper Machines —Continued. 

The Marinoni and the Victory Rotary Machines. 

SSRS. MAR I NONI’S first 
newspaper machine erected in 
England was made for the Echo 
in 1868. It was a six-feeder and 
differed from other machines of its 
kind inasmuch as it perfected the 
sheet. It was certainly a great 
success, as each layer-on fed 1,500 
copies per hour, the net product 
for the six boards being 9,000 
double sheets, but in reality 18,000 

perfect copies of the Echo. The sheets were taken off by 
flyers, of which there were four sets. The great success of 
the rotary method, however, soon induced Messrs. Marinoni 
to turn their attention to a machine constructed on that 
principle, and they speedily eclipsed their former efforts. 
The Marinoni Rotary machine was put up first for the 
Echo in place of the six-feeder originally erected. There 
are several now at work in London, the more recent 
having been supplied to the Globe and Dispatch. This 
latest introduction is not only to be commended for the 
rapidity with which it prints, but also for its compactness 
and general finish. It does not occupy much more space 
than an ordinary perfecting-machine, and its construction 
is extremely simple. 

It consists of four cylinders arranged immediately above 
each other, the two centre ones are used for the impres¬ 
sion, the plates being fixed on the top and bottom. The 
ductors are situated near the plate-cylinders, which are 
each provided with sets of rollers, the wavers having a side 
motion imparted by eccentric cams. Only one set of flyers 
is used, but it will be seen that the sheets could not be 
deposited sufficiently quick if the sheets were taken singly. 
A very ingenious and similar mode to that used on other 
rotary machines is adopted. The sheets are collected 
together on two “ gathering-drums,” and when five sheets are 
gathered a set of tapes on a vibrating-frame moves out and 

directs them down on the flyers, which deposit them on the 
taking-off board. 

In order that any creases caused in the wetting may be 
taken out, the paper is conducted between two smoothing- 
rollers prior to printing, as in other machines of this principle. 
Beyond a man to lift the sheets from the taking-off board 
no labour is required, except the placing of the reels of 
white paper as they are exhausted. As the paper is placed 
on supports which stand on the floor, this is a matter of 
but a few moments. 

To one of the Messrs. Marinoni’s latest machines erected 

Big. 59-—Marinoni’s Original Six-Feeder Perfecting Machine. 

at the Globe office has been fitted a folding-machine. 
This necessitates a slight alteration in the manner of taking 
off. The gathering-drums are dispensed with, the sheets 
after having been cut passing horizontally between tapes 
under two folding-knives, which strike them down between 
a set of rollers, after which the last fold is administered by 
another knife having a side motion. The folded sheet then 
passes between smoothing-rollers, and is duly led to a 
box; and so great is the rapidity at which the sheets are 
delivered that it takes one boy’s constant work to empty 
the receptacle. The average speed is 10,000 perfect copies 
per hour. 

2 F 
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The Victory Rotary Machine was 
invented by Messrs. Duncan & Wilson, of 
Liverpool, and can, perhaps, boast of as 
large an amount of patronage as accorded 
to any web printing-machine. It is em¬ 
ployed by many of the provincial news¬ 
papers, and the one erected for the Globe 
newspaper, which has been running for 
some considerable time, has given the 
fullest satisfaction, as certified by the testi¬ 
monials from the proprietors of that evening 
paper. We are assured that there are at 
present upwards of fifty-fourVictory printing 
and folding-machines in work at the pre¬ 
sent time. The first was erected to print 
the Glasgow Star in 1870, but consider¬ 
able improvements have been made in 
various details since that time. 

The roll of paper is supported on low 
brackets, and on being unwound is im¬ 
mediately wetted by a patent apparatus, 
which consists of a perforated pipe from 
which fine jets of water are directed against 
the side of a long narrow trough. This 
has the effect of dispersing the spray, which 
evenly damps the paper without soddening 
it. After this it passes between two rollers 
and over a board, which helps to smooth 
it before printing. The paper is then 
directed down between the inner-form 
plate and impression-cylinders, and is 
printed by the outer form by being passed 
directly to two similar cylinders. 

The inking apparatus consists of large 
revolving drums, round which are fixed a 
series of vibrating-rollers. The ink is sup¬ 
plied in the ordinary manner by vibrators. 

One of the specialities of the Victory 
machine is the folding apparatus attached. 
Immediately the paper leaves the outer- 
form cylinder it is cut lengthwise, and the 
paper here receives its first fold, after which, 
in the case of the Globe, which is printed 
in duplicate, it is cut in half by a circular 
knife. The remaining fold is then given 

A A, Type cylinders. 
B B, Impression cylinders. 
k k. Cutting cylinders. 
g h, Gathering drums. 

a f, Swing frame. 
n, Flyers. 

Shows the travel of the sheet. 

to each of the 
papers, when they pass through separate small smoothing- 
rollers, and are delivered by a kind of rocking motion at 
the top of the machine. 

The weight of the Victory is about 10 tons; its length, 
18ft. 7m.; breadth, 7ft. ; and height, 6ft. ioin. 

With the Victory machine is supplied a complete stereo 
apparatus, peculiar to this machine. 

In some respects this machine has been made to ac¬ 
complish more than any other yet invented. One has been 
sent to New York, by which, after the printing is performed, 
the sheets are folded and the back pasted. A duplicate 
machine, driven from gearing from the larger, prints a 
wrapper, which is conducted by means of tapes to the 
folded sheet; and a pamphlet is actually delivered printed, 
folded, and bound in a neat cover by the same machine. 
Can a machine be expected to perform more ? 

(To be cotitinucd.) 

The “ Magazine of Art.”—In order that the Magazine of Art may 
have a further practical development in the promotion of art training, 
it has been decided by the proprietors to offer for competition in 
January, 1880, the first of a series of prizes for art-students. The 
competitions will be open to works executed in oil, water-colour, or 
black and white. These competitions may in some instances supply 
to innate genius the desired opportunity. 

A: 
INVISIBLE AND EVANESCENT INKS, 

S printing has an intimate connection with stationery, 
and indirectly with all writing, it is highly probable 

that the typographer or lithographer may be called upon to 
know something on the subject of sympathetic or developable 
inks, therefore the following information may prove useful 
to our readers. What we give is only a small number of 
those methods that chemical science places at command, 
but nevertheless they are representative of the various kinds 
that have at times been employed and they will form the 
key-note to all other similar combinations. 

Under the name of sympathetic inks are designated cer¬ 
tain liquids which, being used for writing, leave no visible 
traces on the paper, but which through the agency of heat 
or by the action of chemicals are made to appear in various 
colours. The use of such means for secret correspondence 
is very ancient. Ovid, Pliny, and other Roman writers 
speak of an ink of this kind, which, however, was nothing 
more than fresh milk. It sufficed merely to dust powdered 
charcoal over the surface of the paper upon which characters 
had been traced with the colourless fluid, when the black 
powder adhered only to those places where the fatty matter 
of the milk had spread. Such a process, however, was 
merely mechanical, and the results were very crude. 
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Fig. 62.—The Victory Rotary Printing and Folding Machine. 
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A great number of sympathetic inks may be obtained by 
means of reactions known to chemistry. For instance, 
write on paper with a colourless solution of sugar of lead; 
if the water that is used for the solution be pure, no trace 
of the writing will remain when it becomes dry. Now hold 
the paper over a jet of sulphuretted hydrogen, or brush over 
it a weak solution of sulphide of ammonium, and the charac¬ 
ters will immediately appear on the paper of an intense 
black colour. This, however, is not likely to be employed 
on account of the intensely unpleasant odour of the gas and 
the sulphide. The following recipes for inks of this kind are 
more simple and pleasant in use :—If writing be executed 
with a dilute solution of sulphate of iron, the invisible 
characters will appear of a beautiful blue, if the dry paper 
be brushed over with a pencil full of a solution of yellow 
prussiate of potash ; or they will be black, if a solution of 
tannic or gallic acid be substituted for the prussiate. If 
the characters be written with a solution of sulphate of 
copper, they will at once turn blue on exposure to the 
vapours of ammonia. Another sympathetic ink is afforded 
by chloride of gold, which becomes of a reddish purple 
when acted upon by a salt of tin. A red sympathetic ink may 
be made in the following manner : write with a very dilute 
solution of perchloride of iron, so dilute, indeed, that the 
writing will be invisible when dry. By holding the paper 
in the vapour arising from a long-necked glass flask con¬ 
taining sulphuric acid and a few drops of a solution of 
sulpho-cyanide of potassium, the characters will appear of 
a blood-red colour, which will again disappear on submitting 
them to the vapours of caustic ammonia. This experiment 
can be repeated ad infinitum. 

Sympathetic inks which are developed under the 
influence of heat only are much easier to use than the 
foregoing. The liquids which possess such a property are 
very numerous. Almost everyone knows that if writing 
be executed on paper with a clean quill pen dipped in 
onion or turnip juice it becomes absolutely invisible when 
dry ; and that when the paper is heated the writing at once 
makes its appearance in characters of a brown colour. All 
albuminoid, mucilaginous, and saccharine vegetable juices 
make excellent sympathetic inks ; we may cite, as among 
the best, the juices of lemon, orange, apple, and pear. A 
dilute solution of chloride of copper used for writing is 
invisible until the paper is heated, when the letters are seen 
of a beautiful yellow, disappearing again when the heat 
that developed them is removed. The salts of cobalt, as 
the acetate, nitrate, sulphate, and chloride, possess a like 
property. When a dilute solution of these salts is used as 
an ink, the writing, although invisible when dry, becomes 
blue when exposed to heat. The addition of chloride of 
iron, or of a salt of nickel, renders them green, and this 
opens the way for a very pretty experiment : if a winter 
landscape be drawn in India-ink, and the sky be painted 
with a wash of cobalt alone, and the branches of the trees 
be clothed with leaves executed with a mixture of cobalt 
and nickel, and the snow-clad earth be washed over with 
the same mixture, a magic transformation at once takes 
place on the application of heat, the winter landscape 
changing to a summer scene. 

During the war in India, some years ago, important 
correspondence was carried on by the English by means of 
the use of rice water as a writing-fluid. On the application 
of a solution of iodine the despatches immediately appeared 
in blue characters. 

In Paris a novel application has been found for such 
inks ; caricature sketches, filled in with such fluid, being 
the last journalistic novelty. Thus, you buy a comic 
paper, and note beneath a certain picture the instructions 
to “ heat this with your pipe,” and when you apply the 

necessary warmth you find a very important addition, in 
bright blue outlines, to the original design, which, however, 
disappears on the paper becoming cool again. 

In close connection with invisible inks which may be 
made apparent, are those that can be plainly seen when 
written, but which gradually fade away unless a chemical 
fixative be employed to arrest their disappearance. 
There is a well-known proprietary article sold in Paris 
under the name of “ Encre pour les Dames.” Hager 
states that this “ ladies’ ink ” consists of an aqueous 
solution of iodide of starch, and is “specially intended for 
love-letters.” After four weeks characters written with it 
disappear, preventing all abuse of letters and doing away 
with all documentary evidence of any kind in the hands of 
the recipient. In this country it is beginning to be known 
as “ Breach of Promise Ink.” 

If an aqueous solution of tincture of iodine be employed 
as an ink on paper containing starch, as most French paper 
does, the writing will be a deep violet, which will disappear 
gradually by the evaporation of the iodine. 

It is obvious that the inks last mentioned might be put 
to very mischievous purposes, it is therefore some con¬ 
solation to know that if correspondence or documents 
having a legal value written with such ink be submitted 
to a practical chemist (not one of those tradesmen known 
as chemists and druggists), there are many chances in 
favour of his being able to render the fugitive writing fairly 
permanent. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY OF PRINTING, 

1 THEODO. 

^ 1:1 

I4ART1N* J 
EX.CV debat. 

ALOST : 1473. 

Martens, or Mertens, or Martin d’Alost (Thierry); Lat. 

Theodoricus Martinus. 

Two devices used by this printer are Hie Theodoricus jaceo, prognatus Alosto: 
here represented. The first consists of Ars erat impressis scripta referre typis. 
the double anchor, the symbol of Hope, Fratribus, uxori, soboli, notisque 
with the inscription, " Theodo. Martin. superstes, 
exevdebat.” His motto was “in vino Octavam vegetus praeterii decadem. 
veritas.” Erasmus makes the following Anchora sacra manet, gratae notissima 
allusion to the device in the epitaph he pubi: 
wrote as a memorial of his friend : Christe ! precor nunc sis anchora sacra 

mihi. 
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The second, which is much smaller, is in 
two parts—one representing books in a win¬ 
dow, the other a Gothic apartment, with 
the globe and cross, and the monogram 
T. M. Both devices are very rude. 
Martens was born at Alost, in Flanders, 
in 1453, aDd it has been asserted that he 
was the first printer of Belgium. In July, 
1856, the town of Alost erected a bronze 
statue to him, as the introducer of printing 

very doubtful grounds, that between 
1474 and 1513, Martens had presses at 
work simultaneously in Alost, Antwerp, 
and Louvain, where he was established 
in the early part of the 16th Century. 
Martens did not always print with the 
same characters. I n his first editions he 
used the semi-Gothic style of John of 
Westphalia; in 1476, he employed the 
German Gothic; in 1487, he used the 

Martin le Jeune. 

This printer lived in Paris, near the college of Cainbray, at the sign of St. Christoph. 
The emblem is that of the brazen serpent, symbolic of the Redemption, and repeat¬ 
edly used as a device by the early printers, especially of religious books. 

into Belgium. Like other claims of a 
similar kind, however, his title to this 
honour has been disputed, and to 
John of Westphalia the credit is due. 
Martens became associated with the 
latter in 1474. at Alost. He printed at 
Antwerp in 1476, but from that date up 
to 1487, when he returned to his native 
place, nothing is known as to any of his 
editions. Some authors have stated, on 

types of Gerard Leeu ; and in the i6th 
century he employed the Roman letters. 
He died 28th May, 1534. Martens, 
however, will always be held in remem¬ 
brance for the excellence of the produc¬ 
tions of his press. He was also distin¬ 
guished as a scholar, and was the friend 
of Barland and Erasmus. He wrote 
several works, which are cited by March- 
and.—See Holtrofy-a?ite. 

Marthens (John F.). Typographical Bibliography : a List of Books 
in the English Language on Printing and its accessories. Pitts¬ 
burgh : 1875. Sm. 4to. pp. vii. 43. 

250 copies only printed, of which 50 
were for sale. 

The first separately issued bibliography 
of works on printing in the English 
language. It is remarkably complete, 
considering the distance at which the 
author resides from the birthplace of the 
books he enumerates and the sources of 
information concerning them. In the 
usual sense of the term, however, this 
compilation can hardly be regarded as a 
bibliography, as the collation is not given, 
and there are no annotations concerning 
editions, authorship, &c. The work is 
dedicated to Theo. L. de Vinne, Esq., of 
New York, “ who has made every printer 
a debtor, by his erudition and practical 
knowledge of the art.” The author says 
that “ none can be more surprised than 
the writer at the number of works on the 
subject which have thus far appeared” ; 
yet hardly a tithe merely of the English 
books (for all others are excluded) named 
in our Bibliography are given. 

Mr. J. F. Marthens is the editor of a 
technical journal published at Pittsburgh, 
called The Quadrat (see Periodical 

Publications), to which he has con¬ 
tributed a large number of interesting 
articles on the history and practice of 

Martial (A. P.). Nouveau traite 
1873. 8vo. With 13 engravii 

printing. He is also an ardent collector 
of works relating to printing. 

Mr. Marthens’ life, he tells us, has 
been one of few adventures, with plenty 
of work, and little recreation. He was 
born in Pittsburgh on the 23rd August, 
1830, and went to the printing trade at 
the early age of ii-$ years, at which he 
has worked ever since, in the various 
capacities of compositor on daily and 
weekly newspapers, and on book and 
jobbing work, as proof-reader, foreman, 
and proprietor ; and since the commence¬ 
ment of The Quadrat he has had the 
entire editorial management of that 
journal. He has never worked at the 
business elsewhere than in his native 
city, where his father was a printer 
before him, and, in 1828, published the 
Western Advertiser newspaper. Mr. 
Marthens is a seventh son, five of his 
six elder brothers, who are all living, 
having at some time of their life worked 
at the printing trade. The eldest has 
been in the Harper establishment at 
New York for forty years. Mr. Mar¬ 
thens’ eldest son, Aldus, is also a printer. 
It will thus be seen that the Marthens 
family has been well represented in the 
art. 

cle la Gravure a l’eau forte. Paris : 

Martin (A.). Repertorium der Galvanoplastik und Galvanostypie, 
oder der Metalldruck auf nassem Wege in dicken und diinnen 
Schichten. Vienna : 1856. 8vo. 2 vols. Vol. i., pp. vi. 298. 
Vol. ii., pp. iv. 202. 

Though this work was published nearly twenty-five years ago, its contents are 
still most valuable. 

Maschinen-Fabriic Augsburg. Beschreibung der Ausstellungs- 
Gegenstande auf der Weltausstellung in Wien, 1873. Folio, 
pp. 8. Page 6 : Steam printing machines produced to 1st May, 
1873, and price current. 

Printed at the Exhibition, by a machine for paper in rolls. 

Mason (William). Price-book for Job-work. London : 1821. 

- The Printer’s Assistant, containing a sketch of the history 
of Printing, an Essay on Punctuation, various Typograghical 
Tables, select schemes of difficult impositions, the Greek and 
Hebrew alphabets, scale of prices for compositors and press¬ 
men, advice to young men commencing business, abstracts of 
Acts relative to printers, present price of materials, and a list of 
masters, letter-founders, printers’ smiths and joiners, ink-makers, 
wood-engravers, type-cutters, &c. Third edition. London : 1814. 
8vo. pp. 32. 

This little work is somewhat scarce. 
The copy before us is so marked as to 
appear as if it had been intended to 
issue a fourth edition. The “ Sketch 
of the History of Printing ” is almost 
ludicrously inaccurate, considering that 
at the time of publication several trust¬ 
worthy books on the subject had been 
issued. The practical part is, however, 
well done, and it comprises much in¬ 
formation of great use to the printer. 
The most valuable now of all the con¬ 
tents, however, are those that at the 
time of publication may have appeared 
of secondary importance ; such as the 
list of names of master-printers, type¬ 
founders and others, at the end, and of 
prices at the beginning. In regard to 
type, brevier, which may now be had at 

is. per lb., then cost 4s. 6d. ; minion was 
5s. 6d. ; nonpareil, 7s. 6d. The word 
“leads” is not used, but the price of 
“ space-lines,” six-to-pica, was 2s. 4d. 
per lb. A Stanhope press cost £60 ; a 
“one-pull press, with iron platten,” that 
is a wooden press, was ,£50. Type-cases 
were 12s. per pair ; printers’ candlesticks 
for press, 18s. ; pelts, double, 16s. 6d. 
per dozen ; a lye-brush 10s. 6d. The 
author is described as a printer and 
an appraiser and auctioneer, his place of 
business being No. 21, Clerkenwell 
Green. There is a wrapper attached to 
the copy in our possession purporting to 
belong to the “second edition” of the 
book, but the date, 1814, is the same as 
that on the title-page of the third edition. 

Massey (W.). Origin and Progress of Letters. London: 1763. 8vo. 

This work finds a place in our Biblio- “ Encyclopaedia Metropolitana ” by the 
graphy for the reason that it shows the Rev. R. Garnett, father of Mr. R. Gar- 
origin of the present styles of letters. We nett, of the Reading-room department of 
may mention that a valuable article on the British Museum, 
the same subject was contributed to the 

Massmann (H. F.). Literatur der Todlentanze. Beitrag zur Jubelfeier 
der Buchdruckerkunst. Leipzig : 1840. Large 8vo. pp. 135, 
and 4 tables. 

--— Die Xylographa der koniglichen Ilof- und Staats-Bibliothek 
sowie der kon. Universitats.-Bibliothek in Miinchen. Leipzig: 
1841. 8vo. pp. 40. 2 plates. 

Martin (B.). Typographia Naturalis ; or, the Art of Printing, or 
taking impressions from Natural Subjects. 1772- ^vo* 

Martin & Comp. (H.) Proeve von eenige nieuwe lettern urhde 
drukkerij von Martin & Co. Amsterdam : 1829. 4to. 

Masson (Georges). Les arts graphiques a 1’Exposition de Vienne, 
1873 (Groupe xii.) : imprimerie et librairie, lithographie, 
gravure en taille-douce, sur bois, &c. Paris : 1875. 8vo. 
pp. 140, 2 leaves. 

Reprint of the report published by the “ Commission superieure.” 

Martin (John), F.L.S. A Bibliographical Catalogue of Books 
privately printed, including those of the Bannatyne, Maitland, 
and Roxburghe Clubs, and of the private presses at Darlington, 
Auchinlech, Lee Priory, Newcastle, Middle Hill, and Strawberry 
Hill. London : 1834. 8vo. Engraved frontispiece, pp. xiv. 
and 563.-Vol. i. of a second edition was published in 1854. 

Large 8vo. pp. xxv. and 593. 

Only 200 copies of the first edition were printed, of which 50 were on large paper. 
The most complete catalogue of the books that have been issued from private 
presses. 

[Martin (L. H.)] Rehabilitation d’Estienne Dolet, celebre imprimeur 
a Lyon, brule a Paris le 3 Aout, 1546. Paris : 1830. l2mo. 

Martin (M.). Les origines de l’alphabet. Paris: 1859. 8vo. 

Interesting to the printer as indicating the gradual evolution of our present 
standard forms of letters. 

Matabon (Hippolyte H.). Discours de reception, prononce dans la 
seance publique du 23 Janvier, 1876. Marseilles : 1876. 8vo. 

pp. 15. 
An address on typography, especially 

that of the south-west of France, deli¬ 
vered before the “Acaddmie des Sciences, 
Belles-lettres, et Arts de Marseille.” The 
reply of the Abbd Aoust, president, is 
appended. 

H. Hippolyte Matabon is a native of 
Marseilles, born February 2nd, 1823. His 
father was a smith. At the age of thir¬ 
teen young Matabon was apprenticed to 
a printer in Marseilles; subsequently he 
became overseer at the office of Cayer & 
Co., of the same city. As an apprentice 
compositor he had but few opportunities 
of schooling. The proofs he used to 
have to take heme were his principal aids 

to study ; in them were once contained 
poems which stirred his emulation and 
fired his muse. His verses being flatter¬ 
ingly received, the poet was encouraged 
to contribute to the local papers, and 
compete in local gatherings of all sorts. 

In 1875 he collected his poems in a 
volume, under the title of “ Apres la 
journee.” The book being favourably 
received, the author ventured to send it 
for approval to the Academy, and had 
the scarcely expected pleasure of seeing 
it crowned, a prize of £60 accompanying 
the award. M. Patin, who adjudicated 
on the work, made a feeling speech in 
its praise. 
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Mathijsen (Jacobus Johannes). Verzameling van Voorbeelden 
uitmakende een Letterzetters-formaatboek. Middelburg : 1818. 
4to. 

Matthews (W. F.). The Stationer’s and Printer’s Chart : a series 
of Diagrams representing sizes and subdivisions of all sizes of 
Writing and Printing Papers. Single sheet, and royal folio 
pamphlet. Dublin : 1867. 

A diagram so arranged as to present a synopsis of the various sizes of paper, 
with the object of facilitating estimates and preventing waste. An accompanying 
pamphlet explains its applications. 

Maugerard (Dom. J. B.). Memoire lu a la seance du 24 Avril, 
1789, de la Societe Royale, sur la decouverte d’un exemplaire de 
la Bible connue sous le nom de Guttemberg, accompagnee des 
renseignements qui prouvent, que l’impression de cette Bible 
est anterieur a celle du Psautier de 1457. Metz : 1789. i2mo. 

J. B. Maugerard, an ex-Benedictine Terence, printed without date, name of 
priest, of the college of St. Arnould, at place or printer, in the 15th century ; 
Metz, was a distinguished bibliographer, also on account of a bibliographical 
He has been severely criticised, however, notice inserted in the same journal, 
by the Abbe Rive, on account of a letter March, 1788, of a book printed by Ulric 
inserted in the Journal Encyclopedique, Zell, at Hanan, about the end of 1468. 
26 October, 1787, describing an edition of 

Maulde, Alfred, & Wibart (successeurs de E. Durand). Con¬ 
struction des machines—presses typographiques. Prix-courant 
avec gravures. Paris : 1862. Large 4to. pp. 12. 

Maulde, Giebel, & Wibart, constructeurs de machines a Paris. 
Presses lithographiques, presses typographiques, machines a 
journaux. Paris: 1S72. Oblong folio. 24 leaves with engravings. 

Maurel (F.). LTmprimerie au Japon. Paris: 1872. 4to. Pages 
143-153 in “Memoires de l’Athenee oriental,” session de 1872. 

An account of the native press of Japan. 

Mayence. See Gedenkbuch, Laborde, Marnix, Megerlinus, 

Wetter, Wurdtwein, and Zapf. 

Mayhew (Henry). The Shops and Companies of London, and the 
Trades and Manufactures of Great Britain. London: 1865-66. 4to. 

The title-page begins with the follow¬ 
ing : “ Ger. Meerman, olim 'reipublicse 
Roterodamensis consiliarii et syndici, 
Origines,” &c. The work was published at 
the Hague, in two handsome quarto vol¬ 
umes, with two portraits and ten facsimiles 
early-printed work. “ It secured its 
auth'or a very general and rather splendid 
reputation, till the hypothesis advanced 
therein, concerning Laurence Coster, was 
refuted by Heinecken.”—Dibdin (Biblio¬ 
mania). 

“A work held in high estimation by 
bibliographers. 11 is illustrated by twelve 
engravings, and the typography most 
excellently executed. It is now of rare 
occurrence, and bears a high price.”— 
IVatt (Bibliotheca Britannica). 

Meerman very diligently consulted all 
the German, Spanish, Italian, French, 
English, Swiss, and Dutch authors who 
treated of typography, with the object of 
substantiating his theory. He was also 
in communication with eminent scholars 
in those countries, and obtained the 
benefit of their researches and advice, 
He had access to all the best libraries, 
public and private, and travelled in Eng¬ 
land, France, and Germany, to increase 
hi^ knowledge of the subject. His work 
is noteworthy for the ingenious and happy 
manner in which he renders technical 
terms into the Latin language, in which 
the whole book is written. The ten 
fac-similes are executed with great 
care, are very curious, and give a 
good idea of the types used by the prin¬ 
ters to whom he makes reference. The 
following is a list of them : — 

abula I. Ectypon Horarii Laureatiani. 
,, II. Fragmenta Donati Harlemen- 

sis, charactere majori. 
,, III. Primum folium figuratum, e 

speculo humanse salutis 
belgico ; editionis principis, 
a Laurentio typographo 
vulgatse. 

„ IV. Ectypus Donati Harlemensis, 
char, minori. 

,, V. Specimini speculi latini primae 
editionis. 

„ VI. Specimen typi speculi latini 
secundae editionis. Typus 
speculi belgici secundse 
editionis. Typus folii sin- 
gularis ex eodem opere. 

,, VI.*Specimen tertiiharlemensis do¬ 
nati.. 

,, VII. Specimina ultimarum officinse 
Laurentianse impressionum. 

,, VIII. Specimina aliquot primarum 
impressionum e schola Mar- 
tiniana. 

„ IX. Specimina characteris fixi 
officinae Laurentianae, ex- 
erpta ex opere inscripto 
Ars moriendi, et ex figuris 
cantici canticorum. Speci¬ 
men impressionis Olrica 
Zell, anni 1467 

These plates, although of course repre¬ 
senting books certainly never printed by 
Koster, are of high interest as fac-similes 
of very early typography. Analysis of 
this work was drawn up by Bowyer, and 
published in “The Origin of Printing” 

-- Uitvinding der Boekdrukkunst getrokken uit het latijnsch 
werk, met eene voorrede en aanteekeningen van H. Gockinga ; 
hierachter is gevoegd eene Lyst der boeken in de Nederlanden 
gedrukt voor’t jaar MD. opgesteld door Jackob Visser. Amster¬ 
dam : 1767. 4to. 8 preliminary leaves; pp. 117; 2 leaves; 
pp. 67, and portrait of Koster. 

An interleaved copy, annotated in manuscript, is contained in the British Museum. 

In parts viii. and ix. (pp. 241-299) are full and carefully-written descriptions of 
the type-foundry of Messrs. James Marr & Co., Edinburgh and London, and of 
Conisbee’s printing-machine manufactory, Southwark. 

-Young Benjamin Franklin; showing the principles which 
raised a Printer’s Boy to First Ambassador of the American 
Republic, With illustrations by John Gilbert. 5th thousand. 
London : [1870] 8vo. 

— De l’lnvention de l’rmprimerie, ou Analyse des deux ouvrages 
publies sur cette matiere, par M. Meerman [with notes by H. 
Gockinga and C. P. Goujet] suivi d’une notice chronologique et 
raisonnee des livres avec et sans date, imprimes avant l’annee 1501, 
dans les dix-sept provinces des Pays-Bas, par J. Visser, et aug¬ 
ments par l’editeur [H. Jansen]. Paris : 1809. 8vo. pp. xxiv. 
392, with 1 plate. 

Mayne (Samuel). Office Legends: an Address delivered to the 
Law Times Office Chapel, Saturday, June 17, 1854, at the Bald- 
faced Stag, Woodford. London : 1854. i6mo. pp. 15. 

This is a characteristic specimen of “I cease, for fear, like King Canute of 
printing-office poetry, its author being a old 
compositor, and the occasion of his in- (You all have heard the tale by History 
spiration the annual or “ wayz-goose ” told) 
dinner of the office in which he worked. Some one should rise on me to try his 
The poem is full of local and personal skill, 
allusions, and concludes thus :— And once more bid the risen Mayne ‘ Be 

still!' ” 

Mayr (Ludw. W. Ch.). Der Prozess Fusts gegen Gutenberg im 
Jahre 1455. Miir.chen : 1858. 8vo. pp. 24. 

Forms part of a yet unpublished history of printing. 

Mazzucotelli (Ant.) L’arte del Guttemberg, ossia la Stampa 
Opera utile ad ogni ceto e precipuamente alia gioventu studiosa. 
Torino : 1863. 8vo. pp. viii. 295. 

Meadows (Robert Mitchell). Three Lectures on Engraving, delivered 
at the Surrey Institution in 1809. London: 1811. 8vo. With 
a preface by J. H. 

A posthumous work of the author. 

Meaume (Edouard). Recherches sur la vie et les ouvrages de 
Jacques Callot, suite au peintre-graveur franjais de R. Dumes- 
nil. 2 vols. Nancy: i860. 8vo. 

Medals. See Bodoni, Blades. 

Meerman (Baron Gerard). Conspectus Originum Typographicarum a 
Meermanno proxime in lucem edendarum. In usum amicorum 
typis descriptus. [Amsterdam] : 1761. 8vo. pp. 88. 

Rare. Privately printed, as the prospectus of the “Origines,” 1765. A French 
translation, by the Abbe Gouget, was published, with the following title :— 

-Plan tlu Traite des Origines typographiques. (Traduit du Latin 
en Francois.) Amsterdam and Paris: 1762. 8vo. pp. viii., 

125. 

-- Origines typographic^, cum fig. TEneis. 2 vols. Ilagaj 
Comitum, Parisiis, Londini: 1765. 4to. With plates. 

A very useful French reprint of Meerman’s work, with valuable notes, and a 
catalogue of all the books published in the Low Countries during the 15th century. 

——— Account of the Origin of Printing, with Remarks. See Mid¬ 

dleton (C.), “ The Origin of Printing, &c.” 1776. 8vo. 

-■ Descriptio libri rarissimi circa ipsa typography incunabula 
impressi et a se nuper inventi. In Hamburgische vermischte 
Bibliothek, vol. ii. pp. 81-87. Hamburg : 1744. 8vo. 

An account, by Meerman, of his copy of the “ Speghel onser behoudenisse.” 

-— See Bowyer (W.); Ducarel ; Jansen; Koster; Mid¬ 

dleton [JPorthmann ; et passim. 

Baron G£rard Meerman, a learned 
Dutch writer, was born at Leyden, in 
1722, and died at Aix-la-Chapelle, 15th 
December, 1771. Descended from an 
ancient family, who had, in the 16th cen¬ 
tury, changed their name from De 
Vlieger to that of Meerman, he studied 
when very young mathematics and poli¬ 
tical economy, his first work being issued 
in 1742. Having ascertained that there 
were many authorities on_ international 
law in the different countries of Europe 
that were not to be obtained in Holland, 
he made various extensive journeys for 
the purpose of studying them. On his 
return, in 1748, he was named “Con- 
seiller Pensionnaire ” for the second, and 
subsequently for the first, syndicate of 
the City of Rotterdam. The arduous 
duties of this office did not prevent him 
from compiling several books full of 
learning and research, the result of his 
different travels. In 1751, he commenced 
the publication of the “ Novus Thesaurus 
J uris Civilis et Canonici ” (La Haye, 1751- 
53, 7 vols. folio), a work of vast dimen¬ 
sions. For many years he was occupied 
with researches on the history of printing. 
He first published the prospectus, or 
“ Conspectus originum typographica¬ 
rum,” noted above. This is very scarce, 
as the author printed only a few copies ; 
it is, however, in demand with collectors, 
as containing some things which he did 
not insert in the work itself. The Abbe 

Gouget published a French translation, 
with some additions, in 1762. This 
prospectus was followed by the work 
itself, the “ Origines Typographic^.” We 
have already given (suit voce Koster) a 
statement of his theory, and the relation 
of his writings to the controversy as to the 
invention of printing. It is interesting 
to read on (this subject the letter which 
Meerman himself wrote to the historian 
Jean Wagenaar, in Dutch, 12th October, 
1757 (page ro8 of “Vie de Wagenaar,” 
Amsterdam : 1776. 8vo.). We now,extract 
from the “ Origines ” Meerman’s portrait 
of Laurens Janszoon Koster. As our read¬ 
ers are probably aware, one of the evi¬ 
dences of the falsity of the Koster legend is 
derived from a comparison of the portraits. 
The earliest representation of the alleged 
Dutch inventor of printing was that of 
Scriverius, which we have copied from 
Moxon (7. v.). In 1630 a new portrait 
was published by Adrien Rooman ; 
afterwards Jacob van Campen made 
another. Meerman produced a new like¬ 
ness, and claimed for it a superior truth¬ 
fulness. It has since been asserted that 
it was copied from the engraved head of 
Sir Thomas More, of England. Van der 
Linde, however, says that it closely 
resembles the engraved portrait of a once 
celebrated inquisitor— one Ricard Tapper, 
ofEnkhuizen, by Nicolas de Larmessin, 
inserted in vol. ii. of the “Bibliotheca 
Belgica,” of Foppens. The Koster of 
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Seriveritis and the Koster of Meerman are, 
obviously, entirely different men. The 
researches of Meerman into the history 
of printing led him to make inquiries 
into the origin of paper made from linen 
rags. After, as he considered, having 
solved the problem, he organized a con¬ 
ference on the subject, and offered a 
prize of 25 ducats to ['the author who 
would give the most satisfactory reply to 
his theories.. (See “ Nova Acta Erudi- 
torum public.” Leipzig, Sept., 1761.) 
The prize was adjudged by [the Aca¬ 
demy of Gottingen to a Spaniard, G. 
Mayans. The correspondence that arose 
on this subject was published by J. Van 
Vaasen (G. Meermanni et doctorum 
virorum. ad eum Epistolse de chartae 
lineae origine. La Haye : 1767. 8vo.) 
Meerman was aided in his various re¬ 
searches by the possession of an immense 
library, which was increased near the 
close of his . life by the purchase of all 
the manuscripts belonging to the Jesuits 
of Paris. Louis XI. having insisted 

upon the return of all the works bearing 
upon the history of France, Meerman 
relinquished them, and was in conse¬ 
quence rewarded with the Order of St. 
Michael. In 1766, owing to ill-health, 
he retired from his position as Pension- 
naire of Rotterdam, and accepted the 
office of Councillor to the high tribunal 
of Venerie, an employment which re¬ 
quired his residence at the Hague. He 
proposed to publish, with the learned 
Van Wyn, a collection of inedited pieces, 
under the title of “ Analecta Belgica,’ 
and was engaged on other works of an 
historical and literary character. He 
intended to publish, as a sequel to his 
“ Origines Typographicae,” a work to be 
called “Antiquitates Typographicae Mo- 
guntiacae,” but death frustrated his de¬ 
sign. (See Saxii, Onomasticon, vii. J42-45; 
De Felice, Encyclopedic, supp. vi. p. 797 ; 
Yverdon, 1776, 4to.) Meerman had 
one son, John, born 1753, died 1815, who 
was a prolific contributor to the literature 
of Holland. 

jieerman’s portrait of koster. 

Meersch (P. C. van der). Gerard Leeu, imprimeur a Gonda et a 
Anvers de 1477-93. 2 parts. Gand : 1845. 8vo. 

-- Recherches sur la Vie et les Travaux de Pierre de Keysere, 
imprimeur & Paris de 1473-1479. Gand: 1846. 8vo. 

- Recherches sur la Vie et les Travaux des Imprimeurs Beiges et 
Neerlandais, etablis a 1’etranger, et sur la part qu’ils ont pris a la 
regeneration litteraire de l’Europe au I5esiecle; precedees d’une 
introduction historique sur la decouverte de Pimprimerie et sur la 
propagation de cet art en Belgique et en Hollande. Tome i. 
Gand : 1856. 8vo. With facsimiles. 

The work was left uncompleted. 

-— Recherches sur la Vie et les Travaux de quelques imprimeurs 
Beiges etablies a l’etranger, pendant les XVC et XVIe siecles. 
3 parts. Gand : 1844. 8vo. I. Gerard de Lisa de Flandria, im¬ 
primeur a Trevise, Vicense, Venise, Friuli et Udine de 1471-1499. 
pp. 120. II. Antonius Mathias d’Anvers. III. Arnoldus de 
Bruxella. 

- Un mot sur la question de l’invention de ITmprimerie k propos 
de Fessai historique et critique sur l’invention de l’Imprimerie par 
M. Ch. Paeille. Gand : i860. 8vo. 

Megerlinus (D. F.). Annus Bibliorum, 1450, primo impressorum 
Moguntiae, Tertium Jubilaris, hoc anno 1750. Francofurti : 1750, 

Small 4to. 

Melzer. (C. P.). Ihrem hochverehrten Principale Herrn Carl 
Philipp Melzer zur 25jahrigen Jubelfeier der Griindung seines 
Geschafts hochachtungsvoll gewidmet von den Mitgliedern seiner 
Buchdruckerei u. Schriftgiesserei. Leipzig : 16 May, 1841. Fol. 

MEmoire sur le retablissement de la communaute des imprimeurs de 
Paris. 1806. 8vo. 

MfiMOiRE sur les vexations qu’exercent les libraires et imprimeurs de 
Paris. [Paris : 1720.] Folio, pp. 16. 

The memoir is attributed to the Abbd Laur. Plondel, and was to have been 
followed by a second. It is very rare. 

Mencken (Frid. Ott.). Librorum haud ita diu ab inventa arte 
typographic^ editorum, quibus supplesi possint Annales typo¬ 
graphic! Maittairiani. Decades VI. 

In the Miscell. Lifisitis. novis—vol. vi. part i. pp. 114-162 ; part ii. pp. 308-350; 
part iii. p. 524-576; part iv. pp. 695-728. Vol. xii. part i. pp. 137-182. 

Mendelssohn-Bartholdy (F.). Festgesang zur Eroffnung der am 
ersten Tage der 4. Sakularfeier der Erfindung der Buchdrucker- 
kunst auf dem Markte zu Leipzig stattfindeten Feierlichkeiten. 
Fiir Mannerchor und Orchester. Leipzig : 1840. 

No. 1. Choral: Begeht mit heil’gem; 2. Lied: Vaterland in einen Gauen; 
3. Der Herr sprach : Es werde Licht; 4. Choral : Heil ihm ! Heil ihm ! 

- Fest-Gesang fiir Mannerchor componirt zur Eroffnung der am 
ersten Tage der Sacularfeier der Erfindung der Buchdruckerkunst 
auf dem Markt zu Leipzig stattfindenden Feierlichkeiten. 
Klavier-Auszug. Leipzig : [1840]. 4to. 

Two musical compositions written for Dr. Grossman preached a sermon from 
the great Leipsic typographical celebra- the text “There was a man sent from 
tion of June 24, 1840. On that occasion God, whose name was John.” A pro¬ 
deputations arrived from almost every cession was then made to the market¬ 
place in Germany where a press was place, a body of printers following with 
established. About 3,000 persons con- a grand trophy—four compositors bearing 
nected with printing assembled and on a stand the great Bible of 1450. The 
walked through the streets in procession, members of four musical societies also 
Services were held in the churches, and took part in the proceedings, to com- 
thanksgivings made to the Almighty for memorate which five medals were struck, 
the discovery of the art of printing. See Leipsic. 

Mendez (Fray Francisco). Tipografia Espanola, 6 Historia de la 
Introduccion, Propagacion, y Progresos del Arte de la Imprenta en 
Espana. A la que antecede una Noticia general sobre la Imprenta 
de la Europa, y dela China ; adornado todo con Notas instructivas 
y curiosas. Tomo i. Madrid : 1796. 4to. pp. xviii., 427. 

This is still a most esteemed work on Spanish typography. The manuscript or 
the second volume was lost, and consequently never published. 

- Tipografia Espanola ..... Segunda edicion corregida 
y adicionada por Don Dionisio Hidalgo. Madrid : 1861. Royal 
8vo. 

Mennander (Carl Fred.). Talom Bokhandeln i svervige, hallet 
infor kongl. wetenskaps academien [vid praesidii nedlaggande. 
Maje: 1756. 8vo. 

Contains some notes upon the commencement and progress of printing in Sweden 

Mensch (G. Hans). Orthographie fiir Buchdruckereien nach den 
Grundsatzen der Berl. ortogr. Conferenz. Verfasst und mit einer 

Rechtschreibungslehre versehen. Kolberg : 1876. Large i6mo, 
pp. iv. 143. 

(To be continued.) 

“PHOTOTYPY.” 

PHOTOTYPY is a name given to a sort of lithography in which 
the stone is replaced by a hygroscopic layer of gelatine impressed 

with an image by the action of light passing through a photographic 
negative. Now, if we could cut down a lithographic stone both in its 
surface dimensions and its height, to make it like a wood block, we 
should be able to insert it in the text, and take an impression from it 
simultaneously with that from the type. The difficulties in the way of 
doing this would be, firstly, the necessity of wetting the stone previous 
to each impression ; and, secondly, the expense of cutting down litho¬ 
graphic stones, which would entirely lose their value in the process. 
But what we are on this account prevented from effecting with natural 
lithographic stones can be managed with an artificial one, provided 
that the latter possesses a hygroscopic surface from which, after being 
saturated with water, numerous impressions can be taken without its 
being necessary to wet it afresh. It became, therefore, necessary to 
make photo-printing blocks of the requisite size and height to be set 
up in the form with ordinary type, and possessing so great a hygro¬ 
scopic quality that the moistening requisite to produce an impression 
should only be an accidental operation, and not one that is indispensable 
before each pull. 

The ordinary process of phototypy was scarcely adapted for this 
purpose without modification. The plates in this process are made of 
metal or glass, or even lithographic stone, always larger than the image 
of which it is required to obtain an impression, and it would be 
impossible in every case to cut these plates to the size of the printing 
block. M. Vidal adopted another method for arriving at the same 
result as that produced by ordinary phototypy. He prepares the 
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artificial lithographic stone and the hygroscopic support separately, and 
then attaches the one firmly to the other. The image is obtained as in 
the ordinary carbon process; an impression on carbon tissue is developed 
on a roughened glass plate coated with some fatty substance. When, 
by means of hot water, the picture is divested of all the gelatine not 
acted on by light, it ought to appear with all its half-tones like a good 
carbon print which is ready to be transferred to its definite support. 
This is then enclosed in a frame of thick cardboard, bevelled outwards 
on the inside, and coated entirely with paraffin or wax ; the frame is 
then filled with the following composition, which is poured into it and 
over the picture :— 

Gelatine .  20 grammes 
Gum-arabic. 20 ,, 
Glycerine. 40 ,, 
Water . 100 cub. centim. 
Ammonia. 5 ,, ,, 
Alum . o-5 grammes 
Salicylic acid . 12 ,, 
Barium sulphate . .... 10 ,, 

The salicylic acid is added as an antiseptic, and the sulphate of 
barium gives to the layer of gelatine an opalescent appearance. The 
whole layer should be so deep as to have, after drying in the chloride 
of calcium box, a thickness of about five millimetres. When the 
desiccation is complete the layer above the glass plate is turned out, 
and will be found to have the image transferred to it. We have now, 
therefore, a plate of gelatine bearing on it the picture of the exact 
dimensions required, and bevelled downwards from the edges, which 
latter will, therefore, not take any ink. This plate must then be 
mounted on a sheet of copper or zinc, which is raised on a wooden 
support until the height of the image is the same as that of the type 
with which it is to be printed. The gelatine plate is next saturated 
with moisture by immersion for a quarter of an hour in a bath 
composed of— 

Glycerine . 50 grammes 
Water. 50 cub. centim. 
Alum .   2 grammes, 

and the image will appear on its surface in considerable relief, so as to 
render it particularly well-adapted for printing from. The separation 
of the black parts of the picture from the white parts of the hygroscopic 
gelatine is very perfect, so that no smudging, such as so often occurs 
with printing blocks on which the shadows are modelled by fine lines 
close together, need be feared. The mixture of which the formula is 
above given is of so hygroscopic a character that repeated wetting is rarely 
necessary. It must be effected with a sponge dipped in a mixture half 
water and half glycerine, after having removed from the plate all trace 
of ink ; but the latter should never be severely washed. 

In this way, then, is obtained a carbon print, but with a light- 
coloured pigment, so that the degree of inking can be readily deter¬ 
mined. Light-coloured earths in the form of impalpable powders, 
with a gelatine chosen for its resistent properties, makes a very good 
tissue. The print should net be treated with alum before putting on 
the layer of hygroscopic gelatine, otherwise it will not transfer easily. 
On the contrary, it is better to wash it with water containing a little 
ammonia, which will facilitate the penetration ; the mixture already 
contains some ammonia, and the transfer of the image to the plate of 
glycerine and gelatine is thus rendered completely effectual. The alum 
contained in the first liquid used for moistening increases the hardness 
of the image, and prevents it from swelling too much. 

It is easy to imagine what advantages can be derived from a process 
of this kind, which enables us to produce, at a moderate cost, plates 
capable of being inserted among type for the printing-press. A 
number of different blocks obtained by this method can be mounted 
in the same form with the type of the text, and can be pulled all 
together in the press. They can be used in cylinder presses also with¬ 
out any difficulty. Until the contrary is demonstrated, M. Vidal 
believes that this is the only process by which photographic printing- 
blocks, capable of being printed simultaneously with type, can be 
produced.—Photographic News, 

A STENOGRAPHIC WRITING-MACHINE. 

FOLLOWING in the wake of writing-machines, we now hear of a 
new apparatus specially adapted to Stenography. The inventor, 

Signor A. Michela, of Rome, has founded his idea upon the facility 
with which an accomplished pianist can reproduce certain sounds or 
notes indicated by a simple series' of marks upon paper. It has 
occurred to him that with equal facility any given sounds recognised 
by the ear might at once be so registered upon paper or other material 
as to be afterwards capable of being read and repeated. In following 
up this idea he has produced a machine resembling more or less in 
appearance an extremely small harmonium, the keys of which are 
made to impress upon a strip of paper certain pre-arranged marks or 

signs. These marks have each a numerical value, in accordance with 
a table of sounds and corresponding numbers which has been prepared 
for the purpose, and by their means the indications of syllables and 
words are made up as required, these being afterwards easily read or 
translated. 

The marks are impressed upon a narrow continuous strip of paper, 
in a manner not unlike that in use for printing telegraphic messages, 
but this printing can be done equally well in ink if desired. Each line 
of marks represents a syllable according to the key or table of sounds, 
and is read from left to right in the ordinary way. The table of signs 
is based upon the observance of the principal phonetic elements in the 
language, and can, according to the inventor, be adapted to any other 
tongue by noting the elements peculiarly characteristic of it. 

The simplicity of the invention is put forward as one of its chief re¬ 
commendations. The instrument can be worked by the operator for a 
considerable time without causing fatigue when once a familiarity with 
the mode of operation has been acquired. Of course, it is not neces¬ 
sary that the translation of the impressed or printed signs into ordinary 
language should be made by the person who produced them, they being 
in accordance with certain fixed and recognised rules. The invention 
is already in course of adoption by the Italian Senate and Chamber of 
Deputies, and during the next session it is expected to be in full 
operation. 

BOOK-DESTROYING INSECTS. 

“ '"'["''HAT silent critic, the worm,” still holds imperial sway in many 
JL a library, and lives and moves and has its being in many a 

valued tome which could not be replaced for its weight in gold. The 
ravages committed by insects in different collections of books almost 
equal those which have attached an everlasting stigma to the Saracens, 
Huns, and Goths, of earlier ages. The subject of how to rid oneself 
of these pests is therefore one of real importance to every lover of 
books, and the following resume of the remarks made by Professor 
J. O. Westwood at one of the meetings of the British Association will 
consequently prove of special interest to our readers. 

Professor Westwood first passed in review the life-history of the 
different species of insects which have been found to destroy books and 
printed papers. The caterpillars of the moth Aglossa pinguinalis, and 
also of a species of Depressaria, often injure books by spinning their 
webs between the volumes, gnawing small portions of the paper with 
which to form their cocoons. A small mite, Cheyletus eruditus, is also 
found occasionally in books kept in damp situations, where it gnaws 
the paper. A very minute beetle, Hypothenenms eruditus ( Westwood), 
forms its tiny burrows within the binding of books. The small silvery 
insects (Lepisma saccliarina) found in closets and cupboards where 
provisions are kept also feed on paper. A curious example of its 
work was exhibited in a framed and glazed print, of which the plain 
portion was eaten, whilst the parts covered by the printing-ink were 
untouched. The author had been assured that the same fact had been 
observed in India, where some of the Government records had been 
injured in the same manner. This habit of the Lepismae, it was stated, 
had not been previously recorded. 

The white ants (Termitidce) are a constant source of annoyance in 
hot and warm climates, eating all kinds of objects of vegetable origin, 
of which several instances were recorded by Dr. Hagen, including the 
destruction of a stock of Bibles and Prayer-books. Cockroaches (Blatta 
orientalis) are also equally destructive to books when they fall in their 
way. But it is the Death-watches (Anobium pertinaoc and striatum) 
which do the greatest injury, gnawing and burrowing, not only in and 
through the bindings but also entirely through the volume, and instances 
have been recorded where not fewer than twenty-seven folio volumes, 
placed together on a book-shelf, had been so cleanly drilled through 
by the larvae of this beetle that a string might be run through the hole 
made by them, and the volumes raised by the string. 

Various remedies for the destruction of these insects were mentioned, 
and especial notice was directed to a “ Report of the Commission 
appointed to inquire into the causes of the decay of wood carvings (by 
the Anobia), and the means of preventing and remedying the effects of 
such decay,” issued by the Science and Art Department of the Com¬ 
mittee of Council on Education at South Kensington in 1864, in which 
report the author gave an account of the life-history of the Anobia. 
Reference was also made to a previous parliamentary report on the 
National Gallery, with the observations thereon, by the late Dr. 
Waagen, especially with reference to the state of Sebastian del 
Piombo’s picture of the “Raising of Lazarus,” which had been 
attacked by the Anobia. The Arabic MSS. in the Cambridge Library, 
brought from Cairo by Burckhardt, and various Oriental MSS. in the 
Bodleian Library, the author remarked, had been much injured by 

these insects. 
The remedies against the attacks of the Anobium upon objects of 

carved wood must necessarily be of a different character from those 
used against the bookworms, which are the larvae of the Anobia. In 
the former case, saturation with chloride of mercury dissolved in 
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methylated spirits of wine or other analogous fluid had been found to 
be efficient; but with respect to books it was necessary to have 
recourse to vaporization, and experiments were recorded in which 
objects attacked by the Anobia had been placed in a large glass case 
made as air-tight as possible, and small saucers with pieces of sponge 
saturated with carbolic acid, %vere placed at the bottom of the case, 
and on the recommendation of the author it had been found successful 
to place the infected volumes in the Bodleian Library in a closed box 
with a quantity of benzine in a saucer at the bottom. A strong infu¬ 
sion of colocynth and quassia, chloroform, spirits of turpentine, 
expressed juice of green walnuts and pyroligneous acid have also been 
employed successfully. Fumigation on a large scale may also be 
adopted by having a room made as air-tight as possible, burning brim¬ 
stone in it, or filling the room with fumes of prussic acid or benzine. 
Dr. Hagen suggests that, by placing an infected volume under the 
bell-glass of an air-pump, and extracting the air, the larvte would be 
killed during an hour’s exhaustion. 

REVIEWS, 

Abridgements of Specifications relating to Cutting, Folding, and 
Ornamenting Paper, G-’c., including the General Treatment 
of Paper after Manufacture. A.D. 1636-1866. 2nd edition. 
London: The Commissioners of Patents, Sale Department, 
38, Cursitor-street, Chancery-lane. 

N our issue for February last we drew attention to “ Abridge¬ 
ments of Specifications relating to Letterpress and similar 

Printing and then pointed out that Cutting and Folding as 
distinct from printing were omitted in that work. The work 
before us goes over this ground, and relates not only to cutting 
paper into rectangular shapes, but also into such forms as are 
used for envelopes, labels, wrappers, paper-bags, &c., and the 
gumming and folding of the same. Trimming, planing, and 
cutting the edges of leaves and folded sheets, gilt-edging and 
colouring, whether of writing-paper or books, are included in 
this volume ; also bordering-paper, envelopes, and cards, and 
ruling-paper, as well as the treatment of paper for bank-notes, 
cheques, &c. Apparatus for perforating and embossing and 
the manufacture of lace paper is included ; likewise water¬ 
proofing, staining, and marbling, and the manufacture of emery 
and glass paper. These abridgements of specifications save 
an immense amount of research to inventors and others, and 
we are much indebted to Mr. H. Reader Lack for the care 
taken in this second edition to insure accuracy. 

Benjamin Franklin, Printer's Boy, Statesman, Philosopher, 
and Patriot. By John S. C. Abbott. London : Ward, 
Lock, & Co. 1879. 8vo. pp. 373. 

HE story of the famous American statesman who raised 
himself from obscurity to eminence has always had a fascina¬ 

tion for youth, and we hope it may long continue to do so. Mul¬ 
titudes of biographical works have been penned on the subject, 
and recently Messrs. Lippincott have issued a Life of Franklin, 
edited by John Bigelow, intended to supersede the first 
authorized edition of Franklin’s Memoirs, which appeared in 
1817, and was edited by his grandson, William Temple 
Franklin. Mr. Abbott’s narrative is carefully written, yet in a 
lively style ; and although exhibiting several of the lingual 
eccentricities sometimes affected by our American cousins, is 
well-adapted for circulation amongst the rising generation. 
Had the book, however, been edited or revised by the English 
public, which might easily have been done, it would have been 
much improved ; as for the “ illustrations,” they bear the 
slenderest possible relation to the text they accompany. 

“Gutenberg.”—Under this title Herr G. Gottner has 
written a play in two acts. The whole plot—if so it may be 
called — hinges upon the traditional disputes between the 
inventor of typography and Fust. The latter is, of course, the 
villain of the piece, being, in fact, the impersonification of all 
that is mean and perfidious. In addition to the two chief 
actors named, the dramatis personce comprise two journeymen 
named Schauer and Schobser (whose namesakes were, in 
reality, the two first printers in Munich); an apprentice named 
Hans Pfister (according to Dr. van der Linde, Gutenberg had 
an apprentice of that name) ; and the guardian angel of the 
Art and Sciences. The play, which is laid at Mayence, in 
H55? was written for, and acted by, the members of the 
“ Typographia ” singing-club at Munich. 

TOPICS OF THE MONTH, 

THE Printing Trade has improved with the approach of 
winter, and although there is nothing to justify large 

expectations, we may fairly look forward to a slow but steady 
progress in all departments of industry. Already the effect of 
an improved condition of trade in America has made itself 
appreciably felt in England, and we trust that the benefits 
which seem in store may not be lessened to any of our readers 
by the rupture of the good relations at present existing in the 
various departments of the printing trade. 

That moot question of the employment of females as com¬ 
positors has once more pressed to the fore. In accordance 
with a resolution recently passed by the London Society of 
Compositors, and before alluded to in these columns, the men 
employed by Messrs. Smith & Yerworth, of Holborn-buildings, 
have struck work. It is much to be regretted from every point 
of view that a bye-law should have been passed by the Society 
forbidding its members to make-up and impose matter composed 
by women compositors ; such a step could only culminate as it 
has done in throwing additional numbers of men out of employ, 
to swell the ranks of those dependent on the Society’s funds. 
We do not think that female competition in the composing- 
room is such a bugbear as the men seem to imagine. Women, 
it has been shown by medical and other evidence, are physi¬ 
cally unfit for the bodily and mental strain which the compo¬ 
sitor’s employment brings with it, and an official inquiry 
instituted in America some four years ago established this fact 
beyond cavil. It is, moreover, the very necessity of men’s 
labour to complete that of the women which will ever gravitate 
against the more general employment of the latter as compo¬ 
sitors. Without having any bias in the matter ourselves, we 
cannot but deplore the injudicious step taken in this matter, 
which is more likely to intensify than remedy what the Society 
regards as an evil. 

Perhaps the most noteworthy resolution passed at the 
twelfth Trade-Union Congress, which has met since our last 
issue, was one in favour of federation of the different trade 
organizations. The past year or two have been so productive 
of strikes that the passing of such a resolution is much to be 
regretted, for it seems to forecast, as indeed did the speeches 
advocating the proposal, that a bolder front and a more 
obstinate opposition will in future be marshalled against the 
employer. Such a federation will leave the individual member 
a nonentity, and it is more than questionable whether his 
interests will thus be either guarded or promoted. In the course 
of the deliberations it was incidentally mentioned that only 
about one-tenth of the printers of Edinburgh were members of 
the society. A motion empowering the Parliamentary Com¬ 
mittee to start a labour newspaper was also submitted. With 
the fate of the Beehive, the People's Advocate, and other 
similar abortive ventures before them, the delegates seem 
rightly to have considered it futile to make another attempt in 
this direction. 

Although the chief magistrate of the City is no longer 
addressed as he was in Dick Whittington’s days, as the “ right 
worshipfull and gracious lord and sovereign, the Maior of 
London,” he continues to be, nevertheless, the leading functionary 
of civic administration. The printing trade has been excep¬ 
tionally fortunate in having had during the present decade 
three of its members filling the chair of mayoralty. Mr. Robert 
Besley was Lord Mayor in 1870; Sir S. H. Waterlow filled 
that office in 1873 ; and now the same honour has in turn been 
conferred upon Sir F. W. Truscott. The newly-appointed 
Lord Mayor is the eldest son of the late Mr. James Truscott, 
of Essex Lodge, Norwood, by his union with Louisa, daughter 
of Mr. John Wyatt, of Truro, Cornwall. He was born in 
1824, and was educated at King’s College, London. Sir 
Francis, who married in 1847, Eliza, daughter of Mr. James 
Freeman, of Turnham-green, Middlesex, is, in addition to 
being an Alderman of the City of London, a partner in the 
firm of James Truscott & Sons, wholesale stationers and 
printers ; one of her Majesty’s Commissioners of Lieutenancy 
for the City of London, a Governor of Christ’s Hospital, a 
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Commissioner of Income-tax for the City of London, and a 
member of the Metropolitan Board of Works from 1875. He 
served the office of Sheriff of London and Middlesex in 1871-2, 
and was knighted in 1872, on the occasion of her Majesty’s 
visit to St. Paul’s to return thanks for the recovery of the 
Prince of Wales from his illness. In politics he is a Conserva¬ 
tive, and some years ago he unsuccessfully contested a seat for 
Dudley. In 1872 he was elected Alderman of the Dowgate 
Ward, which ward he has represented in the Court of Common 
Council for twenty-five years. There is a fitness of things in the 
fact that the first Lord Mayor during the present decade should 
have been a member of the craft, and that the closing year 
should be memorable for a similar representation. Sir Francis 
will doubtless do his best to maintain not only the dignity of 
his civic office, but also the prestige of the “ art-preservative.” 

OUR Civic authorities have lately been not a little exercised 
on the subject of “ commission.” A suspicion had gained ground 
that black-mail was being levied in most of the Corporation 
offices, and a special Inquiry Committee was consequently 
appointed to sift the matter. The report of this Committee, 
recently issued and signed by Messrs. Thomas Rudkin, E. 
Dresser Rogers, William Braham, Reginald Hanson, Frank 
Green, James Judd, G. N. Johnson, P. De Keyser, James Crispe, 
and Peter McKinlay, establishes beyond a doubt that the 
rumours in question were only too well founded. It appears 
that commissions of 7! and 15 per cent, respectively had been 
received in the Remembrancer’s office on all advertising and 
printing accounts. Some of the clerks in the Solicitor’s office 
have been similarly receiving money gratuities or commissions 
from the printers and stationers who executed the different 
contracts. The consideration of the report has been adjourned 
for the present, but the Corporation owe it to their own fair 
fame, as well as to the printing trade at large, to take such 
action in this matter as shall stop a practice dishonest in itself 
and demoralizing no less to the giver of the commission than to 
the receiver. Since this paragraph was written a meeting of 
the Common Council has been held (on the 13th inst.), at 
which the merits of the case were freely canvassed. One of 
the motions before the Court was that Mr. W. Currie, the late 
Remembrancer, be requested to refund all sums received by 
him as commission ; this in turn provoked several amend¬ 
ments, but no final decision was arrived at, and the further 
discussion stands again adjourned. 

Very little has been done to promote technical education in 
the printing trade since the exhibition of 1872 came to a close, 
just seven years ago. Every variety of printing material 
formed one of the staples of that year’s exhibition, and a 
series of lectures on printing was delivered at the time. The 
result of these annual exhibitions was, however, disappointing 
in the extreme, and they were discontinued. We have often 
advocated the claims of printers to be considered in any 
system of technical training, and from the recently-issued pro¬ 
gramme of the annual technological examinations we are 
pleased to find that our efforts have not been in vain. Printing 
is one of the subjects included this year for the first time. The 
syllabus of the intended examination has not yet been made 
public. Meanwhile we may, however, mention that the ex¬ 
amination is in three grades : — Honours, Advanced, and 
Elementary. The first is intended for foremen, the second for 
journeymen, and the third for apprentices. The prizes consist 
both of medals and money. As in previous years, paper-manu¬ 
facture will also form one of the subjects for examination, 
while photography has also been added this year for the first 
time. The executive of the City and Guilds of London 
Institute deserve the thanks of the craft for having taken the 
first practical step to promote technical education among 
printers. 

Newspaper readers are hardly aware of the labour and 
organization, to say nothing of the expense, involved in the 
production of the letters “From our Special Correspondent.” 
It might be supposed that these were the work of some one 
enterprising, industrious, and intrepid journalist, more especially 
as they are generally written in the first person singular. Those 
acquainted with the arcana of newspaper life know, however, 
that such compositions are very composite indeed, and are often 
the result of the labours of a small band of observant writers, 

each posted in a different locality. Thus, in the late Afghan 
war, Dr. Austin, of the Times, remained all the winter at Lahore 
as a centre, and had correspondents with each of the three 
columns engaged in the war, who kept him informed by letter 
and telegraph, and the Doctor then transmitted home what he 
considered important. In this way the Sunday telegram of the 
leading journal was compiled. 

It is a cause for general satisfaction that the prosecutions 
ately instituted by the Society for the Suppression of Vice 
against certain obscene prints have been uniformly successful, 
and that the streets of the Metropolis have thus been rid of a 
pest which was becoming daily more insupportable. 

In our last month’s list of published specifications we noticed 
a patent for “ an improved composition applicable for the manu¬ 
facture of elastic rollers,” by Messrs. Burbridge, Thorpe, & 
Oakley. These rollers are now being manufactured by Messrs. 
Warne & Co., who have appointed the “ Durable ” Printers’ 
Roller Company, of the Viaduct Works, Farringdon-road, their 
sole agents. On page 196 of our last issue we indicated the 
nature of this patent composition; but having since had an oppor¬ 
tunity of examining some of the rollers, we are enabled to state 
more precisely the manner of its application and the claims it 
makes to superiority. The roller-stock is first covered with 
vulcanite as a means of attachment, and then overlaid with the 
newpatent composition of sulphurized oil, fibrous materials, pitch, 
&c. It is afterwards finished by an outer covering of red 
rubber. So far the roller is similar to the Lanham roller as 
originally made, hut it is more elastic in consequence of the 
under-layer of patent composition before mentioned. The red 
rubber being thinner than in Lanham’s allows the substratum 
better to act the part of a cushion. We do not speak of the 
printing qualities of these rollers as, in this respect, there should 
be no difference between them and the Lanham roller, the surface 
of india-rubber being similar in each. 

The Annual Exhibition of the Photographic Society, which 
was opened to private view on Saturday, the 4th inst., at the 
Gallery, 5, Pall Mall East, shows a marked advance in produc¬ 
tions'of artistic merit. In addition to the improvement, which 
is always inseparable from an increased acquaintance with the 
beautiful, as exhibited in the works of our painters and 
sculptors, we think something may be due to the use of the rapid 
gelatine processes that have, during the past twelvemonth, 
been forced upon the attention of photographers. Portraits 
and landscapes can now be taken in about one-tenth of the 
time formerly required by the collodion process, the consequence 
of which is that expressions in portraiture and effects in land¬ 
scape are easily caught now which formerly escaped during a 
comparatively long exposure. The professional, photographer 
can now purchase ready-prepared plates of exquisite sensitive¬ 
ness, so that his mind can be directed more to the art phase of 
his work than to the regulation and manipulation of chemicals, 
while in outdoor work, moving figures, animals, clouds, waves, 
and shipping, are photographed with a rapidity truly marvellous. 
The present exhibition will well repay a visit from all interested 
in the advance of photography—and what lithographer or 
printer is not ? 

JOTTINGS! ENGLISH, COLONIAL, & FOREIGN, 

A PEN may be driven, but the pencil does best when it is le(a)d. 

The Heap Bridge Paper Works near Bury, are to be sold by auction 

on the 22nd inst. 

Messrs. Ward, Lock, & Co. held their annual book-sale dinner 

at the Albion on the 24th ult. 

Mr. J. Morley, editor of the Fortnightly Review is to be invited to 

contest Westminster in the Liberal interest. 

Mr. P. G. Hamerton will be one of the candidates for the Fine 
Arts chair in connection with the Edinburgh University. 

Paper-Money.—Paper is worth six cents a pound in Peru until it 
is made into money, then it is said to depreciate about 50 per cent. 

Mr. John Coe, superintendent of the printing department of the 
Bank of England has, we are sorry to say, been for some time past 

in very bad health. 
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American Patent Office Contract.—The contract for photo¬ 
lithographing the current work of the Patent Office has been awarded 
to Mr. Norris Peters, of Washington (U.S.A,). 

Reuter’s Telegram Company, Limited.—An interim dividend 
at the rate of 5 per cent, per annum has been declared by the directors 
of this company for the half-year ended last June. 

“ Don’t be an Editor,1’ shrieks the Boston Transcript. “ It is 
all very well to say, ‘ Don’t be an editor,’ but when a man is too 
honest for anything else, what is he to do ? ”—Boston Argus. 

Cassell’s Technical Educator.—We feel we are doing a kind¬ 
ness to some of our younger readers by reminding them that this 
admirable work is now being re-issued in monthly parts, and in i^d. 

weekly numbers. 

Mr. W. H. Bonnewell, printers’ supplier, has announced him¬ 
self as a candidate for the City division at the forthcoming School 
Board election, “as an advocate for efficiency of administration with 
economy in expenditure.” 

Improved Wood Type.—A wood type, having its face formed by 
a veneering of rubber or analogous material, and the body and sides 
composed mainly of wood, has been patented by Mr. Peter Gfroerer, 

of Terre Haute, Ind. (U.S.A.) 

Anglo-French Telegrams.—An Anglo-French telegraphic con¬ 
vention has been signed, whereby after the 1st of April next telegrams 
from any part of the country to the other will be charged 20c. per 
word, without minimum as to length. 

The Stationers’ Company held a court dinner at their hall on 
the 30th ult. The Lord Mayor elect (Sir F. W. Truscott) being the 
Master for the ensuing year, presided. He was supported by Mr. 
Deputy Kelday and Mr. Alderman Figgins. 

Mr. J. W. Zaehnsdorf, the well-known bookbinder of Catherine- 
street, Strand, has in preparation a practical treatise on the art of 
bookbinding. It will be illustrated with specimens of fine work, copied 
by photo-lithography, and numerous woodcuts of tools, &c. 

Lanham’s Patent Rollers.—The merits of these rollers begin 
to be appreciated in Germany as well as in this country. Two agencies 
for their sale have just been opened there, one by Herren Siiss & 
Brunow, at Leipsic, and the other by Herr G. Id. Boulton, at Leipsic- 
Reudnitz. 

Complimentary Presentation.—Mr. William Alsop, for many 
years proprietor of the Whitehaven News and Cumberland Pacquet, was 
recently presented with a purse of gold, on the occasion of his leaving 
the district to take the management of the Cornish Telegraph, published 
at Penzance. 

Proposed French Press Law.—The Patrie (Paris) says that by the 
new French Press Law the printers of provincial journals will be 
obliged to send one number direct to the Ministry of the Interior, and 
a copy of each issue to the Prefecture of the Department in which the 
paper is published. 

Lawsuit between Printing-machine Builders. — M. P. 
Alauzet, the well-known French printing-machine builder, has insti¬ 
tuted judicial proceedings against his partner, M. Heuse, for a dis¬ 
solution of partnership in his own favour. The result is awaited with 
much interest by the typographic world of Paris. 

“And still They come!”—Another secret printing-office, it is 
stated, was discovered on the 3rd inst. in a private house in Sergiefsky- 
street, one of the most fashionable quarters of St. Petersburg. Four¬ 
teen men and three women were arrested, and a seizure took place of 
type and of manuscripts of revolutionary character. 

The fourth volume of the “Catalogue of Satirical Prints” in the 
British Museum, prepared for the Trustees in the Print-Room, is nearly 
ready for the press. It illustrates political and personal satire in 
England between 1760 and 1770. There are about a thousand entries, 
describing as many engravings and a much greater number of designs. 

A Multi-colour Printing Machine.—Yet another inventor is 
in the field, who professes to have completed a printing machine on 
which different colours can be simultaneously printed. Mr. A. H. 
Payne, resident in Leipsic, describes his invention as giving the most 
satisfactory results, the register being, according to his assertion, all 
that can be desired. 

Co-operative Printing.—The financial results attained by the 
Vienna Co-operative Printing Company seem to be on a par with those 
to which we drew attention last month, in connection with a similar 
concern at Manchester. During the last financial year the turnover 
amounted to ^2,300, while the net profit was below ^25, or rather 
less than iy^ per cent.! 

Tenders are invited by the Postmaster-General for the supply of 
sealing-wax to his department. Forms of tender can be obtained of the 
Storekeeper at the General Post-office.——The Guardians of the 

Holborn Union have awarded their contracts as under :—Printing to 
Mr. Tirebuck, stationery to Mr, W. J. Goode, and the supply of books 
to Messrs. Knight & Co. 

At the last half-yearly meeting of the West of Scotland Association 
of Gas Managers, Mr. Robert Mitchell, of Coatbridge, the chairman, 
in referring to the use of gas as a motive-power, mentioned that it was 
the intention of the patentee of the Bisshop engine (recently described 
in these pages), to have it reduced in size so as to adapt it for driving 
sewing and washing machines. 

One Solution of the Spelling Difficulty.—The Bavarian 
Government has adopted a system of orthography arranged by the late 
Professor Raumer and a committee of experts, and it is to be introduced 
into all the schools, so as to put an end to the complaints of difference 
in spelling. This is a triumph of which our own Spelling Reform 
Association will not fail to take note. 

Failures in the Scotch Stationery Trade.-Among the 
1,082 failures which have been gazetted in Scotland during the twelve- 
month that has elapsed since the collapse of the City of Glasgow Bank 
are those of six stationers. The dire effect which that catastrophe had 
upon Scotch trade may be judged from the fact that the failures during 
the preceding year only amounted to 670. 

A NEW monthly bibliographical journal is announced in Paris for 
the 10th of next month. Its title is Le Livre (the Book), and the size 
is to be octavo. Both current and ancient literature—French as well 
as foreign—will be dealt with in its pages. A well-qualified editor has 
been appointed in the person of M. Octave Uzanne, while M. A. 
Quantin will be the printer and publisher. 

Paper for Stereotyping.—Herren Weber & Eichenberg, of 
Hagen, Westphalia, have introduced a description of paper specially 
adapted for use in stereotyping. It is made purely of linen rags, 
without the addition of any surrogates. The impressions obtained by 
the use of this paper are described as exceptionally sharp, and there is 
no risk of the material tearing during the process. 

Austrian Printers’ Tariff.—Negotiations are now under way 
between the Austrian master printers and the journeymen compositors, 
as to a new tariff-scale, to be mutually agreed upon. As an illustra¬ 
tion of the amount of Hebrew work done in the Austrian capital, we 
may mention that the compositors of Hebrew held a meeting among 
themselves, and agreed to submit a certain scale of remuneration to 

the masters. 

Perforating Machine.—An improved machine for perforating 
paper, so that letters, numbers, or other characters may be represented 
thereon by a series of perforations, has been patented by M. Henri 
L. Poirier, of Paris. The punch-holder is so constructed that the 
punches may be readily replaced when they are worn, and they may 
be grouped in the prisms so as to change the characters to be repro¬ 
duced in perforations. 

Composing-Machines in Denmark.—The little kingdom of 
Denmark is to the fore in its adoption of composing-machines. A 
Copenhagen firm, named Ferslew & Co., have had at work two com¬ 
posing and three distributing-machines since the beginning of the 
present year. The result has been so satisfactory, that five more com¬ 
posing and eight more distributing machines have been ordered of 
Herr Kastenbein by the same firm. 

The post of editor of the Journal fur Buchdruckerkunst, which 
Herr Goebel has relinquished after eight years’ service, is now filled by 
Herr Ferdinand Schlotke, a well-known letterpress and lithographic 
printer of Hamburg, who in his opening address assures his readers 
that it has long been his ambition to fill a similar post. Herr Goebel, 
we are pleased to know, has been induced to continue his connection 
with the Journal as a regular contributor. 

Duration of Apprenticeship.—The Vienna Pressmen and the 
Machine-Minders’ Club are agitating to obtain an extension of the term 
of apprenticeship from four to five years. They also suggest that every 
youth, before being apprenticed, should pass an examination, and that 
his subsequent attendance at the Technical School should be made 
compulsory. The Viennese operative printers would thus seem to en¬ 
tertain more enlightened views on this subject than some writers nearer 

home. 

Mr. Frederick Ullmer sends us catalogue No. 28 of “ Specimens 
of New Type at the latest reduced prices, now on sale at the Standard 
Steam Works, Cross-street, Farringdon-road,” and also No. 51 of 
his “List of Machinery, Presses, Cutting Machines, &c., &c., new 
and second-hand. ” Both catalogues are in octavo form, -and while show¬ 
ing the growing prosperity of the well-established firm who issue them, 
they will be found to contain much useful matter, to which the country 
printer in particular may turn with advantage. 

Hempel’s Patent Steel Quoins.—Messrs. V. & J. Figgins, 
type-founders and manufacturers of printing materials, of Ray-street, 
Farringdon-road, London, E.C., have been appointed agents for the 
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sale of these quoins, which have already been extensively adopted in 
America and on the Continent. They are expensive, but their action 
is certain and instantaneous, the chase is kept square, and the form can 
be locked up in silence and with security. They deserve a trial. 

Messrs. Hopkinson & Cope, of the Albion Works, Farringdon- 
road, London, E.C. (factories, 28, Scrutton-street, and Queen-street, 
Finsbury, E.C.), have sent us their revised “Catalogue and Price-List 
of Machinery and Materials, Steam Engines and Boilers, Rolling-Mills, 
Hydraulic, Screw, and Embossing-Presses, Shaftings, &c., for Printers, 
Stationers, Bookbinders, &c.” It is copiously illustrated and well 
arranged, and will be found very useful to the master tradesman. 

The French Post-Office.—The Committee of the Municipality 
of Paris appointed to consider the question of rebuilding the post- 
office of that city (the present building being altogether unworthy of 
the French capital), has recently taken the opportunity to express its 
desire that the simple or initial charge for a letter posted in Paris or 
France to any address in that country should be reduced from 15 

centimes (about i^d.) to 10 centimes (id.) 

Exports of Books.—The one satisfactory feature during the pre¬ 
vailing depression in the printing trade is that the foreign demand for 
English printed books continues steadily on the increase. Last month 
the total shipments reached a value of ,£90,890, as compared with 
£'84,457 and £81,534 respectively in the months of September of 1878 
and 1877. The total for the first nine months of the year is of equally 
good import, the value being in 1879, £671,804, against £634,101 and 
£632,681 during the same periods of the two preceding years. 

A Duel between Journalists,—A duel between journalists was 
fought on the 17th ult. at Dieghem, in Belgium. The combatants 
were M. Liebert, of the XIXme Siicle, and M. Lepelletier, editor of 
the Marseillaise. The weapons used were swords. The condition of 
the meeting was that the combat should cease after the first blood had 
been drawn. They fought for an hour and a half without a touch on 
either side. At length, M. Liebert being grazed on the forearm and 
M. Lepelletier on the hand, the seconds declared honour satisfied. 

School Board Competition.—The grievance of which English 
publishers have lately complained, as to School Board interference 
with private publishing enterprise, has found its counterpart in 
Austria. There, however, the publishers have persevered in their 
agitation until the Government has at last interfered in their behalf. 
Certain restrictions have been imposed upon School Boards in con¬ 
nection with new publishing ventures, and some works that were 
actually passing through the press had to be made over to private 
publishers. 

Russian Press Censorship.—The estimates for the Russian Cen¬ 
sorial Department for 1880 amount to nearly £40,000. The Vcdomosti 
of the St. Petersburg police was put up for auction last week. A group 
of speculators, represented by G. Evald, an engineer, purchased the 
paper for £3,650 per annum. The public sale of the Novoe Vremya 
and Vedomosti has been interdicted, and the Rooski Pravda has received 
a second warning. The financial affairs of the latter paper, owing to 
its ill-treatment at the hands of the censor, are in a very bad condition, 
and its issue may be expected shortly to cease. 

German Authors’ Association.—The annual congress of German 
authors was this year held at Dresden, and was attended by about 
fifty members. Among the chief resolutions come to was one respect¬ 
ing the institution at Leipsic of a court of arbitration to decide disputes 
as to literary property, whether between authors and authors or between 
authors and publishers. It was also, among other things, resolved to 
start a national collection for the purpose of erecting a monument to 
the recently-deceased Karl Gutzkow. On the 5th inst., the congress 
was brought to a conclusion by a banquet. 

The Edition de Luxe of the works of Thackeray, whom Char¬ 
lotte Bronte termed “a Titan of mind,” consists of 24 volumes impe¬ 
rial 8vo., containing 248 steel-engravings, 1,473 wood-engravings, 
printed on China paper, and 88 coloured illustrations. The steel- 
engravings have been printed by Messrs. McQueen, and the wood- 
engravings by Messrs. Clay, Sons & Taylor, who have also printed 
the work. Only 1,000 copies of the edition have been struckjoff. The 
paper has been specially manufactured by Messrs. Dickinson. 
Messrs. Smith, Elder & Co. are the publishers. 

Bibliography in France.—The important subject of bibliography 
is attracting attention in France, as it is now in England. The Minister 
of Public Instruction has announced that an examination will take place 
in the present month of October, at the Library of the Arsenal, of 
candidates for certificates of aptitude for employment as librarians at 
the Universities and other public establishments. The examination 
consists of two written proofs :—1. A composition in French on a 
question relating to bibliography. 2. The classification of fifteen works 
treating of different subjects, and belonging to different epochs of 
printing. 

Lithographers’ Coat of Arms.—We announced some months 
ago that our valued contemporary, the Freie Kiinste, had offered a 
money prize for the best design for a lithographic coat of arms. Eight 
competitors have entered the field, and submitted sketches, the 
relative merits of which have not been as yet determined. As regards 
nationality, we regret to find that England is conspicuous by her 
absence, the competitors hailing respectively, four from Germany, two 
from France, and one each from Austria and Belgium. The subject- 
matter of each design has some immediate bearing upon the art of 
lithography. 

Society of Women employed in Bookbinding.—From the 
last financial statement of this society it appears that £36 have been 
paid in benefits during the nine months ending last June, while the 
balance in hand amounted at that date to £223. 14s. At the last 
quarterly meeting of the members a new rule was passed to the following 
effect:—“That if a member ceases to work at the bookbinding trade 
for six months she shall become an honorary member, and neither 
receive out-of-work nor sick benefits, nor make payments, but she shall 
be entitled to all other benefits, and on again working at the trade she 
shall be placed on the free members’ list.” 

A Composing-Machine Swindle.—TheJournalfiir Buchdrucker- 
kunst exposes in a recent issue the nefarious practices of a person 
named Eisele, who, professing to have invented a composing-machine 
which was to out-distance all existing ones, obtained large sums 
of money from different persons for the alleged purpose of com¬ 
pleting such invention. After having thus imposed upon several of his 
countrymen he has decamped, and is now said to be in this country. 
Eisele, it has been ascertained, has already served several terms of 
imprisonment, and our readers may profit by this hint, in case he 
should try to palm off his invention upon them. 

The Copyright Bill.—At the meeting of the Court of Common 
Council on the 18th ult., the Remembrancer (Mr. Robarts) reported 
the introduction by her Majesty’s Government of the Copyright Bill, 
which affects the Stationers’ Company. It did not, he said, other¬ 
wise affect the City. Mr. Deputy H. L. Taylor observed that under 
the circumstances it would not be wise to refer the bill to a committee. 
If they did it might involve an expenditure of some hundreds of pounds. 
The Stationers’ Company could take care of their own interests. Mr. 
Deputy Kelday replied that they were prepared to do so. No action 
was consequently taken on the report of the Remembrancer. 

The annual meeting for the distribution of prizes to the apprentices 
belonging to the technical school established by the eminent printing 
firm of M. A. Chaix & Co., of Paris, took place on the 14th ult., when 
a large number of friends of the firm assembled. M. Chaix having 
taken the chair, addressed a few kindly words to his apprentices, and 
explained how he had been induced to add music to the course of their 
instruction. He further mentioned that he proposed assisting appren¬ 
tices out of their time to travel abroad with a view to improve them¬ 
selves, and that employment would be assured to them on their return 
—a generous proposition, which was received with applause. 

The Biter Bit.—In our issue for December, 1877, we mentioned 
that on the death of Hacklander, the German novelist, his publishers 
were obliged to rebut claims preferred by his family by showing that 
they bad paid nearly £50,000 for copyrights, whereas his heirs had 
alleged that he had only received a mere pittance for his very popular 
works. The Wiirtemberg authorities thereupon, as we then mentioned, 
demanded arrears of income-tax, and judgment has now been given in 
their favour for £600, which, under the penalty for false returns, would 
be multiplied by twelve. As this would swallow up all the property 
left by the deceased, his widow has petitioned for a remission of the fine. 

There is, it appears, at least one benighted spot within these realms 
whither the power of the Press only penetrates in an indirect and round¬ 
about way. It certainly seems strange in these latter days to read 
an announcement like the following : — “ Wanted, at Lisbellaw, in 
County Fermanagh, a good Printer, to settle and to print the local 
Gazette. A personal visit requested. Lisbellaw is the centre of the 
North of Ireland, and a station on the railways from Dublin to Derry, 
and from Enniskillen to Belfast. Write to Editor.” Late experiences 
in the sister isle might certainly dispose many a man to pause before 
venturing upon the treacherous ocean of Irish politics even in the 
minor office of printer. 

Fires.—On the 25th ult. a fire broke out at 9, Took’s-court, 
Chancery-lane, on premises occupied by Mr. G. Russell, law-stationer, 
Mr. T. C. Rymer, artist, and Mr. T. Boothby.-By a fire on the 
6th inst. in Bookseller’s-row, Strand, serious damage was done to the 
premises of Mr. Leno, bookseller, and to No. 6, opposite, occupied 
by Mr. P. Holmes, bookseller; the latter was’insured in the Phoenix 
Office. Messrs. Wood & Co., lace paper-makers, occupy three houses 
in the Strand, the workshop at the back abutting on the scene of the 
outbreak. The roof of their workshop was much damaged. The 
contents were insured in the Liverpool, London and Globe Offices, and 
the buildings in the Phoenix. 
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A Noble Catalogue.—The Library Association at Manchester 
were shown the new catalogue of the library at Chatsworth, which the 
Duke of Devonshire has recently had printed in four large octavo 
volumes at the Chiswick Press. 250 copies have been printed on small 
paper, and fifty copies on large paper. A fifth volume is to be devoted 
to the Duke of Devonshire’s dramatic rarities. The initial letter of 
each division is adorned by a quartering from the duke’s coat of arms, 
and a vignette stands at the head of each section representing a scene 
at Chatsworth. The typographical excellence of this noble catalogue 
well-sustains the fame of the Chiswick Press. The compiler of the 
catalogue was Sir James Lacaita. 

Sale of Copyright.—On the 1st inst. the Hornet was offered for 
sale at the Auction Mart. The sale included the copyright, cartoon 
blocks, stock and plant, current advertisements, &c., in its entirety as 
a going concern, together with the fittings and furniture of the editor’s 
room and publishing offices. It was stated that the Hornet had been in 
existence for the last thirteen years, that the circulation amounted to 
several thousand copies weekly, and that the receipts for advertisements 
were about .£30 per week. The bidding was very slow and the offers 
few. Started at ,£25, it was eventually knocked down at £110 to Mr. 
Featherstone Hall. The last proprietors of the paper were the West¬ 
minster Association, now in liquidation. 

In the days of Robert Walpole this country was notorious for its 
reptile press, in fact under that nobleman’s sway no less a sum than 
,£50,000 was spent during ten years in subsidizing the ephemeral sheets 
of the time. Although bribery of that nature has long been discontinued 
in our midst, we are, nevertheless, on the Continent still credited with 
similar practices. The Cologne Gazette, for example, offers a reward 
of ,£50 for the discovery of the author of a libellous postcard addressed 
to it from Wilten, and charging it with sharing in “ the £76,000 given 
in a single year by the Cobden Club out of its own funds to German 
journals.” The absurdity of such an assertion is too patent to need 
refutation. We question whether the average income of the Cobden 
Club approximates to even a tithe of the above sum. 

The will of Mr. Lionel Lawson of the Daily Telegraph, says Truth, 
is a curious one. He leaves his son only a fifth of his property, adds 
nothing to the marriage portion of his daughter, and after a few small 
annuities, divides the rest in four equal parts, leaving one to his nephew 
Edward, one to his niece Emily, one to his grand-nephew Harry, and 
one between the six children of his brother, exclusive of Emily and 
Edward. I understand that the will was made in 1875 i and the story 
goes that a second will existed unsigned, leaving the bulk of his pro¬ 
perty to his son. This story I doubt, for, if true, it would become an 
interesting question for the lawyers whether the second will would not, 
if the intention of signing were proved, supersede the prior one. Mr. 
Lawson’s personal and real property amounted to above £1,400,000. 

International Postal Statistics.—During the year 1877 as 
many as 5,682,000,000 letters, papers, &c., were sent by post in 
Europe; 3,597,000,000 being letters or post-cards, 1,522,000,000 news¬ 
papers, and 563,000,000 patterns, and the like. The greatest propor¬ 
tion fell to the share of Great Britain and Ireland, the total number 
despatched being 1,483,075,000, or at the rate of 347 letters and 97 
newspapers for every inhabitant. In Switzerland, every inhabitant on 
an average sent 287 letters and i8’8 papers in the year ; in Germany, 
i6'8 letters and I0‘i papers ; in Idolland, 167 letters and 7-9 papers; 
in Belgium, 14'1 letters and I4'6 papers; in France 127 letters and 
5'6 papers ; in Denmark 127 letters and 127 papers ; while in Russia 
the numbers fall as low as 1 ‘2 letters and o-9 papers, and in Turkey to 
0*2 letters and o'l papers. 

“A Name to Point a Moral.”—The wearying sameness and 
reiteration of many of our English names of streets and townships, &c., 
has its full counterpart in the United States. A correspondent has 
recently pointed out that there are in America 12 Bostons, 25 Spring- 
fields, 18 Brooklyns, 5 Baltimores, 16 Buffaloes, 17 Burlingtons, 17 
Charlestons, 4 Chicagos, 8 Cincinnatis, 10 Clevelands, 19 Columbuses, 
25 Daytons, 5 Detroits, 2 Indianapolises, 15 Lowels, 8 Memphises, 
3 Milwaukees, 14 Nashvilles, 5 Omahas, 8 Pittsburghs, 7 Philadelphias, 
14 Portlands, 14 Quinceys, 22 Richmonds, 15 St. Louises, 12 St. 
Pauls, 7 Toledos, 30 Washingtons, 13 Wilmingtons, and 28 Williams- 
burghs. The moral to be drawn from this is, never to send a letter 
across the Atlantic without indicating the state in which the particular 
township may be situated. 

The “American Model Printer.”—We have received the first 
number of the magazine which has been so long announced by Messrs. 
W. J. Kelly & Bartholomew, and which is now issued from 22, College- 
street, New York. It is described as a journal devoted to the typo¬ 
graphical art and kindred trades, and the “official organ of the Inter¬ 
national Typographical Union of North America.” We cannot say we 
are favourably impressed with the editorial tone of the first number, 
which savours rather too much of “ high-falutin’.” The composition 
exhibits several instances of remarkable ingenuity, amounting almost to 
a perversion of talent. The paper and presswork, as was to be expected, 

are unexceptionable. The Alodel Printer is certainly a very handsome 
addition to the ranks of trade journalism, and is a new exemplifica¬ 
tion of the remarkable typographical skill of Mr. W. J. Kelly. 

A Large Machine.—Messrs. Marinoni have just erected an Anglo- 
French machine for Messrs. Cassell, Petter, Galpin, & Co., capable of 
printing a quadruple double-crown sheet. The principle of its construc¬ 
tion is the same as of other machines of its class, but with the addition 
of a taking-off apparatus which deposits both the printed and set-off 
sheets on separate boards. This is accomplished by two sets of upright 
flyers in the centre of the board, one set falling in the direction of the 
cylinders and the other towards the ink-duct. The immense sheet is 
cut in half by a circular knife after printing, but the set-off is, of course, 
deposited whole. The machine has been especially made to print an 
entire part of four numbers of the Quiver. The average speed is between 
800 and 900 per hour. We may state that the characteristic finish 
peculiar to the machinery of French make is well maintained in this 

latest production. 

Mr. H. J. Infield, of 160, Fleet-street, has submitted to us a copy 
of his “ Printers’ and Stationers’ Paper Calculator.” By its aid any 
person can ascertain at a glance the cost of any number of sheets of 
paper at a given price. The value of the table is, however, marred by 
the minuteness of the type that has been employed, rendering reference 
to any particular column a fatiguing and eye-irritating task. The same 
complaint applies to another table, also issued by Mr. Infield, the 
“Newspaper Publisher’s Calculator.” It shows the trade rate to be 
charged for any number of copies from 1 to 1,000, and also the sum to 
be refunded in return for any copies. Useful as this table must prove 
to all newspaper publishers, it would have been rendered still more so 
if, in addition to its present information, it had also given the prices 
per one and more quires. Apart from this, however, both tables should 

prove acceptable. 

Book-post Regulations.—Printers and publishers would do 
well to take notice of an intimation by the Postmaster-General that 
by the terms of the Postal Union Convention concluded last year the 
following articles are expressly excluded from the privilege of trans¬ 
mission by post between Union countries at the reduced rates of postage 
applicable to printed papers, viz. :—I. Postage-stamps, whether 
obliterated or not. 2. All printed articles constituting the representative 
sign of a monetary value, such as printed bonds with coupons attached. 
Hitherto packets of bonds, &c., have been sent from this country to 
Turkey, Egypt, and the Continent generally, paid for as printed papers ; 
but the proceeding having been challenged as irregular, and the 
question having been referred to the International Bureau of the Uni¬ 
versal Postal Union, it has been decided that all such articles are liable 
to the full letter-rates of postage, and must be paid for accordingly. 

“Sweet Advertisements.”—Had Byron lived in our own day 
he might have added one more to the long string of things sublunary 
which he voted “sweet,” i.e., advertisements. As a rule they abound 
in honeyed words, and this fact seems to have suggested to an American 
gentleman the idea of imparting a similar air—or rather taste—to the 
substance on which the announcement is set forth. Mr. P. Howard 
Davis, of Great Clowes-street, Broughton, Manchester, has submitted 
to us a number of what he terms “ American Advertising Lozenges,” 
made in different shapes of pure sugar. That these “ trade pushens ” 
will commend themselves to the juvenile portion of the public admits 
of no doubt, but has Mr. Davis yet realized his full responsibility in 
thus taking the bread out of the printer’s mouth and making every 
“consumer” of his lollipops a walking advertisement? Mr. Davis 
may thank us if we suggest as a motto for his novelty a line that occurs 
in Sir Philip Sidney’s “ Defence of Poesy,”—“ Sweet food of sweetly- 
uttered knowledge.” 

A School Board and the Press.—The five members of the 
School Board at Ilorley, a small parish situated between London and 
Brighton, have decided for the future to exclude reporters from their 
meetings, on account of ill-feeling occasioned by the publication of 
their discussions. The vicar, with whom the proposal for exclusion 
originated, complained, it appears, that “ the reports had been mis¬ 
leading, full of mistakes, and incorrect in many points. The gentle¬ 
men of the Press did their duty to the best of their ability, but their 
best was very bad. Members of the board had consequently been 
attacked by outsiders, and up to last week he had had copies of public 
papers sent to him containing most insulting remarks respecting himself 
and his wife.” We suppose the fact of the matter is, that the reporter 
gave a true account of the proceedings, and has thus provoked the 
spleen of the members of the board, who probably, if we are to judge 
by the vicar’s remarks, are somewhat given to use indiscriminate and 
ill-considered language. 

American Import Duties on Engravings.—The absurdities 
perpetrated under the prevailing American customs tariff have received 
apt illustration during the past month. The customs officers at New 
York having charged a duty upon engravings printed in America, from 
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what is termed by a local journal “an American plate,” but sent 
abroad for the signature of the artist who painted the original picture, 
an appeal was taken to Secretary Sherman. The latter however sus¬ 
tained the decision, on the ground that the engravings were returned in 
a different condition and with an increased value. This has led to the 
suggestion that foreign autographs, especially those of crowned heads, 
for collecting which some persons have a mania, ought not to be 
allowed the benefit of the free list, as they are at present, unless the 
receiver is prepared to make affidavit that they are not imported for 
sale. Fiscal laws which lend themselves to such quibbling interpre¬ 
tations are discreditable to any country, and especially to one whose 
proud boast is the liberality of her institutions. 

Mr. Joseph Cowen, M.P.—In giving a sketch of this gentleman, 
the World says that he is a curious, perhaps a unique, combination of the 
poetic and the practical, of the man of business and the man of feeling. 
He makes the best fire-bricks in the world, and, as Sir Wilfrid 
Lawson says, he is personally acquainted with every conspirator in 
Europe. He owns and works large collieries, and is admitted to be 
one of the few orators in the House of Commons. He farms a 
thousand acres of land, and he has created a daily newspaper which 
has the largest circulation out of London. With a revenue exceeding 
that of many peers, he goes about Westminster, winter and summer, 
in a low-crowned felt hat, such as pitmen wear on Sundays, and a 
squarely-cut black coat, the pattern of which he must have himself 
designed in a moment of inspiration. Few men of his actual position 
and personal habits would escape the aspersion of affectation. But no 
one having the slightest acquaintance with Mr. Cowen would suspect 
him of being anything other than he presents himself, or of meaning 
anything other than what he says. 

Printers at the Trade Union Congress.—Among the dele¬ 
gates who attended the last Congress were not a few persons connected 
with the printing trades. We append their names, as also those of 
the Societies they represented, together with their respective member¬ 
ships :—London Society of Compositors, (5,000), Mr. J. Galbraith and 
Mr. F. Willis; Provincial Typographical Association, (5,286), Mr. H. 
Slatter, of Manchester; Scottish Typographical Association, (1,450), 
Mr. J. Battersby, of Glasgow ; Typographical Society of Glasgow, 
(650), Mr. W. Revil and Mr. R. Johnston, both of Glasgow ; Typo¬ 
graphical Association of Edinburgh (350), Mr. H. Austin and Mr. A. 
Ross, both of Edinburgh ; London Consolidated Society of Book¬ 
binders, (859), Mr. Henry R. King ; Vellum Bookbinders’ Society, 
(330), Mr. D. Keely; Society of Women Employed as Bookbinders, 
(300), Mrs. Paterson and Miss E. Whyte. On the concluding day of 
the Congress, Mr. H. Slatter, of Manchester, the general secretary of 
the Provincial Typographical Association, was unanimously elected 
chairman for the ensuing year of the Trade Union Congress parliamen¬ 
tary committee. 

The Penny Postage System.—Ever since the invention of print¬ 
ing no social reform has been introduced nor any invention perfected 
without there being two or even more claimants for the honour of 
having been the originators. Sir Rowland Hill has hardly passed 
away from among us before we hear his claim as the founder of the 
penny postal system disputed. Dr. W. L. Lindsay, of Perth, asserts 
that this country is chiefly indebted to the late Robert Wallace, of Kelly, 
for the introduction of that system. Dr. Lindsay mentions that his 
father, who was intimately associated with Wallace, was convinced, as 
is also Dr. L., that “so far as concerns the postal reform, while Rowland 
Hill carried off all the honours and emoluments, Robert Wallace did 
most of the hard work; and that, in other words, we owe the intro¬ 
duction of the penny postage, with all its consequent reforms, much 
more to Wallace, of Kelly, than to Sir Rowland Hill.” With all 
respect to our medical friend, we would point out to him that it requires 
something stronger than his ex parte statement to convince the world of 
the justice of the claims he advances. The rival claims of Gutenberg 
and Koster point a moral which Dr. Lindsay would do well to take to 
heart. 

Papermaking in Australia.—In announcing that Mr. George 
Murray, of the Liverpool Paper Works, New South Wales, has been 
awarded a silver medal by the Queensland National Agricultural 
and Industrial Association for the excellence of his paper exhibits, some 
of the Australian papers are congratulating themselves on the opening 
up of Colonial sources of supply of an article that has hitherto been ex¬ 
clusively furnished by English manufacturers. The Sydney Daily 
Telegraph, in announcing its use of the home-made paper, says that, 
“ as the price is only the barest fraction in advance of that charged by 
English manufacturers, there is a very strong inducement for colonists to 
keep their money in the local market.” The Sydney Adorning Herald 
says that “Mr. Murray has supplied this journal on several occasions 
with paper, and the quality has been found to be very satisfactory. Pie 
informs us also that he supplies other periodicals in Sydney, as also the 
Melbourne Age, South Australian Advertiser, and newspapers in Queens¬ 
land, New Zealand, and New Caledonia. The capabilities of Mr. 
Murray’s works are twenty-two tons per week of fine news and twenty- 

four to twenty-five tons per week of wrapping paper.” Mr. Murray, 
who acquired these works in 1874, is, it may be added, a native of 
Edinburgh. 

Printers’ Pension Corporation.—The twentieth election of in¬ 
mates to the Almshouses took place on the 6th inst., at Anderton’s 
Hotel. Mr. Edward Clowes occupied the chair, and there were pre¬ 
sent : Mr. J. C. Bloomfield, Mr. J. P. Ivillingback, jun., Mr. R. PI. 
Bayley, M. J. F. Beck, Mr. W. Crespin, Mr. G. T. Glynn, Mr. J. 
Hall, Mr. C. A. Jones, Mr. J. T. Lane, Mr. PI. McPherson, Mr. C. 
Newton, Mr. J. Pardoe, Mr. J. Parsons, Mr. R. C. Seyffert, Mr. J. 
B. Shreeve, Mr. A. Woods, Mr. F. Young, and Mr. J. S. Hodson, 
(secretary). Of the seven candidates, two were elected, viz., Richard 
Showier (first application, 1,525 votes) and Mary Fellows (fifth appli¬ 
cation, 1,326 votes). The numbers polled by the other candidates 
were, Hampton, 136; Hilton, 1,050; Jane Eatley, 896; Elizabeth 
Farrow, 129 ; and Sarah McCulloch, 835. An election of one orphan 
took place at the same time, and resulted in favour of Emily Pursey 
(1,048 votes), the second candidate polling 589. The chairman, on 
the part of the institution, presented the unsuccessful candidates with 
sums of money ; and the children supported by the corporation, or 
who had formerly been so, were presented with money and Bibles and 
Prayer-books. A vote of thanks to Mr. Clowes for presiding termi¬ 
nated the proceedings. 

Press Restrictions in Russia.—Horace Greeley once expressed an 
opinion that the principal profit on newspapers is derived from advertise¬ 
ments, and experience corroborates that view. The eyes of the Russian 
Government seem to have been opened to this aspect of the subject, 
and the latest, on dit has it that refractory newspapers are in future to 
be punished by forbidding them to insert advertisements, in other 
words, instead of continuing their open crusade against the Press, the 
authorities intend, if report speaks true, to thus quietly extinguish 
their censors by cutting off supplies. Before such a step is finally 
decided upon, it may be well to remind the Russian Government of the 
legend of Hercules and the Lernean monster ; their hydra-headed foe 
is likely to increase in vigour the more he is combated. The prevail¬ 
ing condition of things in Russia is still further illustrated by a code of 
regulations which has just been drawn up for the guidance of the 
students of the University of St. Petersburg, In stringency, these 
rules are probably unparalleled, and they are a grim illustration of 
what the phrase “ to rule with a rod of iron ” means. We have only 
room to instance two of these regulations, which are as follows :— 
“ The students are not allowed to have in their possession any book 
or engraving prohibited by the Censor in which either the Govern¬ 
ment, any political personage, or public morality is outraged. The 
students are not permitted to lithograph the lectures theyjrttend at the 
University.” 

An Historic Printing-House.—The last portion of the old 
printing-office of the Times, occupying the north side of Printing-IIouse- 
square, has disappeared, and its place is being supplied by a larger 
and more airy structure, in harmony with the new buildings facing 
Queen Victoria-street. Afterwards, and in due course, the rooms so 
long occupied by ‘ old ’ and also occasionally by ‘ young ’ Walter will 
enter into the category of things past ; and along with them the inner 
mystic shrine on the ground-floor to the left, the editor’s sanctum, that 
room in which Mr. Delane tested and made or marred so many 
rising and aspiring young men, and so severely rated those who did 
not come up to his high standard. A writer in the Whitehall Review 
says that the editorial chair, however, the editorial library of Parlia¬ 
mentary reports and bluebook, the file of the Times—comprising some 
two hundred and fifty folio volumes—and other works of reference, 
will be transferred to the new quarters. The stone which used to 
crown the old doorway, and on which is recorded the list of subscribers 
to the testimonial got up in the City to the Times on account of its 
vigorous and energetic exposure of sundry great frauds, is at present 
being cleansed and relettered, having become almost illegible ; it 
will of course be restored to its old place. It may be remembered 
that the exposure of this fraud cost the proprietors some ^5,000. 
The London merchants and bankers offered to recoup this amount— 
an offer of which the Times declined to avail itself. 

American Book-Post Regulations.—Such a variety of state¬ 
ments have lately found currency as to the new postal regulations 
promulgated in America, that it may be as well to give a brief 
outline of the rules now in force so far as they affect the American 
book-post. The rate on commercial papers, insurance documents, 
papers in legal proceedings, &c., when partly in print and partly in 
writing, has heretofore been the same as on letters, viz., 3 cents 
per half-ounce. All such articles are now, with certain exceptions, 
chargeable with postage at the rate of 1 cent for each two ounces 
when sent in unsealed envelopes or wrappers. The exceptions are, 
if such articles contain writing in the nature of personal corre¬ 
spondence, or are in themselves the representatives of monetary value. 
In these cases they become chargeable with letter rates of postage. 
The former restrictions as to writing in books have been removed to 
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the extent of permitting a simple manuscript dedication, or form of 
presentation, to be written on the covers or blank pages. Manuscript 
for publication, when accompanied by proof-sheets, may be sent at 
third-class rates; but unless so accompanied, is chargeable at letter 
rates. Architectural and other drawings made by hand, heretofore 
charged at letter rates, are now assigned to the fourth class, and may 
be sent on payment of postage at 1 cent per ounce, as may also 
original paintings in oil, water-colours, &c. Chromos are rated as 
third-class matter, unless mounted on cloth or pasteboard, in which 
case they belong to the fourth class. 

Caution to Draughtsmen.—A German medical gentleman, 
Dr. H. Fleck, has recently called attention to the danger to which 
draughtsmen are exposed by reason of the presence of arsenic in water¬ 
colours. He instances the sudden death of a mechanical draughtsman 
in whose case chemical investigation, at a post mortem examination, 
showed that the liver, kidneys, lungs, heart, and brain were impreg¬ 
nated with arsenic, though the oesophagus contained not a trace, and 
the stomach with its contents gave a barely perceptible arsenical 
mirror. The general circumstances of the case excluding suspicion 
of suicide or malicious poisoning, it was found that the deceased had 
been in the habit when drawing, of placing the pencil filled with 
colour between his lips in order to point it. The water-colours he 
had used were analyzed, and while Indian-ink, gamboge, carmine, blue, 
red eosin ink, and neutral tints were found perfectly free from arsenic, 
a sample of sepia contained 3'o8 per cent, of arsenious acid, terra di 
sienna 3H4, and a reddish-brown colour, the name of which was 
indistinct, 3'15. Burnt sienna, Vandyck brown, bistre, bladder-green, 
brown ochre, Indian-red, umber (raw and burnt), were also found 
arseniferous. Most of the colours are essentially iron lakes. Hence 
it appears that the mere presence of ferric oxide, except in a hydrated 
state and accompanied by free magnesia in quantity sufficient to 
neutralize the acids of the stomach, does not act as an antidote to 
arsenious acid. This case seems likewise to prove that arsenic taken 
in minute doses may accumulate in the system until it exerts a 
dangerous action. 

Collection of Early MSS.—In giving a description of St. 
Gaul’s Abbey at Bodensee, Switzerland, Mr. S. J. Capper mentions 
that there are preserved there some 400 MSS., all of which are 
enumerated in a catalogue compiled in 823 A. D. Among those pre¬ 
served is a copy of “ Virgil ” believed to be the oldest in existence. It 
is written in fine Roman capitals, without division into words or punc¬ 
tuation, and is supposed to date from the third century.* More 
interesting even than this is the vocabulary supposed to have been 
written, and that was certainly made use of, by the holy Gallus. It is 
pocket size, and was intended to teach him the language of those to 
whom he came. From it we learn that the ante-Carlovingian German 
was very like the Suabian and Swiss dialects still spoken. There are 
also several copies of the Gospels executed in Ireland in the sixth and 
seventh centuries, and a most interesting translation of the Bible into 
German of the eleventh century interlined with the Latin. Very hard 
must the old monks have toiled copying out and gorgeously illuminating 
all these works. In the margins we find expressions of thankfulness 
that evening had at last come to end their labours, appeals to their 
patron saints to give them patience, or a desire for a bowl of wine or 
a can of beer to sweeten the sour task; for monks were human and 
could be drouthy. 

Type-printed Postage-stamps.—We see it stated that Messrs. 
Bacon & Co., of Whitefriars-street, who have been manufacturing 
postage-stamps for the Post-Office since the institution of the penny 
post, and who have always adopted the plan of steel engraving, will 
lose the contract next Christmas, when it will be given to Messrs. 
T. De la Rue & Co. In January of next year a postage-stamp of 
entirely new design is to be issued. The new stamp will not 
be steel-engraved, but printed on the letterpress system. The change 
in the contract which has lasted for so many years has been made, 
it is alleged, through economical motives, as the substitution of letter- 
press for steel-engraving will effect a considerable saving. The old 
firm that has so long held the contract for the manufacture will be 
obliged to discharge about 200 hands by reason of its loss. It is some¬ 
what singular that this question of letterpress printing should now crop 
up again. It is nearly thirty years ago since the subject was first 
agitated before a Select Committee of the House of Commons. Much 
diversity of opinion was then expressed as to the relative security which 
letterpress and plate-printing afforded against forgery. Mr. J. Coe, of 
the Bank of England, and Mr. E. Cowper, of printing-machine fame, 
both gave it as their opinion at the time that there was no greater security 
in the one process than in the other, while they were equally unanimous 
as to the far greater cost of plate-printing. Sir (then Mr.) Rowland Hill 

* This writing in capitals and the absence of points are two 
characteristics that distinguish all ancient MSS. from the times of the 
Greeks and Romans downwards. Indeed, no regular system of points 
would seem to have come into use until some time after the invention 
of printing. 

was, however, decidedly opposed to the adoption of letterpress printing, 
and it is worthy of notice that so shortly after his death the powers that 
be should come to adopt the view of the practical men we have named. 

Derby Typographical Society.—The annual dinner of the Derby 
Branch of the Typographical Association was held last month at the 
King’s Head, Duffield. Mr. Alderman Bemrose, J.P., the Deputy 
Mayor, was the chairman, and another printer and member of the 
Corporation in the person of Mr. Councillor Chadfield, was also among 
the occupants of the cross-table. Mr. T. Steele was vice-chairman. 
The usual loyal and patriotic toasts having been proposed, Mr. Steele 
gave “The Mayor, Magistrates, and Corporation of Derby.” He 
alluded to the banquet given last year to the printer-mayor, their 
present chairman. He hoped the Council would choose for next year’s 
Mayor another printer. Mr. Bemrose, in response, said it was very 
pleasant to be praised instead of blamed, but a great deal more of 
blame than of praise usually fell to the lot of town councils. Mr. 
Gilbert proposed “ Prosperity to the Typographical Society,” and in 
doing so insisted that the organization was in no way antagonistic to 
the employers. Mr. Moore, an old member of the society, responded 
to the toast, and pointed out material aids which the society had ren¬ 
dered to the printers of Derby. Mr. Steele proposed “ Success to the 
Derby Typographical Society,” which was responded to by Mr. S. B. 
Smith, the secretary, who recapitulated the benefits to be derived from 
membership. Mr. Whitehall gave “ Our Employers,” which was re¬ 
sponded to by the Chairman and Mr. Chadfield. The toast of “The 
Town and Trade of Derby,” was proposed by Mr. Bland, and responded 
to by Mr. Chadfield. Mr. Pladley proposed the toast of “ The Press,” 
which was suitably acknowledged by Mr. H. Hobson. 

A “ R.eader’s ” Grievance.—The subject of English spelling has 
often been canvassed, and it is a fact that out of every nineteen candi¬ 
dates who fail at Civil Service examinations, eighteen are plucked in 
this elementary subject, while we have it on the authority of Dr. 
Ginsburg that the spelling of many otherwise well-educated college 
students and undergraduates at the Universities is equally devoid of 
rhyme and reason. It is consequently but little to be wondered at 
that printers’ apprentices and readers’ boys should be equally deficient 
in this particular, and this is how “ an agonized printer’s reader ” gives 
vent to his complaint on the subject:—“When may we expect the 
School Board to turn out lads of thirteen years able to read print with¬ 
out sticking in the middle of a three-syllable word ? to know the 
difference between tens and hundreds of thousands and millions ? who 
have at least heard the names of the cities and towns of England 
containing say 50,000 inhabitants ? and who are able to write their 
own names in a decipherable fashion ? As to expecting the product 
of a Board School to read ordinary MSS., tutum silentiipremium ; 
while as to the thing known as ‘manners,’ the wildest Zulu urchin 
would in many cases be completely eclipsed by the article in question.” 
This is but the old story on which Professor Max Muller enlarged two 
or three years ago, when he adduced statistics to prove that the bulk 
of the children who leave Government schools have not even acquired 
“ the ability to read with intelligence and spell with accuracy.” The 
heavy expenditure annually incurred for elementary education would 
certainly justify the anticipation of higher results than those actually 

attained. 

A Young Printer’s Petition to an Emperor.—Many a printer 
has before now found out that he has mistaken his calling, and that he 
might with advantage have devoted himself to some other pursuit, just 
as many critics and youthful poets 

“ crossing Nature’s will, 
Harangue the landscape they were born to till ; ” 

but, as a rule, this is an after-experience of life. Most youths when first 
put to case are full of enthusiasm and love for the mystic craft. There 
are however exceptions, and the following is one in point. The 
Emperor of Austria has received a petition from a printer’s apprentice 
in Hungary, in which the youthful disciple of Gutenberg says :—“I 
implore your Majesty to grant me the following request—I, who 
venture to beg this of your Majesty, will be sixteen next December, 
when, according to law, I shall be allowed to work for myself. 
At present I am an apprentice in a printing-office in the town of 
Arad, although I have not much inclination for this occupation; 
however, my mother’s poverty prevents me doing otherwise. I there¬ 
fore humbly apply to your Majesty. I have a great liking for farm¬ 
ing, which I thoroughly understand, and would like to carry on on my 
own account. To do this I beg your Majesty to have the kindness to 
lend me three hundred florins (^30) at 5 to 10 per cent, interest, 
which I will return in fifty-florin instalments within six years.” His 
Majesty has good-humouredly given instructions for inquiries to be made 
into the merits of the case, and should these prove satisfactory there is 
fair prospect that this young typo may yet be enabled to become a 
worshipper of the goddess Ceres. 

The Bulgarian Press.—ThzBulgarischc Correspondenz gives some 
interesting statistics as to the progress of the Bulgarian newspaper press 
since the enfranchisement of the principality. The Derzhavi Vyestnik, 
an exclusively Government paper, appears once a week at Sofia. 
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The Vitosha, so called from the name of the mountain which looks 
down on the city of Sofia, and which is frequently alluded to in the 
popular songs of Bulgaria, is a bi-weekly, Conservative in tendency, 
and has a circulation of about 2,000 copies. The Ts6loluipna.Bolga.riya 
(“United Bulgaria”), edited by Petr Slaveikof, a poet and the Nestor 
of Bulgarian journalists, is the organ of the so-called National party, 
and numbers 1,600 subscribers. The Bolgarin, published at Rustch.uk, 
is the most widely circulated of Bulgarian newspapers, and represents 
the Opposition party. The Narod appears twice a week at Sistova. 
The Maritza, also bi-weely, is published at Philippopolis, and is noted 
for its energetic propaganda of the national ideal—the union, namely, 
of North and South Bulgaria; it has a circulation of 2,500, and is 
edited by Danof, a veteran champion of Bulgarian liberty. The Bol- 
garskoe Znamya is published at Slivno, the Narodni Glas at Philippo¬ 
polis, and the Slavyanin at Rustclmk. The Nakovalnya, published at 
Sofia, is edited by Dr. Bogorof, one of the most learned of Bulgarians, 
and has for its object the purification of the Bulgarian language from 
Turkish, Greek, and other foreign elements, and even from provin¬ 
cialisms. Lastly, the Bulgarischc Corresponded, published in the 
German language by the Croat journalist, M. Lukshich, is designed to 
keep foreigners acquainted with the affairs of the youthful principality. 

Printers’ Blunders.—A highly-amusing chapter might be written 
on printers’ blunders. The transposition of a letter, or the substitution 
of one for another, has often altered the author’s meaning in toto, as, 
for example, when the late John Oxenford, the dramatic critic, was 
made to say of a play in which Compton had taken a part, that it was 
“infinitely dull,” whereas he had written “infinitely droll." Another 
error, the result of a transposition, has just been pointed out by a con¬ 
temporary, who says :—“We have often wondered while reading the 
grand ‘Old Hundredth,’ if there was not some mistake about— 

‘ We are his flock, he doth us feed, 
And for his sheep he doth us take.’ 

A correspondent of Notes and Queries convinces us there is. The 
lines, as our readers know, are a paraphrase of the sentence, ‘We are 
his people and the sheep of his pasture,’ the rendering of which would 
naturally be— 

‘ We are his folk, he doth us feed,’ &c. 
The poet without doubt wrote ‘folk,’ the printer blundered, and the 
error has been perpetuated. The phrase, ‘ Thy people and sheep of 
thy pasture,’ occurs in the 79th Psalm (ver. 13), and the same poet 
renders it— 

‘ So we thy folk and pasture sheep 
Shall give thee thanks always.’ 

It would be hopeless to attempt to correct the error at this distant date, 
when the line has eaten itself into the national mind.” 

Cosas de Espana.—Mr. Bernard Quaritch, of Piccadilly, has re¬ 
cently issued a most interesting catalogue of his Spanish books, which 
he prefaces with the following startling introduction. “ The Spanish 
language, which, besides the glorious inheritance of its older literature, 
holds an incalculable future development in reversion, is now spoken 
by about forty millions of people. When we recollect the vigorous 
existence of the colonies, politically severed indeed from the mother- 
country, but indissolubly bound up with it by speech and literary tradi¬ 
tion, little doubt can remain that in the coming centuries, the kindred 
languages of France and Italy must fall far behind in the race with 
their Spanish rival ; and that a day will arrive when the tongue of 
Shakespeare shall divide with that of Cervantes imperial sway through¬ 
out the marts and councils of the world. This view is perhaps not 
immediately apparent to many minds, but may be made clearer by a 
retrospect .... With such a past, and such a literature, such a 
blending of varied races as few countries have undergone,—of Canta¬ 
brians, Celts, Phoenicians, Romans, Vandals, Goths, and Arabs ; a soil 
and climate so rich ; such links of union with the East and West; 
Peru on one side and the Philippine Islands on the other ; it were 
foolish to imagine that the grande.ur of Spain is gone, or that she has 
spoken her last word in the history of the world. Forty millions of 
people, with unlimited powers of expansion, will yet transmit new 
editions of the Romanceros, the Cancioneros, and the Don Quijote, to 
far remote generations, long after the French nation has retrograded 
for want of progression, and long after the Germans have settled the 
now nascent question as to whether they should adopt the language 
of their kinsmen in Great Britain and the United States.” 

Religious Books and Prosperity.—Cause and effect are ever 
indissolubly wedded, though this primary law of nature is occasion¬ 
ally stretched a point, as for example when Mr. John Holms, M.P., 
on the 25th ultimo, in opening a bazaar at Hackney, took occasion 
to dwell on the moral and religious uses of the present depres¬ 
sion in the country. Though the country was passing through much 
suffering he was inclined to believe that we might eventually discover 
that it was greatly for our good. Indeed, he was not quite sure but 
that this nation, like France a few years ago, stood in need of a lesson. 
In illustration of his meaning he mentioned that in the years of the 
French war, 1870-71, the people of that country were in such ex¬ 
tremes, that “they began to think of things outside of this world, and 

it was a curious fact,” he added, “that there was but one town in 
all France, Tours, that was prosperous, because its principal business 
was the printing of Bibles, missals, and other religious books, which had 
a demand all over the country. So, possibly, England would discover 
that the present depression was for her good.” If this is to be the 
future criterion of national morality and prosperity, in what a sad 
plight France must be at the present moment, when Tours, this very 
centre of religious literature, is suffering intensely from the prevailing 
trade depression. Nor have we heard, on the other hand, of any increase 
of work on the part of those firms in our midst who devote themselves 
more especially to Bible and prayer-book printing. It may be as well 
to remind Mr. Holms of a certain text which says :—“ Suppose ye that 
these Galilseans were sinners above all the Galilceans because they 
suffered such things? ” 

The First Scottish Printer.—It is no less graceful than appro¬ 
priate, says the Scottish Typographical Circular for October, that a 
tribute to the memory of the first Scottish printer should have been 
raised by one of the most eminent and successful of his followers in the 
present day, as has been done by Dr. William Chambers (of the widely- 
known printing and publishing firm of W. & R. Chambers) in the 
course of completing the restoration of the ancient church of St. Giles, 
which he had undertaken at his sole cost. William Chepman, the 
father of Scottish printing, who, in conjunction with Andrew Myllar, 
was in 1507 granted by James IV. a patent to exercise the 
“mystery” of printing in Edinburgh, had, in grateful recognition of 
the patronage and friendship of his royal master and his “ good Queen 
Margaret,” added to the church of St. Giles a small but beautiful aisle, 
14 feet square. The bad taste of a former generation had con¬ 
verted this interesting memorial to the base uses of coal-cellar and 
lumber-room ; and it is to the public spirit of Dr. Chambers that its 
restoration and fitting embellishment are due. In this memorial aisle 
there is in course of being placed a brass tablet, bearing a fac-simile of 
the device with which Chepman adorned the first book printed on 
Scottish ground—a representation of Adam and Eve in the garden of 
Eden. The tablet also fittingly commemorates alike the founder and 
restorer of that portion of the church, the founder of Scottish printing 
and his enterprising and respected modern successor, in the words :— 
“ To the memory of Walter Chepman, designated the Scottish Caxton, 
who, under the auspices of James IV. and his Queen Margaret, intro¬ 
duced the art of printing into Scotland, 1507; founded this aisle in 
honour of the King and Queen and their family, 1513 ; and died in 
1532—this tablet is gratefully inscribed by William Chambers, LL.D., 

1S79.” 

Press Telegram Regulations.—A string of regulations as to 
the transmission of telegrams has recently been issued from St. Martin’s- 
le-Grand. Some of these affect Press messages, it being enacted that 
in the absence of special arrangement to the contrary, the list of 
addresses to which such messages are to be delivered must be written 
at the head of the messages when tendered, and the rates of charge for 
a Press message given in to be sent to one or more addresses between 
6 p.m. and 9 a.m. are fixed at is. for every 100 words, or for any 
fractional part of that number. If the message be intended to be 
delivered at more than one address an additional sum of 2d. for every 
100 words is to be charged in respect of every such address. These 
charges are to be designated the “ night rates ; ” and the “day rates,” 
which apply to transmission between 9 a.m. and 6 p.m., are fixed at 
is. for every 75 words, a charge of 2d., as in the case of “night 
rates,” to be made if the message be intended to be delivered at more 
than one address. The charge for the transmission of a Press message 
is to include the charge for delivery by special foot-messenger within 
the limit of one mile from the terminal telegraph office. The expression 
a ‘ ‘ continuous message ” is defined to mean a series of Press messages 
tendered for transmission at different times, but forming a continuous 
communication relating to one matter complete in itself; and such a 
series is, under certain conditions, to be charged for as forming the 
parts of one and the same telegram. In the case of a telegram which 
forms part of a continuous message, certain words, such as “more to 
follow,” by way of instruction to the telegraph clerk, may be transmit¬ 
ted free of charge ; and special arrangements may, if practicable with¬ 
out undue epxense or without inconvenience to the public service, be 
made for keeping any postal telegraph-office open after the ordinary 
business-hours for the transmission of a Press message exceeding 500 
words, on receipt of a sufficient notification to that effect. 

No “Specials” allowed.—The present administration will be 
remembered as having done its best to stifle independent criticism of 
its war operations. The late Afghan war was notorious in this respect, 
and as regards the just-concluded war in Zululand, Lord Chelmsford 
in a recent speech did not hesitate.to say some hard and unjustifiable 
things concerning newspaper “Specials.” Now that we have another 
Cabul imbroglio on hand a similar policy has been pursued, and an 
edict has been published forbidding any special correspondents to 
accompany the army. Some remonstrances having been made against 
such an unjustifiable restriction, the Government have issued the 
following reply The Government are straining every nerve to 
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provide means for sending on without delay the fighting force to Cabul. 
Every non-combatant accompanying the force, especially if an English¬ 
man, lessens the power of Government to provide food and carriage for 
the combatants. No Englishman can in Afghanistan provide his own 
food and carriage. Circumstances in an Afghan war are entirely 
different from those in a European war. Moreover, Government 
would to some extent be responsible for the personal safety of non- 
combatants permitted to accompany the forces, and the resources would 
so far be weakened. It is not as if the question were of one or two 
men. Directly a newspaper is allowed to send a special correspondent 
many others demand a similar concession, and it is impossible to draw 
a line. Government is doing everything it can to facilitate the em¬ 
ployment of combatants who are regimental officers as press corre¬ 
spondents.” This is a lame excuse at best, and will fail to carry 
conviction to Englishmen at large. A dozen men, more or less, would 
offer no insurmountable obstacle to the success of our arms. So far 
from “ Specials” being such impedimenta as is here implied, it should 
be remembered that they occasionally render good service to the 
military authorities, as, for example, in the case of Mr. Archibald 
Forbes’s famous ride. 

A Penal Lithographic Institute.—When Carlyle some years 
ago visited one of the London prisons, he expressed a feeling almost 
amounting to envy at the lot of the prisoners, well-cared for in every 
respect, and with the world and its troubles shut out. “ I fancied,” he 
said, “ I, for my own part, so left with paper and ink, and all taxes 
and botherations shut out from me, could have written such a book as 
no reader will here ever get of me. ” One wonders what the Chelsea 
Sage will think of the following picture of convict life in the Civita 
Vecchia, as drawn by a Roman correspondent. The obliging superin¬ 
tendent, says the writer, will conduct you into the workshop for 
lithography, where every facility is afforded for perfecting oneself in 
the art. The room is large and commodious, with two handsome 
windows, and the walls are of a brilliant whiteness it does the eye 
good to contemplate. The iron gratings outside those windows are 
thoughtfully concealed from the gaze of the inmates by a lovely arabesque 
of convolvulus, and in the centre of this fragrant and eye-soothing 
arbour a canary trills his thick-warbled notes from an elegant cage. 
And for whom has this well-appointed lithograph-studio been reserved ? 
For convicted forgers of bank-notes ! And these promising votaries of 
realistic art, when they proceed from labour to refreshment, how do 
they fare ? They have at fixed hours their rations of rich warm soup 
and their fresh rolls of bread, such as millions of hard-working Italians 
taste only on special occasions. But that is not enough for them. 
Every prisoner can spend from 50 to 60 centimes a day in the bettolino, 
a sort of canteen where refreshments of a more exhilarating kind than 
those recognised in the regulations may be had for money. Nay, if 
supplied by friends outside, or if successful in gambling, they can lay 
out from one to two francs on creature comforts per diem. On inquir¬ 
ing into the earnings of prisoners, I found that 150 centimes a day 
was by no means an uncommon wage ; and of these, 75 are paid to 
the establishment, while 75 may be spent as the earner likes, and 
25 are put in the savings-bank for him, against the day of his liberation. 
The average sum each prisoner lays out upon himself in the bettolino is 
50 centimes per diem—a sum about equal to that assigned for their 
table expenses to inferior officers in the army. This is the “ sugary 
disastrous jargon of philanthropy” with a vengeance. 

Export of Type and Printing Materials.—The following 
goods have been shipped from the metropolis to foreign ports since the 
date of our last issue. The place of destination is in each case printed 
in italic:—■Adelaide—Fleming, A. B. & Co., £7 printing ink; 
Gordon & Gotch, ^29 printing materials. Aden—Barber, J., Son & 
Co., £\2 type. Algoa Bay —- Woodfield, J. S., £20 type. Auck¬ 
land—Sands, R. & Son, ^64 printing materials; Cruikshank & Co., 
^620 printing machines; Pitt & Scott, ^36 printing materials. 
Barcelona—Bishop & Co., 950 yds. bookbinders’ cloth; Wimble, 
J- W., £60 type. Bermuda—Kelly, T. W., £i(s lithographs. Bey- 
rout—Cormell, Fish, & Co., £27 printing materials. Bilbao—Wimble, 
J. M., ^23 type. Bombay—Barber, J., Son, & Co., £7 printing 
press; Figgins, T. F., 20 c. type metal, .£134 printing materials; 
Meadows, T. & Co., ^120 bookbinders’ materials; Moritz, E., £\k> 
printing-ink; Turner, T., £4.1 printing materials, £\<) ditto. Bris¬ 
bane—-Gordon & Gotch, £17 printers’ materials. Brussels—Parsons, 
Fletcher &_Co., ^45 printing ink, £ig ditto. Calcutta — Figgins, 
V. & J., £230 printing materials, ^105 printing-presses; Forwood, 
Bros. & Co., £1$ printing materials; Freeland, J. & A. B., £\(s 
type; Haddon, J. & Co., ^90 printing materials. East London 
—Pitt & Scott, ^213 printing materials. Hambro—Other entries, 
£\20 roller composition. Hong Kong— Norris & Joyner, ^190 
type. . King George's Sound—Wilkinson, Cowley & Co., £18 printing 
materials. Launceston—Other entries, ^'34 type. Madras—Figgins, 
v- & J-!. ^20 printing materials; Holloway, T. .£15 type. Neio 
York—Eives & Allen, ^150 stereo plates. Otago—Sands R. & 
Son, £20 printing ink. Port Natal — Royle & Willan, £27 printing 
materials. Pori Phillip—Allport & Morgan, £lt>0 litho materials ; 

Fleming, A. H. & Co., £36 printing ink ; Freeland, J. & A. B., ^175 
type; Head, H., & Co., £g$ type; Shacked & Edwards, ^136 
printing-ink. Bio Janeiro—Slater & Palmer, ^96 printing ink. Rot¬ 
terdam—Pickford & Co., 3,800 yds. bookbinders’ cloth. Shanghai— 
Byron, J,, £72 printing ink; Forwood, Bros., & Co., ,£26 printing 
materials ; Low, S. & Co., £28 bookbinders’ cloth. Sydney—Figgins, 
V. & J., ^540 printing materials ; Gordon & Gotch, £g% printing 
materials ; Lloyd, B. S. & Co., ^300 printing materials ; Royle & Wil¬ 
lan ,£55 printing materials ; Sands, R. & Son, ^118 printing materials. 

A Modern Printing-Office.—During their congress at Liverpool, 
the members of the Iron and Steel Institute paid a visit on the 25th 
ult. to the works of Messrs. M‘Corquodale & Co., at Newton-le- 
Willows. This factory was commenced in 1847, and the buildings 
now cover an area of three acres. The principal front is parallel with 
the London and North-Western Railway, and the several sidings offer 
great facilities for the rapid dispatch of the various classes of work 
turned out. On leaving the railway, the visitors passed through the 
large stores containing several thousand items of the London and North- 
Western Railway stationery, which are distributed from here over the 
various depot stations, &c., of their extensive system. The front of the 
main building contains the general railway and private offices, and the 
upper floors are entirely occupied with the manufacture of envelopes. 
Messrs. M'Corquodale & Co. are the contractors to Her Majesty’s 
Government for the supply of envelopes, and for this one customer 
they manufacture over 40,000,000 envelopes a year. The machinery 
used in these departments is of the most varied description, and has 
been largely purchased in America, France, and elsewhere. In the 
machine-room the appliances are of the most approved character, 
the constant aim of the firm being to adopt from time to time the latest 
improvements with the object of saving labour. North of the machine- 
room lie the various buildings used for stereotyping, laboratories for 
chemical testing, &c., joiners’ and mechanics’ shops, the whole of the 
repairs being done on the premises. In the binding-room ledgers and 
other books were seen in course of manufacture for the English and 
Indian Governments. Blocking, folding, stitching, and stabbing ma¬ 
chines were seen at work. The whole of the machinery is driven by 
three steam-engines and one large gas-engine. A perfect system of 
hydrants for the prevention of fire is arranged over the whole of the 
buildings, and in addition to this there is a manual fire-engine on the 
premises. The bulk of the paper used by Messrs. M'Corquodale & Co. 
is manufactured at their own paper-mills. The Newton works form 
only one of six of Messrs. M'Corquodale & Co.’s establishments, the 
others being in London, Liverpool, Leeds, and Glasgow ; the total 
number of hands at present employed by the firm is 1,773, and the total 
number of machines 537, embracing 205 letterpress and lithographic, 
58 cutting, 31 envelope-making, 63 ruling, and 180 various other 
machines. 

A Japanese Paper Manufactory.—-Japan is just now putting 
forth every nerve to establish manufactories of every kind throughout 
her borders. At Kujoto, which is developing into a leading centre of 
industry, a special department, known as Kangiosho, has been organized 
with a view to the promotion of local industries. Among other estab¬ 
lishments organized and superintended by this Board is a paper 
manufactory. It is situated on the banks of the Katsuragawa. The 
building was commenced in the spring of 1875, and its progress was 
retarded at the outset by an inundation which swept away the foundations. 
It is connected with the river by a carefully-constructed canal made 
entirely of stone, of considerable width and depth, and a quarter of a 
mile in length, through which a large volume of water is supplied to 
the mill. The cost of erecting the works, including the construction 
of the canal, amounted to between 150,000 yen and 160,000 yen, and 
up to the present very little return has been made on this outlay. The 
works were completed by the end of 1875, but during the first year owing 
to certain imperfections in the machinery and the apparatus employed 
little was done. These faults have since been remedied, and now the 
mill may be considered to be in full working order, and the paper since 
produced is of fair quality. Several kinds are turned out, and experi¬ 
ments continue to be made with a view to determine what descriptions 
it is most advantageous to prepare. The paper made is not, however, 
of a fine quality ; it is only the coarser kinds which are prepared, the 
requisite appliances being wanting for the production of the finer grades. 
The paper is principally made to order, that which finds the readiest 
sale being a thin porous sort, resembling in texture the paper on which 
Japanese newspapers are printed, and it is, indeed, used for that 
purpose. When not made to order, it is consigned for sale to agents 
in Kujoto, Osaka, and Tokio, who retail it, receiving a certain com¬ 
mission on what they sell. No paper is exported, the out-turn of the 
mill being intended solely for home consumption. The object for which 
the mill was erected was to make paper, which should be cheaper 
than paper of the same kind imported from abroad. Owing, however, 
to the low prices of foreign paper which comes to Japan for sale, and 
to the fact that to undersell such paper in the home markets would 
involve the necessity of selling the mill-paper at such low rates as would 
neither leave any margin of profit nor suffice to cover the working 
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expenses of the concern, the paper-mill has hitherto been carried on at 
a steady loss. 

New Journals, Press Changes, &c. —Chat and Chaff, a penny 
weekly of gay wisdom, dealing "with men and things in both jest and 
earnest, is announced.-The first number of St. Luke, a clerical, 
medical, and art review, is to appear on the 18th inst. It is to be 
published weekly at the price of threepence.-Mr. Edward J. 
Nankivell is preparing to start on November 1st, under the title of the 
journalist, a new sixpenny periodical, which is intended to be the 
special organ of reporters, shorthand writers, and other persons engaged 
in journalism.-Messrs. Houghton & Hammond, of Birmingham, 
announce a new magazine, under the title of Mid-England.-The 
Craven Pioneer, a successful weekly journal, which has been in 
existence for twenty-one years, has lately been considerably enlarged. 
Messrs. W. Dawson & Sons, of Otley, have supplied the new double¬ 
feeder Wharfedale on which it is now printed. One of Messrs. Crossley 
Brothers’ Otto silent gas-engines supplies the motive power.-The 
Forfar Herald, which was lately started, has now been enlarged to 
eight pages.-The proprietors of the weekly Derbyshire Advertiser 
contemplate bringing out that journal as a daily paper.-The Morning 
Advertiser has sent round a circular to all the public-houses to ascertain 
what support it would receive from the licensed victuallers if it came 
out as a penny paper.--We are asked to mention that a statement 
which appeared in the Bookseller that the Academy “ has now become 
the property of Mr. Serjeant Cox,” is totally without foundation. We 
mentioned last month the firm of printers into whose hands that journal 
has now passed.—-—The Bazaar, Exchange, and Mart is about to be 
issued three times a week. The history of this journal is another 
example of a remarkable success following on an original idea, which 
was useful in its aims and simple in its operations. Started in 1868 
with four pages only, it rapidly grew, until in 1874 there were some¬ 
times as many as 56 pages in a single issue. Just five years ago the 
journal was first published twice a week, and the success of the two 
issues has been as marked as of the one, as frequently a single week’s 
papers have numbered between them 120 pages. The large majority 
of these pages were occupied by advertisements, and we have seen it 
stated that as many as 5,000 announcements have been inserted in one 
issue. The proprietors now say that, even with the gigantic papers 
they have given they are unable to meet the calls upon them, and that 
they are compelled to make a third issue to satisfy the demand. Such 
a conspicuous success as the Bazaar, of course, produced an unusually 
fine crop of copyists, but not one made any mark, and all (over forty) 
are dead, save one. 

Mr. Edward Baines.—The family of Baines—father and son—has 
acquired a well-deserved reputation in connection with journalism. 
The father, who started in life as a printer’s apprentice, has certainly 
left his mark upon the age in which he lived, and the esteem in which 
he was held by his Leeds contemporaries was illustrated by his election 
in 1834 as their Parliamentary representative. The son, Mr. Edward 
Baines, who joined the business in 1828, is the subject of an appre¬ 
ciative biographical sketch in a recent number of the Congregation- 
alist. Mr. Baines was born in May, 1800, so that he is now in his 
eightieth year. His father was a great power in Northern journalism. 
The Leeds Mercury, of which, as all the world knows, his son is still 
the leading proprietor, has a long history. In the days when Toryism 
was rampant, and prospects of reform seemed distant, it fought a good 
battle for the Liberal cause. It was always moderate—too moderate 
for many of its own supporters,—but it was consistent and able in its 
advocacy of the Liberal cause in those dark and troublous times. 
In 1819, the year of the Peterloo riots, when the old regime was at its 
worst point, Mr. Baines himself entered on his long career of journalism, 
and soon proved himself an efficient assistant to his energetic father. 
For years he wrote largely for it, and at his father’s death assumed the 
entire editorial control, and did much to make it the power it has 
become. Under his vigorous management, the Leeds Mej-cury has held 
its ground in the face of the numerous competitors it has had to meet; 
has successfully adjusted itself to the altered conditions in which the 
Press has been placed by the abolition of the taxes on knowledge and 
the increased facilities for circulation supplied by the railway, and last, 
but not least important, by the opportunities for improvement created by 
the telegraphic system ; and has attained a degree of prosperity and 
power which to its founder would have appeared utterly incredible. 
The position of the provincial press has, owing to these various causes, 
undergone a complete revolution during the last few years, and its 
more prominent journals may safely challenge comparison with the 
best of the London dailies. It was supposed by some devout believers 
in the superiority of metropolitan journals that the newspaper train 
would be a material injury to the country papers, but the result has not 
justified these anticipations. It maybe that there is room for both; 
for if there are elements in the best London papers which will always 
secure them a large circulation, it is mere prejudice to assume that they 
have an incontestable superiority to their country rivals. Taken as a 
whole, some of the ablest of the latter are fully abreast even of the 
journals of the metropolis. Among these the Leeds Mercury must be 
reckoned, wholly irrespective of its politics. 
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LEGAL INTELLIGENCE, 

Printers as Bailees.—Maple & Co. v. Straker & Sons.— 
Mr. Marten, Q.C., with whom were Mr. Cracknell and Mr. Augustus 
Beddall, moved on the 1st inst. in the Chancery Division of the High 
Court of Justice, for an injunction in favour of Messrs. Maple & Co., 
furniture dealers, in Tottenham-court-road, to restrain Messrs. Straker 
& Sons, printers and lithographers, of Bishopsgate-avenue, from print¬ 
ing for other persons than the plaintiffs illustrations of furniture copied 
from their catalogues. It was stated that Messrs. Maple had, at an 
expense of between ,£4,000 and £5,000, prepared an illustrated cata¬ 
logue containing prints of 901 blocks, which they employed Messrs. 
Straker to print after preparing electro-plates of the said blocks. It 
was alleged that Messrs. Straker had printed catalogues of furniture 
for Messrs. Bowman and others, in which there were illustrations which 
were either printed from some of the identical blocks of Messrs. Maple, 
or from electrotypes of such blocks ; and that this enabled the defend¬ 
ants to produce catalogues for other firms for £45, and counsel pointed 
out some details which, he argued, showed clearly that some blocks 
were piracies. Mr. Eddis, Q.C., with whom was Mr. Oswald, for the 
defendants, denied that Messrs. Maple’s blocks had been used. Several 
editions of the book of Messrs. Maple had been brought out. Some 
of the blocks which, it was alleged, had been reproduced, had appeared 
in the earlier editions, and it might have happened by accident that 
some of them had been copied, but there was a large number of such 
blocks in the possession of Messrs. Straker, which they had received 
from different customers. Some of the designs had even been lent to 
the plaintiffs. If an injunction were granted, the trade of the firm 
would be largely stopped. The defendants had not knowingly used 
the plaintiffs’ designs. Besides, many of the designs were not copy¬ 
right, but were common to the public. Messrs. Straker were the last 
persons to take advantage of any legal point, but they contended that 
there being no copyright in these designs there was no power in the 
Court to prevent any one else copying the prints. His clients admitted 
that they had no right to use the plaintiffs’ blocks for other persons, 
and they did not deny that the prints which were alleged to be piracies 
were of a similar kind to those of the plaintiffs. They had also on the 
first complaint being made to them handed to the plaintiffs the blocks 
belonging to them. It was, moreover, argued that as the plaintiffs had 
not registered their catalogues of 1873 and 1875 they were not copy¬ 
right, and the same illustrations having been introduced' into the 
later registered edition upon which the present application was based, 
those publications were not protected. Mr. Justice Bowen said it was 
not necessary to decide the question of copyright or no copyright. The 
claim for information was made on narrower grounds, i.e., breach of 
contract or confidence. In his opinion, where one person was em¬ 
ployed by another to do something, and for that special purpose an 
article was given by the employer to the bailee, the latter by implica¬ 
tion contracted that he would not use such articles, except for the pur¬ 
poses connected with which it was entrusted to him. The defendants 
were not the public ; there were special relations between them and 
the plaintiffs. What had been done had been done doubtless by 
accident; but that did not disentitle the plaintiffs to an injunction. It 
was clear that the defendants were not entitled to use the plaintiffs’ 
blocks for producing directly or indirectly the engravings of rival 
tradesmen, He must grant an injunction until the hearing, restraining 
the defendant from using the plaintiffs’ blocks in the production of 
engravings for third persons, and from circulating any article in the 
production of which the plaintiffs’ blocks had been used. Apart from 
the merits of this particular case, concerning which we do not express 
an opinion, it is certain that the defence set up by counsel is bad in 
principle. Most printers are to a greater or less extent bailees of 
blocks and stereo-plates entrusted to them by publishers and others. 
Now, if the defence set up is to be valid, the printer would be at 
liberty to copy and reprint any such work from these plates for a third 
party, provided the copyright of the book had expired. Happily, the 
code of morals among printers is higher than might be judged from 
some of the remarks dropped by the counsel for the defendants. 

Immoral Literature.—At the Central Criminal Court, on the 
20th ult., John Julian Rochfort surrendered to take his trial for pub¬ 
lishing an immoral and indecent print called Quiz, and he was also 
charged with having in his possession a large number of copies of the 
same serial, intending to publish the same. Mr. Besley and Mr. Tickell 
prosecuted on behalf of the Society for the Suppression of Vice. 
Mr. Forest Fulton appeared for the defendant. Mr. Besley mentioned 
in the course of his address that upwards of 7,000 copies ready for pub¬ 
lication had been seized by the police. Mr. Fulton, on behalf of the 
defendant, contended that the publication was not of the character 
sought to be given to it, and he argued that it was on a par with other 
prints which were not interfered with by the police. The jury. 
returned a verdict of guilty. Mr. Fulton said the defendant had only 
purchased the publication after it had appeared for several weeks with¬ 
out being interfered with, and he was not aware that he was infringing 
the law. He would, however, now undertake to discontinue the 
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publication, and he asked the infliction of a nominal punishment. The 
Common Serjeant (Mr. W. T. Charley, M.P.), sentenced the defendant 
to six months’ hard labour.-George Bates, a newsagent in the Broad¬ 
way, was then charged with selling an obscene publication called the 
Peep-Show. Mr. Besley and Mr. l'ickell again prosecuted in this 
case, and Mr. Warner Sleigh and Mr. Purcell appeared for the 
defendant. In this case there was no evidence that the defendant knew 
anything of the character of the publication. The jury returned a 
verdict of not guilty. The defendant said he had not the slightest 
knowledge of the character of the publication when he first disposed of 
it, and the moment he knew the nature of it he discontinued the sale. 
The Common Serjeant said he believed this was the fact, and the 
defendant left the dock without the slightest stain on his character.- 
James Simpson, newsvendor, carrying on business in Shoe-lane, was 
next charged with a similar offence in relation to the sale of Quiz. 
Mr. Keith Frith appeared for the defendant. In this case also the 
jury returned a verdict of not guilty.-Robert Emmett, publisher, 
of St. Bride’s-avenue, pleaded guilty to selling the London Peep-Show. 
In this case it appeared that the defendant had stopped the publication, 
and he received a high character from a number of respectable persons. 
The Common Serjeant ordered him to pay a fine of ^50j anfl to be 
imprisoned until that fine was paid. Let us hope that the action which 
has been taken in connection with these publications, and the condign 
punishment that has overtaken those who made their living by minis¬ 
tering to a depraved taste, will deter others from venturing upon similar 
disreputable speculations. The poison disseminated through the channel 
of such literature is, as Lord Campbell once expressed himself, “ more 
deadly than prussic acid, strychnine, or arsenic.” 

“Town-Talk” Libel.—At the Guildhall Police-court on the 10th 
inst., Adolphus Rosenberg, publisher of Town-Talk, who had been 
arrested on a warrant, was charged with having published libels con¬ 
cerning Mrs. Cornwallis West, wife of the Lord-Lieutenant of Denbigh¬ 
shire, and Mrs. Langtry, of Norfolk-street, Park-lane. It was alleged 
concerning Mrs. West that she had been systematically photographed in 
her own house, and in various costumes, with the object of having her 
portrait exposed for sale in the shop windows; whilst, in the case of 
Mrs. Langtry, it was stated that her husband had presented a petition 
to the Divorce Court, and that it had been withdrawn on the probability 
that Mr. Langtry would be appointed to a diplomatic post abroad. 
Both Mr. West and Mr. Langtry went into the witness-box, and denied 
that there was the slightest truth in any of these statements. Counsel 
incidentally stated that every one connected with the publication, in¬ 
cluding the printer, would be duly proceeded against. The further 
hearing of the case was adjourned, the defendant being locked up in 
default of bail, which in all amounted to no less than .£4,000. Messrs. 
Page & Pratt, printers, of Ludgate-circus-buildings, announce that 
they are neither the printers nor publishers of the above notorious print, 
which is issued from the same address. 

Unfounded Charge of Libel.—At the London Central Criminal 
Court on the 17th ult., Alderman Sir Francis Wyatt Truscott, Lord 
Mayor elect, was placed upon trial on the charge of publishing a libel 
concerning Mr. John Kearns. The defendant pleaded not guilty. A 
brief outline of the facts that led to the prosecution was given in our 
last issue. Mr. Poland, in opening the case, said that the prosecutor 
had been formerly a member of the Court of Common Council, and on 
the 25th of July he received a post-card, on which was written— 
“ Excuse an old friend writing to you to put you on your guard that 
you are being watched by the police.” This was the libel complained 
of, and it appeared that the suggestion that the complainant was being 
watched by the police was entirely false. Mr. Kearns at once came to 
the conclusion that the post-card was written by Sir Francis Truscott, 
and the inquiries made by him had confirmed that supposition. The 
result was that the present prosecution had been instituted. Mr. John 
Kearns, the prosecutor, was then examined, and said he had known Sir 
Francis Truscott for twenty years, and they were both members for the 
same Ward in the Common Council. In 1867, he was obliged to go 
abroad, and remained away till 1877, and during that period the defen¬ 
dant acted as his trustee, and managed his affairs. After his return he 
believed the defendant had not acted well towards him during his 
absence, and they were not on friendly terms. During witness’s absence 
he was made a bankrupt, and he considered his affairs had not been 
properly managed. The witness produced a number of letters written 
by the defendant, which, he said, he had compared with the alleged 
libel, and they confirmed his opinion with regard to the handwriting 
being that of the defendant. In cross-examination by the Attorney- 
General, the witness said it never occurred to him that he might bring 
a civil action for libel against Sir Francis, nor that if he did, Sir Francis 
could have been examined upon oath and told his own story. He 
had received a letter from Mr. Thomas Flight Smith, member of a firm 
of stationers in the city, informing him that he was the writer of the 
post-card. Witness did not believe it, and said that if he was, it was 
a conspiracy between him and Sir Francis, and he knew the handwriting 
of the defendant too well. Witness was sure he did not tell Mr. Thomas 
Smith that he had been waiting for eleven years for vengeance, or 

that if he could help it the defendant should never be Lord Mayor. 
Mr. Chabot, the expert in handwriting, was examined, and stated 
that in his opinion the post-card and the letters that had been 
produced were written by the same hand. The Attorney-General, 
in addressing the jury for the defendant, said they had nothing 
to do with the disputes that had existed between the complainant 
and Sir Francis Truscott, and the only question they had to decide 
was whether this post-card was in the handwriting of the defendant. 
His client denied that he wrote it, or that he knew anything about it, 
and he (the Attorney-General) considered that the complainant had 
treated Sir Francis Truscott most unfairly by instituting criminal 
proceedings when he might have brought a civil action. If the latter 
course had been adopted, Sir Francis could have given an explanation 
on his oath; but by instituting criminal proceedings the mouth of Sir 
Francis was closed, and there could be no doubt that this was the 
object Mr. Kearns had in view, and that he was solely actuated by a 
malicious desire to injure Sir Francis Truscott. Mr. T. F. Smith 
next gave evidence that he himself was the writer of the post-card in 
question. Mr. Poland having replied for the prosecution, Mr. Justice 
Manisty summed up to the jury. He said they had carefully attended 
to the evidence, and had examined all the documents, and he was 
bound to say that he was not surprised to hear them state that, subject 
to any observations that might be made by the learned counsel for the 
prosecution, they did not desire to hear any more evidence for the 
defendant. In a case like this it would not be fair to the defendant 
that a verdict should be returned upon the jury merely feeling a doubt 
after hearing the whole of the evidence, and they ought not to stop the 
inquiry unless they were entirely satisfied that the libel was not in the 
handwriting of the defendant. If that was their opinion there was an 
end of the case, and the only question, as had been very properly sub¬ 
mitted to them by the learned counsel for the prosecution, was whether 
it had been established beyond a doubt that this post-card was written 
by the defendant, and they had nothing whatever to do with the 
bona fides or the objects of Mr. Kearns. They had heard the 
evidence of Mr. Smith, junior, and had heard him swear that he wrote 
the post-card, and, if they believed him, there was an end of the case. 
He had given his evidence very guardedly, and although he un¬ 
doubtedly stated that he did not remember having put the ‘ ‘ flourish ” 
that appeared on the post-card, he would not swear positively that he 
had not done so, and that showed, as it appeared to him, that he was 
anxious to give his evidence simply, and desired to speak the truth. In 
conclusion, he said, that the jury ought not to return a verdict upon any 
question of doubt, but they ought to acquit the defendant if they 
did not believe that he had written the post-card in question. If they 
desired to have further evidence they were quite at liberty to do so ; 
but, of course, if they were now satisfied with the evidence of Mr. 
Smith that he had written the post-card, and that it was not written by 
the defendant, they had a perfectjright to say so at once, and not to ask 
for any further evidence on behalf of the defendant. The jury at once 
returned a verdict of not guilty. The Attorney-General said he was 
instructed to apply to his lordship to make an order that the prosecutor 
should pay the costs of the defence. His lordship had the power under 
the statute to make this order where a prosecution was instituted with¬ 
out a previous investigation before a magistrate. Mr. Justice Manisty 
said he thought in this case he ought to make the order for the pay¬ 
ment of costs. The Attorney-General then asked that the post-card 
should be impounded. The learned judge said he did not see any 
objection. This case offers an argument in favour of an early amend¬ 
ment of the law of libel. The intelligence of ordinary juries is often 
questioned, and not without reason, but what shall wesay of the grand jury 
who returned a true bill for libel against a gentleman like Sir F. Truscott 
on the simple ex parte statement of a third person ? The legal maxim, 
De minimis non curat lex, has certaiidy been set at nought in the 
present case. 

Alleged Libel.—In the case of Mr. Isaac M. Gadd, of 50, Pal- 
merston-buildings, Broad-street, the registered proprietor of the 
Investigator newspaper, committed for an alleged libel, an application 
was made last month at the Central Criminal Court to postpone the 
trial until the next sessions. The request was acceded to. 

A Spurious Law Form.—At the Windsor Petty Sessions, Mr. 
William Frederick Taylor, printer and stationer, High-street, Windsor, 
was charged on the 2nd inst., with having unlawfully and feloniously 
delivered or caused to be delivered to M. J. H. M. Lacordaire, pro¬ 
fessor of the French language, at Twickenham, a certain paper, falsely 
purporting to be a process of the County Court of Berkshire, holden at 
Windsor on the 22nd of July last, knowing the same to be false. The 
document upon which the proceedings were founded was in the follow¬ 
ing terms :—“ Preliminary Notice. County Court Summons. W. F. 
Taylor v. J. H. M. Lacordaire.—This is to give notice that on the 7th 
of August, 1879, you will have to appear at the Town-hall, Windsor, 
under a penalty of/jio, to show cause why the amount of £2. 6s. lid. 
owing to the said W. F. Taylor, is not duly paid. N. B. —This summons 
may be cancelled by mutual agreement, if the amount be paid to 
W. F. Taylor six clear days from the date of this summons.” M. 

2 H 2 
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Lacordaire attended at the Windsor Town-hall on the day mentioned 
in the summons, when the Court was actually sitting. After waiting 
several hours, he spoke to the officer of the Court, and produced the 
pretended summons, which was shown to the Judge, Mr. Whigham, 
Q.C., who ordered the document to be impounded. It was forwarded 
to the Treasury, and the present prosecution was directed. The 
magistrate committed Mr. Taylor for trial at the Assizes, but admitted 
him to bail. 

Infringement of Copyright.—David Mintz, of Little Stonegate, 
was summoned before the York magistrates on the 2nd inst., under the 
6th sec. 25 & 26 Viet, (the Infringement of Copyright Act), chap. 
68, that he, not being the proprietor of the copyright in a certain paint¬ 
ing and the design thereof, called “ Christ leaving the PrEetorium,” 

and without the consent of the proprietors of the copyright in the said 
painting, did unlawfully sell one photograph taken from an engraving 
of the said painting, knowing the same had been unlawfully made. Mr. 
J. Teesdale prosecuted, and Mr. W. Wilkinson defended. In opening 
the case for the prosecutors,—Messrs. George Lord Beeforth, Scar¬ 
borough, and James Siddle Fairless, of Kensington,—Mr. Teesdale said 
that they were the proprietors of Dore’s famous picture, “ Christ leaving 
the PrEetorium.” It was registered as copyright. The Infringement of 
Copyright Act laid down that if any person, not being the proprietor 
for the time being of the copyright of any painting, drawing, or photo¬ 
graph, or without the consent of any proprietor or otherwise, multiply 
any such picture for sale or hire, distribution or exhibition, such person 
shall pay a fine not exceeding £10. Evidence having been given in 
confirmation of the charge, the Bench considered the case proved, and 
fined the defendant j£io and costs, or two months’ imprisonment. 
Similar cases have lately been greatly on the increase, and it is only 
by rigidly enforcing the provisions of the Copyright Act that the evil 
is likely to be stemmed. 

Copyright Title.—Dicks v. Yates.—This was a motion heard 
on the 8th inst., in the Chancery Division, before Mr. Justice Bowen, 
to restrain the publisher of the World from publishing a serial story by 
Miss Braddon under the title of “Splendid Misery,” on the ground 
that it was an infringement of the plaintiff’s copyright in a story under 
the same title by Mr. Hazlewood. Since the action was commenced 
the defendant had changed the title of the story to “ Her Gilded 
Cage,” and he now undertook not to revert to the title of “ Splendid 
Misery ” before the trial. It was, therefore, arranged that the motion 
should stand to the trial, without prejudice to any question. Mr. 
Marten, Q. C., Mr. Locock Webb, Q.C., Mr. Baillie, and Mr. Spence 
appeared on the motion. A case like the above illustrates one of the 
difficulties with which modern authors are beset. It is not likely that 
a versatile writer like Miss Braddon would knowingly adopt a second¬ 
hand title for any of her works ; but she and every other writer must 
necessarily run that risk unless they keep themselves informed of every 
serial tale that may be appearing in any English publication. The 
endless multiplication of books has thus its serious drawbacks, 
especially to publishers. 

Alleged Infringement of Copyright.—Lucas v. Cooke.— 

This was a motion heard before Mr. Justice Bowen on the 8th inst. 
in the Chancery Division, to restrain the defendant from publishing 
and selling copies or colourable imitations of a picture called “Going 
to Work,” of the copyright of which the plaintiff claimed to be assignee. 
It appeared that the right of publishing engravings of the picture had 
been assigned to him, and that the defendant had published and sold 
chromo-lithographs which closely resembled, but were not exactly 
similar to, the plaintiffs engravings. Mr. Locock Webb, Q.C., and 
Mr. Ingham appeared for the plaintiff. Mr. Eddis, Q.C., and Mr. L. 
Field, for the defendant, denied the plaintiff’s title to the copyright, 
and contended that, even if that title were proved, the coloured print 
published by the defendant did not amount to an infringement. It was 
not copied from the engraving, but was taken from life and called 
“Holiday.” It was only published for grocers, who did not sell it, 
but gave it to their customers. They also urged that the plaintiff had 
been guilty of such delay as to disentitle him to relief, especially in 
vacation. Mr. Justice Bowen said that he considered the plaintiff had 
not taken proceedings with sufficient promptitude to entitle him to 
obtain an interlocutory injunction in vacation. He was, moreover, of 
opinion that the damage to arise to the plaintiff by refusing the injunc¬ 
tion would not be so great as that which might be done to the defendant 
by granting it, nor of such a nature as to be incapable of money com¬ 
pensation in the event of the plaintiff proving his case at the trial. He 
should make no order on the motion if the defendant would undertake 
to keep an account of the profits made by selling the chromo-lithographs. 

Liability of Machine-Boys for Neglecting Work.—At the 
Mansion-house on the 15th ult., four boys, named respectively Bye, 
Diswell, Morris, and Crump, were summoned before the Lord Mayor 
for neglecting to comply with their engagements as weekly servants. 
The manager of Messrs. Clay, Sons, & Taylor, printers, of Bread- 
street-hill, supported the summonses. He said it was with reluctance 
that the firm had taken the present proceedings, but there was no help 
for it. These boys had repeatedly left their work, and the present 

course was taken with a view to show that machine-boys could not 
leave their employment when they chose. It was a serious matter. 
Work that ought to be sent home was delayed in consequence of the 
machines being kept standing. The nominal damage laid in each case 
was 1 os. Bye was the worst of the boys, and Crump the most indus¬ 
trious, and the latter had no doubt been led away by others. Two out 
of the four had not only not been to work, but had actually not been 
home. The boys were paid 9s. and 10s. a week, with an extra shilling 
for good behaviour. All the apprentices in the machine-room were 
selected from the machine-boys, so that there was a good prospect before 
them. There were no premiums to pay when apprenticed. There was 
some little difficulty in getting boys now, and it was important that 
those employed in machine-rooms could be depended upon. The Lord 
Mayor said it was a great pity that these boys did not attend to their 
own interests a little more. He then ordered Bye to pay the amount 
claimed, with costs. The other three boys, who promised to be of better 
behaviour in future, were fined 5s. each, and the cost of the summons. 
It is this scarcity of boys, to which allusion has been made in the above 
case, which puts printers occasionally to sore straits. What with the 
stringent regulations of the School Board on the one hand, and the 
large demand for boy labour in the Post-Office and other branches of 
the Civil Service, it is no mean task to secure the necessary complement 
of reading and machine-boys, and it is this brisk competition for 
juvenile labour that makes boys so independent. It is quite as well, 
therefore, that they should be taught that they are amenable at law for 
breach of contract. 

Stamp Forgery in India.—A case of some interest has recently been 
heard in the Commissioners’ Court at Lucknow, in which nine natives 
were charged with the forgery of stamps. The offences charged against 
the accused consisted of making and selling during the past twelve 
years counterfeit court-fee labels of the value of one hundred rupees 
each, and of having altered bi-colour judicial stamps by enhancing their 
value from one rupee to one or two thousand rupees. The last-men. 
tioned offence was principally committed by the prisoner, Hussein Bux, 
who, either by some chemical process, or (as he asserts) by erasure, 
obliterated the words in English, Urdu, and Nagri, denoting the value 
of the judicial bi-colour stamps, and then placed a genuine stamp of a 
much higher value on a pane of glass, over which stamp he fixed the 
partly obliterated stamp, and then traced into the vacant spaces caused 
by erasure the words in English, Urdu, and Nagri, indicating the 
enhanced or higher value. This alteration was so skilfully made that 
the paper was not even scratched by the obliteration mentioned, and no 
difference could be detected in the tampered stamp until water was 
applied, when the substituted words instantly became blurred by the 
ink running, a result that will not follow the application of water to a 
genuine stamp. The counterfeit court-fee labels mentioned were 
printed off from a stone die, as Hussein Bux declares. The prosecu¬ 
tion produced from the various courts in Oudh and Bareilly 406 such 
stamps of the aggregate value of 40,600 rupees. Mr. Roberts, the 
Superintendent of Stamps at Calcutta, deposed that the judicial 
bi-colour stamps before the Court, and 403 out of the 406 court-fee 
labels, were counterfeit and forged. The Commissioner of Lucknow 
passed sentence as follows :—Hussein Bux, seventeen years’ transporta¬ 
tion and 500 rupees fine, and seven others of the accused to periods 
ranging from five to fourteen years’ transportation. 

Conviction of a Printer under the Smoke Nuisance Act. 

—Mr. Thomas Sharp, printer, of No. 5A, Silver-street, St. James’s, 
was summoned on the 5th inst., at the Marlborough-street Police- 
court, before Mr. Mansfield, for using a furnace not constructed so as 
to consume its own smoke. Mr. William Sandison, C.E., employed 
by Government for the carrying out the proceedings under the Smoke 
Nuisance Act, stated that on the 5th September he inspected a furnace 
on the defendant’s premises, which was not constructed so as to 
consume its smoke. After hearing the evidence of police-constable 
Edward Morgan, of the C Division, Mr. Mansfield fined the defendant 
£i.t and ordered him to pay £1. 8s. 3d. costs. 

A Printer Charged with Fraud.—Mr. William Best Draper, 
printer and money-lender, has been charged at the Nottingham police- 
court with making a false declaration as a creditor in the estate of Mr. 
Robert Cowen, ironfounder. The debtor owed the defendant 30s. for 
printing, for which and for a loan of £8. 10s. to Mr. Cowen defendant 
had received a three months’ bill and a piano as security. At the 
meeting of Cowen’s creditors defendant proved for ^25, and got 
himself appointed one of the committee of inspection. He has been 
committed for trial, but bail has been accepted for his appearance. 

A Disgrace to his Order.—At Bow-street Police-court, before 
Mr. Flowers, a printer’s reader, named Joseph William Stonestreet, of 
87, Lavender-road, Battersea, was charged on the 10th inst., with the 
unlawful possession of several straps and blinds. The prisoner was in 
Lincoln’s-inn-fields on the 2nd inst. carrying a parcel. Not giving a 
satisfactory account of how it came into his possession, Sergeant 
Conquest, of the V Division, detained him. Several straps and blinds, 
apparently cut from railway carriages, were found inside the parcel. 
Communications were made to the South-Eastern, London, Brighton, 
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and South Coast, and London and South-Western Railways, and 
officials attended and identified the straps and blinds as belonging to 
their respective companies. The prisoner’s house was searched and a 
number of straps was found there. It was stated that the railway 
companies were continually having their straps and blinds cut off in 
the manner those found on the prisoner appeared to be. Previous 
convictions were proved against the prisoner, and he was committed 
for trial. 

Embezzlement by a Traveller.—Charles Price, a commercial 
traveller, of 28, Bemington-road, Clapham-Junction, was charged on 
the 10th inst. at the Clerkenwell Police-court before Mr. Barstow, with 
embezzling several sums of money, received by him for and on account 
of his employers, Messrs. Cope & Co., printers’ engineers, of Farring- 
don-road. Mr. Wontner, solicitor, attended for the prosecution. 
The evidence showed that the prisoner had long been in the employ 
of the complainants at a liberal salary and expenses. Sometime 
since Mr. W. Tungay, manager to the prosecutors, made a fresh 
arrangement with the prisoner, whereby he was to receive £j per week, 
that sum to include travelling expenses. His duties were to obtain 
orders, and to receive the cash due for them, and he was bound 
to account for the money at stated periods. From what came to Mr. 
Tungay’s knowledge, he wrote to the prisoner that he should cash no 
further accounts but was to return to town at once, to account for what 
he had received. Failing to do so, a warrant was obtained, and placed 
in the hands of Detective Haydon, G division, who apprehended the 
prisoner at his home, and when he was told the charge, he said his defi- 
ficiencies were caused through his daughter’s illness. The prisoner, who 
reserved his defence, was committed for trial: he was formerly in 
the employ of Mr. Frederick Ullmer, the well-known printer’s supplier. 
The trial is likely, we believe, to present some features of special 
interest to the trade. 

OBITUARY, 

Bingham.—Mrs. R. W. Bingham, bookseller and stationer, of 
Broad-street, Bristol, died on the 12th ult. after a short illness, at her 
private residence, Auburn-road, Redland. 

Doheny.—The death is announced of Mr. James C. Doheny, late 
editor of the Kilkenny Journal. The deceased was in his 28th year. 

Glass.—We regret to announce the death on the 13th ult., of Mr. 
Charles Glass, printer and publisher, of 27, St. Vincent-crescent, 
Glasgow. 

Holt.—Mr. Thomas Littleton Holt, who has for many years been 
intimately associated with the press of this country, died on the 14th 
ult., at the Burrows, Hendon, at the ripe age of 85. His death severs 
one of the few remaining links connecting the journalism of the past 
with the present. It was to him that Charles Dickens owed his 
introduction to Dr. Black, then editor of the Morning Chronicle. Mr. 
Holt was proprietor of the Iron limes, which he started during the 
railway mania. He took an active part in popularising cheap literature, 
and it was greatly owing to him that the advertisement duty was 
repealed. He was also instrumental in the abolition of the paper duty. 
Besides starting many papers in London, in the latter period of his life 
he returned to his native town, Birmingham, where he started Ryland's 
Iron Trade Circular, to the success of which his writings largely 
contributed. 

Hovvden.—We have to record the untimely death of Mr. Howden, 
bookseller, of Edinburgh. He had driven on the 2nd inst. from the 
hydropathic establishment at Crieff to Comrie to view “The Devil’s 
Cauldron.” While standing on the brink of the cliff overhanging the 
fall, Mr. Howden lost his balance and fell into the seething mass of 
water below. Search was made in the evening by the aid of huge 
torches, and the body was recovered about one hundred yards from the 
spot where the unfortunate gentleman toppled over. 

Kracker.—Herr Kracker, the celebrated engraver on copper, died 
near Munich on the 1st inst., in his 56th year. 

Lawson.—The death is announced of Mr. Lionel Lawson, which 
took place on the 20th ult., at his residence, No. 2, Brook-street, 
Hanover-square. Mr. Lawson was one of the principal proprietors of 
the Daily Telegraph newspaper, though he had never personally taken 
any active part in the management. 

Lindsay.—Mr. James Lindsay, of the firm of George Bruce’s Son 
& Co., of New York, one of the oldest and best known type-foundry 
firms in America, died at Brooklyn on the 2nd ult. Mr. Lindsay was 
born in Glasgow, Scotland, in 1826, and was consequently fifty-three 
years of age. His father was foreman in the type-foundry of A. Wilson 
& Sons, but subsequently removed to London, and then to Edinburgh, 
where Mr. Lindsay served an apprenticeship in the type-foundry under 
his father. When he was about twenty-five years of age he emigrated to 
New York, and was immediately engaged in the foundry of Mr. George 

Bruce, No. 13, Chambers-street, with which establishment he was 
connected down to the time of his death. On the death of the original 
head of the firm, his son, Mr. David Bruce, continued his father’s 
business, and Mr. Lindsay soon afterwards became a partner. 

Maunsell.—Dr. Henry Maunsell died on the 4th inst. at Grey- 
stones, county Wicklow, in the 72nd year of his age. For some time 
he practised his profession, but eventually devoted his attention 
exclusively to journalism, and for many years he was editor and part 
proprietor of the Dublui Evenuig Mail. 

Nash.—The death is announced of Mr. W. D. Nash, paper manu" 
facturer, of Paul’s Cray, Kent. The deceased was very successful in 
his business career, and, although only forty-six years of age, he had 
amassed a fortune from trade alone estimated at ,£700,000. 

Paterson.—From Otago, New Zealand, we have intelligence of the 
death of Mr. J. C. Paterson, who during the earlier years of his life 
was connected with the Scottish press. Deceased commenced his 
career as a compositor on the Ayr Observer, of which his father, Mr. 
James Paterson, was then editor. He subsequently became sub-editor 
of the Inverness Courier. From Inverness he proceeded to Newport, in 
Wales, where he became proprietor of the Star of Gwent, but this 
venture never attained any great measure of success. Returning to 
Scotland, he became editor and manager of the Kilmarnock Journal. 
He was subsequently connected for a short time with an Edinburgh 
newspaper, but ultimately emigrated to Melbourne, where, we believe, 
he started thz Melbourne Punch. He seems to have found his way 
afterwards to New Zealand, where he died. 

Tyler.—The death is announced, on the 10th ult., at 14, Argyll- 
square, Kings’-cross, of Mr. W. Tyler, in his 86th year. Mr. Tyler 
originally entered into business as a printer in Bolt-court, Fleet-street, 
where he was joined for some years by Mr., now Sir Charles Reed. 

The will (dated December 3, 1874), with five codicils (dated Feb¬ 
ruary 8 and September 10, 1875 ; March 3, 1876 ; February 8, 1878 ; 
and July 9, 1879), of Sir Rowland Hill, K.C.B., late of Bertram House, 
Hampstead, who died on August 27 last, was proved on the 19th ult. 
by Frederick Hill, the brother, and Alfred Hill and Edward Bernard 
Lewin Hill, the nephews, the executors, the personal estate being 
sworn under .£50,000. The executors are authorized to expend a sum 
not exceeding .£250 in completing and publishing a history or statement, 
not as yet complete, in connection with the penny, postage system, and 
also in writing and publishing a biography of him. After this has been 
done, his books, papers, and memoranda in connection with the subject 
of postage are to be offered to the British Museum; and the marble 
bust of him by Brodie, or any portrait of him, or a copy to be made at 
the expense of his estate, is to be offered to the trustees of the National 
Portrait Gallery. 

The will of the late Mr. Lionel Lawson, of 2, Brook-street, 
Hanover-square, is dated the 4th August, 1875. The testator appoints 
his nephew, Edward L. Lawson, and George F. Phillips, of Newgate- 
street, his executors and trustees. He bequeaths all his real and 
personal estate to the said trustees on trust. To his sister Caroline he 
bequeaths an annuity of £500 for her life; to her present husband, if 
he survive her, an annuity of ,£250. To his sister Sophia an annuity 
of £500, with the same conditions in regard to her husband ; to his 
brother Benjamin an annuity of £250 ; to his sister Ellen a sum of 
1,000 guineas; to Mrs. Simpson an annuity of £500 for her life ; to 
Reginald Turner, of whom he was guardian, an annuity of £100 for 
his life ; to George Faudel Phillips, for his trouble as executor, a sum 
of 1,000 guineas. The residue of his real and personal estate he divides 
into five portions, bequeathing it thus—One portion to his son Frank 
Lawson; one portion to his niece, Miss Emily Levy ; one portion to 
his nephew, Edward L. Lawson ; one portion to the children of his 
eldest brother, other than the said Emily and Edward ; one portion to 
Harry, eldest son of his nephew, Edward L. Lawson ; and in case of 
his death before he attains his majority, this portion to go to Willie, 
the second son of the said Edward L. Lawson. No person interested 
other than the executors and trustees has the power of requiring any of 
the testator’s shares or interest in the Daily Telegraph, or freeholds 
and property connected therewith, to be sold or disposed of. It is 
stated that the personalty will be sworn under ,£900,000, but this does 
not include, says a contemporary, the testator’s freehold estates. 

All claims against the estate of the late Mr. Joseph Brook, litho¬ 
grapher, of Glen Wood, Huddersfield, must be forwarded by Nov. 
15th, to Mr. R. P. Berry, solicitor, Market-place, Huddersfield. 

“And yet there is Room.”—“ My poem is rather lengthy,” she 
said, “ and maybe you won’t have room for it this week.” The editor 
yawned and replied, “ Oh ! yes, we could find room for it if it were 
twelve times as long. Our stove is a large one, you see.”-—American 
paper. 
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PRINTING AND OTHER COMPANIES, 

ONLY one company connected with printing has been registered 

since our last issue. 

“British Empire” Newspaper Company.—This company was 
constituted on the 17th ult., with a capital of ,£20,000 in £2 shares for 
the purpose of purchasing the goodwill and copyright of the above 
newspaper, for extending and developing the same, and for carrying on 
in connection therewith the business of general printers and publishers. 

The subscribers are :— 
Shares. 

Frederick Blood, 32, Charlotte-street, Birmingham, hardware factor .. 5 
James Gething, 70, Charlotte-street, Birmingham, agent. 5 
Henry East, 267, Broad-street, Birmingham, watchmaker . 1 

Richard Charles Match, 76, High-street, Birmingham, jeweller. 2 
Henry Guest, 57a, Great Charles-street, Birmingham, printer. 1 

'aS. C. Lister, J. P., Skipton, Yorkshire.... 100 
*J. M. Hyde, 77, Cambridge-gardens, Notting-hill, ship surveyor .... 25 
*R. R. Hamilton Ross, Portobello House, East Sheen, law student .. 25 

James Edgecome, 47, Fleet-street, journalist. 25 
*Henry Kams-Jackson, Farnboro’, Chislehurst, salvage surveyor .... 25 
Henry Stewart Ross, Portobello House, East Sheen, journalist. 25 

*John T. Edgecome, 4, Harcourt-buildings, Temple, barrister-at-law.. 23 

The maximum number of directors to be 10, and the minimum number 
5 ; qualification, 25 shares. The first are the subscribers whose names 
are preceded by an asterisk. The company in general meeting will 
determine remuneration. 

A resolution has been passed for the voluntary winding-up of the 
Staffordshire Newspaper and Printing Company (Limited). The 
company was formed in August, 1875, with a nominal capital of £2,000 
divided into £"5 shares. There were altogether about twenty share¬ 
holders, and the full amount of each share was originally called up. 
Mr. T. Bullock, accountant, Newcastle, has been appointed liquidator. 

The voluntary winding up of McGowan’s Steam Printing Company 
(Limited) has been resolved upon. The company which was located 
at 10, Great Windmill-street, Haymarket, had only been in existence 
since June, 1877. The nominal capital was ,£6,000 divided into ,£5 
shares. Mr. L. M. Bergtheil, of 57, Moorgate-street, has been ap¬ 
pointed liquidator. 

All claims against the Church Paper Company (Limited) must be 
sent in by the 25th inst. to Mr. W. Sandeman, the official liquidator, 
of Market-street, Church, near Accrington. 

TRADE CHANGES. 

Mr. E. Bowker, of Accrington, is rebuilding his printing-office. 

The Hatters' Gazette and Pottery Gazette have removed from Martin’s- 
lane to 80, Fleet-street. 

The English and Foreign Electrotype Agency have taken offices at 
30 & 31, Paternoster-square. 

Messrs. George Jackson & Co., advertising agents, have taken 
offices at 4, Bishopsgate-street Within. 

Mr. W. E. Clegg continues the stationery business formerly 
carried on under the title of Clegg & Lee, at Oldham. 

Messrs. Groombridge & Sons have removed temporarily during 
rebuilding from Paternoster-row to 2, Paternoster-square. 

Messrs. Henshaw & Leak, lithographers, have removed from 
Castle-street, Holborn, to 17, Bear-alley, Farringdon-street. 

Messrs. W. & A. K. Johnston have removed their London place 
of business from Paternoster-row to 6, Paternoster-buildings. 

Messrs. Waterlow Brothers & Layton, stationers and printers, 
have opened a branch establishment at 28 and 30, Lime-street. 

Mr. Id. Sell, advertisement contractor, of Bolt-court, Fleet-street, 
has opened a branch office at 4, Hawkin-street West, Belgrave-square. 

Mr. A. E. Walker, dealer in inkstands, files, and copying-presses, 
has removed from 9, Pancras-lane, Queen-street, to 24, Bunhill-row. 

Mr. Samuel Bednal has retired from the firm of Bednal Brothers, 
printers and stationers, of Market-street and Tih-street, Manchester. 

Mr. Joseph Bruton, advertising agent for the metal tablets on the 
river steamers and piers, &c., has taken offices at 109, Upper Thames- 
street. 

Messrs. J. G. Campbell & Co., printers, of Press-lane, Sunder¬ 
land, have dissolved partnership. Mr. J. G. Campbell continues the 
business. 

Messrs. A. Braun & Wustlicii, colour-printers and embossers, 
have removed from Bury-court, St. Mary-axe, to 19, Little Alie-street, 
Commercial-road. 

Messrs. Glossop, Irving, &Co., paper merchants, &c.,of34, Pall- 
mall, Manchester, have dissolved partnership. Mr. W. D. Glossop 
continues the business. 

In consequence of the death of Mr. W. Howe, the printing business 
formerly carried on under the title of Howe Brothers, at Gateshead, 

will in future be continued by Mr. J. Howe. 

Messrs. Day & Collins, printing-material manufacturers, of 50 and 
52, Fann-street, have opened a branch establishment at Ludgate-circus, 
for the convenience of printing-firms in that neighbourhood. 

The publishing department of the Society for Promoting Christian 
Knowledge has been removed from Great Queen-street to their new 
premises in Northumberland-avenue. The cost of the new building 
has been ,£70,000. 

The retirement is announced of Mr. William Brasier Hawes from 
the firm of James Gilbert & Co., booksellers and stationers, 18, Grace- 
church-street. The business will be continued as hitherto under the 
management of Mr. Raven, on behalf of the executors of the late 
Mr. James Gilbert. 

Mr. George Stewart, 92, George-street, Edinburgh, informs us 
that the co-partnery which has existed during the last ten years between 
Messrs. Waterston and himself being now dissolved, he will in future 
carry on business on his own account as George Stewart & Company. 
The business will be that of manufacturing stationers and factors, 

wholesale and for export. 

The firm of James P. Mathew & Co., printers, stationers, and 
publishers, Nos. 17 and 19, Cowgate, Dundee, having been dissolved, 
Mr. James P. Mathew intimates that he has assumed as partner his 
son, Mr. John D. Mathew, who has for several years assisted in con¬ 
ducting the business. The trade will be continued in all its branches 
under the title of James P. Mathew & Co., at the old address. 

Mr. Alfred Boot, of 10 and 18, Dockhead, S.E., who is re¬ 
moving to 24, Old Bailey, E.C., informs us that he has taken his son, 
Mr. Harry Edmund Boot, who has been manager at Dockhead for the 
past five years, into partnership with him, and that the business will 
in future be carried on under the title of Alfred Boot & Son. All debts 
due to and from Mr. Alfred Boot will be received and paid by the said 

Messrs. Alfred & Harry Edmund Boot. 

GAZETTE NOTICES, ETC, 
[Partly compiled from Messrs. Gamble dr3 Harvey's Record. ] 

Partnerships Dissolved. 

King & Coopper, stationers, 11, Salusbury-terrace, Kilburn. 
Parsons, H. W., & C. W. Parsons, printers, publishers, &c., 

Ed ward-street, Newington Butts, and at Birmingham. 
Stevenson, R., & H. R. Stevenson, booksellers, Paternoster-row. 
Thorpe, C. B., & C. W. Watson, photographic and art publishers, 

Arundel-street, Strand. 
Williams & Brandon, booksellers, 4, Goldsmith’s-row, New-street- 

square, City. 

Adjudications in Bankruptcy. 

Brown, G. B., bookseller and stationer, Lumb-lane, and Ilanover-sq., 

Bradford. Sept. 8. 
Parkin, J., stationer and newsagent, East-street, Middlesbrough. 

Sept. 9. 
Redford, P. J., law stationer, &c., Station-road, Kew Bridge 

Aug. 11. 

Dividends. 

Burke, W. E. (Liq.), book-dealer, Davidson-st., High Felling, Gates¬ 
head, and Durham. 1st and final div. of 4d., at J. G. Burgess’, 
Berridge-street-chambers, Leicester. 

JONES, W. (Bkt.), printer, Conway, Carnarvonshire, and Colwyn Bay, 
Denbighshire. 1st and final div. of 4s. 2d. at J. Pritchard’s, 1, 

Plasallwyd-terrace, Bangor. 
Morgan, W. (Liq.), stationer, Bradford. 2nd arid final div. of is., 

at W. Glossop’s, Kirkgate, Bradford. 

Dividend under Sequestration. 

Macrone, W., printer, Dixon-st., Glasgow. 1st at Carswell & 
Murray’s, St. Vincent-street, Glasgow. 

Liquidations by Arrangement. 

Gage, J., stationer, Pembroke-pl., Liverpool. Aug. 27. Tyrer, 
Kenion, Tyrer, & Simpson, sols., North John-st., Liverpool. 

Gill, J., bookseller, Redruth. Sept. 10. R. Dobell, jun., sol., Truro. 

Good, W. Id., stationer, &c., Charles-st., Hull. Sept. 15. Roberts 

& Leak, sols., Hull. 
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Grierson, W., printer, Bolton-rd., Bury. Sept. 18. J. Haslam, 
sol., Bury. 

Healey, W. F., printer and stationer, Princess-st., and St. Martin’s- 
in-the-fields, Chester. Sept. 19. Boydell, Taylor & Flutt, 
sols., Chester. 

Heaps, J., stationer, Long Eaton, Derbyshire. Aug. 25. Heath & 
Son, sols., Nottingham. 

Hobday, J., paper manufacturer, Ducie-rd., and Avonside Paper 
Mills, Bristol. Sept. 8. F. A. Mere, sol., Bristol. 

Macindoe, W., printer and stationer, 'North John-st, Liverpool. 
Sept. 20. G. E. Paynter, sol., South Castle-st., Liverpool. 

Meredith, J., papermaker, Ellers Paper Mill, Ulverston. Sept. 12. 
S. H. Jackson, sol., Ulverston. 

MundAY, S. D., printer and stationer, High-st., Ryde. Sept. 10. 
T. A. Bramsdon, sol., Portsea, 

Taylor, D. J., printer, trading as Taylor & Son, Russell-st., Chorl- 
ton-upon-Medlock, late Bloom-st., Manchester. Sept. 19. J. A. F. 
Eltoft, sol., 36, King-st, Manchester. 

Teary, R., stationer and newsagent, Market-pl., and Thorpe, Nor¬ 
wich. Sept. 12. A. Kent, sol., Norwich. 

Appointment of Trustees. 

Farmer, G. E. (Liq.), stationer, Longton, Staffs. Tr., J. Richardson, 
estate agent, Longton, and J. Croughton, stationer, Manchester. 

PIayhurst, T. H., printer, trading as T. H. Hayhurst & Co. 
(Liq.). Tr., J. Boothroyd, accountant, Stockton. 

Hunt, I., (Liq.), newsagent, New Swindon, Wilts. Tr., S. Round, 
jeweller, Hockley-hill, Birmingham. 

Noble, G. (Bkt.), paper board manufacturer, Wanstead, Essex, 
Alvington, Gloucestershire, and 3, George-yard. Tr., FI. Carter, 
accountant, 36, King William-street. 

Discharges Granted and Bankruptcy Closed. 

Penniall, A. T., & A. Penniall, printers, trading as Penniall 

& Son, Platton-garden, and 31, Kirby-st., Hatton-garden. (The 
whole of the property has been realized, and a div. of 1 is. 3d. has 
been paid.) Bankruptcy closed June 12. 

Application for Cessio-Bonorum. 

BUCHANAN, A., Westfield Paper-Mills, Bathgate, sometime 211, 
Dumbarton-rd., Glasgow, at present in Linlithgow prison. Sheriff- 
ct.-ho., Linlithgow, Oct. 24 at 2. 

Bills of Sale recently Filed. 

Alexander, H., bookseller, &c., 122, Grange-lane, and 87, Whet¬ 
stone-lane, Birkenhead, to Cheshire Loan, &c., Company. Filed 
Sept. 9 .........£35 

Aston, F. S., stationer, &c., 372, Coventry-rd., Birmingham, to 
the Midland Credit, &c., Company. Filed Aug. 26.£40, &c. 

Baldock, S. j., printer, bookseller, &c., High-st., High Barnet, to 
National Mercantile Bank. Sept. 18 ..£144, &c. 

Barrington,. G., bookbinder, &c., Furnace, Llanelly, Carmarthen¬ 
shire, to H. Barnett. Filed Sept. 17 ...£7. 15s., &c. 

Berry, A. J., bookseller, &c., 31, Osborne-st., Woodsley-rd,, Leeds, 
to County Loan Co. Filed Sept. 11 .......£26s 8s., &c. 

Bishop, T., bookseller and newsagent, 59, Church-gate, Lough¬ 
borough, Leicestershire, to A. Woodcock. Filed Sept 9......£35 

Bowring, G. W., stationer, &c., 6, Lansdowne-cr., Bournemouth, 
Hants., to S. Blaiberg. Filed Sept. 9 ....£33 

Butler, J. E., librarian, stationer, &c., 3, Eversfield-pl., and 2, Albert- 
villas, Hastings, to E. R. Clarke. Filed Sept. 6...,£1,070 

Cash, H., master printer, 404, Wakefield-rd., Bradford, to E. Harris. 
Filed Aug. 30.....-■.■£13- 2s. 6d. 

Clement, W. C., publisher, 3, Westbourne-pk., Paddington, to J. H. 
Graves. Filed Aug. 23......,\..£n8. 15s., &c. 

Copleston, S. W., general printer, &c., 14, Ship-st. Gardens, 
Brighton, to W. J. Williams. Filed Sept. 3 ...... £57. 12s., &c. 

Corder, J., newsagent and printer, Head-st., Colchester, to J. Barber. 
Filed Sept. 15...............£60, &c. 

Cornelius, W. M., printer’s stationer, &c., 15, Strand, Dawlish, 
Devon, to W. Snell. Filed Sept. 11....£290, &c. 

Cotton, W. R., lithographic printer, 6, Boaler-st., Liverpool, to 
Liver Loan, &c., Co. Filed Sept. 16.......£10, &c. 

Dalton, A. J., bookseller, stationer, and printer, 185, High Holborn, 
to Provident Association of England. Filed Sept. 19. ..,£10, &c. 

Dishman, J., printer, 178, Leighton-rd., Kentish Town, to Z. J. 
Hunter. Filed Sept. 9 .......£26. ios., &c. 

Dunstan, G., printer, &c., 127, Alfred-st. South, Nottingham, to 
J. Fletcher, jun. Filed Sept. 1 .....,£6o 

Fiddeman, E., & Sherwood, J., printers, 156, Gray’s Inn-rd., to 
Monetary Advance, &c., Co. Filed Sept. 12 ...£80, &c. 

Field, G. H., printer, 51, Market-st., Manningham, Bradford, to 
A. Illingworth. Filed Sept. 4 ...£100 

Goodier, J., law stationer, 41, Shaftesbury-st., Eccles, near Man¬ 
chester, and 36, South King-st., Manchester, to E. Hobson, 
Filed Sept. 20........ ...£28, &c. 

Gordon, R., printer, 61, Hornsey-rd., Holloway, to E. H. Bayley. 
Filed Sept. 9........£225, &c. 

Green, C. E., journalist and newspaper proprietor, 31, Chapel Ash, 
Wolverhampton, to.W. Sankey. Filed Sept. 13 .£30, &c. 

Greenall, A., lithographic printer, 103, Sutton-st., Tue Brook, near 
Liverpool, to H. Miller. Filed Sept. 20 .£19, &c. 

Hamp, J,, bookbinders’ tool, &c., cutter, 2, Dorset-buildings, Salis- 
bury-sq., Fleet-street, to L. & W. Loan, &c., Co. Filed Sept. 16. 

£5°- 8s. 8d. 
Harrison, W., newsagent, 22, Navigation-rd., Burslem, Staffs., to 

M. Mindelsohn. Filed Sept. 16 .£12, &c. 
Heslop, R., stationer, 94, High-st., Wallsend, Northumberland, to 

B. Turner. Filed Aug. 25.£U4- 10s., &c. 
FIomer, S., machine printer, 35, Bolton-st., Chorley, Lancashire, to 

J. Townend. Filed Sept. 12 .....,£24, &c. 
IForkin, P., newsagent, 67, Paradise-st., Bury, Lancashire, to D. 

O’Neill. Filed Sept. 17........£55 
Hossfeld, C., printer and publisher, 52, Charlotte-st,, Fitzroy-sq., 

Marylebone, and 8, Windsor-ct., Strand, and 2, Marquess-rch, 
Canonbury, to T. B. Browne. Filed Sept. 9.*100, &c. 

Jones, H., bookseller, stationer, &c., 6, Blenheim-ter., Abbey-rd, 
St. John’s Wood, to National Mercantile Bank. Filed Aug. 30 

£52, _&c. 

JONES, W., printer, stationer, and newsagent, 1, Church-st., Warring¬ 
ton, to Central Loan, &c., Office. Filed Sept. 13 .£42, &c. 

Lewis, H. C. A., stationer and newsagent, 84, Western-rd., Jarrow, 
Durham, to F. Levinson and another. Filed Sept. 17...£20, &c. 

Newsome, J., printer, 46, Caunce, Blackpool, Lancashire, to M. Sin¬ 
gleton. Filed Sept. 5 ..... ..£'25, &c. 

Norrish, G. C., & F. Smith, bookbinders, 14, Bridgewater-sq., 
Barbican, to A. Beavis. Filed Sept. 12...£224. os. 8d. 

O’Halloran, C., stationer, &c., 334, Scotland-rd., Liverpool, to 
Central Loan, &c., Company. Filed Aug. 26 .£60, &c. 

Patterson, W. J., printer, 32, Conway-street, Great Homer-st., 
Liverpool, to H. Hyman. Filed Aug. 28........£10, &c. 

Power, J., ecclesiastical book, &c., dealer, 109, Camberwell New-rch, 
to L. & W. Loan, &c., Co. Filed Sept. 1... ...£16. 13s. 4d. 

Purnell, T., bookbinder, 67, Crescent-rd., Plumstead, to E. S. 
Fludger. Filed Sept. 6 ....£14. ios., &c. 

Riley, J., wholesale stationer, Wanlip Cottages, Syston, and 3, Pock- 
lington’s-walk, and 38, Friar-ham, Leicester, to T. Riley. Filed 
Sept. 8 .......£394. 18s. 5d. 

Rimell, J. G., bookseller, 31, Lonsdale-sq., Barnsbury, to W. Straker. 
Filed Sept. 1 ...........£60 

Saunders, J., printer and‘publisher, 7, Dagmar-rd., Camberwell, to 
J. Koppel. Filed Sept. 1...£132. 10s. 

Stacy, S., stationer, 14A, Woodlea-rd., Church-st., Stoke Newington, 
to H. M. D. Nurse. Filed Sept. 6.....£24 

Stansfield, T., stationer and bookseller, 46, Lydgate, Stansfield, 
Yorks., to E. Sutcliffe. Filed Aug. 27 .£25 

Steele, A., printer, &c., Princess-st., West Hartlepool, to F. Mill- 
thorp. Filed Sept. 4 ..£103. 16s. 2d. 

Stratton, W. H., printer, bookbinder, &c., 5, Narrow Wine-st., 
Bristol, to L. Solomon. Filed Sept. 6 ....£70, &c. 

Sunderland, J., printer, 184, Leeds-rd., and 9, Hammerton-st., 
both Bradford, to E. Clifton. Filed Sept. 11.£120, &c. 

Thomas, G., printer, 33, Chapter-rd., Kennington, and 2, McLean’s* 
buildings, New-st.-square, toj. F. Chapman. Filed Sept. i...£40 

Thomas, W. A., stationer, &c., Castle-st., Llangollen, Denbighshire, 
to Midland Credit, &c., Bank. Filed Aug. 28... £ 41. ios., &c. 

Thomson, J., stationer, 198, Manchester-st., Wernetb, near Oldham, 
to J. Hartley. Filed Aug. 23 . .....£119. ios. 2d. 

Walmsley, T., stationer and newsagent, 2 and 4, Hyndburn-rd., 
Accrington, to R. Splane. Filed Sept. 5 ....£50 

Wellings, W.j advertising contractor, East Lane, Wembley, Sudbury, 
to G. M. Frieake. Filed Sept. 17...£130 

Whitham, W., bookseller and stationer, 30, Hillside-villas, and 88, 
Godwin-street, Bradford, to J. Nicholson and another. Filed 
Sept. 19 .....£150, &c. 

Wood, J., stationer, &c., 28, Paris-st., Exeter, to L. Kahen. Filed 
Aug. 25...£16, &c. 

Messrs. Ford & Pollard, law-stationers and agents, of iS, 
Ironmonger-lane, trading in partnership under the firm of R. B. Bull 
& Co., were recently adjudicated bankrupts, and warrants for their 
arrest were subsequently issued in respect of offences under the Debtors’ 
Act. It has since been ascertained that Ford, one of the bankrupts* 
had taken a passage to Mazitland, by a vessel calling at Barbadoes, 
and instructions for his arrest had been telegraphed by the authorities 
at the Home Office. Mr. Brough, under these circumstances, applied 
a few days ago to the London Bankruptcy Court. He stated that 
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information had been received that Ford had been arrested at Barba- 
does, and it would be necessary for an officer to go out there by a 
vessel about to start from Southampton. For that purpose the sum of 
£150 would have to be provided, and the petitioning creditor desired 
to advance the amount, with a proviso that he should be recouped out 
of the first proceeds of the estate. There had been a meeting attended 
by creditors for ,£2,000, and they expressed a desire that the bankrupts 
should be arrested. Affidavits in support of the application having 
been read, Mr. Registrar Hazlitt made the desired order. 

A petition has been filed in the Sheffield Bankruptcy Court by 
Messrs. Smith, Flinde, & Co., solicitors, acting for Mr. Andrew M. 
Jackson, solicitor, of Hull, for the liquidation of the affairs of Messrs. 
Allen & Hagan, paper manufacturers, of the Ecclesfield Paper Mills, 
near Sheffield, trading as Allen & Co. A petition for the liquidation 
of the estate was filed in April, and the creditors were willing to accept 
3s. 4d. in the pound, but the composition has not been paid, and con¬ 
sequently the present proceedings have been instituted. The liabilities 
are about £2,000. 

Meetings of Creditors, Etc. 

A meeting of the creditors of Samuel Bleach, printer, of Little 
Bell-alley, Moorgate-street, and of Acton, was held last month. A 
resolution was passed accepting a composition of 2s. 6d. in the pound. 

A meeting of the creditors of Mr. R. S. Kirk, journalist and adver¬ 
tising agent, New-street, Birmingham, was held last month. The 
debtor’s liabilities were set down at .£3,063 6s. 8d. and the assets at 
£'326. 16s. 9d. Mr. E. Rowlands, on behalf of the debtor, offered a 
composition of 2s., is. within fourteen days of the confirmation of the 
resolution, and the other within three months. The resolution was 
agreed to, subject to Mr. Rowlands’ objection to a proof of the Midland 
Land Corporation being suspended before the Registrar. 

The first statutory meeting of the creditors of John Keates, printer 
and stationer, of Hanley, was held on the 8th inst., at the Trevelyan 
Flotel, Manchester. The statement produced showed total liabilities, 
£5,050 ; total assets (less preferential claims), £1,418. It was resolved 
to accept a composition of 7s. in the pound, payable by instalments. 
The principal trade creditors were represented by Messrs. Addleshaw 
& Warburton, solicitors, Mr. Eckersley and Mr. Williamson, account¬ 
ants, of Manchester, and by Messrs. Camm & Corbidge, accountants, 
of Sheffield. 

Messrs. Edmonstone & Co., booksellers, &c., 80, Princes-street, 
Edinburgh, have issued a circular to their creditors, announcing that 
they have found it necessary to put their affairs under trust. They 
say that the state of affairs which they have prepared shows a surplus 
of assets over liabilities of about £2,700 (exclusive of value of goodwill), 
but that they have been unable to raise funds sufficient to meet the 
claim of a principal creditor, payment of which is being pressed. They 
have therefore thought it advisable to execute a trust-deed in favour of 
Mr. T. Whitson, C.A., of the firm of Lindsay, Jamieson, & Haldane. 
The circular adds that creditors representing more than a third of the 
total liabilities have already acceded to the trust. A notification 
accompanies the circular that a meeting of the creditors will shortly 
be held, when a balance-sheet of the company’s affairs is to be sub¬ 
mitted. 

To the Editor of the Printing Times and Lithographer. 

MANCPIESTER TYPOGRAPHICAL ASSOCIATION. 

Sir,—Will you please correct a statement in your notice of our last 
half-yearly report in reference to our rate of subscription. The facts 
are, that up to the close of June last our members paid 4^d. per week, 
including superannuation subscription, and Jd. levy on each death, 
which averaged about another Jd. per week. From July 1st the 
funerals and all benefits were covered by a subscription of 5d. per 
week ; but the funds being below £2,500, a levy of is. per quarter is 
made on each member. Thus, the payment per member is now 6d. 
per week, and not is.—Yours obediently, H. SHATTER. 

Colonial Chambers, 1, Cannon-street, Hanging Ditch, 
Manchester, October 10th, 1879. 

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS, 

J. O. H., Hyde.—There are no machines that we can recommend 
smaller than half-sheet post. This would just nicely take two subjects 
of the size you mention. You must remember that if a smaller machine 
were made to print a quarter-sheet only, it would cost probably three- 

fourths as much as one to print the half-sheet, while to have one 
specially made would cost more. 

Plate Transfer Paper.—M, E. A., Cardiff.—You have probably 
found by this time that the “ Grammar of Lithography ” does contain a 
recipe, and that a very full one, for plate transfer paper. See par. 9, 
page 208, and also refer to par. 15, page 12, in connection. 

*** Owing to the pressure upon our space this month we have been 
reluctantly compelled to omit our Notices of Patents, and several other 
items. 

INDEX TO TRADE ANNOUNCEMENTS, 
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Shanks, Revell, & Co., Patent 
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Silk, Printers’ Broker . 215 
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Thompson, Printers' Machinist .... 214 
Tilby, W. H., Wood-Engraver_ 218 
Tozer, H. E.—Lineotype. 214 
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Willmott & Sons, Machine Rulers 216 
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NOTICE TO ADVERTISERS, 
Tlie Scale of Charges for each insertion for Advertising in The 

Printing Times and Lithographer is as follows :— 

Space occupied. i Month. 3 Months. 6 Months. 9 Months. 12 Months. 

£. s. d. £. J. d. £. s, d. £. s. d. £• A d. 

One Page ... 4 10 o 

O
 

O
 

*3* 3 16 6 3 IO O 3 3 0 

Half Page ... 

o
 

o
 250 226 2 0 0 I 17 6 

Quarter Page 176 146 1 3 0 12 0 O
 

O
 

Wrapper and Special pages by arrangement. 

Per Inch, 6s. ; per Line of 10 words, gd., each insertion. 

In order to prevent disappointment, and to insure insertion, it is 
necessary that the money be remitted with short advertisements. 

Post-Office Orders or Cheques to be made payable to Messrs. 
Wyman & Sons, 8i, Great Queen-street, Lincoln’s-Inn Fields, W.C., 
at the High Ilolborn Money-Order Office. 
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“FIRE!” 
LTHOUGH it is generally ac¬ 

knowledged that a fire is one of 
the greatest calamities that can 
befall the printer, unfortunately 
less precaution is taken for its 
prevention or suppression than is 
the case in most manufactories. 
This may be attributable to the 
irregular construction and ar¬ 
rangement of most printing- 
offices, it frequently happening 
that, as a business is developed, 

additional space is acquired by the annexation of con¬ 
tiguous property, which generally consists of old dwelling- 
houses ; it thus commonly occurs that in the event of 
fire it is difficult to operate effectually at the earliest stage 
of the accident, and the building is in flames before the 
usual appliances can be brought to bear from without. 

The cry of a “ fire in a printing-office ” sends a thrill of 
horror through every master printer, for he is apt to look 
around and to realize the ever-present danger. He has 
probably much valuable manuscript in his possession, 
which, if destroyed, could not be replaced; he has 
publications in various stages of progress, which he is under 
contract to produce and deliver at a stated time; he has 
paper lying about in all directions—in fact, his risks and 
responsibility in case of fire are scarcely equalled by those 
of any of his neighbours. It is quite true, as we have 
frequently recorded, that a generous spirit prompts im¬ 
mediate offers of assistance, and the printer knows that 
his brethren of the craft will aid him to carry on his 
business till the injury is repaired. But this knowledge is 
a poor consolation in the presence of charred walls and a 
smouldering heap of ruins, beneath which lie his now 
useless plant and machinery, to replace which his insurance 
will probably be insufficient. 

In the face of this danger, it does appear strange that 
attempts are not more frequently made by printers to 
protect themselves. A fire cannot always be prevented, 
but such precautions may be taken as will enable a few 
hands to localise the mischief, or at least to keep it down 
until the arrival of the fire-engines. In some recently- 

erected buildings, large water-tanks have been arranged on 
the roof and a series of conducting pipes carried through 
the premises. At certain stations fire-hose is always 
connected, and in the case of alarm all that is necessary is 
to run out the hose, turn a screw-valve, and a supply of 
water is immediately brought to bear before the fire has 
obtained firm hold. 

To those who are unprovided with the above facilities, 
we suggest a plan which, perhaps, would prove equally 
efficacious. As is well-known, a series of hydrants are at 
the present time being fitted in every quarter of the City of 
London. We are under the impression that if representa¬ 
tions were made to the proper authorities, and payment 
made of a proportion of the expense incurred, which would 
be comparatively trivial, one of these hydrants might be 
placed in almost any desired position. The key for 
opening would be deposited with the applicant, it being of 
course a condition that it is only used in case of emer¬ 
gency. All that would be necessary would be several 
lengths of hose, together with a stand-pipe to fit into the 
hydrant. An organized brigade of say four or five men 
should be periodically trained, as in the absence of system 
the overzealousness of the many would render futile the 
efforts of a few. The hose should be hung in a convenient 
place, and a sufficient quantity provided to reach the 
remotest part of the building. 

Although fire-pails are generally kept in readiness, it is 
sometimes found that it being nobody’s business to attend 
to their condition, the water is used for other purposes than 
that intended. It is always advisable to have several pails 
of sand at hand, as sometimes water will fail to extinguish 
a fire, especially if naphtha, &c., be burning. Some difficulty 
will be experienced in using the hydrant at night, except in 
the case of large printing-offices, where a watchman is kept, 
who, with the assistance of a policeman or casual passer¬ 
by, might speedily get the hose to work. 

In visiting the premises of Messrs. Cassell, Petter, 
Galpin & Co. some time ago, we were struck by the 
complete arrangements for the prevention of fire, every 
floor being provided with two sets of pipes to which the 
hose is kept attached. In every department a small fire- 
brigade is organized, and periodically exercised in the use 
of the hose and other appliances, and to each individual is 
appointed a certain duty, so that no time may be lost in 
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reaching the spot should fire break out. Electric-bells are 
also fitted, and when an alarum is sounded, the various 
brigades assemble at an appointed place to ascertain where 
their services are required. 

As reported in our notes of this month, the efficacy of 
the above organization has been unexpectedly tested. On 
the 23rd of October a fire was reported in Farringdon-street, 
and one of the brigades, consisting of five men, was sum¬ 
moned, who carried several lengths of hose and the stand¬ 
pipe to the hydrant nearest the burning house. In less than 
a quarter of an hour they succeeded in extinguishing the 
fire, before even the arrival of the brigade firemen, who were 
thus successfully forestalled by amateurs. In considering 
the cost of appliances for fire-prevention, it should be remem¬ 
bered that insurance companies when fixing the rate of 
premium take into account the means provided for the 
safety of the property to be insured. 

A COLLECTION OF MONOGRAMS. 

ONOGRAMS can be traced back 
to the earliest ages of antiquity, 
and at the beginning of the 
Christian era their use was almost 
universal. They are found in 
great variety on Greek and Roman 
coins, seals, and medals; and it 
was at one time the practice to 
represent even in MSS. the names 
of states and cities in the form of 
monograms. During the Middle 

Ages sovereigns as well as popes (and notably the kings of 
France) signed their names in this manner. Most per¬ 
sons are familiar with Charlemagne’s monogram, in which 
all the letters of his name (“ Karolus ”) can be traced. 
Whether or not the true reason for the prevalence of this 
style of signature was, as has been alleged, that neither 
this monarch nor a number of his successors could write 
their own names, remains a disputed point. Flowever that 
may be, it is certain that almost all the coins of the French 
kings of the Carlovingian race, as well as those of Alfred 
and some of the other Saxon kings, bear their respective 
monograms. The use of the latter was discontinued in 
this connection from about the twelfth century, although 
they survived in Germany till about 1595, when they were 
formally abolished by the Imperial Diet at Worms. 

Printers, engravers, painters, and sculptors have always 
been very partial to the use of marks or devices. In many 
cases the initial letters of their names were interwoven 
with figures of a symbolic character, some typical examples 
of which, so far as printers are concerned, have been re¬ 
produced in our Bibliography. ■ It is, indeed, largely by the 
aid of such monograms that we can to-day fix the identity 
of different editions of books; and, as regards paintings 
and engravings, these more or less intricate initials fre¬ 
quently form the only clue to their authors. The critical 
knowledge and appreciation of ancient monograms forms, 
consequently, an important branch of study ; and not a few 
learned works, from the virgin effort of M. de Marolles, in 
1672, down to Dr. Nagler’s exhaustive “ Monogrammisten,” 
published within the last decade or two, have been com¬ 
piled with a view to direct and guide collectors. 

In our own day the use of monograms is no longer 
confined to the upper ranks of society or to artists; and 
there are few persons who have not the initial letters of 
their names entwined on their note-paper at least. This 
rage for immortality—for it has certainly something of this 

flavour about it—was carried to an amusing excess by the 
great Napoleon, who had the names of many of his pre¬ 
decessors erased from public buildings and other works 
with which they had been connected, these being in each 
case replaced by his own initial, “ N.” This vanity 
and self-adulation was carried by him to such an excess 
that it gave rise to the witty and pointed jest, “ II y a des 
N mis par-tout.” Although the craze is not carried to the 
same extent to-day, a reaction in favour of monograms has 
certainly set in. Whichever way we turn we are confronted 
by evidence to this effect. Monograms are seen over 
entrance-doors on public and private buildings, on car¬ 
riages, jewellery, seals, watches, fancy articles, embroidery, 
paper, chairs, pottery, &c.; and there are but few firms of 
printers even who have not their distinctive device. Oc¬ 
casionally these designs are not only devoid of artistic 
feeling, but are in downright bad taste, so that what might 
impart additional charm often becomes, by reason of this 
absence of feeling, a blot and an eyesore. The clumsiness 
and want of symmetry of many monograms, and their poverty 
of outline, are simply attributable to the absence of taste¬ 
fully correct models to guide the handicraftsman entrusted 
with the mechanical execution of the work. Books, pro¬ 
fessing to supply the needful inspiration, have been published 
at different times, one of the most recent being Owen 
Jones’s “ Monograms.” Most of these works are out of 
print, and whatever the merits of Owen Jones’s designs 
may be in other respects, the unmistakably pronounced 
family likeness which runs through each of them restricts 
their employment to a very limited area. 

Recognising the existing want for something of a more 
varied character, Herr Martin Gerlach, of the firm of Gerlach 
& Co., of Vienna, has compiled a collection of monograms* 
which has no rival. The number figured is considerably over 
one thousand, no two devices, however, being alike. The 
versatility of genius and artistic conception displayed in 
their design are astonishing, and the elegance of outline, 
delicacy of detail, and grace of form which characterize each, 
must be seen to be appreciated. Every style of ornament 
is fully represented through all the gradations, from the 
most severe to the most ornate, while a harmony is every¬ 
where traceable between the form of letter adopted and the 
kind of enrichment with which it is embellished. A wealth 
of ornamental letters has been brought together in this 
volume, and it is surprising to note to what a variety of 
graceful curvature and pleasing outline the twenty-six letters 
of the alphabet lend themselves. A large proportion of 
the monograms are mounted, so to speak, on extremely 
chaste escutcheons, not a whit less original in design than 
are the letters to which they serve as a kind of background. 
In many cases, again, ducal and other crowns have been 
tastefully interwoven with the monograms, while in other 
instances trade and similar emblems have been made to do 
like service. It is impossible by mere description to convey 
a just idea of the choice designs figured in this treasure- 
house of inspiration. Whatever the style of ornament 
adopted, and whether the representation embodies the form 
of a griffin or an owl, a lion or an eagle—whether a lotus 
plant be figured or a bunch of fruit, whether a polygon 
escutcheon or intricate scroll-work—there is regard for 
truth, beauty, and perfect finish. The sheet of illustrations 
which accompanies the present issue gives but a faint idea 
of M. Gerlach’s work, which must be seen in its com¬ 
pleteness to be duly appreciated. 

In addition to monograms of two, three, and more letters, 
there are also shown a number of what are known as 

* Das Gewerbe-Monogramm. By Martin Gerlach. Vienna : M, 
Gerlach & Co. (F. Schenk.) 
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“ perfect ” ones, in which each letter of a given name is 
represented, the Christian names chosen to show off this 
very intricate work being such as are of most frequent re¬ 
currence. An Appendix gives, on some ten sheets, pictorial 
representations of every variety of imperial, royal, ducal, 
and other crowns and coronets, arranged topographically. 
In addition to those of England, Austria, France, Belgium, 
Germany, Holland, Italy, Spain, Russia, Sardinia, Sweden 
and Norway, &c., the tiara and other crowns belonging 
to the different ranks of the clergy are also given, as well 
as several emblematic of different moral attributes. One or 
two specimens are reproduced on the accompanying sheet. 

It is impossible to over-estimate the value of this work, 
and the varied industrial uses which it may serve. To die- 
sinkers and engravers it must prove an almost inexhaustible 
mine, from whence happy inspirations may be drawn and 
useful suggestions borrowed; while to typefounders it might 
often serve as “a guide, philosopher, and friend” in 
suggesting new and chaste forms of ornamental and other 
initials. There is, indeed, not a single branch of manu¬ 
facture in which monograms are in requisition but will find 
in this volume an abundance of wealth scarcely realizable 
by those who have not gone through its pages. The 
jeweller as well as the pottery-painter, the decorator as well 
as the wood-carver, the lithographic artist no less than the 
student of heraldry, will, upon closer acquaintance, come to 
regard this work as an indispensable reference-book. Not 
a few of the designs would, moreover, lend themselves with 
great advantage to book-plate purposes. Herr Gerlach, 
whose felicitous pencil has produced these thousand-and- 
one beautiful forms, may well regard this work as a standing 
monument to his talent and painstaking labour. He has 
succeeded in placing the art of monogram-engraving upon 
a footing hitherto undreamt of, and he well deserves the 
thanks of all connected with the graphic and other arts for 
having thus provided a work that may well claim to be a 
grammar and text-book on the subject to which it is devoted, 
and whose pages are alike accessible to English and French, 
German and Italian, speaking, as they do, the universal 
language of Graphic Art. Praise is also due to the en¬ 
gravers, who have so well succeeded in reproducing outlines 
and details with a degree of finish that is not always met 
with, for even as a specimen of the wood-engraver’s art this 
collection of monograms will well repay study. The larger 
number have been engraved under the immediate super¬ 
vision of Herren M. Gerlach & Co. Herren Hunderststund 
& Pries, of Leipsic, the printers, have acquitted themselves 
well of their share in the task, and the presswork reflects 
great credit upon those to whom its execution had been 
entrusted. The book is one for which we may bespeak 
the patronage and support of those of our readers who are 
at all interested in monogram lore, and die-sinkers and 
stationers would do well to secure a copy of the work for 
the guidance of their customers. 

International and other Exhibition juries have recognised 
the artistic value of this collection of monograms, for 
wherever the whole or part of the work has been exhibited 
it has carried off a prize. As many as seven medals have 
been awarded to it, and six of them within the last three 
years; from among these we may particularize the Gold 
Medal at last year’s Paris Exhibition. 

Since the above was written we find that the first issue is 
out of print, and a second revised and enlarged edition is 
now being published in serial form. The new edition is to 
be enriched by about a thousand additional forms, which 
will bring the sum-total of designs up to 2,185. Another 
new feature is a series of larger monograms of a symbolic 
nature, in the manner of those which form the centre-pieces 

in the accompanying two pages of illustrations. English 
Christian names are also to be fully represented in mono¬ 
gram form, as well as several ornamental initial alphabets. 
Among those who have contributed designs to the new 
edition are the following artists, &c. :—Messrs. M. Gerlach, 
O. Girard, architect, A. Gohre, L. Greil, L. E. Petrovits, 
J. Schwerdtner, and J. Weixelgartner, all of Vienna; A. 
Kaiser and O. Wiesinger, both of Breslau; Ad. Muller, 
— Rehlander, and Ed. Winkler, all of Berlin ; and Professor 
J. M. Kaiser, of Linz. 

An interesting dissertation, in English, French, and 
German, on the subject of crowns enhances the value of 
that section of the book. 

All the new woodcuts are now engraved, and the press- 
work is being pushed on with such speed as is compatible 
with superior workmanship. About half-a-dozen parts 
have already been published, and the issue will be con¬ 
tinued at the rate of one part per week. Bearing in mind 
the merits of the work, the publishing price of one shilling 
per part is moderate, and, when completed in fifty parts, the 
cost of the whole volume will not amount to much more 
than half that of the original and smaller work. We may 
add that a copy of the work is kept on view at Mr. F. 
Schenk’s, gold and silversmith, 1, Upper Chadwell-street, 
Myddelton-square, Clerkenwell, where subscribers’ names 
are received. The book may also be obtained through any 
London or provincial bookseller. 

PRACTICAL PAPERS ON 

PRINTING-MACHINES AND MACHINE-PRINTING. 

CHAPTER XXV. 

Ingram Machines and the Walter Press. 

HE Bullock machine was the in¬ 
vention of the late Mr. William 
Bullock, of Philadelphia, and was 
completed in 1865. It was claimed 
by the inventor to be the first really 
automatic printing-machine ; but it 
is not in our province to enter into 
the controversy, as doubtless other 
makers would dispute its right to 
be considered the original. As we 
have mentioned before, all rotary 

machines gre more or less like each other, and necessarily 
so, the main principle being in all cases the same. 

Unlike the machine of more recent construction the 
paper is cut into proper lengths before receiving the im¬ 
pression, thus necessitating the use of grippers. 

The advantages claimed by the maker of this machine 
are, that it is simple in its operation,—tapes being dis¬ 
pensed with,—and that it occupies but comparatively small 
space. That the absence of tapes is a boon we admit, but 
this merit is more than counterbalanced by the numerous 
grippers, no less than seven different sets being required. 
It is a well-known fact that grippers are apt to give a 
deal of trouble, especially on fast machines, and a stoppage 
consequent upon a slight derangement would be, indeed, a 
serious matter in the production of a daily newspaper with 
limited machinery at disposal. Tapes wear, and fre¬ 
quently break, but the removal is but the work of a few 
moments, whereas a slight difficulty with the mechanism 
connected with the gripper would possibly involve a long 
delay. On the whole, therefore, we prefer the use of tapes 
to grippers ; but it would not be advisable to adopt the 
former when the sheet is separated from the roll before print- 
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ing, as tapes on extra-fast machines are sometimes liable to 
travel unequally, which might cause defective register. 

While speaking of the cutting of the paper before the 
printing, we may mention that by this means it is possible 
to use common paper, as there is no possibility of its 
breaking in its course through the machine, there being no 
tension. 

A machine similar in construction to the above is also 
made as a two-feeder, and has been some time in use in 
printing the Field, &c. This machine is singularly suc¬ 
cessful, and capable of printing 4,000 perfect copies per 
hour. It is also suited for book-work and cut-work, owing 
to the size of the impression-cylinders and the excellent 
inking arrangements. 

The space required for the erection of a Bullock, Times’ 
size, is only 11ft. by 6ft. The guaranteed speed is 10,000 
per hour. 

The “ Ingram ” Rotary Machine.—We are convinced 
that the time is not far distant when the majority of Illus¬ 
trated Magazines will be printed on web rotary machines, 
at least those magazines which boast of a large circulation. 
The first step in this direction is undoubtedly entitled to 
be claimed by the inventors of the Whitefriars, which 
machine was speedily followed by the “ Ingram.” 

The peculiarity of the “Ingram” machine lies in the outer 
form plate-cylinder being sufficiently large to admit of three 
duplicate sets of plates being laid on. The advantage of 
this arrangement is that owing to the increased diameter 
of the cylinder the plates are curved in a very slight 
degree, thus overcoming the objections of the possible 
widening of the spaces between the fine lines in the cuts, 
which is urged against machines where small cylinders are 
employed. It will also be seen that to every revolution of 
the impression-cylinder three copies are printed. The inner 
form-cylinder is of less diameter, taking two sets of plates ; 
and it therefore travels one-third faster than the outer. 
This is of little consequence, as cuts are rarely placed in the 
inner form, and hence the length of “ dwell ” at the point 
of contact matters little. 

The distribution of ink on this machine is almost perfect. 
The ink is transmitted over a series of drums, and finally 
carried to the main inking-surface. Four inkers rest both 
on the form and the inking-drum, so that the supply of 
ink is continuous. 

The paper passes directly from the reel to the outer- 
form cylinder, and from thence down to the inner, im¬ 
mediately after leaving which a perforation is made by 
means of a small drum and knife between every perfect 
sheet. The paper is then conducted into a distinct series 
of tapes, travelling at a greater speed, which tear the sheet 
at the point at which it is perforated. The detached sheet 
is then carried to a switch, which directs it into a two- 
feeder folding-machine, and it is then delivered folded on 
to its board. 

The switch and folding-machine can be instantaneously 
thrown out of gear when required, and the sheets are then 
delivered unfolded on the taking-off board in the ordinary 
way. 

This machine is only adapted for long numbers, as 
some time is necessarily spent in the making-ready of the 
outer form, which of course takes three sets of overlays, 
while the inner takes two. Added to this five sets of 
plates are required instead of two, as on the other machines. 

The speed at which the “ Ingram ” prints the Illustrated 
Penny Paper, for which it was specially constructed, is 
7,000 perfect copies per hour, and the quality of the work 
is in every way satisfactory. 

The machine was originally started in 1876, since which 

time it has worked uninterruptedly without anything having 
occurred to mar its undoubted success. 

Messrs. Middleton are the makers, and we have rarely 
seen a finer specimen of engineering work. Messrs. Harrild 
manufacture the folding apparatus which is attached. 

The Walter Press.—Prior to 1814 all newspapers were 
produced by hand, and to Mr. Walter, the father of the 
present proprietor of the Times, belongs the honour of 
having first applied steam to newspaper-printing machinery. 
Before the date mentioned, the circulation of papers was 
very limited, to a large extent in consequence of their having 
to be printed at hand-presses, their production being con¬ 
sequently slow and expensive, added to which only com¬ 
paratively small forms could be printed. On the 29th 
November, 1814, the Times was first printed by steam at 
the rate of about 1,100 impressions per hour. 

In 1816, Koenig, who made the first machine for the 
Times, improved it so far as to enable it to produce 2,000 
impressions an hour. Messrs. Cowper & Applegath 
improved again on this model, and in 1827 made a machine 
for the Times capable of printing 6,000 sheets per hour on 
one side. In 1857 the leading journal adopted the 
American Hoe ten-feeder, which gave about 20,000 im¬ 
pressions per hour on one side of the sheet. This machine 
as we have before mentioned employed ten layers-on. 

The present Mr. John Walter, not being satisfied with 
the produce of the large cylinder Hoe, for some con¬ 
siderable time experimented upon a machine which should 
not only surpass in speed those in use, but would feed, 
wet, and take off the sheets automatically. Assisted 
by Mr. J. C. Macdonald, the manager, and Mr. J. 
Calverley, the chief engineer of the Times establishment, 
after four years’ hard work and anxious experiment the 
present machine, known as the Walter Press, was perfected, 
and in 1866 it was patented. Although several improve¬ 
ments have been introduced in the minor details of the 
machine since that date, the general principle remains the 
same. 

It will be noticed that nearly all the rotary machines now 
in use are made upon the same principle as the Walter, 
varying of course in the arrangement of the details, but 
leaving little doubt as to which was the original. 

The roll of paper is placed at the end of the machine 
upon two standards. It is put in position in the same state 
as when delivered by the makers—perfectly dry. Each reel 
contains sufficient paper to print about 5,500 sheets of the 
Times, and weighs nearly 800 lb. 

The paper passes over a tension-roller, and then over and 
under two damping-cylinders. The latter, which are 
covered with blanket, are hollow, and perforated. These 
cylinders are filled with sponge, absorbing the water which 
is injected through pipes introduced through the axle. 
The rapidity of the revolutions forces the water through the 
blanket which damps the paper. In order that the water 
may not remain on the surface, the paper after being 
wetted passes between rollers of the same diameter as the 
damping-rollers, and they press the moisture into the 
texture. This has been simplified in the machines of recent 
construction by the substitution of two steam damping- 
cylinders. To prevent any drag in the printing, the paper 
is then conducted between two small rollers, the surfaces of 
which travel at the same speed as the impression-cylinders. 
The plate and impression-cylinders are arranged one above 
the other, the top and bottom ones carrying the plates, 
those in the centre being used for impression. The paper 
passes over and under the centre cylinders; the side of the 
paper being thus reversed in the operation. In order that 
no perceptible set-off may occur, a large surface-drum of the 
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same diameter as the second impression-cylinder works in 
contact with the latter, removing the ink which accumulates 
on the blanket. The ink thus removed is again taken by 
a small absorbent roller, working flush with the metal 
cylinder. 

After the paper has been printed on both sides it passes 
directly to the cutting-cylinder. The sheets are not 
entirely separated, being still joined by two narrow strips. 
The paper is then directed up a series of tapes, which travel 
faster than the cutting-cylinder. At a somewhat greater 
distance from the cutting-cylinder than the length of the 
sheet are placed two small rollers, which tear the complete 
paper from the next following. The sheets are then con¬ 
ducted between two rollers, and by a dividing motion are 
directed perpendicularly down a series of tapes, of which 
there are two sets, to receive the paper alternately when 
the flyers strike them down to the board on either side. 

In order that the sheets may not be torn as they are 
deposited by the necessarily quick motion of the flyers, the 
fingers of the latter are bowed in the middle, forming a 
point at the end. 

Each form is supplied with a separate inking apparatus, 
and consists of two large distributing-drums, which are fed 
from the ductor by composition vibrating-rollers, some of 
which have a side motion to aid the distribution. The 
inking drums of the outer form, &c., are placed 
parallel with the plate-cylinder, and the inner form is 
supplied from underneath. We may mention that the ink 
is stored in a cellar or well below, and pumped into the 
ductors. 

Speed and Dimensions.—The average speed of this 
machine is 12,000 perfect copies per hour. It is about 
19 feet long, 6 feet wide, and 7 feet high. 

In order that the machine may be as perfect as possible, 
a folding apparatus has been constructed which can be 
attached without involving any material alteration in the 
delivering apparatus. The folder, which is necessarily in 
duplicate to keep pace with the rapid printing, is placed at 
the end of the machine below the swing-frame, and the 
sheets are conducted to it by tapes working horizontally. 
When the back or centre of the sheet arrives in position a 
knife descends, forcing the sheet between two rollers of the 
folder, the first fold thus being made. The sheet is then 
carried between another set of rollers, and by means of a 
knife similar to the first, but placed vertically and working 
longitudinally, the second fold is made. The third and 
fourth folds are given in a like manner. 

(To be continued.) 

BIBLIOGRAPHY OF PRINTING. 

jENTEL (Jacques). Brevis Excursus de Loco, Tempore, 
j et Auctore Inventionis Typographic. Parisiis : 1644. 

4*o. pp. 13. 

Some writers attribute this work to Anthony Vitre. 

-De vera Typographic Origine paraenesis ad Bern. 
a Mallinkrot, Parisiis : 1650. 4to. Title, &c., 3 leaves, and pp. 
119. 

— Observationes de prccipuis Typographis et Typographic 
Origine. [In Wolf, “ Monumenta Typographical’] 

These books are chiefly remarkable as 
being a shameful falsification of history, 
in order to establish the claims of Mentel, 
of Strasburg, to be regarded as the 
invention of typography. The theory 
was founded on a pretended chronicle of 
Strasbourg, which was said to assert that 
ill 1440, 1442, and 1447, Mentel engraved 
letters in wood and metal ; that he em¬ 
ployed Gutenberg, a goldsmith of May- 
ence, to make the punches and matrices, 

and that a servant of Mentel communi¬ 
cated the secret to Gutenberg; that 
they went both to Mayence, where they 
became associated with Fust, a famous 
merchant of that city ; that the emperor 
Frederic, in recognition of Mentel’s dis¬ 
covery, allowed him to inscribe on his 
coat-of-arms a golden crown and a lion’s 
head. 

John Mentel or Mentelin, a cele¬ 
brated 15th century printer, was born at 

Strasburg. In the cathedral of Stras¬ 
burg there is a tablet to his memory, 
from which it appears that he died in De¬ 
cember, 1478. The inscription is : “ Here 
rest I, John Mentel, who, by the grace 
of God, was the first to invent, in Stras¬ 
burg, the characters of typography, and 
to develop this art of printing,” &c. The 
claim that Mentel was the inventor was 
first made in 1520, by John Schott, son of 
Martin Schott, who had married Mentel’s 
daughter, and inherited his business. 
The imposition would have been forgotten 
if it had not been renewed, in the seven¬ 
teenth century, in the works named above, 
which were written by James Mentel, a 
physician of Paris, the supposed descen¬ 
dant of John Mentel. To support his 
claims he falsified the statements of 
Gebwiler, Spregel, and Specklin, who 
had previously written on the subject, 
even altering their text. 

It is supposed that Mentel learned his 

- See Dorlan and Nieseri 

art at Mayence, from Fust and Schoefter, 
and that he subsequently settled at Stras¬ 
burg. He printed, no doubt, soon after 
the dissolution of the partnership between 
Fust and Gutenberg, but there is no 
evidence whatever that he printed any¬ 
thing in Strasburg between 1439 and 1457 ; 
indeed, the first book which is known 
certainly to have been printed by him is 
“De Arte predicandi,” a tract on 
Christian doctrine, chiefly taken from St. 
Augustine, and he issued a Latin Bible, 
in 2 vols., folio, without date, but pre¬ 
sumably in 1466. Among other products 
of his press is the “ Epistolse sancti 
Jeronimi,” a large volume in folio, with¬ 
out date, but assigned to the year 1469 ; 
“ Summa de casibus conscientiae per 
fratrum Astexanum,” folio, n. d. ; and 
“ Vincentii Burgundi, .... bibliotheca 
mundi,” i486, in ten folio volumes, an 
enormous work printed by Mentel, at 
Strasburg, between 1473 and 1476. 

Menzel (A.). 1440—-1840, grave sur bois par Unzelmann, imprime 
par W. A. Schade a Berlin. Leipzig : 1870. Large tableau. . 

Represents Gutenberg at the press, showing Fust the first pull with movable 
letters. (Size 8in. by i2in.) 

Mercier (Barthelemy) Abb^ de St. Leger, atSoissons. 

-Supplement a PHistoire del Imprimene de Prosper Marchand : 
ou additions et corrections pour cet ouvrage. Paris: 1773. 4to. 
Republished in 1775 in 4to., with the title extended thus: 
Edition revue et aitgmentee, avec un memoire sur 1’epoqu'e certaine 
du commencement de l’annee a 

This work, in its original form, as issued 
in 1773, is not very often met with, and 
in its improved and extended shape, 
dated 1775, is now very rare, yet it really 
forms, if not an integral part, an indis¬ 
pensable sequel to Prosper Marchand’s 
celebrated History. It was compiled in 
the most conscientious manner, the author 
having undertaken a variety of journeys 
to inspect personally the monuments 
described, and to revise the documents 
quoted by his predecessors. There is an 

Mayence, durant le xve siecle. 

elaborate avertissemetit explaining the 
origin of the book and its gradual evolu¬ 
tion. It is perhaps to be regretted that 
the Abbd Mercier was content to be 
merely a corrector ; his self-abnegation in 
presenting such a mass of new facts 
merely as revisions of another author 
being in itself noteworthy. The remark¬ 
able industry of the abbe may be judged 
from the magnitude of the list of works 
consulted, which is appended. 

-Lettre de M. Mercier, abbe de St. Leger de Soissons, a MM. 
les auteurs du Journal des Sfavans, contenant diverses remarques 
critiques sur son Supplement a l’Histoire de l’Imprimerie de P. 
Marchand. [Paris : 1776.] 4to. pp. 16. 

This tract, bound up with a copy of 
the “Supplement” in our possession, is 
exceedingly rare. It was printed, ob¬ 
viously, with a view to being so appended 
to the larger work, as the pages are of 
similar dimensions, although the text is 
set up in a double column. It is, in 
substance, a reply to a review of the 
“Supplement” which had appeared in 
the journal named, and is a not less 
minutely careful dissection of the review, 
than the book reviewed was a painstaking 
analysis and revision of the original work. 
The abbe evidently possessed the true 
bibliographic faculty of microscopical 
examination of the most trivial details, 
and his labours were highly creditable, 
and indeed valuable, although they 
have been superseded to a large extent 
by the subsequent investigations of such 
men as Schcepflin, Heinecken, Daunou, 
and Bernard, not to mention contem¬ 
porary writers, such as Holtrop and Van 
der Linde. 

The Abbe Mercier was born at Lyons 
in 1734, and died at Paris in the year 
1799, and in the 65th of his age. 

The titles of his publications, chiefly 
bibliographical, will be found in the 
“ Siecles Litteraires,” vol. iv. p. 350. 
“ Mr. Ocheda, Lord Spencer’s librarian, 
who knew well the Abbe de St. Leger, 
informed me that he left behind him 
ample materials for a history of printing 
in a new edition of his supplement to 
Marchand’s work, which he projected 
publishing, and which had received fromt 
him innumerable corrections and addi¬ 
tions. ‘ He was a man,’ says Mr. Ocheda, 
‘ the most conversant with editions of 
books of all kinds, and with everything 
connected with typography and biblio¬ 
graphy that I ever conversed with.’ 
He was for many years librarian of St. 
Genevieve, at Paris. He left a very rich 
bibliographical library, most of his books 
being enriched with notes in his own 
hand-writing. This collection was sold 
in t8oo, the Bibliotheque Nationale ac¬ 
quiring many of the books.”—Dibdin’s 
“Bibliomania.” See Peignot’s “Diet, 
de Bibliologie,” vol. i. p. 452, and vol. 
iii. p. 212. 

Mercier (M. T.). Chant seculaire a l’occasion de l’inauguration du 
monument erige le 24juin 1840 dans la ville de Strasbourg a 
la memoire de Gutenberg, inventeur de l’imprimerie. Paris: 
1840. 8 vo. 

Merkel (C.). See IIoefling. 

Merkel (J.). Kritisches Verzeichniss liochst seltener Incunabeln 
und alter Drucke, welche in der Hofbibliothek zu Aschafifenburg 
auibewahrt werden. Aschafifenburg : 1832. Large 8vo. 

Merle (C.). Degli odierni Uffici della Tipografia e dei Libri; discorso 
practico ed economico. Napoli : 1834. i6mo. 

Merlin. Catalogue des pieces curieuses ou d’edits, declarations, 
lettres-patentes, Reglements, Instructions du Roi, Arrets du Conseil 
d’Etat du Roi, livres, brochures, memoires, etc., concernant la 
librairie, Fimprimerie et tout ce qui s’y attache. Cedees au 
Cercle de la Librairie etc. a Paris. (Extract from the Journal de 
rimprimerie of Jan. 2, 1864.) Paris. Large 8vo. pp. 35. Dutch 
paper. 
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Merlin (R.). Les cartes a jouer. Paris : 1856. 8vo. 

In the reports of the Jury of the Exposition universelle of 1855. 

- Origine des Cartes a jouer. Recherches nouvelles sur les 
naibis, les tarots, et sur les autres especes de cartes. Ouvrage 
accompagne d’un album de soixante-dix planches. Paris : 1869. 
4to. pp. viii. 144; 73 plates, with more than 600 figures. 

This work contains a great deal of new matter, and many original illustrations of 
early playing-cards. 

Merlo (J. J.). Die Buchhandlungen und Buchdruckereien “ Zum 
Einhorn ” (jetzt Rommerrkirchers Buchhandlungund Buchdrucke- 
rei). F. Mellinghaus in der Strasse Unter-Fettenhennen zu 
Koln, vom 16. Jahrh. bis zur Gegenwart, Festschrift zur Feier des 
35ojahrigen Bestehens ausgegeben am 22. Januar, 1879. Koln : 
1879. Large 8vo. pp. 109, 1 leaf. 

A festival print in celebration of the 350th anniversary of the existence of this 
house. 

Mj£ry (Jos.), De Nerval (Gerard), and Lopez (Bernard). L’lmagier 
de Harlem, ou la decouverte de Pimprimerie. Drame-legende a 
grand spectacle en cinq actes et dix tableaux. En prose et en vers. 
Represente pour la premiere fois a Paris, sur le theatre de la 
Porte-Saint-Martin, le 27 Decembre, 1851. Paris: 1852. 8vo. 
pp. 102. 

Among the numerous dramatis persona; are : Satan in seven different characters’ 
Roster, Louis XI., Archduke Frederick, Gutenberg, Faust, Schoeffer, Christopher 
Columbus, and many others. Roster is the hero. 

Metz. See Teissier. 

Metz (F.). Geschichte des Buchhandels und der Buchdruckerkunst. 
Darmstadt: 1834. Svo. pp. vi. 340, 134, and leaf of table. 

Meurs (Dr. P. van). De keulsche kroniclc en de Coster-legende van 
Dr. A. van der Linde te zamen getoetst. Haarlem : 1870. 8vo. 
pp. 65. 

Meuschen (J. G.). Der . . . rechte Abdruck der Person Christi 
.... Als auch hie in Coburg celebrirte Jubel-Feyer der . . . 
Buchdruckerey. Coburg : 1740. Small 8vo. 

Meyer (H.) 12 Titel-Blatter in Buntdruck. (I. Heft der Sammlung 
der neuesten Titelblatter). Wien : 1874. 4to. 

Meyer (Heinrich). Adressbuch der Buchdruckereien von Mittel- 
Europa; der Stein-, Kupfer- und Stahlstichdruckereien, der Schrift- 
und Stereotypengiesser, xylographischen Institute, Pressen- und 
Druckmaschinenbauer, Farbefabrikanten, sowie der mechanischen 
Papierfabriken in Deutschland. Braunschweig: 1854. 8vo. 
pp. viii. 200. 

The first printing-trades directory published in the German language. 

- Gutenbergs-Album. Braunschweig : 1840. 4to. and 8vo. 

This album was published in two Roenig, and Senefelder are given, also a 
different editions, one in royal 4to, of view of Metz in 1840, and four pages are 
xxxii. and 352 pages, and one in 8vo of filled with the autographic fac-similes 
xxvi. and 356 pages. Whilst the latter of the various contributors. An ap- 

’contains only three plates, the former pendix of Oriental compositions, exe- 
is ornamented by a great many excellent cuted in twenty-six different languages 
ones in all the different methods of the and types, completes this very interesting 
graphic arts invented up to 1840. For- and curious work, 
traits of Gutenberg, Fust, Schoeffer, 

- Handbucli der Stereotypie. With 8 lithographic illustrations. 
Braunschweig : 1838. Large 8vo. 6\ sheets. 

A very complete description of the different methods of the platen process. 

Meyer (Jos.) Bibliographisches Institut in Hildburghausen. Por¬ 
trait by G. Wolf. Folio. 

The establishment, which was founded by M. Meyer, has been transferred to 
I.eipzig. 

Meyer (L. E.). Die Buchdruckerkunst in Augsburg bei ihrem 
Entstehen. Eine Denkschrift zur Feier des vierten Sakular-Festes 
der Erfindung Gutenbergs. Augsburg : 1840. 8vo. 8 prelimi¬ 
nary leaves, pp. 88. 1 plate. 

Meyer (W. H.). Geschichte der Buchdruckerei und Verlagshandlung 
von F. Hessenland in Stettin vom Jahre 1577-1877. Stettin : 
1877. 

A history of the printing-office carried on by the firm of Hessenland, in Stettin, 
from 1577 to 1877, published on the occasion of the 300th anniversary of its existence. 

Meynier (J. Ch.). Anleitung zur Aetzkunst, besonders in Crayon-und 
Tuschmanier. Hof: 1804. With 12 tables. 

MeZger (G. C.). Augsburgs alteste Druckdenkmale und Formschnei- 
derarbeiten welche in der vereinigten Kreis- u. Stadtbibliotecken 
aufbewahrt werden. Augsburg : 1840. Royal 8vo. 37 en¬ 
gravings. 

Micheels (J.). Benjamin Franklin, een levensbeeld. Gand : 1878. 
i2mo. pp. 120. 

Michel (le Chevalier Emman.). La Bibliotheque de la Ville et 
rimprimerie a Rennes. Le Mans : 1872* 8vo. pp. 8. 

Michelletti (Joannes Baptist). Presagi scientifici sull’ arte della 
Stampa. Aquila: 1814. 8vo. 

Strongly in favour of Gutenberg. 

Michiels. Y-a du tirage, typographic comique, paroles de Bau- 
maine et Blondelet avec Piano. Paris : 1872. 4to. 

Middleton (Rev. Conyers), D.D. A Dissertation concerning the 
Origin of Printing in England. Showing, That it was first 
Introduced and Practised by our Countryman William Caxton, 
at Westminster; And not, as is commonly believed, by a Foreign 
Printer at Oxford. Cambridge : 1735. 4to. pp. 29, and 2 title 
pages.-2nd edition, 1775. 8vo. 

Translated into French under the following, title :— 

-Dissertation sur l’Origine de rimprimerie en Angleterre. 
Traduite de 1’Anglais par D. G. Imbert. Londres : 1775. 8vo. 
pp. 46. 

The work was also reprinted in the Dr. Middleton’s cleverly-written pam- 
fifth volume of Dr. Middleton’s “Mis- phlet is further interesting as giving a list 
cellaneous Works.” of all the books printed by Caxton then 

The author proves the fallacy of At- in the Public Library at Cambridge, 
kyns’s theory that Corsellis was brought Conyers Middleton, a celebrated 
to England, and that the alleged date of divine and critic, was the son of a clergy¬ 
printing in Oxford, 1468, was the result man, and born at Richmond, Yorkshire, 
of a misprint. An article in the Weekly December 27, 1683. He was for many 
Miscellany, April 26, 1735, signed “ Ox- years principal librarian of the Uni- 
onides,” attempts to controvert the latter versity of Cambridge, and was the first 
theory on the ground of the apparent age person who wrote upon the origin of 
of the type, as compared with that of printing in England. 
Caxton, Rood, De Worde, and Pynson. 

Middleton (Thomas). Middleton’s Illustrated Catalogue of Printing- 
Machines. London : 1862. 4to. 

Migne (l’Abbe). (In the “ Biographie du Clerge contemporain,” 
33rd part, pp. 289-324.) Paris: 1842. i2mo. 

The Abbe MiGNEfJacques Pomle), cure rnent was destroyed by fire in r87—. 
de Puiseau, was proprietor and director Since 1876 it has been in the possession 
of the “ Imprimerie catholique du Petit- of MM. Gamier freres, of Paris. The 
Montrouge” at Paris. The establish- Abbe Migne died in 1875. 

Mignet (F. M. A.). Vie de Franklin. Paris : 1869. i2mo. 

- Vita di Franklin. Nuova versione dal francese col con- 
senso dell’ autore, preceduta da brevicenna bibliografici di 
G. D’Adda. Milano: 1870. i6mo. pp. 168. 

Mikulas (Josef). The Printer’s Handbook. Prague : 1867. 

This work is written by the former graphy, book-printing, xylography, and 
editor of the Veleslaviti, and is in the copperplate and lithographic printing, 
Czechish (a Sclavonic) dialect. It con- and is furnished with eighty-five illus- 
tains articles on paper-making, steno- nation's of machines and implements. 

Milan. Statuti et Ordini della universita de Librari et Stampatori 
della citta di Milano. Milano : 1614. 4to. 

- Statuto del Circolo Italiano della Libraria, Tipografia ed Art: 

affini. Milano : 1863. 8vo, 

Miller (William) & Co. Specimen of Printing Types. Edinburgh : 
1813. 4to. 

The first specimen-book of this firm, which afterwards became Miller & 
Richard (see infra), was issued in 1809. 

Miller & Richard. Specimens of Book and Magazine Founts. 
Edinburgh and London. No date. 4to. 

- Selections from the Specimens of New Book and Newspaper 
Founts, by Miller and Richard, Type-Founders to Her Majesty 
for Scotland. Edinburgh and London : 1857. 

From the date of its foundation, this and they likewise claim the distinction of 
eminent firm has distinguished itself by having been the first to introduce steam 
a succession of new’type-faces and styles, power in type-casting, which is now the 
mostly of a very elegant character. For approved system. Perceiving the ten- 
upwards of half a century the type of dency to go back to a former taste in 
this foundry has been used by the Times printing, this foundry, about 1850, corn- 
newspaper. It may be interesting to menced to cut a series of what they 
mention that Messrs. Miller & Richard termed “ old-style founts,” the success 
claim to have been the first in this coun- of which has been unexampled in the 
try to successfully introduce machine- annals of type-founding. This exquisite 
cast types against the combined opposi- series of founts has served to greatly 
tion of the other founders, although it is extend the fame and business of the 
now the only method of casting practised; house of Miller & Richard. 

Millet (Mart.). Notice sur les imprimeurs d’Orange et les livres 
sortis de leitrs presses, avec uri appendice sur les ecrits relatifs a 
l’histoire de cette ville. Valence : 1877. Large 8vo. pp. 75, 

and 2 leaves. 

A few numbered copies only printed, the title being in red and black. 

Milton (John). Areopagitica : a Speech of Mr. John Milton for the 
liberty of Vnlicenc’d Printing. To the Parlament of England. 
London : 1644. 4to. pp. 42, including the title. 

A biting satire on the system of licens- rant me his judgement?” “Truth is 
ing books. “ I know nothing of the strong, next to the Almighty : she needs 
Licencer, but that I have his own hand no policies ; no stratagems, no licencings, 
here for his arrogance ; who shall war- to make her victorious—those are the 
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shifts and defences which errour uses H. Hallam says : “ Many passages in 
against her power.” “ The punishing of this famous tract are admirably eloquent; 
Wits enhaunces their authority, and a an intense love of liberty and truth flows 
forbidden writing is thought to be a cer- through it ; the majestic soul of Milton 
tain spark of truth that flies up in the breathes such high thoughts as had not 
faces of them who seeke to tread it out.” been uttered before.”—Introduction to the 
Lord Macaulay says of Milton: “He Literature of Europe, iii. 660. Ed. 1839. 
attacked the licensing system in that W. H. Prescott says: “The most 
sublime treatise which every statesman splendid argument, perhaps, the world 
should wear as a sign upon his hand, and had then witnessed on behalf of intel- 
as frontlets between his eyes.”—Edin- lectual liberty.”—History of Ferdinand 
burgh Review, p. 344, August, 1825. and Isabella, iii. 391. Ed. 1845. 

Milton (John). English Reprints. John Milton. Areopagitica: 
[24 November] 1644. Preceded by illustrative documents. Care¬ 
fully edited by Edward Arber. London : 1868. 8vo. pp. 80. 

This interesting volume includes:—t. March 9, 1643. 4. Order of the Lords 
The Star-Chamber Decree concerning and Commons, June 14, 1643. 5. Mil- 
Printers, of July 11, 1637. 2. Order of ton’s Areopagitica, reprinted verbatim 
the House of Commons, Jan. 29, 1642. from the first edition, dated 1644. 
3. Order of the House of Commons, 

Minzloff (Charles Rodolphe). Catalogue des Editions Aldines de 
la Bibliotheque Imperiale publique a St. Petersbourg. 1854. 
4to. 57 lithograph pages. 

A few copies only printed, and none for sale. 

- Les Elzevirs de la Bibliotheque Imperiale publique de St. 
Petersbourg. St. Petersburg : 1862. Large i6mo. pp. xiv. 223. 

According to the indication in the preface, this publication is from notes by 
the Ch. de Rostoptchin. 

- Souvenir de la Bibliotheque Imperiale publique de St. Peters¬ 
bourg, contenant des gravures et autres feuilles volantes du xve 
siecle. Leipzig : 1863. 4to. pp. 21, 3 leaves. 8 plates. 

- Ein Gang durch die St. Petersburger Kaiserliche offentliche 
Bibliothek. 8vo. pp. 37. 

Printed in the St. Petersburg German Kalendar of 1870. 

Miozzo (Gaetano). Cenni biografici su G. B. Bodoni. Torino: 
1872. 8vo. 

Mitchell (D. W.). Paris Printers : Six months’ typographical 
experience in the French capital. By the Author of “ Two Years 

* in the United States.” 

This is a series of articles in the printer, and the system of management 
Printers’ Journal, new series, vol. i., pursued in French printing-offices; some 
pp. 86, 102, 119, 135, 150, 168, 182,245. of the character - sketches being very 
They describe the life of the French amusing. 

Mitchell (William H.). Type-setting by Machinery; with opinions 
of the Press, &c. London : 1863. 8vo. 

A description of a type-composing ma- machines was found to be economical, 
chine invented by William H. Mitchell, Bruce's Specimen Book states that it had 
of New York. Appleton’s Cyclopaedia, been in use for ten years in a New York 
published in 1861, said that ten machines printing-office. Mitchell’s invention is, 
had for some time been kept in operation however, no longer in use, one of the 
in the printing-house employed upon that reasons assigned for its abandonment 
work, as well as a number of distributing being the want of a good mechanical 
machines, and that the use of these type-distributor. 

Mittheilungen liber den thiiringischen Buchdruckerverein und 
dessen Unterstiitzungskassen aus den Jahren 1850-1869. Gotha : 
1870. 4to. pp. vi. and 50. 

Printed only for the members of the Thuringian Printers’ Union, giving its 
history and a statistical account of all its doings. 

- Aus den Jahren 1870-1874 und Gesammtnachweisungen aus 
den Jahren 1850-1874. Gotha: 1875. 4to. pp. iv. and 40. 

Nearly all table-work, and full of interesting facts as to the foundation and growth 
of the benevolent institutions of the Union. 

Moehlmann. Kritische Bemerkungen zur Geschicte der Buchdrucker- 
kunst in Mecklenburg. (In : “Jahrb. d. Vereins f. meek. Ge- 
schichte,” vol. xxi., 1876, pp. 152-164.) 

Moeller (J. M.). Die Pflicht und Schuldigkeit glaubiger Seelen an 
dem durch die Gnade Gottes erlebtenlll. Jubilaeo der Erfindung 
der edlen Buchdruckerkunst, wurde an dem Dritten Jubelfeste 
wegen Erfindung der edlen Buchdruckerkunst, welches die Buch- 
drucker zu Erfurt in der Evangelischen Kirche zu denen Kauff- 
mannern den 6. Julii im Jahr 1740 feyerlichst begiengen, in 
volckreicher Gegenwart vorgestellet. Erfurt. 4to. pp. 80. 

Mira (Giuseppe M.). A quale citta di Sicilia spetta il primato 
della introduzione della Stampa, lettera. Palermo: 1874. i2mo. 

- Manuale teorico-pratico di Bibliografia. 2 vols. Palermo : 
1863. 8vo. 

Vol. i. contains the history of printing in Italy, and vol. ii. of Sicily. 

- Sull’ Introduzione della Arte tipografica in Palermo. Palermo : 
1859. 8vo. pp. 20. 

MirABEAU (le Comte). Sur la liberte de la Presse. Imite de 
PAnglais de Milton. Londres : 1778.—See Milton, Areopa¬ 
gitica. 

MiSkRE, la, des apprentis-imprimeurs, appliquee par Ie detail a chaque 
fonction de ce noble art; en vers burlesques, a M. F****. 1745. 
8vo. 

CREMONA I 1492. 

Misintis (Bernard de). 

Pr^nt?r was probably established several books in Brescia, from 1495 to 
remona in 1492, where he printed in 1502. The accompanying device is taken 

partnership with Caesar Parmensis. The from Petrarca (F. de), “ Remediis utri- 
two partners then removed to Brescia, usque fortune Cremona, per Bern, de 
v ere they printed two books, both dated Misintis, papiensem ac Caesarem parmen- 
1492. Afterwards Bernard alone printed sem,” 1492, fo. 

Moeller (P. L.). KortTremstilling af Bogtrykkerkunstens Historie. 
Udgivet af Selskabet for Trykkefrihedens rette Boug. Kjoben- 
haven : 1841. 8vo. pp. 235. 

Treats of the activity of the Press in Denmark and the jubilee of printing in the 
three Northern States. 

Mohniice (Gottlieb). Die Geschichte der Buchdruckerkunst in 
Pommem. Stettin: 1840. 8vo. pp. vi. 138. 

With a very curious plate for frontispiece, in which an account of printing is set 
up in such a manner as to give, at a short distance, a resemblance to the typo¬ 
graphical griffin. 

- Geschichte der Buchdruckereien in Stralsund bis zum Jahre 
1809, ein Beitrag zur pommerschen Litterargeschichte. Stralsund : 
1833. 4to. 2 leaves and pp. 46. 

- Nachricht von einem seltenen in Rostock 1526 gedruckten 
Buche theol. Inhalts. Schwerin : 1840. 8vo. 

Mohr (F. Louis). Das Haus Berger-Levrault in Strasburg. Mit 
Vignette. Mars, 1876. Large 8vo., pp. 7. (Extract from Annaleii 
dtr Typographies No. 352.) 

A fe w copies only printed, and not for sale. 

— Die periodische Fachpresse der Typographic und der 
verwandten Geschaftszweige. Strasbourg: 1879. 8vo. pp. vii. 
35, with heliographic frontispiece. 

100 copies only issued. 
This bibliography of the periodical 

press throughout the world treating of the 
different arts of printing was originally 
published in Lorck’s now defunct A nnalen 
der Typographie. It is in every way the 
fullest and most accurate list of the kind 
that has hitherto been drawn up. At the 
commencement, as an appropriate frontis¬ 
piece, there is a photo-lithographic repro¬ 
duction of the headings or title-pages of 
the leading technical journals. M. Mohr 
has performed a very useful task with 
unusual intelligence and painstaking. 

Prefixed to the List of Periodicals is 
an Introduction, from which we translate 
the following extracts :— 

“ The book - trade has collected the 
literature of all technical branches; its 
own, as well as the relative one of printing, 
it has till now partially neglected. The 
beginning of a complete arrangement of 
the literature of printing and those 
branches connected with it, of all coun¬ 
tries, is at present being made by an 
English trade journal, the Prmtuig 
Times and Lithographer, which gives 
critical and historical remarks upon the 
contents of the works, and adds printers’ 
marks, portraits, and other designs of 
special interest. An edition in book form 

is in preparation. My present small 
work produces only a special part of the 
typographic literature, namely, the peri¬ 
odicals. 

“In general, journals, and especially 
those which have ceased to exist, do not 
receive proper attention in bibliographies, 
which is to be regretted; for, in spite of 
many ephemeral and valueless notices, 
they accumulate a mass of material which 
deserves preservation from oblivion. 

“The Newspaper Exhibition held in 
Prague, in May of the year 1878, 
afforded an opportunity for compiling the 
present list.. The catalogue published 
mentions sixty - four trade journals. 
Through the kindness of Herr D. 
Slunicki, director of the Gregr printing- 
office in Prague, I obtained permission 
to make an inspection of a part of those 
newspapers, whilst Herr Ant. Schiller, 
editor of the Veleslavin, placed numerous 
notices upon old and new journals at my 
disposal. The bibliographic notices known 
to me which treat of typographic trade 
journals are the following :—■ 

“ ‘ Les journaux typographiques,* in the 
journal rImprimerie, 1865, No. 16. 

“ ‘ Die typographische Literatur Eng- 
glands,’ by Th. Kuster, in the Brwiswick 
Journaly 1865, Nos. 11 and 12. 
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“‘Ueber typographische Journale,’ 
idem, 1867, No. 27. 

‘ ‘ The A nnalen der Typographic pro¬ 
duced a list of North American trade 
journals in No. 259 (1874). 

“Likewise the Annales de Vlmpri- 
merie, in its first number (Brussels, 1876), 
cited the titles of several journals of 
different countries. 

“ ‘ Die Deutschen Fachzeitschriften der 
Typographic, historisch und kritisch 
beleuchtet,’ in the appendix to Klimsch’s 

‘Adressbuch der Buch- und Steindrucke 
reien,’ 1876. 

“An article by Th. Kiister appeared 
in Triibner’s American and Oriental 
Literary Record, 1867, relating to the 
typographic trade journals, but it was 
not accessible to me. 

“ Collective notices are ill suited for 
bibliographic exposition, yet I have used 
them so far as they served my purpose. 
I had mainly, however, to take refuge in 
direct questions.” 

-Des Impressions microscopiques. Paris: 1879. 8vo. pp. 11. 

too copies only issued. 
A reprint of an article in the M iscellanees 

Bibliographiques,giving a critical,descrip¬ 
tive, and bibliographic account of some of 
the most famous miniature editions which 
have issued from the printing-press, from 
the time of Didot le jeune, 1827, to the 
present day, mention being favourably 
made of our two remarkable achieve¬ 
ments in this line of art—the Oxford 
“smallest Bible in the world” and Tohn 
Be'lows’s “ Pocket Dictionary.” 

M. Mohr, a resident of Strasbourg, 
is an indefatigable bibliographer. He 
has contributed many articles of much 
value to the literary journals of the 
continent, and in another place we ac¬ 
knowledge our obligations to him for his 
assistance in the compilation of this 
Bibliography of Printing. He is 
also the author of various tracts on 

antiquarian and literary subjects ; among 
them an exhaustive bibliography of 
Schiller’s “ Lied von der Glocke,” a 
bibliography of the literature of the 
Alsatian dialect, and a bibliography of 
the publications originating in the cen¬ 
tenary celebrations of the births of 
Voltaire and J. J. Rousseau. M. F. 
Louis Mohr has been since 1857 con¬ 
nected as general manager with the famous 
French printing house of Berger-Levrault 
of Strasbourg, now become R. Schultz & 
Co. He was formerly a bookseller, and 
is by cultivation and taste a great con¬ 
noisseur of books. He has for many years 
written anonymously on bibliographical 
subjects. At the siege of Strasburg, 
during the Franco-Prussian war in 1870, 
M. Mohr’s library, notes, MSS., and col¬ 
lections were unfortunately all destroyed 
by fire. 

(To be continued.) 

PRINTING-OFFICE ECONOMY. 

FURNIVAL’S NEW CUTTING-MACHINE. MESSRS. FURNIVAL have for many years made 
the production of Cutting-machines a specialty, 

and almost invariably have held their own in competitive 
trials. At a comparatively recent date various improve¬ 
ments were introduced into their Guillotine machine—the 
clamping motion being entirely driven by over-head gear¬ 
ing, thus lessening the labour of the workman, while econo¬ 
mizing time. The excellent American machine, now sold 
by Messrs. Hazell, Watson, & Viney, however, was in point 
of speed certainly superior to the Guillotine; and Messrs. 
Furnival fully recognising this fact, have taken up the 
gauntlet on behalf of the English makers, and produced a 
cutting-machine which bids fair to excel the performance of 
any yet made. 

The loss of time involved in determining the position of 
the cut by screwing down the clamp, the manner lately 
universally adopted, is now altogether discarded. In the 
“ Diamond ” a small knob is pressed down, which shows 
exactly where the knife will descend. In the machine now 
under notice this result is accomplished by the clamp itself, 
which is easily moved to the position it will occupy during 
the descent of the knife by levers underneath the table, 
which can be worked by the foot. A balance-weight being 
fixed to the levers, it is automatically raised to its original 
position when the foot is removed. 

This is altogether independent of the arrangement which 
fixes the clamp when the work is ready to be cut. The 
paper is really held by pressure exerted by heavy iron 
weights dropped into a pair of parallel bars, acting as levers, 
at the back of the machine. As these weights can easily 
be adjusted, the pressure exerted by the clamp can of course 
be regulated. 

The levers are governed by a bell-crank on the end of the 
shaft driving the wheel which moves the knife. The crank 
is attached to a movable steel bar, having an opening 
almost its entire length, and in this runs a small tumbler 
attached to the frame holding the weights. By this means 
the levers are allowed to govern the pressure, as when the 
clamp can fall no lower on the paper, the tumbler on the 

arm attached to the lever-bars merely travels upwards in the 
slot before mentioned. On the return of this arm, however, 
it lifts the weights, and the clamp rises from off the paper. 

Thus it will be seen that the machine has its work, as it 
were, divided, instead of, as in some other machines, having 
but to raise the knife when the cut is made. Thus, when the 
knife descends, the clamp is being lowered simply by the 
action of the weighted frame; but immediately the cut is 
performed, the clamp together with the weights are lifted 
by the slotted arm attached to the bell lever. 

The absence of cams is to be highly commended, as the 
tumblers and shapes are apt to wear in consequence of the 
repeated strain. The irregularly-shaped wheel, peculiar to 
Messrs. Furnival’s machines, is used in conjunction with a 
steel arm for working the knife. 

The action of the machine is very rapid; and we saw one 
started, a ream of- paper cut through, and the knife and 
clamp returned to their original position in the space of 
four seconds. 

Riggers are dispensed with, the fly-wheel being constantly 
in motion—a patent self-clamping friction-apparatus being 
adopted. This arrangement is a great improvement over 
the ordinary clutches, as it saves time and avoids the jar. 

We feel pleased in being able to speak so highly of this 
machine, which will undoubtedly claim general and imme¬ 
diate attention from printers. Some provincial houses 
have them already at work, and Messrs. Furnival have 
several unfinished orders in hand. 

HAND-PRESS MULTIPLE-COLOUR APPARATUS. 

^T^HIS clever invention differs from all the appliances 
J_ which we have from time to time noticed for the 

application of different-coloured inks to a single form, 
firstly, in the fact that it is exclusively adapted to the hand- 
press, and secondly, that it is altogether independent of the 
printing-press itself. 

The apparatus consists of an iron table, of the same height 
as the bed of the press, but a trifle longer. At one end of 

this table are three revolving discs, upon which the various 
colours are placed. A series of iron slabs are provided, of 
the same length as the diameter of discs, and when fixed 
upon the body of the table are of the same height. 

If it be desired to print a bill in three colours, the form 
must be first laid upon the press, and by placing a straight¬ 
edge along the line to be printed in, say red, the required 
position of the iron strip or slab upon the table may be 
determined exactly. If the line be wide, of course a pro¬ 
portionately wide slab must be used. The other colours 
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are managed in the same manner. After the whole has 
been arranged, the slabs must be securely locked up, to pre¬ 
vent them moving when the roller travels over them. 

• Two sets of rollers are provided, one working from B to 
A and back, and the other from C and D over the strips on to 
the form on the bed of the press. These rollers are fixed 
securely in frames and guided by rods, so that it is impos¬ 
sible for the operator to disarrange the lines of colour after 
the slabs have been firmly secured. 

Supposing that we are printing in red, yellow, and blue, 
one of these inks is placed on each of the discs, or divided 
in the ductor. The workman then moves the first set of 
rollers from left to right, which covers the strips, previously 
arranged, with the required colour. Thus we have im¬ 
mediately on a level with and opposite to the lines of the 
bill the ink ready for depositing. When sufficient colour is 
distributed, we have to carry it on to the surface of the 
form. This is effected by another set of rollers, which work 
at right angles to the others, and consequently travel from 
C to A on to the form, depositing the colour on the lines. 
These rollers being fixed, it is impossible to work them 
excepting in a straight line. 

While an impression is being pulled the workman is 
moving the distributors over the slabs, and when the tym- 
pan is raised he pushes the second set, or inkers, over the 
slabs on to the form, the whole being accomplished as 
quickly as the rolling in one colour in the ordinary way. 

This apparatus will be found invaluable in proofing bills 
in colours, as it will save imposition for each form; and 
when only a limited number are required to be printed it 
will be more economical to produce by this means than by 
machine, as only one making-ready is necessary, and every 
impression will yield a finished copy. As the table is 
moveable, by merely wheeling it by the side of any press it 
is ready for use, supposing the size to correspond. Although 
at present only constructed for three colours, by making 
the discs smaller or increasing the size of the table, the inks 
used may be multiplied. 

There is a separate ink-duct for each colour, and no 
division of the duct is necessary to work the finest rules in 
close proximity to each other. The distribution is aided 
by the automatic action of the discs, which slightly revolve 
every time the distributing rollers pass over them. The 
inventor is Mr. J. T. Waight, and the proprietors of the 
patent are Messrs. J. M. Powell & Son, of St. Bride-street, 
E.C., where the apparatus can be seen in operation. 

PATENTS, NEW AND LAPSED, 

SPECIFICATIONS RELATING TO PRINTING. 

Published in September and October, 1879. 

MPROVEMENTS in Perforating Machines. Haddan, J. H. 
[From E. W. Blackhall, Toronto, Canada. No. 415. Feb. 1, 
1879. 6d. Drawings.]—Refers to that class of machine in which 
the perforations are made by rotating cutters. 

Improvements in the Construction of Envelopes and Wrappers. 
Stubbs, J. [No. 450. Feb. 4, 1879. 2d. No Drawing. Void 
by non-filing of complete specification.]—Refers to that class of 
wrapper which combines writing-paper and envelope in one. 

Improvements in Paper-making Apparatus. Smith, D. [No. 458. 
Feb. 5, 1879. 2d. No Drawing. Not proceeded with.]— 
Object :—Treatment of pulp on its way from strainer to the 
machine, so as to break up or remove the knots, &c., which are 
apt to form at that stage. 

Improvements in Apparatus for Cutting, Ruling, Perforating, or Other¬ 
wise Marking Paper and other Surfaces and Substances. Walde- 
grave, Hon. H. N. [No. 459. Feb. 5, 1879. 2d. No Draw¬ 
ing. Not proceeded with.]—Shortly describes a manual machine 
for effecting the various operations. 

Improvements in Paper-cutting Machines. Johnson, J. H. [From 
W. F. Heim, Offenbach-on-Maine. No. 530. Feb. 11, 1879. 
6d. Drawings.]—Describes a guillotine machine of the self¬ 
clamping class in which a chief feature is, that the greater 
the quantity of paper to be cut the more pressure is applied to 
hold it. 

Improvements in Printing Machines for Polychromatic Printing and in 
the Method of Producing Polychromatic Prints. Wise, W. L. 
[From A. H. Payne, Leipsic. No. 468. Feb. 5, 1879. 6d. 
Drawings.]—A machine arranged for printing several colours in 
succession from curved plates, the sheet being held on one cylinder 
until all the colours are printed. 

Improvements in Machinery for Sewing together Sheets of Paper or 
other Material into Books or Pamphlets. Smyth, D. Me. C. 
[No. 538. Feb. 11, 1879. 6d. Drawings.]—The sheets are 
folded in any usual way and are sewn with thread in a manner 
analogous to hand sewing. 

An Improvement in Preparing Autographic Printing-plates together 
with an Improvement in the Art of Autographic Printing, in which 
the use of said plates is involved. Howard, W. T. [No. 2224. 
June 4, 1879. 2d. No Drawing.]—It is proposed to transfer a 
writing in greasy ink to a copper plate. Then to mercurialize the 
plate so that when an inking roller is passed over it, the mercury 
will resist the ink while the writing receives it. 

Improvements in Lithographing and Letterpress Printing Machinery. 
Newsum, G. [No. 632. Feb. 17, 1879. 8d. Drawings.]— 
Refers to apparatus for removing the sheet after printing. 

Improvements in the Construction of Machinery or Apparatus for 
Printing. Barlow, R. [No. 653. Feb. 18, 1879. 2d. No 
Drawing. Not proceeded with.]—Relates to printing “ hat tips ” 
or other small work, in metal. 

Improvements in or Applicable to Printing Machinery. Beech, E. 
[No. 677. Feb. 20, 1879. 6d. Drawings.]—Refers to a taking- 
off apparatus in which the removing grippers work to and fro on 
guide rails. 

Improvements in Chromotypography or Colour-printing on Metals. 
Francois, M. J. H. A. [No. 243. Jan. 21, 1879. 4d. No. 
Drawing.]—In printing on tin plates, &c., the electros are mounted 
with an elastic substance between them and the wood upon which 
they are fastened. 

Improvements in the Method of and Apparatus for Folding and 
Delivering Paper. Dawson, T. G. & J. [No. 730. Feb. 22, 
1879. 6d. Drawings.]—Relates to apparatus for folding news¬ 
papers on rotary and other printing machines at increased speed. 

Improvements in Quoins and Type-locking Devices for Printing- 
presses. Lake, W. R. [From R. F. Gillin, of Brooklyn, U.S.A. 
No. 773. Feb. 26, 1879. 6d. Drawings.]—An arrangement 
by which quoins and side-sticks, &c., are combined in one 
instrument. 

An Improvement in Printing Rollers. Lanham, R. No. 788. Feb. 
26, 1879. 6d. Drawing.]—The roller, which is of india-rubber, 
is formed with holes running longitudinally through it between its 
outer surface and the part which comes next the stock. See 
P. T. & L. ante, p. 99. 

Improvements in Platen Printing Machines. Smith, M. [No. 823. 
March 1, 1879. 2d. No. Drawing. Not proceeded with.]— 
Chief point is the employment of a cylindrical inking-table, with 
a flat side to serve as a type bed. 

Improvements in Machines for Ruling Paper, parts of which are 
Applicable for Feeding Sheets of Paper to Printing Machines, and 
Delivering such Sheets after receiving Impressions. Dinsmore, 

J. H. R. [No. 853. March 4, 1879. 6d. Drawings.]—Besides 
improvements specially employed in the ruling, the machine has a 
pneumatic feeding apparatus, &c., which is also applicable to 
printing machinery. 

Improvements in Printing Machinery. Sauv£e, A. [From H. 
Marinoni, Paris. No. 2704. July 3, 1879. 4d. Drawing.]— 
Relates to a novel arrangement for separating the set-off sheet 
from the newly-printed sheet, cutting in two or more parts the 
printed sheet, and delivering the printed sheets and set-off sheets 
on different tables by means of a double flyer. 

Improvements in Machinery or Apparatus for Distributing and Com¬ 
posing or Setting up Type for Printing purposes. Wicks, F. 

[No. 950. March 11, 1879. 4d. No Drawing. Not proceeded 
with.]—We cannot detect any feature in the description to separate 
this from other machines for the like purpose. 

Improvements in Printing Machinery. Cope, J. [No. 1004. March 
13, 1879. 8d. Drawings.]—The chief object is to introduce any 
number of colours into a printing machine, by employing separate 
colour troughs arranged in line along the usual place for the colour 
fountain. 

Improved Taking-off Apparatus for Printing Machines. Esson, J. 
[No. 1009. March 14, 1879. 6d. Drawings.] —A tape arrange¬ 
ment for removing the sheets from the cylinder and placing them 
on a board. 

2 K 
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An Improved Mode of Making-up or Uniting Blocks of Wood for the 
use of Engravers. Ingram, W. J. [No. 1023. March 14, 1879. 
2d. No Drawing. Not proceeded with.]—Instead of making-up 
the compound block by means of screw bolts as heretofore, it is 
proposed to simply set them in a frame, so that the blocks can be 
divided and engraved as now, but when the electrotype is taken, 
the blocks in the frame are to be planed down for new work. 

Improvements in and relating to the Duplicating or Copying of 
Engraved and other Plates or Blocks, and applicable for the 
Reproduction of other Objects. Lake, W. R. [from L. E. 
Tannin, Paris. No. 1,422. April 9, 1879. 4d. No Drawing.]— 
The employment of glycerine and oxide of lead for taking moulds 
to be afterwards filled in with celluloid, hardened caoutchouc, or 

other suitable material. 
An Improved Method of Printing and Preparing Post-Office Orders, 

Drafts, Cheques, or similar Documents, for the Prevention of 
Fraud. Hook, E. [No. 1,071. March 18, 1879. 2d. No 
Drawing. Not proceeded with.]—The order to be printed on the 
top, with £1, £2, &c., to £10. Also, similarly, shillings up to 
19s., and pence up to lid. The figures indicating the amount 

are then to be cut away. 
An Improved Composition for the Manufacture of Printers’ Inking 

Rollers. Marler, E. T. [No. 1,137. March 21, 1879. 4d. 
No Drawing.]—A solution of india-rubber is added to a composi¬ 

tion formed of glue, glycerine, and sugar. 
Improvements in Machinery for Coating the Surfaces of Wax or other 

Moulds for Electrotyping. Clowes, E. A. & Batey, J. [No. 
1,203. March 26, 1879. 2d. No Drawing. Not proceeded 
with.]—The moulds to be coated are made to traverse slowly under 
a rapidly-vibrating flat brush driven by steam power. 

Improvements in Printing Apparatus to be Operated by Hand, and 
which may be combined with a Pocket-Knife, or similar article. 
Lake, W. R. [From J. F. de Buigne, Store, Austria. No. 1,104. 
March 19, 1879. 6d. Drawing.]—The title conveys a sufficient 
idea of the scope of this invention. 

Improvements in Machines or Presses for Lithographic Printing. 
Vaughan, E. P. Id. [From J. W. Harland, J. M. Langdale, 
& J. Gatliff, Paris. No. 1,364. Aprils, 1879. 6d. Drawings.] 
-—The machine is made to carry two stones, the pressure is applied 
by a scraper through a tympan, and an india-rubber scraper is 
employed to remove superfluous water. 

LAPSED PATENTS RELATING TO PRINTING. 

Improvements for Stenographing by aid of Printing Characters or Type. 
Baudoin, J., & Bombart, J. C. [No. 3,442. Sept. 1, 1876.] 

Improvements in the Method of and in Machinery or Apparatus for 
Printing in various Colours. Day, C. A. [No. 3,540. Sept. 8, 

1876.] 
Improvements in Printing-Machines. Clay, R. [No. 2,716. Sept. 

13, 1872.] 
Improvements in the Pasting of Paper, and in the Machinery or Appa¬ 

ratus employed therefor. McLaurin, P. [No. 2,788. Sept. 

1872.] 
Improvements in Machinery for the Manufacture of Boxes and other 

Articles from Pulp. Tindell, W. F. [From S. Wheeler, 
Albany, U.S.A. No. 3,774. Sept. 28, 1876.] 

Improvements in Machines for Printing, Stamping, or Embossing. 

Hely, E. [No. 3,934. Oct. 11, 1876.] 
Improvements in Printing Checks and other Documents for the Pre¬ 

vention of Fraud, applicable to other printing purposes. Sim¬ 
mons, W. A. [No. 4,067. Oct. 21, 1876.] 

Improvements in Newspaper Printing- and Folding-Machinery. 
Clark, A. M. [From J. J. Derriey, Paris. No. 4,080. Oct. 

21, 1876.] 
Improvements in or Applicable to Letterpress Printing-Machines. 

Farmer, J. [No. 4,168. Oct. 27, 1876.] 

Nothing like Candour.-—We question whether even Colonel 
Diver, the renowned editor of the New York Rowdy Journal, could 
have improved upon the following neat string of sentences which 
appeared in the Kaffrarian Watchman. They are made in reference 
to a paper published at Stutterheim :—“That there is a Stutterheim 
print is well known, in proof of which behold the ruined homes, broken¬ 
hearted wives, slandered and separated friends, and persecuted, 
neglected, and despised, because ignorant, poor ; but the name of this 
puerile sheet is not the Firebrand, but ‘ The Mission Station, Christian 
Liar, and Evil Fomenter.’ Its motto is, ‘Neverplay trumps until you 
have first deceived your adversary by revoking.’ Its principles are 
satanic, with angelic surroundings. ” Our contemporary stands evidently 
in sore need of the advice which the reputed Colonel addressed on a 
memorable occasion to his sanguinary war-correspondent, Jefferson 
Brick : “ Keep cool, Jefferson. Don’t bust! ” 

SOCIETY FOR PROMOTING CHRISTIAN 

KNOWLEDGE. 

THE new buildings of this Society on Northumberland-avenue, 
of which we annex a view, were formally opened on the 

loth inst. by the Archbishop of Canterbury. The house is on the 
west side of the avenue, and at the corner of a short curved street 
giving access to the avenue from Scotland-yard. The site was 
purchased for ^40,500. The Board of Works made it a condition of 
the sale of the site that the building to be erected should have a hand¬ 
some classical front of stone, marble, or granite, and the architect 
succeeded in designing a building which satisfied the requirements of 
the Board, and which, including some expensive but necessary works 
of substructure, cost less than ^42,000. The total cost of site and 
buildings, including architect’s commission, has fallen by some ^11,000 
below the limit fixed at a general meeting of the Society. The work 
has been done from the designs and under the direction of Mr. John 
Gibson, of Westminster, by Messrs. W. Cubitt & Co. The old 
premises in Lincoln’s Inn-fields will now be sold, and the proceeds 
invested by the Charity Commissioners, to replace in part the money 
taken from the fund mentioned above. The income, which previously 
accrued to the charitable funds of the Society in the form of dividends, 
will now be received in the form of an enhanced rent paid over from 
the bookselling business to the charitable funds of the Society. 

Many supporters of the Society were present at a celebration of the 
Communion in St. Martin’s-in-the-fields, when the sermon was preached 
by the Bishop of Durham. Dr. Lightfoot took for his text a portion 
of the 54th chapter of Isaiah, verses 2 and 3, “Enlarge the place of 
thy tent, and let them stretch forth the curtains of thy habitations ; 
spare not, lengthen thy cords and strengthen thy stakes, for thou shalt 
break forth on the right hand and on the left, and thy seed shall inherit 
the Gentiles, and make the desolate cities to be inhabited.” In a 
scholarly and eloquent discourse the preacher pointed out the distinc¬ 
tive features of this Society, especially commending the quiet, equable 
temper of the management and the wide-reaching comprehensiveness 
of its constitution, agency, and objects. Speaking of its earlier days, 
he mentioned that among the records of the Society, when it was 
some two years old, rvas a notice of books supplied at the request of 
the great Marlborough to soldiers under his command. 

Later in the day the members of the Society met in the new house, 
when among those present were the Bishop of London, the Bishop of 
Durham, the Bishop of Rochester, Bishop Piers Claughton, the Bishop 
of Bedford, Bishop Perry, Bishop Tufnell, Canon Gregory, Canon 
Barry, Canon Miller, General Lowry, General Tremenheere, Dr. 
Swaby, the treasurers, the Rev. W. G. Humphry, Mr. N. Powell, 
Lieutenant-General Sir H. C. Daubeney, and Mr. R. B. Wade ; the 
Rev. W. H. Grove, general secretary, and the Rev. E. M’Clure, 
editorial secretary. The Bishop of London having read some prayers 
specially fitting the occasion, the Archbishop of Canterbury addressed 
the meeting before formally declaring the building open. His Grace 
congratulated the Society upon the fact that of late they had been sub¬ 
jected to some criticism. The experience of a great many centuries 
had convinced most people that the endeavour to avoid criticism gene¬ 
rally ended in the worst of all species of criticism—namely, that people 
began to think that an institution afraid of taking any steps which 
might offend anybody, remained in a stationary condition and did not 
really fulfil any very important mission. After enlarging upon the 
advantages which might be expected to be gained by the removal to 
this larger building, in which the work of the trading department of the 
Society could be carried on under conditions required in such a business 
in the present day, he drew many lessons for the guidance of the 
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Society in the future from the history of its work in the earlier days of 

its existence. 
In the evening a conversazione was held at Willis’s Rooms. The 

Archbishop of York, who was to have presided, was prevented by 
indisposition from being present, and his place was taken by the Bishop 
of Rochester. After a few explanatory remarks from the chairman, 
Canon Barry gave an account of the work of the Society, because, he 
said, there was abroad a very inadequate idea of the extent and variety 
of its operations. The Rev. Brownlow Maitland, in an address on the 
general literature it had published, said that so enormous was the in¬ 
fluence of fiction that they would be failing in their duty if they did 
not try to engage it in their service, and he also claimed for the 
Society that it had fearlessly shaken hands with Science. An address 
on the history of the foreign missionary and literary work of the Society 
was delivered by Professor Watkins, of St. Augustine’s College, Can¬ 
terbury, and the Bishop of Rangoon spoke of the present foreign 
missionary work of the Society. 

REVIEWS, 

Katechismus der Galvanoplastik. By Georg Seelhorst, Ph.D. 

Second Edition. Leipsic : J. J. Weber. 1879. Fcap. 8vo., 

pp. xii., 192. 

EARING in mind the limited space at his disposal, and 

the fact that his work is intended for popular use, 

Dr. Seelhorst has acquitted himself well of the task of writing 

an historical and practical treatise on the galvanoplastic art. 

The historical part is condensed into ten pages, and is con¬ 

sequently of the most meagre description. The theoretical and 

practical sections occupy by far the larger space of the work, 

and the information afforded is couched in the simplest language, 

so that even the tyro may intelligently follow the instruction 

afforded. Some forty illustrations interspersed through the 

text contribute to make the author’s meaning plain. A 

valuable feature of the work is a Bibliography extending to 

twenty-seven pages, of works in German and other languages 

on this particular subject. The list is by no means complete, 

nor does it indeed profess to be so ; but, so far as it goes, it is 

an eminently useful compilation. 

The Designer: all kinds of Ornaments for Lithographers, 
Architects, Decorators, Engravers, as well as for Artists 
and Art Schools in general. London : Asher & Co. 

N our issue for February, 1877, we drew attention to the first 

four parts of this publication. Eleven more numbers 

have since come to hand, and they, like the earlier ones, 

contain an endless variety of ornamental designs suitable for 

a multiplicity of purposes. To lithographers, especially, the 

work will prove a ready reference-book of happy suggestions, 

as almost every kind and style of design are represented. 

Borders, initials, outline-ornaments, figure-subjects, menu- 
designs, &c., have each received attention on one or other of 

the ninety plates thus far published. The artistic merits of the 

several sketches vary, of course, to a considerable degree, but 

as a whole, the publication is one that deserves the patronage 

of lithographers, as well as other artists for whose use it is 

specially intended. _ 

Methodical Text-Book of Round Writing. For Self-Instruction 
and Use in Schools. By F. Soennecken. London : John 

Hogg, 15, Paternoster-row. 

E have here a little work devoted to recommending and 

teaching, both by precept and example, that peculiar 

style of writing called engrossing hand, or French ronde. In 

the days when we were young we were taught to write with a 

quill pen, and often did we annoy the writing-master by 

demanding such nibs to our pens as he was either unwilling or 

unable to make. When pens were cut from quills the adept 

could make what nibs he chose, whether for fine current hand 

or broad German text. For the latter the nibs were cut broad 

enough to make the necessary thickness of stroke without 

perceptible pressure upon the pen ; and the expert could, by 

holding it at a proper angle, produce either fine up-strokes, or 

broad down-strokes. With the progress of steel-pen making, 

however, the youth was not called upon to make quill pens, and 

the subsequent writing was adapted to the pens rather than 

the pens to the writing. It is true that lithographers and others 

who practise caligraphy are in the habit of making pens suited 

to their peculiar requirements ; but so far as we are aware, it 

was not till very recently that steel-pen manufacturers paid any 

attention to the production of instruments suitable for orna¬ 

mental penmanship. We may say the reproach is now wiped 

away, for Herr F. Soennecken, of Bonn, has introduced a 

series of pens specially and ingeniously adapted to thick-stroke 

writing, whether round, German text, or Old English. It is 

curious, however, to note that in the instruction book before us 

he does not illustrate their adaptability to the two latter styles. 

There is, then, now to be had an instrument by which two or 

three specially-made pens, fine, broad, or medium, can be held 

in one holder, and thus two or three strokes made at once. 

There are also pens suitable for an ordinary holder, that make 

two strokes at once, thin and thick lines, and pens with broad 

nibs for the engrossing, or German text hands. For these two 

latter kinds there is a simple handle of hexagonal section, which 

very much facilitates the holding of the pens at the proper 

angle. This handle is equally suitable for another kind of pen, 

in which the broad point is cut off on the opposite side for 

oriental writing, or for the use of those who hold their pen in 

such a manner as to produce thick strokes in the crossing of 

their t’s. The public are much indebted to Herr Soennecken 

for the trouble he has taken to meet their wants. 

Standard Alphabets. Boston, U.S.A. : L. Prang & Co. 

London : A. Ackermann. 

E have here a series of illuminated and fancy initials and 

alphabets adapted to various requirements, in thirty-four 

plates, oblong octavo. These are followed by coloured illustra¬ 

tions of the arms, &c. of the various States forming the American 

Union, which will be found very useful to lithographers and 

others having to produce work for any of these States. For 

the excellent quality of both the engraving and printing, the 

work sustains the reputation of the house which has produced it. 

TOPICS OF THE MONTH, 

/'"'HRISTMAS ANNUALS, Extra Supplement to periodi- 

''— cals, and the setting-in of winter, combined with the usual 

supply of work in connection with the November Deposits and 

other employment arising out of the season of the year, have 

slightly mitigated the dulness of the trades we represent. Let 

us hope the approaching School-Board elections may impart a 

little activity to letterpress printing, and that the slight but still 

perceptible improvement in trade at large will be beneficially 

felt before the next general election is upon us, when we may 

reasonably expect that political excitement will be largely 

stimulated by the labours of typography in every corner of the 

kingdom. _ 

Sir Francis Wyatt Truscott, citizen and stationer, is now 

Lord Mayor of London, and already rumour is rife as to the 

marked contrast that is to distinguish his year of office from 

the miserable reign of his predecessor. Not only is the tradi¬ 

tional hospitality of the City of London to be maintained, but 

it is to be exceeded ; and we are told that the new Lord Mayor 

is prepared to find money out of his own pocket to the tune of 

^500 per week from now till next November, if need be. At 

this rate the spirits of the City will soon revive, and before we 

are called upon to greet Sir Francis Truscott’s successor, we 

may fairly presume that every one of note will have shared the 

hospitality of the Mansion House, and certainly that section of 

the trading community of whom the Lord Mayor is so success¬ 

ful a member. After all, a grand banquet given by the Lord 

Mayor to the leading Printers and Stationers of the United 

Kingdom might be made a great success, and it would have the 

recommendation of entire novelty ; moreover, it would show 

that Sir Francis Truscott, like Benjamin Franklin, is proud 

of the Craft to which he has the honour to belong. 

History repeats itself. About a century ago a member of 

the bookselling fraternity petitioned the King and Parliament 

to appoint him what he termed the “ Corrector of the People.” 

He held that “ London, the great metropolis of the nation, must 

2 K 2 
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be first reformed.” Sir Charles Whetham recently avowed that 

it was his special province “to protect the morals of the City of 

London and of the rising generation.” It is not our purpose to 

recall the particulars of the unseemly scene enacted at the 

Mansion House, and due solely to that dignitary’s misdirected 

and perverted zeal. Proceedings have been instituted by 

Alderman Nottage, on behalf of the London Stereoscopic Com¬ 

pany, to have this affair cleared up ; for as the matter stands 

it looks as though the late Lord Mayor had been prosecutor as 

well as judge in the case. Happily the most inglorious of 

mayoralties has come to an end, but the Quixotic knight has 

even to the last day of office justified the sobriquet he won for 

himself a twelvemonth ago, that of “ the Blundering Lord 

Mayor!” _ 

Since the last notice of the new members who have joined 

the Stationers’ Company appeared in our September issue, two 

liverymen and two freemen have been elected. The former are 

Mr. John Roe Hickman and Mr. Augustus Frederick Miles ; 

the latter, Mr. William Read and Mr. Frederick Edward 

Hughes. The company has lost one of its liverymen by death, 

i.e., Mr. John Edmund Richard, F.R.A.S., of St. Martin’s-lane, 

whose decease is announced in our Obituary column. The 

number of boys apprenticed last month as printers and book¬ 

sellers at Stationers’ Hall was fifteen. 

The last Balance-sheet of the London Society of Composi¬ 

tors shows that the dulness of trade during the three months 

has made a considerable incursion upon its funds ; the expen¬ 

diture in unemployed relief having absorbed £2,112. 19s. io^d. 

898 compositors, out of a total membership of 4,950, have to a 

greater or less extent been dependent on the Society’s funds 

during the quarter. It is satisfactory to note a decided decrease 

in the amount spent in defence of the scale, the outlay under 

that head being ,£81. 4s. id., one-half of which has been ab¬ 

sorbed in connection with the strike at Messrs. Ballantyne & 

Hanson’s. Among other leading items of expenditure are :— 

Emigration allowance, .£131. 4s. 8d. ; Superannuation pay to 

thirty-one members, ,£106. 8s. ; and Funeral grants, £166. 

Sixteen members have died during the quarter, whose united 

ages were 623 years, giving an average for each of 395 years 

(the age of the oldest was 67 years, and of the youngest 26). 

The total funds of the Society stand now at ^11,500, showing a 

decrease on the quarter of ,£1,489. 13s. 2d. 

A MATTER which has agitated the members of the London 

Society of Compositors for some time past has at last been 

settled by ballot, we allude to the question of the extension of 

what is termed the Provident allowance. Seeing the large 

amount of funds which has been accumulating in the Society’s 

coffers for some years past, some of the members, not unrea¬ 

sonably, suggested that the term of the unemployed relief 

should be extended another eight weeks for the benefit of those 

who had already drawn the allowance during the ordinary term. 

This proposal seems to have commended itself to the general 

body of the members, for, when put to the ballot, out of a total 

of 2,925 votes recorded only 117 were opposed to the extension. 

Finding themselves with a white elephant on their hands in 

the shape of the Eagle-street site, originally intended as the 

headquarters of the London Society of Compositors, the mem¬ 

bers have resolved to advertise the land for sale and to wait for 

a reasonable offer. From what has transpired as to the diffi¬ 

culties which would attend the erection of any building on that 

site, we are afraid that the members may have to wait a long 

while for a customer. 

We have pleasure in directing the attention of our Yorkshire 

readers to the fact that Mr. Charles Goodall, of Leeds, has again 

offered a series of prizes for competition in connection with cer¬ 

tain subjects relating to letterpress printing, lithography, book¬ 

binding, &c. These efforts to promote technical proficiency 

cannot fail to beget in the younger followers a lively interest in 

the craft, and must almost of necessity stimulate them to in¬ 

creased exertion. The prizes are offered through the channel 

of the Yorkshire Union of Mechanics’ Institutes—an organiza¬ 

tion ably presided over by Mr. Edward Baines, a Leeds gentle¬ 

man, well-known in connection with newspaper enterprise. The 

details of the competition will be found in another page. 

Arising out of a late libel suit, there has been an active 

correspondence in the Times on the subject of Photographic 

Copyright. The law of the question has, we think, been very 

well put by “ Barrister,” who writes thus :—I assert that under 

the present law if any person (A) applies to a photographer (B) 

to have his portrait taken, on the usual understanding that he 

shall pay a sum and receive a certain number of copies, or 

“ prints,” then the copyright, not merely in the “ prints,” but in 

the whole of the negatives taken, vests in A. But if B has 

agreed to take A.’s portrait without any payment, because it is 

understood that he may make a profit by selling “ prints,” then 

the copyright in the negative vests in B, and A cannot stop the 

sale of the prints. This law is perfectly just, and the only sub¬ 

stantial amendment which it requires is an enactment that every 

photograph (in the widest sense of the word, including nega¬ 

tives, positive prints, and copies) shall be the property of the 

person who, directly or indirectly, orders or requires it to be 

made for valuable consideration, and that such consideration 

shall be presumed, unless the contrary shall be expressed in 

writing. _ 

One of our would-be comical contemporaries has lately given 

what professes to be a sketch of the modern proof-reader. 

According to the writer the corrector of the press is a mere 

automaton, phlegmatic, dull, impassive, and unsusceptible of 

any of those emotions which affect mankind in general. Ignor¬ 

ance, and almost everything that can render man contemptible, 

are also laid to his charge ; he is, indeed, depicted as the very 

impersonification of the empty-headed and superficial sluggard. 

“ He has most likely been a compositor in his youth,” says our 

contemporary, “ and now that he has grown old, an easy berth 

in which he may sit and doze away until the end is desirable.” 

Fancy this, a reader’s vocation being described “ an easy berth.” 

We must protest emphatically against the gross and libellous 

caricature our contemporary wishes to palm off as the picture 

of a most laborious, painstaking, and well-informed body of men. 

Apart from the famous among literati who have acted as cor¬ 

rectors of the Press in the historical offices of Aldus Manutius, 

the Stephenses, and Plantin, let it be remembered that Goldsmith 

was at one time a printer’s reader ; so was Alexander Cruden, 

so was Mr. John Grabham, a late superintendent of the British 

Museum Reading-room, and so were a large percentage of the 

present editors and subs, of the periodical Press both in 

London and the provinces. And as to their having been com¬ 

positors in their youth, there is a consensus of opinion on the 

part of all whose judgment is worth having, that “ it is always 

desirable that a reader should have been previously brought up 

a compositor.” Many an author has before now borne testimony 

to the erudition and literary qualifications of modern readers; 

and Charles Dickens himself once acknowledged publicly that 

he was indebted to readers “for many kindly hints and judicious 

corrections and queries.” Before the Hornet again attempts to 

lampoon the printer’s reader it would do well to make itself 

somewhat conversant with facts. 

JOTTINGS: ENGLISH) COLONIAL) & FOREIGN, 

Postage-Stamps.—The sum of £5:999,586. 5s. 1 Jd. was realized 
during the last financial year by the sale of postage-stamps. 

The Graphic Industries of Berlin (inclusive of paper manufacture) 
give employment to 100,000 persons, of which number 15,00c are 

females. 

Paris Printers’ Readers.—On the 19th ult. the printers’ readers 
of Paris kept the thirteenth anniversary of the establishment of their 

benefit society. 

The official report of the twelfth annual Trades’ Union Congress 
has been printed and published by the Manchester Co-operative 
Printing Society (Limited). 

Behind the Age.—It is said that on the re-opening of the French 
Parliament a member intends to bring forward a motion to reduce the 
postage of letters to ten centimes for the whole of France. 
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Stamp Duty on Cards.—The gross receipts under this head of the 
revenue during the year ending last March was £13,685. 5s. 9d., of 
which sum £191.3s. 6d. had to be allowed in the shape of discount, &c. 

German Government Printing-office.—The receipts for the 
first year of its operation of this newly-established office are estimated 
at £160,625 and the probable expenses at £105,353, leaving a balance 

of ;£5S.272. 
Printers’ Reunion.—On the 5th ult. MM. Firmin-Didot, at then- 

country residence entertained at an evening fete the whole personnel of 
their different establishments. A display of fireworks concluded the 
evening’s amusements. 

A Defaulting Treasurer.—The late treasurer of the composi¬ 
tors’ society of Antwerp, whose robbery of the society’s funds and 
subsequent flight we recently mentioned, has been arrested at St. Denis, 
near Paris, and sent back to Antwerp. 

The Graphic Club at Vienna has completed the first year of its 
existence. The number of ordinary members is 164, and of honorary, 
31. The income for the year was £441, and the expenditure £343, 
leaving a net balance in hand of £98. 

Bibliographical Treasure-Trove.—Herr Rackwitz, of Nord- 
hausen (Saxony), it is said has discovered in a local church a collection 
of early-printed books, including several incunabula and a copy of the 
first Greek grammar which is known to have been printed. 

Fire.—On the 17th ult. a fire occurred at the printing-office of 
Messrs. Dalziel Brothers, no, High-street, Camden-town. The flames 
were not got under until the press-room and contents were damaged by 
fire and heat. The greater portion of the roof was also destroyed. 

Specimens of Visiting and Trade Cards.—We have received 
from Messrs. Whiteman & Bass, of Holborn, one sheet each of visiting 
and trade card specimens intended for the use of the trade, which 
we notice as average samples of the really excellent work ordinarily 
sent out by this firm. 

The Diamond Self-Clamp Paper-Cutter.—Messrs. Hazel], 
Watson, & Viney inform us that since issuing their last circular they 
have made new arrangements which will enable them “ to make an im¬ 
portant reduction in price, and thus remove the only possible objection 
to the Diamond Cutting Machine.” 

Seizure of Forbidden Books.—At the end of last month the 
typographic inspector at Moscow discovered 100,000 copies of a pro¬ 
scribed publication by Ushinsky, entitled the Native Word, in a 
printing-house in that city, the pamphlet having a counterfeited per¬ 
mission of the Censor attached to it. 

The Phonetic Shorthand Writers’ Association.—A concert 
by the members of this association was given on the 30th ult. at their 
rooms in Paternoster-square, when the members and their friends 
passed an enjoyable evening. The arrangements were under the 
management of Mr. G. M. Moore. 

Herr Schwartz, formerly the proprietor of one of the largest 
lithographic stone-quarries at Solenhofen has become insane. Although 
at one time a millionaire, he had by successive speculations of an 
unprofitable nature become penniless, and this it is supposed so 
preyed upon him that his mind lost its balance. 

Hird’s Patent Deliverer.—Messrs. Furnival & Co., of Man¬ 
chester, inform us that Messrs. Robinson & Co., of Bristol, have just 
ordered ten of Hird’s Patent Deliverers, after testing the one they had 
on approval, and Messrs. Cherry & Smalldridge, of Dublin, who have 
tried the Deliverer, have likewise ordered it to be put on all their 
machines. 

The Spottiswoode Glee Union, composed of some of the employes 
of Messrs. Spottiswoode & Co., gave an entertainment on the 21st ult. 
at the Foresters’ Hall for the benefit of the Printers’ Orphan Asylum. 
Mr. Davis was conductor, Mr. Marshall accompanist, and Mr. Denham 
fulfilled the duties of director. The hon. secretary of the union is Mr. 
J. Prestoe. 

The Stationery Office.—The sum realized by this department 
during the past year by the sale of publications was £22,438. 5s. 8d.; 
by the sale of waste, ,412,044. 10s. iod. ; and by commissions allowed 
on supplies, £7,402. 7s., making a total of £41,885. 3s. 6d. The 
expenditure of the Stationery Office during the same period amounted 

to £484,745- 

Berlin Printers’ Apprentices’ School.—The fourth session of 
this institution seems to have proved as successful as any of its pre¬ 
decessors. The attendance of pupils was satisfactory, and their progress 
in the different branches of instruction left nothing to be desired. The 
income during the last financial year amounted to £126, and the 
expenditure to £118. 

Exhibition of Early-printed Books.—At an exhibition of 
industrial art objects held last month at Liibeck, there was on view a 
comprehensive collection of books printed within the first quarter of a 
century after Gutenberg’s invention had been perfected. Fust’s 
Ciceronis officia et paradoxa, printed in 1465, was one of the biblio¬ 
graphical curiosities on view. 

Cassell’s “Technical Educator” is being issued in monthly 
parts at 7d., and it deserves commendation as a wonderfully cheap, 
useful, and instructive book, which will include within its covers when 
the 24 parts are completed a body of practical information such as 
would be of great value to everybody. It is the beau ideal of a publi¬ 
cation for an apprentice to patronize. 

Page’s Wood-Type Album.—No. 2 of this publication, which is 
issued by the Page Wood Type Company, of Norwich, Connecticut, 
U.S.A., has reached us. It contains 16 pp. of wood-type specimens 
and 2 pp. of card advertisements, and will doubtless serve to advance 
the sale of the company’s excellent wood type, the praises of which we 

have previously spoken in these pages. 

Electric Light at the British Museum.—The recommen¬ 
dation of the select committee that sat in i860 to inquire into the 
subject of lighting up our museums has at last been carried into practice 
so far as the British Museum Reading-room is concerned. The nightly 
experiments with the electric light have thus far proved successful, and 
let us hope that this means of illumination may be permanently adopted 

during the winter months. 

Old-established German Newspapers.—The number of news¬ 
papers and periodicals published in Germany is computed at 4,500. 
According to our contemporary the Freie Kiinstc, five of this number 
were established in the seventeenth, and forty-six in the eighteenth 
century. Those of earliest origin are the Frankfurter Journal (1618), 
the Magdeburger Zeitung (1628), the Kbnigsberger Hartungsche Zeitung 

(1660), and the Jenaischc Zeitung (1674). 

Examination of Printers’ Apprentices.—Putting their long- 
projected scheme to a practical test at last, the Berlin Master Printers’ 
Association recently held an examination of boys desirous to become 
compositors. The result was not very gratifying, the candidates’ 
knowledge extending not much further than a fair mastery of their 
native tongue. Even this, however, is more than could be claimed 
for the average English youth who is put “ to case.” 

The Belgian Newspaper Press.—The Agence de Fublicite, of 
Antwerp, gives what professes to be a complete list of the Belgian 
periodicals. Of the 54 daily papers, 19 appear at Brussels alone ; 358 
are weekly or bi-weekly publications. Few of these papers appeared 
before the middle of the century ; but the Journal de Liege dates from 
1764, and the Gazette of Bruges from 1793. Of the periodicals pub¬ 
lished in Belgium, 143 appear in Flemish and 269 in French. 

The Electric Light in the “Times” Office.—Within the 
last few days the electric light has been introduced into the “making- 
up room ” of the Times office, a large apartment on the ground-floor of 
the east side of the quadrangle in Printing-house-square. The illu¬ 
minating power is most effective, artificial daylight being apparently 
shed over the whole interior. The electric light' has for some time 
past been in operation in the machine-department of the establishment. 

—Builder. 

New Photo-printing Process.—A new method, invented by 
Herr Schahl, is to coat a thin zinc plate with chromated gelatine, which 
he then exposes under a negative. The film is next rolled up with 
some reducing substance, which adheres only to the parts affected by 
the light. The paper impregnated with iron is then pressed against 
the plate, and the iron being reduced at those places, an image is 
obtained, which is said to be much more delicate than one produced 

by ordinary photo-lithography. 

The restoration of All Saints’ Parish Church at Little Bradley, near 
Newmarket, which has just been completed, is an event of some 
interest to printers. It is here that John Daye lies buried, and the 
most interesting of the ancient memorials in the church is a brass 
tablet erected to his memory on which occur the following quaint 

lines :— 
“ Two wyves he had, partakers of his payne, 

Each wyfe twelve babes, and each of them one more,” &c. 

Scottish Phonographic Association.—The seventh session of 
this association was opened last month by an address from Mr. Thomas 
J. Woods, president of the London Shorthand Writers’ Association. 
In the absence of Mr. J. B. Lawson, Mr. j. W. Love, vice-president, 
occupied the chair. Mr. Woods, in the course of his address, gave 
a short account of the introduction of Shorthand as a means of facili¬ 
tating commercial correspondence, and impressed upon his audience 
the importance of setting their minds upon mastering this useful art. 

Newspaper Circulation in Germany. —The German Post-office 
receives subscriptions to all the home and a large number of foreign 
newspapers, all such business being, however, exclusively transacted 
at the head office at Berlin. Some recent statistics show the number 
of copies circulated through this channel during the year ending June 
30th last. A total of 77,698,198 newspapers passed through the Berlin 
office during that period, being a daily average of 212,872 copies. The 
department has dealings directly with 318 newspaper publishers, and 
keeps special accounts with 3,6S5 post-offices throughout the country. 
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The firm of P. Alauzet & Co., of Paris, having last month dissolved 
partnership, a Paris contemporary a short time ago stated that some 
statements interesting to the printing world might be expected, further 
remarking that M. Alauzet since the Exhibition of 1878 had expressed 
his intention of retiring from the business. M. Alauzet, however, 
informs us that neither before nor since the Exhibition has he expressed 
such an intention. 

The return of the Chamber of Deputies to Paris having necessitated 
the employment of a Parisian printing establishment, we are happy to 
state that the famous firm of A. Quantin & Co. has been selected by 
the French Government. In addition to the usual parliamentary 
returns, the printer has to provide for the use of the Paris Press the 
authorized abstract of the debates in the two Chambers, a service which, 
says the Typologie- Tucker, has hitherto been performed by a staff of 
thirty workmen employed in a printing-office established in the Palais- 
Bourbon. 

A specimen of colour-ruling has reached us in the shape of a sheet 
almanack for the new year. The use of brass rule has been altogether 
dispensed with, machine-ruling being substituted throughout. The 
Oxford border that surrounds the whole is very neatly executed in four 
colours, and illustrates well the pleasing effect that may be obtained 
by this simple process. The work has been executed by Messrs. 
McCormick & Begg, of Buchanan-street, Glasgow, on one of Hickok’s 
patent ruling-machines, for the sale of which this firm are agents. The 
patent was described by us in our issue for August last year. 

Prize Dandy-Roll.—At the exhibition of the Turners’ Company 
lately held at the Mansion House the first prize for metal exhibits was 
awarded to Mr. F. P. Munro, of the Printing Department of the 
Bank of England, for a section of solid dandy-roller. The first prize 
consists of a silver medal, the Freedom of the City and company, and 
a complete copy (in four vols.) of Holtzapffel’s works on “Turning 
and Mechanical Manipulations.” The roller was made of gun-metal 
electro-plated, and is a fine example of technical skill and clever 
turning, and the prize-winner amply deserved the distinction he 
obtained. 

Names are suggestive in their way, although the inferences drawn 
are not always very logical. The name of the famous Dutch scholar, 
Erasmus, for example, is derived from the Greek, and signifies amiable 
or lovely. This idea seems to have been present to the mind of the 
intelligent compositor who in a book catalogue now before 11s regis¬ 
ters under the name of that eminent scholar, a work on the “ Praise 
of Polly.” Pungency is given to the entry by the information that the 
work is “illustrated with many curious cuts”! Had Erasmus lived 
to-day, that compositor would have filled a niche in his “Encomium 
Morise.” 

The Continental Paper Trade continues fairly prosperous. 
Austrian makers are finding a market for their surplus stock in 
Hungary, England, and the East. A proposal to restrict production 
by discontinuing Sunday labour has fallen through. The prices of raw 
materials show a hardening tendency. The new tariff is said to have 
already beneficially affected German manufacturers ; the heavier duty 
imposed on fine descriptions imported from abroad having enabled 
them to increase their rates proportionately,—of course at the expense 
of the private consumer. News ranges in price from 5[d. to 6d. per 
kilogramme[( = 2'205 lb.) 

A Paper-making Fibre.—Attention has lately been drawn to the 
merits of Molinia ccerulea, as being a specially-valuable substitute for 
various other vegetable substances in the manufacture of paper. The 
fibres of the plant possess an unusual degree of tenacity, and contain, 
proportionately, but a small degree of silica. It is widely spread 
throughout the whole of Europe—in marshes and damp situations—so 
that the supply is practically unlimited. Experiments have shown that, 
when thoroughly dried and freed from all foreign matter, the Molinia 
ccerulea is quite as suitable for paper-making as either Phorenium lenax 
or many other fibrous plants. 

A Hint to Bores.—Bores of all kinds seem to consider the 
editorial sanctum as a lounging-place in which to while away their time. 
What newspaper man has not at times invoked the aid of Heaven 
against “ the friend who comes but never goes”? Here is a welcome 
hint how to rid oneself in a polite manner of such bores. A busy 
American has found a happy use for Edison’s phonograph. Pie keeps 
one in his outer office, and when any of his visitors betray an inclina¬ 
tion to spin a long yarn he introduces the phonograph, and tells his 
visitor to talk to that, so that he may have an opportunity of listening 
to the tale at his leisure. 

The Education Department as Publishers.—We recently 
animadverted upon the action of the Manchester School Board for 
engaging in publishing enterprise. It is, however, perhaps not gene¬ 
rally known that our own Government is, so far as Ireland is concerned, 
a far greater offender. The school-books sold by the Dublin Educa¬ 
tion Department during the twelvemonth ended last March aggregated 
in value to ,£29,168. 18s. 8d. It behoves both English and Irish 

publishers to take action in this matter, for if such interference with 
legitimate trade is reprehensible on the part of private school boards, 
it is doubly so when Government itself is the culprit. 

The Cost of Books.—At one of the sittings of the recent Social 
Science Congress Mr. J. N. Porter read a paper on the “ Cost of 
Books.” He reviewed the evidence taken by the Copyright Commis¬ 
sion on the possibility of reducing the first cost of the publication of 
instructive books of general interest and utility, and said he had arrived 
at the conclusion that until important and instructive books were more 
largely read, or until an international copyright treaty was concluded 
between Great Britain and the United States, which would much in¬ 
crease the sale of valuable books, they were not likely for a long period 
to be issued at a cheaper rate than they are at present. 

Exports of Books.—Publishers have little to complain of so far as 
the foreign demand for English books is concerned. The same steady 
rise which we have before noticed still continues. The value of 
books shipped abroad during the past month was £"95,162, as com¬ 
pared with £90,826 and £101,460 respectively in October, 1878 and 
1877. The total for the ten months is considerably in excess of that 
of either of the two preceding years ; the actual figures being for 1879 
£766,966 against £724,927 in 1878, and £734,141 in 1877. Let 
us hope the home trade may before long show equally satisfactory 
sources. 

Society of Arts.—The programme of this society for its 126th 
session has been issued. It gives a list of the papers and lectures for 
the session, so far as they have been arranged. Amongst the papers 
to be read at the evening meetings are :—December 3, “ Apprentice¬ 
ship : Scientific and Unscientific,” by Sylvanus P. Thompson, D.Sc., 
Professor of Applied Physics at University College, Bristol; December 
10, “Art Vestiges in Afghanistan : the Results of some Recent Ex¬ 
plorations in the Jellalabad Valley,” by William Simpson; “Modern 
Autographic Printing Processes,” by Thomas Bolas, F.C.S. ; and 
“ The History of the Art of Bookbinding,” by Henry B. Wheatley, 
F.S.A. 

Divisible Printing Rollers.—Herr Muller, of Mannheim, has 
patented an invention according to which printing-machine rollers can 
be disjointed and re-attached as may be necessitated by the size'of the 
type form. Both the composition and the iron or wood rod on which 
the former is mounted are divisible into as many as six parts. The 
invention is plausible, and might prove of practical service, yet the 
difficulty that suggests itself to us is the varying condition—depending 
on the greater or less use to which each may have been put—in which 
the component parts of the roller might be when jointed and used 
together. The inventor alleges that by means of this invention several 

colours may be printed simultaneously. 

Newspaper Advertisements.—It is all very well to call the 
advertising columns of a newspaper, as one of our poets does, “dirty 
avenues to fame,” but it should be borne in mind that without them 
the publication of most journals would be impossible, since, whether 
the price be a penny or sixpence, that sum does not much more than 
defray the expense of mechanical production, and even not that always. 
That the race of self-important subscribers' has not yet died out is 
however evident from the following incident:—A correspondent of the 
Baltimore Episcopal Methodist having complained about advertisements 
which appeared in that paper, the editor promises to drop all advertise¬ 
ments if his friend will add 10,000 subscribers to the present list. 

Machine-room Accident.—Mr. Payne held an inquest last 
month on the body of W. Frederick Warwick, aged thirteen, of 
Warren-street, Walworth. The evidence went to show that the deceased 
was engaged in the printing-office of Mr. Canton, of Aldersgate-street. 
On the 7th ult. the deceased was amusing himself by leaning on the 
pallet-board of one of the machines, which was in motion. It was 
supposed that he must have drawn his leg up, and the carriage of the 
machine coming against it fractured the limb. He was conveyed to 
the hospital, and died on the 21st ult. from extravasation of blood in 
the brain. The doctor did not consider the death in any way due 
to the accident, and a verdict of natural causes was returned by the 

jury. 

Paper from Wood.—The British Consul at Christiania calls 
attention to the rapid development of a modern industry in connection 
with the timber of Norway. In the period 1866-70 the amount of 
wood-pulp manufactured for paper annually was about 110 tons; in 
1871-75 it rose to 4,600 tons; in 1876 to 12,200 tons; in 1877 to 
14,900 tons ; and in 1878 to 19,000 tons. This last quantity represents 
a value of£66,666. The consul speaks of about twenty mills being at 
work in Norway on the preparation of this material, and says that 
exporters in 1878 had the advantage of unusually cheap freights. Our 
readers will remember that we gave a full account of this branch of 
industry when noticing the exhibits of Norway at the late French 

Exhibition. 

A Specimen Exchange.—A suggestion which has much to recom¬ 
mend it has been thrown out by Mr. Thomas Hailing, of the Oxford 
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Printing Works, Cheltenham. He proposes a specimen exchange, to 
which one hundred or more printers shall annually contribute as many 
impressions of one of their best jobs executed in their respective offices, 
which specimens are by the aid of a central agency to be distributed 
among the members. Mr. Tuer, in whose Paper and Printing Trades' 
Journal the suggestion was first made, has declared his readiness to 
undertake the task of collecting, &c., and it now rests with the 
members of the craft to express their opinion on the matter. The 
details of the scheme are set forth in an advertisement which appears 
in our columns. 

The Typologie- Tucker, of Paris, in its last number, has the continua¬ 
tion of an interesting article on the “Origin of Printing in French 
cities,” from the pen of M. Claudin, who, our contemporary says, has 
for many years greatly interested himself in the lives and works of 
French proto-typographers. The present articles embrace the period 
between 1480-1502, and thus take us back to the days of Gutenberg. 
Albi, a small town on the Tara, Languedoc, is stated by the writer to 
be the seat of one of the earliest French printing-offices, and its first 
printer is described as being one of the associates of Gutenberg. The 
article, which is not completed, bristles with authorities, and is a 
valuable contribution to the history of printing. 

Mr. James Salmon, of 12, Parsonage, Manchester, encloses us 
such a packet of prospectuses of divers and sundry implements indis¬ 
pensable to the letterpress printer, the lithographer, and the book¬ 
binder, of which he is either inventor or patentee or agent, as to remind 
us how varied are the implements of those trades and how important 
it is to our provincial brethren to be within easy access of a depot 
where all their requirements in the way of modern machinery, both 
new and secondhand, can be moderately and well supplied. The 
steady development of Mr. Salmon’s business is evidence of the appre¬ 
ciation in which his knowledge of his business and his fair dealing and 
courtesy in all transactions [are held by his numerous customers through¬ 
out the country. 

Lithographic Reducing Apparatus.—Herr Gustav W. Seitz, 
the renowned chromolithographer of. Wandsbeck, has, after twenty 
years’ experiments, perfected a pantograph which is said to give very 
superior results. According to the inventor it lends itself with advantage 
to the reduction of chromolithographers, where perfect register is, of 
course, of the utmost importance. Reductions varying from one-fourth 
to one-sixty-fourth, can be effected with equal facility. The Journal 
fur Buchdruckerkunst speaks very highly of Herr Seitz’s pantograph, 
and describes a series of chromolithographs which have been thus 
reduced as simply perfect in register, distinctness of outline, &c., and 
this, although the number of colours used in one particular print were 
no less than twenty-one. 

A Fire put out by a Printer’s Amateur Brigade.—An 
employe of Messrs. Cassell, Petter, Galpin & Co. on the 23rd of 
October discovered that a fire was raging in Farringdon-street, and 
he immediately communicated the fact to one of the brigades of that 
establishment. Five men succeeded in carrying sufficient hose and a 
stand-pipe to the scene of the fire, and a hydrant being at hand the 
whole was fixed and got to work in a few minutes. Although the fire 
was burning on the second story of the house, it was extinguished in 
fifteen minutes, by which time the fire-brigade arrived, who, we hear, 
treated the amateurs in anything but a generous spirit. There is little 
doubt that the whole building would have been destroyed but for the 
timely arrival of Messrs. Cassell’s volunteers. 

The Prize Coupon System has within recent years become an 
English institution, and is mostly resorted to for the purpose of forcing 
things unsaleable upon the market, whether they be articles of dress 
or penny-dreadfuls. A Paris publisher has hit upon a new plan with 
the view of pushing the sale of his paper. A recent issue of the 
Lanterne announced that on a given day a glass of beer would be 
presented at a certain restaurant to every person producing a copy of 
that particular issue. The hint took, and no less than 20,000 thirsty 
souls are said to have presented themselves. The quality of the beer 
dispensed is not specified, but we suppose that there can be little 
question as to which of the three classes into which Horace Smith 
divided that beverage, it belonged—“Strong table, common table, 
and lainen-table." 

Printing at the Yorkshire Art Exhibition.—Among those 
who have carried off prizes at this Exhibition, which has been closed 
since the date of our last issue, are the following firms connected with 
printing, &c. :—Messrs. Crossley Brothers, Manchester, Medal for 

‘ Otto ’ silent gas engine; Messrs. Hope & Chapman, York, Certi¬ 
ficate, for specimens of bookbinding; Messrs. Johnson & Tesseyman, 
York, Certificate, for account-books ; Messrs. W. & A. K. Johnston, 
4, St. Andrew-square, Edinburgh, Medal, for wall-maps, scientific 
and other diagrams, and atlases; Messrs. Potter & Son, Ogleforth, 
\ ork, Medal, for specimens of bound books ; Mr. E. Stanford 
Charing-cross, Medal, for maps ; Mr. J. Stead, York, Certificate, for 
steam lithographic printing machine; Mr. T. Sampson, York, Certi¬ 
ficate, for books in artistic bindings. 

Rapid Speaking and the Reporters.—The three principal 
official shorthand writers of the German Reichstag, Drs. Zeibig, 
Weiss, and Rotzsch were present lately at a meeting of the Royal 
Saxon Stenographic Institute. In the course of the proceedings 
these gentlemen stated that during the late Sessions of the Reichstag 
“the impassioned tone in which especially the tariff and financial 
debates were carried on had increased the rapidity of speech to a degree 
which was hitherto probably without precedent. Speeches spoken at 
the rate of 180 to 200 words a minute were not unusual . . . while 
speeches at the rate of 150 words a minute were of quite ordinary 
occurrence.” Commenting upon this statement the Times says :—“ In 
order to appreciate this we must bear in mind that 200 words in an 
average German Parliamentary speech are equivalent in length to at 

least 300 English words.” 

Dr. Strousberg’s name is pretty familiar to English ears. Like 
a notorious baron in our midst, he has tried his hand at a good many 
things, and as in the case of his countryman over here, he has come to 
grief at last. Phcenix-like he has, however, risen from the financial 
shipwreck of his many schemes only to betake himself to “ fresh woods 
and pastures new.” His latest is a literary venture, he has started a 
newspaper at Berlin, entitled, “The Little Journal.” Evidently taking 
a leaf out of the book of our contemporary Brief, every article that 
appears in Dr. Strousberg’s journal is cut down to its smallest limit, 
thus making good the claim of the paper to its distinctive designation. 
Another feature all its own is the absence of advertisements ; it being a 
whim of the German doctor not to insert any such announcements until 
his journal shall have attained a circulation of 50,000 copies—a con¬ 
summation that will probably never be realized. 

“Business.”—Mr. James Platt, the well-known woollen merchant 
of St. Martin’s-lane, has issued a new edition of his book on “Business.” 
(London, Simpkin, Marshall & Co.) In more respects than one this 
is a remarkable publication. It is entirely devoid of literary style, and 
is a collection of excerpts and aphorisms, mixed up with excellent 
counsel and experiences, and, we must say, not a few platitudes obviously 
the workmanship of Mr. Platt. It has reached the enormous circula¬ 
tion of 55,000, and in its improved form is likely still to have a large 
sale. The fact is noteworthy, and evidences a natural and sensible 
desire on the part of the public at least to read about the principles of 
“business,” which we fear are too often regarded as synonymous with 
mere money-getting. We hope that the excellent advice tendered by 
Mr. Platt will be acted on by some portion of those who peruse his 
book, for if fully carried out there would be no more debt or debtors, 
except in a moral sense to Mr. Platt. 

How to Write.—Serjeant Cox, in his instructive work on the 
Arts of Writing, Reading, and Speaking, warns students against long 
and involved sentences. He pertinently points out that the best 
English writers have ever eschewed long words and intricate sentences. 
Somewhat similar sentiments were uttered by Lord Reay at the opening 
meeting of the winter session of the Edinburgh Watt Institution, held 
on the 29th ult. To enforce his remarks upon the subject his Lordship 
instanced a French author who took pains to prevent any sentence ex¬ 
ceeding two lines of his manuscript ; to restrict every paragraph to 
seven sentences ; to exclude every hiatus between two sentences ; and 
never to reproduce any word except the auxiliary monosyllables in two 
consecutive sentences. But what of the penny-a-liner tribe and their 
faculty of spinning endless stories upon a very gossamer foundation ! If 
the Frenchman’s rule is in future to obtain in this country, the modern 
Jenkins will have to exclaim with Othello, “ My occupation’s gone !” 

Tile “ Durable ” Printers’ Roller Company, Limited, of Farringdon- 
road, E.C., are now sending out composition specially suited for the 
process of printing with aniline inks known as the hektograph, chro- 
mograpli, &c. It may be had in bulk for refilling trays, or in pads 
ready for use. The pads are also supplied in pairs, which can be 
detached so as to work in duplicate, and when united shut up like a 
book, being thereby effectually protected from injury and dirt. They 
are also put into deal or mahogany boxes with lock, key, spring ink- 
stand, ink, sponge, pen-tray, penholder, and pen. Recognising the 
fact that the composition, however good, is but of little service without 
suitable ink, the company prepare inks of the colours blue, violet, red, 
or black, having the strongest affinity for the printing surface, which 
can be relied upon for yielding from fifty to one hundred well-coloured 
impressions, according to the colour of ink used, black being the 
weakest and pink the strongest. 

“The Newspaper Reader” is the title of a book included in 
“ Blackie’s Comprehensive School Series” (Blackie & Son, London). 
It has been compiled by Mr. H. F. Bussey and Mr. T. Wilson Reid, 
and owes its origin to a suggestion emanating from the Education 
Department, and endorsed by some of the more experienced of II. M. 
Inspectors of Schools. Certainly the idea was worth carrying out. 
The extracts (with a few exceptions at the beginning) are from journals 
of the nineteenth century on events of the day, commencing with the 
Times account of the death (14th December, 1799) and funeral 
(January, 1800) of Washington, and including a host of historical 
events, of every conceivable variety, from that period down to the 
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death of the Princess Alice and the reception of Princess Louise 
and the Marquis of Lome in the Dominion of Canada. We have here 
a happy idea carried out in the right way, and the “Newspaper 
Reader” should be a popular book, for it is cheap, good, and well 
printed. 

The “ Whitefriars” Machine.—We are pleased to state that 
the success of this machine has justified the makers in introducing 
various additions and improvements into those of recent manufacture ; 
in fact, the original machine erected for Messrs. Bradbury bears but 
slight resemblance to those now supplied. A “ Whitefriars ” has just 
been completed for Mr. Payne, of Leipsic (the inventor of the multiple 
colour machine), and.specially constructed for the production of first- 
class illustrated periodical work. The fitting and general finish are 
excellent in every particular and it will certainly hold its own among the 
productions of German engineers. This machine is so fitted that it can 
either be worked from the reel, or by sheets fed in in the ordinary way. 
It is calculated to produce 4,000 perfect copies per hour by the latter 
method, i.e., 2,000 from each board. The new “Whitefriars” may 
now be seen at the works of the maker, Mr. Davis, of Kennington-lane, 
London. Mr. Pardoe, the inventor of this machine, has lately disposed 
of his interest to Mr. Davis, who is now sole proprietor and maker. 

International Postal Statistics.—Dr. Fische, an official for 
the German post-office, has computed the number of letters that 
passed through the different post-offices of the whole world in the year 
1873 as 3,300,000,000, or about gk millions daily ; and since then the 
numbers have, of course, largely increased. The number of telegraphic 
despatches sent in 1877 amounted for the whole globe to nearly 
130,000,000, or an average of 353,000 daily. More than one-third of 
the total number of telegraphic despatches are private, dealing with 
purely personal concerns. We are disposed to question the accuracy 
of the figures given for 1873. The number of letters delivered in 
England during that year was 907,000,000, or more than one-fourth of 
the gross total given by Dr. Fischer, thus leaving only 2,393,000,000 
letters to be distributed over the whole world, our own island excepted 
—a number which seems disproportionately small. Of the 130,000,000 
telegraphic despatches said to have been sent in 1877, about 22,000,000 
fell to the share of Great Britain. 

The New English Dictionary of the Philological Society. 

—We announced to our readers a few months since that the English 
Dictionary projected twenty years ago by the Philological Society, and 
for which so much material was then accumulated, is now at length, 
under the auspices of the Oxford University Press, about to be com¬ 
pleted. We also mentioned the “appeal” put forth by the Dictionary 
Committee of the society for volunteer assistance in reading and 
extracting the numerous books not yet examined for the purpose. 
Our contemporary, the Academy, states that the appeal has met with 
a hearty response, and that the results of the summer’s reading are 
such as to justify the promoters in anticipating still more important 
help during the coming winter. Between 300 and 400 volunteers are 
at present “reading” for the dictionary ; up to the end of August they 
had completed 221 books representing some 300 volumes, which had 
yielded 81,600 quotation slips; while 485 books were in process, 
representing twice as many more quotations. 

Our contemporary the Bulletin de PImprimerie of Paris gives in a 
tabular form, and from official sources, the imports and exports of 
objects relating to the graphic arts for the years 1877 and 1878, from 
which it would appear that these industries in France are suffering from 
competition as well as depression in trade. Thus we notice that the 
import into France of writing and printing paper, designs, music, &c., 
increased in 1878 in round numbers no less than 863,000 kilos (1 kilo¬ 
gramme =2.205 lb.), while the export during the same period decreased 
67,000 kilos. Note and coloured paper also show a decrease. In card¬ 
board there has been a slight falling off in the import, and an increase 
in the export, while the import of books printed in French has increased 
40,000 kilos., while the export has only increased 30,000, and this on 
a total of 2,469,772 kilos, for 1877. In engravings, lithographs, and 
photographs there has likewise been an increase in the imports, and it 
is only with respect to engravings that an increase in the exports is 
shown. The figures are so striking with regard to photographs that 
we give the respective years. Imports, 1877, 15,025; 1878, 40,217. 
Exports, 1877, 25,288; 1878, 24,924. 

Civic Expenditure on Printing.—The City Chamberlain’s 
accounts for the past year contain several items interesting to our 
readers, as showing the expenditure on printing, &c., in connection 
with the various public and trust funds of the Chamber of London. 
Under the head of Guildhall and the City Law Courts we find 
the following:—“ Messrs. Charles Skipper & East, for printing, 
£1,138. 17s. id. ; ditto, for printing, by order of Court of Aldermen, 
£153. 3s. 9d. ; Evans, Iialliwell, & Co., for printing and binding 
pocket-books, £233. 10s ; Letts, Son, & Co., for the like, by order of 
Court of Aldermen, £72. 16s. The expenses on account of the 
Guildhall Library include:—Books, £636. us. 2d. and bookbinding, 
^100. 19s. 2d. The printing account of the Bridge House Estate 
amounts to £63. 13s., and the outlay for advertisements amounts to 

£t59- 13s- Messrs. Skipper & East’s account for printing in connec¬ 
tion with the coal duties amounts to £45. 16s. 7d., while £150 has 
been similarly spent with other firms. The sum of £103. 14s. 4d. has 
been laid out for printing and stationery in connection with the Free¬ 
man’s Orphan School. The expenditure of the City of London Court 
in printing totals up to £377, while the amount expended in the 
Chamberlain’s office for account-books and stationery was £350. 

Paper Flowers in China.—One of the most interesting things 
to see in China is the daily flower-fair in a certain street in Pekin. 
Stretching along the narrow street for more than a half a mile is a 
grand exposition of pith paper and silk flowers. Foreigners stand 
fascinated before the stands, watching the skill of the flower-makers. 
Each one is provided with an assortment of pincers, some wire, a pot 
of glue, knives, and some pith paper of many hues. In a short time, 
while his deft fingers move with bewildering rapidity, he will counter¬ 
feit the dahlia, aster, rose, or whatever real flower lies before him for 
a model. His skill in cutting leaf, calyx, and petals is equalled only 
by his marvellous eye for delicate differences of tint. Here the ped¬ 
lars get their supplies for the day. It is astonishing to see how fond 
the people are of those beautiful counterfeits of Nature. The Chinese 
women wear no bonnets or hats, but do their hair up in elaborate 
fashions, and wear flowers instead. In some parts of the kingdom 
you may know if a woman be maid, widow, or matron, by the colour 
of the flowers she wears in her hair. The parasol, where the women 
wear no hats, is of course an indispensable article for an out-door ex¬ 
cursion ; and the whole family of parasols and umbrellas in China is 
a marvel. They are generally made of silk or paper, and are often 
chejs d'oeuvre of art.—American Paper Trade. 

Bible Revision.—Next year, the 500th anniversary of Wycliffe’s 
translation of the Bible, will probably see the version of the New 
Testament and a considerable part of the Old published by the Uni¬ 
versity Presses as passed by the Committee of the Canterbury Convo¬ 
cation appointed in 1870. The fifty-two members of the two Companies 
have sat for six hours on five days every three weeks, excepting in the 
vacation, without any remuneration. The late Bishop of Winchester 
was at first the nominal chairman, but the Bishop of Gloucester and 
Bristol was always practically the chairman, as he has been since 1873 
nominally, and he only missed four sessions. Few people, however, 
are aware that the Committee appointed a corresponding body in 
America, consisting of twenty-seven scholars, who have been in constant 
communication with their English colleagues. The labours of the two 
have been reciprocally exchanged, and the endeavour has been to 
harmonize the respective views at the final revision. The American 
Committee in an address recently issued have published the rules which 
have guided the Committees in their deliberations on both sides the 
Atlantic. One of these rules was to introduce as few alterations as 
possible into the text of the Authorized Version consistently with faith¬ 
fulness ; and another to revise the headings of chapters, pages, para¬ 
graphs, italics, and punctuation. 

Mistaken Economy.—Stationers were until lately allowed by the 
Commissioners of Inland Revenue ij per cent, on the stamps which 
they purchase for sale, and the discount on the stamps issued for the 
Chancery and Common Law Division amounts to about ,£5,000 a year. 
This discount is no longer allowed, and solicitors are loud in their 
complaints at the regulation which compels them to wait their turn at 
the head office in the Royal Courts of Justice. Another saving, equally 
mistaken in character, is to be effected in the annual grant to the 
British Museum. Mr. Lowe, who, as a trustee, is well-informed on 
the subject, mentioned at a meeting that £3,000 have been taken off 
the annual grant to that institution. Surely a country like England 
need not begrudge the £25,000 annually spent in new acquisitions and 
purchases of rare books and other treasures. No one can look down 
our national balance-sheet without being struck by the fact that there 
are many other items which might be lopped off wholly or in part 
rather than the Museum grant. The late Sir Anthony Panizzi and his 
successors have had no little trouble in inducing Parliament to put our 
National Library on a creditable footing, and to now cut down the 
expenditure is reversing the policy of the last quarter of a century. 
Surely Lord Beaconsfield has not adopted Cobbett’s views about 
“public money being wasted at the old curiosity-shop in Great 
Russell-street.” 

Autographs in the National Portrait-Gallery.—Since the 
year 1873, when original letters as specimens of handwriting in con¬ 
nection with portraiture were first exhibited in this gallery, a con¬ 
siderable number of very valuable autographs have been received. 
Although many of them possess great historical as well as literary 
interest, they are exclusively donations, since the trustees do not consider 
themselves warranted to appropriate any part of the fund annually 
placed at their disposal for the purchase of any object beyond direct 
portraiture, either painting, sculpture, drawing, or engraving. In 
their lately-published report the trustees mention that among the 
autographs which have been added to the gallery during the year they 
particularly wish to notify two which were presented in February last 
by Earl Stanhope, and which, as connected with the foundation of the 
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gallery, have been specially framed and placed under the portrait of 
the Prince Consort. One is the draft of a letter addressed February 
27, 1856, by Earl Stanhope, P.S.A., to the Prince Consort prepara¬ 
tory to the foundation of the National Portrait-Gallery, and the other 
his Royal Highness’s letter in reply, expressing his entire concurrence 
in the scheme, and promising to give it any assistance that might 
be thought advisable. Another contribution of considerable interest, 
presented also by Earl Stanhope, is a manuscript page of his father’s 
“ History of England,” written when Lord Mahon, in 1836. 

Quaker Printers’ Proverbs.—A curious collection of Quaker 
printers’ proverbs comes to us from across the Atlantic, says the 
Graphic:—“Never send an article for publication without giving the 
editor thy name, for thy name oftentimes secures publication to worth¬ 
less articles.—Thou shouldst not rap at the door of a printing-office ; 
for he that answereth the rap sneereth in his sleeve and loseth time.— 
Neither do thou loaf about, nor knock down type, or the boys will 
love thee as they do the shade trees—when thou leavest.—Thou 
shouldst never read the copy on the printer’s case, or the sharp and 
hooked container thereof, or he may knock thee down.—Never inquire 
of the editor for news, for behold it is his business to give it to thee at 
the appointed time without asking for it.—It is not right that thou 
shouldst ask him who is the author of an article, for it is his duty to 
keep such things unto himself.—When thou dost enter his office, take 
heed unto thyself that thou dost not look at what concerns thee not, 
for that is not meet in the sight of good-breeding.—Neither examine 
thou the proof-sheet, for it is not ready to meet thine eye, that thou 
mayest understand.—Thou shouldst not delude thyself with the thought 
that thou hast saved a few cents when thou hast secured a dead-head 
copy of his paper ; for whilst the printer may smile and say it’s all 
right, he’ll never forget thy meanness.” 

Improvement in Paper-Making from Wood.—If wood be 
brought on the shredding apparatus without previous removal of the 
resinous matters it contains it yields a short-fibred material, which can 
only be made into paper by the addition of a considerable proportion 
of rags. The resin may, it is true, be got rid of by eight or ten hours’ 
steaming, and the fibres are then of fair length, but they acquire so deep 
a brown tint in the process that they can only be applied to the manu¬ 
facture of dark-coloured paper. No attempts to decolourise them have 
as yet met with success, either because the tenacity of the fibre is 
destroyed, or because the processes adopted have been too expensive 
to be remunerative. Herr H. Kaempe, of Pohla, in Saxony, has 
patented a method of extracting the resins without colouring the fibre. 
He exposes the fresh-barked wood in closed vessels to the action of 
steam under four or five atmospheres for ij or 2 hours, and at the 
end of that time he rapidly lets off the steam from above and below 
simultaneously, and introduces hot water under a similar pressure. In 
this the wood is boiled for 8 hours, when the water is quickly let off, 
and a fresh supply introduced at boiling heat, which is left to cool down 
gradually. The fibres of wood thus treated are alleged to be perfectly 
free from resinous matter, they retain their normal length and tenacity, 
and have scarcely a tinge of colour. The possible success of some 
such plan as this was pointed out by Dr. Ch. Winckler about ten 
years ago. 

The Lord Mayor and his Workpeople. — Immediately after 
he had taken the usual obligations of his office the Lord Mayor was 
presented in the Guildhall Library with a congratulatory address on 
behalf of the workpeople in his employment. The address, which 
was illuminated and enclosed in a casket, was read by Mr. William 
Cornell, and was in the following terms:—“We, the employes of 
Messrs. James Truscott & Son, desire to offer you our hearty con¬ 
gratulations on becoming Lord Mayor of the City of London, and to 
express the pride and pleasure we feel at the head of our firm, and a 
son of its founder, attaining to the high position of chief magistrate of 
the first city in the world. We trust that your year of office will be 
marked with the advancement of such wise and benevolent deeds as 
shall make it memorable, and that the members of your house will 
always maintain the illustrious position it has now gained.” Sir 
Francis Truscott, in acknowledging the address, said he had received 
from many private friends every possible kindness during the last few 
months, and also much kindness from public bodies ; but of all the 
tributes of affection of which he had been the object this was the 
greatest, proceeding, as it did, from his own employes, many of whom 
he had known from childhood, and many of whom had served him for 
forty years and more. He regarded the presentation of the address as 
an honour second only to the Mayoralty itself, and he expressed his 
heartfelt thanks to all those from whom it had proceeded.” 

Gifts to Poor Printers.—An election of pensioners to the 
different gifts of which the Stationers’ Company are trustees was held 
on the 4th inst. at their Hall. Sir Francis Truscott presided. There 
were seven applicants for the two vacancies in Davis’s gift of ^18 per 
annum. The two elected were Joseph Matthews and Thomas Murphy, 
both compositors. With a single exception all the other applicants 
were already in the enjoyment of minor gifts. For the three vacancies 

in Bowyer’s gift of ^15 per annum there were thirty-six applicants. 
Those elected were :—James Fogarty, aged 82 ; Robert Mitchell, 72 ; 
and Edward Pheby, 79. Five of the unsuccessful ones (namely, Charles 
Barber, 69 ; Charles Berry, 73 ; William Cranwell, 73 ; Thomas P. 
Farrar, 75 ; and Julius A. Karger, 75, all compositors) were appointed 
to Blackwell’s gift of £5 per annum. The vacancy in the Dilly gift 
of ;£io. I os. per annum was filled up by the election of Sarah Marchetti. 
For Hansard’s gift of £ 4. 10s. and Johnson’s of £10. 103. there were 
no applicants. John H. Adams, 64, and William A. Jones, 64, both 
compositors, were elected to Strahan’s gift of £3. 12s. iod. per 
annum; the former having in addition, Alderman Wright’s gift of 
£2. 2s. bestowed upon him, and the latter the Company’s pension of 
£4 per annum. There were nine vacancies in the last-mentioned 
fund, only six of which were filled up ; those elected being in addition 
to the one just named :—W. J. Beeson, 74 ; Thomas Kennett, 74 ; 
J. T. Mason, 71, all compositors; John Wray, 58, pressman; and 
Sarah Pulleyn. Altogether nine vacancies remained open for want of 
applicants. 

Importation of Foreign Reprints.—A lively discussion has 
lately been carried on in one of the literary journals on the subject of 
the sale of reprints of copyright books in this country. It is alleged 
that the evil is much greater than is generally supposed. A second¬ 
hand bookseller is said to buy Tauchnitz editions of English books 
systematically, and to retail them in a wholesale fashion. The imports 
of United States reprints are also increasing, this being done with 
almost perfect impunity, notwithstanding that it is contrary to law. 
Before long the question is to be brought before the Government, with 
a view to stringent orders being issued for the observance of the law. 
So far as Baron Tauchnitz is concerned, he certainly does his best to 
discountenance the importation of reprints into this country, and a 
warning to that effect is printed on the wrappers of English copyright 
books published by him. Be it also remembered that he was in the 
habit of paying liberally those English authors whose works he 
reprinted long before there was any international obligation to that 
effect. There is, however, another point which seems to have been 
left out of consideration in the recent discussions. Baron Tauchnitz 
occasionally presents English authors with a greater or less edition of 
their works printed at his Leipsic press. When, for example, John 
Forster’s “Life of Oliver Goldsmith” was issued in the Tauchnitz 
series in 1871, 500 copies of the work were presented to the author for 
publication over here. And Mr. Forster at the time expressed his 
“grateful appreciation of that gift,” and enlarged upon the “singular 
and faultless accuracy ” of the printing. 

L’Art.—The enterprising management of L' Art has so accustomed 
us to look for excellence in every department of their publication, that 
we have sometimes a fear to look through the last volume lest it should 
not come up to the standard we have taught ourselves to expect. As a 
matter of course painting and sculpture at this year’s Salon are promi¬ 
nent. The portraits of Victor Hugo and Dr. Dollinger have been 
chosen for engraving, and are very well rendered. Under the heading, 
“ De la Decoration appliquee aux Edifices,” the late M. Eug. E. Viollet- 
le-Duc has contributed a series of articles, profusely illustrated by ex¬ 
amples from Asiatic, African, and European architecture. Although 
not strictly within the province of this journal, we cannot resist giving 
a short quotation from the introduction to his treatise. He says, “the 
phrase, the Decorative Art, appears to him to be false from 
every point of view. What is meant by it ? Where do the decorative 
arts begin and where do they end ? Are the metopes of the Parthenon 
decorative art? . . . . Does a work of art cease to be decorative when 
it is isolated, such as a painting or a statue, the destination of which 
is not known beforehand, and can be put anywhere? .... Michel¬ 
angelo, the artists of the Middle Ages, and those of ancient Greece, 
would certainly have been astonished if any one had ventured to speak 
to them of decorative art .... ; but then these artists had not the 
good fortune to live under the regime of academies ! ” The recent 
death of this eminent architect is very feelingly touched upon by our 
contemporary, to whose pages the last article he ever wrote was con¬ 
tributed, and from which we have taken the above short extract. The 
exhibition at the Grosvenor Gallery is ably treated by Mr. Comyns 
Carr. 

Gagging the Press.—Shortly after the invention of the mystic art, 
the vicar of Croydon in a sermon preached by him at St. Paul's Cross, 
exclaimed, “We must root out printing, or printing will root us out.” 
Some such feeling seems to have taken possession of the Indian 
Government, for its dealings with the Special Correspondents in 
Afghanistan seem to have for their object the extermination of that 
genus, if necessary by shot and powder. Let anyone peruse the follow¬ 
ing rules issued for the guidance of editors and correspondents in the 
field, and say whether even any ukase of Peter the Great could have 
exceeded it in its harsh and coercive nature. According to the rules 
correspondents are forbidden to act without a license, toemploy cipher, 
foreign language or any means of communication under their own 
control or telegraph, or postal officers, beyond military jurisdiction, or 
railway officials or other conveyance for letters. Correspondents are 
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subjected to the Mutiny Act, and are required to wear a distinctive 
badge. For a breach of rules they may be deprived of their license, 
punished by military law, and expelled. If expelled, the newspaper 
employing them is debarred from appointing a substitute. A military 
staff officer will be appointed censor, and may require telegrams and 
letters to be sent through him, and he may stop or alter both. 
Numerous other rules have been made, and both combatants and non- 
combatants are affected. The “paper bullets of the brain,” are thus 
to be counteracted by those of lead, and all this is to be done by a 
country that has thus far prided herself with justice upon the liberty of 
her press. If things go on at this rate we shall before long have 
another Roger l’Estrange on the Censorial throne, and we shall need 
a modern Milton to plead for liberty of the Press. 

Professor Morley on Modern Newspapers.—In the course of 
a lecture on “Newspapers, Ancient and Modern,” delivered on the 
25th ult., at the College for Men and Women, Queen-square, Blooms¬ 
bury, Professor Henry Morley said that after the abolition of the stamp 
and paper duties there was great diversity of opinion as to whether 
this would not open the way to a kind of enterprise- that would lower 
the tone of society. He confessed that at the time he did not have a 
hopeful view ; but he was wrong, and experience had now taught him 
far different. Penny newspapers of the highest class were daily pro¬ 
duced, and had a large circulation. They could maintain correspondents 
of the highest character in all parts of the world, and the best intellects 
that money could buy were pressed into their service. This was a 
great advantage for the education of the people. There was, however, 
much in the newspaper world'that they might well wish away; but 
did they wish away that which represented society or that in society 
which created certain features in the newspaper world ? It was of no 
use to break the mirror because they did not like the look of their nose. 
The newspaper was the mirror of English society, and some parts of it 
fulfilled the functions that they wished away. “Society journals,” or 
whatever name they liked to give them, they did not wish away so long 
as they kept within bounds, for they reflected society as it was. If the 
paper was got rid of, the evil would be there and unknown ; but it 
showed the reflection, and they were thus able to see that they were 
not so perfect as they might be. Novels were in circulation in society 
that were more indecent than the works of Fielding. In Fielding’s 
novels these elements were shown with the purest purpose, and his 
works were purity itself compared with those that were to be found in 
the drawing-rooms of the aristocracy, and he trusted his hearers would 
not encourage the publication of these by purchasing them. 

Export of Type and Printing Materials.—The following 
goods have been shipped from the metropolis to foreign ports since the 
date of our last issue. The place of destination is in each case printed 
in italic \-Algoa Bay—Freeland, J. & A. B., £241 type. Auckland 
—Fleming, A. B. & Co., £68 printing ink; Pitt & Scott, £51 
printing materials. Bombay—Bell, Brandenberg & Co., £25 printing 
ink; Johnson, W. J., £370 printing machinery, 14c. printing ink; 
Wilkinson, Cowley & Co., £76 printing machine. Boston—Royle A. 
& Willan, £45 printing materials. Brussels—Parsons, Fletcher & Co., 
£34 printing ink. Buenos Ayres—Figgins, V. &J., £65 printing 
materials. Calcutta—Fleming, A. B. & Co., £15 printing ink; Ledger, 
Smith & Co., £9 type. Colombo—Freeland, J. & A. B., £137 
printing materials. Constantinople—Westcott & Laurence, .£15 
printing apparatus. Gothenberg—-Durable Printers’ Roller Co., £18 
compo. Llambro—Parsons, Fletcher & Co., £11 roller compo. 
Hobart Town—'Woodfield, J. S.r £9 type. Madras—Figgins, V. & 
J., £l9 printing materials; Gladding, J., ,£100 type; Spicer Brs., 
£21 printing ink. Ostend—Salmon, C. J., £23 printing materials; 
£10 printing materials. Otago—Sands, R. & Son, £11 printing 
materials. Port Natal—-Royle & Willan, £52 printing materials. 
Port Phillip—Connell, Fish & Co., £176 printing materials ; Figgins, 
V. & J., £35 printing materials ; Forwood, Bros., £313 printing 
materials'; Gordon & Gotch, £76 printing presses and materials; 
Head, H., & Co., £40 type ; Royle & Willan, £85 printing materials ; 
Sands, R., & Son, £40 bookbinders’ cloth. Santander—Bishop & 
Co., 1,296 yds. bookbinders’ cloth. Singapore—Figgins, V. & J., £47 
printing ■ materials. Sydney—Figgins, V. & J., £1,000 printing 
materials ; Freeland, J. & A. B., £380 type ; Head, Ii. & Co., £300 
printing materials ; Pitt & Scott, £360 printing ink; Sands, R., & 
Son, 49 pcs. • bookbinders’ cloth. Wellington—Forwood, Bros., & 
Co., £313 printing materials. 

Cheerful Obituary Notices.—Readers of Max Adeler’s works 
may remember a scene in which Colonel Bangs of the Morning Argus 
instructs his new sub as to the way in which verses to accompany obituary 
'notices are to be composed. “ Do not mourn over the departed,” was 
his injunction, “but rather take a joyous view of death.” The amus¬ 
ing extent to which Mr. Slimmer took this advice to heart, and the 

•scrapes into which he brought his chief are well known. The composi¬ 
tor to whom the following incident relates would seem to be a descend- 
'arif’of' Mr. Slimmer; he, like his prototype, takes a cheerful view of 
'death.' There was a compositor not only discharged from the San Jose 
'(California) Herald the other day, but also fired down four flights of 
stairs'by the infuriated foreman of that admirable journal. It seems 

that the typo was requested to “ liven up ” a certain speech delivered 
at the Working Men’s State Convention held in that town, with the 
usual marks in parenthesis. The “jour,” who was carrying a little more 
beer than was necessary, just then got hold of the wrong proceedings 
causing the eloquent resolutions of Mr. Van Arman, referring to the death 
of a member, to read something like this:—“ Whereas, it has pleased 
Divine Providence to remove from our midst our beloved comrade, 
Azariah M’Muck—(loud applause)—who has been cut off in the flower of 
his usefulness—(laughter) —and promise, it is resolved—That we tender 
to his bereaved family—(cheers)—and friends our sincere sympathy in 
this their hour of affliction—(cries of ‘ Put him out,’ and 1 Order ’)—and 
assure them while we humbly bow to the will of—(a voice—‘ Three 
cheers for Kearney ’)—heaven, lament our departed brother—(roars of 
laughter)—a fellow-citizen of enlightened mind, statesmanlike views— 
(cries of ‘ Oh, shut up ! Let’s adjourn ! ’)—and broad and generous 
sympathy for his kind. (Terrific cheers.) He is not lost, but gone 
before. (Derisive cries of, ‘ Oh, cheese it,’ and continued laughter, See.) 
The M’Muck widow is hunting for that unfortunate printer yet, and 
cherishes the conviction that he is still hiding in the hills. The “ in¬ 
telligent compositor ” would thus seem to be still abroad in more senses 
than one. 

Prize Competition for Printers and Lithographers.— 

As in previous years, Mr. C. Goodall has again offered a series of 
prizes open for competition to letterpress and lithographic printers. 
Three prizes of £2. 103., £1. 10s., and£i respectively are offered for 
an essay on the following subject:—-“What is the Education most 
suitable for a youth intending to follow the arts of Printing, Engraving, 
Lithography, or Bookbinding, and how can an Apprentice best qualify 
himself to become a successful man of business?” This essay may be 
illustrated by reference to successful printers, lithographers, engravers, 
and bookbinders. Persons of any age connected with the trades are 
invited to compete. A prize of £5 is offered to designers, litho¬ 
graphic artists, and engravers for the best set of drawings, four in 
number, illustrating “ Pascal the Pilgrim;” the author of the second- 
best set is to receive £2. 103. The designs for the first and second 
prizes must each contain one drawing illustrating the scene described 
in chapter I., paragraphs 1, 2, and 3. For the best single drawing 
illustrating “ Pascal the Pilgrim,” a prize of£i. 5s. is offered. The 
drawings of the first and second prize-takers will be excluded from 
competing for this prize. All the designs are to be foolscap 8vo. The 
competition on the following subjects is limited to persons under 
twenty-one years of age actually employed in the respective trades ; 
a first prize of £1. is., and a second one of 10s. 6d., are offered in 
each instance. To Letterpress Printers.—For the best sample of Plain 
or Ornamental Printing, from matter to be supplied by the Committee, 
£1. is. To Lithographic Artists.—For the best sample of Lettering 
or Writing, from matter to be supplied by the Committee, designed 
and drawn on stone by the exhibitor. For the best sample of Illumi¬ 
nation, suitable for an address or reward-card, from matter to be sup¬ 
plied by the Committee, designed and drawn by the exhibitor. To 
Engravers on Copper.—For the best sample of Work, drawn and 
engraved by the exhibitor, from matter to be supplied by the Com¬ 
mittee. To Lithographic Printers.—For the best samples of Colour- 
work, printed by the exhibitor either by hand or machine. To Book¬ 
binders.—For the best sample of Reading Work or Stationery Binding 
forwarded and finished complete by the exhibitor. Competitors must 
have been members for three months of some Mechanics’ Institute. 
The works have to be sent in by the 19th of next April. Mr. John 
Hamer (of Messrs. Cassell, Petter, Galpin & Co.), who has hitherto 
kindly acted as examiner, reported very highly on the work submitted 
to him last year, and we can but hope that this year’s competition 
will show results in no way inferior. 

The Welsh Press formed one of the subjects discussed at the 
Church Congress held last month at Swansea. In the course of a 
paper read by the Rev. Dr. Williams, he said that Wales owed its 
first book to Sir Price, of the Priory, Brecon. It was published in 
London in 1546, and contained the Lord’s Prayer, the Ten Command¬ 
ments, and religious exercises. During the succeeding forty years 
fifty volumes, also published in London, appeared. In 1588 appeared 
Dr. Morgan’s Welsh translation of the Bible, which was distributed 
among eight hundred parish churches. The Rev. Dr. Parry subse¬ 
quently published and distributed a Bible in Welsh, 8,000 copies of 
which were sold in a year at a guinea each. Then, again, more than 
a million Bibles in the Welsh tongue were circulated in Wales by the 
British and Foreign Bible Society, which was established by a Welsh¬ 
man.* The first Welsh book published in Wales appeared in 
Cardiganshire in the year 1770; the first Welsh magazine was pub¬ 
lished in 1770, and each was published for the purpose of advancing 
the principles of Nonconformity. They had now translations of the 

* It was indeed the scarcity of Welsh Bibles that led to the esta¬ 
blishment of the Bible Society, and the clergyman alluded to above 
was the Rev. Thomas Charles, who, in 1803 proposed to raise by 
voluntary subscriptions a sufficient sum to print an edition of Welsh 
Bibles.—Ed. P. T. & L. 
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classics, and of the best English authors, and also a Welsh Encyclo¬ 
paedia in ten volumes. There were in the United Kingdom 1,924 
newspapers and 860 periodicals ; of these there were 62 newspapers in 
Wales and 23 periodicals. England, with a population fourteen times 
as large as Wales, had only thirteen times as many newspapers, and 
hardly seven times as many periodicals. In periodicals Wales had 
twice as many as England in proportion to the population, one and a 
half times as many as Scotland, and four times as many as Ireland. 
If they looked to religious publications, England had 24, Scotland 23, 
Ireland 10, and Wales 15. For less than a million of Welsh readers 
of the entire publications in Wales, the Nonconformists had 16 
monthlies and 10 weeklies. Out of 32 Welsh publications the Church 
boasted one weekly and three monthlies. After the subject had been 
debated at some length, a suggestion was thrown out by Archdeacon 
Smart to start a newspaper—not exclusively religious—in the vernacular 
tongue. He held that if established by a joint-stock company with 
small shares, a commercial interest in such a paper would be created 
far and wide. In the end a committee was appointed to consider the 
tangibility of the scheme. For our own part, we have little faith in 
clerical administration of newspapers, and still less in joint-stock enter¬ 
prises of that description. However, we shall see. 

New Journals, Press Changes, &c.—The first number of the 
Tournalist, a monthly phonographic magazine, has been issued. It is 
produced in shorthand characters by the aid of lithography. The 
price is sixpence, and the publishing-office is at 107, Fleet-street.- 
The Girls' World is the title of a new penny weekly, started by 
Mr. J. W. Allingham, of Farringdon-street.-A penny weekly Army 
and Navy organ has been announced under the title of York House 
Papers.-The Committee of the Sunday School Union purpose 
bringing out their present serial, Ki/id Words, as a penny weekly for 
boys and girls under the title of Young England. The first number 
will be ready before Christmas.-The A jitiquary is the title of a new 
monthly magazine which is to be published by Mr. Elliot Stock early 
in December. It is to be devoted to such subjects as folk-lore, numis¬ 
matics, early voyages, bibliography, early printing, &c., and is to be 
edited by Mr. Edward Walford.-Anew North London local paper, 
entitled the Seven Sisters' and Finsbury Park Journal, is announced 
for publication on the 20th inst. The new venture is to be brought 
out by the proprietor of the Hampstead and Highgate Express.- 
Messrs. Griffith & Farran announce for the new year a penny weekly 
serial for boys under the title of the Union Jack, to be edited by 
Mr. W. H. G. Kingston.-Walter Pelham's Illustrated Paper has 
been enlarged.-The Pictorial World has resumed its original price 
of threepence.-The Academy picture by Mr. F. FIoll, A.R.A., 
entitled “The Daughter of the House,” and now forming part of the 
winter exhibition at the Fine Art Gallery of Mr. Arthur Tooth, in the 
Haymarket, has been purchased by the proprietors of the Illustrated 
London News for their coloured Christmas supplement.-The com¬ 
mittee appointed to look out for a successor to Dr. Stevenson in the 
pastorate of St. George’s, Edinburgh, have agreed to recommend to 
the congregation the election of Dr. Donald McLeod, Park Church, 
Glasgow, brother of the late Dr. Norman McLeod, and who succeeded 
that eminent minister in the editorship of Good Words. Dr. McLeod 
is understood to have expressed his willingness to accept the charge. 
-Mr. J. A. Scott, editor of the Dublin Evening Mail, and for many 
years part-proprietor of that journal, has undertaken the literary 
management of the Irish Times. 

The Indian Press Commission.—The native Press of India is 
comparatively impotent. Out of a total population of 400,000,000 
souls it has been authoritatively stated that there are not 100,000 sub¬ 
scribers to native journals ; the highest circulation of any local print 
being estimated at 1,600 copies, while in many cases the average is 
believed not to exceed fifty. The Indian Government has nevertheless 
been led to think that this weak Press was to be feared. Hence the 
Native Press Act of last session. In recently discussing its operation 
the Times says :—The Indian Press Commission is a small but useful 
department of the Government of India, which has charge of all official 
relations with the Indian Press, both native and English. There are 
in India at present about 200 newspapers published in the various ver¬ 
nacular languages—chiefly in Bengali, Urdu, Marathi, Gujarati, Tamil, 
and Telugu. There are also nearly twenty journals published in Eng¬ 
lish, of which the chief are those of Calcutta, Bombay, Madras, Alla¬ 
habad, and Lahore. By far the most important part of the Press Com¬ 
missioner’s duties is that which is concerned with the vernacular Press ; 
both because of its greater extent and because Act 9 of 1878 entailed 
on the Indian executive authorities certain definite responsibilities with 
regard to the vernacular Press, and the Press Commissioner is the official 
primarily charged with these responsibilities. The office was estab¬ 
lished simultaneously with the passing of the Act after sundry tentative 
efforts in the same direction. It was evidently designed for the two¬ 
fold purpose, first, of enabling the Government rightly and fairly to 
superintend the working of the law ; and secondly, of affording to the 
native Press all possible facilities for obtaining trustworthy information 
about public affairs, and thereby anticipating and obviating all excuses 
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that might have been offered for misconduct on the ground of ignorance. 
The Commissioner is the responsible adviser of the Government of 
India in its dealings with the native Press under the new law. The 
Press Commissioner is, secondly, the “vakil,” or representative and 
advocate of the Press with the Government, and the referee to whom 
may be addressed all inquiries and the statement of all wishes or com¬ 
plaints. The third part of the Indian Press Commissioner’s duties 
relates to the small but highly important and valuable section of the 
Indian Press that is published in English. With reference to this 
portion of the Press, the responsibilities of the Government are lighter, 
as it is affected by no special legislation ; and so the Commissioner’s 
duty in relation to it is confined to that of affording it the same facilities 
as are accorded to the vernacular Press. The department is subordi¬ 
nated to both the Foreign and the Home Departments of the 
Government of India, the Press Commissioner himself being graded 
as a political officer. Its total cost is stated at ^4,000 per annum. 

American Book and Newspaper Folding-Machines.—Messrs. 
Chambers, Bros., & Co., have recently issued a complete catalogue 
and price-list of their book and newspaper folding-machines, and other 
printers’ and binders’ machinery. It is a neat octavo volume of about 
80 pages, illustrated with heliotypes of the different kinds of apparatus 
described; a view of the iron foundry and machine works in Fifty- 
second-street, Philadelphia, forming the frontispiece. In the preface 
it is stated that the firm has laboured twenty-five years to perfect their 
inventions. There are various classes of folding-machines described. 
The “plain book-folders,” fold accurately to register, without cutting, 
insetting, or pasting. These make one, two, three, and four folds, 
thus producing sections of four, eight, sixteen, and thirty-two pages. 
Other machines fold from 1,000 to 1,500 signatures of twenty-four 
pages per hour, cutting off the inset and insetting as by hand ; cutting 
the heads straight and square. It is claimed that their folding is 
better than it is possible to effect by hand, and at a cost of one-fifth. 
They have the power of rejecting imperfections. Some machines work 
two or more signatures at once, in order to fold a number of smaller 
sheets, when printed together on a large sheet, without the expense of 
cutting up by hand. They fold each piece, copy, or signature, 
separately. They take a sheet, cut it a number of times, and fold 
every signature in accurate register, depositing each in separate 
packing-troughs. They do the work of eight to ten persons. Folding 
and pasting-machines form another development of the invention. 
These do work that has never been done before even by hand, and are 
said to have created a new want altogether. The American religious 
journals are now nearly all made up so as to read like a book ; the 
pages being comparatively small, the leaves are cut and pasted at the 
back. For instance, the sixteen-page “Paster” will fold and paste 
from 1,000 to 1,200 signatures per hour accurately to register, and 
paste the whole together at the back in a neat and substantial maimer, 
thus altogether saving the stitching. They will also fold and paste 
two copies of eight pages each, working them as sixteens, when 
properly imposed, pasting the eight pages of each section so that they 
may be separated when trimmed. A further development consists of 
folding, pasting, and covering machines, which perform all these 
several operations, and produce at each revolution a pamphlet ready to 
be trimmed. Messrs. Chambers make also fast rotary newspaper 
folding-machines, and folders to be attached to ordinary cylinder 
machines. Their catalogue demonstrates the large amount of ingenuity 
expended on this class of appliance, which, in fact, threatens to 
supersede hand labour altogether. In this country we are prevented 
by an absurd post-office regulation from fastening together the sheets 
of periodicals intended for transmission at newspaper rates. When this 
vexatious and ridiculous requirement is abrogated, no doubt many 
printers and proprietors will begin to consider the expediency of 
adopting machinery of the character devised and manufactured by this 
eminent Philadelphia firm of engineers. 

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE, 

A Modern Censor of Morals.—Mr. Philpott, stationer, of 
King William-street, was charged before the late Lord Mayor at the 
Mansion Plouse on the 23rd ult. with exposing in his window a photo¬ 
graph of a Zulu man and woman in a semi-nude condition. The 
defendant urged that he had no idea the photograph was indecent; 
and it was stated on his behalf that he had withdrawn it from sale 
and was willing to hand over the entire stock to the police. The parti¬ 
cular photograph in respect of which the summons was issued had, it 
was stated, been purchased from the London Stereoscopic Company, 
of which Alderman Nottage was part-proprietor. The Lord Mayor 
observed that anyone, whether an alderman or not, should be ashamed 
to make profit out of such stuff, and intimated his intention to probe 
the matter to the bottom, and with that view adjourned the case. At 
the second hearing, however, he dismissed the summons on Mr. Philpott 
promising that he would not again exhibit the photographs in question. 
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An exciting scene followed. Mr. Montagu Williams wished to speak 
on behalf of the London Stereoscopic Company, but the Lord Mayor 
refused to hear him. Alderman Nottage insisted upon his right as a 
magistrate to be heard, but the Lord Mayor refused, and left the court 
amidst hisses and uproar. The scene that followed need not be 
described, suffice it to say Sir C. Whetham did his best to re-enact for 
the benefit of those in court the part of Mr. Nupkins, the Mayor of 
Ipswich. It is right to add that the photograph which was the 
subject of the charge was that of two women, and not of a man and 
woman, and it was proved not to be indecent. 

Gutter Literature.—On the 25th ult., at the Central Criminal 
Court Adolphus Rosenberg, publisher of a scurrilous print named 
Town Talk, was put on his trial for publishing defamatory libels on 
Mrs. Langtry and Mrs. Cornwallis West. In the course of the trial 
reference was made to the exhibition of photographs, and it was stated 
that the copyright of photographs is in the photographer, and that the 
only way to stop their publication and sale was to purchase the negative 
itself. The prisoner was found guilty of the full offence in both cases, 
and the printers of the paper were also convicted. In passing sentence, 
Justice Hawkins recapitulated the history of the libels which the de¬ 
fendant had invented and published, and said that he had been guilty 
of a cruel and wicked act for sordid purposes. The libels were as 
atrocious as any that had come before the Court, and it was time that 
the law interposed to suppress publications which pandered to filthy 
appetites. Rosenberg was sentenced to eighteen months’ imprison¬ 
ment, while Messrs. Head & Mark, the printers of the paper, were 
liberated on their own recognisances to come up. for judgment when 
called upon. It was certainly high time that the nefarious trade should 
be stopped. 

Conviction for Libel.—At the Central Criminal Court on the 
25th ult., Isaac Montgomery Gadd, proprietor of the Investigator, who 
had pleaded guilty on the previous day to publishing a libel concerning 
Colonel Croll, a director of the United Kingdom Telegraph Company, 
was sentenced to four months’ imprisonment. The Recorder said 
that he thought it was very probable that the defendant had been made 
a dupe by another person, otherwise he should have passed a more 
severe sentence. 

Action for Libel.—At the Guildhall police-court on the nth inst. 
Mr. W. J. Morgan, managing director, and Mr. J. S. Tomkins, secre¬ 
tary, of the Charing-cross Publishing Company, were summoned by 
Mr. William Leader for publishing a defamatory libel of him in a 
circular issued to the shareholders of the company. Sir R. W. Carden 
said it was a case for a jury, and he should commit for trial. The 
defendants were admitted to bail in sureties of £100 each and them¬ 
selves in ,/jioo each. 

Disputed Liability for Advertisements—“ The Licensed 

Victualler’s Guardian” v. Dormer.—This case was heard last 
month in the Lord Mayor’s Court. Mr. Wildey Wright, instructed by 
Mr. Morris, appeared for plaintiffs, who sued to recover £11. 15s. 6d. 
for advertisements inserted with regard to a laundry of which defendant 
is manager. Mr. Proudfoot, instructed by Mr. Hands, appeared for 
defendant. Mr. II. B. Shield, editor, proved the order for the adver¬ 
tisements, and Mr. Wells, the publisher, stated that frequent applica¬ 
tions for payment had been made.—The defence was that the orders 
had been given for Wyld & Co. (Limited), who were the parties liable. 
Mr. Wildey Wright said he did not know who Wyld & Co. were, 
and no evidence of the company’s existence being produced, a verdict 
was given for the plaintiffs. 

Obey Your Orders.—Schreider v. Lane.—The plaintiffs, who 
are stationers in St. Mary-axe, sued the defendant, Mr. George H. 
Lane, Leadenhall-street, in the City of London Court for non-payment 
of 16s. 6d., for work done. An order was given for binding five 
volumes of music. When finished and taken to the defendant he 
refused to accept the books, and the plaintiffs then agreed to rebind 
the volumes in any other way that defendant would suggest. The 
latter now said that he wanted to have the volumes bound in one, 
which had not been done. The plaintiffs’ manager alleged that if that 
were done it would make the volume unwieldy and almost unportable. 
Verdict for the plaintiffs for 13s. 6d., his Honour deducting 3s. for one 
volume which had not been bound in accordance with defendant’s order. 

Liability of Editors.—Marx v. Emmens.—In the City of Lon¬ 
don Court on the 14th ult., Mr. G. W. Marx, a wood-engraver, sued 
Dr. Emmens, editor of a paper called Erasl, and afterwards of Art 
Work, {or £14. 13s. 6d. for work done according to orders. Mr. F. 
Low appeared for plaintiff, and Mr. Rose Iniies, barrister, who had 
been retained for defendant, was represented by a friend who held his 
brief, and who said that Dr. Emmens had never given instructions for 
the work. The whole of the items of the claim were for work done 
for a company whose servant Dr. Emmens had been. Plaintiff said 
that he had not taken instructions from Dr. Emmens but from Dr. 
Parlieu, the sub-editor. Dr. Parlieu was called and said that he had 
been sub-editor under Dr. Emmens. He had by Dr. Emmens’s direc¬ 
tions instructed plaintiff to execute a wood-block for the title of the 

paper and also to write and illustrate a series of articles on wood¬ 
engraving. The first number of the paper was printed with the plaintiff’s 
engraved title, and in it the articles in question were advertised to 
appear—no second number of the paper had been issued. Counsel 
said that the paper had belonged to the Art Work Company, which was 
a registered concern in Bond-street, Regent-street. His Honour said 
that if it were a responsible company Dr. Emmens could get his money 
from them. Counsel said that Captain Nevin, who was a member of 
the company, was present, and was ready to admit his liability. His 
Honour said that if he wished to make himself a defendant he was 
ready to hear him. Captain Oswald Bailey Nevin said he was manag¬ 
ing director and secretary of the Art Work Company (Limited). He 
had never had any connection whatever with the paper called Art Work, 
and had several times refused to have anything to do with it. He had 
often told Dr. Emmens so. Plis Honour said that from the first there 
had been no defence to the case. He must give a verdict for the plain¬ 
tiff for the whole amount claimed. Costs to be taxed by the Registrar. 

Banknote Forgery.—At the Lambeth Police-court on the 6th 
inst., Vincent Yankowski, Albert Yankowski, Maria Seymour, all 
of 29, Arlingford-road, Tulse-hill, and Tesphile Dombrowski, of 27, 
Sussex-road, Holloway, of no occupation, were charged before Mr. 
Chance with being in possession of a press, machinery, and other 
implements for the manufacture of Russian rouble notes, with a 
felonious intent. Dombrowski was further charged with uttering 107 
forged Russian rouble notes to Joseph Lowenwerth, well knowing 
them to be forged. There were some 17,000 forged rouble notes ex¬ 
hibited in court on the solicitor’s table, with copper-plates and stamp¬ 
ing machines. Mr. John Wontner prosecuted on the part of the 
Russian Government. Inspector George Greenham, of Scotland-yard, 
deposed that on the 20th ult. he received information from Lowenwerth. 
An arrangement was made to meet Dombrowski. The officer followed 
Lowenwerth, and saw him meet Dombrowski near the Nag’s Head, 
Holloway-road. When Lowenwerth returned to him (Greenham), he 
handed to him two forged rouble notes. Two .£5 Bank of England 
notes had been given to Lowenwerth, and he said he had given them 
to Dombrowski. Two more forged notes were given to Greenham, 
and a packet containing 103 forged three-rouble notes was afterwards 
taken to Scotland-yard, addressed to “Chaime Haipem.” That was 
the name Dombrowski had told Lowenwerth to adopt in his transac¬ 
tions with him, to avoid detection. The two £5 notes were stopped 
at the Bank of England, and he afterwards traced them as having been 
passed, one by Dombrowski, and the ocher by a woman who was 
engaged at the house where the other prisoner lived. Dombrowski 
was subsequently taken into custody, and after he had been removed 
to the station, Inspector Greenham, with Inspectors Dowdell and 
Marshall, proceeded to 29, Arlingford-road, Tulse-hill, where Mary 
Seymour lived. In the first-floor front room were the two other male 
prisoners, and there were appearances as of a quantity of paper having 
just been burnt. In one of the rooms on the next floor were found 
thousands of forged rouble notes, and in the adjoining one a printing- 
press and an engraved plate of a note, with other articles used in the 
manufacture of forged notes. The prisoner Vincent Yankowski said 
that the gentleman who occupied the rooms was out. Mr. Chance 
compared one of the forged notes with a genuine one. It would, no 
doubt, be difficult, he said, to detect the forgery, as the work seemed 
better executed than in the good note. Mr. Chance remanded the 
prisoners, bail being refused. 

The Factory Act.—Mr. Burridge, a printer, was charged on the 
15th ult. at the Mansion House with having contravened the provisions 
of the Factories Act by employing Ellen Butler and other young 
persons within prohibited hours. Mr. Lindus, solicitor, appeared for 
the defence. The facts in the case of Butler, he said, were not in 
dispute, but there was one matter for consideration. The girl was in 
the employment of the defendant only for the day in question, Satur¬ 
day, October 4, when she went to work at 3 o’clock and left at 8.30. 
The question arose whether this was within the meaning of the Act, as 
it staled that the person must be employed the whole day. The time 
contemplated in the Act was from 7 in the morning till 2 o’clock in 
the afternoon on Saturdays. By another clause the employers were 
allowed to fix the hours from 8 till 4. The Act contemplated employ¬ 
ment for the whole day. The proceedings were taken under the 15th 
section, but another one provided that persons may work eight hours 
on Saturday. They had an extension of time for the other five days of 
the week. Ellen Butler was then called, and said she was a bookfolder, 
and would be 18 years of age next August. On Saturday, Oct. 4, she 
was at work at another firm in Fleet-lane up to 1 o’clock. At 3 o’clock 
she commenced work at the defendant’s, and she left at 8.30. In 
reply to Mr. Lindus, witness said she was anxious to earn a little extra 
money. Witness went to the defendant’s one Saturday in every month 
when a particular paper was published. On the Saturday in question 
they had half an hour for tea, and went out for a quarter of an hour. 
The facts in the three other cases were of a similar character. Another 
case, in which a boy named Arthur Child was employed, was next 
taken. Mr. Lakeman, the Inspector, who prosecuted, said this case 
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was somewhat different. The law under the 15th section defined the 
hours of labour from 6 to 6 or 7 to 7> and on Saturday 6 to 2. It also 
allowed certain trades, among which were printers, to work from 8 to 8 
or from 8 to 4 on Saturday. The law enforced that under such circum¬ 
stances the employer must conform to a regulation that a notice should 
be suspended in the office stating the hours, and these could not be 
altered without notice being given to the authorities. This regulation 
had been complied with. The defendant admitted all the facts in 
reference to the boy’s case. The Lord Mayor inflicted the nominal 
penalty of is. in each case and costs. 

A Disgraceful Trio.—George Gilbert, 17, printer, pleaded 
“ Guilty ” on the 20th ult. at the Middlesex Sessions to an indict¬ 

ment charging him with having stolen a gold watch, value ^12, the 
property of Charles Butcher. Mr. Moreton prosecuted ; Mr. Keith 
Frith appeared for the prisoner. On Saturday night, at 8 o’clock, 
Detective-sergeant Butcher, of the C Division, was walking down 
Regent-street, when the prisoner and another man not in custody came 
up to him. The man not in custody took Butcher’s watch out of his 
pocket. Butcher seized hold of the man, who passed the watch to the 
prisoner. Butcher seized the prisoner, who passed the watch to the 
other man, who ran away with it. Butcher took the prisoner to the 
station, having found the bow of his watch on the pavement at his feet. 
He had not since recovered his watch, which he valued at ^15. George 
Chesterton, sessions warder, proved that in 1872 the prisoner was sen¬ 
tenced to seven days’ imprisonment; in 1876 to two months’, in the 
same year to six months’, in 1877 to three months’, in 1877 to another, 
term of three months’ (for stealing a cash-box), in 1878 to one month’s 
(for stealing a watch), in the same year to another term of three months’, 
and in 1879 to fourteen days’ imprisonment, with hard labour as a rogue 
and vagabond. Mr. Serjeant Cox said he would give the prisoner one 
more chance on account of his youth, and sentenced him to eighteen 
months’ hard labour and seven years’ subsequent police supervision.- 
At the same sessions, Joseph William Stonestreet, 59, printer’s reader, 
was indicted for stealing two window-curtains and other articles, the 
property of the London and South-Western Railway Company. Mr. 
Geoghegan prosecuted ; the prisoner was undefended. The details of 
this case were given in our last issue. The jury found the prisoner 
guilty. Ward, sessions officer, proved that in 1847 the prisoner was 
convicted and sentenced to’ eight months’ imprisonment; in 1865, to 
twelve months’ imprisonment; and in 1875, t° twelve months’ im¬ 
prisonment, with hard labour. Mr. Serjeant Cox said he believed 
the prisoner was not the actual thief, but acted as the receiver to a 
gang, and ordered him to be kept in penal servitude for five years, with 
five years’ subsequent police supervision.-At the Central Criminal 
Court, on the 29th ult., Edward Lang, a printer, in Battersea, was 
indicted for obtaining property by means of a forged order. Mr. 
Safford and Mr. Lee Roberts prosecuted, and Mr. Willes defended. 
The prosecutors were the Victoria Tea Company, who had adopted 
the coupon system—viz., making presents to customers upon the pro¬ 
duction of a certain number of coupons representing the purchase of 
so many half-pounds of lea. The prisoner produced fifty such coupons, 
purporting to show that he had purchased fifty half-pounds of tea, and 
desired to have a glass shade, beneath which was a stuffed bird, as 
representing the value of the coupons. It was alleged by the prose¬ 
cutors that the coupons, with the exception of one or two, were for¬ 
geries. Mr. Willes contended that the coupons produced were not 
orders or authorities for the payment of money within the meaning of 
the Act of Parliament, and that, this being so, the prisoner could not 
be convicted of forgery. After some discussion, the Common Ser¬ 
jeant said he would grant a case upon the point. Eventually the jury 
found the prisoner guilty, and the Common Serjeant deferred sentence 
pending the settlement of the point of law. 

Compensation]Claim.—A claim for compensation brought by Mr. 
Alfred Boot, printer, of Dockhead, against the Metropolitan Board of 
Works, for compulsory vacation of his premises, engaged the attention 
of the Sheriffs Court for two days during the past month. Those who 
acted for the Board had assessed the value at less than ^3,000—a sum 
altogether inadequate to compensate for the loss of business, the cost 
of removal, and other expenses which are likely to accrue in the matter. 
The action was heard before Under-Sheriff Abbott and a special jury 
on the 10th and i8thult. The witnesses produced by the Board were 
almost without exception devoid of technical knowledge, and seem to 
have assessed type and printing-machinery after the same manner as they 
would bricks or carpenter’s work. The claim of Mr. Boot on the con¬ 
trary was supported by his son and a number of practical witnesses, in¬ 
cluding Mr. James Cope (of Hopkinson & Cope), Mr. H. F. Gough, 
printers’ appraiser, Alderman Ellis, Mr. C. W. Driver, and Mr. V. 
Buckland, &c. The jury ultimately assessed the claim at ,£5,210, or 
nearly double the original offer of the Board. A printer’s business 
depends to a large extent on the locality in which his office is situated, 
where he has of course an established connection, and in estimating the 
loss to which enforced vacation will subject him, other things have to 
be taken into consideration besides the removal of a certain quantity of 
type, &c.—a'fact which would appear to have been altogether over¬ 
looked by the Metropolitan Board representatives. 

OBITUARY, 

Best.—We have to record the death, at Paris, of M. Jean Best, 
printer and editor of the Magasin Pittoresque. His death leaves a 
great void in the typographic world. He was connected with the above 
journal from its commencement as an engraver. In 1849 he became 
one of the largest shareholders, and subsequently, its printer and editor. 
He was likewise connected with L'Illustration at its foundation in 
1843, and for some years till its success was assured. 

Blackwood.—The death of Mr. John Blackwood, of Edinburgh, 
and of Strathtyrum, St. Andrew’s, who was for the greater part of his 
life the head of the great historical publishing house which still bears 
the name of his father, its founder, took place on the 29th ult. Though 
wholly identified with his house, he was a man of a remarkable per¬ 
sonality, and his presence will be missed by his large circle of attached 
friends hardly more than his influence in the literary world. He may 
be regarded as almost, if not quite, the last, and by no means the least 
worthy, among the publishers of an old school who were much more 
than men of business, and who reached the height of success by breadth 
of view and by a principle of belief that in the world of books authors 
are fully as important as buyers. Brought up from his cradle in an 
atmosphere of letters, he became one of the boldest, most independent, 
and keenest critics of his time, and all the more by reason of a gene¬ 
rosity and even enthusiasm of nature over which a certain reserve drew 
the very thinnest of veils. He very seldom proved wrong in the judg¬ 
ments, and his judgments were invariably his own. It was he who 
brought George Eliot before the world ; he never, we believe, put pen 
to paper as an author, but he was the sole editor of his magazine, 
which has never failed to hold its own against all comers. In this 
capacity he spared no pains, and even the most unheard-of maiden 
author was sure of the most careful and willing consideration, while the 
most famous was judged invariably by his work, and never by his 
name. Absolute independence of passing opinion, absolute imparti¬ 
ality towards friends and opponents, have been the consistent principles 
of Maga under his rule ; and as was the magazine such was the man— 
the very type of justice and generosity. In a special sense, he belonged 
to two generations. He had lived in old Edinburgh as well as in old 
Paris, and though no more than 63 when he died, could re¬ 
member Scott as a familiar figure. And he carried the best traditions 
of the old generation into the new, while always exceptionally open to 
new thoughts and new ideas. Mr. Blackwood leaves a son and 
daughter. 

Carey.—The death is announced of Mr. Henry Charles Carey, of 
Philadelphia. The son of Matthew Carey, the bookseller of Phila¬ 
delphia, he was born in 1793, and from an early age down to his 43rd 
year was engaged in the business of publishing. It is worthy of 
remark that in 1824 he introduced a system which American book¬ 
sellers came to adopt en masse—that of trade sales. In 1836, having 
amassed a fortune as a publisher, he retired from business, but soon 
afterwards embarked in several industrial enterprises, and came before 
the world as a writer on political economy. He contributed largely to 
the American periodical Press. 

Gruneisen'.—Mr. Charles Lewis Gruneisen died on the 1st inst. at 
his residence, 16, Surrey-street, Strand, in his 73rd year. His father, 
a native of Stuttgard, was naturalized as a citizen of this country by 
Act of Parliament, in 1796, and settled in Bloomsbury, where Charles 
Gruneisen was born in 1806. At the age of 26 he was appointed 
sub-editor of the Conservative Guardian. In 1837-8 he was war 
correspondent of the Morning Post, in Spain, was taken prisoner 
by the Christinos, and had a narrow escape of being shot. From 1839 
to 1844 he was the Paris correspondent of the Morning Post, and in 
later years was special correspondent of the Morning Herald, musical 
critic of the Illustrated London News, the Morning Chronicle, and the 
Athenceum. He was the originator and main founder of the Royal 
Italian Opera, Covent Garden, in 1847, and was one ot the chief 
founders of the Conservative Land Society in 1852, of which he was 
for nearly twenty years the secretary. He was a fellow of the Royal 
Geographical Society, a member of the Society of Arts, and one of 
the trustees of the Newspaper Press Fund. 

Hogarth.—Mr. Joseph Hogarth, printseller and publisher, of 
Mount street, Grosvenor-square, died on the 9th ult. at his residence, 
Paxton House, West Drayton. The deceased was 77 years old. 

Jeens.—The death is announced of Mr. Charles Henry Jeens, the 
well-known line engraver. Few artists ever possessed so fully as Mr. 
Jeens that esoteric faculty—which so many lack—for realizing in an 
engraving the salient and best expression of a face and of making a 
portrait really characteristic and lifelike. He had been ill for a long 
time previous with a painful cancerous disease ; but this did not pre¬ 
vent him from working up to within a few weeks of his death. From 
the year i860 he was closely connected with the firm of Macmillan & 
Co., and many of his plates have appeared in the Art Journal. For 
the Art Union he engraved one plate in 1877, Joseph and Mary,” 
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after the painting by Mr. Armitage, and we believe he was engaged on 
another plate for them at the time of his death. He also engraved a 
beautiful plate of Romney’s “Lady Hamilton” (Spinning Wheel) for 
Messrs. Colnaghi, of Pall Mall. The deceased was 52 years of age. 

Richard.—We regret to announce the death on the 24th ult., at 
Hopelands, Kew, of Mr. John Edmund Richard, F.R.A.S., late of 
Summerfield House, West-hill, Putney-heath. The deceased was chief 
partner in the firm of J. E. Richard & Co., wholesale stationers, of 
80 and 81, St. Martin’s-lane. Mr. Richard, who at the time of his 
death was 61 years of age, had been ill for four months. 

The will of the late Mr. Thomas Longman, publisher, of 39, 
Paternoster-row, and of Farnborough-hill, has been proved, the per¬ 
sonal estate being sworn under £100,000. 

The will of the late Mr. George Thomas Metzler, music pub¬ 
lisher, of 35, 37, and 38, Great Marlborough-street, Regent-street, and 
of 83, Avenue-road, St. John’s-wood, who died on the 1st September, 
at Arrochar, Dumbartonshire, was proved on the nth ult. by Mrs. 
Elizabeth Hannah Sands Metzler, the widow, Mr. William White 
Sprague, and Mr. Charles William Smith, the executors, the personal 
estate being sworn under ,£50,000. The testator bequeaths £100 
each to his executors, and to his partner, Mr. Chappel ; to his wife 
£300, and all his household furniture, wines, and effects, except 
his plate and pictures, which she is to have for life only. He also 
gives her ,£1,000 per annum for life, to be reduced to £600 per 
annum in the event of her marriage again; and the residue of his 
property to all his children.—City Press. 

TRADE CHANGES, 

Messrs. Vaissiere & Lovejoy, printers, have taken offices in 
the new buildings, High Court-chambers, 28, Southampton-buildings. 

Messrs. Blofeld & Wootton, advertising contractors, have taken 
offices at 20, Warwick-lane. 

Mr. J. Plattnauer, bookseller, &c., has removed from Ivy-lane 
to his old premises, Aldine-chambers, lately rebuilt. 

Mr. William Otridge has retired from the firm of Otridge & Co., 
booksellers, 14, Carey-villas, Hammersmith. 

Mr. William Jack has retired from the firm of Macmillan & Co., 
publishers, 29 and 30, Bedford-street, Covent-garden. 

Messrs. King & Cooper, stationers, of Salusbury-terrace, Kilburn, 
having dissolved partnership, Mr. Conrad King continues the business. 

Messrs. J. & T. L. Allan, piinters and publishers, of 75, Grass- 
market, Edinburgh, have dissolved partnership ; Mr. T. L. Allan 
continues the business in his own name. 

Mr. James Swinnerton, of Macclesfield, after a business career of 
upwards of fifty-four years, has disposed of his business, including the 
Macclesfield Courier and Herald, to Messrs. Claye, Slade & Gundry. 

Messrs. R. Park & Son, booksellers and stationers, of Broughty 
Ferry, have disposed of their business to Mr. David Thomson, for 
many years of the firm of Messrs. James P. Mathew & Co., of Dundee. 

The firm of Messrs. Henry R. Stevenson & Co., wholesale Bible 
and Prayer-book publishers and binders, Paternoster-row, has been 
dissolved. Mr. R. Stevenson retires, and Mr. Henry R. Stevenson 
takes over all the obligations and receives all accounts of the late firm. 

PRINTING AND OTHER COMPANIES, 

HE following new companies have been registered lately :— 

The City of London Printing and Stationery Com¬ 
pany (Limited) was registered on the 1st inst., with a capital of 
£50,000 in 4,500 preference shares of £10 each, and 5,000 ordinary 
shares of £1 each. It intends to carry on all or any of the following 
businesses, viz., stereotypers, printers, lithographers, designers, en¬ 
gravers, die-sinkers, newspaper proprietors, publishers, manufacturing, 
law and general stationers, account-book makers, bookbinders, book¬ 
sellers, advertising agents, and contractors. The first subscribers are :— 
W. P. Trench, 6, Sandringham-villas, Ealing ; Marcus Bebro, Canfield 
House, Canfield-road, West Hampstead, printer; H. E. Robins, 
Carlton-crescent, Southampton ; J. R. Macarthur, 30, John-street, 
Bedford-row, solicitor ; and R. Wilson, 23, Mildmay-park, printer. 

The “ Industry ” Company (Limited) was registered on the 
29th ult., with a capital of £8,000, in 8,000 shares of £1 each. Its 
objects are to take over the publication of a weekly paper of science 

applied to manufacture, called Industry, and also to publish a monthly 
edition in French of the same paper. The first subscribers are :— 
George Thomas, 1, McLean’s-buildings, New-street-square, printer ; 
R. D. O. Stephenson, M.D., 1, Eaton-street, Exmouth-street; Emile 
Andreoli, 63, Queen Victoria-street, journalist and newspaper pro¬ 
prietor; S. W. Dedel, 40, Gerrard-street, baron ; John Rennie, 63, Queen 
Victoria-street; Charles Branston, 119, Salisbury-square, engraver; 
and Paul Theyse, 6, Jermyn-street, St. James’s, journalist. 

The Oxford Printing Company (Limited) was registered on 
the nth ult. with a capital of £2,000, in 2,000 shares of£i each. Its 
objects are to carry on the business of letterpress, lithographic, and 
copperplate printers, stationers, publishers, and advertising agents. 
The first subscribers are :—Amelia Oily, 35, Brewer-street, spinster; 
J. Baptist Martenote, physician, 34, Brewer-street; J. Swansbury, 
printer, 16, Ed ward-square, Caledoniar.-road ; Richard John Ward, 
2, Clifton-square, Peckham, electrician ; John Blake, builder, 25, 
Haldane-road, Fulham ; James Edward Tucker, 15A Silver-street, 
Golden-square ; and Edward Worsfold Baldwin, 44, Ernest-street, 
clerk H.M. Prisons Service. 

The Commercial Paper Stock Company (Limited) was regis¬ 
tered on the nth ult., with a capital of £40,000 in 4,000 shares of 
£10 each. It has been formed for the purpose of purchasing and 
selling canvas, ropes, rags, &c., for making paper. The first sub¬ 
scribers are :—William Jolliffe, 5, Chapel-street, Liverpool, shipowner ; 
William Williams, 16, Brunswick-street, Liverpool, warehouseowner; 
William Alexander Matheson, 3, Juvenal-street, Liverpool, brewer ; 
Edward Isaac Gibbons, 8, Union-street, Liverpool, merchant; Arthur 
Francis Cain, 4, South John-street, Liverpool, merchant: M. Hers- 
chell, 8, Union-street, Liverpool, merchant; and Thomas Huntington, 
121, Limekiln-lane, Liverpool, corn miller. 

The British Israel Identity Corporation (Limited) was 
registered on the 10th ult,, with a capital of £10,000 in 10,000 shares 
of £1 each. Its objects are, to establish a publishing office or offices 
for the sale of works bearing on the identity of the British nation with 
lost Israel ; to purchase copyrights of identity works, to establish a 
newspaper or newspapers, to organize meetings, lectures, and confe¬ 
rences. The first subscribers are :—Edward Hine, author, Ealing; 
Arthur Joseph Stevenson, hat manufacturer, 12, Green’s-end, Wool¬ 
wich ; Isaac Loveland, grocer, &c., Shoreham, Sevenoaks ; William 
Evans, 138, Burrage-road, Plumstead ; James Alexander, 103, New 
Kent-road, accountant; John Unwin, manufacturer, Globe Works, 
Sheffield; Henry Hodson Rugg, M.D., 1, Grove-road, St. John’s-wood. 

The North-Western Educational Trading Company 
(Limited) was registered on the 16th ult. with a capital of £20,000, 
in 10,000 shares of £2 each. It has been started to trade in books, 
stationery, and general educational appliances and apparatus, to publish 
books, pamphlets, newspapers, &c. The first subscribers are :— 
Edward Jones, 4, Amberley-street, Liverpool, William Gardiner, 92, 
Kiltshaw-street, Liverpool, schoolmaster; Thomas Vernon, 16, Lomond- 
road, West Derby, schoolmaster; Arthur Cooper, 16, Claribel-street, 
Liverpool, schoolmaster; William Butterworth, 28, Beckwith-street, 
Birkenhead, schoolmaster ; James Wright, Union Villas, Egremont, 
schoolmaster ; Alfred King, 19, Everton-terrace, Liverpool, governor 
of industrial schools ; David Bain, 2a, Vicker-street, Liverpool, school¬ 
master ; Edward Taylor, 51, Premier-street, Liverpool, schoolmaster; 
and George Gill, Wellington Lodge, Liverpool, publisher. 

The Irish Trade-Protectionist Newspaper Company has 
also been registered during the past month. 

GAZETTE NOTICES, ETC. 
[.Partly compiledfrom Messrs. Gamble Harvey's Record.] 

Partnerships Dissolved. 

Boot, A., & H. Vylements, stationers and printers, Mark-lane. 
Boulton, J. & Co., school booksellers, 4, Worship-street, Finsbury. 
Francis, E. J. & Co., printers, 4 and 22, Took’s-court and Wine 

Office-court, City. 
Newman & Co., publishers, 43, Plart-street, Bloomsbury. 
Noble, Buck, & Co., bookbinders and machine rulers, Leicester. 

Adjudications in Bankruptcy. 

Nicholls, J. O., J. Lilly, & G. S. Bunyan, varnish makers and 
printing ink manufacturers, trading as Nicholls & Co., Hind- 
ct., Fleet-st., and Mitcham, J. Lilly, printers’ engineer and 
valuer, Chadwell-st., Clerkenwell, & G. S. Bunyan, 8, Bramah- 
road, Brixton. Oct. 16. 

Redford, P. J., law stationer, &c., Station-ter,, Kew Bridge. Oct. 16. 
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Dividends. 

Morrison, T. B., & C. F. Thew (Liq.), paper merchants, Silver-st., 
Manchester. 1st div. of is. at C. R. Trevor’s, Clarence-buildings, 

Manchester. 
Negus, G. S., stationer, (Liq.), Charles-st., St. James’s-sq. 1st and 

final div. of is. 4d., between 11 and 1, at W. Edwards & Co.’s, 
accountants, 18, King-st, Cheapside. 

Smith, J., paper manufacturer, trading as A. Smith & Son (Liq.), 
Langley and Relly Paper Mills, Durham. 2nd and final div. of 
3^d., at J. Priestley & Co.’s, accountants, 119, Cheapside, London. 

Sunderland, J., printer (Liq.), Bradford. 1st and final div. of 3s., 
at J. W. Tempest’s, accountant, Bradford. 

Watts, F., stationer (Liq.), Westgate, Bradford. 1st and final div. 
of is. 9d., at Glossop & Gray’s, accountants, Bradford. 

Sequestrations. 

Bowman, P., wholesale newsagent, Glasgow. Oct. 25, with protec¬ 
tion. Claims by Feb. 25. Agent, J. W. Knox, Glasgow. 

Seton & Mackenzie, booksellers, 81, George-st., Edinburgh. 
Sept. 30, with protection. Claims by Jan. 30. Agents, Curror 
& Cowper, India-buildings, Edinburgh. 

Dividends under Sequestration. 

Easdale, R., stationer, Argyle-st., Glasgow. Equalizing at Miller & 

Ferguson’s, Queen-st, Glasgow. 
Goldie, J., stationer, &c., Stirling-rd., Glasgow. Equalizing and 

2nd and final div. at J. Miller’s, 7L Queen-st., Glasgow. 
M‘Donald, R., stationer, Argyle-st., Glasgow. 1st at Miller & 

Ferguson’s, Queen-st., Glasgow. 
Nisbet, H., printer, George-st., Glasgow. Equalizing and 2nd div. 

at Thomson, Jackson, Gourlay, & Taylor’s, Glasgow. 

Liquidations by Arrangement. 

Barker, G. B., late paper merchant and printer, Brook-st., Man¬ 
chester. Oct. 8. W. C. Chew & Sons, sols., 23, Swan-st., 
Manchester. 

Bowcott, H., printer and stationer, Union-st, Wednesbury. Oct. 24. 
Slater & Marshall, sols., Darlaston. 

Bottrall, J. R., printer and stationer, Camborne. Oct. 7- J- R- 
Daniell, sol., Camborne. 

Brown, W., printer and stationer, Church-st., Littleborough. Oct. 7. 
PL Standring, sol., Rochdale. 

Coen, J., printer, Norman-rd., Hastings. Sept. 25. F. J. Mann, 
sol., Hastings. 

Edwards, F. J., paper dealer and stationer, Little Park-st., Coventry. 
Sept. 26. J. H. Kilby, sol., Covenry. 

Granger, J. & J., pencil-case manufacturers, trading as J. Granger 

& Son, Wood-st., Birmingham and Erdington. Sept. 26. 
Johnson, Barclay, & Johnson, sols., Waterloo-street, Birmingham. 

Howard, T., stationer, &c., Union.st. and William-st., both Ardwick, 
Manchester. Oct. 16. F. J. Marlow, sol., 24, Cross-street, 
Manchester. 

Keates, J., printer, &c., trading as J. Keates & Co., Hanley, Staffs. 
Sept. 23. W. H. Bishop, sol., Hanley. 

Kershaw, S., printer, St. Stephen’s-st., Salford. Sept. 24. Diggles 
& Ogden, sols., 22, Booth-street, Manchester. 

Kirkup, W. M., printer, High-st., Stockton. Sept. 30. J. H. 
Draper, sol., Stockton. 

Morgan, T. P., printer, &c., Camomile-st. and Malpas-rd., New 
Cross. Sept. 22. F. T. Girdwood, sol., 4, Gracechurch-street. 

Pearce, J. B., stationer, &c., Gosport, late Portsmouth. Oct. 13. 
Blake & Reed, sols., Portsea. 

Rimell, J. G., bookseller, Lonsdale-sq., Barnsbury, and Upper-st., 
Islington. Oct 6. W. Norris, sol., 38, Southampton-buildings, 
Chancery-lane. 

Wilson, J. F., stationer, trading as Halifax & Co., 315D, Oxford-st., 
and Belle-vue, South Norwood. Oct. 17. Routh, Stacey, & 
Castle, sols., 14, Southampton-street, Bloomsbury. 

Appointment of Trustees. 

Allingham, J. W., printer (Liq.), Farringdon-st., and Turnham 
Green. Tr., J. Boyes, accountant, 42, Poultry. 

Brown, G. B., bookseller (Bkt.), Bradford. Tr., W. M. Gray, 
accountant, Bradford. 

Ford, J., & H. B. Pollard (Bkt.), law stationers, trading as R. B. 
Bull & Co., Ironmonger-lane. Tr., W. C. Harvey, accountant, 
1 Gresham-buildings, Basinghall-st. 

PIF.APS, J., stationer (Liq.), Long Eaton, Nottinghamshire. Tr., F. H. 
Leighton, accountant, Birmingham, and — Sailers, accountant, 
Nottingham. 

Parkin, J., stationer (Bkt.), East-st., Middlesbrough. Tr., J. H. 
Gibson, accountant, Middlesbrough. 

Appointment of Trustee and Commissioners. 

Seton & Mackenzie, booksellers, George-street, Edinburgh. Tr., 
E. E. Scott, Melville-st., Edinburgh. Com., T. Hewett, 120, 
High-st., J. Taylor, Chamberlain-rd., and W. Ritchie, Elder-st., 
all Edinburgh. _ 

Trust-Deed Granted. 

Millar & Ferguson, lithographers, 9, New-st, Paisley. Tr., J. D. 
Wilson, 12, High-st., Paisley, with whom claims forthwith. 

Bills of Sale recently Filed. 

Arlott, D.j letterpress printer, 83, Eccles New-rd., Salford, Lanca¬ 
shire, to S. Searle and another. Filed Oct. 16 .^110, &c. 

Arlott, D., printer, 83, Eccles New-rd., Salford, Lancashire, to S. A. 
Smith. Filed Oct. 10 ...£80, &c. 

Bednal, S. IP., printer and stationer, High Lea, Higher Crumpsall, 
near Manchester, to J. Booker. Filed Oct. 7  .£300 

Bishop, R. and wife, printer, 32, Bath-place, Taunton, to M. Zeffertt. 
Filed Oct. 4.£33, &c. 

Booth, I., stationer, &c., 62, St. Mary’s-rd., Garston, Lancashire, to 
E. Lewis. Filed Oct. II .....^50 

Butterworth, W., bookseller, &c., 87, Union-street, Oldham, 
to W. Butterworth. Filed Oct. 1 .£S9> abs. sale 

Coffey, R., bookseller, &c., 37, Marsh-lane, Leeds, to J. Long- 
bottom. Filed Oct. 11 .....,£15 

Dawkins, H. IP., stationer, 14, Upper Park-pl., Regent’s-pk., to 
W. Northard. Filed Sept. 30 ......£60 

Fairbridge, A., stationer, &c., 19, Park-rd., Liverpool, to D. Cohen. 
Filed Oct. 20 .^29. 12s. &c. 

Fisher, W. printer, 65, Broadmead, Bristol, to W. H. Bennett. 
Filed Sept. 26 . ..........£50, &c. 

Ford, S., stationer, &c., 27, Prescot-rd., Old Swan, near Liverpool, 
to IP. Miller. Filed Oct. 3 ...£20, &c. 

Foster, E., newsvendor, 7a, Soho-st., Liverpool, to C. Lyons and 
another. Filed Oct. 2...£7, &c. 

Graham, W. H., stationer, 26* Northgate-st., Hartlepool, to 
J. Graham. Filed Oct. 13 .-j£i50 

Gresswell, J., bookseller, 11, Cambridge-st., Great Thornton-st., 
Hull, to G. Payne. Filed Oct. 1.£14, &c. 

Hurley, J. C., newspaper proprietor, 6, St. Andrew’s-ter., New 
Clee, Line., to G. N. Nutt. Filed Oct. 9 ...^100, &c. 

Jarvis, E. S., printer, 2, Albion-pl., Peckham-rd., to L. & W. Loan 
&c., Co. Filed Sept. 30 .....v£59- 7s- 6d. 

Jeffree, W., bookseller, &c., 130, East India Dock-rd., Poplar, to 
R. N. Bray. Filed Oct. 22...........^150 

Johns, W. N., bookseller, publisher, printer, &c., 144, Commercial- 
street, Newport, Mon., to B. Blaiberg. Filed Sept. 22..£300 

King, F., & T. Thorne, printers and stationers, 50, Gardner-st., 
Brighton, to J. Farncombe and others. Filed Oct. 23. ^100, &c. 

Knight, J. H., journalist, stationer, and printer, 176, Oxford-st., 
Bilston, Staffs., to S. Barnett. Filed Oct. 13 ..£77. 10s. 

Lexington, P., bookseller, 33, Red Lion-street, to J. West. Filed 
Sept. 26 ......£24. is. 8d. 

Mapstone, M., newsagent, bookseller, &c., 34, Temple-st., Bristol, 
to A. Collins. Filed Sept. 22 .......£120 

Mawdsley, A., stationer and newsagent, 9, Ashton New-rd., Beswick, 
Manchester, to C. H. Butler. Filed Oct. 13.,£15, &c. 

Metcalf, H. J., music printer, &c., 1, Great Hampton-st, Wolver¬ 
hampton, to J. Gibbs. Filed Oct. 16 .....,£300 

Metcalf, H. J., music printer, 1, Great Hampton-st., Wolver¬ 
hampton, to M. Gordon & Co. Filed Sept. 30.......£11, &c. 

Millard, W. F., printer, Arundel-cottage, Perry Vale, Forest Hill, 
and 15, Kirkdale, Sydenham, to H. Berry. Filed Oct. 22 ...^30 

Narburgh, T., newspaper proprietor and publisher, Summerfield 
House, Elstree, Herts, and 145, Fleet-st., City, to National 
Mercantile Bank. Filed Oct. 15 .........£200, &c. 

Olefs, M., machine printer, 39, Hewell-road, Redditch, Worcester¬ 
shire, to National Mercantile Bank. Filed Oct. 11.£17, &c. 

Richardson, J. C., pen manufacturer, 4, Abbey-ter., Barking-rd., 
Essex, to Imperial Deposit Bank. Filed Oct. 21.£27, &c. 

Shaw, T., advertising agent, 30, Williamson-st., and 20, Eversley-st., 
and 20, Moon-st., Liverpool, and Keatinge, M. N., trading as 
Shaw & Co., to N. S. Hart. Filed Oct. 4 ...^54 

Shelton, R., stereotyper, 10, Cliff-st., Walkley, Sheffield, to M. 
Valentine. Filed Oct. 2.........£16. 8s. 

Silvester, L., bookseller and stationer, 126, Grange-lane, Birken¬ 
head, to N. S. Hart. Filed Sept. 22 .£13 

Snowdon, G. C., bookseller, &c., John Candlish-rd., Millfields, and 
288, High-st. West, Sunderland, to D. Joseph. Filed Oct. 18... 

£z°> &c- 

Sperry, J., bookbinder’s toolcutter, Gt. Sutton-st, and 93, High 
Holborn, to W. Griffith. Filed Oct. 9 .^20 

Squires, E. F., bookseller, &c., High-st., Southam, Rugby, War¬ 
wickshire, to Union Advance Co. Filed Oct. 21 .•aiS°* 
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Stacy, S., stationer and bookseller, 34, Newington-Butts, to W. D. 
Atkinson. Filed Oct. 20.ftoo 

Styan, A., stationer, 272, Stretford-rd., Hulme, Manchester, to 
J. Styan. Filed Oct. 10... .^380 

Taylor, D. J., general printer, 4, Russell-st., Chorlton-on-Medlock, 
and 74, Bloom-st., Manchester, to H. Shaw. Filed Oct. 16. 

^29, &c. 

Taylor, W., bookseller and stationer, Garth Town, Taffswell, Gla¬ 
morganshire, to A. J. Jacobs and another. Filed Oct. 8. ^15, &c. 

Townsend, B., fancy stationer, 17, Chaucer-rd., Herne Hill, to 
W. Hollingsworth. Filed Oct. 7...L39 

Watson, G., printer and stationer, 24, Newport-rd., Middlesbrough, 
to John Punch. Filed Sept. 22..£87. 9s. 5cl. 

Meetings of Creditors. 

A MEETING of the creditors of Samuel Kershaw, of St. Stephen- 
street, Salford, lithographic printer, was held on the 16th ult., at the 
offices of Messrs. Diggles & Ogden, solicitors, Booth-street, Manchester. 
Liquidation by arrangement was resolved upon. Mr. Henry Hardy, 
accountant, was appointed trustee, and the debtor’s discharge granted. 
Messrs. Diggles & Ogden were entrusted with the registration of the 
resolutions and appointed solicitors to the trustee. 

An adjudication of bankruptcy has been made in the case of Nicholls, 
Lily, & Bunyan, of Hind-court, Fleet-street, and of Mitcham, varnish 
and printing-ink manufacturers, trading under the firm of Nicholl & 
Co. They had filed a petition for liquidation, and a composition of 5s. 
in the pound had been originally accepted on the joint estate, but the 
resolutions were not registered owing to the debtors failing to find 
security for the composition. 

At the first meeting of the creditors of James Lamborn Cock, who 
carried on business as a music publisher in New Bond-street, a resolu¬ 
tion was passed for liquidation by arrangement. A proposal was sub¬ 
sequently made for the purchase by Mr. George Wood, pianoforte 
maker, Regent-street, of the whole of the debtor’s property for a sum 
sufficient to pay a composition of 6s. 8d. in the pound to all creditors, 
and the costs, and in February last an order was made confirming a 
resolution passed by the creditors under the 28th section. For the 
purpose of carrying out the arrangement a deed of assignment was 
executed by the trustee in favour of Mr. Wood, and the amount of the 
composition had been duly paid. A contest had since arisen upon the 
question whether the whole of the debtor’s property had been delivered 
to Mr. Wood, and an application was made in the London Bankruptcy 
Court on the 3rd inst. on his behalf that the trustee should render an 
account of his receipts and payments, and bring in his bill of costs for 
taxation. Mr. Registrar Murray thought Mr. Wood was entitled to an 
account showing what property was vested in the trustee at the date of 
the assignment, and he also directed the trustee to bring in his charges 
for taxation. 

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS, 

S. & G., Leipzig.—We do not insert prospectuses or specimens. 

J. B. H., Chicago.—Yours to hand. We will reply in due course 
as soon as we can obtain the information you require us to furnish. 

Foucher, Freres, Paris.—Your letters and printed matters are to 
hand, but not the promised sample of cliches a queue d'aronde, of which 

we are still in want. 

E. T., Pentonville.-—We have tried to understand your very involved 
letter. We must decline to advise you as to the choice of a solicitor ; 
but any legal adviser whom you may employ will need clear instructions, 
the want of which may have contributed to the loss of the two actions 

which you mention. 

Mandamus.—The point raised is this : may not the defendants— 
and by parity of reasoning also the plaintiff—go into the merits of the 
matter brought before the magistrate before he decides whether or not he 
will commit for libel l There is no doubt whatever that this right exists 
where the charge alleges that the libeller “knew the libel to be false 
but there is a variation in practice and some doubt as to the law where 
this latter charge is not included. The question touches the liberty of 
the subject, and is important, for rebutting evidence might exist at the 
time of a charge being preferred before a magistrate which, owing to 
the absence or death of witnesses, might fail a defendant when his trial 
took place. In the recent case of Lambri v. Wyman this rebutting 
evidence was actually allowed in the selfsame Court, where like testi¬ 
mony is now refused by Sir Robert Carden. When the Lambri case 
came cn for trial at Westminster, Lady Sebright—-a most important 
witness—was compulsorily absent abroad, and her evidence (as taken 
before the magistrate in the city) was put in and unhesitatingly accepted 
by both sides, with the sanction of the Lord Chief Justice of England. 
The point will shortly be ably argued in the Superior Courts, and will 
then, it is to be hoped, be definitively settled. 

“The Printing Trades’ Diary and Desk Book for 1880” is 

now published, price 2s. 6d., by post 3s. We would bespeak the 
patronage of our readers for this work, which has been compiled with 
considerable care, and will be found a useful companion for the Master 
Printer and Overseer, whether London or Provincial. 
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INFRINGEMENT OF COPYRIGHT. 

I acknowledge to have reprinted an Article from the 

“ Printing Times and Lithographer ” entitled “ The Art 

of Taking a Good Sealing- Wax Impression ” in the “ British 

and Colonial Printer and Stationer ” of October 16, 1879, 
with the altered heading of “ How to take a Good Seal,” 

and without quoting the authority from which the Article was 

derived. I now beg to offer an Apology to Messrs. Wyman 

Sr Sons, of the “ Printmg Times and Lithographerand 

1 greatly regret the insertion of the Article in question. 

W. JOHN STONHILL, 
Editor and Proprietor. 

Witness, Dated this I ith day of November, 1879. 

William J. Gilks, Solicitor, 

1, Fumival's Inn, London, E.C. 
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PRACTICAL PAPERS ON PRINTING-MACHINES AND MACHINE-PRINTING, 

CHAPTER XXVI. 

Rotary Newspaper Machines—Continued. 

The “ Prestonian,” the “ Farmer’s” Web, the “ Whitefriars,” and the 

“ Wharfedale ” Rotary Machines. 

E inventor and maker of the “ Pres¬ 
tonian ” machine is Mr. Joseph 
P'oster, engineer, of Preston, from 
which town the machine derives 
its name. It may be classed with 
the most successful of web-printing 
machines. The principle of the 
machine differs from all others, 
being capable of printing from 
either type, stereotype plates, or 
both combined, which may be con¬ 

sidered a decided advantage. Although several important 
provincial papers have adopted the “ Prestonian,” this 
machine was almost unknown in London until the pro¬ 
prietor of the Standard had several erected, which are now 
mostly used for the evening edition. 

Amongst the latest improvements in the “ Prestonian ” 
may be mentioned the folding-machine. The methods of 
giving the folds to the paper by web printing and folding 
machines vary considerably. By this machine the sheets 
are carried by tapes from the cutting-cylinders over a 
pair of folding-rollers. When in position for giving the 
correct fold, a metal knife secured to a pair of arms 
worked by a reciprocating shaft, pushes the paper into the 
revolving rollers, giving it a first fold. The paper is then 
carried to a second, third, and fourth pair of folding- 
rollers, and treated in a like manner by the folding- 
knives. 

Speed.—This machine can perfect as many as 12,000 to 
14,000 copies per hour, with an open delivery, and from 
10,000 to 12,000 copies per hour, folded up complete. 

Farmer’s Web Printing-Machine.-—The peculiarity of 
this machine consists in its being supplied by two separate 
reels of paper at the same time, although no extra plates are 
required, thus considerably facilitating the net production. 

The reels of paper are placed on an independent frame 
at one end of the machine, one above another, together 
with the necessary damping arrangements. The whole of 
the working parts are singularly compact and well-arranged, 
all being in view and within reaching distance, which must 
be considered a great advantage. The impression and type- 
cylinders (of which there are three), together with all the 
inking apparatus, are supported in one small frame. Two 
of the impression-cylinders are parallel to each other, but 
twice the diameter of the type-cylinders, which are placed 
immediately underneath. 

The paper travels from the reel almost horizontally to 
the top centre of the middle frame, when it is conducted 
by a series of tape bars to the inner-form cylinder, and 
thence immediately to the outer. After the last side is 
printed the paper passes to the cutting and gathering-frame. 
By an ingenious arrangement, which can be regulated at 
will, the sheets after being cut are collected in parcels of 
one dozen, when the whole receives a fold in the centre and 
runs into a single trough. This is also done on the “ Hoe,” 
but in an altogether different manner, as will have been 
seen from the description of that machine. There can be 
no doubt that this plan is of great assistance in the pub¬ 
lishing office. 

The paper is damped by being passed through two india- 
rubber rollers, which are supplied with the regulated 
quantity of moisture. This appliance is also peculiar to this 
machine. 

A novel arrangement is adopted in the construction of 
the ductor. A series of shallow rings is cut in the iron 
roller, and as the knife presses closely to it, no ink can find 
its way to the vibrator, excepting in the cavities. The 
supply is therefore always the same. Any desired quantity, 
however, may be regulated by special cams. The rollers 
can be adjusted by thumb-screws, and the exact pressure 
of every roller upon the surface of the form may thus be 
regulated. 

The machine is estimated by the maker, Mr. Farmer, to 
produce 20,000 copies per hour. 

It is singularly compact in its construction. There is 
no underneath gearing, and the whole is fixed upon a sub¬ 
stantial iron bed-plate, which to a great extent prevents 
vibration. 

2 M 
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The “ Whitefriars ” Rotary Machine.—This ma¬ 
chine is the joint invention of Messrs. Pardoe and Davis. 
The first machine of the kind was erected to print the 
Weekly Budget, and its success was so decided that the 
inventors were encouraged to further efforts, and these 
resulted in such improvements as enabled them to print 
ordinary illustrated periodicals, the facilities afforded by 
curved electros having removed the chief difficulty of 
printing engravings by the rotary process. The economy 
in the cost of working this machine in the case of long 
numbers is unquestionable, and, being of somewhat light 
construction, it takes but little power to drive. 

The “Whitefriars” derives its name from the establishment 
—the “ Whitefriars Printing Works ” of Messrs. Bradbury, 
Agnew, & Co.,—at which one of its joint inventors, Mr. 
Pardoe, is engaged as machine superintendent. 

The “Whitefriars” is especially adapted for printing 
ordinary periodicals, with or without cuts. It consists of 
four cylinders arranged round a semicircular frame. The 
two centre drums are used for the impression, while the 
cylinders on either side receive the plates, which are cast 
in a curvilinear form. The laying-on boards are placed 
directly above the cylinders, and by means of a drop-bar 
and tapes the sheet is passed over and under each impres¬ 
sion-cylinder and carried underneath to the flyers, of which 
there are two sets, one for each feeder. 

The inking arrangements, though simple, are effective, a 
large distributing-drum being employed in addition to a 
series of wavers. The form is inked by four rollers, each 
of which is self-supplying and works directly from the ink- 
drum. 

The apparatus for fastening the plates on the cylinder is 
so constructed that forms of various sizes can be printed, 
which renders the machine additionally useful. 

Capacity and Speed.—-The machines now in use will 
print a sheet as large as 44 inches by 54. The movements 
throughout being entirely rotary, the number of impres¬ 
sions that can be printed is limited only by the speed at 
which the layers-011 can feed in the paper. The usual 
number produced is about 3,000 impressions per hour. 

The type cylinders of the machine can be slightly moved 
backward or forward by means of adjusting screws placed 
inside, so that if the overlay should be accidentally placed 
too high or too low the defect may be remedied without 
the removal of the blanket. The “ Whitefriars ” can also 
be used as a one-sided machine, and is well-adapted for 
working the inner form of, say, a newspaper or illustrated 
publication of large circulation. 

The “ Whitefriars ” is also made to print from the 
continuous roll of paper, as well as by sheets fed in 
the ordinary way. From the reel as many as 7,000 
copies per hour can be produced, and a great advantage 
claimed is that the alteration from one method of feeding 
to the other can be made in a very short space of time 
Several of these machines have now been working success¬ 
fully for some time. 

The “Wharfedale” Rotary Machine. — Messrs. 
Dawson, the well-known makers of the Wharfedale single¬ 
cylinder machine already noticed, have also invented a 
newspaper rotary machine. Like several others it is very 
compactly arranged, nearly the whole of the parts being 
within reach, an advantage which cannot be over-estimated. 
Although not specially built to print engravings, the inking- 
arrangements are singularly good, each form being provided 
with two distributing cylinders, over which travel rollers 
having a reciprocity motion. The ductors are also fitted 
with a knife, the entire length of which can be evenly 

adjusted by a single screw; this is, we believe, an American 
invention. 

There is nothing in the arrangement of the impression 
and plate cylinders that calls for special attention, the travel 
of the sheet, of course, being nearly the same in all machines. 

After printing, the sheet is perforated by a serrated knife, 
and passes into a folding-machine, which delivers two 
copies at a time. This folding-machine is of much smaller 
construction than others in use, and has been patented by 
Messrs. Dawson. 

The first machine was erected for the proprietors of the 
Bradford Observer, and is capable of printing and folding 
about 9,000 copies per hour. 

We are indebted to Mr. Samuel Bremner for the follow¬ 
ing facts in connection with the introduction of the Rotary 
machine. The idea of printing from the continuous reel 
of paper and curved plates originated with Mr. Thomas 
Nelson, of the well-known firm of Nelson & Sons, Edin¬ 
burgh. 

For the Exhibition of 1851 that gentleman constructed a 
working model of a rotary machine for printing book-work. 
It was worked, and produced about 10,000 copies per hour. 
The reason the idea did not at that time take a practical 
shape, was in consequence of the inventor considering that 
it was not capable of printing sufficiently well for book or 
magazine work, and its adaptability for newspapers seemed 
for the time being to have been entirely overlooked. 

The model above referred to was solely constructed at 
Messrs. Nelson’s establishment. The paper was made by 
Messrs. Cowan & Co., to whom therefore belongs the credit 
of having first made the continuous reel. 

We saw the plate that was affixed to the model, the 
following being the inscription on same—“ Nelson’s double¬ 
cylinder steam printing-machine for printing in the web, and 
cutting into sheets. 10,000 sheets per hour printed on both 
sides. Thos. Nelson, jun.. Edinburgh.” 

We are pleased at being able to make the above known, 
as so many years have now elapsed, and the rotary machine 
has become one of the necessities of the age. Although 
various modifications and improvements have been made 
by different engineers, the fact remains the same, that all 
rotary machines are constructed on the original principle, 
and we are only doing justice to Mr. Thomas Nelson in 
calling attention to his undoubted claim as the original 
inventor. 

Further particulars may be obtained by those interested, 
in the Jurors’ Report of the Exhibition of 1851, p. 198. 

(Conclusion.) 

THE USE OF ZINC AND TINFOIL FOR 

PRESERVING DRAWINGS ORIGINALLY MADE 

ON STONE, 

NY means by which the stones in a lithographic 
printing-office can be reduced to a minimum quantity 

should be welcome to all concerned. The master would 
be glad to have as little money as possible so invested, 
while the workpeople ought to be thankful for having fewer 
stones to move when a demand is made for a reprint of 
something that has heretofore been stowed away in an 
inconvenient place. We shall show further on how we 
have for several years kept down our own stock by the 
substitution of thin zinc plates; but previously to that we 
wish to draw attention to a paper by Lieut. L. Darwin, in 
the Photographic News Almanac for the present year, on 
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the “ Use of Tinfoil in Lithography and Photography.” 
He says :— 

It often happens that a lithographer would like to preserve a drawing 
on stone, so that if called for at a future period he could print it with¬ 
out having the subject redrawn, but is prevented from so doing by the 
amount of capital which would be locked up in the stones, which 
might never again be used. It is possible to preserve a transfer on 
paper for a short while ; but the transfer so soon becomes useless, that 
this method of preserving drawings is of no practical advantage. It 
occurred to me that if some not very expensive substitute for paper 
were found, on which the transfer would not decay, drawings might 
often be preserved in this manner, when, otherwise, they would have 
to be destroyed. The only substitute that I have tried is tinfoil, with 
I think very considerable success ; and although I have not been able to 
test its keeping qualities for more than three or four months, I have 
every reason to believe that these transfers would last for along time,— 
probably for several years. The following are the details of the plan I 
have adopted. 

Place the tinfoil on a stone, and pass it through the press once or 
twice, by which means the creases are removed ; it should then be 
cleaned, first with caustic potass, and afterwards by rubbing it with fine 
emery powder on a small piece of flannel until a bright polished sur¬ 
face is obtained. These operations can be very quickly performed. The 
tinfoil is then ready for use, and a transfer is taken in the same way as 
in the case of a paper transfer. The foil is placed on the stone again, as 
when passing it through the press to smooth it. It is then etched with 
a weak solution of phosphoric acid and galls, rubbed up with ink and 
oil, but with no turpentine, and finally coated with a thin solution of 
gum, when it can be put away for (as I believe) an indefinite period. 

When it is required to print the drawing again, it must be retrans¬ 
ferred to stone. The gum is washed off with water, and the ink (if it 
has been some time on the foil, so that it has become hard) is washed 
out with turpentine ; after the turpentine had been washed away, the 
tinfoil is rolled up like a subject on stone, and it is then ready to trans¬ 
fer, which is done in the ordinary manner. 

Whilst working out this process, it was observed that prints could be 
taken direct from the tinfoil, and in this manner the stone might alto¬ 
gether be dispensed with. 

The tinfoil was kept steady merely by a little gum on the surface of 
the stone on which it was resting ; this answered perfectly in hand- 
presses, but whether it would be sufficient in machine-presses I do not 
know, as I had no opportunity of testing. Care must be taken that 
there is no grit in the gum or on the surface of the stone, otherwise 
holes will be made in the foil. The work is very easy, less pressure 
being required on the roller than in the case of zinc plates or stones. 
Instead of water it is better to use a very weak solution of galls and 
phosphoric acid for damping the foil; but it must be remembered that 
if ever the ink is washed out with turpentine, the smallest quantity of 
these ingredients will destroy the grease altogether. In cleaning the 
tinfoil after it has been used, it is better to wash out the old ink with 
turpentine before applying the caustic potass and emery powder. 

The following is another simple means of preparing the tinfoil tor 
use. Flow weak nitric acid over the surface, when it will commence to 
turn black ; directly the change has taken place over the whole surface 
wash well with water, and allow the foil to dry ; then with a piece of 
cotton wool or other suitable ’substance, rub off the white powder 
which will be found covering the plate, and the foil will be ready for 
use. This process may have some advantages. Before the white 
powder has been quite removed, it is comparatively easy to draw on 
the foil with a liquid lithographic ink, whereas on the polished surface 
it is somewhat difficult. This process is therefore useful in correcting 
a drawing ; the nitric acid can be put on where correction is required, 
and after having been washed off, and the plate allowed to dry, the 
correction can be made. 

Finding that tinfoil could be used as a substitute for stone, on which 
any kind of work could be transferred, including photo-lithographic 
tiansfers, I next tried whether it could take the place of paper in the 
papyrotype process. The process was carried out almost exactly as 
described in Capt. Abney’s “ Instruction in Photography.” The tin- 
foil was first rolled fiat in the press, and then coated by placing it on a 
sheet of glass, and flowing over the gelatine solution in the same 
manner that plates are coated with collodion in photography ; this was 
done twice, in order to give an even coating, the solution being poured 
off at different ends of the plate. 

The object of this modification of the process was to get rid of the 
stretching of the paper, and thus to get the copy exactly to the same 
scale as the original; in this it seems to answer perfectly, and there 
was no more difficulty in transferring than in the case of the papyro- 
types. 1 he damping was done between sheets of damp blotting- 
paper. r a 

I am indebted to the non-commissioned officers in my school for 
many of the practical details of the above ideas. 

A transfer paper or other transfer medium that would 
keep indefinitely has never yet been discovered, and even 

the tinfoil process previously described does not promise 
to be any exception, as upon that medium the ink 
will dry in the same manner as upon a zinc plate. It is 
true that it can be re-inked; but that proceeding takes 
time, and it must be acknowledged that a thin piece of soft 
metal like tinfoil is not altogether a pleasant substance to 
work upon. In most instances, when a transfer is required, 
it is useful or perhaps necessary to be able to lay down 
more than one, under which circumstance the tinfoil if 
used as a transfer would require to be inked each time. It 
seems to us better therefore that as many transfers as are 
required should be taken at the one setting-in of the foil; 
but it must be remembered in that case the transfer would 
be reversed, because the impression on the tinfoil has been 
taken direct from the stone. To obviate this it would be 
necessary that an impression on transfer-paper be laid down 
upon the tinfoil. The above process is one which may 
be found to be useful in some circumstances, but it is 
not one that we should recommend. It serves, however, 
as an introduction to a similar one,—we think a better,— 
that has long been in use by ourselves. 

In our own practice we have for a long time used thin 
zinc plates for the purpose described by Lieut. Darwin, and 
we think they have several advantages. They cost less than 
tinfoil, and are stiffer and more easily handled. They can be 
packed away in a small space, and cannot be easily torn or 
bruised. 

Take thin zinc such as is sometimes used for tympans for 
the litho press, or for paper-glazing plates. Rub it with the 
finest emery cloth until quite clean, and wipe off all dust. 
The plate may now be used for taking an impression direct 
from the stone, but that is not to be preferred. An ordinary 
transfer on paper having been pulled from the stone, it is 
transferred to the zinc plate just in the same manner as 
transferring to stone is performed. The transfer and com¬ 
position having been washed away, the plate is brushed over 
with an infusion of nutgalls and dried rapidly. The plate 
is then gummed and dried again. The plate may now he 
put away until wanted, but as it is advisable to make sure as 
we go, it is preferable to roll it up and pull an impression 
to see that all is right. While the gum is dry upon the 
plate we wash away the transfer ink with turpentine, to 
which may be added, if thought necessary, a little dissolved 
asphaltum ; or it may have in it a little of any kind of fatty 
matter. The gum may then be dissolved, the transfer rolled 
up, and an impression taken. The following variation will 
prove similarly effective :—After washing out with turpentine 
as before roll the plate entirely black, then sprinkle on some 
water, and continue to roll and sprinkle alternately until 
the drawing shows sharply on the zinc. After taking an 
impression it is gummed, dried, and put away. We have 
now a plate from which impressions in transfer-ink can be 
taken at any time by any printer who has had a little 
experience in zinc work. To those who have not we can 
recommend this as a safe and easy means of arriving at it. 

We may here mention that the application of tinfoil as a 
basis for bichromatised gelatine, &c., was patented years ago 
by Messrs. Ramage & Nelson. 

Stop Thief !—We wish to put master printers seriously on their 
guard against employing casual hands without due inquiry as to whom 
they are letting into the bosom of their official family. Thieves are 
abroad, as recent depredations testify, and although detectives some¬ 
times—though hardly ever—discover the culprit, the cost of espionage 
and of subsequent legal proceedings is very considerable, while the 
result is uncertain and generally most unsatisfactory. “ Prevention is 
better than cure,” and we hope that master printers—who are pecu¬ 
liarly dependent upon the integrity of their workpeople, and it should 
be added, are as a rule most honestly treated by them—will take our 
hint, and adopt all proper precautions in their own behalf. 
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BIBLIOGRAPHY OF PRINTING. l’Etranger. Suivi des procedes d’impression. 
8vo. pp. iv. 437, and 176 illustrations. 

Paris : 1878. • Royal 

IjOISAND (Const.). De la triste situation de l’imprimerie 
departementale et les moyens de remedier a sa deca¬ 
dence. Beauvais : 1849. 8vo. pp. 45. 

Mokelott (Alex.). Gutenbergs - Salon Walzer fur 
Pianoforte. Mit Abbildung des Fest-Salons. Op. 

Leipzig : 1840. 4to. 

-— Gutenbergs-Salon-Galoppe fiir Pianoforte. Op. 11. Leipzig: 
1840. 4to. 

Published on the occasion of the celebration of the fourth centenary of printing at 
Leipzig. 

Molbech (Chr.). Fortegenelse over de paa Pergament trykkede 
Boger idet stove kong. Bibl. tilligem ed nogle Bidrag til Bibliothe- 
ketsnyeste Historie. Kjobenhavn : 1830. 8vo. 

A translation into German was made by H. Ratjen, with the title :— 

-- Verzeichniss der Pergamentdrucke in der gr. k. Bibliothek zu 
Kopenhagen. Leipzig: 1833. 

Molhuysen (P. C.). Procedure over de werken van David Joris. 
[Amheim : 1850.] 8vo. 

Moll (W.). De Boekerij van het St. Barbara Klooster te Delft in de 
tweede Helft des 13 Euw. Amsterdam : 1837. 4to. 

--—■ Kerkgescliiedenis van Nederland voor hervorming. Arnheim : 
1864. 4to. 

Treats of the invention of printing. 

This work is divided into three books, 
each being subdivided into two or more 
parts.. Book I. is entirely devoted to 
machinery — French and foreign—and 
treats of the applications of the various 
mechanical motions used in printing 
machinery, with rules, accompanied by 
examples, for calculating the action of 
cog-wheels, &c., upon each other, with 
reference to the transmission of power. 
These explanations are accompanied by 
some excellent diagrams. In dealing 
with single-cylinder machines, the “Du- 
tartre ” is selected as the type, and 
almost every motion is accurately figured 
and described. Treadle-machines are 
next noticed ; but to the perfecting- 
machine M. Monet devotes but little 
space. What we term the “Anglo- 
French” are next described, the dia¬ 
grams being especially excellent. The 
newspaper and web machines treated of 
are chiefly limited to those of Marinoni’s 

construction. Part IV. of the first book 
purports to refer to the German, Ameri¬ 
can, English, and Belgian machines ; but 
this is most imperfectly and partially 
executed. In the second book advice is 
given as to the erection of machines and 
the manufacture and management of 
rollers. . A chapter is also devoted to the 
composition, &c., of black and coloured 
inks. The rolling of paper receives con¬ 
siderable attention. A great portion of 
the book is taken up with instructions in 
general making-ready on machines, the 
cutting of the overlay being illustrated 
by means of several blocks, which repre¬ 
sent the first, second, third, and some¬ 
times fourth overlay, figures being also 
given of the engraving before and after the 
overlay is used. As an exhaustive treatise 
on French machinery, M. Monet’s work 
stands alone in its undoubted excellence 
and authority. The author is overseer 
at the principal printing-office in Madrid. 

Monfalcon (J. B.). Histoire de l’imprimerie et de la Librairie a 
Lyon. [In his “ Histoire de la Ville de Lyon.” 3 vols.] Lyon: 
1846. 8vo. 

Monnin. De la Gravure. (Articles in the February, March, and 
April numbers of the Annales des Arts.) Paris : 1818. 8vo. 

Monotypie, ou l’art d’ecrire et d’imprimer avec un seul caractere, 
nouvelle maniere de representer les sons articules, a l’usage des 
peuples de tous les pays ; par un citoyen frangais (Thirion). 
Paris: an V. (1797). 8vo. pp. 16. 

Mollf.r (Daniel William). Dissertatio de Typographia. Altorfii : 
1692. 4to. Five portraits. 

Reprinted in Wolf, “ Monumenta Typographica.” 

Monrocq (J.). Manuel pratique de lithographie sur zinc. Paris: 
1878. 8vo. pp. 47 and 2 plates. 

Montagne-Vert. Strasburg : 1877. 4to. pp. 32 with 13 plates. 

-Dissertatio de Typographia, cura F. Roth-Scholtzii. Norim- 
bergae et Altdorfii: 1727. 4to. pp. 8. Five portraits. 

D. William Moller was librarian at Altdorf, where he died in 1712. 

Mommaas (C.). Het Onthaal aan de Typographische Vereenigingen 
in Haarlem op den 16. Julij, 1856 ; verslag aan alle Kunstbroeders 
in Nederland. Utrecht: 1856. 8vo. pp. 24. 

-Lettergieterij, Boek- en Plaatdrukkerij. Amsterdam : i860. 
8vo. 

- See Periodical Publications. 

Momoro (Antonio Francisco). Lpreuve d’une partie des caracteres 
de la fonderie de Ant. Franc. Momoro. Paris: 1787. i6mo. 

-Le Manuel des Impositions. Petit ouvrage qui peut etre utile 
a Messieurs les imprimeurs. Paris : 1789. i2mo. pp. iv. 19, 
with 23 engraved plates, representing 72 impositions. - Third 
edition, Brussels : 1819. 

- Traite elementaire de l’imprimerie, ou le manuel de l’imprimeurs 
Paris : 1786. 8vo.-Paris : 1793. 8vo. pp. iv. 348, with 36 
copperplate engravings. 

The remainder of this edition was re- the time of the Revolution he was the 
issued with a new title, dated T796. “ Membre du departement de Paris" in 
Printing is treated in an encyclopaedic 1782, and was decapitated in 1794. Hiswife 
style, the different processes and utensils was the interesting creature who allowed 
being used as catchwords, and then ex- herself to be led naked through Paris, 
plained. The author was the son-in- and worshipped as the Goddess of Rea- 
law and successor of J. F. Fournier, the son.—See Didot’s “ Essai.” 

younger, type-founder and engraver. At 

Monachesi (H. D.) and Yohn (Albert B.). The Stationers’ Hand¬ 
book : a Practical Business Guide, chiefly intended for the use of 
Retail Stationers and Booksellers. New York : 1876. 8vo. pp. 
xii. 196. 

Issued, as the introduction intimates, branch of it is hardly to be expected, 
for the use of a class of tradesmen which However, there is here embodied a very 
hardly finds a counterpart in this coun- considerable amount of new facts and 
try. They are booksellers and stationers experienced observations. There are 
and fancy salesmen combined; and the articles on “Proof-reading,” by J. S. 
range of their operations is so wide that Green; and the “Sizes of Printed 
a special or thorough knowledge of any Books,” by Charles Sotheran. 

Mone (F. J.) Urkunden fiber das Biiclierwesen im xv. Jahrh. (pp. 
309-314 of the Zeitschriftfiir Ceschichte des Obarheins, 1850). 

Contains 1(t) Darleihen einer Bibel Peter Schaffer zu Mainz ; (4) Steuer- 
auf Lebenszeit, 1447. Alls der Speieri- befreiung eines Biicherabschreibers zu 
scben Dombibliothek; (2) Verzinsiiche Baden, 1478; (5) Zehnjahrige Ver- 
Breviere und Psalter. Aus dem Ver- pachtung der Papiermiihle zu Ettlingen 
machtniss von Berth. Siegel, capel. ; an den Papiermacher Wilhelm v. Paris, 
(3) Schirmbrief fiir den Buchdrucker 1482. 

Monet (A. L.). Le Conducteur de Machines typographiques. Guide 
pratique. Ltudes sur les differents systemes de machines, mise en 
train, decoupages. Paris: 1872. 8vo. 3 leaves and pp. 401. 

An excellent practical work. A new edition was issued, with the title— 

-Les Machines et Appareils typographiques en France et a 

This is a work of imagination, and to it are: Gutenberg, etching, reproduced 
luxuriously printed. The Montague- from a wood engraving of the sixteenth 
Vert is a place near to Strasburg, where century ; Portrait of St. Arbogast: Plans 
stands the ancient Convent of St. Arbo- of the Convent of St. Arbogast, &c. On* 
gast, in which Gutenberg is believed the last leaf is : “ Imprimea petit liombre 
to have made his first attempts at pour les membres du Cercle vicieux par 
printing. At pages 19-22 all notices R. Schultz & Cie. a Strasbourg, pour le 
found in the chronicles relating to it compte de Ferdinand et de Paul Reiber, 
are reproduced. The plates which relate le 30 Novembre, 1877.” 

Montbrun. See Puy de Montbrun. 

Monumenta typographica, quae exstant in Bibliotheca Collegii Cano- 
nicorum Regularium in Rebdorf, collegit, notis illustravit et 
edidit ejusdem Collegii Bibliothecarius. Eichstadii : 1787. 4to. 
pp. 244. 

An annotated descriptive list of books printed between 1450 and 1515. 

Monuments inedits ou peu connus, faisant partie du cabinet de Guill. 
Libri, et qui se rapportent a l’histoire des arts du dessin consideres 
dans leur application a l’ornement des livres. Londres : 1862. 
Folio. 

Moock (L.). Traite pratique complet d’impression photographique 
aux encres grasses. Paris: 1874. pp. 141. 

A very practical work, which treats not only of photography, but also photo¬ 
typography, Woodbury-type, heliotype, Albert-type, and the various modern methods 
of photo-reproduction. 

Moore (J.). History of the Rise and Progress of the Art of Printing. 
A Lecture delivered for the benefit of a Working Men’s Reading- 
room. London : 1863. 8vo. pp. 47. 

The usual sort of thing; neither good nor bad. 

Morelli (James). Aldi Pii Manutii scripta tria longe rarissima, 
Bassani : 1806. i6mo. 

-Monumenti del principio della Stampa in Venezia rnesse 
insieme. Venezia : 1793. 4to. 

James Morelli was an eminent Italian Italian bibliographers. Peignot (Diet, 
bibliographer, and the compiler of the Bib. iii., 226) says that this library was 
celebrated catalogue of the “Bibliotheca bought by an English bookseller, Robson, 
Maphaei Pinelli ” (Venice, 1787. 6 vols. transported to London, and sold after a 
8vo). This catalogue is famous for new catalogue had been drawn up. The 
the research it evidences, and at once latter was published as a large octavo 
placed its author in the first rank of volume in 1789. 

Moreni (Dom.). Annali della Tipografia Fiorentina di Lorenzo Tor- 
rentino, impressore ducale. Firenze: 1811. 8vo. 

A second edition, corrected and augmented, was published in Florence in 1819, 
with the following title :—-“Annali della Tipografia Fiorentina di Lorenzo Torren- 
tino, 1547-63.” 

Mores (Edward Rowe), M.A. and A.S.S. A Dissertation upon 
English Typographical Founders and Founderies. London : 1778. 
8vo. pp. 92, with an Appendix by John Nichols, ending on page 
100. 

Only 80 copies printed. the issue of a few copies out of the eighty 
Mr. Mores (who was born in Kent, in originally printed (see “Anecdotes of 

1730, and died in 1778) did not live to see Bowyer,” p. 132), Mr. John Nichols 
the publication of this work, and after added a valuable appendix to the re- 
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mainder. This is the only work in Eng¬ 
lish devoted to Type-founding, and con¬ 
tains a varied and large mass of facts 
concerning the Dutch as well as the 
English founders, which would have been 
entirely lost if Mr. Mores had not pre¬ 
served them. It is a great pity that the 
work is so extremely scarce, as its im¬ 
portance to typographical history can 
hardly be overrated. The literary eccen¬ 
tricities of style and punctuation are 
quite in keeping with the quaintness of 

which nevertheless, as 

Mr. Nichols remarks, “abounds in manly 
strength of thought and acuteness of 
observation.” Nor should it be for¬ 
gotten that when this dissertation was 
written Mr. Mores was himself in posses¬ 
sion of nearly all the matrices and moulds 
of the various early English founders : 
that is of those antecedent to Caslon I. 
The references to Caxton’s types are 
very incorrect ; in fact, the work would 
well justify an exact reproduction, with 
notes and corrections appended. 

the narrative, 

Mores (Edward Rowe), M. A. and A. S. S. Account of Letter-Founders. 
Gentleman's Magazine, xlix. 556. 

This is a review, published in Novem- tell, who is mentioned by Rowe Mores, 
the Gentleman's Magazine says that the 
acknowledgments of his share in the 
work are inadequate, and then gives a 
sketch of his life. 

ber, 1779, of Rowe Mores’s book 
Typographical Founders, above de¬ 
scribed. The reviewer warmly eulogises 
the book, which he calls “ a curious and 
eccentric publication.” As to Dr. Cas- 

Morgan (H.). A Dictionary of Terms used in Printing. Madras: 
1863. 8vo. 2 leaves, pp. 136. One plate of correction-marks. 

Mostly taken from Savage. Printed at the “ Military Male Orphan Asylum 
Press,” by William Thomas. The Author describes himself as of the “ Government 
Printing Establishment.” 

Morrill (Frederick K.). The Amateur’s Guide for 1872. A com¬ 
plete book of reference relative to the Amateur Editors, Authors, 
Printers, and Publishers of America. Chicago : 1872. 32mo. 

Morsing (Peter Jensen). Augustissimi principi Frederiko III. 
Danise, Norvegiie, Vandalorum, Gothorumque regi, Duci Slesvici, 
Holsatiae, Stormariie, Dithmarske, comite in Oldenbourg et 
Delmenhorst, regi domino fero clementissimo haec litterarum 
suarum exempla summisse offert fidelis subditus et servus 
humillimus Petrus Jani Morsingius Regim et Academim typo¬ 
graphic. Anno 1658. 4to. pp. 32. 

- Exempla literarum typograpliicarum quae reperiuntur in Regite 
Majestatis et Academise Hafniensis typographia primo erecto a 
Petro Jani Morsingio, deinde aucta a Henrico et Georgio 
Godianis, Cornificio Luft, tandem renovata a Johanne Philip. 
Bockenlioffer regime Majestatis et Academire Hafniensis typographis. 
Hafnioe: 1691. Folio. 

Dedicated to King Christian V. Specimens of Oriental, Greek, Latin, Roman, 
and Danish characters, the latter being employed in the composition of “ En kort 
Beraetning am Bogtryckeriets Opkomst ” with notes, pp. n. 

Morsing was printer to the King in Copenhagen. He died in 1658. 

Mortimer (Cromwell), M.D. Account of Christopher de Blon’s 
principles of printing in imitation of painting, and of weaving 
tapestry in the same manner as brocades. (In “Philosophical 
Transactions Abridged,” vol. vii., p. 477.) London: 1731. 4to. 

Christopher le Blon was an artist, of whose life we have very few particulars 
till he was known at Rome in the year 1716. Died 1740.—See Blon. 

-Of an Antique Metal Stamp, being one of the instances how 
near the Romans had arrived to the art of Printing. (In “ Philo¬ 
sophical Transactions Abridged,” vol. for 1738, p. 248.) London. 
4to. 

Cromwell Mortimer, M.D., was the Secretary to the Royal Society, and the 
above form the substance of communications to that body. 

Morton (Charles). The City Type-Foundry Specimen Book. 167, 
City Road, London. 1875. 8vo. 

The specimens are set in four columns, each about 5-ems pica wide, only a few 
letters of each fount being shown. These are sufficient, however, to indicate the style 
of the face. About 500 different founts are given, together with borders, ornaments, 
cuts, &c. 

Mosely (Benjamin). Treatise on Tropical Diseases, &c. . . 

Of the Bellyache to which Painters, Printers, &c., are liable. 
London: 1788, 1795, 1803. 8vo. 

Moseriana. Bedenken iiber verschiedene den Buchhandel und das 
Buchdrucken betreffende Fragen. 1. Stuck. Tubingen : 1782. 
8vo. 

Motta (Emilio). Bibliografia Storica Ticinense. Materiale racolto. 
Zurigo : 1878. 8vo. pp. vi. and 152. 

Contains in the first part: Cenni sulla sui luppo dell’arte tipografico nel Ticino. 
Opere edite dagli Agnelli 1747-1799 (first printers in Tessin). 

Motteley (Charles). Aperju sur les erreurs de la Bibliographic 
speciale des Elzevirs et de leurs annexes, avec quelques decouvertes 
curieuses sur la typographic hollandaise et beige du 17s siecle. 
Paris: 1847. i2mo.-Reprinted at Brussels: 1848. i2mo. 
pp. 46. 

200 numbered copies printed. An attempt to distinguish the false from the true 
Elzevirs by their typography. 

- Essai bibliographique sur les editions des Elzeviers. Paris : 
1822. 8vo. 

Motteroz (C.). Essai sur les gravures chimiques en relief. Paris: 
1871. 8vo. pp. 79, including 2 photo-typo, plates printed in the 
last sheet. 

A lucid and useful account of the rise and progress of the art of making raised- 
surface plates for use at a typographical printing-press. It appeared originally in 
1870 in the French trade-organ, VImprimerie. 

Motteroz (C.) Reproduction heliographique de l’essai sur les gravures 
chimiques en relief. Paris: 1879. i6mo. 4 introductory pages 
and fac-simile of the pages of the previous edition, 79 in number, 
including the two plates. 

This is an interesting reproduction of reproduction would lend an additional 
the above-cited work, which_had run out interest to such examples in the eyes of 
of print for some years. The method 
adopted for its reproduction is a photo¬ 
lithographic or heliographic one, but it 
would perhaps have been additionally 
interesting had it been an exemplification 
of the processes treated of in the book 
itself, that is to say, chemical engraving 
in relief for letter-press printing. The 
clearness and general excellence of the 
copying suggests that the process might 
with advantage be more frequently ap¬ 
plied to the resuscitation of unprocurable 
books, and the infallible fidelity of the 

the book-lover. 
M. Motteroz, the author, is a printer 

—typographic, lithographic, and helio¬ 
graphic— of high repute in France. 
His establishment is at No. 31, Rue du 
Dragon, Paris, and from that press have 
proceeded a large number of highly-im- 
portant antiquarian works, many of them 
comprising fac-similes, at which the staff 
of M. Motteroz appear to be especially 
expert. M. Motteroz is also a frequent 
contributor to, as well as the printer of, 
our French contemporary, V1mfirimerie. 

Moucherei.. Notice sur une construction de Moules propres a 
fondre de caracteres de ITmprimerie. 1751. 

Moulinet (J. E. V.). Album du Typographe. Livraisons 1, 2 et 3 
(Guttenberg, Beranger et Amor et Psyche). Paris : 1858— 
1859. 4to. 

This album, executed by a Parisian compositor, the same who composed the world- 
famed Derriey-Album, includes portraits, statuary, &c., done in metal-rule work, 
and is a very remarkable typographical curiosity. 

Moxall (W.). A Proposal for restraining the great licentiousness 
of the Press throughout Great Britain. Humbly submitted to the 
Commons by W. Moxall, Gent. A broadside, [circa 1664.] 

This production proposes that a strict register should be kept of masters, journey¬ 
men, printers’ joyners, presses, and amount of type in every printing-house, as 
the law now requires in Russia. 

Moxon (Joseph). Mechanick Exercises ; or, the Doctrine of Handy- 
works. Applied to the Art of Printing. London : Printed for 
Joseph Moxon on the West-side of Fleet-ditch, at the sign of the 
Atlas. 1677-1696. 2 vols. in 3 parts. 4’to. 

The “ Mechanick Exercises ” were in- range of typographical literature. The 
tended to describe all the chief trades, a “first volumne ” included the trades of a 
number to be issued every month ; but the 
author not meeting with the encourage¬ 
ment he expected, only published two 
volumes. These were issued as a serial, 

joiner, a house-carpenter, &c. The ' 
cond volumne,” published in 1683, which, 
on account of its extent, was divided into 
two parts, was devoted entirely to print- 

TYI*E-FOUNDING IN 1683. 

in two-sheet numbers (16 pages 4to), with 
one copperplate illustration, or more, to 
each number, the price being 2d. per sheet 
and 2d. per plate. Although 500 copies 
were printed, very few complete sets have 
been preserved, the work being, perhaps, 

ing. Part I. describes all the tools of a 
compositor and a pressman, with the 
whole art of type-founding. It has 
two leaves of title and dedication, 
and 196 pages of text. The plates are 
" The true Effigies of John Guttemberg, 

the most difficult to obtain in the whole delineated from the original painting at 
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Mentz, in Germanie;” “The true Effi¬ 
gies of Laurenz Ians Koster, delineated 
from his monumental stone statue at 
Harlem,” and twenty-two plates as illus¬ 
trations of the text. Part II. has no title- 
page, beginning on page 197 and ending 
on page 394. It describes the work of a 
compositor, a corrector, a pressman, and 
a warehouseman, concluding with the 
“ Customs of the Chappel ” and a “ Dic¬ 
tionary of Abstruse VVords.” There are 
eleven plates. The rules of workman¬ 
ship are given from Moxon’s own prac¬ 
tical experience, and have been copied 
more or less by every writer on the prac¬ 
tice of printing from Smith’s Grammar 
until now. The work, indeed, is most 
interesting, from the quaintness of its 
style, from the ancient trade customs it 
describes, and from its extreme rarity. 
A copy has been preserved in the original 
marbled covers, uncut, and with a printed 
label on the back of each part; in fact, 
just as it was issued by Moxon from 
“The Atlas,” on the West-side of the 
Fleet-ditch. 

We reproduce two of the engravings in 
Moxon’s work. The first represents type¬ 
casting as practised in 1683. It is speci¬ 
ally interesting from the fact that 
Moxon, although self-taught, was the first 
writer who gave a detailed explanation 
of the art of type-founding. Before the 
invention of the machine for founding, all 
types were cast by hand, from a hand- 
mould, and by a process which received 
no noticeable improvement for. two cen¬ 
turies. The type-caster took in his left 
hand the mould, which was embedded in 
a wooden frame, and shielded about the 
jet to protect him from accidental splashes 

of molten metal. Then with the right 
hand he took from the melting-pot a 
spoonful of the hot metal, which he 
quickly poured into the jet or mouth of 
the mould. At the same instant, with a 
sudden jerk he threw up his left hand so 
as to aid the melted metal in making a 
forcible splash against the matrix at the 
bottom of the mould. The sudden jerk 
was necessary to make a good face to the 
type. The matrix was then_ removed 
with the right hand, and giving the 
mould a toss, the founder threw out the 
type. It is unfortunate that we have no 
minute account of the art of type-making 
earlier than that of Moxon’s. 

We also present the supposititious 
portrait of Koster, taken from Moxon. 
It is a copy of the portrait published by 
Scriverius, not quite two centuries after 
Koster is said to have died. Mr. De Vinne, 
to whom we are indebted for our illustra¬ 
tions, well points out that the only 
evidence as to the accuracy of the por¬ 
trait is that of Scriverius himself. Van 
der Linde suggests that it may be a 
portrait of Gerrit Thomaszoon, appro¬ 
priated for the exigency. There is a 
peculiarity in the engraving which plainly 
proves that the portrait could not have 
been painted during the lifetime of 
Koster. The “ true effigies of Koster ” 
carries in his left hand a matrix of the 
letter A, of the Roman form; but letters 
of Roman form were not used at Haar¬ 
lem in 1440. Books attributed to Koster 
have letters in the Gothic style. This 
engraving was copied by Luckombe, as 
a frontispiece to his “ History of Print¬ 
ing,” where it is given as a portrait of 
Gutenberg! 

Mueller (Professor H.). Die Erfindung der Buchdruckerkunst. Als 
Fortsetzung der Abhandlung fiber Menschenwiirde und Menschen- 
bildung in Nr. 47 des Sonntagsblattes. Article in Sonntagsblatt, 
No. 49. Hildesheim, Dec. 5, 1824. 4to. 

Mueller (Johann Immanuel). Die Leipziger Buchdruckerey nach 
ihrer ersten Beschaffenheit. Leipzig: 1720. 4to. pp. 16. 

Mueller (Joseph). Ein Autographon Peter Schoeffers in einer Incu- 
nabel der konigl. Univ. Bibli. zu Konigsberg i. Pr. Konigsberg : 
1869. Large 4to. pp. 8. With lithographic fac-similes. 

Mueller (V.). Beschreibung des Festes dem Andenken des Erfinders 
der Buchdruckerkunst Johann Gensfleisch zum Gutenberg, 
gefeiert in Mainz am 4. Oktober, 1824. Aus den Akten zusam- 
mengestellt. Mainz : 1824. 8vo. pp. 64, and 3 plates. 

- Liedern an Weihungsfeste des zu Ehren Gutenbergs errichteten 
Denksteins im Hofe zum Gutemberg in Mainz 1S24, mit die 
Abbildung des Denksteins, und eine extra Beilage des Vereins- 
blattes, die Beschreibung der Errichtung des Standbildes Guten¬ 
bergs im Garten des Gutenb. Hauses 4. Oct., 1827, enthaltend, 
mit die Reden und Poesien der Herren Lehne, Schaab, Huguier 
u. Le Roux. Mainz: 1827. 8vo. 

Muenschel (Israel). Flas reipublicte Argentinensis. Strasburg: 
1683. (p. 46, de l’invention de l’imprimerie). 

Munch-Schaubert-Negelein. Primaria quaedam Documenta de 
Origine Typographiae. Quorum illustratorum partem primam sub 
praesidio Christiani Gottlibii Schwarzii. ... a xii. Novembris, 
A. s. R. MDCCXXXX, Disquisitione Academicae subiicit Benedictus 
Guilielmus Munch. Altorfii [1740]. 4to. pp. 36. 

-Partem Alteram. ... ad Disquirendum proponit Jo. Guiliel¬ 
mus Schaubert. Altorfii [1740]. 4to. pp. 56. 

Moxon (Joseph). Proves of several sorts of Letters cast by Joseph 
Moxon. Westminster. Printed by Joseph Moxon in Russell Street 

at the signe of the Atlas. Broadside. 1669. 

This is the earliest specimen of an English type-foundry with a date. The 
punches are badly cut, and the “proves” worse printed. 

- Partem Tertiam. . . . Disputandi caussa proponit Gustavus 
Philippus Negelein. Altorfii [1740]. 4to. pp. 68. 

Contain paper marks. 

Munday (Eugene H.). The Press of Philadelphia in 1870-71, 
with an Historical Introduction. Philadelphia : 1872. 8vo. 

-Regulse trium Ordinum Literarum Typographicarum : or the 
Rules of the Three Orders of Print Letters; viz., the Roman, 
Italick, and English ; Capitals and Small. London : 1676. 4to. 
Title and dedication to Sir Christopher Wren. 2 leaves and text, 

pp. 32. 38 plates. 

All the letters are formed by rigid rule attention to nearly the entire range of 
of right angles and portions of circles, the arts and sciences. He became a 
They show up as ugly as might be ex- member of the Royal Society and “ Hy- 
pected from such a plan. drographer to the King’s Most Excellent 

Joseph Moxon (born in 1629 ; died, Majesty.” His career as a type-founder 
1686) was a mathematical-instrument extended from 1659 to 1683. 
maker, who seems to have devoted his 

Moyes (James). Specimens of the Types commonly used in the 
Temple Printing-Office, Bouverie Street; with their names and 
the names of the Founders : also Specimens of Wood-engravings. 
London : 1826. 8vo. 

It is a noteworthy fact that the Temple however, induced to relinquish it, and be- 
Printing-office was the first building came proprietor of his father’s large patent 
erected in London expressly as a printing- medicine business in Farringdon Street, 
office, and its proprietor, in the “ adver- The printing business in Castle Street 
tisement" which is prefixed to this bro- next passed into the hands of Mr. John 
chure, points with natural pride to the Strangeways and a relation named Wal- 
“very advantageous construction of the den, but the latter subsequently retiring, 
building.” Preceding the specimens of the concern was for some years solely in 
types, with their names and the names of the hands of Mr. Strangeways, who also 
the founders, there is a Summary of the being burnt out in 1878, has erected a 
Origin of Language, Writing, and Print- new office in Tower Street, Long. Acre, 
ing. The wrapper has a woodcut eleva- He has since July, 1879, taken his two 
tion of the building, and a sectional view sons into partnership. The Bouverie 
of the interior of the principal composing- Street office, is now, and . has been for 
room is given on the title-page. Unfor- many years, in the occupation of a firm of 
tunately, these desirable premises had to dry-salters. Mr. Moyes was a very, good 
be relinquished by Mr. Moyes, who, printer, and three of his staff left his ser- 
commencing business in 1807, was burnt vice and set up for themselves, in New 
out in Greville Street in 1824, and Street Square, their firm being, first 
migrated from Bouverie Street to Castle known as that of Levey, Franklin, & 
Street, Leicester Square, where he issued Robson, and then as Levey & Robson, 
a specimen book, with a woodcut view Ultimately this partnership was dissolved, 
of the house on the wrapper, in 1831 (8vo.). each taking a separate office. Mr. Levey 
Here he took as a partner Mr. George is since dead, as also Mr. Robson, who 
Barclay, the style of the firm becoming had previously retired in favour of his two 
Moyes & Barclay. On Mr. Moyes’s re- sons, though the firm is styled Robson & 
tirement Mr. Barclay for several years Sons, their business being carried on at 
carried on the business alone; he was, St. Pancras Road, King's Cross. 

Moyet (Claude). Epveuves des Caracteres de la Fonderie de Cl. 
Moyet a Paris. 1743. 4to. 

Muehlbrecht (Otto). Der hollandische Buchhandel seit Coster. 
Leipzig: 1867. 8vo. pp. 32. 

Mueller (A.). Gutenberg oder das Fest der Buchdruckerkunst. 
Eine Cantate. 1840. 8vo. 

Mueller (F.). lets over den letterkundigen eigendom’s. Graven- 
hage: 1852. i2mo. 

-- The Cost of Paper, computed and tabulated for the Printers 
and the Publisher. Philadelphia : 1875. Oblong 4to. 

Munden (Christian). Danck-Predigt welche am dritten Jubelfest 
wegen Erfindung der lobl. Buchdruckerkunst zu Frankfurt 
gehalten worden. Nebst einem historischen Bericht von den 
ersten Erfindern dieser Kunst, denen frankfurtischen Buchdruckern 
und sein 3ten Buchdrucker Jubelfeste, vollendet durch J. E. G. v. 
Klettenberg. Frankfurt-a.-M. : 1741. With appendix: Der 
Jubel-Postulat-Prologus mit den darauf gedruckten Carminibus. 
3 plates. 

Munier (J. B.). Almanach-Guide de Plmprimerie, de la Librairie 
et de la papeterie, indispensable aux auteurs, editeurs, libraires, 
ouvriers d’imprimerie, brocheurs, relieurs, &c. Paris : [1870]. 
8vo. 4 leaves, pp. 40. 

A cursory account of the invention of printing, with advice to authors how to 
read proofs. Of no use whatever to a practical printer. Appears annually with the 
calendar in front. 

-Nouveau Guide de Plmprimerie. Paris: 1869. 8vo. 

This book possesses an interest rather useful to those who wish to acquire a 
of an antiquarian than of a practical knowledge of the French equivalents to 
character, but it gives a good account of our technical terms, 
the French modes of printing, and is 

Munnik (J. H. D.). Bepalingen omtrentdenboekhandel en drukpres 
in Nederland. Joure : 1853. 8vo. 

Munsell (Charles). A Collection of Songs of the American Press, 
and other Poems relating to the Art of Printing. Albany : 1868. 
Small 4to. pp. viii. 207. 

The compiler is the son of Mr. Joel Munsell (q. He was bom Dec. 29, 1852. 

Munsell (Joel). Bibliotheca Munselliana. A Catalogue of the 
Books and Pamphlets issued from the Press of Joel Munsell, 
from the year 1828 to 1870. Albany (privately printed): 1872. 
8vo. pp. 191. 

A curious list, occasionally annotated copies with the view of getting one to 
with racy anecdotes and humorous re- interleave, and in this way to record the 
collections of the books printed in Mr. circumstances attending the issue of the 
Munsell’s establishment. The compiler different books which bear his imprint, 
went to the expense of printing a few 

-- Catalogue of Books on Printing and the kindred Arts ; em¬ 
bracing also, Works on Copyright, Liberty of the Press, Libel, 
Literary Property, Bibliography, &c. Albany: 1868. 8vo. 
pp. 47. 

-Outlines of the History of Printing, and Sketches of the 
early Printers. 1839. 8vo. pp. 32. 

Writing about thirty years after, Mr. attached as the author or compiler. It 
Munsell says :—“This was taken almost was issued merely to circulate as a speci- 
entirely from Thomas’s 1 History of Print- men of printing. Edition, 100 copies.” 
ing,’ to which my name was unwisely 
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Munsell (Joel). The Typographical Miscellany—Historical and 
Practical. Albany : 1850. 8vo. Title, preface, and contents, 
pp. 6, 268. Woodcuts. 

200 copies, published in numbers. them being admirable specimens of typo- 
The author says (“ Munsell Imprints”): graphy. Not content, however, with 

“This was begun with the view of col- printing other people’s productions, he 
lecting the history of printing in the has, nearly every year, issued one or 
State of New York by counties. The co- more works of his own compilation or 
operation of printers was expected in so authorship. Among them are standard 
interesting a subject. But it was found books on local history and archaeology, 
that many printers kept no files of their Several years ago, he began to collect 
papers, and had no knowledge of their books on printing and the kindred arts, 
predecessors, nor did they entertain any and spent about 3,coo dollars in the en- 
disposition to aid such an enterprise, terprise. Finding, however, that to com- 
The original plan was soon abandoned as plete it, it would lead him into a larger 
impracticable, and a diversion made in expenditure than he desired, he discon- 
the scope of the work.” tinued the pursuit, but published a list of 

Mr. Joel Munsell is a printer, pub- the books in pamphlet form, noticed above, 
lisher, and new and old bookseller, carry- which has been of much use to biblio- 
ing on business at Albany, N. Y. He graphers. Subsequently, the collection, 
was born April 14, 1808. In 1828 he almost in its entirety, was sold to the 
started a periodical called the Albany New York State Library, which thereby 
Minerva. He says in his “ Bibliography was put in possession of a technical 
of Munsell Imprints”: — “This was library of printing that was quite unri- 
printed while I was a clerk in a book- vailed at the time. Mr. Munsell mate- 
store, and less than twenty years of age. rially assisted by his large and curious 
I went along North and South Market knowledge of the subject in the revised 
Streets one day and procured 150 sub- and enlarged issue of Thomas’s “ History 
scribers for a semi-monthly paper, at 37^ of Printing in America,” of which he was 
cents a quarter ; purchased a small fount the printer. 
of types, prepared the copy, and set up Mr. Munsell is the author of an excel- 
the types in the store at leisure moments ; lent treatise entitled “ A Chronology of 
worked off the paper at night, on a Paper and Paper-making, with an account 
Ramage press, with balls, and the next of the materials used for making paper, 
morning delivered it at the doors of my and a history of the rise and progress of 
subscribers. On the morning of the 12th the art from the earliest times.” (1876). 
February I announced the death of De Mr. Munsell states that the fifth is to 
Witt Clinton at the same hour with the be the final issue of this work. It traces 
daily papers. I retired from this enter- the progress of the manufacture of paper 
prise at the end of the quarter to take a from the earliest times and in all coun¬ 
situation on a daily newspaper, as com- tries. Not only is paper dealt with, but 
positor, and did not go into business until the various substances which from time 
1834.” In October, 1836, he purchased a to time have been used to record events, 
job-printing office of Thomas G. Wait, at The progress of invention and use for 
No. 58, State Street, where his office more than two thousand years is given, 
(since entirely rebuilt) is still situated. the information embracing the gradual 

In 1842, the publishers of “Webster’s spread of the manufacture throughout 
Calendar, or the Albany Almanack,” the world ; the dates of successive im- 
which had been gradually decreasing in provements, and incidents attending its 
sale for several previous years, resolved growth ; statistics of matters pertaining 
to abandon its publication. Mr. Mun- to the trade ; the fluctuation of prices ; 
sell made them the proposition to con- vicissitudes by fire and flood ; and ne- 
tinue it as long as he lived, although its crology of eminent manufacturers. In 
sale might entirely cease, so that he short, the “Chronology” constitutes a 
should need but a single copy for himself, storehouse of facts important to be known 
and to pay them a royalty for the title of by those who are professionally connected 
a certain number of copies each year with the paper trade, as well as by those 
during their lives. He found immediate who are interested in paper as the chief 
sale for 20,000 copies, and has printed literary vehicle for recording thoughts 
it ever since. _ and events. He says in the “ Finale ”— 

In 1845 he printed a pamphlet, called a sort of colophon, of a decided American 
“Pulpit Sketches, or the Dreams of a tone—“ The collector of these disjunctive 
Pew-Holder,” and enjoyed a week’s im- conjunctives proposes, with this fifth 
prisonment in the gaol for contempt of edition, in the fifty-second year of his 
court in refusing to answer the question, typographical career, to let the paper- 
who was. the author ? Mr. Munsell has manufacture go on as it may, without 
during his business career printed a very any surveillance of his, with best wishes 
large number of standard books, many of for its prosperity to the end of time.” 

Murr (Christoph Gottlieb von). Bibliotheque de Peinture, de 
Sculpture, et de Gravure. Frankfort and Leipzig : 1770. 2 vols. 
i2mo. 

Muzzi (Salvatore). La Stampa in Bologna : sommario storico. 
Bologna : 1869. 4to. 

Myers (J.). A few Practical Hints to Printers on the Treatment 
of Rollers : how to wash Rollers, how to make Rollers. On 
Wetting-down Paper. General remarks to Machine-minders. 
Plow to clean Wood Letter. By “Caxton.” 1871. 8vo. 

The author is a printers’ engineer, at Southampton. 

(To be continued.') 

PRINTING-OFFICE ECONOMY. 

NEW AMERICAN PROCESS OF PRESSING 

PRINTED SHEETS. 

LAST August we mentioned that Mr. J. W. Jones, 
“ State Superintendent of Printing,” Harrisburg, 

Pennsylvania, had patented a new process and an improved 
pressing machine for printers, bookbinders, account-book 
manufacturers, paper-makers and manufacturing stationers, 
and at the same time we asked for more explicit informa¬ 

tion as to the new process. Some details of the method 
adopted have accordingly been sent to us in reply, and we 
quote the following particulars. In regard to the history of 
the process, the inventor says :— 

A brief statement of the methods heretofore used for the purpose of 
removing indentations from printed sheets and thus obtaining a smooth 
surface, together with the mode of dry-pressing, as practiced in 
primitive days, and the improvements since made, may be acceptable 
to the reader. 

In the early days of the Art of Printing, the sheets were folded, 
gathered, and collated, and, if to be bound and finished in a careful 
manner, they were beaten, as a means of bringing them to a compact 
and smooth state. Until a recent period this process was effected by 
means of the hammer ; the volume being divided into parcels of a few 
sheets ; these parcels, held flat on a stone, were then beaten with a 
heavy hammer until the desired smoothness was attained. This process 
was necessarily very slow and laborious. 

“The Hot Press” was the next means discovered and adopted, 
which superseded the beating process. This mode required very 
strong, powerful screw presses. Pullers’ or glazed boards were placed 
alternately between sheets, iron plates were then heated in the furnace 
or oven, one of each laid between each twenty or thirty sheets until 
the press was full, and the whole pressed down by a lever and windlass. 
This process was far from beneficial to either the print or the paper. 
The paper would yield, by the heat of the plates, its white bleached 
colour, and the ink, unless of the finest quality, would run or spread 
on the surface of the paper ; consequently this process proved very 
costly, and soon yielded to “ Cold Pressing.” The advantage of this 
method was by obtaining greater power, and the use of fullers’ or glazed 
boards only, using a powerful iron screw standing-press, or the still 
greater power of an hydraulic press. This process succeeded tolerably 
well, and is the one still generally employed. 

In early times the hot pressing and also the cold pressing seem to 
have been executed by those who made a business of pressing cloths, 
to whom the printers would send their sheets for pressing. 

Several attempts have been made by printers and binders to obtain 
a process of their own ; one a machine of great power to supersede the 
use of fullers’ or glazed boards and the hydraulic. In this machine the 
sheets were placed between two plates of copper or zinc, and passed in 
rapid succession between two hard steel rollers. They came out more 
perfectly smooth than by the hot or cold pressing. This, however, 
was a very slow and tedious process ; when the work had been recently 
printed, the plates had to be frequently cleaned, or they would soil the 
sheets placed between them. 

“ The Rolling Machine ” was next tried. This process was to place 
a number of printed folded sheets between tins, of pieces of sole leather, 
which were then passed through the rollers until the requisite degree 
of finish was obtained. The great objections to the rolling machine 
were the liabilities to cause a set-off upon the opposite page, by the 
friction which was produced by passing between the rollers ; hence the 
most approved process, and which is in use at the present time, is the 
passing of the sheets through the massive hydraulic press, with fullers’ 
or glazed press boards alternated between the sheets. This process 
requires the handling of the work twice, viz.: First, laying the sheets 
between boards and putting them in the press, allowing said sheets to 
remain in the press a number of hours to obtain the desired surface 
and finish. Second, the removing of the sheets from the press and 
taking them out of the boards. 

Whilst this process produces very satisfactory work, it is admitted 
to be slow and laborious, and the present mode and process of dry¬ 
pressing, in vogue for a quarter of a century (and this same method 
seems to have been taken by the trade from the fulling of cloth without 
any fixed improvement), remains unchanged, even after the several 
attempts made to improve the method by rolls and rolling machines. 

The Art of Printing, in all its various branches, has made great and 
rapid strides by the use of improved machinery. The paper and ink 
manufacturers, by improved methods, have brought their arts of pro¬ 
duction almost to perfection. 

For dry-pressing and removing indentations, the art has not kept 
pace with the progress made in its other branches, and the massive 
hydraulic presses, with the use of fullers’ or glazed press boards, may 
still be found in all large printing and publishing houses. 

Mr. Jones apparently ignores the apparatus known as 
“ Gill’s Hot Rolling Machine,” manufactured by Messrs. 
Furnival & Co., which dries, presses, and calenders sheets 
direct from the printing-machine. It is not only in exten¬ 
sive use in this country, but is also adopted in America, as 
at the Government Printing-office, Washington, and Harper 
Brothers’ office, New York. 

The foregoing quotation is from a small pamphlet sent to 
us by Mr. Jones. Let us now append an account of the 
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invention taken from an American journal, in which the new 
process is thus described :— 

The paper is first printed on one side, making the indentations all 
one way ; it is then turned and printed on the other side ; this opera¬ 
tion is called backing up. It makes the same number of indentations 
as the first impression, and carries with it nearly all of the indentations 
made by the first impression. These indentations are concavo-convex. 
The sheets now being printed on both sides are folded. The first fold 
makes the indentations opposites—concave against concave, or convex 
against convex, depending on which half of the whole sheet it is. The 
sheets, being usually of double size when printed, are cut before fold¬ 
ing ; one-half of each sheet, when cut, will have the indentations on 
one side, while the other half will have them on the opposite side. 
The sheet receiving the second fold, the opposites are multiplied ; 
when it receives the third fold, they are again multiplied ; and this 
multiplication is continued with every fold the sheet receives. The 
indentations are more easily removed when the sheets are folded than 
they could be if they were placed from two to six or more between 
fuller or glazed boards and subjected to great pressure. It will be 
readily seen that by placing the sheets in the press flat, the indentations 
form, to a great extent, a mould or counterpart for each other, conse¬ 
quently requiring more pressure to remove them. 

The sheets being folded, and the indentations being opposed to each 
other, as described, about 500 are placed in the trough of the machine, 
with end boards to secure an even pressure over the entire surface, and 
also to prevent the marring of the outside sheets by the cords, and 
hydraulic pressure is applied, which is so regular that it causes no heat 
or friction on the sheets being pressed, consequently there is no set-off. 
The sheets, while under pressure, are tied with cord around the bundles 
endwise. The machine is then opened, and the bundle removed and 
set aside, with the pressure retained by means of the tie, until the sheets 
are wanted for gathering. The bundles are more easily ranked up, take 
up much less room than is required when they are piled up loose or 
bundled by hand, and being more compact there is less fire-risk. 
While pressing them as smoothly as the cumbersome hydraulic press, 
it breaks their backs as effectually as a crushing-machine, and takes 
out all the “ kinks,” which are wont to bother a binder. After passing 
through it, the work is more readily handled through all the stages a 
book has to pass during the process of binding, and is more firm and 
solid when finished. 

The press, which is of iron and very compact, is supported in an 
inclined position for convenience in arranging the sheets to be pressed, 
and the frame in which the platen moves forms an angular trough for 
receiving the corners of the sheets to be pressed ; this obviates the 
necessity of arranging the sheets, and saves a great deal of time, besides 
insuring accuracy in the position of the sheets. 

A cylinder contains the plunger carrying the head which supports 
the four sections of the platen by means of a short stout standard. 
The stationary end of the press is similarly arranged, and the sides of 
the press frame are slotted, to permit of tying the bundles pressed by 
the machine. Before placing the sheets in the press, a strong board 
having bevelled edges is placed upon the platen ; then as many sheets 
as are to be operated on are placed in the trough, and another board 
is placed above them. The pressure is applied by means of hydraulic 
pumping machinery, which is set in operation by touching the foot to 
a pedal. An electric alarm is provided, which sounds when the limit 
of pressure is reached. The bundle is then tied with a strong cord 
which passes around it in two directions. The sheets thus tied are 
retained under pressure as long as may be desired independently of the 
press. The time required is from 10 to 24 hours. The time required 
to place the sheets under pressure is less than five minutes. The 
machine will dry-press from 6,000 to 7,500 sheets per hour, and is only 
limited by the capacity of the operator. The new method of pressing 
sheets, which is said to be the result of close study and observation of 
the relations of the concavo-convex indentations to each other, is, it is 
claimed, the secret of the success of the invention. 

As our readers are well aware, we are not in the habit of 
pronouncing opinions upon the merits of new inventions, 
without doing our best to arrive at their real capabilities. 
In the present case we have much pleasure in being 
enabled to subjoin the following extract from a private 
letter to us on the subject, and as it is written by one of the 
first authorities in the printing trade in New York, it may 
be accepted as an unbiassed and reliable testimony to the 
economy and practicability of Mr. J ones’s new press. Our 
correspondent writes :—“ We have recently put in a new 
dry-pressing machine, the ‘Jones,’—a queer little hydraulic 
that presses sheets after they have been folded. Why the 
sheets don’t set off under the great pressure they get, I can’t 
understand, but they don’t. It does five times as much 

work as any hydraulic, and much more than the Gill hot- 
rolling machine, not quite so well, but good enough for all 
ordinary bookwork, and at very small expense. If a Jones 
machine is put up in your city, don’t fail to see it. It is a 
curiosity.” 

Our readers may be interested to know that Messrs. 
McCormick & Begg, 170, Buchanan-street, Glasgow, are 
agents for Great Britain for the sale of this machine. It 
is quite certain that anything which will accomplish the 
economic pressing of printed sheets will be a real boon to 
the master printer. 

PATENTS, NEW AND LAPSED, 

SPECIFICATIONS RELATING TO PRINTING. 

Published in November, 1879. 

IMPROVEMENTS connected with Printing Machines with 
Cylinders, also applicable to other analogous machines for Paper- 
staining and Colour-printing. Nelson, T., Inglis, W., and 
Gray, J. T. [No. 1,358. April 5, 1879. 6d. Drawings.]— 
Refers to the prevention of sett-off in perfecting machines by the 
application to the second cylinder of a viscous, waxy, or stearine 
enamel, dissolved in spirit of paraffin and applied by means of 
suitable rollers during the progress of the work. 

Improvements in Presses for Printing or Blocking Leather or other 
surfaces. Wilkinson, C. and J. L. [No. 1,522. April 18, 1879. 
2d. No drawing. Not proceeded with.]—Intended to facilitate 
the stamping of goods of different thicknesses. 

Improvements in, and in the production and employment of Flexible 
Printing Films for Artistic and Decorative Purposes; also for 
Printing and the Preparation and Finishing of Drawings, Printing 
and Copying Purposes. Clark, A. M. [From B. Day, West 
Hoboken, U.S.A. No. 1,535. April 18, 1879. 6d. Drawings.] 
— Describes the employment of a flexible sheet of gelatine having 
lines printed on it. This is employed, when newly printed, 
over an outline drawing, the lines being rubbed down upon it 
where required to produce shaded effects by pressure upon the 
upper side of the gelatine, the lines being underneath. 

Improvements in Job Printing-presses. Trueman, H. P., & New, J. G. 
[No. 1,029. April 1, 1,870. 6d. Drawings.]—These presses 
belong to the small, hand-driven, self-inking class. 

Improvements in and applicable to Rotary Letterpress Printing-machines. 
Duncan, G., & Wilson, G. A. [No. 1,372. April 7, 1879. 2d. 
No Drawing. Void by non-filing complete specification.]—Relates 
to perfecting machines in which the forms for printing both sides 
of the paper are secured to only one cylinder. The paper being 
supplied in the web means are employed for turning or reversing 
it after one side is printed. 

Improvements in and relating to the mode of and machinery and 
apparatus for Printing in Two or more Colours simultaneously. 
Bland, W. [No. 1,561. April 21, 1879. 6d. Drawings.]—The 
printing is to be done from one form. To effect this, one form of 
the type is made lower than usual, and means are employed to 
raise it above the rest during inking in its special colour, and 
sinking it lower when the rest of the type is being inked. During 
the impression all are brought to one level. 

Improvements in or connected with Machines for Cutting Paper, Card¬ 
board, and other like materials. Lawrence, P. [No. 1,623. 
April 24, 1879. 6d. Drawings.]—In machines where wire cords * 
are employed for moving the gauge to size of paper, flat steel 
bands are substituted for them. Means are employed also for 
more accurately setting the gauge. A clamping device is also 
employed for preventing the rising up of the back of the paper 
during cutting. 

Improvements in Apparatus for Locking-up the Pages in Printing- 
offices. Brierley, W. [From F. P. Datterer, Munich. No. 
1,731. May 1, 1879. 2d. No drawing. Not proceeded with.]— 
Only described in general terms. 

An Improvement in the Manufacture of Printing-rollers. Lanham, R. 

[No. 1,736. May 2, 1879. 46. Drawing.]—A seamless covering 
of india-rubber on a textile basis is drawn over a flannel, or blanket- 
covered stock. The object is to gain greater elasticity combined 
with simplicity of manufacture, as compared with previous rollers 
made of india-rubber. 

Improvements in Printing-machinery, chiefly designed for Printing 
Illustrated or Pictorial Newspapers. Lake, W. R. [From 
“The Actien-Gesellschaft Machinenfabrik,” Augsburg, Bavaria. 
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No. 2,961. July 21, 1879. 6d. Drawings.]—The machine is a 
rotary one, and comprises a new arrangement of the impression 
and type cylinders, inking, and delivery apparatus, as also the 
application to a rotary printing-press of electrotypes bent over a 
heated cylinder, and cooled before removal. 

LAPSED PATENTS RELATING TO PRINTING. 

Improvements in Postage and similar Stamps. Lake, W. R. [From 
W. W. Bierce, Memphis, U.S.A. No. 4,157- Oct- 26, 1876.] 

Improvements in the Manufacture of Paper Pulp and Cardboard, and 
in the apparatus employed therein. Kieffer, F. A. [No. 

4,236. Nov. 2, 1876.] 
Improvements in apparatus for Casting Printing Types. Mason, T. 

[No. 4,263. Nov. 4, 1876.] 
Improvements in [Machinery for Perforating Paper, or other like mate¬ 

rials. Marler, E. T. [From W. Braidwood, L. Francis, and 
C. H. Loutrel, New York. No. 4,351- Nov. 10, 1876.] 

Improvements in apparatus for Composing and Distributing Type. 
Jensen, P. [From L. Heinemann, Hamburg. No. 4,401. 

Nov. 13, 1876.] 
Improvements in Printing Machines. Grierson & Philips. [No. 

4,449. Nov. 17, 1876.] 
Improvements in Electric Telegraph Apparatus, partly applicable for 

printing and producing stereotyping and printing surfaces. Young, 

W. [No. 3,548. Nov. 26, 1872.] 

REVIEWS. 

The Art of Bo okbindmg. By Joseph W. Zaehnsdorf. London : 
George Bell & Sons. 1880. 

THE volume before us is a technical work which will prove 
interesting both to the lover of books and to him who 

would learn how to become a practical bookbinder. Con¬ 
sidered as an art, bookbinding occupies a most important 
position, the taste of the artist or designer, the skill of the 
engraver, and the experience of the working binder, being 
invoked in order to produce the outward covering of a hand¬ 
somely-bound volume. Mr. Zaehnsdorf’s book is calculated to 
foster a desire for good binding, for the author aspires to teach 
the reader “ to know when a book is well bound, and to form a 
judgment on inferior work.” The introduction is devoted to a 
brief history of the art, specially pointing out those artists of 
the Middle Ages, whose specimens are now so much prized for 
the delicacy and extreme minuteness of their finishing, and 
fac-simile reproductions of their designs are interspersed 
throughout the text. The practical matter justly occupies the 
greater part of the work, the whole of the different operations 
in bookbinding being clearly described—from the folding of 
the sheet to the finishing of the whole-bound book. The 
processes of gilding and colouring the edges are treated upon, 
and many valuable hints are given on the composition and 
manipulation of the various materials employed. Coming from 
one of the most eminent of living binders in England as this 
work does, we expected an authoritative and comprehensive 
treatise, and in this we have not in any way been disappointed ; 
indeed, it is remarkable that so much valuable information is 
contained in the small volume before us. Mr. Zaehnsdorf is 
not only a lover of good binding, but it is evident that he also 
*has a real affection for books themselves. The tail-pieces are 
culled from specimens of the various styles of book ornament 
taken from all nations and all ages, and full-page plates—being 
reduced copies of elaborate and delicate designs, produced in 
colours and printed in lithography,—are given. We cannot 
speak highly of the manner in which the book has been 
printed ; slurs are plentiful, the colour is uneven, and the cuts 
have not been properly brought up, while the photo-litho plates 
are also faulty in the printing, some of the designs being very 
indistinct. 

Le Luxe des Livres. By L. Derome. Paris : E. Rouveyre. 
1879. i2mo. Pp. xii. 134. 

THIS dainty little volume is highly creditable to French 
typography, and to its publisher, M. Rouveyre, who is 

distinguished for the beauty and luxury of many of his issues. 
It is printed in old style type on hand-made paper, with unshorn 

edges. The initials to the chapters, as well as the head and tail 
pieces, are worked in green ; and the technical merits of the book 
are so noteworthy that it was due to the printer, Daranti&re of 
Dijon, to state as prominently as has been done on the last page, 
that the work proceeded from his press. M. Derome is ani¬ 
mated by much of the spirit of Thomas Frognall Dibdin. He 
writes for those who love a book, not for those who merely 
regard it as a material expedient for conveying the thoughts of 
an author. He looks upon a book as an entity entitled to 
respect, esteem, and friendship, having its own peculiar and in¬ 
dividual character ; occasionally emphasized by eccentricity of 
manner or style. We cannot follow him into a subject so 
engaging ; yet we may express our appreciation of the genial 
and scholarly spirit in which it has been treated. 

Katechismus der Buchdruckerkunst. By Carl August Franke. 
Fourth Edition. Revised and enlarged by Alexander 
Waldow. Leipzig : J. J. Weber. 1879. Fcap. 8vo., 
pp. xii., 218. 

CATECHETICAL teaching was, at one time, held in high 
repute in this country. Other systems of imparting 

instruction have, however, superseded it in recent years, and it 
is now but rarely that any new publishing venture is based 
upon that principle. In Germany, on the contrary, the system 
continues to hold its own, as is amply attested by the popularity 
of the series to which the present volume belongs. Herr 
Weber has published catechisms on almost every branch of 
the Arts and Sciences, and their variety may be partly judged 
from the fact that nearly one hundred distinct works of that 
nature have already passed through the press. The volume 
before us is certainly one of the most important of the series, 
seeing that it deals with that art which has given life and being 
to all the others—Typography. Being intended for popular 
use, the instruction contained in the present work is essentially 
of an elementary character, and for that very reason specially 
adapted to the capacity of the apprentice. Indeed, the young 
typo who has mastered this catechism would compare to 
advantage with many a full-blown journeyman who has acquired 
his knowledge by rule of thumb. Every branch of the art—com¬ 
position, press-work, stereotyping, &c.—is dealt with in turn ; 
and Herr Waldow has been at great pains to amplify the 
information, and bring it up to date. In all its different phases 
the work approximates as near as can be to the beau ideal of a 
typographic text-book, and all the different processes are 
analyzed and classified in a manner that leaves little to be 
desired. The forty-two illustrations, interspersed through the 
reading matter, have also been judiciously selected, and an 
appendix giving a detailed price-list of the materiel necessary 
to furnish printing-offices, of different dimensions, still further 
enhances the practical utility of Herr Waldow’s latest literary 
venture. 

TOPICS OF THE MONTH, 

CHRISTMAS, 1879, in spite of bad times, bad weather, and 
bad Press Laws, has found the Printing trade busy, and 

although stagnation has prevailed during the year, yet at its 
close we have to report activity in all departments. Many of 
our brethren, in addition to the ordinary anxieties incidental to 
the pursuit of their calling—and these at the least are not few— 
have had to bear the brunt of needless litigation, and to suffer 
in a variety of ways from the present most unsatisfactory state 
of our laws relating to the Press. It cannot be doubted that 
we are on the eve of some important legislative changes in 
these matters, and our object on the present occasion is to 
enlist the interest of the printing trade in behalf of an agitation 
for reform in a direction so vitally affecting themselves and so 
urgently demanded by every consideration of common justice. 
The “ gods help those who help themselves,” and we shall be 
ashamed of the Craft if they do not exert their undoubted power 
and influence towards securing an amendment of the Press Laws 
of this country. The coming Election presents an opportunity 
which candidates for Parliamentary honours can be made to 
thoroughly appreciate. 
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Never were actions for libel so rife as at the present time, 
no less than a publisher’s dozen—thirteen—having engaged 
the attention of the law courts since our last issue. If things 
go on at the present rate, before long that person will be 
regarded as a rara avis who has not figured in some such 
action, either as plaintiff or defendant. The evil is proving 
contagious, and trumpery charges are regarded as ample 
justification for invoking that libel on the law—the Law of Libel. 
In a case heard at Derby, a draper took exception to having 
a letter addressed to him by an accountant, superscribed 
“James Braham alias Braham Jacobs.” He admitted that 
while he traded under the former title the latter was his actual 
name, but he objected to the term alias. Mr. Soames, solicitor 
to the Times, stated before last year’s Select Committee on the 
Law of Libel, that out of every ten actions against newspapers 
at least eight are of a purely speculative character, brought by 
persons “ who have no real grievance, and no means of paying 
costs if they lose, simply in the hope of extorting a compromise.” 
This is but too true ; but why, we ask, should printers and 
publishers be thus exceptionally saddled with vexations and 
responsibilities unknown in any other trade or profession ? 

It is related of the late Duke of Oueensberry that he was 
greatly alarmed at the state of the political horizon in 1792. 
He believed things were coming to an end, and he ascribed the 
mischief to what he termed the seditious writings of the day. 
A toad-eater to whom he was complaining, endorsed his senti¬ 
ments, adding, “Ay, and full of such falsehoods.” “No, not 
falsehoods,” interrupted the Duke, “ they are all so true; that is 
what makes them so abominable and dangerous.” This seems 
to be the sort of view which has lately gained ascendancy in 
our courts. An ex parte statement is made against an editor 
or printer, who is in turn called upon to plead ; but he no sooner 
opens his mouth to vindicate himself, than he is told that justi¬ 
fication is not allowable. If this be the law—and two recent 
rulings of the Queen’s Bench aver it to be such—what is the 
use of any preliminary hearing of libel cases ? Pitt is credited 
with the remark that where Law ends, Tyranny begins. Our 
modern procedure has reversed that order, and the tyranny now 
begins when a journalist or printer is hailed like a felon before 
a police court, and, irrespective of the merits of the case and 
without being allowed to open his mouth, is committed for trial. 
Under such circumstances a preliminary hearing is a farce 
enacted at the expense of the defendant, and might therefore well 
be dispensed with. The judges who determined Mr. Labouchere’s 
application for a mandamus attached much importance to there 
being no precedent for granting such an order, but a well- 
known legal maxim, Judicandum est legibus, non exemplis, 
seems to establish the opposite doctrine, that the judgment must 
go according to law and not by precedent. 

In the course of some very sensible remarks on the new 
method of suppressing the facts at a preliminary investigation 
of a charge of libel, Brief: the Week's News furnishes the 
following account of the treatment in prison of the unfortunate 
Editor of the London Figaro. The writer says, “ I can assure 
you it is not pleasant, this imprisonment at Holloway, even as 
a first-class misdemeanant. Mr. James Mortimer, as ill-luck 
would have it, was one of the first under the new Home Office 
rules, and he suffers for his fate accordingly. In the old days 
any one so situated would have had a room to himself in which 
to receive his friends, and, best of all consoling luxuries, 
would have been allowed to smoke in order to while away the 
time. But all that is over now, and Mr. Mortimer is simply 
treated like one of the ordinary debtors who are thrust into 
Holloway because they cannot or will not pay, or are guilty 
of that terrible crime, ‘ contempt of court.’ People imagine that 
imprisonment for debt is over in this country, but saving the 
fact that the racket-court has been taken away, and the situation 
changed to a healthier spot, I could conceive the lives of many 
of the prisoners were as wearisome and their stories as pathetic 
as when Dickens wrote about them in ‘ Pickwick.’ The visitors 
to a first-class prisoner at Holloway are received in a bare and 
miserable whitewashed cell, called with some irony the solicitors’ 
room. There is little privacy, for the friends of all the debtors 
are ushered into this apartment, destitute of all furniture but a 
bench, some cocoanut-matting, and a Bible removed from 
Whitecross-street. The attendants are uniformly civil; the 

laws only are terribly irksome these long winter days. Save 
for the consolation of occasional reading and writing, I can 
conceive no life more deplorably wretched.” Mr. Mortimer’s 
friends are, of course, exerting their best endeavours to obtain 
his release. Undue severity defeats itself, and eventually 
creates a reaction in the public mind in favour of its luckless 
victim. 

We hear that the Lord Mayor has invited the livery of the 
Stationers’ Company to a banquet at the Mansion-House on 
the 3rd of February. The guests are to be more than three 
hundred in number. It is to be presumed that Gutenberg’s 
disciples will be strongly represented on the occasion. 

The Commission scandal which has for some time past 
exercised the members of the Court of Common Council, has 
at last been settled on the principle of great cry and little wool. 
After no end of recrimination and personalities between the 
Common Councilmen themselves, it has been agreed to let by¬ 
gones be bygones, and to visit punishment upon any future 
culprit—that is, if found out. It is matter for regret that 
printers and stationers should have been mixed up in the affair. 
We are afraid that the “itching palm” might help to account 
for many alleged deficiencies in type, ink, machinery, paper, &c. 
This canker of illicit commissions seems to pervade the whole 
commercial life of our country; it has wormed its way into 
every rank and class of men, and its effects are destructive 
alike to the morailty of the individual and of society at large. 

Printers and type-founders contribute so largely to the dis¬ 
semination of knowledge, that they may certainly be ranked 
among the leading educationists. It is therefore right and 
fit that they should be represented on the London School 
Board. At the late election three gentlemen connected with 
the printing trade were successful,—Sir Charles Reed for 
Hackney ; and Mr. W. H. Bonnewell, printers’ broker, and Mr. 
H. Spicer, wholesale stationer, for the City Division. It seems 
almost a pity that some master-printer did not enter the ranks 
at the election, so that each branch of the trade might have its 
representative on the Board. 

Last March we pointed out the benefits accruing to 
trade societies availing themselves of the provisions of the 
Trade Union Acts, 1871 and 1876, and we urged at the same 
time upon the London Society of Compositors and the Provin¬ 
cial Typographical Association to take advantage of this bene¬ 
ficent legislation. We find that our advice has been taken by 
the former organization, which has now been enrolled on the 
Register, and enjoys a legal status not previously within its 
reach. The members of the P. T. A. are hardly likely to delay 
much longer in securing similar advantages for their own body. 

The action taken during the past year to remedy the objec¬ 
tions which had for a long time been urged against the mode 
then in use of electing the Executive to the Printers’ Pension 
Corporation, has been already productive of good. The amend¬ 
ment of the manner of election has, as was prognosticated, 
procured an unusually large number of nominations ; and it is 
gratifying to find that the complaint that master-printers 
were unrepresented on the Council has now a fair chance of 
being overcome. The members of the Council who will retire 
at the next General Meeting in accordance with the by-laws 
are,—Messrs. R. H. Bayley, Esson, Glynn, W. Hester, C. 
Newton, B. Wimble, J. T. Lane, and J. Parsons. With the 
exception of the two last named, these gentlemen offer them¬ 
selves for re-election. Nominations have been received on 
behalf of Mr. W. Blades, Mr. R. K. Burt, and Mr. E. F. 
Wyman (Master-printers) ; Mr. W. Thomas (Manager at the 
Oueen’s Printing-office); Mr. W. H. Bonnewell (Printers’ 
broker); and Mr. Chas. Southwood (Machine-manager). From 
the twelve names which will thus go before the subscribers, 
eight will have to be elected by ballot to supply the vacancies. 
The subscribers may be congratulated upon the opportunity 
thus afforded of importing sound business knowledge and ex¬ 
perience into the deliberations of the Executive. 

In consequence of the hardening tendency of every descrip¬ 
tion of raw material used by paper-manufacturers, the prices of 
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all varieties of paper are about to be advanced. Lancashire 
made the first move in the matter : a resolution recommending 
an advance having been passed at a meeting held at Man¬ 
chester on the 2nd inst. This has been followed by a conven¬ 
tion of the Paper Manufacturers’ Association held last Tuesday 
in the Cannon-street Hotel, under the presidency of Mr. John 
Evans, F.R.S., when a general opinion was expressed that an 
immediate and substantial advance of prices was necessary, 
and resolutions to that effect were carried. The Scottish manu¬ 
facturers have also raised their rates. Printers will do well to 
take note of this in giving estimates. 

JOTTINGS: ENGLISH, COLONIAL, & FOREIGN, 

Senefelder’s Birthday, on the 8th of last month, was duly 
celebrated at Leipsic by the local followers of the art of lithography. 

Mr. Warren De La Rue, F. R.S., will preside at the anniversary 
dinner of the Commercial Travellers’ Schools, to be held on the 
19th instant. 

Among the sums required for the civic administration of New 
York during the present year figures one of ,£27,440 for printing, 
stationery, advertising, &c. 

English Newspaper in Rome.—The first number of Minerva, a 
new English monthly magazine to be published at Rome, is announced 
for the 20th of January next. 

The front of the new Town-hall at Paris is to be embellished with a 
number of statues, including those of the two eminent printers, Henri 
Estienne and Ambroise Firmin Didot. 

Marshal Manteuffel, it appears, contemplates starting a new 
journal in Strasburg, as the official mouthpiece and support of the 
German Government in Alsace-Lorraine. 

One Way of Putting It.—Some of our contemporaries (says a 
New York exchange) announce that they are “ entered in the Post-office 
as second-class matter,” and they do not lie. 

Mr. George Routledge, of Stone House, Cumberland, and the 
head of the well-known Broadway publishing firm, has been pricked 
for High Sheriff for Cumberland, his native county. 

The German Gagging Act has now been in force for more than 
a twelvemonth. The first year of its existence has witnessed the 
suppression of 184 periodicals, and of 307 books, pamphlets, &c. 

The Hancock Inspirator, together with an assortment of other 
inspirators for feeding steam-boilers, and also a new low-water alarm 
for all classes of steam-boilers, was exhibited at the Smithfield Club 
Show. 

The Germano-American Book Trade.—The exports of books 
from Leipsic to America show a marked decline. The value of printed 
books shipped in 1878-9 was about £'54,010, as compared with 
£72,512 in 1873. 

Rather Hot !—A subscriber to a south-western newspaper died 
recently, leaving four years’ subscription unpaid. The editor appeared 
at the grave and deposited on the coffin a palm-leaf fan, a linen coat, 
and a thermometer. 

The Rowland Hill Memorial.—It speaks well for the popu¬ 
larity of the present Lord Mayor that this projected Memorial is so 
warmly taken up both in London and the provinces. Sir Charles 
Whetham’s name was apparently sufficient to paralyze the whole scheme. 

Mr. Joseph Fisher, proprietor of the Munster Express, is coming 
forward as a Parliamentary candidate for Waterford County, the present 
member Mr. Delahunty, having signified his intention to resign should 
his health not have improved by the beginning of next Session. 

We are gratified to be able to announce that Sir Charles Reed’s son, 
the Rev. C. E. B. Reed, M.A., has been appointed to succeed the 
Rev. S. B. Bergne as secretary to the British and Foreign Bible 
Society. Mr. Reed had filled the post of assistant-secretary for some 
years. 

The City Diary and Almanac for 1880 has reached its seven¬ 
teenth year of publication. It is a handy guide to the local govern¬ 
ment of the City of London, and contains particulars of everything 
relating to the management of the city. It is published at the City 
Press office, Aldersgate-street. 

Gas-Engines.—Among other articles shown at the Exhibition of 
Gas Appliances held a week or two ago at Nottingham, were gas- 
engines, contributed by Messrs. Crossley Bros., of Manchester ; Messrs. 
Louis Simon & Son, of Nottingham ; Mr. Turner, of St. Albans ; 
and Mr. Andrews, of Stockport. 

The Crace Collection of Old Maps.—The trustees of the 
British Museum have purchased from Mr. J. Gregory Crace, the 
splendid collection of maps, plans, and views of London and West¬ 
minster, gathered together during a series of years, and at great ex¬ 
pense, by the late Mr. Frederick Crace. 

Printing and Stationery Trade-Marks.—The number of 
trade-marks connected with the printing and subordinate trades regis¬ 
tered last year was 189, against 269 in the previous year. Since the 
Registration Office was opened in 1876, 485 trade-marks relating to 
printing, &c., have been placed on the register. 

Octoplex Printing Telegraph.—Professor Klinkerfues, the 
director of the Gottingen Observatory, has taken out a patent for a 
new invention, by which eight different messages may be sent simul¬ 
taneously by the same wire, an apparatus at the receiving end printing 
the messages all at the same time, though separately. 

The value of pulp exported from Helsingfors (Finland) to this 
country during the year 1877 was £3,972, while £1,416 worth was 
sent to Russia. The value of paper exported to Russia during the 
same period was £2,986. The printed books shipped from Helsingfors 
to Sweden and Norway represent a value of £1,092. 

M. G. A. Bonfantini, printer, of Basle, who made a very creditable 
show of miscellaneous specimens of printing at last year’s Paris Ex¬ 
hibition, informs us that the jury have awarded him a gold medal, in 
recognition of the merits of his work. A description of M. Bonfantini’s 
exhibits will be found on page 247 of our last volume. 

Journalism in Cyprus. — The Neon Kition, a Greek weekly pe¬ 
riodical published at Larnaca in the interests of the Greek population 
of Cyprus, is henceforth to be printed in English as well as in the 
native tongue. The Modern Kitium, a somewhat awkward title, is to 
be the name of the paper in its English form.—At hence urn. 

The British Museum.—During the financial year ended on the 
31st of March last, the disbursements on account of the Museum were 
£112,990; this sum does not, however, include£5,645 spent on build¬ 
ing operations. On the other side of the national balance-sheet 
figures the sum of £673. os. 4d., received by sale of publications. 

In connection with the new monthly bibliographical review to be 
started on the 10th of January under the title of Le Livre, which we 
announced in our last issue, we hear that the portion devoted to the 
literary topics of other countries will form a leading feature. Mr. 
Arthur O’Shaughnessy has undertaken to write concerning England. 

Our Austrian contemporary, the Vonuiirts, is owned by the Viennese 
Compositors’ Society, each member receiving weekly a copy. The 
half-yearly balance-sheet of the administration of this journal shows 
that the receipts up to the 30th of June last amounted to £224; the 
expenditure during the same period being a few pounds less than 

that sum. 

“Otto” Silent Gas Engine.—To prevent frost accidents with 
these, Messrs. Crossley Bros, advise users of their engines to keep a 
small jet of gas burning under the cylinder at night, so as to produce 
a slight circulation of water ; if this cannot be done the water should 
be run off. These precautions are needful when the engine is in a 
cold place. 

Herr II. Lindner, printer, of Breslau, has submitted to us a 
neat little business prospectus, setting forth that he specially devotes 
his attention to printing in the Renaissance style. The claims he 
advances are borne out by his tasteful little prospectus, which is of 
small pocket-book size, and demonstrates that the reputation Herr 
Lindner enjoys among German printers is well deserved. 

Patent Office Printing Account.—The Patent Office disburse¬ 
ments on account of printing specifications and lithographing the 
accompanying drawings, amounted last year to £11,275. The greater 
part of this sum fell to the share of Messrs. Eyre & Spottiswoode. 
The above amount does not include the cost of the paper, which repre¬ 
sents £1,060 more, that being supplied by the Stationery Office. 

Lecture on the Newspaper Press.—Mr. Thomas Walker, of 
the London Gazette, recently delivered a lecture on the Press. 
Mr. Walker said each daily paper had about 260 correspondents in 
different parts of the country. The lecturer was for many years editor 
of the Daily News, and succeeded, some ten years ago, the late 
Mr. Behan to what is termed the “editorship ” of the London Gazette. 

Stenographic Curiosities.—Among the more curious than 
useful items shown at the Berlin Industrial Exhibition was the Iliad 
written by a local lithographer, Carl Hacker, in shorthand, on paper 
of so small a size that the whole could be enclosed within a hazel-nut. 
A second enthusiast, says the Deutsche Buchdrucker-Zeitung, had 
written Schiller’s Song of the Bell on the shell of an ordinary¬ 

sized egg. 

A Transposition.—At the Congregational Union, lately held at 
Cardiff, the inaugural sermon was delivered by Dr. Enoch Mellor, of 
Halifax. The report of the sermon in one of the Welsh papers made 
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the eloquent preacher speak of the record of the triumphs of the Gospel 
as telling, amongst other things, “of women clothed with scantily.” 
If putting such a sentiment in the mouth of a divine, does not amount 
to scandaluin magnatum, what does ? 

Tenders for Printing.—The Vestry and Guardians of St. Luke’s 
parish invite tenders for the execution of their printing for one and 
three years. Tenders must be sent in by the 16th instant to the vestry 
clerk’s office, City-road, where samples can be inspected, and forms of 
tender obtained.-The Guardians of St. George’s-in-the-East invite 
tenders for printing and stationery. Tenders must be sent in by the 
18th inst. to Mr. J. R. Browne, at the office, Prince’s-street, Old 
Gravel-lane. 

Foreign Typefounding.—Before ordering any new borders, we 
would recommend our brethren to write to Herren T. G. Schelter & 
Giesecke, of Leipsic, for their new specimens of corners and borders. 
Our English typefounders will, we suppose, sooner or later acknow¬ 
ledge the steady and successful competition of their foreign confreres, 
who wisely lose no proper opportunity of seeking to make known in 
this country the undoubted excellence and taste of their more fanciful 
productions. 

Exports of Printed Books.—It is gratifying to find that the 
increased activity which has of late characterized the export branch 
of the publishing trade still continues unabated. The value of the 
books shipped abroad during November was £102,020, as compared 
with £85,985 and £92,815 in the corresponding month of the two 
preceding years. The total for the eleven months is equally satis¬ 
factory, being £868,986, against £810,912 and £826,956 in 1878 and 
1877 respectively. 

Lithographic Stones. — Some lithographic stones, from an 
Austrian quarry, were recently awarded a bronze medal at the Teplitz 
Exhibition. Several Viennese firms that have used them allege that 
they are equal in all respects to those of Solenhofen. The Imperial 
Printing Office is also experimentally using them, and should the 
results prove satisfactory, Herr Victor Schindler, of Teschen, the 
owner of the quarry, intends to work it on a larger scale than he has 
hitherto done. 

Lectures by Mr. W. Simpson.—Mr. William Simpson, F.R.G.S., 
the special artist and war correspondent of the Illustrated London News, 
gave a lecture on “ Illustrated Journalism ” at the opening of the thirty- 
fourth annual session of the Streatham-hill and Tulse-hill Institution. 
On the 10th inst. the same gentleman read a paper before the Society 
of Arts on “Art Vestiges in Afghanistan.” The lecture dealt with a 
subject on which comparatively little is known, and proved of more 
than ordinary interest. 

Sale of Printing Plant.—The sale of the machinery, type, office 
furniture, &c., of Saunders' Irish Daily News, whose discontinuance is 
announced in another column, concluded on the 4th inst. The sale 
realised nearly £600. On dit that the proprietor had been offered 
£800 for the going concern on the evening of its last publication, the 
24th ult., by a Dublin wine and spirit merchant, who is a candidate 
for Parliament, and who had intended to carry it on as a trade organ. 
The offer, however, was rejected. 

More than one English poet has sung the praises of “ that mighty 
instalment,” the pen. Now we have another contribution on the same 
subject by an American poet, Mr. Longfellow, the subject of whose 
poem is an iron pen, “made from a fetter of Bonnivard, the prisoner 
of Chillon, the handle, wood from the frigate Constitution, and 
bound with a circlet of gold, inset with three precious stones from 
Siberia, Ceylon, and Maine.” Mr. Longfellow’s lines appear in the 
December part of Harper's Magazine. 

Our own Premier has, in his day, made more than one effort to fight 
a duel with the famous Irish agitator, O’Connell; Bulgarian statesmen 
seem, however, to go a great deal further, and demean themselves by 
personal altercations. One of the ministers, M. Grekow, Minister of 
Justice, having a dispute with a publisher, boxed the latter’s ears. 
Being prosecuted for assault, the judges found the Minister guilty ; 
upon which he coolly suspended them from office—certainly “ a short 
and easy way” of settling the difficulty. 

Messrs. Howlett & Son, the mediseval and gold printers, of 
Frith-street, Soho, have favoured us with an inspection of their Ball 
Programme and Invitation Card patterns, for the season 1880, and we 
have much pleasure in drawing the attention of the trade to the novelty 
and beauty of these productions. It is useless for the ordinary printer 
to attempt to vie with such excellent presswork, and the trade will do 
well to continue to get this class of work executed for them by 
specialists like Messrs. Howlett & Son. 

Lecture on Etching.—At a recent meeting of the Manchester 
Literary Club, Mr. William Walker, of Owen’s College, delivered a 
lecture on “ Etching.” His discourse included not only a statement of 
the aesthetic position of the art, but also a practical exposition of the 
modus operandi. Some fine examples of etching, lent for the occasion 

by Messrs. Agnew, were exhibited. An interesting discussion followed, 
in which Messrs. Langton, Nodal, Hardwick, and others took part. 
The chair was occupied by Mr. W. E. A. Axon. 

Compensation under the Copyright Act.—It may be re¬ 
membered that by the Act of 1842 six of the public libraries 
previously entitled to free copies of every new book, were dis¬ 
franchised. Since then an annual money compensation has been 
granted to each of these institutions, and the money thus dis¬ 
bursed during the last financial year amounted to £3,029. is. iod., 
ranging from a minimum of £320, granted to the University of 
Aberdeen, to a maximum of £707, paid to the University of Glasgow. 

Festive Reunion.—The 500th weekly issue of the Retford and 
Gainsboro' Times, published at Retford, Gainsboro’, and Worksop, was 
celebrated at Retford on the 29th ult. by the proprietors entertaining 
the staff and correspondents, to the number of fifty, to dinner. The pro¬ 
ceedings throughout were of the most successful character. An 
appropriate programme, full of happy quotations, had been drawn up 
for the occasion by Mr. A. E. Middleton, the manager of the newspaper 
in question, while the printing had been executed by Mr. Peach of 
Retford. 

Exhibition of Etchings and Engravings.—His Grace the 
Duke of Buccleuch has kindly permitted the director of the Museum of 
Science and Art in Edinburgh to make a selection from his almost 
unrivalled collection of engravings and etchings for exhibition in the 
museum during the present winter. They consist chiefly of etchings by 
Rembrandt, and engravings by Marc Antonio, Adrian v. Ostade, and 
Turner. The choicest and largest portion of his Grace’s collection 
being mounted in albums, was not available, but those lent will form 
an interesting series. 

The Paris Exhibition Medals.—Complaints having been made 
as to the tardiness of the French Government in distributing the prize 
medals awarded at last year’s Paris Exhibition, it is stated on their 
behalf that all the gold and silver medals have been distributed. The 
bronze medals are also ready for delivery, while the “ honourable 
mentions ” were to be forwarded this month. As regards the com¬ 
memorative medals, which are in course of being struck at the French 
Mint, they cannot be delivered to those entitled to them till the month 
of J anuary or February. 

Printing Antiquities at Dundee.—Some interesting examples 
of typographical and literary rarities have lately been lent to the Free 
Library Museum, Dundee, by Mr. George B. Simpson, F. S.A. An 
appreciative account of them was written for the Dundee Advertiser by 
Dr. Robert Dickson, F. S.A., who has for many years studied with much 
assiduity the antiquities of printing, and has written a work on the early 
typography of Scotland, somewhat similar in design to Ames’s “ Typo¬ 
graphical Antiquities.” The description of Mr. Simpson’s collection 
has now been reprinted in a neat form for private circulation, by 
Mr. Leng. 

The Newspaper Stamp Act in Austria.—Dr. Fandrlik has 
submitted a motion to the Austrian Senate to repeal the Newspaper 
Stamp Act in the Austrian dominions. Hopes are entertained that 
the proposal may find acceptance with the majority of that legislative 
body. Next year it will be a quarter of a century since the English 
Newspaper Press shook off similar trammels, and the giant strides it 
has since made are within everybody’s recollection. Let us hope for 
the sake of Austrian printers that the efforts now being made to 
liberate themselves from this obnoxious tax may prove equally 
successful. 

Printers’ National Art-Union.—The list ot prizes for next 
year’s drawing has been issued. It comprises a large variety of paintings, 
books, engravings, and statuary ; altogether 544 prizes, of the aggregate 
value of over £1,500. There are three prizes of the value of sixty 
guineas each. The offices of the Union have been removed from 
Raquet-court to 151, Fleet-street, where all communications should be 
addressed to Mr. J. Borer. We hope that the forthcoming drawing 
may result in a considerable accession to the funds, so that the London 
operative printers may before long have a suitable place of rendezvous 
of their own. 

Postage on Christmas Numbers.—The Christmas numbers of 
the Illustrated London News, Graphic, Illustrated Sporting and Dra¬ 
matic News, Pictoiial World, Truth, Brief: The Week's News, White¬ 
hall Review, World, and many other journals, are not newspapers, 
and can only be sent through the post, either in this country or to 
foreign parts, at the book rate of postage. Newsagents are reminded 
of the necessity of paying for these Christmas numbers, not as news¬ 
papers, but as book packets, according to their weight. A very arbi¬ 
trary regulation this on the part ot the Post Office authorities, and one 
for which we fail to see the least justification. 

Suspension of a Russian Newspaper.—The Golos, of the 30th 
ult., compromised itself for a third time by drawing attention to the 
down-trodden condition of the peasantry, and has consequently been 
suspended for a period of five months. There is some hope, however, 
that the term will be shortened if the Golos promises to behave better in 
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future. It was Voltaire who said that the mouth obeys badly when 
the heart murmurs, and although the mouth of public opinion may be 
effectually closed by newspaper suspension, the undercurrent of dis¬ 
satisfaction will, nevertheless, survive, and find an outlet probably in 

a more dangerous form. 

Inefficient Apprentices.—At a meeting of the Viennese Over¬ 
seers’ Society on the 16th ult., it was resolved to urge upon journeymen 
organizations and printers’ relief societies not to allow any apprentices 
who have served their time in ‘ ‘ hedge ” printing-offices to become mem¬ 
bers. Herr Vogl pointed out in the course of a lengthy address that the 
only remedy for the ever-increasing evils of the prevailing system was 
to be found in a properly-devised scheme of enforced examinations. The 
subject was ultimately remitted to a committee to report thereon. The 
members of the society also resolved to meet periodically for the dis¬ 

cussion of purely technical questions. 

The extent to which our German cousins are police-ridden received 
singular illustration at a recent trial in Berlin. A merchant had dis¬ 
played a poster inside his shop-window ; the police authorities for 
some reason or other took umbrage at this, but all their efforts to 
induce him to remove it proved fruitless. Ultimately the trader was 
hailed before a court of justice with a view to compel him to do 
so. However, it was ruled that the police had only power to 
interfere if the placard had been outside the shop, but that their juris¬ 
diction did not extend to the inside. Our German friends will doubt¬ 
less attach due importance to the privilege thus allowed them. 

The Printing Trade in America.—We learn from New York 
that printers there are now having a full tide of business. Presses are 
working day and night, and “we work at fair prices,” says our cor¬ 
respondent. At Chicago we are told business generally is “ booming,” 
to use a very prevalent phrase, but which Englishmen may not quite 
understand. It is a lumberman’s term, and describes the rush and roar 
of a “jam” of logs when floating down the swollen streams in the 
spring. Very few men are unemployed, and prices of all commodities 
are tending upward. Agitation for increased wages is made in some 
trades, but printers are at present content with plenty to do, even if at 
moderate compensation. 

Printing and Parliamentary Elections.—In the course of 
an able leader on election expenses, which appeared a few days ago in 
the Daily News, the writer dwelt upon the fact that such humble folk 
as authors and publishers could rarely aspire to Parliamentary honours 
by reason of the heavy attendant expenses. These, he added, consist 
“to a considerable extent of the charges for printing. Suppose several 
circulars have to be sent to 10,000 people, the printer’s bill mounts up 
rapidly. The vast blue or buff posters are not supplied for nothing. 
The powder for election squibs costs a good deal.” We venture to 
confidently assert that the printer’s bill is one of the most legitimate 

items in the cost of an election. 

The Sydney Exhibition.—The proprietors of the Sydney Morning 
Herald some months ago offered a premium of 100 guineas for the best 
original poem on the present International Exhibition—the first ever 
held in Australia. The competition was open to all the world, and the 
responses were both prompt and numerous. Poems were received not 
only from almost every part of these colonies, but also from the United 
Kingdom and America. The total number was about 250. The prize 
has been awarded to Mr. Henry Kendall, of Camden Haven, New 
South Wales. The Exhibition itself is a success, and the attendance 
thus far has been very encouraging. Few of the sections were, how¬ 
ever, in a forward state at the time of the opening. 

Boiler Explosion at a Paper Mill.—On the 13th ult., a boiler 
explosion occurred at Messrs. Peebles & Son’s paper-mill, Holt Mill, 
Rishton, near Accrington, which, though resulting in little material 
damage, injured eleven women. The boiler which exploded had only 
been fixed a few weeks before the accident, and had been in actual use 
only ten days. The boiler at the time contained about three tons of 
Esparto grass, and the pressure of steam was regulated at 6 lb. The 
boiler is emptied by taking off a lid or door about 4ft. 6 in. by 3ft. 9in., 
and it was this part which gave way. There was a great rush of steam 
and liquid, which forced its way through an opening in the floor above 
and scalded eleven women who were taking breakfast. 

A New Publication Depot.—The National Temperance League 
have decided to establish a National Temperance Publication Depot 
in London, in which shall be found every tract, journal, or book issued 
upon the subject by the various publishers and societies scattered 
throughout the kingdom. The committee of the league say that they 
have been frequently pressed to undertake the necessary work, and 
circumstances have arisen which appear to make the present an oppor¬ 
tune time to commence it. It is estimated that the capital required 
will be from £3,000 to ,£4,000. Mr. Samuel Morley, M.P., 
Mr. W. J. Palmer, and Mr. George Palmer, M.P., have each con¬ 
tributed a subscription of £100 towards the special fund. 

Repeal of the French Press Censorship.—The French 
Senate on the 5th inst., by 161 to 58 votes, passed the Colportage Bill, 

which abolishes the censorship. This resolution certainly marks an 
epoch in the annals of French piinting. The censorship has existed 
in France from a period actually preceding the invention of printing, 
and reached its climax in 1534, when Francis I. (whom French histo¬ 
rians have misnamed the Father of Letters) issued his infamous edict 
abolishing printing throughout the kingdom, and ordaining that any one 
found in possession of a press or printing-types should be hanged ! 
Since that time the Empire and the Republic have vied with each 
other to perpetuate the traditions in a more or less modified form. 

Compositors’ New Tariff in Vienna.—According to the new 
scale drawn up by a committee of masters and men the alphabet 
system will continue to be used for computing the prices of the different 
grades of type. The scale of pay is to be:—Nonpareil about 5Jd., 
and brevier, bourgeois, long primer, &c., a fraction less than 5d. Ten 
per cent, additional is to be allowed for English, Dutch, Scandinavian, 
Old and Low German; 15 per cent, for Slavonic and Hungarian, and 
25 per cent, for Russian and Greek. When any of these languages, 
however, happens to be the mother tongue of the compositor employed 
thereon such additional percentage is to be disallowed—unlike the 
indiscriminate rule of the English scale. There is a reduction of 5 per 
cent, from the above rates for reprint copy. 

The American Post-Office.—;The report of the superintendent 
of the United States railway mail service, recently issued, shows that 
during the last fiscal year fifty-nine lines of railway post-offices have 
been operated over 17,340 miles of railroad, performing about 50,000 
miles of daily service and nearly 18,000,000 miles of service annually. 
The number of letters handled and distributed by the employes of the 
railway mail service on postal cars during the twelve months was about 
1,669,000,000, besides which there were nearly 980,000,000 news¬ 
papers, showi ng an increase of about 400,000,000 pieces, or nearly 
20 per cent, in the amount of work as compared with the preceding 
year. The railway mail service employs 1,091 travelling postal cars, 
1,193 route agents, 247 mail messengers, and 134 local agents. 

Refreshing to Read.—So seldom does the printer get a word of 
public acknowledgment that we gladly quote the following remarks 
from the preface to the Financial Reform Almanack for the year 1880:— 
“ It would be unjust and ungrateful to conclude this prefatory notice 
without a testimonial to the strict appropriateness of the word 
‘ Excelsior,’which Mr. John Hey wood has chosen as a distinguishing 
title for his printing works. The book is admirably printed, and the 
compiler may state that during his experience of something more than 
half a ce ntury he has never had ‘ proofs ’ requiring less correction, and 
that these were so few that it was to him something like a treat to detect 
a mistake or two in a page of closely-packed figures, as showing that 
time and labour in poring over and checking them had not been thrown 
away.” 

A Guild of Letters. — A movement has been set on foot at 
Hampstead for the establishment there of a “ Hospital or College of 
the Guild of Arts and Letters,” with the view also of preserving a 
picturesque portion of the Wells Charity Estates. The movement has 
already received considerable support, and it is now sought to raise 
subscriptions from all interested in art and literature to carry out the 
twofold object in view, by which a retreat and “ haven of rest ” would 
be secured for disabled artists and men of letters, and a picturesque 
site preserved to the public. The scheme seems to have much in 
common with that inaugurated about a quarter of a century ago by 
Charles Dickens and Bulwer Lytton. It remains to be seen whether 
the new organization is likely to be more successful than its prede¬ 
cessor, the ill-starred Guild of Literature and Art. 

Should Printing-offices be ranked as Factories?—Our 
own Legislature has long ago answered this question in the affirmative ; 
in Switzerland, however, the Federal Council and the master-printers 
are still at variance upon the point. The latter have drawn up a petition, 
for which they seek the support of their employes, calling upon the 
authorities not to lower the prestige of the craft by including printing- 
houses among factories. In support of the petition the art character of 
the compositor’s work is insisted upon, and it is pointed out by way 
of corroboration that in French editions de luxe the names of the com¬ 
positors, and even of the pressmen, are occasionally set forth on the 
title-pages (?). The factory inspectors, on the other hand, are loudly 
clamouring for an extension of the factory law, not only to printing- 
offices, but also to type-foundries, book-binders’ shops, &c. 

Presentation to a Manager.—On the 1st inst., a supper was 
given by the employes of Messrs. Drake, Driver, & Leaver, printers 
and lithographers, to their late manager, Mr. Joseph Blakebrough, 
who has become a partner in the present firm of Messrs. Andrews & 
Blakebrough, printers, St. John-street, Smithfield. Mr. Gray, who 
occupied the chair, in proposing the toast of the evening, “ Health and 
prosperity to Mr. Blakebrough in his new undertaking,” said that 
that gentleman’s business tact and urbanity of manner had endeared 
him to himself and to all present. Mr. Blakebrough, in reply, thanked 
the chairman for the kind manner in which he had proposed his health, 
and those present for having so enthusiastically received it, and also 
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for the handsome presents they had made to him a fortnight previously. 
These presents consisted of a meerschaum pipe, a solid oak tobacco- 

box, and a handsome tea-service. 

Leech’s Drawings.—We stated some time ago that it was intended 
to acquire a fine collection of the original drawings of John Leech for 
the Charterhouse, the school at which Leech spent his early years. 
This has been accomplished, and the drawings are now arranged and 
exhibited in the library of that institution, and form an almost complete 
history of the artist’s style of work from the age of six years to the time 
of his death. These drawings should be of special interest to litho¬ 
graphers, for at the age of eighteen Leech turned his attention to that 
art, and by means of it got into circulation some political caricatures. 
Having drawn his sketch upon a stone, he has been known to have 
spent a weary day in carrying that weighty burden from publisher to 
publisher in search of a buyer. This was, of course, in days before 
he had found the secret of his power, and prior to his connection with 
Punch, at that time not in existence. 

Playing-Card Makers’ Company.—This ancient company held 
their usual court meeting on the 29th ult., at the Imperial Hotel, 
Holborn Viaduct, for the election of master and wardens for the ensuing 
year, when Mr. J. Lofthouse was elected master, Mr. A. Williams 
senior warden, and Mr. B. Latham junior warden. The court was 
fully attended, and business matters having been disposed of, the 
members and friends sat down to a well-served dinner under the chair¬ 
manship of the newly-elected master. It is, by-the-bye, curious to 
notice that the wardens of this company have on their election still to 
affirm that they will “ twice or oftener in the year as shall be advised 
by the master and court of assistants, take a general survey and 
examination of all workhouses where the said trade, art, or mystery 
is used, of the workmasters, their journeymen and apprentices, to 
search, see, and find out whether anything be done or undone amongst 
them contrary to the rules and ordinances of the company. ” 

“Vive la Plume!”—The art of caligraphy has not died out, 
although our modem writing-masters judiciously refrain from advancing 
such extravagant claims for themselves and their more or less mechani¬ 
cal craft as did their predecessors about a century ago. A fine speci¬ 
men of modern penmanship has lately been on view at Mr. Easton’s, 
16, Great Castle-street, Oxford-street. It is the work of Mr. Worsley 
Benison, and in its gilt-frame is really a pretty design. It contains 
St. Matthew’s Gospel and Revelation. At the top are two circles, 
each the size of a pennypiece, that on the left contains Psalms li., 
cxlv., and cxlviii.; that on the right the Lord’s Prayer, the Apostle’s 
Creed, the Ten Commandments, and Psalms ciii. and cl. The whole 
is enclosed with tasteful border. The price asked is thirty guineas. 
Had Mr. Benison but lived a hundred years or so ago he would cer¬ 
tainly have been immortalized in Massey’s “Lives of English Pen¬ 
men.” 

Lithographers’ Coat of Arms.—The award has just been 
made in connection with the competition for a prize design for a 
Lithographers’ Coat of Arms, set on foot some months ago by Herr 
J. Heim, editor of the Freie Kiinste. The jury who had kindly under¬ 
taken to adjudicate upon the merits of the eight designs sent in, and 
referred to in our October issue, consisted of Baron von Sacken, 
Member of the Imperial Academy of Sciences; Professor Carl 
Radnitzky, Member of the Academy of Fine Arts; Herr A. Streit, 
architect, and three master lithographers,—Herren G. Reiffenstein, 
J. Haupt, and I. Schmutterer. The prize has been awarded to Herr 
Ferdinand Wiist, lithographer and printer, of Vienna; but some of 
the details of the next best design, that of Herr Rudolf Seitz, of 
Munich, are to be embodied in the first. It is meet that a townsman 
of the inventor should thus secure some share in the emblem which is 
intended to become the distinctive badge of the art. 

Fires.—On the 20th ult, a fire occurred on the premises belonging 
to the Autotype Fine Arts Company, No. 36, Rathbone-place, Oxford- 
street. The cause of the outbreak is attributed to an explosion of gas, 
occasioned by a wall falling in that was left standing after a recent fire. 
The premises were burnt out, and those adjoining, belonging to Messrs. 
Winsor & Newton, artists’ colourmen, were also damaged. Both 
firms were insured.--On the 22nd a fire occurred at the paper ware¬ 
house of Mr. Taylor, Union-street, Preston.-On the 24th there was 
an alarm of fire at Messrs. Waterlow & Sons’, 95, London-wall, due to 
a defective flue. The damage done was inconsiderable.-On the 4th 
inst. a fire was caused at 9, St. Mary Axe, City, the premises of 
Mr. H. J. Fitch, wholesale stationer, by a light being thrown down. 
The contents in the lower part of the building were damaged.-O11 
the same day a fire was reported at Mr. E. Keymer’s, stationer, 36, 
Friday-street, but no damage was done beyond the burning of some 
shavings in the basement. 

Sale of Musical Copyrights and Plates.—The stock of Mr. 
Henri D’Alcorn was sold by auction by Messrs. Brown, Swinburne, 
& Morrell, at their rooms, 353, Oxford-street, on the 2nd, 3rd, and 
4th inst. Among the principal items were the following:—“Angels 
listen when she speaks £50. 12s. (Ashdown & Parry); “ Brad¬ 

shaw’s Guide”—,£47. 15s. 6d. (Willey); “The Frenchman”—£108 
(Ashdown & Parry) ; “ Immensikoff” Quadrille—£66. 14s. (Ashdown 
& Parry) ; “ I’ll be all smiles to-night ”—^119 (Ashdown & Parry); 
“ I am so volatile ”—£96 (Jefferys); “ Mister Noah he built an ark ” 
—.£35 (Willey); “Silver Herring”—50 guineas (J. Williams); 
“ Perverted Proverbs ”—,£99 (Ashdown & Parry) ; “ Recollections of 
Scotland”—£26 (Jefferys) ; “Rural gleanings”—£28. 16s. (Palmer) ; 
D’Alcorn’s Dance Album—£38. 8s. (Willey) ; “Twilight” Schottische 
—£45 (L’Enfant). The catalogue also contained a number of Arthur 
Lloyd’s comic songs, most of which were purchased by Messrs. 
Ashdown & Parry. The sale realised £2,798. 3s. 6d. 

Women Compositors.—The action lately taken by the London 
Society of Compositors, in disallowing its members to “make up,” 
&c., matter composed by women, has caused a flutter of anxiety 
among the latter body. Miss Emily Faithfull, the apostle of their 
cause, has, however, come to the rescue by giving an assurance that 
“if any competent women lose their situations in any printing-office 
because the aforesaid society forbids its members to touch work on 
which women have been engaged, or to work in offices in which they 
are employed, work shall be provided for them on their applying to 
the Victoria Press.” We cannot but think that Miss Faithfull’s efforts 
are somewhat misdirected. Women, it is beyond question—and there 
is ample medical evidence to corroborate the opinion—are physically 
unfitted for the compositor’s task. The strain it imposes upon the 
constitution is too severe, and those who follow the vocation do so at 
the risk of permanently undermining their health. A solution of the 
female employment difficulty must certainly be looked for in another 

direction than this. 

Universal Catalogue of Printed Books.—The efforts of the 
Society of Arts to bring about the printing of a catalogue of all English 
books issued prior to the year 1600 are still being persevered in. In 
his opening address at the present session of the Society Lord Churchill 
mentioned that the council propose to continue the work. Since the 
report on the subject was issued last April the committee have taken 
steps to ascertain the approximate cost of such a work. The importance 
and necessity for some printed catalogue of the printed books in the 
British Museum, said his lordship, has received the unanimous approval 
of the press and learned authorities. An influential meeting of libra¬ 
rians have discussed the general subject, and the expediency of 
arranging the catalogue in classes rather than alphabetically. But, 
above all, the public may be congratulated that the trustees of the 
British Museum have obtained the sanction of the Government to 
printing, from time to time, the titles of the printed books as they are 
added to the library, thus confirming the soundness of the general idea 
of the council’s report. This measure is to be carried out at once. 

A Press Banquet.—-Mr. George Augustus Sala sailed on the 
15th ult. from Liverpool for a tour in the United States. Previous to 
his departure he was entertained at a semi-private dinner by a large 
number of brother journalists. About sixty gentlemen were present. 
Mr. Yates, who presided, pronounced a clever eulogium on the guest 
of the evening, while Mr. Sala’s reply contained many interesting 
details of his early life and struggles, of the days when he found it 
difficult to get food or clothing, and when he was forced to sleep in the 
park for lack of a lodging. The toast of the Press was responded to 
by Mr. Archibald Forbes. He declared that he would never accom¬ 
pany a British army in the field so long as the new regulations regarding 
correspondents were in force. Mr. Comyns Carr responded for art 
criticism, Mr. Burnand for dramatic criticism, Mr. Brudenell Carter for 
scientific journalism, and Mr. Ward, of the United States, for 
foreign journalism. Mr. Labouchere proposed the chairman’s health 
in a long and pointed speech. He enlarged, amid the laughter of the 
audience, on the admirable sense shown by journalists in hindering 
their angry passions from rising, and in keeping on good terms with 
each other. 

The marvellous facility and accuracy with which Charles Dickens 
reported Parliamentary debates is well known. He himself has told 
us in what a sea of perplexity he was engulfed when he commenced 
learning Stenography, how he was almost distracted by the changes 
that were rung upon dots, the vagaries played by circles, and “the 
unaccountable consequences that resulted from marks like flies’ legs.” 
That portion of his biography which relates how he mastered the 
difficulties of what he terms the “pen-and-ink sky-rockets, ” and the 
subsequent success he attained as a reporter, is one of the most interest¬ 
ing in his whole career. Some additional light is thrown upon this 
subject by an interesting contribution on “ Charles Dickens as a 
journalist,” which Mr. Charles Kent contributes to the December 
part of the Journalist,—a monthly exclusively devoted to the interests 
of the journalistic and reporting fraternity. The first piece of de¬ 
scriptive reporting penned by the famous novelist is also reproduced 
by our contemporary. The Journalist, we may add, is a periodical 
that deserves the patronage both of learners of, and non-proficients 
in, the art of shorthand-writing, since, being printed in stenographic 
characters, its every line imparts instruction and affords ready practice 
to young aspirants after “ Parliamentary honours ” in the Gallery. 
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Journals of Electricity.—The importance assumed by electrical 
science in our day is witnessed by the increasing number of serial 
publications devoted to it. The state of things is greatly changed since 
M. de la Rive, notwithstanding his talent and resources, was unable to 
maintain more than four years, at Geneva, his Archives de V Electridte. 
According to one of the younger electrical journals, L'Electncite, the 
recent appearance in Munich of a monthly journal of applied electricity, 
published by Professor Carl, raises to nine the number of journals now 
dealing exclusively with electrical science. In France (says the Times') 
besides VElectridte, which appears twice a month, there is La 
Lumilre Eleclriqae, which is monthly. The Electnca is a Belgian 
monthly journal published at Liege. The Journal Telegraphique of 
Berne, is a monthly. In our own country we have the Telegraphic 
Journal, appearing twice a month, and the Electrician weekly. 
America has two electrical journals, the Operator and the Journal op 
the Telegraph, both appearing twice a month in New York. T. o these 
nine may be added the Journal oj the Society oj Telegraph Engineers, 
of London, and the Annales Telegraphiques, an official publication 
appearing every two months in Paris. In Italy, an electrical serial 
styled Elettricista appeared for some lime and still exists, but its name 

has been changed to Natura. 

Waterlow & Sons’ (Limited) Cricket Club.— The annual 
dinner of the cricket and rowing clubs in connection with the above 
establishment was held at the Ilolborn Restaurant on the 15th ult. 
Mr. Philip H. Waterlow, who was in the chair, mentioned that their 
president (Mr. George S. Waterlow) had been compelled, owing to 
the physical strain caused by the heavy business which fell to his 
management, to seek a change of scene, and he was certain they would 
join with him in hoping that he would return in good health and 
much stronger. The customary patriotic toasts having been disposed 
of Mr. Charles H. Waterlow gave, “Success and prosperity to our 
Company.” Their Company, he said, was not only the largest but the 
most unique of its kind, embracing as it did nearly all the branches of 
the trade. The success which has thus far been attained was due to 
the untiring zeal displayed by all connected with the Company, and so 
long as this interest continued to be evinced in the welfare of the con¬ 
cern, so long would its prosperity continue. Mr. R. W. Flemming 
gave “The Chairman,” coupled with the name of Mrs. Waterlow. 
The Chairman, in responding, said he endeavoured to do his duty in 
the position in which he was placed, and the only reward he sought 
was the recognition they had so freely extended to him that evening. 
They had been kind enough to mention Mrs. Waterlow, and he could 
assure them that she took an equal interest with himself in the clubs. 

Export of Type and Printing Materials.—The following 
goods have been shipped from the metropolis to foreign ports since the 
date of our last issue. The place of destination is in each case printed 
in italic :—Adelaide—Anderson, Anderson & Co., £20 printing mate¬ 
rials. Amoy—Freeland, J. & A. B., ^110printing materials. Bombay 
—Allen, Brs. & Co., £2.(0 printing materials ; Fleming & Co., ^,53 
printing-ink; Wilkinson, Cowley, & Co., £f\ printing materials. 
Brussels—Parsons, Fletcher, & Co., ^38 printing-ink. Calcutta— 
Watson, J. & Co., £\2 printing-ink. Cape oj Good Hope—Figgins, 
V. & J., £220 printing materials. Demerara—Paterson, A. W., ^48 
type. Hambro—Nind, B. & Co., £55 bookbinders’ cloth. Hong 
Kong—Freeland, J. & A. B., ^44 type. Kurrachee—Baker, F. P. 
& Co. £5 type. Leghorn—B. W. Winstone & Son, ^23 printing-ink. 
Mauritius—Clemens, J., ^46 printing materials. Monrovia—■Christy, 
S. & Co., ^70 printing-machine. New York—-Barrington & Co., ,£20 
printing-ink ; Pickford & Co., £\(s type. Odessa—-Freeland, J. & A. 
B., A383 printing materials; Nollen, Henry, & Co., £22 book¬ 
binders’ cloth. Ostend—G. S. N. Co., ^126 type. Port Natal— 
Figgins, V. &J., ^230 printing materials. Port Phillip—Cormmell, 
Fish, & Co., A41 printing materials ; Green, F. & Co., ,£110 printing 
materials; Royle & Willana ^18 litho. stones ; Shackell & Edwards, 
£20 printing-ink; Spicer Bros., ^45 printing materials. Seville— 
Bishop & Co., £20 type. Singapore—Figgins, V. & J., £45 printing 
materials. Venice—Zuccato, E., £60 printing materials. Wellington 
—Hargreaves, M., £ 140 printing materials ; Smith, Morrison, & Co., 
£101 bookbinders’cloth ; Wiggins, Teape, & Co., £43 bookbinders’ 
cloth. Yokohama—Marples, R. M., ,£156 bookbinders’ cloth. 

A New Oxford Bible.—The Oxford University Press has just 
issued “ La Sainte Bible, qui comprend l’ancien et le nouveau Testa¬ 
ment, traduits sur les textes joriginaux Hebreu et Grec. Par Louis 
Segond, docteur en theologie.” (London : Plenry Frowde, 7, Pater¬ 
noster-row.) It is, up to tlie present day, the only edition of the whole 
of the Holy Scriptures translated directly from the original into French, 
other so-called French editions being founded upon intermediary 
translations into Latin, Greek, or other languages. A prefatory 
Note expresses obligations to Dr. Segond, who corrected the 
whole of the proofs ; Professor Barthelemy Price, secretary of the 
delegates of the Oxford University Printing-office ; Mr. E. Pickard 
Hall, director of the printing-office ; and Mr. T. L. Aldridge, chief 
overseer, for the intelligent care they have devoted to an edition which 
must take a position in the history of sacred bibliography. The book 

is in small 8vo, and contains 14 preliminary pages, including an account 
of the ancient canon, and 204 pages, with 8 maps. The monkish 
arrangement of chapters and verses has been disregarded, the historical 
and didactic portions being printed with appropriate headings, the poetical 
matter being in French verse. The old (or rather, modern) divisions 
of the chapters are, however, indicated for purposes of reference. The 
Oxford University Press has likewise just issued two new editions of 
the “Oxford Bible for Teachers,” which are worthy the notice of 
the retail book trade. One is a thin edition for the pocket, printed on 
paper of wonderful opacity considering its extreme thinness, and the 
other is printed with the border-lines and headings of chapters in red. 
The text in each corresponds page for page with the “Facsimile” 
editions formerly noticed by us. Some further improvements and 
additions have been made to the supplementary matter, and nothing 
seems to have been neglected which can render these latest editions 
useful and popular. They will make admirable Christmas presents. 

Words have been defined as sometimes signs of ideas, and some¬ 
times of the want of them. We suppose it is no libel to venture an 
opinion that both elements have had their counterpart in the speeches 
which have been numerically registered by the Central News Agency 
as having been delivered by the chief public speakers during the past 
seven years. The number of words reported, and the cost of reporting 
and telegraphing, which have also been calculated, render these 
statistics more than usually interesting. The name of Mr. Gladstone 
heads the list with 34 speeches, consisting of 215,000 words. The 
recent orations delivered by the right hon. gentleman in Midlothian 
are not included in this table. M r. Bright figures second, and Lord 
Hartington third, the latter with 25 speeches of 113,700 words, the 
former with 129,300 words and 24 speeches. Sir Stafford Northcote 
follows with 26 speeches and 100,909 words; Mr. Forster with 32 
speeches and 91,100 words; and Earl Beaconsfield with 24 speeches 
and 90,300 words. Mr. Goschen is entered with two speeches, con¬ 
sisting of 5,100 words. In the matter of cost, however, an inverse 
ratio obtains, for example, Earl Beaconsfield’s speeches cost more to 
report than any others, 104s. having been paid for reporting and 
telegraphing every 1,000 words spoken by the Premier. For Mr. 
Bright’s speeches, 92s. ; for Lord Cranbrook’s and Mr. Lowe’s, each 
80s. ; Lord Granville’s, 78s. ; Mr. Gladstone’s and Lord Hartington’s, 
each 67s. These figures, it will be understood, refer only to the re¬ 
ports supplied by the Central News Agency. The longest speech made 
during this period was delivered by Mr. Disraeli at Manchester in 
April, 1872, and consisted of 16,700 words. Mr. Gladstone’s longest 
speech was delivered at Oxford in January last year, and amounted to 
11,800 words. With these figures before us it would be venturesome 
to say that the race of English orators has died out. There is, 
however, another side to the subject ; for, as Pope puts it,— 

“ Words are like leaves ; and where they most abound, 
Much fruit of sense beneath is rarely found.” 

New Journals, Press Changes, &c.—As usual at this season 
we find a crop of announcements of new literary ventures. The 
Birmingham Daily Globe is the title of a new halfpenny evening paper 
which has been started in the Conservative interest.-The first 
number of the Half-Hour, an illustrated weekly journal, in which ad¬ 
vertisements are to be presented in a readable and even interesting 
form, is on the eve of publication.-A new sixpenny weekly 
political journal, dealing largely with Indian politics, has been started 
under the title of the Statesman. It is published in correspondence 
with the Statesman and Friend of India, of Calcutta. Mr. Robert 
Knight and Lieutenant-Colonel R. D. Osborn are the conjoint editors. 
The publishing office is at 332, Strand.-The Scotch Politician and 
Social Critic is the title of a projected weekly journal, to appear in 
Edinburgh.-A paper, entitled the British Emigration Journal, is 
announced to appear to-day (Monday). Mr. II. Glover, of 216, Gos- 
well-road is the publisher.——The Liberal World is the title of a 
monthly announced for January. Mr. A. B. Deane, secretary of the 
London Young Men’s Liberal Association, will be the editor.-A 
Fine-Art organ, under the title of the Artist is announced for the 15th 
of next month. Mr. W. Reeves, of 185, Fleet-street, is the publisher. 
-Mr. John Heywood, of Manchester, will publish, early in January, 
the first number of a weekly educational journal, to be entitled the 
Educational Chronicle and Weekly Pecord of Literature, Science, and 
Art.-We hear that arrangements are in progress for publishing in 
London a satirical illustrated daily paper, resembling the famous 
Charivari. The success of such an enterprise seems more than 
problematical.-The Art-editorship of the Furniture Gazette has been 
undertaken by Dr. C. Dresser, F.L.S.——-The Rev. Dr. Donald 
MacLeod, editor of Good Words has declined the call to St. George’s 
Church, Edinburgh.-The Theatre will appear on the 1st of January 
next under the editorship of Mr. Clement Scott. A new cover has 
been designed for it by Mr. Du Maurier.-The Nonconformist and 
the English Independent will shortly be amalgamated. The paper is 
to be enlarged both in form and bulk.-Saunders's Newsletter, a 
Dublin paper, established in 1745, has ceased to exist. 
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Stationers’ Company.—The members of this company dined 
together on the 25th ult, on which occasion the Master, the Right 
Hon. the Lord Mayor, attended in State, accompanied by the Sheriffs 
of London and Middlesex, and the Under-Sheriffs. The Master, who 
presided, was supported right and left by his wardens, Mr. Deputy 
Kelday and Mr. Alderman Figgins; Mr. Sheriff Woolloton, Mr. 
Sheriff Bayley, Mr. Under-Sheriff Crawford, Mr. Under-Sheriff Wragg, 
the Rev, J. Russell Stock, M. A. (Lord Mayor’s chaplain), the members 
of the court, with their clerk (Mr. Rivington), also occupying seats at 
the top table. After the loving cup had been circulated, and the usual 
loyal toasts duly honoured, the Lord Mayor proposed the toast of 
“ The Archbishop of Canterbury,” the patron of the Stationers’ Com¬ 
pany, reminding his hearers of the excellent qualities of that eminent 
divine, and the interest taken by him and his predecessors in the 
company’s welfare. The Rev. J. R. Stock, in replying to the toast, 
referred to the former custom of the liverymen visiting in their barges 
Lambeth Palace, and being regaled with ale and buns. Mr. Alderman 
Figgins proposed the Master’s health, eliciting hearty cheers by the 
compliments which he paid the Lord Mayor. The latter responded, 
and concluded by proposing “The health of Mr. Deputy and Warden 
Kelday,” a toast which was received with applause. Mr. Deputy 
Kelday, referring to the company’s doings, congratulated those present 
upon being in a position to speak of the Stationers’ Company as a 
trading concern in the truest sense of the term, viz., as one fulfilling to 
the letter the objects and duties for which it was founded, and the suc¬ 
cessful performance of which produced 17^ per cent, upon the capital 
employed. Mr. Deputy Kelday also stated that arrangements had been 
made for permitting liverymen to introduce friends to their festive 
gatherings. In proposing “The Health of the Sheriffs,” the Lord 
Mayor expressed his satisfaction at being associated with two gentlemen 
so eminently fitted for their responsible posts, and who appeared so 
desirous of aiding him to sustain to the utmost the reputation of the 
City. Mr. Sheriff Bayley responded. Mr. Sheriff Woolloton gave the 
toast of “ Success to the Stationers’ Company,” and complimented 
them on having shown the true meaning of what was now termed 
“technical education,” by the part they played in the advancement of 
art and literature. Mr. Richardson suitably responded. The toast of 
“The Pretty Maids, Merry Wives, and Buxom Widows of the Stationers’ 
Company ” was acknowledged by Mr. Rivington (clerk of the company), 
who took occasion to express the desire felt by the ladies for the 
speedy revival of the annual ball formerly given by the company, but 
discontinued last year. 

Purveyors of Stationery to the Corporation.—At the 
meeting of the Court of Common Council, on the 27th ult., Mr. Rud¬ 
kin, the chairman of the special committee which recently inquired 
into the commission scandal, asked four of the principal officers of the 
Corporation—the Chamberlain, the Comptroller, the Remembrancer, 
and the City Solicitor—from what firms they were now getting then- 
stationery. The Chamberlain (Mr. Scott) replied that so far as that 
part of the stationery was concerned for which he himself paid from 
the profits of his office, he had employed Mr. Alfred Waterlow. As 
far as the rest was concerned, for which the Corporation paid, he had 
given orders to other firms—Messrs. Brown & Co., Messrs. Letts, 
Mr. Norris, and Messrs. Drew-Wood & Co. Drawing this distinction, 
he had thought it within the terms of the standing order to employ 
Mr. Waterlow, a member of the Court. The Comptroller (Mr. Brand) 
stated that, following the custom in vogue in his office, he had em¬ 
ployed the same firms as his predecessor had done—viz., Messrs. 
Drew-Wood & Co., and Messrs. Waterlow Brothers & Layton, of 
Birchin-lane. He considered that in employing, a member of the 
Court (Mr. Waterlow) or his firm he was not contravening a standing 
order of that body, inasmuch as all the work done was paid for by 
tenants of the Corporation directly, and not from the City’s cash. Mr. 
Hart (a member) said that Mr. Waterlow, their colleague in that 
Court, had retired from business for over two years. The Remem¬ 
brancer (Mr. Robarts) said he had employed as stationers Mr. Gravatt 
Mr. Houghton, Messrs. Waterlow & Co. (Limited), and Messrs. 
Waterlow Brothers & Layton ; and as printers, Messrs. Hansard and 
Messrs. Nicholls. The City Solicitor (Mr. Nelson) said when he 
succeeded Mr. Pearson, nearly twenty years ago, he found that Messrs. 
Waterlow had previously supplied the stationery. He therefore con¬ 
tinued to employ them, though he had dealt with other houses, viz., 
Messrs. Collingridge, Messrs. Waterlow & Co. (Limited), and Messrs. 
Skipper & East, the latter firm being the Corporation printers. Mr. 
Rudkin expressed himself satisfied with these explanations, but after a 
lengthy debate the following resolution was passed ■“ That from the 
piesent date any person in the employ of the Corporation receiving 
any commission or gratuity, unless with the authority of the Corpora¬ 
tion, or receiving any discount in relation to bills or accounts paid for 
or on behalf of the Corporation, and withholding such discount from 
the Corporation, shall be subject to immediate dismissal, and no person 
or firm shall be employed by the Corporation, or any of its com¬ 
mittees, who shall give, offer, or allow either commissions or gratuities 
to any person in the Corporation’s employ.” 

Temperance Restaurant for Printers and Journalists.— 

Among other illogical sayings attributed to Dr. Johnson is one to the 
effect that claret is the liquor for boys, port for men, but that he who 
aspires to be a hero must drink brandy. If we may judge by the tone 
of a recent meeting, journalists and printers are not disposed to become 
heroes at this cost. The meeting we refer to was held on the 18th ult. 
at the offices of the National Temperance League, 337, Strand, to 
consult as to the advisability of establishing a temperance restaurant in 
the vicinity of Fleet-street for the especial benefit of the large number 
of compositors and others employed in the newspaper offices of the 
neighbourhood. Mr. John Kempster occupied the chair, and among 
others were present Mr. James Mathieson, Lieut-Colonel G. B. Hobson, 
Mr. J. E. Baugh, Mr. Joseph Searby, and Baron de Wolffers. The 
Chairman, in opening the proceedings, said that it was exceedingly 
difficult for those who left work late at night or early in the morning 
to get wholesome food and other good refreshment. After a few words 
from Mr. Baugh, Mr. Thompson said that many of his fellow-journalists 
were obliged to take intoxicants during the night because no good tea 
or coffee was to be had in the neighbourhood. He proposed that the 
cafe should take more the form of a club, since a lounging-place was 
specially wanted, where writing might be done without any constraint 
by the members of the Press. Ide was sure such a resort would be 
attended with success. Mr. Brimmer said he had been sent as a delegate 
from one of the large newspaper offices, where the compositors had 
stated that they would heartily support such a scheme. Mr. Fitzgerald, 
a compositor, concurred in the same view. It was resolved, on the 
proposition of Mr. W. Saunders, that a representative committee should 
be formed by each newspaper office being invited to elect a member 
from their own number. Mr. R. Chant, a journalist, heartily sup¬ 
ported the idea of such a restaurant as was proposed. The following 
resolution was then passed :—“ That this meeting recognises the present 
need for great improvement in the provision of refreshment and food 
for those having daily and nightly work in the City in the vicinity 
of Fleet-street and Ludgate-hill, and would cordially support any effort 
in favour of this object.” In the end a provisional committee was 
appointed. It is surprising that nothing in this direction has been 
attempted before now ; there is certainly an urgent call for some such 
place of rendezvous as that proposed, and the new venture has our best 
well-wishes. It is, however, a questionable policy to conduct such an 
establishment upon exclusively temperance principles ; some latitude 
and discretion as to the kind of refreshment to be taken should be 
allowed to the frequenters. 

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE, 

Imprisonment for Libel.—On the 24th ult., in the Court ot 
Queen’s Bench, before the Lord Chief-Justice and Justices Field and 
Manisty, Mr. Serjeant Parry moved for judgment in the case of the 
Queen v. Mortimer. This was a criminal information for alleged libel, 
which appeared in the London Figaro, and was tried on June 30, 
when the defendant was found guilty of publishing the libel without 
due care and caution. The facts of the case were reported in our July 
issue. Mr. Justice Field, in pronouncing judgment, said, that taking 
all the circumstances of the case into consideration, the court had re¬ 
luctantly come to the conclusion that they could not dispense with 
imprisonment in this case, and that the most adequate sentence that 
they could impose was one of three calendar months’ imprisonment, 
with a fine of fioo—the defendant to enter into his own recognisances 
to be of good behaviour for a further term of nine months. He trusted 
that this sentence would operate as a warning to others, and put a stop 
to the practice of the publication of libels which recent trials had shown 
was considerably on the increase. This case affords another illustra¬ 
tion of the urgent necessity that exists for an early amendment of the 
law of libel. It seems high time that the criminal liability of news¬ 
paper proprietors were altogether abolished ; civil proceedings afford 
to any person who considers himself aggrieved, an ample opportunity 
to right himself. Why should editors, printers, and publishers be 
treated with exceptional severity, and exposed to the indignity of 
standing as criminals in the dock like burglars or footpads ? The state 
of law which permits all this is simply preposterous. In the present 
case, the Lord Chief-Justice actually acknowledged that the affidavits 
before him would have justified Mr. Mortimer in asking, had he chosen 
to do so, for a new trial, on the ground that “ the verdict was against 
evidence.” All mitigating circumstances were, nevertheless, dis¬ 
regarded, and the three judges agreeing that ita lex serif la est, 
sentenced Mr. Mortimer to three months’ imprisonment. We have 
alluded elsewhere to the treatment to which Mr. Mortimer is subjected. 

Singular Action for Libel.—Stonhill v. Trounce.—This 
case engaged the attention of the Exchequer Division for several 
days last month. It was an action for libel, to which the defendant 
pleaded that the alleged libel was sent to the defendant for publication 
by the plaintiff himself; that it was inserted by negligence; and that 
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£9 • 9s- w^s paid into court in satisfaction of the injury which the plaintiff 
had sustained. Mr. Cave, Q.C., and Mr. Oppenheim appeared for the 
plaintiff; Mr. Talfourd Salter, Q.C., and Mr. Finlay for the defendant. 
The plaintiff is the proprietor of the British and Colonial Printer and 
Stationer, and is a writer for the American trade press, and the defendant 
is the printer and publisher of the Islington Gazette. The alleged libel 
appeared in the latter’s journal on the 12th of August, 1878, and was 
to the following effect:—“Caution to parishioners of Islington and 
Holloway.—The public are warned against trusting a party who has 
lately lived in the vicinity under the name of William John Stonhill, 
who represents that he is a journalist connected with the American and 
Colonial Press, but has lately met with reverses. The party in 
question offers for sale, as a bargain, certain bogus mining shares and 
American land certificates. They are all either forged or valueless, and 
the public are warned by one who has been mulcted heavily.” 
On the plaintiff bringing an action for the publication of the libel 
the defendant apologised, and at the trial he consented to a verdict 
for the plaintiff, with ^50 damages beyond the sum paid into court. 
The defendant subsequently obtained a rule for a new trial, as reported 
in our May issue, on the ground of an allegation by the defendant 
that an alteration in the advertisement sent to the defendant’s office in 
print was in the handwriting of the plaintiff, and that the advertisement 
had been sent by him for the purpose of obtaining damages from the 
defendant after publication. At the present trial it appeared that the 
advertisement in question came to the defendant’s office in an envelope, 
without name, enclosing 2s. in postage-stamps, and was incautiously 
inserted. It was in the shape of a cutting from the advertisement 
columns of the Islington ATesvs, but the name “ Hillston ” was altered 
in a print hand in the margin to “ Stonhill,” and this was the alteration 
said to be in the plaintiffs writing. The advertisement in the Islington 
Aews had been published in November, 1877, having reached that office 
by post, in manuscript, but neither the writer nor the sender had been 
discovered. The manager of the latter journal said that just as it was 
going to press he saw the objectionable nature of the advertisement, 
and, from want of time, he contented himself with transposing the let¬ 
ters of the name so as to read “ Hillston,” which he hoped would 
take out the sting of the libel. No complaint was made of this adver¬ 
tisement, the plaintiff stating that he did not hear of it until it was 
brought to his notice by the defendant. On the other hand, the plain¬ 
tiff’s former employer, Mr. D. T. Powell, printers’ broker, and pub¬ 
lisher of the Printers' Register, carrying on business in St. Bride-street, 
said that the plaintiff spoke to him about the first advertisement shortly 
after its publication. With regard to the advertisement the subject of 
this action, the plaintiff swore that the alteration was not made by him, 
and he denied that he had anything to do with the concoction of the 
advertisement or its transmission to the defendant. On the part of the 
defence Mr. Arthur Powell and several other witnesses were called to 
prove that the alteration was written by the plaintiff. Mr. Charles 
Chabot, the expert, said that to the best of his judgment and belief, so 
far as he could form an opinion upon so small an amount of writing, it 
was written by the same person who wrote the genuine documents which 
had been produced for comparison. In cross-examination he explained 
that he never went further in these cases than to speak to the best of his 
belief. Mr. Netherclift gave similar evidence. Mr. Justice Hawkins, 
having pointed out to the jury the gravity of the issue, called 
their attention to the principal portions of the evidence, and asked 
them to say whether the word “Stonhill” was written by or 
with the assent of the plaintiff. In order to establish his defence it was 
the duty of the defendant to make that out to their satisfaction. If 
they answered that question in favour of the plaintiff, they would then 
have to say whether the advertisement was inserted with or without 
gross negligence, and also whether the apology was a full and ample 
apology, and whether the money paid into court was sufficient to cover 
the injury the plaintiff had sustained. The jury, after considerable 
deliberation, sent a message to the learned judge asking if a verdict of 
the majority would be taken. The parties could not agree to take it, 
and as the usual hour for adjourning arrived, his lordship sent for the 
jury, who informed him that eleven were agreed, and that there was no 
probability of the other coming round to their opinion. The learned 
judge expressed a hope that, as an abortive trial would be very 
disastrous to the parties, the jury would endeavour to come to a unani¬ 
mous conclusion one way or the other, and asked them to again retire. 
At half-past seven, the jury, still not being agreed, were, with the consent 
of both sides, released, on the understanding that they should attend 
again next morning. Upon their reassembling, Mr. Justice Hawkins 
urged them to try to arrive at a verdict, so as to save the expense of 
further litigation. One of the jurymen said that after fully considering 
the case point by point, eleven were agreed upon a verdict, but the 
twelfth refused to discuss the matter further. The jury were again 
locked up, and shortly before three, on intimating that there was no 
probability of their coming to a unanimous conclusion, they were dis¬ 
charged without giving a verdict. This result, which leaves matters in 
statu quo, is to be regretted from every point of view. Both plaintiff 
and defendant have been put to heavy expense, and all to no purpose. 
A case like the present seems to be a good argument in favour of an 

amendment of the jury law, so that a majority of three-fourths, or as in 
the present instance of eleven to one, should carry a verdict. It is 
understood there will be a new trial. 

The Labouchere Libel Case.—Mr. Henry Labouchere, the 
editor, and Mr. C. W. H. Wyman, the printer of Iruth, were charged 
last month at Guildhall, with having published a defamatory libel 
concerning Mr. Edward Levy Lawson, the editor of the Daily 
Telegraph. The case arose out of Mr. Lawson personally assaulting 
Mr. Labouchere in the streets at night, consequent upon which a 
challenge to fight a duel was sent to Mr. Lawson, who, however, after 
due deliberation, declined to fight. Mr. Labouchere then wrote a very 
severe letter to Mr. Levy Lawson, in which the editor of the Daily 
Telegraph-was described as “ a disgrace to journalism.” This letter 
constituted the alleged libel. The case was heard before Sir Robert 
Carden ; Mr. Labouchere conducting his own case, while Mr. Wildey 
Wright represented Mr. Wyman. The prosecutor was represented by 
the Attorney-General and Mr. Poland. The former opened the case 
at great length, touching upon many collateral subjects. Sir Robert 
Carden suggested that as Mr. Labouchere had avowed himself the 
author of the matter complained of, there was no cause to pro¬ 
ceed against the printer ; but the prosecution nevertheless insisted 
upon proceeding with the charge against both defendants. In the 
course of the cross-examination of Mr. Lawson by Mr. Labouchere, the 
former sought to substantiate from the witness’s own mouth that what 
had been alleged concerning him was true in substance and in fact, and 
for that purpose it was also endeavoured to put in certain copies of the 
Daily lelegraph. This was, however, protested against by the counsel 
for the prosecution, and Sir Robert Carden ruled that evidence was 
inadmissible. Mr. Labouchere protested that under those circum¬ 
stances he could proceed no further with his case, and asked, con¬ 
sequently, for an adjournment, to be able to move for a mandamus 
in the Court of Queen’s' Bench to compel the magistrate to 
hear evidence in defence. The Attorney-General agreed to this, 
allowing that the issue involved was a most important one, upon 
which no Superior Court had yet pronounced a decision. The neces¬ 
sary writ was obtained, and the case came on for hearing before 
Lord Chief Justice Cockbum, Mr. Justice Lush, and Mr. Justice 
Manisty, in the Queen’s Bench Division, on the 20th ult. Mr. Russell, 
Q.C., and Mr. Macdonell appeared for Mr. Labouchere in support 
of the rule ; the Attorney-General, the Solicitor-General, Mr. Serjeant 
Ballantine, and Mr. Poland for Mr. Levy Lawson, the complainant; 
Mr. Wildey Wright for Mr. C. W. H. Wyman; and Mr. Gorst, Q.C., 
and Mr. Lumley Smith for Sir R. Carden. Mr. Russell and Mr. 
Macdonell having argued the matter, the Lord Chief Justice 
delivered an elaborate judgment, in the course of which he said: 
There are facts stated in the libel independently of the comment. It is 
said that Mr. Lawson is so-and-so, and so-and-so, and therefore he is 
a disgrace to journalism. Well, it may be that you may speak of a 
public man as a disgrace to journalism—I am not expressing any 
opinion about that—as matter of comment; but if you choose to jus¬ 
tify a general and sweeping accusation that he is a disgrace to journal¬ 
ism by stating a series of facts, every one of which is in itself libellous, 
you cannot justify the statement of the libellous facts on the ground 
that they are comments on a public man. Facts are one thing and 
comments are another. If your facts are not injurious, and you can 
show them to be true, it is possible your comments, if made upon the 
conduct of a public man, may escape the consequences of libel by 
reason of the privilege which would attach to them. But your facts 
must be in themselves not libellous. The statements must not be libel¬ 
lous, or you must be in a position to prove the facts, and here the facts 
stated are clearly and unmistakably libellous, unless the truth can be 
proved. But then the difficulty of proving the truth is this—that you 
cannot prove the truth of that which is libellous until a stage of the pro¬ 
ceedings altogether ulterior to the magistrate’s jurisdiction. And there¬ 
fore, from whatever point of view I look at them, the arguments in this 
case entirely fail, and we can only arrive at one conclusion, that this de¬ 
fence was not admissible before the magistrate. We must bear in mind 
that there is only one ground on which the urgency of such evidence can be 
rested, and that is the ground taken up by the learned counsel who has so 
ably argued this case on behalf of Mr. Labouchere, namely, that the wit¬ 
nesses might die or fall ill, that the prosecutor himself might die or fall 
ill, and the defendant might in consequence not have the advantage of 
his cross-examination. See how remote that is. There can be no 
doubt that after the indictment has been preferred, if Mr. Labouchere 
pleads that this alleged libel is true, then the whole of this evidence, 
if it is admissible at all, would be admissible and might be produced at 
the trial; but the danger upon which so much reliance has been placed 
is so remote that it would be, in my opinion, very dangerous to extend 
the provisions of the statute beyond the limits which I have stated. It 
seems to me that for the magistrate to have taken the evidence proffered 
would have been altogether transgressing the bounds of his duty. It 
is quite clear that the magistrate could not for a mere collateral purpose 
ulterior to the exercise of his jurisdiction take upon himself to 
receive evidence which did not go to the only issue before 
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him. On these grounds I am clearly of opinion that the rule 
must be discharged. The other two judges concurred. On the 
question of costs being mentioned the Lord Chief Justice said :— 
1 must say that when I heard that this application was to be made while 
the case was pending, and upon such grounds as those on which it has 
been founded, I could not at first understand it. I see now the importance 
of it; and I think my brother who has spoken (Mr. Justice Manisty) 
was right in thinking that the matter should be discussed, but discussed 
at the expense of the side which has provoked the discussion, and pro¬ 
voked unnecessarily. To outsiders this seems a somewhat illogical 
conclusion. The Attorney-General, who represented the plaintiff, had 
agreed that the point at issue was a moot one, upon which tire opinion 
of a Superior Court was desirable. Then what could be more just than 
that each side should pay its own costs ? Both defendants have since 
been committed for trial by Sir Robert Carden, at the Central Criminal 
Court, on the 15th inst. Last Thursday an application was however 
made by Mr. Russell, Q.C., in the Queen’s Bench Division, before 
Justices Lush and Manisty, for a rule nisi calling on the prosecutor, 
Mr. Edward Levy Lawson, to show cause why the indictment for libel 
should not be removed by certiorari from the Central Criminal Court 
to that court. The learned counsel made his application on an 
affidavit which set forth that the case was one which should be tried 
before a special jury, and also that difficult questions of law might arise 
in the trial. Mr. Justice Lush said that on the facts stated there 
would be a rule nisi. 

No Evidence Admitted.—At the Bow-street Police Court, last 
month, Mr. E. Ledger, the proprietor and publisher of the Era, 
appeared before Mr. Flowers on a summons, charging him with 
publishing wilful and malicious libels upon Mr. Hodson Stanley, in 
reference to a ball given at the Cannon-street Hotel by that gentleman. 
Mr. Henry Kisch appeared on behalf of Mr. Stanley, and Mr. George 
Lewis defended Mr. Ledger. After a long argument by the two legal 
gentlemen as to the admissibility of evidence in justification of the 
libel, the magistrate said, I have no doubt that I have no right to hear 
the evidence. I have carefully considered the subject, and I feel quite 
sure about it in my own mind. The magistrate then formally com¬ 
mitted Mr. Ledger to take his trial at the Central Criminal Court. 
Mr. Lewis thought the magistrate should call upon Mr. Ledger for any 
answer he might have to the charge. The answer was that he pro¬ 
tested against the course the bench had pursued in the matter. It 
was, he said, Mr. Ledger’s intention—this being a matter which affected 
not himself alone as the proprietor of a well-conducted newspaper, but 
the whole press of the country and the public as well—to test the 
validity of the decision arrived at by the magistrate, and to apply to 
the Court of Queen’s Bench for a mandamus to compel him to hear the 
evidence which it was proposed to bring forward. He claimed the right 
to ask such questions as to whether the ball, upon which the alleged libel 
was a comment, took place, and whether or not the facts were as stated. 
The Magistrate, however, adhered to his decision of excluding all such 
evidence. A mandamus was consequently moved for on the 2nd inst. 
in the Queen’s Bench Division to compel the magistrate to hear evi¬ 
dence, and to allow the cross-examination of the plaintiff to be pro¬ 
ceeded with. Mr. C. Russell, Q.C., who made the application, argued 
rightly that the question involved was one of the highest importance 
to the Newspaper Press of this country. He submitted that the alleged 
libel did not overstep the bounds of legitimate and fair criticism on a 
matter of public interest and importance. All argument was, how¬ 
ever, of no avail, Mr. Justice Field and Mr. Justice Manisty ruling 
that the paragraph complained of “contained statements of matters 
of fact,” and that no justification could in consequence be pleaded be¬ 
fore the magistrates. It is certainly no easy matter to follow this 
legal quibbling, which paradoxically allows comment upon a public 
event, but at the same time forbids one speaking the truth. It is 
thus no easier matter nowadays than in Butler’s time,— 

“To veer and tack, and steer a cause 
Against the weather-gauge of Laws. ” 

Forthcoming Action for Libel.—The Queen v. Ridgway 

and Another.—In the Queen’s Bench Division on the 4th inst., the 
Solicitor-General, with whom was Mr. Poland, said he had to move 
on behalf of General Randall Rumbly, Hon. Robert Grosvenor, and 
others, the directors of the Army and Navy Stores, for a rule calling 
upon the defendants, Messrs. Alexander and Tobias Gainsford Ridgway, 
the proprietors and publishers of the Broad Arrow, to show cause why 
a criminal information for libel should not be filed against them. The 
application arose out of an article on and concerning the Army and 
Navy Stores, of which the applicants were the directors. The libel of 
which they complained was contained in what purported to be a letter 
addressed to the editor, and headed “Co-operative Stores,” as follows : 
“ Sir, I am glad to see you are taking up the case of the shareholders 
in the Army and Navy Co-operative Stores. Where does the surplus 
cash go to ? Ilave any of the directors built new houses lately ? I 
think I can name two. Have any of the directors’ wives had handsome 
presents made to them by tradesmen from whom the stores are supplied ? 
—Yours, &c., A Shareholder.” And then followed the editorial note; 
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“You should get General Braybrook’s pamphlet and read it. The 
perusal of the scathing exposure of the folly of faith of such high-flown 
promises and lamentable performances almost takes away our breath. 
We are informed that every difficulty has been placed in the way of the 
pamphlet reaching the shareholders, but those of them who wish to 
know their true position should get it, even if they have to call per¬ 
sonally on the General for a copy.—-Ed. Broad Arrow" He (the Soli¬ 
citor-General) had affidavits from the directors that none of the money 
was devoted to their personal use, and that they had accounted for all 
moneys that had come into their hands. The statements as to the 
ladies were also untrue. Rules granted accordingly. 

An Action for Libel Stayed.—The Queen v. Woodhall 

and Gibson.—In the Queen’s Bench Division, on the 27th ult., Mr. 
H. Matthews, Q.C. (with whom was Mr. Shortt) showed cause against 
a rule for criminal information that had been obtained by three of the 
justices of the county of Cardigan against the defendants for an alleged 
libel. The defendants were the local editor and the proprietor of the 
Cambrian Newspaper, and the alleged libels were contained in certain 
reports and comments that had appeared in several numbers of the 
above publication in connection with local cases that had been decided 
by the magistrates in petty sessions. The Lord Chief Justice said the 
attacks were of an impudent character, to say the least of them. They 
were not such as would uphold the administration of justice by attacking 
it, but the attacks were scarcely worth taking notice of. He supposed 
that when the Court granted the rule it thought that these attacks on 
the magistrates had been systematically continued. Mr. IL Matthews 
said that he did not defend the good taste or wisdom of the attacks. 
They were comments that naturally occurred on cases that were 
reported in the newspapers. Mr. Murphy, Q.C., with whom was Mr. 
H. English, supported the rule. He contended that the writer of the 
comments had invented his facts, and then founded his arguments 
upon them. The Lord Chief Justice said that the defendants were not 
blameless, but the Court did not think that this was a case in which it 
ought to exercise its prerogative jurisdiction by granting a criminal 
information. Magistrates were not to be brought into contempt and 
ridicule by such articles for the amusement of the readers of news¬ 
papers. The rule would be discharged on the payment of all costs by 
the defendants between attorney and client. Rule discharged accord¬ 
ingly. It is quite refreshing to find an action for libel thus summarily 
stayed. As regards the Lord Chief Justice’s remark about the news¬ 
paper comments in question not being “such as would uphold the 
administration of justice,” let it be remembered that the “ great 
unpaid ” do more to bring themselves and justice into contempt than 
does any hostile newspaper criticism. 

Settlement of an Action for Libel.—It is satisfactory to be 
able to announce that ihe several actions for libel instituted by Mr. 
Pepperell, the sub-editor of Social Notes, against Mr. S. C. Hall, and 
Messrs. Virtue & Co., publishers, have been settled by mutual agree¬ 
ment. The terms of the settlement have not transpired. 

Alleged Libel.—The action for libel against Mr. W. J. Morgan, 
manager, and Mr. J. S. Tomkins, secretary of the Charing-cross Pub¬ 
lishing Company (Limited), mentioned in our last issue, came for trial 
on the 3rd inst., when the jury found a verdict of acquittal. 

Infringement of Copyright.—At Brighton, on the 15th ult., 
Mr. Briggs, of the King’s-road, was summoned by Mr. Brooks, art 
publisher, of the Strand, London, for infringing his copyright of the 
picture “Can’t you talk?” The defendant sold a statuette group 
modelled from the picture, and his defence was that the Act applied 
only to photographs of registered works, and that statuettes were not 
colourable imitations. The magistrate overruled the objection, fined 
the defendant £\o, and refused to grant a case. A singular feature in 
the case was that the statuettes had themselves been registered as 
copyright. 

Reporting Judicial Proceedings.—The judges of the first 
division of the Scotch Court of Session have unanimously adhered to 
the judgment of Lord Craighill in the case of Richardson v. Wilson, 
which raised the question whether or not a newspaper is entitled to 
publish, fairly and accurately, statements contained in the summons of 
an action which has been “called” in court, but to which defences 
have not been lodged. Their lordships agree with Lord Craighill in 
answering this question in the negative, and, in doing so, expressed 
the opinion that all that a newspaper is entitled to report of the pro¬ 
ceedings in court is what any member of the public may hear for him¬ 
self by entering the court-room. 

What Constitutes a Privileged Report?—Stevens v. 

Sampson.—This was an appeal, heard on the 15th ult., from the 
judgment of the Lord Chief Justice of England given at the trial. 
The action was for libel, and arose from the following circumstances :— 
The plaintiff Stevens had acted as debt collector to one Fulcher, 
against whom an action for illegal distress had been brought in a 
County Court. Sampson, the defendant, was the solicitor for the 
plaintiff in that case, and had voluntarily sent to a local paper a 
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report of the proceedings, which report was the libel complained of. 
At the trial before the Lord Chief Justice, the jury, in answer to certain 
questions put to them by the learned judge, found that the report was 
a fair report, but furnished irregularly with a certain amount of malice, 
and they assessed the damages at 40s. Judgment was entered for the 
plaintiff for 40s.; and the defendant now appealed, contending that 
upon the findings of the jury the judgment was wrongly entered, and 
should have been entered for the defendant. Mr. Harris and Mr. 
Poulter, for the defendant, maintained that where a libel was contained 
in a report of judicial proceedings it was privileged, if fair and accurate, 
and if the writer did not add defamatory matter—of course, if it con¬ 
tained comments which were libellous it lost its privilege. Therefore, 
where, as in the present case, the report was interesting and instructive 
to the public, and moreover fair and accurate, it was immaterial what 
were the motives of the reporter in sending the report, for the latter 
was privileged. The moment it was shown that it was a fair and 
accurate account, it was an absolute privilege and a complete defence 
to an action for libel, and a plaintiff in such an action could not go 
behind and inquire into the motives of the person who sent the report. 
The question of malice was irrelevant, for the occasion was privileged. 
Mr. Palmer and Mr. Ladbury, for the plaintiff, were not called upon 
to argue. Lord Coleridge said : At the trial, in answer to the learned 
judge’s question whether the report was sent honestly or from a desire 
to injure the plaintiff, the jury found that it was sent with a certain 
amount of malice. We cannot discriminate in shades of malice— 
malice is malice, and any malice is enough to do away with any 
privilege that may exist. In my opinion it was a right finding upon the 
verdict of the jury. This is like every other case of privilege. The 
occasion must be privileged, and the occasion must be made use of 
bond fide and without malice—both must be connected. In this case 
the second element is wanting, for the report was made with a certain 
amount of malice. No doubt there are certain occasions in which 
the privilege is absolute, as a witness or a counsel. Again, a person 
making an affidavit or a statement in pleadings—these are exceptions. 
It is now attempted for the first time to assimilate this case to these 
exceptions. No authority has been cited to show that the publication 
of defamatory matter in a report is invested with the same privilege as 
a witness or a counsel in a court of law. Expediency has been 
allowed too readily, and I feel no desire to extend these occasions of 
privilege. The judgment, therefore, must be affirmed. Lord Justices 
Bramwell and Brett concurred. According to each of the three 
learned judges, the act itself was justifiable at law, but was rendered 
illegal by reason of a supposed tainted motive. We prefer the old 
ruling as enunciated nearly a century ago by Mr. Justice Eyre, that the 
publication of what has taken place in a court of justice is not unlawful. 
This sentiment was echoed some thirty years ago by Lord Denman, 
who held that “a faithful report of all proceedings in a court of 
justice ought not in any case to be considered libellous.” 

Printing, a Nuisance.—Breakenridge v. Saunders.—This 
was a motion heard before the Master of the Rolls on the 14th ult. to 
restrain the defendant from working printing-machines on his premises, 
near the offices of the plaintiff, whereby a nuisance was caused. The 
case was before the court last term, when it was referred to Mr. Hes- 
ketli to visit the premises while the printing-machines were working, 
and to ascertain whether there was any vibration felt in the private 
rooms of the plaintiff, who is a solicitor, carrying on business in Bart- 
lett’s-buildings, and who alleged that since the erection of some printing- 
machines in defendant’s office in Plough-court, there had been a con¬ 
stant vibration felt in the whole of the rooms in the chambers. Mr. 
Ilesketh had reported that the printing-machines caused a nuisance to 
the plaintiff. Mr. Chitty, Q.C., and Mr. Byrne for the plaintiff; Mr. 
Roxburgh, Q.C., and Mr. Romer for the defendant. Mr. Roxburgh 
said that since the report of Mr. Llesketh had been received, the 
machine that caused the nuisance had been removed, and the defendant 
was satisfied that no further vibration would be felt in the chambers of 
the plaintiff. Mr. Chitty said that the nuisance was still as bad as 
ever, and he must press for an injunction to restrain the defendant from 
continuing the nuisance. His Lordship said that he would grant the 
injunction, as the nuisance had been proved. The question at issue 
would stand over till the hearing. 

A Paper-Mili. Nuisance.—Whittle v. Firth House Paper- 
Mills Company, Limited.—This was a motion heard in the Chancery 
Division on the 27th ult., for an injunction to restrain the defendants 
from fouling a stream which passed through the property of the plaintiff, 
situated in the neighbourhood of Bradford. The nature of the fouling 
was the same as in the case ofOutram v. The Firth House Paper-Mills. 
The defendants admitted that a nuisance did exist, and they were 
endeavouring to abate it; but the experiments now going on could not 
be completed for at least two weeks, and therefore the court was asked 
to afford that time to the defendants, when they would report the 
results to the plaintiff. Sir Henry Jackson, Q.C., appeared for the 
plaintiff; Mr. Horton Smith, Q.C., for the defendants. Vice-Chan¬ 
cellor Sir J. Bacon said that the time asked would be given, but at the 
expiry of it, in the event of the nuisance still existing, he would grant 
the injunction without hesitation. 

Breaches of the Factories Act.—At the Guildhall Police Court 
on the 17th ult. Mr. Edward Ashman, a printer, of Bishop’s-court, Old 
Bailey, was charged on a summons, before Sir William Anderson Rose, 
by Mr. James Ball Lakeman, one of the Government inspectors of 
factories, with employing Ernest Frost and Edward Buckley, two youths 
under the age of 16 years, after 10 o’clock at night. Mr. Lakeman 
said that on the 7th ult. he went into the defendant’s office and there 
found two boys working at a machine. He ascertained they had been 
continuously working for 22 hours. The defendant’s solicitor contended 
that this was not continuous work, but an isolated case, as they wanted 
to clear the machine of the Christmas number they were printing to 
make room for the weekly number of Once a Week. Sir William 
Anderson Rose fined the defendant 10s. and costs in each case.- 
On the same day, and in the same court, Messrs. Head & Mark, 
printers, of Fleet-lane, were summoned in eighteen instances for em¬ 
ploying women all the night through until 4 o’clock in the morning, 
folding papers. Mr. Head admitted the complaint, and said that he 
was not aware of the new regulations under the Factory Act. He had 
never had any notice of them, and had never seen them. Mr. Lake- 
man said that he was not bound to furnish notices to the occupiers of 
factories, for they were supposed to procure them themselves. Sir 
W. A. Rose fined the defendants 10s. and costs in each case. 

Not Reporting an Accident.—Mr. Robert Canton, of 23, 
Aldersgate-street, printer, was summoned last month at the Guildhall 
Police Court by Mr. Tames Ball Lakeman, the Inspector of Factories 
for the London District, for neglecting to give to the Inspector of 
Factories and to the Certifying Surgeon of the district written notice of 
an accident which occurred in his factory, by which he had rendered 
himself liable to a penalty of ^5. Mr. Lakeman said that this case 
was most important in its character. The Factory and Workshops Act 
of 1878 provided that whenever an accident occurred in a factory or 
workshop where machinery was moved by steam-power, it should be 
reported to the inspector and the certifying surgeop of the district, in 
order that they might inquire into the nature of the accident with the 
view of ascertaining whether it might not have been prevented. Mr. 
Canton had conducted his factory for many years in a most satisfactory 
manner, and his (Mr. Lakeman’s) only object in bringing this matter 
before the Court was to give publicity to the provisions of the Act, 
which were most essential to be observed. Mr. Canton had told him 
that he was ignorant that he was bound to report such accidents. As 
this was the first case that he had had in the Metropolitan district, 
if Mr. Canton would plead guilty to the omission, which he understood 
he intended to do, he would ask for only a nominal penalty. Mr 
Canton said he did not dispute any of the facts, and Sir William A 
Rose fined him 10s., and costs. 

Curious Advertisement Case.—In the Common Pleas Division 
of the High Court of Justice, on the 21st ult., the case of W. H. & L. 
Collingridge, printers, of Aldersgate-street v. Francis & Co., engineers, 
of Hatton-garden, was tried before Mr. Justice Bowen and a common 
jury. The plaintiffs’ claim was for £54. 19s. 8d. for advertisements in¬ 
serted in the City Press, the Pictorial World, and the City Diary, and the 
defendant paid 4s. 8d. into court, and pleaded never indebted as 
to the balance, which was made up of two orders for advertisements in 
the Pictorial IVorld. Mr. Kemp, Q.C., and Mr. Nasmyth were for 
the plaintiff's, and Mr. Sims for the defendant. Mr. Kemp, in opening 
the case, said that the issue between the parties was a very grave one, 
and was more than a mere money question, for it was a question of 
character, and as such his clients felt it their duty to vindicate them¬ 
selves and their staff. He called Mr. F. E. Arnold, who deposed that 
he was advertisement manager of the Pictorial IVorld, and that on 
November 12th, 1878, he wrote to the defendant about his invention of 
an electric steering apparatus for ships, and with the letter he enclosed 
a blank printed order-form for an advertisement in the Pictorial World. 
He received it back filled up as follows : “Please insert my advertise¬ 
ment thirteen times in the Pictorial World, the charge for the same to 
be at the usual rate,” &c. Mr. Barlow and Mr. Leonard Collingridge 
both gave evidence that they had seen the order filled up as described. 
Mr. Coster, the plaintiffs’ collector, said that when he called for pay¬ 
ment of the account, the defendant asked to see the order, and when 
shown to him the defendant went behind a screen, and afterwards 
returned the order in an envelope, saying that he would send a cheque. 
The order was subsequently found to have been altered, so that it read 
“five shillings per insertion,” instead of “usual rate.” Mr. F. R. 
Francis, the defendant, said that when he sent the order it was filled 
up as described, but it was not signed, and that Mr. Arnold subse¬ 
quently called upon him with the order, and after some conversation he 
(Francis) struck out the words “ usual rate” and inserted five shillings 
instead, and also altered the memorandum of Mr. Arnold’s at the foot 
from three pounds to five shillings, and that not until he had done this 
did he sign the order. He further said that he never asked Mr. Coster 
to bring him the order, nor did he alter it as alleged. After addresses 
by Mr. Sims and Mr. Kemp, the learned judge summed up, and the 
jury, without leaving the box, gave a verdict for the plaintiffs for the 
amount claimed. The judge advised that the documents should be 
taken care of by the plaintiffs’ solicitor. 
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Halifax Newspaper Company.—Mr. Francis Webb applied on 
the 3rd inst. to Vice-Chancellor Malins, in the matter of the Halifax 
Newspaper Company, against which a winding-up petition had been 
presented a few days previously, for the appointment of a provisional 
liquidator, on the alleged ground that since these proceedings were 
taken the manager had been collecting moneys which he had not paid 
into the account of the company. Mr. Eyre consented on behalf of 
the company. His Lordship appointed Messrs. Irvine & Rhodes, of 
Halifax, accountants, jointly official liquidators. 

Charge of Fraud.—At the Bow-street Police Court, on the 
27th ult., Mr. Charles Hastings Collette, aged 63, of 23, Lincoln’s 
Inn-fields, and 48, Portsdown-road, Maida-vale, the solicitor to 
the Society for the Suppression of Vice, was charged before Sir 
James Ingham, on a warrant, for that he, being a trustee of certain 
property, viz., the sums of,£1,200 and £1,100, for the use and benefit 
of Henry Charles Finch and others, did, with intent to defraud, con¬ 
vert and appropriate a part of the said sum, amounting to £2,300, to 
his own use and benefit. Mr. Besley, instructed by Mr. Abrams, 
appeared for the defence, and said that he had consulted with Mr. 
ILawksley, a gentleman who represented the prosecutor, and neither 
side desired to proceed with the case that day. It was only sug¬ 
gested to submit the question of bail and ask for an adjournment. 
Sir James Ingham said he should have no objection to the case 
being adjourned, and would consent to two securities of £1,000 each 
and the defendant in £2,000, being allowed for his appearance, the 
usual notice being given to the prosecution. The case has since been 
adjourned on two different occasions. 

A Printer Convicted of Fraud.—At the Nottingham adjourned 
Quarter Sessions on the 18th ult., before Mr. R. Wildman, William 
Best Draper, of the local firm of Draper & Gisborne, printers and bill 
brokers, was charged with having made an untrue proof of debt in 
connection with the liquidation proceedings of Robert Cowen, with 
intent to defraud. The circumstances of the case were reported in our 
October issue, and were briefly these :— Cowen owed Draper 
£12. 2s. 6d., for which he held as security a piano. At the meeting 
of creditors, however, Draper handed in a proof of debt for £25, and 
made no mention of any security. For the defence it was contended 
that Draper did not know the actual amount due to him, his partner 
having had the management of the bill-discounting department, and 
that he handed in the proof for £25 at the suggestion of Cowen 
himself. The jury, however, found him guilty, and he was sentenced 
to six months’ imprisonment. 

Compositors as Money Lenders.—Lewis v. Wharton.— 

This case was recently heard in the City of London Court. The 
judgment creditor and debtor are both compositors, employed by 
Messrs. Judd, printers, St. Andrew’s-hill, and the amount sought to 
be recovered under the summons was 14s. lent to the defendant. It 
was stated that the plaintiff lent his brother workmen small sums of 
money for which an exorbitant rate of interest was charged. Com¬ 
missioner Kerr characterized it as a vile system, and expressed his 
surprise that any respectable firm of printers, as no doubt the employers 
of both those litigants were, should for one moment tolerate such 
usurious proceedings to be carried on in their establishment. To 
mark his sense of the utter want of morality of the affair, he should 
make an order for payment of the debt at the rate of 2s. a month. A 
second case of a similar nature was heard at the same time, and an 
order made to a like effect. While fully in accord with the opinion 
expressed by the learned Commissioner as to the system itself, we must 
nevertheless take exception to his treating the employers as responsible 
in this matter for their workmen’s acts. 

OBITUARY, 

Cox.—We regret to announce the death of Mr. Serjeant Cox, which 
took place on the 24th ult., at the age of 70. The deceased 
was the projector and proprietor of the Bazaar, and he was also the 
proprietor of several other journals, including the Field, the Queen, the 
Law Times, and the County Courts' Chronicle. For many years past 
he had refrained from any direct control of the businesses, but it was 
he who planned the Law Times, and conducted it for nearly twenty- 
five years. The Law Times was the first of all the papers which Mr. 
Serjeant Cox subsequently owned, and the success of that paper was 
due entirely to his own personal ability and hard work, as the writer 
of these lines can testify from personal knowledge. The Field and the 
Queen were purchased when they were almost unknown, but they have 
risen to their present place in the ranks of the weekly press by the 
talents of those whom Mr. Serjeant Cox appointed to direct them. 
Few men are uniformly successful, and Mr. Serjeant Cox was not an 
exception. Amongst his failures was the Critic, which was at one time 
a very powerful rival to the Athenaeum, As a fortnightly paper, as 

originally projected, it succeeded ; as a weekly it failed. Mr. Serjeant 
Cox has been a diligent writer all his life, for besides innumerable 
newspaper articles and criticisms he has published many books, several 
of which have been received as text-books and authorities on their sub¬ 
jects. As a young man he was equally active with his pen as he was 
later on in life, for at the age of nineteen he wrote “ Thira ; or, the 
Cairn Braich,” an historical romance of remarkable merit, which was 
published anonymously about May last. Added to all this he was, or 
had been, a poet of more than usual promise, and he had the rare 
faculty of readily discerning genuine poetry. We believe we are cor¬ 
rect in stating that it was he who wrote the first favourable notice of 
the early poems of the present Poet Laureate, a notice for.which he 
was much ridiculed at the time, but which was very shortly confirmed 
by the opinion of most competent judges. Mr. Serjeant Cox was a 
Deputy-Lieutenant and Magistrate of Middlesex, Deputy-Assistant 
Judge at the Middlesex Sessions, and Recorder of Portsmouth. In 
1868 he received the coif and the appointment to Portsmouth, the 
latter being a promotion from Helston and Falmouth, and in 1870 he 
was made Deputy-Assistant Judge of Middlesex. Thrice he essayed 
to enter Parliament—once for Tewkesbury, and twice for his native 
town of Taunton. On the last occasion he was returned in the Con¬ 
servative interest, but unseated on petition on a point of law. Indo¬ 
mitable to the last, we believe it was his intention to again offer himself 
at the next election. His death came in the manner in which he him¬ 
self most desired it—quick, painless, and whilst he was hale and in 
harness. The cause of death was probably apoplexy. Much of the 
history of such a man as Mr. Serjeant Cox, says the Bazaar, to whose 
columns we are indebted for our facts, must for ever remain unwritten, 
as not even his nearest and dearest can tell of all the good he has tried 
to do and of all his good actions, but nearly every one who knew any¬ 
thing of him can say something on the matter. The Assistant-Judge 
of the Middlesex Sessions, when announcing the death to the Bar, 
said : “ There is not a magistrate of this Bench, not a member of the 
Bar, not a man who knew him, who will not share in the grief I feel. 
At this moment I shall not attempt to speak of his many high quali¬ 
ties. We all know that as a judge he was so just, humane, and 
painstaking, and his kindness of heart and amiable disposition endeared 
him to every one of us.” And the Bar answered and more than en¬ 
dorsed what he said. 

Delane.—Mr. John Thadeus Delane died on the 22nd ult. at hi 
residence, Ascot Heath, at the age of 62. He was the son of the 
late Mr. W. F. A. Delane, financial manager of the Limes, was 
educated at Magdalen Hall, Oxford, where he graduated B.A. in 1839, 
and was called to the bar at the Middle Temple in 1847. He became 
assistant-editor of the Times in 1839, under the late Mr. Barnes, and 
on the death of that gentleman in 1841 Mr. Delane succeeded to 
the editorship. He was a born journalist, and could not have had a 
fitter sphere than the one which he occupied. He had a keen 
appreciation of public opinion, and a good deal of acute political 
foresight. It is given to few men occupying such a position to make 
fewer mistakes than he made, and he was ever influenced by a 
desire to make the Times a sound, practical exponent of public opinion. 
Mr. Delane fell into ill-health in the performance of his duties, and 
retired from them about two years ago, to the deep and lasting regret 
of all those who had so long admired the Limes as the foremost English 
newspaper. In the course of an appreciative sketch of his career, 
given in the columns of our contemporary, which appeared 
in mourning on the occasion, it is acknowledged that Mr. Delane 
“never was a writer; he never even attempted to write anything, 
except what he wrote much better than most writers could do, reports 

and letters.” 

Dickens.—Mrs. Dickens, the widow of Charles Dickens, died on 
the 22nd ult. at her residence in London. She was the daughter of 
Mr. George Hogarth, a London journalist and writer on musical 
matters, with whom Dickens was brought into intimate relations 
during his first experiences as a reporter on the Morning Chronicle, 
and the marriage took place at the end of 1835, just when the 
novelist, fresh from the success of the “Sketches by Boz,” was 
beginning to feel the strength of his own powers, and had begun 
the immortal “Pickwick Papers.” As Forster’s “Life” sufficiently 
indicates, the union was for many years a happy one, but differences 
subsequently arose, which, it is well known, led to a separation about 
eleven years before Mr. Dickens’s death. 

Mackenzie.—On the 6th inst., at his residence, 65, Rue Ste. Anne, 
Paris, John Campbell Mackenzie, Esq., M.A., of Trinity College, 
Dublin, aged 75 ; for more than forty years connected with the 
Editorial Department of Galignani’s Messenger. 

Menzies.—Mr. John Menzies, of the firm of Messrs. John Menzies 
& Co., wholesale booksellers and publishers, Edinburgh, died suddenly 
on the 7th inst., in] the 72nd year of his age. Besides conducting 
a large business as a publisher, he carried on for many years 
an extensive agency throughout Scotland for the circulation of London 
periodicals and general literature. 
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Pollock.—Mr. Robert Pollock, a gentleman who has been for a 
number of years connected with the editorial staff of the Greenock 
Evening Telegraph, died last month, at the age of fifty-two years. 
Deceased was a native of Glasgow, but in early life removed to 
Greenock, and was brought up in the printing-office of Messrs. John¬ 
ston & Sons, who in those days were the publishers of the Clyde 

Shipping List. 

Rawson.—We have to announce the death of Mr. Henry Rawson, 
which took place on the 26th ult., at his residence, Prestwich Lodge, 
Manchester. The deceased was a native of Nottingham and 
began business life as a stock and share-broker. He was one 
of the most active members of the Anti-Corn Law League, and 
enjoyed the unstinted confidence and regard of Wilson, Bright, 
Cobden, Gibson, and others whose names are historically identified 
with this beneficent movement. He was one of the founders, and 
for some time a principal partner, in the Manchester Examiner and 
Times, and the largest proprietor of the Morning Star. In the 
struggle for the removal of the tax on advertisements and the repeal 
of the paper-duty he lent willing and valuable aid, and no good 
cause appealed for his sympathies in vain. 

Simpson.—We have to record the death of Mr. Robert Simpson, 
stationer, which took place at Barrow on the 29th ult. The deceased 

was 46 years of age. 

Venables.—On the 8th inst., at Birkenhead, after a few days’ ill¬ 
ness, William Douglas, younger son of Charles John Venables, of the 
firm of Venables, Tyler, & Co., wholesale stationers, 17, Queenhithe, 

E.C., aged 22. 

Winsor.—The death is announced of Mr. William Henry Benyon- 
Winsor, of No. 23, Pembridge-gardens, Bayswater, which took place 
on the 22nd ult. The deceased was the principal partner in the 
famous firm of Winsor & Newton, of Rathbone-place, Oxford-street, 

and was only in his 49th year. 

Creditors of the late Mr. J. H. Davy, printer, of 137, Long-acre, 
must forward their claims by the 15th of January, to Messrs. J. & R. 
Gole, sols., of 4, Lime-street. 

Creditors of the late Mr. R. H. Smith, newspaper proprietor, of 
54, Richmond-terrace, Clapham-road, must forward their claims by 
the 31st inst. to Messrs. Claye & Son, sols., of 8, St. James’s-square, 
Manchester. 

All claims against the estate of the late Mr. C. W. Chase, book¬ 
seller and stationer, of Birmingham, must be sent in by the 26th inst. 
to Mr. J. W. Burman, of the firm of Burman & Crompton, sols., of 
Birmingham. 

Claims against the estate of the late Mr. G. W. M. Reynolds, 
newspaper proprietor, of 41, Woburn-square, and 313, Strand, must 
be forwarded by the 20th inst. to Mr. T. B. Gurney, of the firm of 
Gurney & Son, sols., 5, Furnival’s-inn, Holborn. 

TRADE CHANGES, 

PRINTING AND OTHER COMPANIES, 

ONLY one new company connected with the printing trade has 
been registered since the date of our last issue, and that one of 

minor importance so far as its capital is concerned, which is, however, 
atoned for by its lengthy title, viz. 

The “Stratford Free Lance and West Ham Reporter” 
Newspaper Company (Limited).—It was registered on the 24th 
ult., with a capital of ,£500, in 500 shares of £1 each. It has been 
formed to purchase the above newspaper and continue its publication. 
The first subscribers are :—R. Frewer, perfumer, W. G. S. Smith, 
clerk, H. M. Dymond, clerk, all of Forest-gate ; T. E. Catlay, clerk, 
E. C. Jones, joiner, J. E. Beck, traveller, B. Berry, decorator, all of 
Stratford. 

Claims against the firm of W. Tweedie & Co. (Limited) publishers 
and booksellers, of 337, Strand, must be sent in by the 25th inst., to 
Messrs. Shaen, Roscoe, Massey, & Shaen, solicitors, 8, Bedford-row. 

A meeting of the shareholders in the Yorkshire Joint Stock 
Publishing and Stationery Company (Limited) will be held on the 29th 
inst., at half-past two o’clock, at the office of Mr. J. E. Lavery, 
Charles-street, Otley, for the purpose of having an account of the 
liquidation proceedings submitted to them. 

The voluntary winding-up of the Yorkshire Independent and People's 
Advocate Newspaper Company (Limited) has been resolved upon. 
The company was formed in February, 1875, with a capital of ^2,000, 
divided into as many shares. Of this number the seven original 
promoters took 165. The offices of the company were at^ Leeds. 
Messrs. R. Laycock & J. Gillman, of 93, West-street, Leeds, have 

been appointed liquidators. 

GAZETTE NOTICES, ETC, 
[Partly compiled from Messrs. Gamble & Harvey's Record.] 

Partnerships Dissolved. 

Dray, W., & Co., advertising contractors, 237, Blackfriars-road. 
Goadby & Pole, stationers, 9, Wellington-street, Leicester. 
Hamilton, Adams, & Co., booksellers, 92, Paternoster-row. 
Millward, C., J. Shimmin, & J. S. Davison, printers, Liverpool. 

Adjudications in Bankruptcy. 

Owen, R., stationer, Tib-st., Manchester. Nov. 19. 
Tipper, G., stationer, trading as B. Tipper & Son, 10, Cloak-lane, 

Cannon-st., and 17, Grummant-rd., Peckham-rd. Nov. 18. 

Dividends. 

Messrs. Bain & Heawood, bookbinders, of Gray’s-inn-road, have 
dissolved partnership. Mr. A. W. Bain continues the business. 

The firm of Noble, Buck & Co., bookbinders, of Leicester, having 
been dissolved, Messrs. A. Noble and J. Webster will continue the 
business. 

Messrs. Banks & Hesketii, fine-art publishers, of Accrington, 
have dissolved partnership. Mr. B. Banks will continue the business. 

Mr. Joseph Boulton continues the bookselling business formerly 
carried on under the title of J. Boulton & Co., at Worship-street. 

Messrs. Lister & Radcliffe, law-stationers, of George-street, 
Halifax, have dissolved partnership. Mr. W. Lister continues the 
business. 

The Autotype Company, in consequence of the total destruction of 
their fine-art gallery in Rathbone-place, have taken temporary premises 
at No. 8, in the same street. 

M. Motteroz, the well-known Paris printer and publisher, has 
sent us a copy of his patented “ Plan Lisible de Paris,” by which a 
stranger to the French metropolis may, if he only knows the name of 
a required street, square, or place, at once find it on the neatly-printed 
calico map which forms a portion of this useful guide. What would 
we not have given for such a pocket-companion during the Exposition 
of 1878 ; nevertheless, though the World’s Fair is over, Paris with all 
its intricacies to the strange visitor remains, and this mention of M. 
Motteroz’s Guide-Repertoire may be of service to some of our readers. 

Mallalieu, J., & B. H. Mallalieu, (Liq.), paper makers, Rish- 
worth, Halifax. 1st div. of 3s., at J. Smith’s, Sowerby Bridge. 

Whitehead, G., (Bkt.), [printer, Fleet-st., and scrivener, Boyle-st., 
Burlington-gardens. 1st div. of i3-i6ths of id. at P. Paget’s, 34, 
Lincoln’s Inn-fields. _ 

Dividends under Sequestration. 

Davidson, J. B., publisher, East High-st., Forfar. 1st and final at 
J. Donaldson’s, 22, Niddry-st., Edinburgh. 

Kay, J., printer, &c., Wilson-st., Glasgow. Equalizing at Smith, 
Stoddart, & Rodger’s, West Regent-st., Glasgow. 

Murray, A. K., bookseller, Bridge of Allan. Final and equalizing, 
at R. Tosh, 119, St. Vincent-st., Glasgow. 

Murray, Nisbet, & Co., paper merchants, &c., Buchanan-st., 
Glasgow. Final and equalizing, at Smith, Stoddart, & Rodger’s, 
West Regent-st., Glasgow. 

Liquidations by Arrangement. 

Anderson, S., paper-dealer, Dorritt-st., Park-rd., and Upper Frede- 
rick-st., both Liverpool. Nov. 21. T. H. Davies, sol., Temple, 
Liverpool. 

Beeby, J., printer and stationer, East Clayton-st. and Snow-st., New¬ 
castle. Nov. 11. E. Clark, sol., Grainger-st. West, Newcastle. 

Cartwright, F. T., traveller, Lansdown-ter., Gosforth, late North 
Ormesby and Middlesbrough, formerly stationer and bookbinder, 
New Broad-st. Oct. 30. W. M. Pybus, sol., Newcastle. 

Leach, S., printer and stationer, Middlesbrough, Yorks. Nov, 12. 
Bainbridge & Barnley, sols., Middlesbrough. 
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Nicholson, W., printer and stationer, Fisher-st., Barrow. Nov. 18. 
H. G. Pearson, sol., Barrow. 

Parsons, S., advertising agent, Church-st, Birchfields, Birmingham. 
Nov. 22. A. Peet, sol., Colmore-row, Birmingham. 

Royston, T., stationer, Bury New-rd., Manchester. Nov. 7. W. F. 
Farrington, sol., Princes-st., Manchester. 

Sabin, J., J. F., F. T. and W. W., booksellers, trading as J. Sabin & 
Sons, Nassau-st., New York, and Hart-st., Bloomsbury, London. 
Nov. 17. At Chamber of Commerce, 145, Cheapside, Dec. 15 
at 3. A, J. Thomas, sol., 79, Cheapside. 

Smith, R. S., printer and stationer, George-st., Plymouth, East Stone- 
house, and Devonport. Nov. 21. E. Square, sol., Plymouth. 

Whiteley, J., agent and paper merchant, Brook-st., Moldgreen, 
Huddersfield. Nov. 15. J. Bottomley, sol., Huddersfield. 

Appointment of Trustees. 

Brown, W. (Liq.), printer, Littleborough, Lancashire. Tr., E. 
Whitworth, grocer, Littleborough. 

Hewitt, E, G. N., & A. S. Greenfield (Bkt.), printers, Norwich. 
Tr., O. D. Ray, auctioneer, Norwich. 

Howard, T. (Liq.), stationer, &c., Union-st. and William-st., Ard- 
wick, Manchester. Tr., H. Hardy, accountant, 21, Cannon-st., 
Manchester. 

Kershaw, S. (Liq.) lithographic printer, St. Stephen’s-st., Salford. 
Tr., H. Hardy, accountant, Cannon-st., Manchester. 

Nicholls, J. O., J. Lilly, and G. S. Bunyan (Bkt.), printing-ink 
manufacturers, trading as Nicholls & Co., Hind-ct., Fleet-st., 
and Mitcham. Tr., A. C. Palmer, accountant, 8, Railway- 
Approach, London-bridge. 

Nicholson, A. (Liq.), printer and stationer (sep. estate), Bradford. 
Tr., J. C. Pratt, accountant, Bradford. 

Nicholson, J. sen. (Liq.), printer and stationer (sep. estate), Brad¬ 
ford, Marlborough-rd., Manningham. Tr., J. C. Pratt, accountant, 
Bradford. 

Pearce, J. B. (Liq.), stationer, Gosport, late Portsmouth. Tr., W. C. 
Harvey, accountant, 1, G resham-buildings, Basinghall-st., London. 

Appointment of Trustee and Commissioners. 

Bowman, P., newsagent, Glasgow. Tr., W. L. M’Kittrick, 20, 
St. Vincent-pl., Glasgow, Com., J. Thompson, Sanchiehall-st., 
E. S. Nisbet, writer, and J. Tait, Renfrew-st., all Glasgow. 

Bills of Sale recently Filed. 

Ahrenfeld, A., lithographic writer, 44, Fleet-st., to S. Weingott. 
Filed Nov. 12 ..;....^40, &c. 

Ballard, E., printer, 1, Pentlow-st., Lower Richmond-rd., Putney, 
to National Mercantile Bank. Filed Nov. 21 ......£2’], &c. 

Beckett, J. R., printer, 22, Woodhead-rd., Highfield, Sheffield, to 
R. Brigham. Filed Nov. 17.............-£95 

Bowden, M. A., W. H., W. jun., and W. Hudson, printers, 23, 
Red Lion-st., to W. Bowden, sen. Filed Nov. 14 ......,..^4,600 

Brown, G. B., stationer, &c., 72, Lumb-lane, Bradford, Yorks., to 
E. Clifton. Filed Nov. 19 ........^245 

Brown, W., printer, &c., Church-street, Littleborough, Lancashire, 
to J. Heywood. Filed Nov. 14 .......^50 

Carr, J. H., printer, 31, Fossgate, York, to Yorkshire Discount 
Company. Filed Nov. 1 .........,£44.23. 

Charles, G., account-book manufacturer, North-st., and Buckwell- 
st., Plymouth, to J. E. W. Hodge. Filed Nov. 3.£60, &c. 

Clowes, T., printer’s broker, &c., 2, Coronation-pL, and Trinity-ct., 
Trinity-st., Leeds, to J. Gilman. Filed Nov. 5 ..■••£115, &c. 

Counsell, J. W. F., newspaper proprietor, &c,, Marketplace, Ross, 
Herefordshire, to B. Blaiberg. Filed Oct. 31 ..£50 

Davy, T. J., printer, 41, Avenue-rd., Clapton, and 20$, George-yd., 
Fenchurch-st., to G. Garrard. Filed Oct. 28 .... ...£125, &c. 

Dixon, T. G., printer, Green-lane, Clough-rd., Cottingham, York¬ 
shire, to Mark Feldman. Filed Oct. 31 ....£30 

Dunn, H. F., lithographer and draughtsman, 8, Commercial-st., Bir¬ 
mingham, to W. H. Allen. Filed Nov. 4.......£38 

Edwards, F. J., wholesale stationer, 26 and 87, Little Park-st., 
Coventry, to J. Whittendale. (Indemnity on securing 8s. 6d. 
per£ to creditors.) Filed Nov. 8. 

Etty, E. C., printer, Cleveland-parade, Darlington, Durham, to 
J. Wray. Filed Nov. 6 ..........£300 

Farmer, G. E., printer, &c., 11, Ashton-ter., and 23, Commerce-st., 
Longton, Staffs., to G. Yates. Filed Nov. 17...£100 

Freeman, W. J., printer, 2, Old Swan-lane, Upper Thames-st., to 
R. Furnival. Filed Oct. 25 ...£190 

Freeman, W. J., printer, 18, Carlton-grove, Queen’s-rd., Peckham, 
to R. Furnival. Filed Oct. 28 .........£25 

Gee, 1., stereotyper, 126, Bellfield-st., St. Philip’s-rd., Sheffield, to 
M, Valentine. Filed Nov, ig ...£6. 15s., &c. 

Gill, S., sen., stationer, 57, Broomhall-st., Sheffield, to J. T. Glossop. 
Filed Nov. 5 .....£13. 9s. 4d. 

Greenwood, J., stationer, 13, Poulton-st., Kirkham, Lancashire, and 
T. Greenwood, 197, Whalley-range, Blackburn, toT. Walkden. 
(Property at 197, Whalley-range.) Filed Nov. 10 ...£100 

Han nay, W., printer, 40, Victoria-rd., Kentish Town, to T. Okey. 
Filed Oct. 31 ...£9. 15s., &c. 

Hardy, J., printer, Atherstone, Warwickshire, to J. L. Senior. 
Filed Nov. 17........^52 

Healey, W. F., printer, stationer, &c., 5, Princess-st., and 22, 
St. Martin’s-in-the-Fields, Chester, to J. Ellis and another. 
Filed Nov. 18 .....£352. 2s. nd. 

Heggie, R., bookbinder, 20, Bywell-ter., Byker, Newcastle, to 
I. Summerfield. Filed Nov. 20...£8, &c. 

Henderson, J. and wife, bookbinders, 45, Alfred-st., City-rd., to 
W. Arnold. Filed Nov. 13 ........£21. 17s. 6d. 

Hodgson, E. S., bookbinder, 46, Church-st., Liverpool, to A. Holden. 
Filed Nov. 10 .... ...£88. 7s. 6d. 

Hopwood, P., newsagent, 117, Church-pl., Runcorn, Cheshire, to 
National Mercantile Bank. Filed Nov. 8 ........£22, &c. 

Horsfall, W., newsagent, 56, Church-st., Blackpool, to M. E. 
Horsfall. Filed Oct. 28........... £jo 

James, J. R., and wife, printers, &c., 8, Ebens-lane, Cardigan, to 
J. Lewis. Filed Oct. 24.....£200, &c. 

Jay, W., paper dealer, 83, Toad-lane, Rochdale, to W. Schofield. 
P'iled Nov. 5 .....£17, &c. 

Jenkins, G., bookseller, Upper Stratton, near Swindon, Wilts., to 
A. J. Jacobs and another. Filed Nov. 3 ...£10, &c. 

Keates, J., printer, Brunswick-street and Cheapside, Hanley, Staffs., 
to J. B. Davis and others. Filed Nov. 18 .. .....£2,000 

Kemmery, W. J., printer, 1, English-villas, Albert-sq., Forest-lane, 
Stratford, to Imperial Deposit Bank. Filed Nov. 19 ... £14, &c. 

Lee, E., H. H., and K., lithographic printers and machinists, 24, High 
Holborn, to D. Lee. Filed Oct. 25...£25 

Lewis, F., printer, 11, Picton-pl., Carmarthen, to IL. Barnett. Filed 
Nov. 6.£13. ios., &c. 

Naylor, G. E., printer, 36, Northampton-st., Clerlcenwell, to L. and 
W. Loan, &c., Co. Filed Nov. 18 ... .......£29. is. 4d. 

Pali an, PI. J., printer, &c., 34, Humberstone-road, Leicester, to 
T. A. Driver. Filed Oct. 31 .£14 

Parsons, S., and another, booksellers, &c., 27, Prescot-rd., Old Swan, 
near Liverpool, to W. H. Smith. Filed Nov. 1-4 £51- 17s. nd. 

Rogers, R., printer and stationer, 3, Jewel-crescent, Horsefair, Bristol, 
to G. Stocke. Filed Nov. 12 .......^45 

Smith, F., machine-printer, 28, Warwick-st., Vauxhall-st,, Upper 
Kennington, to T. Fairhead. Filed Nov. 7 ......£8, &c. 

Snaith, W. M., printer, Bridge-st., New Mills, Derbyshire, to Lanca¬ 
shire & Cheshire Advance Company. Filed Oct. 29 ...£21, &c. 

Stewart, W., printer, 5, Derby-st., South Shields, to I. Summer- 
field. Filed Nov. 14.........£11, &c. 

Sykes, A., newsvendor, &c., Moldgreen, Huddersfield, Yorks., to 
J. Lunn and another. Filed Nov. 12 ....£165 

Townsend, J., stationer, &c., Front-st., Rothbury, to I. Summerfield, 
Filed Nov. 14 ............£100, &c. 

Upton, F., advertising agent, 8a, Patshull-rd., Kentish Town, to 
W. R. Preston. Filed Oct. 28 ....£279. 2s. lod. 

Walton, J., bookseller and stationer, 30, Bank-st., Carlisle, to Mid¬ 
land Credit Company. Filed Oct. 30 ......£100 

West, E., fancy stationer, 107, High-st., Margate, to J. Marrable. 
Filed Oct. 27 ... ..!..£40, &c. 

Woolley, W. T., bookseller and stationer, 2, Powis-st., Brighton, to 
J. W. Sibley. Filed Nov. 13 ....£39 

Worthington, I., newsvendor, &c., 8, Portugal-st. East, Ancoats, 
Manchester, to M. Worthington. Filed Nov. 13 ..£12 

Meetings of Creditors. 

The first statutory meeting of the creditors of Thomas Royston, 
stationer and musicseller, Bury New-road, Manchester, was held on 
the 21st ult., at the offices of Mr. Farrington, solicitor, Princess-street, 
Manchester. The statement of affairs was presented by Mr. H. 
Vaughan, jun. (H. Vaughan & Co., accountants), Princess-street, the 
receiver. An offer of 3s. in the pound was made, but refused, and it 
was resolved to wind up the estate in liquidation, Mr. H. Vaughan, 
jun., being appointed trustee. 

At the London Bankruptcy Court last month a sitting was held for the 
public examination of Messrs. Ford and Pollard, law-stationers, Iron¬ 
monger-lane, trading as R. B. Bates & Co. Mr. Lockyer, on behalf 
of the trustee, stated that both bankrupts had left the country, and the 
usual memorandum of non-attendance was placed on' the file. At the 
first meeting debts to the amount of £1,400 had been proved, 
Mr. W. C. Harvey being appointed trustee of the estate. 

The first statutory meeting of the creditors of Thomas Howard, 
stationer, &c., of Union-street, and Cowell’s-buildings, William-street, 
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both in Ardwick, was held last month at the offices of Mr. Marlow, 
solicitor, Manchester, who also represented a large portion of the 
creditors. The statement of affairs prepared by the receiver, Mr. H. 
Hardy, accountant, showed liabilities to unsecured creditors, ,£285 ; 
secured, ,£1,839; assets, £93. 4s. It was resolved to liquidate by 
arrangement (Mr. Hardy being appointed trustee), and to grant the 
debtor his immediate order of discharge. The registration of the reso¬ 
lutions was entrusted to Mr. Marlow, who was also nominated solicitor 
to the trustee. 

Mr. Richard Pigott, proprietor of the Irishman newspaper, has 
fded a petition in bankruptcy. Among his creditors are several Whig 
and Tory M.P.’s, one of the heaviest being a noble lord. The paper 
is still being published by the National Bank, it having the heaviest 
lien on the property. 

To the Editor of the Printing Times and Lithographer. 

DISCOLOURATION FROM HEAT. 

Sir,—I shall feel obliged by your giving me the best recipe for 
making varnish to protect bronze and colour-printed work from 
deterioration due to extra heat. Should you not know one, I shall feel 
obliged by your publishing the question in the Lithographer. 

Glasgow, December tyh, 1879. Yours, &c., L. D. 

[If our correspondent will place some pale bronze powder on a 

pretty hot copperplate heater he may observe it deepen in colour until 

it becomes of a copper colour, and even darker. The bronze is thus 

proved to deepen by heat, without being in contact with varnish. 

Many colours will change in a similar manner. Colours to stand a 

great amount of heat may be selected from those which are suitable 

for enamels. Most colours used by painters will stand the heat 

employed in the japanner’s stove, as is proved by an examination of 

ordinary japanned goods. Sometimes the colours are browned in the 

stove, but that must be regarded rather as a fault in heating than an 

error due to the selection of the varnish. For printing on some tin¬ 

plate goods we believe a special varnish may be had, but we are 

unable to give a recipe for making it. Perhaps some of our readers 

may assist you, through our columns.—Ed. P. T. 6*1.] 
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ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

W. B., London.—Thanks for your letter. The subject, which unfor¬ 
tunately has many aspects, has had our attention, as you will perceive. 

T. L. de V., New York.—We shall welcome the portfolio when it 
arrives. We fear our visit is not to take place so soon as we could 

wish. 

Bibliography. T. F. M., Pittsburgh.—Your correction is in 
time for the reprint in book form, and shall be duly made. Thanks 
for the expression of your good opinion. 

L. S., Nottingham.—We have uniformly declined all propositions 
of the kind ; as we wish to continue perfectly independent, we cannot 
take any commercial interest in new inventions. 

T. M., London.—We are glad to receive your last communication, 
but it is right to state that we had not been asked to publish any¬ 
thing on the subject. Both parties have adopted the right course. 

Orell Fussls & Co., Zurich.—In reply to your post-card, if 
you wish some one resident in the North of England, we advise you 
to write to Mr. Frank Bott, Lithographic Artist, Leeds, Yorkshire; 
if in the Midland Counties, Mr. G. W. Richmond, Harborne, near 
Birmingham. Both these gentlemen are competent, but we do not 
know whether they would care to undertake the work in question. 

Black Bordering. D. I. D., Londonderry.—We have previously 
answered this query in our number for April, 1878, but for your 
convenience we repeat the information :—Bichromate of potass, j oz. ; 
gum arabic, 3 oz. ; ivory black enough to produce blackness without 
destroying the gloss produced by the gum ; and a little glycerine, to 
prevent the gum from cracking, but no more than is necessary for that 
purpose. For a less glossy black, paste and ivory black, with a little 

spirits of wine, may be used. 

NOTICE TO ADVERTISERS, 
The Scale of Charges for each insertion for Advertising in The 

Printing Times and Lithographer is as follows :— 

Space occupied. i Month. 3 Months. 6 Months. 9 Months. 12 Months. 

X- L d. s. d. £■ l d. £• s. d. £■ s. d. 

One Page ... 4 10 O 4 O O 3 16 6 3 10 0 3 3o 

Half Page ... 2 10 O 2 5 0 226 2 0 0 1 17 6 

Quarter Page 1 7 6 I 4 6 1 3 0 12 0 100 

Wrapper and Special pages by arrangement. 
Per Inch, 6s. ; per Line of 10 words, 9d., each insertion. 

Post-Office Orders or Cheques to be made payable to Messrs. Wyman & Sons, 
81, Great Queen-street, Lincoln’s-Inn Fields, W.C., at the High Holborn Money 
Order Office. 

EPPS’S COCOA. — GRATEFUL AND COMFORTING.— 
“ By a thorough knowledge of the natural laws which govern the 
operations of digestion and nutrition, and by a careful application of 
the fine properties of well-selected cocoa, Mr. Epps has provided our 
breakfast tables with a delicately-flavoured beverage which may save 
us many heavy doctors’ bills. It is by the judicious use of such 
articles of diet that a constitution may be gradually built up until 
strong enough to resist every tendency to disease. Hundreds of 
subtle maladies are floating around us ready to attack wherever there 
is a weak point. We may escape many a fatal shaft by keeping 
ourselves well-fortified with pure blood and a properly-nourished 
frame.”—Civil Service Gazette. — Sold only in Packets, labelled— 
“James Epps & Co., Homoeopathic Chemists, London.” 

WYMAN AND SONS, PRINTERS, GREAT QUEEN STREET, I.INCOLN’S-IXN FIELDS, LONDON, W.C. 
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(Patented 1876, in Great Britain and the United States.) 

The above Cut is of the extra heavy Machine for Paper Makers and heavy work. 

THE DIAMOND 
turns out at least 50 per 
cent, more work than any 

competitor. 

THE DIAMOND 
is entirely Self-Clamping, 
and thus all “ overhead ” 

work is avoided. 

THE DIAMOND 
will cut “ heads,” “ tails,” 

and “foredges” at one time 
without altering the gauge. 

™ THE DIAMOND 
has given complete satis¬ 
faction to every purchaser*. 

THE DIAMOND 
is T IE3IIEH Machine in 

America. 

First Premium, Philadelphia, 1876. 

6, KIRBY ST., HATTON GARDEN, 

Are the Sole Licensees for the above Machine in Great 
Britain, and, from their own experience, strongly recom¬ 
mend the attention of PRINTERS, BOOK 
BINDERS, and STATIONERS to the great 
saving effected by this Machine. It is made in London 

by eminent Engineers. 

Prices and Particulars on application as above, 

i, THE DIAMOND 
[| has an Indicator which 
| shows instantly where the 
I knife will come on the 
| work, and saves much time. 

THE DIAMOND 
has a fly wheel always run¬ 
ning, and the starting is 
therefore instantaneous, and 

the stopping automatic. 

THE DIAMOND 
can be seen at any time in 
full work on our premises, 

6, KIRBY STREET, 
HATTON GARDEN, E.C. 

b ( i ) 
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BADDELEY & REYNOLDS, 
19 and 20, OLD BAILEY, 

LONDON, E.C., 

DIE SINKERS, STAMP GUTTERS, 
CORPORATE & OFFICIAL SEAL ENGRAVERS, 

Embossing mtb duborshtg |3mss Mfors, 

(Embossers nub Illuminators, 

INDIARUBBER STAMP 
MANUFACTURERS. 

Sole Makers and Inventors of tke PARAGON BATING STAMP. 

T. W. MARTIN’S 

SELF-INKING PRESSES, 
£3. and £6. 10s. 

The Greatest NOVELTY in the Trade. 

CALL AND SEE THEM. 

89, SHOTR ULYLHSTjE], ZE.C. 

BAYES X CO., 
Printers' Brokers, 

AND DEALERS IN EVERY DESCRIPTION OF 

MACHINES, and MATERIALS for PRINTERS, 
LITHOGRAPHERS, and BOOKBINDERS. 

A large assortment of second - hand Machines, 
Presses, and Material always in stock. 

Send for Monthly Price Lists. 

48, WOOD ST., LIVERPOOL. 

Westleys & Co., 

Illamifatfiniitg § whbmkl, 

IO, FRIAR STREET, 

^Doctors’ dfommons, 

LONDON, E.C. 

ESTABLISHED 25 YEARS. 

FOOT-BROTHERS, 
Steam Litlio & Letterpress Machine 

Printers to the Trade only. 

Designers and Printers of Show Cards, 
Labels, &c., in Colours. 

MACHIMG for the TRABE at IOWEST POSSIBLE CHARGES. 

L1TH0 MACHINES from FCAP. FOLIO to 
DOUBLE ELEPHANT. 

Maps & Plans of Estates promptly executed. 

16, LITTLE TRINITY LANE, 

Queen Victoria Street, E.C.; 

And 13,14, & 15, Bridgewater Gardens, Aldersgate Street, E.C. 

C. HAMMOND & CO., 
PRINTERS’ BROKERS & Manufacturers of PRINTING MATERIAL, 

Can supply WOOD LETTER, GALLEYS, 

CHASES, COMPOSING-STICKS, LEADS, 
METAL FURNITURE, CURVILINEAR 

FURNITURE, &c., cheaper than any other House, 

Being our Own Make 7ij>on the Premises. 

10, Bear-yd., Lincoln’s-inn Fields, London,W.C. 

LONDON. Established. Thirty Years. 

MsiSsiW. HAWKINS, 
11, RED LION STREET, 

CLEEKENWELL GREEN, E.C. 

SPECIALITIES: 

HYDRAULIC 
m PRESSES, 

I ^or ^anc* or Steam 

Power. 

HYDRAULIC 

PRESSURE 

GAUGES. 

HYDRAULIC PRESS LEATHERS 

And ENGINEERING WORK IN GENERAL. 

The Best Weekly Newspaper for Mexboro’, Swinton, 
Kilnhurst, Wath, and Conisboro’. 

CJxe H^fraru’airtr Sfoinicrii Hums, 
And CONISBORO’, WATH, and KILNHURST GAZETTE. 

PUBLISHED EVERY FRIDAY MORNING, PRICE Id. 

THE TIMES is an energetically conducted newspaper, taking high 
rank amongst the newspapers of the district, the news of which is 
collected by an efficient staff of reporters at considerable expense. 

The News of the Week also is summarised in an attractive form, 
and its columns contain each week one or more Serial Tales of great 
interest. Neither time nor expense is spared to render the Times 
a first-class family newspaper, and the fact that its circulation has more 
than trebled in the short space of six months is a sufficient*evidence 
that the efforts of the proprietor have been appreciated. The circulation, 
especially in the above-mentioned districts, is steadily increasing, and, 
therefore, as an Advertising Medium it is unsurpassed. 

PUBLISHING OFFICE: HIGH STREET, MEXBORO’. 

Proprietor, W. TURNER. 

( 2 ) 

ESTABLISHED 1832. 

CHARLES F. MOORE, 
Late SCOTT, WATSON, & CO., 

BRASS RULE CUTTER, 
MANUFACTURER OF 

CIRCLES, OVALS, SHAPES, ZINC & BRASS GALLEYS,&c. 

25, TY80E STREET, CLERKENWELL, LONDON, W.C. 

THE CHEAPEST AND BEST GIFT-BOOK OF THE DAY. 

TWELFTH YEAR OF PUBLICATION. 

PRICE SIXPENCE, POST-FREE, SEVENPENCE. 

In an Illustrated Wrapper, beautifully printed in Old Style Type, 

on Toned Paper, with Illustrations. 

EVERYBODY'S YEAR-BOOK, 
An Annual for 1879. 

A Useful and Popular Annual, containing Something for 

Everybody all the Year Round. 

Contents,—Fixed and Moveable Festivals—A most comprehensive 
Calendar—Astronomical Notes of the Month—The Story of the Month 
— Law Terms — University Terms—Eclipses — Holidays at the 
Public Offices— Transfer and Dividend Days — Time of High 
Water — A Perpetual Almanack — Table for Calculating Interest 
— Family Ready Reckoner—Interest Table at Five per cent. 
— English and Scottish Sovereigns — Birthdays of the Royal 
Family — Sovereigns of Europe—Archbishops and Bishops — List 
of the Judges—Her Majesty’s Ministers—Her Majesty’s House¬ 
hold—The Privy Council—Officers of the Houses of Parliament— 
British and Foreign Ambassadors, and the Consulate Offices in London 
-—Metropolitan County Courts—Assessed Taxes—Licences—Excise 
Duties—Stamps—Corporation of the City of London—School Board 
for London—Metropolitan Board of Works—Banks—Cab Fares— 
Police Establishment—Bank of England—-Rate of Allowance to 
Witnesses—Weather Wisdom—The Sizes of Paper—Money and 
Coinage—Postage—Foreign Moneys—Weights and Measures—How 
to make your will—Rules for Disposal of Intestate’s Estates—The 
Sportsman’s Calendar — The Angler’s Calendar — Multum-in-parvo 
Guide to the principal places of Amusement and chief points of interest 
in London and its Suburbs—The Ball-Room Guide, &c. &c. &c. 

WYMAN & SONS, Si, GREAT QUEEN STREET, W.C, 
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FURNIVAL & CO.’S LIST 
OF 

Second - hand Machinery. 

One DOUBLE DEMY LITHO, by 
Mann. Nearly new. Just replaced by 
the “ Express.” 

One 38-inch “EXPRESS,” by Furnival. 
One 36-inch SCHOFIELD’S PATENT 

GUILLOTINE. 
One 32-inch GREIG’S ditto. 
One 26-inch GUILLOTINE, by Cromp¬ 

ton. 
One 27-inch GUILLOTINE, by Lilly. 
One 25-inch GUILLOTINE, by Wilson. 
One Double-Crown PRINTING MA¬ 

CHINE (Duncan). 
One DEMY LITHO, by Hughes & 

Kimber. 
One Two H.-P. GAS ENGINE, by 

Crossley, Bros. 
One ALBION BLOCKING PRESS, 

by Cope. 
One Three H.-P. Combined ENGINE 

and BOILER. 
Several LITHO’ PRESSES. 
BOOKBINDERS TOOLS, &c. 

THE ORIGINAL MAKERS OF TEAK CASES. 

Advertisers’ Blocks & Posters in One or more Colours. 
Estimates Free. Catalogues of every description Illustrated. 

G. S. LITTLEJOHN, 
LITHOGRAPHIC & CHROMO-STIPPLE ARTIST, 

7, Charterhouse St.,Holborn Circus 
LONDON; and 

52, Ogden Street, Ardwick, 
MANCHESTER. 

Designer, Illuminator, and General Draughtsman, 
10, LAURENCE POUNTNEY LANE, CANNON STREET, 

LONDON, E.C. 

WYMAN’S 

Dictionary of Stationery, 
AND 

Compendium of Useful Information for the 
Office, Counting-house, and Library, 

Profusely IIIust?'a ted. 

Will be forwarded on application free by 
post for twelve stamps. 

81, GREAT QUEEN STREET, W.C. 

LITHO TRADE WRITING 
ESTABLISHMENT, 

54, LONDON WALL, E.C, 

Having made the necessary pecuniary 
arrangements with Mr. Whalley, I shall 
in future carry on this business under the 
style of 

’ ELLIOTT & CO., 
and you will find in entrusting your favours 
to me that every means is taken advantage 
of for ensuring speedy and punctual exe¬ 
cution of Script Writing, Plans (on stone 
or paper), Chalk and Chromo Work. To 
effect this, I have collected a staff of the 
best known workmen in London, as well as 
securing the aid of others in the Trade in 
case of unusual emergency. 

I remain, yours faithfully, 

J. GARRATT ELLIOTT. 

Countersigned, James Wh alley. 

J. S. COOK & SON, 
Successors to the late Mr. Thomas Cook, of 24, Brook St., Holborn. 

Established 1789, 

BRASS RULE CUTTERS, 
JPHintrrs’ .Smiths, 

Makers of Galleys, Composing Sticks, and Printing Materials in 
general, of the highest quality, for Town, Country, and Export. 

Inventors and Manufacturers of Brass Space Lines. 

BRASS-FACED RULES, 
INVARIABLE COMPOSING STICKS, &c. 

112, FORE STREET, LONDON, E.C. 

Z0RM, BAH M 8 0 i\3, & 00., 
MANUFACTURERS AND IMPORTERS OF 

LITHOGRAPHIC MATERIALS, 
LITHOGRAPHIC STONES, yellow or grey, of the finest quality. 
COLOURED AND BLACK INKS. I Specially manufactured for Lithe- 

PINE DRY COLOURS. j graphic Printing, 

DUSTING COLOURS, in all Shades 

BRONZE POWDERS, SNAKE STONE, &c. 

9 & ix, GARRICK STREET, COVENT GARDEN, LONDON, W.C. 

And at 116, INGRAM STREET, GLASGOW. 

WILFRID WORKS, CHALK FARM ROAD. 
CAMDEN TOWN, N.W. 

REMOVED FROM WORMWOOD STREET AND BARTHOLOMEW CLOSE. 

ESTABLISHED 1810 
Pautographic, Medallick, Spiral, Radiated, Graduated, Engine - Turning, 

Ornamental, A?iti-forgery, dr5 General Engraving for Copper-plate, 
Litho, or Letterpress Printing. 

Bank Notes, Cheques, Bills of Exchange, Share Certificates, Vignettes, 
Scrolls, Backgrounds, Skies, Cloads, Graining and Stipple 

Tint Plates, Section and Scale Lines, Prize 
Medals, &c. &c. 

L. CORNELISSEN X TALLE, 
22, Great Queen-Street, W.C., 

Manufacturers and Importers of 
COLOURS, PRINTING INK, AND VARNISHES FOR 
paris. LITHOGRAPHY. Vienna. 

FIRST-CLASS COLOURS FOR CHROMO. 

JTilljcrgrajjInc laterals. 

Transfer Paper of all Kinds, for Chalk Drawings, Diaphanic Colour Work, &c. 

List of Prices on Application. 

1873. 1867. 

TO LETTERPRESS AND LITHOGRAPHIC PRINTERS. 
PREPARED PAPER FOR SET-OFF SHEETS. ARAM & SPENCER desire to call the attention of 

the Printing Trade to their 

PREPARED SET-OFF SHEETS. 
This is a very useful preparation. Double Crown, 12s. per Ream; 
Half Ream, 7s.; Quarter Ream, 4s.; Quire, is.; post-paid, is. 2d. 
Terms Cash. Orders should be addressed, Aram & Spencer, care 
of Mrs. Simpson, Stone Bow, Lincoln. 

Crown 8vo., cloth, price 2s.; Post-free, 2s. 2d. 

WORKSHOP MANAGEMENT. 
A MANUAL FOR MASTERS AND MEN, 

Being Practical Remarks upon the Economic Conduct of Workshops, 
Trade Charities, &c. 

BY FREDERICK SMITH. 

WYMAN & SONS, 81, GREAT QUEEN ST., LONDON, W.C. 

PAPER BAGS!' PAPER BAGS!! 

SHUTTLEWORTH & BUNN, 
GENERAL PRINTERS, 

AND 

Paper Bag Manufacturers to the Trade, 

200, 202, & 204, WATERLOO ROAD, LONDON, 8.E. 

SAMPLES AND TRADE PRICE LIST POST FREE. 

b 2 ( 3 ) 
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STEREO.(mm) COLUMNS 
One quarter the weight of others. Cheaper and 

Better Matter specially prepared. Cannot be 
distinguished from the type. Comprise— 

News, Serial Tales, Selections, and Wit 
and Humour. 

Proof and Terms on application to “Excelsior” 
Stereo. Foundry, 4I-, Lower Priory, Birmingham. 
London Agent, T. W. MARTIN, 89, Shoe-lane, E.C. 

WOOD ENGRAVING. 

Wood Engraving in the very Lest style, 

Cheaper than any other house in the Trade. 

W. H. TILBY, 

49, Essex Street, Strand, 

LONDON, W.C. 

JOHN LILLY, 

Printers’ Broker, Engineer, 
AND 

TRADE VALUER, 

HIND COURT; FLEET ST,; 
LONDON, E.C. 

ESTIMATES GIVEN FOR THE 

Fitting-up of Offices Complete, 
Large or Small. 

A Large Assortment of SECOND-HAND 
PRINTING MACHINES, CUTTING 
MACHINES, &c., always in Stock. 

T. C. THOMPSON, 
Printers’ Machinist. 

Maker of Improved Paging and Perforating Machines, 

Machinery, and Material for Printers and Book¬ 

binders, always in stock. 

Lists 011 application. 

15, GARTSIDE STREET, MANCHESTER. 

BACK NUMBERS WANTED. 
Full Price will be given by the Pub¬ 

lishers of the Printing Times and Litho¬ 
grapher for copies of Nos. 2 & 3, Volume I., 
New Series, of the Printing Times and 
Lithographer. 

Apply at the Office, Si, Great Queen- 
street, London, W.C. 

Most Important and Useful. For Publishers and all 

connected with Literature. 

PRICE ONE FLORIN, or BY POST THIRTY STAMPS. 

THE 

]Dffo$pajipp BkfrfoFg 
AND ADVERTISERS' GUIDE, 

Containing full particulars relative to every Newspaper, 
Magazine, Review, and Periodical published in 

THE UNITED KINGDOM & THE BRITISH ISLES, 
WITH THE 

NEWSPAPER MAP OP THE UNITED KINGDOM, 

Brectom of the |1rmtipal Continental papers, 
AND (FOR THE FIRST TIME) 

A LIST of the CLASS PAPERS and PERIODICALS. 

THIRTY-FOURTH ANNUAL ISSUE. 

OPINIONS OF THE PRESS. 
€< It is still without a rival, nor, indeed, is there hope for any competitor.”—Daily 

Telegraph. 
“ Indispensable to those who have to do with journalism.”—Atheneeum. 
“ Executed with comprehensive precision.”—Figaro. 
“ The Directory is thoroughly well compiled.”—Stationer. 
‘‘An indispensable work of reference.”—City P?-css. 

1879. 

C. MITCHELL & CO., 
Contractors for Advertising, 

12 & 13, Red Lion Court, Fleet Street, London, E.C. 

% 
C7 

a# 

ff 

L’ART: 

Mu i 
NEW ETCHINGS BY CHARLES WALTNER, 

Published in “L’ART” 

H.R. IT. THE PRINCE OF WALES, K.G. 

(By Special Permission). 

“A YEOMAN OF THE GUARD,” 

After J. E. Mii.i.ais, R.A. 

PORTRAIT OF MRS. BISCHOFFSHEIM, 

After J. E. Millais, R.A. 

SHORTLY TO BE PUBLISHED, 

tire tnumpjral tntnr of tjuries I. inter Jurthietp. 
This Celebrated Picture by HANS MAKART (which gained a 

Grand Medal of Honour in the International Exhibition), has been 
etched for “ L’ART ” by M. Lalanne. The Plate will be twenty- 
two inches in length. Copies of this important Etching will be 
given Gratis to the Annual Subscribers to “ L’ART.” 

Proofs before letters, drawn on Vellum and Japanese paper, may 
be obtained at the London Office of “ L’ART,” 134, New Bond 
Street, W. 

PARSONS, FLETCHER, & CO., 
printing Jit It ||T alters. 

EXPORT DEPARTMENT. 
From the lengthened experience Parsons, Fletcher, & Co. have had in the Export Trade, and from the fact that their Inks 

are to be found in all parts of the world, they-are enabled to adapt their goods to the requirements of all climates, and to every 

description ol work. This is a very important fact for Exporters, who may confide their orders to P. F. & Co. with the utmost 

confidence. The Export Trade has for some years been made a speciality by this house, and the steady increase of this 

department is a gratifying proof of their success in that direction. 

GRAVEL LANE, SOUTH W A R K, S.E. 
(City Office—io. Bolt Court Fleet Street, E.C.) 

( 4 ) 
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To Her Majesty's Government, the War Depart¬ 

ment, India Department, Admiralty. 

.wwwvw 

LIVETT FRANK & SON, 
llittiif Utitirafarium's 

AND 

OIL REFINERS, 

22, BOROUGH, 

LOILTIDOIIsr IBIRIIDGKEL 

MACHINE OIL . 2s. to 4s. per Gallon. 
CLEANSING SPIRIT . Is. 3d. 

NOW READY, 

Croztiu \to,, Stiff Boards, price 2s. 6d., 

Post-free, 3r., 

THE PRINTING TRADES’ 

For 1879. 

81, GREAT QUEEN STREET, 
LINCOLN’S-INN FIELDS, W.C. 

For particulars see page 273. 

T. KNAPP, 
PRINTERS', STATIONERS’, AND 

BOOKSELLERS' VALUER, 
AND AGENT FOR SALE OF 

BUSINESSES & NEWSPAPER PROPERTIES, 

25, PATERNOSTER SQ., LONDON, E.C., 
AND 

ELDON CHAMBERS, CHERRY STREET, 
BIRMINGHAM, 

Respectfully offers his services in VALUATIONS in 
the above BUSINESSES ; and from his intimate and 
practical knowledge both of the Wholesale and Retail 
Printing, Stationery, and Bookselling Trades, gained 
during an experience of upwards of thirty years, he 
is confident of giving satisfaction to those gentlemen 
who may entrust him with their commands. (Estab¬ 
lished 1870.) Monthly List of Businesses for Sale, gratis 
and post-free. Clients met by appointment either in 
London or Birmingham free of charge. 

J. C. PAUL, 
WHOLESALE AND EXTORT 

Cnyc-Casc & rating Rate rial 
MANUFACTURER, 

GRANVILLE WORKS, 

Granville Place, Kings Cross Road, 

LONDON, W.C. 

PRINTERS’ and BOOKBINDERS’ 
MACHINERY. 

MEW and SECOND-HAND MA¬ 

CHINERY for Letterpress and 

Litho Printers, Bookbinders, and Sta¬ 

tioners, &c. &c. Send for List to 

W. HZ. ZBIIRCD 

12,16, & 18, Albert St., Manchester. 

JEl>. BARRETT, 

ENGINEER & MACHINIST, 
ifhtmcvical printing anti perforating 

Stacljine, 
ENVELOPE MACHINE AND 

Embossing-|lress praufarfunr, 

19, COWCROSS STREET, E.C. 

The only Smokers’ Journal in Great 

Britain is the 

TOBACCO PLANT; 
Full of Useful and Amusing 

Literature for Smokers. 

Publishing Office:— 

to. Lord Nelson Street, Liverpool. 

(BY PERMISSION). 

iJ2>ah'01VS. 

Alderman Sir F. W. TRUSCOTT, Kt. 

T. E. ADLARD, Esq. 
R. K. BURT, Esq. 
C. CLEMENTS, Esq. 

HODGSON PRATT, Esq. 
C. F. ROWORTH, Esq. 
C. W. H. WYMAN, Esq. 

Wensley & Wensley, 
Ye Okie Style 

WRITING 

ENGRAVERS, 
180 & 181, Fleet Street, E.C. 

Entrance—Fetter Lane. 

Price Lists on Application. 

WILLMOTT & SONS, 

MACHINE 
RULERS, 

THE ANNUAL DRAWING 
WILL TAKE PLACE AT THE 

CANNON STREET HOTEL, CANNON ST,, E.C,, 

On Saturday, March 29th, 1879. 

UPWARDS OF 

FOURTEEN HUNDRED POUNDS' 
WORTH OF PRIZES. 

Numerical Printers and Perforators, 

54, 55, & 56, Bartholomew Close, 
Specimens dr5 Estimates on application. 

ESTABLISHED 1828. 

Wm, g. stoneham, 

gwritbinber U lire Trafte, 
-10,- 

CHARTERHOUSE BUILDINGS, 
LONDON, E.C. 

TICKETS, ONE SHILLING EACH. 

The Prize-winning Numbers will be published in the Standard and Glasgow 
Herald Newspapers on Wednesday, April 2nd, or a List of Winning Numbers 
will be forwarded by the Secretary on and after April 5th, on receipt of a 
stamped directed envelope. 

Communications to be addressed, and Post Office Orders made payable (at 
the General Post Office, London) to John Borer, Secretary, Printers’ Art 
Union Association, 3, Raquet-court, Fleet-street, London, F.C. 

NAJORK & PRAETORIUS, LEXPZIG-PLAGWITZ, 
(Late Gustav Najork & Co.), 

SOLE MAKERS OF THE CELEBRATED 

LIPSIAN CHROMO PAPER, 
Which is specially prepared both in the coating and in the Raw-paper for Chromo-Lithographic 

Printing by Steam as well as Hand, and warranted not to stretch or 
leave the coat on the stone. 

The enamel being prepared according to a secret in the possession of 
this firm alone, is distinguished by its exquisite velvet-like surface, which 
gives a peculiar transparence to the colours and at the same time endows 
them with an extraordinary brilliance, both of which qualities cannot be 
over-estimated in printing. 

This Paper is almost exclusively used in the majority of important 
Chromo-Printing Establishments of Great Britain and Ireland, where it 
has the preference over every other make. 

Printed Specimens supplied on application ; also sample sheets of any 
quality for printing trials sent Post-free. 

Any weight or size supplied. Orders .will in every case be promptly 
executed. 

All goods to Great Britain and Ireland delivered free warehouse. 
Prices exceedingly moderate, lower than English made Chromo-papers 

quality at the same time surpassing any other make of the world. 
Specialities in bright and dull enamel for Show-Cards, Calendars, Menus, Ball Programmes, &c., See. 

AgentCHARLES MAYER, Queen Anne’s Chambers, 62, Holborn Viaduct, E.C. 
( 5 ) 
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Ittftke id 

The Scale of Charges for Advertising Situa¬ 

tions is as follows:— 

Three Lines and under......is. 6d. 

Every Additional Line. 6d. 

SITUATIONS VACANT, 

CHROMO ARTISTS and DE¬ 
SIGNERS. — Wanted assistance. — 

Apply to Messrs. W. H. Smith & Son, 10, 
Water-street, W.C. 

WANTED, a competent RE¬ 
PORTER for a Morning Newspaper. 

Must be a Verbatim Note-Taker, able Para- 
graphist, and good Descriptive Writer. — 
Address, stating salary expected and when at 
liberty, to E.W., 26, Park-street, Cardiff. 

Litho machine minder 
Wanted.—A steady and able man, used 

to the very best colour and commercial work, 
would be likely to obtain a permanent situa¬ 
tion.—Apply to C. & E. Layton, i, Grand 
Junction-street, Whitefriars, E.C. 

HPHE PRESS.—WANTED a Ver- 
JL batim REPORTER,goodParagraphist, 

and occasional Canvasser, for a Weekly News¬ 
paper.. Practical knowledge of printing 
desirable. Permanency to a competent person. 
State wages, references, &c.—C. H. Haynes, 
“Guardian” Office, Stamford. 

TMPROVER at LITHOGRAPHIC 
-L Printing REQUIRED. One with 12 
months’ experience preferred. — Apply to 
Sprague & Co., 22, Martin’s-lane, Cannon- 
street, E.C. 

'“PO PRINTERS.—WANTED in 
J- a Job and Book House, where about 

20 compositors are employed, a thorough 
competent WORKING OVERSEER. He 
must be an active workman, have a thorough 
knowledge of jobbing and book work, and 
fully competent to take charge of the com¬ 
posing room and do the making up. Only 
those who have filled a similar position need 
apply (with references, salary required, &c.),to 
441 T., “Daily News” Inquiry Office, 67, 
Fleet-street. 

T ITHOGRAPH Y. — GOOD 
J—< Stone Grinder wanted. Apply J. 
Mansell’s, Theobald’s-rd., Red Lion-square. 

Y^ANVASSERS.—WANTED TWO 
>— respectable and energetic men.—Apply 
personally only to Brown, Barnes, & Bell, 
Art Photographers, 222, Regent-street, W. 

PRINTER’S ENGINEER 
_L WANTED to take charge of patent 
printing machinery. —Apply at the Printing 
Works, Bell-yard, 58, City-road. 

TO COMPOSITORS.—WANTED 
I TURNOVER at CASE. Constant 

work to a respectable steady hand.—Address 
443 T., “Daily News” Inquiry Office, 67, 

Fleet-street. 

/COMPOSITORS WANTED Non- 
V_society, on piece ; also book-folders and 
stitchers. Alexander, Alfred-street Hall, 
Bermondsey. 

TO BOOKBINDERS.—WANTED 
JL a practical CUTTER, in a Printing 

and Stationery Establishment. A permanent 
situation to a competent workman.—Apply 
G. Whitehead & Sons, Huddersfield. 

Reader and compositor. 
— Wanted a respectable, competent 

man. Penfold & Farmer, Printers, Upper 
St., Islington. 

T^O PRINTERS.—Wanted for a 
-L country office near Manchester, a steady 

Young Man who can price the work and take 
the management.—Address H. T., J. M'Millan 
& Co., 40, Cannon-street, Manchester. 

SITUATIONS WANTED, 

TO COUNTRY LITHO- 
T GRAPPIERS.—A Good ARTIST and 

WRITER, used to all branches, is open to a 
country engagement. Salary, One Guinea 
per week ; could manage a small office.— 
Address B.T., Artist, 38, Essex-st., Kings- 
land-rd., London. 

THIRST CLASS LITHO ARTIST 
seeks engagement. Address, W.S., 

Office of The Printing Times and Litho¬ 
grapher. 

A LITHO PRINTER, who 
T understands Furnival’s Litho Machine, 
coloured label work, and can transfer. Good 
character.—F. Davis, 55,Castle-street,Bristol. 

A DVERTISER seeks ENGAGE- 
T MENT as Contributor, Reviewing 
Editor, and Dramatic Critic to a Provincial 
(Conservative) Journal. Pligh references.— 
Compo, 42, Stoughton-street, Leicester. 

PRESS.—Verbatim REPORTER 
JL and experienced Sub-Editor seeks RE¬ 
ENGAGEMENT. Good descriptive writer. 
References. Z., 4, Elizabeth-terrace, Lans- 
downe-road, Leytonstone. 

nro NEWSPAPER PROPRIE- 
1 TORS, &c.—WANTED, by the ad¬ 

vertiser, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, either as 
Publisher, advertisement manager, or collector. 
The highest references.—Address W., 20, 
City News Rooms, Ludgate-circus-buildings. 

CX \ °f t&einost approver ■ 

IMPERIAL MANUFACTORY, 
6, CHARLES STREET, FI ATT ON GARDEN, LONDON, E.C. 

N. J. HILL, 
lllamifarinm anb gimler in ibcrii bjescripitmt oi 

BOOKBINDERS’ MATERIALS. 
Starr’s Improved Backing Machines. 
Rolling, Millboard Cutting, Bevel¬ 

ling, Card Cutting, Guillotine, Im¬ 
perial, and Eccentric Machines. 

Gas Stoves for Finishing. 
Bookbinders’ Saw Benches. 
Hydraulic Presses. 
Pedestal and Hand-paging, Per¬ 

forating, and Ruling Machines. 
Cutting, Gilding, Sewing, and 

Finishing Presses. 
Iron and Wood Standing Presses. 

Brass Type. Fillets and Rolls. 
Plough Knives, Scissors, & Shears. 
Pressing and Backing Boards. 
Straw Boards, Marbled, Coloured. 

White and Brown Papers. 
Leather and Bookbinders’ Cloth. 
American Leather Cloth. 
Glue, Varnish, and Glaire. 
Thread, Twine, Headbands, and 

Registers. 
Copying, Embossing, Stamping, and 

Eyeleting Machines. 

PRICE LISTS POST - FREE. 

WORKS:—UNION BUILDINGS, LEATHER LANE, HOLBORN. 
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PRESS.—RE-ENGAGEMENT as 
JUNIOR REPORTER REQUIRED. 

Could assist at Case or Reading.—Address 
A. B., 39, Weldale-street, Reading. 

T ITHO MACHINE PRINTER, 
Jl—/ thoroughly experienced in bronze and 
black; also Transferer; clever and experienced 
man liberally dealt with.—Lethem Bros., 
Blackfriars-street, Manchester. 

B OOKBINDER. — Wanted, by a 
young man, a SITUATION as for¬ 

warder.—Address S/S., Petty’s, Stationer, 
Marmion-road, Southsea, Hants. 

PRINTERS.—Situation wanted by 
a steady young man at press and 

cropper; good reference.—Typo, 7, Crossfield- 
lane, High-street, Deptford. 

T ITHO’ PRINTERS. — Young 
J—' man requires job at commercial; used 

to best work ; can transfer if required.—T.S., 
25, Brewer-street, Pimlico. 

PRINTERS.—Wanted by a Wharfe- 
dale colour hand a Situation.—M. J., 

52, Queensbury-street, Essex-road, Islington. 

LITHO’.—Wanted by a young man 
as machine minder ; well up in colour 

and commercial work ; can transfer.—Address 
A. B., 18, Hill-street, Finsbury. 

PRINTERS.—Situation wanted by 
a young man at machine and press.— 

R., 73, Charles-street, Stamford-hill. 

T ITHOGRAPHIC Draughtsmen, 
J—< Artists, and Designers. Youth 16, 
knowledge of drawing, used to floral designs, 
requires an Engagement.—Address A. B., 20, 
Ed ward-cottages, Canonbury-rd., Islington. 

MISCELLANEOUS, 

"COR SALE.—ONE |-HP. VER- 
r TICAL GAS ENGINE (Crossley’s 
Patent), in good working order. Price^o ; 
and a i-h.p. ditto, ditto, in good working 
order, price ^55. Delivered free in London, 
Hull, Liverpool, or Bristol. Apply to P. 
Watt & Son, Washington Works, Washington, 
nr. Glasgow. 

PRINTERS. — LITTLE CHAM- 
-L PION, nearly new ; foolscap folio, ^15. 
Brickhill, i 18, Great Dover-st., Borough. 

PRINTERS.—Roman Type, Pearl 
J- to Pica, 4d. to 6d. lb.; sundries cheap. 
Printer, 23, Edward-st., Blackfriars-rd. 

PRINTERS.—Demy Folio Cropper 
-®- for .Sale ; terms can be arranged. 
George, 46J, Great Chart-street, Hoxton. 

P 
mens sent. 

R I N T E R S.—Plant, Cropper, 
Presses, tons of nearly new type ; speci- 

Typo, 19, Eden-grove, Holloway. 

TRADE. 

Howlett & Son, 
Clk ©ttjjmaf cBofb (printed 

Old Style CP General Printers. 

10, FRITH ST., SOHO, LONDON. estimates. 

PATENT 11 SOpj?' 

SEWN BY 
] 

VV1RP 

! 
PATENT IJ MACHINE 

' t s—xr-z 
< . 

15 jt 771 

AUG. BREHMER, 
Patentee and Manufacturer oj 

AMERICAN 

Wire Book-Sewing Machines, 
19, Cow Cross Street, London, E.C. 

HTHESE Machines are employed with equal advan- 
tage for Sewing School-books, Novels, Pamphlets, 

or Account Books, by far excelling Hand-Sewing as to 
Flexibility, Durability, Speed, and Economy. 

May be seen in operation at 19, Cow Cross St. 

TDM 100 IN BSE IN ENGLAND. 

Agency for Manchester and the North, 

JOHN HEYWOOD, Publisher, Deansgate. 

Phillips, Son & Entwisle, 
MANUFACTURERS OP 

GOLD AND SILVER LEAF AND BRONZE POWDERS, 
IMPORTERS OF 

$)nk\ Ulctitls, liraMoit (Sub, §ernulions, 

FINE COLOURS, 

LITHOGRAPHIC INKS, VARNISHES, &c.» 

29, NEWHALL STREET, BIRMINGHAM. 

NOTICE or REMOVAL. 

GEORGE WILSON, 
TYPE MUSIC PRINTER TO THE TRADE, 

Has removed from LITTLE ORMOND YARD, and 53, LAMB’S CONDUIT ST., 
to more extensive premises in 

BROAD YARD, TUBE" I ILL STK.EET, 
Near to the Metropolitan Railway Station, Farringdon Road, E.C. 

W-V-«-fc-W- 

—&- 
—55— 

:t?Gd 
Should auld ac-quaint-ance be for - got, And ne - ver brought to mind. 

G. W., having large Founts of Music Type, experienced workmen, and commodious premises, is now pre¬ 
pared to execute promptly, and at moderate charges, all orders with which he may be favoured. All future com¬ 
munications to be addressed 

GEORGE WILSON, Type-Music and General Printing Works, Broad Yard, Turnmill St,, E.C. 
MUSIC STEREOS SUPPLIED TO PRINTERS. ESTIMATES FREE. 

( 7 ) 
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Th. DUPUY & FILS, 
LITHOGRAPHIC AND LETTERPRESS MACHINE MANUFACTURERS, AND CHROMO-LITHOGRAPHERS. 

The “SCRAPER" LITHOGRAPHIC MACHINE. 
This New Patent Machine will recommend itself to all firms wishing to produce really first-class Chromo Work. 

IT is well-known that in the Machines worked by Cylinder pressure the colours are not taken off the stone so effectually as by 

the Scraper in the hand-press. The consequence of this defect is that it becomes necessary to place more colour upon the 

rollers ; this makes the work on the stone heavy, and the result is that the exquisite fineness of the work of the artist is lost. 

Really good and fine work is still confined to the old hand-presses, which of course still keeps it at a very high price. By our 

New Machine this difficulty is obviated, as the very finest work can be produced upon it. We have taken the Scraper as the 

organ of pressure ; the stone, after having travelled under the damping and inking rollers, places itself in the centre of a register¬ 

ing frame exactly similar to that used on the hand-press. The sheet of paper is then laid in the same way as for hand-printing. 

The Scraper then travels towards the stone, at the same time causing the leather tympan to unroll itself from a cylinder which is 

placed behind it. After passing over the first registering needle, it comes down on the stone, makes the impression, and rises 

again when it meets the second needle. The Scraper then travels back, keeping at a certain height over the needles, and at the 

same time the tympan rolls itself round the cylinder. The Stone again goes under the rollers and is ready for another impression. 

In addition to the advantage of giving the impression by a Scraper, the Machine can be worked by two persons only, the 

machine-minder and the layer-on, who also takes off the sheets whilst the Scraper is returning. This Machine prints easily 

300 perfect impressions per hour. 

Awarded TWO SILVER MEDALS for Machinery at the Paris Exhibition, 1878. 

THE “ PERFECTION ” 
CHROMO-LITHOGRAPHIC CYLINDER MACHINE. 

Eighteen of these Machines may he seen at work daily at our Printing Works in Paris. 

THIS MACHINE POSSESSES THE FOLLOWING ADVANTAGES: 

1. Diminution of Weight.—Owing to the simplicity of the system the weight is greatly reduced, without detracting from 

the stability of the Machine. 

2. Diminution of Size.—The Colombier Machine (No. 3) of our system occupies about, the same space as the Double 

Imperial Machines of other makers. 
3. Simplicity of the Mechanism.—Thus avoiding frequent and costly repairs. 

4. Constant Regularity in the Motion of the Bed, insuring a more perfect printing.—With the connecting- 

rod system, the speed of the carriage is variable ; its maximum is attained when the stone comes under the inking-rollers, which 

results in defective inking. In our system the motion of the carriage is quite regular, and if we pull the same number of copies 

per hour as any other Machine, the stone being longer passing under the inking-rollers, the inking (and in consequence the print¬ 

ing) is much better. M. Gastd, Vice-President of the Chamber of Lithographic Printers in Paris, has printed up to 50 reams 

of Royal size from one transfer from a copper-plate of a vignette. 

5. Considerable Reduction in the Motive Power required.—We can refer to a Lithographic Printer in Paris, who 

works four of our Machines, together with an Ink-Grinding Machine, with a single i-horse power vertical engine. 

6. The Automatic Registering System, or Pointings placed in the Cylinder, can equally be used on our Machines. 

7. Easy setting of the Stone by means of a movable slab, the extremities of which may be raised or depressed at will, 

even when the Machine is at work. 
A Copy of Testimonials from English Houses who have our Machines at work will be sent on application. 

TEN PRIZE MEDALS have been awarded us for general excellence and simplicity of our Machines. 

Euery Description of Fine Colour-Printing executed for the Trade. 
BOOK ILLUSTRATIONS. PRESENTATION PICTURES for PERIODICALS. OLEOGRAPHS. 

Cljrisinras anb jltinbajr-jJebool Cert davbs. Sboto Carts he |fure. 
ORIGINAL INVENTORS OP DECALCOMANIE FOR WOOD, GLASS, CHINA, OR SILK. 

Awarded the GOLD MEDAL for Chromo - Lithography at the Paris Exhibition, 1878, Class IX. 

TH. IDTTIPTTTE &d FILS, 
LONDON : Works at PARIS : 

120 & 121, NEWGATE STREET, E,C, 22, RUE DES PETITS HOTELS, 
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Whiteman & Bass 
Execute in the best style for the Trade, at low charges, 

Copper-Plate Engraving and Printing, Lithographic Writing, 

Drawing, and Printing, and Photo-Lithography, 
PRICE-LIST FREE FOR TRADE CARD. 

235 & 236, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON. 
Assistance given to practical houses in all or any of the above branches where best work is required. 

Messrs. SHANKS, REVELL, & CO, 
BEG to call the attention of the Printing Trade to their BOOK. 

NEWSPAPER, and MUSIC FOUNTS, manufactured 

by Patent Automatic Machinery, which is unique and 

peculiar to them, and is not possessed by any other 

Type Founder in Great Britain. 

As a proof of the greater intrinsic value of their Patent Alloy, they allow for 

Old Letter of this metal FIVEPENCE per pound in exchange, instead 

of Threepence,—a material consideration in forming a comparative 

estimate with other Founders as to the cost price of their Founts. 

Our Type has been very extensively supplied to many 

of the leading Newspaper Proprietors and Printers in 

London and the Provinces — one House alone in 

London having over 150,000 lb. in present 

use ; and reference can with confidence be given 

as to its special qualities. 

'T'HE attention of 

Newspaper Pro¬ 
prietors, Printers, and others 

is requested to the advantages 
gained by their 

ESTIMATES & SPECIMENS 

Forwarded on appli¬ 

cation. 

NEWLY INVENTED PATENT 

ENGRAVING MACHINE & PROCESS 
For rapidly producing Type-high Blocks 

of Maps, Charts, Diagrams, Architects’ Plans, 

Sketches, and other designs, at an inexpensive 

rate. The WEATHER CHARTS and WAR 

MAPS now appearing in the Daily and Weekly News¬ 

papers are engraved, and a Type-high Stereotype Block 

made, by this process, in a very short space of time. 

Terms and further information on application to the Proprietors, at 

31, Red Lion Square, London, IV. C. 

Both MACHINES were EXHIBITED in OPERATION at CAXTON CELEBRATION, 
South Kensington. 

A NEW POWER STONE-GRINDING AND POLISHING MACHINE, 
FOR LITHOGRAPHERS AND OTHERS. 

A 

SALMON & CEOSLAND’S PATENT. 
STONE-GRINDING AND POLISHING MACHINE, simple in form, perfect in its operation, and moderate in price, has long been a desideratum; and 
the Patentees have confidence in recommending the above to Lithographers, &c., as an apparatus at once thoroughly self-acting and economical. 

The following are some of the many advantages :— 
It requires no setting or skilled labour. 
It will grind a large stone as quickly as a small one, but several small stones can be ground at the same time. 
It grinds and polishes at one operation, leaving the surface equal to polished marble. 
It is self-acting, and therefore a labour-saving machine. 
It never polishes a stone unevenly, as it grinds the whole surface at the same time. 

Sizes of Discs, 36 inches, £40 ; 48 inches, £60 ; 60 inches, £96. 

JAMES SALMON, 12, PARSONAGE, MANCHESTER. 
Illustrated Prospectus with Testimonials on Application, 

c ( 9 ) 
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BENJN WINSTONE & SON, 
MANUFACTURERS, 

100 & 101, SHOE LANE, LONDON, E.C. 
(WORKS, STRATFORD, E.) 

LETTERPRESS & MACHINE PRINTERS’ INKS, 
for Bookwork, Woodcut, Newspapers, Broadsides, &c. 

QUICK DRYING, for Printing on Hard Papers and to bear 

rolling. 

COLOURED INKS, for Fine Work, Posters, Book-covers, and 

Enamelled Papers. 

CLOTH BOOK-COVER INK, to dry with a gloss. 

COLOURED INKS, for Tablets—Bronze, Blue, Gloss Red, &c. 

LITHOGRAPHIC INKS:— 
Black Ink, for Machine and Press. 
Coloured Ink, for Machine and Press. 
Re-transfer Ink 

Plate to Stone, Stone to Stone, Type to Stone. 
Lithographic Writing Ink. 

Ditto ditto Lemercier’s and Vanhymbeeck’s. 

FLUID WRITING INK, for Writing on Unprepared Paper. 

LITHOGRAPHIC PAPERS:— 
Maclure & Macdonald’s Autographic Transfer, Re-transfer, 

Writing Transfer, Tracing, &c. Unstretchable Transfer Tracing, 
for making up Colour Stones. India, French India, &c. 

LITHOGRAPHIC PRESSES, Hand and Steam. 

LITHOGRAPHIC STONES (these are imported direct from 

the quarries). 

ZINC PLATES, planished, polished, and grained. 

TYMPANS—Leather, Brass, and Zinc. 

LITHOGRAPHIC SUNDRIES of all kinds: 
Dry Colours for Lithographers. 
Boxwood Scrapers. 
French Chalks. 
Copyable Powder, for dusting Bill-heads, Invoices, &c. 

EMBOSSING INKS. 

ENDORSING INKS, for Cloth Pads, in Bottles or Compress¬ 

ible Tubes. 

Sole Proprietors of Underwood’s COPYABLE PRINTERS’ INKS, Writing Inks, &c. 

SOLE AGENT FOR 

Maclure & Macdonald’s Autographic Transfer Paper. 

WILLIAM MONNERY, 
MANUFACTURER OF 

Printers’ Blankets, Machine Tapes &c„ 
Also Leather and Gut Driving Bands. 

89, SZETOIEl! LAISTIE, FLEET ST., LOTTIDOnsr. 

Maker of the Treble Milled Blankets for News and 
Lit ho Machines. 

MESSBS. DELLAG-AITA & GO. 
Beg to inform their customers and the trade generally that, in addition to their extensive business of Stereotyping and Electrotyping, they have 

taken Premises at 

No. 47, FETTER LANE, FLEET STREET, 
FOR THE PRODUCTION OF 

TRANSFE R-ZINCOGRAPHY, 
By which process manuscript and valuable books, which may be out of print and only one copy obtainable, can be photographed and reproduced, 
enlarged or reduced to any size. Transfers taken from maps, copper, or stone (any design), on transfer paper, with transfer ink. Bill heads, trade 
marks, chalk drawings, sketches, facsimile writings, circulars, cards, or any production by ordinary lithography, can be made into blocks, harder 
and more durable than wood, thus combining Lithography with Letterpress, which will be found much cheaper than any other process. 

47 & 48, FETTER LANE, & 106 & 107, SHOE LANE, FLEET ST., LONDON, E.C. 
N.B.—Transfers carefully packed and forwarded to us will receive immediate attention, and the blocks will be dispatched with the least possible 

delay. Every information given, and Estimates sent to all parts on application. 

( ) 
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BY THE QUEEN’S ROYAL LETTERS PATENT. 

SLATER & PALMER, 
Black and Coloured Letterpress and Lithographic Printing Ink, Chemical 

Fine Colour, and Varnish Manufacturers, 

LONDON AND NEW YORK, 

th Large Consumers for any length of time, to supply 
and description. 

WORKS, OLD FORD ROAD, BOW, E. 8, WINE OFFICE COURT, FLEET STREET, LONDON, EX. 

Are prepared to enter into contracts with Large Consumers for any length of time, to supply them with Printing Inks of any quality 
and description. 

STEAM 

OVEBFLQWt 

GOLD MEDAL. 
PARIS EXHIBITION, 1878. 

HANCOCK INSPIRATOR, 
NEW COMBINED PUMP AND INJECTOR.. 

THIS Apparatus commends itself to the notice of the Printing Trade 
as an indispensable adjunct to every Steam Boiler. It possesses 

the following important ADVANTAGES over all other Boiler-feeders:— 
Two Machines in combination—Pump and Injector—at about same price as Injectors only. 

It lifts water 25 feet, and will draw it any practical distance. 

Works under all pressures without adjustment. 

No loss from stoppages, as there are absolutely no moving parts, consequently no repairs are needed. 

Any stoker can start and stop the Machine. 

The lifting side can be used alone, if desired. 

Can be removed instantly for inspection, and replaced while steam is up. 

Will lift water and deliver it to the boiler at high temperature, or into tanks at a high or low 
temperature, and at a lower steam pressure than any other apparatus, and work equally well on 
a high or low lift. 

No oiling required. Is simple, reliable, and always in order. 

Entirely obviates the necessity for tanks, and pumps, where the water supply is below the boiler level. 

It is noiseless in its operation. _ 

From Messrs. BLACKWOOD & SONS, Publishers. 
“ We have had the ‘INSPIRATOR’ working in our engine-room for a month, and have perfect 

satisfaction in the result. It is managed with ease, and has never given us any trouble, and its effect in 
supplying the Boiler with thoroughly heated water in sufficient quantity appears unquestionable. 

“ (Signed) WM. BLACKWOOD & SONS.” 

Highly recommended by, and to be seen at, Messrs. WYMAN & SONS’; CLAY, SON, & 
TAYLOR’S; “GLOBE;” “MORNING POST,” &c., &c. 

THE HANCOCK INSPIRATOR COMPANY, 
35, QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, E.C. 

AMERICAN PENNSYLVANIA PAPER RULING MACHINES. 
SINGLE OR DOUBLE, WITH OR WITHOUT STRIKERS. 

THE NO. 1. D. AND O.A. THE GREAT FAVOURITES. 
The most perfect and rapid Ruling Machines made in the World. 

ANOTHER CLASS OF THESE MACHINES JUST OUT. 
Having two Royal Patents in Great Britain that entirely cover these Machines, the 

trade are respectfully notified to beware of any infringements upon these Machines, being 
assured I shall protect myself against all and any such infringements. 

Will mail to all the trade, my Circulars, if asked for. 

MCCORMICK & BEGG; AGENTS, GLASGOW, 
MADE ONLY BY 

W. 0. HICKOK, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, U.S.A. 
d ( 11 ) 
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)n 9** |l0gal Jitters Igafmf. 

fjhis ^/ILclcJlLllc is designed 

fan ULanhing^ at a high s/leccL, 

and. ujllLL aut tunica as. much. 

mateniaL as ana. at hen ^ffuli- 

Latinc in tine. ^/tLanhet. 

JFJhe ^Ltcam ^/iLachincs ana 

fitted uaith a J'Eeul Lffnah.c 

and <§ftnaf fffuide cambined, 

mldch is Laanh.cd bg the. faat, 

staffing the. ^f/Lachine in¬ 

stant III, and Leaning th-E hands 

at Lib.Enta- __ 

38 in. Hand. 

& CO.’S 
PATENT 

"EXPRESS 
?? 

The only Machine that will cut Gummed and Enamelled 

Paper, or other substances, without making Steps in the 

Paper and a Loud Report. 

AS an evidence of the high estimation in 
which these Machines are held by the 

Trade, and in order to give intending pur¬ 
chasers an opportunity of making inquiries, we 
have prepared, and shall be happy to supply, 
a List of some of the Firms in the United 
Kingdom who have the Machines at work. 

For Large Illustrations see Spedal Circulars, 

which with Price Lists, Report of Trial, Testi¬ 

monials, crc., will be sent Post-free on application. 

32 in. Steam. 

38 in. Steam. 

52, Ogden Street, Fairfield Street, Manchester. 

7, CHARTERHOUSE STREET, HOLBORN CIRCUS, LONDON, E.C. 

( 12 ) 
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GILL’S PATENT HOT ROLLING MACHINE, 
For Drying’, Pressing1, and Calendering- Sheets direct from 

the Printing Machine. 
THIS Machine has now been thoroughly tested by many of the Leading Houses in London 

and the Country with the most satisfactory results. Various improvements have been 
introduced, the most important being an arrangement by means of which the paper can be 
Rolled without being thinned, thus rendering the Machine practically perfect, and a sine qu& non 
in every well-appointed office. 

This Machine is also equally well suited for Cold Rolling plain paper, either dry or 
damped, for Cut work, &c., and is largely used for that purpose. 

The following Firms are already Supplied, or have Ordered:— 
EYRE & SPOTTISWOODE, London 
KELLY & Co. 
HAZELL, WATSON, & VINEY 
NOVELLO, EWER, & Co. „ 
WM. CLOWES & SONS 
CASSELL, PETTER, & GALPIN ,, 
S. STRAKER & SONS „ 
J. TRUSCOTT & SON „ 
CLAY, SONS & TAYLOR 
W. H. & L. COLLINGRIDGE & Co. „ 
SPOTTISWOODE & Co. „ 
DIPROSE & BATEMAN 
MATTHEWS & SON 
UNWIN BROTHERS 
WATERLOW & SONS 
HEAD & MARK 
CURWEN & SONS 
H. SILVERLOCK „ 

4 C. F. ROWORTH, London 
3 W. B. HORNER 
2 BRADBURY, AGNEW, & CO. 
1 WHITE & HOLMES 
I W. G. BLACKIE & Co., Glasgow. 
1 DUNN & WRIGHT „ . 
1 GILMOUR & DEAN „ . 
1 ROBERT ANDERSON „ . 
1 A. R. GOLDIE „ . 
1 THOS. NELSON & SONS, Edinburgh . 
1 W. & R. CHAMBERS, Edinburgh . 
1 BALLANTYNE, HANSON, & Co. „ 
1 JOHN BAXTER & SONS „ 
1 J. HEYWOOD, Manchester . 
1 J. F. WILKINSON „ . 
1 M. H. GILL & SON, Dublin . 
1 ALEX. THOM „ . 
1 D. MARPLES & Co., Lim., Liverpool ... 

McCORQUODALE & Co., Liverpool. 
J. BILLING & SONS, Guildford . 
THOS. FORMAN & SONS, Nottingham 
BEMROSE & SON, Derby . 
BUTLER & TANNER, Frome . 
THE UNIVERSITY PRESS, Cambridge 
EDWARDS, DUNLOP & Co., Sydney .. 
J. M. POOLE & Co., Wilmington . 
H. EVERLING, Paris. 
H. C. A. THIEME, Nymegen. 
GOVERNMENT Printing Office, Bengal 
HARPER BROTHERS, New York . 
S. W. GREEN „ . 
A. S. BARNES & Co. „ _ 
METHODIST BOOK Co. „ . 
J. J. LITTLE & Co. „ . 
F. LESLIE’S ASSIGNEES .. 
HUDSON, SCOTT, & CO., Carlisle. 

RICHTER, J. F., Hamburg 

THE PATENT 

“EXPRESS” LITHO PRINTING MACHINE. THE attention of the Trade is respectfully called to the acknowledged superiority of 
the “ EXPRESS,” and to the fact that the very highest class of Chromo work 

produced in London is printed on this Machine. 
We have lately added various Improvements to our Machine, specially in connection 

with the Inking and Distributing, which render it specially adapted for working the 
most delicate tints or solid ground-work. 

We are prepared to furnish Estimates for Machines fitted with additional Inking 
and Distributing power, and specially designed for the production of high-class En¬ 
gravings and other work hitherto printed from Steel plates. 

THE IMPROVED 

Wharfedale Printing Machine. 
This Machine has been most carefully designed and 

arranged so as to give every possible facility for the best 

Cut Work. It is fitted with all modern improvements, and 

is reasonable in price. 

THE PATENT 

“EXPRESS” PLATEN PRINTING MACHINE 
PRINTS DEMY FOLIO, 

Works by Hand, Treadle, or Steam, and is not liable to the 

breakages so common to Platen Machines. 

THE MACHINES CAN BE SEEN IN OPERATION, AND PRICE LISTS, &c., OBTAINED OF 

^TTZRHNTIV'-AJIi <Ss GO- 
7, Charterhouse St., Holborn Circus, LONDON, E.C., & 52, Ogden St., Fairfield St., MANCHESTER. 

d 2 ( 13 ) 
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The “GRAPHIC” MACHI1TES. 
PARSONS X DAVIS, PATENTEES. 

Prices on application to B. W. DAVIS, Engineer, Lower Bennington Lane, London, S.E. 
( T4 ) 

The “ Graphic ” Machine for fine Book or Colour Work—Speed irom 800 to 1,200 per hour. Used for the Art Journal and Supplements 
of the Graphic. Three Machines have been supplied for printing the Graphic. 

The "GRAPHIC” TYPO-LITHO. MACHINE, perfectly free from Vibration and almost Noiseless.—Speed up to 900 per hour. 
Four Machines supplied for printing the Chromo Supplements of the “ Graphic.” 

TESTIMONIALS. 
tf % _ From W. L. Thomas, Esq., the Manager of the Graphic. “190, Strand, London, Oct. 6, 1875. 
“ Gentlemen,—We have much pleasure in expressing our satisfaction with the working or both Machines that you have made for us. The result of their working 

has been an improvement in the printing of a very marked character.—I am, Gentlemen, yours faithfully, 
“ Messrs. B. W. Davis & Co. _ WM. L. THOMAS, Manager of the Graphic.” 

“3, Rochester-square, Camden-road, N.W., Dec. 4, 1876. 
“ Dear Sirs,—I wish to give my testimony as to the value of your 4 Graphic ’ Lithographic Printing Machine, which has been in constant use printing my work for 

many months. I find in every respect it is better than the ordinary Machine, being steadier, faster, and has such good rolling power that I am confident it is capable of 
printing any work drawn in either chalk or ink at least as well, if not far better (for long numbers undoubtedly), than any hand press. As I have been practically engaged 
in Lithography for twenty years, perhaps my opinion may be of use.— I remain, yours truly, 

‘‘Messrs. Parsons & Davis. SAMUEL J. HUDSON.” 
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NEWSUM, WOOD, & DYSON, 
MAKERS AND ORIGINAL INVENTORS.OF THE WELL-KNOWN 

LEEDS AND PARAGON LITHOGRAPHIC MACHINES, 
CHEAPEST AND THE BEST OUT, 

Warranted the most Perfect in Register, the Simplest and Strongest in Construction. 

The only Litho Machine that has got the Adjustable Diagonal Rolling. 
These Machines have been thoroughly tested throughout the United Kingdom and abroad, and are acknowledged to be the most 

perfect for delicacy of Register and fine Colour Printing, and are supplied with best French skins. 

Also Makers of STEAM and HAND LITHO PRESSES. 

They were Awarded the Highest Recommendation at 
the London Exhibition, 1872 ; 

And the Highest Medal at the Yorkshire 
Exhibition, 1875. 

SIZE OF 

STONE. 

In. In. 

Post Folio.18 x 11 

Crown .22 x 16 

Demy.25 x 21 

Double Crown 32 x 23 

Double Demy 38 x 26 

AWARDED PRIZE MEDAL 
at the 

PARIS EXHIBITION, 

1878. 

SIZE OF 

STONE. 

Dble. Double In. In. 

Crown .40 x 30 

Quad. Demy... 46 x 36 

Quad. Double 

Crown .60 x 40 

Two Sets of R oilers, Screw 

Key, and Tommies are sup¬ 

plied with each Machine. 

N., W., & D. desire to call the special attention of Lithographic Printers to the following Firms as 
“reference,” who have been supplied with over 220 Machines. Testimonials from many others if required. 

Messrs. HOPKINSON & COPE, London . 25 
,, HUGHES & KIMBER, London . 13 
,, D. F. TAYLER & CO., Birmingham ... 9 
,, GRANT & CO., London . 8 
„ BEMROSE & SONS, Derby . 5 
,, ADAMS & CO., Newcastle . 4 
„ FOOT BROTHERS, London . 4 
„ M. CHATTERTON & CO., London. 4 
„ VIRTUE & CO., London .. 4 

Mr. J. UPTON, Birmingham . 4 
Messrs. BUNCHER & CO., Birmingham . 3 

,, CAUSTON & SONS, London.. 4 
Mr. C. F. KELL, London. 2 

„ R. CANTON, London . 2 
Messrs. NELSON & SONS, Edinburgh . 6 

„ LLOYD & SONS, London. 3 
,, F. & R S. JOHNSON, Belfast . 2 

Mr. W. W. CLELAND, Belfast . 1 
„ ROBERT CARSWELL, Belfast . 1 
„ J. McCRACKEN, Belfast . 1 

Messrs. WALLER & CO., Dublin . 1 
„ LOXLEY BROS., Sheffield . 1 
„ MOYSEY & CO., Bradford . 1 
„ GOLDSBROUGH, BERRY, & CO., 

Bradford . 1 
„ HARRISON & SON, Bradford . 1 
,, SALES & CO., Manchester . 2 
,, BEDNELL BROS., Manchester. 1 

Mr. J. STEAD, York. 2 

Messrs. CUND BROS., Birmingham. 
„ FLEMING & CO., Leicester . 
„ McCORQUODALE & CO., Leeds . 
„ RIDDLE & COUCHMAN, London. 

Mr. F. WALLER, London . 
Messrs. ROBINSON & CO., Bristol. 
Mr. A. BEVERIDGE, Kirkcaldy . ... 
Messrs. CLEMENTS & NEWLING, London ... 

„ CURTIS & BEAMISH, Coventry. 
,, DILKS & CO., Nottingham . 
„ MACLURE & MACDONALD, London 
„ MACTEAR BROS., Glasgow . 

Mr. A. ABERCROMBIE, Glasgow . 
Messrs. GARDNER & MOLLISON, Glasgow... 

„ TAYLOR BROS., Leeds . 
„ MARTIN BILLING & SONS, Bir¬ 

mingham . 
„ J. T. STRATHERN & CO., Glasgow... 
„ WM. BROWNLIE & CO., Glasgow. 
„ EMRIK & BINGER, Holland . 
,, COWAN & CO., Australia. 

Mr. P. E. VACQUEREL, Paris. 
,, W. H. LEAD, Leicester . 

Messrs. HUNTER & CO., Leicester. 
Mr. J. TOWNSEND, Exeter . 
Messrs. BROOK & LEAROYD, Huddersfield ... 

„ BILLING BROS. & WHITMORE, Bir¬ 
mingham .. 

,, MOODY BROS., Birmingham. 

3 
3 
3 
4 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 

Mr. RICHARD JONES, Birmingham. 1 
Messrs. J. DALE & CO., Bradford . 2 

„ ROBERT EAGLE & CO., Bradford ... 2 
„ ROBERTS & CO., London . 3 
,, WATERSON & CO., Edinburgh . 2 
„ W. & A. K. JOHNSON, Edinburgh ... 2 
„ McCORQUODALE & CO., Glasgow ... 2 

r/uiDUKi ol , Diuimigiittin... a 

WELLINGTON & CO., Gloucester. 2 
GRAHAM, Paisley ...   2 
NICHOLSON & CO., Bradford. 1 

,, J. OE-niuix Oi. V.W., cnasguw . ... j 

„ DRAKE, DRIVER, & LEAVER, London 1 
„ OWEN & CARR, Cardiff. 6 

Mr. CHARLES GOODALL, Leeds. 2 
„ I. MIDDLETON, Leeds .. 2 
„ S. H. COWELL, Ipswich.. 2 

Messrs. WILDAY & CO., London. 2 
„ LETTS, SONS, & CO., Limited, London 1 
,. WHITTINGHAM & CO., London . 2 
„ SCOTT & FORSYTH, Leith . r 
„ R. CARRUTHER & SON, Inverness ... 1 
„ MILLER & RICHARD, Edinburgh ... 2 
,, J. McKLIVE & SON, Greenock 
„ ARCHIBALD & STOOLE, Hull 
„ BRUMBY & CLARKE, Hull . 
„ WALKER & BROWN, Hull . 

Mr. GEORGE ALLISON, Hull. 
„ JULIAN GREEN, Leeds. 

WHAT HAS LONG BEEN WANTED!!! A SMALL LITHO MACHINE for Commercial Printing, to be worked by one man. N., W., & D. have completed 
a small Litho Machine (post folio) which can be worked by one man only. It is self-delivering without tapes, and the sheets 

are laid down in such a position that the attendant can see the printed matter without moving from his position, and at the same time has full 
control over the machine. It is very simple in its construction, the Cylinder can be tripped at any moment, as also the Rollers lifted from the 
Stone. This Machine can also be used for Letterpress Printing, without any change, when supplied with Lanham’s Patent Compo. 

N., W., & D. are now applying their new Patent Flyers to their well-known Leeds and Paragon Lithographic Machines. By these Flyers the 
sheets are laid on the ordinary taking-off table, printed side upwards, as straight as can he laid by a hoy, and without the least smear or 

mark. No tapes are used. 

Prices, Terms, and Testimonials on application at our Works, 

MEADOW ROAD, LEEDS, & 6, BREAD STREET HILL, LONDON, E.C. 
( u ) 
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IMPORTANT TO JOURNALISTS AND LITERARY MEN. 

A Positive Literary 
Necessity 

in Every Household. •BRIEF Indispensable 
to 

Every Library. 

A WEEKLY EPITOME OF THE PRESS 
FOR THE HOME CIRCLE, TRAVELLERS, AND RESIDENTS ABROAD. 

BRIEF gives in “The Week in Brief,” a smartly-written Summary 
of the Leading Events of the Week, free from political bias or 
offensive personal matter. 

BRIEF gives, under the heading “ Brief News and Criticism,” an 
Original Account in Epitome of the Progress of all leading 
Current Events, followed by a carefully-selected and impartial 
Consensus of English and Foreign Press Opinions thereon. 

BRIEF gives all the News of the Week, Edited, Epitomised, and 

Classified under Headings. While all important details of news 

are given, revolting and offensive details unsuited to Family 
Reading are suppressed. 

BRIEF gives carefully-selected Extracts from the Magazines and 
Reviews, as well as from new and important Works. 

BRIEF gives, under the heading “Wit and Humour,” the best of 
the Wit of the day, culled from all sources, including the Comic 
and so-called “ Society” Journals. 

BRIEF notices new Books, new Plays, new Entertainments, new 
Music, and new Ideas. 

BRIEF gives, for the Family Circle, Extracts from the leading 
authorities on Dress and Fashion, Useful Domestic Hints, 
Monthly Gardening Notes, and a Chess Problem and Solution 
weekly. 

BRIEF is well and clearly printed on good paper, and is folded 
and cut, ready for reading. The Half-Yearly Volumes, forming 
a veritable Contemporary History of the World, are furnished 
with a Copious Index. 

A Pamphlet containing the Favourable Opinions of some 200 Papers on “ BRIEF” will be forwarded Gratis, on Application. 

Every Friday.—Price Twopence. Annual Subscription (post-free) 10s. 10d., payable in advance. Volume I., 800 pp., bound 

cloth gilt, price 10s., and Volume II., 670 pp., cloth gilt, price 8s., are now on Sale. Post-Office Orders should 

be made payable to WYMAN & SONS, West Central District Post-Office, High Holborn, London, W.C. 

WYMAN & SONS, 81, GREAT QUEEN STREET, LONDON, W.C. 

PRINTING INKS. 
JOHNSTONE & CUMBERS, 

PRINTING INK AND LITHOGRAPHIC VARNISH MANUFACTURERS, 

38, FARRINGDON STREET, LONDON, E.C. 
WORKS: STRATFORD AND CAMBERWELL. 

DALLASTYPE, DALLASTINT, 'AND 
CHROMO-BALLASTINT. 

ON publishing my new Circular and Price-list for 1878, I beg to thank those friends who have for so many years favoured me with their 
confidence. My Processes of Photographic Engraving have been steadily winning their way in public estimation. 

It is now twenty-three years since I first took up the subject of Photographic Engraving, and made it the business of my life. I was the 
first in this country to enter upon the business commercially. As an experimentalist and practical worker I am, in this country also, since the 
death of Mr. Fox Talbot, the oldest living representative of the Art. Few, if any, have had such active experience therein. The work has 
been to me, and still is, a fascinating pursuit ; and my patrons have this guarantee against inferior work, that the most important part of the 
work passes, in every case, through my own hands, and is not left to mere workmen who have neither interest nor pleasure in aiming at perfection of 
result. 

To Printers, Engravers, and the Trade generally, I allow a liberal discount off the prices quoted in my new List, which can be had on application. 

Dallastype, Dallastint, and Chromo-Dallastint are Processes of Photographic Engraving. 
Dallastype, Dallastint, and Cliromo-Dallastint reproduce in Monochrome or Polychrome, for Typographic, Lithographic, 

or Copper-plate Printing, Enlarged, Reduced, or Same-size copies of ANYTHING THAT WILL PHOTOGRAPH, whether 
objects of Nature or Art, from Flat Tints, Colours, Lines, Stipple, Chalk, Mezzotint, Aquatint, &c. 

A SELECTION OF SPECIMENS ON RECEIPT OF TWO SHILLINGS AND SIXPENCE. 

DUNCAN C. DALLAS, 
DALLASTYPE ENGRAVING, PRINTING, AND PUBLISHING WORKS, 

362, GRAY’S-INN ROAD, KING’S CROSS, LONDON, W.C. 
( 16 ) 
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THE NEW “OTTO ” SILENT GAS ENGINE. 
Sizes at present offered ... 1, 2, 3i, & 8-Horse Power nominal. 
Being equal to about . 2, 3, 5, & 13 ,, „ indicated. 

Cost of Gas id. per hour per indicated Horse Power, at 4s. per 1,000 feet. 

A^IsT ZEUsTG-ITsTIE WHICH WORKS WITHOUT VY BOILER. 

THE principle of combustion in this Gas Engine is ENTIRELY NEW. In it an explosion does not take place in 
the ordinary meaning of the term. A small part only of the charge is combustible, which on ignition serves to 

expand the remainder, thus avoiding shock and effecting vast economy. The Engine is also alone in the peculiarity of 
igniting its charge at the beginning of the stroke, leaving the whole of the stroke for effective expansion of the gases, 
instead of merely a fraction as in obsolete constructions. 

This Engine has a SMALLER NUMBER OF MOVING PARTS than any other Gas Engine, or, indeed, than 
many steam engines. It is almost as silent as a steam engine, works with the same smoothness and regularity of speed, 
and has the immense additional advantages of always being ready to start at full power at once on the gas being lit, and, 
by dispensing with the boiler, of avoiding the danger of explosion, increased rates for insurance, expensive attendance, 
and all the annoyance which the use of a boiler entails. 

EXTRACTS FROM THE SCIENTIFIC PAPERS, JULY, 1877. 

“We must mention in this section one of the most interesting 
exhibits in the Show, namely, the ‘ Otto ’ Silent Gas Engine, 
constructed by Messrs. Crossley Brothers, of Manchester.”— 
Engineering, July 13th. 

“ Probably the most interesting exhibit in the yard to engineers in 

general is the new ‘Otto’ Gas Engine, shown by Messrs. Crossley.” 

—Engineer, July 13th. 

A Price List, with description of Engine and a large number of Testimonials, together with a List of Purchasers of all 

Engines made, may be had on application to 

CROSSLEY BROTHERS, 
WORKS: GREAT MARLBOROUGH STREET, MANCHESTER. 

LONDON WAREHOUSE: 116, QUEEN VICTORIA ST., E.C. 
SOLE ENGLISH AND COLONIAL MAKERS. 

( U ) 
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PRINTING INKS. 

PRIZE MEDAL AWARDED. 

JOHN KIDD & CO. 
SUCCESSORS TO BENJAMIN SMITH 6- SON, ORIGINAL AND JUSTLY CELEBRATED 

Newspaper Ink, 
Unsurpassed for richness of colour and freedom in working, is perfectly pure, and free from grit. Covers more space than any 

other manufactured, and specially adapted for the “Hoe,” “Walter,” “Victory,” and other Fast Machines. 

Standard Bookwork Ink, 
The permanent brilliant Jet Black is unchanged by time or the action of any climate, and well worth the attention of the Trade 

and Shippers to foreign countries. 

Coloured Inks 
Of every Shade and Description, manufactured on the shortest notice by steam power, and Shippers supplied on the very best 

terms. 

Lithographic Inks & Varnishes 
IN EVERY VARIETY. 

GOVERNMENT AND RAILWAY CONTRACTORS. 

FOREIGN DEPOTS: 

PARIS, SYDNEY, MELBOURNE, CALCUTTA, BOMBAY, MADRAS, 

NAPLES, Xc. Xc. 

AH Letters, Orders, and Remittances to be addressed to 

7, WINE-OFFICE COURT, FLEET STREET, LONDON, E.C. 

FACTORY AND CHEMICAL WORKS, OLD FORD, BOW, 
( 18 ) 
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Highest Medal Awarded, 

YORKSHIRE EXHIBITION, 1875. 

WILLIAM GREAVES, 
Maker of the IMPROVED PATENT 

“PARAGON” 

NOISELESS LITHOGRAPHIC MACHINE. 

THE ONLY PRIZE MEDAL AWARDED for Litho Machines in British 
Section at PARIS EXHIBITION. 

IMPORTANT NOTICE.—W. G. wishes to call attention to his Double-Demy Litho Machine, with Marcus Ward & Co. s patent 
motion attached, and other improvements. First, the advantage of having the Inking Rollers of different sizes, which he need not enumerate 
to those who work in fine tints ; Secondly, to the Inking Brackets, which swing on a pivot, and can be set at any angle, or at two separate 
angles, consequently giving a better distributing than has ever yet been got at, either in this or any other make of Litho Machines ; and 
the advantage of the Brackets being self-adjusting, as they are fixed at any angle, is that there is not the slightest jingle of rollers in the slot- 
hole of the bracket, or any noise whatever when the rollers drop off the stone—in fact, the Machine is as near noiseless as it 
is possible to get a Machine. 

TESTIM 
Royal Ulster Works, Belfast, January 24th, 1876. 

Mr. Greaves has supplied us with five of his Lithographic Machines ; they have 
given us entire satisfaction, and we have ordered another Double Demy 
Machine from him, and intend to have three more. He has fitted a number of 
our Machines with our Patent Driving Motion to our complete satisfaction, 
and by these Machines our best Colour-work is now executed 

(Have been supplied with 8 Machines.—W. G.) MARCUS WARD & CO. 

Caxton Buildings, South John Street, Liverpool, 
Mr. William Greaves. June 2i,th, 1873. 

De ar Sir,—We have now tested the large Lithographic Machine (Quadruple Demy) 
sufficiently to be able to judge of its capabilities. We have great pleasure in 
being able to tell you that we consider it an excellent Machine, 
capable of doing first-class work and keeping good register. 
So satisfied are we with it, as well as with the Double Demy you previously made 
for us, that we should not think of having any other make, should 
we require any new Machine besides the one you are at present making for us (viz., 
Demy).—We are, dear Sir, yours faithfully, GEORGE PHILIP & SON. 

(Have been supplied with 5 Machines.—W. G.) 

Messrs. Allbut & Daniel, Colour Printers, 
Mr. Wm. Greaves. Hanley, Staffordshire, March nth, 1874. 

Dear Sir,—We have much pleasure in stating that the Royal Lithographic 
Machine you have lately supplied gives us great satisfaction. It is both well and 
solidly made, and is being used almost entirely for Colour-work; the register is 

ONIALS. 
perfect. In a few days we will send a specimen of work now being done.—We are, 
dear Sir, yours truly, ALLBUT & DANIEL. 

(Have been supplied with 4 Machines.—W. G.) 

109A, Cannon Street, London, E.C., September 22ttd, 1874. 
Dear Sir,—In reply to your inquiries respecting the Litho Machine you have 

supplied to us, we can say that it continues to give every satisfaction. Its general 
working is all that could be desired, and for Colour-work the register is perfect. We 
consider it a most admirably-fitted Machine, which does its work thoroughly well. 
—Yours truly, UNWIN BROS. 

Mr. Wm. Greaves, Vincent Works, Leeds. 

The Phoenix Works, Doctors’ Commons, London, E.C. 
To Mr. Wm. Greaves, Leeds. May yth, 1878. 

Dear Sir,—The Machine supplied to us by you last December is in every way 
satisfactory. The registering is more perfect than that of any other machines of 
which we have had experience. We are using it chiefly for the production of 
“The Whitehall Portraits”$ and for that and other fine work we find 
it answer admirably.—We are, dear Sir, yours truly, JUDD & CO. 

18, Clyde Street, Edinburgh, 
Mr. W. Greaves. 21st January, 1876. 

Dear Sir,—We cannot testify too highly of the Lithographic Machine you 
supplied us. We have now tried it with all kinds of registering work, and find it 
excellent in all.—We are, yours respectfully, SCOTT & FERGUSSON. 

Write for Price-list, Terms, &c., to 

VINCENT MACHINE-WORKS, GELDERD ROAD, LEEDS. 
e ( J9 ) 
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A Practical Guide for the ARTIST and PRINTER in Commercial and Artistic Lithography, and Chromo- 

Lithography, Zincography, Photo-Lithography, and Lithographic Machine Printing. 

JTJST READY, Post 8vo., Cloth, Price 5s., 

THE GRAMMAR OF LITHOGRAPHY. 
By W. D. RICHMOND. 

Edited and Revised, with an Introduction, by the Editor of “The Printing Times and Lithographer.” 

CONTENTS. 
DRAWING, TRANSFERRING, AND PRINTING. 

Chapter I.—Introductory. —Chemical principles on which Lithography 
is based—Principal branches of the art—Materials employed by the 
artist — Stones, their varieties, characteristics, defects, and prices 
—Inks—Chalks—Transfer-paper, writing, and drawing—Water— 
Tracing-paper. page i 

Chapter II.—Mechanical and Chemical Principles of some of the Litho¬ 
graphic Materials used in Printing.—Varnish—Printing-ink, black 
and coloured—Gum-water—Plate transfer-paper—Plate transfer-ink— 
Retransfer-paper—Retransfer ink—Type retransfer ink—Nitric acid— 
Sponge — Damping-cloth — Sand — Pumice-stone — Snake-stone— 
Turps. 8 

Chapter III.—Instruments, Tools, and Appliances used in Drawing and 
Writing.— Brushes -— Pens — Mezzotint-scrapers— Crayon-holders— 
Hand-board—Turn-table ... 15 

Chapter IV.—Instruments, Tools, and Apparatus used in Printing.— 
The Press, varieties of construction—the Framing—the Cross-head— 
the Pressure - screw—the Press-key—the Scraper-box—the Bed or 
Carriage—the Tympan- frame—the Cylinder—the Handle—the 
Brasses—the Eccentrics or Cams—the Lever—Tympans, how to stretch 
them—Scrapers—Elastic beddings—the Roller, how prepared for use— 
Roller handles—the Glazed Roller . 20 

Chapter V.—Accessories to the Lithographic Printing-press.—Acid 
Stumps—Mortar and pestle— Palette-knife— Ink-slab—Backing-sheet 
—Marking-leads—Squeegee—Appliances for stone-grinding and polish¬ 
ing— the Trough—Levigator— Sieves—Straight-edge — Callipers — 
Stone-horse—Mallet and Chisel—Rasp, file, and crowbar . 30 

Chapter VI.—Grinding and Polishing Stones.—Marking the depth to 
be ground—Instances in which grinding may be dispensed with— 
Grinding without a levigator—the Gradation of the sand—Polishing— 
Testing by the magnifying-glass—Rounding the edges of the stone— 
Stone-grinding machines . 36 

CHAPTER VII. —Lithography on Paper or Transfer Lithography.—Pre¬ 
paration of the ink—Mode of making in large quantities—Law 
writing—-Architectural bills of quantities — Directions for writing 
law, text, old English, copper-plate, and ornamental styles—Drawing 
with instruments and the brush — Tracing transfer-paper — Chalk 
transfer-paper—Facsimiles—Autography. 40 

Chapter VIII.—Ink Writing and Drawing on Stone.—The preliminary 
tracing—Circular writing—Relative advantages of working on stone and 
paper—Ornamental lettering—White letters on black ground—Stop¬ 
ping-out for transferred machine ruling—the Sprinkled method— 
Stippling—Distinction between and relative advantages of the two 
methods—Corrections on polished stones during the work, and after 
rolling up — Theory of drawing on stone — Precautions to be ob¬ 
served . 48 

Chapter IX.— Chalk Drawing on Stone.— Theory of the process— 
Peculiarities of the grain of the stone—How to grain a stone—Defects 
and remedies—Tracing the outline to stone—Pointing the chalks— 
Copal chalks—Occasions when ink may be used—Drawing—Cautions 
—Tinting—Importance of this department of Lithography. 60 

CHAPTER X.—Etching Chalk Drawings on Stone.—Chemical principles 
of the operation—Action of acids - Four methods of etching—Re¬ 
touching and correcting after printing . 69 

Chapter XI.—Taking Impressions for Transferring.—Copper-plate 
transfers—Warming the plate—the Jigger—Blanketing—the Damp- 
book—Method of taking the impression from plates—Failures and 
their causes—Retransfers from stone—-Transfers from type and wood- 
cuts—Condition of the stone in transferring . 75 

Chapter XII.—Transferring.— Three methods of transferring—Trans¬ 
ferring to dry stone—Transferring to a wet stone—Transferring by 
damping the transfer and wetting the stone . 82 

Chapter XIII.—Proving and Printing.—Rolling up—Cleaning—Etching 
—Taking the first impressions—Marking the stone for laying down 
transfers—Mode of printing . 89 

Chapter XIV.—Printing (continued).—Preparing ink for use—General 
instructions for printing — Manipulation of roller as affecting result 
—Temperature -r- Paper — Damping — Preparing India paper for 
printing . page 98 

Chapter XV.—Printing (continued).— Defects and remedies—Advice— 
Slurring—Setting - off—Proving chalk-drawings—Unequal etching— 
Soft backing .107 

Chapter XVI.—Miscellaneous Processes.—Tracing from photographs, 
pictures, &c.— Keystones for colour-work — Autographic transfers 
— Reversing transfers—Transposition of black and white— Other 
methods .119 

Chapter XVII, —Miscellaneous Processes (continued).—Making up labels 
—Bronzing—Gilding -Dusting—Dabbing style—Remarks ... 125 

Chapter XVIII.—Engraving on Stone.—Tools—Preparation of the 
stone, red and black—Tracing—Engraving—Corrections and filling in 
—Dabbers—the Printing . 131 

Chapter XIX.—Zincography.—Its Principles—Scraping, polishing, and 
graining the plates—Re-preparation of old plates—Etching recipes— 
Transfers—Printing .   139 

Chapter XX.—Chromo-lithography.—General conditions—The keystone, 
how prepared—Set-off or feint—Different modes of preparing—Order 
of the colours—Bronzes—Dusted colours.144 

Chapter XXI.—Ckromo-lithography (continued).—Registering by lay— 
By needles—By fixed points—By new method —Registering machines 

■—Influence of paper—Dry paper—Damp paper—Drying-room - Sur¬ 
face of stone—Dusting to prevent set-off—Application of principles 148 

Chapter XXII.— Chromo-lithography (continued).— Tints: Different 
methods of making tints—Tints in which white chalk is imitated— 
Tints of several gradations of one colour—Washing out tints—Etching 
tints—Various kinds of other tints .  159 

Chapter XXIII.—Chromo-lithography (continued).—Printing: Pigments 
employed for coloured inks—Treatment of colours—Dryers—Ink for 
tints — Oleographs — Roughing— Decalcomanie — Multiplication of 
colour subjects.  174 

Chapter XXIV. — Photo-lithography. — General principles—Lenses— 
Cameras—Negatives—Sensitive paper—Inking and development— 
Transferring—Modified, processes—Gradations—Direct processes— 
Albertype—Heliotype .187 

APPENDIX.—Recipes.—Soap—Writing and drawing ink—Type, stone, 
and plate retransfer ink—Crayons—Varnishes for printing—Transfer 
papers for artists and printers — Enamel papers—Varnishing — 
Gelatining—Preserving drawings after printing—Transferring from 
music plates—Preventing set-off—Ante-damping fluids—Anastatic 
process—Backing stones—Enlarging and reducing processes, &c. 197 

LITHOGRAPHIC MACHINE-PRINTING. 

CHAPTER I.—Introductory. — The demand for machine-minders—the 
selection of a .machine—the essentials of a well-constructed machine 
—How to judge of the value of a second-hand machine—How to 
keep machinery in the best working condition—the inking rollers - - 
the damping rollers—the cylinder and its covering.page 221 

Chapter II.—Preparation of the stone—Preparation of the work—• 
Etching for machine printing-inking—Distribution—Refreshening 
the roller’s surface—Quality of ink—How to reduce the tenacity of 
ink—Setting the stone in the machine--Starting the machine : Inking 
—Damping .229 

Chapter III.—Importance of a proper choice of paper—Hand-made 
and hard-sized paper very objectionable—Necessity for absorbency in 
the paper—Conditions of printing on smooth writing-paper—General 
principles involved in printing dry paper—Rolled paper—Remedies 
for altered dimension in paper—the drying-room—Registering — 
Setting a stone for register—Colour-printing—Grinding colours— 
Permanency of colour—the ink-duct—Defects in ink-ducts.236 

WYMAN & SONS, 81, Great Queen Street, Lincoln’s-Inn Fields, London, W.C. 
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NOW READY' Crown 4to. Stiff Boards, price 2s. 6d.; Post-free, Three Shillings. 

THE PRINTING TRADES’ 

Diary and Desk Book for 1879. 
Compiled by the Editor of 

“THE PRINTING TIMES AND LITPIO GRAPHER.” 

THERE are nowadays few Traders who have not experienced the advantage and even the necessity of keeping 
a Business Diary. Encouraged by the fact that no attempt has been made to worthily supply this long- 

existing want of the numerous and important class connected with Printing and its Allied Industries, the Editor of 
the Printing Times and Lithographer has prepared for publication a Work which combines the advantages of an 
interleaved Diary with special Technical matter. 

The Printing Trades’ Diary and Desk-Book for 1879 has been compiled with a view to meet the everyday 
requirements of Principals, Overseers, and Managers connected with the Letterpress Printing, Lithographic, 
Stationery, Bookbinding, and Auxiliary Trades. In addition to a large amount of General, Commercial, and 
Legal Information, it contains :— 

A Diary, Three Days on a page, interleaved with Blotting-Paper. 

Important Decisions of the late Master Printers’ Association. 

Apprentices.—Form of Indenture of Apprenticeship. 

The Printers’ Chapel.—Chapel Rules of a London Printing Office. 

Various Useful Forms, Recipes, Memoranda, &c. &c. 

Brief Sketch of the Origin of the London Compositors’ Scale. 

The London Compositors’ Scales of Prices for Hews and Bookwork, Revised and Annotated. 

Abstracts of the Scottish and Provincial Scales of Prices for News and Bookwork. 

Scale of Wages in Leading Provincial Towns. 

Tables for the Printers’ Warehouse, relating to the Sizes and Giving-out of Paper, Cardboard, &c. 

List of the Qualities and Descriptions of Papers. 

Technical Terms used in Bookbinding. 

Original Lithographic Recipes. 

An Epitome of the Law of Libel and Copyright, as affecting Printers and Newspaper- 
Proprietors. 

Merely elementary information has been avoided, as the aim has been to present, in a convenient and accessible 
form, only useful matter, which the Master Tradesman may at any time require in the course of his ordinary occupation. 
The Reference Tables have been carefully compiled, and the Recipes actually tested. 

OFFICE : 

81, GREAT QUEEN STREET, LINCOLN’S-INN FIELDS, LONDON, W.C. 
1 ’ ( *1 > 
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Paper Factories at Arches, Archettes, and Pont de Seychal\ France. 

VELLUM & RIBBED HAND-MADE PAPERS, 
FOR 

EDITIONS DE LUXE, ETCHINGS, NOTE-HEADINGS, CIRCULARS, DRAWINGS, &C. 

SECURITY WATER - MARK PAPER, 
FOR 

Government Stamps, Bank Notes, Stocks, Money Bonds, Tickets, Diplomas, &c. 
Gold Medal at the Paris Universal Exhibition of 1878. 

SOLK DEPOT:— 

MOREL, BEROIOTTX &o UkC-A-STTILIE], 
30, RUE MAZARINE, PARIS. 

NOTICE TO THE PRINTING TRADE. 

The ASHLEY PAPER-FEEDER WORKS (Waldo’s Patent), 
Licensed under ASHLEY’S Patent of 1873. 

116, ALDERSGATE STREET, LONDON, E.C. (Entrance at the Head of Blackhorse Yard). 

THE AUTOMATIC PAPER-FEEDERS 
(Or. Layers on), 

Manufactured at these Works under the personal 

supervision of the Patentee, are confidently 

recommended to the Trade as perfect in their 

action, of the best material and workmanship, 

combining with the patent of ASHLEY the 

improvements secured by the patent of 

WALDO. They are the only machines by 

which Perfect Register can he automatically 

obtained. They dispense with “POINTS” 

entirely. 

Members of the Trade, or their represen¬ 

tatives, can see one in full work at the above 

address any morning between the hours of Ten 

and One. ASHLEY’S PATENT PAPER-FEEDER OF 1873. 

Jiinth Year of Publication. 

THE 

PRINTING TIMES 
AND 

LITHOGRAPHEK: 
An Illustrated Monthly Technical 

and Fine-Art Journal of 

^aptr-makittg, 
AND THE 

gamliarg drains. 
Published on the 15th of each 

Month. 

Price Sixpence per copy. 
Annual Subscription (payable 
in advance), 7.1.61/., Post-free. 

To the Publishers of The Printing Times and Lithographer, 

81, Great Queen-street, London, W.G. 

Please forward to me_ cop_of 

The Printing Times and Lithographer for._Months, post- 

free, for which I enclose _ 

Name_ ___ 

Address ___.____ 

Date 

Post-Office Orders and Cheques to be made payable to Wyman & Sons, West Central 
District Post Office, Ptigh Holborn, London. 

( 22 ) 
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The DIAMOND 

Self-Clamp Paper Cutter. 
(Patented 18?6, in Great Britain and the United States.) 

The above Cut is of the extra heavy Machine for Paper Makers and heavy work. 

First Premium, Philadelphia, 1876. 

HAZELL, WATSON, & VINEV, 
6, KIRBY ST., HATTON GARDEN, 

Are the Sole Licensees for the above Machine in Great 

Britain, and, from their own experience, strongly recom¬ 

mend the attention of PRINTERS, BOOK¬ 
BINDERS, and STATIONERS to the great 

saving effected by this Machine. It is made in London 

by eminent Engineers. 

Prices and Particulars on application as above. 

f 

THE DIAMOND 
has an Indicator which 
shows instantly where the 
knife will come on the 
work, and saves much time. 

THE DIAMOND 
has a fly wheel always run¬ 
ning, and the starting is 
therefore instantaneous, and 

the stopping automatic. 

THE DIAMOND 
can be seen at any time in 
full work on our premises, 

6, KIRBY STREET, 
HATTON GARDEN, E.C. 

THE DIAMOND 
turns out at least 50 per 
cent, more work than any 

competitor. 

THE DIAMOND 
is entirely Self-Clamping, 
and thus all " overhead ” 

work is avoided. 

THE DIAMOND 
will cut “ heads,” “ tails,” 
and “foredges” at one time 
without altering the gauge. 

THE DIAMOND 
has given complete satis¬ 
faction to every purchaser. 

THE DIAMOND 
is T ZEE Hj Machine in 

America. 

( 23 ) 
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BADDELEY & REYNOLDS, I 
19 and 20, OLD BAILEY, 

LONDON, E.C., 

DIE SINKERS, STAMP CUTTERS, 
CORPORATE & OFFICIAL SEAL ENGRAVERS, 

mtb dnbjoramg Ims Hlatars, 

Embossers aub Illuminators, | 

INDIARUBBER STAMP j 
MANUFACTURERS. | 

Sole Makers and Inventors of the P.ARAGON DATING STAMP. 

Westleys & Co, 

limtfattaring ^oakbiita, 

10, FRIAR STREET, 

^Doctors’ ifommons, 

LONDON, E.C. 

ESTABLISHED 25 YEARS. 

FOOT BROTHERS, 
Steam Litho & Letterpress Machine 

Printers to the Trade only. 

Designers and Prititers of Show Cards, 
Labels, &*c., in Colours. 

MACHINING for the TRADE at LOWEST POSSIBLE CHARGES. 

LITHO MACHINES from FCAP. FOLIO to 

DOUBLE ELEPHANT. 

Maps & Plans of Estates promptly executed. 

16, LITTLE TRINITY LANE, 

Queen Victoria Street, E.C.; 

And 13,14, & 15, Bridgewater Gardens, Jldersgate Street, E.C. 

L. CORNELISSEN S TALLE, 
22, Great Queen-Street, W.C., 

Manufacturers and Importers of 

COLOURS, PRINTING INK, AND VARNISHES FOR 
PARIS. LITHOGRAPHY. Vienna. 

FIRST-CLASS COLOURS FOR CHROMO. 

JSftiJnrgrapJjk Pafraals. 1873. 1867. 

G. RUTLEY’S 
New Patent Double-Revolving Disc-Coupling 

INK-DISTRIBUTING APPARATUS, 
TO PRINT IN ONE OR TWO COLOURS AT ONCE ON THE SAME SHEET, k. 

Made to fit, without altering, “Croppers” and other Platen Machines, 
and all kinds of 

Lithographic & Letterpress Printing Machines. 
Transfer Paper of all Kinds, for Chalk Drawings, Diaphanic Colour Work, &c. 

List of Prices on Application. 

LONDON. Established Thirty Years. 

W. HAWKINS, 
11, RED LION STREET, 

CLERKENWELL GREEN, E.C. 

SPECIALITIES: 

HYDRAULIC 
PRESSES, 

For Hand or Steam 

Power. 

HYDRAULIC 

PRESSURE 

GAUGES. 

HYDRAULIC PRESS LEATHERS 

And ENGINEERING WORK IN GENERAL. 

NOIV READY, neatly bound in Cloth, lettered, red edges, price 6d., 

The Compositor’s Guide & Pocket Book, 
By JOSEPH GOULD 

(late Member of the London Society of Compositors). 

t i f FARRINGTON & CO., 31, Fetter-lane, Fleet-street. 
London: j R MARLBOROUGH & CO., 51, Old Bailey, E.C. 

THE “Compositor’s Guide” gives the routine of work as practised in London 
book-houses and country news-offices ; remarks on distribution, news and 

hook-work composition and correcting; instructions in making margin, imposition, 
casting-up book and news-work, how to make out bills, news and jobbing display, 
and other matters both useful and interesting to Compositors. 

Also, a variety of useful tables ; the hours worked, the piece-work prices, and the 
established wages in the principal towns in England, Ireland, and Scotland ; abstract 
of the London scale of prices; the names of sizes of books, measures for ordinary 
job-work, proof-readers’ marks, technical terms, and a 

COMPLETE SET OF DIAGRAMS OF IMPOSITIONS. 

Will be sent post-free for 7 stamps by J. GOULD, 24, South-street, Middlesbro'. 

( M ) 

Insures Better Distribution without Vibrating Rollers. 

The two Revolving Distributing Tables are easily set close together 
to work full forms in one colour. 

One-half the Distributing Table can be taken off to work small forms, 
thus saving Ink and strain in working strong colour. 

In working Two Colours the Ink cannot intermix, as the Table can be separated 
from i to 1 inch. 

1. —Two Colours can be worked at once, on the same sheet of paper, 

card, &c., without cutting the Rollers. 

2. —Two Forms can be worked on the Machine in one or different 

colours at the same time. 

Manufactured by first-class Engineers, and supplied by the Inventor and Patentee, 

G. RUTLEY, 3, Queen Street, Soho, London, W., 
Where the Apparatus may be seen andfurther particulars obtained. 

TO LETTERPRESS AND LITHOGRAPHIC PRINTERS. 
PREPARED PAPER FOR SET-OFF SHEETS. ARAM & SPENCER desire to call the attention of 

the Printing Trade to their 

PREPARED SET-OFF SHEETS. 

This is a very useful preparation. Double Crown, 12s. per Ream ; 
Half Ream, 7s.; Quarter Ream, 4s.; Quire, is.; post-paid, is. 2d. 
Terms Cash. Orders should be addressed, Aram & Spencer, care 

of Mrs. Simpson, Stone Bow, Lincoln. 
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FURNIVAL & CO.’S LIST 
OF 

Second-hand Machinery. 

One DOUBLE DEMY LITHO, by 
Mann. Nearly new. Just replaced by 
the “Express.” 

One 36-inch SCHOFIELD’S PATENT 
GUILLOTINE. 

One 26-inch GUILLOTINE, by Cromp¬ 
ton. 

One 27-inch GUILLOTINE, by Lilly. 

One 25-inch GUILLOTINE, by Wilson. 

One Double-Crown PRINTING MA¬ 
CHINE (Duncan). 

One DEMY LITHO, by Hughes & 
Kimber. 

One Two H.-P. GAS ENGINE, by 
Crossley, Bros. 

One ALBION BLOCKING PRESS, 
by Cope. 

One Three H.-P. Combined ENGINE 
and BOILER. 

Several LITHO’ PRESSES. 

OOKBINDERS TOOLS, &c. 

Please Notice Change of Address, tie Premises haring been re-named. 

Hr Ig 
P J^anufasters sf fbafeg fell 
-l50,|.5.2. FAWK gH 

THE ORIGINAL MAKERS OF TEAK CASES. 

Advertisers’ Blocks & Posters in One or more Colours. 
Estimates Free. Catalogues of every description Illustrated. 

G. S. LITTLEJOHN, 
LITHOGRAPHIC & CHROMO-STIPPLE ARTIST, 

7, Charterhouse St.,Holborn Circus, 
LONDON; and 

52, Ogden Street, Ardwick, 
MANCHESTER. 

Designer, Illuminator, and General Draughtsman, 

10, LAURENCE POUNTNEY LANE, CANNON STREET, 

LONDON, E.C. 

WYMAN’S 

Dictionary of Stationery, 
AND 

Compendium of Useful Information for tie 
Office, Counting-house, and Library, 

Profusely Illustrated. 

Will be forwarded on application free by 
post for twelve stamps. 

81, GREAT QUEEN STREET, W.C. 

LITHO TRADE WRITING 
ESTABLISHMENT, 

54, LONDON WALL, E.C. 

Having made the necessary pecuniary 

arrangements with Mr. Whalley, I shall 

in future carry on this business under the 

style of 

ELLIOTT & CO., 
and you will find in entrusting your favours 
to me that every means is taken advantage 
of for ensuring speedy and punctual exe¬ 
cution of Script Writing, Plans (on stone 
or paper), Chalk and Chromo Work. To 
effect this, I have collected a staff of the 
best known workmen in London, as well as 
securing the aid of others in the Trade in 
case of unusual emergency. 

I remain, yours faithfully, 

J. GARRATT ELLIOTT. 

Countersigned, James Whalley. 

J. S. COOK & SON, 
Successors to the late Mr. Thomas Cook, of 24, Brook St., Holborn. 

Established 1789, 

BRASS RULE CUTTERS, 
JgHTntns’ jgSTmtbs, 

Makers of Galleys, Composing Sticks, and Printing Materials in 
general, of the highest quality, for Town, Country, and Export. 

Inventors and Manufacturers of Brass Space Lines. 

BRASS-FACED RULES, 
INVARIABLE COMPOSING STICKS, &c. 

112, FORE STREET, LONDON, E.C. 

ZORN, BAHNSON, & GO., 
MANUFACTURERS AND IMPORTERS OF 

LITHOGRAPHIC MATERIALS, 
LITHOGRAPHIC STONES, yellow or grey, of the finest quality. 
COLOURED AND BLACK INKS. ) Specially manufactured for Litho- 

FINE DRY COLOURS. ) graphic Printing. 

DUSTING COLOURS, in all Shades 

BRONZE POWDERS, SNAKE STONE, &c. 

9 & n, GARRICK STREET, COVENT GARDEN, LONDON, W.C. 

And at 116, INGRAM STREET, GLASGOW. 

WILFRID WORKS, CHALK FARM ROAD. 
CAMDEN TOWN, N.W. 

REMOVED FROM WORMWOOD STREET AND BARTHOLOMEW CLOSE. 

ESTABLISHED 1810 

Pantographic, Medallick, Spiral, Radiated, Graduated, Engine- fuming, 
Ornamental, Anti-forgery, dr5 Ge?ieral Engraving for Copper-plate, 

Litho, or Letterpress Printing. 

Bank Notes, Cheques, Bills of Exchange, Share Certificates, Vignettes, 
Scrolls, Backgrounds, Skies, Cloads, Graining and Stipple 

Tint Plates, Section and Scale Lines, Prize 
Medals, &c. &c. 

printer^ fwsum, ^Imsbousie, Sc Orphan 
^teplttm Corporation. 

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the Annual General 
Meeting and Fifty-seventh Election of Pensioners will be held 

at the Freemasons’ Tavern, Great Queen-street, on Saturday, March 

8, 1879. 
The Election of Fourteen Pensioners will open at 2 and close at 4 

o’clock. 
The General Meeting will take place at 4.30. 

Gray’s-Inn Chambers, J. S. HODSON, 
20, High Holborn, W.C. Secretary. 

PAPER BAGS!! PAPER BAGS!! 

SHUTTLEWORTH & BUNN, 
GENERAL PRINTERS, 

AND 

Paper Bag Manufacturers to the Trade, 
200, 202, & 204, WATERLOO ROAD, LONDON, 8.E. 

SAMPLES AND TRADE PRICE LIST POST FREE. 

The Best Weekly Newspaper for Mexhoro’, Swinton, 

Kilnhurst, Wath, and Conisboro’. 

®lje lltekrm' imtr Sfomtoi ®mes, 
And C0NISB0R0’, WATH, and KILNHURST GAZETTE. 

PUBLISHED EVERY FRIDAY MORNING, PRICE Id. 

THE TIMES is an energetically conducted newspaper, taking high 
rank amongst the newspapers of the district, the news of which is 
collected by an efficient staff of reporters at considerable expense. 

The News of the Week also is summarised in an attractive form, 
and its columns contain each week one or more Serial Tales of great 
interest. Neither time nor expense is spared to render the Times 
a first-class family newspaper, and the fact that its circulation has more 
than trebled in the short space of six months is a sufficient evidence 
that the efforts of the proprietor have been appreciated. The circulation, 
especially in the above-mentioned districts, is steadily increasing, and, 

therefore, as an Advertising Medium it is unsurpassed. 

PUBLISHING OFFICE: HIGH STREET, MEXBORO’. 

Proprietor, W. TURNER. 

2 ( 25 ) 
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BAYES X CO., 
Printers' Brokers, 

AND DEALERS IN EVERY DESCRIPTION OF 

MACHINES, and MATERIALS for PRINTERS, 

LITHOGRAPHERS, and BOOKBINDERS. 

A large assortment of second-hand Machines, 
Presses, and Material always in stock. 

Send for Monthly Price Lists. 

48, WOOD ST., LIVERPOOL. 

WOOD engravingT 
Wood Engraving in the very best style, 

Cheaper than any other house in the Trade. 

W. H. TILBY, 
49, Essex Street, Strand, 

LOUDON, W.C. 

JOHN LILLY, 

Printers’ Broker, Engineer, 
AND 

TRADE VALUER, 

HIND COURT, FLEET ST,, 
LONDON, E.C. 

ESTIMATES GIVEN FOR THE 

Fitting-up of Offices Complete, 
Large or Small. 

A Large Assortment of SECOND-HAND 
PRINTING MACHINES, CUTTING 
MACHINES, &c., always in Stock. 

T. C. THOMPSON, 
Printers’ Machinist. 

Maker of Improved Paging and Perforating Machines, 

Machinery, and Material for Printers and Book¬ 

binders, always in stock. 

Lists on application. 

15, GARTSIDE STREET, MANCHESTER. 

STEREO.(“5s) COLUMNS 
One quarter the weight of others. Cheaper AND 

Better Matter specially prepared. Cannot be 
distinguished from the type. Comprise— 

News, Serial Tales, Selections, and Wit 
and Humour. 

Proof and Terms on application to “ Excelsior ” 
Stereo. Foundry, 4-}, Lower Priory, Birmingham. 
London Agent, T. W. MARTIN, 89, Shoe-lane, E.C. 

ESTABLISHED 1832. 

CHARLES F. MOORE, 
Late SCOTT, WATSON, & CO., 

BRASS RULE CUTTER, 
MANUFACTURER OF 

CIRCLES, OVALS, SHAPES, ZINC & BRASS GALLEYS,&c. 

25, TYSOE STREET, CLERKENWELL, LONDON, W.C. 

L’ART: 
®efo Artistic JfUJmfo. 

NEW ETCHINGS BY CHARLES WALTNER. 
Published in “L’ART” 

Dorset-street, Blackfriars—Valuable Leasehold Business Premises, with 
steam power, with possession. 

Messrs, farebrother, ellis, clark& Co., 
will SELL by AUCTION, at the Mart, on Fiiday, 28th 

February, at 2 precisely, the valuable and extensive LEASEHOLD 
BUSINESS PREMISES situate on the east side of Dorset-street, 
Blackfriars, containing an area of about 3,000 ft. super., especially 
advantageous in point of arrangement and position for almost any 
trade requiring roomy, well-lighted, and substantial premises in a 
central situation, with steam power. Held for a long term at a very 
low ground-rent. May be viewed. Particulars may be had of Messrs. 
Valpy, Chaplin, & Peckham, Solicitors, 19,. Lincoln’s-inn-fields, W.C.; 
of G. S. McKay, Esq., Solicitor, 47, Finsbury-circus, E.C.; at the 
Mart, E.C.; and of Messrs. Farebrother, Ellis, Clark, & Co., 5 and 6, 
Lancaster-place, Strand, W.C., and 18, Old Broad-street, E.C. 

PRINTERS’ PENSION, ALMSHOUSES, AND 
ORPHAN ASYLUM CORPORATION.—Pension Election, 

1879.—The favour of your Votes and Interest is earnestly solicited 
on behalf of SARAH ROGERS, aged 61 years, widow of William 

PIenry Rogers, Compositor, who was employed in the Establishment 
of Messrs. Wyman & Sons (formerly Cox & Wyman), for 51 years, 
and was a Subscriber to the Pension Fund for 42 years, and to the 
Almshouses for 22 years. The case is strongly recommended by 
C. W. H. Wyman, Esq. 

H.R.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES, K.G. 
(By Special Permission). 

“A YEOMAN OF THE GUARD,” 
After J. E. MILLAIS, R.A. 

PORTRAIT OF Mrs. BISCHOFFSHEIM, 
After J. E. MILLAIS, B.A. 

SHORTLY TO BE PUBLISHED, 

THE TRIUMPHAL ENTRY OF CHARLES V. 
INTO ANTWERP. 

This Celebrated Picture by HANS MAKART (which gained a 
Grand Medal of Honour in the International Exhibition), has been 
etched for “ L’ART ” by M. Lalanne. The Plate will be twenty- 
two inches in length, Copies of this important Etching will be 
given Gratis to the Annual Subscribers to “L’ART.” 

Proofs before letters, drawn on Vellum and Japanese paper, may 
be obtained at the London Office of “ L’ART,” 134, New Bond 
Street, W. 

PARSONS, FLETCHER, & C0„ 
printing full JjjUkrs. 

’lii'lii'Ill'll, 

EXPORT DEPARTMENT. 
From the lengthened experience Parsons, Fletcher, & Co. have had in the Export Trade, and from the fact that their Inks 
are to be found in all parts of the world, they are enabled to adapt their goods to the requirements of all climates, and to every 
description of work. This is a very important fact for Exporters, who may confide their orders to P. F. & Co. with the utmost 
confidence. The Export Trade has for some years been made a speciality by this house, and the steady increase of this 
department is a gratifying proof of their success in that direction. 

GRAVEL LAN E~SOUTH W A R K, S.E. 
(City Office—10, Bolt Court Fleet Street, E.C.) 

( 26 ) 
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To Her Majesty's Government, the War Depart¬ 

ment, India Department, Admiralty. 

wWWVWW 

LIVETT FRANK & SON, 
lj trail Utairafatfartrs 

AND 

OIL REFINERS, 

22^ BOROUGH, 

3LOIsriDOZ5r ZB^IZDG-IE]. 

MACHINE OIL . 2s. to 4s. per Gallon. 
CLEANSING SPIRIT .. Is. 3d. 

NOW READY, 

Crown 4to,, Stiff Boards, price 2s. 6d., 

Post-free, 3^., 

THE PRINTING TRADES’ 

Dkri) k Jldi-^ooli 
For 1879. 

81, GREAT QUEEN STREET, 
LINCOLN’S-INN FIELDS, W.C. 

For particulars see page 43. 

T. KNAPP, 
PRINTERS’, STATIONERS’, AND 

BOOKSELLERS’ VALUER, 
AND AGENT FOR SALE OF 

BUSINESSES & NEWSPAPER PROPERTIES, 

25, PATERNOSTER SQ., LONDON, E.C., 
AND 

ELDON CHAMBERS, CHERRY STREET, 
BIRMINGHAM, 

Respectfully offers his services in VALUATIONS in 
the above BUSINESSES ; and from his intimate and 
practical knowledge both of the W/iolesale and Retail 
Printing, Stationery, and Bookselling Trades, gained 
during an experience of upwards of thirty years, he 
is confident of giving satisfaction to those gentlemen 
who may entrust him with their commands. (Estab¬ 
lished 1870.) Monthly List of Businesses for Sale, gratis 
and post-free. Clients met by appointment either in 
London or Birmingham free of charge. 

J. C. PAUL, 
WHOLESALE AND EXPORT 

k ^printing Material 
- MANUFACTURER, 

GRANVILLE WORKS, 

Granville Place, Kind's Cross Road, 

LONDON, W.C. 

PRINTERS’ and BOOKBINDERS’ 
MACHINERY. 

■MEW and SECOND-HAND MA¬ 

CHINERY for Letterpress and 

Litho Printers, Bookbinders, and Sta¬ 

tioners, &c. &c. Send for List to 

W_ ZEE. BIRD 

12,16, & 18, Albert St., Manchester. 

IR,. BARRETT, 

ENGINEER & MACHINIST, 
Numerical printing anti perforating 

UPAcijine, 

ENVELOPE MACHINE AND 

Embossing- |)rc£s Utmnifadurtr, 

19, COWCROSS STREET, E.C. 

Price 6d., post-free, -jd,., 

(Ekriibok’s JJutr-koli. 
An Annual for 1879. 

WYMAN & SONS, 

74, 75, & 81, Great Queen Street, 

Lincoln’s-Inn Fields, W.C. 

J^intFFg’Pationfll&FlTOoii 
(BY PERMISSION). 

^Patrons. 

Alderman Sir F. W. TRUSCOTT, Kt. 

HODGSON PRATT, Esq. 

C. F. ROWORTH, Esq. 

C. W. H. WYMAN, Esq. 

J. E. ADLARD, Esq. 

R. K. BURT, Esq. 

C. CLEMENTS, Esq. 

THE ANNUAL DRAWING 
will take place at the 

CANNON STREET HOTEL, CANNON ST., E.C., 

On Saturday, March 29th, 1879. 

UPWARDS OF 

FOURTEEN HUNDRED POUNDS' 
WORTH OF PRIZES. 

TICKETS, ONE SHILLING EACH. 

The Prize-winning Numbers will be published in the Sta7idard and Glasgow 
Herald Newspapers on Wednesday, April 2nd, or a List of Winning Numbers 
will be forwarded by the Secretary on and after April 5th, on receipt of a 
stamped directed envelope. 

Communications to be addressed, and Post Office Orders made payable (at 
the. General Post Office, London) to John Borer, Secretary, Printers’ Art 
Union Association, 3, Raquet-court, Fleet-street, London, E.C. 

Wensley & Wensley, 
Ye Olde Style WRITING 

ENGRAVERS, 
180 & 181, Fleet Street, E.C. 

Entrance—Fetter Lane. 
-o- 

oa. Price Lists on Application. 

WILLMOTT & SONS, 

MACHINE 
RULERS, 

Numerical Printers and Perforators, 

54, 55, & 56, Bartholomew Close, 
Specimens <5p Estimates on application. 

ESTABLISHED 1828. 

Wm, g. stoneham, 
§00liMnbcr fa f|c f-tak, 

-10,- 

CHARTERHOUSE BUILDINGS, 
LONDON, E.C. 

NAJORK & PRAETOBIUS, LEIPZIG-P1AGWITZ, 
(Date Gustav Najork & Co.), 

SOLE MAKERS OF THE CELEBRATED 

LIPSIAN CHROMO PAPER, 
Which is specially prepared both in the coating and in the Raw-paper for Chromo-Lithographic 

Printing by Steam as well as Hand, and warranted not to stretch or 
leave the coat on the stone. 

The enamel being prepared according to a secret in the possession of 
this firm alone, is distinguished by its exquisite velvet-like surface, which 
gives a peculiar transparence to the colours and at the same time endows 
them with an extraordinary brilliance, both of which qualities cannot be 
over-estimated in printing. 

This Paper is almost exclusively used in the majority of important 
Chromo-Printing Establishments of Great Britain and Ireland, where it 
has the preference over every other make. 

Printed Specimens supplied on application ; also sample sheets of any 
quality for printing trials sent Post-free. 

Any weight or size supplied. Orders will in every case be promptly 
executed. 

All goods to Great Britain and Ireland delivered free warehouse. 

Prices exceedingly moderate, lower than English made Chromo-papers 
quality at the same time surpassing any other make of the world. 

Specialities in bright and dull enamel for Show-Cards, Calendars, Menus, Ball Programmes, &c., &c. 

AgentCHARLES MAYER, Queen Anne's Chambers, 62, Holborn Viaduct, E.C. 
( 27 ) 
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itntm its 

The Scale of Charges for Advertising Situa¬ 

tions is as follows:— 

Three Lines and under.is. 6d. 

Every Additional Line. 6d. 

SITUATIONS VACANT, 

TO WRITING -ENGRAVERS.— 
1 WANTED, a First-class ENGRAVER. 

To a good and steady Workman a permanent 
Situation can be offered.—Apply, with speci¬ 
mens, and stating terms, to Manager, at 
Mr. Reid’s, Printing Court Buildings, New- 
castle-on-Tyne. 

PARTNER WANTED, in a 
genuine old printing business, estab¬ 

lished over 70 years, active or sleeping, with 
^3,000. Guaranteed income ^500 per annum. 
—Apply to Walter Brown & Goldring, 

Auctioneers and Surveyors, 46, Gresham- 
street, E.C. 

Lithographic artist. — 
FIRST-CLASS HAND WANTED. 

—Apply to Sir Joseph Causton & Sons, 47, 
Eastcheap, E.C. 

PRINTERS.—Wanted a steady and 
active Youth to make ready and work 

folio treadle machine.—■ Apply, by letter, 
tating age and salary, Eldridge, 45, Great 
Power-street, E.C. 

WANTED an efficientBookkeeper, 
must have experience of newspaper 

work. Apply at Sporting Chronicle office, 2, 
Mark-lane, Manchester. 

Newspaper canvasser, 
Bookkeeper and Collector Wanted ; 

first-rate references as to ability and character 
state Salary.—Address S. 135, at the Printers. 

SITUATIONS WANTED, 

TO MASTER PRINTERS. — 
WANTED, by a Young Man, a 

SITUATION at News and Jobbing. Good 
references given. — Address W. Penman, 

Verulam-road, St. Albans, Herts. 

REPORTER.—Re-engagement 
Wanted by a good descriptive and 

shorthand writer, of several years’ experience, 
who could assist as sub-editor or at case. 
Good references.—Scribe, 39, Weldale-st., 
Reading. 

PRESS.—A REPORTER and 
COMPOSITOR desires an immediate 

Re-engagement. Verbatim note-taker, and 
good descriptive and paragraph writer. — 
Address 479 W., “Daily News” Advertise¬ 
ment Inquiry Office, 67, Fleet-street. 

PRINTERS.—A respectable young 
Man seeks a situation at case to make 

himself competent; used to Jobbing. — 
Address, F. Finch, 9, Copley-st., Stepney. 

MISCELLANEOUS, 

L UK SALE.—A Demy Folio 
± TREADLE MACHINE (“ Little 
Favourite ”), by J. and R. M. Wood, price 
24 guineas; also a Royal Albion Press, £14 
cash.—Apply to W. Chudley, 12, South- 
street, Exeter. 

FOR SALE. — A Powerful New 
ROYAL COLUMBIAN PRESS, 

could be converted into a Double Crown. 
£20 cash.—Apply to Jos. Gould, 24, South- 
street, Middlesbro’. 

Master printers are 
WARNED not to employ CHARLES 

BRUCE, a runaway apprentice. Any in¬ 
formation concerning the whereabouts of the 
said apprentice, if sent to Witherby & Co., 
325, High Holborn, will be rewarded if 
necessary. 

'T'O MASTER PRINTERS. — 
-L Wanted in about three weeks time a 

Situation by a Young Man at Case and Press 
in a country jobbing office. Good references. 
—Address J. G., 25, New Uni on-street, Little 
Moorfields, London, E.C. 

►RINTERS 
Young Man 

(Master).—A steady 
seeks an engagement as 

Reader, to fill up time at case ; countiy 
preferred.—B. A., 88, Chapel-street, Luton. 

T INEOTYPE. — A New Typo- 
J—j graphic Engraving process. Specimens, 
Terms,&c., from the inventor.—PI. E. Tozer, 

Clarence Place, Gravesend. 

FOR SALE.—Double Demy LET¬ 
TERPRESS MACHINE (will print 

Dbl. Royal) by Dearden, Newsum & Dyson, 
Leeds. Has not had very much wear.— 
Apply to Wellington & Co., Southgate-st., 
Gloucester. 

PRINTERS (Master).—WANTED 
by a Young Man a Situation at News 

and Jobbing; country preferred, good refer¬ 
ences given.—Address A. B., Mr. Fenn’s, 

Ironmonger, St. Alban’s, Herts. 

PRINTERS, Machine, Press. — 
Situation Wanted ; part time suitable. 

—Printer, care Magdala House, Cross-st. 
Stratford. 

PRINTERS.—Situation WANTED 
by Jobbing Compositor; could take 

charge of small office ; references if required. 
J. J. L., 8a, Rodney-st., Pentonville-rd. 

PRINTING MACHINE FOR 
SALE.—A NAPIER, Two Feeder. 

: Will print full Times size. Taken down to 
make room for larger machine. No reason¬ 
able offer refused.—Apply Bucks Herald, 

Aylesbury. 

TYPE WANTED. —Advertiser is 
open to Purchase from 500 to 700 lb. 

each of MINION and BREVIER, Second¬ 
hand, but must be little worn ; to range with 
type already in use. Cash.—Address, stating 
lowest price : G. N., 9, Clarence-street, 
Cheltenham. 

THE PRESS.—A Gentleman of 
considerable literary ability and practical 

knowledge of printing desires an engagement. 
Able leader and descriptive writer, good para- 
grapliist. Understands the entire management 
of a Weekly. Acquainted with editorial duties, 
and a good reporter. Energetic and steady.— 
Excelsior, 2, Cavendish-villas, The Grove, 
Ealing. 

npO NEWSPAPER PROPRIE- 
1 TORS and MANAGERS.—A gentle¬ 

man, with 20 years’ experience on a London 
daily paper (in doors and out), and with an 
influential connexion among advertising agents 
is open to an ENGAGEMENT as MANA¬ 
GER or ASSISTANT MANAGER of 
ADVERTISEMENT DEPARTMENT, or 
would undertake the Agency of a first-class 
Provincial Daily Paper. Security if required. 
—Address F., 21, at C. H. May & Co.’s 
General Advertising Offices, 78, Gracechurch- 
sstreet, E.C. 
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Wyman’s Technical Series. 
TO THE 

Crown 8vo., cloth, price 5J.; Post-free, 5s. $d. 

GRAMMAR of LITHOGRAPHY. 
A Practical Guide, for the Artist and Printer, in 

Commercial and Artistic Lithography, and Chromo¬ 

lithography, Zincography, Photo-lithography, and 

Lithographic Machine Printing. With an Appen¬ 

dix containing Original Recipes for preparing 

Chalks, Inks, Transfer-papers, &c. 

By W. D. RICHMOND. 

Howlett & Son, 
Original <t5of& (prtnfmc 

TRADE, 

The proof-sheets of this work have been revised by 
some of the most eminent men connected with the Art 
of Lithography, the result being a complete and reliable 
work. 

Old Style General Printers. 

Price 6ci., Post-free, yd. 10, FRITH ST., SOHO, LONDON. ESTI MATES. 

A KEY TO ONE OP THE MAIN 
DIFFICULTIES OF ENGLISH ORTHO¬ 

GRAPHY : Being an Alphabetical Collection of 

nearly 3,000 Words resembling others in Sound, 

but differing in Sense, Spelling, or Accentuation. 

Compiled and arranged by 

HENRY BEADNELL. 

Second Editioti, crown 4to., price is. 

WYMAN’S DICTIONARY OP 
STATIONERY AND COMPENDIUM OF 

USEFUL INFORMATION for the Office, 

Counting-House, and Library. 

Crown 8z>o., cloth, price 2s. ; Post-free, 2s. 2d. 

WORKSHOP MANAGEMENT. 
A Manual for Masters and Men, being Practical 

Remarks upon the Economic Conduct of Work¬ 

shops, Trade Charities, &c. 

By FREDERICK SMITH. 

“This book should be in the hands of every master 
and workman.” 

“The book is of none the less worth because the 
author happens to be modest. It is an acceptable 
contribution to industrial literature, being well penned, 
well ordered, and excellently presented by the pub¬ 
lishers.”—Iron. 

Crown 8vo., cloth,price is. ; Post-free, is. id. 

ENGLISH CHINA and CHINA 
MARKS. Being a Guide to the Principal Marks 

found on English Pottery and Porcelain : with 

Engravings of upwards of 150 marks. ' 

“ The illustrations, which are very numerous, include 
marks from the fifteenth to the present century, and 
thus furnish a key to many of the puzzles with which 
collectors delight to concern themselves.”—City Press. 

Crown 8z<0., cloth, price 4s. ; Post-free, 4s. 4d. 

PRACTICAL CABINET-MAKER. 
Being a Collection of Working Drawings of Furni¬ 

ture, with Explanatory Notes. 

By A WORKING MAN. 

“ No master or workman engaged in the Cabinet 
trade should be without this useful manual.” 

Medium 4U., cloth gilt, bevelled boards, price 10s. 6d. 

CABINET-MAKERS’ PATTERN 
BOOK. Being Examples of Modern Furniture 

of the Character mostly in demand, selected from 

the Portfolios of the leading Wholesale Makers. 

To which are added Original Designs by First-rate 

Artists, comprising various Designs for Hall Furni¬ 

ture, Library Furniture, Dining-room Furniture, 

Drawing-room Furniture, and Bedroom Furniture". 

This will be found an invaluable work by the 
Master Cabinet-maker and Upholsterer. 

LONDON: 

WYMA1T & SCOTS, 
74, 75, & 81, Great Queen Street, 

lincoln’s-inn fields, w.c. . 

AUG. BREHMER, 
Patentee and Manufacturer oj 

AMEEICAN 

Wire Book-Sewing Machines, 
19, Cow Cross Street, London, E.C. 

'T'HESE Machines are employed with equal advan- 
-*• tagefor Sewing School-books, Novels, Pamphlets, 

or Account Books, by far excelling Hand-Sewing as to 
Flexibility, Durability, Speed, and Economy. 

May be seen in operation at 19, Cow Cross St. 

MORE THAN 100 IN USE IN ENGLAND. 

Agency for Manchester and the North, 

JOHN HEY WOOD, Publisher, Deansgate. 

Phillips, Son & Entwisle, 
MAN [/FACT URERS OF 

GOLD AND SILVER LEAF AND BRONZE POWDERS, 
IMPORTERS OF 

gutrij lltefafc, Imitation iota, fenniiions, 
FINE COLOURS, 

LITHOGRAPHIC INKS, VARNISHES, &c., 

29, NEW HALL STREET, BIRMINGHAM. 

NOTICE OF REMOVAL. 

GEORGE WILSON, 
TYPE MUSIC PRINTER TO THE TRADE, 

Has removed from LITTLE ORMOND YARD, and 53, LAMB’S CONDUIT ST., 
to more extensive premises in 

BROAD YARD TURNIILL STREET, 
Near to the Metropolitan Railway Station, Farringdon Road, E.C. 

5 - \ dV -H*- —S3—s—-- * • n w *--39 3 . 3 * - * •-3 * 0 -—IS 
Should auld ac-quaint-ance be for - got, And ne - ver brought to mind. 

G. W., having large Founts of Music Type, experienced workmen, and commodious premises, is now pre¬ 
pared to execute promptly, and at moderate charges, all orders with which he may be favoured. All future com¬ 
munications to be addressed 

GEORGE WILSON, Type-Music and General Printing Works, Broad Yard, Turnmill St. E.C. 
MUSIC STEREOS SUPPLIED TO PRINTERS. ESTIMATES FREE. 
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The “ECLIPSE” SILENT GAS ENGINE. 
From the “ENGINEER,” January 17th, 1879. 

‘1 Amongst the several improvements which have recently been made in motive 
power Engines in which Gas is the heating agent employed, that which we now 
illustrate is one of the most noticeable. 

. . . . The Engine working smoothly and giving no trouble from heating 
of the exhaust valve or other parts. It should be noted that the use of steam with 
the gas and air effectually lubricates the working cylinder. The Engine evidently 
works with very little friction, and the water arrangements keep both cylinders 
cool.” 

From the “PRINTERS’ REGISTER,” December, 1878. 

“No water-vessel to cool the cylinder is required; indeed the hotter the cylinder 
gets the better the Engine works, as in a steam-engine. Moreover, the heat is all 
utilized, and the steam it generates forms a valuable source of power. We ourselves 
have seen the Engine running for several minutes by steam alone, the gas having 
been turned off. Next, the utilization of the steam overcomes another difficulty. 
The dryness of mere gas explosions is destructive to cylinders, and they have to be 
incessantly lubricated. In this Engine, however, the steam overcomes this difficulty, 
and no more lubrication is necessary than in a steam-engine. Then, again, the 
pressure of the expanded gas is low—seldom over 40 lb. ; a fact which has an 
appreciable bearing on the longevity of the Engine. 

This Engine works quite as smoothly as a steam-engine, and its regularity is 
remarkably good. As to its power there can be no doubt. The other day we saw 
a 4-horse power at Messrs. Simon’s works driving three sets of shafting and some 
heavy planing and other machinery. As regards prices, these are lower than those 
usually charged. We believe this to be a really good Engine.” 

PATENTEES AND SOLE MAKERS: 

LOUIS SIMON & SON, NOTTINGHAM. 

THE IMPROVED ATMOSPHERIC GAS ENGINE 
(GILLES’ 

SIZES NOW MADE: 1-H.P. 

PATENTS). 

PRICES CONSIDERABLY REDUCED. 

TESTIMONIALS. 
Nottingham, Febr?iary 4tk, 1879. 

Messrs. Louis Simon & Son. 

Gentlemen,—The two-third horse-power Gilles and Hum¬ 
boldt’s Gas Engine has proved perfectly satisfactory. It works 
well, is easily managed, and requires very little attention. It 
is usually employed in driving a Demy Lithographic Printing 
Machine, occasionally two Lithographic Machines are driven 
by it—the Demy and a smaller size, which it does with ease and 
a surplus of power. 

It is found very convenient for the purpose, from the facility 
with which it may be stopped at any moment, and again put 
in motion when required. 

The speed can also be readily increased or diminished, 
according to the requirements of work in hand, which, for 
Lithographic Printing, is a matter of importance. 

The expense of working is very moderate, and certainly does 
not exceed three-farthings per hour. I shall be happy to show 
it to intending purchasers, and can recommend it with the 
greatest confidence.—Yours faithfully, G. G. KEWNEY. 

Messrs. Louis Simon & Son. Dublin, March, 1878. 

Gentlemen,—In reply to your favour, we have much 
pleasure in bearing testimony to the working of the Gas Engine 
we had from you. She has worked well, there is not a minute 
lost in starting her, and many persons who have seen her 
working have expressed themselves perfectly satisfied with her 
capabilities. We have no doubt that you will sell a great many 
here, and we shall at all times be most happy to let parties see 
it working.—Yours respectfully, 

MORI SON & CO., Lithographers. 

Messrs. Louis Simon & Son. Coventry, July zgth, 1878. 

Gentlemen,—In reply to your inquiry respecting the 1 horse¬ 
power Gas Engine I had from you in January last, I am 
glad to be able to express my satisfaction with it. I have not 
the least difficulty in managing it, and can start and stop it at 
any time with great ease. 

It drives my meat chopper at a much greater speed than the 
two or three men whom I employed before could turn it,, 
and it was laborious work for them. The Gas Engine is a great 
advantage to me in my business, and it appears to be well-made 
and likely to last.—Yours truly, 

SAMUEL ARTHUR BUTLER. 
P.S.—I have just taken it to pieces for the first time after five 

months’ work, and it is as clean and good as when first erected^ 

Sandgate, December iStk, 1878. 

Gentlemen,—In reply to your inquiry I have much pleasure 
in giving my testimony as to the value of the i-horse Engine I 
had of you. She works beautifully, gives no trouble, can state 
it at full power in a minute, and stop it in the same time. I 
believe it is the most durable Engine made, except your 
“ Eclipse,” which has the advantage of steam to keep the 
cylinder clean. I use my Engine for sawing. It drives a 15 in. 
circular and band saw. It does not cost me a penny an hour 
with gas at five shillings per 1,000, and I would not part with 
it now for more than I paid you for it, although at first I 
thought I would not like it. I have had several gentlemen to 
see it at work. They, like myself, think it a wonderful inven¬ 
tion, and the workmanship is beautiful. I think if they were 
more knovm there would be one in every place where power could 
be used at all. I shall be most happy to show it to intending 
purchasers.—Yours truly, JOHN BRISSENDEN. 

Further Testimonials and Particulars on application to the SOLE LICENSEES and MAKERS,. 

LOUIS SIMON & SON, NOTTINGHAM. 
( 3° ) 
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Whiteman & Bass 
Execute in the best style for the Trade, at low charges, 

Copper-Plate Engraving and Printing, Lithographic Writing, 

Drawing, and Printing, and Photo-Lithography. 
PRICE-LIST FREE FOR TRADE CARD. 

235 & 236, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON. 
Assistance given to practical houses in all or any of the above branches where best work is required. 

Messrs. SHANKS, REVELL, & CO. 
BEG to call the attention of the Printing Trade to their BOOK 

NEWSPAPER, and MUSIC FOUNTS, manufactured 
by Patent Automatic Machinery, which is unique and 
peculiar to them, and is not possessed by any other 
Type Founder in Great Britain. 

As a proof of the greater intrinsic value of their Patent Alloy, they allow for 
Old Letter of this metal FIVEPENCE per pound in exchange, instead 
of Threepence,— a material consideration in forming a comparative 
estimate with other Founders as to the cost price of their Founts. 

Our Type has been very extensively supplied to many 
of the leading Newspaper Proprietors and Printers in 
London and the Provinces — one House alone in 
London having over 150/000 lb. in present 
use ; and reference can with confidence be given 
as to its special qualities. 

HPHE attention of 
Newspaper Pro¬ 

prietors, Printers, and others 
is requested to the advantages 

gained by their 

ESTIMATES & SPECIMENS 

Forwarded on appli¬ 

cation. 

NEWLY INVENTED PATENT 

ENGRAVING MACHINE & PROCESS 
For rapidly producing Type-high Blocks 

of Maps, Charts, Diagrams, Architects’ Plans, 
Sketches, and other designs, at an inexpensive 

rate. The WEATHER CHARTS and WAR 
MAPS now appearing in the Daily and Weekly News¬ 

papers are engraved, and a Type-high Stereotype Block 
made, by this process, in a very short space of time. 

Terms and further information on application to the Proprietors, at 

31, Red Lion Square, London, W.C. 

Both MACHINES were EXHIBITED in OPERATION at CAXTON CELEBRATION, 
South Kensington. 

A NEW POWER STONE-GRINDING AND POLISHING MACHINE, 
FOR LITHOGRAPHERS AND OTHERS. 

3 Tl H, Tdl O TT CBOSLA 1STJDJ 3 PATENT. 
A STONE-GRINDING AND POLISHING MACHINE, simple in form, perfect in its operation, and moderate in price, has long been a desideratum; and 

the Patentees have confidence in recommending the above to Lithographers, &c., as an apparatus at once thoroughly self-acting and economical. 
The following are some of the many advantages :— 

It requires no setting or skilled labour. 
It will grind a large stone as quickly as a small one, but several small stones can be ground at the same time. 
It grinds and polishes at one operation, leaving the surface equal to polished marble. 
It is self-acting, and therefore a labour-saving machine. 
It never polishes a stone unevenly, as it grinds the whole surface at the same time. 

Sizes of Discs, 36 inches, £40 ; 48 inches, £60 ; 60 inches, £98. 

JAMES SALMON, 12, PARSONAGE, MANCHESTER. 
Illustrated Prospectus with Testimonials on Application. 

g ( 3i ) 
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BENJ? WINSTONE & SON, 
MANUFACTURERS, 

100 & 101, SHOE LANE, LONDON, E.C. 
(WORKS, STRATFORD, E.) 

LETTERPRESS & MACHINE PRINTERS’ INKS, 

for Bookwork, Woodcut, Newspapers, Broadsides, &c. 

QUICK DRYING, for Printing on Hard Papers and to bear 

rolling. 

COLOURED INKS, for Fine Work, Posters, Book-covers, and 

Enamelled Papers. 

CLOTH BOOK-COVER INK, to dry with a gloss. 

COLOURED INKS, for Tablets—Bronze, Blue, Gloss Red, &c. 

LITHOGRAPHIC INKS 

Black Ink, for Machine and Press. 
Coloured Ink, for Machine and Press. 
Re-transfer Ink :— 

Plate to Stone, Stone to Stone, Type to Stone. 
Lithographic Writing Ink. 

Ditto ditto Lemercier’s and Vanhymbeeck’s. 

FLUID WRITING INK, for Writing on Unprepared Paper. 

LITHOGRAPHIC PAPERS:— 
Maclure & Macdonald’s Autographic Transfer, Re-transfer, 

Writing Transfer, Tracing, &c. Unstretchable Transfer Tracing, 
for making up Colour Stones. India, French India, &c. 

LITHOGRAPHIC PRESSES, Hand and Steam. 

LITHOGRAPHIC STONES (these are imported direct from 

the quarries). 

ZINC PLATES, planished, polished, and grained. 

TYMPANS—Leather, Brass, and Zinc. 

LITHOGRAPHIC SUNDRIES of all kinds: 
Dry Colours for Lithographers. 
Boxwood Scrapers. 
French Chalks. 
Copyable Powder, for dusting Bill-heads, Invoices, &c. 

EMBOSSING INKS. 

ENDORSING INKS, for Cloth Pads, in Bottles or Compress¬ 

ible Tubes. 

Sole Proprietors of Underwood’s COPYABLE PRINTERS’ INKS, Writing Inks, &c. 

SOLE AGENT FOR 

Maclure & Macdonald’s Autographic Transfer Paper. 

IMPORTANT TO LETTERPRESS PRINTERS. 

NEWSUM’S PATENT ROTARY MACHINE. 
N EWSUM, WOOD, & DYSON beg to intimate that they have now completed a Half-sheet Demy ROTARY MACHINE 

for Jobbing purposes, which is one of the most perfect Machines invented, and has many advantages over any other small Machines at 
present in use, namely :— 

i-—It is capable of running at a much greater speed, say from 1,000 to 2,500 per hour. 
2.—It is self-delivering without any tapes or flyers, thus enabling the boy to feed much quicker without dropping in the 

sheet wrong, and causing a delay in stopping the Machine to get out the spoilt sheet. 
3- —This Machine being rotary, all the rollers are compelled to pass over the form, and thus it will be seen a full-size 

sheet will be covered by the roller as well as a small one. 
4- —Being very simple in its construction, and having few wearing parts, it is less liable to get out of order. 

Prices and further Particulars on application to MEADOW ROAD, LEEDS. 

N., W., & D. had one of their Improved Paragon and Leeds Lithographic, and one of their Patent Rotary Two-colour Printing Machines 
' ~ hibition Machii ~ ~ 

( 32 ) 
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BT THE QUEEN’S ROYAL LETTERS PATENT. 

SLATER & PALMER, 
Black and Coloured Letterpress and Lithographic Printing ink, Chemical, 

Fine Colour, and Varnish Manufacturers, 

LONDON AND NEW YORK, 

Are prepared to enter into contracts with Large Consumers for any length of time, to supply them with Printing Inks of any quality 
and description. 

WORKS, OLD FORD ROAD, BOW, E. 8, WINE OFFICE COURT, FLEET STREET, LONDON, E.C. 

STEAM 

GOLD MEDAL 
PARIS EXHIBITION, 1878. 

HANCOCK INSPIRATOR, 
NEW COMBINED PUMP AND INJECTOR. 

THIS Apparatus commends itself to the notice of the Printing Trade 
as an indispensable adjunct to every Steam Boiler. It possesses 

the following important ADVANTAGES over all other Boiler-feeders:— 
Two Machines in combination—Pump and Injector—at about same price as Injectors only. 

It lifts water 25 feet, and will draw it any practical distance. 

Works under all pressures without adjustment. 

No loss from stoppages, as there are absolutely no moving parts, consequently no repairs are needed. 

Any stoker can start and stop the Machine. 

The lifting side can be used alone, if desired. 

Can be removed instantly for inspection, and replaced while steam is up. 

Will lift water and deliver it to the boiler at high temperature, or into tanks at a high or low 
temperature, and at a lower steam pressure than any other apparatus, and work equally well on 
a high or low lift. 

No oiling required. Is simple, reliable, and always in order. 

Entirely obviates the necessity for tanks, and pumps, where the water supply is below the boiler level. 

It is noiseless in its operation. _ 

From Messrs. BLACKWOOD & SONS, Publishers. 
“ We have had the ‘INSPIRATOR’ working in our engine-room for a month, and have perfect 

satisfaction in the result. It is managed with ease, and has never given us any trouble, and its effect in 
supplying the Boiler with thoroughly heated water in sufficient quantity appears unquestionable. 

“ (Signed) WM. BLACKWOOD & SONS.” 

Highly recommended by, and to be seen at, Messrs. WYMAN & SONS’; CLAY, SON, & 
TAYLOR'S; “GLOBE;” “ MORMING POST,” &c., &c. 

THE HANCOCK INSPIRATOR COMPANY, 
35, QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, E.C. 

AMERICAN PENNSYLVANIA PAPER RULING MACHINES. 
SINGLE OR DOUBLE, WITH OR WITHOUT STRIKERS. 

THE NO. 1. D. AND O.A. THE GREAT FAVOURITES. 
The most perfect and rapid Riding Machines made in the World. 

ANOTHER CLASS OF THESE MACHINES JUST OUT. 

Having two Royal Patents in Great Britain that entirely cover these Machines, the 
trade are respectfully notified to beware of any infringements upon these Machines, being 
assured I shall protect myself against all and any such infringements. 

Will mail to all the trade, my Circulars, if asked for. 

MCCORMICK & BEGG, AGENTS, GLASGOW. 
MADE ONLY BY 

W. 0. HiCKOK, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, U.S./I. 
h (33) 
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Furnival & Co. 
Beg to inform the Trade that they have just completed 

A NEW AND GREATLY IMPROVED 

LITHOGRAPHIC PRINTING MACHINE, 
Which has been Specially Designed for the production of the Finest Class of Chromo 

Work, and also Fine Line Work, hitherto produced from engraved plates. The great 

advance which has taken place in the tone and character of Lithographic Colour Work 

and the constantly-increasing demand for High-Class Work have rendered necessary a 

like improvement in the Machinery for producing the same. 

After long and careful consideration, aided by the experience of some of the 

leading Printers in the country, they have Designed and Manufactured a Machine which 

will fully meet every known requirement, excelling all other Machines at present known 

to the Trade. 

To mention in detail all the improvements introduced would occupy too much 

space, but the above view will furnish a general idea of the construction of the Machine ; 

and we shall be glad to afford you an opportunity of examining, in detail, the Various 

points, on application at— 

52, OGDEN ST., FAIRFIELD ST., MANCHESTER, 
OR 

7, CHARTERHOUSE ST., HOLBORN CIRCUS, LONDON, E.C. 
( 34 ) 
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GILL’S PATENT HOT ROLLING MACHINE, 
For Drying-, Pressing:, and Calendering Sheets direct from 

the Printing Machine. 

THIS Machine has now been thoroughly tested by many of the Leading Houses in London 
and the Country with the most satisfactory results. Various improvements have been 

introduced, the most important being an arrangement by means of which the paper can be 
Rolled without being thinned, thus rendering the Machine practically perfect, and a sine qitd non 

in every well-appointed office. 
This Machine is also equally well suited for Cold Rolling plain paper, either dry or 

damped, for Cut work, &c., and is largely used for that purpose. 

The following Firms are already Supplied, 
EYRE & SPOTTISWOODE, London 
KELLY & Co. 
HAZELL, WATSON, k VINEY 
NOVELLO, EWER, & Co. 
WM. CLOWES & SONS 
CASSELL, PETTER, & CALPIN ,, 
S. STRAKER & SONS 
I. 'l'RUSCOTT & SON 
CLAY, SONS & TAYLOR 
W. H. & L. COL LI NCR IDG E & Co. ,, 
SPOTTISWOODE & Co. 
DIPROSE & BATEMAN 
MATTHEWS & SON 
UNWIN BROTHERS 
WATERLOW & SONS 
HEAD & MARK 
CURWEN k SONS 
H. SILVERLOCK ,, 

..4 C. F. ROWORTH, London 

.. 3 W. B. HORNER 

..2 BRADBURY, AGNF.W, & CO. 

.. 1 WHITE & HOLMES 

.. 1 W. G. BLACKIE & Co., Glasgow. 

.. 1 DUNN & WRIGHT „ . 

.. 1 GILMOUR 8: DEAN . 

.. 1 ROBERT ANDERSON „ . 
,.i A. R. GOLDIE 
.. 1 THOS. NELSON & SONS, Edinburgh. 
.. 1 W. & R. CHAMBERS, Edinburgh . 
,.i BALLANTYNE, HANSON, & Co. „ 
.. 1 JOHN BAXTER S: SONS 
,.i j. HEYWOOD, Manchester . 
.. 1 | I. E. WILKINSON „ . 
.. 1 ; M. H. GILL & SON, Dublin . 
.. 1 ALEX. THOM 
..1 I D. MARPLES & Co., Lim., Liverpool ... 

RICHTER, J. F., Hamburg. 

or have Ordered:— 
.... r McCORQUODALE & Co., Liverpool. 
. 1 J. BILLING & SONS, Guildford . 

... 1 THOS. FORMAN & SONS, Nottingham 
. 1 BEMROSE & SON, Derby . 
.... 2 BUTLER & TANNER, Frome . 

.. 1 THE UNIVERSITY PRESS, Cambridge 
. 1 EDWARDS, DUNLOP & Co., Sydney .. 
. 1 I. M. POOLE & Co., Wilmington . 
. 1 H. EVERLINC, Paris. 
. 2 H. C. A. THIEME, Nymegen. 
. 1 GOVERNMENT Phinting Office,Bengal 
. 1 HARPER BROTHERS, New York . 
. 1 S. W. GREEN „ . 

.. 1 A. S. BARNES & Co. 
. 1 METHODIST BOOK Co. .. 
. 1 J. J. LITTLE & Co. „ . 
... . 1 F. LESLIE’S ASSIGNEES „ . 
. 1 HUDSON, SCOTT, & CO., Carlisle. 

32 in. Steam. 

THE PATENT 

“EXPRESS” GUILLOTINE CUTTING MACHINE. 
This machine is designed for working at a high speed, and will 

cut twice as much material as any other Guillotine in the Market. 

The only Machine that will cut Gummed and Enamelled Paper, or 

other substances, without making Steps in the Paper and a Loud Report. 

THE IMPROVED 

Wharfedale Printing Machine. 
This Machine has been most carefully designed and 

arranged so as to give every possible facility for the best 

Cut Work. It is fitted with all modern improvements, and 

is reasonable in price. 

•\WVVWW^VWVVW^VWWWV\V\VVWVWW\\\\WWVWVWVVVWVW\WV\V\\VWVVWVVWV\\VVV' 

THE PATENT 

ik 

EXPRESS” PLATEN PRINTING MACHINE 
PRINTS DEMY FOLIO, 

Works by Hand, Treadle, or Steam, and is not liable to the 

breakages so common to Platen Machines. 

THE MACHINES CAN BE SEEN IN OPERATION, AND PRICE LISTS, &c., OBTAINED OF 

& CO. 
7, Charterhouse St., Holborn Circus, LONDON, E.C., & 52, Ogden St., Fairfield St., MANCHESTEB. 
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FOR JOURNALISTS AND LITERARY MEN. 

BRIEF- 
A WEEKLY EPITOME OF THE PRESS 

FOR THE HOME CIRCLE, TRAVELLERS, AND RESIDENTS ABROAD, 

A Pamphlet containing the Favourable Opinions of some 200 Papers on “ BRIEF” will he forwarded Gratis, on Application. 

Every Friday.—Price Twopence. Annual Subscription (post-free) 10s. 10d., payable in advance. Volume I., 800 pp., bound 

cloth gilt, price 10s., and Volume II., 6170 pp., cloth gilt, price 8s., are now on Sale. Post-Office Orders should 

be made payable to WYMAN & SON'S, West Central District Post-Office, High Holborn, Iiondon, W.C 

WYMAN & SONS, 81, GREAT QUEEN STREET, LONDON, W.C. 

A Positive Literary 
Necessity 

in Every Household. 

Indispensable 
to 

Every Library. 

IMPERIAL MANUFACTORY, 
6, CHARLES STREET, HATTON GARDEN, LONDON, E.C, 

I. J. HILL, 
||Ianufacturcr anb gcaler in cbern bcsmptioit of 

BOOKBINDERS’ MATERIALS. 

PRICE LISTS POST-FREE. 

WORKS .—UNION BUILDINGS, LEATHER LANE, HOLBORN. 
to-prill 

Starr’s Improved Backing Machines. 
Rolling, Millboard Cutting, Bevel¬ 

ling, Card Cutting, Guillotine, Im¬ 
perial, and Eccentric Machines. 

Gas Stoves for Finishing. 
Bookbinders’ Saw Benches. 
Hydraulic Presses. 
Pedestal and Hand-paging, Per¬ 

forating, and Ruling Machines. 
Cutting, Gilding, Sewing, and 

Finishing Presses. 
Iron and Wood Standing Presses. 

Brass Type. Fillets and Rolls. 
Plough Knives, Scissors, & Shears. 
Pressing and Backing Boards. 
Straw Boards, Marbled, Coloured. 

White and Brown Papers. 
Leather and Bookbinders’ Cloth. 
American Leather Cloth. 
Glue, Varnish, and Glaire. 
Thread, Twine, Headbands, and 

Registers. 
Copying, Embossing, Stamping, and 

Eyeleting Machines. 

DALLASTYPE, BALL ASTI NT, AND 
GHROMO-BALLASTIMT. 

ON publishing my new Circular and Price-list for 1878, I beg to thank those friends who have for so many years favoured me with their 
confidence. My Processes of Photographic Engraving have been steadily winning their way in public estimation. 

It is now twenty-three years since I first took up the subject of Photographic Engraving and made it the business of my life. I was the 
first in this country to enter upon the business commercially. As an experimentalist and practical worker I am, in this country also, since the 
death of Mr. Fox Talbot, the oldest living representative of the Art. Few, if any, have had such active experience therein. The work has 
been to me, and still is, a fascinating pursuit; and my patrons have this guarantee against inferior work, that the most important part of the 
work passes, in every case, through my own hands, and is not left to mere workmen who have neither interest nor pleasure in aiming at perfection of 
result. 

To Printers, Engravers, and the Trade generally, I allow a liberal discount off the prices quoted in my new List, which can be had on application. 

Dallastype, Dallastint, and Chromo-Dallastint are Processes of Photographic Engraving. 
Dallastype, Dallastint, and Chromo-Dallastint reproduce in Monochrome or Polychrome, for Typographic, Lithographic, 

or Copper-plate Printing, Enlarged, Reduced, or Same-size copies of ANYTHING THAT WII1I1 PHOTOGRAPH, whether 
objects of Nature or Art, from Flat Tints, Colours, Lines, Stipple, Chalk, Mezzotint, Aquatint, &c. 

A SELECTION OF SPECIMENS ON RECEIPT OF TWO SHILLINGS AND SIXPENCE. 

DUNCAN C. DALLAS, 
DALLASTYPE ENGRAVING, PRINTING, AND PUBLISHING WORKS, 

362, GRAY’S-INN ROAD, KING’S CROSS, LONDON, W.C. 
( 36 ) 
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WILLIAM MONNERY, 
MANUFACTURER OF 

Printers’ Blankets, Machine Tapes, &c„ 
Also Leather and Gut Driving Bands. 

89, SHOE LJOSTIE, FLEET ST., LOETEOISr, 

Maker of the Treble Milled Blankets for News and 
Lit ho Machines. 

THE TYPOGRAPHIC ETCHING COMPANY. 
A. & W. DAWSON, Managing Partners. 

f)teogp|j!t4 and dtatcral ^ngraw^rs 
AND 

ELECTROTYPERS. 

OFFICES: S3, FARE/ING-DON STILE FT, E.O. 

ENGRAVING WORKS: CHISWICK. 

ELECTROTYPING DEPARTMENT: ST. DUNSTAN’S COURT, FLEET STREET, E.C. 

Estimates given for every class of Boob & Newspaper Illustration & for Commercial Work. 

Superior Electrotyping at Moderate Rates. 

The Engraving Processes worked by THE TYPOGRAPHIC 

ETCHING COMPANY are Patented, and received the only Medals 

awarded to British Engraving Processes at the Philadelphia and Paris 

Exhibitions of 1876 and 1878 respectively. 

MESSRS. HDFIjIljYYG-^-ISrJY & CO. 
Beg to inform their customers and the trade generally that, in addition to their extensive business of Stereotyping and Electrotyping, they have 

taken Premises at 

No. 47, TETTER LANE, FLEET STREET, 

FOR THE PRODUCTION OF 

TRANSFER-ZINCOGRAPHY, 
By which process manuscript and valuable books, which may be out of print and only one copy obtainable, can be photographed and reproduced, 
enlarged or reduced to any size. Transfers taken from maps, copper, or stone (any design), on transfer paper, with transfer ink. Bill heads, trade 
marks, chalk drawings, sketches, facsimile writings, circulars, cards, or any production by ordinary lithography, can be made into blocks, harder 
and more durable than wood, thus combining Lithography with Letterpress, which will be found much cheaper than any other process. 

47 & 48, FETTER LANE, & 106 & 107, SHOEIANE, FLEET ST., LONDON, E.C. 
Transfers carefully packed and forwarded to us will receive immediate attention, and the blocks will be dispatched with the least possible 

7 infAVtYinfl AM rriTfAM AmH nil nnutn nv. n nnli nn An 
uhwcuucu LU US will ICUC1VC lUlIUCU.ia.LC cUlCllllUIl, «II1U IIIC UiUCKb V/m UC 

delay. Every information given, and Estimates sent to all parts on application 

( 37 ) 
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LITHOGRAPHIC MACHINE. 

GUARANTEED FOR 

FINEST COLOUR AND LINE PRINTING, 

New Designs and Patterns with Important Improvements. 
'VWVWWVWVWWVWVWVWVWV. 

SECOND-HAND MACHINERY, &c. 

ONE-HORSE POWER GAS ENGINE, CROSSLEV BROS. 

HALF- ditto ditto ditto ditto 

HALF-DEMY LITHOGRAPHIC MACHINE. 

Ditto ditto ditto “PARAGON.” 

DOUBLE CROWN ditto ditto. 

DEMY ditto ditto. 

STONE-GRINDING MACHINE, 4S in. disc, by SALMON & CROSLAND 

(New). 

LITHOGRAPHIC TRESSES, 14 in. by 21 in. 

Ditto ditto 16 in. by 24 in. 

Ditto ditto 18 in. by 27 in. 

Ditto ditto 24 in. by 36 in. 

EMBOSSING PRESS, 12 in. by 10 in. 

INK GRINDING MILL, with Iron or 
Granite Rollers. PRICE LISTS, TESTIMONIALS, &c., on application to 

ALEXANDER SEGGIE, 
Maher of Lithographic, Letterpress, and Cutting Machinery; Litho, Copperplate, and Embossing Presses, Inh 

Mills, Steam Engines, Shafting, &c.; Crossley’s Gas Engines of 1, 2, 4, and 8 Horse-Power, 

BROUGHTON !MI _A_ TO TB ZEE T, EBIITBURG-H. 

A large Stock always on hand of First Quality German Lithographic Stones. 
( 38 ) 
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THE NEW “ OTTO ” SILENT GAS ENGINE. 
Sizes at present offered ... 1, 2, 3i, & 8-Horse Power nominal. 
Being equal to about . 2, 3, 5, & 13 „ „ indicated. 

Cost of Gas id. per hour per indicated Horse Power, at 4s. per 1,000 feet. 

_a.it zeito-iitie which: wohhs without .a. boiler. 

THE principle of combustion in this Gas Engine is ENTIRELY NEW. In it an explosion does not take place in 
the ordinary meaning of the term. A small part only of the charge is combustible, which on ignition serves to 

expand the remainder, thus avoiding shock and effecting vast economy. The Engine is also alone in the peculiarity of 
igniting its charge at the beginning of the stroke, leaving the whole of the stroke for effective expansion of the gases, 
instead of merely a fraction as in obsolete constructions. 

This Engine has a SMALLER NUMBER OF MOVING PARTS than any other Gas Engine, or, indeed, than 
many steam engines. It is almost as silent as a steam engine, works with the same smoothness and regularity of speed, 
and has the immense additional advantages of always being ready to start at full power at once on the gas being lit, and, 
by dispensing with the boiler, of avoiding the danger of explosion, increased rates for insurance, expensive attendance, 
and all the annoyance which the use of a boiler entails. 

EXTRACTS FROM THE SCIENTIFIC PAPERS, JULY, 1877. 

“ We must mention in this section one of the most interesting 
exhibits in the Show, namely, the ‘ Otto ’ Silent Gas Engine, 
constructed by Messrs. CrosslEy BROTHERS, of Manchester.”— 
Engineering, July 13th. 

“ Probably the most interesting exhibit in the yard to engineers in 

general is the new ‘Otto’ Gas Engine, shown by Messrs. Crossley.” 

—Engineer, July 13th. 

A Price List, with description of Engine and a large number of Testimonials, together with a List of Purchasers of ah 

Engines made, may be had on application to 

CROSSLEY BROTHERS, 
WORKS: GREAT MARLBOROUGH STREET, MANCHESTER. 

LONDON WAREHOUSE: 116, QUEEN VICTORIA ST., E.C. 
SOLE ENGLISH AND COLONIAL MAKERS. 

( 39 ) 
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PRINTING INKS. 

PRIZE MEDAL AWARDED. 

JOHN KIDD & CO. 
SUCCESSORS TO BENJAMIN SMITH &* SON, ORIGINAL AND JUSTLY CELEBRATED 

Newspaper Ink, 
Unsurpassed for richness.of colour and freedom in working, is perfectly pure, and free from grit. Covers more space than any 

other manufactured, and specially adapted for the “Hoe,” “Walter,” “Victory,” and other Fast Machines. 

Standard Bookwork Ink, 
The permanent brilliant Jet Black is unchanged by time or the action of any climate, and well worth the attention of the Trade 

and Shippers to foreign countries. 

Coloured Inks 
Of every Shade and Description, manufactured on the shortest notice by steam power, and Shippers supplied on the very best 

terms. 

Lithographic Inks & Varnishes 
IN EVERY VARIETY. 

GOVERNMENT AND RAILWAY CONTRACTORS. 

FOREIGN DEPOTS: 

PARIS, SYDNEY, MELBOURNE, CALCUTTA, BOMBAY, MADRAS, 

NAPLES, Z,c. &c. 

rating full Hlairafaitora. 

All Letters, Orders, and Remittances to be addressed to 

7, WINE-OFFICE COURT, FLEET STREET, LONDON, E.C. 

FACTORY AND CHEMICAL WORKS, OLD FORD, BOW. 
( 40 ) 
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THE ONLY PRIZE MEDAL AWARDED for Litho Machines in British 
Section at PARIS EXHIBITION. 

IMPORTANT NOTICE.—W. G. wishes to call attention to his Double-Demy Litho Machine, with Marcus Ward & Co.’s patent 
motion attached, and other improvements. First, the advantage of having the Inking Rollers of different sizes, which he need not enumerate 
to those who work in fine tints ; Secondly, to the Inking Brackets, which swing on a pivot, and can be set at any angle, or at two separate 
angles, consequently giving a better distributing than has ever yet been got at, either in this or any other make of Litho Machines ; and 
the advantage of the Brackets being self-adjusting, as they are fixed at any angle, is that there is not the slightest jingle of rollers in the slot- 
hole of the bracket, or any noise whatever when the rollers drop off the stone—in fact, the Machine is as near noiseless as it 
is possible to get a Machine.________ 

TESTIMONIALS. 
Royal Ulster Works, Belfast, January 24tk, 1876. 1 

Mr. Greaves has supplied us with five of his Lithographic Machines ; they have 
given us entire satisfaction, and we have ordered another Double Demy I 
Machine from him, and intend to have three more. He has fitted a number of 
our Machines with our Patent Driving Motion to our complete satisfaction, 
and by these Machines our best Colour-work is now executed 

(Have been supplied with 8 Machines.—W. G.) MARCUS WARD & CO. 

Caxton Buildings, South John Street, Liverpool, 

Mr. William Greaves. June 24th> 1873. 

Dear Sir,—We have now tested the large Lithographic Machine (Quadruple Demy) 
sufficiently to be able to judge of its capabilities. We have great pleasure in 
being able to tell you that we consider it an excellent Machine, 
capable of doing first-class work and keeping good register. 
So satisfied are we with it, as well as with the Double Demy you previously made 
for us, that we should not think of having any other make, should 
we require any new Machine besides the one you are at present making for us (viz., 
Demy).—We are, dear Sir, yours faithfully, GEORGE PHILIP & SON. 

(Have been supplied with 5 Machines.—W. G.) 

Messrs. Allbut & Daniel, Colour Printers, 

Mr. Wm. Greaves. Hanley, Staffordshire, March 24th, 1874. 

Dear Sir,—We have much pleasure in stating that the Royal Lithographic 
Machine you have lately supplied gives us great satisfaction. It is both well and 
solidly made, and is being used almost entirely for Colour-work; the register is 

perfect. In a ew days we will send a specimen of work now being done.—We are, 
dear Sir, yours truly, ALLBUT & DANIEL. 

(Have been supplied with 4 Machines.—W. G.) 

109A, Cannon Street, London, E.C., September 22nd, 1874. 

Dear Sir,—In reply to your inquiries respecting the Litho Machine you have 
supplied to us, we can say that it continues to give every satisfaction. Its general 
working is all that could be desired, and for Colour-work the register is perfect. We 
consider it a most admirably-fitted Machine, which does its work thoroughly well 
—Yours truly, UNWIN BROS. 

Mr. Wm. Greaves, Vincent Works, Leeds. 

The Phoenix Works, Doctors’ Commons, London, E.C. 

To Mr. Wm. Greaves, Leeds. May 7th, 1878. 

Dear Sir,—The Machine supplied to us by you last December is in every way 
satisfactory. The registering is more perfect than that of any other machines of 
which we have had experience. We are using it chiefly for the production of 
“ The Whitehall Portraits99 $ and for that and other fine work we find 
it answer admirably.—We are, dear Sir, yours truly, JUDD & CO. 

18, Clyde Street, Edinburgh, 

Mr. W. Greaves. 21st January, 1876. 

Dear Sir,—We cannot testify too highly of the Lithographic Machine you 
supplied us. We have now tried it with all kinds of registering work, and find it 
excellent in all.—We are, yours respectfully, SCOTT & FERGUSSON. 

Write for Price-list, Terms, &c., to 

VINCENT MACHINE-WORKS, GELDERD ROAD, LEEDS. 
1 ( 4i ) 
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Post 8vo., Cloth, Price 5s., Post-free, 5s. 4d. 

The Grammar of Lithography. 
A PRACTICAL GUIDE for the ARTIST and PRINTER in 

Commercial and Artistic Lithography, and Chromo - Lithography, Zincography, Photo - Lithography, 
And Lithographic Machine Printing. 

33 Y W_ 3D. RIOHMOND. 

The Proof-Sheets of this Work have been Revised by some of the most eminent men connected with the Art of Litho¬ 

graphy, amongst whotn may be mentioned Mr. Louis Haghe, Mr. Michael Hanhakt, Mr. William Simpson, Mr. 

Harry Sandars, Captain Abney, R.E., Mr. Lewis, Mr. Beatty, &*c. &pc. &Jc., the result being a Work tnore complete 

and reliable than any heretofore published. 

SOME OPINIONS ON " THE GRAMMAR OF LITHOGRAPHY.” 
“I return you the proof-sheets of the ‘ Grammar of Lithography.’ 

All the various ways for making chalks, inks, and varnishes detailed 
in the Appendix appear to me very good and complete, and could 
not be more clearly explained. ”—From Mr. Louis Haghe, the cele¬ 
brated Lithographer and Artist. 

“I return you the [final] proof. You seem to me to have exhausted 
the subject. I have nothing to add nor to correct. I have only to 
compliment you on your Grammar, which will be a useful guide to 
future lithographers.”—From Mr. Michael Hanhart, of Charlotte- 
street, Fitzroy-square. 

“By this post I return the last proofs of ‘Grammar of Litho¬ 
graphy.’ When republished in book form it should have a good sale. 
From thirty years’ practical experience I make bold to pronounce 
the ‘ Grammar of Lithography ’ the clearest and most comprehensive 
work on the subject, whereby a novice may soon learn the art. And 
that must become to the printer—master or man—an indispensable 
vade mecum.”—From Mr. Harry Sandars, of Oxford. 

“ Up to the present time there has been no hand-book of the art 
of lithography worthy in any way of the attention of the practical man, 
except the English translation of the original treatise of Senefelder 
himself. The reproach has now been wiped away, and the trade, as 
well as amateurs, will ever be indebted to the enterprise and judgment 
which have produced this book. It was compiled under circumstances 
unusually favourable to accuracy and completeness. The writer, Mr. 
W. D. Richmond, formerly a country lithographer, with experience of 
every class of work, had studied the correlated sciences, such as 
chemistry, with a view to understand and expound the principles upon 
which lithography depends. His manuscript was set up in type, and 
proofs forwarded to a number of experts in different departments—men 
of great technical ability, like Mr. Hanhart, and of artistic skill, like 
Mr. Louis Haghe. The corrections and additions thus gained were 

CO NT 
DRAWING, TRANSFERRING, AND PRINTING. 

Chapter I.—Introductory. — Chemical principles on which Lithography 
is based—Principal branches of the art—Materials employed by the 
artist — Stones, their varieties, characteristics, defects, and prices 
—Inks—Chalks—Transfer-paper, writing, and drawing—Water— 
Tracing-paper. page i 

CHAPTER II.—Mechanical and Chemical Principles of some of the Litho¬ 
graphic Materials used in Printing.—Varnish—Printing-ink, black 
and coloured—Gum-water—Plate transfer-paper—Plate transfer-ink— 
Retransfer-paper—Retransfer ink—Type retransfer ink—Nitric acid— 
Sponge— Damping-cloth — Sand — Pumice-stone — Snake-stone— 
Turps. 8 

CHAPTER III.—Instruments, Tools, and Appliances used in Drawing and 
Writing.— Brushes — Pens — Mezzotint-scrapers— Crayon-holders— 
Hand-board—Turn-table . 15 

CHAPTER IV.—Instruments, Tools, and Apparatus used in Printing.— 
The Press, varieties of construction—the Framing—the Cross-head— 
the Pressure - screw—the Press-key—the Scraper-box—the Bed or 
Carriage—the Tympan-frame—the Cylinder—the Handle—the 
Brasses—the Eccentrics or Cams—the Lever—Tympans, how to stretch 
them—Scrapers—Elastic beddings—the Roller, how prepared for use— 
Roller handles—the Glazed Roller . 20 

Chapter V.—Accessories to the Lithographic Printing-press.—Acid 
Stumps—Mortar and pestle—Palette-knife—Ink-slab—Backing-sheet 
—Marking-leads—Squeegee—Appliances for stone-grinding and polish¬ 
ing— the Trough—Levigator—Sieves—Straight-edge — Callipers — 
Stone-horse—Mallet and Chisel—Rasp, file, and crowbar . 30 

( 42 ) 

considered and incorporated together by the editor of the Printing 
Times and Lithographer. If the book be tested in any particular, the 
great advantage of this process will be apparent. The Grammar is 
thorough in every detail ; and, in fact, may be recommended as a 
model of a hand-book of the kind. We ought to mention, also, that 
there are not a few original methods brought before the trade now for 
the first time, besides many improvements on previously known ones. 
In fact, all that can be imparted relative to the lithographic arts by 
verbal instruction is here lucidly and succinctly presented. At the end 
are the titles, &c., of previously published books and tracts on the 
subject, the list being the most complete that has yet been drawn up.” 

—Printers' Register. 

“A practical guide to the artist and printer in commercial and 
artistic lithography and its kindred branches, of which a full and 
explicit account is presented. In its manner, an endeavour is made 
to adopt a style simple enough for the learner and the self-educator, 
while the matter is intended to be comprehensive enough as a vade 
mecum for those already possessing a knowledge of the general 
principles and ordinary practice of the art. The plan pursued is to 
give a description of the materials, tools, implements, and machinery, 
and then to state their application. As showing the very comprehen¬ 
sive nature of this useful little treatise, it deals with the stones, inks, 
transfer papers, drawing presses, and all the adjuncts used in litho¬ 
graphy, and contains numerous directions and hints drawn from actual 
practice in this beautiful and useful art. The author gives the results 
of his own experience of twenty-three years, and he has succeeded in 
explaining, in clear and simple language, the various processes involved 
and the chemical and mechanical bases of the art. The work is a 
most acceptable addition to the technical books now issuing from the 
press ; and we are pleased to recognise in it another invaluable help 
to our skilled artisans in rendering them yet more proficient and 
intelligent in their calling.”—Capital and Labour. 

b NTS. 
Chapter VI.—Grinding and Polishing Stones.—Marking the depth to 

be ground—Instances in which grinding may be dispensed with-- 
Grinding without a levigator—the Gradation of the sand—Polishing—- 
Testing by the magnifying-glass—Rounding the edges of the stone— 
Stone-grinding machines .Page 3^ 

Chapter VII.—Lithography on Paper or Transfer Lithography.—Pre¬ 
paration of the ink—Mode of making in large quantities—Law 
writing — Architectural bills of quantities—Directions for writing 
law, text, old English, copper-plate, and ornamental styles—Drawing 
with instruments and the brush — Tracing transfer-paper — Chalk 
transfer-paper—Facsimiles—Autography. 4° 

Chapter VIII.—Ink Writing and Drawing on Stone.— The preliminary 
tracing—Circular writing—Relative advantages of working on stone and 
paper—Ornamental lettering—White letters on black ground—Stop¬ 
ping-out for transferred machine ruling — the Sprinkled method— 
Stippling—Distinction between and relative advantages of the tw'o 
methods—Corrections on polished stones during the vvork, and after 
rolling up — Theory of drawing on stone — Precautions to be ob¬ 
served . 48 

Chapter IX.— Chalk Drawing on Stone.— Theory of the process 
Peculiarities of the grain of the stone—How to grain a stone—Defects 
and remedies—Tracing the outline to stone—Pointing the chalks— 
Copal chalks—Occasions when ink may be used—Drawing—Cautions 
—Tinting—Importance of this department of Lithography. 60 

CHAPTER X.—Etching Chalk Drawings on Stone.--Chemical principles 
of the operation—Action of acids Four methods of etching—Re¬ 
touching and correcting after printing . 69 
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THE GRAMMAR OF LITHOGRAPHY,—{Contents continued'). 

Chapter XI. — Taking Impressions for Transferring.—Copper-plate 
transfers—Warming the plate—the Jigger—Blanketing—the Damp- 
book—Method of taking the impression from plates—Failures and 
their causes—Retransfers from stone— Transfers from type and wood- 
cuts—Condition of the stone in transferring . page 75 

Chapter XII.—Transferring.— Three methods of transferring—Trans¬ 
ferring to dry stone—Transferring to a wet stone—Transferring by 
damping the transfer and wetting the stone . 82 

Chapter XIII.—Proving and Printing.—Rolling up—Cleaning—Etching 
—Taking the first impressions—Marking the stone for laying down 
transfers—Mode of printing . 89 

Chapter XIV.—Printing [continued).—Preparing ink for use—General 
instructions for printing — Manipulation of roller as affecting result 
—Temperature — Paper — Damping — Preparing India paper for 
printing . 98 

Chapter XV.—Printing (continued).—Defects and remedies—Advice— 
Slurring—Setting-off—Proving chalk-drawings—Unequal etching— 
Soft backing .107 

Chapter XVI.—Miscellaneous Processes.—Tracing from photographs, 
pictures, &c.— Keystones for colour-work — Autographic transfers 
— Reversing transfers—Transposition of black and white—Other 
methods .119 

Chapter XVII.—Miscellaneous Processes [continued).— Making up labels 
—Bronzing—Gilding—Dusting- Dabbing style— Remarks.125 

Chapter XVIII.—Engraving on Stone.—Tools—Preparation of the 
stone, red and black —Tracing—Engraving—Corrections and filling in 
—Dabbers—the Printing . 131 

Chapter XIX.—Zincography.—Its principles—Scraping, polishing, and 
graining the plates—Re-preparation of old plates—Etching recipes— 
Transfers—Printing .139 

Chapter XX.—Chromo-lithography.— General conditions—The keystone, 
how prepared—Set-off or feint—Different modes of preparing—Order 
of the colours—Bronzes—Dusted colours.144 

Chapter XXI. — Chromo-lithography [continued').—Registering by lay— 
By needles—By fixed points—By new method —Registering machines 
—Influence of paper—Dry paper—Damp paper—Drying-room—Sur¬ 
face of stone—Dusting to prevent set-off—Application of principles 148 

Chapter XXII.— Chromo-lithography [continued).— Tints: Different 
methods of making tints—Tints in which white chalk is imitated— 
Tints of several gradations of one colour—Washing out tints—Etching 
tints—Various kinds of other tints .page 159 

Chapter XXIII.—Chromo lithography [continued').—Printing: Pigments 
employed for coloured inks—Treatment of colours—Dryers—Ink for 
tints — Oleographs — Roughing — Decalcomanie — Multiplication of 
colour subjects.174 

Chapter XXIV. — Photo-lithography.— General principles—Lenses— 
Cameras—Negatives—Sensitive paper—Inking and development— 
Transferring—Modified processes—Gradations—Direct processes— 
Albertype—Heliotype .187 

APPENDIX.—Recipes.—Soap—Writing and drawing ink—Type, stone, 
and plate retransfer ink—Crayons—Varnishes for printing—Transfer 
papers for artists and printers—Enamel papers—Varnishing — 
Gelatining—Preserving drawings after printing—Transferring from 
music plates—Preventing set-off—Ante-damping fluids—Anastatic 
process—Backing stones—Enlarging and reducing processes, &c. 197 

LITHOGRAPHIC MACHINE-PRINTING. 

Chapter I.—Introductory. — The demand for machine-minders — the 
selection of a machine- -the essentials of a well-constructed machine 
—How to judge of the value of a second-hand machine—How to 
keep machinery in the best working condition—the inking rollers - 
the damping rollers—the cylinder and its covering.page 221 

Chapter II.—Preparation of the stone—Preparation of the work— 
Etching for machine printing— Inking—Distribution—Refreshening 
the roller’s surface—Quality of ink—How to reduce the tenacity of 
ink—Setting the stone in the machine--Starting the machine : Inking 
—Damping .229 

Chapter III.—Importance of a proper choice of paper— Hand-made 
and hard-sized paper very objectionable—Necessity for absorbency in 
the paper—Conditions of printing on smooth writing-paper—General 
principles involved in printing dry paper—Rolled paper—Remedies 
for altered dimension in paper—the drying-room—Registering- 
Setting a stone for register— Colour-printing— Grinding colours— 
Permanency of colour—the ink-duct—Defects in ink-ducts.236 

WYMAN & SONS, 81, GREAT QUEEN STREET, LINCOLN’S-INN FIELDS, LONDON, W.U 

Crown 4to., Stiff Boards, price 2s. 6d. ; Post-free, Three Shillings. • 

THE PRINTING TRADES’ 

Diary and Desk Book for 1879. 
THE Printing Trades’ Diary and Desk-Book for 1879 has been compiled with a view to meet the everyday 

requirements of Principals, Overseers, and Managers connected with the Letterpress Printing, Lithographic, 

Stationery, Bookbinding, and Auxiliary Trades. In addition to a large amount of General, Commercial and 
Legal Information, it contains :—- 

A Diary, Three Days on a page, interleaved with 
Blotting-Paper. 

Apprentices.—Form of Indenture of Apprenticeship. 

The Printers’ Chapel—Chapel Rules of a London 
Printing Office. 

Important Decisions of the late Master Printers’ 
Association. 

Brief Sketch of the Origin of the London Com¬ 
positors’ Scale. 

The London Compositors’ Scales of Prices for News 
and Bookwork, Revised and Annotated. 

Abstracts of the Scottish and Provincial Scales of 
Prices for News and Bookwork. 

Scale of Wages in Leading Provincial Towns. 

Tables for the Printers’ Warehouse, relating to the 
Sizes and Giving-out of Paper, Cardboard, &c. 

List of the Qualities and Descriptions of Papers. 

Original Lithographic Recipes. 

Technical Terms used in Bookbinding. 

An Epitome of the Law of Libel and Copyright, as 
affecting Printers and Newspaper Proprietors. 

Various Useful Forms, Recipes, Memoranda, &c. &c. 
AVW^VWWWWWWWWVWWW 

OFFICE: 81, GREAT QUEEN STREET, LONDON, W.C. 
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Paper Factories at Arches, Archettes, and Pont de Seychal, France. 

VELLUM & RIBBED IIAND-MADF. PAPERS, 
FOR 

EDITIONS DE LUXE, ETCHINGS, NOTE-HEADINGS, CIRCULARS, DRAWINGS, &C. 

SECURITY WATER - MARK PAPER, 
FOR 

Gouernment Stamps, Bank Notes, Stocks, Money Bonds, Tickets, Diplomas, &c. 
Gold Medal at the Paris Universal Exhibition of 1878. 

SOLE DEPOT;— 

IMI OREL 7 BERCIOUX MASURE, 
30, RUE MAZARINE, PARIS. 

NOTICE TO THE PRINTING TRADE. 

NINTH YEAR OF PUBLICATION. Now Ready, neatly bound in Cloth, lettered, with numerous Illustrations, price 8r. 6d., 

VOLUME IV. OF THE NEW SERIES OF 

JPriitHng 51)inif£ anil EiHjograpIjFF, 
An Illustrated, Technical, and Fine-Art Journal of 

Typography, Lithography, Paper-making, and the Auxiliary Trades. 

Subscribers can obtain of the Publishers NEAT CLOTH CASES for binding Vols. I., II., III., & IV., price Is. 6d. each. 

Office: 81, GREAT QUEEN STREET, LONDON, W.C. 
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PRINTING INKS. 
„__T777_ ;u :::ers, 

PRINTING INK AND LITHOGRAPHIC VARNISH MANUFACTURERS, 

38, FARRINGDON STREET, LONDON, E.C. 
WORKS: STRATFORD AND CAMBERWELL. 

The ASHLEY PAPER-FEEDER WORKS (Waldo’s Patent), 
Licensed under ASHLEY’S Patent of 1873. 

116, ALDERSGATE STREET, LONDON, E.C. (Entrance at the Head of Blaekhorse Yard). 

THE AUTOMATIC PAPER - FEEDERS 
(Or Layers-on), 

Manufactured at these Works under the personal 
supervision of the Patentee, are confidently 
recommended to the Trade as perfect in their 
action, of the best material and workmanship, 
combining with the patent of ASHLEY the 
improvements secured by the patent of 
WALDO. They are the only machines by 
which Perfect Register can be automatically 
obtained. They dispense with “POINTS” 
entirely. 

Members of the Trade, or their represen¬ 
tatives, can see one in full work at the above 
address any morning between the hours of Ten 

and One. ASHLEY’S PATENT PAPER-FEEDER OF 1873. 
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The DIAMOND 

Self- Clamp Paper Gutter. 
(Patented 1876, in Great Britain and the United States.) 

The above Cut is of the extra heavy Machine for Paper Makers and heavy work. 

First Premium, Philadelphia, 1876. 

HAZEL, WATSON, & VINET, 
6, KIRBY ST., HATTON GARDEN, 

Are the Sole Licensees for the above Machine in Great 
Britain, and, from their own experience, strongly recom¬ 
mend the attention of PRINTERS, BOOK 
BINDERS, and STATIONERS to the great 
saving effected by this Machine. It is made in London 

by eminent Engineers. 

Prices and Particulars on application as above, 

k 

THE DIAMOND 
has an Indicator which 
shows instantly where the 
knife will come on the 

work, and saves much time. 

THE DIAMOND 
has a fly wheel always run¬ 
ning, and the starting is 

therefore instantaneous, and 
the stopping automatic. 

THE DIAMOND 
can be seen at any time in 
full work on our premises, 

6, KIRBY STREET, 
HATTON GARDEN, E.C. 

THE DIAMOND 
turns out at least 50 per 
cent, more work than any 

competitor. 

THE DIAMOND 
is entirely Self-Clamping, 
and thus all “ overhead ” 

work is avoided. 

THE DIAMOND 
will cut “heads,” “tails,” 
and “foredges” at one time 
without altering the gauge. 

THE DIAMOND 
has given complete satis¬ 
faction to every purchaser. 

THE DIAMOND 
is TIE3I IE Machine in 

America. 

( 45 ) 
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T. KNAPP, 
PRINTERS’, STATIONERS', AND 

BOOKSELLERS’ VALUER, 
AND AGENT FOR SALE OF 

BUSINESSES & NEWSPAPER PROPERTIES, 

25, PATERNOSTER SQ., LONDON, E.C., 
AND 

ELDON CHAMBERS, CHERRY STREET, 
BIRMINGHAM, 

Respectfully offers his services in VALUATIONS in 
the above BUSINESSES ; and from his intimate and 
practical knowledge both of the Wholesale and Retail 
Printing, Stationery, and Bookselling Trades, gained 
during an experience of upwards of thirty years, he 
is confident of giving satisfaction to those gentlemen 
who may entrust him with their commands. (Estab¬ 
lished 1870.) Monthly List of Businesses for Sale, gratis 
and post-free. Clients met by appointment either in 
London or Birmingham free of charge. 

HENRY MAYO, 
Sljoli) (fair # IMrel §itrnislj 

MANUFACTURER, 

Constitution Hill, Birmingham. 

WOOD ENGRAVING. 
Wood Engraving in the very best style, 

Cheaper than any other house in the Trade, 

W. H. TILBY, 

49, Essex Street, Strand, 
LONDON, W.C. 

JOHN LILLY, 
Printers’ Broker, Engineer, 

AND 

TRADE VALUER, 

HIND COURTy FLEET ST,, 
LONDON, E.C. 

ESTIMATES GIVEN FOR THE 

Fitting-up of Offices Complete, 
Large or Small. 

A Large Assortment of SECOND-HAND 
PRINTING MACHINES, CUTTING 
MACHINES, &c., always in Stock. 

L. CORNELISSEN X TALLE, 
22, Great Queen-Street, W.C., 

Manufacturers and Importers of 

COLOURS, PRINTING INK, AND VARNISHES FOR 
paris. LITHOGRAPHY. Vienna. 

FIRST-CLASS COLOURS FOR CHROMO. 

JTiiljagrapIpc Patraals. 

Transfer Paper of all Kinds, for Chalk Drawings, Diaphanic Colour Work, &c. 

List of Prices on Application. 

1867. 1873. 

LONDON, Established Thirty Years. 

W. HAWKINS, 
11, RED LION STREET, 

CLERKENWELL GREEN, E.C. 

SPECIALITIES: 

HYDRAULIC 
PRESSES, 

For Hand or Steam 

Power. 

HYDRAULIC 

PRESSURE 

GAUGES. 

HYDRAULIC PRESS LEATHERS 
And ENGINEERING WORK IN GENERAL. 

NOW READY\ neatly hound in Cloth, lettered, red edges, price 6(1., 

The Compositor’s Guide & Pocket Book, 
By JOSEPH GOULD 

(late Member of the London Society of Compositors). 

T ' J FARRINGTON & CO., 31, Fetter-lane, Fleet-street. 
.London 1 | R MARLBOROUGH & CO., 51, Old Bailey, E.C. 

THE “Compositor’s Guide” gives the routine of work as practised in London 
book-houses and country news-offices ; remarks on distribution,. news_ and 

book-work composition and correcting ; instructions in making margin, imposition, 
casting-up book and news-work, how to make out bills, news and jobbing display, 
and other matters both useful and interesting to Compositors. 

Also, a variety of useful tables ; the hours worked, the piece-work prices, and the 
established wages in the principal towns in England, Ireland, and Scotland; abstract 
of the London scale of prices; the names of sizes of books, measures for ordinary 
job-work, proof-readers’ marks, technical terms, and a 

COMPLETE SET OF DIAGRAMS OF IMPOSITIONS. 

Will be sent post-free for 7 stamps by J. GOULD, 24, South-street, Middlesbro\ 
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THE BIRMINGHAM MACHINISTS 
COMPANY, 

PRINTERS’ ENGINEERS, 
25, BARR STREET, HOCKLEY, BIRMINGHAM, 

ARE NOW MAKING 

SPECIALITIES FOR JOB PRINTERS 
AND STATIONERS. 

High-Class Workmanship. Low Prices. 

Send for Testimonials and Price Lists. 

THE CELEBRATED 

SIMPLISSIMUS SELF-INKING PRESS. 

No. 1. Platen, 7x5, ^4 ° 

No. 2. „ 11x7, 7 10 

No. 3. „ 12x8, 8 10 

o For Stationers’Card Work. 

Q) For Practical every-day 
> work. One boy produ- 

O ) cing 800 per hour. 

Stands for Nos. 2 and 3, £2. Prices at the Works. 

OPINIONS OF THE PRESS. 

Printing Times and Lithographer, Aug., 1877.—“The mechanism is good; the 
price very low." 

Press News, Nov., 1877.-“ It is very simple and well suited for small jobs up to 
foolscap folio.” 

Paper and Printing Trades' Journal, March, 1878.—“The action is powerful and 
reliable ; it turns out small jobs well and quickly." 

Bazaar and Mart.—“ Among the best Simplissimus.” 

SEND FOR SPECIMENS. 

Stereotype Foundries, 10s. 6d. to £10. Apparatus for Rubber Stamp 
Making, £5. 

TREADLE CIRCULAR SAWS FOR PRINTERS. 

SEND FORffOUR ILLUSTRATED LIST. 
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FURNIVAL & CO/8 LIST 
OF 

Second-hand Machinery. 

One DOUBLE DEMY LITHO, by 
Mann. Nearly new. Just replaced by 
the “ Express.” 

One 56-inch SCHOFIELD’S PATENT 
GUILLOTINE. 

One 26-inch GUILLOTINE, by Cromp¬ 
ton. 

One 27-inch GUILLOTINE, by Lilly. 

One 25-inch GUILLOTINE, by Wilson. 

One DEMY LITHO, by Hughes & 
Kimber. 

One Two H.-P. GAS ENGINE, by 
Crossley, Bros. 

One ALBION BLOCKING PRESS, 
by Cope. 

Several LITHO’ PRESSES. 

7, Charterhouse St.,Holhorn Circus, 

LONDON; and 

58, Ogden Street, Ardwick, 

MANCHESTER. 

Please Notice Change of Address, the Premises haring been re-named. 

§ JVjam^ktors ff gating fef 
f 50 8-52, FANt ST^>LDERSMJ|m 
THE ORIGINAL MAKERS OF TEAK CASES. 

Advertisers’ Blocks & Posters in One or more Colours. 
Estimates Free. Catalogues of every description Illustrated. 

G. S. LITTLEJOHN, 
LITHOGRAPHIC & CHROMO-STIPPLE ARTIST, 

Designer, Illuminator, and General Draughtsman, 

10, LAURENCE POUNTNEY LANE, CANNON STREET, 

LONDON, E.C. 

•WYMAN’S 

Dictionary of Stationery, 
AND 

Compendium of Dscful Information for the 
Office, Counting-house, and Library, 

Profusely Illustrated. 

Will be forwarded on application free by 
post for twelve stamps. 

81, GREAT QUEEN STREET, W.C. 

LITHO TRADE WRITING 
ESTABLISHMENT, 

54, LONDON WALL, E.C. 

Having made the necessary pecuniary 

arrangements with Mr. Whalley, I shall 

in future carry on this business under the 

style of 

ELLIOTT & CO., 
and you will find in entrusting your favours 
to me that every means is taken advantage 
of for ensuring speedy and punctual exe¬ 
cution of Script Writing, Plans (on stone 
or paper). Chalk and Chromo Work. To 
effect this, I have collected a staff of the 
best known workmen in London, as well as 
securing the aid of others in the Trade in 

case of unusual emergency. 

I remain, yours faithfully, 

J. GARRATT ELLIOTT. 

Countersigned^', James Wh alley. 

J. S. COOK & SON, 
Successors to the late Mr. Thomas Cook, of 24, Brook St., Holborn. 

Established 1789, 

BRASS RULE CUTTERS, 
^Printers’ .Smiths, 

Makers of Galleys, Composing Sticks, and Printing Materials in 
general, of the highest quality, for Town, Country, and Export. 

Inuentors and Manufacturers of Brass Space Lines. 

BRASS-FACED RULES, 
INVARIABLE COMPOSING STICKS, &c. 

112, FORE STREET, LONDON, E.C. 

ZORN, BAHNSON, & CO., 
MANUFACTURERS AND IMPORTERS OF 

LITHOGRAPHIC MATERIALS, 
LITHOGRAPHIC STONES, yellow or grey, of the finest quality. 
COLOURED AND BLACK INKS. \ Specially manufactured for Litho- 

FINE DRY COLOURS, j graphic Printing. 

DUSTING COLOURS, in all Shades 

BRONZE POWDERS, SNAKE STONE, &C. 

9 & 11, GARRICK STREET, COVENT GARDEN, LONDON, W.C. 

And at 116, INGRAM STREET, GLASGOW. 

WILFRID WORKS, CHALK FARM ROAD. 
CAMDEN TOWN, N.W. 

REMOVED FROM WORMWOOD STREET AND BARTHOLOMEW CLOSE. 

ESTABLISHED 1810 

Pautographic, Medallick, Spiral, Radiated, Graduated, Engine - Fuming, 
Ornamental, Anti-forgery, Ge?ieral Engraving for Copper-plate, 

Litho, or Letterpress Prbiting. 

Bank Notes, Cheques, Bills of Exchange, Share Certificates, Vignettes, 
Scrolls, Backgrounds, Skies, Clouds, Graining and Stipple 

Tint Plates, Section and Scale Lines, Prize 
Medals, &c. &c. 

ESTABLISHED 1832. 

CHAR L E S F. M O O R E, 
Late SCOTT, WATSON, & CO., 

BRASS RULE CUTTER, 
MANUFACTURER OF 

CIRCLES, OVALS, SHAPES, ZINC & BRASS GALLEYS,&c. 

25, TY8QE STREET, CLERKENWELL, LONDON, W.C. 

PAPER BAGS!! PAPER BAGS!! 

SHUTTLEWORTH 8c BUNN, 
GENERAL PRINTERS, 

AND 

Paper Bag Manufacturers to the Trade, 
200, 202, & 204, WATERLOO ROAD, LONDON, 3.E. 

SAMPLES AND TRADE PRICE LIST POST FREE. 

The Best Weekly Newspaper for Mexhoro’, Swinton, 

Kilnhurst, Wath, aud Conisboro’. 

Hje fUtdrom’ anti Stoinfun (Rims, 
And CONISBORO’, WATH, and KILNHURST GAZETTE. 

PUBLISPIED EVERY FRIDAY MORNING, PRICE Id. 

THE TIMES is an energetically conducted newspaper, taking high 
rank amongst the newspapers of the district, the news of which is 
collected by an efficient staff of reporters at considerable expense. 

The News of the Week also is summarised in an attractive form, 
and its columns contain each week one or more Serial Tales of great 
interest. Neither time nor expense is spared to render the Times 
a first-class family newspaper, and the fact that its circulation has more 
than trebled in the short space of six months is a sufficient evidence 
that the efforts of the proprietor have been appreciated. The circulation, 
especially in the above-mentioned districts, is steadily increasing, and, 
therefore, as an Advertising Medium it is unsurpassed. 

PUBLISHING OFFICE: HIGH STREET, MEXBORO’. 

Proprietor, W. TURNER. 

2 ( 47 ) 
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HENRY MAYO, 
SHOW CARD AND MAP MOUNTER, 

VARNISHER of all kinds of Colour-Printing to the Trade, 
BOTTLE LABELS, ALMANACKS, 

Box Tops, Tickets, Show Tablets, &c., 

54*, CONSTITUTION HILL, BIRMINGHAM. 
Itiventor a?id only Maker of the New Varnish Cloth 

Show Ca?'d without Glass. 

Wood Mounts for Maps, Show Cards, Almanacks, &c. 

Show Papers converted into Transparencies for Window Advertising. 

T. C. THOMPSON, 
Printers’ Machinist. 

Maker of Improved Paging and Perforating Machines, 

Machinery, and Material for Printers and Book¬ 

binders, always in stock. 

Lists on application. 

15, GART8IDE STREET, MANCHESTER. 

Westleys & Co., 

llmtfarimiitg |5oriibinkrs, 

10, FRIAR STREET\ 

^Doctors’ ifommons, 

LONDON, E.C. 

BAYES & CO., 
Printers’ Brokers, 

AND DEALERS IN EVERY DESCRIPTION OF 

MACHINES AND MATERIALS 

For PRINTERS, LITROGRAPRERS, and BOOKBINDERS. 
A large assortment of Second-hand Machines, Presses 

and Material always in stock. 

Send for Monthly Price Lists. 

48, WOOD STREET, LIVERPOOL. 

STEREO. (m™7) COLUMNS 
Ohe quarter the weight of others. Cheaper and 

Better Matter specially prepared. Cannot be 
distinguished from the type. Comprise— 

News, Serial Tales, Selections, and Wit 
and Humour. 

Proof and Terms on application to “Excelsior” 
Stereo. Foundry, 4*. Lower Priory, Birmingham. 
London Agent, T. W. MARTIN, 89, Shoe-lane, E.C. 

LIHEO-TYPE & LINEO-TEANSFER 
PROCESSES. 

By these processes, blocks for printing at letterpress, as type, 
are produced from drawings made on metal plates or paper suitably 
prepared, and can be supplied at a few hours’ notice. 

Cost about One-third that of Wood Engraving. 
Equally well adapted to Colour Printing or General Illustration. 

H. E. TOZER is now prepared to execute work in these processes of 
any size to 24 by 24. The drawings may be made by any artist, but, 
in reply to numerous correspondents, H. E. T. begs to state that he 
has made arrangements to have alt classes of drawing produced under 
his own supervision, if preferred. Estimates, &c., from 

IK. IE. TOZIEIR,, 
Marine Artist, 

28, CLARENCE PLACE, GRAVESEND, KENT. 

_ FOR SALE. 
OUBLE-DEMY LITHOGRAPHIC MACHINE to print 

34 by 24, by Bickerton, with two sets of covered rollers, fitted 
with fast and loose pulleys. 

DOUBLE-CROWN LITHOGRAPHIC MACPIINE, to print 
32 by 22, by Hasler & Fairbank, with two sets of covered rollers; 
fitted with fast and loose pulleys. 

BRONZING MACHINE, by Grierson (quite new), fitted with fast 
and loose pulleys, and striker. 

The above three machines can be seen, and all particulars obtained 
at CHARLES GOODALL & SONS, Camden Works, London, N.W. 

BENJAMIN GEORGE, otherwise BENJAMIN GEORGE 
GEORGE, Deceased. 

STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS. 

Pursuant to the Act of Parliament, 22 and 23 Victoria, Chapter 35> 
Section 29. 

OTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, that the Creditors of Benjamin 
George, otherwise Benjamin George George, late of No. 47, 

Hatton Garden, and of No. 14, Montague Place, Russell Square, both 
in the County of Middlesex, Lithographer, deceased (who died on the 
10th day of October, 1878, and whose will was proved by Mary 
George, widow, the relict of the said deceased, in the principal 
Registry of the Probate Division of Her Majesty’s High Court of 
Justice, on the 13th day of December, 1878), and all other persons 
having any claim or demand against the estate of the said Benjamin 
George, otherwise Benjamin George George, are to send the par¬ 
ticulars in writing of their claims or demands to the said Mary George, 
the executrix, at the offices of her Solicitors, Messrs. Watson, Sons, 
& Room, situate at 12, Bouverie Street, in the City of London, on 
or before the 28th.day of April, 1879, on the expiration of which time 
the said executrix will proceed to distribute the assets of the said 
Benjamin George, otherwise Benjamin George George, among the 
parties entitled thereto, having regard to the claims of which the said 
executrix shall then have had notice, and will not be liable for the 
assets so distributed to any person of whose debt or claim the said 
executrix shall not then have had notice. 

WATSON, SONS, & ROOM, 
Dated this 26th day of Of 26, Bouverie Street, in the 

February, 1879. City of London, 
Solicitors for the said Mary George. 

vjsyss'' __ „ 

„ , °-f [le most appvovea _ ' 

IMPERIAL MANUFACTORY, 
CHARLES STREET, HATTON GARDEN, LONDON, E.C. 

N. J. HILL, 
mtufactom anfr g paler in pfrerg brsmjjfton of 

BOOKBINDERS’ MATERIALS. 

Starr’s Improved Backing Machines. 
Rolling, Millboard Cutting, Bevel¬ 

ling, Card Cutting, Guillotine, Im¬ 
perial, and Eccentric Machines. 

Gas Stoves for Finishing. 
Bookbinders’ Saw Benches. 
Hydraulic Presses. 
Pedestal and Hand-paging, Per¬ 

forating, and Ruling Machines. 
Cutting, Gilding, Sewing, and 

Finishing Presses. 
Iron and Wood Standing Presses. 

Brass Type. Fillets and Rolls. 
Plough Knives, Scissors, & Shears. 
Pressing and Backing Boards. 
Straw Boards, Marbled, Coloured 

White and Brown Papers. 
Leather and Bookbinders’ Cloth. 
American Leather Cloth. 
Glue, Varnish, and Glaire. 
Thread, Twine, Headbands, and 

Registers. 
Copying, Embossing, Stamping, and 

Eyeleting Machines. 

PRICE LISTS POST-FREE. 

WORKS:—UNION BUILDINGS, LEATHER LANE, HOLBORN. 
( 48 ) 
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To Her Majesty's Government, tht War Depart¬ 

ment, India Department, Admiralty. 

.wvvwwv 

LIVETT FRANK & SON, 
|hmii Utiraufarfmtrs 

AND 

OIL REFINERS, 

22, BOROUGH, 

LOfOTDOIUr ZBZE&HDO-IEJ. 

MACHINE OIL . 2s. to 4s. per Gallon. 
CLEANSING SPIRIT . Is. 3d. 

Crown 4.to,, Stiff Boards, price zs. 

Post-free, 3.?., 

6d„ 

THE PRINTING TRADES’ 

_ & gesk-^ffflli 

For 1879. 

81, GREAT QUEEN STREET, 
LINCOLN’S-INN FIELDS, W.C. 

For particulars see page 65. 

ESTABLISHED 25 YEARS. 

FOOT BROTHERS, 
Steam Litho & Letterpress Machine 

Printers to the Trade only. 

Designers and Printers of Show Cards, 
Labels, 6y., in Colours. 

MAGBIKING for the TRADE at LOWEST POSSIBLE CHARGES. 

LITHO MACHINES from FCAP. FOLIO to 

DOUBLE ELEPHANT. 

Maps & Plans of Estates promptly executed. 

16, LITTLE TRINITY LANE, 

Queen Victoria Street, E.C.; 

And 13,14, k 15, Bridgewater Gardens, Aldersgate Street, E.G. 

J. C. PAUL, 
WHOLESALE AND EXPORT 

Cggt-Case # printing; HIat cri;t I 
MANUFACTURER, 

GRANVILLE WORKS, 

Granville Place, King s Cross Road, 

LONDON, W.C. 

RICHARD MILLS WOOD, 
®:8pr-J|Dmrt>ar, 

3, St. John’s Parade, Byrom Street, 

MANCHESTER. 

PRIMING MATERIALS of EVERY DESCRIPTION. 

Electrotyping and Ste7-eotyping. 

PRINTERS’ and BOOKBINDERS’ 
MACHINERY. 

TSJEW and SECOND-HAND MA¬ 

CHINERY for Letterpress and 

Litho Printers, Bookbinders, and Sta¬ 

tioners, &c. &c. Send for List to 

W. ZE3T. BIRD, 
12,16, & 18, Albert St., Manchester. 

IR,. BARRETT, 

ENGINEER & MACHINIST, 
j^ummcal |lrmtmganti perforating 

Ifladjinr, 
ENVELOPE MACHINE AND 

(Embossing-|)re£8 UTanufsuTuwr, 

19, COWCROSS STREET, E.C. 

THE 

(( 
BACKUS” WATER MOTOR. 

10,000 SOLD, 

Proves it the BEST and CHEAPEST Motive Power. 

Uses only Half the Quantity of Water required by any other 
Motor to do same Work. 

Cannot get out of Order—takes little Space—will 
last a Life-time—Noiseless — Free from Danger, 
Dirt, Heat or Smell—Fixed at a very Trifling Cost. 
In all Cases state Water-pressure, where Motor 

is to be fixed, and Power required. 

Prices from £3. 3s. to £35, from i to 6 H.-P. Nominal. 

Extracts from a few of the many Testimonials received. 

H. D. Winton, Editor, Bergen Co. Democrat, N.J., writes:—“It works 
daily, with water-pressure about 40 lb. large Campbell country press ; costs ico 
per cent, less in running than steam, always ready, safe, and needs no attention.” 

The Editor Hunterdon Co. Democrat says:—“After a long test it is a 
decided success. With 30 lb. water-pressure we print 900 impressions per hour. 
It is perfectly reliable. We formerly printed with 5 H.-P. steam-engine.” 

Editor, Bangor Daily Commercial, writes: — “With a ^35 ‘Backus 

Motor,’ we drive a large Hoe Stop Cylinder Press, using two little streams of 
water little larger than the stem of an apple, with the steadiness and reliability 
of the great Corless Engine at the Centennial Exhibition.” 

W. L. Merslem & Co., Rahway, N.J., write:—“With a ,£35 ‘Backus 

Motor’ we run 20 feet Shafting, together with medium Gordon and one Hoe 
medium press, at 1,500 impressions per hour, and a medium Gordon and 1 Potter 
(34 x 52) press, at 1,000 impressions, giving us power to run all the presses at 
once. Starts instantly by pulling a cord. No danger, nor man required to 
attend to it.” __ 

SUTCLIFFE BROS., Climax Works, Birkenliead, and 

40, ROYAL EXCHANGE, MANCHESTER. 

Wensley & Wensley, 
Ye Olde Style 

WRITING 

ENGRAVERS, 
180 & 181, Fleet Street, E.C. 

Entrance—Fetter Lane. 

Price Lists on Application. 

WILLMOTT & SONS, 

MACHINE 
RULERS, 

Numerical Printers and Perforators, 

54, 55, & 56, Bartholomew Close, 
Specimens &= Estimates on application. 

ESTABLISHED 1828. 

Wm. g. stoneham, 
jMWnnfotr ta Ik te&e, 

-10 »ii, - 

CHARTERHOUSE BUILDINGS, 
LONDON, E.C. 

NAJORK & PRAETORIUS, LEXPZIG-PLAGWITZ, 
[Late Gustav Najork & Co.), 

SOLE MAKERS OF THE CELEBRATED 

LIPSIAN CHROMO PAPER, 
Which is specially prepared both in the coating and in the Raw-paper for Chromo-Lithographic 

Printing by Steam as well as Hand, and warranted, not to stretch or 
leave the coat on the stone. 

The enamel being prepared according to a secret in the possession of 
this firm alone, is distinguished by its exquisite velvet-like surface, which 
gives a peculiar transparence to the colours and at the same time endows 
them with an extraordinary brilliance, both of which qualities cannot be 
over-estimated in printing. 

1 his Paper is almost exclusively used in the majority of important 
Chromo-Printing Establishments of Great Britain and Ireland, where it 
has the preference over every other make. 

Printed Specimens supplied on application ; also sample sheets of any 
quality for printing trials sent Post-free. 

Any weight or size supplied. Orders will in every case be promptly 
executed. 

All goods to Great Britain and Ireland delivered free warehouse. 

Prices exceedingly moderate, lower than English made Chromo-papers • 
quality at the same time surpassing any other make of the world. 

Specialities in bright and dull enamel for Show-Cards, Calendars, Menus, Ball Programmes, &c., &c. 

AgentCHARLES MAYER, Queen Anne’s Chambers, 62, Holborn Viaduct, E.C. 
( 49 ) 
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Stxrtitt to 

The Scale of Charges for Advertising Situa¬ 

tions is as follows:— 

Three Lines and under.is. 6d. 

Every Additional Line. 6d. 

SITUATIONS VACANT. 

WANTED, Clever FIGURE 
DRAUGHTSMAN. Will give a 

good salary to a first-class artist. Send speci¬ 
mens of work, and state salary required, to 
Armitage & Ibbetson, Chromo - litho¬ 
graphers, Bradford, Yorks. 

WANTED, a Young Man of good 
experience and address to MANAGE 

a PLAIN and FANCY STATIONERY 
DEPARTMENT for a house in Singapore. 
—For further particulars apply by letter to 
John Little & Co., 26, Cannon-street, City. 

Lithographic writer 
WANTED, one accustomed to Tea- 

paper and Bag work preferred. Constant 
employment; also room for an IMPROVER. 
Apply to Thos. and Jas. Brodie, Foresters’ 
Hall Place, Clerkenwell-road, E. C. 

TO PAPER - MAKERS.— 
WANTED, a WORKING FORE¬ 

MAN for a mill making fine printings : must 
be a practical paper-maker, having occupied a 
similar position, and having a thorough 
knowledge of rags. — Address B. Lintz 
Green, near Newcastle-on-Tyne. 

PRINTER (OVERSEER).— 
Night overseer WANTED, for an old- 

established daily paper. Must be thoroughly 
practical, steady, and reliable.—State age, 
experience, salary, &c., to B. R., care of 
Adams & Francis, Advertising Agents, 
Fleet-street, E.C. fab, ov. 

LITHO ARTISTS (well up in show 
cards) will find constant EMPLOY¬ 

MENT by applying, by letter only, to J. N., 
67, Turnmill-street, Clerkenwell. 

Lithographic artists.— 
WANTED, good hands, accustomed 

to stippled colour work.—Apply to James 
Walker & Co., Jones-road, Dublin. 

Lithography.—wanted, a 
TRANSFERER, accustomed to colour 

work: non-society. J. Royle, 2, Albion- 
street. 

Bookbinder. —wanted, 
good GENERAL HAND ; must rule 

and finish well, and be a good stationery 
binder. Good wages.—Apply, with terms, to 
W. Pagen, 1, Market-place, Whitehaven. 

PRINTING and STATIONERY. 
J- —A PARTNER (either a practical man 
or a gentleman who would undertake the 
counting-house) REQUIRED, in an old- 
established and high-class business, returns 
^20,000 per annum, to take the place of an 
outgoing partner.—-Capital about y/4,000.— 
A. M., care of Hughes & Kimber, Red Lion- 
court, Fleet-street, E.C. 

( 50 ) 

SITUATIONS WANTED, 

A MASTER PRINTER can 
RECOMMEND a good general JOB¬ 

BING HAND, who has been in his employ 
for the past seven years. A permanency 
desired.—Address, stating wages, L. Tilley, 
The Library, Ledbury. 

'THE PRESS.—WANTED, the 
1 LITERARY CHARGE of a small 

WEEKLY in a healthy neighbourhood. 
Seventeen years’ experience.—Address, H. L., 
5, Gerald-villas, Clewer, Windsor. 

REPORTER (verbatim), good 
descriptive writer, and paragraphist, is 

OPEN to a RE-ENGA GEM ENT. Daily or 
weekly.—Address, 224 Z, Daily News Ad¬ 
vertisement Inquiry Office, 67, Fleet-st., E.C. 

PRINTERS.—Young man wants 
situation. News or Jobbing. Terms 

moderate. Sea-side preferred. PICA, 10, 
Marlborough-road, Lee, Kent. 

COMPOSITOR.—An experienced 
COMPOSITOR, news, book, and 

press, desires RE-ENGAGEMENT ; recom¬ 
mended by newspaper publisher.—Address, 
L., 3, Victoria-cottages, Albert-rd., Richmond. 

PRINTERS.—Steady young Man 
seeks EMPLOYMENT as COM¬ 

POSITOR in a news office.—Address, T., 
3, Elms-cottages, St. Mary’s-road, Surbiton, 
Surrey. 

PRINTERS.—WANTED, MAN¬ 
AGEMENT of small country jobbing 

office.—Printer, care of Mr. Jack, Lord- 
street, Gainsborough. 

PRINTERS (Master).— RE-EN- 
GAGEMENT REQUIRED by steady 

COMPOSITOR ; non - society. — Address 
Printer, 2, York-street, Borough Market. 

T ITHOGRAPHERS.—YoungMan 
J—/ seeks ENGAGEMENT; machine or 
transfer.—C.B., 2, Knightrider-st., Maidstone. 

PRINTERS.—JOBBING COM¬ 
POSITOR seeks ENGAGEMENT; 

town or country.—Alpha, 10, Grove-hill- 
road, Tunbridge Wells. 

PRINTERS. —WANTED SITU¬ 
ATION, case and machine; country 

preferred.—9, Sidney-cottages, Binn’s-road, 
Turnham Green. 

AUL -IIAFARGUE. 
f _aAEH€MICKL eRCRRVeRt 

I,Mc Lean's BuiIdmgs.Jfew SI Square. E.C.' 
.-A 

Steel & Copper Plates,Line & Chalk Drawincs on Stone 

or Transfer Paper, en craved in Relief for Type Printing. 

|-3-Pouter - G raDurp—’-»s ’ 
Pen & I n k Sketches, Old Engravings. Oriental Mss. Architectural 

Designs, Maps, etc. enlarged, reduced, or reproduced facsimile. 
“ . -SPE C / M E V S A ESTIMATES ON APPL/CAT/Ofj 

MCINTOSH’S 

PLATE TBAPTSFEP; UsTIEC, 
Strong, Clear, Easy to work. 8/6 per lb. 

RE-TRANSFER INK, for Stone and Type, 
Will transfer on Warm or Cold-wet Stone. Well adapted for Colour-work. 8/6 per lb. 

TRANSFER PAPER. One Make for Plate, Stone, and Type. 
This Paper is also well adapted for pulling Dry Transfers for Colour-work, is suffi¬ 

ciently transparent to shine up against good light, and by using cold-wet stone an accurate 
register is secured, and great saving effected. Printed instructions sent”. 

Price 25/- per Half Ream. Demy Sample Quire, post-free, 3/7. 

WRITING AND TRACING TRANSFER PAPER from 6/- per Quire. 

P.O.O. must accompany Orders. 

G. MclNTOSH, 96, Houston Street, Glasgow. 
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Wyman’s Technical Series. 
TO THE 

Crowtt Svo., cloth, price 5s. ; Post-free, si. t,d. 

GRAMMAR of LITHOGRAPHY. 
A Practical Guide, for the Artist and Printer, in 

Commercial and Artistic Lithography, and Chromo¬ 

lithography, Zincography, Photo-lithography, and 

Lithographic Machine Printing. With an Appen¬ 

dix containing Original Recipes for preparing 

Chalks, Inks, Transfer-papers, &c. 

By W. D. RICHMOND. 

Howlett & Son, 
£)tt<$(naf <Bo£b (printoer. 

TRADE. 

The proof-sheets of this work have been revised by 
some of the most eminent men connected with the Art 
of Lithography, the result being a complete and reliable 
work. 

Price (yd., Post-free, 7 d, 

A KEY TO ONE OF THE MAIN 
DIFFICULTIES OF ENGLISH ORTHO¬ 

GRAPHY : Being an Alphabetical Collection of 

nearly 3,000 Words resembling others in Sound, 

but differing in Sense, Spelling, or Accentuation. 

Compiled and arranged by 

HENRY BEADNELL. 

Second Edition, crown ^to., price is. 

WYMAN’S DICTIONARY OF 
STATIONERY AND COMPENDIUM OF 

USEFUL INFORMATION for the Office, 

Counting-House, and Library. 

Crown 8vo., cloth, price 2r.; Post-free, is. id. 

WORKSHOP MANAGEMENT. 
A Manual for Masters and Men, being Practical 

Remarks upon the Economic Conduct of Work¬ 

shops, Trade Charities, &c. 

By FREDERICK SMITH. 

" This book should be in the hands of every master 
and workman.” 

“The book is of none the less worth because the 
author happens to be modest. It is an acceptable 
contribution to industrial literature, being well penned, 
well ordered, and excellently presented by the pub¬ 
lishers.”—Iron. 

Crown 8vo., cloth, price is. ; Post-free, is. id. 

ENGLISH CHINA and CHINA 
MARKS. Being a Guide to the Principal Marks 

found on English Pottery and Porcelain: with 

Engravings of upwards of 150 marks. 

“ The illustrations, which are very numerous, include 
marks from the fifteenth to the present century, and 
thus furnish a key to many of the puzzles with which 
collectors delight to concern themselves.”—City Press. 

Crown 8vo., cloth, price 41.; Post-free, 4^. 4d. 

PRACTICAL CABINET-MAKER. 
Being a Collection of Working Drawings of Furni¬ 

ture, with Explanatory Notes. 

Old Style General Printers. 

10, FRITH ST., SOHO, LONDON. E STI M ATES. 

AUG. BREHMER, 
Patentee and Manufacturer oj 

AMERICAN 

Wire Book-Sewing Machines, 
19, Cow Cross Street, London, E.C. 

'T'HESE Machines are employed with equal advan- 
tage for Sewing School-books, Novels, Pamphlets, 

or Account Books, by far excelling Hand-Sewing as to 
Flexibility, Durability, Speed, and Economy. 

May be seen in operation at 19, Cow Cross St. 

MORE TRAN 100 IN USE IN ENGLAND. 

Agency for Manchester and the North, 

JOHN HEYWOOD, Publisher, Deansgate. 

Phillips, Son & Entwisle, 
MANUFACTURERS OF 

GOLD AND SILVER LEAF AND BRONZE POWDERS, 
IMPORTERS OF 

gluMj Sfctafe, fmitetkrn (firib, ferwilM, 
FINE COLOURS, 

LITHOGRAPHIC INKS, VARNISHES, &c., 

29, NEWHALL STREET, BIRMINGHAM. 
By A WORKING MAN. 

“No master or workman engaged in the Cabinet 
trade should be without this useful manual.” 

Medium \to., cloth gilt, levelled boards, price ios. 6d. 

CABINET-MAKERS’ PATTERN 
BOOK. Being Examples of Modern Furniture 

of the Character mostly in demand, selected from 

the Portfolios of the leading Wholesale Makers. 

To which are added Original Designs by First-rate 

Artists, comprising various Designs for Hall Furni¬ 

ture, Library Furniture, Dining-room Furniture, 

Drawing-room Furniture, and Bedroom Furniture. 

This will be found an invaluable work by the 
Master Cabinet-maker and Upholsterer. 

LONDON: 

sonsrs, 
74, 75, & 81, Great] Queen Street, 

LINCOLN’S-INN FIELDS, W.C. 

NOTICE OF REMOVAL. 

GEORGE WILSON, 
TYPE MUSIC PRINTER TO THE TRADE, 

Has removed from LITTLE ORMOND YARD, and 53, LAMB’S CONDUIT ST., 
to more extensive premises in 

BEOAD YAED, TUENMILL STEEET, 
Near to the Metropolitan Railway Station, Farringdon Road, E.C. 

H -f. J5 rf-iH—T5 3 j—4=—15- 
- * * 

—0 , e-&- 11 

Should auld ac-quaint-ance be for - got, And ne - ver brought to mind. 

G. W., having large Founts of Music Type, experienced workmen, and commodious premises, is now pre¬ 
pared to execute promptly, and at moderate charges, all orders with which he may be favoured. All future com¬ 
munications to be addressed 

GEORGE WILSON, Type-Music and General Printing Works, Broad Yard, Turnmill St. E.C. 
MUSIC STEREOS SUPPLIED TO PRINTERS. ESTIMATE FREE. 

( 51 ) 
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THE OILY PEIZE MEDAL AWARDED for Litho Machines in British 
Section at PARIS EXHIBITION. 

Highest Medal Awarded, 

YORKSHIRE EXHIBITION, 1875. 

WILLIAM GREAVES, 
Maker of the IMPROVED PATENT 

“PARAGON” NOISELESS 
LITHOGRAPHIC MACHINE. 

Prize Medal Awarded, 

PARIS EXHIBITION, 1878. 

IMPORTANT NOTICE.—W. G. wishes to call attention to his Double-Demy Litho Machine, with Marcus Ward & Co.’s patent 
motion attached, and other improvements. First, the advantage of having the Inking Rollers of different sizes, which he need not enumerate 
to those who work in fine tints ; Secondly, to the Inking Brackets, which swing on a pivot, and can be set at any angle, or at two separate 
angles, consequently giving a better distributing than has ever yet been got at, either in this or any other make of Litho Machines ; and 
the advantage of the Brackets being self-adjusting, as they are fixed at any angle, is that there is not the slightest jingle of rollers in the slot- 
hole of the bracket, or any noise whatever when the rollers drop off the stone—in fact, the Machine is as near noiseless a3 it 
is possible to get a Machine._ 

TESTIMONIALS. 
Royal Ulster Works, Belfast, January 2.4th, 1876. 

Mr. Greaves has supplied us with five of his Lithographic Machines ; they have 
given us entire satisfaction, and we have ordered another Double Demy 
Machine from him, and intend to have three more. He has fitted a number of 
our Machines with our Patent Driving Motion to our complete satisfaction, 
and by these Machines our best Colour-work is now executed 

(Have been supplied with 8 Machines.—W. G.) MARCUS WARD & CO. 

Caxton Buildings, South John Street, Liverpool, 

Mr. William Greaves. Jiine 24th> 1873. 

Dear Sir,—We have now tested the large Lithographic Machine (Quadruple Demy) 
sufficiently to be able to judge of its capabilities. We have great pleasure in 
being able to tell you that we consider it an excellent Machine, 
capable of doing first-class work and keeping good register. 
So satisfied are we with it, as well as with the Double Demy you previously made 
for us, that we should not think of having any other make, should 
we require any new Machine besides the one you are at present making for us (viz., 
Demy).—We are, dear Sir, > ours faithfully, GEORGE PHILIP & SON. 

(Have been supplied with 5 Machines.—W. G.) 

Messrs. Allbut & Daniel, Colour Printers, 

Mr. Wm. Greaves. Hanley, Staffordshire, March 24th, 1874. 

Dear Sir,—We have much pleasure in stating that the Royal Lithographic 
Machine you have lately supplied gives us great satisfaction. It is both well and 
solidly made, and is being used almost entirely for Colour-work; the register is 

perfect. In a ew days we will send a specimen of work now being done.—We are, 
dear Sir, yours truly, ALLBUT & DANIEL. 

(Have been supplied with 4 Machines.—W. G.) 

109A, Cannon Street, London, E.C., September 22nd, 1874. 

Dear Sir,—In reply to your inquiries respecting the Litho Machine you have 
supplied to us, we can say that it continues to give every satisfaction. Its general 
working is all that could be desired, and for Colour-work the register is perfect. We 
consider it a most admirably-fitted Machine, which does its work thoroughly well 
—Yours truly, UNWIN BROS. 

Mr. Wm. Greaves, Vincent Works, Leeds. 

The Phoenix Works, Doctors’ Commons, London, E.C. 

To Mr. Wm. Greaves, Leeds. May ith, 1878. 

Dear Sir,—The Machine supplied to us by you last December is in every way 
satisfactory. The registering is more perfect than that of any other machines of 
which we have had experience. We are using it chiefly for the production of 
“ The Whitehall Portraits55; and for that and other fiD6 work we find 
it answer admirably.—We are, dear Sir, yours truly, JUDD & CO. 

18, Clyde Street, Edinburgh, 

Mr. W. Greaves. 21 st January, 1876. 

Dear Sir,—We cannot testify too highly of the Lithographic Machine you 
supplied us. We have now tried it with all kinds of registering work, and find it 
excellent in all.—We are, yours respectfully, SCOTT & FERGUSSON. 

Write for Price-list, Terms, &c., to 

VINCENT MACHINE -WOMS, GELDEED EOAD, LEEDS. 
( 52 ) 
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Whiteman & Bass 
Execute in the best style for the Trade, at low charges, 

Copper-Plate Engraving and Printing, Lithographic Writing, 

Drawing, and Printing, and Photo-Lithography. 
PRICE-LIST FREE FOR TRADE CARD. 

236 & 236, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON. 

Assistance given to practical houses in all or any of the above branches where best work is required. 

Messrs, SHANKS, REVELL, & CO, 
BEG to call the attention of the Printing Trade to their BOOK, 

NEWSPAPER, and MUSIC FOUNTS, manufactured 
by Patent Automatic Machinery, which is unique and 
peculiar to them, and is not possessed by any other 
Type Founder in Great Britain. 

As a proof of the greater intrinsic value of their Patent Alloy, they allow for 
Old Letter of this metal FIVEPENCE per pound in exchange, instead 
of Threepence,— a material consideration in forming a comparative 
estimate with other Founders as to the cost price of their Founts. 

Our Type has been very extensively supplied to 
of the leading Newspaper Proprietors and Printers 
London and the Provinces — one House alone in 
London having over 150,000 lb. in present 
use ; and reference can with confidence be given 
as to its special qualities. 

'T'HE attention of 
Newspaper Pro¬ 

prietors, Printers, and others 
is requested to the advantages 

gained by their 

ESTIMATES & SPECIMENS 

Forwarded on appli¬ 

cation. 

NEWLY INVENTED PATENT 

ENGRAVING MACHINE & PROCESS 
For rapidly producing Type-high Blocks 

of Maps, Charts, Diagrams, Architects’ Plans, 
Sketches, and other designs, at an inexpensive 

rate. The WEATHER CHARTS and WAR 
MAPS now appearing in the Daily and Weekly News¬ 

papers are engraved, and a Type-high Stereotype Block 
made, by this process, in a very short space of time. 

Terms and further information on application to the Proprietors, at 
31, Red Lion Square, London, W.C. 

Both MACHINES were EXHIBITED in OPERATION at CAXTON CELEBRATION, 
South Kensington. 

“PARAGON” 

INDIA-RUBBER DATING STAMP. 
SOLE MAKERS AND INVENTORS: 

BADDELEY & REYNOLDS, 19 & 20, Old Bailey, E.C. 
PRACTICAL DIE SINKERS. MEDALLISTS. 

CojprjiMe <&npta. Relief Stamps- (Snipto m Maofr, |}to, Am, ifct. 
Manufacturers of the Improved INDIA-RUBBER ENDORSEMENT STAMP. 

Endorsement, Screw and Lever, Embossing, and Stamping Press Mahers. 

STEEL DIE MANUFACTURERS TO THE TRADE. 

Corporate or Official Seals Engraved and Fitted to Presses on the Shortest Notice. 

FOE, STPECIIMIEILTS -A-HSriD PRICES .A.IPIFXi'y -A.S ABOVE. 
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BENJN WINSTONE & SON, 
MANUFACTURERS, 

100 & 101, SHOE LANE, LONDON, E.C. 
(WORKS, STRATFORD, E.) 

LETTERPRESS & MACHINE PRINTERS’ INKS, 
for Bookwork, Woodcut, Newspapers, Broadsides, &c. 

QUICK DRYING, for Printing on Hard Papers and to bear 

rolling. 

COLOURED INKS, for Fine Work, Posters, Book-covers, and 

Enamelled Papers. 

CLOTH BOOK-COVER INK, to dry with a gloss. 

COLOURED INKS, for Tablets—Bronze, Blue, Gloss Red, &c. 

LITHOGRAPHIC INKS:— 
Black Ink, for Machine and Press. 
Coloured Ink, for Machine and Press. 
Re-transfer Ink 

Plate to Stone, Stone to Stone, Type to Stone. 
Lithographic Writing Ink. 

Ditto ditto Lemercier’s and Vanhymbeeck’s. 

FLUID WRITING INK, for Writing on Unprepared Paper. 

LITHOGRAPHIC PAPERS:— 
Maclure & Macdonald’s Autographic Transfer, Re-transfer, 

Writing Transfer, Tracing, Sec. Unstretchable Transfer Tracing, 
for making up Colour Stones. India, French India, &c. 

LITHOGRAPHIC PRESSES, Hand and Steam. 

LITHOGRAPHIC STONES (these are imported direct from 

the quarries). 

ZINC PLATES, planished, polished, and grained. 

TYMPANS—Leather, Brass, and Zinc. 

LITHOGRAPHIC SUNDRIES of all kinds : 
Dry Colours for Lithographers. 
Boxwood Scrapers. 
French Chalks. 

Copyable Powder, for dusting Bill-heads, Invoices, &c. 

EMBOSSING INKS. 

ENDORSING INKS, for Cloth Pads, in Bottles or Compress¬ 

ible Tubes. 

Sole Proprietors of Underwood’s COPYABLE PRINTERS’ INKS, Writing Inks, &c. 

SOLE AGENT FOR 

Maclure & Macdonald’s Autographic Transfer Paper. 

A NEW POWER STONE-GRINDING AND POLISHING MACHINE, 
FOR LITHOGRAPHERS AND OTHERS. 

SALMON' &c CRQSLAND’S PATENT. 
A STONE-GRINDING AND POLISHING MACHINE, simple in form, perfect in its operation, and moderate in price, has long been a desideratum; and 

the Patentees have confidence in recommending the above to Lithographers, &c., as an apparatus at once thoroughly self-acting and economical. 
The following are some of the many advantages :— 

It requires no setting or skilled labour. 
It will grind a large stone as quickly as a small one, but several small stones can be ground at the same time. 
It grinds and polishes at one operation, leaving the surface equal to polished marble. 
It is self-acting, and therefore a labour-saving machine. 
It never polishes a stone unevenly, as it grinds the whole surface at the same time. 

Sizes of Discs, 36 inches, £40 ; 48 inches, £60 ; 60 inches, £95. 

JAMES SALMON, 12, PARSONAGE, MANCHESTER. 
Illustrated Prospectus with Testimonials on Application. 

PARSONS, FLETCHER, & CO., 
printing |nfi jpidurs. 

EXPORT DEPARTMENT. 
From the lengthened experience Parsons, Fletcher, & Co. have had in the Export Trade, and from the fact that their Inks 
are to be found in all parts of the world, they are enabled to adapt their goods to the requirements of all climates, and to every 
description of work. This is a very important fact for Exporters, who may confide their orders to P. F. & Co. with the utmost 
confidence. The Export Trade has for some years been made a speciality by this house, and the steady increase of this 
department is a gratifying proof of their success in that direction. 

GRAVEL L A NET S OlJTH W A R K, S.E 
(City Office—io, Bolt Court Fleet Street, E.C.) 
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BY THE QUEEN’S ROYAL LETTERS PATENT. 

SLATER & PALMER, 
Black and Coloured Letterpress and Lithographic Printing Ink, Chemical, 

Fine Colour, and Varnish Manufacturers, 
LONDON AND NEW YORK, 

Are prepared to enter into contracts with Large Consumers for any length of time, to supply them with Printing Inks of any quality 
and description. 

WORKS, OLD FORD ROAD, BOW, E, B, WINE OFFICE COURT, FLEET STREET, LONDON, E.C. 

GOLD MEDAL. 
PARIS EXHIBITION, 1878. 

HANCOCK INSPIRATOR, 
NEW COMBINED PUMP AND INJECTOR. 

THIS Apparatus commends itself to the notice of the Printing Trade 

as an indispensable adjunct to every Steam Boiler. It possesses 

the following important ADVANTAGES over all other Boiler-feeders:— 

Two Machines in combination—Pump and Injector—at about same price as Injectors only. 

It lifts water 25 feet, and will draw it any practical distance. 

Works under all pressures without adjustment. 

No loss from stoppages, as there are absolutely no moving parts, consequently no repairs are needed. 

Any stoker can start and stop the Machine. 

The lifting side can be used alone, if desired. 

Can be removed instantly for inspection, and replaced while steam is up. 

Will lift water and deliver it to the boiler at high temperature, or into tanks at a high or low 
temperature, and at a lower steam pressure than any other apparatus, and work equally well on 
a high or low lift. 

No oiling required. Is simple, reliable, and always in order. 

Entirely obviates the necessity for tanks, and pumps, where the water supply is below the boiler level. 

It is noiseless in its operation. _ 

From Messrs. BLACKWOOD & SONS, Publishers. 
“ We have had the ‘ INSPIRATOR ’ working in our engine-room for a month, and have perfect 

satisfaction in the result. It is managed with ease, and has never given us any trouble, and its effect in 

supplying the Boiler with thoroughly heated water in sufficient quantity appears unquestionable. 
“ (Signed) WM. BLACKWOOD & SONS.” 

Highly recommended by, and to be seen at, Messrs. WYMAN & SONS’; CLAY, SON, & 
TAYLOR’S; “ GLOBE; ” “ MORNING POST,” &c., 85c. 

THE HANCOCK INSPIRATOR COMPANY, 
35, QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, E.C. 

AMERICAN PENNSYLVANIA PAPER RULING MACHINES. 
SINGLE OR DOUBLE, WITH OR WITHOUT STRIKERS. 

THE NO. 1. D. AND O.A. THE GREAT FAVOURITES. 
The most perfect and rapid Riding Machines made in the World. 

ANOTHER CLASS OF THESE MACHINES JUST OUT. 
Having two Royal Patents in Great Britain that entirely cover these Machines, the 

trade are respectfully notified to beware of any infringements upon these Machines, being 
assured I shall protect myself against all and any such infringements. 

Will mail to all the trade, my Circulars, if asked for. 

MCCORMICK k BEGGj AGENTS, GLASGOW, 
MADE ONLY BY 

W. 0. HICKOK, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, U.S.A 
12 ( 55 ) 
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FURNIVAL & CO. 
HAVE much pleasure in announcing that, after long and careful consideration, aided by the experience of 

some of the leading Printers of the country, they have Designed and Manufactured a Machine which, they 
feel assured, will meet every known requirement for the production of the 

FINEST CLASS OF CHROMO WORK, 
and also Fine Line Work, hitherto produced from engraved plates. 

The special point in this Machine is the great advantage it offers in the matter of feeding ink, and afterwards 
distributing it on the slab and rolling the stone, which may fairly be said to be the crucial point or test of the Litho 
Machine. 

By means of a special Doctor, only to be found on our Machine, the supply of ink to various parts of the stone 
can be varied; one part of the job can be having a free supply of ink, another a moderate supply, and another none 
whatever, all at the same time; and the regulation of the whole affair is within the grasp of a boy. 

Then, our Distributing Rollers are so arranged that they can be worked diagonally or straight, and the change 
from one to the other can be instantaneously made without using a screw-key or any other tool. The roller brackets are 
also made from a new model, and are so constructed that, whilst they present an unusually large wearing surface, they 
still fit the rollers perfectly, whatever position the latter may be in, thus doing away with all knock, and causing the 
machine to work very silently. The same remarks apply to the Inking Rollers. The Machine is also so constructed 
that there is practically no limit to the number of rollers used, and Lithographers—especially those who are in the habit 
of producing the finest specimens of litho work—will at once appreciate this point. 

Another important saving is effected by these improved inking arrangements, inasmuch as “ Double Inking ” will 
be rendered unnecessary—we believe altogether unnecessary ; but to meet any difference of opinion, or any need that 
may arise, the Machine will still be fitted with an Automatic Double-Inking Apparatus. 

There are other points of lesser importance, such as Improved Strap Guide and Brake combined, by means of 
which the Machine may be stopped instantly ; Double-Lay Motion on fall table for printing two jobs at once ; the stone 
bed can be raised at each side separately, to suit unequal stones; the rollers can be run on the slab without working on 
the stone, and can also be set to fall on the stone at any point to suit the work. Every part of the Machine is most 
carefully balanced, thus ensuring steady and easy working, and at high speed. 

--—.—s—— - 

SZETsTID POE ILLTJSTBATED PRICE LIST. TO 

FURNIVAL & CO., 
7, CHARTERHOUSE ST., HOLBORN CIRCUS, LONDON, E.C., 

OR 

52, OGDEN ST., FAIRFIELD ST., MANCHESTER. 
( 5<S ) 
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ZEE I lELID’S 3?_A_T IE TT T 

TAKING - OFF APPARATUS 
FOR 

LITHOGRAPHIC PRINTING MACHINES. 
The only effective Apparatus AT present offered to the Trade. Can be seen at work at 7, Charterhouse Street, Holborn Circus, 

London, E.C., and 52, Ogden St., Fairfield St., Manchester, any day after the 24th. The inspection of the Trade is respectfully invited. 

EYRE & SPOTTISWOODE 
KELLY & Co. 
HAZELL, WATSON. & VINEY 
S. STRAKER & SONS 
NOVELLO, EWER, & Co. 
WM. CLOWES & SONS 
CASSELL, PETTER, & GALPIN 
J. TRUSCOTT & SON 
CLAY, SONS & TAYLOR 
W. H. & L. COLLINGRIDGE & Co. 
SPOTTISWOODE & Co. 
DIPROSE & BATEMAN 
UNWIN BROTHERS 
WATERLOW & SONS 
HEAD & MARK 
CURWEN & SONS 
H. SILVERLOCK 
C. F, ROWORTH 
W. B. HORNER 
BRADBURY, AGNEW, & CO. 

GILL’S PATENT HOT ROLLING MACHINE, 
For Drying1, Pressing1, and Calendering1 Sheets direct from 

the Printing1 Machine. 
THIS Machine has now been thoroughly tested by many of the Leading Houses in London 

and the Country with the most satisfactory results. Various improvements have been 
introduced, the most important being an arrangement by means of which the paper can be 
Rolled without being thinned, thus rendering the Machine practically perfect, and a sine qud non 
in every well-appointed office. 

This Machine is also equally well suited for Cold Rolling plain paper, either dry or 
damped, for Cut work, &c., and is largely used for that purpose. 

The following1 Firms are already Supplied, or have Ordered:— 
London . 4 

3 
WHITE & HOLMES, London. 1 
W. G. BLACKIE & Co., Glasgow . 2 
DUNN & WRIGHT „ . 1 
ROBERT ANDERSON „ . 1 
A. R. GOLDIE   1 
THOS. NELSON & SONS, Edinburgh. 2 
W. & R. CHAMBERS, Edinburgh . 1 
BALLANTYNE, HANSON, & Co..1 
JOHN BAXTER & SONS „ . 1 
R. & R. CLARK „ . 1 
J. HEYWOOD, Manchester . 1 
J. F. WILKINSON ,,   1 
M. H. GILL & SON, Dublin . 1 
ALEX. THOM    1 
D. MARPLES & Co., Lim., Liverpool . 1 
McCORQUODALE & Co., Liverpool. 1 
J. BILLING & SONS, Guildford . 1 
THOS. FORMAN & SONS, Nottingham . 1 
BEMROSE & SON, Derby . 1 
BUTLER & TANNER, Frame . x 

THE UNIVERSITY PRESS, Cambridge . 1 
EDWARDS, DUNLOP & Co., Sydney . 1 
J. M. POOLE & Co., Wilmington . 1 
H. EVERLING, Paris. 1 
CHAIX & CO. .. 1 
1MPRIMERIE IM PERI ALE, St. Petersburg .. 1 
H. C. A. THIEME, Nymegen. 1 
GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE, Bengal 1 
HARPER BROTHERS, New York . 1 
S. W. GREEN 
A. S. BARNES & Co. 
METHODIST BOOK Co. 
J. J. LITTLE & Co. 
F. LESLIE’S ASSIGNEES 
GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE, Wash¬ 

ington . 1 
HUDSON, SCOTT, & CO., Carlisle. 1 
W. BRENDON & SONS, Plymouth. 1 
RICHTER, J. F., Hamburg . 1 

2 in. Steam. 

THE PATENT 

“EXPRESS” GUILLOTINE CUTTING MACHINE. 
This machine is designed for working at a high speed, and will 

cut twice as much material as any other Guillotine in the Market. 

The only Machine that will cut Gummed and Enamelled Paper, or other 

substances, without making1 Steps in the Paper and a Loud Report. 

THE IMPROVED 

Wharfedale Printing Machine. 
This Machine has been most carefully designed and 

arranged so as to give every possible facility for the best 
Cut Work. It is fitted with all modern improvements, and 
is reasonable in price. 

THE MACHINES CAN BE SEEN IN OPERATION, AND PRICE LISTS, &c., OBTAINED OF 

IFTTiRJSJTVCA.L & GO. 
7, Charterhouse St., Holborn Circus, LONDON, E.C., & 52, Ogden St., Fairfield St., MANCHESTER. 
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FOR JOURNALISTS AND LITERARY MEN. 

BRIEF- 
A WEEKLY EPITOME OF THE PRESS 

FOR THE HOME CIRCLE, TRAVELLERS, AND RESIDENTS ABROAD. 

A Pamphlet containing the Favourable Opinions of some 200 Papers on “BRIEF” will he forwarded Gratis, on Application. 

Every Friday.—Price Twopence. Annual Subscription (post-free) 10s. 10d., payable in advance. Volume 1., 800 pp., bound 

clotli gilt, price 10s., and Volume II,, Q7Q pp., cloth gilt, price 8s., are now on Sale. Post-Office Orders should 

be made payable to WYMAN & SONS, West Central District Post-Office, High Holborn, London, W.C 

WYMAN & SONS, 81, GREAT QUEEN STREET, LONDON, W.C. 

NOTICE TO THE PRINTING TRADE. 

The ASHLEY PAPER-FEEBER WORKS (Waldo’s Patent), 
Licensed under ASHLEY'S Patent of 1873. 

110, ALDERSGATE STREET, LONDON, E.C. (Entrance at the Head of Blackhorse Yard). 

THE AUTOMATIC PAPER - FEEDERS 
(Or Layers-on), 

Manufactured at these Works under the personal 

supervision of the Patentee, are confidently 

recommended to the Trade as perfect in their 

action, of the best material and workmanship, 

combining with the patent of ASHLEY the 

improvements secured by the patent of 

WALDO. They are the only machines by 

which Perfect Register can be automatically 

obtained. They dispense with “POINTS” 
entirely. 

Members of the Trade, or their represen¬ 

tatives, can see one in full work at the above 

address any morning between the hours of Ten 

ASHLEY’S PATENT PAPER-FEEDER OF 1873. and One. 

DALLASTYPE, DALLASTINT, AND 
CHROMO-DALLASTINT. 

ON publishing my new Circular and Price-list for 1878, I beg to thank those friends who have for so many years favoured me with their 
confidence. My Processes of Photographic Engraving have been steadily winning their way in public estimation. 

It is now twenty-three years since I first took up the subject of Photographic Engraving and made it the business of my life. I was the 
first in this country to enter upon the business commercially. As an experimentalist and practical worker I am, in this country also, since the 
death of Mr. Fox Talbot, the oldest living representative of the Art. Few, if any, have had such active experience therein. The work has 
been to me, and still is, a fascinating pursuit; and my patrons have this guarantee against inferior work, that the most important part of the 
work passes, in every case, through my own hands, and is not left to mere workmen who have neither interest nor pleasure in aiming at perfection of 

result. 
To Printers, Engravers, and the Trade generally, I allow a liberal discount off the prices quoted in my new List, which can be had on application. 

Dallastype, Dallastint, and Chromo-Dallastint are Processes of Photographic Engraving. 
Dallastype, Dallastint, and Chromo-Dallastint reproduce in Monochrome or Polychrome, for Typographic, Lithographic, 

or Copper-plate Printing, Enlarged, Reduced, or Same-size copies of ANYTHING THAT WILL PHOTOGRAPH, whether 
objects of Nature or Art, from Flat Tints, Colours, Lines, Stipple, Chalk, Mezzotint, Aquatint, &c. 

A SELECTION OF SPECIMENS ON RECEIPT OF TWO SHILLINGS AND SIXPENCE. 

DUNCAN C. DALLAS, 
DALLASTYPE ENGRAVING, PRINTING, AND PUBLISHING WORKS, 

362, GRAY’S - INN ROAD, KING’S CROSS, LONDON, W.C. 

A Positive Literary 
Necessity 

in Every Household. 

Indispensable 
to 

Every Library. 
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WILLIAM MONNERY, 
MANUFACTURER OF 

Printers’ Blankets, Machine Tapes, &c„ 
Also Leather and Gut Driving Bands. 

89, SHOE LAJSTE, FLEET ST., ZjOZTXDOIISr. 

Maker of the Treble Milled Blankets for News and 
Litho Machines. 

P R I Nil NG I N KS. 
JOHNSTONE & CUMBERS, 

PRINTING INK AND LITHOGRAPHIC VARNISH MANUFACTURERS, 

38, FARRINGDON STREET, LONDON, E.C. 
WORKS: STRATFORD AND CAMBERWELL. 

L’ART 
A WEEKLY ARTISTIC REVIEW. 

NEW ETCHINGS BY CHARLES WALTNER. (Published in “L’ART”) 

H.R.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES, K.G. 
(By Special Permission). 

“A YEOMAN OF THE GUARD/’ 
After J. E. MILLAIS, R.A. 

PORTRAIT OF MRS. BISCHOFFSHEIM, after J. E. Millais, R.A. 
wwvvvwwvvwv 

SHORTLY TO BE PUBLISHED, 

THE TRIUMPHAL ENTRY OF CHARLES THE FIFTH INTO ANTWERP, 
This Celebrated Picture by PIANS MAKART (which gained a Grand Medal of Honour in the International Exhibition), has been 

etched for “ L’ART ” by M. Lalanne. The Plate will be twenty-two inches in length, Copies of this important Etching will be 
given Gratis to the Annual Subscribers to “ L’ART.” 

Proofs before letters, drawn on Vellum and Japanese paper, may be obtained at the London Office of “ L’ART,” 134, New Bond St,, W. 

MESSRS. ZDRIIjIj_A.G-A.3Sr A- <5s CO. 
Beg to inform their customers and the trade generally that, in addition to their extensive business of Stereotyping and Electrotyping, they have 

taken Premises at 

No. 47, FETTER LAIR FLEET STREET, 
FOR THE PRODUCTION OF 

TRANSFER-ZINCOGRAPHY, 
By which process manuscript and valuable books, which may be out of print and only one copy obtainable, can be photographed and reproduced, 
enlarged or reduced to any size. Transfers taken from maps, copper, or stone (any design), on transfer paper, with transfer ink. Bill heads, trade 
marks, chalk drawings, sketches, facsimile writings, circulars, cards, or any production by ordinary lithography, can be made into blocks, harder 
and more durable than wood, thus combining Lithography with Letterpress, which will he found much cheaper than any other process. 

47 & 48, FETTER LANE, & 106 & 107, SHOE LANE, FLEET ST., LONDON, E.C, 
N.B. Transfers carefully packed and forwarded to us will receive immediate attention, and the blocks will be dispatched with the least possible 

delay. Every information given, and Estimates sent to all parts on application. 
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NEWSUM, WOOD, & DYSON, 
MAKERS AND ORIGINAL INVENTORS OF THE WELL-KNOWN 

LEEDS AND PARAGON LITHOGRAPHIC MACHINES, 
CHEAPEST AND THE BEST OUT. 

Warranted the most Perfect in Register, the Simplest and Strongest in Construction. 

The only Litho Machine that has got the Adjustable Diagonal Rolling. 

These Machines have been thoroughly tested throughout the United Kingdom and abroad, and are acknowledged to be the most 
perfect for delicacy of Register and fine Colour Printing, and are supplied with best Fretich skins. 

Also Makers of STEAM and HAND LITHO PRESSES. 

They were Awarded the Highest Recommendation at 

the London Exhibition, 1872; 

And the Highest Medal at the Yorkshire 
Exhibition, 1875. 

AWARDED PRIZE MEDAL 
at the 

PARIS EXHIBITION, 

1878. 

SIZE OF 

STONE. 

In. In. 

Post Folio.18 x 11 

Crown .22 x 16 

Demy.25 x 21 

Double Crown 32 x 23 

Double Demy 38 x 26 

SIZE OF 

STONE. 

Dble. Double in. in. 

Crown .40 x 30 

Quad.Demy... 46 x 36 

Quad. Double 
Crown .60 x 40 

Two Sets of R oilers, Screw 
Key, and Tommies are sup¬ 

plied with each Machine* 

N., W., & D. desire to call the 
“reference,” who have been 

Messrs. HOPKINSON & COPE, London . 25 
HUGHES & KIMBER, London . 13 
D. F. TAYLER Sc CO., Birmingham ... 9 
GRANT & CO., London . 8 
KEMROSE & SONS, Derby . 5 
ADAMS & CO., Newcastle . 4 
FOOT BROTHERS, London . 4 
M. CHATTERTON & CO., London. 4 
VIRTUE & CO., London . 4 

Mr. J. UPTON, Birmingham . 4 
Messrs. BUNCHER & CO., Birmingham . 3 

„ CAUSTON & SONS, London. 4 
Mr. C. F. KELL, London. 2 

,, R. CANTON, London . 2 
Messrs. NELSON & SONS, Edinburgh . 6 

„ LLOYD & SONS, London. 3 
„ F. & R. S. JOHNSON, Belfast . 2 

Mr. W. W. CLELAND, Belfast . 1 
„ ROBERT CARSWELL, Belfast . 1 
„ J. McCRACKEN, Belfast . 1 

Messrs. WALLER & CO., Dublin . 1 
,, LOXLEY BROS., Sheffield . 1 
„ MOYSEY & CO., Bradford . 1 
,, GOLDSBROUGH, BERRY, & CO., 

Bradford . 1 
,, HARRISON & SON, Bradford . 1 
,, SALES & CO., Manchester . 2 
,, BEDNELL BROS., Manchester. 1 

Mr. J. STEAD, York. 2 

special attention of Lithographic Printers to the following Firms as 
supplied with over 220 Machines. Testimonials from many others if required. 

Messrs. CUND BROS., Birmingham. 3 
„ FLEMING & CO., Leicester . 3 
„ McCORQUODALE & CO., Leeds . 3 
„ RIDDLE & COUCHMAN, London...... 4 

Mr. F. WALLER, London . 3 
Messrs. ROBINSON & CO., Bristol. 2 
Mr. A. BEVERIDGE, Kirkcaldy . 2 
Messrs. CLEMENTS & NEWLING, London ... 2 

„ CURTIS & BEAMISH, Coventry. 2 
,, DILKS & CO., Nottingham. 2 
,, MACLURE & MACDONALD, London 2 
„ MACTEAR BROS., Glasgow . 2 

Mr. A. ABERCROMBIE, Glasgow . 3 
Messrs. GARDNER & MOLLISON, Glasgow... 2 

„ TAYLOR BROS., Leeds . 3 
„ MARTIN BILLING & SONS, Bir¬ 

mingham . 2 
„ J. T. STRATHERN & CO., Glasgow... 1 
„ WM. BROWNLIE & CO., Glasgow. 1 
„ EMRIK & BINGER, Holland . 2 
,, COWAN & CO., Australia. 3 

Mr. P. E. VACQUEREL, Paris. 1 
,, W. H. LEAD, Leicester . 1 

Messrs. HUNTER & CO., Leicester. 1 
Mr. J. TOWNSEND, Exeter . r 
Messrs. BROOK & LEAROYD, Huddersfield ... 1 

„ BILLING BROS. & WHITMORE, Bir¬ 
mingham .:. 1 

,, MOODY BROS., Birmingham. 1 

Mr. RICHARD JONES, Birmingham. 1 
Messrs. J. DALE & CO., Bradford . 2 

„ ROBERT EAGLE & CO., Bradford ... 2 
„ ROBERTS & CO., London . 3 
„ WATERSON & CO., Edinburgh . 2 
„ W. & A. K. JOHNSON, Edinburgh ... 2 
„ McCORQUODALE & CO., Glasgow ... 2 
,, PADBURY & CO., Birmingham. 2 
„ WELLINGTON & CO., Gloucester. 2 
,, GRAHAM, Paisley . 2 
„ NICHOLSON & CO., Bradford. 1 
„ J. SEATON & CO., Glasgow . 1 
„ DRAKE, DRIVER, & LEAVER, London 1 
„ OWEN & CARR, Cardiff. 6 

Mr. CHARLES GOODALL, Leeds. 2 
,, I. MIDDLETON, Leeds . 2 
„ S. H. COWELL, Ipswich. 2 

Messrs. WILD AY & CO., London. 2 
,, LETTS, SONS, & CO., Limited, London 1 
,. WHITTINGHAM & CO., London . 2 
„ SCOTT & FORSYTH, Leith . 1 
„ R. CARRUTHER & SON, Inverness ... 1 
,, MILLER & RICHARD, Edinburgh ... 2 
„ J. McKLIVE & SON, Greenock . 1 
„ ARCHIBALD & STOOLE, Hull . 3 
„ BRUMBY & CLARKE, Hull . 1 
,, WALKER & BROWN, Hull . 1 

Mr. GEORGE ALLISON, Hull. 1 
„ JULIAN GREEN, Leeds. 1 

WHAT HAS LONG BEEN WANTED!!! A SMALL LITHO MACHINE for Commercial Printing, to be worked by one man. N., W., & D. have completed 
a small Litho Machine (post folio) which can be worked by one man only. It is self-delivering without tapes, and the sheets 

are laid down in such a position that the attendant can see the printed matter without moving from his position, and at the same time has full 
control over the machine. It is very simple in its construction, the Cylinder can be tripped at any moment, as also the Rollers lifted from the 
Stone. This Machine can also be used for Letterpress Printing, without any change, when supplied with Lanham’s Patent Compo. 

N., W., & D. are now applying their new Patent Flyers to their well-known Leeds and Paragon Lithographic Machines. By these Flyers the 
sheets are laid on the ordinary taking-off table, printed side upwards, as straight as can he laid by a hoy, and without the least smear or 

mark. No tapes are used. 

MEADOW 
( 60 ) 
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This c£ G-RAPHIG ” MAGHUsTES. 
PARSONS X DAVIS, PATENTEES. 

The “ Graphic ” Machine for fine Book or Colour Work—Speed from 800 to 1,200 per hour. Used for the Art Journal and Supplements 
of the Graphic. Three Machines have been supplied for printing the Graphic. 

The " GEAPHIC ” TYPO-LITHO. MACHINE, perfectly free from Vibration and almost Noiseless.—Speed up to 900 per hour. 
Four Machines supplied for printing the Chromo Supplements of the “ Graphic.” 

TBSTIMOFIALS. 
t( From W. L. Thomas, Esq., the Manager of the Graphic. “190, Strand, London, Oct. 6, 1875. 
* Gentlemen,—We have much pleasure in expressing our satisfaction with the working of both Machines that you have made for us. The result of their working 

has been an improvement in the printing of a very marked character.—I am, Gentlemen, yours faithfully, 
“ Messrs. B. W. Davis & Co. __ WM. L. THOMAS, Manager of the Graphic 

it . . “ 3» Rochester-square, Camden-road, N.W., Dec. 4, 1876. 
“ Dear Sirs*—I wish to give my testimony as to the value of your 4 Graphic * Lithographic Printing Machine, which has been in constant use printing my work for 

many months. I find in every respect it is better than the ordinary Machine, being steadier, faster, and has such good rolling power that I am confident it is capable of 
printing any work drawn in either chalk or ink at least as well, if not far better (for long numbers undoubtedly), than any hand press. As I have been practically engaged 
ih Lithography for twenty years, perhaps my opinion may be of use.— I remain, yours truly, _ 

Messrs. Parsons & Davis. SAMUEL J. HODSON. 

Prices on application to B. W. DAVIS, Engineer, Lower Kennington Lane, London, S.E. 
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PRINTING INKS. 

PRIZE MEDAL AWARDED. 

JOHN KIDD & CO. 
SUCCESSORS TO BENJAMIN SMITH SON, ORIGINAL AND JUSTLY CELEBRATED 

tinting |n(i Jpannfnrfnrm. 

Newspaper Ink, 
Unsurpassed for richness of colour and freedom in working, is perfectly pure, and free from grit. Covers more space than any 

other manufactured, and specially adapted for the “Hoe,” “Walter,” “Victory,” and other Fast Machines. 

Standard Bookwork Ink, 
The permanent brilliant Jet Black is unchanged by time or the action of any climate, and well worth the attention of the Trade 

and Shippers to foreign countries. 

Coloured Inks 
Of every Shade and Description, manufactured on the shortest notice by steam power, and Shippers supplied on the very best 

terms. 

Lithographic Inks & Varnishes 
IN EVERY VARIETY. 

GOVERNMENT AND RAILWAY CONTRACTORS. 

FOREIGN DEPOTS: 

PARIS, SYDNEY, MELBOURNE, CALCUTTA, BOMBAY, MADRAS, 

NAPLES, %c. Sc. 

All Letters, Orders, and Remittances to be addressed to 

7, WINE-OFFICE COURT, FLEET STREET, LONDON, E.C. 

FACTORY AND CHEMICAL WORKS, OLD FORD, BOW. 
( 62 ) 
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THE NEW “OTTO” SILENT GAS ENGINE. 
Sizes at present offered ... 1, 2, 3i, & 8-Horse Power nominal. 
Being equal to about . 2, 3, 5, & 13 „ „ indicated. 

Cost of Gas id. per hour per indicated Horse Power, at 4s. per 1,000 feet. 

-A-UST ZEZtSTGrlTTIE WHICH WOHHS 'WITHOUT .A. BOILER. 

THE principle of combustion in this Gas Engine is ENTIRELY NEW. In it an explosion does not take place in 
the ordinary meaning of the term. A small part only of the charge is combustible, which on ignition serves to 

expand the remainder, thus avoiding shock and effecting vast economy. The Engine is also alone in the peculiarity of 
igniting its charge at the beginning of the stroke, leaving the whole of the stroke for effective expansion of the gases, 
instead of merely a fraction as in obsolete constructions. 

This Engine has a SMALLER NUMBER OF MOVING PARTS than any other Gas Engine, or, indeed, than 
many steam engines. It is almost as silent as a steam engine, works with the same smoothness and regularity of speed, 
and has the immense additional advantages of always being ready to start at full power at once on the gas being lit, and, 
by dispensing with the boiler, of avoiding the danger of explosion, increased rates for insurance, expensive attendance, 
and all the annoyance which the use of a boiler entails. 

EXTRACTS FROM THE SCIENTIFIC PAPERS, JULY, 1877. 

“We must mention in this section one of the most interesting 
exhibits in the Show, namely, the ‘ Otto ’ Silent Gas Engine, 
constructed by Messrs. Crossley Brothers, of Manchester.”— 
Engineering, July 13th. 

“ Probably the most interesting exhibit in the yard to engineers in 

general is the new ‘Otto’ Gas Engine, shown by Messrs. Crossley.” 

—Engineer, July 13th. 

A Price List, with description of Engine and a large number of Testimonials, together with a List of Purchasers of all 

Engines made, may be had on application to 

CROSSLEY BROTHERS, 
WORKS: GREAT MARLBOROUGH STREET, MANCHESTER. 

LONDON WAREHOUSE: 116, QUEEN VICTORIA ST., E.C. 
SOLE ENGLISH AND COLONIAL MAKERS. 

m 2 ( 63 ) 
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Post 8vo., Cloth, Price 5s., Post-free, 5s. 4d. 

The Grammar of Lithography. 
A PRACTICAL GUIDE for the ARTIST and PRINTER in ^ 

Commercial and Artistic Lithography, and Chromo - Lithography, Zincography, Photo - Lithography, 
And Lithographic Machine Printing. 

33 DT W. 3D. RIGHMOITD. 

The Proof-Sheets of this Work have been Revised by some of the most eminent men connected with the Art of Litho¬ 
graphy, amongst whom may be mentioned Mr. Louis Haghe, Mr. Michael Hanhart, Mr. William Simpson, Mr. 
Harry Sandars, Captain Abney, R.E., Mr. Lewis, Mr. Beatty, <2?*c. Lac. Lac., the result being a Work more complete 
and reliable than any heretofore published._ 

SOME OPINIONS ON “THE GRAMMAR OF LITHOGRAPHY.” 
“I return you the proof-sheets of the ‘Grammar of Lithography.’ 

All the various ways for making chalks, inks, and varnishes detailed 
in the Appendix appear to me very good and complete, and could 
not be more clearly explained.”—From Mr. Louis Haghe, the cele¬ 
brated Lithographer and Artist. 

“I return you the [final] proof. You seem to me to have exhausted 
the subject. I have nothing to add nor to correct. I have only to 
compliment you on your Grammar, which will be a useful guide to 
future lithographers.”—From Mr. Michael Hanhart, of Charlotte- 
street, Fitzroy-square, 

“By this post I return the last proofs of ‘Grammar of Litho¬ 
graphy.’ When republished in book form it should have a good sale. 
From thirty years’ practical experience I make bold to pronounce 
the ‘ Grammar of Lithography ’ the clearest and most comprehensive 
work on the subject, whereby a novice may soon learn the art. And 
that must become to the printer—master or man—an indispensable 
•vade mecum."—From Mr. Harry Sandars, of Oxford. 

“ Up to the present time there has been no hand-book of the art 
of lithography worthy in any way of the attention of the practical man, 
except the English translation of the original treatise of Senefelder 
himself. The reproach has now been wiped away, and the trade, as 
well as amateurs, will ever be indebted to the enterprise and judgment 
which have produced this book. It was compiled under circumstances 
unusually favourable to accuracy and completeness. The writer, Mr. 
W. D. Richmond, formerly a country lithographer, with experience of 
every class of work, had studied the correlated sciences, such as 
chemistry, with a view to understand and expound the principles upon 
which lithography depends. His manuscript was set up in type, and 
proofs forwarded to a number of experts in different departments—men 
of great technical ability, like Mr. Hanhart, and of artistic skill, like 
Mr. Louis Haghe. The corrections and additions thus gained were 
considered and incorporated together by the editor of the Printing 
Times and Lithographer. If the book be tested in any particular, the 
great advantage of this process will be apparent. The Grammar is 
thorough in every detail ; and, in fact, may be recommended as a 
model of a hand-book of the kind. We ought to mention, also, that 
there are not a few original methods brought before the trade now for 

the first time, besides many improvements on previously known ones. 
In fact, all that can be imparted relative to the lithographic arts by 
verbal instruction is here lucidly and succinctly presented. At the end 
are the titles, &c., of previously published books and tracts on the 
subject, the list being the most complete that has yet been drawn up.” 
—Printers' Register. 

“Lithographers and the Printing trade in general are greatly 
indebted to the care and practical supervision which have been 
bestowed upon this work, which may be received as the only complete 
handbook of this artistical branch of the Printing business which has 
yet appeared. Mr. W. D. Richmond, the author, is a lithographer 
of great experience, and in the compilation of his work has been 
greatly assisted by members of the profession. The Grammar is very 
elaborate and complete, and enters into every necessary detail of the 
art, together with many modern improvements as yet but little known. 
Part I. is confined to drawing, transferring, and printing ; Part II. 
touches machines and machine printing. The book is tastefully got 
up and excellently printed, and altogether is most creditable to the 
firm which has issued it to the trade.”—Press News. 

“A practical guide to the artist and printer in commercial and 
artistic lithography and its kindred branches, of which a full and 
explicit account is presented. In its manner, an endeavour is made 
to adopt a style simple enough for the learner and the self-educator, 
while the matter is intended to be comprehensive enough as a vade 
mecum for those already possessing a knowledge of the general 
principles and ordinary practice of the art. The plan pursued is to 
give a description of the materials, tools, implements, and machinery, 
and then to state their application. As showing the very comprehen¬ 
sive nature of this useful little treatise, it deals with the stones, inks, 
transfer papers, drawing presses, and all the adjuncts used in litho¬ 
graphy, and contains numerous directions and hints drawn from actual 
practice in this beautiful and useful art. The author gives the results 
of his own experience of twenty-three years, and he has succeeded in 
explaining, in clear and simple language, the various processes involved 
and the chemical and mechanical bases of the art. The work is a 
most acceptable addition to the technical books now issuing from the 
press ; and we are pleased to recognise in it another invaluable help 
to our skilled artisans in rendering them yet more proficient and 
intelligent in their calling.”—Capital and Labour. 
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PRINTING MACHINES 
AND 

MACHINE PRINTING, 
BEING 

(Snide foi[ JJffasfyrs 
Containing Valuable Hints in the Selection of Machines—Practical Guide to Mahing Ready—Preparing Cuts— 

Cutting Overlays—Rollers—Useful Hints in the Management of all hinds of Printing Machines— 

Details of the Construction of Machines, &c. &c, 

THE Conductors of the Printing Times and Lithographer, knowing the great want that exists of a thoroughly 

Practical and Trustworthy Guide to the Art of Machine Printing, have been for a long time engaged 

in the preparation of the above work. 

Some idea of the scope of this Treatise, which was commenced in January, 1877, and is still being issued in the 

pages of The Printing Times and Lithographer, may be formed from the following— 

SYNOPSIS. 

PART I. 

Invention of the Printing1 Machine. 

MAKING READY. 

CHAPTER I.—Introductory—Difference between a machine and hand- 
press explained—Automatic appliances of the machine—Mechanical 
motion employed on the hand-press—Difference between the platen 
and cylinder machines. 

CHAPTER II.—Invention of the printing machine—Explanation of 
Nicholson's arrangement—Koenig's single cylinder machine—its con¬ 
struction—Kcenig's double cylinder—Donkin and Bacon's invention 
for printing from the rotating prism—Cowper's single cylinder 
machine for printing from curved plates—Description of Cowper’s 
double cylinder machine—Inking arrangements—Applegarth's and 
Cowper's improved perfecting machine. 

CHAPTER III.—Prevalent ignorance of the principles of machinery 
amongst machine-minders—Qualifications necessary to a newspaper 
printer—Difference between newspaper and bookwork printing.— 
Machine Boys: their proper management and treatment—Boys and 
spoilage of work—Supplying boys with working clothes.—Safe disposal 
of rags and paper—Cause of spontaneous combustion. 

CHAPTER IV.—Making-ready on a Perfecting Machine: General 
principles explained—Importance of sound work—the theory of 
making-ready—Prevalent mistaken ideas in connection with this 
subject—the operation of making-ready explained—the difference 
between impression at press and machine—Overlaying and underlaying. 
—Preparitig the Machine: Necessity of proper lubrication—Prepara¬ 
tion of the cylinder and roller-bearers—the proper way to fix the 
packing—Cleaning the coffin.—The Cylinder : the calico lining—its 
selection—Securing the same—Cylinder sheets the foundation for the 
making-ready—Proper method for putting same on the cylinder.— 
The Blanket: its selection for different kinds of work—Stretching 
same on the cylinder—Defects caused in printing through the blanket 
being insecurely fastened and loosely stretched.—Moveable Forms: 
Why underlaying is not required.—The underlaying of cuts and 
proper material for same—the treatment of high wood-cuts. 

CHAPTER V—Underlaying: Inequalities of stereo and electro plates— 
the "pitch" for ensuring correct lay—Centring the form—the proper 
fixing of the chase in the coffin—Probable accidents arising from using 
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unsound furniture— Precautions to be taken prior to pulling the first 
impression—How to plane down stereo plates—How to pull the first 
impression—Caution necessary in doing same—Raising of low pages— 
the importance of careful underlaying—Dipping of the blanket and 
its prevention—How to decide the amount of underlay required— 
Securing the underlay to the plates.—Catches and their proper treat¬ 
ment—Cause of the prevalent destruction of bevels on plates—How 
to cut and trim the Vibrator.— Wavers and Itikers—Their trimming 
and treatment—the roller-bearers—Their use—How to properly secure 
the packing for same—Cylinder-bearers and their packing—Instruc¬ 
tions for running up colour or "inking up”—Precautions necessary 
before doing same—Pulling sheet for register.—Making register— 
Register racks, or ‘ ‘ tappets,” and their use—General causes of bad 
register and their prevention. 

CHAPTER VI.—Overlaying: Cutting the overlay for engravings— 
Pulling proofs for same—General instructions —the India proof— 
Overlay for Anglo-French and platen machines—the influence of the 
blanket upon the impression.—How to cut the overlay—Defects in 
electros and how to remedy—Proper treatment of woodcuts—Pulling 
an impression of a form with and without cuts—Pulling an impression 
on the cylinder—Cleaning the plates—“ Picks ”■—Patching overlays 
for type—Pasting the overlays on the cylinder—“ Tnking up "—Setting 
the ductor—the final patching—Mistaken ideas as to making ready— 
Starting the form. > 

CHAPTER VII.—Rollers—Importance of proper rollers—Effects of 
temperature upon ordinary composition—Proper condition of the roller 
—Treatment in hot and cold temperature—Desirability of duplicate 
sets—How to properly wash rollers—the influence of ink upon the 
composition—the patent composition and its proper treatment—Roller 
stocks.—How to ascertain the working condition of the roller—On the 
duration of roller composition—Roller wheels—their destruction and 
precautions for prevention—Roller racks—Riders and their use—to 
properly secure same—Monks and Friars—their cause and prevention. 

CHAPTER VIII.—Miscellaneous Hints and Directions—On the choice 
of blanket—Indiarubber blanket—Paper and its proper condition— 
Prejudicial ingredients—the wetting of paper—Prevention of creasing 
—"Turning"—Rolled paper and its advantages—the rough and 
smooth surfaces—American glazed paper.—Set-off— the necessity of 
set-off paper—Endless sheets on-the cylinder machine, and directions 
for fitting apparatus for their use—Duration of set-off sheets— Oiled 
set-off paper—Set-off sheets for the Anglo-French machine—Suitable 
quality for ditto—Set-off sheets for single cylinder machines—On 
stopping the machine when in work—Dirty tapes and their renewal— 
Necessity for careful lubrication—Cleanliness. 
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PRINTING MACHINES & MACHINE PRINTING,--synopsis (continued). 

PART II. 

Principles of Printing’ Machine Construction. 

PERFECTING AND PLATEN MACHINES. 

CHAPTER IX.—Order of treatment of the subject—'Cat Platen Machine, 
and its distinctive features—Class of work for which it is specially- 
suited—Advantages and disadvantages of this machine—Capacity and 
dimensions—Arrangement of its working parts—the grooved drum and 
slide and their action—the platen head and beam—Frisket and tympan 
—the inking’apparatus—Method of working—On covering the frisket 
and tympan—Centreing the form—Taping the frisket.—Making-ready 
—AdjiKtment of the impression—General precautions—the inking 
apparatus—Prevention of creasing—Side and bottom marks—Avoidance 
of set-off—Proper method of driving. 

CHAPTER X.—The “ Napier” Platen—Advantages—Capacity and 
dimensions—Arrangement of the working parts—the knuckle-joint as 
the means of impression—-the grooved drum—the platen head and 
its motion—the double inking apparatus—Improved method for 
distribution—Impression—Method of working—Rollers and their 
treatment.—The “ Miu" Platen for endless paper—Its invention— 
Arrangement of the working parts—Making-ready—Inking apparatus 
—Capacity and speed—Amount of power required for driving purposes. 

CHAPTER XL — The ordinary Perfecting Machine—Advantages— 
Varieties—Peculiarities of the Web, Drop-bar, and Gripper—Capacity 
and speed—Arrangement of the working parts—the cylinders, tables, &c. 
—the working of the upright spindle and rack—Parallel motion—Wide 
and narrow racks—Rack ends—Intermediate and register drums—the 
travel of the sheet while printing—Taping the machine—Dryden and 
Foord's extra fast machine—Its distinctive features—Method of working 
—Inking up—Ductor bands—the rotary set-off apparatus—Changing 
the set-off paper—Regulation of impression—Lubrication. 

CHAPTER XII. — The “ Napier” Gripper Machine—Origin—Speed- 
Arrangement of the working parts—the inking apparatus—Application 
of set-off motion—General remarks. 

CHAPTER XIII. —The Anglo-French Machine—Its origin and advan¬ 
tages—Capacity and speed—Arrangement of the working parts—the 
action of the cylinders explained—Rocking frame—-Universal joint 
and vertical rack—Quadrants—the travel of the tables—Dryden’s 
Anglo-French machine fitted with upright spindle—the turning of the 
sheet for perfecting—the grippers and their action—Tapes—Set-off 
apparatus—Inking arrangements—Roller lifts—Dryden’s taking-off 
apparatus—Paul's improved ditto—the working of cut forms. 

PART III. 

SINGLE CYLINDER AND JOBBING MACHINES. 

CHAPTER XIV.—Single Cylinder Machines—their varieties, advantages, 
capacity, and speed—Making-ready—Slurs and how to obviate same— 
Ashley's automatic feeder—General directions—need of proper founda¬ 
tion—-Prevention of vibration. 

CHAPTER XV.—Conisbee's "Mam" or Tumbler Machine.—Origin—- 
Arrangement of working parts—First symptoms of wearing, &c.— 
Messrs. Harrild's Main. 

CHAPTER XVI.—Harrild's Improved “Bremner" Machine.—Improve¬ 
ment on the original Belle Sauvage—Arrangement of the working 
parts—the cylinder, driving gear, traverse wheels, connecting rod, &c. 
—the grippers and their action—Stopping gear—the double-inking 
motion—the laying-on board—Inking arrangement—Taking-off motion 
and Flyers—Pointing apparatus—Brake—Modifications in the con¬ 
struction of smaller machines. 

CHAPTER XVII.—The Wharfedale Machine, b=c.—‘The Wharfedale 
and the Bremner—Capabilities of the Wharfedale—Payne’s extra- 
large machine—Dawson’s Wharfedale—Fieldhouse & Co.’s Reliance 
—Ingle’s machine—Simplicity of its construction—Ullmer’s jobbing 
machine—the Quadrant Machine—“ Beating up ” motion. 

CHAPTER XVIII.—The " Graphic" Machine.—Distinctive features in 
its construction—Graphic Two-Feeder—Description—Capabilities— 
the Dutartre Single-Cylinder and the Franco-Bremner Machine—its 
general construction and advantages—the increased inking facilities— 
Capabilities. 

CHAPTER XIX.—Two-Colour Machines.—Their general principle of 
construction—Advantages—Main’s Two-Colour Machine—Capabilities 
—Security of rollers in printing colour-work—Coloured inks and their 
effect upon rollers—How to warm the ink-slab—Dawson’s, Harrild’s, 
and Payne’s Two-Colour Wharfedale—a leviathan two-colour machine 
—Economy of two-colour machines. 

CHAPTER XX.—Messrs. Newsum's " Rotary’’ Two-Colour Machine.— 
General description of its construction—Inking arrangements—Securing 
the form—Capacity and speed—Servante’s Rotary Two-Colour and 
Perfecting Machine—Rutley’s Two-Colour Apparatus. 

CHAPTER XXL—Platen Jobbing Machines.—The original Gordon 
—Its introduction into Europe—Immediate success—Simplicity of 
general construction—Average speed—Advantages and economy in 
working—Essentially platen machines—the Minerva or Cropper— 
Description of working parts—Inking arrangements—the Universal 
—their construction and advantages—Improved inking apparatus— 
Capabilities and speed — the Liberty, Bremner, and F.mpire— 
General construction and specialities—the application of the brake— 
the Model jobbing machine—Instructions in making ready on the 
above machines—Directions for fixing—General remarks. 

PART IV. 

ROTARY AND NEWSPAPER MACHINES GENERALLY. 

CHAPTER XXII.—Introduction—Necessary qualifications of newspaper 
machine minders—-Rapid improvement in the construction of the rotary 
machine—Advantages over the Hoe Feeders—Average speed—Making 
ready—the roll of paper and regulation of the tension—Renewal of the 
reels -On bending electros of cuts for rotary machines—Method of 
wetting the roll of paper—the most successful rotary machines—Their 
various capabilities. 

CHAPTER XXIII.—The “ Hoe” and "Northumbrian'' Rotary Machines. 
—the Hoe—Distinctive features in construction—the position of 
the reel—Passage of the sheet—the switch—Inking arrangements—■ 
Mr. Lloyd’s invention for dividing the quires after printing—Capabili¬ 
ties and speed—the Northumbrian—Description of its construction 
—Renewal of the paper—Flyers—Inking apparatus—Arrangement for 
preventing the “ drag ” of the paper—Capacity and speed. 

CHAPTER XXIV.—The ‘ 'Marinoni ” and1 ‘ Victory’’ Rotary Machines.— 
the Marinoni six-feeder and the introduction of the rotary— 
Description of the working parts—Inking Apparatus—the gathering 
drums—Smoothing rollers—Amount of manual labour required in the 
working — Later improvements—the Victory and its invention— 
Description of its working—the attached wetting apparatus—Inking 
arrangements — Distinctive features — the Victory cutting, folding 
and binding machine combined—Dimensions and capabilities. 

CHAPTER XXV.—The “Bullock” Rotary Machine— Construction— 
Description of the working parts—Capabilities and speed. 

CHAPTER XXVI.—The “ Walter” Press and the "Prestonian.”—The 
“Times” and the gradual introduction of the rotary machine—the 
inventors—the Walter the first rotary machine—Its construction— 
General description—Arrangement for preventing set-off—the cutting 
cylinder—the divider—Flyers—Inking arrangements—Average speed 
and dimensions — the Prestonian — Arrangement of the working 
parts—Travel of the sheet—the inking apparatus—Speed and general 
remarks. 

CHAPTER XXVII.—The “ Whitefriars ” and " Ingram ” Rotary 
Machines for cut work.—The Whitefriars—Its origin—Description 
of the working parts—the circular plates—Inking apparatus— 
Dimensions—Capabilities and speed—the Ingrain—the printing of 
cuts from circular plates—Distinctive features—Distribution of ink— 
Arrangement of working parts—-Travel of the paper—The taking-off 
apparatus—Speed and capabilities. 

PART V. 

MACHINERY FOR THE WAREHOUSE. 

CHAPTER XXVIII.—Hydraulic Presses and their Construction.— 
Boomer and Boschert Press—The drying of work—Pressing—Folding 
Machines and their general construction—Speed—Gill’s Hot-Rolling 
Machine—Heim’s White Paper Rolling Machine— Howe’s Gathering 
Machine—Cutting machines. 

ENGINES, BOILERS, &c. 

CHAPTER XXIX.—Engines and Boilers.—The. Beam v. the Horizontal 
■—the requirements of printers—Power required by various machines 
—the driving of Platens—Table engines—Gas engines adapted for 
driving printing machinery—Boilers—On the consumption of fuel— 
General facts and hints—On the fixing of boilers and engines—Water- 
heaters and injectors—Donkey Pumps—the Hancock Inspirator. 

PART VI. 

GLOSSARY OF TECHNICAL TERMS. 

APPENDIX.—Including upwards of 500 technical words with explana • 
tions, giving names of the various, motions used in connection with 
printing machinery and its adjuncts, and the technical phrases used 
in the machine room, &c., &c., together with numerous carefully 
prepared diagrams specially engraved for this work. 
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Enamelled, and Waste Cards. 

RAILWAY TICKETS. JACQUARD LOOM CARDS. 

London Office; Mr. W. WALLACE, 26, Gt. St. Helens, E.C. 

To the Publishers of The Printing Times and Lithographer, 

81, Great Queen-street, London, TV.C. 

Please forward to me_ffcop_of 

The Printing Times and Lithographer for_Months, post- 

free, for which I enclose_ 

Name_ 

A ddress ___________ 

Pate____ 

Post-Office Orders and Cheques to be made payable to Wyman & Sons, West Central 

District Post Office, High Eolborn, London. 
( 68 ) 

Ninth Tear of Publication. 

THE 

PRINTING TIMES 
AND 

LITHOGRAPHER: 
An Illustrated Monthly Technical 

and Fine-Art Journal of 

IHjogntpfcn, 

|)8per-ma!mtg, 
AND THE 

J^uinliarg SYabts. 
Published on the 15th of each 

Month. 

Price Sixpence per copy. 
Annual Subscription (payable 
in advance), ys. 6d., Post-free. 

Pasteboards, 
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The DIAMOND 

Self-Clamp Paper Cutter. 
(Patented 1876, in Great Britain and tlie United States.) 

The above Cut is of the extra heavy Machine for Paper Makers and heavy work. 

THE DIAMOND 
turns out at least 50 per 

cent, more work than any 

competitor. 

THE DIAMOND 
is entirely Self-Clamping, 

ahd thus all “ overhead ” 

work is avoided. 

THE DIAMOND 
will cut “heads,” “tails,” 

and “foredges” at one time 

without altering the gauge. 

THE DIAMOND 
has given complete satis¬ 

faction to every purchaser. 

~ THE DIAMOND 
is T IE3I IE Machine in 

America. 

First Premium, Philadelphia, 1876. 

HAZELL, WATSON, & VINEY, 
6, KIRBY ST., HATTON GARDEN, 

Are the Sole Licensees for the above Machine in Great 
Britain, and, from their own experience, strongly recom¬ 
mend the attention of PRINTERS, BOOK 
BINDERS, and STATIONERS to the great 
saving effected by this Machine. It is made in London 

by eminent Engineers. 

Prices and Particulars on application as above. 

THE DIAMOND 
has an Indicator which 

shows instantly where the 

knife will come on the 

work, and saves much time. 

THE DIAMOND 
has a fly wheel always run¬ 

ning, and the starting is 

9 therefore instantaneous, and 

I the stopping automatic. 

THE DIAMOND 
can be seen at any time in 

full work on our premises, 

6, KIRBY STREET, 
HATTON GARDEN, E.C. 

n ( 69 ) 
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T. KNAPP, 
PRINTERS’, STATIONERS’, AND 

BOOKSELLERS’ VALUER, 
AND AGENT FOR SALE OF 

BUSINESSES & NEWSPAPER PROPERTIES, 

25, PATERNOSTER SQ., LONDON, E.C., 
AND 

ELDON CHAMBERS, CHERRY STREET, 
BIRMINGHAM, 

Respectfully offers his services in VALUATIONS in 
the above BUSINESSES ; and from his intimate and 
practical knowledge both of the Wholesale and Retail 
Printing, Stationery, and Bookselling Trades, gained 
during an experience of upwards of thirty years, he 
is confident of giving satisfaction to those gentlemen 
who may entrust him with their commands. (Estab¬ 
lished 1870.) Monthly List of Businesses for Sale, gratis 
and post-free. Clients met by appointment either in 
London or Birmingham free of charge. 

HENRY MAYO, 
SJjofo tfarir # Jafel faimlj 

MANUFACTURER, 

Constitution Hill, Birmingham. 

WOOD ENGRAVING. 
Wood Engraving in the very best style, 

Cheaper than any otter house in the Trade, 

W. H. TILBY, 
49, Essex Street, Strand, 

LONDON, W.C. 

JOHN LILLY, 
Printers’ Broker, Engineer, 

AND 

TRADE VALUER, 

HIND COURT; FLEET ST, 
LONDON, E.C. 

ESTIMATES GIVEN FOR THE 

Fitting-up of Offices Complete, 
Large or Small. 

A Large Assortment of SECOND-HAND 
PRINTING MACHINES, CUTTING 
MACHINES, &c., always in Stock. 

“ To Printing mankind is indebted for the means of education, for the dissemina¬ 
tion of religion and learning, and for most of the comforts and enjoyments of 
civilized life.”—Address by J. S. Hodson, Secretary. PRINTERS’ PENSION, ALMSHOUSE, & ORPHAN 

ASYLUM CORPORATION. 

Established 1827. Incorporated tinder Royal Charter, 1865. 

The Anniversary Festival will be held on Tuesday, the 13th of 
May. William Spottiswoode, Esq., LL.D., President of the Royal 
Society, in the Chair. Gentlemen willing to become Stewards upon 
the occasion will please favour the Trustees by forwarding their 

namest0 J. S. HODSON, Secretary. 
Gray’s Inn Chambers, 

20, High I-Iolborn, W.C. 

To Printers, Bookbinders, Printers’ Brokers, & others. 

Important Sale of the Plant of the First-class Printing 
Establishment of Messrs, BAGSTER. 

TABLE ENGINE, TWO BOILERS, AND SHAFTING, 

Murrell, Scobell, & Masterman 

Will SELL by AUCTION, 

On the Premises, 38, Theobald’s Road, Bedford Row, London, 

On Monday, 28tli April, and two following days, 

Commencing at 1 o’clock punctually each day, 

THE E 2C T E 2<r S I V E AHD VALUABLE 

PRINTER’S & BOOKBINDER’S PLANT. 
May be viewed three days before the sale, catalogues may then be 

had on the premises, and in the meantime of the Auctioneers, No. I, 
Walbrook, City. 

N.B.—The LEASE of the Extensive Premises (with 

or without Steam Power) will be SOLD by 

AUCTION, at the Mart, on Friday, the 18th 

April, without reserve. 

Printed Particulars may be had of the Auctioneers. 

TO PAPERMAKERS, STATIONERS, & RAG MERCHANTS. 

^THE PAPER MILLS DIRECTORY for 1879. 
X Further Extended and Improved. Price 2s. 6d. 

The PAPERMAKERS’ HANDBOOK. Price 5s. 
The ART of PAPERMAKING. Second Edition. Price 25s. 
The PAPERMAKERS’ CIRCULAR. Monthly, price 4d. 
The STATIONERS’ HANDBOOK. Tenth Edition. Price 3s. 6d. 
The STATIONERS’ PRICE and COST BOOK. Price 2s. 6d. 

May be had of any Bookseller; or sent post-free for P. O. Order. 

KENT & CO., Paternoster Row, London. 

( 7° ) 

THE BIRMINGHAM MACHINISTS 
COMPANY, 

PRINTEKS’ ENGINEERS, 
25, BARR STREET, HOCKLEY, BIRMINGHAM, 

ARE NOW MAKING 

SPECIALITIES FOR JOB PRINTERS 
AND STATIONERS. 

High - Class Workmanship. Low Prices. 

Send for Testimonials and Price Lists. 

THE CELEBRATED 

SIMPLISSIMUS SELF-INKING PRESS. 

No. 1. Platen, 7 x 5, Ta o o 

No. 2. „ 11x7, 7 10 

For Stationers’ Card Work. 

o ) For Practical every-day 
> work. One boy produ- 

No. 3. ,, 12x8, 8 IO o \ cing 800 per hour. 

Stands for Nos. 2 and 3, £2. Prices at the Works. 

OPINIONS OF THE PRESS. 

Printing Times and Lithographer, Aug., 1877.—“The mechanism is good ; the 
price very low.” 

Press News, Nov., 1877.-“ It is very simple and well suited for small jobs up to 
foolscap folio.” 

Pafier and Printing Trades' Journal, March, 1878.—“The action is powerful and 
reliable ; it turns out small jobs well and quickly.” 

Bazaar and Mart.—“ Among the best Simplissimus.” 

SEND FOR SPECIMENS. 

Stereotype Foundries, 10s. 6d. to £10. Apparatus for Rubber Stamp 
Making, £5. 

TREADLE CIRCULAR SAWS FOR PRINTERS, 

SEND FOR OUR ILLUSTRATED LIST, 
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FURNIVAL & CO.'S LIST 
OF 

Second - hand Machinery. 

One DOUBLE DEMY LITHO, by 
Mann. Nearly new. Just replaced by 
the “Express.” 

One 36-inch SCHOFIELD’S PATENT 
GUILLOTINE. 

One 26-inch GUILLOTINE, by Cromp¬ 
ton. 

One 27-inch GUILLOTINE, by Lilly. 

One 25-inch GUILLOTINE, by Wilson. 

One DEMY LITHO, by Hughes & 
Kimber. 

One ALBION BLOCKING PRESS, 
by Cope. 

One ROLLING MACHINE, by 
Ducan. Rolls, 48 in. long. 

Several LITHO’ PRESSES. 

7, Charterhouse St., Holborn Circus, 

LONDON; and 

53, Ogden Street, Ardwick, 

MANCHESTER. 

Please Notice Change of Address, the Premises haring been re-named. 

THE ORIGINAL MAKERS OF TEAK CASES. 

Advertisers’ Blocks & Posters in One or more Colours. 
Estimates Free. Catalogues of every description Illustrated. 

G. S. LITTLEJOHN, 
LITHOGRAPHIC & CHROMO-STIPPLE ARTIST, 

Designer, Illuminator, and General Draughtsman, 

10, LAURENCE POUNTNEY LANE, CANNON STREET, 

LONDON, E.C. 

ESTABLISHED 25 YEARS. 

WOOD LETTER. 

WOOD LETTER. 

WOOD LETTER. 

WOOD LETTER. 

For Specimens apply to 

J\ SILK, 
(Late GEORGE HIGGINS,) 

LICENSED 

PRINTERS’ BROKER, 

Auctioneer & Valuer. 
WORKS j 

McLean’s Buildings, Gt* New St., 
AND 

2 & 3, Dean Street, Fetter Lane 

FLEET STREET, CITY, E.C, 

J. S. COOK & SON, 
Successors to the late Mr. Thomas Cook, of 24, Brook St., Holborn, 

Established 1789, 

BRASS RULE CUTTERS, 

Makers of Galleys, Composing Sticks, ancl Printing Materials in 
general, of the highest quality, for Town, Country, and Export. 

Inventors and Manufacturers of Brass Space Lines. 

BRASS-FACED RULES, 
INVARIABLE COMPOSING STICKS, &c. 

112, FORE STREET, LONDON, E.C. 

PAPER BAGS!! PAPER BAGS!! 

SHUTTLEWORTH & BUNN, 
GENERAL PRINTERS, 

AND 

Paper Bag Manufacturers to the Trade, 

200,202, & 294, WATERLOO ROAD, LONDON, 8.E. 

SAMPLES AND TRADE PRICE LIST POST FREE. 

iSwEBENEZER BACON&SON 
♦ 58a"1 axtruiiuacdaduictc s ' rfcS MACHINACRAPHISTS&c. Kv A-X 

WILFRID WORKS, CHALK FARM ROAD. 

CAMDEN TOWN, N.W. 
REMOVED FROM WORMWOOD STREET AND BARTHOLOMEW CLOSE. 

ESTABLISHED 1810 
Pantographic, Medallick, Spiral, Radiated, Graduated, Engine - Turning, 

Ornamental, Anti-forgery, &> General Engraving for Copper-plate, 
Lit ho, or Letterpress Printing. 

Bank Rotes, Cheques, Bills of Exchange, Share Certificates, Vignettes, 
Scrolls, Backgrounds, Skies, Clouds, Graining and Stipple 

Tint Plates, Section and Scale Lines, Prize 
Medals. &c. &c. 

L. CORNELISSEN X TALLE, 
22, Great Queen-Street, W.C., 

Manufacturers and Importers of 

COLOURS, PRINTING INK, AND VARNISHES FOR 
paris. LITHOGRAPHY. V'ENNA- 

FIRST-CLASS COLOURS FOR CHROMO. 

1867. 
Hlaterials. 1873. 

Transfer Paper of all Kinds, for Chalk Drawings, Diaphanic Colour Work, &c. 

List of Prices on Application. 

ZORN, BAHNSON, & CO., 
MANUFACTURERS AND IMPORTERS OF 

LITHOGRAPHIC MATERIALS, 
LITHOGRAPHIC STONES, yellow or grey, of the finest quality. 
COLOURED AND BLACK INKS. ) Specially manufactured for Litho- 

FINE DRY COLOURS. j graphic Printing, 

DUSTING COLOURS, in all Shades 

BRONZE POWDERS, SNAKE STONE, &c. 

9 & 11, GARRICK STREET, COVENT GARDEN, LONDON, W.C. 

And at 116, INGRAM STREET, GLASGOW. 

NO IV REA D Y, neatly bound in Cloth, lettered, red edges, price 6d,, 

The Compositor’s Guide & Pocket Book, 
By JOSEPH GOULD 

(late Member of the London Society of Compositors). 

T A f FARRINGTON & CO., 31, Fetter-lane, Fleet-street. 
.London: j R MARLBOROUGH & CO., 51, Old Bailey, E.C. 

THE “ Compositor’s Guide ” gives the routine of work as practised in London 
book-houses and country news-offices ; remarks on distribution,. news and 

book-work composition and correcting ; instructions in making margin, imposition, 
casting-up book and news-work, how to make out bills, news and jobbing display, 
and other matters both useful and interesting to Compositors. 

Also, a variety of useful tables ; the hours worked, the piece-work prices, and the 
established wages in the principal towns in England, Ireland, and Scotland ; abstract 
of the London scale of prices ; the names of sizes of books, measures for ordinary 
job-work, proof-readers’ marks, technical terms, and a 

COMPLETE BET OF DIAGRAMS OF IMPOSITIONS. 

Will be sent post-free for 7 stamps by J. GOULD, 24, South-street, Middlcsbro’ 

( 71 ) n 2 
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HENRY MAYO, 
SHOW CARD AND MAP MOUNTER, 

YAMISHER of all kinds of Colour-Printing to the Trade, 
BOTTLE LABELS, ALMANACKS, 

Box Tops, Tickets, Show Tablets, &e., 
544, CONSTITUTION HILL, BIRMINGHAM, 

Inventor and only Maker of the New Varnish Cloth 
Show Card without Glass. 

Wood Mounts for Maps, Show Cards, Almanacks, &c. 

Ehow Papers converted into Transparencies for Window Advertising. 

~T. C. THOMPSON, 
MAKER AND DEALER IN 

Printing and Bookbinding Machinery 
and Material. 

Improved PAGING & PERFORATING MACHINES, Hand & Treadle. 
LISTS ON APPLICATION. 

15, GARTSIDE STREET, MANCHESTER. 
WORKS: BACK IRWELL STREET. 

Westleys & Co., 

5tamifetarmg bookbinders, 

10, FRIAR STREET, 

^Doctors’ Commons, 

LONDON, E.C. 

BAYES & CO., 
Printers’ Brokers, 

AND DEALERS IN EVERY DESCRIPTION OF 

MACHINES AND MATERIALS 
For PRIMERS, LITHOGRAPHERS, and BOOKMDERS. 

A large assortment of Second-hand Machines, Presses 
and Material always in stock. 

Send for Monthly Price Lists. 

48, WOOD STREET, LIVERPOOL. 

STEREO. (“) COLUMNS 
One quarter the weight of others. Cheaper AND 

Better Matter specially prepared. Cannot be 

distinguished from the type. Comprise— 
News, Serial Tales, Selections, and Wit 

and Humour. 
Proof and Terms on application to “Excelsior” 

Stereo. Foundry, 41, Lower Priory, Birmingham. 
London Agent, T. W. MARTIN, 89, Shoe-lane, E.C. 

ESTABLISHED 1832. 

CHAR LES F. M O O R E, 
Late SCOTT, WATSON, & CO., 

BRASS RUBE CUTTER, 
MANUFACTURER OF 

CIRCLE 3, OVALS, SHAPES, ZINC & BRASS GALLEYS,&c. 

25, TYSOE STREET, CLERKENWELL, LONDON, W.C. 

NOTICE. 

MR. JOHN LILLY, PRINTERS’ ENGINEER 
AND BROKER, Hind Court, Fleet Street, has just received 

from New York, U.S., the New Improved UNIVERSAL TREADLE 
PLATEN MACHINE, from the Original Inventor, Mr. Gally. 

It is said to have thirteen improvements upon his original one, intro¬ 
duced into England some years since. It is not only very much 
stronger but made to run as light as the celebrated “ Minerva.” Its 
distributing powers are so perfect that the most solid work can be done 
with it. It is being tested by many of the large London Printers at 
the Warehouse as above. 

FOR SALE. 
OUBLE-DEMY LITHOGRAPHIC MACHINE to print 

34 by 24, by Bickerton, with two sets of covered rollers, fitted 
with fast and loose pulleys. 

DOUBLE-CROWN LITHOGRAPHIC MACHINE, to print 
32 by 22, by Hasler & Eairbank, with two sets of covered rollers; 
titled with fast and loose pulleys. 

BRONZING MACHINE, by Grierson (quite new), fitted with fast 
and loose pulleys, and striker. 

The above three machines can be seen, and all particulars obtained 
at CHARLES GOODALL & SONS, Camden Works, London, N.W. 

BENJAMIN GEORGE, otherwise BENJAMIN GEORGE 
GEORGE, Deceased. 

STATUTORY NOTICE TO CREDITORS. 

Pursuant to the Act of Parliament, 22 and 23 Victoria, Chapter 35, 
Section 29. 

OTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, that the Creditors of Benjamin 
George, otherwise Benjamin George George, late of No. 47, 

Hatton Garden, and of No. 14, Montague Place, Russell Square, both 
in the County of Middlesex, Lithographer, deceased (who died on the 
10th day of October, 1878, and whose will was proved by Mary 
George, widow, the relict of the said deceased, in the principal 
Registry of the Probate Division of Her Majesty’s High Court of 
Justice, on the 13th day of December, 1878), and all other persons 
having any claim or demand against the estate of the said Benjamin 
George, otherwise Benjamin George George, are to send the par¬ 
ticulars in writing of their claims or demands to the said Mary George, 
the executrix, at the offices of her Solicitors, Messrs. Watson, Sons, 
& Room, situate at 12, Bouverie Street, in the City of London, on 
or before the 28th day of April, 1879, on the expiration of which time 
the said executrix will proceed to distribute the assets of the said 
Benjamin George, otherwise Benjamin George George, among the 
parties entitled thereto, having regard to the claims of which the said 
executrix shall then have had notice, and will not be liable for the 
assets so distributed to any person of' whose debt or claim the said 
executrix shall not then have had notice. 

WATSON, SONS, & ROOM, 
Dated this 26th day of Of 26, Bouverie Street, in the 

February, 1879. City of London, 
Solicitors for the said Mary George. 

LINEOTYPE. 
A NEW TYPOGRAPHIC ENGRAVING PROCESS. 

Specimens, Terms, £rc., from the Inventor, 

H. E. TOZER, CLARENCE PLACE, GRAVESEND. 

QROWN HOTEL PARPENS & FISHERY. 
BROXBOURNE, HERTS. 

16 Miles bij leuel Road, and by Great Eastern Railway, which Company makes Special Rates. 

“ Broxbourne Gardens, on the banks of the river Lea—-a favourite “It is the most finished, most beautiful, most tasteful Garden I 
resort of Londoners, and a place of highly respectable character.”— have ever entered.”—Gardeners' Magazine. 
Times. 

Special arrangements for JVayzegoose and other Dinners in Private Rooms, capable of dining parties of from 4 to 350 persons. 

An Ordinary on Sundays at 3 O’clock. 

The Amusements include Archery, Aunt Sally, Boating, Bowls, Cricket, Croquet, Football, Skittles, Billiards, Pyramidsi Pool, &c, 

No Van Parties olt Schools received. T. BENINGFlELD, Proprietor. 
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To Her Majesty's Government, the War Depart¬ 

ment, India Department, Admiralty. 

.vwwww 

LIVETT FRANK & SON, 
littnf Ulitmifarium's 

AND 

OIL REFINERS, 

22, BOROUGH, 

XjOXTXDQXT ZBIROIIDGrlE]. 

MACHINE OIL .2s. to 4s. per Gallon. 
CLEANSING SPIRIT . Is. 3d. 

Crown 4to,', Stiff Boards, price 2s. 6d., 

Post-free, 3 s., 

THE PRINTING TRADES’ 

Ilian] it pcsli-ji'iooli 
For 1879. 

81, GREAT QUEEN STREET, 
LINCOLN’S-INN FIELDS, W.C. 

For particulars see page 65. 

ESTABLISHED 25 TEARS. 

FOOT BROTHERS, 
Steam Litho & Letterpress Machine 

Printers to the Trade only. 

Designers and Printers of Show Cards, 

Labels, &>c., in Colours. 

MACHISM for the TRADE at LOWEST POSSIBLE CHARGES. 

LITHO MACHINES from FCAP. FOLIO to 
DOUBLE ELEPHANT. 

Maps & Plans of Estates promptly executed. 

16, LITTLE TRINITY LANE, 
Queen Victoria Street, E.C.; 

And 13,14, & 15, Bridgewater Gardens, Aldersgate Street, E.C. 

J. c. PAU L, 
WHOLESALE AND EXPORT 

©pc-fec it |lrinfing$Ilufcri<rl 
MANUFACTURER, 

GRANVILLE WORKS, 

Granville Place, Kings Cross Road, 

LONDON, W.C. 

RICHARD MILLS WOOD, 
Sjrpe-Jijmibtr, 

3, St. John's Parade, Byrom Street, 

MANCHESTER. 

PR1H15G MATERIALS of EVERY DESCRIPTION. 

Electrotyping and Stereotyping. 

PRINTERS’ and BOOKBINDERS’ 
MACHINERY. 

TVTEW and SECOND-HAND MA¬ 
CHINERY for Letterpress and 

Litho Printers, Bookbinders, and Sta¬ 
tioners, &c. &c. Send for List to 

W. XX. Bi:ROD, 

12,16, & 18, Albert St., Manchester. 

IEb. BARRETT, 

ENGINEER & MACHINIST, 
Numerical frinting ant perforating 

ggadjine, 
ENVELOPE MApHINE AND 

(Embossing-|)rej:s glanufacfum, 

19, COWCROSS STREET, E.C. 

THE 

u 

BACKUS” WATER MOTOR. 
10,000 SOLD, 

Proves it the BEST and CHEAPEST Motive Power. 

Uses only Half the Quantity of Water required by any other 
Motor to do same Work. 

Cannot get out of Order—takes little Space—will 
last a Life-time—Noiseless — Free from Danger, 
Dirt, Heat or Smell—Fixed at a uery Trifling Cost, 
in ail Cases state Water-pressure, where Motor 

is to be fixed, and Power required. 

Prices from £3. 3s. to £35, from i to 6 H.-P. Nominal. 

Extracts from a few of the many Testimojiials received. 

H. D. WTnton, Editor, Bergen Co. Democrat, N.J., writes:—“It works 
daily, with water-pressure about 40 lb. large Campbell country press ; costs 100 
per cent, less in running than steam, always ready, safe, and needs no attention.” 

The Editor Hunterdon Co. Democrat says:—“After a long test it is a 
decided success. With 30 lb. water-pressure we print 900 impressions per hour. 
It is perfectly reliable. We formerly printed with 5 H.-P. steam-engine.” 

Editor, Bangor Daily Commercial, writes: — “With a £35 ‘Backus 

Motor,5 we drive a large Hoe Stop Cylinder Press, using two little streams of 
water little larger than the stem of an apple, with the steadiness and reliability 
of the great Corless Engine at the Centennial Exhibition.” 

W. L. Merslem & Co., Rahway, N.J., write :—“ With a ^35 ‘Backus 

Motor ' we run 20 feet Shafting, together with medium Gordon and one Hoe 
medium press, at 1,500 impressions per hour, and \ medium Gordon and 1 Potter 
(34 x 52) press, at 1,000 impressions, giving us power to run all the presses at 
once. Starts instantly by pulling a cord. No danger, nor man required to 
attend to it.” 

SUTCLIFFE BROS., Climax Works, Birkenhead, and 

40, ROYAL EXCHANGE, MANCHESTER. 

Wensley & Wensley, 
Ye Olde Style 

WRITING 

ENGRAVERS, 
180 & 181, Fleet Street, E.C. 

Entrance—Fetter Lane, 

oa. Price Lists on Application. 

WXLLMOTT & SONS, 

MACHINE 
RULERS, 

Numerical Printers and Perforators, 

54, 55, & 56, Bartholomew Close, 
Specimens &= Estimates on application. 

ESTABLISHED 1828. 

Wm. g. stoneham, 
§00liMnkr fa fije inik, 

- 10 S 11, - 

CHARTERHOUSE BUILDINGS, 
LONDON, E.C. 

RAJORK & PRAETORXUS, LEIPZIG-PLAGWITZ, 
Late Gustav Najork & Co.), 

SOLE MAKERS OF THE CELEBRATED 

LIPSIAN CHROMO PAPER, 
Which is specially prepared both in the coating and in the Raw-paper for Chromo-Lithographic 

Printing by Steam as well as Hand, and warranted not to stretch or 
leave the coat on the stone. 

The enamel being prepared according to a secret in the possession of 
this firm alone, is distinguished by its exquisite velvet-like surface, which 
gives a peculiar transparence to the colours and at the same time endows 
them with an extraordinary brilliance, both of which qualities cannot be 
over-estimated in printing. 

This Paper is almost exclusively used in the majority of important 
Chromo-Printing Establishments of Great Britain and Ireland, where it 
has the preference over every other make. 

Printed Specimens supplied on application ; also sample sheets of any 
quality for printing trials sent Post-free. 

Any weight or size supplied. Orders will in every case be promptly 
executed. 

All goods to Great Britain and Ireland delivered free warehouse. 

Prices exceedingly moderate, lower than English made Chromo-papers, 
quality at the same time surpassing any other make of the world. 

Specialities in bright and dull enamel for Show-Cards, Calendars, Menus, Ball Programmes, See., See. 

AgentCHARLES MAYER, Queen Anne's Chambers, 62, Holborn Viaduct, E.C. 
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ittfLo to llfrlmdrsns. 

The Scale of Charges for Advertising Situa¬ 

tions is as follows:— 

Three Lines and under.is. 6d. 

Every Additional Line. 6d. 

SITUATIONS VACANT, 

HTO COMPOSITORS.—WANTED 
-L a careful Man, experienced in the com¬ 

position of Arabic and Turkish.—Apply to 
Wyman & Sons, 75, Great Queen-street, 
Lincoln’s-inn-fields, London, W.C. 

PRINTERS (Journeymen).— 
WANTED Immediately, a steady trust¬ 

worthy man of some experience to act as 
working FOREMAN in small jobbing office 
in the country. Apply, stating references and 
wages required, Spong & Son, Biggleswade. 

Engraver and litho¬ 
grapher.—wanted, steady Man 

competent to work both branches.—Observer 
office, Lancaster. 

nro PRINTERS, LITHO- 
1 GRAPIIERS, newspaper pro¬ 

prietors, &c.—WANTED to APPREN¬ 
TICE a steady Youth, over Fifteen Years of 
age, just leaving school. A quick reader, 
having a knowledge of Shorthand, and a taste 
for, and some knowledge of Drawing. Pre¬ 
ference given to an office where lithographic 
work is done. — Address, A. W. F., 102, 
High-street, Ashford, Kent. 

T ITHOGRAPHIC TRANSFER 
J!_«, WRITER, presently disengaged, de¬ 
sires permanent SITUATION ; good general 
hand ; will forward specimens. 100, Leeds 
Mercury office, 107, Fleet-street, London, E. C. 

PRESS.—An experienced Journalist 
wishes to undertake the MANAGE¬ 

MENT—Editorial and Advertisement— of a 
Provincial Paper (Daily) of good standing not 
yet represented in London. No charge for 
office. Highest references. Address, 359 C, 
Daily Nrws Advertisement Inquiry Office, 67, 

Fleet-street. 

PRESS.—RE-ENGAGEMENT by 
JL experienced Verbatim Reporter. Good 
paragraphist and descriptive writer. Used to 
sub-editing, or can take entire management. 
Practical printer. Excellent testimonials.— 
Phono, 2, Maple-terrace, Penge, S.E. 

MISCELLANEOUS. 

DOR SALE.—36-inch Imperial 
I CUTTING MACHINE (Otley Make), 
also Round Hole Perforator, both perfect. 
Price ^13. 1 os.—W. Brooke, Scarboro. 

T ITHOGRAPHIC PRESS 
J—/ WANTED. Double-Demy size, hand 
and power. Must be in good condition.— 
Send price and maker’s name to James 
Salmon, 12, Parsonage, Manchester. 

T UDGATE-HILL and ST. PAUL’S 
-L, CHURCHYARD.—To be LET, on 
LEASE, a capitally-lighted modern WARE¬ 
HOUSE, comprising dry basement, ground 
floor, and three upper floors; within view of 
Ludgate-hill, in the centre of the book and 
publishing trade, but suitable for any light 
warehouse purpose. Rent A3°° per annum. 
—Messrs. Debenham, Tewson, & Farmer, 
80, Cheapside. 

Back numbers wanted.— 
Full Price will be given by the Pub¬ 

lishers of the Printing Times and Litho¬ 
grapher for copies of Nos. 2 & 3, Volume I., 
New Series, of the Printing Times and 
Lithographer.—Apply at the Office, 81, 
Great Queen-street, London, W.C. 

ENGRAVER (Writing). — Good 
Hand WANTED ; also an Improver. 

Apply, with Specimens, to Whiteman & 
Bass, 236, High Holborn, London. 

T ITHO MACHINE MEN.— 
J—^ WANTED, first-class steady Men for 
colour work. Apply to Riddle & Couch- 
man, 22, Southwark-bridge-road. 

CHROMO-LITHOGRAPHY.— 
WANTED immediately, a first-class 

CHROMO - ARTIST, also a Show-Card 
Artist and Designer for best work. Perma¬ 
nent situations and good salaries to really 
competent men.—Apply, Taylor Bros., 
“ The Steam Color Printing Works,” Leeds. 

WANTED, a Resident Represen¬ 
tative for London to call upon Litho¬ 

graphers, Box-makers, Bookbinders, and other 
users of Surface-coloured Papers and Paste¬ 
boards. No person need apply unless he has 
had considerable experience in these goods and 
knows the ground well. Testimonials to be 
sent, with amount of salary expected to Henry 
& Lacy L. Slater, Paper Colourers and 
Pasteboard Makers, Dantzic-st.,Manchester. 

SITUATIONS WANTED, 

/'""'OMPOSITOR requires SITUA- 
V-- TION ; news or news and jobbing : 
references.—Address, 47, Park-street, Darling¬ 
ton. 

/^''OMPOSITOR (News or Jobbing) 
G requires SITUATION; could take 
management of small office.—H. S., 13, High- 
street, Godaiming, Surrey. 
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T „__ GHGMIC AL 6RGRAV€R/' 
1;M? Lean's Buildings,Jfew SI Square, K.CV 

Steel & Copper Plates,Line & Chalk Drawings on Stone ' 

or Transfer Paper, encraved in Relief for Type Printing. 

_Pfyflto-Grafrurf-".* ’f } 

Pen & Ink Sketches, Old Engravings. Oriental Mss. Architectural 

DES I GNS, Maps, ETC. ENLARGED , REDUCED, OR REPRODUCED FACSIMILE. 
, SpEC/M ErJs A ESTIMATES ON APPLICATION 

Photo-Lithog raphy- 

McINTOSH’S 

PLATE TZELACItTSIFIEIL ITTTC, 
Strong, Clear, Easy to work. 8/6 per lb. 

RE-TKANSFER INK, for Stone and Type, 
Will transfer on Warm or Cold-wet Stone. Well adapted for Colour-work. 8/6 perlb. 

TRANSFER PAPER. One Make for Plate, Stone, and Type. 
gap This Paper is also well adapted for pulling Dry Transfers for Colour-work, is suffi¬ 

ciently transparent to shine Up against good light, and by using cold-wet stone an accurate 
register is secured, and great saving effected. Printed instructions sent. 

Price 25/- per Half Ream. Demy Sample Quire, post-free, 3/7. 

WRITING AND TRACING TRANSFER PAPER from 6/- per Quire. 

P.O.O. must accompany Orders. 

G. MclNTOSH, 96, Houston Street, Glasgow 
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Wyman’s Technical Series. 
Crown 8m, cloth, price 5s. ; Post-free, 5s. 4d. 

GRAMMAR of LITHOGRAPHY. 
A Practical Guide, for the Artist and Printer, in 

Commercial and Artistic Lithography, and Chromo¬ 

lithography, Zincography, Photo-lithography, and 

Lithographic Machine Printing. With an Appen¬ 

dix containing Original Recipes for preparing 

Chalks, Inks, Transfer-papers, &c. 

By W. D. RICHMOND. 

TO THE 

Howlett & Son, 
©rtgtmi (Bofb (printed 

TRADE. 

The proof-sheets of this work have been revised by 
some of the most eminent men connected with the Art 
of Lithography, the result being a complete and reliable 
'work. 

Old Style £2? General Printers, 

Price 6d., Post-free, qd. 

A KEY TO ONE OP THE MAIN 
DIFFICULTIES OF ENGLISH ORTHO¬ 

GRAPHY : Being an Alphabetical Collection of 

nearly 3,000 Words resembling others in Sound, 

but differing in Sense, Spelling, or Accentuation. 

Compiled and arranged by 

HENRY BEADNELL. 

Second Edition, crown \to., price is. 

WYMAN’S DICTIONARY OP 
STATIONERY AND COMPENDIUM OF 

USEFUL INFORMATION for the Office, 

Counting-House, and Library. 

Crown 8vo., cloth, price 2s.; Post-free, is. id. 

WORKSHOP MANAGEMENT. 
A Manual for Masters and Men, being Practical 

Remarks upon the Economic Conduct of Work¬ 

shops, Trade Charities, &c. 

By FREDERICK SMITH. 

“This book should be in the hands of every master 
and workman.” 

“The book is of none the less worth because the 
author happens to be modest. It is an acceptable 
contribution to industrial literature, being well penned, 
well ordered, and excellently presented by the pub- 
ishers.”—Iron. 

Crown 8vo., cloth,price is. ; Post-free, is. id. 

ENGLISH CHINA and CHINA 
MARKS. Being a Guide to the Principal Marks 

found on English Pottery and Porcelain : with 

Engravings of upwards of 150 marks. 

“The illustrations, which are very numerous, include 
marks from the fifteenth to the present century, and 
thus furnish a key to many of the puzzles with which 
collectors delight to concern themselves.”—City Press. 

Crown 8vo., cloth, price 4,?.; Post-free, 41-. 4d. 

PRACTICAL CABINET-MAKER. 
Being a Collection of Working Drawings of Furni¬ 

ture, with Explanatory Notes. 

By A WORKING MAN. 

“No master or workman engaged in the Cabinet 
trade should be without this useful manual.” 

10, FRITH ST., SOHO, LONDON. ESTI MATES. 

AUG. BREHMER, 
Patentee and Manufacturer oj 

AMERICAN 

Wire Book-Sewing Machines, 
19, Cow Cross Street, London, E.C. 

''THESE Machines are employed with equal advan- 
^ tage for Sewing School-books, Novels, Pamphlets, 

or Account Books, by far excelling Hand-Sewing as to 
Flexibility, Durability, Speed, and Economy. 

May lie seen in operation at 19, Cow Cross St. 

MORE THAN 100 IN USE IN ENGLAND. 

Agency for Manchester and the North, 

JOHN HEYWOOD, Publisher, Deansgate. 

Phillips, Son & Entwisle, 
MANUFACTURERS OF 

GOLD AND SILVER LEAF AND BRONZE POWDERS, 
IMPORTERS OF 

5 life! liiiifaftoit (Mi, ferailioiis, 
FINE COLOURS, 

LITHOGRAPHIC INKS, VARNISHES, &c., 

29, NEWHALL STREET, BIRMINGHAM. 

NOTICE OP REMOVAL. 

Medium 4to., cloth gilt, bevelled boards, price 10s. 6d. 

CABINET-MAKERS’ PATTERN 
BOOK. Being Examples of Modern Furniture 

of the Character mostly in demand, selected from 

the Portfolios of the leading Wholesale Makers. 

To which are added Original Designs by First-rate 

Artists, comprising various Designs for Hall Furni¬ 

ture, Library Furniture, Dining-room Furniture, 

Drawing-room Furniture, and Bedroom Furniture. 

„TThis Avi11 be found an invaluable work by the 
Master Cabinet-maker and Upholsterer. 

LONDON: 

GEORGE WILSON, 
TYPE MUSIC PRINTER TO THE TRADE, 

Has removed from LITTLE ORMOND YARD, and 53, LAMB’S CONDUIT ST., 
to more extensive premises in 

BROAD YARD, TURNMILL STREET, 
Near to the Metropolitan Railway Station, Farringdon Road, E.C. 

-N § -f^q -W- -ss >• > ■ -%-X-0 — ~¥ • ‘ 

£r * -1 
Should auld 

t *-=] * •- 

ac-quaint-ance be 

0 * 9 

for - got, And 

-—j-h*— 
ne - ver brought to mind. 

& sonars, 
74, 75, & 81, Great] Queen Street, 

lincoln’s-inn fields, w.c. 

G. W., having large Founts of Music Type, experienced workmen, and commodious premises, is now pre¬ 
pared to execute promptly, and at moderate charges, all orders with which he may be favoured. All future com¬ 
munications to be addressed 

GEORGE WILSON, Type-Music and General Printing Works, Broad Yard, Turnmill St. E.C. 
MUSIC STEREOS SUPPLIED TO PRINTERS. ESTIMATE FREE. 
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Highest Medal Awarded, 

YORKSHIRE EXHIBITION, 1375. 

WILLIAM GREAYES 
Maker of the IMPROVED PATENT 

Prize Medal Awarded, 

☆ 

“PARAGON” NOISELESS 
LITHOGRAPHIC MACHINE. PARIS EXHIBITION, 1878. 

THE OILY PRIZE MEDAL AWARDED.for Litho Machines in British 
. ~ = Section at PARIS EXHIBITION. 

IMPORTANT NOTICE.—W. G. wishes to call attention to his Double-Demy Litho Machine, with Marcus Ward & Co.’s patent 
motion attached, and other improvements. First, the advantage of having the Inking Rollers of different sizes, which he need not enumerate 
to those who work in fine tints ; Secondly, to the Inking Brackets, which swing on a pivot, and can be set at any angle, or at two separate 
angles, consequently giving a better distributing than has ever yet been got at, either in this or any other make of Litho Machines ; and 
the advantage of the Brackets being self-adjusting, as they are fixed at any angle, is that there is not the slightest jingle of rollers in the slot- 
hole of the bracket, or any noise whatever when the rollers drop off the stone—in fact, the Machine is as near noiseless as it 
is possible to get a Machine._ 

TESTIMONIALS. 
Royal Ulster Works, Belfast, January 24th, 1876. 

Mr. Greaves has supplied us with five of his Lithographic Machines ; they have 
given us entire satisfaction, and we have ordered another Double Demy 
Machine from him, and intend to have three more. He has fitted a number of 
our Machines with our Patent Driving Motion to our complete satisfaction, 
and by these Machines our best Colour-work is now executed 

(Have been supplied with 8 Machines.—W. G.) MARCUS WARD & CO. 

Caxton Buildings, South John Street, Liverpool, 

Mr. William Greaves. June 24th> 1873. 

Dear Sir,—We have now tested the large Lithographic Machine (Quadruple Demy) 
sufficiently to be able to judge of its capabilities. We have great pleasure in 
being able to tell you that we consider it an excellent Machine, 
capable of doing first-class work and keeping good register. 
So satisfied are we with it, as well as with the Double Demy you previously made 
for us, that we should not think of having any other make, should 
we require any new Machine besides the one you are at present making for us (viz., 
Demy).—We are, dear Sir, yours faithfully, GEORGE PHILIP & SON. 

(Have been supplied with 5 Machines.—W. G.) 

Messrs. Allbut & Daniel, Colour Printers, 

Mr. Wm. Greaves. Hanley, Staffordshire, March 24ih, 1874. 

Dear Sir,—We have much pleasure in stating that the Royal Lithographic 
Machine you have lately supplied gives us great satisfaction. It is both well and 
solidly made, and is being used almost entirely for Colour-work; the register is 

perfect. In a ew days we will send a specimen of work now being done.—We are, 
dear Sir, yours truly, ALLBUT & DANIEL. 

(Have been supplied with 4 Machines.—W. G.) 

109A, Cannon Street, London, E.C., September 22nd, 1874. 

Dear Sir,—In reply to your inquiries respecting the Litho Machine you have 
supplied to us, we can say that it continues to give every satisfaction. Its general 
working is all that could be desired, and for Colour-work the register is perfect. We 
consider it a most admirably-fitted Machine, which does its work thoroughly well 
—Yours truly, UNWIN BROS. 

Mr. Wm. Greaves, Vincent Works, Leeds. 

The Phoenix Works, Doctors’ Commons, London, E.C. 

To Mr. Wm. Greaves, Leeds. May 7th, 1878. 

Dear Sir,—The Machine supplied to us by you last December is in every way 
satisfactory. The registering is more perfect than that of any other machines of 
which we have had experience. We are using it chiefly for the production of 
“ The 'Whitehall Portraits55; and for that and other fine work we find 
it answer admirably.—We are, dear Sir, yours truly, JUDD & CO. 

18, Clyde Street, Edinburgh, 

Mr. W. Greaves. 21$/ January, 1876. 

Dear Sir,—We cannot testify too highly of the Lithographic Machine you 
supplied us. We have now tried it with all hinds of registering work, and find it 
excellent in all.—We are, yours respectfully, SCOTT & FERGUSSON. 

Write for Price-list, Terms, &c., to 

VINCENT MACHINE-WORKS, GELDERD ROAD, LEEDS, 
( 76 ) 
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Whiteman & Bass 
Execute in the best style for the Trade, at low charges, 

Copper-Plate Engraving and Printing, Lithographic Writing, 

Drawing, and Printing, and Photo-Lithography. 
PRICE-LIST FREE FOR TRADE CARD. 

235 & 236, HIGH HQLBORN, LONDON. 
Assistance given to practical houses in all or any of the above branches where best work is required. 

Messrs, SHANKS, REVELL, & CO, 
BEG to call the attention of the Printing Trade to their BOOK 

NEWSPAPER, and MUSIC FOUNTS, manufactured ^ 
by Patent Automatic Machinery, which is unique and 
peculiar to them, and is not possessed by any other 
Type Founder in Great Britain. 

As a proof of the greater intrinsic value of their Patent Alloy, they allow for 
Old Letter of this metal FIVEPENCE per pound in exchange, instead 
of Threepence,— a material consideration in forming a comparative 
estimate with other Founders as to the cost price of their Founts. 

Our Type has been very extensively supplied to 
of the leading Newspaper Proprietors and Printers 
London and the Provinces — one House alone in 
London having over 150,000 lb. in present 
use ; and reference can with confidence be given 
as to its special qualities. 

HTHE attention of 

Newspaper Pro¬ 
prietors, Printers, and others 

is requested to the advantages 
gained by their 

ESTIMATES & SPECIMENS 

Forwarded on appli¬ 

cation. 

NEWLY INVENTED PATENT 

ENGRAVING MACHINE & PROCESS 
For rapidly producing Type-high Blocks 

of Maps, Charts, Diagrams, Architects’ Plans, 
Sketches, and other designs, at an inexpensive 

rate. The WEATHER CHARTS and WAR 
MAPS now appearing in the Daily and Weekly News¬ 

papers are engraved, and a Type-high Stereotype Block 
made, by this process, in a very short space of time. 

Terms and further information on application to the Proprietors, at 

31, Red Lion Square, London, W.C. 

Both MACHINES were EXHIBITED in OPERATION at CAXTON CELEBRATION, 

South Kensington. 

“PARAGON” 

INDIA - RUBBER DATING STAMP. 
SOLE MAKERS AND INVENTORS: 

BADDELEY & REYNOLDS, 19 & 20, Old Bailey, E.C. 
PRACTICAL DIE SINKERS. MEDALLISTS. 

Relief Stampm- iitpta an RLfr, $bOT, Wilber, tfr. 
Manufacturers of the Improved INDIA-RUBBER ENDORSEMENT STAMP. 

Endorsement, Screw and Lever, Embossing, and Stamping Press Makers. 

STEEL DIE MANUFACTURERS TO THE TRADE. 

Corporate or Official Seals Engraved and Fitted to Presses on the Shortest Notice. 

IFOIL SFECIMEUTS PRICES APPLY JLS ABOVE. 

0 ( 77 ) 
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BENJN WINSTONE & SON, 
MANUFACTURERS, 

100 Ef 101, SHOE LANE, LONDON, EX. 
(WORKS, STRATFORD, E.) 

LETTERPRESS & MACHINE PRINTERS’ INKS, 
for Bookwork, Woodcut, Newspapers, Broadsides, &c. 

QUICK DRYING, for Printing on Hard Papers and to bear 

rolling. 

COLOURED INKS, for Fine Work, Posters, Book-covers, and 

Enamelled Papers. 

CLOTH BOOK-COVER INK, to dry with a gloss. 

COLOURED INKS, for Tablets—Bronze, Blue, Gloss Red, &c. 

LITHOGRAPHIC INKS:— 
Black Ink, for Machine and Press. 
Coloured Ink, for Machine and Press. 
Re-transfer Ink :— 

Plate to Stone, Stone to Stone, Type to Stone. 
Lithographic Writing Ink. 

Ditto ditto Lemercier’s and Vanhymbeeck’s. 

FLUID WRITING INK, for Writing on Unprepared Paper. 

LITHOGRAPHIC PAPERS:— 
Maclure & Macdonald’s Autographic Transfer, Re-transfer, 

Writing Transfer, Tracing, &c. Unstretchable Transfer Tracing, 
for making up Colour Stones. India, French India, &c. 

LITHOGRAPHIC PRESSES, Hand and Steam. 

LITHOGRAPHIC STONES (these are imported direct from 

the quarries). 

ZINC PLATES, planished, polished, and grained. 

TYMPANS—Leather, Brass, and Zinc. 

LITHOGRAPHIC SUNDRIES of all kinds s 
Dry Colours for Lithographers. 
Boxwood Scrapers. 
French Chalks. 
Copyable Powder, for dusting Bill-heads, Invoices, &c. 

EMBOSSING INKS. 

ENDORSING INKS, for Cloth Pads, in Bottles or Compress, 

ible Tubes. 

Sole Proprietors of Underwood’s COPYABLE PRINTERS’ INKS, Writing Inks, &c. 

SOLE AGENT FOR 

Maclure & Macdonald’s Autographic Transfer Paper. 

IMPORTANT TO LETTERPRESS PRINTERS. 

NEWSUM’S PATENT ROTARY MACHINE. 
jVJ’E'WSUM, WOOD, & DYSON beg to intimate that they have now completed a Half-sheet Demy ROTARY MACHINE 

for Jobbing purposes, which is one of the most perfect Machines invented, and has many advantages over any other small Machines at 
present in use, namely :— 

1. —It is capable of running at a much greater speed, say from 1,000 to 2,500 per hour. 
2. —It is self-delivering without any tapes or flyers, thus enabling the boy to feed much quicker without dropping in the 

sheet wrong, and causing a delay in stopping the Machine to get out the spoilt sheet. 
3- —This Machine being rotary, all the rollers are compelled to pass over the form, and thus it will be seen a full-size 

sheet will be covered by the roller as well as a small one. 
4- —Being very simple in its construction, and having few wearing parts, it is less liable to get out of order. 

Prices and further Particulars on application to MEADOW ROAD, LEEDS. 

N,, W., & D. had one of their Improved Paragon and Leeds Lithographic, and one of their Patent Rotary Two-colour Printing Machines 

^ g ^ ^ work *n the Paris Exhibition Machinery Department, British Section. 
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BY THE QUEEN’S ROYAL LETTERS PATENT. 

SLATER & PALMER, 
Black and Coloured Letterpress and Lithographic Printing Ink, Chemical, 

Fine Colour, and Varnish Manufacturers, 

LONDON AND NEW YORK, 

± Large Consumers for any length of time, to supply 
and description. 

WORKS, OLD FORD ROAD, BOW, E. 8, WINE OFFICE COURT, FLEET STREET, LONDON, E.C. 

Are prepared to enter into contracts with Large Consumers for any length of time, to supply them with Printing Inks of any quality 
and description. 

STEAM GOLD MEDAL 
PARIS EXHIBITION, 1878. 

HANCOCK INSPIRATOR, 
NEW COMBINED PUMP AND INJECTOR. 

THIS Apparatus commends itself to the notice of the Printing Trade 

as an indispensable adjunct to every Steam Boiler. It possesses 

the following important ADVANTAGES over all other Boiler-feeders:—■ 

Two Machines in combination—Pump and Injector—at about same price as Injectors only. 

It lifts water 25 feet, and will draw it any practical distance. 

Works under all pressures without adjustment. 
No loss from stoppages, as there are absolutely no moving parts, consequently no repairs are needed. 

Any stoker can start and stop the Machine. 

The lifting side can be used alone, if desired. 
Can be removed instantly for inspection, and replaced while steam is up. 

Will lift water and deliver it to the boiler at high temperature, or into tanks at a high or low 
temperature, and at a lower steam pressure than any other apparatus, and work equally well on 
a high or low lift. 

No oiling required. Is simple, reliable, and always in order. 

Entirely obviates the necessity for tanks, and pumps, where the water supply is below the boiler level. 

It is noiseless in its operation. _ 

From Messrs. BLACKWOOD & SONS, Publishers. 
“ We have had the ‘INSPIRATOR’ working in our engine-room for a month, and have perfect 

satisfaction in the result. It is managed with ease, and has never given us any trouble, and its effect in 
supplying the Boiler with thoroughly heated water in sufficient quantity appears unquestionable. 

“ (Signed) WM. BLACKWOOD & SONS.” 

Highly recommended by, and to he seen at, Messrs. WYMAN & SONS’; CLAY, SON, & 
TAYLOR’S; “GLOBE;” “MORNING POST,” &c., &c. 

THE HANCOCK INSPIRATOR COMPANY, 
35, QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, E.C. 

PARSONS, FLETCHER, & CO., 
printing | it It 3$ alters. 

EXPORT DEPARTMENT. 
From the lengthened experience PARSONS, Fletcher, & Co. have had in the Export Trade, and from the fact that their Inks 
are to be found in all parts of the world, they are enabled to adapt their goods to the requirements of all climates, and to every 
description of work. This is a very important fact for Exporters, who may confide their orders to P. F. & Co. with the utmost 
confidence. The Export Trade has for some years been made a speciality by this house, and the steady increase of this 
department is a gratifying proof of their success in that direction. 

GRAVEL LANE, SOUTHWARK, S.E 
(City Office—io, Bolt Court Fleet Street, E.C.)1 
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HlRD’S PATENT PNEUMATIC PAPER DELIVERER 
For Lithographic Printing Machines. 

FURNIVAL & CO., Sole Makers. 

WE beg to call your attention to the above important Invention, which, having 
carefully tested, we can offer to the Trade with the greatest confidence. 

THE ADVANTAGES OFFERED ARE AS FOLLOWS: 

It dispenses with Boy labour, with its attendant inconveniencies. 

It can be adjusted to suit any size of sheet in one or two minutes. 

It does not interfere with the Printer getting at the Stone, Rollers, or any part 
of Machine. 

It is very simple, effective, and not liable to get out of order. 

It enables Machines, when necessary, to be worked overtime (not being affected 
by the Factories Act). 

The Sheets are delivered on the usual board, printed side up, and perfectly 
straight. 

There is no liability to smearing or finger-marks, however full the Sheet may be. 

It will pay for itself in about twelve months. 

It requires no additional space. 

PRICES OUST ^IPIPLIC-AdTIOlSr. 

MAY BE SEEN AT WORK AT OUR 

LONDON HOTJSE-7, CHARTERHOUSE STREET, HOLBORN CIRCUS, E.C.; 
AND 

52, OGDEN STREET, FAIRFIELD STREET, MANCHESTER. 
( So ) 
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GILL'S PATENT HOT ROLLING MACHINE, 
For Drying, Pressing, and Calendering Sheets direct from 

the Printing Machine. 
THIS Machine has now been thoroughly tested by many of the Leading Houses in London 

and the Country with the most satisfactory results. Various improvements have been 
introduced, the most important being an arrangement by means of which the paper can be 
Rolled without being thinned, thus rendering the Machine practically perfect, and a sine qua non 

in every well-appointed office. 
This Machine is also equally well suited for Cold Rolling plain paper, either dry or 

damped, for Cut work, &c., and is largely used for that purpose. 

The following Firms are already Supplied, or have Ordered:— 
EYRE & SPOTTISWOODE, Loi 
KELLY & Co. 
HAZELL, WATSON, & VINEY 
S. STRAKER & SONS 
NOVELLO, EWER, & Co. 
WM. CLOWES & SONS 
CASSELL, PETTER, & GALPIN 
J. TRUSCOTT & SON 
CLAY, SONS & TAYLOR 
W. H. & L. COLLINGRIDGE & Co. 
SPOTTISWOODE & Co. 
DIPROSE & BATEMAN 
UNWIN BROTHERS 
WATERLOW & SONS 
HEAD & MARK 
CURWEN & SONS 
H. SILVERLOCK 
C. F. ROWORTH 
W. B. HORNER 
BRADBURY, AGNEW, & CO. 

WHITE & HOLMES, London. 
ROBT. SANDS-& SON . 
W. G. BLACKIE & Co., Glasgow . 
DUNN & WRIGHT . 
ROBERT ANDERSON „ . 
A. R. GOLDIE 
THOS. NELSON & SONS, Edinburgh . 
W. & R. CHAMBERS, Edinburgh . 
BALLANTYNE, HANSON, & Co. „ 
JOHN BAXTER & SONS 
R. & R. CLARK 
J. HEYWOOD, Manchester . 
J. F. WILKINSON 
GEO. FALKNER & SON . 
M. H. GILL & SON, Dublin . 
ALEX. THOM 
D. MARPLES & Co., Lim., Liverpool ... 
McCORQUODALE & Co., Liverpool. 
J. BILLING & SONS, Guildford . 
THOS. FORMAN & SONS, Nottingham 

1 
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BEMROSE & SON, Derby . 
BUTLER & TANNER, Frame . 
THE UNIVERSITY PRESS, Cambridge . 
EDWARDS, DUNLOP & Co., Sydney . 
J. M. POOLE & Co., Wilmington . 
H. EVERLING, Paris. 
CHAIX & CO. . 
IMPRIMERIE IMPERIALE, St. Petersburg .. 
H. C. A. THIEME, Nymegen. 
GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE, Bengal 
HARPER BROTHERS, New York . 
S. W. GREEN . 
A. S. BARNES & Co. . 
METHODIST BOOK Co. „ . 
J. I. LITTLE & Co. „ . 
F. LESLIE’S ASSIGNEES .. 
GOVERNMENT Printing Office, Washington i 
HUDSON, SCOTT, & CO., Carlisle. r 
W. BRENDON & SONS, Plymouth. i 
RICHTER, J. F., Hamburg . i 

THE PATENT 

“EXPRESS”LITHOPRINTING MACHINE. THE attention of the Trade is respectfully called to the acknowledged superiority of 
the “EXPRESS,” and to the fact that the very highest class of Chromo work 

produced in London is printed on this Machine. 
We have lately added various Improvements to our Machine, specially in connection 

with the Inking and Distributing, which render it specially adapted for working the 
most delicate tints or solid ground-work. 

We are prepared to furnish Estimates for Machines fitted with additional Inking 
and Distributing power, and specially designed for the production of high-class 
Engravings and other work hitherto printed from Steel plates. 

THE PATENT 

“EXPRESS” GUILLOTINE CUTTING MACHINE. 
This Machine is designed for working at a high speed, and will 

cut twice as much material as any other Guillotine in the Market. 

The only Machine that will cut Gummed and Enamelled Paper, or other 

Steam— - substances, without making Steps in the Paper and a Loud Report. 
.WVVVVWWV\VWWVWVW\\'WW\WV\WVV\VWVV\VVVWV\W\\VWVVWVWVVV.V\.\V\\VWVVV\W\VV\" 

THE IMPROVED 

Wharfedale Printing Machine. 
This Machine has been most carefully designed and 

arranged so as to give every possible facility for the best 
Cut Work. It is fitted with all modern improvements, and 
is reasonable in price. 

THE MACHINES CAN BE SEEN IN OPERATION, AND PRICE LISTS, &c., OBTAINED OF 

JFTJttJSTT-\r.A.Tj <Sc CO. 
7, Charterhouse St., Holborn Circus, LONDON, E.C., & 52, Ogden St., Fairfield St., MANCHESTFF. 
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FOR JOURNALISTS AND LITERARY MEN. 

BRIEF 
A WEEKLY EPITOME OF THE PRESS 

FOR THE HOME CIRCLE, TRAVELLERS, AND RESIDENTS ABROAD. 

A Pamphlet containing the Favourable Opinions of some 200 Papers on “ BRIEF” will be forwarded Gratis, on Application. 

Every Friday.—Price Twopence. Annual Subscription (post-free) 10s. 10d., payable in advance. Volume I., 800 pp., bound 
cloth gilt, price 10s., and Volume II., 670 pp., cloth gilt, price 8s., are now on Sale. Post-Office Orders should 

be made payable to WYMAN & SONS, West Central District Post-Office, High Holborn, London, W.C 

WYMAN & SONS, 81, GREAT QUEEN STREET, LONDON, W.C. 

A Positive Literary 
Necessity 

in Every Household. 

Indispensable 
to 

Every Library. 

ouofWpll Season®^- v"- 

Qcmost 

IMPERIAL MANUFACTORY, 
6, CHARLES STREET, HATTON GARDEN, LONDON, E.C. 

N. X HILL, 
lllmutfariitm attfr gmler in etrcrir besmjitioit of 

BOOKBINDERS’ MATERIALS. 

Starr’s Improved Backing Machines. 
Bolling, Millboard Cutting, Bevel¬ 

ling, Card Cutting, Guillotine, Im¬ 
perial, and Eccentric Machines. 

Gas Stoves for Finishing. 
Bookbinders’ Saw Benches. 
Hydraulic Presses. 
Pedestal and Hand-paging, Per¬ 

forating, and Ruling Machines. 
Cutting, Gilding, Sewing, and 

Finishing Presses. 
Iron and Wood Standing Presses. 

Brass Type. Fillets and Rolls. 
Plough Knives, Scissors, & Shears. 
Pressing and Backing Boards. 
Straw Boards, Marbled, Coloured 

White and Brown Papers. 
Leather and Bookbinders’ Cloth. 
American Leather Cloth. 
Glue, Varnish, and Glaire. 
Thread, Twine, Headbands, and 

Registers. 
Copying, Embossing, Stamping, and 

Eyeleting Machines. 

PRICE LISTS POST-FREE. 

WORKSUNION BUILDINGS, LEATHER LANE, HOLBORN. 

DALLASTYPE, BALL ASTI NT, AND 
OHROMO DALLASTINT. 

ON publishing my new Circular and Price-list for 1878, I beg to thank those friends who have for so many years favoured me with their 
confidence. My Processes of Photographic Engraving have been steadily winning their way in public estimation. 

It is now twenty-three years since I first took up the subject of Photographic Engraving and made it the business of my life. I was the 
first in this country to enter upon the business commercially. As an experimentalist and practical worker I am, in this country also, since the 
death of Mr. Fox Talbot, the oldest living representative of the Art. Few, if any, have had such active experience therein. The work has 
been to me, and still is, a fascinating pursuit; and my patrons have this guarantee against inferior work, that the most important part of the 
work passes, in every case, through my own hands, and is not left to mere workmen who have neither interest nor pleasure in aiming at perfection of 
result. 

To Printers, Engravers, and the Trade generally, I allow a liberal discount off the prices quoted in my new List, which can be had on application. 

Dallastype, Dallastint, and Chromo-Dallastint are Processes of Photographic Engraving. 
Dallastype, Dallastint, and Chromo-Dallastint reproduce in Monochrome or Polychrome, for Typographic, Lithographic, 

or Copper-plate Printing, Enlarged, Reduced, or Same-size copies of ANYTHING THAT WILL. PHOTOGRAPH, whether 
objects of Nature or Art, from Flat Tints, Colours, Lines, Stipple, Chalk, Mezzotint, Aquatint, &c. 

A SELECTION OF SPECIMENS ON RECEIPT OF TWO SHILLINGS AND SIXPENCE. 

D U N CAN C. DAL LAS, 
DALLASTYPE ENGRAVING, PRINTING, AND PUBLISHING WORKS, 

362, GRAY’S-tNN ROAD, KING’S CROSS, LONDON, W.C. 
( 32 ) 
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WILLIAM MONNERY, 
MANUFACTURER OF 

Printers’ Blankets, Machine Tapes, &c„ 
Also Leather and Gut Driving Bands. 

89, SHOE LAITB, IFLEieT ST., XjCDISTJDOIST . 

Maker of the Treble Milled Blankets for News and 
Litho Machines. 

PRINTING 1 N KS, 
JOHNSTONE & CUMBERS, 

PRINTING INK AND LITHOGRAPHIC VARNISH MANUFACTURERS, 

3 8, FAKBXXGBOH STBEET, LONDON, E.C. 
WORKS: STRATFORD AND CAMBERWELL. 

-L’ART: ~ 
A WEEKLY ARTISTIC REVIEW. 

NEW ETCHINGS BY CHARLES WALTNER. (Published in “L’ART.”) 

H.R.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES, K.G. 
(By Special Permission). 

“A YEOMAN OF THE GUARD/’ 
After J. E. MILLAIS, B.A. 

PORTRAIT OF MRS. BISCHOFFSHE/M, after J. E. Millais, R.A. 

SHORTLY TO BE PUBLISHED, 

THE TRIUMPHAL ENTRY OF CHARLES THE FIFTH INTO ANTWERP, 
This Celebrated Picture by HANS MAKART (which gained a Grand Medal of Honour in the International Exhibition), has been 

etched for “L’ART” by M. Lalanne. The Plate will be twenty-two inches in length. Copies of this important Etching will be 
given Gratis to the Annual Subscribers to “ L’ART.” 

Proofs before letters, drawn on Vellum and Japanese paper, may be obtained at the London Office of “ L’ART,” 134, New Bond St., W. 

DVEIESS^S. DELLAG-ATTA & CO. 
Beg to inform their customers and the trade generally that, in addition to their extensive business of Stereotyping and Electrotyping, they have 

taken Premises at 

Ho. 4 *7, FETTER LANE, FLEET STBEET, 
FOR THE PRODUCTION OF 

TRANSFE R-ZINCOGRAPHY, 
By which process manuscript and valuable books, which may be out of print and only one copy obtainable, can be photographed and reproduced, 
enlarged or reduced to any size. Transfers taken from maps, copper, or stone (any design), on transfer paper, with transfer ink. Bill heads, trade 
marks, chalk drawings, sketches, facsimile writings, circulars, cards, or any production by ordinary lithography, can be made into blocks, harder 
and mdre durable than wood, thus combining Lithography with Letterpress, which will be found much cheaper than any other process. 

47 & 48, FETTER LANE, & 106 & 107, SHOE LANE, FLEET ST., LONDON, E.C. 
N,B.—Transfers carefully packed and forwarded to us will receive immediate attention, and the blocks will be dispatched with the least possible 

delay. Every information given, and Estimates sent to all parts on application. 
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THE EDINBURGH CYLINDER LITHOGRAPHIC MACHINE 
“ Efficient both as regards register and quality.” 

—A. Ritchie & Son, Edinburgh. 
Six Machines “in use for every kind of commercial and colour-work.” 

—Campbell & Tudhope, Glasgow. 
“ For colour-work is first class; register is perfect.” 

—Jas. Heatherill & Co., Glasgow and Leicester. 
“ Efficiency of various improvements. . . . first class work.” 

—George Robb, Aberdeen. 
“ Give entire satisfaction ; work clean and of good colour.” 

—Home & Macdonald, Edinburgh. 
“ No better register could be desired.” 

- Allen & Johnston, Belfast. 

Jfew Designs & Patterns witli Important Improvements, with or without Flyers. 

SECOND-HAND MACHINERY, &c. 

INK GRINDING MILL, with Iron or 
Granite Rollers. 

ONE-HORSE POWER GAS ENGINE, CROSSLEY BROS. 

HALF- ditto ditto ditto ditto 

HALF-DEMY LITHOGRAPHIC MACHINE, “PARAGON.” 

DEMY ditto ditto. 

STONE-GRINDING MACHINE, 48 in. disc, by SALMON & CROSLAND 

(New). 

LITHOGRAPHIC PRESSES, 14 in. by 21 in-] 

Ditto ditto 16 in. by 24 in. 

Ditto ditto 18 in. by 27 in. 

Ditto ditto 24 in. by 36 in. 

COPPERPLATE PRESS, 13 in. 

COLUMBIAN ditto, DOUBLE CROWN. 

ARMING PRESS, PLATEN, 12J in. by 9 in. 

ALBION ditto ditto, 20 in. by 26% in. 

EMBOSSING PRESS, 12 in. by 10 in. 

vwvwwwwwvwv 

PRICE LISTS, TESTIMONIALS, &c., on application to 

ALEXANDER SEGGIE, 
Maher of Lithographic, Letterpress, and Cutting Machinery; Litho, Copperplate, and Embossing Presses, Ink 

Mills, Steam Engines, Shafting, &c.; Crossley’s Gas Engines of 1, 2, 4, and 8 Horse-Power, 

BROTTGHTONT MARKET, EDIMBTJKG-H:. 

A large Stock always on hand of First Quality German Lithographic Stones, & of all Printing Material. 
( 84 ) 
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Over Seventeen Hundred “BREMNER” Machines are now in use 
in all parts of the World. 

Harrild and Sons’ 
(No. 3, “B.S.” COMMERCIAL) 

Register’d“BREMNER” Machines, 
Specially constructed to meet the requirements of Jobbing and Commercial Printers. 

Stopping Cylindei', 

with 

New Self-Acting 

Cylindrical 

Sheet -Flyers. 

Hand, Treadle, or 

Steam, 

Speed varying from 

800 to 1200 

Sheets per Hour. 

This Illustration represents Royal size and under. Machines above Royal size are built with Traverse Wheel Gear. 

H 
"ARRILD & SONS’ have pleasure in bringing under the notice of Printers their New 

Commercial and General Job Printing Machine, which they have specially designed 

and constructed to meet the growing demand for cheap Machines. They are strong, simple, light¬ 
running, easily understood and managed, occupy little space, and the possibility of their 
getting out of order has been reduced to a minimum. The object in introducing this class 

of machine (No. 3, “B.S.” COMMERCIAL) is to meet the oft-expressed wish of their numerous 

customers who, although desirous of obtaining the well-known “ BREMNER,” yet may not require 

the more expensive Book or Extra-Colour Machines, such as those supplied by them to the Graphic, 

Illustrated London News, Queen, Messrs. Cassell, Petter, and Galpin, William Clowes and Sons, 

W. H. Smith and Son, Chas. Dickens and Evans, Charles Goodall and Son, Edmund Evans, Dalziel 

Brothers, and to many of the most important firms in every quarter of the globe. 

SIZES and PRICESHAND or STEAM POWER. 
Size. Prints a Sheet. Price. 

Crown Broadside 2oin. X 15m. £93 10 o 

Demy ,, 23m. X i8in. 115 5 o 

Royal J1 25m. X 2oin. 134 5 o 

Size. Prints a Sheet. Price. 

Double Crown 30m. X 2oin. £154 15 

,, Demy 35m. X 23m. 178 10 

Royal 4oin. X 25m. 217 5 

o 

o 

o 

H & SONS, at the suggestion of many of their customers, now make a “BREMNER” Machine at “WHARFEDALE” Prices. 

... 

Established] [A.D.-1809. HARRILD AND SONS, 
Printers’ Engineers, Machine, Roller, and Material Manufacturers, 

“Fleet” Works, 25, Farringdon Street, LONDON,—E.C. 

TT?T?I 
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PRINTING INKS. 

PRIZE MEDAL AWARDED. 

JOHN KIDD & CO. 
SUCCESSORS TO BENJAMIN SMITH & SON, ORIGINAL AND JUSTLY CELEBRATED 

Newspaper Ink, 
Unsurpassed for richness of colour and freedom in working, is perfectly pure, and free from grit. Covers more space than any 

other manufactured, and specially adapted for the “Hoe,” “Walter,” “Victory,” and other Fast Machines. 

Standard Bookwork Ink, 
The permanent brilliant Jet Black is unchanged by time or the action of any climate, and well worth the attention of the Trade 

and Shippers to foreign countries. 

Coloured Inks 
Of every Shade and Description, manufactured on the shortest notice by steam power, and Shippers supplied on the very best 

terms. 

.Lithographic Inks & Varnishes 
IN EVERY VARIETY. 

GOVERNMENT AND RAILWAY CONTRACTORS. 

FOREIGN DEPOTS: 

PARIS, SYDNEY, MELBOURNE, CALCUTTA, BOMBAY, MADRAS, 

NAPLES, Z,c. 3c. 

AH Letters, Orders, and Remittances to be addressed to 

7, WINE-OFFICE COURT, FLEET STREET, LONDON, E.C. 

FACTORY AND CHEMICAL WORKS, OLD FORD, BOW,\ 
( 86 ) 
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An Engine which Works without a Boiler or Steam. 
AVERAGE WEEKLY DELIVERY (including Continental) OVER TWENTY ENGINES. 

The durability of these Engines is now established by experience, one 

of them having run night and day at the Hinckley Gas Works for over 

twelve months without any expenditure for repair; this being equal to 

about 2} years’ average work. 

Ouer 1,600 already deliuered. 

Very numerous Testimonials from Users, 

including Engineers, Men of Science, and 

others, on application to the Makers, 

THE “OTTO95 SILENT GAS ENGINE, 
(“Otto” and Crossley’s Patents, 1876 and 1877). 

THEY ARE USED FOR ALL KINDS OF PURPOSES, CHIEFLY FOR HOISTING, PRINTING, AND PUMPING. 

oeuvei^d „ C NOMINAL HORSE POWER i 1 2 3^ 6 8 12 16 cases not 
IN S ZES t OFFERED charged if 

Manchester. MAXIMUM HORSE POWER i li 2i 4 9 12 18 24 3ur r returned FREEl 

Prices include Cast-iron Stand, Turned Ply-Wheel, and Driving Pulley; Water Vessel, Several Duplicates, and 
Gas Fittings (excepting Meter and Pipes). 

No trouble with Coal, 

Ashes, Smoke, Insurance, 

Water, or constant at¬ 

tendance. 

No Glands to pack, or 

Water Gauges and Steam 

Gauges to watch. 

WORKS & HEAD OFFICES: f^QAQQIPV RdatUPPQ LONDON HOUSE: 
Gt. Marlbro’ St., Gloster St. VltyOOLtT I U6, Queen victoria St., E.C. 

MANCHESTER. 
P 2 ( 87 ) 
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Post 8vo., Cloth, Price 5s., Post-free, 5s. 4d. 

The Grammar of Lithography. 
A PRACTICAL GUIDE for the ARTIST and PRINTER in 

Commercial and Artistic Lithography, and Chromo - Lithography, Zincography, Photo - Lithography, 
And Lithographic Machine Printing. 

IB Y W. ID. H/ICHMOHD. 

The Proof-Sheets of this Work have been Revised by some of the most eminent men connected with the Art of Litho¬ 
graphy, amongst whom may be mentioned Mr. Louis Haghe, Mr. Michael Hanhart, Mr. William Simpson, Mr. 
Harry Sandars, Captain Abney, R.E., Mr. Lewis, Mr. Beatty, &r=c. &°c. &=c., the result being a more than usually 
complete and reliable Work. ^ ^ 

CONTENTS. 
DRAWING, TRANSFERRING, AND PRINTING. 

Chapter I.—Introductory. — Chemical principles on which Lithography 
is based—Principal branches of the art—Materials employed by the 
artist — Stones, their varieties, characteristics, defects, and prices 
—Inks—Chalks—Transfer-paper, writing, and drawing—Water— 
Tracing-paper. page i 

CHAPTER II.—Mechanical and Chemical Principles of some of the Litho¬ 
graphic Materials used in Printing.—Varnish—Printing-ink, black 
and coloured—Gum-water—Plate transfer-paper—Plate transfer-ink— 
Retransfer-paper—Retransfer ink—Type retransfer ink—Nitric acid— 
Sponge — Damping-cloth — Sand — Pumice-stone — Snake-stone— 
Turps. 8 

Chapter III.—Instruments, Tools, and Appliances used in Drawing and 
Writing.— Brushes — Pens — Mezzotint-scrapers— Crayon-holders— 
I-Iand-board—Turn-table . 15 

Chapter IV.—Instruments, Tools, and Apparatus used in Printing.— 
The Press, varieties of construction—the Framing—the Cross-head—- 
the Pressure - screw—the Press ■ key—the Scraper-box—the Bed or 
Carriage—the Tympan - frame—the Cylinder—the Handle—the 
Brasses—the Eccentrics or Cams—the Lever—Tympans, how to stretch 
them—Scrapers—Elastic beddings—the Roller, how prepared for use— 
Roller handles—the Glazed Roller . 20 

Chapter V. — Accessories to the Lithographic Printing-press.—Acid 
Stumps—Mortar and pestle— Palette-knife—Ink-slab—Backing-sheet 
—Marking-leads—Squeegee—Appliances for stone-grinding and polish¬ 
ing— the Trough—Levigator—Sieves—Straight-edge —Callipers — 
Stone-horse—Mallet and Chisel—Rasp, file, and crowbar . 30 

Chapter VI.—Grinding and Polishing Stones.—Marking the depth to 
be ground— Instances in which grinding may be dispensed with-- 
Grinding without a levigator—the Gradation of the sand—Polishing- 
Testing by the magnifying-glass—Rounding the edges of the stone— 
Stone-grinding machines . 36 

Chapter VII.—Lithography on Paper or Transfer Lithography.—Pre¬ 
paration of the ink—Mode of making in large quantities—Law 
writing — Architectural bills of quantities—Directions for writing 
law, text, old English, copper-plate, and ornamental styles—Drawing 
with instruments and the brush —- Tracing transfer-paper — Chalk 
transfer-paper—Facsimiles—Autography. 40 

Chapter VIII.—Ink Writing and Drawing on Stone.—The preliminary 
tracing—Circular writing—Relative advantages of working on stone and 
paper—Ornamental lettering—White letters on black ground—Stop¬ 
ping-out for transferred machine ruling—the Sprinkled method— 
Stippling—Distinction between and relative advantages of the two 
methods—Corrections on polished stones during the work, and after 
rolling up—Theory of drawing on stone—Precautions to be observed 48 

Chapter IX.— Chalk Drawing on Stone. — Theory of the process— 
Peculiarities of the grain of the stone—How to grain a stone—Defects 
and remedies—Tracing the outline to stone—Pointing the chalks— 
Copal chalks—Occasions when ink may be used—Drawing—Cautions 
—Tinting—Importance of this department of Lithography. 60 

Chapter X.—Etching Chalk Drawings on Stone.- -Chemical principles 
of the operation—Action of acids Four methods of etching—Re¬ 
touching and correcting after printing . 69 

Chapter XI. — Taking Impressions for Transferring.—Copper-plate 
transfers—Warming the plate—the Jigger—Blanketing—the Damp- 
book—Method of taking the impression from plates—Failures and 
their causes—Retransfers from stone— Transfers from type and wood- 
cuts—Condition of the stone in transferring . 75 

Chapter XII.—Transferring.— Three methods of transferring—Trans¬ 
ferring to dry stone—Transferring to a wet stone—Transferring by 
damping the transfer and wetting the stone . 82 

Chapter XIII.—Proving and Printing.—Rolling up—Cleaning—Etching 
—Taking the first impressions—Marking the stone for laying down 
transfers—Mode of printing . 89 

Chapter XIV.—Printing (continued).—Preparing ink for use—General 
instructions for printing — Manipulation of roller as affecting result 
—Temperature — Paper — Damping — Preparing India paper for 
printing .pege 98 

Chapter XV.—Printing [continued).—Defects and remedies—Advice— 
Slurring—Setting-off—Proving chalk-drawings—Unequal etching— 
Soft backing .107 

Chapter XVI.—Miscellaneous Processes.—Tracing from photographs, 
pictures, &c.— Keystones for colour-work — Autographic transfers 
•—Reversing transfers—Transposition of black and white—Other 
methods .it9 

Chapter XVII.— Miscellaneous Processes [continued).—Making up labels 
—Bronzing—Gilding—Dusting—Dabbing style—Remarks. 125 

Chapter XVIII.—Engraving on Stone.—Tools—Preparation of the 
stone, red and black- Tracing—Engraving—Corrections and filling in 
—Dabbers—the Printing . 131 

Chapter XIX.—Zincography.—Its principles—Scraping, polishing, and 
graining the plates—Re-preparation of old plates—Etching recipes— 
Transfers—Printing .139 

Chapter XX.—Chromo-lithography.— General conditions—The keystone, 
how prepared—Set-off or feint—Different modes of preparing—Order 
of the colours—Bronzes—Dusted colours.144 

Chapter XXI. — Chromo-lithography (continued).—Registering by lay— 
By needles—By fixed points—By new method —Registering machines 
—Influence ot paper—Dry paper—Damp paper—Drying-room—Sur¬ 
face of stone—Dusting to prevent set-off—Application of principles 148 

Chapter XXII.— Chromo-lithography [continued).— Tints : Different 
methods of making tints—Tints in which white chalk is imitated— 
Tints of several gradations of one Colour-Washing out tints—Etching 
tints—Various kinds of other tints .159 

Chapter XXIII.—Chrotno lithography [continued).—Printing: Pigments 
employed for coloured inks—Treatment of colours—Dryers—Ink for 
tints — Oleographs — Roughing — Decalcomanie — Multiplication of 
colour subjects.174 

Chapter XXIV. — Photo-lithography. — General principles—Lenses— 
Cameras—Negatives—Sensitive paper—Inking and development— 
Transferring—Modified processes—Gradations—Direct processes— 
Albertype—Heliotype .187 

APPENDIX.—Recipes.—Soap—Writing and drawing ink—Type, stone, 
and plate retransfer ink—Crayons—Varnishes for printing—Transfer 
papers for artists and printers—Enamel papers—Varnishing—- 
Gelatining—Preserving drawings after printing—Transferring from 
music plates—Preventing set-off—Ante-damping fluids—Anastatic 
process—Backing stones—Enlarging and reducing processes, &c. 197 

LITHOGRAPHIC MACHINE-PRINTING. 

Chapter I.—Introductory. — The demand for machine-minders—the 
selection of a machine—the essentials of a well-constructed machine 
—How to judge of the value of a second-hand machine—How to 
keep machinery in the best working condition—the inking rollers - 
the damping rollers—the cylinder and its covering.221 

Chapter II.—Preparation of the stone—Preparation of the work— 
Etching for machine printing— Inking—Distribution—Refreshening 
the roller's surface—Quality of ink—How to reduce the tenacity of 
ink—Setting the stone in the machine--Starting the machine : Inking 
—Damping .239 

Chapter III.—Importance of a proper choice of paper- Hand-made 
and hard-sized paper very objectionable—Necessity for absorbency in 
the paper—Conditions of printing on smooth writing-paper—General 
principles involved in printing dry paper—Rolled paper—Remedies 
for altered dimension in paper—the drying-room—Registering— 
Setting a stone for register—Colour-printing — Grinding colours— 
Permanency of colour—the ink-duct—Defects in ink-ducts.236 

WYMAN & SONS, 81, GREAT QUEEN STREET, LINCOLN’S-INN FIELDS, LONDON, W.C. 
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LANHAM’S PATENT “VICTORY" PRINTING ROLLERS. 
The Only Rollers Awarded a PRIZE MEDAL at the Paris Exhibition, 1878. 

Prospectuses, Price Lists, and List of Firms who have been supplied, sent gratis upon application to the Sole Manufacturers, 

THE LANHAM PRINTING ROLLER COMPANY, LIMITED, 
75, FLEET STREET, E.C. 
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PRINTING MACHINES 
AND 

MACHINE PRINTING, 
BEING 

Containing Valuable Hints in the Selection of Machines—Practical Guide to Mahing Ready—Preparing Cuts— 

Cutting Overlays—Rollers—Useful Hints in the Management of all hinds of Printing Machines— 

Details of the Construction of Machines, &c. &c. 

THE Conductors of the Printing Times and Lithographer, knowing the great want that exists of a thoroughly 

Practical and Trustworthy Guide to the Art of Machine Printing, have been for a long time engaged 

in the preparation of the above work. 

Some idea of the scope of this Treatise, which was commenced in January, 1877, and is still being issued in the 

pages of The Printing Times and Lithographer, may be formed from the following— 

SYITOPSIS. 

PART I. 

Invention of the Printing1 Machine. 

MAKING READY. 

CHAPTER I.—Introductory—Difference between a machine and hand- 
press explained—Automatic appliances of the machine—Mechanical 
motion employed on the hand-press—Difference between the platen 
and cylinder machines. 

CHAPTER II.—Invention of the printing machine—Explanation of 
Nicholson's arrangement—Kcenig's single cylinder machine—its con¬ 
struction—Koenig's double cylinder—Donkin and Bacon's invention 
for printing from the rotating prism—Cowper's single cylinder 
machine for printing from curved plates—Description of Cowper's 
double cylinder machine—Inking arrangements—Applegarth's and 
Cowper's improved perfecting machine. 

CHAPTER III.—Prevalent ignorance of the principles of machinery 
amongst machine-minders—Qualifications necessary to a newspaper 
printer—Difference between newspaper and bookwork printing.—• 
Machine Boys: their proper management and treatment—Boys and 
spoilage of work—Supplying boys with working clothes.—Safe disposal 
of rags and paper—Cause of spontaneous combustion. 

CHAPTER IV.—Making-ready on a Perfecting Machine: General 
principles explained—Importance of sound work—the theory of 
making-ready—Prevalent mistaken ideas in connection with this 
subject—the operation of making-ready explained—the difference 
between impression at press and machine—Overlaying and underlaying. 
—Preparing the Machine: Necessity of proper lubrication—Prepara¬ 
tion of the cylinder and roller-bearers—the proper way to fix the 
packing—Cleaning the coffin. — The Cylinder: the calico lining—its 
selection—Securing the same—Cylinder sheets the foundation for the 
making-ready—Proper method for putting same on the cylinder.— 
The Blanket: its selection for different kinds of work—Stretching 
same on the cylinder—Defects caused in printing through 'he blanket 
being insecurely fastened and loosely stretched.—Moveable Forms : 
Why underlaying is not required.—The underlaying of cuts and 
proper material for same—the treatment of high wood-cuts. 

CHAPTER V.—Underlaying: Inequalities of stereo and electro plates— 
the "pitch” for ensuring correct lay—Centring the form—the proper 
fixing of the chase in the coffin—Probable accidents arising from using 
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unsound furniture— Precautions to be taken prior to pulling the first 
impression—How to plane down stereo plates—How to pull the first 
impression—Caution necessary in doing same—Raising of low pages— 
the importance of careful underlaying—Dipping of the blanket and 
its prevention—How to decide the amount of underlay required—- 
Securing the underlay to the plates.—Catches and their proper treat¬ 
ment—Cause of the prevalent destruction of bevels on plates—How 
to cut and trim the Vibrator.— Wavers and Inkers—Their trimming 
and treatment—the roller-bearers—Their use—How to properly secure 
the packing for same—Cylinder-bearers and their packing—Instruc¬ 
tions for running up colour or “inking up "—Precautions necessary 
before doing same—Pulling sheet for register.—Making register— 
Register racks, or "tappets,” and their use—General causes of bad 
register and their prevention. 

CHAPTER VI. — Overlaying: Cutting the overlay for engravings— 
Pulling proofs for same—General instructions —the India proof— 
Overlay for Anglo-French and platen machines—the influence of the 
blanket upon the impression. —How to cut the overlay—Defects in 
electros and how to remedy—Proper treatment of woodcuts—Pulling 
an impression of a form with and without cuts—Pulling an impression 
on the cylinder—Cleaning the plates—"Picks”—Patching overlays 
for type—Pasting the overlays on the cylinder—“Inking up ”—Setting 
the ductor—the final patching—Mistaken ideas as to making ready— 
Starting the form. 

CHAPTER VII.—Rollers— Importance of proper rollers—Effects of 
temperature upon ordinary composition—Proper condition of the roller 
—Treatment in hot and cold temperature—Desirability of duplicate 
sets—How to properly wash rollers—the influence of ink upon the 
composition—the patent composition and its proper treatment—Roller 
stocks.—How to ascertain the -working condition of the roller—On the 
duration of roller composition—Roller wheels—their destruction and 
precautions for prevention—Roller racks—Riders and their use—to 
properly secure same—Monks and Friars—their cause and prevention. 

CHAPTER VIII.—Miscellaneous Hints and Directions—On the choice 
of blanket—Indiarubber blanket—Paper and its proper condition— 
Prejudicial ingredients—the wetting of paper—Prevention of creasing 
—"Turning”—Rolled paper and its advantages—the rough and 
smooth surfaces—American glazed paper.—Set-off— the necessity of 
set-off paper—Endless sheets on the cylinder machine, and directions 
for fitting apparatus for their use—Duration of set-off sheets—Oiled 
set-off paper—Set-off sheets for the Anglo-French machine --Suitable 
quality for ditto—Set-off sheets for single cylinder machines—On 
stopping the machine when in work—Dirty tapes and their renewal— 
Necessity for careful lubrication—Cleanliness. 
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PRINTING MACHINES & MACHINE PRINTING,--synopsis {continued). 

PART II. 

Principles of Printing- Machine Construction. 

PERFECTING AND PLATEN MACHINES. 

CHAPTER IX.—Order of treatment of the subject—the Platen Machine, 
and its distinctive features—Class of work for which it is specially 
suited—Advantages and disadvantages of this machine—Capacity and 
dimensions—Arrangement of its working parts—the grooved drum and 
slide and their action—the platen head and beam—Frisket and tympan 
—the inking apparatus—Method of working—On covering the frisket 
and tympan—Centreing the form—-Taping the frisket. —Making-ready 
—Adjustment of the impression—General precautions—the inking 
apparatus—Prevention of creasing—Side and bottom marks—Avoidance 
of set-off—Proper method of driving. 

CHAPTER X.— The “Napier” Platen—Advantages—-Capacity and 
dimensions—Arrangement of the working parts—the knuckle-joint as 
the means of impression—the grooved drum—the platen head and 
its motion—the double inking apparatus—Improved method for 
distribution—Impression—Method of working—Rollers and their 
treatment.— The “ Miu" Platen for endless paper—Its invention— 
Arrangement of the working parts—Making-ready—Inking apparatus 
—Capacity and speed—Amount of power required for driving purposes. 

CHAPTER XI. — The ordinary Perfecting Machine— Advantages— 
Varieties—Peculiarities of the Web, Drop-bar, and Gripper—Capacity 
and speed—Arrangement of the working parts—the cylinders, tables, &c. 
—the working of the upright spindle and rack—Parallel motion—Wide 
and narrow racks—Rack ends—Intermediate and register drums—the 
travel of the sheet while printing—Taping the machine—Dryden and 
Foord's extra fast machine—Its distinctive features—Method of working 
—Inking up—Ductor bands—the rotary set-off apparatus—Changing 
the set-off paper— Regulation of impression—Lubrication. 

CHAPTER XII. — The “Napier" Gripper Machine—Origin—Speed- 
Arrangement of the working parts—the inking apparatus—Application 
of set-off motion—General remarks. 

CHAPTER XIII. —The Anglo-French Machine—Its origin and advan¬ 
tages—Capacity and speed—Arrangement of the working parts—the 
action of the cylinders explained—Rocking frame—Universal joint 
and vertical rack—Quadrants—the travel of the tables—Dry den’s 
Anglo-French machine fitted with upright spindle—the turning of the 
sheet for perfecting—the grippers and their action—Tapes—Set-off 
apparatus—Inking arrangements—Roller lifts— Dryden’s taking-off 
apparatus—Paul's improved ditto—the working of cut forms. 

PART III. 

SINGLE CYLINDER AND JOBBING MACHINES. 

CHAPTER XIV.—Single Cylinder Machines—their varieties, advantages, 
capacity, and speed—Making-ready—Slurs and how to obviate same— 
Ashley's automatic feeder—General directions—need of proper founda¬ 
tion—Prevention of vibration. 

CHAPTER XV.—Conisbee's "Main" or Tumbler Machine.—Origin— 
Arrangement of working parts—First symptoms of wearing, &c.— 
Messrs. Harrild's Main. • 

CHAPTER XVI.—Harrild's Improved “Bremner" Machine.—Improve¬ 
ment on the original Belle Sauvage—Arrangement of the working 
parts—the cylinder, driving gear, traverse wheels, connecting rod, &c. 
—the grippers and their action—Stopping gear—the double-inking 
motion—the laying-on board—Inking arrangement—Taking-off motion 
and Flyers—Pointing apparatus—Brake—Modifications in the con¬ 
struction of smaller machines. 

CHAPTER XVII.—The Wharfedale Machine, &c.—The Wharfedale 
and the Bremner—Capabilities of the Wharfedale—Payne’s extra- 
large machine—Dawson’s Wharfedale—Fieldhouse & Co.’s Reliance 
—Ingle’s machine—Simplicity of its construction—Ullmer’s jobbing 
machine—the Quadrant Machine—“ Beating up ” motion. 

CHAPTER XVIII.—The “ Graphic” Machine.—Distinctive features in 
its construction—Graphic Two-Feeder—Description—Capabilities— 
the Dutartre Single-Cylinder and the Franco-Bremncr Machine—its 
general construction and advantages—the increased inking facilities— 
Capabilities. 

CHAPTER XIX.—Two-Colour Machines.—Their general principle of 
construction—Advantages—Main’s Two-Colour Machine—Capabilities 
—Security of rollers in printing colour-work—Coloured inks and their 
effect upon rollers—How to warm the ink-slab—Dawson’s, Harrild’s, 
and Payne's Two-Colour Wharfedale—a leviathan two-colour machine 
-—Economy of two-colour machines. 

CHAPTER XX.—Messrs. Newsunis "Rotary" Two-Colour Machine.— 
General description of its construction—Inking arrangements—Securing 
the form—Capacity and speed—Servante’s Rotary Two-Colour and 
Perfecting Machine—Rutley’s Two-Colour Apparatus. 

CHAPTER XXI.—Platen Jobbing Machines.—The original Gordon 
—Its introduction into Europe—Immediate success—Simplicity of 
general construction—Average speed—Advantages and economy in 
working—Essentially platen machines—the Minerva or Cropper- 
Description of working parts—Inking arrangements—the Universal 
—their construction and advantages—Improved inking apparatus—• 
Capabilities and speed — the Liberty, Bremner, and Empire— 
General construction and specialities—the application of the brake— 
the Model jobbing machine—Instructions in making ready on the 
above machines—Directions for fixing—General remarks. 

PART IV. 

ROTARY AND NEWSPAPER MACHINES GENERALLY. 

CHAPTER XXII.—Introduction—Necessary qualifications of newspaper 
machine minders—Rapid improvement in the construction of the rotary 
machine—Advantages over the Hoe Feeders—Average speed-Making 
ready—the roll of paper and regulation of the tension—Renewal of the 
reels—On bending electros of cuts for rotary machines—Method of 
wetting the roll of paper—the most successful rotary machines—-Their 
various capabilities. 

CHAPTER XXIII. — The “ Hoe" and" Northumbrian" Rotary Machines. 
■—the IIo.e—Distinctive features in construction—the position of 
the reel—Passage of the sheet—the switch—Inking arrangements— 
Mr. Lloyd's invention for dividing the quires after printing—Capabili¬ 
ties and speed—the Northumbrian—Description of its construction 
—Renewal of the paper—Flyers—Inking apparatus—Arrangement for 
preventing the “ drag ” of the paper—Capacity and speed. 

CHAPTER XXIV.—The ‘ ‘Marinoni” and" Victory" Rotary Machines.— 
the Marinoni six-feeder and the introduction of the rotary— 
Description of the working parts—Inking Apparatus—the gathering 
drums—Smoothing rollers—Amount of manual labour required in the 
working — Later improvements—the Victory and its invention— 
Description of its working—the attached wetting apparatus—Inking 
arrangements — Distinctive features — the Victory cutting, folding 
and binding machine combined—Dimensions and capabilities. 

CHAPTER XXV.—The "Bullock" Rotary Machine.—Construction— 
Description of the working parts—Capabilities and speed. 

CHAPTER XXVI. — The “ Walter" Press and the “ Prestonian."—The 
“Times" and the gradual introduction of the rotary machine—the 
inventors—the Walter the first rotary machine—Its construction— 
General description—Arrangement for preventing set-off—the cutting 
cylinder—the divider—Flyers—Inking arrangements —Average speed 
and dimensions—-the Prestonian — Arrangement of the working 
parts—Travel of the sheet—the inking apparatus—Speed and general 
remarks. 

CHAPTER XXVII.—The “ Whitefriars ” and “ Ingram " Rotary 
Machines for cut work.—The Whitefriars—Its origin—Description 
of the working parts—the circular plates—Inking apparatus— 
Dimensions—Capabilities and speed—the Ingram—the printing of 
cuts from circular plates—Distinctive features—Distribution of ink—- 
Arrangement of working parts—Travel of the paper—The taking-off 
apparatus—Speed and capabilities. 

PART V. 

MACHINERY FOR THE WAREHOUSE. 

CHAPTER XXVIII.—Hydraulic Presses and their Construction.— 
Boomer and Boschert Press—The drying of work—Pressing—Folding 
Machines and their general construction—Speed—Gill’s Hot-Rolling 
Machine—Heim’s White Paper Rolling Machine—Howe's Gathering 
Machine—Cutting machines. 

ENGINES, BOILERS, &c. 

CHAPTER XXIX.—Engines and Boilers.—The Beam v. the Horizontal 
—the requirements of printers—Power required by various machines 
—the driving of Platens—Table engines—Gas engines adapted fot 
driving printing machinery—Boilers—On the consumption of fuel— 
General facts and hints—On the fixing of boilers and engines—Water- 
heaters and injectors—Donkey Pumps—the Hancock Inspirator. 

PART VI. 

GLOSSARY OF TECHNICAL TERMS. 

APPENDIX.—Including upwards of 500 technical words with explana 
tions, giving names of the various motions used in connection with 
printing machinery and its adjuncts, and the technical phrases used 
in the machine room, &c., &c., together with numerous carefully 
prepared diagrams specially engraved for this work. 

OFFICE; 81, GREAT QUEEN ST., LINCOLN’S-INN FIELDS, LONDON, W.C. 
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AMERICAN PENNSYLVANIA PAPER RULING MACHINES. 
THE attention of the Trade is called to another style of Ruling Machine, with 

Striker, which will take the place of the 1 D. Machine, and be in some respects 
like the famous O.A. Machine, which has proven itself to be without an equal. Only 
one Striker Cylinder is used for ruling down lines on any sized paper from Cap to 
Imperial. 

We are also making a Double Ruling Machine, with two Strikers attached, which 
will rule down lines on both sides of paper of any size at one feeding. This Machine can 
be changed in a moment to an ordinary Double Machine for ruling the cross or faint lines 
on both sides of the paper. 

Our facilities are such that we can sell them very cheap, considering the fine quality 
of the work. 

These Machines are covered by Three Royal Patents in Great Britain. 
I will send Illustrations and Prices of these Machines to any of the Trade writing to 

me, and sending their business cards. 

MADE ONLY BY 

I/I/. 0. HICKOK, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, U.S.A. 

W, MACINTYRE, Jun, 

BLACKHALL PAPER MILL, 
MILL No. 85. PAISLEY, MILL No. 85. 

Cardboards, Pasteboards, 
ENAMELLED AND SURFACE PAPERS, 

Commercial, Ivory, Printers’, Tinted, Surface, 

Enamelled, and Waste Cards. 

RAILWAY TICKETS. JACQUARD LOOM CARDS. 

London Office; Mr. W. WALLACE, 26, Gt. St. Helens, E.C. 

Ninth Year of Publication. 

THE 

PRINTING TIMES 
AND 

LITHOGRAPHER: 
An Illustrated Monthly Technical 

and Fine-Art Journal of 

®EP°9rapbB* f i%gral%> 
|laj:er-ntalung, 

AND THE 

^uriliarjt ®rabfs. 
Published on the 15th of each | 

Month. 

Price Sixpence per copy. 
Annual Subscription (payable 

in advance), 8r., Post-free, i 

To the Publishers of The Printing Times and Lithographer, 

81, Great Queen-street, London, W.G. 

Phase forward to me_cop___o/ 

The Printing Times and Lithographer for_Months, posh 

free, for which I enclose_ 

Name__ 

A ddress_ 

Date 

Post-Office Orders and Cheques to he made payable to Wyman & Sons, West Central 

District Post Office, High Eolborn, London. 
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The DIAMOND 

Self-Clamp Paper Cutter. 
(Patented 1876, in Great Britain and tlie United States.) 

The above Cut is of the extra heavy Machine for Paper Makers and heavy work. 

THE DIAMOND 
turns out at least 50 per 
cent, more work than any 

competitor. 

THE DIAMOND 
is entirely Self-Clamping, 
and thus all “ overhead ” 

work is avoided. 

THE DIAMOND 
will cut “heads,” “tails,” 
and “foredges” at one time 
without altering the gauge. 

THE DIAMOND 
has given complete satis¬ 
faction to every purchaser. 

THE DIAMOND 
is T ZEE IB Machine in 

America. 

First Premium, Philadelphia, 1876. 

HAZELL, WATSON, & VINEY, 
6, KIRBY ST., HATTON GARDEN, 

Are the Sole Licensees for the above Machine in Great 

Britain, and, from their own experience, strongly recom¬ 

mend the attention of PRINTERS, BOOK 
BINDERS, and STATIONERS to the great 

saving effected by this Machine. It is made in London 

by eminent Engineers. 

Pi'ices and Particulars on application as above. 

THE DIAMOND 
has an Indicator which 
shows instantly where the 
knife will come on the 
work, and saves much time. 

THE DIAMOND 
has a fly wheel always run¬ 
ning, and the starting is 
therefore instantaneous, and 

the stopping automatic. 

THE DIAMOND 
can be seen at any time in 
full work on our premises, 

6, KIRBY STREET, 
HATTON GARDEN, E.C. 
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HENRY MAYO, 
j%l» Carir $ f abel $antislj 

MANUFACTURER, 

Constitution Hill, Birmingham. 

T. KNAPP, 
PRINTERS', STATIONERS’, AND 

BOOKSELLERS’ VALUER, 
AND AGENT FOR SALE OF 

BUSINESSES & NEWSPAPER PROPERTIES, 

25, PATERNOSTER SQ,., LONDON, E.C., 
AND 

ELDON CHAMBERS, CHERRY STREET, 
BIRMINGHAM, 

Respectfully offers his services in VALUATIONS in 
the above BUSINESSES ; and from his intimate and 
practical knowledge both of the Wholesale and Retail 
Printing, Stationery, and Bookselling Trades, gained 
during an experience of upwards of thirty years, he 
is confident of giving satisfaction to those gentlemen 
who may entrust him with their commands. (Estab¬ 
lished 1870.) Monthly List of Businesses for Sale, gratis 
and post-free. Clients met by appointment either in 
London or Birmingham free of charge. 

WELLINGTON & CO., 

(Eirgrabcrs on Coper 
TO THE TRADE, 

Southgate St., Gloucester. 

‘ ‘ For a day ’midst fields and fiozuers, 
Silvery streams and ruined towers." 

RYE HOUSE, 
IIODDESDON, HERTS, 

Seventeen Miles from London by Road, and adjoining 
the Great Eastern Railway Station. 

ADMISSION FREE. 

“ Far away on the river which runs its silver thread 

through the green pastures and glowing acres of 

Hertfordshire, is the good Old Rye House, where we 

have art, science, history, romance, boating, fishing, 

horticulture, a lovely English landscape, and jolly 

English cheer, all in one short holiday.”—City Press. 

J. TEALE & CO., Proprietors. 

JOHN LILLY, 

Printers’ Broker, Engineer, 
AND 

TRADE VALUER, 

HIND COURTj FLEET ST,j 
LONDON, E.C. 

ESTIMATES GIVEN FOR THE 

Fitting--up of Offices Complete, 
Large or Small. 

A Large Assortment of SECOND-HAND 
PRINTING MACHINES, CUTTING 
MACHINES, &c., always in Stock. 

WOOD ENGRAVING. 
Wood Engraving in the very best style, 

Cheaper than any other house in the Trade. 

W. H. TILBY, 
49, Essex Street, Strand, 

LONDON, W.C. 

L. CORNELISSEN Xr TALLE, 
22, Great Queen-Street, W.C., 

Manufacturers and Importers of 

COLOURS, PRINTING INK, AND VARNISHES FOR 
Paris. LITHOGRAPHY. Vienna. 

FIRST-CLASS COLOURS FOR CHROMO. 

1867. 
JTi%grapIpc Pattrials. 1873. 

Transfer Paper of all Kinds, for Chalk Drawings, Diaphanic Colour Work, &c. 

List of Prices on Application. 

FOR SALE. 
Double-demy lithographic machine to print 

34 by 24, by Bickerton, with two sets of covered rollers, fitted 
with fast and loose pulleys. 

DOUBLE-CROWN LITHOGRAPHIC MACHINE, to print 
32 by 22, by Hasler & Fairbank, with two sets of covered rollers; 
fitted with fast and loose pulleys. 

BRONZING MACHINE, by Grierson (quite new), fitted with fast 
and loose pulleys, and striker. 

The above three machines can be seen, and all particulars obtained 
at CHARLES GOODALL & SONS, Camden Works, London, N.W. 

ESTABLISHED 1832. 

CHARLES F. MOORE, 
Late SCOTT, WATSON, & CO., 

BRASS RULE CUTTER, 
MANUFACTURER OF 

CIRCLES, OVALS, SHAPES, ZINC & BRASS GALLEYS,&c. 

25, TYSOE STREET, CLERKENWELL, LONDON, W.C. 

SPECIMEN OF LITHOGRAPHY. 
By A. J. NIXON, Artist, Lawnmarket, Edinburgh. 

PORTRAIT of the Right Hon. W. E. GLADSTONE, M.P. 

Drawn on Malloch’s No. 3 Grained Transfer Paper. Size 
of Sheet 36 x 24. Retail Price, 2s. 6d. per Sheet. 

Proofs on Full Sheet Royal Plate Paper, 2s. 6d. each. 
Post free, 2s. 9d. 

PUBLISHED BY J. MALLOCH & CO., 
306, LAWNMARKET, EDINBURGH. 

GROWN HOTEL PARPENS & FISHERY. 
BROXBOURNE, HERTS. 

16 Miles by leuel Road, and by Great Eastern Railway, which Company makes Special Rates. 

“ Broxbourne Gardens, on the banks of the river Lea—a favourite 
resort of Londoners, and a place of highly respectable character.”— 
Times. 

“It is the most finished, most beautiful, most tasteful Garden I 
have ever entered.”—Gardeners' Magazine. 

Special arrangements for IVayzegoose and other Dinners in Private Rooms, capable of dining parties of from 4 to 350 persons. 

An Ordinary on Sundays at 3 O’clock. 

The Amusements include Archery, Aunt Sally, Boating, Bowls, Cricket, Croquet, Football, Skittles, Billiards, Pyramids, Pocl, &c. 

No Van Parties or Schools received. T. BENINGFIELD, Proprietor. 
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FURNIVAL & CO.’S LIST 
OF 

Second-hand Machinery. 

One DOUBLE DEMY LITHO, by 
Mann. Nearly new. Just replaced by 
the “ Express.” 

One 36-inch SCHOFIELD’S PATENT 
GUILLOTINE. 

One 26-inch GUILLOTINE, by Cromp¬ 
ton. 

One 27-inch GUILLOTINE, by Lilly. 

One 25-inch GUILLOTINE, by Wilson. 

One DEMY LITHO, by Hughes & 
Kimber. 

One ALBION BLOCKING PRESS, 
by Cope. 

One ROLLING MACHINE, by 
Ducan. Rolls, 48 in. long. 

Several LITHO’ PRESSES. 

7, Charterhouse St.,Holborn Circus, 

LONDON; and 

52. Ogden Street, Ardwick, 

MANCHESTER. 

Please Notice Change of Address, the Premises haring been re-named. 

THE ORIGINAL MAKERS OF TEAK CASES. 

Advertisers’ Blocks & Posters in One or more Colours. 
Estimates Free. Catalogues of every description Illustrated. 

G. S. LITTLEJOHN, 
LITHOGRAPHIC & CHROMO-STIPPLE ARTIST, 

Designer, Illuminator, and General Draughtsman, 

10, LAURENCE POUNTNEY LANE, CANNON STREET, 

LONDON, E.C. 

ESTABLISHED 25 YEARS. 

WOOD LETTER. 

WOOD LETTER. 

WOOD LETTER. 

WOOD LETTER. 

For Specimens apply to 

vJ. SILIC, 
(Late GEORGE HIGGINS,) 

LICENSED 

PRINTERS’ BROKER, 

Auctioneer & Valuer. 
WORKS : 

McLean’s Buildings, Gt. New St., 
AND 

2 & 3, Dean Street, Fetter Lane 

FLEET STREET, CITY, E.C. 

J. S. COOK & SON, 
Successors to the late Mr. Thomas Cook, of 24, Brook St., Holborn. 

Established 1789, 

BRASS RULE CUTTERS, 
^Printers’ .©mitbs. 

Makers of Galleys, Composing Sticks, and Printing Materials in 
general, of the highest quality, for Town, Country, and Export. 

Inuentors and Manufacturers of Brass Space Lines. 

BRASS-FACED RULES, 
INVARIABLE COMPOSING STICKS, &c. 

112, FORE STREET, LONDON, E.C. 

PAPER BAGS!! PAPER BAGS!! 

SHUTTLE WORTH- & BUNN, 
GENERAL PRINTERS, 

AND 

Paper Bag Manufacturers to the Trade, 
200, 202, & 204, WATERLOO ROAD, LONDON, S.E. 

SAMPLES AND TRADE PRICE LIST POST FREE. 

WILFRID WORKS, CHALK FARM ROAD. 
CAMDEN TOWN, N.W. 

REMOVED FROM WORMWOOD STREET AND BARTHOLOMEW CLOSE. 

ESTABLISHED 1810 

Pautographic, Medallick, Spiral, Radiated, Graduated, Engine - Turning, 
Ornamental, Anti-forgery, General Engraving for Copper-plate, 

Litho, or Letterpress Printing, 

Bank Notes, Cheques, Bills of Exchange, Share Certificates, Vignettes, 
Scrolls, Backgrounds, Skies, Cloads, Graining and Stipple 

Tint Plates, Section and Scale Lines, Prize 
Medals. &c. &c. 

q 2 

ZORN, BAHNS0N, & 00., 
MANUFACTURERS AND IMPORTERS OF 

LITHOGRAPHIC MATERIALS, 
LITHOGRAPHIC STONES, yellow or grey, of the finest quality. 
COLOURED AND BLACK INKS. ) Specially manufactured for Litho- 

FINE DRY COLOURS. j graphic Printing. 

DUSTING COLOURS, in all Shades 

BRONZE POWDERS, SNAKE STONE, &c. 

9 & ii, GARRICK STREET, COVENT GARDEN, LONDON, W.C. 

And at 116, INGRAM STREET, GLASGOW. 

NOTICE. 

MR. JOHN LILLY, PRINTERS’ ENGINEER 
AND BROKER, Hind Court, Fleet Street, has just received 

from New York, U.S., THE NEW IMPROVED 

UNIVERSAL IREADLE PLATEN MACHINE, 
From the Original Inventor, Mr. GALLY. 

It is said to have thirteen improvements upon his original one, intro¬ 
duced into England some years since. It is not only very ^ much 
stronger but made to run as light as the celebrated “ Minerva.” Its 
distributing powers are so perfect that the most solid work can be done 
with it. It is being tested by many of the large London Printers at 

the Warehouse as above. 

LINEOTYPE. 
A NEW TYPOGRAPHIC ENGRAVING PROCESS 

» ___ 
Specimens, Terms, &c., from the Inventor, 

H. E. TOZER, CLARENCE PLACE, GRAVESEND. 

TO PAPERMAKERS, STATIONERS, & RAG MERCHANTS. 

HE PAPER MILLS DIRECTORY for 1879. 
Further Extended and Improved. Price 2s. 6d. 

The PAPERMAKERS’ HANDBOOK. Price 5s. 
The ART of PAPERMAKING. Second Edition. Price 25s. 
The PAPERMAKERS’ CIRCULAR. Monthly, price 4d. 
The STATIONERS’ HANDBOOK. Tenth Edition. Price 3s. 6d. 
The STATIONERS’ PRICE and COST BOOK. Price 2s. 6d. 

May be had of any Bookseller; or sent post-free for P. O. Order. 

KENT & CO., Paternoster Row, London. 
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HENRY MAYO, 
SHOW CARD AND MAP MOUNTER, 

VABNISHER of all kinds of Colour-Printing to the Trade, 
BOTTLE LABELS, ALMANACKS, 

Box Tops, Tickets, Show Tablets, &c., 

544, CONSTITUTION HILL, BIRMINGHAM, 
Inventor and only Maker of the New Varnish Cloth 

Show Card without Glass. 

Wood Mounts for Maps, Show Cards, Almanacks, &c. 

Show Papers converted into Transparencies for Window Advertising. 

T. C. THOMPSON, 
MAKER AND DEALER IN 

Printing and Bookbinding Machinery 
and Material. 

Improved PAGING k PERFORATING MIMS. Hand k Treadle. 
LISTS ON APPLICATION. 

15, GARTSIDE STREET, MANCHESTER. 
WORKS: BACK IRWELL STREET, 

Westleys & Co, 

Htmifcfurwg fi oolilmttos, 

10, FRIAR STREET, 

]£Doetors’ ifommons, 

LONDON, E.C. 

BAYES & CO., 
Printers’ Brokers, 

AND DEALERS IN EVERY DESCRIPTION OF 

MACHINES AND MATERIALS 
For PRINTERS, LITHOGRAPHERS, and BOOKBINDERS. 

A large assortment of Second-hand Machines, Presses 
and Material always in stock. 

Send for Monthly Price Lists. 

48, WOOD STREET, LIVERPOOL. 

STEREO. (c“) COLUMNS 
One quarter the weight of others. Cheaper AND 

Better Matter specially prepared. Cannot be 
distinguished from the type. Comprise— 

News, Serial Tales, Selections, and Wit 
and Humour. 

Proof and Terms on application to “Excelsior” 
Stereo. Foundry, 4%, Lower Priory, Birmingham. 
London Agent, T. W. MARTIN, 89, Shoe-lane, E.C. 

USEFUL TO THE COUNTRY TRADE. 

Papyrograph Facsimile Printing. 

THE PAPYROGRAPH 
IS INVALUABLE TO 

COTTTsTTY^'Y' STATIONERS, 

Secretaries of Insurance and Public Companes, 

THE BIRMINGHAM MACHINISTS 
COMPANY, 

PRINTERS’ ENGINEERS, 
25, BARR STREET, HOCKLEY, BIRMINGHAM, 

ARE NOW MAKING 

SPECIALITIES FOE, JOB PRINTERS 
AND STATIONERS. 

High-Class Workmanship. Low Prices. 

CHARITABLE AND RELIGIOUS SOCIETIES, 

THE CLERGY, and BUSINESS MEN. 

WWWVAWXAAA/WWWWVVWWVWVV 

By means of this invention a youtli may produce, in an ordinary 

Copying Press, 500 fac - simile impressions of Writing, 

Drawing, or Music, in about an hour, upon any kind of paper or 

linen, at an infinitesimal cost. 

The Trade Supplied with Apparatus on Special Terms. 

The process may be seen at work and prices obtained of 

Messrs, WYMAN & SON’S, 

Lincoln’s-Inn Steam Printing & Stationery Works, 

74, 75, & 81, GREAT QUEEN STREET, LONDON, W.O. 

Papyrograph Printing done for the Trade. 

N01V READY, neatly bound in Cloth, lettered, red edges, price 6d., 

The Compositor’s Guide & Pocket Book, 
By JOSEPH GOULD 

(late Member of the London Society of Compositors). 

T . J" FARRINGTON & CO., 31, Fetter-lane, Fleet-street. 
London: j MARLBOROUGH & CO., 51, Old Bailey, E.C. 

THE “Compositor’s Guide” gives the routine of work as practised in London 
book-houses and country news-offices ; remarks on distribution, news and 

book-work composition and correcting ; instructions in making margin, imposition, 
casting-up book and news-work, how to make out bills, news and jobbing display, 
and other matters both useful and interesting to Compositors. 

Also, a variety of useful tables ; the hours worked, the piece-work prices, and the 
established wages in the principal towns in England, Ireland, and Scotland ; abstract 
of the London scale of prices; the names of sizes of books, measures for ordinary 
job-work, proof-readers’ marks, technical terms, and a 

COMPLETE SET OF DIAGRAMS OF IMPOSITIONS. 

Will be sent post-free for 7 stamps by J. GOULD, 24, South-street, Middlcsbro'. 
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Send for Testimonials and Price Lists. 

THE CELEBRATED 

SIMPLISSIMUS SELF-INKING PRESS. 

o For Stationers’ Card Work. 

O I For Practical every - day 

No. I. Platen, 7 x 5: ° 

No. 2. „ IIX7, 7 10 -1 work. One boy produ- 

No. 3. ,, 12x8, 8 10 O) cing 800 per hour. 

Stands for Nos. 2 and 3, £2. Prices at the Works. 

OPINIONS OF THE PRESS. 

Printing Times and Lithographer, Aug., 1877.—“The mechanism is good; the 
price very low.” 

Press News, Nov., 1877.-“ It is very simple and well suited for small jobs up to 
foolscap folio.” 

Paper and Printing Trades' Journal, March, 1878.—“ The action is powerful and 
reliable ; it turns out small jobs well and quickly.” 

Bazaar and Ma>-t.—“Among the best Simplissimus.” 

SEND FOR SPECIMENS. 

Stereotype Foundries, 10s. 6d. to £10. Apparatus for Rubber Stamp 
Making, £5. 

TREADLE CIRCULAR SAWS FOR PRINTERS. 

SEND FOR OUR ILLUSTRATED LIST. 
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To Her Majesty's Government, the War Depart¬ 

ment, India Department, Admiralty. 

,vwwww 

LIVETT FRANK & SON, 
laini lllttimfttditrm 

AND 

OIL REFINERS, 

22, BOROUGH, 

LOZKTIDOIUr IBIEMEIDGrIE]. 

MACHINE OIL . 2s. to 4s. per Gallon. 
CLEANSING SPIRIT . Is. 3d. „ 

FOR SALE, 

ELECTROTYPES 
OF UPWARDS OF 

100,000 
ENGRAVINGS. 
Address— CASSELL PETTER & CALPIN, La 

Belle Sauvage Yard, Ludgate Hill, 

London, E.C. 

ESTABLISHED 25 YEARS. 

FOOT BROTHERS, 
Steam Litlio & Letterpress Machine 

Printers to the Trade only. 

Designers and Printers of Show Cards, 
Labels, <Pc., in Colours. 

MACHINING lor the TRADE at LOWEST POSSIBLE CHARGES. 

LITHO MACHINES from FCAP. FOLIO to 

DOUBLE ELEPHANT. 

Maps & Plans of Estates promptly executed. 

16, LITTLE TRINITY LANE, 

Queen Victoria Street, E.C.; 

Anti 13,14, & 15, Bridgewater Gardens, Aldersgate Street, E.C. 

J. C. PAUL, 
WHOLESALE AND EXPORT 

OTpc-Citst # |1rmtmg$|TafmaI 
MANUFACTURER, 

GRANVILLE WORKS, 

Granville Place, King's Cross Poad, 

LONDON, W.C. 

THE “BACKUS” WATER MOTOR. 
10,000 SOLD, 

The BEST and CHEAPEST Motive Power. 

Uses only Half the Quantity of Water required by any other 
Motor to do same Work. 

Works at less pressure than others, great and uniform speed. 

RICHARD MILLS WOOD, 
Cpc-Jnimbcr, 

3, St. John’s Parade, Byrom Street, 

MANCHESTER. 

PRINTING MATERIALS of EVERY DESCRIPTION. 

Electrotyping and Stereotyping. 

PRINTERS’ and BOOKBINDERS’ 
MACHINERY. 

]\TEW and SECOND-HAND MA¬ 

CHINERY for Letterpress and 

Litho Printers, Bookbinders, and Sta¬ 

tioners, &c. &c. Send for List to 

W. ZEST. BIED, 
12,16, & 18, Albert St., Manchester. 

IR,. 

ENGINEER & MACHINIST, 
flumcrical | tinting anb perforating 

gftarijine, 
ENVELOPE MACHINE AND 

€mbossmg-Ikesi-i IITmiufodum", 

19, COWCROSS STREET, E.C. 

Cannot get out of 

Order — Compact — 

Durable — Noiseless 

—Free from Danger, 

Dirt, Heat, or Smell 

— Fixed at a very 

Trifling Cost. In all 

Cases state Water- 

pressure, where 

Motor is to be Fixed, 

and Power required. 

Prices from 

£3. 3s. to £4:5 

from | to 6 

Horse Power. 

GAS 

or other small 

ENGINES 

from 

£25. 

Extracts from a few of the many Testimonials received. 

H. D. WintoN, Editor, Bergen Co. Democrat, N.J., writes:—“It works 
daily, with water-pressure about 40 lb. large Campbell country press ; costs 100 
per cent, less in running than steam, always ready, safe, and needs no attention.” 

The Editor Hunterdon Co. Democrat says:—“After a long test it is a 
decided success. _ With 30 lb. water-pressure we print 900 impressions per hour. 
It is perfectly reliable. We formerly printed with 5 H.-P. steam-engine.” 

Editor, Bangor Daily Commercial, writes: — “With a ^45 ‘Backus 
Motor,’ we drive a large Hoe Stop Cylinder Press, using two small streams of 
water little larger than the stem of an apple, with (he steadiness and reliability 
of the great Corless Engine at the Centennial Exhibition.” 

Read Descriptive Notice in “Printer’s Register,” April, 1879. 

SUTCLIFFE BROS., Climax Works, Birkenhead. 

Wensley & Wensley, 
Ye Okie Style 

KITING 

ENGRAVERS, 
180 & 181, Fleet Street, E.C. 

Entrance—Fetter Lane, 

eta, Price Lists on Application. 

WILLMOTT & SONS, 

MACHINE 
RULERS, 

Numerical Printers and Perforators, 

54, 55, & 56, Bartholomew Close, 
Specimens &■= Estimates on application. 

ESTABLISHED 1828. 

Wm, g, stoneham, 
§MrltImtte to tlie 

- 10 & 11, - 

CHARTERHOUSE BUILDINGS, 

RAJOiLK & PRAETOBJXJS, LEIPZIG-PLAGWITZ, 
Late Gustav Wajork & Co.), 

SOLE MAKERS OF THE CELEBRATED 

LI PSI AN CHROMO PAPER, 
Which is specially prepared both in the coating and in the Raw-paper for Chromo-Lithographic 

Printing by Steam as well as Hand, and warranted not to stretch or 
leave the coat on the stone. 

The enamel being prepared according to a secret in the possession of 
this firm alone, is distinguished by its exquisite velvet-like surface, which 
gives a peculiar transparence to the colours and at the same time endows 
them with an extraordinary brilliance, both of which qualities cannot be 
over-estimated in printing. 

^ This Paper is almost exclusively used in the majority of important 
Chromo-Printing Establishments of Great Britain and Ireland, where it 
has the preference over every other make. 

Printed Specimens supplied on application ; also sample sheets of any 
quality for printing trials sent Post-free. 

Any weight or size supplied. Orders will in every case be promptly 
executed. 

All goods to Great Britain and Ireland delivered free warehouse. 

Prices exceedingly moderate, lower than English made Chromo-papers, 
quality at the same time surpassing any other make of.the world. 

Calendars, Menus, Ball Programmes, &c., &c. 

E.C. 

Specialities in bright and dull enamel for Show-Cards, 

AgentCHARLES MAYER, Queen Anne’s Chambers, 62, Holborn Viaduct, 
( 97 ) 
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Sofia lo 

The Scale of Charges for Advertismg Situa- 

ions is as follows :— 

Three Lines and under.is. 6d. 

Li cry Additional Line. 6d. 

SITUATIONS VACANT, 

HTO NEWSPAPER REPORTERS. 
J- Wanted, on a county paper, an ex¬ 

perienced, thoroughly competent SHORT¬ 
HAND REPORTER, a good paragraph 
writer, and who is willing to make himself 

generally useful.—Address G. S., “Gazette” 
office, Devizes. 

Reporter and canvasser 
WANTED, for a permanency, on an 

old-established Weekly, in a fashionable 
watering-place on the South Coast. Must be 
a good shorthand and descriptive reporter, 
and competent to write on local matters. As 
the reporting duties would not occupy more 
than four days per week, preference would be 
given to one who is a successful canvasser. 
Salary and commission. Unexceptionable 
references as to sobriety and ability, and 
specimens of work required.—Address, with 
terms, 737 F., “ Daily News ” Advertisement 
Inquiry Office, 67, Fleet-street, E.C. 

PRINTERS. — Wanted, a good, 
quick Jobbing Hand.—Apply, per¬ 

sonally, between the hours of 9 and 11 a.m., 
on Wednesday or Thursday, at Mr. William 
Ward’s, True Heart Blue Manufactory, New- 
street, Bromwich. 

PRINTERS.—Wanted, Turnover 
at Press, to fill up his time at Case. 

Excellent opportunity for improvement.— 
Apply, A. Frost, I, Warwick-street, Rugby. 

T OBBING-PRINTERS.—Wanted, a 
J steady Man, well up at case and press, 
and who can give assistance on news when re¬ 
quired. — Address, J. S., 7, Dorset-street, 
Shrewsbury. 

STATIONER’S ASSISTANT 
(JUNIOR) WANTED.—Good know¬ 

ledge of the trade indispensable.—Address, in 
own handwriting, stating age and salary re 
quired, Lex, Wyman & Sons, 81, Great Queen- 
street, W.C. 

W” ANTED A RESIDENT RE¬ 
PRESENTATIVE for London, to 

call upon Lithographers, Box-Makers, Book¬ 
binders, and other users of Surface-Coloured 
Papers and Pasteboards. No person need 
apply unless he has had considerable experi¬ 
ence in these goods and knows the ground 
well.—Testimonials to be sent, with amount 
of salary expected, to Henry and Leigh Slater, 
Paper Colourers and Pasteboard Makers, 
Dantzic-street, Manchester. 

SITUATIONS WANTED. 

T3APER PRINTING AND 
Jl STATIONERY TRADES.—Wanted, 

Situation as TRAVELLER.—Address, 249, 
Daily Post, Birmingham. 
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AS SHORTHAND REPORTER, 
-ex- or as Sub-Editor, Reader on Daily, or 
Manager of Weekly or District Paper. 16 
years’ experience. Good descriptive and local 
article writer. Immediate.—Reporter, 9, 
Market-street, Devizes. 

Newspaper proprietors, 
&c.—Experienced CLERK and BOOK¬ 

KEEPER requires a Re-engagement. Tho¬ 
rough knowledge of newspaper-office routine ; 
bankruptcy cause of leaving.—M., 2, Provost- 
street, City-road, N. 

PRINTERS. — GENERAL JOB¬ 
BING HAND seeks Situation.— Ad¬ 

dress, E., 10 House, 4 Court, Little Cherry- 
street, Birmingham. 

PRINTERS.—WANTED, a Situa¬ 
tion as COMPOSITOR. Good refer¬ 

ence.—Address, P., 70, Woodborough-road, 
Nottingham. 

PRINTERS or STATIONERS.— 
Advertiser will shortly be open for an 

Engagement as MANAGER or TRAVEL¬ 
LER.—G. 78, Daily Post, Birmingham. 

PRINTERS.—A Good JOBBING 
COMPOSITOR desires a Situation— 

References.—Address, Comp. K., 36, Tything, 
Worcester. 

PRINTING. — COMPOSITOR, 
well up in display, seeks a Situation. 

First class testimonials.—Address, F., 27, 
Daily Post, Birmingham. 

PRINTERS. — Re-engagement de¬ 
sired as JOBBING COMPOSITOR or 

General Pland ; would MANAGE Small 
Office. Printer, care of F. Beattie, 36, Charles- 
street, Hatton-garden, E.C. 

PRINTERS (Newspaper).—Situa¬ 
tion by a steady, experienced com¬ 

positor; jobbing; country preferred. W., 
23, Mayville-street, Mildmay-park, N. 

PRINTERS.—Situation wanted by 
a young man as machine-minder; 

could give assistance at case, jobbing, if re¬ 
quired ; specimens of work and good references. 
E. G., 10, Swinbrook rd., Notting-hill, W. 

PRINTERS.—Situation Wanted as 
JOBBING COMPOSITOR. Good 

references. W. P., 17, Dumfries-street, Luton. 

PRESS. —PROVINCIAL 
WEEKLY.—A Gentleman of con¬ 

siderable experience, wishes to SUPPLY A 
LONDON LETTER.—Address C. E.,Mait¬ 
land House, Peckham, London, S.E. 

ENGRAVERS AND LITHO- 
1 GRAPHERS.—An experienced COP¬ 

PERPLATE ENGRAVER DESIRES 
ENGAGEMENT. Can execute either writing 
or ornamental lettering, and having had 
considerable experience in the litho business 
on his own account, could, if necessary, make 
himself very useful in a commercial litho 
establishment. Excellent character and re¬ 
ferences.—For' Specimens of ability address 
G. M., 75, Clayton-street, Newcastle. 

PRINTERS—WANTED, a SITU¬ 
ATION in a country office ; accustomed 

to News, Jobbing, and Bookwork ; five years’ 
reference ; age 30. S., 20, Faunce-st., Ken- 
nington-park. 

PRINTERS. — Situation wanted 
press or machine ; Wharfeaale, Main’s 

Cropper. E., 49, Maltby-st, Bermondsey. 

PRINTERS (Master).—Wanted a 
Situation, jobbing, news, or book, and 

assist as reader. J. W., 3, Andover-terrace, 
Hornsey-rd, N. 

PRINTERS (Master). — Wanted 
a Situation in Small Jobbing Office.— 

A. E. M., 3, George-street, Godaiming, 
Surrey. 

PRINTERS.—Wanted Situation in 
Jobbing or News and Jobbing Office, 

age 20, good references. Address, full par¬ 
ticulars, N. G., 25, Camden-road, Ramsgate. 

PRINTERS (Master). — COMPO¬ 
SITOR and ASSISTANT READER 

seeks Situation ; could take MANAGEMENT 
of Small Office or Newspaper. G., u,James- 
street, Lambeth Walk, S.E. 

MISCELLANEOUS, 

A DEMY PRINTING MACHINE 
A for Steam or Pland Power, with Roller 
Moulds, and two sets of Roller Stocks. By 
Conisbee. In good working order. Also 
two Litho Machines. Can be seen at Bodley, 
Bros. & Co., Old Quay Foundry and Engine 
Works, Commercial-road, Exeter. 

T UDGATE HILL AND ST. 
JL^ PAUL’S CHURCHYARD.—To be 
LET, on LEASE, a capitally-lighted, modern 
WAREHOUSE, comprising dry basement, 
ground floor, and three upper floors ; within 
view of Ludgate-hill, in the centre of the book 
and publishing trade. Rent £350 per annum. 
—Messrs. Debenham, Tewson, and Farmer, 
80, Cheapside, E.C. 

T ITHOGRAPHIC PRESS 
J—j WANTED, to print a sheet Double 
Demy size, hand and power. Must be in 
good condition. Send price and maker’s name 
to James Salmon, 12, Parsonage, Manchester. 

A BARGAIN. — 
CHEAP.—A good 

SINGLE-CYLINDER 
PRINTING MACHINE, 
first-class working order, 
work. No reasonable offer 
removed. Address: West 
Office, Cockermouth. 

FOR SALE, 
WHARFEDALE 
TWO-FEEDER 
34 x 50 inches, in 
May be seen at 

refused. Must be 
Cumberland Times 

News machine for sale. 
— A FOUR - SHEET DEMY 

NAPIER, TWO-FEEDER—Will print full 
Times size—for SALE, a Bargain. May be 
inspected at any time by appointment. Apply, 
Bucks Herald Office, Aylesbuiy. 

Machine, lithographic 
and LETTERPRESS PRINTING, 

and COMMERCIAL STATIONERY.— 
An Established Business in one of the prin¬ 
cipal Seaport Towns in South Wales to be 
Disposed of by Private Contract. For par¬ 
ticulars, apply to Tanner Brothers, 22, Welsh 
Back, Bristol. 

T ITHOGRAPHIC ARTIST AND 
1—, DESIGNER (Original) for Labels and 
Showcards seeks situation. Moderate salary. 
Address : C. I50, Messrs. Wyman & Sons, 
Great Queen-street, London, W.C. 
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Wyman’s Technical Series. 
Crown Svo., cloth, price 5s. ; Post-free, 5s. 4d. 

GRAMMAR of LITHOGRAPHY. 
A Practical Guide, for the Artist and Printer, in 

Commercial and Artistic Lithography, and Chromo¬ 

lithography, Zincography, Photo-lithography, and 

Lithographic Machine Printing. With an Appen¬ 

dix containing Original Recipes for preparing 

Chalks, Inks, Transfer-papers, &c. 

By W. D. RICHMOND. 

The proof-sheets of this work have been revised by 
some of the most eminent men connected with the Art 
of Lithography, the result being a complete and reliable 
work. 

Price 6d., Post-free, 7d. 

A KEY TO OWE OP THE MAIN 
DIFFICULTIES OF ENGLISH ORTHO¬ 

GRAPHY : Being an Alphabetical Collection of 

nearly 3,000 Words resembling others in Sound, 

but differing in Sense, Spelling, or Accentuation. 

Compiled and arranged by 

HENRY BEADNELL. 

Second Edition, crown s,to., price is. 

WYMAN’S DICTIONARY OF 
STATIONERY AND COMPENDIUM OF 

USEFUL INFORMATION for the Office, 

Counting-House, and Library. 

Crown 8vo., cloth, price 2s.; Post-free, 2s. 2d. 

WORKSHOP MANAGEMENT. 
A Manual for Masters and Men, being Practical 

Remarks upon the Economic Conduct of Work¬ 

shops, Trade Charities, &c. 

By FREDERICK SMITH. 

This book should be in the hands of every master 
and workman.” 

“The book is of none the less worth because the 
author happens to be modest. It is an acceptable 
contribution to industrial literature, being well penned, 
'yd! ordered, and excellently presented by the pub- 
ishers.”—Iron. 

Crown 8vo., doth,price is.; Post-free, is. id. 

ENGLISH CHINA and CHINA 
MARKS. Being a Guide to the Principal Marks 

found on English Pottery and Porcelain : with 

Engravings of upwards of 150 marks. 

“1 he illustrations, which are very numerous, include 
marks from the fifteenth to the present century, and 
thus furnish a key to many of the puzzles with which 
collectors delight to concern themselves.”— City Press. 

Crown 8vo., cloth, price 45. ; Post-free, 45*. 4d. 

PRACTICAL CABINET-MAKER. 
Being a Collection of Working Drawings of Furni¬ 

ture, with Explanatory Notes. 

By A WORKING MAN. 

‘‘No master or workman engaged in the Cabinet 
trade should be without this useful manual.” 

Medium 4to., cloth gilt, bevelled boards, price 10s. 6d. 

CABINET-MAKERS’ PATTERN 
BOOK. Being Examples of Modern Furniture 

of the Character mostly in demand, selected from 

the Portfolios of the leading Wholesale Makers. 

To which are added Original Designs by First-rate 

Artists, comprising various Designs for Hall Furni- 

. ture, Library Furniture, Dining-room Furniture, 

Drawing-room Furniture, and Bedroom Furniture. 

This will be found an invaluable work by the 
Master Cabinet-maker and Upholsterer. 

LONDON: 

w^r^-Ajsr sonars, 
74> 75> & 81, Great] Queen Street, 

LINCOLN’S-INN FIELDS, w.C. 

TRADE. 

Howlett & Son, 
Ongrnaf <Bofb (printog. 

Old Style £2? General Printers. 

10, FRITH ST., SOHO, LONDON. ESTI MATES. 

AUG. BREHMER, 
Patentee and Manufacturer oj 

AMERICAN 

Wire Book-Sewing Machines, 
19, Cow Cross Street, London, E.C. 

THESE Machines are employed with equal advan- 
tagefor Sewing School-books, Novels, Pamphlets, 

or Account Books, by far excelling Hand-Sewing as to 
Flexibility, Durability, Speed, and Economy. 

May be seen in operation at 19, Cow Cross St. 

MORE IRAN 100 IN BSE IN ENGLAND. 

Agency for Manchester and the North, 

JOHN HEYWOOD, Publisher, Deansgate. 

Phillips, Son & Entwisle, 
MANUFACTURERS OF 

GOLD AND SILVER LEAF AND BRONZE POWDERS, 
IMPORTERS OF 

guMj Httfafe, fmikficnt (80ft, §enttil», 
FINE COLOURS, 

LITHOGRAPHIC INKS, VARNISHES, &c., 

29, NEW HALL STREET, BIRMINGHAM. 

NOTICE or REMOVAL. 

GEORGE WILSON, 
TYPE MUSIC PRINTER TO THE TRADE, 

Has removed from LITTLE ORMOND YARD, and 53, LAMB’S CONDUIT ST., 
to more extensive premises in 

BROAD YARD, TURNMILL STREET, 
Near to the Metropolitan Railway Station, Farringdon Road, E.C. 

\ .1ft N -S —|5s-^—|S-£_|—g—ps-m— 

* • r—* H-J J • f if 
C‘— -C- -*-i—---y-— 

Should auld ac-quaint-ance be for - got, And ne - ver brought to mind. 

G. W., having large Founts of Music Type, experienced workmen, and commodious premises, is now pre¬ 
pared to execute promptly, and at moderate charges, all orders with which he may be favoured. All future com¬ 
munications to be addressed 

GEORGE WILSON, Type-Music and General Printing Works, Broad Yard, Turnmill St, E.C. 
MUSIC STEREOS SUPPLIED TO PRINTERS. ESTIMATE FREE. 
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Highest Medal Awarded, 

YORKSHIRE EXHIBITION, 1875. 

WILLIAM GREAVES, 
Maker of the IMPROVED PATENT 

“PARAGON” NOISELESS 
LITHOGRAPHIC MACHINE. 

Prize Medal Awarded, 

PARIS EXHIBITION 1873. 

THE ONLY PRIZE MEDAL AWARDED for Litho Machines in British 
Section at PARIS EXHIBITION. 

IMPORTANT NOTICE.—W. G. wishes to call attention to his Double-Demy Litho Machine, with Marcus Ward & Co.’s patent 
motion attached, and other improvements. First, the advantage of having the Inking Rollers of different sizes, which he need not enumerate 
to those who work in fine tints ; Secondly, to the Inking Brackets, which swing on a pivot, and can be set at any angle, or at two separate 
angles, consequently giving a better distributing than has ever yet been got at, either in this or any other make of Litho Machines ; and 
the advantage of the Brackets being self-adjusting, as they are fixed at any angle, is that there is not the slightest jingle of rollers in the slot- 
hole of the bracket, or any noise whatever when the rollers drop off the stone—in fact, the Machine is as near noiseless as it 
is possible to get a Machine. _ 

TESTIMONIALS. 

Royal Ulster Works, Belfast, January 242th, 1876. 

Mr. Greaves has supplied us with five of his Lithographic Machines ; they have 
given us entire satisfaction, and we have ordered another Double Demy 
Machine from him, and intend to have three more. He has fitted a number of 
our Machines with our Patent Driving Motion to our complete satisfaction, 
and by these Machines our best Colour-work is now executed 

(Have been supplied with 8 Machines.—W. G.) MARCUS WARD & CO. 

Caxton Buildings, South John Street, Liverpool, 

Mr. William Greaves. June 24th, 1873. 

Dear Sir,—We have now tested thelarge Lithographic Machine (Quadruple Demy) 
sufficiently to be able to judge of its capabilities. We have great pleasure in 
being able to tell you that we consider it an excellent Machine, 
capable of doing first-class work and keeping good register. 
So satisfied are we with it, as well as with the Double Demy you previously made 
for us, that we should not think of having any other make, should 
we require any new Machine besides the one you are at present making for us (viz., 
Demy).—We are, dear Sir, yours faithfully, GEORGE PHILIP & SON. 

(.Have been supplied with 5 Machines.—W. G.) 

Messrs. Allbut & Daniel, Colour Printers, 

Mr. Wm. Greaves. Hanley, Staffordshire, March nth, 1874. 

Dear Sir,—We have much pleasure in stating that the Royal Lithographic 
Machine you have lately supplied gives us great satisfaction. It is both well and 
solidly made, and is being used almost entirely for Colour-work: the register is 

perfect, In a ew days we will send a specimen of work now being done.—We are, 
dear Sir, yours truly, ALLBUT & DANIEL. 

(Have been supplied with 4 Machines.—W. G.) 

109A, Cannon Street, London, E.C., September 22nd, 1874. 

Dear Sir,—In reply to your inquiries respecting the Litho Machine you have 
supplied to us, we can say that it continues to give every satisfaction. Its general 
working is all that could be desired, and for Colour-work the register is perfect. We 
consider it a most admirably-fitted Machine, which does its work thoroughly well 
—Yours truly, UNWIN BROS. 

Mr. Wm. Greaves, Vincent Works, Leeds. 

The Phoenix Works, Doctors’ Commons, London, E.C. 

To Mr. Wm. Greaves, Leeds. May 7th, 1878. 

Dear Sir,—The Machine supplied to us by you last December is in every way 
satisfactory. The registering is more perfect than that of any other machines of 
which we have had experience. We are using it chiefly for the production of 
“ The Whitehall Portraits”; and for that and other fine work we find 
it answer admirably.—We are, dear Sir, yours truly, JUDD Sc. CO. 

18, Clyde Street, Edinburgh, 

Mr. W. Greaves. 21 st January, 1876. 

Dear Sir,—We cannot testify too highly of the Lithographic Machine you 
supplied us. We have now tried it with all kinds of registering work, and find it 
excellent in all.—We are, yours respectfully, SCOTT & FERGUSSON. 

Write for Price-list, Terms, &c., to 

VINCENT MACHINE-WORKS, GELDERD ROAD, LEEDS, 
( 100 ) 
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Whiteman & Bass 
Execute in the best style for the Trade, at low charges, 

Copper-Plate Engraving and Printing, Lithographic Writing, 

Drawing, and Printing, and Photo-Lithography. 
PRICE-LIST FREE FOR TRADE CARD. 

235 & 236, HIGH JHOLBORN, LONDON. 
Assistance given to practical houses in all or any of the above branches where best work is required. 

Newspaper, Book, Music, & General Type Foundry. 
MESSRS. SHANKS, REVELL, & CO., beg to call the attention 

of the Printing Trade to their BOOK, NEWSPAPER, 
and MUSIC FOUNTS, manufactured by Patent Automatic 
Machinery, which is unique, and not possessed by 
any other Type-Founder in Great Britain. 

As a proof of the greater intrinsic value of their Patent Alloy, they allow for 
Old Letter of this metal FIVEPENCE per pound in exchange, instead 
of Threepence,—a material consideration in forming a comparative 
estimate with other Founders as to the cost price of their Founts. 

Our Type has been very extensively supplied to many 
of the leading Newspaper Proprietors and Printers in 
London and the Provinces — one House alone in 
London having over 150,000 lb. in present 
use ; and reference can with confidence be given 
as to its special qualities. 

ESTIMATES & SPECIMENS 

Forwarded on appli¬ 

cation,. 

n^HE attention of 
Newspaper Pro¬ 

prietors, Printers, and others 
is requested to the advantages 

gained by their 

NEWLY-INVENTED PATENT 

ENGRAVING MACHINE & PROCESS 
For rapidly producing Type-high Blocks 

of Maps, Charts, Diagrams, Architects’ Plans, 
Sketches, and other designs, at an inexpensive 

rate. The WEATHER CHARTS and WAR 
MAPS now appearing in the Daily and Weekly News¬ 

papers are engraved, and a Type-high Stereotype Block 
made, by this process, in a very short space of time. 

Terms and further information on application to the Proprietors, at 

31, RED LION SQUARE, HOLBORN, 
LONDOIT, W.O. 

“PARAGON” 

INDIA - RUBBER DATING STAMP. 
SOLE MAKERS AND INVENTORS: 

BADDELEY £ REYNOLDS, 19 & 20, Old Bailey, E.O. 
PRACTICAL DIE SINKERS. MEDALLISTS. 

Capet|iMe $wjralm Relief Stitinpco. m Mooti, gfoofrs, Site, &t. 
Manufacturers of the Improved INDIA-RUBBER ENDORSEMENT STAMP. 

Endorsement, Screw and Leuer, Embossing, and Stamping Press Mahers. 
STEEL DIE MANUFACTURERS TO THE TRADE. 

Corporate or Official Seals Engraved and Fitted to Presses on the Shortest Notice. 

FOE SFECIMETTS -A-UnTID PRICES APPLY -A-S ABOVE. 

r ( ioi ) 
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J. LEITCH & CO., 
3, 4r <5c 5, NEWCASTLE ST., ST 

WOOD, SURFACE METAL, COPPER PLATE AND ZINC, 
BY 

JfeM’a |raim of Swco-Jifltajjmplt^ 
(Most suitable for Architects’ Plans and Engravings of complicated Machinery ; specimens can be seen of Engravings appearing 

week by week in many Illustrated Journals). 

Surface Blocks can be produced from Steel or Copper Plates, or from Pen-and-ink or other Drawings, and Exact Copies Guaranteed. 

BLOCKS FOR PRINTING BOOKS IN ORIENTAL LANGUAGES AT A LESS COST THAN COMPOSITION. 

PHOTO-LITHOGRAPHERS, 

ELECTROTYPERS AND STEREOTYPERS IN ALL BRANCHES. 
CURVED ELECTROTYPES TO WORK ON CYLINDERS. BRASS-FACED STEREOTYPES FOR COLOUR PRINTING. 

STEEL-FACED, SILVER-FACED AND NICKEL-FACED ELECTROTYPES. 

Electrotypes cm1 he produced hy a new process in the unprecedently 
short time of THREE hours. 

3, 4 & 5, NEWCASTLE STREET, FARRINGDON STREET, E.C. 

The Electro from which the above Advertisement is printed was produced in the extraordinarily short time of 

ONE HOUR AND TWENTY-FIVE MINUTES. 

Moulding . 
H. 
0 

M. 
10 

In the battery . 0 45 
Backing, finishing and mounting ... 0 30 

1 25 

DALLASTYPE, DALLASTINT, AND 
CHROMO-DALLASTINT. 

ON publishing my new Circular and Price-list for 1878, I beg to thank those friends who have for so many years favoured me with then- 
confidence. My Processes of Photographic Engraving have been steadily winning their way in public estimation. 

It is now twenty-three years since I first took up the subject of Photographic Engraving and made it the business of my life. I was the 
first in this country to enter upon the business commercially. As an experimentalist and practical worker I am, in this country also, since the 
death of Mr. Fox Talbot, the oldest living representative of the Art. Few, if any, have had such active experience therein. The work has 
been to me, and still is, a fascinating pursuit; and my patrons have this guarantee against inferior work, that the most important part of the 
work passes, in every case, through my own hands, and is not left to mere workmen who have neither interest nor pleasure in aiming at perfection of 

result. 
To Printers, Engravers, and the Trade generally, I allow a liberal discount off the prices quoted in my new List, which can be had on application. 

Dallastype, Dallastint, and Chromo-Dallastint are Processes of Photographic Engraving. 

Dallastype, Dallastint, and Chromo-Dallastint reproduce in Monochrome or Polychrome, for Typographic, Lithographic, 
or Copper-plate Printing, Enlarged, Reduced, or Same-size copies of ANYTHING THAT WIIiL PHOTOGRAPH, whether 
objects of Nature or Art, from Flat Tints, Colours, Lines, Stipple, Chalk, Mezzotint, Aquatint, &c. 

A SELECTION OF SPECIMENS ON RECEIPT OF TWO SHILLINGS AND SIXPENCE. 

DUNCAN C. DALLAS, 
DALLASTYPE ENGRAVING, PRINTING, AND PUBLISHING WORKS 

362, GRAY'S - INN ROAD, KING'S CROSS, LONDON, W.G. 
( 102 ) _ 
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BENJN WINSTONE & SON, 
MANUFACTURERS, 

100 & 101, SHOE LANE, LONDON, E.C. 
(WORKS, STRATFORD, E.) 

LETTERPRESS & MACHINE PRINTERS’ INKS, 
for Bookwork, Woodcut, Newspapers, Broadsides, &c. 

QUICK DRYING, for Printing on Hard Papers and to bear 

rolling. 

COLOURED INKS, for Fine Work, Posters, Book-covers, and 

Enamelled Papers. 

CLOTH BOOK-COVER INK, to dry with a gloss. 

COLOURED INKS, for Tablets—Bronze, Blue, Gloss Red, &c. 

LITHOGRAPHIC INKS 
Black Ink, for Machine and Press. 
Coloured Ink, for Machine and Press. 
Re-transfer Ink :— 

Plate to Stone, Stone to Stone, Type to Stone. 
Lithographic Writing Ink. 

Ditto ditto Lemercier’s and Vanhymbeeck’s. 

FLUID WRITING INK, for Writing on Unprepared Paper. 

LITHOGRAPHIC PAPERS:— 
Maclure & Macdonald’s Autographic Transfer, Re-transfer, 

Writing Transfer, Tracing, &c. Unstretchable Transfer Tracing, 
for making up Colour Stones. India, French India, &c. 

LITHOGRAPHIC PRESSES, Hand and Steam. 

LITHOGRAPHIC STONES (these are imported direct from 
the quarries). 

ZINC PLATES, planished, polished, and grained. 

TYMPANS—Leather, Brass, and Zinc. 

LITHOGRAPHIC SUNDRIES of all kinds : 
Dry Colours for Lithographers. 
Boxwood Scrapers. 
French Chalks. 
Copyable Powder, for dusting Bill-heads, Invoices, &c. 

EMBOSSING INKS. 
ENDORSING INKS, for Cloth Pads, in Bottles or Compress¬ 

ible Tubes. 

Sole Proprietors of Underwood’s COPYABLE PRINTERS’ INKS, Writing Inks, &c. 

SOLE AGENT FOR 

Maclure & Macdonald’s Autographic Transfer Paper. 

BACON’S PATENT 

IJMtipte - (Mfutr 
CAN BE APPLIED TO ANY MACHINE. 

Prints in Any Number of Colours at ONE Impression. 
h ■ 

Specimens of Work done and all Particulars can be obtained from the 

Sole Licensees, 

THOMAS MIDDLETON & CO. 
ZELTGrlltSriEIEIEUS, 

LOMAN STREET, SOUTHWARK, LONDON, S.E. 
r 2 ( 103 ) 
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Dedicated by Special Permission to Her Most Gracious Majesty the Queen. 

Imperial Folio, half-bound in Russia or Morocco, with gilt titles and edges, £6. 6s.; or full-bound in Russia or Morocco, £10. 10s. (to order). 

THE ROYAL ATLAS OF MODERN GEOGRAPHY, 
By A. KEITH JOHNSTON, LL.D., F.R.G.S., &o. 

Containing 51 Beautifully-engraved Maps, coloured in outline, and Index to about 150,000 places. 

“ Since this fine Atlas was first issued, sixteen years ago, it has had no rival in England,^ and certainly no superior. It was then, and is still, a credit to British Cartography, 
and to the firm by whom it is issued.’'—The Times, October 29, 1877. 

Imperial 4I0, half-bound Morocco, with gilt titles and edges, £2. 12s. 6d. ; or full-bound in Russia or Morocco, £$s. js. (to order). 

THE HANDY ROYAL ATLAS OF MODERN GEOGRAPHY, 
By A. KEITH JOHNSTON, LL.D., F.R.G.S., &c. 

A Uniform Series of 46 New and Accurate Maps, accompanied by a Complete Index of upwards of 59,000 places contained in the Allas. 

“ Is probably the best work of the kind now published.”—The Times, 

W. & A. K. JOHNSTON, Edinburgh and London. 

FOR JOURNALISTS AND LITERARY MEN. 

A Positive Literary 
Necessity 

in Every Household. BRIEF Indispensable 
to 

Every Library. 

A WEEKLY EPITOME OF THE PRESS 
FOR THE HOME CIRCLE, TRAVELLERS, AND RESIDENTS ABROAD. 

A Pamphlet containing the Favourable Opinions of some 200 Papers on “BRIEF” will be forwarded Gratis, on Application. 

Every Friday.—Price Twopence. Annual Subscription (post-free) 10s. 10d., payable in advance. Volume I., 800 pp., bound 

cloth gilt, price 10s., and Volume II., 670 pp., cloth gilt, price 8s., are now on Sale. Post-Office Orders should 

be made payable to WYMAN & SONS, West Central District Post-Office, High Holborn, London, W.C 

WYMAN & SONS, 81, GREAT QUEEN STREET, LONDON, W.C. 

^-A^on, of Well SeaS®^6" " 

( 104 ) 

IMPERIAL MANUFACTORY, 
CHARLES STREET, HATTON GARDEN, LONDON, E.C. 

N. J. HILL, 
(muifnrfurtr ant ptaltr itt tbtrjr tetri})thru uf 

BOOKBINDERS’ MATERIALS. 

Starr’s Improved Backing Machines. 
Rolling, Millboard Cutting, Bevel¬ 

ling, Card Cutting, Guillotine, Im¬ 
perial, and Eccentric Machines. 

Gas Stoves for Finishing. 
Bookbinders’ Saw Benches. 
Hydraulic Presses. 
Pedestal and Hand-paging, Per¬ 

forating, and Ruling Machines. 
Cutting, Gilding, Sewing, and 

Finishing Presses. 
Iron and Wood Standing Presses. 

Brass Type. Fillets and Rolls. 
Plough Knives, Scissors, & Shears. 
Pressing and Backing Boards. 
Straw Boards, Marbled, Coloured 

White and Brown Papers. 
Leather and Bookbinders’ Cloth. 
American Leather Cloth. 
Glue, Varnish, and Glaire. 
Thread, Twine, Headbands, and 

Registers. 
Copying, Embossing, Stamping, and 

Eyeleting Machines. 

PRICE LISTS POST - FREE. 

WORKS :~UNION BUILDINGS, LEATHER LANE, HOLBORN. 
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ZI NCO-TYPOGRAPHY. 
igT This Process 

is founded on 

LITHOGRAPHY. 

Hence anything 

(whether Chalk or 

Ink) that will 

Transfer can he 

transformed into a 

relief BLOCK for 

LETTER-PRESS. 

And^by the aid of 

PHOTO - LITHO - 

GRAPHY any¬ 

thing Drawn or 

Printed in Black 

and White, Lines 

or Dots, (not 

washes), can he 

reproduced in 

relief. 

FROM DRAWING ON GRAINED TRANSFER PAPER. 

BLOCK PRODUCED FROM COPPER-PLATE. 

PRICES—Blocks from Stone, 3d. to 6d., and from Transfer Paper, 4d. to 8d. per square inch; from Copper or Steel Plates, 6d. to 8d. 

per square inch; from Pen and Ink Sketches, Prints, Engravings, &c., 6d. to Is. per square inch. 

A. S. CATTELL & CO., 18, Bear Alley, Farringdon Street, London, E.C. 
ijgf For Further Specimens see Illustrated Papers. 

( 105 ) 
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WILLIAM MONNERY, 
MANUFACTURER OF 

Printers’ Blankets, Machine Tapes, &c., 
Also Leather and Gut Driving Bands. 

89, SHOE LAYZUTE, FLEET ST., LOTsTEOIST, 

Maker of the Treble Milled Blankets for News and 
Litho Machines. 

PRINTING 1 N KS, 
JOHNSTONE & CUMBERS, 

PRINTING INK AND LITHOGRAPHIC VARNISH MANUFACTURERS, 

38, FARRINGDON STREET, LONDON, E.O. 
WORKS: STRATFORD AND CAMBERWELL. 

~ L’ART: ^ 
A WEEKLY ARTISTIC REVIEW. 

NEW ETCHINGS BY CHARLES WALTNER. (Published in “L’ART.”) 

H.R.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES, K.G. “A YEOMAN OF THE GUARD ” 
(By Special Permission). After J. E. MILLAIS, K.A. 

PORTRAIT OF MRS. BISCHOFFSHEIM, after J. E. Millais, R.A. 
WSAAAWWWWW 

SHORTLY TO BE PUBLISHED, 

THE TRIUMPHAL ENTRY OF CHARLES THE FIFTH INTO ANTWERP. 
This Celebrated Picture by HANS MAKART (which gained a Grand Medal of Honour in the International Exhibition), has been 

etched for “L’ART” by M. Lalanne. The Plate will be twenty-two inches in length. Copies of this important Etching will he 
given Gratis to the Annual Subscribers to “ L’ART.” 

Proofs before letters, drawn on Vellum and Japanese paper, may be obtained at the London Office of “ L’ART,” 134, New Bond St., W. 

MESSES. DELLAGAN A & CO. 
Beg to inform their customers and the trade generally that, in addition to their extensive business of Stereotyping and Electrotyping, they have 

taken Premises at 

No. 4?, FETTER LANE, FLEET STREET, 
FOR THE PRODUCTION OF 

TRANSFER-ZINCOGRAPHY, 
By which process manuscript and valuable books, which may be out of print and only one copy obtainable, can be photographed and reproduced, 
enlarged or reduced to any size. Transfers taken from maps, copper, or stone (any design), on transfer paper, with transfer ink. Bill-heads, trade 
marks, chalk drawings, sketches, facsimile writings, circulars, cards, or any production by ordinary lithography, can be made into blocks, harder 
and more durable than wood, thus combining Lithography with Letterpress, which will be found much cheaper than any other process. 

47 & 48, FETTER LANE, & 106 & 107, SHOE LANE, FLEET 8T., LONDON, E.C. 
N.B.—Transfers carefully packed and forwarded to us will receive immediate attention, and the blocks will be dispatched with the least possible 

delay. Every information given, and Estimates sent to all parts on application, 
( 106 ) 
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BY THE QUEEN’S 

SLATER & PALMER, 
Black and Coloured Letterpress and Lithographic Printing Ink, Chemical 

Fine Colour, and Varnish Manufacturers, 

LONDON AND NEW YORK, 

Are prepared to enter into contracts with Large Consumers for any length of time, to supply them with Printing Inks of any quality 
and description. 

WORKS, OLD FORD ROAD, BOW, E. 8, WINE OFFICE COURT, FLEET STREET, LONDON, E.C. 

STEAM GOLD MEDAL. 
PARIS EXHIBITION, 1878. 

HANCOCK INSPIRATOR, 
NEW COMBINED PUMP AND INJECTOR. 

THIS Apparatus commends itself to the notice of the Printing Trade 

as an indispensable adjunct to every Steam Boiler. It possesses 

the following important ADVANTAGES over all other Boiler-feeders:— 

Two Machines in combination—Pump and Injector—at about same price as Injectors only. 
It lifts water 25 feet, and will draw it any practical distance. 

Works under all pressures without adjustment. 
No loss from stoppages, as there are absolutely no moving parts, consequently no repairs are needed. 
Any stoker can start and stop the Machine. 
The lifting side can be used alone, if desired. 
Can be removed instantly for inspection, and replaced while steam is up. 
Will lift water and deliver it to the boiler at high temperature, or into tanks at a high or low 

temperature, and at a lower steam pressure than any other apparatus, and work equally well on 
a high or low lift. 

No oiling required. Is simple, reliable, and always in order. 
Entirely obviates the necessity for tanks, and pumps, where the water supply is below the boiler level. 
It is noiseless in its operation. ___ 

From Messrs. BLACKWOOD & SONS, Publishers. 
“ We have had the ‘INSPIRATOR’ working in our engine-room for a month, and have perfect 

satisfaction in the result. It is managed with ease, and has never given us any trouble, and it's effect in 
supplying the Boiler with thoroughly heated water in sufficient quantity appears unquestionable. 

“ (Signed) WM. BLACKWOOD & SONS.” 

Highly recommended by, and to be seen at, Messrs. WYMAN & SONS’; CLAY, SON, & 
TAYLOR’S; “GLOBE;” “MORHING POST,” &c., &c. 

THE HANCOCK INSPIRATOR COMPANY, 
35, QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, E.C. 

PARSONS, FLETCHER, & 
printing fix h HI a hers. 

EXPORT DEPARTMENT. 
From the lengthened experience PARSONS, Fletcher, & Co. have had in the Export Trade, and from the fact that their Inks 
are to be found in all parts of the world, they are enabled to adapt their goods to the requirements of all climates, and to every 
description oi work. This is a very important fact for Exporters, who may confide their orders to P. F. & Co. with the utmost 
confidence. The Export Trade has for some years been made a speciality by this house, and the steady increase of this 
department is a gratifying proof of their success in that direction. 

GRAVEL LANE, SOUTHWARK, 
(City Office—10, Bolt Court Fleet Street, E.C.)j 

S.E. 
( I07 ) 
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HIRD’S PATENT PNEUMATIC PAPER DELIVERER 
For Lithographic Printing Machines. 

FURNIVAL & CO., Sole Makers. 
»wi»vvWV1AV\V\\ViVV\WVVVVVVVVl\vi>vvwi- 

WE beg to call your attention to the above important Invention, which, having 
carefully tested, we can offer to the Trade with the greatest confidence. 

THE ADVANTAGES OFFERED ARE AS FOLLOWS: 
It dispenses with Boy labour, with its attendant inconveniences. 
It can be adjusted to suit any size of sheet in one or two minutes. 
It does not interfere with the Printer getting at the Stone, Rollers, 

or any part of Machine. 
It is very simple, effective, and not liable to get out of order. 
It enables Machines, when necessary, to be worked overtime (not 

being affected by the Factories Act). 

The Sheets are delivered on the usual board, printed side up, and 
perfectly straight. 

There is no liability to smearing or finger-marks, however full the 
sheet may be. 

It will pay for itself in about twelve months. 
It requires no additional space. 

THE PATENT 

“EXPRESS” LITHO PRINTING MACHINE. 
THE attention of the Trade is respectfully called to the acknowledged superiority of the “EXPRESS,” and to the fact that the very 

highest class of Chromo work produced in London is printed on this Machine. 
We have lately added various Improvements to our Machine, specially in connection with the Inking and Distributing, which render it 

specially adapted for working the most delicate tints or solid ground-work. 

We are prepared to furnish Estimates for Machines fitted with additional Inking and Distributing power, and specially designed for 
the production of High-class Engravings and other work hitherto printed from Steel plates. 

PBICES OlsT _A_IP:PLICJkTIOI>T. 

MAY BE SEEN AT WORK AT OUR 

LONDON HOUSE—7, CHARTERHOUSE STREET, HOLBORN CIRCUS, E.C.; 
AND 

52, OGDEN STREET, FAIRFIELD STREET, MANCHESTER. 
( 108) 
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The Patent “Express" Guillotine Cutting Machine 
IS NOW BEING MADE WITH A 

NEW PATENT SELF-CLAMPING APPARATUS, 
Which comprises several important improvements not found in any other machine at present 

offered to the Trade. 

Attention is called to the following facts:— 

It is the only Machine which has stood the test of a Public Trial in competition with other 
makes. 

It will cut through the very hardest materials with the greatest ease and smoothness, which no 

other machine will do. 
It will cut twice as much material as any other Guillotine, as proved at the Public Trial, 

INTENDING- PURCHASERS are strongly recommended to test our MODERN MACHINES and 
judge for themselves as to their superiority. Every facility is given at our Works in MANCHESTER and 

LONDON. 

GILL’S PATENT HOT ROLLING MACHINE, 
For Drying, Pressing, and Calendering Sheets direct from 

the Printing Machine. 
THIS Machine has now been thoroughly tested by many of the Leading Houses in London 

and the Country with the most satisfactory results. Various improvements have been 
introduced, the most important being an arrangement by means of which the paper can be 
Rolled without being thinned, thus rendering the Machine practically perfect, and a sine qua non 
in every well-appointed office. 

This Machine is also equally well suited for Cold Rolling plain paper, either dry or 
damped, for Cut work, &c., and is largely used for that purpose. 

EYRE & SPOTTISWOODE, 
KELLY & Co. 
CLAY, SONS & TAYLOR 
HAZELL, WATSON, & VINEY 
S. STRAKER & SONS 
NOVELLO, EWER, & Co. 
WM. CLOWES & SONS 
CASSELL, PETTER, & GALPIN 
J. TRUSCO'I'T & SON 
W. H. & L. COLLINGRIDGE & Co 
SPOTTISWOODE & Co. 
DIPROSE & BATEMAN 
UNWIN BROTHERS 
WATERLOW & SONS 
HEAD & MARK 
CURWEN & SONS 
H. SILVERLOCK 
C. F. ROWORTH 
W. B. HORNER 
BRADBURY, AGNEW, & CO. 
WHITE & HOLMES 

The following Firms are already Supplied, or have Ordered:— 
London . 4 

3 
•ROBT. SANDS & SON, London . 
W. G. BLACKIE & Co., Glasgow. 
DUNN & WRIGHT „ . 
ROBERT ANDERSON „ . 
A. R. GOLDIE „ . 
McCORQUODALE & Co. „ . 
THOS. NELSON & SONS, Edinburgh . 
W. & R. CHAMBERS 
BALLANTYNE, HANSON & Co. „ 
JOHN BAXTER & SONS „ 
R. & R. CLARK ,, 
J. HEYWOOD, Manchester . 
J. F. WILKINSON . 
GEO. FALKNER & SON „ . 
M. H. GILL & SON, Dublin . 
ALEX. THOM „ . 
D. MARPLES & Co., Lim., Liverpool ... 
McCORQUODALE & Co., Liverpool. 
J. BILLING & SONS, Guildford . 
THOS. FORMAN & SONS, Nottingham 
BEMROSE & SON, Derby . 

CHAS. GOODALL, Leeds. 1 
BUTLER & TANNER, Frome . 1 
THE UNIVERSITY PRESS, Cambridge . 1 
EDWARDS, DUNLOP & Co., Sydney . 1 
J. M. POOLE & Co., Wilmington . 1 
H. EVERLING, Paris. 1 
CHAIX & CO. . 1 
IMPRIMERIE IMPERIALS, St. Petersburg .. r 
H. C. A. THIEME, Nymegen. 1 
GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE, Bengal 1 
HARPER BROTHERS, New York . 1 
S. W. GREEN 
A. S. BARNES & Co. 
METHODIST BOOK Co. 
J. J. LITTLE & Co. 
F. LESLIE’S ASSIGNEES 
GOVERNMENT Printing Office, Washington 
HUDSON, SCOTT, & CO., Carlisle. 1 
W. BRENDON & SONS, Plymouth. 1 
RICHTER, J. F., Hamburg . 1 

THE IMPROVED 

Wharfeoale Printing Machine. 
This Machine has been most carefully designed and 

arranged so as to give every possible facility for producing 
the best Cut Work. It is fitted with all modern improve¬ 
ments, and is reasonable in price. 

THE MACHINES CAN BE SEEN IN OPERATION, AND PRICE LISTS, &c., OBTAINED OF 

IFTTIE^IN'X'VLA.ILj <Sc go. 
Charterhouse St., Holborn Circus, LONDON, E.C., & 52, Ogden St., Fairfield St., MANCHESTER. 

* ( X09 ) 
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Thie “GRAPHIC" IVC^.GPaillST'ES. 
PARSONS Z DAVIS, PATENTEES. 

miiilimialinilli'.lll 

The “Graphic” Machine for fine Book or Colour Work—Speed from 800 to 1,200 per hour. As supplied for the Art Journal 
Supplements of The Graphic, and Melbourne Illustrated News. J 

The "GRAPHIC” TYPO-LITHO. MACHINE, perfectly free from Vibration and almost Noiseless—Speed up to 900 per hour. 
Four Machines supplied for printing the Chromo Supplements of The Graphic. 

TESTIMOUIALS. 
From W. L. Thomas, Esq., the Manager of The Graphic. “190, Strand, London, Oct. 6, 1873. 

“ Gentlemen,—We have much pleasure in expressing our satisfaction with the working of both Machines that you have made for us. The result of their working 
has been an improvement in the printing of a very marked character.—I am, Gentlemen, yours faithfully, 

" Messrs. B. W. Davis & Co.”_“ WM. L. THOMAS, Manager of The Graphic. 

“3, Rochester-square, Camden-road, N.W., Dec. 4, 1876. 
“ Dear Sirs,—I wish to give my testimony as to the value of your ' Graphic ’ Lithographic Printing Machine, which has been in constant use printing my work for 

many months. I find in every respect it is better than the ordinary Machine, being steadier, faster, and has such good rolling power that I am confident it is capable of 
printing any work drawn in either chalk or ink at least as well, if not far better (for long numbers undoubtedly), than any hand press. As I have been practically engaged 
in Lithography for twenty years, perhaps my opinion may be of use. - I remain, yours truly, 

“ Messrs. Parsons & Davis.” “ SAMUEL J. HODSON. 

THE ONLY MACHINES THAT ARE NOW USED FOR PRINTING “THE GRAPHIC.” 

Prices on application to B. W. DAVIS, Engineer, Lower Kennington Lane, London, S.E. 
( no ) 
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nsrawsuiNa;, wood, dysoust, 
MAKERS AND ORIGINAL INVENTORS OF THE WELL-KNOWN 

LEEDS AND PARAGON LITHOGRAPHIC MACHINES. 
CHEAPEST and BEST OUT. Warranted the 

most perfect in Register, the Simplest and Strongest 
in Construction. The only Litho Machine that has 
got the Adjustable Diagonal Rolling. These Ma¬ 
chines have been thoroughly tested throughout the 
United Kingdom and abroad, and are acknowledged 
to be the most perfect for delicacy of Register, and 
are supplied with best French skins. Also Makers 
of STEAM and HAND LITHO PRESSES. 

Awarded PRIZE MEDAL 
at the 

PARIS EXHIBITION, 
1878. 

The Highest Recommen¬ 
dation at the London 

Exhibition, 1872. 
The Highest Medal at 

the Yorkshire 
Exhibition, 1875. 
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SIZE OF 

STONE, 
in. in. 

Post Folio . 18x11 
Crown . 22 x 16 
Demy . 25x21 
Double Crown ... 32x23 
Double Demy ... 38x26 

Double Double 
Crown . 40 x 30 

Quadruple Demy 46 x 36 
Quadruple Double 
Crown. Co x 40 

Two Sets of Rollers, Screw 
Key, and Tommies are 

supplied with each Machine, 

TYPO-LITHO MACHINE, WITH PATENT FLYERS; WILL PRINT EITHER LETTER-PRESS OR LITHO. 

IMPROVED LETTER-PRESS, WITH PATENT FLYERS. 

Prices, Terms, and Testimonials, on application 

at our Works. 

IMPROVED LITHO, WITH PATENT FLYERS. 

MEADOW ROAD, LEEDS, and 6, BREAD STREET HILL, LONDON, E.C. 
I! (HI) 
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PRINTING INKS. 

PRIZE MEDAL AWARDED. 

JOHN KIDD & CO. 
SUCCESSORS TO BENJAMIN SMITH & SON, ORIGINAL AND JUSTLY CELEBRATED 

tinting Jnft Jpannfariram 

Newspaper Ink, 
Unsurpassed for richness of colour and freedom in working, is perfectly pure, and free from grit. Covers more space than any 

other manufactured, and specially adapted for the “Hoe,” “Walter,” “Victory,” and other Fast Machines. 

Standard Bookwork Ink, 
The permanent brilliant Jet Black is unchanged by time or the action of any climate, and well worth the attention of the Trade 

and Shippers to foreign countries. 

Coloured Inks 
Of every Shade and Description, manufactured on the shortest notice by steam power, and Shippers supplied on the very best 

terms. 

Lithographic Inks & Varnishes 
IN EVERY VARIETY. 

GOVERNMENT AND RAILWAY CONTRACTORS. 

FOREIGN DEPOTS: 

PARIS, SYDNEY, MELBOURNE, CALCUTTA, BOMBAY, MADRAS, 

NAPLES, Sc. Sc. 

All Letters, Orders, and Remittances to be addressed to 

7, WINE-OFFICE COURT, FLEET STREET, LONDON, E.C. 

FACTORY AND CHEMICAL WORKS, OLD FORD, BOW. 
( 112 
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LAWS PATENT “VICTORY” PRINTING ROLLERS. 
The Only Rollers Awarded a PRIZE MEDAL at the Paris Exhibition, 1878. 

Prospectuses, Price Lists, and List of Firms who have been supplied, sent gratis upon application to the Sole Manufacturers, 

THE LANHAM PRINTING ROLLER COMPANY, LIMITED, 
75, FLEET STREET, E.C, 

( ”3 ) 
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Post 8vo., Cloth, Price 5s., Post-free, 5s. 4d. 

The Grammar of Lithography. 
A PRACTICAL GUIDE for the ARTIST and PRINTER in 

Commercial and Artistic Lithography, and Chromo - Lithography, Zincography, Photo - Lithography, 

And Lithographic Machine Printing. 

IB NT W. ID. RICHMOND. 

The Proof-Sheets of this Work have been Revised by some of the most eminent men connected with the Art of Litho¬ 

graphy, amongst whom may be mentioned Mr. LOUIS HAGHE, Mr. MICHAEL Hanhart, Mr. WILLIAM SiMPSON, Mr. 

Harry Sandars, Captain Abney, R.E., Mr. Lewis, Mr, BEATTY, &*c. &>c. &*c., the result being a more than usually 

complete and reliable Work. ^ 

“ Up to the present time there has been no hand-book of the art 
of lithography worthy in any way of the attention of the practical man, 
except the English translation of the original treatise of Senefelder 
himself. The reproach has now been wiped away, and the trade, as 
well as amateurs, will ever be indebted to the enterprise and judgment 
which have produced this book. It was compiled under circumstances 
unusually favourable to accuracy and completeness. The writer, Mr. 
W. D. Richmond, formerly a country lithographer, with experience of 
every class of work, had studied the correlated sciences, such as 
chemistry, with a view to understand and expound the principles upon 
which lithography depends. His manuscript was set up in type, and 
proofs forwarded to a number of experts in different departments—men 
of great technical ability, like Mr. Hanhart, and of artistic skill, like 
Mr. Louis Haghe. The corrections and additions thus gained were 
considered and incorporated together by the editor of the Printing 
Times and Lithographer. If the book be tested in any particular the 
great advantage of this process will be apparent. The Grammar is 
thorough in every detail; and, in fact, may be recommended as a 
model of a hand-book of the kind. We ought to mention, also, that 
there are not a few original methods brought before the trade now for 
the first time, besides many improvements on previously known ones. 
In fact, all that can be imparted relative to the lithographic arts by 
verbal instruction is here lucidly and succinctly presented. At the end 
are the titles, &c., of previously published books and tracts on the 
subject, the list being the most complete that has yet been drawn up.” 
—Printers' Register. 

“Lithographers and the Printing trade in general are greatly 
indebted to the care and practical supervision which have been 
bestowed upon this work, which may be received as the only complete 
handbook of this artistical branch of the Printing business which has 
yet appeared. Mr. W. D. Richmond, the author, is a lithographer 
of great experience, and in the compilation of his work has been 
greatly assisted by members of the profession. The Grammar is very 
elaborate and complete, and enters into every necessary detail of the 
art, together with many modern improvements as yet but little known. 
Parti, is confined to drawing, transferring, and printing; Part II. 
touches machines and machine printing. The book is tastefully got 
up and excellently printed, and altogether is most creditable to the 
firm which has issued it to the trade.”—Press Ncsos. 

“Senefelder’s book, though useful in its day, has gone by; but since 
its publication no work of any importance has appeared on this 
subject. “ The Grammar of Lithography ” appeared in a serial form in 
The Printing Times and Lithographer, in which it attracted con¬ 
siderable attention, and its re-appearance in the form of a complete 
handbook will doubtless be welcomed by the trade generally. Its 
author, Mr. W. D. Richmond, is a practical lithographer of many 
years’ experience ; and he has certainly acquitted himself of his task 
in a highly creditable and workmanlike manner. The editor of The 
Printing Times and Lithographer carefully revised the proofs, and in 
addition to this he has written an introduction to the complete work, 
the only fault of which is that it is too short."—Printing and Paper 
Trades' Journal. 

“A practical guide to the artist and printer in commercial and 
artistic lithography and its kindred branches, of which a full and 
explicit account is presented. In its manner, an endeavour is made 
to adopt a style simple enough for the learner and the self-educaton.- 
while the matter is intended to be comprehensive enough as a vad 
mecum for those already possessing a knowledge of the general prin' 
ciples and ordinary practice of the art. The plan pursued is to give 
a description of the materials, tools, implements, and machinery, and 
then to state their application. As showing the very comprehensive 
nature of this useful little treatise, it deals with the stones, inks, 
transfer-papers, drawing-presses, and all the adjuncts used in litho¬ 
graphy, and contains numerous directions and hints drawn from actual 
practice in this beautiful and useful art. The author gives the results 
of his own experience of twenty-three years, and he has succeeded in 
explaining, in clear and simple language, the various processes involved 
and the chemical and mechanical bases of the art. The work is a 
most acceptable addition to the technical books now issuing from the 
press ; and we are pleased to recognise in it another invaluable help 
to our skilled artisans in rendering them yet more proficient and 
intelligent in their calling.”—Capital and Labour. 

Translation from Annates de L'Imprimerie, at Brussels, of February, 
1879:— 

“The Grammar of Lithography ” or practical guide to the artist and 
printer in lithography, chromo-lithography, zincography, &c., and in 
the mechanical impression of lithography, has been published by our 
confrere The Printing Times and Lithographer, in a series of very 
interesting articles, the first of which appeared so far back as the month 
of January, 1875, and the collection of which in one volume forms the 
veritable and indispensable guide to the lithographer of the nineteenth 
century. The work contains 24 chapters, besides an appendix, and is 
divided into two parts. In the first the author occupies himself with 
tracings and impressions. The second is devoted to machines and the 
various modes of impression obtained. In typography we possess the 
remarkable works of M. Waldow, of Leipsic, and the recent work of 
M. Monet. In lithography the works of Senefelder and Engelmann, 
published some time previously, could not, despite their incontestable 
merit, serve to-day as a guide, since the domain of lithography has 
been enriched by marvellous discoveries and not less marvellous 
applications. The work of Mr. Richmond fills a regrettable blank, 
and the author has taken great care to make his book as complete as 
possible. The various branches of lithography are studied with the 
most serious attention and judiciously treated. The author has by no 
means lost sight of the practical side, and the clearness of this re¬ 
markable publication is another title to the attention of all printers. 
We address our thanks and praise to the author and editor. We 
are happy to learn that the Typologie- Tucker has obtained per¬ 
mission to print a translation of the Grammar of Lithography, which 
will be very useful to those who are, unfortunately, not familiar with 
the English language. We hope that our confrere M. Tucker will 
authorise us to make some extracts from this French translation for the 

benefit of the readers of the Annales de I’Jmprimerie." 

WYMAN & SONS, 81, GREAT QUEEN STREET, LINCOLN’S-XNN FIELDS, LONDON, W.C, 
( 114 ) 
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An Engine which Works without a Boiler or Steam. 
AVERAGE WEEKLY DELIVERY (including Continental) OVER TWENTY ENGINES. 

The durability of these Engines is now established by experience, one 

of them having run night and day at the Hinckley Gas Works for over 

twelve months without any expenditure for repair; this being equal to 

about 2£ years’ average work. 

Over 1,600 already deliuered. 

Very numerous Testimonials from Users, 

including Engineers, Men of Science, and 

others, on application to the Makers. 

THE “ OTTO ” SILENT GAS ENGINE, 
(“Otto” and Orossley’s Patents, 1876 and 1877). 

THEY ARE USED FOR ALL KINDS OF PURPOSES, CHIEFLY FOR HOISTING, PRINTING, AND PUMPING. 

DEL'VEREO f NOMINAL HORSE POWER 1 1 2 31 6 8 12 16 }' ch|r|Ed°iTf 
Manchester. ( MAXIMUM HORSE POWER i 11 21 4 9 12 18 24 ) FIERED. re™£nIdDfree. 

Prices include Cast-iron Stand, Turned Ply-Wheel, and Driving Pulley; Water Vessel, Several Duplicates, and 
Gas Fittings (excepting Meter and Pipes). 

No trouble with Coal, 

Ashes, Smoke, Insurance, 

Water, or constant at¬ 

tendance. 

No Glands to pack, or 

Water Gauges and Steam 

Ganges to watch. 

WORKS & HEAD OFFICES: 
Gt. Marlbro’ St., Gloster St. Crossley Brothers, 

MANCHESTER, 

LONDON HOUSE: 
116, Queen Victoria St., E.C. 

( US ) 
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AMERICAN PENNSYLVANIA PAPER RULING MACHINES. 
THE attention of the Trade is called to another style of Ruling Machine, with 

Striker, which will take the place of the 1 D. Machine, and be in some respects 
like the famous O.A. Machine, which has proven itself to be without unequal. Only 
one Striker Cylinder is used for ruling down lines on any sized paper from Cap to 
Imperial. 

We are also making a Double Ruling Machine, with two Strikers attached, which 
will rule down lines on both sides of paper of any size at one feeding. This Machine can 
be changed in a moment to an ordinary Double Machine for ruling the cross or faint lines 
on both sides of the paper. 

Our facilities are such that we can sell them very cheap, considering the fine quality 
of the work. 

These Machines are covered by Three Royal Patents in Great Britain. 
I will send Illustrations and Prices of these Machines to any of the Trade writing to 

me, and sending their business cards. 

MADE ONLY BY 

I/I/. 0. HIGKOK, Harrisburg, Pennsyluania, U.S.A. 

W, MACINTYRE, Jun, 
BLACKHALL PAPER MILL, 

MILL No. 85. PAISLEY, 
MAHUFACTITBEE, OF 

MILL No. 85. 

Cardboards, Pasteboards, 
ENAMELLED AND SURFACE PAPERS, 

Commercial, Ivory, Printers’, Tinted, Surface, 

Enamelled, and Waste Cards. 

RAILWAY TICKETS, JACQUARD LOOM CARDS. 

London Office; Mr. W. WALLACE, 26, Gt. St. Helens, E.C. 

Tenth Year of Publication. 

THE 

PRINTING TIMES 
AND 

LITHOGRAPHER: 
An Illustrated Monthly Technical 

and Fine-Art Journal of 

%ngjrapkg, Si%gnqite» 
|ap£r-maMraj, 

AND THE 

guofiJiarjj drains. 
Published on the 15th of each 

Month. 

Price Sixpence per copy. 
Annual Subscription (payable 
in advance), ys. 6d., Post-free. 

To the Publishers of The Printing Times and Lithographer, 

81, Great Queen-street, London, W.G. 

Please forward to me  __cop___—of 

The Printing Times and Lithographer for_Months, post- 

free, for which I enclose_ 

Name____ 

A dd r css'___ 

Date 

Post-Office Orders and Cheques to he made payable to Wyman & Sons, West Central 

District Post Office, High Eolborn, London. 
( 116 ) 
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The DIAMOND 

Self-Clamp Paper Cutter. 
(Patented 1876, in Great Britain and the United States.) 

The above Cut is of the extra heavy Machine for Paper Makers and heavy work. 

THE DIAMOND 
turns out at least 50 per 
cent, more work than any 

competitor. 

THE DIAMOND 
is entirely Self-Clamping, 
and thus all “ overhead ” 

work is avoided. 

THE DIAMOND 
will cut “heads,” “tails,” 
and “foredges” at one time 
without altering the gauge. 

THE DIAMOND 
has given complete satis¬ 
faction to every purchaser. 

THE DIAMOND 
is T IE3Z TH Machine in 

America. 

First Premium, Philadelphia, 1876. 

HAZELL, WATSON, k VINEY, 
6, KIRBY ST., HATTON GARDEN, 

Are the Sole Licensees for the above Machine in Great 

Britain, and, from their own experience, strongly recom¬ 

mend the attention of PRINTERS, BOOK¬ 
BINDERS, and STATIONERS to the great 

saving effected by this Machine. It is made in London 

by eminent Engineers. 

Prices and Particulars on application as above. 

THE DIAMOND 
has an Indicator which 
shows instantly where the 
knife will come on the 
work, and saves much time. 

THE DIAMOND 
has a fly wheel always run¬ 
ning, and the starting is 
therefore instantaneous, and 

the stopping automatic. 

THE DIAMOND 
can be seen at any time in 
full work on our premises, 

6, KIRBY STREET, 
HATTON GARDEN, E.C. 

117 ) 
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T. KNAPP, 
PRINTERS', STATIONERS’, AND 

BOOKSELLERS’ VALUER, 
AND AGENT FOR SALE OF 

BUSINESSES & NEWSPAPER PROPERTIES, 

25, PATERNOSTER SQ., LONDON, E.C., 
AND 

ELDON CHAMBERS, CHERRY STREET, 
BIRMINGHAM, 

Respectfully offers his services in VALUATIONS in 
the above BUSINESSES ; and from his intimate and 
practical knowledge both of the Wholesale and Retail 
Printing, Stationery, and Bookselling Trades, gained 
during an experience of upwards of thirty years, he 
is confident of giving satisfaction to those gentlemen 
who may entrust him with their commands. (Estab¬ 
lished 1870.) Monthly List of Businesses for Sale, gratis 
and post-free. Clients met by appointment either in 
London or Birmingham free of charge. 

‘ 1 For a day ’midstfields a7id flowers, 
Silvery streams and ruined towers." 

RYE HOUSE, 
HODDESDON, HERTS, 

Seventeen Mites from London by Road, and adjoining 
the Great Eastern Railway Station. 

ADMISSION FREE. 

“ Far away on the river which runs its silver thread 

through the green pastures and glowing acres of 

Hertfordshire, is the good Old Rye House, where we 

have art, science, history, romance, boating, fishing, 

horticulture, a lovely English landscape, and jolly 

English cheer, all in one short holiday.”—City Press. 

J. TEALE & CO., Proprietors. 

JOHN LILLY, 
Printers’ Broker, Engineer, 

AND 

TRADE VALUER, 

HIND COURT, FLEET STM 
LONDON, E.C. 

ESTIMATES GIVEN FOR THE 

Fitting-up of Offices Complete, 
Large or Small. 

A Large Assortment of SECOND-HAND 
PRINTING MACHINES, CUTTING 
MACHINES, &c., always in Stock. 

J. S. COOK & SON, 
Successors to the late Mr. Thomas Cook, of 24, Brook St., Holborn. 

Established 1789, 

BRASS RULE CUTTERS, 

Makers of Galleys, Composing Sticks, and Printing Materials in 
general, of the highest quality, for Town, Country, and Export. 

Inventors and Manufacturers of Brass Space Lines. 

BRASS-FACED RULES, 
INVARIABLE COMPOSING STICKS, &c. 

112, FORE STREET, LONDON, E.C. 

SPECIMEN OF LITHOGRAPHY. 

PORTRAIT of the Right Hon. IN. E. GLADSTONE, M.P. 

By A. J. NIXON, Artist, Lawnmarket, Edinburgh. 

PUBLISHED BY 3D. NdIA.CAt.BaA., 
8, COCKBURN STREET, EDINBURGH. 

Drawn on Malloch’s No. 3 Grained Transfer Paper. Size 
of Sheet 36 x 24. Retail Price, 2s. 6d. per Sheet. 

Proofs on Full Sheet Royal Plate Paper, 2s. 6d. each. 
Post free, 2s. 9c!. 

PAPER BAGS!! PAPER BAGS!! 

SHUTTLEWORTH & BUNN, 
GENERAL PRINTERS, 

AND 

Paper Bag Manufacturers to the Trade, 
200, 202, & 204, WATERLOO ROAD, LONDON, S.E. 

SAMPLES AND TRADE PRICE LIST POST FREE. 

ZORN, BAHNSON, 2c CO., 
MANUFACTURERS AND IMPORTERS OF 

LITHOGRAPHIC MATERIALS, 
LITHOGRAPHIC STONES, yellow or grey, of the finest quality. 
COLOURED AND BLACK INKS. ) Specially manufactured for Litho- 

PINE DRY COLOURS. j graphic Printing. 

DUSTING COLOURS, in all Shades 

BRONZE POWDERS, SNAKE STONE, &c. 

9& u, GARRICK STREET, COVENT C-ARDEN, LONDON, W.C. 

And at 116, INGRAM STREET, GLASGOW, 

( ll8 ) 

THE BIRMINGHAM MACHINISTS 
COMPANY, 

PRINTERS’ ENGINEERS, 
25, BARR STREET, HOCKLEY, BIRMINGHAM, 

ARE NOW MAKING 

SPECIALITIES FOR JOB PRINTERS 
AND STATIONERS. 

High - Class Workmanship. Low Prices, 

Send for Testimonials and Price Lists, 

THE CELEBRATED 

SIMPLISSIMUS SELF-INKING PRESS. 

No. 1. Platen, 7 X 5, 

No. 2. )? 11 x 7, 

No. 3- V 12 x 8, 

For Stationers’ Card Work. 

For Practical every-day 
work. One boy produ¬ 
cing 800 per hour. 

Stands for Nos. 2 and 3 Extra. Prices from £t,. ios. 

OPINIONS OF THE PRESS. 

Printing Times and Lithographer, Aug., 1877.—“The mechanism is good ; the 
price very low." 

Press News, Nov., 1877.—“ It is very simple and well suited for small jobs up to 
foolscap folio.” 

Paper and Printing Trades’ Journal, March, 1878.—“The action is powerful and 
reliable ; it turns out small jobs well and quickly." 

Bazaar and Mart.—“Among the best Simplissimus.” 

SEND FOR SPECIMENS. 

Stereotype Foundries, 20s. to £10. Apparatus for Rubber Stamp 
Making, £5. 

Treadle Circular Saws for Stereotypers and Printers, 

SEND FOR OUR ILLUSTRATED USD 
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FURNIVAL & CO.’S LIST 
OF 

Second - hand Machinery. 

One DOUBLE DEMY LITHO, by 
Mann. Nearly new. Just replaced by 
the “ Express.” 

One 36-inch SCHOFIELD’S PATENT 
GUILLOTINE. 

One 26-inch GUILLOTINE, by Cromp¬ 
ton. 

One 27-inch GUILLOTINE, by Lilly. 

One 25-inch GUILLOTINE, by Wilson. 

One DEMY LITHO, by Hughes & 
Kimber. 

One ALBION BLOCKING PRESS, 
by Cope. 

One ROLLING MACHINE, by 
Ducan. Rolls, 48 in. long. 

Several LITHO' PRESSES. 

7, Charterhouse St.,Holborn Circus, 

LONDON; and 

52. Ogden Street, Ardwick, 

MANCHESTER. 

Please Notice Change of Address, the Premises having been re-named, 

Advertisers’ Blocks & Posters in One or more Colours. 
Estimates Free. Catalogues of every description Illustrated. 

G. S. LITTLEJOHN, 
LITHOGRAPHIC & CHROMO-STIPPLE ARTIST, 

Designer, Illuminator, and General Draughtsman, 
10, LAURENCE POUNTNEY LANE, CANNON STREET, 

LONDON, E.C. 

ESTABLISHED 25 YEARS. 

WOOD LETTER. 

WOOD LETTER. 

WOOD LETTER. 

WOOD LETTER. 

For Specimens apply to 

CT. SILIEC 
(Late GEORGE HIGGINS,) 

LICENSED 

PRINTERS’ BROKER 

Auctioneer & Valuer. 

WORKS : 

McLean’s Buildings, Gt. New St., 
AND 

2 & 3, Dean Street, Tetter Lane, 

FLEET STREET, CITY, E.C. 

BAYES 
PRINTERS’ 

& CO. 
Brokers, 

AND DEALERS IN EVERY DESCRIPTION OF 

MACHINES AND MATERIALS 
For PRINTERS, 1ITH0GRAPHERS, and BOOKBINDERS. 

A large assortment of Second-hand Machines, Presses 
and Material always in stock. 

Send for Monthly Price Lists. 

48, WOOD STREET, LIVERPOOL. 

HENRY MAYO, 
SHOW CARD AND MAP MOUNTER, 

YARNISHER of all kinds of Colour-Printing to the Trade, 
BOTTLE LABELS, ALMANACKS, 

Box Tops, Tickets, Show Tablets, &c., 

541, CONSTITUTION HILL, BIRMINGHAM. 
Inventor and only Maker of the New Varnish Cloth 

Show Card without Glass. 

Wood Mounts for Maps, Show Cards, Almanacks, &c. 

Show Papers converted into Transparencies for Window Advertising. 

T. C. THOMPSON, 
MAKER AND DEALER IN 

Printing and Bookbinding Machinery 
and Material. 

Improved PAGING & PERFORATING MACHINES, Hand & Treadle, 
LISTS ON APPLICATION. 

15, GARTSIDE STREET, MANCHESTER. 
WORKS: BACK IRWELL STREET. 

Z, TALLE, L. CORNELISSEN 
22, Great Queen-Street, W.C., 

Manufacturers and Importers of 

COLOURS, PRINTING INK, AND VARNISHES FOR 
PAR|s- LITHOGRAPHY. Vienna. 

FIRST-CLASS COLOURS FOR CHROMO. 

1867. Jfrlljograplnc gTahrals. 

Transfer Paper of all Kinds, for Chalk Drawings, Diapbanic Colour Work, &c. 

List of Prices on Application. 

TO BE SOLD, very Cheap, 

SECOND-HAND SIX-FEEDER HOE MACHINE, 
do. MARINONI do. 
do. TWO-FEEDER DAWSON do. 

Two do. FOLDING MACHINES. 

APPLY TO 

THE “VICTORY” MACHINE COMPANY, LIMITED, 
__Edge Hill, Liverpool._ 

NOTICE. ™ 

MR. JOHN LILLY, PRINTERS’ ENGINEER 
AND BROKER, Hind Court, Fleet Street, has just received 

from New York, U.S., THE NEW IMPROVED 

UNIVERSAL TREADLE PLATEN MACHINE, 
From the Original Inventor, Mr. GAILY. 

It is said to have thirteen improvements upon his original one, intro¬ 
duced into England some years since. It is not only very much 
stronger but made to run as light as the celebrated “Minerva.” Its 
distributing powers are so perfect that the most solid work can be done 
with it. It is being tested by many of the large London Printers at 
the Warehouse as above. 

I 2 

ESTABLISHED 1832. 

CHARLES F. MOORE, 
Late SCOTT, WATSON, & CO., 

BRASS RULE CUTTER, 
MANUFACTURER OF 

CIRCLES, OVALS, SHAPES, ZINC & BRASS GALLEYS,Ac. 

25, TYSOE STREET, CLERKENWELL, LONDON, W.C. 

LINEOTYPE. 
A NEW TYPOGRAPHIC ENGRAVING PROCESS 

Specimens, Terms, &rc., from the Inventor, 

H. E. TOZER, CLARENCE PLACE, GRAVESEND. 

WILFRID WORKS, CHALK FARM ROAD. 
CAMDEN TOWN, N.W. 

REMOVED FROM WORMWOOD STREET AND BARTHOLOMEW CLOSE. 

ESTABLISHED 1810 

Pantographic, Medallich, Spiral, Radiated, Graduated, Engine - Turning, 
Ornamental, Anti-forgery, General Engraving for Copper-plate, 

Litho, or Letterpress Printing. 

Bank Notes, Cheques, Bills of Exchange, Share Certificates, Vignettes, 
Scrolls, Backgrounds, Skies, Clouds, Graining and Stipple 

Tint Plates, Section and Scale Lines, Prize 
Medals. &c. &c. 

( lI9 ) 
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HENRY MAYO, 
jjjjoto (fatir $ JaM fanuslj 

MANUFACTURER, 

Constitution Hill, Birmingham. 

WOOD^ ENGRAVING. 
Wood Engraving in the very best style, 

Cheaper than any other house in the Trade. 

W. H. TILBY, 
49, Essex Street, Strand, 

LONDON, W.C. 

Westleys & Co, 

Htanufefttriiiij fioolibmkrs, 

10, FRIAR STREET, 

^Doctors’ ©ommons, 

LONDON, E.C. 

WELLINGTON & CO., 
(Bmjrabcrs ait Capper 

TO THE TRADE, 

Southgate St, Gloucester. 

STEREO. (“) COLUMNS 
One quarter the weight of others. Cheaper AND 

Better Matter specially prepared. Cannot be dis¬ 
tinguished from the type. Comprise— 

News, Serial Tales, Selections, and Wit 
and Humour. 

Proof and Terms on application to “Excelsior” 
Stereo. Foundry, 4’, Lower Priory, Birmingham. 
London Agent, T. W. MARTIN, 89, Shoe-lane, E.C. 

RICHARD MILLS WOOD, 
ffijjjje-ifmmbtr, 

8, St. John’s Parade, Byrom Street, 
MANCHESTER. 

PRINTING MATERIALS of EVERY DESCRIPTION. 

Electrotyping and Stereotyping. 

The Printing Times 
AND LITHOGRAPHER, 

An Illustrated, Technical, and Fine- 
Art Journal of 

Typography, Lithography, 
Papermaking, 

AND THE AUXILIARY TRADES. 

BACK NUMBERS. 
Owing to the demand for Back Numbers 

of this Journal, the stock of copies belong¬ 
ing to the Old Series is very limited. 
Those who wish to complete Sets should 
make immediate application. The price 
of all Back Numbers is One Shilling each; 

OFFICE: 

81, Great Queen St., London, W.C. 

PRINTERS’ and BOOKBINDERS’ 
MACHINERY. 

NT EW and SECOND-HAND MA- 

CHINERY for Letterpress and 

Litho Printers, Bookbinders, and Sta¬ 

tioners, &c. &c. Send for List to 

W. ZEE. BIRD, 

12,16, & 18, Albert St., Manchester. 

rs* UtCTRO S o[ this desit" farced in centre [or type can be Imd, PRICt 5s. 

WILLMOTT & SONS, 
MACHINE 

RULERS, 
Numerical Printers and Perforators, 

54, 55, & 56, Bartholomew Close, 
Specimens Estimates oji application. 

ESTABLISHED 1828. 

PRINTING MACHINES 
AND 

MACHINE PRINTING, 
BEING 

A Guide for Masters and Workmen; 

Containing Valuable Hints in the 
Selection of Machines — Practical 
Guide to Making Ready — Pre¬ 
paring Cuts — Cutting Overlays — 
Rollers—Useful Hints in Manage¬ 
ment of all kinds of Printing 
Machines—Details of the Construc¬ 
tion of Machines, &c. &c. &c. 

OFFICE: 

81, Gt. Queen St., London, W.C. 

Wm, g, stoneham, 
§00liI)Mer la % Irak, 

-10 s ii, - 

CHARTERHOUSE BUILDINGS, 
LONDON, E.C. 

QROWN HOTEL GARDENS & FISHERY. 
BROXBOURNE, HERTS. 

16 Miles by level Road, and by Great Eastern Railway, which Company makes Special Rates. 

“ Broxbourne Gardens, on the banks of the river Lea—a favourite I "It is the most finished, most beautiful, most tasteful Garden I 
resort of Londoners, and a place of highly respectable character.”— | have ever entered.”—Gardeners’ Maga%ine. 
Hikes. 

Special arrangements for Wayzegoose and other Dinners in Private Rooms, capable of dining parties of from 4 A? 350 persons-. 

An Ordinary on Sundays at 3 O’clock. 

The Amusements include Archery, Aunt Sally, Boating, Bowls, Cricket, Croquet, Football, Skittles, Billiards, Pyramids, Pool, &C; 

No Van Parties or Schools received. T. BENINGFIELD, Proprietor. 
( 120 ) 
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To Her Majesty's Government, the War Depart¬ 

ment, India Department, Admiralty. 

vVWWWW 

LIVETT FRANK & SON, 
limit liamikimtrs 

AND 

OIL REFINERS, 

22, BOROUGH, 
ZLOIKTIDOIUr ZBZROUDGGE. 

MACHINE OIL . 2s. to 4s. per Gallon. 
CLEANSING SPIRIT . Is. 3d. ,, 

FOR SALE, 

ELECTROTYPES 
OF UPWARDS OF 

100,000 
ENGRAVINGS. 
Address— CASSELL FETTER & CALPIN, La 

Belle Sauvage Yard, Ludgate Hill, 

London, E.C. 

ESTABLISHED 25 YEARS. 

FOOT BROTHERS, 
Steam Litho & Letterpress Machine 

Printers to the Trade only. 

Designers and Printers of Show Cards, 
Labels, ere., in Colours. 

MIXING for the TRADE at LOWEST POSSIBLE CHARGES. 

LITHO MACHINES from FCAP. FOLIO to 

DOUBLE ELEPHANT. 

Maps & Plans of Estates promptly executed. 

16, LITTLE TRINITY LANE, 
Queen Victoria Street, E.C.; 

And 13,14, & 15, Bridgewater Gardens, Aldersgatc Street, E.C 

J. C. PAUL, 
WHOLESALE AND EXPORT 

Cpc-CLsc ft printing STalcriitl 

MANUFACTURER, 

GRANVILLE WORKS, 

Granville Place, King's Cross Road, 

LONDON, W.C. 

Look out for the 

PRINTERS’ ANNUAL 

London, Brighton, and South 

Coast Railway. 

Cheapest Excursion of the Season. 

HASTINGS, 5s. 

There and Back. 

Returning on Saturday, Sunday, or 
Monday Evening. 

In aid of the Printing Machine Managers’ 
Superannuation Fund. 

SATURDAY, JULY 5th, 1879. 

Children under Twelve, Half-price. 

ENGINEER & MACHINIST, 
Numerical printing artb perforating 

Patljme, 
ENVELOPE MACHINE AND 

€mbossing-|)«ss pumufiufum-, 

19, COWCROSS STREET, E.C. 

THE “BACKUS” WATER MOTOR. 
10,000 SOLD, 

The BEST and CHEAPEST Motive Power. 

Uses only Half the Quantity of Water required by any other 
Motor to do same Work. 

Works at less pressure than others, great and uniform speed. 

Cannot get out of 

Order — Compact — 

Durable — Noiseless 

—Free from Danger, 

Dirt, Heat, or Smell 

— Fixed at a very 

Trilling Cost. In all 

Cases state Water- 

pressure, where 

Motor is to be Fixed, 

and Power required. 

Prices from 

.£3. 3s. to £45 

from j to 6 

Horse Power. 

GAS 

or other small 

ENGINES 

from 

£25. 

Extracts from a few of the many Testimonials received. 
H. D. Winton, Editor, Bergen Co. Democrat, N.J., writes:—“ It works 

daily, with water-pressure about 40 lb. large Campbell country press ; costs 100 
per cent, less in running than steam, always ready, safe, and needs no attention.” 

The Editor Hunterdon Co. Democrat says:—“After a long test it is a 
decided success. With 30 lb. water-pressure we print 900 impressions per hour. 
It is perfectly reliable. We formerly printed with 5 H.-P. steam-engine.” 

Editor, Bangor Daily Commercial, writes: — “With a ^45 ‘Backus 

Motor,’ we drive a large Hoe Stop Cylinder Press, using two small streams of 
water little larger than the stem of an apple, with the steadiness and reliability 
of the great Corless Engine at the Centennial Exhibition.” 

Read Descriptive Notice in “Printer’s Register,” April, 1879. 

SUTCLIFFE BROS., Climax Works, Birkenhead. 

Wensley & Wensley, 
Ye Okie Style 

WRITING 

ENGRAVERS, 
180 & 181, Fleet Street, E.C. 

Entrance—Fetter Lane. 

Price Lists on Application. 

The Printing Times 
AND LITHOGRAPHER, 

An Illustrated, Technical, and Fine- 
Art Journal of 

Typography, Lithography, 
Papermaking, 

AND THE AUXILIARY TRADES. 

BACK NUMBERS. 
Owing to the demand for Back Numbers 

of this Journal, the stock of copies belong¬ 
ing to the Old Series is very limited. 
Those who wish to complete Sets should 
make immediate application. The price 
of all Back Numbers is One Shilling each. 

OFFICE: 

81, Great Queen St., London, W.C. 

NAJORK & PRAETORIUS, LEIPZIG-PLAGWITZ, 
Late Gustav Najork & Co.), 

SOLE MAKERS OF THE CELEBRATED 

LI PSI AN CHROMO PAPER, 
Which is specially prepared both in the coating and in the Raw-paper for Chromo-Lithographic 

Printing by Steam as well as Hand, and warranted not to stretch or 
leave the coat on the stone. 

The enamel being prepared according to a secret in the possession of 
this firm alone, is distinguished by its exquisite velvet-like surface, which 
gives a peculiar transparence to the colours and at the same time endows 
them with an extraordinary brilliance, both of which qualities cannot be 
over-estimated in printing. 

This Paper is almost exclusively used in the majority of important 
Chromo-Printing Establishments of Great Britain and Ireland, where it 
has the preference over every other make. 

Printed Specimens supplied on application ; also samp le sheets of any 
quality for printing trials sent Post-free. 

Any weight or size supplied. Orders will in every case be promptly 
executed. 

All goods to Great Britain and Ireland delivered free warehouse. 

Prices exceedingly moderate, lower than English made Chromo-papers, 
quality at the same time surpassing any other make of the world. 

Specialities in bright and dull enamel for Show-Cards, Calendars, Menus, Ball Programmes, &c., &c. 

AgentCHARLES MAYER, Queen Anne's Chambers, 62, Holborn Viaduct, E.C. 
( 121 ) 
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Hoiixe in 

The Scale of Charges for Advertising Situa• 

ions is as follows:— 

Three Lines and under.is. 6d. 

Every Additional Line. 6d. 

SITUATIONS VACANT, 

T ITHOGRAPHER WANTED.— 
J—/ A Young Man who thoroughly under¬ 
stands his Work. Permanent Employment.— 
Apply to William Lewis, Duke-st., Cardiff. 

AN able and incisive WEEKLY 
LEADER on Social, Commercial, 

and Political Topics is REQUIRED for a 
North of England Liberal Paper.—State 
terms and forward specimens to “Liberal,” 
care of Lee & Nightingale, advertising 
agents, Liverpool. 

nro PRINTERS’ OVERSEERS.— 
-L WANTED, for a large concern in 

the country, a COMPETENT MAN to take 
charge of the Letterpress Department. — 
Apply, stating age and references, to A. B. C., 
16, Old Bailey, London. 

npO COMPOSITORS.—Smart Job- 
JL bing Hand WANTED, used to man¬ 

agement, to farm a small complete office. 
Three good croppers, large guillotine. Steam 
power. A little capital for own use necessary. 
—Write to John H. Davis, 151, High Hol- 
born. 

MACHINEMEN (Letterpress 
Printers’) WANTED, accustomed to 

Woodcut and Fine Book Wook. Advanced 
wages and permanent situations to Competent 
Men. — Address No. 9430, Scotsman Office, 
Glasgow. 

SITUATIONS WANTED, 

TO MASTER PRINTERS.— 
WANTED, by an experienced hand, 

a SITUATION on News or News and 
Jobbing. Understands Machine. Unexcep¬ 
tional references can be given.—Address J. 
Silverthorne Baily, Printer, Marlborough. 

Lithography and engrav¬ 
ing.—wanted, a SITUATION by 

an experienced Litho Printer in all its branches. 
Can fill up time as Ornamental and General 
Engraver. Transfer Writing, Drawing on 
Stone, Show Cards, Illuminated Almanacks, 
&c.—Address Photo, City News Rooms, 
Ludgate-circus, London, E.C. 

GOOD LITHO ARTIST and 
WRITER, well up in all branches of 

the Trade, is open to an engagement (Country 
preferred). Salary 25s. weekly. — Address 
B. H., Artist, care of Mr. Sheppard, n, Half 
Moon-crescent, Wyndford -road, Islington, 

London. 

TO LITHOGRAPHERS. — The 
Advertiser is desirous of an Engage¬ 

ment as Transferer or Prover of First-Class 
Work, or as Working Foreman. Thoroughly 
experienced.—Address L. T., 66, 'Ihorpdale- 

road, Hornsey Rise, N. 

( 122 ) 

VERBATIM REPORTER desires 
ENGAGEMENT on First-Class Pro¬ 

vincial Newspaper. Testimonials and references 
as to sobriety and ability.—Phonetic, 4, 
The Retreat, Horn-lane, Woodford, Essex. 

WANTED, a SITUATION as 
NEWS or JOBBING-HAND. 

Quick and clean ; has a fair knowledge of 
Press and Machine-Work. Good references. 

—Apply, stating terms, to C. H. C., 136, 
Week-street, Maidstone. 

JOURNALISM. — Highly recom- 
J mended by influential Editors. A Gentle¬ 
man, 36, of racy literary gifts, desires to 
exchange Daily for Weekly Press Duties. 
Experienced. Moderate salary. — Address 
Steno, 321, Scotland-road, Liverpool. 

PRI N T E R S. — Good Jobbing 
COMPOSITOR, understands press 

and Minerva, seeks Employment.—G. G., 1, 
Ashford-st., Hoxton. 

PRINTERS.—Young Man seeks a 
SITUATION. Jobbing and News. 

—A. B., 32, New King’s-road, Fulham. 

PRINTERS (Master). — Situation 
WANTED by a Country News and 

Jobbing Hand. Has been used to make up 
paper; could assist in management. Good 
references.—Address, stating wages, to E. T., 
4, Arbour-st. East, Commercial-rd., London,E. 

MISCELLANEOUS, 

PRESS.—SUB-EDITOR, Reporter, 
&c., who has had sole management, 

and is thoroughly efficient in the commercial 
and publishing department, DESIRES RE¬ 
ENGAGEMENT in either capacity.—R. S., 
Mr. Tomes’s, 21, Paddington, Liverpool. 

PRESS.—A Young Man, 24, RE" 
QUIRES ENGAGEMENT as RE¬ 

PORTER. Reports verbatim. Good para¬ 
graphs and condenser. Excellent French 
and Latin scholar. First-class testimonials. 
Specimens if required. — A., 98, Jermyn- 
street, W. • 

A VERBATIM REPORTER, expe- 
V rienced in all branches, desires RE¬ 

ENGAGEMENT. — Address G. C., Gazette 
Office, Eastbourne. 

Reporter seeks re - en¬ 
gagement on a Weekly Paper. 

Good descriptive and article writer, and 
efficient sub-editor. Separate or combined 
duties. Twelve years’ experience.—T. J. T., 
Mr. T. Neale’s, Castle-green, Kenilworth. 

J MPERIAL PRESS, in First-Rate 
-L Order : will print Double Crown. Also 
LEVER STAMPING PRESS. Any rea¬ 
sonable offer accepted by H. Berrill, King, 
street, Northampton. 

FOR SALE.—One Jh.-p. VER¬ 
TICAL GAS-ENGINE (Crossley’s 

Patent), in good working order. Price Y4S- 
Delivered free in London, Hull, Liverpool, 
or Bristol.—Apply to P. Watt & Son, 
Washington-works, Washington-st., Glasgow. 

TO PRINTERS.—A Demy Folio 
MINERVA MACHINE, by H. S. 

Cropper, FOR SALE, and the whole plant 
of small printing-office. — 4, Brownlow- 
street, Holborn. 

FOR SALE. — One Three-fold 
Double-crown WHARFDALE FOLD¬ 

ING-MACHINE (new). One WADDIE 
Quarto LITHO - MACHINE. One FUR- 
NIVAL LITHO-MACHINE (nearly new). 
Several good second-hand LITHO-PRESSES. 
—Geo. Mann & Co., Elland Road, Leeds. 

T^O NEWSPAPER PROPRIE - 
JL TORS'and EDITORS.—An energetic 

young Man (married), with superior education 
and literary ability, desires permanent SITUA¬ 
TION as READER, or News Compositor 
(piecework). Received nine years’ tuition in 
book, news, and job printing, and had five 
years’ experience in reporting profession. 
Highest testimonials and references.—Address 
A. B., Gitardiati Office, Northampton. 

nro MASTER PRINTERS. — 
J- WANTED, by a country young man 

(with good references), a SITUATION in a 
Jobbing Office ; poster work preferred. Un¬ 
derstands machine and press. Could assist in 
management. —Address, stating wages, to 
E. T., Arbour-street East, Commercial-road, 
London, E. 

For sale.—a folding ma¬ 
chine, Quad-Royal, Four-fold, by 

Ilarrild & Sons (Davis’ Patent), in good 
working order, will fold 1,500 per hour, with 
3-speed Cone, Rigger Pulley and Counter Shaft 
complete.—May be seen and particulars ob¬ 
tained at 35, Camomile-street, Bishopsgate, 
London. 

BOOKBINDER’S PLANT ON 
SALE, price £20. — Hargreaves, 

Auctioneer, Rochdale. 

PRESS (Foolscap Folio Albion), 
by Figgins, FOR SALE ; and 20 in. 

Round Hole PERFORATING MACHINE, 
by Matthews ; both good as new ; together or 
separate ; real bargains.—A., 84, St. John-st., 
Smithfield. 

PRINTERS. — SITUATION, as 
News or Jobbing, by a young man 

from country. Good character.—10, Stanley- 
street, Pimlico, London. 

PRINTERS.—About 3,000 lbs. 
Secondhand JOBBING TYPE for 

SALE. E. A., Reeves, 52, Bow-lane, E.C. 

COMPOSITOR, 22, teetotaller, 
seeks ENGAGEMENT, News or 

Book. Can make up, read, &c.—Peckham, 
96, Walworth-road, S.E. 

(COMPOSITOR (Jobbing) seeks 
V— Situation in a Country Office ; could 
take management.—H. S., 8, High-street, 
Guildford, Surrey. 

(COMPOSITOR (News or Jobbing) 
'—- desires re-engagement; 23 ; married. 

Excellent references.—Address Q., 334) Mer¬ 
cury Office. 

Steel-engravings on vel - 
LUM. — For SALE, 1,200 STEEL- 

ENGRAVINGS on VELLUM (all different), 
of Men and Women in any and every walk 
of life. These choice engravings were ori¬ 
ginally issued with the “ Histoire Univer- 
selle,” and only two sets of the plates are 
known to have been printed on vellum, one of 
which is preserved in the Government Library 
at St. Petersburg, and the second set — 
unique in this country — is now offered for 
sale.—For further particulars apply to Mr. 
A. L. Jonas, 4, Glaskin-road, Well-street, 
Hackney. 
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Wyman’s Technical Series. 
Crown 8vo., cloth, price 5s. ; Post-free, 5s. 4d. 

GRAMMAR of LITHOGRAPHY. 
A Practical Guide, for the Artist and Printer, in 

Commercial and Artistic Lithography, and Chromo¬ 

lithography, Zincography, Photo-lithography, and 

Lithographic Machine Printing. With an Appen¬ 

dix containing Original Recipes for preparing 

Chalks, Inks, Transfer-papers, &c. 

Bv W. D. RICHMOND. 

The proof-sheets of this work have been revised by 
some of the most eminent men connected with the Art 
of Lithography, the result being a complete and reliable 
work. 

Price 6d., Post-free, 7 d. 

A KEY TO ONE OP THE MAIN 
DIFFICULTIES OF ENGLISH ORTHO¬ 

GRAPHY : Being an Alphabetical Collection of 

nearly 3,000 Words resembling others in Sound, 

but differing in Sense, Spelling, or Accentuation. 

Compiled and arranged by 

HENRY BEADNELL. 

Second Edition, crown 4I0., price if. 

WYMAN’S DICTIONARY OP 
STATIONERY AND COMPENDIUM OF 

USEFUL INFORMATION for the Office, 

Counting-House, and Library. 

Crown 8vo., cloth, price 2s. ; Post-free, 2s. 2d. 

WORKSHOP MANAGEMENT. 
A Manual for Masters and Men, being Practical 

Remarks upon the Economic Conduct of Work¬ 

shops, Trade Charities, &c. 

By FREDERICK SMITH. 

“ This book should be in the hands of every master 
and workman.” 

“The book is of none the less worth because the 
author happens to be modest. It is an acceptable 
contribution to industrial literature, being well penned, 
well ordered, and excellently presented by the pub- 
ishers.”—Iron. 

Crown 8vo., cloth, price 1 s.; Post-free, is. id. 

ENGLISH CHINA and CHINA 
MARKS. Being a Guide to the Principal Marks 

found on English Pottery and Porcelain : with 

Engravings of upwards of 150 marks. 

“ The illustrations, which are very numerous, include 
marks from the fifteenth to the present century, and 
thus furnish a key to many of the puzzles with which 
collectors delight to concern themselves.”—City Press. 

Crown 8vo., cloth, price 4s. ; Post-free, 4^. 41/. 

PRACTICAL CABINET-MAKER. 
Being a Collection of Working Drawings of Furni¬ 

ture, with Explanatory Notes. 

By A WORKING MAN. 

“No master or workman engaged in the Cabinet 
trade should be without this useful manual.” 

Medium 4to., cloth gilt, levelled boards, Price 10s. 6d. 

CABINET-MAKERS’ PATTERN 
BOOK. Being Examples of Modern Furniture 

of the Character mostly in demand, selected from 

the Portfolios of the leading Wholesale Makers. 

To which are added Original Designs by First-rate 

Artists, comprising various Designs for Hall Furni¬ 

ture, Library Furniture, Dining-room Furniture, 

Drawing-room Furniture, and Bedroom Furniture. 

This will be found an invaluable work by the 
Master Cabinet-maker and Upholsterer. 

LONDON: 

sonars, 
74, 75, & 81, Great Queen Street, 

t>!NCOLN’B-INN FIELDS, W.S. 

TRADE. 

Howlett & Son, 

©rigtnaf (Bofh (printer* 

Old Style CsP General Printers. 

10, FRITH ST., SOHO, LONDON. ESTI MATES. 

AUG. BREHMER, 
Patentee and Manufacturer oj 

AMERICAN 

Wire Book-Sewing Machines, 
19, Cow Cross Street, London, E.C. 

'T’HESE Machines are employed with equal advan- 
tOOTf* fir 

1 equa 
tagefor Sewing School-books, Novels, Pamphlets, 

or Account Books, by far excelling Hand-Sewing as to 
Flexibility, Durability, Speed, and Economy. 

May he seen in operation at 19, Cow Cross St. 

MORE TRAN 100 IN USE LV ENGLAND. 

Agency for Manchester and the North, 

JOHN HEYWOOD, Publisher, Deansgate. 

Phillips, Son & Entwisle, 
MANUFACTURERS OF 

GOLD AND SILVER LEAF AND BRONZE POWDERS, 
IMPORTERS OF 

Jaftlj lltttitls, JntiMiim <g<rlb, f crates, 

FINE COLOURS, 

LITHOGRAPHIC INKS, VARNISHES, &c., 

29, NErnALL STREET, BIRMINGHANi 

MCINTOSH’S 

PLATE TIERA-ILT SPER ITT PC, 
Strong, Clear, Easy to work. 8/6 per lb. 

RE-TRANSFER INK, for Stone and Type, 
Will transfer on Warm or Cold-wet Stone. Well adapted for Colour-work. 8/6 per lb. 

TRANSFER PAPER. One Make for Plate, Stone, and Type. 
This Paper is also well adapted for pulling Dry Transfers for Colour-work, is suffi¬ 

ciently transparent to shine up against good light, and by using cold-wet stone an accurate 

register is secured, and great saving effected. Printed instructions sent. 

Price 25/- per Half Ream. Demy Sample Quire, post-free, 3/7. 

WRITING AND TRACING TRANSFER PAPER from 6/- per Quire, 

3P.O.0. must accompany Orders. 

G. MelNTOSH, 96, Houston Street, Glasgow> 

< m ) 
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Highest Medal Awarded, 

YORKSHIRE EXHIBITION, 1875. 

WILLIAM GREAVES, 
Maker of the IMPROVED PATENT 

“PARAGON” NOISELESS 
LITHOGRAPHIC MACHINE. 

Prize Medal Awarded, 

PARIS EXHIBITION 1878. 

THE ONLY PRIZE MEDAL AWARDED for Litho Machines in British 
Section at PARIS EXHIBITION. 

IMPORTANT NOTICE.—W. G. wishes to call attention to his Double-Demy Litho Machine, with Marcus Ward & Co.’s patent 
motion attached, and other improvements. First, the advantage of having the Inking Rollers of different sizes, which he need not enumerate 
to those who work in fine tints ; Secondly, to the Inking Brackets, which swing on a pivot, and can be set at any angle, or at two separate 
angles, consequently giving a better distributing than has ever yet been got at, either in this or any other make of Litho Machines ; and 
the advantage of the Brackets being self-adjusting, as they are fixed at any angle, is that there is not the slightest jingle of rollers in the slot- 
hole of the bracket, or any noise whatever when the rollers drop off the stone—in fact, the Machine is as near noiseless as it 
is possible to get a Machine. ___ 

TESTIMONIALS. 

Royal Ulster Works, Belfast, January 24///, 1876. 

Mr. Greaves has supplied us with five of his Lithographic Machines ; they have 
given us entire satisfaction, and we have ordered another Double Demy 
Machine from him, and intend to have three more. He has fitted a number of 
our Machines with our Patent Driving Motion to our complete satisfaction, 
and by these Machines our best Colour-work is now executed 

(Have been supplied with 8 Machines.—W. G.) MARCUS WARD & CO. 

Caxton Buildings, South John Street, Liverpool, 

Mr. William Greaves. June 24th, 1873. 

Dear Sir,—We have now tested the large Lithographic Machine (Quadruple Demy) 
sufficiently to be able to judge of its capabilities. "We have great pleasure in 
being able to tell you that we consider it an excellent Machine, 
capable of doing first-class work and keeping good register. 
So satisfied are we with it, as well as with the Double Demy you previously made 
for us, that we should not think of having any other make, should 
we require any new Machine besides the one you are at present making for us (viz., 
Demy).—We are, dear Sir, yours faithfully, GEORGE PHILIP & SON. 

(Have been supplied with 5 Machines.—W. G.) 

Messrs. Allbut & Daniel, Colour Printers, 

Mr. Wm. Greaves. Hanley, Staffordshire, March 24th, 1874. 

Dear Sir,—We have much pleasure in stating that the Royal Lithographic 
Machine you have lately supplied gives us great satisfaction. It is both well and 
solidly made, and is being used almost entirely for Colour-work: the register is 

perfect. In a ew days we will send a specimen of work now being done.—We are, 
dear Sir, yours truly, ALLBUT & DANIEL. 

(Have been supplied with 4 Machines.—W. G.) 

109A, Cannon Street, London, E.C., September 22nd, 1874. 

Dear Sir,—In reply to your inquiries respecting the Litho Machine you have 
supplied to us, we can say that it continues to give every satisfaction. Its general 
working is all that could be desired, and for Colour-work the register is perfect. We 
consider ic a most admirably-fitted Machine, which does its work thoroughly •well 
—Yours truly, UNWIN BROS. 

Mr. Wm. Greaves, Vincent Works, Leeds. 

The Phoenix Works, Doctors’ Commons, London, E.C. 

To Mr. Wm. Greaves, Leeds. May 7th, 1878. 

Dear Sir,—The Machine supplied to us by you last December is in every way 
satisfactory. The registering is more perfect than that of any other machines of 
which we have had experience. We are using it chiefly for the production of 
“ The Whitehall Portraits5’; and for that and other fine work we find 
it answer admirably.—We are, dear Sir, yours truly, JUDD & CO. 

18, Clyde Street, Edinburgh, 

Mr. W. Greaves. 21$/ Jaimary, 1876. 

Dear Sir,—We cannot testify too highly of the Lithographic Machine you 
supplied us. We have now tried it with all kinds of registering work, and find it 
excellent in all.—We are, yours respectfully, SCOTT & FERGUSSON. 

Write for Price-list, Terms, &c., to 

VINCENT MACHINE - WORKS, GELDERD ROAD, LEEDS. 
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Whiteman & Bass 
Execute in the best style for the Trade, at low charges, 

Copper-Plate Engraving and Printing, Lithographic Writing, 

Drawing, and Printing, and Photo-Lithography. 
PRICE-LIST FREE FOR TRADE CARD. 

235 & 236, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON. 
Assistance given to practical houses in all or any of the above branches where best work is required. 

Newspaper, Book, Music, & General Type Foundry. 

MESSRS. SHANKS, REVELL, & CO., beg to call the attention 
of the Printing Trade to their BOOK, NEWSPAPER, 

and MUSIC FOUNTS, manufactured by Patent Automatic 
Machinery, which is unique, and not possessed by 
any other Type-Founder in Great Britain. 

As a proof of the greater intrinsic value of their Patent Alloy, they allow for 
Old Letter of this metal FIVEPENCE per pound in exchange, instead 
of Threepence,— a material consideration in forming a comparative 
estimate with other Founders as to the cost price of their Founts. 

Our Type has been very extensively supplied to many 
of the leading Newspaper Proprietors and Printers in 
London and the Provinces — one House alone in 
London having over 150,000 lb. in present 
use ; and reference can with confidence be given 
as to its special qualities. 

ESTIMATES & SPECIMENS 

Foi"warded on appli¬ 

cation. 

HTHE attention of 

Newspaper Pro¬ 
prietors, Printers, and others 

is requested to the advantages 
gained by their 

NEWLY-INVENTED PATENT 

ENGRAVING MACHINE & PROCESS 
For rapidly producing Type-high Blocks 

of Maps, Charts, Diagrams, Architects’ Plans, 
Sketches, and other designs, at an inexpensive 

rate. The WEATHER CHARTS and WAR 
MAPS now appearing in the Daily and Weekly News¬ 

papers are engraved, and a Type-high Stereotype Block 
made, by this process, in a very short space of time. 

Terms and farther information on application to the Proprietors, at 

31, RED LION SQUARE, HOLBORN, 
LOITDOIT, W.C. 

“PARAGON” 

INDIA-RUBBER DATING STAMP. 
SOLE MAKERS AND INVENTORS: 

BADDELEY & REYNOLDS, 19 & 20, Old Bailey, E.C. 
PRACTICAL DIE SINKERS. MEDALLISTS. ' 

(fojjtrplalt ««jra*trs. Selief jftmjtt*. ftpto m Wcoii, gtej,m*m, fo. 
Manufacturers of the Improved INDIA-RUBBER ENDORSEMENT STAMP. 

Endorsement, Screw and Leuer, Embossing, and Stamping Press Makers. 

STEEL DIE MANUFACTURERS TO THE TRADE. 

Corporate or Official Seals Engraved and Fitted to Presses on the Shortest Notice. 

rOB SPECIMEIirS -A-HSriD PEICES .A-FjFLW -A.S -A-ZBO-VIE. 

u ( I25 ) 
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J 
3, 4= Sc 5, NEWCASTLE ST.. 

1! 

LEITCH & CO., 
ST.a 

uroiiss 
WOOD, SURFACE METAL, COPPER PLATE AND ZINC, 

BY 

3nit\\\ froaass of Since- 
(Most suitable for Architects’ Plans and Engravings of complicated Machinery ; specimens can be seen of Engravings appearing- 

week by week in many Illustrated Journals). 

Surface Blocks can be produced from Steel or Copper Plates, or from Pen-and-ink or other Drawings, and Exact Copies Guaranteed. 

BLOCKS FOR PRINTING BOOKS IN ORIENTAL LANGUAGES AT A LESS COST THAN COMPOSITION. 

PHOTO-LITHOGRAPHERS, 

ELECTROTYPERS AND STEREOTYPERS IN ALL BRANCHES. 
CURVED ELECTROTYPES TO WORK ON CYLINDERS. BRASS-FACED STEREOTYPES FOR COLOUR PRINTING. 

STEEL-FACED, SILVER-FACED AND NICKEL-FACED ELECTROTYPES. 

Electrotypes cm he produced by a new process in the unprecedently 
short time of THREE hours. 

3, 4 & 5, NEWCASTLE STREET, FARRINGDON STREET, E.C. 

Tne Electro from which the above Advertisement is printed was produced in the extraordinarily short time of 

ONE HOUR AND TWENTY-FIVE MINUTES. 
The Time being taken up as under :— 

w H M 
Moulding ... .. 0 10 
In the battery . 0 45 
Baoking, finishing and mounting. 0 30 

1 25 

DALLASTYPE, DALLASTINT, AND 
CHROMO-DALLASTINT. 

ON publishing my new Circular and Price-list for 1878, I beg to thank those friends who have for so many years favoured me with their 
confidence. My Processes of Photographic Engraving have been steadily winning their way in public estimation. 

It is now twenty-three years since I first took up the subject of Photographic Engraving and made it the business of my life. I was the 
first in this country to enter upon the business commercially. As an experimentalist and practical worker I am, in this country also, since the 
death of Mr. Fox Talbot, the oldest living representative of the Art. Few, if any, have had such active experience therein. The work has 
been to me, and still is, a fascinating pursuit; and my patrons have this guarantee against inferior work, that the most important part of the 
work passes, in every case, through my own hands, and is not left to mere workmen who have neither interest nor pleasure in aiming at perfection of 
result. 

To Printers, Engravers, and the Trade generally, I allow a liberal discount off the prices quoted in my new List, which can be had on application. 

Dallastype, Dallastint, and Chromo-Dallastint are Processes of Photographic Engraving. 

Dallastype, Dallastint, and Chromo-Dallastint reproduce in Monochrome or Polychrome, for Typographic, Lithographic, 
or Copper-plate Printing, Enlarged, Reduced, or Same-size copies of ANYTHING THAT WILL PHOTOGRAPH, whether 
objects of Nature or Art, from Flat Tints, Colours, Lines, Stipple, Chalk, Mezzotint, Aquatint, &c. 

A SELECTION OF SPECIMENS ON RECEIPT OF TWO SHILLINGS AND SIXPENCE. 

DUNCAN C. DALLAS, 

DALLASTYPE ENGRAVING, PRINTING, AND PUBLISHING WORKS 
362, GRAY’S - INN ROAD, KING’S CROSS, LONDON, W.O. 
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BENJN WINSTONE & SON, 
MANUFACTURERS, 

100 & 101, SHOE LANE, LONDON, E.C. 

(WORKS, STRATFORD, E.) 

LETTERPRESS & MACHINE PRINTERS’ INKS, 
for Bookwork, Woodcut, Newspapers, Broadsides, &c. 

QUICK DRYING, for Printing on Hard Papers and to bear 
rolling. 

COLOURED INKS, for Fine Work, Posters, Book-covers, and 
Enamelled Papers. 

CLOTH BOOK-COVER INK, to dry with a gloss. 

COLOURED INKS, for Tablets—Bronze, Blue, Gloss Red, &c. 

LITHOGRAPHIC INKS 
Black Ink, for Machine and Press. 
Coloured Ink, for Machine and Press. 
Re-transfer Ink :— 

Plate to Stone, Stone to Stone, Type to Stone. 
Lithographic Writing Ink. 

Ditto ditto Lemercier’s and Vanhymbeeck’s. 

FLUID WRITING INK, for Writing on Unprepared Paper. 

LITHOGRAPHIC PAPERS:— 
Maclure & Macdonald’s Autographic Transfer, Re-transfer, 

Writing Transfer, Tracing, &c. Unstretchable Transfer Tracing, 
for making up Colour Stones. India, French India, &c. 

LITHOGRAPHIC PRESSES, Hand and Steam. 

LITHOGRAPHIC STONES (these are imported direct from 
the quarries). 

ZINC PLATES, planished, polished, and grained. 

TYMPANS—Leather, Brass, and Zinc. 

LITHOGRAPHIC SUNDRIES of all kinds : 
Dry Colours for Lithographers. 
Boxwood Scrapers. 
French Chalks. 
Copyable Powder, for dusting Bill-heads, Invoices, &c. 

EMBOSSING INKS. 

ENDORSING INKS, for Cloth Pads, in Bottles or Compress¬ 
ible Tubes. 

Sole Proprietors of Underwood’s COPYABLE PRINTERS’ INKS, Writing1 Inks, &c. 

SOLE AGENT FOR 

Maclure & Macdonald’s Autographic Transfer Paper. 

BACON’S PATENT 

e - Colour 

CAN BE APPLIED TO ANY MACHINE. 

Prints in Any Number of Colours at ONE Impression. 

Specimens of Work done and all Particulars can be obtained from the 

Sole Licensees, 

THOMAS MIDDLETON & CO. 
ENGINEERS, 

LOMAN SWEET, SOUTHWARK, LONDON, S.E. 
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Dedicated by Special Permission to Her Most Gracious Majesty the Queen. 

Imperial Folio, half-bound in Russia or Morocco, with gilt titles and edges, £6. 6s.; or full-bound in Russia or Morocco, £10. 10s. (to order). 

THE ROYAL ATLAS OF MODERN GEOGRAPHY, 
By A. KEITH JOHNSTON, LL.D., F.R.B.S., &e. 

Containing 51 Beautifully-engraved Maps, coloured in outline, and Index to about 150,000 places. 

" Since this fine Atlas was first issued, sixteen years ago, it has had no rival in England,^and certainly no superior. It was then, and is still, a credit to British Cartography, 
and to the firm by whom it is issued.”—The Times, October 29, 1877. 

Imperial 4to, half-bound Morocco, with gilt titles and edges, £2. 12s. 6d. ; or full-bound in Russia or Morocco, ^5s. 5s. [to order). 

THE HANDY ROYAL ATLAS OF MODERN GEOGRAPHY, 
By A. KEITH JOHNSTON, LL.D., F.R.G.S., &c. 

A Uniform Series of 46 New and Accurate Maps, accompanied by a Complete Index of upwards of 59,000 places contained in the Atlas. 

“ Is probably the best work of the kind now published.”—The Times, 

W. & A. K. JOHNSTON, Edinburgh and London. 

SPECIAL NOTICE RELATING TO PRIZE PUZZLES. 
A Positive Literary 

Necessity 
in every Household. -BRIEF - 

Indispensable 
to 

Every library. 

A WEEKLY EPITOME OF THE PRESS 
FOR THE HOME CIRCLE, TRAVELLERS, AND RESIDENTS ABROAD. 

On July 4, the first of a Series of PRIZE PUZZLES will appear. PRIZES to the value of FORTY 
GUINEAS PER ANNUM will be awarded to the Successful Competitors. A Special Prize Puzzle will be 

reserved for Children under Thirteen Years of Age. For particulars, see page 597 of “ Brief.” 

Every Friday.—Price Twopence. Annual Subscription (post-free) 10s. 10d., payable in advance. 

WYMAN & SONS, 81, GREAT QUEEN STREET, LONDON, W.C. 

IMPERIAL MANUFACTORY, 
CHARLES STREET, HATTON GARDEN, LONDON, E.C. 

N. J. HILL, 
[mutfatlum anb pen let iit tbcrir tioscciption of 

BOOKBINDERS’ MATERIALS. 

C? Messrs Vltll SoY 

Starr's Improved Backing Machines. 
Rolling, Millboard Cutting, Bevel¬ 

ling, Card Cutting, Guillotine, Im¬ 
perial, and Eccentric Machines. 

Gas Stoves for Finishing. 
Bookbinders’ Saw Benches. 
Hydraulic Presses. 
Pedestal and Hand-paging, Per¬ 

forating, and Ruling Machines. 
Cutting, Gilding, Sewing, and 

Finishing Presses. 
Iron and Wood Standing Presses. 

Brass Type. Fillets and Rolls. 
Plough Knives, Scissors, & Shears. 
Pressing and Backing Boards. 
Straw Boards, Marbled, Coloured 

White and Brown Papers. 
Leather and Bookbinders’ Cloth. 
American Leather Cloth. 
Glue, Varnish, and Glaire. 
Thread, Twine, Headbands, and 

Registers. 
Copying, Embossing, Stamping, and 

Eyeleting Machines. 

% most approve .__ * * ^ 
YbonofWp.U SpasoWy — 
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imm & Wr 
VA V> SJ w/°w/ 

v*lciu eRcmc'acinpl'. 

No. 591a. C lbs. Brevier. 5/6 per lb. 

S-fvcir cfounta, -lufilefv arc vcnj, com-pfrte roLt‘G’dlccento, can. -Gc naeS 4cpalateCtj. or in ConvGination, formvng a most nicfuf 

an3 -prettij, a^ortmrut of SKjpfay. Sc-Hc-t, a3apte3 -for aft -fi'indo of cloGGing cm3 cVancij- wot-ft, eipcctafftj, eBaff cm3 Concert 

Srogratnmco, ‘’HWSmg oBrcaUfasL, Sinner cm3 Supper SIGcnui, §ar3en S’artles, 3nuitatlon ©Lotos cm3 2ar3s -for SIGattnccs, 

Soirees, an3 ffccsfvlonaGCe Snfcrtatnincnts. <5lfso -for CotvtinerclaC ©rafts, SBnslness Sar3s, S’raSe iStnnouncements, &c. 

No. 592. 11 lbs. Long Primer. 5/6 per lb. 

cTftcsc ctotttvts, tofrvc.fr arc vert), compfete wit ft flcccnfs, 

cair Gc tisc3 scpacatcftj. or tit (PornGinafioit, forming, a 

No. 593. 11 lbs. Pica. 5/- per lb. 

c^ficoe- S'ouuto, 1 o fii cft ate compfcto luilft 

SLvcnL, can -6c used ocpalatefij- oi (?om6inc3. 

cfneutance 123456^890 

No. 591. 11 lbs. English. 1/6 per lb. 

oTfteoe- S’owiib atx I’ettj complete toi tft 

&ccento, and can &c used sepaiakefty or- 

&otal ■\22>'[$6j§C)0 

No. 592a. 6 lbs. Long Primer. 5/6 per lb. 

eTitcsc efounl’s, toilicft arc vertj compfefe unfit £lcccnis, 

can Gc use? ocparal'cfy or in SoinGinafion, forming a 

No. 593a, 6 lbs. Pica. 5/- per lb. 

oTficcc oVouHl'd, which ate vcitj compfete 

luitfi £teceute, can Gc used sepenateftj ot in 

cfn&wiancc 123456782 

No. 591a, 6 lbs. English. 1/6 per lb. 

cTftCSC &o intto cue t'crij complete uu(IV 

<9(cccnlb, au£ can Ge uoc3 ocpatalcftj ot 

e^ol’af 1234567890 

No. 595. 9 lbs. Great Primer. 11 per lb. 

Qcncia l c?t4ixKq/v$ cm3 £ilA o^/tap Ko t ftc cR/tcyfi t 31 ci 10uta G fe (Pont pa 11ip 

QVLcmotandwm Ctcj/ieefnent. £1 Micfea o^ (flasocial/ioti. 

No. 596. 91bs. Two-line Long Primer. 1/- per lb. 

§ue$t and ^Veddiny (&azd$ 

No. 597. 11 lbs. Two-line English. 3 8 per lb. 

cVticcnife Sx lVi Cvil'ioit 

123455T89° 

3ta3e (Biicutaw 

No. 597a. 13 lbs. Three-line Pica. 3/3 per lb. 

No. 653. 9 lbs. Two-line Long Primer. 1/* per lb. 

oj @mt3$ 

No. 651. 11 lbs. Two-line English. 3/8 per lb. 

©tfttaliw MkmhicaU 

1234561890 

No. 655. 13 lbs. Three-line Pica. 3/3 per lb. 

/fjO 
•<61, p 

^3 ^3 

SiippfieS Lu Siuaff S^ouufo aff caot to Sucj CiofV Gieicj fit, assotted uutfv special teejatd to the'it uoeo. 
---- ■ ♦ --- 

Safe £t yent: §f, §?* 2S, c+ofi it Site cl; cB cd-fozd cR oiv, 

THE ABOVfc PRICES ARE 15 PER CENT. BELOW USUAL QUOTATIONS. 
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WILLIAM MONNERY, 
MANUFACTURER OF 

Printers’ Blankets, Machine Tapes, &c„ 
Also Leather and Gut Driving Bands. 

89, SZKClE LAnsriE, FLEET ST., LOtTDOIT. 

Maker of the Treble Milled Blankets for News and 
Lit ho Machines. 

PRINTING I NJCS. 
JOHNSTONE & CUMBERS, 

PRINTING INK AND LITHOGRAPHIC VARNISH MANUFACTURERS, 

38, EAEUINGB ON STEEET, LONDON, E.C. 
WORKS: STRATFORD AND CAMBERWELL. 

~r^ : L’ART: t 
A WEEKLY ARTISTIC REVIEW. 

NEW ETCHINGS BY CHARLES WALTNER. (Published in “L’ART”) 

H.R.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES, K.G. “A YEOMAN OF THE GUARD/’ 
(By Special Permission). After J. E. MILLAIS, R.A. 

PORTRAIT OF MRS. BISOHOFFSHE/M, after J. E. Millais, R.A. 

WWWWWWvWV 

SHORTLY TO BE PUBLISHED, 

THE TRIUMPHAL ENTRY OF CHARLES THE FIFTH INTO ANTWERP, 
This Celebrated Picture by HANS MAKART (which gained a Grand Medal of Honour in the International Exhibition), has been 

etched for “ L’ART ” by M. Lalanne. The Plate will be twenty-two inches in length. Copies of this important Etching will be 
given Gratis to the Annual Subscribers to “ L’ART.” 

Proofs before letters, drawn on Vellum and Japanese paper, may be obtained at the London Office of “ L’ART,” 134, New Bond St., W. 

MESSRS. IDRILiXjTVCa-A.TTA. <fe GO. 
Beg to inform their customers and the trade generally that, in addition to their extensive business of Stereotyping and Electrotyping, they have 

taken Premises at 

STo. 47, FETTER LANE, FLEET STREET, 

FOR. THE PRODUCTION OF 

TRANSFER-ZINCOGRAPHY, 
By which process manuscript and valuable books, which may be out of print and only one copy obtainable, can be photographed and reproduced, 
enlarged or reduced to any size. Transfers taken from maps, copper, or stone (any design), on transfer paper, with transfer ink. Bill-heads, trade 
marks, chalk drawings, sketches, facsimile writings, circulars, cards, or any production by ordinary lithography, can be made into blocks, harder 
and more durable than wood, thus combining Lithography with Letterpress, which will be found much cheaper than any other process. 

47 & 48, FETTER LANE, & 106 & 107, SHOE LANE, FLEET ST., LONDON, E.G. 
N.B.—Transfers carefully packed and forwarded to us will receive immediate attention, and the blocks will be dispatched with the least possible 

delay. Every information given, and Estimates sent to all parts on application. 
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ROYAL, LETTERS PATENT. 

SLATER & PALMER, 
Black and Coloured Letterpress and Lithographic Printing Ink, Chemical 

Fine Colour, and Varnish Manufacturers, 
LONDON AND NEW YORK, 

Are prepared to enter into contracts with Large Consumers for any length of time, to supply them with Printing Inks of any quality 
and description. 

BY THE QUEEN’S 

WORKS, OLD FORD ROAD, BOW, E. 8, WINE OFFICE COURT, FLEET STREET, LONDON, E.C. 

STEAM GOLD MEDAL 
PARIS EXHIBITION, 1878. 

HANCOCK INSPIRATOR, 
MEW COMBINED PUMP AND INJECTOR. 

THIS Apparatus commends itself to the notice of the Printing Trade 

as an indispensable adjunct to every Steam Boiler. It possesses 

the following important ADVANTAGES over all other Boiler-feeders:—• 

Two Machines in combination—Pump and Injector—at about same price as Injectors only. 

It lifts water 25 feet, and will draw it any practical distance. 

Works under all pressures without adjustment. 

No loss from stoppages, as there are absolutely no moving parts, consequently no repairs are needed. 

Any stoker can start and stop the Machine. 

The lifting side can be used alone, if desired. 

Can be removed instantly for inspection, and replaced while steam is up. 

Will lift water and deliver it to the boiler at high temperature, or into tanks at a high or low 
temperature, and at a lower steam pressure than any other apparatus, and work equally well on 
a high or low lift. 

No oiling required. Is simple, reliable, and always in order. 

Entirely obviates the necessity for tanks, and pumps, where the water supply is below the boiler level. 

It is noiseless in its operation. _ 

From Messrs. BLACKWOOD & SONS, Publishers. 
“We have had the ‘INSPIRATOR’ working in our engine-room for a month, and have perfect 

satisfaction in the result. It is managed with ease, and has never given us any trouble, and its effect in 
supplying the Boiler with thoroughly heated water in sufficient quantity appears unquestionable. 

“ (Signed) WM. BLACKWOOD & SONS.” 

Highly recommended by, and to he seen at, Messrs. WYMAN & SONS’; CLAY, SON, & 
TAYLOR'S; “GLOBE;” “MORNING POST,” &c., &c. 

THE HANCOCK INSPIRATOR COMPANY, 
35, QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, E.C. 

PARSONS, FLETCHER, & C0„ 
printing Jnk HI aIte r s. 

EXPORT DEPARTMENT. 
From the lengthened experience Parsons, Fletcher, & Co. have had in the Export Trade, and from the fact that their Inks 
are to be found in all parts of the world, they are enabled to adapt their goods to the requirements of all climates, and to every 
description ol work. This is a very important fact for Exporters, who may confide their orders to P. F. & Co. with the utmost 
confidence. The Export Trade has for some years been made a speciality by this housg, and the steady increase of this 
department is a gratifying proof of their success in that direction. 

GRAVEL LANE, SOUTHWARK, S.E. 
(City Office—io, Bolt Court Fleet Street, E.C.)] 
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HIRD’S PATENT PNEUMATIC PAPER DELIVERER 
For Lithographic Printing Machines. 

FURNIVAL & CO., Sole Makers. 
« »vwvuvVV%WV\UU\VWV\VVVVVVWWi.r<i* - 

WE beg to call your attention to the above important Invention, which, having 

carefully tested, we can offer to the Trade with the greatest confidence. 

THE ADVANTAGES OFFERED ARE AS FOLLOWS: 

It dispenses with Boy labour, with its attendant inconveniences. 
It can be adjusted to suit any size of sheet in one or two minutes. 
It does not interfere with the Printer getting at the Stone, Rollers, 

or any part of Machine. 
It is very simple, effective, and not liable to get out of order. 
It enables Machines, when necessary, to be worked overtime (not 

being affected by the Factories Act). 

The Sheets are delivered on the usual board, printed side up, and 
perfectly straight. 

There is no liability to smearing or finger-marks, however full the 
sheet may be. 

It will pay for itself in about twelve months. 
It requires no additional space. 

THE PATENT 

“EXPRESS” LITHO PRINTING MACHINE. 
THE attention of the Trade is respectfully called to the acknowledged superiority of the “EXPRESS,” and to the fact that the very 

highest class of Chromo work produced in London is printed on this Machine. 
We have lately added various Improvements to our Machine, specially in connection with the Inking and Distributing, which render it 

specially adapted for working the most delicate tints or solid ground-work. 

We are prepared to furnish Estimates for Machines fitted with additional Inking and Distributing power, and specially designed for 
the production of High-class Engravings and other work hitherto printed from Steel plates. 

PBICES OTT ^IPIPLIO-A-TIOlSr. 

MAY BE SEEN AT' WORK AT OUR 

LONDON HOTJSE-7, CHARTERHOUSE STREET, HOLBORN CIRCUS, E.C.; 
AND 

52, OGDEN STREET, FAIRFIELD STREET, MANCHESTER. 
( *32 ) 
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The Patent "Express" Guillotine Cutting Machine 
IS NOW BEING MADE WITH A 

NEW PATENT SELF-CLAMPING APPARATUS, 
Which comprises several important improvements not found in any other machine at present 

offered to the Trade. 

ATTENTION IS CALLED TO THE FOLLOWING ADVANTAGES:— 

Much less Power is required to Work it.—In other Self-Clamping Machines there is as much 
power wasted through the friction required to maintain the Clamping Apparatus during the 
whole of the cut as is required to work the knife, whereas in the “Express” there is no 
friction, the Clamping being worked quite independently of the Cutting. 

Improued Trial Knife.—The press or platen can be brought down by a slight pressure of the foot, 
showing where the knife will come and leaving both hands at liberty to set the work. 

Not Liable to Derangement.—This Machine is entirely free from' the objectionable friction- 
plates and springs, which require constant adjustment. The whole arrangement is very 
simple and durable, as will be seen on inspection, 

It is the only Machine which has stood the test of a Public Trial in competition with other 
makes. 

It will cut through the very hardest materials with the greatest ease and smoothness, which no 
other Machine will do. 

It will cut twice as much material as any other Guillotine, as proved at the Public Trial, 

INTENDING PURCHASERS are strongly recommended to test our MODERN MACHINES and 
judge for themselves as to their superiority. Every facility is given at our Works in MANCHESTER and 

LONDON. 

GILL’S PATENT HOT ROLLING MACHINE, 
For Drying, Pressing, and Calendering Sheets direct from 

the Printing Machine. 
THIS Machine has now been thoroughly tested by many of the Leading Houses in London 

and the Country with the most satisfactory results. Various improvements have been 
introduced, the most important being an arrangement by means of which the paper can be 
Rolled without being thinned, thus rendering the Machine practically perfect, and a sine qud non 
in every well-appointed office. 

This Machine is also equally well suited for Cold Rolling plain paper, either dry or 
damped, for Cut work, &c., and is largely used for that purpose. 

The following Firms are already Supplied, or have Ordered:— 
EYRE & SPOTTISWOODE, London 
KELLY & Co. 
CLAY, SONS & TAYLOR 
HAZELL, WATSON, & VINEY 
S. STRAKER & SONS 
NOVELLO, EWER, & Co. 
WM. CLOWES & SONS 
CASSELL, PETTER, & GALPIN ,, 
J. TRUSCOTT & SON 
W. H.&L. COLLINGRIDGE & Co. „ 
SPOTTISWOODE & Co. 
DIPROSE & BATEMAN 
UNWIN BROTHERS 
WATERLOW & SONS 
HEAD & MARK 
CURWEN & SONS 
H. SILVERLOCK 
C. F. ROWORTH 
W. B. HORNER 
BRADBURY, AGNEW, & CO. 
WHITE & HOLMES 
ROBT. SANDS & SON, London . 

4 OPERATIVE JEWISH CONVERTS’ INSTI- 
3 TUTION, London . 
3 W. G. BLACKIE & Co., Glasgow . 
2 DUNN & WRIGHT „ . 
2 ROBERT ANDERSON „ . 
1 A. R. GOLDIE „ . 
1 McCORQUODALE & Co. „. 
i THOS. NELSON & SONS, Edinburgh. 
1 W. & R. CHAMBERS . 
1 BALLANTYNE, HANSON & Co.. 
1 JOHN BAXTER & SONS ,, . 
1 R. & R. CLARK . 
1 J. HEYWOOD, Manchester . 
1 J. F. WILKINSON . 
I GEO. FALKNER & SON „ . 
1 M. H. GILL & SON, Dublin . 
1 ALEX. THOM „ . 
1 D. MARPLES & Co., Lim., Liverpool . 
1 McCORQUODALE & Co., Liverpool. 
1 J. BILLING & SONS, Guildford . 
1 THOS. FORMAN & SONS, Nottingham . 

BEMROSE & SON, Derby . 
CHAS. GOODALL, Leeds. 
BUTLER & TANNER, Frame . 
THE UNIVERSITY PRESS, Cambridge . 
EDWARDS, DUNLOP & Co., Sydney . 
J. M. POOLE & Co., Wilmington . 
H. EVERLING, Paris. 
CHAIX & CO. . 
IMPRIMERIE IMPERIALS, St. Petersburg .. 
H. C. A. THIEME, Nymegen. 
GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE, Bengal 
HARPER BROTHERS, New York . 
S. W. GREEN ,, . 
A. S. BARNES & Co. „ . 
METHODIST BOOK Co. „ . 
J. J. LITTLE & Co. „ . 
F. LESLIE’S ASSIGNEES „ . 
GOVERNMENT Printing Office, Washington 
HUDSON, SCOTT, & CO., Carlisle. 
W. BRENDON & SONS, Plymouth. 
RICHTER, J. F., Hamburg . 

THE MACHINES CAN BE SEEN IN OPERATION, AND PRICE LISTS, &c., OBTAINED OF 

<Sc CO. 
Charterhouse St, Holborn Circus, LONDON, E;C;* & 52, Ogden St., Fairfield St., MANCHESTER. 

* ( 133 ) 
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THE EDINBURGH CYLINDER LITHOGRAPHIC MACHINE. 
“ Efficient both as regards register and quality.” 

—A. Ritchie & Son, Edinburgh. 
Six Machines “in use for every kind of commercial and colour-work. ’’ 

—Campbell & Tudhope, Glasgow. 
“For colour-work is first class; register is perfect.” 

—Jas. Heatherill & Co., Glasgow and Leicester. 
“ Efficiency of various improvements. . . . first class work.” 

—George Robb, Aberdeen. 
“ Give entire satisfaction ; work clean and of good colour.” 

—Home & Macdonald, Edinburgh. 
“ No better register could be desired.” 

- Ai.len & Johnston, Belfast. 

New Designs & Patterns with Important Improvements, with or without Flyers.' 
'VVWVVWUWWW'VWVYVWW'V • 

SECOND-HAND MACHINERY, &c. 

INK GRINDING MILL, with Iron or 
Granite Rollers. 

ONE-HORSE POWER GAS ENGINE, CROSSLEV BROS. 

HALF- ditto ditto ditto ditto 

HALF-DEMY LITHOGRAPHIC MACHINE, “PARAGON.” 

DEMY ditto ditto. 

STONE-GRINDING MACHINE, 48 111. disc, by SALMON & CROSLAND 

(New). 

SMALL LITHO MACHINE (Stone 11 in. by 14 in.), by GRIERSON & 

PHILLIPS (New). 

LITHOGRAPHIC PRESSES, 14 in. by 21 in. 

Ditto ditto 16 in. by 24 in. 

Ditto ditto 18 in. by 27 in. 

Ditto ditto 24 in. by 36 in. 

ARMING PRESS, PLATEN, 12^ in. by 9 in. 

ALBION ditto ditto, 20 in. by 26^ in, 

EMBOSSING PRESS, 12 in. by 10 in. 

wwwwvwvwww 

PRICE LISTS, TESTIMONIALS, &c., on application to 

ALEXANDER SEGGIE, 
Maker of Litho, Letterpress, Bookbinding, Bronzing, and Cutting Machinery; Litho, Copperplate, & Embossing 

Presses, Ink Mills, Steam Engines, Shafting, &c.; Crossley’s Gas Engines of 1, 2, 4, and 8 Horse-Power, 

BROTJG-HTOIN MARKET, 

A largT Stock *always on hand of First Quality (Annan Lithographic Stones, & of all Printing Material* 
( *84 > 
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dSTZEWSTXIM:, WOOD, <Sc ZD^TSOZCsT, 
MAKERS AND ORIGINAL INVENTORS OF THE WELL-KNOWN 

LEEDS AND PARAGON LITHOGRAPHIC MACHINES. 
CHEAPEST and BEST OUT. Warranted the 

most perfect in Register, the Simplest and Strongest 
in Construction. The only Litho Machine that has 
got the Adjustable Diagonal Rolling. These Ma¬ 
chines have been thoroughly tested throughout the 
United Kingdom and abroad, and are acknowledged 
to be the most perfect for delicacy of Register, and 
are supplied with best French skins. Also Makers 
of STEAM and HAND LITHO PRESSES. 

Awarded PRIZE MEDAL 
at the 

PARIS EXHIBITION, 
1878. 

The Highest Recommen¬ 
dation at the London 

Exhibition, 1872. 
The Highest Medal at 

the Yorkshire 
Exhibition, 1875. 

CT 5= 
O p 

CL 
p C/l 
3 
p- £ 

o <r- 

O w 

CD CL CD g- i-j 

Post Folio . 
Crown . 
Demy . 
Double Crown ... 
Double Demy ... 
Double Double 

Crown . 
Quadruple Demy 
Quadruple Double 
Crown. 

SIZE OF 

STONE, 

in. in. 
l8 x 11 
22 x l6 
25 x 21 
32 x 23 
3S X 26 

40 X 30 
46 X 36 

60 x 40 

Two Sets of Rollers, Screw 
Key, and Tommies arc 

supplied with each Machine. 

IMPROVED LITHO AND LETTER-PRESS MACHINE COMBINED, WITH PATENT FLYERS. 

IMPROVED LETTER-PRESS, WITH PATENT FLYERS. IMPROVED LITHO, WITH PATENT FLYERS. 

N. W. & D.’s Patent Flyers can now be seen daily at work on one of their Demy Lithos, with perfect success, in the York Exhibition. 

MEADOW EOAD, LEEDS, and 6, BREAD STREET HILL, LONDON, E.C. 
’ ’ X 2 ( 135 ) 
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PRINTING INKS. 

PRIZE MEDAL AWARDED. 

JOHN KIDD & CO. 
SUCCESSORS TO BENJAMIN SMITH &• SON, ORIGINAL AND JUSTLY CELEBRATED 

tinting Jjnk |pnnfnrimm 

Newspaper Ink, 
Unsurpassed for richness of colour and freedom in working, is perfectly pure, and free from grit. Covers more space than any 
other manufactured, and specially adapted for the “Hoe,” “Walter,” “Victory,” and other Fast Machines. 

Standard Bookwork Ink, 
The permanent brilliant Jet Black is unchanged by time or the action of any climate, and well worth the attention of the Trade 
and Shippers to foreign countries. 

Coloured Inks 
Of every Shade and Description, manufactured on the shortest notice by steam power, and Shippers supplied on the very best 
terms. 

Lithographic Inks & Varnishes 
IN EVERY VARIETY. 

GOVERNMENT AND RAILWAY CONTRACTORS. 

FOREIGN DEPOTS: 

PARIS, SYDNEY, MELBOURNE, CALCUTTA, BOMBAY, MADRAS/ 

NAPLES, &c. &g. 

Ali Letters, Orders, and Remittances to be addressed to 

!7, WINE-OFFICE COURT, FLEET STREET, LONDON, E.C« 

FACTORY AND CHEMICAL WORKS, OLD FORD> BOW. 
( 136 ) 
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LANHAM'S PATENT “VICTORY” PRINTING ROLLERS. 
The Only Rollers Awarded a PRIZE MEDAL at the Paris Exhibition, 1878. 

Prospectuses, Price Lists, and List of Firms who have been supplied, sent gratis upon application to the Sole Manufacturers, 

THE LANHAM PRINTING ROLLER COMPANY, LIMITED, 
75, FLEET STREET, E,C? 

( ) 
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Post 8vo., Cloth, Price 5s., Post-free, 5s. 4d. 

The Grammar of Lithography. 
A PRACTICAL GUIDE for the ARTIST and PRINTER in 

Commercial and Artistic Lithography, and Chromo - Lithography, Zincography, Photo - Lithography, 

And Lithographic Machine Printing. 

IB IT W. ID. RICHMOITD. 

The Proof-Sheets of this Work have been Revised by some of the most eminent men connected with the Art of Litho¬ 

graphy, amongst whom may be mentioned Mr. Louis Haghe, Mr. Michael Hanhart, Mr. William Simpson, Mr 

Harry Sandars, Captain Abney, R.E., Mr. Lewis, Mr. Beatty, &^c. iPc. S^c., the result being a more than usually 

complete and reliable Work. 

“Up to the present time there has been no hand-book of the art 
of lithography worthy in any way of the attention of the practical man, 
except the English translation of the original treatise of Senefelder 
himself. The reproach has now been wiped away, and the trade, as 
well as amateurs, will ever be indebted to the enterprise and judgment 
which have produced this book. It was compiled under circumstances 
unusually favourable to accuracy and completeness. The writer, Mr. 
W. D. Richmond, formerly a country lithographer, with experience of 
every class of work, had studied the correlated sciences, such as 
chemistry, with a view to understand and expound the principles upon 
which lithography depends. His manuscript was set up in type, and 
proofs forwarded to a number of experts in different departments—men 
of great technical ability, like Mr. Hanhart, and of artistic skill, like 
Mr. Louis Haghe. The corrections and additions thus gained were 
considered and incorporated together by the editor of the Printing 
Times and Lithographer. If the book be tested in any particular the 
great advantage of this process will be apparent. The Grammar is 
thorough in every detail ; and, in fact, may be recommended as a 
model of a hand-book of the kind. We ought to mention, also, that 
there are not a few original methods brought before the trade now for 
the first time, besides many improvements on previously known ones. 
In fact, all that can be imparted relative to the lithographic arts by 
verbal instruction is here lucidly and succinctly presented. At the end 
are the titles, &c., of previously published books and tracts on the 
subject, the list being the most complete that has yet been drawn up.” 
—Printers’ Register. 

“It is the work of a competent practical man—Mr. W. D. Rich¬ 
mond—and the information given may be depended on.”—The Builder, 
April 12, 1879, p. 412. 

“Lithographers and the Printing trade in general are greatly 
indebted to the care and practical supervision which have been 
bestowed upon this work, which may be received as the only complete 
handbook of this artistical branch of the Printing business which has 
yet appeared. Mr. W. D. Richmond, the author, is a lithographer 
of great experience, and in the compilation of his work has been 
greatly assisted by members of the profession. The Grammar is very 
elaborate and complete, and enters into every necessary detail of the 
art, together with many modern improvements as yet but little known. 
Parti, is confined to drawing, transferring, and printing; Part II. 
touches machines and machine printing. The book is tastefully got 
up and excellently printed, and altogether is most creditable to the 
firm which has issued it to the trade.”—Press News. 

“Senefelder’s book, though useful in its day, has gone by; but since 
its publication no work of any importance has appeared on this 
subject. “The Grammar of Lithography ” appeared in a serial form in 
The Printing Times and Lithographer, in which it attracted con¬ 
siderable attention, and its re-appearance in the form of a complete 
handbook will doubtless be welcomed by the trade generally. Its 
author, Mr. W. D. Richmond, is a practical lithographer of many 
years’ experience ; and he has certainly acquitted himself of his task 
in a highly creditable and workmanlike manner. The editor of The 
Printing Times and Lithographer carefully revised the proofs, and in 
addition to this he has written an introduction to the complete work, 

the only fault of which is that it is too short.”—Paper and Printing 
Trades’ Journal. 

“ A practical guide to the artist and printer in commercial and 
artistic lithography and its kindred branches, of which a full and 
explicit account is presented. In its manner, an endeavour is made 
to adopt a style simple enough for the learner and the self-educator, 
while the matter is intended to be comprehensive enough as a vadc 
inecum for those already possessing a knowledge of the general prin¬ 
ciples and ordinary practice of the art. The plan pursued is to give 
a description of the materials, tools, implements, and machinery, and 
then to state their application. As showing the very comprehensive 
nature of this useful little treatise, it deals with the stones, inks, 
transfer-papers, drawing-presses, and all the adjuncts used in litho¬ 
graphy, and contains numerous directions and hints drawn from actual 
practice in this beautiful and useful art. The author gives the results 
of his ou’n experience of twenty-three years, and he has succeeded in 
explaining, in clear and simple language, the various processes involved 
and the chemical and mechanical bases of the art. The w'ork is a 
most acceptable addition to the technical books now issuing from the 
press ; and tve are pleased to recognise in it another invaluable help 
to our skilled artisans in rendering them yet more proficient and 
intelligent in their calling.”—Capital and Labour. 

Translation from Annales de L’Lmprimerie, at Brussels, of February, 
1879:— 

“ The Grammar of Lithography ” or practical guide to the artist and 
printer in lithography, chromo-lithography, zincography, &c., and in 
the mechanical impression of lithography, has been published by our 
confrere The Printing Times and Lithographer in a series of very 
interesting articles, the first of which appeared so far back as the month 
of January, 1875, and the collection of which in one volume forms the 
veritable and indispensable guide to the lithographer of the nineteenth 
century. The work contains 24 chapters, besides an appendix, and is 
divided into two parts. In the first the author occupies himself with 
tracings and impressions. The second is devoted to machines and the 
various modes of impression obtained. In typography we possess the 
remarkable works of M. Waldow, of Leipsic, and the recent work of 
M. Monet. In lithography the works of Senefelder and Engelmann, 
published some time previously, could not, despite their incontestable 
merit, serve to-day as a guide, since the domain of lithography has 
been enriched by marvellous discoveries and not less marvellous 
applications. The work of Mr. Richmond fills a regrettable blank, 
and the author has taken great care to make his book as complete as 
possible. The various branches of lithography are studied with the 
most serious attention and judiciously treated. The author has by no 
means lost sight ot the practical side, and the clearness of this re¬ 
markable publication is another title to the attention of all printers. 
We address our thanks and praise to the author and editor. We 
are happy to learn that the Typologie- Tucker has obtained per¬ 
mission to print a translation of the Grammar of Lithography, which 
wall be very useful to those who are, unfortunately, not familiar with 
the English language. We hope that our confrere M. Tucker will 
authorise us to make some extracts from this French translation for the 
benefit of the readers of the Annales de PLmprimene.” 

WYMAN & SONS, 81, GREAT QUEEN STREET, LINCOLN’S-INN FIELDS, LONDON, W.C. 
( 138 ) 
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An Engine which Works without a Boiler or Steam. 
AVERAGE WEEKLY DELIVERY (including Continental) OVER TWENTY ENGINES. 

The durability of these Engines is now established by experience, one 

of them having run night and day at the Hinckley Gas Works for over 

twelve months without any expenditure for repair; this being equal to 

about 2\ years’ average work. 

No trouble with Coal, 

Ashes, Smoke, Insurance, 

Water, or constant at¬ 

tendance. 

Over 1,900 already deliuered. 

Very numerous Testimonials from Users, 

including Engineers, Men of Science, and 

others, on application to the Makers. 

No Glands to pack, or 

Water Gauges and Steam 

Gauges to watch. 

THE “ OTTO ” SILENT GAS ENGINE, 
(“Otto” and Crossley’s Patents, 1876 and 1877). 

THEY ARE USED FOR ALL KINDS OF PURPOSES, CHIEFLY FOR HOISTING, PRINTING, AND PUMPING. 

SIZES 
( NOMINAL HORSE POWER i 1 2 3k 6 8 

l MAXIMUM HORSE POWER i li 21 4 9 12 

12 16 

18 24 OFFERED. 

WORKS & HEAD OFFICES: 
6t, Marlbro’ St., Gloster St. Grossley Brothers, LONDON HOUSE: 

116, Queen Victoria St., E.C. 

MANCHESTER, 
( *39 ) 
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AMERICAN PENNSYLVANIA PAPER RULING MACHINES. 
THE attention of the Trade is called to another style of Ruling Machine, with 

Striker, which will take the place of the 1 D. Machine, and be in some respects 
like the famous O. A. Machine, which has proven itself to be without an equal. Only 
one Striker Cylinder is used for ruling down lines on any sized paper from Cap to 
Imperial. 

We are also making a Double Ruling Machine, with two Strikers attached, which 
will rule down lines on both sides of paper of any size at one feeding. This Machine can 
be changed in a moment to an ordinary Double Machine for ruling the cross or faint lines 
on both sides of the paper. 

Our facilities are such that we can sell them very cheap, considering the fine quality 
of the work. 

These Machines are covered by Three Royal Patents in G-reat Britain. 
I will send Illustrations and Prices of these Machines to any of the Trade writing to 

me, and sending their business cards. 

MADE ONLY BY 

IV. 0. HICKOK, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, U.S.A. 

W, MACINTYRE, Jun, 
BLACKHALL PAPER MILL, 

MILL No. 85. PAISLEY, MILL No. 85. 

Cardboards, Pasteboards, 
ENAMELLED AND SURFACE PAPERS, 

Commercial, Ivory, Printers’, Tinted, Surface, 

Enamelled, and Waste Cards. 

RAILWAY TICKETS, JACQUARD LOOM CARDS. 

London Office: Mr. W. WALLACE, 26, Gt. St. Helens, E.C. 

To the Publishers of The Printing Times and Lithographer, 

81, Great Queen-street, London, W.G. 

Please forward to me_cop of 

The Printing Times and Lithographer, for_Months, post- 

free, for which I enclose_ 

Name 

Address 

Tenth Year of Publication. 

THE 

PRINTING TIMES 
AND 

LITHOGRAPHER: 
An Illustrated Monthly Technical 

and Fine-Art Journal of 

3tifHraP&2» 
Paper-malting, 

AND THE 

§Lt*iliarg Crabrs. 
Published on the 15th of each 

Month. 

Price Sixpence per copy. 

Annual Subscription (payable 

in advance), 7s. 6d., Post-free. 

Date 

Post-Office Orders and Cheques to he made payable to Wyman & Sons, West Central 

District Post Office, High Holborn, London. 
( 140 ) 
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HAZELL, WATSON, & VINEY, 
6, KIRBY ST., HATTON GARDEN, 

Are the Sole Licensees for the above Machine in Great 
Britain, and, from their own experience, strongly recom¬ 
mend the attention of PRINTERS, BOOK 
BINDERS, ' and . STATIONERS to the great 
saving effected by this "Machine. It is made in London 

byj eminent Engineers. 

Prices and Particulars on application as above. 

y 

The above is a representation of the extra heavy Machine for Paper Makers 

First Premium, Philadelphia, 1876. 

and heavy work. 

THE DIAMOND 
has an Indicator which 
shows instantly where the 
knife will come on the 
work, and saves much time. 

THE DIAMOND 
has a fly wheel always run¬ 
ning, and the starting is 
therefore instantaneous, and 

the stopping automatic. 

THE DIAMOND 
can be seen at any time in 
full work on our premises, 

6, KIRBY STREET, 

HATTON GARDEN, E.C. 

THE DIAMOND 
turns out at least 50 per 
cent, more work than any 

competitor. 

THE DIAMOND 
is entirely Self-Clamping, 
and thus all “ overhead ” 

work is avoided. 

THE DIAMOND 
will cut “heads,” “tails,” 

and “foredges” at one time 
without altering the gauge. 

THE DIAMOND 
has given complete satis¬ 
faction to every purchaser. 

THE DIAMOND 
is T IE3I IE Machine in 

America. 

The DIAMOND 

Self-Clamp Paper Cutter. 
(Patented 1876, in Great Britain and the United States.) 

( I4f ) 
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T. KNAPP, 
PRINTERS', STATIONERS’, AND 

BOOKSELLERS’ VALUER, 
AND AGENT FOR SALE OF 

BUSINESSES & NEWSPAPER PROPERTIES, 

25, PATERNOSTER SQ., LONDON, E.C , 
AND 

ELDON CHAMBERS, CHERRY STREET, 
BIRMINGHAM, 

Respectfully offers his services in VALUATIONS in 
the above BUSINESSES ; and from his intimate and 
practical knowledge both of the Wholesale and Retail 
Printing, Stationery, and Bookselling Trades, gained 
during an experience of upwards of thirty years, he 
is confident of giving satisfaction to those gentlemen 
who may entrust him with their commands. (Estab¬ 
lished 1870.) Monthly List of Businesses for Sale, gratis 
and post-free. Clients met by appointment either in 
London or Birmingham free of charge. 

BAYES & CO. 
PRINTERS’ BROKERS, 

AND DEALERS IN EVERY DESCRIPTION OF 

MACHINES AND MATERIALS 
For PRINTERS, LITHOGRAPHERS, and BOOKBINDERS. 

A large assortment of Second-hand Machines, Presses 
and Material always in stock. 

Send for Monthly Price Lists. 

48, WOOD STREET, LIVERPOOL. 

T. C. THOMPSON, 
MAKER AND DEALER IN 

Printing and Bookbinding IZlachinerg 
and Material. 

Improved PAGING & PERFORATING MACHINES, Hand k Treadle. 
LISTS ON APPLICATION. 

15, GARTSIDE STREET, MANCHESTER. 
WORKS: BACK IRWELL STREET. 

JOHN LILLY, 

Printers’ Broker, Engineer, 
AND 

TRADE VALUER, 

HIND COURT, FLEET ST,, 
LONDON, E.C. 

ESTIMATES GIVEN FOR THE 

Fitting-up of Offices Complete, 
Large or Small. 

A Large Assortment of SECOND-HAND 
PRINTING MACHINES, CUTTING 
MACHINES, &c., always in Stock. 

TENDERS FOE FEINTING FORMS FOE THE 
GOVERNMENT IN DUBLIN. 

THE Controller of H. M. Stationery Office will 
be glad to receive Tenders for printing certain Forms, &c., 

for the Public Service in Ireland, and providing paper for the same. 
Samples of the Paper and Printing, with relative particulars of Con¬ 

tract and descriptive Schedules may be seen, and forms of Tender 
obtained, at the Stationery Offices,. Princes-street, Storey’s Gate, 
London, and Upper Merrion-street, Dublin, between the Hours of 
Ten and Four, down to the 30th July next, and on the 31st July, 
1879, by Twelve o’clock noon, Tenders must be delivered at this 
address, 

PI. M. Stationery Office, Princes-street, Storey’s Gate, 
Westminster, 25th June, 1879. 

TT C O RNE LIS SEN "E TaTTTeT 
22, Great Queen-Street, W.C., 

Manufacturers and Importers of 

COLOURS, PRINTING INK, AND VARNISHES FOR 
PARIS. LITHOGRAPHY. 

FIRST-CLASS COLOURS FOR CHROMO. 

1867. 
yitljograpljic gjitafmnls. 

1873. 

Transfer Paper of all Kinds, for Chalk Drawings, Diaphanic Colour Work, &c. 

List of Prices on Application. 

PAPER BAGS!! PAPER BAGS!! 

SHUTTLEWORTH & BUNN, 
GENERAL PRINTERS, 

AND 

Paper Bag Manufacturers to the Trade, 
200, 202, & 204, WATERLOO ROAD, LONDON, 8.E. 

SAMPLES AND TRADE PRICE LIST POST FREE. 

ZORN, BAHNSON, & GO., 
MANUFACTURERS AND IMPORTERS OF 

LITHOGRAPHIC MATERIALS, 
LITHOGRAPHIC STONES, yellow or grey, of the finest quality. 
COLOURED AND BLACK INKS. \ Specially manufactured for Lithe- 

FINE DRY COLOURS. j graphic Printing. 

DUSTING COLOURS, in all Shades 

BRONZE POWDERS, SNAKE STONE, &c. 

9 & 11, GARRICK STREET, COVENT GARDEN, LONDON, W.C. 

And at 116, INGRAM STREET, GLASGOW. 

( 142 ) 

THE BIRMINGHAM MACHINISTS 
COMPANY, 

PRINTERS’ ENGINEERS, 

25, BARR STREET, HOCKLEY, BIRMINGHAM, 
ARE NOW MAKING 

SPECIALITIES FOR JOB PRINTERS 
AND STATIONERS, 

High-Class Workmanship. Low Prices. 

Send for Testimonials and Price Lists. 

THE CELEBRATED 

SIMPLISSIMUS SELF-INKING PRESS. 

||| 

No. i. Platen, 7 X 5> 
No. 2. „ 11 X 7, 
No. 3- „ 12 X 8, 

For Stationers’ Card Work. 

For Practical every-day 
work. One boy produ¬ 
cing 800 per hour. 

Stands for Nos. 2 and 3 Extra. Prices prom ^3. 10s. 

OPINIONS OF THE PRESS. 

Printing Times and Lithographer, Aug., 1877.—“The mechanism is good: the 
price very low.” 

P?rss Nevus, Nov., 1877.—“ It is very simple and well suited for small jobs up to 
foolscap folio.” 

Paper and Printmg Trades' Journal, March, 1878.—“The action is powerful and 
reliable ; it turns out small jobs well and quickly.” 

Bazaar and Mart.—“Among the best Simplissimus.” 

SEND FOR SPECIMENS. 

Stereotype Foundries, 20s. to £10. Apparatus for Rubber Stamp 
Making, £5. 

Treadle Circular Saws for Stereotypers and Printers, 

SEND FOR OUR ILLUSTRATED LIST, 
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FURNIVAL & CO/8 LIST 
OF 

Second - hand Machinery. 

One DOUBLE DEMY LITHO, by 
Mann. Nearly new. Just replaced by 
the “ Express.” 

One 36-inch SCHOFIELD'S PATENT 
GUILLOTINE. 

One 26-inch GUILLOTINE, by Cromp¬ 
ton. 

One 27-inch GUILLOTINE, by Lilly. 

One 25-inch GUILLOTINE, by Wilson. 

One DEMY LITHO, by Hughes & 
Kimber. 

One ALBION BLOCKING PRESS, 
by Cope. 

One ROLLING MACHINE, by 
Ducan. Rolls, 48 in. long. 

Several LITHO’ PRESSES. 

7, Charterhouse St.,Holborn Circus, 

LONDON; and 

52, Ogden Street, Ardwick, 

MANCHESTER. 

Notice Change of Address, the Premises having hecn re-named. 

THE ORIGINAL MAKERS OF TEAK CASES. 

Advertisers’ Blocks & Posters in One or more Colours. 

Estimates Free. Catalogues of every description Illustrated. 

G. S. LITTLEJOHN, 
LITHOGRAPHIC & CHROMO-STIPPLE ARTIST, 

Designer, Illuminator, and General Draughtsman, 
10, LAURENCE POUNTNEY LANE, CANNON STREET, 

LONDON, E.C. 

ESTABLISHED 25 YEARS. 

WOOD LETTER, 

WOOD LETTER. 

WOOD LETTER. 

WOOD LETTER. 

For Specimens apply to 

jr. silk: 
(Late GEORGE HIGGINS,) 

LICENSED 

PRINTERS’ BROKER 

Auctioneer & Valuer. 

WORKS : 

McLean’s Buildings, Gt. New St., 
AND 

2 & 3, Dean Street, Fetter Lane, 

FLEET STREET, CITY, E.C. 

J. S. COOK & SON, 
Successors to the late Mr. Thomas Cook, of 24, Brook St., Holborn. 

Established 1789, 

BRASS RULE CUTTERS, 
Jg»nntrrs’ jgfmitDs, 

Makers of Galleys, Composing Sticks, and Printing Materials in 
general, of the highest quality, for Town, Country, and Export. 

inventors and Manufacturers of Brass Space Lines. 

BRASS-FACED RULES, 
INVARIABLE COMPOSING STICKS, &c. 

112, FORE STREET, LONDON, E.C. 

LINEOTYPE. 
A [IE¥ TYPOGEAPHIO EIGRAYING PROCESS 

Specimens, Terms, £f>c., from the Inventor, 

H. E. TOZER, Ely House, Charterhouse St., Viaduct, E.C. 

TO BE SOLD, very Cheap. 

SECOND-HAND SIX-FEEDER HOE MACHINE, 
do. MARINONI do. 
do. TWO-FEEDER DAWSON do. 

Two do. FOLDING MACHINES. 
APPLY TO 

THE “ VICTORY” MACHINE COMPANY, LIMITED, 
Edge Hill, Liverpool. 

NOTICE. 

MR. JOHN LILLY, PRINTERS’ ENGINEER 
AND BROKER, Hind Court, Fleet Street, has just received 

from New York, U.S., THE NEW IMPROVED 

UNIVERSAL TREADLE PLATEN MACHINE, 
From the Original Inventor, Mr. GAILY. 

It is said to have thirteen improvements upon his original one, intro¬ 
duced into England some years since. It is not only very much 
stronger but made to run as light as the celebrated “ Minerva.” Its 
distributing powers are so perfect that the most solid work can be done 
with it. It is being tested by many of the large London Printers at 
the Warehouse as above. 

ESTABLISHED 1832. 

CHARLES F. MOORE, 
Late SCOTT, WATSON, & CO., 

BRASS RULE CUTTER, 
MANUFACTURER OF 

CIRCLES, OVALS, SHAPES, ZINC & BRASS GALLEYS.&c. 

25, TY8QE STREET, CLERKENWELL, LONDON, W.C. 

USEFUL TO THE COUNTRY TRADE. 
Papyrograph Facsimile Printing. 

THE PAPYROGRAPH 
Is invaluable to Country Stationers, Secretaries of Insurance 
and Public Companies, Charitable and Religious Societies, 

the Clergy, and Business Men. 
By means of this invention a youth may produce, in an ordinary 

Copying Press, 500 fac - simile impressions of Writing, 
Drawing, or Music, in about an hour, upon any kind of paper or 

linen, at an infinitesimal cost. 

The Trade Supplied with Apparatus on Special Terms. 

The process may be seen at work and prices obtained of 

WYMAN & SONS, 81, GREAT QUEEN ST. LONDON, W.C. 
Papyrograph Printing done for the Trade. 

EBlNEZElLBACONVSONfc 

m 
WILFRID WORKS, CHALK FARM ROAD. 

CAMDEN TOWN, N.W. 
REMOVED FROM WORMWOOD STREET AND BARTHOLOMEW CLOSE. 

ESTABLISHED 1810 

Pautographic, Medal lick, Spiral, Radiated, Graduated, Engine - Turning, 
Ornamental, Anti-forgery, <&° General Engraving for Copper-plate, 

• Litho, or Letterpress Printing. 

Bank Kotes, Cheques, Bills of Exchange, Share Certificates, Vignettes, 
Scrolls, Backgrounds, Skies, Cloads, Graining and Stipple 

Tint Plates, Section and Scale Lines, Prize 
Medals. &c. &c. 

y 2 ( 14.1 ) 
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HENRY MAYO, 
jSjwto fikri) # Jiihl fittnisjj 

MANUFACTURER, 

Constitution Hill, Birmingham. 

WOOD ENGRAVING. 

Wood Engraving in the very best style, 
Cheaper than any other house in the Trade. 

W. H. TILBY, 
49, Essex Street, Strand, 

LONDON, W.C. 

Westleys & Co, 

ilmfeciuring § oolttmto, 

10, FRIAR STREET\ 

^Doctors’ dfommons, 

LONDON, E.C. 

WELLINGTON & CO., 
<fe|mbm bit Capper 

TO THE TRADE, 

Southgate St., Gloucester. 

STEREO. (“) COLUMNS 
One quarter the weight of others. Cheaper and 
Better Matter specially prepared. Cannot be dis¬ 
tinguished from the type. Comprise— 

News, Serial Tales, Selections, and Wit 
and Humour. 

Proof and Terms on application to “Excelsior” 
Stereo. Foundry, 4?, Lower Priory, Birmingham. 
London Agent, T. W. MARTIN, 89, Shoe-lane, E.C. 

RICHARD MILLS WOOD, 
Cgljt-Jfmmittr, 

8, St. John's Parade, Byrom Street, 
MANCHESTER. 

PRIMING MATERIALS of EVERY DESCRIPTION. 

Electrotyping and Stereotyping. 

L’ART: 
§1 ©techlir girtisfir llffriefcr. 

Redacts tit en Chef—^l, EUG. VERON. 

Director for England— 

Mr. J. COMYNS CARR. 

L’ART is published Weekly in Paris, 
and is richly illustrated with Etchings and 
Engravings by the most eminent living 
Artists. 

L’ART devotes special attention to the 
subject of English art, and publishes every 
year concurrent Reviews of the Salon and 
Royal Academy, profusely illustrated by 
Sketches and Engravings of the principal 
works exhibited. 

SUBSCRIPTION 

For One Year, £5.8s.; for Three Months £1.7s. 
L’ART may be obtained of all the Lon¬ 

don Booksellers, or Subscriptions may be 
sent to the Publisher, 

M. A. BALLUE, at the Librairie de l’Art, 
3, Rue de la Chaussee d'Antbi, Paris. 

PRINTERS’ and BOOKBINDERS’ 
MACHINERY. 

TVTEW and SECOND-HAND MA¬ 

CHINERY for Letterpress and 

Litho Printers, Bookbinders, and Sta¬ 

tioners, &c. &c. Send for List to 

W. ZE3I_ Bi:ROD, 
12,16, & 18, Albert St., Manchester. 

$3T ELECTRO S of this design pierced in centre for type can be had. PRICE 5s. 

WILLMOTT & SONS, 
MACHINE 

RULERS, 
Numerical Printers and Perforators, 

54, 55, & 56, Bartholomew Close, 
Specimens <St° Estimates on application. 

ESTABLISHED 1828. 

PRINTING MACHINES 
AND 

MACHINE PRINTING, 
BEING 

A Guide for Masters and Workmen; 

Containing Valuable Hints in the 
Selection of Machines — Practical 
Guide to Making Ready — Pre¬ 
paring Cuts — Cutting Overlays — 
Rollers—Useful Hints in Manage¬ 
ment of all kinds of Printing 
Machines—Details of the Construc¬ 
tion of Machines, &c. &c. &c. 

OFFICE': 

81, Gt. Queen St., London, W.C. 

Wm, g. stoneham, 
§00lil)raiier 10 tjre tofoe, 

-10 & 11, - 

CHARTERHOUSE BUILDINGS, 
LONDON, E.C. 

CROWN HOTEL CARDENS & FISHERY, 
BROXBOURNE, HERTS. 

16 Miles by level Road, and by Great Eastern Railway, which Company makes Special Rates. 

! 1 Broxboume Gardens, on the banks of the river Lea—a favourite I “It is the most finished, most beautiful, most tasteful Garden I 
resort of Londoners, and a place of highly respectable character.”— | have ever entered.”—Gardeners' Magazine. 
Times. 

Special arrangements for Wayzegoose and other Dinners in Private Rooms, capable of dining parties of from 4 to 350 persons. 

An Ordinary on Sundays at 3 O’clock. 

The Amusements include Archery, Aunt Sally, Boating, Bowls, Cricket, Croquet, Football, Skittles, Billiards, Pyramids, Pool, &c, 

No Van Parties or Schools received. T. BENINGFIELD, Proprietor. 
( 144 ) 
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To Her Majesty's Government, the War Depart¬ 

ment, India Department, Admiralty. 

vVWWWW 

LIVETT FRANK & 80N, 
limit Stitmtfitciiirers 

AND 

OIL REFINERS, 

22, BOROUGH, 

LOICTIDOICsr ZBiS-HDO-IE. 

MACHINE OIL . 2s. to 4s. per Gallon. 
CLEANSING SPIRIT . Is. 3d. „ 

FOB SALE, 

ELECTROTYPES 
OF UPWARDS OF 

100,000 
ENGRAVINGS. 
Address— CASSELL PETTER & CALPIN. La 

Belle Sauvage Yard, Ludgate Hill, 

London, E.C. 

ESTABLISHED 25 YEARS. 

FOOT BROTHERS, 
Steam Litho & Letterpress Machine 

Printers to the Trade only. 

Designers and Printers of Show Cards, 
Labels, &c., in Colours. 

MACHINING for the TRADE at LOWEST POSSIBLE CHARGES. 

LITHO MACHINES from FCAP. FOLIO to 

DOUBLE ELEPHANT. 

Maps & Plans of Estates promptly executed. 

16, LITTLE TRINITY LANE, 
Queen Victoria Street, E.C.; 

Anti 13,14, & 15, Bridgewater Gardens, Aldersgatc Street, E.C. 

J. C. PAUL, 
WHOLESALE AND EXPORT 

Cjp-ONise $ fruiting fJTatmitl 
MANUFACTURER, 

GRANVILLE WORKS, 

Granville Place, King's Cross Road, 

LONDON, YV.C. 

PRINT AND PAPER. 

WYMAN & SONS 
DRINT NEWSPAPERS, 
1 MAGAZINES, BOOKS, PAMPH¬ 

LETS,CATALOGUES, PRICE-LISTS, 

SHOW-CARDS, and every description of 

Commercial Letterpress and Lithographic 

Work in the best style, and at moderate 

charges. Machine Printing for the Trade. 

A large assortment of Stationery and 

Office requirements. 

LINCOLN’S-INN STEAM 
PRINTING AND STATIONERY 

WORKS, 

74, 75, and 81, Great Queen-street, 
London, W.C. 

IR,. BARRETT, 

ENGINEER & MACHINIST, 
Numerical printing anti fniorating 

Utadjme, 
ENVELOPE MACHINE AND 

(Embossing-|ktss jHmutfiictum-, 

19, COWCHOSS STREET, E.C. 

THE “BACKUS” WATER MOTOR. 
10,000 SOLD, 

The BEST and CHEAPEST Motive Power. 

Uses only Half the Quantity of Water required by any other 
Motor to do same Work. 

Works at less pressure than others, great and uniform speed. 

Cannot get out of 

Order — Compact — 

Durable — Noiseless 

—Eree from Danger, 

Dirt, Heat, or Smell 

— Fixed at a very 

Trifling Cost. In all 

Cases state Water- 

pressure, where 

Motor is to be Fixed, 

and Power required. 

Prices from 

<£3. 3s. to £45 

from 1 to 6 

Horse Power. 

GAS 

or other small 

ENGINES 

from 

£25. 

Wensley & Wensley, 
Ye Olde Style 

WRITING 

ENGRAVERS, 
180 & 181, Fleet Street, E.C. 

Entrance—Fetter Lane, 

ea. Price Lists on Application. 

The Printing Times 
AND LITHOGRAPHER, 

An Illustrated, Technical, and Fine- 
Art Journal of 

Typography, Lithography, 
Papermaking, 

AND THE AUXILIARY TRADES. 

BACK NUMBERS. 
Owing to the demand for Back Numbers 

of this Journal, the stock of copies belong¬ 
ing to the Old Series is very limited. 
Those who wish to complete Sets should 
make immediate application. The price 
of all Back Numbers is One Shilling each. 

Extracts from a few of the many Testimonials received. 

H. D. Winton, Editor, Bergen Co. Democrat, N.J., writes:—“It works 
daily, with water-pressure about 40 lb. large Campbell country press ; costs 100 
per cent, less in running than steam, always ready, safe, and needs no attention.” 

The Editor Hunterdon Co. Democrat says:—“After a long test it is a 
decided success. _ With 30 lb. water-pressure we print 900 impressions per hour. 
It is perfectly reliable. We formerly printed with 5 H.-P. steam-engine.” 

Editor, Bangor Daily Commercial, writes: — “With a £,45 ‘Backus 
Motor,’ we drive a large Hoe Stop Cylinder Press, using two small streams of 
water little larger than the stem of an apple, with the steadiness and reliability 
of the great Corless Engine at the Centennial Exhibition.” 

Read Descriptive Notice in “Printer’s Register,” April, 1879. 

SUTCLIFFE BROS., Climax Works, Birkenhead. 

OFFICE : 

81, Great Queen St., London, W.C. 

‘1 For a day ''midst fields and flowers. 

Silvery streams and ruined towers.” 

RYE HOUSE, 
HODDESDON, HERTS, 

Seventeen Miles from London by Road, and adjoining 

the Great Eastern Railway Station. 

ADMISSION FREE. 

“ Far away on the river which runs its silver thread 

through the green pastures and glowing acres of 

Hertfordshire, is the good Old Rye House, where we 

have art, science, history, romance, boating, fishing, 

horticulture, a lovely English landscape, and jolly 

English cheer, all in one short holiday."—City Press. 

J. TEALE & CO., Proprietors. 

WYMAN’S 

DICTIONARY of STATIONERY, 
AND 

Compendium of Useful Information for the Office, Counting- 
House, and Library. 

Profusely Illustrated. Will be forwarded on application 
free by post for twelve stamps. 

81, GREAT QUEEN STREET, LONDON, W.C. 

HENRY MAYO, 
SHOW CARD AND MAP MOUNTER, 

VAENISHER of all kinds of Colour-I’rinting to the Trade, 
BOTTLE LABELS, ALMANACKS, 

Box Tops, Tickets, Show Tablets, &c., 

544, CONSTITUTION HILL, BIRMINGHAM. 
Inventor and only Maker of the New Varnish Cloth 

Show Card without Glass. 

Wood Mounts for Maps, Show Cards, Almanacks, &c. 

Show Papers converted into Transparencies for Window Advertising. 

FOR SALE; 

REGISTERING MACHINE by Winstone, 
takes stone 24 by 30 in. Only used twice : 
no use for it. 

THREE SPEED PULLIES, 2% turned faces; 
bored for Q shaft. 

Best fresh MACHINE-ROLLER SKINS, 
29I by 8|. Never used. 

Prices on Application to 

TAYLOR & RICHMOND, 
Iftifyograpljm to % ®rabe, 

4a, DIGBETH, WALSALL, 
( H5 ) 
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itofia to ^btrcrfisns. 

The Scale of Charges for Advertising Situa¬ 

tions is as follows :— 

Three Lines and under.is. 6d. 

Every Additional Line. 6d. 

SITUATIONS VACANT, 

WANTED a Gentleman with 
,£600 to take the MANAGEMENT 

of an Industrial Journal. Remunerative oc¬ 
cupation.—Apply by letter for interview to 
Gibbs, care of Messrs. Hooper & Batty, 1, 
George-st., Mansion Blouse, E.C. 

TO PRINTERS & STATIONERS 
—WANTED, by a firm in Calcutta, a 

thoroughly practical LETTERPRESS PRIN¬ 
TER, possessing some knowledge of general 
stationery. A good opening for a steady and 
energetic young man. Liberal salary. Plighest 
references required.—Apply to Eden, Fisher, 
& Co., Stationers, No. 50, Lombard-st.,E.C. 

T'O PRINTERS’ TRAVELLERS. 
JL —WANTED a Gentleman of experi¬ 

ence in soliciting orders for first-class chromo- 
litho and letterpress work. First-class re¬ 
ferences required.—Apply, by letter, to Riddle 
& Couchman, 22, Southwark-bridge-rd., S.E. 

A DVERTISEMENT CANVAS- 
/jl SER WANTED for established Com¬ 
mercial and Mechanical Journal. Applicants 
must furnish particulars of experience, ability, 
and success, with references, and class of 
connection.—A., 82,Canterbury-rd.,Croydon. 

nrHE PRESS.—Good CANVAS- 
JL SER WANTED, competent to keep 

the books, and assist at Reporting, &c., on a 
provincial paper ; good references ; salary and 
commission.—H. M., 112, Hertford-road, 
Englefield-road, Kingsland, N. 

SITUATIONS WANTED, 

T ITHOGRAPHY. — RE-EN- 
J—v GAGEMENT required as Manager, 
Working Foreman, or Transferer ; steady.— 
J. A. S., 113, Rockingham-street, London, S.E. 

A LITHOGRAPHIC FOREMAN 
d\- will soon be disengaged, and would be 
glad to hear of his services being required. 
Has been accustomed to the supervision of a 
large printing-room, where first-class colour- 
work was done, book illustrations, Christmas 
cards, calendars, &c. &c.—Address, G. M., 
Litho, care of Mr. C. T. Cooper, 15, Silk- 
street, Whitecross-street, London, E.C. 

^TO LITHOGRAPHERS. — The 
J- Advertiser is desirous of an Engage¬ 

ment as Transferer or Prover of F’irst-Class 
Work, or as Working Foreman. Thoroughly 
experienced.—Address L. T., 66, Thorpdale- 
road, Iiornsey Rise, N. 

EXPERIENCED JOURNALIST. 
-Lb highly recommended, is open to imme¬ 
diate RE-ENGAGEMENT. Leader writer 
and verbatim reporter. Would manage a 
local or district paper.—Address N., 33, at 
C.H. May & Co’s GeneralAdvertisingOffices, 

78, Gracechurch-street. 

CUB-EDITOR of DAILY, SITU- 
O ATION WANTED as. Thorough 
knowledge of Journalism. Ready summary 
and Sub-Leader Writer. Well up in“Special” 
duties. Good testimonials.—Address Feder, 

News Rooms, Catherine-street, Strand. 

A VERBATIM REPORTER and 
Sub-Editor, experienced in all branches 

of Newspaper work, DESIRES RE-EN¬ 
GAGEMENT. P'irst class testimonials.— 
Address G., “Mercury” Office, Goldstone- 
road, Cliftonville, Brighton. 

PRESS. — WANTED a SITUA¬ 
TION as REPORTER on a Provincial 

Daily or County Weekly Newspaper. Six 
Years’ experience. — Phono, at Swain’s 
Library, Hornsey, Middlesex. 

P RI NT ERS.— SI TUATION 
•L WANTED as FOREMAN or Assis¬ 
tant Overseer; would fill up time in reading ; 
understands 5 languages ; news, book, or job¬ 
bing : excellent references.—-Address M., 38, 
Harold-st., Flaxman-rd., Camberwell, S.E. 

PRINTERS.— Respectable Young 
Man seeks ENGAGEMENT as News, 

Machine Minder or Jobbing in small Office ; 
fill up time at Case.—T.B., 31, Wood-street, 
Brighton. 

MISCELLANEOUS, 

POR COMPULSORY SALE, a 
-L Goodall’s 30-inch CUTTING MA¬ 
CHINE and a Napier’s SINGLE CYLIN¬ 
DER PRINTING MACHINE (on easy 
terms if required), at very low prices, the space 
being otherwise required.—Stationer’s, 6, 
London-road, Southwark. 

WANTED.—A TWO-FEEDER 
DAWSON or PAYNE’S. MA¬ 

CHINE, with Flyers and Shifting Grippers ; 
full, or extra News size.—Apply to John 

Esson, Printers’ Engineer, 10, Johnson’s- 
court, Fleet-street, London, E.C. 

T ONDON LOCAL NEWSPAPER 
1—, —FOR SALE, COPYRIGHT and 
PLANT of a NEWSPAPER, which has been 
established about Eighteen Months, including 
Type, New Steam-Engine and Boiler, Two 
Printing Machines, and usual accessories of 
a Printing-Office.—Apply, by letter only, 
T. N. K., Messrs. Witherby& Co., Newman’s- 
court, Cornhill. 

PRESS, Advertiser SEEKS RE¬ 
ENGAGEMENT as REPORTER or 

Sub-Editor. Is experienced and thoroughly 
competent. First class testimonials and refer¬ 
ences.—Address Alpha, 13, Hardy-street, 

Burnley. 

COPYRIGHT of a TOWN and 
V- COUNTRY WEEKLY ADVER¬ 
TISING JOURNAL for DISPOSAL ; 
nominal price.—Manager,Newspaper Print¬ 
ing Works, 335, Strand. Low Estimates for 
Newspaper Printing. 

IMPERIAL MANUFACTORY, 
6, CHARLES STREET, HATTON GARDEN, LONDON, E.C. 

JC5SaB!i" “S** “1“ 

. HILL 
glamifadurer airtr gualer 

BOOKBINDERS’ 
m cbetjr bescnjitioii of 

MATERIALS. 

Starr’s Improved Backing Macliines. 
Rolling, Millboard Cutting, Bevel¬ 

ling, Card Cutting, Guillotine, Im¬ 
perial, and Eccentric Macliines. 

Gas Stoves for Finishing. 
Bookbinders’ Saw Benches. 
Hydraulic Presses. 
Pedestal and Hand-paging, Per¬ 

forating, and Ruling Machines. 
Cutting, Gilding, Sewing, and 

Finishing Presses. 
Iron and Wood Standing Presses. 

Brass Type. Fillets and Rolls. 
Plough Knives, Scissors, & Shears. 
Pressing and Backing Boards. 
Straw Boards, Marbled, Coloured 

White and Brown Papers. 
Leather and Bookbinders’ Cloth. 
American Leather Cloth. 
Glue, Varnish, and Glaire. 
Thread, Twine, Headbands, and 

Registers. 
Copying, Embossing, Stamping, and 

Eyeleting Machines. 

f 146 ) 

PRICE LISTS 

WORKSUNION BUILDINGS, 

POST - FREE. 

LEATHER LANE, HOLBORN. 
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Wyman’s Technical Series. 

Crown 8vo., cloth, price 5s. ; Post-free, 5s. 4d. 

GEAMMAR of LITHOGRAPHY. 
A Practical Guide, for the Artist and Printer, in 

Commercial and Artistic Lithography, and Chromo¬ 

lithography, Zincography, Photo-lithography, and 

Lithographic Machine Printing. With an Appen¬ 

dix containing Original Recipes for preparing 

Chalks, Inks, Transfer-papers, &c. 

By W. D. RICHMOND. 

The proof-sheets of this work have been revised by 
some of the most eminent men connected with the Art 
of Lithography, the result being a complete and reliable 
work. 

Price 6d., Post-free, -jd. 

A KEY TO ONE OF THE MAIN 
DIFFICULTIES OF ENGLISH ORTHO¬ 

GRAPHY : Being an Alphabetical Collection of 

nearly 3,000 Words resembling others in Sound, 

but differing in Sense, Spelling, or Accentuation. 

Compiled and arranged by 

HENRY BEADNELL. 

Second Edition, crown t,to., price is. 

WYMAN’S DICTIONARY OF 
STATIONERY AND COMPENDIUM OF 

USEFUL INFORMATION for the Office, 

Counting-House, and Library, 

Crown 8vo., cloth, price 2s.; Post-free, 2s. 2d. 

WORKSHOP MANAGEMENT. 
A Manual for Masters and Men, being Practical 

Remarks upon the Economic Conduct of Work¬ 

shops, Trade Charities, &c. 

By FREDERICK SMITH. 

“This book should be in the hands of every master 
and workman.” 

“ The book is of none the less worth because the 
author happens to be modest. It is an acceptable 
contribution to industrial literature, being well penned, 
well ordered, and excellently presented by the pub¬ 
lishers.”—Iron. 

Crown 8vo., cloth,price is.; Post-free, is. id. 

ENGLISH CHINA and CHINA 
MARKS. Being a Guide to the Principal Marks 

found on English Pottery and Porcelain : with 

Engravings of upwards of 150 marks. 

“ The illustrations, which are very numerous, include 
marks from the fifteenth to the present century, and 
thus furnish a key to many of the puzzles with which 
collectors delight to concern themselves.”—City Press. 

Crown 8vo., cloth, price 4$. ; Post-free, 4$. 4d. 

PRACTICAL CABINET-MAKER. 
Being a Collection of Working Drawings of Furni¬ 

ture, with Explanatory Notes. 

By A WORKING MAN. 

“No master or workman engaged in the Cabinet 
trade should be without this useful manual.” 

Medium 4to., cloth gilt, bevelled boards, price 10s. 6d. 

CABINET-MAKERS’ PATTERN 
BOOK. Being Examples of Modern Furniture, 

of the Character mostly in demand, selected from 

the Portfolios of the leading Wholesale Makers. 

To which are added Original Designs by First-rate 

Artists, comprising various Designs for Hall Furni¬ 

ture, Library Furniture, Dining-room Furniture, 

Drawing-room Furniture, and Bedroom Furniture. 

This will be found an invaluable work by the 
Master Cabinet-maker and Upholsterer. 

LONDON: 

WYMAN & SCOTS, 
74, 75, & 81, Great Queen Street, 

LINCOLN’S-INN FIELDS, W.C. 

TO THE TRADE. 

Howlett & Son, 
©ngmaf d5ofb (prints* 

Old Style £2? General Printers. 

10, FRITH ST., SOHO, LONDON. E STI MATES. 

AUG. BREHMER, 
Patentee and Manufacturer oj 

AMERICAN 

Wire Book-Sewing Machines, 
19, Cow Cross Street, London, E.C. 

'T'HESE Machines are employed with equal advan- 
tage for Sewing School-books, Novels, Pamphlets, 

or Account Books, by far excelling Hand-Sewing as to 
Flexibility, Durability, Speed, and Economy. 

May be seen in operation at 19, Cow Cross St. 

THAN 100 IN USE IN ENGLAND. 

Agency for Manchester and the North, 

JOHN HEYWOOD, Publisher, Deansgate. 

Phillips, Son & Entwisle, 
MANUFACTURERS OF 

GOLD AND SILVER LEAF AND BRONZE POWDERS, 
IMPORTERS OF 

gufclj Hotels, Imitation ®o(b, fennife, 

FINE COLOURS, 

LITHOGRAPHIC INKS, VARNISHES, &c., 

29, NEWHALL STREET, BIRMINGHAM. 

MCINTOSH’S 

PLATE TRAIsrSFER ITTTL, 
Strong, Clear, Easy to work. 8/6 per lb. 

RE-TRANSFER INK, for Stone and Type, 
Will transfer on Warm or Cold-wet Stone. Well adapted for Colour-work. 8/6 per lb. 

TRANSFER PAPER. One Make for Plate, Stone, and Type. 
etSP This Paper is also well adapted for pulling Dry Transfers for Colour-work, is suffi¬ 

ciently transparent to shine up against good light, and by using cold-wet stone an accurate 
register is secured, and great saving effected. Printed instructions sent. 

Price 25/- per Half Ream. Demy Sample Quire, post-free, 3/7. 

WRITING AND TRACING TRANSFER PAPER from 6/- per Quire. 

F.O.O. must accompany Orders. 

G. McliVTOSH, 291, Paisley Road, Glasgow. 
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Highest Medal Awarded, 

YORKSHIRE EXHIBITION, 1875. 

WILLIAM GREAVES, 
Maker of the IMPROVED PATENT 

PARAGON ” NOISELESS 
LITHOGRAPHIC MACHINE. 

Prize Medal Awarded, 

PARIS EXHIBITION 1878. 

THE ONLY PRIZE MEDAL AWARDED for Litho Machines in British 
Section at PARIS EXHIBITION. 

IMPORT AMT NOTICE.—W. G. wishes to call attention to his Double-Demy Litho Machine, with Marcus Ward & Co.’s patent 
motion attached, and other improvements. First, the advantage of having the Inking Rollers of different sizes, which lie need not enumerate 
to those who work in fine tints ; Secondly, to the Inking Brackets, which swing on a pivot, and can lie set at any angle, or at two separate 
angles, consequently giving a better distributing than has ever yet been got at, either in this or any other make of Litho Machines ; and 
the advantage of the Brackets being self-adjusting, as they are fixed at any angle, is that there is not the slightest jingle of rollers in the slot- 
hole of the bracket, or any noise whatever when the rollers drop off the stone—in fact, the Machine is as near noiseless as it 
is possible to get a Machine. __ __ 

TESTIMONIALS. 
Royal Ulster Works, Belfast, Janua?y 24th> 1876. 

Mr. Greaves has supplied us with five of his Lithographic Machines ; they have 
given us entire satisfaction, and we have ordered another Double Demy 
Machine from him, and intend to have three more. He has fitted a number of 
our Machines with our Patent Driving Motion to our complete satisfaction, 
and by these Machines our best Colour-work is now executed 

(Have been supplied with 8 Machines.—W. G.) MARCUS WARD & CO. 

Caxton Buildings, South John Street, Liverpool, 

Mr. William Greaves. June 24th, 1873. 

Dear Sir,—We have now tested the large Lithographic Machine (Quadruple Demy) 
sufficiently to be able to judge of its capabilities. We have great pleasure in 
being able to tell you that we consider it an excellent Machine, 
capable of doing first-class work and keeping good register. 
So satisfied are we with it, as well as with the Double Demy you previously made 
for us, that we should not think of having any other make, should 
we require any new Machine besides the one you are at present making for us (viz., 
Demy).—We are, dear Sir, yours faithfully, GEORGE PHILIP & SON. 

(Have been supplied with 5 Machines.—W. G.) 

Messrs. Allbut & Daniel, Colour Printers, 

Mr. Wm. Greaves. Hanley, Staffordshire, March 24th, 1874. 

Dear Sir,—We have much pleasure in stating that the Royal Lithographic 
Machine you have lately supplied gives us great satisfaction. It is both well and 
solidly made, and is being used almost entirely for Colour-work; the register is 

perfect. In a ew days we will send a specimen of work now being done.—We are, 
dear Sir, yours truly, ALLBUT & DANIEL. 

(Have been supplied with 4 Machines.—W. G.) 

109A, Cannon Street, London, E.C., September 22nd, 1874. 

Dear Sir,—In reply to your inquiries respecting the Litho Machine you have 
supplied to us, we can say that it continues to give every satisfaction. Its general 
working is all that could be desired, and for Colour-work the register is perfect. We 
consider it a most admirably-fitted Machine, which does its work thoroughly well 
—Yours truly, UNWIN BROS. 

Mr. Wm. Greaves, Vincent Works, Leeds. 

The Phoenix Works, Doctors’ Commons, London, E.C. 

To Mr. Wm. Greaves, Leeds. May jth, 1878. 

Dear Sir,—The Machine supplied to us by you last December is in every way 
satisfactory. The registering is more perfect than that of any other machines of 
which we have had experience. We are using it chiefly for the production^ of 
“ The "Whitehall Portraitsand for that and other fine work we find 
it answer admirably.—We are, dear Sir, yours truly, JUDD & CO. 

18, Clyde Street, Edinburgh, 

Mr. W. Greaves. 21 si January ^ 1876. 

Dear Sir,—We cannot testify too highly of the Lithographic Machine you 
supplied us. We have now tried it with all kinds 0/ registering work, and find it 
excellent in all.—We are, yours respectfully, SCOTT & FERGUSSON. 

Write for Price-list, Terms, &c., to 

VINCENT MACHINE-WORKS, GELDERD ROAD, LEEDS. 
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Whiteman & Bass 
Execute in the best style for the Trade, at low charges, 

Copper-Plate Engraving and Printing, Lithographic Writing, 
Drawing, and Printing, and Photo-Lithography. 

PRICE-LIST FREE FOR TRADE CARD. 

235 & 236, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON 
Assistance given to practical houses in all or any of the above branches where best work is required. 

Newspaper, Book, Music, & General Type Foundry. 
MESSRS. SHANKS, REVELL, & CO.,beg to call the attention 

of the Printing Trade to their BOOK, NEWSPAPER, 

and MUSIC FOUNTS, manufactured by Patent Automatic 

Machinery, which is unique, and not possessed by 

any other Type-Founder in Great Britain. 

As a proof of the greater intrinsic value of their Patent Alloy, they allow for 

Old Letter of this metal FIVEPENCE per pound in exchange, instead 

of Threepence,— a material consideration in forming a comparative 

estimate with other Founders as to the cost price of their Founts. 

Our Type has been very extensively supplied to many 

of the leading Newspaper Proprietors and Printers in 

London and the Provinces — one House alone in 

London having over 150,000 lb. in present 

use ; and reference can with confidence be given 

as to its special qualities. 

ESTIMATES & SPECIMENS 

Forwarded on appli¬ 

cation. 

HE attention of 
Newspaper Pro¬ 

prietors, Printers, and others 
is requested to the advantages 

gained by their 

NEWLY-INVENTED PATENT 

ENGRAVING MACHINE & PROCESS 
For rapidly producing Type-high Blocks 

of Maps, Charts, Diagrams, Architects’Plans, 

Sketches, and other designs, at an inexpensive 

rate. The WEATHER CHARTS and WAR 

MAPS now appearing in the Daily and Weekly News¬ 

papers are engraved, and a Type-high Stereotype Block 

made, by this process, in a very short space of time. 

Terms and further information on application to the Proprietors, at 

31, RED LION SQUARE, HOLBORN, 
LOITDOIT, W.O. 

“PARAGON” 

INDIA - RUBBER DATING STAMP. 
SOLE MAKERS AND INVENTORS: 

BADDELEY & REYNOLDS, 19 & 20, Old Bailey, E.C. 
PRACTICAL DIE SINKERS. MEDALLISTS. 

Copperplate Cttgrate. Relief Stampers- Citjpto 011 Hoofo, porti, Silver, £r. 

Manufacturers of the Improved INDIA-RUBBER ENDORSEMENT STAMP. 

Endorsement, Screw and Leuer, Embossing, and Stamping Press Makers. 
STEEL DIE MANUFACTURERS TO THE TRADE. 

Corporate or Official Seals Engraved and Fitted to Presses on the Shortest Notice. 

FOB. SPECIMEFS -A. TV JO PBICES -A-IP^X/V .A. S ABOVE. 

2 ( 149 ) 
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j. leitch & co., 
3, 4 & 5, NEWCASTLE ST., ST., 

WOOD, SURFACE METAL, COPPER PLATE AND ZINC, 
BY 

JJcitrft’s frama flf ^inca-3ifhafjraj.)Iti| 
(Most suitable for Architects’ Plans and Engravings of complicated Machinery ; specimens can be seen of Engravings appearing 

week by week in many Illustrated Journals). 

Surface Blocks can be produced from Steel or Copper Plates, or from Pen-and-ink or other Drawings, and Exact Copies Guaranteed. 

BLOCKS FOR PRINTING BOOKS IN ORIENTAL LANGUAGES AT A LESS COST THAN COMPOSITION. 

PHOTO-LITHOGRAPHEMS, 

ELECTROTYPERS AND STEREOTYPERS IN ALL BRANCHES. 
CURVED ELECTROTYPES TO WORK ON CYLINDERS. BRASS-FACED STEREOTYPES FOR COLOUR PRINTING. 

STEEL-FACED, SILVER-FACED AND NICKEL-FACED ELECTROTYPES. 

Electrotypes cm be produced by a new process in the unprecedently 
short time of THREE hours. 

3, 4 & 5, NEWCASTLE STREET, FARRINGDON STREET, E.C. 

The Electro from which the above Advertisement is printed was produced in the extraordinarily short time of 

ONE HOUR AND TWENTY-FIVE MINUTES. 

Moulding . 
H. 
0 

M. 
10 

In the battery . 0 45 

Backing, finishing and mounting ... 0 30 

1 25 

DALLASTYPE, DALLASTINT, AND 
CHROMODALLASTINT. 

ON publishing my new Circular and Price-list for 1878, I beg to thank those friends who have for so many years favoured me with their 
confidence. My Processes of Photographic Engraving have been steadily winning their way in public estimation. 

It is now twenty-three years since I first took up the subject of Photographic Engraving and made it the business of my life. I was the 
first in this country to enter upon the business commercially. As an experimentalist and practical worker I am, in this country also, since the 
death of Mr. Fox Talbot, the oldest living representative of the Art. Few, if any, have had such active experience therein. The work has 
been to me, and still is, a fascinating pursuit; and my patrons have this guarantee against inferior work, that the most important part of the 
work passes, in every case, through my own hands, and is not left to mere workmen who have neither interest nor pleasure in aiming at perfection of 

result. 
To Printers, Engravers, and the Trade generally, I allow a liberal discount off the prices quoted in my new List, which can be had on application. 

Dallastype, Dallastint, and Chromo-Dallastint are Processes of Photographic Engraving. 

Dallastype, Dallastint, and Chi'omo-Dallastint reproduce in Monochrome or Polychrome, for Typographic, Lithographic, 
or Copper-plate Printing, Enlarged, Reduced, or Same-size copies of ANYTHING THAT WILL PHOTOGRAPH, whether 
obiects of Nature or Art, from Flat Tints, Colours, Lines, Stipple, Chalk, Mezzotint, Aquatint, &c. 

A SELECTION OF SPECIMENS ON RECEIPT OF TWO SHILLINGS AND SIXPENCE. 

DUNCAN C. DALLAS, 
DALLASTYPE ENGRAVING, PRINTING, AND PUBLISHING WORKS 

362, GRAY’S - INN ROAD, KING’S CROSS, LONDON, W.C, 
( I5° ) 
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Bg 2&et iUftajcsfy’s Moijal JLcttcr^ patent. 

Harrild and Sons’ 
NEW PATENT “B” QUALITY 

Treadle “BREMNER” Platten, 
Suitable for Commercial and General Job Printing. 

A Strong, Cheap, and Useful Machine, easily worked by foot; the general construction being so simple that any boy can 
understand it. This strong, effective, light-running Machine, has been introduced with a view to meet the wants of 
Printers not having Steam or other power, and is by far the Best and Cheapest Treadle-Platten in the Trade. 

Foolscap Folio, £53; Crown Folio, £65. 
Fitted for Treadle only, with Brake to Fly-Wheel. Complete with Ink-Duet, Six Chases, 

Parchment, Two Sets of Rollers, clothed with Patent Composition, ready for use ; Roller- 
Cupboard, S.L.V. Oil-Feeder, and Spanners. Steam Fittings, £2 extra. 

HARRILD & SONS, “Fleet" Works, 25, Farringdon St., LONDON.-E.G. 
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Prize Medals ( PARIS EXHIBITION, 1878. I PARIS EXHIBITION,. 1855. 
Awarded. I VIENNA EXHIBITION, 1873. I NEW YORK EXHIBITION, 1853. 

PARIS EXHIBITION, 1878-PRIZE MEDAL FOR PRINTING INKS 
AWARDED TO 

M- ZETETEIIVEIIfcTa- GO. 
D-cab Offices : 

Caroline Park, EDINBURGH, 
AND 

46, Queen Victoria Street, LONDON, E.C. 

IBrancIjfS : 
66, George Street, Parade, BIRMINGHAM. 

4, Norfolk Street, MANCHESTER. 
1, Hackins Hey, LIVERPOOL. 

130, Avenue MalakofF, Chateau de l’Etoile, PARIS. 

LONDON INK DEPOT: 12, CRANE COURT, FLEET STREET, E.C. 

imimi 
limimi 
MU1111E 

JMmi! 

lllltEB B ! 

■ICBIEEIJE. 
dLiVUii 

W. MACINTYRE, Jun„ 
BLACKHALL PAPER MILL, 

MILL No. 85. PAISLEY, MILL No. 85. 

nyc^.rsTTj^yi.cT'U'E.EE, of 

Cardboards, Pasteboards, 
ENAMELLED AND SURFACE PAPERS, 

Commercial, Ivory, Printers’, Tinted, Surface, 

Enamelled, and Waste Cards. 

RAILWAY TICKETS, JACQUARD LOOM CARDS, 

PRINTING INKS. 
JOHNSTONE & C U M B E R S, 

PRINTING INK AND LITHOGRAPHIC VARNISH MANUFACTURERS, 
38, FARRINGDON STREET, LONDON, E.C. 

WORKS: STRATFORD AND CAMBERWELL. 

NAJORK & PRAETORIITS, LEIPZIG-PLAGWITZ, 
Late Gustav Najork & Co.), 

SOLE MAKERS OF THE CELEBRATED 

LIPSIAN CHROMO PAPER, 
Which is specially prepared both in the coating and in the Raw-paper for Chromo-Lithographic 

Printing by Steam as well as Hand, and warranted not to stretch or 
leave the coat on the stone. 

The enamel being prepared according to a secret in the possession of 
this firm alone, is distinguished by its exquisite velvet-like surface, which 
gives a peculiar transparence to the colours and at the same time endows 
them with an extraordinary brilliance, both of which qualities cannot be 
over-estimated in printing. 

This Paper is almost exclusively used in the majority of important 
Chromo-Printing Establishments of Great Britain and Ireland, where it 
has the preference over every other make. 

Printed Specimens supplied on application ; also sample sheets of any 
quality for printing trials sent Post-free. 

Any weight or size supplied. Orders will in every case be promptly 
executed. 

All goods to Great Britain and Ireland delivered free warehouse. 

Prices exceedingly moderate, lower than English-made Chromo-papers, 
quality at the same time surpassing any other make of the world. 

Specialities in bright and dull enamel for Show-Cards, Calendars, Menus, Ball Programmes, &c., &c. 

AgentCHARLES MAYER, Queen Anne’s Chambers, 62, Holborn Viaduct, E.C. 
( r52 ) 
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BENJN WINSTONE & SON, 
MANUFACTURERS, 

100 Zr 101, SHOE LANE, LONDON, E.C. 
(WORKS, STRATFORD, E.) 

LETTERPRESS & MACHINE PRINTERS’ INKS, 
for Bookwork, Woodcut, Newspapers, Broadsides, &c, 

QUICK DRYING, for Printing on Hard Papers and to bear 

rolling. 

COLOURED INKS, for Fine Work, Posters, Book-covers, and 

Enamelled Papers. 

CLOTH BOOK-COVER INK, to dry with a gloss. 

COLOURED INKS, for Tablets—Bronze, Blue, Gloss Red, &c. 

LITHOGRAPHIC INKS:— 
Black Ink, for Machine and Press. 
Coloured Ink, for Machine and Press. 
Re-transfer Ink :— 

Plate to Stone, Stone to Stone, Type to Stone. 
Lithographic Writing Ink. 

Ditto ditto Lemercier’s and Vanhymbeeck’s. 

FLUID WRITING INK, for Writing on Unprepared Paper. 

LITHOGRAPHIC PAPERS:— 
Maclure & Macdonald’s Autographic Transfer, Re-transfer, 

Writing Transfer, Tracing, &c. Unstretchable Transfer Tracing, 
for making up Colour Stones. India, French India, &c. 

LITHOGRAPHIC PRESSES, Hand and Steam. 

LITHOGRAPHIC STONES (these are imported direct from 

the quarries). 

2SINC PLATES, planished, polished, and grained. 

TYMPANS—Leather, Brass, and Zinc. 

LITHOGRAPHIC SUNDRIES of all kinds : 
Dry Colours for Lithographers. 
Boxwood Scrapers. 
French Chalks. 
Copyable Powder, for dusting Bill-heads, Invoices, &c. 

EMBOSSING INKS. 
ENDORSING INKS, for Cloth Pads, in Bottles or Compress¬ 

ible Tubes. 

Sole Proprietors of Underwood’s COPYABLE PRINTERS’ INKS, Writing Inks, &c. 

SOLE AGENT FOR 

Maclure & Macdonald’s Autographic Transfer Paper. 

BACON’S PATENT 

IJWtbli - (Tolm 
CAN BE APPLIED TO ANY MACHINE. 

Prints in Any Number of Colours at ONE Impression. 

Specimens of Work done and all Particulars can be obtained from the 

Sole Licensees, 

THOMAS MIDDLETON & CO. 
ENGINBBBS, 

LOMAN STREET, SOUTHWARK, LONDON, S.E. 
( 153 ) 
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WILLIAM MONNERY, 
MANUFACTURER OF 

Printers’ Blankets, Machine Tapes, &c„ 
Also Leather and Gut Driving Bands. 

89, SHOE LATTE, FLEET ST., LOTTIDOTT, 

Maker of the Treble Milled Blankets for News and 
Litho ‘Machines. 

INGLE’S CITY 55 

PRINTING MACHINE 
IS 

UNIVERSALLY RECOGNISED AS THE BEST 
SINGLE CYLINDER MACHINE IN THE MARKET ON ACCOUNT OF ITS 

—m— 

Simplicity 

of 

Construction, 

—m— 

Durability, 
and 

Easy Running. 

INLAND REVENUE, Somerset House .. 5 
WATERLOW & SONS . 34 
S POTT IS WO ODE & CO. n 

GRIFFITH & CO. 12 
HARRISON & SON. 3 

As a proof of its superiority, attention is called to the fact that this Machine is used in the following 

&OVBRNMSNT ANB RAILWAY ‘PRINTING- OFFICES: 
FORD & TILT .:7 
EYRE & SPOTTISWOODE, H. M. Printers .. 10 
FOREIGN OFFICE, Downing Street. 1 

Complete with Fly-wheel and Handle for Hand-poivcr, or Fast and Loose Pulleys, Striking Gear for Steam-power, and Two Sets of Roller Stocks. 

ESTIMATES GIVEN FOR REMOVAL AND GENERAL REPAIRS. 

“CITY” Printing Machine Works, 102, Shoe Lane, London, E.C. 

MESSRS. IDEHiI.iJk.CY^ISrYY & CO. 
Beg to inform their customers and the trade generally that, in addition to their extensive business of Stereotyping and Electrotyping, they have 

taken Premises at 

No. 4?, TETTER LANE, FLEET STREET, 
FOR THE PRODUCTION OF 

TRANSFE R-ZINCOGRAPHY, 
By which process manuscript and valuable books, which may be out of print and only one copy obtainable, can be photographed and reproduced, 
enlarged or reduced to any size. Transfers taken from maps, copper, or stone (any design), on transfer paper, with transfer ink. Bill-heads, trade 
marks, chalk drawings, sketches, facsimile writings, circulars, cards, or any production by ordinary lithography, can be made into blocks, harder 
and more durable than wood, thus combining Lithography with Letterpress, which will be found much cheaper than any other process. 

47 & 48, FETTER LANE, & 106 & 107, SHOE LANE, FLEET ST., LONDON, E.C. 
N.B.—Transfers carefully packed and forwarded to us will receive immediate attention, and the blocks will be dispatched with the least possible 

delay. Every information given, and Estimates sent to all parts on application. 

( 154 ) 
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BY THE QUEEN’S ROYAL LETTERS PATENT. 

SLATER & PALMER, 
Black and Coloured Letterpress and Lithographic Printing Ink, Chemical 

Fine Colour, and Varnish Manufacturers, 

LONDON AND NEW YORK, 

Are prepared to enter into contracts with Large Consumers for any length of time, to supply them with Printing Inks of any quality 
and description. 

WORKS, OLD FORD ROAD, BOW, E. 8, WINE OFFICE COURT, FLEET STREET, LONDON, E.C. 

GOLD MEDAL 
PARIS EXHIBITION, 1878. 

HANCOCK INSPIRATOR, 
NEW COMBINED PUMP AND INJECTOR. 

THIS Apparatus commends itself to the notice of the Printing Trade 

as an indispensable adjunct to every Steam Boiler. It possesses 

the following important ADVANTAGES over all other Boiler-feeders:— 

Two Machines in combination—Pump and Injector—at about same price as Injectors only. 

It lifts water 25 feet, and will draw it any practical distance. 

Works under all pressures without adjustment. 

No loss from stoppages, as there are absolutely no moving parts, consequently no repairs are needed. 

Any stoker can start and stop the Machine. 

The lifting side can be used alone, if desired. 

Can be removed instantly for inspection, and replaced while steam is up. 

Will lift water and deliver it to the boiler at high temperature, or into tanks at a high or low 
temperature, and at a lower steam pressure than any other apparatus, and work equally well on 
a high or low lift. 

No oiling required. Is simple, reliable, and always in order. 

Entirely obviates the necessity for tanks, and pumps, where the water supply is below the boiler level. 

It is noiseless in its operation. _ 

From Messrs. BLACKWOOD & SONS, Publishers. 
“ We have had the ‘INSPIRATOR’ working in our engine-room for a month, and have perfect 

satisfaction in the result. It is managed with ease, and has never given us any trouble, and its effect in 
supplying the Boiler with thoroughly heated water in sufficient quantity appears unquestionable. 

“(Signed) WM. BLACKWOOD & SONS.” 

Highly recommended by, and to be seen at, Messrs. WYMAN & SONS’; CLAY, SON, & 
TAYLOK'S; “GLOBE;” “MORNING POST,” Sc., &c. 

THE HANCOCK INSPIRATOR COMPANY, 
35, QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, E.C. 

& CO., 
US. 

From the lengthened experience PARSONS, Fletcher, & Co. have had in the Export Trade, and from the fact that their Inks 
are to be found in all parts of the world, they are enabled to adapt their goods to the requirements of all climates, and to every 
description of work. This is a very important fact for Exporters, who may confide their orders to P. F. & Co. with the utmost 
confidence. The Export Trade has for some years been made a speciality by this house, and the steady increase of this 
department is a gratifying proof of their success in that direction. 

GRAVEL LANE, SOUTHWARK, S.E. 
(City Office—io, Bolt Court Fleet Street, E.C.)', 

( 155 ) 
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FURNIVAL & CO.'S 
PATENT 

“EXPRESS” Sitojraphit printing JMting. 

T'HE attention of Lithographers is called to the fact, that we have now reconstructed our LITHO. MACHINE, 
in order to meet the long-felt want for a Machine capable of producing the finest class of Line work, and 

also the highest class of Chromo work. 

No Machine hitherto made fully meets the wants of the Trade in these respects; but after careful investigation, 
aided by the experience of some of the leading Printers in the country, we have effected such improvements as will 
meet every known requirement and excel anything hitherto made. 

The special point in this Machine is its greatly increased Inking and Distributing power. 

By means of a SPECIAL DOCTOR, only to be found on our LITHO. MACHINES, the supply of 
Ink to various parts of the Job can be regulated and varied in the simplest manner. 

The DISTRIBUTING AND INKING ROLLERS can be worked diagonally—at any angle required— 
or straight at will, the change from one position to the other being effected without the use of a screw-key. 

The ROLLER BRACKETS are constructed to fit the rollers perfectly at any angle, for the purpose of 
ensuring silent working, and have large wearing surfaces, thus giving permanency to the arrangement. 

The INKING ROLLERS can be run on the Slab without working on the Stone (for distributing the Ink), 
and can be set to fall on to any part of the Stone to suit the job. 

The RISING BED is constructed so that either side can be raised separately, thus entirely obviating the 
necessity of packing the stone. 

Each Machine is fitted with eight Inking Rollers, eight Distributing Rollers, and Two Duct Rollers, covered 
with French Calf Skins ; also three polished Riders for the Inkers, and two Damping Rollers; and preparation is 
also made so that a large number of Rollers can be used when desired. 

By this increased Inking power Double Inking is rendered unnecessary ; though to meet any special case each 
Machine is fitted with Automatic Double Inking Apparatus. 

FURNIVAL & CO. are also Sole Makers of Hird’s Patent Deliverer for Litho. Machines, which has 
several important advantages over any hitherto introduced. 

MAV BE SEEN AT WORK AT OUR 

LONDON HOUSE-7, CHARTERHOUSE STREET, HOLBORN CIRCUS, E.C., 
AND 

52, OGDEN STREET. FAIRFIELD STREET, MANCHESTER. 
( >56 ) 
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MEDAL AWARDED 

IN COMPETITION WITH OTHER 

ipkfm printing 

FURNIVAL & CO.’S 
NEW PATENT 

“CAXTON 
§btt« frinlinj jftstliiitt. 

*#* In introducing to your notice our NEW PATENT 

“CAXTON” PLATEN PRINTING MACHINE, we beg 

to call your attention to the several important points in 

which we claim absolute superiority over every other 

Platen in the Market. 

EASE OF WORKING. —In designing this Machine great attention has 
been given to the balancing of all the moving parts to ensure light running, 
and the results obtained are most satisfactory. By an arrangement (Patented) 
the speed of the Platen on approaching the type is greatly reduced, and a 
long dwell obtained, entirely obviating the shock and the jar common to all 
other Machines, and ensuring the production of clear and sharp work 
without any impression on the back, as (owing to the great power of the 
Machine) a hard instead of a soft bed can be used. A long rest for laying 
on the sheet is also obtained, rendering it very easy to feed. 

PERFECT DISTRIBUTION .—Various methods have been adopted by other makers to obtain a perfect distribution of Ink, but with only 
partial success. We claim for the “Caxton" that in this respect it is very far in advance of anything hitherto introduced. The distributing 
is constantly going on when the Machine is in motion. Between every impression the Disc moves one-fourth of its circumference, and a 
Special Distributing Roller, in addition to the Inking Rollers, passes over its entire surface twice. The Disc is also made larger in diameter than 
usual, and is so arranged that the Rollers are Inked evenly their entire length, without the use of the corner pieces which every practical printer 
knows to be so objectionable. The Roller which supplies the ink to the Disc, instead of receiving just a streak of ink from the duct, as in all other 
Machines, can be inked over its entire circumference, when required for heavy work, thus, in most cases, obviating the necessity for Double Inking. 

THE CHASE (Patented) is automatically secured to the Type-bed, in such a manner that it is impossible for it to be put in wrongly, or to 
get loose and fall out ; and it is also fitted with a handle to facilitate removing and placing it in position. 

THE FRISKET FINGERS (Patented) are very conveniently arranged. By simply turning a handle they become loose in the bar, and 
fall back on the Platen in full view for adjustment. Turning the handle back tightens them and elevates them off the plate into their place 
for the reception of the sheet. 

THE IMPRESSION can be accurately altered from printing the thinnest paper to the thickest cardboard, by means of one screw (Patented), 
which cannot be done on any other Platen Machine. 

THROW-OFF MOTION.—By a very simple arrangement the impression can be thrown off at any part of the stroke, an advantage that 
will at once be appreciated. 

THE “CAXTON” is elegant in design, strong in build, and constructed of the best materials. Steel Shafts are used instead of the ordinary 
Wrought Iron, and all the parts are highly finished. 

Sizes and Prices on application. 

WORKS: 52, OGDEN STREET, FAIRFIELD STREET, MANCHESTER, 

7, CHARTERHOUSE STREET, HOLBORN CIRCUS, LONDON, E.C. 
2 a ( 157 ) 
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The ££ GRAPHIC ” UL_A.OEEIItTES. 
PARSONS % DAVIS, PATENTEES. 

The “Graphic” Machine for fine Book or Colour Work—Speed from 800 to 1,200 per hour. As supplied for the Art Journal 
Supplements of The Graphic, and Melbourne Illustrated Ncivs. 

The "GRAPHIC” TTPO-LITHO. MACHINE, perfectly free from Vibration and almost Noiseless—Speed up to 900 per hour. 
Four Machines supplied for printing the Chromo Supplements of The Graphic. 

TESTIMOITIALS. 
_ From W. L. Thomas, Esq., the Manager of The Graphic. “190, Strand, London, Oct. 6, 1875. 

“ Gentlemen,—We have much pleasure in expressing our satisfaction with the working of both Machines that you have made for us. The result of their working 
has been an improvement in the printing of a very marked character.'—I am, Gentlemen, yours faithfully, 

“ Messrs. B. W. Davis & Co.” _ “ WM. L. THOMAS, Manager of The Graphic. 

... “3, Rochester-square, Camden-road, N.W., Dec. 4, 1876. 
“ Dear Sirs,—I wish to give my testimony as to the value of your ‘ Graphic ’ Lithographic Printing Machine, which has been in constant use printing my work for 

many months. I find in every respect it is better than the ordinary Machine, being steadier, faster, and has such good rolling power that I am confident it is capable of 
printing any work drawn in either chalk or ink at least as well, if not far better (for long numbers undoubtedly), than any hand press. As I have been practically engaged 
in Lithography for twenty years, perhaps my opinion may be of use.— I remain, yours truly, 

“Messrs. Parsons & Davis.” “ SAMUEL J. HODSON. 

THE ONLY MACHINES THAT ARE NOW USED FOR PRINTING “THE GRAPHIC.” 

Prices on application to B. W. DAVIS, Engineer, Lower Keimington Lane, London, S.E. 
( 158 ) 
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NEWSTJM, WOOD, <Ss 3D1TSOIT, 
MAKERS AND ORIGINAL INVENTORS OF THE WELL-KNOWN 

LEEDS AND PARAGON LITHOGRAPHIC MACHINES. 
CHEAPEST and BEST OUT. Warranted the 

most perfect in Register, the Simplest and Strongest 
in Construction. The only Litho Machine that has 
got the Adjustable Diagonal Rolling. These Ma¬ 
chines have been thoroughly tested throughout the 
United Kingdom and abroad, and are acknowledged 
to be the most perfect for delicacy of Register, and 
are supplied with best French skins. Also Makers 
of STEAM and HAND LITHO PRESSES. 

Awarded PRIZE MEDAL 

PARIS EXHIBITION, 
1878. 

The Highest Recommen¬ 
dation at the London 

Exhibition, 1872. 
The Highest Medal at 

the Yorkshire 
Exhibition, 1875. 

Post Folio 
Crown 
Demy 
Double Crown ... 
Double Demy ... 
Double Double 

Crown . 
Quadruple Demy 
Quadruple Double 
Crown. 

18 x 11 
22 x 16 
25 x 21 
32 x 23 
38 x 26 

40 x 30 
46 x 36 

60 x 40 

Two Sets of Rollers, Screw 
Key, and Tommies are 

supplied with each Machine. 

IMPROVED LITHO AND LETTER-PRESS MACHINE COMBINED, WITH PATENT FLYERS. 

Prices, Terms, and Testimonials, on application 

at our Works. 

IMPROVED LETTER-PRESS, WITH PATENT FLYERS. IMPROVED LITHO, WITH PATENT FLYERS. 

N. W. & D.’s Patent Flyers can now be seen daily at work on one of their Demy Lithos, with perfect success, in the York Exhibition. 

MEADOW ROAD, LEEDS, [and 6, BREAD STREET HILL, LQEBOlj E.C, 
3 a 8 ( ) 
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PRINTING INKS. 

PRIZE MEDAL AWARDED. 

JOHN KIDD & CO. 
SUCCESSORS TO BENJAMIN SMITH 6- SON, ORIGINAL AND JUSTLY CELEBRATED 

tinting Jnlt IJfennfactnrm, 

Newspaper Ink, 
Unsurpassed for richness of colour and freedom in working, is perfectly pure, and free from grit. Covers more space than any 
other manufactured, and specially adapted for the “Hoe,” “Walter,” “Victory,” and other Fast Machines. 

Standard Bookwork Ink, 
The permanent brilliant Jet Black is unchanged by time or the action of any climate, and well worth the attention of the Trade 

and Shippers to foreign countries. 

Coloured Inks 
Of every Shade and Description, manufactured on the shortest notice by steam power, and Shippers supplied on the very best 

terms. 

.Lithographic Inks & Varnishes 
IN EVERY VARIETY. 

GOVERNMENT AND RAILWAY CONTRACTORS. 

FOREIGN DEPOTS: 

PARIS, SYDNEY, MELBOURNE, CALCUTTA, BOMBAY, MADRAS, 

NAPLES, So. So. 

--■ 

All Letters, Orders, and Remittances to be addressed to 

7, WINE-OFFICE COURT, FLEET STREET, LONDON, E.C. 

FACTORY AND CHEMICAL WORKS, OLD FORD, BOW. 
( 160 ) 
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LANHAM’S PATENT “VICTORY” PRINTING ROLLERS. 
The Only Rollers Awarded a PRIZE MEDAL at the Paris Exhibition, 1878. 

Prospectuses, Price Lists, and List of Firms who have been supplied, sent gratis upon application to the Sole Manufacturers, 

THE LANHAM PRINTING ROLLER COMPANY, LIMITED, 
75, FLEET STREET* E.C. 

( 161 ) 
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Post 8vo., Cloth, Price 5s., Post-free, 5s. 4d. 

The Grammar of Lithography. 
A PRACTICAL GUIDE for the ARTIST and PRINTER in 

Commercial and Artistic Lithography, and Chromo - Lithography, Zincography, Photo - Lithography, 

And Lithographic Machine Printing. 

BY W. ID- R/IOHMOIT'D. 

The Proof-Sheets of this Work have been Revised by some of the most eminent men connected with the Art of Litho¬ 

graphy, amongst whom may be mentioned Mr. Louis Haghe, Mr. Michael Hanhart, Mr. William Simpson, Mr 

Harry Sandars, Captain Abney, R.E., Mr. Lewis, Mr. Beatty, &>c. &c. &°c., the result being a more than usually 

complete and reliable Work. 

“ Up to the present time there has been no hand-book of the art 
of lithography worthy in any way of the attention of the practical man, 
except the English translation of the original treatise of Senefelder 
himself. The reproach has now been wiped away, and the trade, as 
well as amateurs, will ever be indebted to the enterprise and judgment 
which have produced this book. It was compiled under circumstances 
unusually favourable to accuracy and completeness. The writer, Mr. 
W. D. Richmond, formerly a country lithographer, with experience of 
every class of work, had studied the correlated sciences, such as 
chemistry, with a view to understand and expound the principles upon 
which lithography depends. His manuscript was set up in type, and 
proofs forwarded to a number of experts in different departments—men 
of great technical ability, like Mr. Hanhart, and of artistic skill, like 
Mr. Louis Haghe. The corrections and additions thus gained were 
considered and incorporated together by the editor of the Printing 
Times and Lithographer. If the book be tested in any particular the 
great advantage of this process will be apparent. The Grammar is 
thorough in every detail; and, in fact, may be recommended as a 
model of a hand-book of the kind. We ought to mention, also, that 
there are not a few original methods brought before the trade now for 
the first time, besides many improvements on previously known ones. 
In fact, all that can be imparted relative to the lithographic arts by 
verbal instruction is here lucidly and succinctly presented. At the end 
are the titles, &c., of previously published books and tracts on the 
subject, the list being the most complete that has yet been drawn up.” 
—Printers' Register. 

“ It is the work of a competent practical man—Mr. W. D. Rich¬ 
mond—and the information given may be depended on.”—The Builder, 

April 12, 1879, p. 412. 

“Lithographers and the Printing trade in general are greatly 
indebted to the care and practical supervision which have been 
bestowed upon this work, which may be received as the only complete 
handbook of this artistical branch of the Printing business which has 
yet appeared. Mr. W. D. Richmond, the author, is a lithographer 
of great experience, and in the compilation of his work has been 
greatly assisted by members of the profession. The Grammar is very 
elaborate and complete, and enters into every necessary detail of the 
art, together with many modern improvements as yet but little known. 
Parti, is confined to drawing, transferring, and printing; Part II. 
touches machines and machine printing. The book is tastefully got 
up and excellently printed, and altogether is most creditable to the 
firm which has issued it to the trade.”—Press News. 

“Senefelder’s book, though useful in its day, has gone by; but since 
its publication no work of any importance has appeared on this 
subject. “ The Grammar of Lithography ” appeared in a serial form in 
The Printing Times and Lithographer, in which it attracted con¬ 
siderable attention, and its re-appearance in the form of a complete 
handbook will doubtless be welcomed by the trade generally. Its 
author, Mr. W. D. Richmond, is a practical lithographer of many 
years’ experience ; and he has certainly acquitted himself of his task 
in a highly creditable and workmanlike manner. The editor of The 
Printing Times and Lithographer carefully revised the proofs, and in 
addition to .this he has written an introduction to the complete work, 

the only fault of which is that it is too short.”—Paper and Printing 
Trades' Journal. 

“ A practical guide to the artist and printer in commercial and 
artistic lithography and its kindred branches, of which a full and 
explicit account is presented. In its manner, an endeavour is made 
to adopt a style simple enough for the learner and the self-educator, 
while the matter is intended to be comprehensive enough as a vade 
mecurn for those already possessing a knowledge of the general prin¬ 
ciples and ordinary practice of the art. The plan pursued is to give 
a description of the materials, tools, implements, and machinery, and 
then to state their application. As showing the very comprehensive 
nature of this useful little treatise, it deals with the stones, inks, 
transfer-papers, drawing-presses, and all the adjuncts used in litho¬ 
graphy, and contains numerous directions and hints drawn from actual 
practice in this beautiful and useful art. The author gives the results 
of his own experience of twenty-three years, and he has succeeded in 
explaining, in clear and simple language, the various processes involved 
and the chemical and mechanical bases of the art. The V'ork is a 
most acceptable addition to the technical books now issuing from the 
press ; and we are pleased to recognise in it another invaluable help 
to our skilled artisans in rendering them yet more proficient and 
intelligent in their calling.”—Capital and Labour. 

Translation from Annales de L'Imprimerie, at Brussels, of February, 
1879:— 

‘5 The Grammar of Lithography ” or practical guide to the artist and 
printer in lithography, chromo-lithography, zincography, &c., and in 
the mechanical impression of lithography, has been published by our 
confrere The Fruiting Times and Lithographer in a series of very 
interesting articles, the first of which appeared so far back as the month 
of January, 1875, and the collection of which in one volume forms the 
veritable and indispensable guide to the lithographer of the nineteenth 
century. The work contains 24 chapters, besides an appendix, and is 
divided into two parts. In the first the author occupies himself with 
tracings and impressions. The second is devoted to machines and the 
various modes of impression obtained. In typography we possess the 
remarkable works of M. Waldow, of Leipsic, and the recent work of 
M. Monet. In lithography the w'orks of Senefelder and Engelmann, 
published some time previously, could not, despite their incontestable 
merit, serve to-day as a guide, since the domain of lithography has 
been enriched by marvellous discoveries and not less marvellous 
applications. The work of Mr. Richmond fills a regrettable blank, 
and the author has taken great care to make his book as complete as 
possible. The various branches of lithography are studied with the 
most serious attention and judiciously treated. The author has by no 
means lost sight of the practical side, and the clearness of this re¬ 
markable publication is another title to the attention of all printers. 
We address our thanks and praise to the author and editor. We 
are happy to learn that the Typologie- Tucker has obtained per¬ 
mission to print a translation of the Grammar of Lithography, which 
wall be very useful to those who are, unfortunately, not familiar with 
the English language. We hope that our confrere M. Tucker will 
authorise us to make some extracts from this French translation for the 
benefit of the readers of the Annales de VImprimerie." 

WYMAN & SONS, 81, GREAT QUEEN STREET, LINCOLN’S-INN FIELDS, LONDON, W.C, 
( l6a ) 
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An Engine which Works without a Boiler or Steam. 
AVERAGE WEEKLY DELIVERY (including Continental) OVER TWENTY ENGINES. 

The durability of these Engines is now established by experience, one 
of them having run night and day at the Hinckley Gas Works for over 

twelve months without any expenditure for repair; this being equal to 

about years’ average work. 

STARTS AT A MOMENT’S NOTICE. 

No trouble with Coal, 

Ashes, Smoke, Insurance, 

Water, or constant at¬ 

tendance. 

Ouer 1,900 already delivered. 

Very numerous Testimonials from Users, 

including Engineers, Men of Science, and 

o tliers, on application to the Makers. 

No Glands to pack, or 

Water Gauges and Steam 

Gauges to watch. 

THE “OTTO” SILENT GAS ENGINE, 
(“Otto" and Crossley’s Patents, 1876 and 1877). 

THEY ARE USED FOR ALL KINDS OF PURPOSES, CHIEFLY FOR HOISTING, PRINTING, AND PUMPING. 
VVVVVVVVVVV>rVVVVVVVVVVVVVVV'VV'- 

( NOMINAL HORSE POWER i 1 2 3M 8 12 16 ) nfTFRFn 
h\Llh £ MAXIMUM HORSE POWER I U 21 4 9 12 18 24 ) LJHERtU. 

WORKS & HEAD OFFICES: rtoAQSl RdATUPDC LONDON HOUSE: 
Gt.Margro’ St.,Gloster St. VS1UD3LL ¥ WRU I HLIIOj 116, Queen Victoria St., E.C. 

MANCHESTER. 
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Medal for Progress, Ch. LORILLEUX fils Aine, GOLD MEDAL, 

Vienna, 1873. OFFICE: 16, RUE SUGER, PARIS. 

WORKS at PUTEAUX and NANTERRE (SEINE). 

Paris, 1878. 

PRINTING INK MANUFACTURER. 
Letterpress and Machine Printers’ Ink for Bookwork, Illustrated and ordinary News work. 

COLOUEED LETTEBPEESS IZEsTKIS ZEnOIR, ZFULsTE WOEK & POSTEES. 

LITHOGRAPHIC INKS—BLACK INK and COLOURED INK for MACHINE and PRESS. 

MANUFACTURER OF THE BEST QUALITY LITHOGRAPHIC VARNISHES. 

PRICE LIST AND BOOK OF SPECIMENS FORWARDED ON RECEIPT OF TRADE CARD. 

London Agent —C. MAYER, 62, HOLBORN VIADUCT, E.C. 

Sole Agents for North of England, Scotland, and Ireland—Messrs. STROEGER & CO., 68, Barton Arcade, Manchester. 

SPECIAL NOTICE RELATING TO PRIZE PUZZLES. 
A Positive literary 

Necessity 
in every Household. 

THE 
-BRIEF ■ Indispensable 

to 
Every Library. 

WEEK’S NEWS 
An Epitome of the Press for the Home Circle, Travellers, & Residents Abroad 

On July 4, the first of a Series of PRIZE PUZZLES was commenced. PRIZES to the value of 

FORTY GUINEAS PER ANNUM will be awarded to the Successful Competitors. A Prize Puzzle is 

reserved for Children under Thirteen Years of Age ; and a Special Prize of £>5- 5s. will be given quarterly for 

Colonists and Residents Abroad. For particulars see current issue of “Brief: the Week’s News.” 

Every Friday.—Price Twopence. Annual Subscription (post-free) 10s. 10d., payable in advance. 

WYMAN & SONS, 81, GREAT QUEEN STREET, LONDON, W.C. 

Icntli Year of Publication. 

THE 

PRINTING TIMES 
AND 

LITHOGRAPHER: 
An Illustrated Monthly Technical 

and Fine-Aft Journal of 

^aptr-mahing, 
AND THE 

8Crab.es. 
Published on the 15th of each 

Month. 

Price Sixpence per copy. 
Annual Subscription (payable 
in advance), ys. 6d., Post-free. 

To the Publishers of The Printing Times and Lithographer, 

81, Great Queen-street, London, W.G. 

Please forward to me_cop_of 

The Printing Times and Lithographer for__Months, post-< 

free, for which I enclose____ 

Name______. 

A ddress ____ 

Date 

Post-Office Orders and Cheques to be made ‘payable to WymAn & Sons, West Central 

District Post Office, High Holborn, London. 
( 164 ) 
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The DIAMOND 

Self-Clamp Paper Cutter. 
(Patented 1876, in Great Britain and tlie United States.) 

The above is a representation of the extra heavy Machine for Paper Makers and heavy work. 

THE DIAMOND 
turns out at least 50 per 
cent, more work than any 

competitor. 

THE DIAMOND 
is entirely Self-Clamping, 
and thus all “ overhead ” 

work is avoided. 

THE DIAMOND 
will cut “ heads,” “ tails,” 
and “fbredges” at one time 
without altering the gauge. 

THE DIAMOND 
has given complete satis¬ 
faction to every purchaser. 

THE DIAMOND 
is T ZEE IE Machine in 

America. 

First Premium, Philadelphia, 1876. 

HAZELL, WATSON, & VINEY, 
6, KIRBY ST., HATTON GARDEN, 

Are the Sole Licensees for the above Machine in Great 

Britain, and, from their own experience, strongly recom¬ 

mend the attention of PRINTERS, BOOK¬ 
BINDERS, and STATIONERS to the great 

saving effected by this Machine. It is made in London 

by eminent Engineers. 

Prices and Particulars on application as above. 

THE DIAMOND 
has an Indicator which 
shows instantly where the 
knife will come on the 
work, and saves much time. 

THE DIAMOND 
has a fly wheel always run¬ 
ning, and the starting is 
therefore instantaneous, and 

the stopping automatic. 

THE DIAMOND 
can be seen at any time in 
full work on our premises, 

6, KIRBY STREET, 
HATTON GARDEN, E.C. 

2 b ( 165 ) 
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BAYES & CO., 
PRINTERS’ BROKERS, 

AND DEALERS IN EVERY DESCRIPTION OF 

MACHINES AND MATERIALS 
For PRINTERS, IITH0GRATI1ERS, and BOOKBINDERS. 

A large assortment 0/Second-hand Machines, Presses 
and Material always in stock. 

Send for Monthly Price Lists. 

48, WOOD STREET, LIVERPOOL. 

WYMAN’S 

DICTIONARY of STATIONERY, 
AND 

Compendium of Useful Information for flic Office, Counting- 
House, and Library. 

Profusely Illustrated. Will be forwarded on application 

free by post for twelve stamps. 

8r, GREAT QUEEN STREET, LONDON, W.C. 

T. KNAPP, 
PRINTERS’, STATIONERS’, AND 

BOOKSELLERS’ VALUER, 
AND AGENT FOR SALE OF 

BUSINESSES & NEWSPAPER PROPERTIES, 

25, PATERNOSTER SQ., LONDON, E.C., 

AND 

ELDON CHAMBERS, CHERRY STREET, 

BIRMINGHAM, 

Respectfully offers his services in VALUATIONS in 
the above BUSINESSES ; and from his intimate and 
practical knowledge both of the Wholesale and Retail 
Printing, Stationery, and Bookselling Trades, gained 
during an experience of upwards of thirty years, he 
is confident of giving satisfaction to those gentlemen 
who may entrust him with their commands. (Estab¬ 
lished 1870.) Monthly List of Businesses for Sale, gratis 
and post-free. Clients met by appointment either in 
London or Birmingham free of charge. 

T. C. THOMPSON, 
MAKER AND DEALER IN 

Printing and Bookbinding Machinery 
and Material. 

Improved PAGM k PERFORATING MACHINES, Hand & Treadle. 
LISTS ON APPLICATION. 

43, LOWER MOSLEY ST., MANCHESTER. 
WORKS: BACK IRWELL STREET. 

HENRY MAYO, 
SHOW CARD AND MAP MOUNTER, 

YARNISHER of all kinds of Colour-Printing to the Trade, 
BOTTLE LABELS, ALMANACKS, 

Box Tops, Tickets, Show Tablets, &c., 

541, CONSTITUTION HILL, BIRMINGHAM, 
Inventor and only Maker of the New Varnish Cloth 

Show Card without Glass. 
Wood Mounts for Maps, Show Cards, Almanacks, &c. 

Show Papers converted into Transparencies for Window Advertising. 

L’ART: 

% 
a (Si 

THE BIRMINGHAM MACHINISTS 
COMPANY, 

PRINTERS’ ENGINEERS, 

MEW ETCHINGS BY CHARLES WALTMER. 
25, BARR STREET, HOCKLEY, BIRMINGHAM, 

ARE NOW MAKING 

Published in “TART” 

H.R.H, THE PRINCE OF WALES, K.G. 
(By Special Permission). 

“A YEOMAN OF THE GUARD,” 
After J. E. MILLAIS, E.A. 

PORTRAIT OF Mrs. BISCHOFFSHEIM, 
After J. E, MILLAIS, E.A. 

SHORTLY TO BE PUBLISHED, 

THE TRIUMPHAL ENTRY OF CHARLES V, 
INTO ANTWERP, 

This Celebrated Picture by HANS MAKART (which gained a 
Grand Medal of Honour in the International Exhibition,) has been 
etched for “ L’ART ” by M. Lalanne. The Plate will be twenty- 
two inches in length. Copies of this important Etching will be 
given Gratis to the Annual Subscribers to “ L’ART. ” 

Proofs before letters, drawn on Vellum and Japanese paper, may 
be obtained at the London Office of “L’ART,” 134, New Bond 
Street, W. 

Crown 8vo., cloth, price 2S.; Post-free, 2S. 2d. 

WORKSHOP MANAGEMENT. 
A MANUAL FOR MASTERS AND MEN, 

Being Practical Remarks upon the Economic Conduct of Workshops, 
Trade Charities, &c. 

BY FREDERICK SMITH. 

WYMAN & SONS, 81, GREAT QUEEN ST., LONDON, W.C. 

PAPER BAGS!! PAPER BAGS!! 

SHUTTLEWORTH & BUNN, 
GENERAL PRINTERS, 

AND 

Paper Bag Manufacturers to the Trade, 
200, 202, & 204, WATERLOO ROAD, LONDON, 8.E. 

SAMPLES AND TRADE PRICE LIST POST FREE. 

( 166 ) 

SPECIALITIES FOR JOB PRINTERS 
AND STATIONERS. 

High-Class Workmanship, Low Prices, 

Send for Testimonials and Price Lists, 

THE CELEBRATED 

SIMPLISSIMUS SELF-INKING PRESS. 

No. 2. „ II X 7, ) For Practical every-day 
> work. One hoy produ- 

No. 3. „ 12 X 8, ) cing 800 per hour. 

Stands for Nos. 2 and 3 Extra. Prices from £3. 10s. 

OPINIONS OF THE PRESS. 

Printing Times and Lithographer, Ang., 1877.—“The mechanism is good ; the 
price very low.” 

Press News, Nov., 1877.—“ It is very simple and well suited for small jobs up to 
foolscap folio.” 

Paper and Printing Trades' Journal, March, 1878.—“ The action is powerful and 
reliable ; it turns out small jobs well and quickly.” 

Bazaar and Mart.—“Among the best Simplissinrus.” 

SEND FOR SPECIMENS. 

Stereotype Foundries, 20s. to £10. Apparatus for Rubber Stamp 
Making, £5. 

Treadle Circular Saws for Stereotypers and Printers. 

SEND FOR OUR ILLUSTRATED LIST. 
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FURNIVAL & CO.’S LIST 
OF 

Second - hand Machinery. 

One DOUBLE DEMY LITHO, by 
Mann. Nearly new. 

One 26-inch GUILLOTINE, by Cromp- 
' ton. 

One 27-inch GUILLOTINE, b\' Lilly. 

One 25-inch GUILLOTINE, by Wilson. 

One. DEMY LITHO, by Hughes & 
Kimber. 

One ALBION BLOCKING PRESS, 
by Cope. 

One 1 H.P. GAS ENGINE, by Crossley. 

One 1, H.P. GAS ENGINE, by Crossley. 

Several LITHO’ PRESSES. 

7, Charterhouse St.,Holborn Circus, 

LONDON; and 

52, Ogden Street, Ardwick, 

MANCHESTER. 

Please Notice Change of Address, the Premises having ken re-named. 

THE ORIGINAL MAKERS OF TEAK CASES. 

Advertisers’ Blocks & Posters in One or more Colours. 
Estimates Free. Catalogues of every description Illustrated. 

G. S. LITTLEJOHN, 
LITHOGRAPHIC & CHROMO-STIPPLE ARTIST, 

Designer, Illuminator, and General Draughtsman, 
10, LAURENCE POUNTNEY LANE, CANNON STREET, 

LONDON, E.C, 

ESTABLISHED 25 YEARS. 

WOOD LETTER. 

WOOD LETTER. 

WOOD LETTER. 

WOOD LETTER. 

For Specimens apply to 

T. SILK 
(Late GEORGE HIGGINS,) 

LICENSED 

PRINTERS’ BROKER 

Auctioneer & Valuer. 
WORKS : 

McLean’s Buildings, Gt. New St., 
AND 

2 & 3, Dean Street, Fetter Lane, 

FLEET STREET, CITY, E.C, 

J. S. COOK & SON, 
Successors to the late Mr. Thomas Cook, of 24, Brook St., Holborn. 

Established 1789, 

BRASS RULE CUTTERS, 
^rutters* j&nftfcs. 

Makers of Galleys, Composing Sticks, and Printing Materials in 
general, of the highest quality, for Town, Country, and Export. 

Inventors and Manufacturers of Brass Space Lines. 

BRASS-FACED RULES, 
INVARIABLE COMPOSING STICKS, &c. 

112, FORE STREET, LONDON, E.C. 

WILFRID WORKS, CHALK FARM ROAD. 
CAMDEN TOWN, N.W. 

REMOVED FROM WORMWOOD STREET AND BARTHOLOMEW CLOSE. 

ESTABLISHED 1810 

Pautographic, Medallick, Spiral, Radiated, Graduated, Engine - Turning, 
Ornamental, Anti-forgery, General Engraving for Copper-plate, 

Lit/io, or Letterpress Printing, 

Bank Notes, Cheques, Bills of Exchange, Share Certificates, Vignettes 
Scrolls, Backgrounds, Skies, Cloads, Graining and Stipple 

Tint Plates, Section and Scale Lines, Prize 
Medals. &c. &c. 

ZORN, BAHNSON, & CO., 
MANUFACTURERS AND IMPORTERS OF 

LITHOGRAPHIC MATERIALS, 
LITHOGRAPHIC STOKES, yellow or grey, of the finest quality. 

COLOURED AND BLACK INKS. | Specially manufactured for Litlio- 

FINE DRY COLOURS. ) graphic Printing, 

DUSTING COLOURS, in all Shades 

BRONZE POWDERS, SNAKE STONE, &c. 

& n, GARRICK STREET, COVENT GARDEN, LONDON, W.C. 

And at n6, INGRAM STREET, GLASGOW. 

ESTABLISHED 1832. 

CHARLES F. MOORE, 
Late SCOTT, WATSON, & CO., 

BRASS RULE CUTTER, 
MANUFACTURER OF 

CIRCLES, OVALS, SHAPES, ZINC & BRASS GALLEYS.&c. 

25, TY80E STREET, CLERKENWELL, LONDON, W.C. 

L. CORNELiSSEN & TALLE, 
22, Great Queen-Street, W.C., 

Manufacturers and Importers of 

COLOURS, PRINTING INK, AND VARNISHES FOR 
paris. LITHOGRAPHY. Vienna. 

FIRST-CLASS COLOURS FOR CKROMO. 

1867. 
ifttljograglw Materials. 1873. 

Transfer Paper of all Kinds, for Chalk Drawings, Diaphanic Colour Work, &c. 

List of Prices on Application. 

USEFUL TO THE COUNTRY TRADE. 
Papyrograph Fac-simile Printing. 

THE PAPYROGRAPH 
Is invaluable to Country Stationers, Secretaries of Insurance 
and Public Companies, Charitable and Religious Societies, 

the Clergy, and Business Men. 

By means of this invention a youth may produce, in an ordinary 
Copying Press, 500 fac-simile impressions of Writing, 
Drawing, or Music, in about an hour, upon any kind of paper or 
linen, at an infinitesimal cost. 

The Trade Supplied with Apparatus on Special Terms. 

The process may be seen at work and prices obtained of 

WYMAN & SONS, 81, GREAT QUEEN ST. LONDON, W.C. 
Papyrograph Printing done for the Trade. 

( 167 ) 2 b 2 
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HENRY MAYO, 
$ fithl fit 

MANUFACTURER, 

Constitution Hill, Birmingham. 

WOOD ENGRAVING. 
Wood Engraving in the very best style, 

Cheaper than any other house in the Trade. 

W. H. TILBY, 
49, Essex Street, Strand, 

LONDON, W.C. 

Westleys & Co, 

Hmfatfurwj ^ooItKnbers, 

10, FRIAR STREET, 

T^Doetors’ ifommons, 

LONDON, E.C. 

RICHARD MILLS WOOD, 
Cfjjc-Jxumbcr, 

3, St. John’s Parade, Byroffi Street, 
MANCHESTER. 

CRIMING MATERIALS of EVERY DESCRIPTION. 

Electrotyping and Stereotyping. 

The Printing Times 
AND LITHOGRAPHER, 

An Illustrated, Technical, and Fine- 
Art Journal of 

Typography, Lithography, 
Papermaking, 

AND THE AUXILIARY TRADES. 

BACK NUMBERS. 
Owing to the demand for Back Numbers 

of this Journal, the stock of copies belong¬ 
ing to the Old Series is very limited. 
Those who wish to complete Sets should 
make immediate application. The price 
of all Back Numbers is One Shilling each. 

OFFICE: 

81, Great Queen St,, London, W.C. 

PRINTERS’ and BOOKBINDERS’ 
MACHINERY. 

ATEW and SECOND-HAND MA¬ 

CHINERY for Letterpress and 

Litho Printers, Bookbinders, and Sta¬ 

tioners, &c. &c. Send for List to 

-W. ZEE. ZBIIRGD, 
12,16, & 18, Albert St., Manchester. 

Can be transformed Ir 
Eloclrotypc. and by it 
or M3, can bo reproduced In foe simile, either reduced, enlarged o 

Printing at ordinary LETTERPRESS Machine, with Type. & 

WELLINGTON & CO., 
ditgrafors on Cupper 

TO THE TRADE, 

Southgate St., Gloucester. 

STEfEO. CSS COLUMNS 
One quarter the weight of others. Cheaper and 

Better Matter specially prepared. Cannot be dis¬ 
tinguished from the type. Comprise— 

News, Serial Tales, Selections, and Wit 
and Humour. 

Proof and Terms on application to “Excelsior" 
Stereo. Foundry, 4^, Lower Priory, Birmingham. 
London Agent, T. W. MARTIN, 89, Shoe-lane, E.C. 

$3T ELECTRO S of this design pierced in centre for type cen be h&d. PRICE 5s, 

WILLMOTT & SONS, 

MACHINE 
RULERS, 

Numerical Printers and Perforators, 

54, 55, & 56, Bartholomew Close, 
Specimens Estimates 011 application. 

ESTABLISHED 1828. 

PRINTING MACHINES 
AND 

MACHINE PRINTING, 
BEING 

A Guide for Masters and Workmen; 

Containing Valuable Hints in the 
Selection of Machines — Practical 
Guide to Making Ready — Pre¬ 
paring Cuts — Cutting Overlays — 
Rollers—Useful Hints in Manage¬ 
ment of all kinds of Printing 
Machines—Details of the Construc¬ 
tion of Machines, &c. &c. &c. 

OFFICE : 

81, Gt. Queen St., London, W.C. 

Wm, g, stoneham, 
$ff0jtbinfoer to % tato, 

-10 s ii, - 

CHARTERHOUSE BUILDINGS, 
LONDON, E.C. 

PARSONS, FLETCHER, & CO., 
rating |it(i Jpslurs. 

..'ii,>ii,'ii,'I,,Muni,m, 

EXPORT DEPARTMENT. 
From the lengthened experience Parsons, Fletcher, & Co. have had in the Export Trade, and from the fact that their Inks 
are to be found in all parts of the world, they are enabled to adapt their goods to the requirements of all climates, and to every 
description of work. This is a very important fact for Exporters, who may confide their orders to P. F. & Co. with the utmost 
confidence. The Export Trade has for some years been made a speciality by this house, and the steady increase of this 
department is a gratifying proof of their success in that direction. 

GRAVEL L A N E~ S O U T H W A R K, S.E. 
( "58 ) 

(City Office—xo, Bolt Court Fleet Street, E.C.)’ 
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To Her Majesty's Government, tilt War Depart- 

ment, India Department, Admiralty. 

vWWWWV 

LIVETT FRANK & SON, 
Ijitini HttmuMurtrs 
” AND 

OIL REFINERS, 

22, BOROUGHj 

IL03SrX)0I<r ZBiRDUDQ-IE. 

MACHINE OIL . 2s. to 4s. per Gallon. 

CLEANSING SPIRIT . Is. 3d. „ 

/' O /.’ SALE, 

ELECTROTYPES 
OK UPWARDS OF 

100,000 
ENGRAVINGS. 
Address-CASSELL PETTER & CALPIN, La 

Belle Sauvage Yard, Ludgate Hill, 

London, E.C. 

ESTABLISHED 25 YEARS. 

FOOT BROTHERS, 
Steam Litho & Letterpress Machine 

Printers to the Trade only. 

Designers and Printers of Show Cards, 
Labels, &c., in Colours. 

MACULWG for the TRADE at LOWEST POSSIBLE CHARGES. 

LITHO MACHINES from FCAP. FOLIO to 
DOUBLE ELEPHANT. 

Maps & Plans of Estates promptly executed. 

16, LITTLE TRINITY LANE, 
Queen Victoria Street, E.C.; 

Ami 13, li, & 15, Bridgewater Gardens, Aldersgatc Street, E.C. 

J. C. PAUL, 
WHOLESALE AND EXPORT 

Cjijjc-fef # printing Hlafmal 
MANUFACTURER, 

GRANVILLE WORKS, 

Granville Place, King's Cross Road, 

LONDON, W.C. 

PRINT AND PAPER. 

WYMAN & SONS 
PRINT NEWSPAPERS, 
1 MAGAZINES, BOOKS, PAMPH¬ 

LETS,CATALOGUES, PRICE-LISTS, 

SHOW-CARDS, and every description of 

Commercial Letterpress and Lithographic 

Work in the best style, and at moderate 

charges. Machine Printing for the Trade. 

A large assortment of Stationery and 

Office requirements. 

LINCOLN’S-INN STEAM 
PRINTING AND STATIONERY 

WORKS, 

74, 75, and 81, Great Queen-street, 
London, W.C. 

JEb. BABRETT, 

ENGINEER & MACHINIST, 
Numerical f tinting anil |Jerforating 

gtacfjme, 
ENVELOPE MACHINE AND 

$$tmiufad«ra-, 

19, COWCROSS STREET, E.C. 

THE “ BACKUS ” WATER MOTOR. 
10,000 SOLD, 

The BEST and CHEAPEST Motive Power. 

Uses only Half the Quantity of Water required by any other 
Motor to do same Work. 

Works at less pressure than others, great and uniform speed. 

Cannot get out of 

Order — Compact — 

Durable — Noiseless 

—Free from Danger, 

Dirt, Heat, or Smell 

— Fixed at a very 

Trifling Cost. In all 

Cases state Water- 

pressure, where 

Motor is to be Fixed, 

and Power required. 

The Backu: 

Motor. 

Prices from 

£3. 3s. to .£45 

from j to 6 

Horse Power. 

GAS 

or other small 

ENGINES 

from 

£25. 

Extracts from a few of the many Testimonials received. 

H. D. Winton, Editor, Bergen Co. Democrat, N.J., writes:—“It works 
daily, with water-pressure about 40 lb. large Campbell country press ; costs 100 
per cent, less in running than steam, always ready, safe, and needs no attention.” 

The Editor Hunterdon Co. Democrat saysAfter a long test it is a 
decided success. _ With 30 lb. water-pressure we print 900 impressions per hour. 
It is perfectly reliable. We formerly printed with 5 H.-P. steam-engine.” 

Editor, Bangor Daily Corntnercial, writes: — “With a ^45 ‘Backus 
Motor,’ we drive a large Hoe Stop Cylinder Press, using two small streams of 
water little larger than the stem of an apple, with the steadiness and reliability 
of the great Corless Engine at the Centennial Exhibition.” 

Read Descriptive Notice in “Printer’s Register,” April, 1879. 

SUTCLIFFE BROS., Climax Works, Birkenhead. 

WENSLEY & WENSLEY, 
Engravers and Designers, 

HERALDIC, ORNAMENTAL, VIGNETTE, 
AND WRITING, 

exhibition medals. 

Specialise—“ Ye Olde Style.” 
180 & 181. FLEET STREET. E.C. 

The Printing Times 
AND LITHOGRAPHER, 

An Illustrated, Technical, and Fine- 
Art Journal of 

Typography, Lithography, 
Papermaking, 

and the auxiliary trades. 

BACK NUMBERS. 
Owing to the demand for Back Numbers 

of this Journal, the stock of copies belong¬ 
ing to the Old Series is very limited. 
Those who wish to complete Sets should 
make immediate application. The price 
of all Back Numbers is One Shilling each. 

OFFICE : 

81,Great Queen St., London, W.C, 

NAJORK & PRAETORIUS, LEIPZIG-PLAGWITZ, 
(Late Gustav Najork & Co.), 

SOLE MAKERS OF THE CELEBRATED 

LI PSI AN CHROMO PAPER, 
Which is specially prepared both in the coating and in the Raw-paper for Chromo-Lithographic 

Printing by Steam as well as Hand, and warranted not to stretch or 
leave the coat on the stone. 

The enamel being prepared according to a secret in the possession of 
this firm alone, is distinguished by its exquisite velvet-like surface, which 
gives a peculiar transparence to the colours and at the same time endows 
them with an extraordinary brilliance, both of which qualities cannot be 
over-estimated in printing. 

This Paper is almost exclusively used in the majority of important 
Chromo-Printing Establishments of Great Britain and Ireland, where it 
has the preference over every other make. 

Printed Specimens supplied on application ; also sample sheets of any 
quality for printing trials sent Post-free. 

Any weight or size supplied. Orders will in every case be promptly 
executed. 

All goods to Great Britain and Ireland delivered free warehouse. 
Prices exceedingly moderate, lower than English-made Chromo-papers, 

quality at the same time surpassing any other make of the world. 

Specialities in bright and dull enamel for Show-Cards, Calendars, Menus, Ball Programmes, &c., &c. 

AgentCHARLES MAYER, Queen Anne’s Chambers, 62, Holborn Viaduct, E.C. 
( I(59 ) 
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The Scale of Charges for Advertising Situa¬ 

tions is as follows:— 

Three Lines and under.is. 6d. 

Every Additional Line. 6d. 

SITUATIONS VACANT, 

OVERSEER WANTED, in first- 
class Jobbing Office; one accustomed to 

Book-work.—Tempus, 3, Wollaston-terrace, 
Dorchester. 

T ITHOGRAPHIC PRINTER.— 
J—/ The Government of Western Australia 
requires the services of a thoroughly com¬ 
petent LITHOGRAPHIC PRINTER, ac¬ 
customed to printing from Photolithographic 
Transfers. The engagement to be for three 
years at a salary of Jj/150 a year, with free 
passage out and (conditionally) home again, 
but a prospect is held out of further employ¬ 
ment in the Colony.—-Applications, stating 
the age of the applicant, whom he has served 
under, &c., and accompanied by testimonials 
as to character and qualifications, must be 
addressed to the Crown Agents for the 
Colonies, Downing-street, S.W., and sent to 
them not later than the 27th instant. 

London, 12th August, 1879. 

District reporter re¬ 
quired, to represent a Provincial 

Daily Newspaper. Must be able to take a 
good note, and produce References as to 
character and efficiency.—Apply to II. J. 
Infield, Sussex Daily News, Brighton. 

TO COMPOSITORS.—Competent 
WORKING FOREMAN WANTED, 

used to and to take charge of small country 
News and Jobbing Office. To make up eight 
page weekly. — Address, stating terms and 
references, C. E. D., care of Mr. J. Secra, 
King’s Bridge, Canterbury. 

SITUATIONS WANTED, 

Engraving.—situation 
WANTED, Copper-plate preferred. 

Can write on Stone. Reference, present 
master.—Address J. Watt, Observer Office, 
Lancaster. 

'TURNOVER. —SITUATION 
-L WANTED by a Strong Active Lad of 

18, pretty good at Case and Press, and has a 
fair knowledge of Binding; anxious to improve. 
Small wages will do.—Address George, 

Advertiser Office, Rugby. 

T ITHOGRAPHIC ARTIST 
J—/ SEEKS SITUATION.—Well up in 
Show-cards, Labels, Designs, and Colour. 
Also Engraving on Stone for plans, writing 
and mercantile work.—Address W. 91, Messrs. 
Wyman & Sons, 81, Great Queen-street, 
London, W.C. 

Bookbinders. — situation 
WANTED by a Young Man as General 

Hand, Plain or Gold Blocker. Plas had 

Management.—Address R. COOK, Mells, 
Frome, Somerset. 

( 17° ) 

COMPOSITOR.—A Good Jobbing 
V— Hand seeks a Re-Engagement. Ex¬ 
cellent references ; total abstainer.—J. Goto- 

bed, Annesdale-terrace, Ely. 

TO MASTER PRINTERS.— 
1 WANTED, by a good, steady'Hand, a 

SITUATION as Compositor in a News and 
Jobbing Office. News or Case alone if re¬ 
quired.—Address E., Melton.road, Wood- 
bridge. 

Newspaper proprietors, 
Advertising Agents, &c. SITUATION 

WANTED by a Young Man, aged 22, eight 
years’ experience in City offices ; good refer¬ 
ences. Address W. S., care of Mr. Walpole, 
93, Fleet-street, E.C. 

T ITHO’ PRESS. — SITUATION 
J—/ wanted as an Improver ; can transfer. 
J., care of Mr. Gomall, Printer, St. Alban’s. 

PRESS. — An accomplished 
JOURNALIST is open to RE-EN- 

GAGEMENT as SUB-EDITOR or Reporter. 
Verbatim notetaker. Good at summarising, 
and smart original writer. Daily paper 
preferred. Has edited several weeklies. Tes¬ 
timonials and specimens of work.—Address 
Ajax, May’s Advertising Office, 159, Picca¬ 
dilly, W. 

TO MASTER PRINTERS.— 
I WANTED, by a steady Man, SITUA¬ 

TION in jobbing office. Foreman in small 
office preferred. Permanency required. Good 
references.—Address H. J. Ball, Bell-street, 
Shaftsbury. 

MISCELLANEOUS, 

rTO BE LET.—SHOW ROOM 
-L for Fancy Stationery and Inventions 

connected with the Trade; also, a small 
OFFICE for Letter-press and Lithographic 
Printers, in the rear of premises, 73, Cheap- 
side (entrance in St. Pancras-lane, Queen- 
street).—Apply : Mead & Company, 73, 
Cheapside, E.C. 

A GENTS WANTED ON COM- 
A. MISSION to introduce Business in all 
kinds of STAMPING and MULTIPLEX 
WRITING APPLIANCES. — See Adver¬ 
tisement in this Journal, page 175.—The 

Commercial Ink and Stamp Co., 329, 
High Holbom, London, W.C. 

FOR SALE. — A Second - hand 
LIVESEY’S FOLDING MACHINE, 

to Fold 49x37 in., or smaller sizes; speed 
2,500 per hour; thoroughly overhauled. Price 
low. Joseph Foster, Folding Machine 
Maker, Bow-lane Iron Works, Preston. 

Newspaper property in 
BELGIUM. The Proprietor of a first- 

class Weekly Advertiser, established at Ant¬ 
werp since 1874, wishes to extend same by 
adding political news on the plan adopted in 
England by such papers as Public Opinion 
and Brief also Novelettes with Illustrations, 
neither of which as yet exists in Belgium. 
Capital wanted, ,£3,000 ; first-class references. 
Address, O. O., Messrs. Wyman & Sons, 
Great Queen-street, London, W.C. 

Phillips, Son & Entwisle, 
MANUFACTURERS OF 

GOLD AND SILVER LEAF AND BRONZE POWDERS, 
IMPORTERS OF 

Juidj IfWals, finMott iafo, fmwlmts, 
FINE COLOURS, 

LITHOGRAPHIC INKS, VARNISHES, &c., 

29, NEWHALL STREET, BIRMINGHAM. 

MCINTOSH’S 

DPL.A.TE INK, 
Strong, Clear, Easy to work. 8/6 per lb. 

RE-TRANSFER INK, for Stone and Type, 
Will transfer on Warm or Cold-wet Stone. Well adapted for Colour-work. 8/6 per lb. 

TRANSFER PAPER. One Make for Plate, Stone, and Type. 
&5T This Paper is also well adapted for pulling Dry Transfers for Colour-work, is suffi¬ 

ciently transparent to shine up against good light, and by using cold-wet stone an accurate 
register is secured, and great saving effected. Printed instructions sent. 

Price 25/- ter Half Ream. Demy Sample Quire, post-free, 3/7. 

WRITING AND TRACING TRANSFER PAPER from 6/- per Quire. 

F.O.O. must accompany Orders. 

G. MclNTOSH, 291, Paisley Road, Glasgow. 
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Wyman’s Technical Series, 

Crown 8 vo., cloth, price 5$. ; Post-free, 5$. a,d. 

GRAMMAR of LITHOGRAPHY. 
A Practical Guide, for the Artist and Printer, in 

Commercial and Artistic Lithography, and Chromo¬ 

lithography, Zincography, Photo-lithography, and 

Lithographic Machine Printing. With an Appen¬ 

dix containing Original Recipes for preparing 

Chalks, Inks, Transfer-papers, &c. 

By W. D. RICHMOND. 

The proof-sheets of this work have been revised by 
some of the most eminent men connected with the Art 
of Lithography, the result being a complete and reliable 
work. 

TO THE 

Howlett & Son, 
©rigtnaf (prinfoe* 

TRADE. 

Old Style & General Printers. 

Price 6d., Post-free, 7d. 

A KEY TO ONE OF THE MAIN 
DIFFICULTIES OF ENGLISH ORTHO- 

GRAPHY : Being an Alphabetical Collection of 

nearly 3,000 Words resembling others in Sound, 

but differing in Sense, Spelling, or Accentuation. 

Compiled and arranged by 

HENRY BEADNELL. 

Second Edition, crown /[to., price is. 

WYMAN’S DICTIONARY OF 
STATIONERY AND COMPENDIUM OF 

USEFUL INFORMATION for the Office, 

Counting-House, and Library. 

Crown 8vo., cloth, price is.; Post-free, is. id. 

WORKSHOP MANAGEMENT. 
A Manual for Masters and Men, being Practical 

Remarks upon the Economic Conduct of Work¬ 

shops, Trade Charities, &c. 

By FREDERICK SMITH. 

“This book should be in the hands of every master 
and workman." 

“The book is of none the less worth because the 
author happens to be modest. It is an acceptable 
contribution to industrial literature, being well penned, 
well ordered, and excellently presented by the pub¬ 
lishers."—Iron. 

Crown 2>vo., cloth, frice is.; Post-free, is. id. 

ENGLISH CHINA and CHINA 
MARKS. Being a Guide to the Principal Marks 

found on English Pottery and Porcelain: with 

Engravings of upwards of 150 marks. 

“ The illustrations, which are very numerous, include 
marks from the fifteenth to the present century, and 
thus furnish a key to many of the puzzles with which 
collectors delight to concern themselves."—City Press. 

Crown 8vo., cloth, price 4$.; Post-free, 4X. f. 

PRACTICAL CABINET-MAKER. 
Being a Collection of Working Drawings of Furni¬ 

ture, with Explanatory Notes. 

By A WORKING MAN. 

“ No master or workman engaged in the Cabinet 
trade should be without this useful manual.” 

Medium 4to., cloth gilt, bevelled boards, price ioj. 6d. 

CABINET-MAKERS’ PATTERN 
BOOK. Being Examples of Modern Furniture 

of the Character mostly in demand, selected from 

the Portfolios of the leading Wholesale Makers. 

To which are added Original Designs by First-rate 

Artists, comprising various Designs for Hall Furni¬ 

ture, Library Furniture, Dining-room Furniture, 

Drawing-room Furniture, and Bedroom Furniture. 

This will be found an invaluable work by the 
Master Cabinet-maker and Upholsterer. 

LONDON: 

witm-Aot & scots, 
74, 75, & 81, Great Queen Street, 

lincoln’s-inn fields, w.c. 

10, FRITH ST., SOHO, LONDON. ESTl MATES. 

LINEOTYPE. 
Estimates from 

H. E. TOZER, Ely House, Charterhouse Street, E.C. 

AUG. BREHMER, 
Patentee and Manufacturer oj 

AMERICAN 

Wire Book-Sewing Machines, 
19, Cow Cross Street, London, E.C. 

'T'HESE Machines are employed with equal advan- 
I tage for Sewing School-books, Novels, Pamphlets, 

or Account Books, by far excelling Hand-Sewing as to 
Flexibility, Durability, Speed, and Economy. 

May be seen in operation at 19, Cow Cross St. 

THAN 100 IN USE IN ENGLAND. 

Agency for Manchester and the North, 

JOHN HEYWOOD, Publisher, Deansgate. 

( I7i ) 
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Highest Medal Awarded, 

YORKSHIRE EXHIBITION, 1875. 

WILLIAM GREAVES, 
Maker of the IMPROVED PATENT 

“PARAGON” NOISELESS 
LITHOGRAPHIC MACHINE. 

Prize Medal Awarded, 

PARIS EXHIBITION 1878. 

THE ONLY PRIZE MEDAL AWARDED for Litho Machines in British 
Section at PARIS EXHIBITION. 

IMPORTANT NOTICE.—W. G. wishes to call attention to his Double-Demy Litho Machine, with Marcus Ward & Co.’s patent 
motion attached, and other improvements. First, the advantage of having the Inking Rollers of different sizes, which he need not enumerate 
to those who work in fine tints ; Secondly, to the Inking Brackets, which swing on a pivot, and can be set at any angle, or at two separate 
angles, consequently giving a better distributing than has ever yet been got at, either in this or any other make of Litho Machines ; and 
the advantage of the Brackets being self-adjusting, as they are fixed at any angle, is that there is not the slightest jingle of rollers in the slot- 
hole of the bracket, or any noise whatever when the rollers drop off the stone—in fact, the Machine is as near noiseless as it 
is possible to get a Machine. __ 

TESTIMONIALS. 
Royal Ulster Works, Belfast, January 24th, 1876. 

Mr. Greaves has supplied us with five of his Lithographic Machines ; they have 
given us entire satisfaction, and we have ordered another Double Demy 
Machine from him, and intend to have three more. He has fitted a number of 
our Machines with our Patent Driving Motion to our complete satisfaction, 
and by these Machines our best Colour-work is now executed 

(Have been supplied with 8 Machines.—W. G.) MARCUS WARD & CO. 

Caxton Buildings, South John Street, Liverpool, 

Mr. William Greaves. June 24th, 1873. 

Dear Sir,—We have now tested the large Lithographic Machine (Quadruple Demy) 
sufficiently to be able to judge of its capabilities. We have great pleasure in 
being able to tell you that we consider it an excellent Machine, 
capable of doing first-class work and keeping good register. 
So satisfied are we with it, as well as with the Double Demy you previously made 
for us, that we should not think of having any other make, should 
we require any new Machine besides the one you are at present making for us (viz., 
Demy).—We are, dear Sir, yours faithfully, GEORGE PHILIP & SON. 

(Have been supplied with 5 Machines.—W. G.) 

Messrs. Allbut & Daniel, Colour Printers, 

Mr. Wm. Greaves. Hanley, Staffordshire, March 24th, 1874. 

Dear Sir,—We have much pleasure in stating that the Royal Lithographic 
Machine you have lately supplied gives us great satisfaction. It is both well and 
solidly made, and is being used almost entirely for Colour-work: the register is 

perfect. In a few days we will send a specimen of work now being done.—We are, 
dear Sir, yours truly, ALLBUT & DANIEL. 

(Have been supplied with 4 Machines.—W. G.) 

109A, Cannon Street, London, E.C., September 22nd, 1874. 

Dear Sir,—In reply to your inquiries respecting the Litho Machine you have 
supplied to us, we can say that it continues to give every satisfaction. Its general 
working is all that could be desired, and for Colour-work the register is perfect. We 
consider it a most admiiably-fitted Machine, which does its work thoroughly well. 
—Yours truly, UNWIN BROS. 

Mr. Wm. Greaves, Vincent Works, Leeds. 

The Phoenix Works, Doctors' Commons, London, E.C. 

To Mr. Wm. Greaves, Leeds. May -jth, 1878. 

Dear Sir,—The Machine supplied to us by you last December is in every way 
satisfactory. The registering is more perfect than that of any other machines of 
which we have had experience. We are using it chiefly for the production of 
“ The Whitehall Portraits”; and for that and other fine work we find 
it answer admirably.—We are, dear Sir, yours truly, JUDD & CO. 

18, Clyde Street, Edinburgh, 

Mr. W. Greaves. 21 st January, 1876. 

Dear Sir,—We cannot testify too highly of the Lithographic Machine you 
supplied us. We have now tried it with all kinds 0/ registering work, and find it 
excellent in all.—We are, yours respectfully, SCOTT & FERGUSSON. 

Write for Price-list, Terms, &c., to 

VINCENT MACHINE-WORKS, GELDERD ROAD, LEEDS. 
( W2 ) 
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Whiteman & Bass 
Execute in the best style for the Trade, at low charges, 

Copper-Plate Engraving and Printing, Lithographic Writing, 
Drawing, and Printing, and Photo-Lithography. 

PRICE-LIST FREE FOR TRADE CARD. 

238 & 236, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON. 
Assistance given to practical houses in all or any of the above branches where best work is required. 

Newspaper, Book, Music, & General Type Foundry. 
MESSRS. SHANKS, REVELL, & CO., beg to call the attention 

of the Printing Trade to their BOOK, NEWSPAPER, 

and MUSIC FOUNTS, manufactured by Patent Automatic 

Machinery, which is unique, and not possessed by 

any other Type-Founder in Great Britain. 

As a proof of the greater intrinsic value of their Patent Alloy, they allow for 

Old Letter of this metal FIVEPENCE per pound in exchange, instead 

of Threepence,— a material consideration in forming a comparative 

estimate with other Founders as to the cost price of their Founts. 

Our Type has been very extensively supplied to many 

of the leading Newspaper Proprietors and Printers in 

London and the Provinces — one House alone in 

London having over 150,000 lb. in present 
use ; and reference can with confidence be given 

as to its special qualities. 

'T'HE attention of 

Newspaper Pro¬ 
prietors, Printers, and others 

is requested to the advantages 
gained by their 

ESTIMATES & SPECIMENS 

Forwarded on appli¬ 

cation. 

NEWLY-INVENTED PATENT 

ENGRAVING MACHINE & PROCESS 
For rapidly producing Type-high Blocks 

of Maps, Charts, Diagrams, Architects’ Plans, 

Sketches, and other designs, at an inexpensive 

rate. The WEATHER CHARTS and WAR 

MAPS now appearing in the Daily and Weekly News¬ 

papers are engraved, and a Type-high Stereotype Block 
made, by this process, in a very short space of time. 

Terms and further information on application id the Proprietors, at 

31, BED LION SQUABS, HOLBOBU, 
IL O UST ID O IN", W.O. 

“PARAGON” 

INDIA-RUBBER DATING STAMP. 
SOLE MAKERS AND INVENTORS: 

BADDELEY & REYNOLDS, 19 & 20, Old Bailey, E.C. 
PRACTICAL DIE SINKERS. MEDALLISTS. 

Collate (Zwtjim. lelief Stampers, tfnpfrm an Mooli, |b.oni, Sillier, fa. 
Manufacturers of the Improved INDIA-RUBBER ENDORSEMENT STAMP. 

Endorsement, Screw and Leuer, Embossing, and Stamping Press Mahers. 

STEEL DIE MANUFACTURERS TO THE TRADE. 

Corporate or Official Seals Engraved and Fitted to Presses on the Shortest Notice. 

IFOIR, SFECIIvCEITS llTID PRICES APPLY -A.S -A-BOVIE. 
2<f ( 173 > 
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J. LEITCH & CO., 
3, 4 & 5, NTEWCASTLE ST., IF.AlT^IE^III^GEDOIN' ST.. 

WOOD, SURFACE METAL, COPPER PLATE AND 
BY 

SWtcft’a §mm of ^inca-Sithojgmjltg 

ZINC, 

(Most suitable for Architects’ Plans and Engravings of complicated Machinery ; specimens can be seen of Engravings appearing 
week by week in many Illustrated Journals). 

Surface Blocks can be produced from Steel or Copper Plates, or from Pen-and-ink or other Drawings, and Exact Copies Guaranteed. 

BLOCKS FOR PRINTING BOOKS IN ORIENTAL LANGUAGES AT A LESS COST THAN COMPOSITION. 

PHOTO-LITHOGRAPHERS, 

ELECTROTYPERS AND STEREOTYPERS IN ALL BRANCHES. 
CURVED ELECTROTYPES TO WORK ON CYLINDERS. BRASS-FACED STEREOTYPES FOR COLOUR PRINTING. 

STEEL-FACED, SILVER-FACED AND NICKEL-FACED ELECTROTYPES. 

Electrotypes cm be produced by a new process in the unprecedently 
short time of THREE hours. 

3, 4 & 5, NEWCASTLE STREET, FARRINGDON STREET, E.C. 

The Electro from which the above Advertisement is printed was produced in the extraordinarily short time of 

ONE HOUR AND TWENTY-FIVE MINUTES. 
The Time being taken up as under :— 

Moulding . 
H. 
0 

M. 
10 

In the battery . 0 45 
Backing, finishing and mounting ... 0 30 

1 25 

DALLASTYPE, DALLASTINT, AND 
CHROMO-DALLASTINT. 

ON publishing my new Circular and Price-list for 1878, I beg to thank those friends who have for so many years favoured me with their 
confidence. My Processes of Photographic Engraving have been steadily winning their way in public estimation. 

It is now twenty-three years since I first took up the subject of Photographic Engraving and made it the business of my life. I was the 
first in this country to enter upon the business commercially. As an experimentalist and practical worker I am, in this country also, since the 
death of Mr. Fox Talbot, the oldest living representative of the Art. Few, if any, have had such active experience therein. The work has 
been to me, and still is, a fascinating pursuit; and my patrons have this guarantee against inferior work, that the most important part of the 
work passes, in every case, through my own hands, and is not left to mere workmen who have neither interest nor pleasure in aiming at perfection of 

result. 
To Printers, Engravers, and the Trade generally, I allow a liberal discount off the prices quoted in my new List, which can be had on application. 

Dallastype, Dallastint, and Chromo-Dallastint are Processes of Photographic Engraving. 

Dallastype, Dallastint, and Chromo-Dallastint reproduce in Monochrome or Polychrome, for Typographic, Lithographic, 
or Copper-plate Printing, Enlarged, Reduced, or Same-size copies of ANYTHING THAT WILL PHOTOGRAPH, whether 
objects of Nature or Art, from Flat Tints, Colours, Lines, Stipple, Chalk, Mezzotint, Aquatint, &c. 

A SELECTION OF SPECIMENS ON RECEIPT OF TWO SHILLINGS AND SIXPENCE, 

DUNCAN C. DALLAS, 
DALLASTYPE ENGRAVING, PRINTING, AND PUBLISHING WORKS, 

362 GRAY’S - INN ROAD, KING'S CROSS, LONDON, W.G. 
( 174 ) 
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TO ZEC-IMI- ST-A-Tionsnsieor OFFICE. 

The COMMERCIAL Sift INK and STAMP Co., 
329, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C. 

LATEST USEFUL NOVELTY. 

” THE HEKTOGRAPH, 
A VERY DURABLE AND INEXPENSIVE 

MULTIPLYING OR COPYING APPARATUS. 
Patented in the various countries of Europe. 

Retail Prices .. .. from 10s. each. 
Extra Composition for filling in .. 4s. per lb. 

HEKTOGRAPHIC INKS, 
Suitable for all kinds of Composition Manifold Writers 

COMMERCIAL BLACK, 40 blue-black copies. 
Writing dries rapidly, and is uninjured, and the negative is very quickly removed. 

DESPATCH BLACK, 12 official copies or 35 fair copies. 
Its slow drying qualities ensure uniformity of shade in long despatches. 

Green or Blue, 50 copies. 

Price (retail) Is. per Bottle, if stoppered, 2d. extra. 

Bright Red, 100 copies. Violet, 80 copies. 

Price (retail) Is. per Bottle. 

Any of these Inks can be had per Imperial Measure. 

OILLESS INKS FOR METAL STAMPS. 

INDIARUBBER STAMPS, as supplied to H. M. Stationery 
Office, from 5s. each. 

INDIARUBBER STAMP INKS. 
Best quality, very brilliant and permanent, made without spirit or gum. 

Jet Black, Vermilion, Carmine, Green, Orange, Brown, 
Indelible Blue, Blue, Violet, or Magenta, 

In Bottles {retail), from 6d. each, or per Imperial Measure. 

THE COMMERCIAL LINEN MARKING INK. 
For Stamping, Writing, or Stencilling. No preparation or heat required. 

In Bottles (retail), cased, from 6d. each ; in Bulk at 3s. Gd.per liquid ounce. 

NON-CORROSIVE COLOURED WRITING INKS. 
The Vermilion Writing Ink, 

A permanent and brilliant scarlet ink, for steel pens and drawing instruments. 

Violet or Magenta. 
In Glass Sample Bottles (retail), for desk use, 2d. each, or per imperial measure. 

BLUE, GREEN, AND CARMINE INKS._ 

CARBON DRAWING INK. 
A Jet Black Liquid Indian Ink, which flows freely, and is the most reliable Ink for 
Architectural Drawing and Etching, both for fine and heavy work. It dries 
quickly, and is permanent and waterproof when dry, and does not injure the finest 

instruments. 

Prices (retail), 6d. and Is. per Bottle. 

INDELIBLE BLACK WRITING INK FOR CHEQUES. 

*** Special attention is called to our HEKTOGRAPHIC BLACK 
WRITING INK, giving 40 Blue - black copies from any 
Composition Tablet. 

These Inks remain moist upon the pad, and dry quickly upon paper. They are 
cleanly, non-corrosive, and economical. 

Jet Black, Vermilion, Blue, or Violet. 
In Bottles (retail), from Is. each. 

AGENTS ARE ALLOWED COMMISSION ON CASH SALES EFFECTED TO CUSTOMERS ONCE INTRODUCED BY THEM. 

The COMMERCIAL INK AND STAMP CO., 329, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C. 

PRINTING I NKS, 
JOHNSTONE & CUMBERS, 

PRINTING INK AND LITHOGRAPHIC VARNISH MAN UFA CTURERS, 

3 8, FAEEINGDON STEEET, LONDON, E.C. 
WORKS: STRATFORD AND CAMBERWELL. 

C? frossesvalh. 

IMPERIAL MANUFACTORY, 
6, CHARLES STREET, HATTON GARDEN, LONDON, E.C. 

N. J. HILL, 
lllamifachixer m\ b goler hi ikrjj bis diction: of 

BOOKBINDEES’ MATEEXALS. 

cleaned 

Starr’s Improved Backing Machines. 
Rolling, Millboard Cutting, Bevel¬ 

ling, Card Cutting, Guillotine, Im¬ 
perial, and Eccentric Machines. 

Gas Stoves for Finishing. 
Bookbinders’ Saw Benches. 
Hydraulic Presses. 
Pedestal and Hand-paging, Per¬ 

forating, and Ruling Machines. 
Cutting, Gilding, Sewing, and 

Finishing Presses. 
Iron and Wood Standing Presses. 

Brass Type. Fillets and Rolls. 
Plough Knives, Scissors, & Shears. 
Pressing and Backing Boards. 
Straw Boards, Marbled, Coloured 

White and Brown Papers. 
Leather and Bookbinders’ Cloth. 
American Leather Cloth. 
Glue, Varnish, and Glaire. 
Thread, Twine, Headbands, and 

Registers. 
Copying, Embossing, Stamping, and 

Eyeleting Machines. 

PRICE LISTS POST - FREE. 

WORKSUNION BUILDINGS. LEATHER LANE, HOLBORN. 
2 C 2 ( ns ) 
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Prize Medals f PARIS EXHIBITION, 1878. I PARIS EXHIBITION, 1855. 
Awarded. I VIENNA EXHIBITION, 1873. | NEW YORK EXHIBITION, 1853. 

PARIS EXHIBITION, 1878-PRIZE MEDAL FOR PRINTING INKS 
AWARDED TO 

_A_- 33- FLEMING &c CO. 
|)tab Offic.es : 

Caroline Park, EDINBURGH, 
AND 

46, Queen Victoria Street, LONDON, E.C. 

§S rant lies: 
66, George Street, Parade, BIRMINGHAM. 

4, Norfolk Street, MANCHESTER. 

1, Hackins Hey, LIVERPOOL. 

130, Avenue Malakoff, Chateau de l’Etoile, PARIS. 

LONDON INK DEPOT : 12, CRANE COURT, FLEET STREET, E.C. 

W, MACINTYRE, Jun„ 
BLACKHALL PAPER MILL, 

MILL No. 85. PAISLEY, 
INI.A.ItTUIF’^CTTJIR.IEIR, OF 

MILL No. 85. 

Cardboards, Pasteboards, 
ENAMELLED AND SURFACE PAPERS, 

Commercial, Ivory, Printers’, Tinted, Surface, 

Enamelled, and Waste Cards. 

RAILWAY TICKETS, JACQUARD LOOM CARDS, 

SPECIAL NOTICE RELATING TO PRIZE PUZZLES. 

A Positive Literary- 
Necessity 

in every Household. BRIEF 
Indispensable 

to 
Every Library. 

THE WEEK’S NEWS 
An Epitome of the Press for the Home Circle, Travellers, & Residents Abroad. 

On July 4, the first of a Series of PRIZE PUZZLES was commenced. PRIZES to the value of 

FORTY GUINEAS PER ANNUM will be awarded to the Successful Competitors. A Prize Puzzle - is 

reserved for Children under Thirteen Years of Age ; and a Special Prize of ^5. 5s. will be given quarterly for 

Colonists and Residents Abroad. For particulars see current issue of “Brief: the Week’s News.” 

A Pamphlet containing the Favourable Opinions of some Two Hundred Papers will be forwarded 
Gratis, on application. 

Every Friday.—Price Twopence. Annual Subscription (post-free) 10s. 10d., payable in advance. 

WYMAN & SONS, 81, GREAT QUEEN STREET, LONDON, W.C. 
( 176 ) 
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BENJN WINSTONE & SON, 
MANUFACTURERS, 

100 Z, 101, SHOE LANE, LONDON, E.C. 
(WORKS, STRATFORD, E.) 

LETTERPRESS & MACHINE PRINTERS’ INKS, 
for Bookwork, Woodcut, Newspapers, Broadsides, &c. 

QUICK DRYING, for Printing on Hard Papers and to bear 

rolling. 

COLOURED INKS, for Fine Work, Posters, Book-covers, and 

Enamelled Papers. 

CLOTH BOOK-COVER INK, to dry with a gloss. 

COLOURED INKS, for Tablets—Bronze, Blue, Gloss Red, &c. 

LITHOGRAPHIC INKS:— 
Black Ink, for Machine and Press. 
Coloured Ink, for Machine and Press. 
Re-transfer Ink :— 

Plate to Stone, Stone to Stone, Type to Stone. 
Lithographic Writing Ink. 

Ditto ditto Lemercier’s and Vanhymbeeck’s. 

FLUID WRITING INK, for Writing on Unprepared Paper. 

LITHOGRAPHIC PAPERS 
Maclure & Macdonald’s Autographic Transfer, Re-transfer, 

Writing Transfer, Tracing, &c. Unstretchable Transfer Tracing, 
for making up Colour Stones. India, French India, &c. 

LITHOGRAPHIC PRESSES, Hand and Steam. 

LITHOGRAPHIC STONES (these are imported direct from 
the quarries). 

ZINC PLATES, planished, polished, and grained. 

TYMPANS—Leather, Brass, and Zinc. 

LITHOGRAPHIC SUNDRIES of all kinds : 
Dry Colours for Lithographers. 
Boxwood Scrapers. 
French Chalks. 
Copyable Powder, for dusting Bill-heads, Invoices, &c. 

EMBOSSING INKS. 

ENDORSING INKS, for Cloth Pads, in Bottles or Compress, 

ible Tubes. 

Sole Proprietors of Underwood’s COPYABLE PRINTERS’ INKS, Writing1 Inks, &c. 

SOLE AGENT FOR 

Maclure & Macdonald’s Autographic Transfer Paper. 

BACON’S PATENT 

Hjhtltijllt-mltmx printing ^parains 
CAN BE APPLIED TO ANY MACHINE. 

Prints in Any Number of Colours at ONE Impression. 

Specimens of Work clone and all Particulars can be obtained from the 

<. Sole Licensees, 

THOMAS MIDDLETON & CO. 
ZEBUST GIFTBEE/S, 

LOMAN STREET, SOUTHWARK, LONDON, S.E. 
( i77 ) 
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WILLIAM MONNERY, 
MANUFACTURER OF 

Printers’ Blankets, Machine Tapes, &c„ 
Also Leather and Gut Driving Bands. 

89, shoe lyyuyt:e, ihlihlet st, lotstzdoit.. 

Maker of the Treble Milled Blankets for News and 
Lit ho Machines. 

INGLE'S Aift “CITY” 
PRINTING MACHINE 

IS 

UNIVERSALLY RECOGNISED AS THE BEST 
SINGLE CYLINDER MACHINE IN THE MARKET ON ACCOUNT OF ITS 

—m— 

Simplicity 
of 

Construction, 
—M— 

As a proof 

GrOVEUMME 

—m— 

of its superiority, attention is called to the fact that this Machine is used in the following 

BT T iLSfB RAILWAY miNTING OFFICES 

—m— 

Durability, 
and 

Easy Running 

INLAND REVENUE, Somerset House .. 5 
WATERLOW & SONS . 34 
SPOTTISWOODE & CO. 11 

FORD & TILT . 7 
EYRE & SPOTTISWOODE, H. M. Printers .. 10 
FOREIGN OFFICE, Downing Street. 1 

GRIFFITH & CO... 
HARRISON & SON- 

12 

3 

Complete with Fly-wheel and Handle for Hand-power, or Fast and Loose Pulleys, Striking Gear for Steam-power, and Two Sets of Roller Stocks. 

ESTIMATES GIVEN FOR REMOVAL AND GENERAL REPAIRS. 

“CITY” Printing Machine Works, 102, Shoe Lane, London, E.C. 

MESSHS. IDEIliLYYCG-A.nYrJY <3o GO. 
Beg to inform their customers and the trade generally that, in addition to their extensive business of Stereotyping and Electrotyping, they have 

taken Premises at 

No. 47, FETTER LANE, FLEET STREET, 
FOR THE PRODUCTION OF 

TRANSFER-ZINCOGRAPHY, 
By which process manuscript and valuable books, which may be out of print and only one copy obtainable, can be photographed and reproduced, 
enlarged or reduced to any size. Transfers taken from maps, copper, or stone (any design), on transfer paper, with transfer ink. Bill-heads, trade 
marks, chalk drawings, sketches, facsimile writings, circulars, cards, or any production by ordinary lithography, can be made into blocks, harder 
and more durable than wood, thus combining Lithography with Letterpress, which will be found much cheaper than any other process. 

47 & 48, FETTER LANE, & 106 & 107, SHOE LANE, FLEET 8T., LONDON, E.C, 
N.B.—Transfers carefully packed and forwarded to us will receive immediate attention, and the blocks will be dispatched with the least possible 

delay. Every information given, and Estimates sent to all parts on application. 

( 178 ) 
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BY THE QUEEN’S ROYAL LETTERS PATENT. 

SLATER & PAL M E R, 
Black and Coloured Letterpress and Lithographic Printing Ink, Chemical 

Fine Colour, and Varnish Manufacturers, 

LONDON AND NEW YORK, 

th Large Consumers for any length of time, to supply 
and description. 

WORKS, OLD FORD ROAD, BOW, E. 8, WINE OFFICE COURT, FLEET STREET, LONDON, E.C. 

Are prepared to enter into contracts with Large Consumers for any length of time, to supply them with Printing Inks of any quality 
and description. 

STEAM GOLD MEDAL. 
PARIS EXHIBITION, 1878. 

HANCOCK INSPIRATOR, 
NEW COMBINED PUMP AND INJECTOR. 

THIS Apparatus commends itself to the notice of the Printing Trade 
as an indispensable adjunct to every Steam Boiler. It possesses 

the following important ADVANTAGES over all other Boiler-feeders:— 

Two Machines in combination—Pump and Injector—at about same price as Injectors only. 

It lifts water 25 feet, and will draw it any practical distance. 

Works under all pressures without adjustment. 

No loss from stoppages, as there are absolutely no moving parts, consequently no repairs are needed. 

Any stoker can start and stop the Machine. 

The lifting side can be used alone, if desired. 

Can be removed instantly for inspection, and replaced while steam is up. 

Will lift water and deliver it to the boiler at high temperature, or into tanks at a high or low 
temperature, and at a lower steam pressure than any other apparatus, and work equally well on 
a high or low lift. 

No oiling required. Is simple, reliable, and always in order. 

Entirely obviates the necessity for tanks, and pumps, where the water supply is below the boiler level. 

It is noiseless in its operation. __ 

From Messrs. BLACKWOOD & SONS, Publishers. 
“We have had the ‘INSPIRATOR’ working in our engine-room for a month, and have perfect 

satisfaction in the result. It is managed with ease, and has never given us any trouble, and its effect in 
supplying the Boiler with thoroughly heated water in sufficient quantity appears unquestionable. 

“ (Signed) WM. BLACKWOOD & SONS." 

OVERFLOW* 

Highly recommended hy, and to he seen at, Messrs. WYMAN & SONS’; CLAY, SON, & 
TAYLOR’S; “GLOBE;” “ MORNING POST,” &c., &c. 

THE HANCOCK INSPIRATOR COMPANY, 
35, QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, E.C. 

Medal for Progress, CH. LORSLLEUX, FILS AINE, GOLD MEDAL, 

Vienna, 1873. OFFICE: 16, RUE SUGER, PARIS. 

WORKS at PUTEAUX and NANTERRE ('SEINE). 
Paris, 1878. 

PRINT 1 NG INK MANUFACTURER. 
Letterpress and Machine Printers’ Ink for Bookwork, Illustrated and ordinary News work. 

BLUE AND VIOLET COPYABLE PRINTERS’ INK SUPPLIED AT MODERATE PRICES. 

COLOURED LETTERPRESS TTsTTLS IFOR?, R'TLTR] WORK & POSTERS. 

LITHOGRAPHIC INKS—BLACK INK and COLOURED INK for MACHINE and PRESS. 

Manufacturer of the Best Quality LITHOGRAPHIC VARNISHES. Price List and Book of Specimens forwarded on receipt of Trade Card. 

London Agent — C. MAYER, 62, HOLBORN VIADUCT, E.C. 

Sole Agents for North of England, Scotland, and Ireland—Messrs. STROEGER & CO., 68, Barton Arcade, Manchester. 

( T79 ) 
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FURNIVAL & CO.’S 
PATENT 

“EXPRESS” Jlitlwgragtoc printing Jjitadun^ 

T'HE attention of Lithographers is called to the fact, that we have now reconstructed our LITHO. MACHINE, 
in order to meet the long-felt want for a Machine capable of producing the finest class of Line work, and 

also the highest class of Chromo work. 

No Machine hitherto made fully meets the wants of the Trade in these respects ; but after careful investigation, 
aided by the experience of some of the leading Printers in the country, we have effected such improvements as will 
meet every known requirement and excel anything hitherto made. 

The special point in this Machine is its greatly increased Inking and Distributing power. 

By means of a SPECIAL DOCTOR, only to be found on our LITHO. MACHINES, the supply of 
Ink to various parts of the Job can be regulated and varied in the simplest manner. 

The DISTRIBUTING AND INKING ROLLERS can be worked diagonally—at any angle required— 
or straight at will, the change from one position to the other being effected without the use of a screw-key. 

The ROLLER BRACKETS are constructed to fit the rollers perfectly at any angle, for the purpose of 
ensuring silent working., and have large wearing surfaces, thus giving permanency to the arrangement. 

The INKING ROLLERS can be run on the Slab without working on the Stone (for distributing the Ink), 
and can be set to fall on to any part of the Stone to suit the job. 

The RISING BED is constructed so that either side can be raised separately, thus entirely obviating the 
necessity of packing the stone. 

Each Machine is fitted with eight Inking Rollers, eight Distributing Rollers, and Two Duct Rollers, covered 
with French Calf Skins ; also three polished Riders for the Inkers, and two Damping Rollers; and preparation is 
also made so that a large number of Rollers can be used when desired. 

By this increased Inking power Double Inking is rendered unnecessary ; though to meet any special case each 
Machine is fitted with Automatic Double Inking Apparatus. 

FURNIVAL & CO. are also Sole Makers of Hird’s Patent Deliverer for Litho. Machines, which has 
several important advantages over any hitherto introduced. 

MAY BE SEEN AT WORK AT OUR 

LONDON HOUSE-7, CHARTERHOUSE STREET, HOLBORN CIRCUS, E.C., 
AND 

52, OGDEN STREET, FAIRFIELD STREET, MANCHESTER. 
( 180 ) 
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BY ROYAL 

“THE EXPRESS 
LETTERS PATENT. 

PATENT SELF-CLAMPING GUILLOTINE. 
IN announcing to the Trade the latest Improvements we have introduced in our well-known “ EXPRESS ” 

GUILLOTINE, we wish to call attention to the following points, for which we claim absolute superiority over 
every other Machine in the market :— 

GREAT SAVING OF POWER .—In other Self-Clamping Machines there is as much power wasted in the friction required to 
maintain the clamping during the whole of the cut as is required to work the knife, whereas in the “EXPRESS ” there is 
no friction, the clamping being worked quite independently of the cutting. 

IMPROVED TRIAL KNIFE OR INDICATOR.—By a very slight pressure of the foot the press or platen can be brought 
down instantly, showing the whole length of cut, where the knife will come, both hands being at liberty to set the work. 

WILL PRODUCE MORE WORK.—By a slight movement of one handle the Machine starts at full speed—clamps, cuts, 
returns, and stops in three seconds. 

NOT LIABLE TO DERANGEMENT.—The “EXPRESS” is entirely free from the objectionable friction plates and springs, 
which require constant adjustment. 

ADVANTAGE IN PRICE .—Being the largest makers of Guillotines in the kingdom, and having special plant and appliances for 
their production, we are enabled to quote lower prices than any other maker can possibly do. 

THE “EXPRESS” will cut “heads,” “tails,” and fore-edges at one time without altering the gauge. 

THE “EXPRESS” is the only machine which cuts through the hardest materials without making steps in the paper and a loud 
report, as proved at the public trial. 

*** F. & CO. Guarantee that the “ EXPRESS ” will cut more and better than any other machine made. 

Can be seen in Operation at the Works, and Prices, ore., obtained on application. 

WILL SHORTLY BE OH VIEW AT OUR LOHDOH ADDRESS: 7, CHARTERHOUSE STREET, HOLBORH CIRCUS, E.C. 

FURNIVAL & CO., MANCHESTER and LONDON. 

FURNIVAL & CO.’S NEW PATENT 

“ CAXTON ” PLATEN PRINTING MACHINE. 
*** In introducing to your notice our NEW PATENT “CAXTON” PLATEN PRINTING MACHINE, we beg to call your attention 

to the several important points in which we claim absolute superiority over every other Platen in the Market. 

EASE OF WORKING. —In designing this Machine great attention lias been 
given to the balancing of all the moving parts to ensure light running, and the 
results obtained are most satisfactory. By an arrangement (Patented) the speed of 
the Platen on approaching the type is greatly reduced, and a long dwell obtained, 
entirely obviating the shock and the jar common to all other Machines, and ensuring 
the production of clear and sharp work without any impression on the back, as 
(owing to the great power of the Machine) a hard instead of a soft bed can be used. 
A long rest for laying on the sheet is also obtained, rendering it very easy to feed. 

PERFECT DISTRIBUTION.—Various methods have been adopted by other 
makers to obtain a perfect distribution of Ink, but with only partial success.. We 
claim for the 1' Caxton ’’ that in this respect it is very far in advance of anything 
hitherto introduced. The distributing is constantly going on when the Machine is 
in motion. Between every impression the Disc moves one-fourth of its circum¬ 
ference, and a Special Distributing Roller, in addition to the Inking Rollers, passes 
over its entire surface twice. The Disc is also made larger in diameter than usual, 
and is so arranged that the Rollers are Inked evenly their entire length, without 
the use of the corner pieces which every practical printer knows to be so ob¬ 
jectionable. The Roller which supplies the ink to the Disc, instead of receiving 
just a streak of ink from the duct, in all other Machines, can be inked over its 
entire circumference, when required for heavy work, thus, in most cases, obviating 
the necessity for Double Inking. 

THE CHASE (Patented) is automatically secured to the Type-bed, in such a manner 
that it is impossible for it to be put in wrongly, or to get loose and fall out ; and it 
is also fitted with a handle to facilitate removing and placing it in position. 

THE FRISKET FINGERS (Patented) are very conveniently arranged. By 
simply turning a handle they become loose in the bar, and fall back on the Platen 
in full view for adjustment. Turning the handle back tightens them and elevates 
them off the plate into their place for the reception of the sheet. 

THE IMPRESSION can be accurately altered from printing the thinnest paper 
to the thickest cardboard, by means of one screw (Patented), which cannot be done 
on any other Platen Machine. 

THROW-OFF MOTION.—By a very simple arrangement the impression can be 
thrown off at any part of the stroke, an advantage that will at once be appreciated. 

THE “ CAXTON ” is elegant in design, strong in build, and constructed of 
the best materials'. Steel Shafts are used instead of the ordinary Wrought Iron, 
and all the parts are highly finished. 

SIZES PBICES OUST APPLICATIOIT. 

WORKS: 52, OGDEN ST., FAIRFIELD ST., MANCHESTER, & 7, CHARTERHOUSE ST., HOLBORN CIRCUS, LONDON, E.C. 
2 d ( 181 ) 
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THE EDINBURGH CYLINDER LITHOGRAPHIC MACH 

Kew Designs & Patterns with Important Improvements, with or without Flyers*' 

SECOND-HAND MACHINERY, &c. 

INK GRINDING MILL, with Iron or 
Granite Rollers. 

ONE-HORSE POWER GAS ENGINE, CROSSLEY BROS. 

HALF- ditto ditto ditto ditto 

HALF-DEMY LITHOGRAPHIC MACHINE, “PARAGON.” 

DEMY ditto ditto. 

STONE-GRINDING MACHINE, 48 m. disc, by SALMON & CROSLAND 
(New). 

SMALL LITHO MACHINE (Stone 11 in. by 14 in.), by GRIERSON & 
PHILLIPS (New). 

LITHOGRAPHIC PRESSES, 14 in. by 21 in. 

Ditto ditto 16 in. by 24 in. 

Ditto ditto 18 in. by 27 in. 

Ditto ditto 24 in. by 36 in. 

ARMING PRESS, PLATEN, 12J in. by 9 in. 

ALBION ditto ditto, 20 in. by 263 in. 

EMBOSSING PRESS, 12 in. by 10 in. 

PRICE LISTS, TESTIMONIALS, &e., on application to 

ALEXANDER SEGGIE, 
Maker of Litho, Letterpress, Bookbinding, Bronzing, and Cutting Machinery; Litho, Copperplate, & Embossing 

Presses, ink Mills, Steam Engines, Shafting, &c.; Crossley’s Gas Engines of 1, 2, 4, and 8 Horse-Power, 

BROTTG-HTOH- MARKET, EDI1TBTJBG-H. 

A large Stock always on hand of First Quality German Lithographic Stones, & of all Printing Material. 
( 182 ) 

“ Efficient both as regards register and quality.” 

—A. Ritchie & Son, Edinburgh. 

Six Machines “in use for every kind of commercial and colour-work. ” 

—Campbell & Tudhope, Glasgow. 

“ For colour-work is first class ; register is perfect.” 

—Jas. Heatherill & Co., Glasgow and Leicester. 

“ Efficiency of various improvements. . , . first class work.” 

—George Robb, Aberdeen. 

“Give entire satisfaction ; work clean and of good colour.” 

—Home & Macdonald, Edinburgh. 

“ No better register could be desired.” 

- Allen & Johnston, Eelfast. 
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LAMM’S PATENT “VICTORY” PRINTING ROLLERS. 
The Only Rollers Awarded a PRIZE MEDAL at the Paris Exhibition, 1878. 

Prospectuses, Price Lists, and List of Firms who have been supplied, sent gratis upon application to the Sole Manufacturers, 

THE LANHAM FEINTING BOLLEE COMPANY, LIMITED, 
75, FLEET STREET, E.C. 

2 d 2 ( ) 
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PRINTING INKS. 

PRIZE MEDAL AWARDED. 

JOHN KIDD & CO. 
SUCCESSORS TO BENJAMIN SMITH & SON, ORIGINAL AND JUSTLY CELEBRATED 

Newspaper Ink, 
Unsurpassed for richness of colour and freedom in working, is perfectly pure, and free from grit. Covers more space than any 

other manufactured, and specially adapted for the “Hoe,” “Walter,” “Victory,” and other Fast Machines. 

Standard Bookwork Ink, 
The permanent brilliant Jet Black is unchanged by time or the action of any climate, and well worth the attention of the Trade 

and Shippers to foreign countries. 

Coloured Inks 
Of every Shade and Description, manufactured on the shortest notice by steam power, and Shippers supplied on the very best 

terms. 

Lithographic Inks & Varnishes 
IN EVERY VARIETY. 

GOVERNMENT AND RAILWAY CONTRACTORS. 

FOREIGN DEPOTS: 

PARIS, SYDNEY, MELBOURNE, CALCUTTA, BOMBAY, MADRAS, 

NAPLES, Sc. Sc. 

All Letters, Orders, and Remittances to be addressed to 

7, WINE-OFFICE COURT, FLEET STREET, LONDON, E.C. 

FACTORY AND CHEMICAL WORKS, OLD FORD, BOW. 
( *84 ) 
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NEWSUM, WOOD, & DYSON, 

LITHOGRAPHIC MACHINES. 

MAKERS and ORIGINAL INVENTORS 

of the well-known 

LEEDS AND PARAGON 

OVER 400 of the Leeds and Paragon Lithographic Machines have been supplied, and are warranted the most 

Perfect Machines out for Delicacy of Register and Pine Chromo Work. Several of large dimensions have been 

made specially for fine Colour Map Printing and Large Posters- 

N. W. & D. wish to inform their numerous Customers and those intending purchasing that they have succeeded in bringing out a 

Patent Flyer for Lithographic Machines, 

which has been successfully at work some time, and can be seen Daily Working in the YORK EXHIBITION. Two 

Litho Machines, with Patent Flyers, have just been supplied to Messrs. R, H. & J. Sharp, Manchester, and one to Mr. 

C. H. Holmes, Sheffield, and have orders for several more. 

The following' Firms have been already Supplied with their Large LITHOGRAPHIC MACHINES 

Messrs. GRANT & CO,, London 

” RIDDLE & COUCHMAN 

” C. J. CULLIFORD ’’ 
Sir JOSEPH CAUSTON & SONS 
Messrs. LETTS, SON, & CO. 
The “GRAPHIC” 
Messrs. F. WALLER & CO. 

,, DRAKE, DRIVER, & LEAVEN 
CASSELL, PETTER, & GALPIN „ 

No. of Size of 
Machines. Bed. 
.. 2 . 66 x 46 

• • 2 . 50x38 
.. 1 . 55 x 42I 
■ • 1   43x36 

-. 1   55X.425 

• • 3 . 43 X 36 
• • 2 . 43x36 
• • 1 . 43x36 

1 . 43x36 

• • 1 . 43 X 36 
• • 1 . 43 X 36 

Messrs. NELSON & SONS, Edinburgh 
,, W. & A. K. JOHNSTON ,, 

” BEMROSE & SONS, Derby.... 
„ FORMAN & SONS, Nottingham 
„ OWEN & CARR, Cardiff . 
,, INCHBOLD & BECK, Leeds .. 

Mr. J. STEAD, York . 
Messrs. EMRICK & BINGER, Holland , 

„ VAN LEER & CO. 

No. of 
Machines. 
... 6 ... 

Size of 
Bed. 

43x36 
56x44 
46 X 38 

43X36 
43X36 
43X36 
43X36 
43x36 
43x36 
43X36 

All sizes, from 60x40 to Post Folio (i6|x 10^) in Progress. Every care is taken to turn out a first-class Machine, which cannot 

be surpassed. All Castings,,&c., being Manufactured on their Premises under their own surveillance. 

PLEASE NOTE THE ADDRESS: 

NEWSUM, WOOD, & DYSON, MEADOW ROAD Works, LEEDS. 
( 185 ) 
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Post 8vo., Cloth, Price 5s., Post-free, 5s. 4d. 

The Grammar of Lithography. 
A PRACTICAL GUIDE for the ARTIST and PRINTER in 

Commercial and Artistic Lithography, and Chromo - Lithography, Zincography, Photo - Lithography, 

And Lithographic Machine Printing. 

BIT W. ID. RIOHMOND. 

The Proof-Sheets of this Work have been Revised by some of the most eminent men connected with the Art of Litho¬ 

graphy, amongst whom may be mentioned Mr. Louis Haghe, Mr. Michael Hanhart, Mr. William Simpson, Mr 

Harry Sandars, Captain Abney, R.E., Mr. Lewis, Mr. Beatty, &°c. &=c. &ac., the result being a more than usually 

complete and reliable Work. 

“ Up to the present time there has been no hand-book of the art 
of lithography worthy in anyway of the attention of the practical man, 
except the English translation of the original treatise of Senefelder 
himself. The reproach has now been wiped away, and the trade, as 
well as amateurs, will ever be indebted to the enterprise and judgment 
which have produced this book. It was compiled under circumstances 
unusually favourable to accuracy and completeness. The writer, Mr. 
W. D. Richmond, formerly a country lithographer, with experience of 
every class of work, had studied the correlated sciences, such as 
chemistry, with a view to understand and expound the principles upon 
which lithography depends. His manuscript was set up in type, and 
proofs forwarded to a number of experts in different departments—men 
of great technical ability, like Mr. Hanhart, and of artistic skill, like 
Mr. Louis Haghe. The corrections and additions thus gained were 
considered and incorporated together by the editor of the Printing 
Times and Lithographer. If the book be tested in any particular the 
great advantage of this process will be apparent. The Grammar is 
thorough in every detail ; and, in fact, may be recommended as a 
model of a hand-book of the kind. We ought to mention, also, that 
there are not a few original methods brought before the trade now for 
the first time, besides many improvements on previously known ones. 
In fact, all that can be imparted relative to the lithographic arts by 
verbal instruction is here lucidly and succinctly presented. At the end 
are the titles, &c., of previously published books and tracts on the 
subject, the list being the most complete that has yet been drawn up.” 
—Printers' Register. 

“It is the work of a competent practical man—Mr. W. D. Rich¬ 
mond—and the information given may be depended on.”—The Builder, 
April 12, 1879, p. 412. 

“Lithographers and the Printing trade in general are greatly 
indebted to the care and practical supervision which have been 
bestowed upon this work, which may be received as the only complete 
handbook of this artistical branch of the Printing business which has 
yet appeared. Mr. W. D. Richmond, the author, is a lithographer 
of great experience, and in the compilation of his work has been 
greatly assisted by members of the profession. The Grammar is very 
elaborate and complete, and enters into every necessary detail of the 
art, together with many modern improvements as yet but little known. 
Parti, is confined to drawing, transferring, and printing; Part II. 
touches machines and machine printing. The book is tastefully got 
up and excellently printed, and altogether is most creditable to the 
firm which has issued it to the trade.”—Press IVews. 

“Senefelder’s book, though useful in its day, has gone by; but since 
its publication no work of any importance has appeared on this 
subject. “The Grammar of Lithography ” appeared in a serial form in 
The Printing Times and Lithographer, in which it attracted con¬ 
siderable attention, and its re-appearance in the form of a complete 
handbook will doubtless be welcomed by the trade generally. Its 
author, Mr. W. D. Richmond, is a practical lithographer of many 
years’ experience ; and he has certainly acquitted himself of his task 
in a highly creditable and workmanlike manner. The editor of The 
Printing Times and Lithographer carefully revised the proofs, and in 
addition to this he has written an introduction to the complete work, 

the only fault of which is that it is too short.”—Paper and Printing 
Trades' Journal. 

“A practical guide to the artist and printer in commercial and 
artistic lithography and its kindred branches, of which a full and 
explicit account is presented. In its manner, an endeavour is made 
to adopt a style simple enough for the learner and the self-educator, 
while the matter is intended to be comprehensive enough as a vade 
mccum for those already possessing a knowledge of the general prin¬ 
ciples and ordinary practice of the art. The plan pursued is to give 
a description of the materials, tools, implements, and machinery, and 
then to state their application. As showing the very comprehensive 
nature of this rrseful little treatise, it deals with the stones, inks, 
transfer-papers, drawing-presses, and all the adjuncts used in litho¬ 
graphy, and contains numerous directions and hints drawn from actual 
practice in this beautiful and useful art. The author gives the results 
of his own experience of twenty-three years, and he has succeeded in 
explaining, in clear and simple language, the various processes involved 
and the chemical and mechanical bases of the art. The work is a 
most acceptable additioii to the technical books now issuing from the 
press ; and we are pleased to recognise in it another invaluable help 
to our skilled artisans in rendering them yet more proficient and 
intelligent in their calling.”—Capital and Labour. 

Translation from A nnales de L'Lmprimerie, at Brussels, of February, 
1S79:— 

“ The Grammar of Lithography ” or practical guide to the artist and 
printer in lithography, chromo-lithography, zincography, &c., and in 
the mechanical impression of lithography, has been published by our 
confrere The Printing Times and Lithographer in a series of very 
interesting articles, the first of which appeared so far back as the month 
of January, 1875, and the collection of which in one volume forms the 
veritable and indispensable guide to the lithographer of the nineteenth 
century. The work contains 24 chapters, besides an appendix, and is 
divided into two parts. In the first the author occupies himself with 
tracings and impressions. The second is devoted to machines and the 
various modes of impression obtained. In typography we possess the 
remarkable works of M. Waldow, of Leipsic, and the recent work of 
M. Monet. In lithography the works of Senefelder and Engelmann, 
published some time previously, could not, despite their incontestable 
merit, serve to-day as a guide, since the domain of lithography has 
been enriched by marvellous discoveries and not less marvellous 
applications. The work of Mr. Richmond fills a regrettable blank, 
and the author has taken great care to make his book as complete as 
possible. The various branches of lithography are studied with the 
most serious attention and judiciously treated. The author has by no 
means lost sight of the practical side, and the clearness of this re¬ 
markable publication is another title to the attention of all printers. 
We address our thanks and praise to the author and editor. We 
are happy to learn that the Typologie- Tucker has obtained per¬ 
mission to print a translation of the Grammar of Lithography, which 
will be very useful to those who are, unfortunately, not familiar with 
the English language. We hope that our confrere M. Tucker will 
authorise us to make some extracts from this French translation for the 
benefit of the readers of the Annates de l'lmprimerie." 

WYMAN & SONS, 81, GREAT QUEEN STREET, LINCQLN’S-XNN HELDS, LONDON, W.C. 
( 186 ) 
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An Engine which Works without a Boiler or Steam. 
AVERAGE WEEKLY DELIVERY (including Continental) OVER TWENTY ENGINES. 

The durability of these Engines is now established by experience, one 

of them having run night and day at the Hinckley Gas Works for over 

twelve months without any expenditure for repair; this being equal to 

about 2} years’ average work. 

Ouer 1,900 already deliuered. 

Very numerous Testimonials from Users, 

including Engineers, Men of Science, and 

others, on application to the Makers. 

No Glands to pack, or 

Water Gauges and Steam 

Gauges to watch. 

Ho trouble with Coal, 
Ashes, Smoke, Insurance, 
Water, or constant at¬ 
tendance. 

THE “OTTO” SILENT GAS ENGINE, 
(“Otto” and Crossley’s Patents, 1876 and 1877). 

THEY ARE USED FOR ALL KINDS OF PURPOSES, CHIEFLY FOR HOISTING, PRINTING, AND PUMPING. 

NOMINAL HORSE POWER II 2 3a 6 8 12 16 ) 

IAXIIUI HORSE POWER I 11 21 4 9 12 18 24 ) 

WORKS & HEAD OFFICES: f'flPAQQI FV RdHTUCOQ LONDON HOUSE: 
Gt. Marlbro’ St, Gloster St. VnOOOLt Y rvvJ I rl ELrlOj U6, Queen Victoria St., E.C. 

MANCHESTER. 
( 187 ) 
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H 

REVISED and Enlarged Edition of our Catalogue, 

just ready, containing Specimens of Type, with 

prices per lb., and of small complete Founts, 

Corners, Borders, Cuts, Logotypes, Brass Rules, &c., and 

Reduced Price Lists of Presses and Printing Material, will 

be forwarded Post Free to 

PRINTERS ONLY, 
BY APPLYING TO 

C. G. SOUINTANI & CO., 
Manufacturers and Patentees of the 

MODEL 
m m 

ZPIL.-A-TieTSr MACHIKTE 
FOR 

HAND, TREADLE, OR STEAM POWER, 

3, LUDGATE CIRCUS BUILDINGS, LONDON, E.C. 

SPECIAL ADVANTAGE! 

All Founts shown in our Specimen Book are ALWAYS kept in Stock, and may 

be obtained at a moment's notice, or per return of post. 

GAUGE PINS, Is. per Dozen. 

h 

K 

lI 
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Tile DIAMOND 

Self-Clamp Paper Cutter. 
(Patented 1S76, in Great Britain and the United States.) 

The above is a representation of the extra heavy Machine for Paper Makers and heavy work. 

THE DIAMOND 
turns out at least 50 per 
cent, more work than any 

competitor. 

THE DIAMOND 
is entirely Self-Clamping, 
and thus all “ overhead ” 

work is avoided. 

THE DIAMOND 
will cut “heads,” “tails,” 
and “tbredges” at one time 
without altering the gauge. 

THE DIAMOND 
has given complete satis¬ 
faction to every purchaser. 

THE DIAMOND 
is HT SI IE Machine in 

America. 

First Premium, Philadelphia, 1876. 

HAZELL, WATSON, & VINEY, 
6, KIRBY ST., HATTON GARDEN, 

Are the Sole Licensees for the above Machine in Great 

Britain, and, from their own experience, strongly recom¬ 

mend the attention of PRINTERS, BOOK¬ 
BINDERS, and STATIONERS to the great 

saving effected by this Machine. It is made in London 

by eminent Engineers. 

Prices and Particulars on application as above, 

THE DIAMOND 

has an Indicator which 
shows instantly where the 
knife will come on the 
work, and saves much time. 

THE DIAMOND 

has a fly wheel always run¬ 
ning, and the starting is 
therefore instantaneous, and 

the stopping automatic. 

THE DIAMOND 

can be seen at any time in 
full work on our premises, 

6, KIRBY STREET, 
HATTON GARDEN, E.C. 

2 e ( 189 ) 
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BAYES & CO., 
PRINTERS’ BROKERS, 

AND DEALERS IN EVERY DESCRIPTION OF 

MACHINES AND MATERIALS 
For PRIMERS, LITHOGRAPHERS, and BOOKBINDERS. 

A large assortment of Second-hand Machines, Presses 
and Material always in stock. 

Send for Monthly Price Lists. 

48, WOOD STREET, LIVERPOOL. 

To Publishers, Printers, &c. 

Partly Printed Newspapers, 
In all sizes, on good Paper, and well Edited, 

For Terms and Samples, address: 

Ifckrs Sttgpljr ^ssoxhttiou, 
41, LOWER PRIORY, BIRMINGHAM. 

FOB SALE, . 

ELECTROTYPES 
OF UPWARDS OF 

100,000 
ENGRAVINGS. 
Address— CASSELL PETTER & CALPIN, La 

Belle Sauvage Yard, Ludgate Hill, 

London, E.C. 

THOMAS GRIFFIN, Manager. 

T. C. THOMPSON, 
MAKER AND DEALER IN 

Printing and Bookbinding Machinery 
and Material. 

Improved PAGING & PERFORATING MACHINES, Hand & Treadle. 
LISTS ON APPLICATION. 

43, LOWER MOSLEY ST„ MANCHESTER. 
WORKS: BACK IRWELL STREET. 

HENRY MAYO, 
SHOW CARD AND MAP MOUNTER, 

YARNISHER of aU kinds of Colour-Printing to the Trade, 
BOTTLE LABELS, ALMANACKS, 

Box Tops, Tickets, Show Tablets, &c., 

54A, CONSTITUfl ON HILL, BIRMINGHAM. 
Inventor and only Maker of the New Varnish Cloth 

Show Card without Glass. 
Wood Mounts for Maps, Show Cards, Almanacks, &c. 

Show Papers converted into Transparencies for YYindow Advertising. 

LINEOTYPE. THE BIRMINGHAM MACHINISTS 

THE AMERICAN ESCALLOP (Spondylus Americautts). 

LINEOTYPE DRAWING PROCESS, 
FOR 

Newspaper, Booh, and Catalogue 
ILLUSTRATION. 

Estimates given for every description of Work. Specimens from 

JE3L. ZE§ T02BR, 
Marine artist and Draughtsman, 

ELY HOUSE, CHARTERHOUSE STREET, E.C. 

PAPER BAGS!! PAPER BAGS!! 

SHUTTLEWORTH & BUNN, 
GENERAL PRINTERS, 

AND 

Paper Bag Manufacturers to the Trade, 

200, 202, & 204, WATERLOO ROAD, LONDON, 8.E, 

SAMPLES AND TRADE PRICE LIST POST FREE. 

( 190 ) 

COMPANY, 

PRINTERS’ ENGINEERS, 
25, BARR STREET, HOCKLEY, BIRMINGHAM. 

ARE NOW MAKING 

SPECIALITIES FOR JOB PRINTERS 
AND STATIONERS. 

High-Class Workmanship. Low Prices. 

Send for Testimonials and Price Lists. 

THE CELEBRATED 

SIMPLISSIMUS SELF-INKING PRESS. 

No. 2. „ n X 7, ) For Practical every-day 
> work. One boy produ- 

No. 3. ,, 12 X 8, ) cing 800 per hour. 

Stands for Nos. 2 and 3 Extra. Prices from ^"3. 10s. 

OPINIONS OF THE PRESS. 

Printing Times and Lithographer, Aug., 1877.—“The mechanism is good : the 
price very low." 

Press News, Nov., 1877.—“ It is very simple and well suited for small jobs up to 
foolscap folio." 

Paper and Printing Trades' Journal, March, 1878.—“The action is powerful and 
reliable ; it turns out small jobs well and quickly.” 

Bazaar and Mart.—“Among the best Simplissimus.” 

SEND FOR SPECIMENS. 

Stereotype Foundries, 20s. to £10. Apparatus for Eubher Stamp 
Making, £5. 

Treadle Circular Saws for Stereotypers and Printers. 

SEND FOR OUR ILLUSTRATED LIST, 
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FURNIVAL & CO/8 LIST 
OF 

Second-hand Machinery. 

One DOUBLE DEMY LITHO, by 
Mann. Nearly new. 

One 26-mch GUILLOTINE, by Cromp¬ 
ton. 

One 27-inch GUILLOTINE, by Lilly. 

One 25-inch GUILLOTINE, by Wilson. 

One DEMY LITHO, by Hughes & 
Kimber. 

One ALBION BLOCKING PRESS, 
by Cope. 

One X H.P. GAS ENGINE, by Crossley. 

One i H.P. GAS ENGINE, by Crossley. 

Several LITHO' PRESSES. 

ETC. ETC. ETC. 

7, Charterhouse St.,Holborn Circus, 

LONDON; and 

52, Ogden Street, Ardwick, 

MANCHESTER. 

Notice Change of Address, the Premises having been re-named. 

THE ORIGINAL MAKERS OF TEAK CASES. 

Advertisers’ Blocks & Posters in One or more Colours. 
Estimates Free. Catalogues of every description Illustrated. 

G. S. LITTLEJOHN, 
LITHOGRAPHIC & CHROMO-STIPPLE ARTIST, 

Designer, Illuminator, and General Draughtsman, 
10, LAURENCE POUNTNEY LANE, CANNON STREET, 

LONDON, E.C. 

ESTABLISHED 25 YEARS. 

WOOD LETTER. 

WOOD LETTER. 

WOOD LETTER. 

WOOD LETTER. 

For Specimens apply to 

j\ silk: 
(Late GEORGE HIGGINS,) 

LICENSED 

PRINTERS’ BROKER 

Auctioneer & Valuer. 
WORKS : 

McLean’s Buildings, Gt. New St., 
AND 

2 & 3, Dean Street, Fetter Lane, 

FLEET STREET, CITY, E.C. 

J. S. COOK & SON, 
Sticcessors to the late Mr. Thomas Cook, of 24, Brook St., Holborn. 

Established 1789, 

BRASS RULE CUTTERS, 
^nntersP j&mt&s. 

Makers of Galleys, Composing Sticks, and Printing Materials in 
general, of the highest quality, for Town, Country, and Export. 

Inventors and Manufacturers of Brass Space Lines. 

BRASS-FACED RULES, 
INVARIABLE COMPOSING STICKS, &c. 

112, FORE STREET, LONDON, E.C. 

WILFRID WORKS, CHALK FARM ROAD. 
CAMDEN TOWN, N.W. 

REMOVED FROM WORMWOOD STREET AND BARTHOLOMEW CLOSE. 

ESTABLISHED 1810 

Pantographic, Medallick, Spiral, Radiated, Graduated, Engine - Turning, 
Ornamental, Anti-forgery, A- General Engraving for Copper-plate, 

Litho, or Letterpress Printing. 

Bank Notes, Cheques, Bills of Exchange, Share Certificates, Vignettes 
Scrolls, Backgrounds, Skies, Cloads, Graining and Stipple 

Tint Plates, Section and Scale Lines, Prize 
Medals. &c. &c. 

ESTABLISHED 1832. 

CHARLES^ F. MOORE, 
Late SCOTT, WATSON, & CO., 

BRASS RULE CUTTER, 
MANUFACTURER OF 

CIRCLES, OVALS, SHAPES, ZINC & BRASS GALLEYS,&c. 

25, TYSOE STREET, CLERKENWELL, LONDON, W.C. 

L. CORNELISSEN X TALLE, 
22, Great Queen-Street, W.C., 

Manufacturers and Importers of 

COLOURS, PRINTING INK, AND VARNISHES FOR 
Paris. LITHOGRAPHY. Vienna. 

FIRST-CLASS COLOURS FOR CHROMO. 

1867. 
IfilijogntpJjk pateriak 1873. 

Transfer Paper of all Kinds, for Chalk Drawings, Diaphanic Colour Work, &c. 

List of Prices on Application. 

USEFUL TO THE COUNTRY TRADE. 

Papyrograph Fac-simile Printing. 

THFl PAPYROGRAPH 

ZORN, BAHNSON, & CO., 
MANUFACTURERS AND IMPORTERS OF 

LITHOGRAPHIC MATERIALS, 
LITHOGBAPHIO STONES, yellow or grey, of the finest quality. 
COLOURED AND BLACK INKS. ) Specially manufactured for Litho- 

FINE DRY COLOURS. j graphic Printing. 

DUSTING COLOURS, in all Shades 

BRONZE POWDERS, SNAKE STONE, &c. 

& ii GARRICK STREET, COVENT GARDEN, LONDON, W.C. 

And at ii6, INGRAM STREET, GLASGOW. 

Is invaluable to Country Stationers, Secretaries of Insurance 
and Public Companies, Charitable and Religious Societies, 

the Clergy, and Business Men. 

By means of this invention a youth may produce, in an ordinary 
Copying Press, 500 fac-simile impressions of Writing, 
Drawing, or Music, in about an hour, upon any kind of paper or 

linen, at an infinitesimal cost. 

The Trade Supplied with Apparatus on Special Terms. 

The process may be seen at work and prices obtained of 

WYMAN & SONS, 81, GREAT QUEEN ST. LONDON, W.C. 
Papyrograph Printing done for the Trade. 

( ) s e s 
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HENRY MAYO, 
SHOW CARD & LABEL VARNISH 

MANUFACTURER, 

Constitution Hill, Birmingham. 

WOOD ENGRAVING. 
Wood Engraving in the very best style, 

Cheaper than any other house in the Trade. 

W. H. TILBY, 
49, Essex Street, Strand, 

LONDON, W.C. 

RICHARD MILLS WOOD, 
Cpc-Jf ounbcr, 

3, St. John's Parade, Byrom Street, 
MANCHESTER. 

PWKTDEG MATERIALS of EVERT DESCRIPTION. 

Electrotyping and Stereotyping. 

The Printing Times 
AND LITHOGRAPHER, 

An Illustrated, Technical, and Fine- 
Art Journal of 

Typography, Lithography, 
Papermaking, 

AND THE AUXILIARY TRADES. 

BACK NUMBERS. 

Owing to the demand for Back Numbers 
of this Journal, the stock of copies belong¬ 
ing to the Old Series is very limited. 
Those who wish to complete Sets should 
make immediate application. The price 
of all Back Numbers is One Shilling each. 

OFFICE: 

81, Great Queen St., London, W.C. 

PRINTERS’ and BOOKBINDERS' 
MACHINERY. 

NT EW and SECOND-HAND MA¬ 

CHINERY for Letterpress and 

I.itho Printers, Bookbinders, and Sta¬ 

tioners, &c. &c. Send for List to 

■W*. ZEE. BIED, 
12,16, & 18, Albert St., Manchester. 

Westleys & Co., 

Btanufeefuring goottmtes, 

10, FRIAR STREET, 

]H>oetors’ ifommons, 

LONDON, E.C. 

WELLINGTON & CO., 
(Biwjnttas on (Lopptr 

TO THE TRADE, 

Southgate St, Gloucester. 

STEREO. (™s) COLUMNS 
One quarter the weight of others. Cheaper and 

Better Matter specially prepared. Cannot be dis¬ 
tinguished from the type. Comprise— 

News, Serial Tales, Selections, and Wit 
and Humour. 

Proof and Terms on application to “ Excelsior ** 
Stereo. Foundry, 4^-, Lower Priory, Birmingham. 
London Agent, T. W. MARTIN, 89, Shoe-lane, E.C. 

g3T £L£GTRQ'S of this design pierced In centre for type can be had. PRICE 5s. 

WILLMOTT & SONS, 
MACHINE 

RULERS, 
Numerical Printers and Perforators, 

54, 55, & 56, Bartholomew Close, 
Specimens <&■= Estimates on application. 

ESTABLISHED 1828. 

PRINTING MACHINES 
AND 

MACHINE PRINTING, 
BEING 

A Guide for Masters and Workmen; 

Containing Valuable Hints in the 
Selection of Machines — Practical 
Guide to Making Ready — Pre¬ 
paring Cuts—Cutting Overlays — 
Rollers—Useful Hints in Manage¬ 
ment of all kinds of Printing 
Machines—Details of the Construc¬ 
tion of Machines, &c. &c. &c. 

OFFICE : 

81, Gt. Queen St., London, W.C. 

Wm, g. stoneham, 
gffjffltabtr tor tlje frabe, 

- 10 z 11, - 

CHARTERHOUSE BUILDINGS, 
LONDON, E.C. 

PARSONS, FLETCHER, & CO,, 
rating 

Of 

alters. 

EXPORT DEPARTMENT. 
From the lengthened experience Parsons, Fletcher, & Co. have had in the Export Trade, and from the fact that their Inks 
are to be found in all parts of the world, they are enabled to adapt their goods to the requirements of all climates, and to every 
description ot work. This is a very important fact for Exporters, who may confide their orders to P. F. & Co. with the utmost 
confidence. The Export Trade has for some years been made a speciality by this house, and the steady increase of this 
department is a gratifying proof of their success in that direction. 

GRAVEL LANE, SOUTHWARK, S.E. 
( 192 ) 

(City Office—io, Bolt Court Fleet Street, E.C.)' 
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To Her Majesty's Government, the War Depart¬ 

ment, India Department, Admiralty. 

.WWWwv 

LIVETT FRANK & SON, 
limit Utitmtfsrfmm’s 

AND 

OIL REFINERS, 

22, BOROUGH, 

Ij0isrx50i<r bir-idg-ie. 

MACHINE OIL . 2s. to 4s. per Gallon. 
CLEANSING SPIRIT . Is. 3d. „ 

T. KNAPP, 
PRINTERS’, STATIONERS’, AND 

BOOKSELLERS’ VALUER, 
AND AGENT FOR SALE OF 

BUSINESSES & NEWSPAPER PROPERTIES, 

25, PATERNOSTER SO., LONDON, E.C., 
AND 

ELDON CHAMBERS, CHERRY STREET, 
BIRMINGHAM, 

Respectfully offers his services in VALUATIONS in 
the above BUSINESSES ; and front his intimate and 
practical knowledge both of the Wholesale and hetaiL 
Printing, Stationery, and Bookselling Trades, gained 
during an experience of upwards of thirty years, he 
is confident of giving satisfaction to those gentlemen 
who may entrust him with their commands. (Estab¬ 
lished 1870.) Monthly List of Businesses for Sale, gratis 
and post-free. Clients met by appointment either in 
London or Birmingham free of charge. 

ESTABLISHED 25 YEARS. 

FOOT BROTHERS, 
Steam Litho & Letterpress Machine 

Printers to the Trade only. 

Designers and Printers of Show Cards, 
Labels, cpc., in Colours. 

MACH1KIXG for the TRADE at LOWEST POSSIBLE CHARGES. 

LITHO MACHINES from FCAP. FOLIO to 

DOUBLE ELEPHANT. 

Maps & Plans of Estates promptly executed. 

10, LITTLE TRINITY LANE, 
Queen Victoria Street, E.C.; 

And 13,14, & 15, Bridgewater Gardens, Aldersgate Street, E.C. 

J. C. PAUL, 
WHOLESALE AND EXPORT 

Cggt-Citst & ^printing Ipaterial 
MANUFACTURER, 

GRANVILLE WORKS, 

Granville Place, Kings Cross Road, 

LONDON, W.C. 

PRINT AND PAPER. 

WYMAN & SONS 
PRINT NEWSPAPERS, 

-*■ MAGAZINES, BOOKS, PAMPH¬ 

LETS,CATALOGUES, PRICE-LISTS, 

SHOW-CARDS, and every description of 

Commercial Letterpress and Lithographic 

Work in the best style, and at moderate 

charges. Machine Printing for the Trade. 

A large assortment of Stationery and 

Office requirements. 

LINCOLN’S-INN STEAM 
PRINTING AND STATIONERY 

WORKS, 

74, 75, and 81, Great Queen-street, 

London, W.C. 

Ei. BAEjE/ETT , 

ENGINEER & MACHINIST, 
^umctkal printing anD perforating 

Utacfjine, 
ENVELOPE MACHINE AND 

Embossing-press Hiraufarium, 

19, COWCROSS STREET, E.C. 

THE “BACKUS” WATER MOTOR. 
10,000 SOLD. 

The BEST and CHEAPEST Motive Power. 

Uses only Half the Quantity of Water required by any other Motor, 

Great and uniform speed. 

Cannot get out of 

Order — Compact — 

Durable — Noiseless 

—Free from Danger, 

Dirt, Heat, or Smell 

— Fixed at a very 

Trifling Cost. In all 

Cases state Water- 

pressure, where 

Motor is to be Fixed, 

and Power required. 

THe Backus 
Motor, 

Prices from 
£3. 3s. to £4:5, 

from J to 6 
Horse Power. 

SILENT REVERSIBLE 

GAS ENGINES, 
4 to 50 H.P., 

from £10. 
Will work by Gasoline. 

Best & most Economical. 

Extracts from a few of the many Testimonials received. 

Alvey & Co., Printers, 119, Newington Causeway, London, E.C., Avgust 
6th, 1879, saY:—“The ‘ Backus Motor’ seems all we can desire : have shown 
it to some thirty people, and all seem much taken with it; we now get along 
with our work first-class.” 

H. D. Winton, Editor, Bergen Co. Democrat, N.J., writes:—“It works 
daily, with water-pressure about 40 lb. large Campbell country press ; costs too 
per cent, less in running than steam, always ready, safe, and needs no attention.” 

Read Descriptive Notices in “ Printer’s Register," April, 1879, and 
“ Printing Times,” September, 1879. 

SUTCLIFFE, BROS., Climax Works, Birkenhead. 

WENSLEY & WENSLEY, 
Engravers and Designers, 

HERALDIC, ORNAMENTAL, VIGNETTE, 
AND WRITING. 

EXHIBITION MEDALS. 

Specialite—“ Ye Olde Style.” 
180 k 181, FLEET STREET, E.C. 

Early in November will be Published, 

Crown 4to% Stiff Boards, price is, 6d.t 

Post-free, 3s.} 

THE PRINTING TRADES’ 

giarn & gesfi-|WIi 
For 1880. 

81, GREAT QUEEN STREET 

LINCOLN’S-INN FIELDS, W.C. 

For particulars see Second page of 

Wrapper. 

NAJORK & PRAETOEIUS, LEIPZIG-PLAGWITZ, 
(Late Gustav Najork & Co.), 

SOLE MAKERS OF THE CELEBRATED 

LI PSI AN CHROMO PAPER, 
Which is specially prepared both in the coating and in the Raw-paper for Chrotno-Lithographic 

Printing by Steam as well as Hand, and warranted not to stretch or 
leave the coat on the stone. 

The enamel being prepared according to a secret in the possession of 
this firm alone, is distinguished by its exquisite velvet-like surface, which 
gives a peculiar transparence to the colours and at the same time endows 
them with an extraordinary brilliance, both of which qualities cannot be 
over-estimated in printing. 

This Paper is almost exclusively used in the majority of important 
Chromo-Printing Establishments of Great Britain and Ireland, where it 
has the preference over every other make. 

Printed Specimens supplied on application ; also sample sheets of any 
quality for printing trials sent Post-free. 

Any weight or size supplied. Orders will in eveiy case be promptly 
executed. 

All goods to Great Britain and Ireland delivered free warehouse. 

Prices exceedingly moderate, lower than English-made Chromo-papers, 
quality at the same time surpassing any other make of the world. 

Specialities in bright and dull enamel for Show-Cards, Calendars, Menus, Ball Programmes, &c., &c. 

AgentCHARLES MAYER, Queen Anne’s Chambers, 62, Holborn Viaduct, E.C. 
( 193 ) 
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WE shall feel obliged by Publishers and Authors requiring Maps for Books of Travel, Educational Works, &c., &c., 
making known their wants to us. We have the Largest Stock of Map Plates in the country, and we 

give the use of any of these for a merely nominal charge over the cost of Paper and Printing. Maps which require 
to be specially prepared are compiled, engraved, and lithographed with the utmost care and accuracy. We make 
the production of Maps a speciality, and print annually about Twenty Millions. 

Edina Works, Easter Road, Edinburgh, 
18, Paternoster Row, London. W. & A. K. JOHNSTON. 

|jtotm fu ^Ubxrfisers. 

The Scale of Charges for Advertising Situa¬ 

tions is as follows :— 

Three Lines and under.is. 6d. 

Every Additional Line. 6d. 

PRINTERS. — Wanted good 
X Cropper hand ; also Layer-on at 
Wharfedale.—22, Warwick-lane, City. 

PRINTERS (Master). — SITUA- 
-L TION WANTED by good jobbing 
compositor, aged 22; good references.—R., 
56, Oxford-street, Stepney, E. 

1WT ACHINIST, for Hoe printing 
1 ’ 1 machines, in the country ; permanent 

situation for sober and able man.—Apply, 
stating all particulars, wages wanted, &c., 
to 507 Q, Daily Arews Advertisement Inquiry 
Office, 67, Fleet-street, London. 

PRINTERS.—SITU ATI ON 
X by steady man ; press and machine.— 
E. S., Mr. Sadler, 21, Juxon-street, Oxford. 

PRINTERS (Master).—WANTED 
X by a steady young man a SITUATION 
as compositor ; news or jobbing.—E. B. H., 
1, Leapale-terrace, Guildford. 

SITUATIONS VACANT, SITUATIONS WANTED, 

AX 7"ANTED, a respectable and 
V V trustworthy LAD, who has been two 

or three years at the Litlio, to complete his 
time at Litho and Letterpress. State age, &c. 
—Address, James Whiteman, Post Office, 
Deal. 

PRINTERS.—First-rate JOB- 
1 BING HAND desires EMPLOY¬ 

MENT. Well up in all kinds of display.— 
J. Crawford, 2, West-street, Stockton-on- 
Tees. 

PRINTERS (Master).-—-Jobbing 
X compositor, 26, seeks RE-ENGAGE¬ 
MENT ; used to London work.—J. N., 144, 
High-street, Bromley, Kent. 

PRINTERS.—As Turnover at case 
-L by a young man.—J. S., 44, Roden-st., 
Seven Sisters’-road, Holloway. 

T ITHOGRAPHIC ARTIST wants 
i—./ SITUATION. Colourwork princi¬ 
pally. Competent to instruct assistants and 
printers.—Address M. C., Messrs. Wyman 
& Sons, Si, Great Queen-street, London, 
W.C. 

HPHE PRESS.—WANTED, for an 
X old-established Liberal Paper on the 

South Coast, for a permanency, a gentleman 
of good address, ability, and sobriety, who can 
be well recommended, as EDITOR and 
SHORTHAND REPORTER; must be a 
good and ready original writer.—Send speci¬ 
mens of work, references, terms, &c., to Pro¬ 
prietor, Gazette Office, Eastbourne, Sussex. 

MISCELLANEOUS, 

\ X/"ANTED. — The Daily and 
VV Weekly Press. The EDITOR of a 

leading provincial daily and weekly paper is 
OPEN to a RE-ENGAGEMENT. Skilled 
in shorthand, leader writing, and general 
newspaper management. References to pre¬ 
sent firm of employers and to local magistrates. 
—Apply by letter only, L.S., care of J. M. 
Chamberlain, Esq., Solicitor, 30, Basinghall- 
street, London. 

T ITTLE BRITAIN. — TO BE 
J—4 LET, a large Factory, extremely well 
lighted ; with Engine and Shafting complete ; 
also dwelling-house attached. Rent, £280 per 
annum.—Apply to W. F. Thomas & Co., 
48, Holborn Viaduct, E.C. 

nro REPORTERS.—WANTED, a 
X good Reporter and Paragraphist, for 

Liberal weekly paper. 35s. per week.-—Apply 
stating age, copy of testimonials, &c., to Re¬ 
porter, Messrs. Wiggins & Co.’s, 10, Aid- 
gate, London. 

H^O JOBBING PRINTERS, STA- 
X TIONERS, &c. — 5,000 reams of 

writing and printing PAPERS to be SOLD 
at job prices, 30 per cent, under mill price. 
Suitable for all kinds of jobbing work.—Apply 
to D. Somers, Wholesale Stationer, 76, 
Houndsditch, N.E. 

'"TOWN TRAVELLER WANTED, 
X in a commercial printing establishment, 

Good character and connection required. 
Liberal terms.—Apply by letter only, stating 
particulars, to F. C., care of Smith & Wolff, 
5, Falcon-street, E.C. 

PRESS. —RE-ENGAGEMENT 
-X WANTED, on a good Liberal Tournal, 
as EDITOR, Sub - editor, Reporter, or 
London Correspondent. Experienced in each 
capacity. Liberal salary required.—Address 
195 R., Daily News Advertisement Office, 
Fleet-street, E. C. PRINTING and STATIONERY. 

X —WANTED, a PARTNER with 
£700 capital. Adveitiser has a good connec¬ 
tion, plenty of orders, excellent plant and 
stock. Post-office attached. A printer, binder, 
lithographer, or stationer treated with.—Ad¬ 
dress, Norton, Printer, Stockport. 

“PRINTING. — A good Country 
X TRAVELLER WANTED. Thorough 
knowledge required of lithographic and letter- 
press work. A pushing and energetic man 
would secure a good and permanent appoint¬ 
ment.—Address, by letter only, A. B., 101, 
Highbury-quadrant, Highbury New Park, 
London, N. 

PRESS.—SITUATION WANTED 
-X as REPORTER ; good references from 

previous employers.—Address Phono, 125, 
Fleet-street. 

PRESS.-SITUATION WANTED 
JL by reliable and experienced REPOR¬ 
TER and COMPOSITOR (26). Verbatim 
and descriptive writer, reader, and practical 
printer. Could make up a paper, and manage 
small office. Excellent testimonials. Mode¬ 
rate salary if permanent.—W. Bailey, Ship- 
ton, Brough, Yorkshire. 

XX 7 ANTED.—A SECOND-HAND 
V V TWO-FEEDER WHARFEDALE 

MACHINE, with Flyers, capable of printing 
a sheet 30 x 42 at the rate of at least 3,500 per 
hour.—State price and particulars to X. X., 
care of Mr. W. S. Daniel, Advertising Agent, 
84, Fleet-street, London. 

T ITHOGRAPHIC ARTIST 
J—/ WANTED. One accustomed to show¬ 
card preferred.—Apply to W. Brownlie, 
Bishop-street, Anderston, Glasgow. 

T)RINTERS.—Wanted in a weekly 
X news and jobbing office in London, a 
good hand, capable of taking charge of printing- 
office ; also Two Turnovers at case.—Address, 
W. H. M., 42, Oakley-crescent, Chelsea. 

nro MASTER PRINTERS.— 
X WANTED, by a respectable young 

man, 21, a SITUATION in a good Jobbing 
Office, country preferred ; good references.— 
Address, stating terms,&c., G. J., 261, High- 
street, Watford, Herts. 

TWT ACHINE WANTED — about 
1> X News Size—capable of doing Jobbing. 
Must be Cheap. Also, for SALE, Double 
Crown Main Machine (Harrild’s) ; will print 
Double Demy. Apply, Times Office, Totnes. VL., 4^, 
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Wyman's Technical Series. 
TO THE 

Crown 8vo., cloth, price 5-f. ; Post-free, 5s. 4d. 

GRAMMAR of LITHOGRAPHY. 
A Practical Guide, for the Artist and Printer, in 
Commercial and Artistic Lithography, and Chromo¬ 
lithography, Zincography, Photo-lithography, and 
Lithographic Machine Printing. With an Appen¬ 
dix containing Original Recipes for preparing 
Chalks, Inks, Transfer-papers, &c. 

Howlett k Son, 
Origmaf <Bof& (printed 

By W. D. RICHMOND. 

TRADE. 

The proof-sheets of this work have been revised by 
some of the most eminent men connected with the Art 
of Lithography, the result being a complete and reliable 
work. 

Price 6d.} Post-free, qd. 

A KEY TO Ol^E OF THE MAIN 
DIFFICULTIES OF ENGLISH ORTHO¬ 
GRAPHY : Being an Alphabetical Collection of 
nearly 3,000 Words resembling others in Sound, 
but differing in Sense, Spelling, or Accentuation. 
Compiled and arranged by 

HENRY BEADNELL. 

Second Edition, crown ^to., price is. 

WYMAN’S DICTIONARY OP 
STATIONERY AND COMPENDIUM OF 
USEFUL INFORMATION for the Office, 
Counting-House, and Library. 

Crown 8vo., cloth, price is.; Post-free, is. id. 

WORKSHOP MANAGEMENT. 
A Manual for Masters and Men, being Practical 
Remarks upon the Economic Conduct of Work¬ 
shops, Trade Charities, &c. 

By FREDERICK SMITH. 

“ This book should be in the hands of every master 
and workman.” 

“The book is of none the less worth because the 
author happens to be modest. It is an acceptable 
contribution to industrial literature, being well penned, 
well ordered, and excellently presented by the pub¬ 
lishers.”—Iron. 

Crown 8vo., cloth, price is., Post-free, is. id. 

ENGLISH CHINA and CHINA 
MARKS. Being a Guide to the Principal Marks 
found on English Pottery and Porcelain : with 
Engravings of upwards of 150 marks. 

“ The illustrations, which are very numerous, include 
marks from the fifteenth to the present century, and 
thus furnish a key to many of the puzzles with v/hich 
collectors delight to concern themselves.”—City Press. 

Crown 8z/<?., cloth, price 4s. ; Post-free, 4^. 4d. 

PRACTICAL CABINET-MAKER. 
Being a Collection of Working Drawings of Furni¬ 
ture, with Explanatory Notes. 

By A WORKING MAN. 

“ No master or workman engaged in the Cabinet 
trade should be without this useful manual.” 

Medium 4to., cloth gilt, bevelled boards, price 10s. (d. 

CABINET-MAKERS’ PATTERN 
BOOK. Being Examples of Modern Furniture 
of the Character mostly in demand, selected from 
the Portfolios of the leading Wholesale Makers. 
To which are added Original Designs by First-rate 
Artists, comprising various Designs for Hall Furni¬ 
ture, Library Furniture, Dining-room Furniture, 
Drawing-room Furniture, and Bedroom Furniture. 

This will be found an invaluable work by the 
Master Cabinet-maker and Upholsterer. 

LONDON: 

wirMJOsr & sohns, 
74, 75, & 81, Great Queen Street, 

lincoln’s-inn fields, w.c. 

Old Style General Planters. 

10, FRITH ST., SOHO, LONDON. estimates. 

AUG. BREHMER, 
Patetitee and Alanufaclurer 0] 

AMERICAN 

Wire Book-Sewing Machines, 
19, Cow Cross Street, London, E.C. 

'T'HESE Machines are employed with equal advan- 
^ tage for Sewing School-books, Novels, Pamphlets, 

or Account Books, by far excelling Hand-Sewing as to 
Flexibility, Durability, Speed, and Economy. 

May be seen in operation at 19, Cow Cross St. 

MORE THAN 100 IN USE IN ENGLAND. 

Agency for Manchester and the North, 

JOHN HEYWOOD, Publisher, Deansgate. 

Phillips, Son & Entwisle, 
29, NEWHALL STREET, BIRMINGHAM, 

GOLD AND SILVER LEAF AND BRONZE POWDER 
MANUFACTURERS. 

PRINTERS’ BROKERS. 
DEALERS IN 

Printers’ Machinery, Steam Engines & Boilers, combined or separate. 

GAS ENGINES, from 1-Man Power to 16-Horse Power. 

Jfinc Colours, pffjogrupljtr nub f cftcrjjrcss Jnlis, IRurnrsljcs, let. 

McIlTOSH’S 

IPLJLTK] TBATTSFEB HTK, 
Strong, Clear, Easy to work. 8/6 per lb. 

RE-TRANSFER INK, for Stone and Type, 
Will transfer on Warm or Cold-wet Stone. Well adapted for Colour-work. 8/6 per lb. 

TRANSFER PAPER. One Make for Plate, Stone, and Type. 
gSf This Paper is also well adapted for pulling Dry Transfers for Colour-work, is suffi¬ 

ciently transparent to shine up against good light, and by using cold-wet stone an accurate 
register is secured, and great saving effected. Printed instructions sent. 

Price 25/- per Half Ream. Demy Sample Quire, post-free, 3/7. 

WRITING AND TRACING TRANSFER PAPER from 6/- per Quire. 

2?.©.©. must accompany Orders. 

G. MclNTOSH, 29l, Paisley Road, Glasgow. 
( !95 ) 
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Highest Medal Awarded, 

YOKKSHIKE EXHIBITION, 1375. 

WILLIAM GREAVES, 
Maker of the IMPROVED PATENT 

“PARAGON” NOISELESS 
LITHOGRAPHIC MACHINE. 

Prize Medal Awarded, 

PARIS EXHIBITION 1878. 

THE ONLY PRIZE MEDAL AWARDED for Litho Machines in British 
Section at PARIS EXHIBITION. 

IMPORTANT NOTICE.—W. G. wishes to call attention to his Double-Demy Litho Machine, with Marcus Ward & Co.’s patent 
motion attached, and other improvements. First, the advantage of having the Inking Rollers of different sizes, which he need not enumerate 
to those who work in fine tints ; Secondly, to the Inking Brackets, which swing on a pivot, and can be set at any angle, or at two separate 
angles, consequently giving a better distributing than has ever yet been got at, either in this or any other make of Litho Machines ; and 
the advantage of the Brackets being self-adjusting, as they are fixed at any angle, is that there is not the slightest jingle of rollers in the slot- 
hole of the bracket, or any noise whatever when the rollers drop off the stone—in fact, the Machine is as near noiseless as it 
is possible to get a Machine.___ 

Royal Ulster Works, Belfast, January 2\th, 1876. 

Mr. Greaves has supplied us with five of his Lithographic Machines ; they have 
given us entire satisfaction, and we have ordered another Double Demy 
Machine from him, and intend to have three more. He has fitted a number of 
our Machines with our Patent Driving Motion to our complete satisfaction, 
and by these Machines our best Colour-work is now executed 

(Have been supplied with 8 Machines.—W. G.) MARCUS WARD & CO. 

Caxton Buildings, South John Street, Liverpool, 

Mr. William Greaves. June 24th, 1873. 

Dear Sir,—We have now tested the large Lithographic Machine (Quadruple Demy) 
sufficiently to be able to judge of its capabilities. We have great pleasure in 
being able to tell you that we consider it an excellent Machine, 
capable of doing first-class work and keeping good register. 
So satisfied are we with it, as well as with the Double Demy you previously made 
for us, that we should not think of having any other make, should 
we require any new Machine besides the one you are at present making for us (viz., 
Demy).—We are, dear Sir, yours faithfully, GEORGE PHILIP & SON. 

(Have been supplied with 5 Machines.—W. G.) 

Messrs. Allbut & Daniel, Colour Printers, 

Mr. Wm. Greaves. Hanley, Staffordshire, March 2i,th, 1874. 

Dear Sir,—We have much pleasure in stating that the Royal Lithographic 
Machine you have lately supplied gives us great satisfaction. It is both well and 
solidly made, and is being used almost entirely for Colour-work; the register is 

perfect. In a few days we will send a specimen of work now being done.—We are, 
dear Sir, yours truly, ALLBUT & DANIEL. 

(Have been supplied with 4 Machines.—W. G.) 

109A, Cannon Street, London, E.C., September 22nd, 1874. 

Dear Sir,—In reply to your inquiries respecting the Litho Machine you have 
supplied to us, we can say that it continues to give every satisfaction. Its general 
working is all that could be desired, and for Colour-work the register is perfect. We 
consider it a most admiiably-fitted Machine, which does its work thoroughly well. 
—Yours truly, UNWIN BROS. 

Mr. Wm. Greaves, Vincent Works, Leeds. 

The Phoenix Works, Doctors’ Commons, London, E.C. 

To Mr. Wm. Greaves, Leeds. May •jth, 1878. 

Dear Sir,—The Machine supplied to us by you last December is in every way 
satisfactory. The registering is more perfect than that of any other machines of 
which we have had experience. We are using it chiefly for the production of 
“ The Whitehall Portraits”; and for that and other fine work we find 
it answer admirably.—We are, dear Sir, yours truly, JUDD & CO. 

18, Clyde Street, Edinburgh, 

Mr. W. Greaves. 21st January, 1876. 

Dear Sir,'—We cannot testify too highly of the Lithographic Machine you 
supplied us. We have now tried it with all kinds of registering work, and find it 
excellent in all.—We are, yours respectfully, SCOTT & FERGUSSON. 

TESTIMONIALS. 

Write for Price-list, Terms, &c., to 

VINCENT MACHINE-WORKS, GELDERD ROAD, LEEDS. 
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Whiteman & Babs 
Execute in the best style for the Trade, at low charges, 

Copper-Plate Engraving and Printing, Lithographic Writing, 

Drawing, and Printing, and Photo-Lithography. 
PRICE-LIST FREE FOR TRADE CARD. 

236 & 236, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON. 
Assistance given to practical houses in all or any of the above branches where best work is required. 

Newspaper, Book, Music, & General Type Foundry. 
MESSRS. SHANKS, REVELL, & CO., beg to call the attention 

of the Printing Trade to their BOOK, NEWSPAPER, 
and MUSIC FOUNTS, manufactured by Patent Automatic 
Machinery, which is unique, and not possessed by 
any other Type-Founder in Great Britain. 

As a proof of the greater intrinsic value of their Patent Alloy, they allow for 
Old Letter of this metal FIVEPENCE per pound in exchange, instead 
of Threepence,— a material consideration in forming a comparative 
estimate with other Founders as to the cost price of their Founts. 

Our Type has been very extensively supplied to many 
of the leading Newspaper Proprietors and Printers iii 
London and the Provinces — one House alone in 
London having over 150 OOO lb. in present 
use ; and reference can with confidence be given 
as to its special qualities. 

HE attention of 

Newspaper Pro¬ 
prietors, Printers, and others 

is requested to the advantages 
gained by their 

ESTIMATES & SPECIMENS 

Forwarded on appli¬ 

cation. 

NEWLY-INVENTED PATENT 

ENGRAVING MACHINE & PROCESS 
For rapidly producing Type-high Blocks 

of Maps, Charts, Diagrams, Architects’ Plans, 
Sketches, and other designs, at an inexpensive 

rate. The WEATHER CHARTS and WAR 
MAPS now appearing in the Daily and Weekly News¬ 

papers are engraved, and a Type-high Stereotype Block 
made, by this process, in a very short space of time. 

Terms and further information on application to the Proprietors, at 

BED LION SQU ABE, HOLBOBN, 
LONDOIT W. G 

“PARAGON” 

INDIA - RUBBER DATING STAMP. 
SOLE MAKERS AND INVENTORS: 

BADDELEY & REYNOLDS, 19 & 20, Old Bailey, E.C. 
PRACTICAL DIE SINKERS. MEDALLISTS. 

Ca^erjilale gelid Stamps, ditpto m WaaX potti, Sillier, fa. 
Manufacturers of the Improved INDIA-RUBBER ENDORSEMENT STAMP. 

Endorsement, Screw and Leuer, Embossing, and Stamping Press Makers. 

STEEL DIE MANUFACTURERS TO THE TRADE. 

Corporate or Official Seals Engraved and Fitted to Presses on the Shortest Notice. 

VOB SPECIMEN'S .A-lSriD PBICES APPLY .A.S ABOVE. 
2 / ( 197 ) 
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J. LEITCH & CO., 
3, 4 & 5, NETWCASTLE ST., EFA.ER.IR.IItTGEDOIN' ST.. 

WOOD, SURFACE METAL, COPPER PLATE AND ZINC, 
BY 

JWtch’s §mm .of itiu’o-Sifhoptpltij 
(Most suitable for Architects’ Plans and Engravings of complicated Machinery ; specimens can be seen of Engravings appearing 

week by week in many Illustrated Journals). 

Surface Blocks can be produced from Steel or Copper Plates, or from Pen-and-ink or other Drawings, and Exact Copies Guaranteed. 

BLOCKS FOR PRINTING BOOKS IN ORIENTAL LANGUAGES AT A LESS COST THAN COMPOSITION. 

PHOTO=MTHOGMAPHEB^s 

ELECTROTYPERS AND STEREOTYPERS IN ALL BRANCHES. 
CURVED ELECTROTYPES TO WORK ON CYLINDERS. BRASS-FACED STEREOTYPES FOR COLOUR PRINTING. 

STEEL-FACED, SILVER-FACED AND NICKEL-FACED ELECTROTYPES. 

Electrotypes cm he produced by a new process in the unprecedently 
short time of THREE hours. 

3, 4 & 5, NEWCASTLE STREET, FARRXNGBQN STREET, E.C. 

The Electro from which the above Advertisement is printed was produced in the extraordinarily short time of 

ONE HOUR AND TWENTY-FIVE MINUTES. 

Moulding ... . 
H. 
0 

M. 
10 

In tlio battery . 0 45 
Backing, finishing and mounting ... 0 30 

l 25 

DALLASTYPE, BALL ASTI NT, AND 
OHRGMO-3DALLASTINT. 

ON publishing my new Circular and Price-list for 1878, I beg to thank those friends who have for so many years favoured me with then- 
confidence. My Processes of Photographic Engraving have been steadily winning their way in public estimation. 

It is now twenty-three years since I first took up the subject of Photographic Engraving and made it the business of my life. I was the 
first in this country to enter upon the business commercially. As an experimentalist and practical worker I am, in this country also, since the 
death of Mr. Fox Talbot, the oldest living representative of the Art. Few, if any, have had such active experience therein. The work has 
been to me, and still is, a fascinating pursuit; and my patrons have this guarantee against inferior work, that the most important part of the 
work passes, in every case, through my own hands, and is not left to mere workmen who have neither interest nor pleasure in aiming at perfection of 

result. 
To Printers, Engravers, and the Trade generally, I allow a liberal discount off the prices quoted in my new List, which can be had on application. 

Dallastype, Dallastint, and Chromo-Dallastint are Processes of Photographic Engraving. 

Dallastype, Dallastint, and Chromo-Dallastint reproduce in Monochrome or Polychrome, for Typographic, Lithographic, 
or Copper-plate Printing, Enlarged, Reduced, or Same-size copies of ANYTHING THAT WILL PHOTOGRAPH, whether 
objects of Nature or Art, from Elat Tints, Colours, Lines, Stipple, Chalk, Mezzotint, Aquatint, &c. 

A SELECTION OF SPECIMENS ON RECEIPT OF TWO SHILLINGS AND SIXPENCE. 

DUNCAN C. DALLAS, 

DALLASTYPE ENGRAVING, PRINTING, AND PUBLISHING WORKS, 

362, GRAY’S-INN ROAD, KING’S CROSS, LONDON, W.O. 
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JOll 4, PEMBERTON ROW, GOUGH SQUARE, & 

HAS ESSOI, IO, JOHNSON’S COURT, FLEET ST., 

FOR SALE the following PrlUtCTS* LONDON, E.C. 

New and Second-hand MACHINES, PRESSES, fie. ngineer. 
MACHINES. 

Four-Royal Drop-Bar PERFECTING MACHINE, 
by Dryden. 

Four-Royal Anglo-French PERFECTING MA¬ 
CHINE, by Hopkinson & Cope. 

Four-Demy ditto ditto 
Two-Feeder MACHINE, by Middleton, full News 

size, nearly new. Table, 5 ft. by 4 ft. 
Double Crown PERFECTING MACHINE, by 

Dryden. 
Demy LITHOGRAPHIC CYLINDER GRIPPER 

MACHINE, by Hasler & Fairbank. 
Double Royal ordinary WHARFEDALE, by Dawson 

& Sons, new. 
Double Royal ditto, by Payne, with 2 sets of Rollers. 

Ditto ditto ditto 
Double Demy ditto ditto 
Double Crown INGLE MACHINE, nearly new. 
Crown Paragon WHARFEDALE, by Dawson. 
Dawson’s Patent Double Foolscap UNIVERSAL 

MACHINE, for Jobbing Work, new. 
Double Foolscap DESIDERATUM, by Napier. 
Demy ditto ditto 
Double Royal MAIN’S MACHINE, by Conisbee, 

extra size ; table, 46 by 37. 
Double Demy ditto ditto 
Foolscap Folio TREADLE MACHINE, by Hughes 

& Kimber. 
Foolscap Folio CROPPER, nearly new. 
Two Foolscap Folio CROPPER MACHINES, new. 
18-inch CUTTING MACHINE. 
26-inch ditto by Dawson & Sons, new. 

26-inch CUTTING MACHINE, by Wilson. 
30-inch ditto by Salmon. 
33-inch ditto by Furnival. 
33-inch ROLLING MACHINE, by Hopkinson Sc Co. 
20-inch Hand PERFORATING MACHINE. 
LABEL-CUTTING MACHINE. 
12-inch PHOTO GLAZING MACHINE. 

PRESSES. 
Two Double Crown ALBION PRESSES. 
Five Super Royal ALBION PRESSES. 
Royal ALBION PRESS, 26 by 20'-. 
Two Super Royal COLUMBIAN PRESSES. 
Royal COLUMBIAN PRESS. 
Foolscap Broadside, ditto ditto 10 by 14J. 
Post Folio ALBION PRESS. 
Demy Folio ditto. 
Super Royal STANHOPE ditto, 29 by 21. 
Demy ditto 24J by 19. 
Two GALLEY PRESSES. 
Several LITHO. PRESSES, by Seggie, Grelg, See. 
Three COPPER-PLATE PRESSES, by Seggie, new. 
14 ditto, from 24 in. to 36 in. 
Double Demy HYDRAULIC PRESS, 10-in. ram, 

double Pumps and Pressure Gauge, and a quantity 
of Glazed Boards and Pressing Plates. 

Small HYDRAULIC PRESS. 
No. 4 Rotary BLOCKING PRESS, by Cope Sc 

Sherwin, fitted for steam power, 30 by 13. 
“BOOMER & BOSCHERT” PRESS, 30 by 38, 

Athol Screw STANDING PRESS, 1 ft. 10 by 2 ft. 6. 
40 pairs of Wrought-Iron CHASES, made to print in 

the Quad. 
Eight Iron INKING TABLES. _ 
A job lot of CHASES of various sizes. 
Composing Frames, Banks and Horses. 
Box-wood Shooting-Sticks. 
An Iron Saw Bench, fitted for steam power. 
A quantity of Zinc-bottomed Slip and Quarto Galleys. 
A quantity of Brass Rule in short lengths. 
STEREO. APPARATUS, complete. 
A quantity of Type of various sizes and founts, in 

excellent condition. 

ENGINES and BOILERS. 

10 H.P. TABLE ENGINE, by Dryden. 
8 H.P. HORIZONTAL ENGINE, new. 
4 H.P. ditto ditto new. 
8 H.P. BEAM ENGINE, new. 
One pair of combined 8 H.P. HORIZONTAL 

ENGINES, by Middleton. 
6 H.P. VERTICAL ENGINE and BOILER com¬ 

bined, new. 
4 H.P. OSCILLATING ENGINE. 
5 H.P. TABLE ENGINE. 
3 H.P. VERTICAL ENGINE. 
4 H.P. ditto on A frame. 
2i H.P. OSCILLATING ENGINE. 
6 FI.P. CORNISH BOILER, by Florton, 3 ft. 6 in. 

by 8 ft., 18-in. tube. 
CORNISH BOILER, by Florton, 12 ft. by 4 ft. 

A r? ( DAWSON’S WHARFEDALE PRINTING- AND CUTTING- MACHINES. 
iigUH lor. } BICKERTON'S IMPROVED LITHOGRAPHIC MACHINES, &c., &c. 

MACHINES, PRESSES, ETC., PURCHASED AND EXPEDITIOUSLY REPAIRED. 
J. E.’s Patent TAKING-OFF APPARATUS fixed to any Rind of Printing Machine. 

PRINTING IN KS. 
JOHNSTONE & CUMBERS, 

PRINTING INK AND LITHOGRAPHIC VARNISH MAN UFA CTURERS, 

3 8, FAERIEG-3D 0H- STREET, LONDON, E.C. 
WORKS: STRATFORD AND CAMBERWELL, 

IMPERIAL MANUFACTORY, 
6, CHARLES STREET, HATTON GARDEN, LONDON, E.C. 

N. J. HILL, 
Ilian uf act.u.t£c an ft JLalet in £betn ftcsmjjfimt jof 

BOOKBINDERS’ MATERIALS. 
Starr’s Improved Backing Machines. 
Rolling, Millboard Cutting, Bevel¬ 

ling, Card Cutting, Guillotine, Im¬ 
perial, and Eccentric Machines. 

Gas Stoves for Finishing. 
Bookbinders’ Saw Benches. 
Hydraulic Presses. 
Pedestal and Hand-paging, Per¬ 

forating, and Ruling Machines. 
Cutting, Gilding, Sewing, and 

Finishing Presses. 
Iron and Wood Standing Presses. 

Brass Type. Fillets and Rolls. 
Plough Knives, Scissors, & Shears. 
Pressing and Backing Boards. 
Straw Boards, Marbled, Coloured 

White and Brown Papers. 
Leather and Bookbinders’ Cloth. 
American Leather Cloth. 
Glue, Varnish, and Glaire. 
Thread, Twine, Headbands, and 

Registers. 
Copying, Embossing, Stamping, and 

Eyeleting Machines. 

PRICE LISTS POST-FREE. 

WORKS:-UNI0N BUILDINGS, LEATHER LANE, HOLBORN, 
3/2 
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Prize Medals ( PARIS EXHIBITION, 1878. I PARIS EXHIBITION, 1855. 
Awarded. i VIENNA EXHIBITION, 1873. I NEW YORK EXHIBITION, 1853. 

WHS EXHIBITION, 1878—PRIZE MEDAL FOR PRINTING INKS 
AWARDED TO 

_A_„ IB_ CO. 
Prab Dffites; 

Caroline Park, EDINBURGH, 
AND 

46, Queen Victoria Street, LONDON, E.C. 

§ratttIj£S : 

66, George Street, Parade, BIRMINGHAM. 

4, Norfolk Street, MANCHESTER. 

1, Hackins Hey, LIVERPOOL. 

130, Avenue Malakoff, Chateau de l’Etoile, PARIS. 

LONDON INK DEPOT: 12, CRANE COURT, FLEET STREET, E.C. 

W, MACINTYRE, Jun, 

BLACKHALL PAPER MILL, 
MILL No. 85. PAISLEY, MILL Ho. 85. 

MANTJE’ACTtJEEB, OS1 

Cardboards, Pasteboards, 
ENAMELLED AND SURFACE PAPERS, 

Commercial, Ivory, Printers’, Tinted, Surface, 

Enamelled, and Waste Cards. 

RAILWAY TICKETS, JACQUARD LOOM CARDS, 

SPECIAL KOTICE RELATING TO PRIZE PUZZLES. 

- BRIEF 
THE WEEK’S NEWS 

An Epitome of the Press for the Home Circle, Travellers, & Residents Abroad. 

Indispensable 
to 

Every Library. 

A Positive Literary 
Necessity 

in every Household. 

On July 4, the first of a Series of PRIZE PUZZLES was commenced. PRIZES to the value of 

FORTY GUINEAS PER ANNUM will be awarded to the Successful Competitors. A Prize Puzzle is 

reserved for Children under Thirteen Years of Age ; and a Special Prize of £5. 5s. will be given quarterly for 

Colonists and Residents Abroad. For particulars see current issue of “ Brief : the Week’s News.” 

A Pamphlet containing the Favourable Opinions of some Two Hundred Papers will be forwarded 
Gratis, on application. 

Every Priday.—Price Twopence. Annual Subscription (post-free) 10s. lOd., payable in advance. 

Wyman & sons, si, great queen street, London, w.C, 
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BENJ? WINSTONE & SON, 
MANUFACTURERS, 

100 Zr 101, SHOE LANE, LONDON, E.C. 
(WORKS, STRATFORD, E.) 

LETTERPRESS & MACHINE PRINTERS’ INKS, 
for Bookwork, Woodcut, Newspapers, Broadsides, &c. 

QUICK DRYING, for Printing on Hard Papers and to bear 

rolling. 

COLOURED INKS, for Fine Work, Posters, Book-covers, and 

Enamelled Papers. 

CLOTH BOOK-COVER INK, to dry with a gloss. 

COLOURED INKS, for Tablets—Bronze, Blue, Gloss Red, &c. 

LITHOGRAPHIC INKS:— 
Black Ink, for Machine and Press. 
Coloured Ink, for Machine and Press. 
Re-transfer Ink 

Plate to Stone, Stone to Stone, Type to Stone. 
Lithographic Writing Ink. 

Ditto ditto Lemercier’s and Vanhymbeeck’s. 

FLUID WRITING INK, for Writing on Unprepared Paper. 

LITHOGRAPHIC PAPERS:— 
Maclure & Macdonald’s Autographic Transfer, Re-transfer, 

Writing Transfer, Tracing, &c. Unstretchable Transfer Tracing, 
for making up Colour Stones. India, French India, &c. 

LITHOGRAPHIC PRESSES, Hand and Steam. 

LITHOGRAPHIC STONES (these are imported direct from 

the quarries). 

ZINC PLATES, planished, polished, and grained. 

TYMPANS—Leather, Brass, and Zinc. 

LITHOGRAPHIC SUNDRIES of all kinds: 
Dry Colours for Lithographers. 
Boxwood Scrapers. 
French Chalks. 
Copyable Powder, for dusting Bill-heads, Invoices, &c. 

EMBOSSING INKS. 
ENDORSING INKS, for Cloth Pads, in Bottles or Compress¬ 

ible Tubes. 

Sole Proprietors of Underwood’s COPYABLE PRINTERS’ INKS, Writing Inks, &c. 

SOLE AGENT FOR 

Maclure & Macdonald’s Autographic Transfer Paper. 

BACON'S PATENT 

Unltiplr - €obm tinting ^partite 
CAN BE APPLIED TO ANY MACHINE. 

Prints in Any Number of Colours at ONE Impression. 

Specimens of Work done and all Particulars can be obtained from the 

Sole Licensees, 

THOMAS MIDDLETON & CO. 
ENGINEEBS, 

LOMAN STREET, SOUTHWARK, LONDON, S.E. 
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WILLIAM MONNERY, 
MANUFACTURER OF 

Printers’ Blankets, Machine Tapes, &c„ 
Also Leather and Gut Driving Bands. 

89, SHOE HjAEsTH], FLEET ST., LOISTTOHST. 

Maker of the Treble Milled Blankets for News and 
_ Lit ho Machines. 

Tngle7^ gfe "CITY 
PRINTING MACHINE 

5 5 

IS 

UNIVERSALLY RECOGNISED AS THE BEST 
SINGLE CYLINDER MACHINE IN THE MARKET ON ACCOUNT OF ITS 

—m— 

Simplicity 
of 

Construction, 
- 

!—m— 

Durability, 
and 

Easy Running. 

INLAND REVENUE, Somerset House.. 5 
WATERLOW & SONS . 34 
SPOTTISWOODE & CO. n 

GRIFFITH & CO. 12 
HARRISON & SON. 3 

As a proof of its superiority, attention is called to the fact that this Machine is used in the following 

GOVSEIMENT A If IS RAILWAY PRINTING OFFICES 
FORD & TILT . 7 
EYRE & SPOTTISWOODE, H. M. Printers .. 10 
FOREIGN OFFICE, Downing Street. i 

Complete with Fly-wheel and Handle for Hand-power, or Fast and Loose Pulleys, Striking Gear for Steam-power, and Two Sets of Roller Stocks. 

ESTIMATES GIVEN FOR REMOVAL AND GENERAL REPAIRS. 

“CITY” Printing Machine Works, 102, Shoe Lane, London, E.C. 

TvTLBSSTLS. ZDEXjXjYYQ-JYILT .A. &G CO. 
Beg to inform their customers and the trade generally that, in addition to their extensive business of Stereotyping and Electrotyping, they have 

taken Premises at 

ETo. 47, FETTER LANE, FLEET STREET, 
FOR THE PRODUCTION OF 

TRANSFER-ZINCOGRAPHY, 
By which process manuscript and valuable books, -which may be out of print and only one copy obtainable, can be photographed and reproduced, 
enlarged or reduced to any size. Transfers taken from maps, copper, or stone (any design), on transfer paper, with transfer ink. Bill-heads, trade 
marks, chalk drawings, sketches, facsimile writings, circulars, cards, or any production by ordinary lithography, can be made into blocks, harder 
and more durable than -wood, thus combining Lithography with Letterpress, which will be found much cheaper than any other process. 

47 & 48, FETTER LANE, & 106 & [07, SHOE LANE, FLEET ST., LONDON, E.C. 
N.B.—Transfers carefully packed and forwarded to us will receive immediate attention, and the blocks will be dispatched with the least possible 

delay. Every information given, and Estimates sent to all parts on application. 
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ROYAL LETTERS PATENT. BY THE QUEEN’S 

SLATER & PALM ER, 
Black and Coloured Letterpress and Lithographic Printing Ink, Chemical 

Fine Colour, and Varnish Manufacturers, 

LONDON AND NEW YORK, 
Are prepared to enter into contracts with Large Consumers for any length of time, to supply them with Printing Inks of any quality 

and description. 

WORKS, OLD FORD ROAD, BOW, E. 0, WINE OFFICE COURT, FLEET STREET, LONDON, E.C. 

STEAM GOLD MEDAL. 
PARIS EXHIBITION, 1878. 

HANCOCK INSPIRATOR, 
NEW COMBINED PUMP AND INJECTOR. 
THIS Apparatus commends itself to the notice of the Printing Trade 

as an indispensable adjunct to every Steam-Boiler. It] possesses 
the following important ADVANTAGES over all other Boiler-feeders:— 

Two Machines in combination—Pump and Injector—at about same price as Injectors only. 
It lifts water 25 feet, and will draw it any practical distance. 

Works under all pressures without adjustment. 
No loss from stoppages, as there are absolutely no moving parts, consequently no repairs are needed. 
Any stoker can start and stop the Machine. 
The lifting side can be used alone, if desired. 
Can be removed instantly for inspection, and replaced while steam is up. 
Will lift water and deliver it to the boiler at high temperature, or into tanks at a high or low 

temperature, and at a lower steam-pressure than any other apparatus, and work equally well on 
a high or low lift. 

No oiling required. Is simple, reliable, and always in order. 
Entirely obviates the necessity for tanks and pumps, where the water supply is below the boiler level. 
It is noiseless in its operation. _ 

From Messrs. BLACKWOOD & SONS, Publishers. 
“ We have had the ‘ INSPIRATOR’ working in our engine-room for a month, and have perfect 

satisfaction in the result. It is managed with ease, and has never given us any trouble, and its effect in 
supplying the Boiler with thoroughly heated water in sufficient quantity appears unquestionable. 

“ (Signed) WM. BLACKWOOD & SONS.” 

Highly recommended by, and to be seen at, Messrs. WYMAN & SONS’; CLAY, SON, & 
TAYLOR’S; “ GLOBE; ” “ MORNING POST,” &c., &c. 

THE HANCOCK INSPIRATOR COMPANY, 
35, QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, E.C. 

Medal for Progress, CH. LORILLEUX, GOLD MEDAL, 

Vienna, 1878. OFFICE: 16, RUE SUGER, PARIS. 

WORKS at PUTEAUX and NANTERRE (SEINE). 
Paris, 1878. 

PRINTING I N K MANUFACTURER. 
Letterpress and Machine Printers’ Ink for Bookwork, Illustrated and ordinary News work. 

BLUE AND VIOLET COPYABLE PRINTERS’ INK SUPPLIED AT MODERATE PRICES. 

COLOUBED LETTEBPBESS ITTIEES EOB P’lTTBI WOEK & POSTEBS. 

LITHOGRAPHIC INKS—BLACK INK and COLOURED INK for MACHINE and PRESS. 

Manufacturer of the Best Quality LITHOGRAPHIC VARNISHES. Price List and Book of Specimens forwarded on receipt of Trade Card. 

London Agent —C. MAYER, 62, HQLBQKN VIADUCT, E.C. 
Sole Agents for North, of England, Scotland, and Ireland—Messrs. STE.OEGER & CO., 68, Barton Arcade, Manchester. 
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FURNIVAL & CO.’S 
PATENT 

“EXPRESS” fNiithuj 

THE attention of Lithographers is called to the fact, that we have now reconstructed our LITHO. MACHINE, 
in order to meet the long-felt want for a Machine capable of producing the finest class of Line work, and 

also the highest class of Chromo work. 

No Machine hitherto made fully meets the wants of the Trade in these respects ; but after careful investigation, 
aided by the experience of some of the leading Printers in the country, we have effected such improvements as will 
meet every known requirement and excel anything hitherto made. 

The special point, jn this Machine is its greatly increased Inking and Distributing power. 

By means of a SPECIAL DOCTOR, only to be found on our LITHO. MACHINES, the supply of 
Ink to various parts of the Job can be regulated and varied in the simplest manner. 

The DISTRIBUTING AND INKING ROLLERS can be worked diagonally—-at any angle required— 
or straight at will, the change from one position to the other being effected without the use of a screw-key. 

The ROLLER BRACKETS are constructed to fit the rollers perfectly at any angle, for the purpose of 
ensuring silent working,, and have large wearing surfaces, thus giving permanency to the arrangement. 

The INKING ROLLERS can be run on the Slab without working on the Stone (for distributing the Ink), 
and can be set to fall on to any part of the Stone to suit the job. 

The RISING BED is constructed so that either side can be raised separately, thus entirely obviating the 
necessity of packing the stone. 

Each Machine is fitted with eight Inking Rollers, eight Distributing Rollers, and Two Duct Rollers, covered 
with French Calf Skins ; also three polished Riders for the Inkers, and two Damping Rollers; and preparation is 
also made so that a large number of Rollers can be used when desired. 

By this increased Inking power Double Inking is rendered unnecessary ; though to meet any special case each 
Machine is fitted with Automatic Double Inking Apparatus. 

FURNIVAL & CO. are also Sole Makers of Hird’s Patent Deliverer for Litho. Machines, which has 
several important advantages over any hitherto introduced. > 

MAY BE SEEN AT WORK AT OUR 

LONDON HOUSE—7, CHARTERHOUSE STREET, HOLBORN CIRCUS, E.C., 
AND 

52, OGDEN STREET, FAIRFIELD STREET, MANCHESTER. 
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TO PRINTERS, BOOKBINDERS, PAPER - MAKERS, & OTHERS. 

The Trade is respectfully incited to inspect 

FURNIVAL & OO.’S New Patent 

SELF-CLAMP CUTTER, 
WHICH IS 

MOW ON VIEW AT THEIR WORKS, 

OGDEN STREET, FAIRFIELD STREET, MANCHESTER. 
ADVANTAGES CLAIMED FOR FURNIVAL’S NEW PATENT SELF-CLAMP CUTTER: 

GREAT SAVING IN POWER.—In other Self-Clamping Machines there is as much power wasted in the friction required to 
maintain the Clamping during the whole of the cut as would work another machine; whereas in the “EXPRESS” the 
Clamp (although working simultaneously with the knife) does not absorb any power while the knife is at work. 

TRIAL KNIFE OR INDICATOR.—By a very slight pressure of the foot the press or platen can he brought down instantly, 

showing along the whole length of the cut where the knife will come, hoth hands being at liberty to S6t th© work. 
GREAT SPEED.—By a slight movement of one handle the Machine starts at full speed — clamps, cuts, returns, and stops in three 

seconds. The advantage in this respect is so marked that it must be seen to be believed. 

ADVANTAGE IN PRICE.—Being the largest makers of Guillotines in the Kingdom, and having Special Plant and Appliances 

for their production, we are enabled to quote Lower Prices than other makers can possibly do. 

THE “ EXPRESS ” will cut “ heads,” “ tails,” and fore-edges at one time without altering the Gauge. 

THE “ EXPRESS ” is the only Machine that cuts through the hardest materials without making steps in the paper and a loud 

report, as proved at the Public Trial. ___. 

Printers are at liberty to bring any Material with which they wish to test the Machine. 

Prices on application to th© Works as above, or to 

THE LONDON WAREHOUSE—7, CHARTERHOUSE ST,, HOLBORN CIRCUS, E.C. 

GILL'S PATENT HOT ROLLING MACHINE, 
For Drying, Pressing, and Calendering Sheets direct from 

the Printing Machine. 

THIS Machine has now been thoroughly tested by many of the Leading Houses in London 
and the Country with the most satisfactory results. Various improvements have been 

introduced, the most important being an arrangement by means of which the paper can be 
Rolled without being thinned, thus rendering the Machine practically perfect, and a sine qttd non 

in every well-appointed office. 
This Machine is also equally well-suited for Cold Rolling plain paper, either dry or 

damped, for Cut work, &c., and is largely used for that purpose. 

The following Firms are already Supplied, or have Ordered:— 
EYRE & SPOTTISWOODE, London 
KELLY & Co. 
CLAY, SONS & TAYLOR ,, 
HAZELL, WATSON, & VINEY ,, 
S. STRAKER & SONS „ 
NOVELLO, EWER, & Co. „ 
WM. CLOWES & SONS 
CASSELL, PETTER, & GALPIN ,, 
J. TRUSCOTT & SON 
W. H. & L. COLLINGRIDGE & Co. „ 
SPOTTISWOODE & Co. 
DIPROSE & BATEMAN 
UNWIN BROTHERS „ 
WATERLOW & SONS 
HEAD & MARK 
CURWEN & SONS 
H. SILVERLOCK „ 
C. F. ROWORTH 
W. B. HORNER „ 
BRADBURY, AGNEW, & CO. 
WHITE & HOLMES 
ROBT. SANDS & SON, 

4 OPERATIVE JEWISH CONVERTS' INSTI- 
3 TUTION, London ... 
3 W. G. BLACKIE & Co., Glasgow .. 
2 DUNN & WRIGHT „ .. 
2 ROBERT ANDERSON 
1 A. R. GOLDIE „ .. 
1 McCORQUODALE & Co. „ .. 
1 THOS. NELSON & SONS, Edinburgh. 
1 W. & R. CHAMBERS „ . 
1 BALLANTYNE, HANSON & Co. „ . 
I JOHN BAXTER & SONS „ . 
1 R. & R. CLARK „ . 
1 J. HEYWOOD, Manchester . 
1 J. F. WILKINSON „ . 
1 GEO. FALKNER & SON „ ............. 
1 M. H. GILL & SON, Dublin . 
1 ALEX. THOM „ .... 
1 D. MARPLES & Co., Lim., Liverpool .......... 
1 McCORQUODALE & Co., Liverpool. 
1 J. BILLING & SONS, Guildford ... 
1 THOS. FORMAN & SONS, Nottingham .. 
1 BEMROSE & SON, Derby ... 

CHAS. GOODALL, Leeds .. 1 
BUTLER & TANNER, Frome . 1 
THE UNIVERSITY PRESS, Cambridge . 1 
GEORGE HARRISON, Bradford ... 1 
SIMSON & CO., Hertford .. 1 
EDWARDS, DUNLOP & Co., Sydney .. 1 
J. M. POOLE & Co., Wilmington .. 1 
TJT FWDT T7.Tr. TT_^:_ 

TV ,, ... 

IMPRIMERIE IMPERIALE, St. Petersburg 

GOVERNMENT PRINTING-OFFICE, Bengal 1 
HARPER BROTHERS, New York . 1 
S. W. GREEN „ . 1 
A. S. BARNES & Co. „ ............ 1 
METHODIST BOOK Co. „ .. 1 
J. J. LITTLE & Co. „ ............ 1 
F. LESLIE’S ASSIGNEES „ .. 1 

-A « i-r O W It , OV/VJ XX, O- U Vv, , — -.11 Uole ............ 1 

W. BRENDON & SONS, Plymouth. 1 
RICHTER, J. F., Hamburg. 1 

THE MACHINES CAN BE SEEN IN OPERATION, AND PRICE LISTS, &c., OBTAINED OF 

IFTTIR/IsrTV' _A.Xj &c CO- 
52, Ogden St., Fairfield St., MANCHESTER, & 7, Charterhouse St., Holborn Circus, LONDON, E.C. 
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The ££ GRAPHIC ” MAGHI^TES. 
PARSONS & DAVIS, PATENTEES. 

The “Graphic” Machine for fine Book or Colour Work—Speed from 800 to 1,200 per hour. As supplied for the Art Journal 
Supplements of The Graphic, and Melbourne Illustrated JVews. 

The " GRAPHIC ” TYPO-LITHO. MACHINE, perfectly free from Vibration and almost Noiseless.—Speed up to 900 per hour 
Four Machines supplied for printing the Chromo Supplements of The Graphic. 

TESTIMONIALS. 
_ From W. L. Thomas, Esq., the Manager of The Graphic. “igo, Strand, London, Oct. 6, 1875. 

Gentlemen,—We have much pleasure in expressing our satisfaction with the working of both Machines that you have made for us. The result of their working 
has been an improvement in the printing of a very marked character.—I am, Gentlemen, yours faithfully, 

“ Messrs. B. W. Davis & Co." “ WM. L. THOMAS, Manager of The Graphic. 

“3, Rochester-square, Camden-road, N.W., Dec. 4, 1876. 
“ Dear Sirs,—I wish to give my testimony as to the value of your ‘ Graphic ’ Lithographic Printing Machine, which has been in constant use printing my work for 

many months. I find in every respect it is better than the ordinary Machine, being steadier, faster, and has such good rolling power that I am confident it is capable of 
printing any work drawn in either chalk or ink at least as well, if not far better (for long numbers undoubtedly), than any hand press. As I have been practically engaged 
in Lithography for twenty years, perhaps my opinion may be of use.— I remain, yours truly, 

“Messrs. Parsons & Davis.” “ SAMUEL J. HODSON. 

THE ONLY MACHINES THAT ARE NOW USED FOR PRINTING “THE GRAPHIC.” 

Prices on application to B. W. DAVIS, Engineer, Lower Kennington Lane, London, S.E. 
( ) 
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LAWS PATENT “VICTORY” PRINTING ROLLERS. 
The Only Rollers Awarded a PRIZE MEDAL at the Paris Exhibition, 1878. 

Prospectuses, Price Lists, and List of Firms who have been supplied, sent gratis upon application to the Sole Manufacturers, 

THE LANHAM PRINTING ROLLER COMPANY, LIMITED, 
75, FLEET STREET, E,C, 
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PRINTING INKS. 

PRIZE MEDAL AWARDED. 

JOHN KIDD & CO. 
SUCCESSORS TO BENJAMIN SMITH SON, ORIGINAL AND JUSTLY CELEBRATED 

Newspaper Ink, 
Unsurpassed for richness of colour and freedom in working, is perfectly pure, and free from grit. Covers more space than any 
other manufactured, and specially adapted for the “Hoe,” “Walter,” “Victory,” and other Fast Machines. 

Standard Bookwork Ink, 
The permanent brilliant Jet Black is unchanged by time or the action of any climate, and well worth the attention of the Trade 
and Shippers to foreign countries. 

Coloured Inks 
Of every Shade and Description, manufactured on the shortest notice by steam power, and Shippers supplied on the very best 
terms, 

.Lithographic Inks & Varnishes 
IN EVERY VARIETY. 

GOVERNMENT AND RAILWAY CONTRACTORS. 

FOREIGN DEPOTS: 

PARIS, SYDNEY, MELBOURNE, CALCUTTA, BOMBAY, MADRAS, 

NAPLES, Sc. Sc. 

All Letters, Orders, and Remittances to be addressed to 

7, WINE-OFFICE COURT, FLEET STREET, LONDON, E.C, 

FACTORY AND CHEMICAL WORKS, OLD FORD, BOW. 
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NEWSUM, WOOD, & DYSON, 

LITHOGRAPHIC MACHINES. 

MAKERS and ORIGINAL INVENTORS 

of the well-known 

LEEDS AND PARA60N 

IMPROVED LETTER-PRESS, WITH PATENT FLYERS. 

Prices, Testimonials, Reports, and further Particulars 

on application at our Works. 

IMPROVED LITHO, WITH PATENT FLYERS. 

OVER 400 of the Leeds and Paragon Lithographic Machines have been supplied, and are warranted the most 
Perfect Machines out for Delicacy of Register and Line Chromo Work. Several of large dimensions have been 

made specially for fine Colour Map Printing and Large Posters1 

N. W. & D. wish to inform their numerous Customers and those intending purchasing that they have succeeded in bringing out a 

Patent Flyer for Lithographic Machines, 

which has been successfully at work some time, and can be seen Daily Working in the YORK EXHIBITION. Two 
Litho Machines, with Patent Flyers, have just been supplied to Messrs. R. H. & J. Sharp, Manchester, and one to Mr. 
C. H. Holmes, Sheffield, and have orders for several more. 

The following Firms have been already Supplied with their Large LITHOGRAPHIC MACHINES 

Messrs. GRANT & CO., London 

”, RIDDLE & COUCHMAN 

\\ C, J. CULLIFORD 
Sir JOSEPH CAUSTON & SONS 
Messrs. LETTS, SON, & CO. 
The “GRAPHIC” 
Messrs, F. WALLER & CO. 

„ DRAKE, DRIVER, & LEAVEN 
„ cassell, Fetter, & galpin 

No. of Size of 
Machines. Bed. 

. 66 x 46 

. 5° X 38 

. 55 x 42-J 
: . I • 1 . . • • 43 x 36 

* 55X42i 
• 43 x 36 
■ 43x36 
• 43 x3d 
• 43 x 36 
. 43 x 36 

. 43 x 36 

No. of 
Machines. 

Messrs. NELSON &: SONS, Edinburgh... 6 
„ W. & A. K. JOHNSTON „ . i 

BEMROSE & SONS, Derby 

„ INCHBOLD & BECK, Leeds.. i 
Mr. J. STEAD, York . i 
Messrs. EMRICK & BINGER, Holland .. 3 

„ VAN LEER & CO. .. 1 

Size of 
Bed. 

43 x 3^ 
56x44 
46 X 38 

43x3d 
43x3d 
43 x3d 
43x36 
43x36 
43x36 

43X3d 

All sizes, from 60x40 to Post Folio (i6|x io|) in Progress. Every care is taken to turn out a first-class Machine, which cannot 

be surpassed. All Castings, &c., being Manufactured on their Premises under their own surveillance. 

PLEASE NOTE THE ADDRESS 

NEWSUM, WOOD, & DYSON, MEADOW ROAD Works, LEEDS. 
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Post 8vo., Cloth, Price 5s., Post-free, 5s. 4d. 

The Grammar of Lithography. 
A PRACTICAL GUIDE for the ARTIST and PRINTER in 

Commercial and Artistic Lithography, and Chromo - Lithography, Zincography, Photo - Lithography, 

And Lithographic Machine Printing. 

33 '5T W. ID. RICHMOITD. 

The Proof-Sheets of this Work have been Revised by some of the most eminent men connected with the Art of Litho¬ 

graphy, amongst whom may be mentioned Mr. Louis HAGHE, Mr. Michael Hanhart, Mr. William Simpson, Mr 

Harry Sandars, Captain Abney, R.E., Mr. Lewis, Mr. Beatty, &°c. &*c. &=c., the result being a more than usually 

complete and reliable Work. 

“Up to the present time there has been no hand-book of the art 
of lithography worthy in any way of the attention of the practical man, 
except the English translation of the original treatise of Senefelder 
himself. The reproach has now been wiped away, and the trade, as 
well as amateurs, will ever be indebted to the enterprise and judgment 
which have produced this book. It was compiled under circumstances 
unusually favourable to accuracy and completeness. The writer, Mr. 
W. D. Richmond, formerly a country lithographer, with experience of 
every class of work, had studied the correlated sciences, such as 
chemistry, with a view to understand and expound the principles upon 
which lithography depends. His manuscript was set up in type, and 
proofs forwarded to a number of experts in different departments—men 
of great technical ability, like Mr. Hanhart, and of artistic skill, like 
Mr. Louis Haghe. The corrections and additions thus gained were 
considered and incorporated together by the editor of the Printing 
Times and Lithographer. If the book be tested in any particular the 
great advantage of this process will be apparent. The Grammar is 
thorough in every detail ; and, in fact, may be recommended as a 
model of a hand-book of the kind. We ought to mention, also, that 
there are not a few original methods brought before the trade now for 
the first time, besides many improvements on previously known ones. 
In fact, all that can be imparted relative to the lithographic arts by 
verbal instruction is here lucidly and succinctly presented. At the end 
are the titles, &c., of previously published books and tracts on the 
subject, the list being the most complete that has yet been drawn up.” 
—Printers' Register. 

“It is the work of a competent practical man—Mr. W. D. Rich¬ 
mond—and the information given may be depended on.”—The Builder, 
April 12, 1879, p. 412. 

“Lithographers and the Printing trade in general are greatly 
indebted to the care and practical supervision which have been 
bestowed upon this work, which may be received as the only complete 
handbook of this artistical branch of the Printing business which has 
yet appeared. Mr. W. D. Richmond, the author, is a lithographer 
of great experience, and in the compilation of his work has been 
greatly assisted by members of the profession. The Grammar is very 
elaborate and complete, and enters into every necessary detail of the 
art, together with many modern improvements as yet but little known. 
Part I. is confined to drawing, transferring, and printing; Part II. 
touches machines and machine printing. The book is tastefully got 
up and excellently printed, and altogether is most creditable to the 
firm which has issued it to the trade.”—Press Nesos. 

“Senefelder’s book, though useful in its day, has gone by; but since 
its publication no work of any importance has appeared on this 
subject. “The Grammar of Lithography” appeared in a serial form in 
The Printing Times and Lithographer, in which it attracted con¬ 
siderable attention, and its re-appearance in the form of a complete 
handbook will doubtless be welcomed by the trade generally. Its 
author, Mr. W. D. Richmond, is a practical lithographer of many 
years’ experience ; and he has certainly acquitted himself of his task 
in a highly creditable and workmanlike manner. The editor of The 
Printing Times and Lithographer carefully revised the proofs, and in 
addition to this he has written an introduction to the complete work, 

the only fault of which is that it is too short.”—Paper and Printing 
Trades' Journal. 

“ A practical guide to the artist and printer in commercial and 
artistic lithography and its kindred branches, of which a full and 
explicit account is presented. In its manner, an endeavour is made 
to adopt a style simple enough for the learner and the self-educator, 
while the matter is intended to be comprehensive enough as a vade 
mecum for those already possessing a knowledge of the general prin¬ 
ciples and ordinary practice of the art. The plan pursued is to give 
a description of the materials, tools, implements, and machinery, and 
then to state their application. As showing the very comprehensive 
nature of this useful little treatise, it deals with the stones, inks, 
transfer-papers, drawing-presses, and all the adjuncts used in litho¬ 
graphy, and contains numerous directions and hints drawn from actual 
practice in this beautiful and useful art. The author gives the results 
of his own experience of twenty-three years, and he has succeeded in 
explaining, in clear and simple language, the various processes involved 
and the chemical and mechanical bases of the art. The w’ork is a 
most acceptable addition to the technical books now issuing from the 
press ; and we are pleased to recognise in it another invaluable help 
to our skilled artisans in rendering them yet more proficient and 
intelligent in their calling.”—Capital and Labour. 

Translation from A unales de L'Lmprimerie, at Brussels, of February, 
1879:— 

“ The Grammar of Lithography ” or practical guide to the artist and 
printer in lithography, chromo-lithography, zincography, &c., and in 
the mechanical impression of lithography, has been published by our 
confrere The Printing Times and Lithographer in a series of very 
interesting articles, the first of which appeared so far back as the month 
of January, 1875, ar>d the collection of which in one volume forms the 
veritable and indispensable guide to the lithographer of the nineteenth 
century. The work contains 24 chapters, besides an appendix, and is 
divided into two parts. In the first the author occupies himself with 
tracings and impressions. The second is devoted to machines and the 
various modes of impression obtained. In typography we possess the 
remarkable works of M. Waldow, of Leipsic, and the recent work of 
M. Monet. In lithography the works of Senefelder and Engelmann, 
published some time previously, could not, despite their incontestable 
merit, serve to-day as a guide, since the domain of lithography has 
been enriched by marvellous discoveries and not less marvellous 
applications. The work of Mr. Richmond fills a regrettable blank, 
and the author has taken great care to make his book as complete as 
possible. The various branches of lithography are studied with the 
most serious attention and judiciously treated. The author has by no 
means lost sight of the practical side, and the clearness of this re¬ 
markable publication is another title to the attention of all printers. 
We address our thanks and praise to the author and editor. We 
are happy to learn that the Typologie- Tucker has obtained per¬ 
mission to print a translation of the Grammar of Lithography, which 
will be very useful to those who are, unfortunately, not familiar with 
the English language. We hope that our confrere M. Tucker will 
authorise us to make some extracts from this French translation for the 
benefit of the readers of the Annales de l'lmprimerie." 

WYMAN & SONS, 81, GREAT QUEEN STREET, LINCOLN’S-INN FIELDS, LONDON, W.C. 
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An Engine which Works without a Boiler or Steam. 
AVERAGE WEEKLY DELIVERY (including Continental) OVER TWENTY ENGINES. 

The durability of these Engines is now established by experience, one 
of them having run night and day at the Hinckley Gas Works for over 

twelve months without any expenditure for repair; this being equal to 

about 2\ years’ average work. 

No trouble with Coal, 

Ashes, Smoke, Insurance, 

Water, or constant at¬ 

tendance. 

Over 1,900 already deliuered. 
■——.<$>—— 

Very numerous Testimonials from Users, 

including Engineers, Men of Science, and 

others, on application to the Makers. 

No Glands to pack, or 

Water Gauges and Steam 

Gauges to watch. 

THE “OTTO” SILENT GAS ENGINE, 
(“Otto" and Crossley’s Patents, 1876 and 1877). 

THEY ARE USED FOR ALL KINDS OF PURPOSES, CHIEFLY FOR HOISTING, PRINTING, AND PUMPING. 

q| „ C NOMINAL HORSE POWER i 1 2 31 6 8 12 16 ) - 
b\Llh £ maximum HORSE POWER i u 21 4 9 12 18 24 ) UFFEKED. 

WORKS & HEAD OFFICES: 
Gt. Marlbro’ St., Gloster St. Crossley Brothers, 

MANCHESTER, 

LONDON HOUSE: 
116, Queen Victoria St., E.C. 

( six ) 
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H 
ft 

REVISED and Enlarged Edition of our Catalogue, 

just ready, containing Specimens of Type, with 

prices per lb., and of small complete Founts, 

Corners, Borders, Cuts, Logotypes, Brass Rules, &e., and 

Reduced Price Lists of Presses and Printing Material, will 

be forwarded Post Free to 

PRINTERS ONLY, 
BY APPLYING TO 

C. G. SOUINTANI & CO., 
Manufacturers and Patentees of the 

m 
MODEL 

m 

PLATEN" MACHIPTE 
FOR 

HAND, TREADLE, OR STEAM POWER, 

3, LUDGATE CIRCUS BUILDINGS, LONDON, E.C. 

SPECIAL ADVANTAGE! 

All Founts shown in our Specimen Book are ALWA YS kept in Stock, and may 

be obtained at a moment's notice, or, per return of post. 

GAUGE PINS, Is. per Dozen. 

h 

K 
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The DIAMOND 

Self-Clamp Paper Cutter. 
(Patented 1876, in Great Britain and the United States.) 

The above is a representation of the extra heavy Machine for Paper Makers and heavy work. 

THE DIAMOND 
turns out at least 50 per 
cent, more work than any 

competitor. 

THE DIAMOND 
is entirely Self-Clamping, 
and thus all “ overhead ” 

work is avoided. 

THE DIAMOND 
will cut “ heads,” “ tails,” 
and “foredges” at one time 
without altering the gauge. 

THE DIAMOND 
has given complete satis¬ 
faction to every purchaser. 

THE DIAMOND 
is TIE3I IB Machine in 

America. 

First Premium, Philadelphia, 1876. 

6, KIRBY ST., HATTON GARDEN, 

Are the Sole Licensees for the above Machine in Great 

Britain, and, from their own experience, strongly recom¬ 

mend the attention of PRINTERS, BOOK¬ 
BINDERS, and STATIONERS to the great 

saving effected by this Machine. It is made in London 

by eminent Engineers. 

Prices and Particulars on application as above. 

THE DIAMOND 
has an Indicator which 
shows instantly where the 
knife will come on the 
work, and saves much time. 

THE DIAMOND 

has a fly wheel always run¬ 
ning, and the starting is 
therefore instantaneous, and 

the stopping automatic. 

THE DIAMOND 

can he seen at any time in 
full work on our premises, 

6, KIRBY STREET, 
HATTON GARDEN, E.C. 

2 h ( 2i3 ) 
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BAYES & CO. 
PRINTERS’ BROKERS, 

AND DEALERS IN EVERY DESCRIPTION OF 

MACHINES AND MATERIALS 
For PRIMERS, LITHOGRAPHERS, and BOOKBINDERS. 

A large assortment of Second-hand Machines, Presses, 
and Material always in stock. 

Send for Monthly Price Lists. 

48, WOOD STREET, LIVERPOOL. 

To Publishers, Printers, &c. 

Partly Printed Newspapers, 
In all sizes, on good Paper, atid well Edited. 

For Terms and Samples, address: 

IJtobiitt'ntl ||efos Sujijjlg flssonatiow, 
41, LOWER PRIORY, BIRMINGHAM. 

THOMAS GRIFFIN, Manager. 

W, WATKINS, 
Sksigim- unit tShtgrafor 

ON 

STEEL & COPPER PLATES 

To the Trade. 

27, CURSITOR STREET, 
LONDON, E.C. 

LANDSCAPES, VIGNETTES, 

HERALDRY, &c. 

T. C. THOMPSON, 
MAKER AND DEALER IN 

Printing and Boobbinding Machinery 
and Material. 

Improved PAGING & PERFORATING MACHINES, Hand & Treadle. 
LISTS ON APPLICATION. 

43, LOWER MOSLEY ST., MANCHESTER. 
WORKS: BACK IRWELL STREET. 

HENRY MAYO, 
SHOW CARD AND MAP MOUNTER, 

VARMSHER of all kinds of Colour-Printing to the Trade, 
BOTTLE LABELS, ALMANACKS, 

Box Tops, Tickets, Show Tablets, &c., 
54k, CONSTITUTION HILL, BIRMINGHAM. 

Inventor and o?ily Maker of the New Var/izsh Cloth 
Show Card without Glass. 

Wood Mounts for Maps, Show Cards, Almanacks, &c. 

Show Papers converted into Transparencies for Window Advertising 

LIIISriEOT'X’IPIEL 

THE AMERICAN ESCALLOP (Spondylns Americanus). 

LINEOTYPE DRAWING PROCESS, 
FOR 

Newspaper, Booh, and Catalogue 
ILLUSTRATION. 

Estimates given for every description of Work. Specimens from 

ZE3I. ZE„ TOZER, 
Marine Artist and Draughtsman, 

ELY HOUSE, CHARTERHOUSE STREET, E.C. 

PAPER BAGS!! PAPER BAGS!! 

SHUTTLEWORTH & BUNN, 
GENERAL PRINTERS, 

AND 

Paper Bag Manufacturers to the Trade, 

200,202, & 204, WATERLOO ROAD, LONDON, 8.E. 

SAMPLES AND TRADE PRICE LIST POST FREE. 

( 214 ) 

THE BIRMINGHAM MACHINISTS 
COMPANY, 

PRINTERS’ ENGINEERS, 

25, BARR STREET, HOCKLEY, BIRMINGHAM, 
ARE NOW MAKING 

SPECIALITIES FOR JOB PRINTERS 
AND STATIONERS. 

High - Class Workmanship. Low Prices, 

Send for Testimonials and Price Lists. 

THE CELEBRATED 

SIMPLISSIMUS SELF-INKING PRESS. 

No. 2. 

No. 3. 

11 x 7, 

12 x 8, 

For Practical every-day 
work. One boy produ¬ 
cing 800 per hour. 

Stands for Nos. 2 and 3 Extra. Prices from £3. 10s. 

opinions of the press. 

Printing Times and Lithographer, Aug., 1877.—“The mechanism is good; the 
price very low." 

Press Pews, Nov., 1877.—“ It is very simple and well suited for small jobs up to 
foolscap folio." 

Paper and Printing Trades' Journal, March, 1878.—“The action is powerful and 
reliable ; it turns out small jobs well and quickly.” 

Bazaar and Mart.—“Among the best Simplissimus.” 

SEND FOR SPECIMENS. 

Stereotype Foundries, 20s. to £10. Apparatus for Lubber Stamp 
Making, £5. 

Treadle Circular Saws for Stereotypers and Printers. 

SEND FOR OUR ILLUSTRATED LIST. 
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FURNIVAL & CO.’S LIST 
OF 

Second-hand Machinery. 

One DOUBLE DEMY LITHO, by 
Mann. Nearly new. 

One 26-inch GUILLOTINE, by Cromp¬ 
ton. 

One 27-inch GUILLOTINE, by Lilly. 

One 25-inch GUILLOTINE, by Wilson. 

One DEMY LITHO, by Hughes & 
Kimber. 

One ALBION BLOCKING PRESS, 
by Cope. 

One 1 H.P. GAS ENGINE, by Crossley. 

One i H.P. GAS ENGINE, by Crossley. 

Several LITHO’ PRESSES. 

ETC. ETC. ETC. 

7, Charterhouse St.,Holboru Circus, 

LONDON; and 

52, Ogden Street, Ardwick, 

MANCHESTER. 

-V 
iujagtu?e?§ ej pmrng jxpeims ^ 

Y'50&52,FANN STREEU3^5,LUDGATL CIRCUS BUILDINGS/ 
ALDERSGATE STrIEET^S>- FARRINGDON STREET. 

HAVING opened an Office for the convenience of City customers, 
at 5, Ludgate Circus Buildings, we are now prepared to 

execute orders for first-class Wood Engravings, Advertisers' Blocks, 
&c., &c., with greater facility. 

Orders by Post punctually attended to. Estimates Free. 

A TRIAL ORDER RESPECTFULLY SOLICITED. 

ESTABLISHED 25 YEARS. 

WOOD LETTER. 

WOOD LETTER. 

WOOD LETTER. 

WOOD LETTER. 

For Specimens apply to 

-X. SILK 
(Late GEORGE HIGGINS,) 

LICENSED 

PRINTERS’ BROKER, 

G. S. LITTLEJOHN, 
LITHOGRAPHIC & CHROMO-STIPPLE ARTIST, 

Designer, Illuminator, and General Draughtsman, 
10, LAURENCE POUNTNEY LANE, CANNON STREET, 

LONDON, E.C. 

Auctioneer & Valuer. 
WORKS : 

McLean’s Buildings, Gt. New St., 
AND 

2 & 3, Dean Street, Fetter Lane, 

FLEET STREET, CITY, E.C. 

J. S. COOK & SON, 
Successors to the late Mr. Thomas Cook, of 24, Brook St., Holborn. 

Established 1789, 

INVENTORS l MANUFACTURERS OF BRASS SPADE LINES, 
BRASS-PACED RULES, 

INVARIABLE COMPOSING STICKS, &C. 

BRASS RULE CUTTERS, 
^rutters* 

Makers of Galleys, Composing Sticks, and Printing Materials in 
general, of the highest quality, for Town, Country, and Export. 

112, FORE STREET, LONDON, E.C. 

WILFRID WORKS, CHALK FARM ROAD. 
CAMDEN TOWN, N.W. 

REMOVED FROM WORMWOOD STREET AND BARTHOLOMEW CLOSE. 

ESTABLISHED 1810 

Pautographic, Medallick, Spiral, Radiated, Graduated, Engine - Fuming, 
Ornamental, Anti-forgery, General Engraving for Copper-plate, 

Litho, Letterpress, or Ductor Printing. 

Bank Notes, Cheques, Bills of Exchange, Share Certificates, Vignettes 
Scrolls, Backgrounds, Skies, Cloads, Graining and Stipple 

Tint Plates, Section and Scale Lines, Prize 
Medals. &c. &c. 

ZORN, BAHNSON, & 00., 
MANUFACTURERS AND IMPORTERS OF 

LITHOGRAPHIC MATERIALS, 
LITHOGRAPHIC STONES, yellow or grey, of the finest quality. 
COLOURED AND BLACK INKS. / Specially manufactured for Litbo- 

FINE DRY COLOURS, ) graphic Printing, 

DUSTING COLOURS, in all Shades 

BRONZE POWDERS, SNAKE STONE, &c. 

9 & n GARRICK STREET, COVENT GARDEN, LONDON, W.C. 

And at 116, INGRAM STREET, GLASGOW. 

ESTABLISHED 1832. 

CHARLES F. MOORE, 
Late SCOTT, WATSOH, & CO., 

BRASS RULE CUTTER, 
MANUFACTURER OF 

CIRCLES, OVALS, SHAPES, ZINC & BRASS GALLEYS.&c. 

25, TYSOE STREET, CLERKENWELL, LONDON, W.C. 

L. CORNELISSEN X TALLE, 
22, Great Queen-Street, W.C., 

Manufacturers and Importers of 

COLOURS, PRINTING INK, AND VARNISHES FOR 
paris. LITHOGRAPHY. Vienna. 

FIRST-CLASS COLOURS FOR CHR0M0. 

1867. JTilliograpIuc g£laterials. 1873. 

Transfer Paper of all Kinds, for Chalk Drawings, Diaphanic Colour Work, &c. 

List of Prices on Application. 

USEFUL TO THE COUNTRY TRADE. 
Papyrograph Facsimile Printing. 

THE PAPYROGRAPH 
Is invaluable to Country Stationers, Secretaries of Insurance 
and Public Companies, Charitable and Religious Societies, 

the Clergy, and Business Men. 

By means of this invention a youth may produce, in an ordinary 
Copying Press, 500 fac - simile impressions of Writing, 
Drawing, or Music, in about an hour, upon any kind of paper oi¬ 
lmen, at an infinitesimal cost. 

The Trade Supplied with Apparatus on Special Terms. 

The process may be seen at work and prices obtained of 

WYMAN & SONS, 81, GREAT QUEEN ST. LONDON, W.O. 
Papyrograph Printing done for the Trade. 

( 215 ) 2 Ji 2 
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FOR SALE, 

ELECTROTYPES 
OF UPWARDS OF 

100,000 
ENGRAVINGS. 
Address— CASSELL PETTER & CALPIN, La 

Belle Sauvage Yard, Ludgate Hill, 

WELLINGTON & CO., 
Engtafrtrs nit Copper 

TO THE TRADE, 

Southgate St., Gloucester. 

HENRY MAYO, 
SHOW CARD & LABEL VARNISH 

MANUFACTURER, 

Westleys & Co., 

lltarfkfarrag goolibitite, 

10, FRIAR STREET, 

^Doctors’ ifommons, 

LONDON, E.C. 

London, E.C. 

RICHARD MILLS WOOD, 
Cpe-Jmmbcr, 

3, St. John’s Parade, Byrom Street, 
MANCHESTER. 

FEINTING MATERIALS of EVERY DESCRIPTION. 

Electrotyping and Stereotyping. 

The Printing Times 
AND LITHOGRAPHER, 

An Illustrated, Technical, and Fine- 
Art Journal of 

Typography, Lithography, 
Papermaking, 

AND THE AUXILIARY TRADES. 

BACK NUMBERS. 
Owing to the demand for Back Numbers 

of this Journal, the stock of copies belong¬ 
ing to the Old Series is very limited. 
Those who wish to complete Sets should 
make immediate application. The price 
of all Back Numbers is One Shilling each. 

OFFICE: 

81, Great Queen St., London, W.C. 

PRINTERS’ and BOOKBINDERS’ 
MACHINERY. 

MEW and SECOND-HAND MA- 

CHINERY for Letterpress and 

Litho Printers, Bookbinders, and Sta¬ 

tioners, &c. &c. Send for List to 

■W". ZE3E BIBD 
12,16, & 18, Albert St., Manchester. 

Constitution Hill, Birmingham. 

g3T £L£rJftO 5 et this design pierced in centre for t/pe can be had. PHtOL 5i 

WILLMOTT & SONS, 
MACHINE 

RULERS, 
Numerical Printers and Perforators, 

54, 55, & 56, Bartholomew Close, 
Specimetis dr9 Estimates on application. 

ESTABLISHED 1828. 

PRINTING MACHINES 
AND 

MACHINE PRINTING 
BEING 

A Guide for Masters and Workmen; 

Containing Valuable Hints in the 
Selection of Machines — Practical 
Guide to Making Ready — Pre¬ 
paring Cuts — Cutting Overlays — 
Rollers—Useful Hints in Manage¬ 
ment of all kinds of Printing 
Machines—Details of the Construc¬ 
tion of Machines, &c. &c. &c. 

OFFICE : 

81, Gt. Queen St., London, W.C. 

Wm, g. stoneham, 
§00kl)iniier ta % fraiie, 

-10 s 11, - 

CHARTERHOUSE BUILDINGS, 
LONDON, E.C. 

PARSONS, FLETCHER, & CO 
|)rinihtg Jttfe Jflalurs. 

EXPORT DEPARTMENT. 
From the lengthened experience Parsons, Fletcher, & Co. have had in the Export Trade, and from the fact that their Inks 
are to be found in all parts of the world, they are enabled to adapt their goods to the requirements of all climates, and to every 
description ol work. This is a very important fact for Exporters, who may confide their orders to P. F. & Co. with the utmost 
confidence. The Export Trade has for some years been made a speciality by this house, and the steady increase of this 
department is a gratifying proof ol their success in that direction, 

GRAVEL LANE, SOUTHWARK, 
( 216 ) 

(City Office—io, Bolt Court Fleet Street, E.C.)i 
S.E. 
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To Her Majesty's Government,the War Depart¬ 

ment, India Department, Admiralty. 

.vwwwvv 

LIVETT FRANK & SON, 
|) tint lltHnufefmtrs 

AND 

OIL REFINERS, 

22j BOROUGH; 

LonsriDO^r zbies-hdo-ie. 

MACHINE OIL .2s. to 4s. per Gallon. 
CLEANSING SPIRIT . Is. 3d. 

T. KNAPP, 
PRINTERS’, STATIONERS’, AND 

BOOKSELLERS’ VALUER, 
AND AGENT FOR SALE OF 

BUSINESSES & NEWSPAPER PROPERTIES, 

25, PATERNOSTER SQ., LONDON, E.C., 
AND 

ELDON CHAMBERS, CHERRY STREET, 
BIRMINGHAM, 

Respectfully offers his services in VALUATIONS in 
the above BUSINESSES ; and from his intimate and 
practical knowledge both of the Wholesale and Retail 
Printing, Stationery, and Bookselling Trades, gained 
during an experience of upwards of thirty years, he 
is confident of giving satisfaction to those gentlemen 
who may entrust him with their commands. (Estab¬ 
lished 1870.) Monthly List of Businesses for Sale, gratis 
and post-free. Clients met by appointment either in 
London or Birmingham free of charge. 

ESTABLISHED 25 YEARS. 

FOOT BROTHERS, 
Steam Litho & Letterpress Machine 

Printers to the Trade only. 

Designers and Printers of Show Cards, 
Labels, <5rc., in Colours. 

MACHIMG for the TRADE at LOWEST POSSIBLE CHARGES. 

LITHO MACHINES from FCAP. FOLIO to 

DOUBLE ELEPHANT. 

Maps & Plans of Estates promptly executed. 

16, LITTLE TRINITY LANE, 

Queen Victoria Street, E.C.; 

And 13,14, & 15, Bridgewater Gardens, Aldersgate Street, E.C. 

J. c, PAU L, 
WHOLESALE AND EXPORT 

Cggt-Ca&e # ^printing illafcruil 

MANUFACTURER, 

GRANVILLE WORKS, 

Granville Place, King's Cross Road, 

LONDON, W.C. 

PRINT AND PAPER. 

WYMAN & SONS 
PRINT NEWSPAPERS, 
1 MAGAZINES, BOOKS, PAMPH¬ 

LETS,CATALOGUES, PRICE-LISTS, 

SHOW-CARDS, and every description of 

Commercial Letterpress and Lithographic 

Work in the best style, and at moderate 

charges. Machine Printing for the Trade. 

A large assortment of Stationery and 

Office requirements. 

LINCOLN’S-INN STEAM 
PRINTING AND STATIONERY 

WORKS, 

74, 75, and 8i, Great Queen-street, 
London, W.C. 

IR/. BARRETT, 

ENGINEER & MACHINIST, 
Numerical printing anti perforating 

glacljme, 
ENVELOPE MACHINE AND 

®mb0S£sing-|)ress Pmrufattorn, 

19, COWCROSS STREET, E.C. 

THE “BACKUS” WATER MOTOR. 
10,000 SOLD. 

The BEST and CHEAPEST Motive Power. 

Uses only Half the Quantity of Water required by any other Motor. 

Great and uniform speed. 

Cannot get out of 

Order — Compact — 

Durable — Noiseless 

—Free from Danger, 

Dirt, Heat, or Smell 

— Fixed at a very 

Trifling Cost. In all 

Cases state Water- 

pressure, where 

Motor is to be Fixed, 

and Power required. 

The 
Motor. 

Prices from 

.£3. 3s. to £45, 

from i to 6 

Horse Power. 

SILENT REVERSIBLE 

GAS ENGINES, 
4 to 50 H.P., 

from £10. 
Will work by Gasoline. 

Best k most Economical. 

Extracts from a few of the many Testimonials received. 

Alvey & Co., Printers, 119, Newington Causeway, London, E.C., August 
6th, 1879, say:—“ Ihe ‘ Backus Motor' seems all we can desire ; have shown 
it to some thirty people, and all seem much taken with it; we now get along 
with our work first-class.” 

H. D. Winton, Editor, Bergen Co. Democrat, N.J., writes:—“It works 
daily, with water-pressure about 40 lb. large Campbell country press ; costs 100 
per cent, less in running than steam, always ready, safe, and needs no attention.” 

Read Descriptive Notices in “ Printer’s Register,” April, 1879, and 
“ Printing Times,” September, 1879. 

SUTCLIFFE] BROS., Climax Works, Birkenhead. 

WEN8LEY & WENSLEY, 
(Sngrabtrg & Designer6. 

WR,T,N-rf HERALDIC> VIGNETTE, 
Writing | AND ORNAMENTAL. 

EXHIBITION MEDALS. 

Spfcialitt—“ Ye Olde Style." Visiting 
Cards returned next day, Plates only 
same day. List for Trade Card. 

180 & 181, FLEET STREET, E.C. 

Early in November will be Published, 

Crown 4 tof Stiff Boards, price 2s. 6d.} 

Post-free, 3s., 

THE PRINTING TRADES’ 

JHiirn $ gc$Ir|WoIi 

For 1880. 

81, GREAT QUEEN STREET 

LINCOLN’S-INN FIELDS, W.C. 

For particulars see Second page of 
Wrapper. 

EAJORK & PRAETORIUS, LEIPZIG-PLAGWITZ, 
(Late Gustav Najork & Co.), 

SOLE MAKERS OF THE CELEBRATED 

LIPSIAN CHROMO PAPER, 
Which is specially prepared both in the coating and in the Raw-paper for Chromo-Lithographic 

Printing by Steam as well as Hand, and warranted not to stretch or 
leave the coat on the stone. 

The enamel being prepared according to a secret in the possession of 
this firm alone, is distinguished by its exquisite velvet-like surface, which 
gives a peculiar transparence to the colours and at the same time endows 
them with an extraordinary brilliance, both of which qualities cannot be 
over-estimated in printing. 

This Paper is almost exclusively used in the majority of important 
Chromo-Printing Establishments of Great Britain and Ireland, where it 
has the preference over every other make. 

Printed Specimens supplied on application ; also sample sheets of any 
quality for printing trials sent Post-free. 

Any weight or size supplied, 
executed. 

Orders will in every case be promptly 

All goods to Great Britain and Ireland delivered free warehouse. 
Prices exceedingly moderate, lower than English-made Chromo-papers 

quality at the same time surpassing any other make of the world. 

Specialities in bright and dull enamel for Show-Cards, Calendars, Menus, Hall Programmes, &c., &c. 

Agent:—CHARLES MAYER, Queen Anne’s Chambers, 62, Holborn Viaduct, E.C. 
( 217 ) 
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2sK _A. IP S. 
WE shall feel obliged by Publishers and Authors requiring Maps for Books of Travel, Educational Works, &c., &c., 

making known their wants to us. We have the Largest Stock of Map Plates in the country, and we 
give the use of any of these for a merely nominal charge over the cost of Paper and Printing. Maps which require 
to be specially prepared are compiled, engraved, and lithographed with the utmost care and accuracy. We make 
the production of Maps a speciality, and print annually about Twenty Millions. 

Edina Works, Easter Road, Edinburgh. ttt _ __ 
18, Paternoster Row, London. W. & A. K. JOHNSTON. 

Sofia io 

The Scale of Charges for Advertising Situa¬ 

tions is as follows :— 

Three Lines and under..........is. 6d. 

Every Additional Line .. 6d. 

SITUATIONS VACANT, 

T ITHO FOREMAN WANTED, 
JL* on January 1, 1880, for a City com¬ 
mercial house about to start lithography. Must 
be thoroughly up to ink, colour, chalk, and 
transfer work. Permanent situation and 
liberal wages to a competent man.—Apply by 
letter only, with references, and stating wages 
required, to Litho, Messrs. Cripps & Sons, 
70, King Edward-street, E.C. 

'■'TRANSFER.—WANTED a First 
J- Hand, for best work only, from plate 

and stone.—Address, G. U., care of Messrs. 
Cowan &Co., 50, Cannon-street, E.C. 

' | ' FIE PRESS. — A Provincial 
-L morning paper (liberal) requires the 

services of a RESIDENT LEADER 
WRITER on political, local, and general 
subjects.—Applications, giving full particu¬ 
lars of ability and experience, and stating 
amount of salary required, addressed to 
“ Leader Writer,” care of C. Mitchell & 
Co., Red Lion-court, Fleet-street. 

WANTED, for a weekly sporting 
paper of large circulation, a MANA¬ 

GING PUBLISHER.—Apply, with full 
particulars, by letter only, to “ Publisher,” 
May’s Advertising Offices, 159, Piccadilly. 

WANTED, by the proprietors of 
a country weekly paper in west of 

England, a Young Man as REPORTER 
and Reader of Proofs, &c.—Apply, giving 
references, &c., to W. P., Gazette office, 
Ilfracombe. 

SITUATIONS WANTED, 

T ITHOGRAPHIC DRAUGHTS- 
J—. MAN and Show-Card Designer wants 
SITUATION.—Apply, S., care of J. G., 3, 
Milhvood-street, Charles-square, North Ken¬ 
sington. 

A GENTLEMAN, aged 34, and 
married, who has had nearly twenty 

years’ experience in the Lithographic trade, 
with two of the leading establishments, desires 
a SITUATION as MANAGER, or other 
position of trust, where his experience and 
knowledge of the business might be serviceable. 
—Address, Chas. S. Macgregor, 8, Brunswick- 
street, Liverpool. 

( 218 ) 

TO MASTER PRINTERS.— 
J- WANTED, by a competent man, a 

SITUATION in a news or jobbing office, or 
as foreman in country jobbing-office. First- 
class references.—H. J. Ball, Bell-street, 
Shaftesbury. 

T ITHOGRAPHIC ARTIST seeks 
-L, SITUATION, show-card, label, and 
colour-work. — Address, M. S., Messrs. 
Wyman & Sons, 81, Great Queen-street, 
London, W.C. 

nro NEWSPAPER PROPRIE- 
-1- TORS.—The Advertiser, who has 

been engaged for some years as Editor, Re¬ 
porter, Printer, and Manager to a newspaper 
company, is open to a RE-ENGAGEMENT. 
Has devoted twelve years to newspaper work. 
Could also undertake the management of a 
jobbing office. First-class testimonials. — 
Address, H., 9, Charlwood-place, South 
Belgravia, London. 

MISCELLANEOUS, 

Double-demy machine 
(hand or steam), excellent condition, 

with Roller Moulds, Y42.—J. Mills, 71, Boar- 
lane, Leeds. 

T71RST-CLASS LITHO PRESS, 
J- by Greig, 60 by 40, for steam or hand. 
Very little used. — For particulars apply 
Phillips, Son, & Entwisle, 29, Newhall-street, 
Birmingham. 

'T^O CAPITALISTS and ENGIN- 
X EERS.—The Patentee of an entirely 

new Printing Machine, which according to 
the opinion of practical printers will com¬ 
pletely revolutionize the trade, and by which 
a very large and quick profit is to be made, is 
desirous of making arrangements with some 
eminent firm of engineers for the manufacture 
and sale of this machine in England. 
Machines on this principle are working and 
giving entire satisfaction.—Address by letter 
only, W. Penny, No. 1, Ivy-lane, E.C. 

nPO BE SOLD.-—An Extensive and 
I well-situated PRINTING - OFFICE 

in Austria, with type-foundry, stamping-office, 
coloured and glazed paper manufactory. There 
are two steam-engines, ten printing machines, 
fifteen hand presses, and six lithographic and 
engraving machines ; also a daily newspaper, 
with a large town and suburban circulation ; 
together with the new and extensive premises. 
The proprietor being aged, wishes to retire. 
Price, Y2S,5°°-—Address, A. W. 15, Messrs. 
Wyman & Sons, 81, Great Queen-street, 
London. 

W~ ANTED~ to PURCHASE! a 
Double - crown or double - demy 

PRINTING-PRESS, by a good maker. 
Also a Guillotine CUTTING MACHINE. 
State full particulars, and lowest cash terms 

| to Mr. G. R. Schofield, Wisbeach. 

STEREO. (GrcSs) COLUMNS 
One quarter the weight of others. Cheaper and 

Better Matter specially prepared. Cannot be dis¬ 
tinguished from the type. Comprise— 

News, Serial Tales, Selections, and Wit 
and Humour. 

Proof and Terms on application to “ Excelsior ” 
Stereo. Foundry, 4I, Lower Prior)', Birmingham. 
London Agent, T. W. MARTIN, 89, Shoe-lane, E.C. 

WOOD ENGRAVING. 
Wood Engraving in the very best style, 

Cheaper than any other house in the Trade. 

W. H. TILBY, 
49, Essex Street, Strand, 

LONDON, W.C. 

Crown 8 vo., cloth, price 5$. ; Post-free, 5.V. 4d. 

GRAMMAR of LITHOGRAPHY. 
A Practical Guide, for the Artist and Printer, in 
Commercial and Artistic Lithography, and Chromo¬ 
lithography, Zincography, Photo-lithography, and 
Lithographic Machine Printing. With an Appen¬ 
dix containing Original Recipes for preparing 
Chalks, Inks, Tran sfer-papers, &c. 

By W. D. RICHMOND. 

The proof-sheets of this work have been revised by 
some of the most eminent men connected with the Art 
of Lithography, the result being a complete and reliable 
work. 

Price 6d., Post-free, 7d. 

A KEY TO ONE OF THE MAIN 
DIFFICULTIES OF ENGLISH ORTHO¬ 
GRAPHY : Being an Alphabetical Collection of 
nearly 3,000 Words resembling others in Sound, 
but differing in ‘Sense, Spelling, or Accentuation. 
Compiled and arranged by 

HENRY BEADNELL. 

Crown 8vo., cloth, price 2s.; Post-free, 2s. 2d. 

WORKSHOP MANAGEMENT. 
A Manual for Masters and Men, being Practical 
Remarks upon the Economic Conduct of Work¬ 
shops, Trade Charities, &c. 

By FREDERICK SMITH. 

“This hook should be in the hands of every master 
and workman.” 

“The book is of none the less worth because the 
author happens to be modest. It is an acceptable 
contribution to industrial literature, being well penned, 
well ordered, and excellently presented by the pub¬ 
lishers.”—Iron. 

Wyman & Sons, 81, Great Queen St., London, W.C. 

NEW NOVEL. 

Crown 8vo., cloth, price 6j. / Post-free, 6s. 8d. 

THE FELTHAMS; OR, CON¬ 
TRASTS IN CRIME. A Story of Thrilling 
Interest. By FRANZ_ 

Just published. 

Demy 8vo., cloth, price 10s. 6d. ; Post-free, 11s. 2d. 

CONVICT LIFE ; OR, REVELA¬ 
TIONS CONCERNING CONVICTS AND 
CONVICT PRISONS. 

BvATICKET-OF-LEAVE MAN. 

“ If only half of the startling disclosures made by 
this intelligent Convict be true, he has made out 
a strong case for Government interference and whole¬ 
sale reform.”—Vide Press. 

Wyman & Sons, 8r, Great Queen St., London, W.C 
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JAMES SALMON’S 
List of New & Second-hand 

PRINTING MACHINES 
ON SALE. 

I0T NEWS MACHINES. 
275 NORTHUMBRIAN ROTARY WEB, Times 

size, complete. 
273 EIGHT-FEEDER ROTARY, by Hoe, full size, 

complete. 
274 SIX-FEEDER ROTARY, by Hoe, full size, 

complete. 
170 FOUR-FEEDER ROTARY, by Hoe, full size, 

complete. 
182 FOUR-FEEDER, by Dryden, Times size. 
172 TWO-FEEDER WHARFEDALE, by Dawson, 

Times size. 
212 TWO-FEEDER, by Dawson, with flyers, to print 

a sheet 44 by 39, or will be altered to print fOur- 
Crown. 

166 TWO-FEEDER, by Dryden, to print any sheet 
up to Tunes size. 

209 TWO-FEEDER, by Payne, Times size, good as 
new, only six months in use, movable grippers. 

226 TWO-FEEDER, by Conisbee, with flyers, Times 
size. 

122 SINGLE CYLINDER, by Brown, full size. 
163 SINGLE CYLINDER, by Cowper, Times size. 
227 SINGLE CYLINDER MAIN’S PATEMT, by 

Harrild, Tunes size. 
TWO-FEEDER, by Dawson, to print any size, 

44 by 32, new. 
TWO-FEEDER, by Dawson, to print any size, 

5° by 37, new. 
TWO-FEEDER, by Dawson, to print any size, 

54 by 42, new. 
SINGLE CYLINDER, by Dawson & Sons, 

48 by 36, with flyers, new. 
SINGLE CYLINDER, by Dawson & Sons, 

54 by 42, with flyers, new. 
SINGLE CYLINDER, by Dawson & Sons, 

65 by 45, new. 
NEWSPAPER and BOOK-FOLDING MA¬ 

CHINES, various sizes. 

BOOK & JOBBING MACHINES. 
New.—Ready for Delivery. 

DOUBLE ROYAL WHARFEDALE, with flyer. 
DOUBLE DEMY WHARFEDALE, with flyer. 
DOUBLE CROWN WHARFEDALE. with flyer 
DEMY WHARFEDALE, with flyer. 
DOUBLE DEMY RELIANCE, with flyer. 
DOUBLE CROWN RELIANCE, with flyer. 
DEMY RELIANCE, with flyer. 
DOUBLE CROWN NORTHUMBRIAN, with 

flyers. 
CROWN OTLEY, with flyer and treadle. 
CROWN WHARFEDALE. 
DEMY FOLIO, with flyer and treadle action. 
The LIBERTY, No. 2, £48 ; No. 2a, ,£55 ; No. 

3, ^65 ; No. 4, ,£85. 
The SUN, Foolscap Folio, .£50; Crown Folio, 

£60 ; Demy Folio, £80. 
The ARAB, the MODEL, the MINERVA, the 

UNIVERSAL, and all the small Platen Ma¬ 
chines which can be recommended. 

Second-hand—Ready for Delivery. 
218 DOUBLE ROYAL WHARFEDALE, with 

flyers, equal to new. 
219 DOUBLE DEMY WHARFEDALE, with 

flyers, equal to new. 
DOUBLE CROWN WHARFEDALE, with 

flyers, only six weeks in use. 
190 DOUBLE ROYAL RELIANCE. 
270 DOUBLE ROYAL DIAMOND. 
124 DOUBLE ROYAL, by Napier. 
187 DOUBLE ROYAL BREMNER’S BELLE- 

SAUVAGE, with Smith's flyer. 
188 ROYAL BREMNER’S BELLE - SAUVAGE, 

with Smith’s flyer. 
105 DOUBLE DEMY TWO-COLOUR, with stop- 

motion. 
175 DOUBLE CROWN PERFECTING, by Napier. 
213 ROYAL MAIN’S PATENT. 
118 CROWN, by Harrild, with Smith’s patent flyer. 
162 CROWN, by Napier. 
272 DEMY FOLIO, by Hoe, with flyer. 
191 DEMY FOLIO NORTHUMBRIAN. 
204 DOUBLE ROYAL MAIN’S PATENT, with 

Smith's patent flyer 
220 DOUBLE DEMY MAIN’S PATENT. 
206 DOUBLE CROWN HORIZONTAL, by 

Annable & Blench. 

LITHOGRAPHIC MACHINES. 
DEMY, with every improvement; new ; bargain. 
DEMY FOLIO „ 

JAMES SALMON, 
Patentee and Manufacturer of 

Guillotine Cutting, Paging, Perforating, and 
Printing Machinery, 

12, PARSONAGE, MANCHESTER. 

TO THE TRADE. 

Howlett & Son, 
©rijjtnaf d5ofb (printed 

Old Style £2? General Printers. 

10, FRITH ST., SOHO, LONDON. ESTI MATES. 

AUG. BREHMER, 
Patentee and Mamifacturer oj 

AMEEICAI 

Wire Book-Sewing Machines, 
19, Cow Cross Street, London, E.C. 

''UHESE Machines are employed with equal advan- 
tage for Sewing School-books, Novels, Pamphlets, 

or Account Books, by far excelling Hand-Sewing as to 
Flexibility, Durability, Speed, and Economy. 

May he seen in operation at 19, Cow Cross St. 

THAN 100 IN USE IN ENGLAND. 

Agency for Manchester and the North, 

JOHN HEYWOOD, Publisher, Deansgate. 

Phillips, Son & Entwisle, 
29, NEWHALL STREET, BIRMINGHAM, 

GOLD AND SILVER LEAF AND BRONZE POWDER 
MANUFACTURERS. 

PR I NTERS’ BROKERS. 
DEALERS IN 

Printers’ Machinery, Steam Engines & Boilers, combined or separate. 

GAS ENGINES, from 1-Man Power to 16-Horse Power. 

Jim Colours, fiijmjgrupjrk anb iktkrprrss Jinks, iurnisjxes, #r. 

NOW READY. 

THLIR^THlHlIsrTia: YEAR OH1 ZFUBLICAATIOZCsT. 

PRICE 6d., POST-FREE, 7d. 

In an Illuminated Wrapper, beautifully printed in Old-Style Type, on Toned Paper. 

EVERYBODY’S YEAR-BOOK 
For 1880. 

A Useful and Popular Annual, containing Something for Everybody all the 
Year Round. 

THE CHEAPEST AND BEST GIFT-BOOK OF THE DAY. 

LONDON : WYMAN & SONS, 81, GREAT QUEEN STREET, W.C. 

( 2I9 ) 
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Highest Medal Awarded, 

YORKSHIRE EXHIBITION, 1875. 

WILLIAM GREAVES, 
Maker of the IMPROVED PATENT 

“PARAGON” NOISELESS 
LITHOGRAPHIC MACHINE. 

Prize Medal Awarded, 

PARIS EXHIBITION 1878. 

THE ONLY PRIZE MEDAL AWARDED for Litho Machines in British 
Section at PARIS EXHIBITION. 

IMPORT AMT NOTICE.—W. G. wishes to call attention to his Double-Demy Litho Machine, with Marcus Ward & Co.’s patent 
motion attached, and other improvements. First, the advantage of having the Inking Rollers of different sizes, which he need not enumerate 
to those who work in fine tints ; Secondly, to the Inking Brackets, which swing on a pivot, and can be set at any angle, or at two separate 
angles, consequently giving a better distributing than has ever yet been got at, either in this or any other make of Litho Machines ; and 
the advantage of the Brackets being self-adjusting, as they are fixed at any angle, is that there is not the slightest jingle of rollers in the slot- 
hole of the bracket, or any noise whatever when the rollers drop off the stone—in fact, the Machine is as near noiseless as it 
is possible to get a Machine. _ 

TESTIMONIALS. 
Royal Ulster Works, Belfast, January 24th, 1876. 

Mr. Greaves has supplied us with five of his Lithographic Machines ; they have 
given us entire satisfaction, and we have ordered another Double Demy 
Machine from him, and intend to have three more. He has fitted a number of 
our Machines with our Patent Driving Motion to our complete satisfaction, 
and by these Machines our best Colour-work is now executed 

(Have been supplied with 8 Machines.—W. G.) MARCUS WARD & CO. 

Caxton Buildings, South John Street, Liverpool, 

Mr. William Greaves. June 24th, 1873. 

Dear Sir,—We have now tested the large Lithographic Machine (Quadruple Demy) 
sufficiently to be able to judge of its capabilities. We have great pleasure in 
being able to tell you that we consider it an excellent Machine, 
capable of doing first-class work and keeping good register. 
So satisfied are we with it, as well as with the Double Demy you previously made 
for us, that we should not think of having any other make, should 
we require any new Machine besides the one you are at present making for us (viz., 
Demy).—We are. dear Sir, yours faithfully, GEORGE PHILIP & SON. 

(Have been supplied with 5 Machines.—W. G.) 

Messrs. Allbut & Daniel, Colour Printers, 

Mr. Wm. Greaves. Hanley, Staffordshire, March 24th, 1874. 

Dear Sir,—We have much pleasure in stating that the Royal Lithographic 
Machine you have lately supplied gives us great satisfaction. It is both well and 
solidly made, and is being used almost entirely for Colour-work; the register is 

perfect. In a few days we will send a specimen of work now being done.—We are, 
dear Sir, yours truly, ALLBUT & DANIEL. 

(Have been supplied with 4 Machines.—W. G.) 

109A, Cannon Street, London, E.C., September 22ndy 1874. 

Dear Sir,—In reply to your inquiries respecting the Litho Machine you have 
supplied to us, we can say that it continues to give every satisfaction. Its general 
working is all that could be desired, and for Colour-work the register is perfect. We 
consider it a most admirably-fitted Machine, which does its work thoroughly well. 
—Yours truly, UNWIN BROS. 

Mr. Wm. Greaves, Vincent Works, Leeds. 

The Phcenix Works, Doctors’ Commons, London, E.C. 

To Mr. Wm. Greaves, Leeds. May qth, 1878. 

Dear Sir,—The Machine supplied to us by you last December is in every way 
satisfactory. The registering is more perfect than that of any other machines of 
which we have had experience. We are using it chiefly for the production of 
“ The Whitehall portraitsand for that and other fine work we find 
it answer admirably.—We are, dear Sir, yours truly, JUDD & CO. 

18, Clyde Street, Edinburgh, 

Mr. W. Greaves. 21 st January, 1876. 

Dear Sir,—We cannot testify too highly of the Lithographic Machine you 
supplied us. We have now tried it with all kittds 0/ registerbig work, and find it 
excellent in all.—We are, yours respectfully, SCOTT & FERGUSSON. 

Write for Price-list, Terms, &c., to 

VINCENT 
( 220 ) 
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Whiteman & Bass 
Execute in the best style for the Trade, at low charges, 

Copper-Plate Engraving and Printing, Lithographic Writing, 
Drawing, and Printing, and Photo-Lithography. 

PRICE-LIST FREE FOR TRADE CARD. 

236 & 236, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, 
Assistance given to practical houses in all or any of the above branches where best work is required. 

Newspaper, Book, Music, & General Type Foundry. 
MESSRS. SHANKS, REVELL, & CO., beg to call the attention 

of the Printing Trade to their BOOK, NEWSPAPER, 
and MUSIC FOUNTS, manufactured by Patent Automatic 
Machinery, which is unique, and not possessed by 
any other Type-Founder in Great Britain. 

As a proof of the greater intrinsic value of their Patent Alloy, they allow for 
Old Letter of this metal FIVEPENCE per pound in exchange, instead 
of Threepence,—a material consideration in forming a comparative 
estimate with other Founders as to the cost price of their Founts. 

Our Type has been very extensively .supplied to many 
of the leading Newspaper Proprietors and Printers in 
London and the Provinces — one House alone in 
London having over 150 OOO lb. in present 
use ; and reference can with confidence be given 
as to its special qualities. 

'T'HE attention of 
Newspaper Pro¬ 

prietors, Printers, and others 
is requested to the advantages 

gained by their 

ESTIMATES & SPECIMENS 

Forwarded on appli¬ 

cation. 

NEWLY-INVENTED PATENT 

ENGRAVING MACHINE & PROCESS 
For rapidly producing Type-high Blocks 

of Maps, Charts, Diagrams, Architects’ Plans, 
Sketches, and other designs, at an inexpensive 

rate. The WEATHER CHARTS and WAR 
MAPS now appearing in the Daily and Weekly News¬ 

papers are engraved, and a Type-high Stereotype Block 
made, by this process, in a very short space of time. 

Terms and further information on application to the Proprietors, at 

31, RED LION SQUARE, HOLBORN, 
LOITDOIT, W.C. 

“ I3 A E A G O N ” 

INDIA - RUBBER DATING STAMP. 
SOLE MAKERS AND INVENTORS: 

BADDELEY & REYNOLDS, 19 <& 20, Old Bailey, E.C. 
PRACTICAL DIE SINKERS. MEDALLISTS. 

(ftapperpkte ingrata. Relief Stamper! (taptiers m Moott, gtwra, Sillier, h. 
Manufacturers of the Improved INDIA-RUBBER ENDORSEMENT STAMP. 

Endorsement, Screw and Leuer, Embossing, and Stamping Press Makers. 

STEEL DIE MANUFACTURERS TO THE TRADE. 

Corporate or Official Seals Engraved and Fitted to Presses on the Shortest Notice. 

EOB SPECIMEN'S -A-ITID PE.ICES APPLY .A.S ABOVE. 
2 i ( 221 ) 
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J. LEITCH & CO., 
3, 4 eSc 5, NEWCASTLE ST., WJLTLILIIsra-IDOISr ST 

WOOD, SURFACE METAL, COPPER PLATE AND ZINC, 
BY 

jfiM’is froccss of gSinco-lfifftappItj 
(Most suitable for Architects’ Plans and Engravings of complicated Machinery ; specimens can be seen of Engravings appearing 

week by week in many Illustrated Journals). 

Surface Blocks can be produced from Steel or Copper Plates, or from Pen-and-ink or other Drawings, and Exact Copies Guaranteed. 

BLOCKS FOR PRINTING- BOOKS IN ORIENTAL LANGUAGES AT A LESS COST THAN COMPOSITION. 

PHOTO-LITHOGRAPHERS, 

ELECTROTYPERS AND STEREOTYPERS IN ALL BRANCHES. 
CURVED ELECTROTYPES TO WORK ON CYLINDERS. BRASS-FACED STEREOTYPES FOR COLOUR PRINTING. 

STEEL-FACED, SILVER-FACED AND NICKEL-FACED ELECTROTYPES. 

Electrotypes can be produced by a new process in the unprecedently 
short time of THREE hours. 

3, 4 & 5, NEWCASTLE STREET, FARRINGDON STREET, E.C. 

The Electro from which the above Advertisement is printed was produced in the extraordinarily short time of 

ONE HOUR AND TWENTY-FIVE MINUTES. 

Moulding .. . 
H. 
0 

M. 
10 

In the battery . 0 45 

Backing, finishing and mounting ... 0 30 

1 25 

DALLASTYPE, DALLASTINT, AND 
CHROMO-DALLASTINT. 

ON publishing my new Circular and Price-list for 1878, I beg to thank those friends who have for so many years favoured me with their 
confidence. My Processes of Photographic Engraving have been steadily winning their way in public estimation. 

It is now twenty-three years since I first took up the subject of Photographic Engraving and made it the business of my life. I was the 
first in this country to enter upon the business commercially. As an experimentalist and practical worker I am, in this country also, since the 
death of Mr. Fox Talbot, the oldest living representative of the Art. Few, if any, have had such active experience therein. The work has 
been to me, and still is, a fascinating pursuit; and my patrons have this guarantee against inferior work, that the most important part of the 
work passes, in every case, through my own hands, and is not left to mere workmen who have neither interest nor pleasure in aiming at perfection of 
result. 

To Printers, Engravers, and the Trade generally, I allow a liberal discount off the prices quoted in my new List, which can be had on application. 

Dallastype, Dallastint, and Chromo-Dallastint are Processes of Photographic Engraving. 

Dallastype, Dallastint, and Chromo-Dallastint reproduce in Monochrome or Polychrome, for Typographic, Lithographic, 
or Copper-plate Printing, Enlarged, Reduced, or Same-size copies of ANYTHING THAT WILL PHOTOGRAPH, whether 
objects of Nature or Art, from Flat Tints, Colours, Lines, Stipple, Chalk, Mezzotint, Aquatint, &c. 

A SELECTION OF SPECIMENS ON RECEIPT OF TWO SHILLINGS AND SIXPENCE, 

DUNCAN C. DALLAS, 
DALLASTYPE ENGRAVING, PRINTING, AND PUBLISHING WORKS, 

362, GRAY’S-INN ROAD. KING’S CROSS, LONDON, W.G. 
( 222 ) 
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JOHN 4, PEMBERTON 

has ESSOH, 10’ 
ROW, GOUGH SQUARE, & 

JOHNSON’S COURT, FLEET ST., 

FOR SALE the following !PriHt©I"S 

New and Second-hand MACHINES, PRESSES, &c. 

7 LONDON, E.C. 

Engineer 
MACHINES. 

Four-Royal Drop-Bar PERFECTING MACHINE, 
by Dryden. 

Four-Royal Anglo-French PERFECTING MA¬ 
CHINE, by Hopkinson & Cope. 

Four-Demy ditto ditto 
Two-Feeder MACHINE, by Middleton, full News 

size, nearly new. Table. 5 ft. by 4 ft. 
Double Crown PERFECTING MACHINE, by 

Dryden. 
Demy LITHOGRAPHIC CYLINDER GRIPPER 

MACHINE, by Hasler & Fairbank. 
Double Royal ordinary WHARFEDALE, by Dawson 

& Sons, new. 
Double Royal ditto, by Payne, with 2 sets of Rollers. 

Ditto ditto ditto 
Double Demy ditto (Colour) ditto 
Double Royal INGLE MACHINE. 
Double Demy ditto 
Double Crown ditto 
Crown Paragon WHARFEDALE, by Dawson. 
Dawson’s Patent Double Foolscap PLATEN MA¬ 

CHINE, for Jobbing Work, new. 
Double Foolscap DESIDERATUM, by Napier. 
Demy ditto ditto 
Double Royal MAIN’S MACHINE, by Conisbee, 

extra size ; table, 46 by 37. 
Double Demy ditto ditto 
Foolscap Folio TREADLE MACHINE, by Hughes 

& Kimber. 
Foolscap Folio CROPPER, nearly new. 
Two Foolscap Folio CROPPER MACHINES, new. 
18-inch CUTTING MACHINE. 

I 20-inch CUTTING MACHINE (nearly new). 
26-inch ditto by Dawson & Sons, new. 
26-inch ditto by Wilson. 
30-inch ditto by Salmon. 
33-inch ditto by Furnival. 
33-inch ROLLING MACHINE, by Hopkinson & Co. 
20-inch Hand PERFORATING MACHINE. 
LABEL-CUTTING MACHINE. 
12-inch PHOTO GLAZING MACHINE. 

PRESSES. 
Two Double Crown ALBION PRESSES. 
Three Super Royal ALBION PRESSES. 
Royal ALBION PRESS, 26 by 20*. 
Two Super Royal COLUMBIAN PRESSES. 
Royal COLUMBIAN PRESS. 
Demy ditto 
Foolscap Broadside, ditto 19 by 14^. 
Demy ALBION PRESS. 
Post Folio ditto 
Demy Folio ditto 
Super Royal STANHOPE ditto, 29 by 2r. 
Demy ditto 24$ by 19. 
Two GALLEY PRESSES. 
Several LIT HO. PRESSES, by Seggie, Greig, &c. 
Three COPPER-PLATE PRESSES, by Seggie, new. 
14 ditto, from 24 in. to 36 in. 
Double Demy HYDRAULIC PRESS, 10-in. ram, 

double Pumps and Pressure Gauge, and a quantity 
of Glazed Boards and Pressing Plates. 

Small HYDRAULIC PRESS. 
No. 4 Rotary BLOCKING PRESS, by Cope & 

Sherwin, fitted for steam power, 30 by 13. 

“ BOOMER & BOSCHERT” PRESS, 30 by 38, 
new. 

Athol Screw STANDING PRESS, 1 ft. 10 by 2 ft. 6. 
40 pairs of Wrought-Iron CHASES, made to print in 

the Quad. 
Eight Iron INKING TABLES. 
A job lot of CHASES of various sizes. 
Composing Frames, Banks and Horses. 
Box-wood Shooting-Sticks. 
An Iron SAW BENCH, fitted for steam power. 
A quantity of Zinc-bottomed Slip and Quarto Galleys. 
A quantity of Brass Rule in short lengths. 
STEREO. APPARATUS, complete. 
A quantity of Type of various sizes and founts, in 

excellent condition. 

ENGINES and BOILERS. 
10 H.P. TABLE ENGINE, by Dryden. 
8 H.P. HORIZONTAL ENGINE, new. 
4 H.P. ditto ditto new. 
8 H.P. BEAM ENGINE, new. 
One pair of combined 8 H.P. HORIZONTAL 

ENGINES, by Middleton. 
6 H.P. VERTICAL ENGINE and BOILER com¬ 

bined, new. 
4 H.P. OSCILLATING ENGINE. 
3 H.P. TABLE ENGINE. 
3 H.P. VERTICAL ENGINE. 
4 H.P. ditto on A frame. 
24 H.P. OSCILLATING ENGINE. 
6 H.P. CORNISH BOILER, by Horton, 3 ft. 6 in. 

by 8 ft., 18-in. tube. 
CORNISH BOILER, by Horton, 12 ft. by 4 ft. 

a . <? ( DAWSON’S WHARFEDALE PRINTING AND CUTTING MACHINES. 
AgeilG 101. | BICKERTON’S IMPROVED LITHOGRAPHIC MACHINES, &c., &c. 

MACHINES, PRESSES, ETC., PURCHASED AND EXPEDITIOUSLY REPAIRED. 
J. E.’s Patent TAKII\IG-OFF APPARATUS fixed to any hind of Printing Machine. 

PRINTMNTG I N KS. 
JOHNSTONE & CUMBERS, 

PRINTING INK AND LITHOGRAPHIC VARNISH MANUFACTURERS, 

38, FARRINGDON STREET, LONDON, E.C. 
WORKS; STRATFORD AND CAMBERWELL. 

1tf'ieaost appioyA -ve-v 

IMPERIAL MANUFACTORY, 
6, CHARLES STREET, HATTON GARDEN, LONDON, E.C. 

N. J. HILL, 
[muifactum nnh §calcr m cbcrn boscvipfxoiL of 

BOOKBINDERS5 MATERIALS. 

Starr’s Improved Backing Machines. 
Rolling, Millboard Cutting, Bevel¬ 

ling, Card Cutting, Guillotine, Im¬ 
perial, and Eccentric Machines. 

Gas Stoves for Finishing. 
Bookbinders’ Saw Benches. 
Hydraulic Presses. 
Pedestal and Hand-paging, Per¬ 

forating, and Ruling Machines. 
Cutting, Gilding, Sewing, and 

Finishing Presses. 
Iron and Wood Standing Presses. 

Brass Type. Fillets and Rolls. 
Plough Knives, Scissors, & Shears. 
Pressing and Backing Boards. 
Straw Boards, Marbled, Coloured 

White and Brown Papers. 
Leather and Bookbinders’ Cloth. 
American Leather Cloth. 
Glue, Varnish, and Glaire. 
Thread, Twine, Headbands, and 

Registers. 
Copying, Embossing, Stamping, and 

Eyeleting Machines. 

PRICE LISTS POST-FREE. 

WORKS:—UNION BUILDINGS, LEATHER LANE, HOLBORN. 
2 12 ( 223 ) 
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Prize Medals ( Paris exhibition, 1878. 1 Paris exhibition, 1855. 
Awarded. I VIENNA EXHIBITION, 1873. I NEW YORK EXHIBITION, 1853. 

PARIS EXHIBITION, 1878-PRIZE MEDAL FDR PRINTING INKS 
AWARDED TO 

JL. T3_ FLEMING &c CO. 
frab Offiws: 

Caroline Park, EDINBURGH, 
AND 

46, Queen Victoria Street, LONDON, E.C. 

j^raiulus: 
66, George Street, Parade, BIRMINGHAM. 

4, Norfolk Street, MANCHBSTBR. 
1, Hackins Hey, LIVERPOOL. 

130, Avenue Malakoff, Chateau de l’Etoile, PARIS. 

LONDON INK DEPOT: 12, CRANE COURT, FLEET STREET, E.C. 

W. MACINTYRE, Jun„ 

BLACKHALL PAPER MILL, 
MILL No. 85. PAISLEY, MILL No. 85. 

Cardboards, Pasteboards, 
ENAMELLED AND SURFACE PAPERS, 

Commercial, Ivory, Printers’, Tinted, Surface, 

Enamelled, and Waste Cards. 

RAILWAY TICKETS. JACQUARD LOOM CARDS. 

SPECIAL DOUBLE CHRISTMAS NUMBER 
OF 

BRIEF s the WEEK’S NEWS, 
An Epitome of the Press for the Home Circle, Travellers, and Residents Abroad. 

ON DECEMBER 19th will be published, price Sixpence, the CHRISTMAS NUMBER OF “ BRIEF: THE 
WEEK’S NEWS,” which will contain, in addition to the usual Epitome of the News and Press Opinions of the Week, a 

mass of highly-interesting and seasonable reading for Christmastide, including Christmas Stories, Anecdotes, Charades, Puzzles, Enigmas, 
Riddles, and Extracts from the leading Christmas Annuals, together with a HIGHLY-FINISHED CHROMO-LITHOGRAPH, 
12b in. x gb in. entitled 

“GIVE US A BIT!” 
This exceedingly clever and taking Picture of Home Life, by T. Jambers, has been reproduced (especially for this Journal) with the 

utmost care and at a large expense. The result is a work of Art of distinct interest and permanent value, suitable for Framing, and one 
that will favourably compare with any of the Coloured Pictures that have from time to time been published. 

Subscribers to “BRIEF : THE WEEK’S NEWS,” prior to December 19, 1879, will receive the Christmas Number and Chromo¬ 
lithograph without extra charge. To the general public the price of the Christmas Number will be Sixpence. As it is confidently expected 
the demand will be extremely large, to prevent disappointment EARLY APPLICATION FOR COPIES IS REQUESTED. 

“ BRIEF : THE WEEK’S NEWS,” is published every Friday, price 2d. (Christmas Number price 6d.) 
The Annual Subscription is 10s. lOd. post-free, payable in advance, including Coloured Picture. 

WYMAN & SONS, 81, GREAT QUEEN STREET, LONDON, W.C. 
( 224 ) 
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BENJN WINSTONE & SON, 
MANUFACTURERS, 

100 & 101, SHOE LANE, LONDON, E.C. 
(WORKS, STRATFORD, E.) 

LETTERPRESS & MACHINE PRINTERS’ INKS, 
for Bookwork, Woodcut, Newspapers, Broadsides, &c. 

QUICK DRYING, for Printing on Hard Papers and to bear 
rolling. 

COLOURED INKS, for Fine Work, Posters, Book-covers, and 
Enamelled Papers. 

CLOTH BOOK-COVER INK, to dry with a gloss. 

COLOURED INKS, for Tablets—Bronze, Blue, Gloss Red, 

LITHOGRAPHIC INKS 
Black Ink, for Machine and Press. 
Coloured Ink, for Machine and Press. 
Re-transfer Ink :— 

Plate to Stone, Stone to Stone, Type to Stone. 
Lithographic Writing Ink. 

Ditto ditto Lemercier’s and Vanhymbeeck’s. 

FLUID WRITING INK, for Writing on Unprepared Pa 

LITHOGRAPHIC PAPERS:— 
Maclure & Macdonald’s Autographic Transfer, Re-transfer, 

Writing Transfer, Tracing, &c. Unstretchable Transfer Tracing, 
for making up Colour Stones. India, French India, &c. 

LITHOGRAPHIC PRESSES, Hand and Steam. 

LITHOGRAPHIC STONES (these are imported direct from 
the quarries). 

ZINC PLATES, planished, polished, and grained. 

TYMPANS—Leather, Brass, and Zinc. 

LITHOGRAPHIC SUNDRIES of all kinds : 
Dry Colours for Lithographers. 
Boxwood Scrapers. 
French Chalks. 
Copyable Powder, for dusting Bill-heads, Invoices, &c. 

EMBOSSING INKS. 
ENDORSING INKS, for Cloth Pads, in Bottles or Compress¬ 

ible Tubes. 

Sole Proprietors of Underwood’s COPYABLE PRINTERS’ INKS, Writing Inks, &c. 

SOLE AGENT FOR 

Maclure & Macdonald’s Autographic Transfer Paper. 

BACON’S PATENT 
DJttltipIt - €ahmx printing Iqjjaratns 

- cT CAN BE APPLIED TO ANY MACHINE. 

Prints in Any Number of Colours at ONE Impression 

From ONE Form with ONE “ Making - ready.” 

Specimens of Work done and all Particulars can be obtained from the 

Sole Licensees, 

THOMAS MIDDLETON & CO. 
BITGINTEERS, 

LOMAN STREET, SOUTHWARK, LONDON, S.E. 
( 225 ) 
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New Designs & Patterns with Important Improvements, with or without Flyers. 

SECOND-HAND MACHINERY, &c. 

ONE-HORSE TOWER GAS ENGINE, CROSSLEV BROS. 
HALF- ditto ditto ditto ditto 
HALF-DEMY LITHOGRAPHIC MACHINE, “PARAGON.” 
DEMY ditto ditto. 
STONE-GRINDING MACHINE, 48 in. disc, by SALMON & CROSLAND (New). 
SMALL LITHO MACPIINE (Stone 11 in. by 14 in.), by GRIERSON & 

PHILLIPS (New). 
LITHOGRAPHIC PRESSES, 14 in. by 21 in. 

Ditto ditto 16 in. by 24 in. 
Ditto ditto 18 in. by 27 in. 
Ditto ditto 22 in. by 33 in. 

ARMING PRESS, PLATEN, I2j in. by 9 in. 
ALBION ditto ditto, 20 in. by 26i in. 
EMBOSSING PRESS, 12 in. by 10 in. 

INK GRINDING MILL, with Iron or 
Granite Rollers. 

XMPBOVED BRONZING MACHINE. 
This Machine economises material, bronzes all classes of work perfectly, is easily 

cleaned, and is compactly built. 

Sizes :—20 by 36 in., 22 by 40 in., 24 by 44 in. 

IMPROVED LABEL-CUTTING MACHINE. 
Cutters, of best Steel, any size or shape. 

PRICE LISTS, TESTIMONIALS, &e., on application to 

ALEXANDER SEGGIE, 
Maher of Litho, Letterpress, Bookbinding, Bronzing, and Cutting Machinery; Litho, Copperplate, & Embossing 

Presses, ink Mills, Steam Engines, Shafting, cfee./ Crossiey’s Gas Engines of 1, 2, 4, and 8 Horse-Power, 

BROUG-HTON MARKET, EDINBTTEG-H. 

A large Stock always on hand of First Quality German Lithographic Stones, & of all Printing Material. 
( 226 ) 

CYLINDER LITHOGRAPHIC MACHINE. 
“ Efficient both as regards register and quality.” 

—A. Ritchie & Son, Edinburgh. 

Six Machines “in use for every kind of commercial and colour-work.” 
—Campbell & Tudhope, Glasgow. 

“ For colour-work is first class ; register is perfect.” 
—Jas. Heatherill & Co., Glasgow and Leicester. 

“ Efficiency of various improvements. . . . first class work.” 
•—George Robb, Aberdeen. 

“ Give entire satisfaction ; work clean and of good colour.” 
—Home & Macdonald, Edinburgh. 

“No better register could be desired.” 
- Allen & Johnston, Belfast. 

THE EDINBURGH 
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BY THE QUEEN’S ROYAL LETTERS PATENT. 

SLATER & PALM ER, 
Black and Coloured Letterpress and Lithographic Printing ink, Chemical 

Fine Colour, and Varnish Manufacturers, 

LONDON AND NEW YORK, 

th Large Consumers for any length of time, to supply 
and description. 

WORKS, OLD FORD ROAD, BOW, E. 8, WINE OFFICE COURT, FLEET STREET, LONDON, E.C. 

Are prepared to enter into contracts with Large Consumers for any length of time, to supply them with Printing Inks of any quality 
and description. 

INGLE’S 
a 

CITY 5 5 

PRINTING MACHINE 
IS 

UNIVERSALLY RECOGNISED AS THE BEST 
SINGLE CYLINDER MACHINE IN THE MARKET ON ACCOUNT OF ITS 

Simplicity 
of 

Construction, 
—m- 

Durability, 
and 

Easy Running. 

As a proof of its superiority, attention is called to the fact that this Machine is used in the following 

G OVEEHMEIT AND RAILWAY P R I N T I N G- OFFICES; 
INLAND REVENUE, Somerset House.. 5 
WATERLOW & SONS . 34 
SPOTTISWOODE & CO. n 

FORD & TILT . 7 
EYRE & SPOTTISWOODE, H. M. Printers .. 10 
FOREIGN OFFICE, Downing Street. 1 

GRIFFITH & CO. 12 
HARRISON & SON. 3 

Complete with Fly-wheel and Handle for Hand-power, or Fast and Loose Pulleys, Striking Gear for Steam-power, and Two Sets 0/ Roller Stocks. 

ESTIMATES GIVEN FOR REMOVAL AND GENERAL REPAIRS. 

“CITY” Printing Machine Works, 102, Shoe Lane, London, E.C. 

MBSSE/S. TDELLA.C3-A.TTA. <3c CO. 
Beg to inform their customers and the trade generally that, in addition to their extensive business of Stereotyping and Electrotyping, they have 

taken Premises at 

No. 47, FETTER LANE, FLEET STREET, 
FOR THE PRODUCTION OF 

TRANSFE R-ZINCOGRAPHY, 
By which process manuscript and valuable books, which may be out of print and only one copy obtainable, can be photographed and reproduced, 
enlarged or reduced to any size. Transfers taken from maps, copper, or stone (any design), on transfer paper, with transfer ink. Bill-heads, trade 
marks, chalk drawings, sketches, facsimile writings, circulars, cards, or any production by ordinary lithography, can be made into blocks, harder 
and more durable than wood, thus combining Lithography with Letterpress, which will be found much cheaper than any other process. 

47 & 48, FETTER LANE, & 106 & 107, SHOE LANE, FLEET ST., LONDON, E.C. 
N.B.—Transfers carefully packed and forwarded to us will receive immediate attention, and the blocks will be dispatched with the least possible 

delay. Every information given, and Estimates sent to all parts on application. 
( 227 ) 
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HIRD'S Patent PNEUMATIC PAPER DELIVERER 
For Lithographic Printing Machines. 

FURNIVAL & CO., Sole Makers. 

WE beg to call your attention to the above important Invention, which, having carefully 

tested, we can offer to the Trade with the greatest confidence. 

THE ADVANTAGES OFFERED ARE AS FOLLOWS:- 

It dispenses with Boy labour, with its attendant inconveniences. 

It can be adjusted to suit any size of sheet in one or two minutes. 

It does not interfere with the Printer getting at the Stone, Rollers, or any part of the Machine. 

It is very simple, effective, and not liable to get out of order. 

It enables Machines, when necessary, to be worked overtime (not being affected by the Factories Act). 

The Sheets are delivered on the usual board, printed side up, and perfectly straight. 

There is no liability to smearing or finger-marks, however full the Sheet may be. 

It will pay for itself in about twelve months. 

It requires no additional space. 

The following Firms are already supplied, or have ordered 

HOBBS & SONS, Maidstone. 
E. S. & A. ROBINSON, Bristol. 
JNO. IIEYWOOD, Manchester. 

T. F. WILKINSON, Pendleton. 
CHERRY & SMALLDRIDGE, Dublin. 
FERGUSSON & MITCHELL, New Zealand. 

F. T. WIMBLE & CO., Sydney. 
LITTLE & M‘CLEAN, Belfast. 
AUGEUERS & CO., London. 

MAY BE SEEN AT WORK AT OUR 

LOUDON HOUSE-7, CHARTERHOUSE STREET, HOLBORN CIRCUS, E.C., 
AND 

52, OGDEN STREET, FAIRFIELD STREET, MANCHESTER. 
( 228 ) 
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TO PRINTERS, BOOKBINDERS, PAPER - MAKERS, & OTHERS. 

The Trade is respectfully incited to inspect 

The “EXPRESS” Patent SELF-CLAMPING GUILLOTINE. 
IN announcing to the Trade the latest Improvements we have introduced in our well-known “EXPRESS” 

GUILLOTINE, we wish to call attention to the following points, for which we claim absolute superiority 
over every other Machine in the Market : — 

GREAT SAVING IN POWER. —In other Self-Clamping Machines there is as much power wasted in the friction required to 
maintain the Clamping during the whole of the Out as is required to work the knife, whereas in the “ EXPRESS ” there 
is no friction, the Clamping being worked quite independently of the Cutting. 

IMPROVED TRIAL KNIFE OR INDICATOR.—By a very slight pressure of the foot the press or platen can be brought 
down instantly, showing the whole length of cut where the knife will come, both hands being at liberty to set the 
work. 

WILL PRODUCE MORE WORK.—By a slight movement of one handle the Machine starts at full speed—clamps, cuts, returns, 
and stops in three seconds. 

NOT LIABLE TO DERANGEMENT.—The “EXPRESS” is entirely free from the objectionable friction plates and springs, 
which require constant adjustment. 

ADVANTAGE IN PRICE—Being the largest makers of Guillotines in the Kingdom, and having Special Plant and Appliances 
for their production, we are enabled to quote Lower Prices than any other maker can possibly do. 

THE “ EXPRESS ” will cut “ heads,” “ tails,” and fore-edges at one time without altering the Gauge. 

THE “EXPRESS ” is the only Machine that cuts through the hardest materials without making steps in the paper and a loud 

report, as proved at a Public Trial. 

F. & CO. Guarantee that the “EXPRESS ” will Cut MORE and BETTER than any other machine made. 
Can be seen in Operation at the Works, and Prices, &c., obtained on Application. 

Will shortly be on VIEW at our LONDON Address: 1, Charterhouse Street, Holborn Circus, E.C. 

For Drying-, Pressing-, and Calendering Sheets direct from 
the Printing Machine. 

THIS Machine has now been thoroughly tested by many of the Leading Houses in London 
and the Country with the most satisfactory results. Various improvements have been 

introduced, the most important being an arrangement by means of which the paper can be 
Rolled without being thinned, thus rendering the Machine practically perfect, and a sine qud non 
in every well-appointed office. 

This Machine is also equally well-suited for Gold Rolling plain paper, either dry or 
damped, for Cut work, &c., and is largely used for that purpose. 

EYRE & SPOTTISWOODE, London 
KELLY & Co. 
CLAY, SONS & TAYLOR 
HAZELL, WATSON, & VINEY 
S. STRAKER & SONS 
NOVELLO, EWER, & Co. 
WM. CLOWES & SONS 
CASSELL, FETTER, & GALPIN 
J. TRUSCOTT & SON 
W. H. & L. COLLINGRIDGE & Co. 
SPOTTISWOODE & Co. 
DIPROSE & BATEMAN 
UNWIN BROTHERS 
WATERLOW & SONS 
HEAD & MARK 
CURWEN & SONS 
H. SILVERLOCK 
C. F. ROWORTH 
W. B. HORNER 
BRADBURY, AGNEW, & CO. 
WHITE & HOLMES 
ROBT. SANDS & SON, „ . 
OPERATIVE JEWISH CONVERTS’ INSTI¬ 

TUTION, London . 

The following Firms are already Supplied, or 
W. G. BLACKIE & Co., Glasgow... 
DUNN & WRIGHT „ . 
ROBERT ANDERSON „ . 
A. R. GOLDIE 
McCORQUODALE & Co. ,, . 
THOS. NELSON & SONS, Edinburgh. 
W. & R. CHAMBERS ,, . 
BALLANTYNE, HANSON & Co. ,, . 
JOHN BAXTER & SONS ,, . 
R. & R. CLARK 
T. & A. CONSTABLE 
J. HEYWOOD, Manchester . 
J. F. WILKINSON „ . 
GEO. FALKNER & SON „ 
M. H. GILL & SON, Dublin . 
ALEX. THOM ... 
D. MARPLES & Co., Lim., Liverpool .. 
McCORQUODALE & Co... 
J. BILLING & SONS, Guildford .. 
THOS. FORMAN & SONS, Nottingham . 
R. ALLEN & SONS ,, . 
BEMROSE & SON, Derby ... 
CHAS. GOODALL, Leeds. 
BUTLER & TANNER, Frome .. 

have Ordered:— 
THE UNIVERSITY PRESS, Cambridge .‘i 
GEORGE HARRISON, Bradford . r 
SIMSON & CO., Hertford. i 
EDWARDS, DUNLOP & Co., Sydney . i 
J. M. POOLE & Co., Wilmington . i 
H. EVERLING, Paris. x 
CHAIX & CO. ..   1 
1MPRIMERIE IMPERIALE, St. Petersburg .. i 
H. C. A. THIEME, Nymegen. i 
GOVERNMENT PRINTING-OFFICE, Bengal i 
HARPER BROTHERS, New York . i 
S. W. GREEN 
A. S. BARNES & Co. 
METHODIST BOOK Co. 
J. J. LITTLE & Co. 
F. LESLIE’S ASSIGNEES „   L 
GOVERNMENT PRINTING-OFFICE, Wash¬ 

ington ..   1 
HUDSON, SCOTT, & CO., Carlisle. i 
W. BRENDON & SONS, Plymouth. i 
RICHTER, J. F., Hamburg . i 
GEO. ROBERTSON, Melbourne. i 
DESCLEE LEFEBVRE & CO., Belgium . i 

THE MACHINES CAN BE SEEN IN OPERATION, AND PRICE LISTS, &c., OBTAINED OF 

jF’TXIE^jETI'VJLIL. &o CO. 
52, Ogden St., Fairfield, St., MANCHESTER, & 7, Charterhouse St., Holborn Circus, LONDON, E.C. 
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Harrilds’ Portable Gas Stereo.-Foundry, and Patent Type-High “Adjustable” Stereo.-Cores. 
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A Strong, Cheap, and Useful Machine, easily worked by foot; the general construction being so simple that any boy can 
understand it. This strong, effective, light-running Machine, has been introduced with a view to meet the wants of 
Printers not having Steam or other power, and is by far the Best and Cheapest Treadle-Platten in the Trade. 

Foolscap Folio, £53; Crown Folio, £65. 
Fitted for Treadle only, with Brake to Fly-Wheel. Complete with Ink-Duet, Six Chases, 

Parchment, Two Sets of Rollers, clothed with Patent Composition, ready for use ; Roller- 
Cupboard, S.L.V. Oil-Feeder, and Spanners. Steam Fittings, £2 extra. 

HARRILD & SONS, “Fleet" Works, 25, Farringdon St, LONDON,-E.G. 

iUij iMajesstg’s ^Letters patent. 

Harrild and Sons’ 
NEW PATENT “B” CLASS 

Treadle “BREMNER” Platten, 
Suitable for Commercial and General Job Printing. 

Harrilds’ Patent Folding-Machines, used by the “Times,” “Ill’d. London News,” etc., etc. 

( 23° ) 
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LANHAM’S PATENT VICTORY" PRINTING ROLLERS, 
The Only Rollers Awarded a PRIZE MEDAL at the Paris Exhibition, 1878. 

Prospectuses, Price Lists, and List of Firms' who have been supplied, sent gratis upon application to the Sole Manufacturers, 

THE LANHAM PRINTING ROLLER COMPANY, LIMITED, 
75, FLEET STREET, E.C. 

2 k 2 ( 231 ) 
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PRINTING INKS. 

PRIZE MEDAL AWARDED. 

JOHN KIDD & CO. 
SUCCESSORS TO BENJAMIN SMITH <S^ SON, ORIGINAL AND JUSTLY CELEBRATED 

Newspaper Ink, 
Unsurpassed for richness of colour and freedom in working, is perfectly pure, and free from grit. Covers more space than any 
other manufactured, and specially adapted for the “Hoe,” “Walter,” “Victory,” and other Fast Machines. 

Standard Bookwork Ink, 
The permanent brilliant Jet Black is unchanged by time or the action of any climate, and well worth the attention of the Trade 
and Shippers to foreign countries. 

Coloured Inks 
Of every Shade and Description, manufactured on the shortest notice by steam power, and Shippers supplied on the very best 
terms. 

Lithographic Inks & Varnishes 
IN EVERY VARIETY. 

GOVERNMENT AND RAILWAY CONTRACTORS. 

FOREIGN DEPOTS: 

PARIS, SYDNEY, MELBOURNE, CALCUTTA, BOMBAY, MADRAS, 

NAPLES, Zrc. Eg. 

All Letters; Orders, and Remittances to be addressed to 

7, WINE-OFFICE COURT, FLEET STREET, LONDON, E.C. 

FACTORY AND CHEMICAL WORKS, OLD FORD, BOW. 
( 232 ) 
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NEWSUM, WOOD, & DYSON, 
MAKERS and ORIGINAL INVENTORS 

of the well-known 

LEEDS AND PARAGON 
LITHOGRAPHIC MACHINES. 

IMPROVED LETTER-PRESS, WITH PATENT FLYERS. 

Prices, Testimonials, Reports, and further Particulars 

on application at our Works. 

IMPROVED LITHO, WITH PATENT FLYERS. 

OVER 400 of the Leeds and Paragon Lithographic Machines have been supplied, and are warranted the most 
Perfect Machines out for Delicacy of Register and Fine Chromo Work. Several of large dimensions have been 

made specially for fine Colour Map Printing and Large Posters. 

N. W. & D. wish to inform their numerous Customers and those intending purchasing that they have succeeded in bringing out a 

Patent Flyer for Lithographic Machines, 

which has been successfully at work some time, and can be seen Daily Working in the YORK EXHIBITION. Two 
Litho Machines, with Patent Flyers, have just been supplied to Messrs. R. H. & J. Sharp, Manchester, and one to Mr. 
C. H. Holmes, Sheffield, and have orders for several more. 

The following Firms have been already Supplied with their Large LITHOGRAPHIC MACHINES 

Messrs. GRANT & CO., London 

RIDDLE & COUCHMAN 

” C. J. CULLIFORD 
Sir JOSEPH CAUSTON & SONS 
Messrs. LETTS, SON, & CO. 
The “GRAPHIC” 
Messrs. F. WALLER & CO. 

„ DRAKE, DRIVER, & LEAVEN 
„ CASSELL, PETTER, & GALPIN „ 

No. of Size of 
Machines. Bed. 
.. 2 . 66 x 46 
.. 2 ...... sox 38 
.. 1 . 55*424 
• • I . 43 X 36 

... I . 55x42$ 
••• 3 . 43X36 
••• 2 . 43x36 
• •• 1 . 43x36 
• ■ • 1 . 43 x 36 
• • ■ 1 . 43 X 36 
. .. 1 . 43 X 36 

No. of 
Machines. 

Messrs. NELSON & SONS, Edinburgh. 6 
„ W. & A. K. JOHNSTON ,,   1 

” BEMROSE & SONS, Derby.... 1 
„ FORMAN & SONS, Nottingham. 1 
,, OWEN & CARR, Cardiff .. 1 
„ INCHBOLD & BECK, Leeds ...  1 

Mr. J. STEAD, York .. 1 
Messrs. EMRICK & BINGER, Holland .. 3 

„ VAN LEER & CO. „ . 1 

Size of 
Bed. 

43x36 
56x44 
46 x 38 
43x36 
43x36 
43x36 
43x36 
43X36 
43x36 
43x36 

All sizes, from 60x40 to Post Folio (i6Jx io|) in Progress. Every care is taken to turn out a first-class Machine, which cannot 
be surpassed. All Castings, &c., being Manufactured on their Premises under their own surveillance. 

PLEASE NOTE THE ADDRESS: 

NEWSUM, WOOD, & DYSON. MEADOW ROAD Works, LEEDS. 
( 233 ) 
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Post 8vo.s Cloth, Price 5s., Post-free, 5s. 4d. 

The Grammar of Lithography. 
A PRACTICAL GUIDE for the ARTIST and PRINTER in 

Commercial and Artistic Lithography, and Chromo - Lithography, Zincography, Photo - Lithography, 

And Lithographic Machine Printing. 

BY W. 3D. 3ED I O 3ET 3VC O 3ST 3D . 

The Proof-Sheets of this Work have been Revised by some of the most eminent men connected with the Art of Litho¬ 

graphy, amongst whom may be mentioned Mr. Louis Haghe, Mr. Michael Hanhart, Mr. William Simpson, Mr 

Harry Sandars, Captain Abney, R.E., Mr. Lewis, Mr. Beatty, &*c. &^c. &*c., the result being a more than usually 

complete and reliable Work. 

“Up to the present time there has been no hand-book of the art 
of lithography worthy in any way of the attention of the practical man, 
except the English translation of the original treatise of Senefelder 
himself. The reproach has now been wiped away, and the trade, as 
well as amateurs, will ever be indebted to the enterprise and judgment 
which have produced this book. It was compiled under circumstances 
unusually favourable to accuracy and completeness. The writer, Mr. 
W. D. Richmond, formerly a country lithographer, with experience of 
every class of work, had studied the correlated sciences, such as 
chemistry, with a view to understand and expound the principles upon 
which lithography depends. His manuscript was set up in type, and 
proofs forwarded to a number of experts in different departments—men 
of great technical ability, like Mr. Hanhart, and of artistic skill, like 
Mr. Louis Haghe. The corrections and additions thus gained were 
considered and incorporated together by the editor of the Printing 
Times and Lithographer. If the book be tested in any particular the 
great advantage of this process will be apparent. The Grammar is 
thorough in every detail; and, in fact, may be recommended as a 
model of a hand-book of the kind. We ought to mention, also, that 
there are not a few original methods brought before the trade now for 
the first time, besides many improvements on previously known ones. 
In fact, all that can be imparted relative to the lithographic arts by 
verbal instruction is here lucidly and succinctly presented. At the end 
are the titles, &c., of previously published books and tracts on the 
subject, the list being the most complete that has yet been drawn up.” 
-—Printers' Register. 

“It is the work of a competent practical man—Mr. W. D. Rich¬ 
mond—and the information given may be depended on.”—The Builder, 
April 12, 1879, p. 412. 

“Lithographers and the Printing trade in general are greatly 
indebted to the care and practical supervision which have been 
bestowed upon this work, which may be received as the only complete 
handbook of this artistical branch of the Printing business which has 
yet appeared. Mr. W. D. Richmond, the author, is a lithographer 
of great experience, and in the compilation of his work has been 
greatly assisted by members of the profession. The Grammar is very 
elaborate and complete, and enters into every necessary detail of the 
art, together with many modern improvements as yet but little known. 
Parti, is confined to drawing,• transferring, and printing; Part II. 
touches machines and machine printing. The book is tastefully got 
up and excellently printed, and altogether is most creditable to the 
firm which has issued it to the trade.”—Press News. 

“Senefelder’s book, though useful in its day, has gone by; but since 
its publication no work of any importance has appeared on this 
subject. “The Grammar of Lithography ” appeared in a serial form in 
The Printing Times and Lithographer, in which it attracted con¬ 
siderable attention, and its re-appearance in the form of a complete 
handbook will doubtless be welcomed by the trade generally. Its 
author, Mr. W. D. Richmond, is a practical lithographer of many 
years’ experience ; and he has certainly acquitted himself of his task 
in a highly creditable and workmanlike manner. The editor of The 
Printing Times and Lithographer carefully revised the proofs, and in 
addition to this he has written an introduction to the complete work, 

the only fault of which is that it is too short.”—Paper and Printing 
Trades' Jownat. 

“A practical guide to the artist and printer in commercial and 
artistic lithography and its kindred branches, of which a full and 
explicit account is presented. In its manner, an endeavour is made 
to adopt a style simple enough for the learner and the self-educator, 
while the matter is intended to be comprehensive enough as a vade 
mecuin for those already possessing a knowledge of the general prin¬ 
ciples and ordinary practice of the art. The plan pursued is to give 
a description of the materials, tools, implements, and machinery, and 
then to state their application. As showing the very comprehensive 
nature of this useful little treatise, it deals with the stones, inks, 
transfer-papers, drawing-presses, and all the adjuncts used in litho¬ 
graphy, and contains numerous directions and hints drawn from actual 
practice in this beautiful and useful art. The author gives the results 
of his own experience of twenty-three years, and he has succeeded in 
explaining, in clear and simple language, the various processes involved 
and the chemical and mechanical bases of the art. The work is a 
most acceptable addition to the technical books now issuing from the 
press ; and we are pleased to recognise in it another invaluable help 
to our skilled artisans in rendering them yet more proficient and 
intelligent in their calling.”—Capital and Labour. 

Translation from Annates de LiLniprinterie, at Brussels, of February, 
1879:— 

“ The Grammar of Lithography ” or practical guide to the artist and 
printer in lithography, chromo-lithography, zincography, &c., and in 
the mechanical impression of lithography, has been published by our 
confrere The Printing L'inies and Lithographer in a series of very 
interesting articles, the first of which appeared so far back as the month 
of January, 1875, and the collection of which in one volume forms the 
veritable and indispensable guide to the lithographer of the nineteenth 
century. The work contains 24 chapters, besides an appendix, and is 
divided into two parts. In the first the author occupies himself with 
tracings and impressions. The second is devoted to machines and the 
various modes of impression obtained. In typography we possess the 
remarkable works of M. Waldow, of Leipsic, and the recent work of 
M. Monet. In lithography the works of Senefelder and Engelmann, 
published some time previously, could not, despite their incontestable 
merit, serve to-day as a guide, since the domain of lithography has 
been enriched by marvellous discoveries and not less marvellous 
applications. The work of Mr. Richmond fills a regrettable blank, 
and the author has taken great care to make his book as complete as 
possible. The various branches of lithography are studied with the 
most serious attention and judiciously treated. The author has by no 
means lost sight of the practical side, and the clearness of this re¬ 
markable publication is another title to the attention of all printers. 
We address our thanks and praise to the author and editor. We 
are happy to learn that the Typologie- Tucker has obtained per¬ 
mission to print a translation of the Grammar of Lithography, which 
will be very useful to those who are, unfortunately, not familiar with 
the English language. We hope that our confrere M. Tucker will 
authorise us to make some extracts from this French translation for the 
benefit of the readers of the Annates de l'Lmprimerie." 

WYMAN & SORB, 81, GREAT QUEEN STREET, LINCOLN’S-INN FIELDS, LONDON, W.C. 
( 234 ) 
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An Engine which Works without a Boiler or Steam. 
AVERAGE WEEKLY DELIVERY (including Continental) OVER TWENTY ENGINES. 

* 

The durability of these Engines is now established by experience, one 
of them having run night and day at the Hinckley Gas Works for over 

twelve months without any expenditure for repair; this being equal to 

about 2\ years’ average work. 

No trouble with Coal, 

Ashes, Smoke, Insurance, 

Water, or constant at¬ 

tendance. 

Ouer 1,900 already deliuered 

Very numerous Testimonials from Users, 

including Engineers, Men of Science, and 

others, on application to the Makers. 

No Glands to pack, or 

Water Gauges and Steam 

Gauges to watch. 

THE “OTTO” SILENT GAS ENGINE, 
(“Otto” and Crossley’s Patents, 1876 and 1877). 

THEY ARE USED FOR ALL KINDS OF PURPOSES, CHIEFLY FOR HOISTING, PRINTING, AND PUMPING. 

SIZES 
NOMINAL HORSE POWER hi 2 31 6 8 12 16 

MAXIMUM HORSE POWER £ lh 21 4 9 12 18 24 OFFERED. 

WORKS & HEAD OFFICES: 
Gt. Marlbro’ St., Gloster St. Grossley Brothers, 

MANCHESTER. 

LONDON HOUSE: 
116, Queen Victoria St., E.C. 

( 235 ) 
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WILLIAM MONNERY, 
MANUFACTURER OF 

Printers’ Blankets, Machine Tapes, &c„ 
Also Leather and Gut Driving Bands. 

09, SHOE ILA-ILTIEj, FLEET ST., LOFTEOIT. 

Maker of the Treble Milled Blankets for News and 
Litho Machines. 

Medal for Progress, CH. LORILLEUX, GOLD MEDAL, 

Vienna, 1878. OFFICE: 16, RUE SUGER, PARIS. 

WORKS at PUTEAUX and NANTERRE [SEINE). 

Paris, 1878. 

PRINTING I N K M AN U FACTU R E R. 
Letterpress and Machine Printers’ Ink for Bookwork, Illustrated and ordinary News work. 

BLUE AND VIOLET COPYABLE PRINTERS’ INK SUPPLIED AT MODERATE PRICES. 

GOLOTJBED LETTEEPEESS IHETICS FOB ZEECHETE WOEK & POSTEES. 

LITHOGRAPHIC INKS—BLACK INK and COLOURED INK for MACHINE and PRESS. 

Manufacturer of the Best Quality LITHOGRAPHIC VARNISHES. Price List and Book of Specimens forwarded on receipt of Trade Card. 

London Agent — C. MAYER, 62, HOLBORN VIADUCT, E.C. 

Sole Agents for North of England, Scotland, and Ireland—Messrs. STROEGER & CO., 68, Earton Arcade, Manchester. 

Tenth Year of Publication. 

THE 

PRINTING TIMES 
AND 

LITHOGRAPHER: 
An Illustrated Monthly Technical 

arid Fine-Art Journal of 

ftjipegrapkjr, fiiljograpfig, 
|lap£r-makhvg, 

AND THE 

^Hxiliarg ®rabfs. 
Published on the 15th of each 

Month. 

Price Sixpence per copy. 
Annual Subscription (payable 
in advance), 7s. 6d., Post-free. 

To the Publishers of The Printing Times and Lithographer, 

81, Great Queen-street, London, W.G. 

Please forward to me_cop_of 

The Printing Times and Lithographer for_Months, post- 

free, for which I enclose_ 

Name_ 

A ddress_______' 

Date __ 

Post-Office Orders and Cheques to be made payable to Wyman & Sons, West Central 

District Dost Office, High Holborn, London. 
( 236 ). 
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Tie BMIOID 

Self- Clamp Paper Cutter. 
(Patented 1876, in Great Britain and the United States.) 

The above is a representation of the extra heavy Machine for Paper Makers and heavy work. 

THE DIAMOND 
turns out at least 50 per 
cent, more work than any 

competitor. 

THE DIAMOND™ 
is entirely Self-Clamping, 
and thus all “ overhead ” 

work is avoided. 

THE DIAMOND 
will cut “heads,” “tails,” 
and “foredges” at one time 
without altering the gauge. 

THE DIAMOND 
has given complete satis¬ 
faction to every purchaser. 

THE DIAMOND 
is T IE3I IE Machine in 

America. 

First Premium, Philadelphia, 1876. 

HAZELL, WATSON, & VINEY, 
6, KIRBY ST., HATTON GARDEN, 

Are the Sole Licensees for the above Machine in Great 

Britain, and, from their own experience, strongly recom¬ 

mend the attention of PRINTERS, BOOK¬ 
BINDERS, and STATIONERS to the great 

saving effected by this Machine. It is made in London 

by eminent Engineers. 

Prices and Particulars on application as above. 

2 l 

THE DIAMOND 
has an Indicator which 
shows instantly where the 
knife will come on the 
work, and saves much time. 

THE DIAMOND 
has a fly wheel always run¬ 
ning, and the starting is 
therefore instantaneous, and 

the stopping automatic. 

THE DIAMOND 
can be seen at any time in 
full work on our premises, 

6, KIRBY STREET, 
HATTON GARDEN, E.C. 
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EIKTIR^Orr LI BRAIRIE DE L’ART. 

FROM 

C&e Paper an& Minting feDes’ Journal* 

A PROPOSITION FOR A ffSPECIMEN EXCHANGE.” 

Oxford Printing Works, Cheltenham, 

September 15 th, 1879. 

To the Editor of The Paper and Printing Trades' Journal. 

Sir,—With your kind permission I wish to make a suggestion to my 
brother printers who are interested in improving the style and quality of 
their work. I have thought that at least a hundred printers might be 
found who would be desirous of exchanging specimens of their work with 
each other, say twice a year. Let each subscribe a small sum annually, 
and send a hundred copies of a job worked upon a certain size (demy or 
royal qto) to an appointed person, at or near the end of each half-year, for 
distribution to every member who will bind them in yearly volumes. By 
this simple arrangement, a very interesting, compact and useful set of 
books would be brought together to brighten our office-shelves, to unite a 
few of us together in the bonds of fellowship and in the worship of the 
beautiful. The advantages are obvious and unlimited, and the expense 
trifling ; endeavour would be stimulated, and we should ere long realize the 
truth of the adage of the old fathers, “ Work is worship." There is on the 
one hand to contribute a small yearly sum and two quarto jobs of 100 
each ; on the other to receive each year 200 specimens of our confreres' 
handiwork, to illuminate our darkness and lighten our path. We all know 
how difficult it is to keep detached specimens, what with their being 
folded for post, and knocked about like a bag of waste, and turning and 
twisting through a dozen dirty hands, they soon become a very untidy and 
unmanageable heap. I am constantly receiving letters asking me to send 
specimens and to charge for them : but how can anyone fix a price for 
them? I have tried to impress upon my correspondents the better plan of 
exchanging, but they nearly all tell me they have no time. Now I 

think there are few offices in which there could not be selected, out of the 
work done in twelve months, two jobs which shall represent the best 
artistic and technical ability of the office—either of the master himself or 
his best workmen ; jobs need not be made specially for the purpose. It is 
high time the standard of taste in jobbing-printing was raised. Much of 
the work now turned out is enough to put one's teeth on edge, and make 
us take to chewing in order to vent our wrath without swearing. 

Yours very truly, 
Thomas Hailing. 

[If one hundred printers will intimate to us their willingness to adopt 
Mr. Hailing's admirable suggestion, we will cheerfully take charge of the 
arrangements, and would undertake to have the parcels of specimens care¬ 
fully collated into one hundred sets, which would be sent, flat, to subscribers 
by book-post. One shilling per annum from each subscriber would 
probably cover the expense of posting the parcels half-yearly, and would 
also provide at the end of each year a special and carefully-printed title- 
page for binding up with the specimens. We think, perhaps, demy 4to. 
(iij x 8f) would be the most generally convenient size. Subscribers 
would not be expected to print special work, but might work off one 
hundred copies in excess of any artistically-arranged and carefully-worked 
job passing through their hands. The size mentioned would, for the sake 
of uniformity in binding, have to be insisted upon, but the hundred copies 
of each half-yearly specimen might be single or fly-sheet and worked either 
one or both sides, and each would have to bear a full imprint. We shall 
be glad to receive the names of printers, American and Colonial, as well as 
English, willing to join us in carrying out Mr. Hailing's idea. The book- 
post rates to America being now the same as in this country, one shilling 
per annum will suffice from American as well as English printers ; Colonial 
printers will have to forward a few extra stamps to cover excess postage. 
The whole of the specimens will be noticed on their merits in the Journal, 
and we should be glad to see amongst them a few examples of fine litho¬ 
graphy. Mr. Hailing suggests one hundred subscribers, but of course we 
should not object to receive more should the names be forthcoming, and we 
have no doubt that our friends would, if necessary, contribute in excess of the 
hundred copies of their half-yearly contributions, as in all cases they would 
receive an exact equivalent : i.e., if we called for, say, one hundred and 
fifty examples from subscribers, they would receive in return one hundred 
and fifty all different. We would, in conclusion, exhort practical printers, 
for their own sake, to aid this movement. The volumes of specimens would 
not only prove of extreme value to subscribers as works of reference, but 
would be intrinsically valuable in themselves, as it must be borne in mind 
that it would be impossible to procure even a single copy by purchase. 
Subscriptions—which will be returned if sufficient names are not forth¬ 
coming—may be forwarded to us at once. A notice as to final arrange¬ 
ments will appear in our next issue.—Ed. P. & P. T. yf] 

€t)e Maper ants printing; ^Tratses’ Journal, 
Published Quarterly, by 

FIELD dsc TITER, 
50, LEADENHALL STREET, LONDON, E.C. 
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L’ A R T: 
A WEEKLY ARTISTIC REVIEW. 

SIXTH YEAR OF PUBLICATION. 

Yearly Subscription, Five Guineas. 

lie UInm: %xtitdxcpxt d IRltoke* 
A WEEKLY ILLUSTRATED JOURNAL. 

Yearly Subscription, Fifteen Shillings. 

A large Stock of Etchings and Proofs before Letters to choose from. 

Offices I PARIS—33, AVENUE DE L’OPERA. 
( LONDON—134, NEW BOND STREET. 

THE BIRMINGHAM MACHINISTS 
CO MPAN Y, 

PRINTERS’ ENGINEERS, 

25, BARR STREET, HOCKLEY, BIRMINGHAM, 

ARE NOW MAKING 

SPECIALITIES FOR JOB PRINTERS 

AND STATIONERS. 

Pligh - Class Workmanship. Low Prices. 

Send for Testimonials and Price Lists. 

THE CELEBRATED 

SISVlPLiSSIiVIUS SELF-INKING PRESS. 

No. 

No. 

No. 

I. Platen, 7 X 5, For Stationers’ Card Work. 

2. V 11 X 7, ) For Practical every-day 
> work. One boy produ- 

3- 12 X 8, ) cing 800 per hour. 

Stands for Nos. 2 and 3 Extra. Prices from ,£3. 10s. 

OPINIONS OF THE PRESS. 

Fruiting Times and Lithographer, Aug., 1877.—“The mechanism is good ; the 
price very low.” 

Press News, Nov., 1877.—“It is very simple and well suited for small jobs up tc 
foolscap folio.” 

Paper and Printing Trades' Journal, March, 1878.—“The action is powerful and 
reliable ; it turns out small jobs well and quickly.” 

Bazaar and Maid.— “ Among the best Simplissimus.” 

SEND FOR SPECIMENS. 

Stereotype Foundries, 20s. to £10. Apparatus for Rubber Stamp 
Making, £5. 

Treadle Circular Saws for Stereotypers and Printers. 

SEND FOR OUR ILLUSTRATED LIST. 
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J. S. COOK & SON, 
Successors to the late Mr. Thomas Cook, of 24, Brook St., Holborn. 

Established 1789, 

INVENTORS l MANUFACTURERS OF BRASS SPACE LINES, 
BRASS-FACED RULES, 

INVARIABLE COMPOSING STICKS, &C. 

BRASS RULE CUTTERS, 
^Printers’ 

Makers of Galleys, Composing Sticks, and Printing Materials in 

general, of the highest quality, for Town, Country, and Export. 

112, FORE STREET, LONDON, E.C. 

LIITEOTYPE. 

LINEOTYPE DBA WING PEOCESS, 
FOR 

Newspaper, Book, & Catalogue Illustration. 

, R0M.0 - [yT H O -H RTJSTS 
■jo-Ttje* SRflDe- ^ 

: .+ LO N D 0 lT* 
11.§ 13, St Bride Street, Ludgate Circus. 

FUR ENGLAND wird von einer leistungsfahigen 
BUCH- UND STEINDRUCKEREI Norddeutschlands, (haupt- 

sachlich mercantiler Branche,) ein ttichtiger und riihriger 

AGENT Oder PROVISIONSREISENDER, 
welcher Caution zu stellen im Stande ist, gesucht. Nur diejenigen, 
welche sich fur dieses Fach qualificiren und den Bedingungen 
entsprechen konnen, werden ersucht. Offerten mit Referenzen an 
G. Hunckel, in Bremen, zu senden. 

ESTABLISHED 1832. 

CHARLES F. MOORE, 
Late SCOTT, WATSON, & CO., 

BRASS RULE CUTTER, 
MANUFACTURER OF 

CIRCLES, OVALS, SHAPES, ZINC & BRASS GALLEYS,&c 

25, TY8QE STREET, CLERKENWELL, LONDON, W.C, 

L. CORNELISSEN X, TALLE, 
22, Great Queen-Street, W.C., 

Manufacturers and Importers of 

COLOURS, PRINTING INK, AND VARNISHES FOR 

paris. LITHOGRAPHY. Vienna. 

1867. 

FIRST-CLASS COLOURS FOR CHEOXfiO. 

laterals. $n%grapl)tc 1873. 

Transfer Paper of all Kinds, for Chalk Drawings, Diaphanic Colour Work, &c. 

List of Prices on Application. 

PAPER BAGS!! PAPER BAGS!! 

Estimates given for every description of Work. Specimens from 

TT. JELL TOZEE, 
Marine artist and draughtsman, 

ELY HOUSE, CHARTERHOUSE STREET, E.C. 

YffpEBENEZER BACON&S0N 
' W® MACHINACRAPHI STS Ac.' 

WILFRID WORKS, CHALK FARM ROAD. 
CAMDEN TOWN, N.W. 

REMOVED FROM WORMWOOD STREET AND BARTHOLOMEW CLOSE. 

ESTABLISHED 1810 

Pantegraphic, Mcdalliclt, Spiral, Radiated, Graduated, Engine - Turning, 
Ornamental, Anti-forgery, Sr General Engraving for Copper-plate, 

Litho, Letterpress, or Ductor Printing, 

Bank Notes, Cheques, Bills of Exchange, Share Certificates, Vignettes 
Scrolls, Backgrounds, Skies, Cloads, Graining and Stipple 

Tint Plates, Section and Scale Lines, Prize 
Medals. &c. &c. 

SHUTTLEWORTH & BUNN, 
GENERAL PRINTERS, 

AND 

Paper Bag Manufacturers to the Trade, 
200, 202, & 204, WATERLOO ROAD, LONDON, 8.E. 

SAMPLES AND TRADE PRICE LIST POST FREE. 

ZORN, BAHNSON, & CO.j 
MANUFACTURERS AND IMPORTERS OF 

LITHOGRAPHIC MATERIALS, 
LITHOGRAPHIC STONES, yellow or grey, of the finest quality. 

COLOURED AND BLACK INKS. j Specially manufactured for Litho- 

FINE DRY COLOURS, j graphic Printing. 

DUSTING COLOURS, in all Shades 

BRONZE POWDERS, SNAKE STONE, &c. 
9 & 11, GARRICK STREET, COVENT GARDEN, LONDON, W.C. 

And at 116, INGRAM STREET, GLASGOW. 
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FOR SALE, 

ELECTROTYPES 
OF UPWARDS OF 

100,000 
ENGRAVINGS. 
Address— CASSELL PETTER & CALPIN, La 

Belle Sauvage Yard, Ludgate Hill, 

London, E.C. 

MESSRS. HOLMES & SON, 

IPrmUrs’ # Stationers’ Valuers 
(40 years’ practical experience). 

Monthly List of over 100 Businesses for Sale 

on application. 

66a, PATERNOSTER ROW, LONDON. 

Now Ready, 

Crown po., Stiff Boards, zs. 6d.. Post-free, 3$., 

THE PRINTING TRADES’ 

Diary and Desk-Book 
For 1880. 

81, GREAT QUEEN STREET, LINCOLN’S-INN 

FIELDS, W.C. 

For particulars see Second page of Wrapper. 

Westleys & Co., 

Ilamtfatitttmjj J5 offfeMita, 

10, FRIAR STREET, 

^Doctors’ ifommons, 

LONDON, E.C. 

RICHARD MILLS WOOD, 
Cpe-JjOimtrcr, 

3, St. John's Parade, Byrom Street, 

MANCHESTER. 

PRINTING MATERIALS of EVERY DESCRIPTION. 

Electrotyping and Stereotyping. 

The Printing Times 
AND LITHOGRAPHER, 

An Illustrated, Technical, and Fine- 
Art Journal of 

Typography, Lithography, 
Papermaking, 

AND THE AUXILIARY TRADES. 

BACK NUMBERS. 

Owing to the demand for Back Numbers 
of this Journal, the stock of copies belong¬ 
ing to the Old Series is very limited. 
Those who wish to complete Sets should 
make immediate application. The price 
of all Back Numbers is One Shilling each. 

OFFICE: 

81, Great Queen St., London, W.C. 

PRINTERS’ and BOOKBINDERS’ 
MACHINERY. 

NTEW and SECOND-HAND MA- 

CHINERY for Letterpress and 

Litho Printers, Bookbinders, and Sta¬ 

tioners, &c. &c. Send for List to 

W. BIED 

13,16, & 18, Albert St., Manchester. 

WILLMOTT & SONS, 

MACHINE 
RULERS, 

Numerical Printers and Perforators, 

54, 55, & 56, Bartholomew Close, 
Specimens Estimates on application. 

ESTABLISHED 1828. 

PRINT AND PAPER. 

WYMAN & SONS 
pRINT NEWSPAPERS, 

1 MAGAZINES, BOOKS, PAMPH¬ 

LETS,CATALOGUES, PRICE-LISTS, 

SHOW-CARDS, and every description of 

Commercial Letterpress and Lithographic 

Work in the best style, and at moderate 

charges. Machine Printing for the Trade. 

A large assortment of Stationery and 

Office requirements. 

LINCOLN’S-INN STEAM 
PRINTING AND STATIONERY 

WORKS, 

74, 75, and 81, Great Queen-street, 

London, W.C. 

Wm, g. stoneham, 
§00lil)iit&er tor % UTraire, 

-10 x ii, - 

CHARTERHOUSE BUILDINGS, 
LONDON, E.C. 

WELLINGTON & CO., 
dtirgratrra tru Ctrpptr 

TO THE TRADE, 

Southgate St, Gloucester. 

HENRY MAYO, 
SHOW CARD AND MAP MOUNTER, 

YAMMER of all kinds of Colour-Printing to the Trade, 

BOTTLE LABELS, ALMANACKS, 

Box Tops, Tickets, Show Tablets, &c., 
544, CONSTITUTION HILL, BIRMINGHAM, 

Inventor and only Maker of the New Varnish Cloth 
Show Card without Glass. 

Wood Mounts for Maps, Show Cards, Almanacks, &c. 

Show Papers converted into Transparencies for Window Advertising. 

( 240 ) 

To Her Majesty's Government, the War Depart¬ 

ment, India Department, Admiralty. 

LIVETT FRANK & SON, 
|) stint Ulsmufectertrs 

AND 

OIL REFINERS, 

22, BOROUGH; 
XjOTTIDOTT IBIEailDGrlE. 

MACHINE OIL . 2s. to 4s. per Gallon. 

CLEANSING SPIRIT . Is. 3d. 

WOOD ENGRAVING. 
Wood Engraving in the very best style, 

Cheaper than any other house in the Trade. 

W. H. TILBY, 
49, Essex Street, Strand, 

LONDON, W.C. 

To Publishers, Printers, &c. 

Partly Printed Newspapers, 
In all sizes, on good Paper, and well Edited. 

For Terms and Samples, address : 

|)rabiutkl ik&s Supk ^.ssomtion:, 
44, LOWER PRIORY, BIRMINGHAM. 

THOMAS GRIFFIN, Manager. 
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TRADE LIST OF PRICES 
OF 

LETTERPRESS 
JOB PRINTING 

From 100 to 50,000, 

Including Posting Bills, & General 

Commercial Work, &c. 

POST FREE FOR 7 STAMPS. 

TOMLIN & CO., 
Printers to the Trade, 

BARNSLEY, YORKS. 

W. WATKINS, 
gmgmr mxft (Btrgrafxer 

ON 

STEEL & COPPER PLATES 

To the Trade. 

27, CURSITOR STREET, 
LONDON, E.C. 

LANDSCAPES, VIGNETTES, 

HERALDR Y, 

ESTABLISHED 25 YEARS. 

FOOT BROTHERS, 
Steam Litho & Letterpress Machine 

Printers to the Trade only. 

Designers and Printers of Show Cards, 

Labels, <5rc., in Colours. 

MACHINING for the TRADE at LOWEST POSSIBLE CHARGES. 

LITHO MACHINES from FCAP. FOLIO to 

DOUBLE ELEPHANT. 

Maps & Plans of Estates promptly executed. 

16, LITTLE TRINITY LANE, 

Queen Victoria Street, E.C.; 

And 13,14, & 15, Bridgewater Gardens, Aldcrsgate Street, E.C. 

J. C. PAUL, 
®3Jjjt-4ase# printing Hlatcrial 

MANUFACTURER, 

GRANVILLE WORKS, 

Granville Place, King's Cross Road, 

LONDON, W.C. 

Estimates and Prices on application. 

PRINTING MACHINES 
AND 

MACHINE PRINTING, 
BEING 

A Guide for Masters and Workmen; 

Containing Valuable Hints in the 
Selection of Machines — Practical 
Guide to Making Ready — Pre¬ 
paring Cuts — Cutting Overlays — 
Rollers—Useful Hints in Manage¬ 
ment of all kinds of Printing 
Machines—Details of the Construc¬ 
tion of Machines, &c. &c. &c. 

OFFICE: 

81, Gt. Queen St., London, W.C. 

:Hj. barbett, 

ENGINEER & MACHINIST, 
Chimerical printing anti perforating 

Hlacljme, 
ENVELOPE MACHINE AND 

®mbosshtg-^ress |£Imrufkfurer, 

19, COWCROSS STREET, E.C. 

THE “BACKUS” WATER MOTOR. 
10,000 SOLD. 

The BEST and CHEAPEST Motive Power. 

Uses only Half the Quantity of Water required by any other Rfotor. 

Great and uniform speed. 

Cannot get out of 

Order — Compact — 

Durable — Noiseless 

—Eree from Danger, 

Dirt, Heat, or Smell 

— Fixed at a very 

Trifling Cost. In all 

Cases state Water- 

pressure, where 

Motor is to be Fixed, 

and Power required. 

THe Back 
Motor. 

Prices from 

<£3. 3s. to £45, 

from 1 to 6 

Horse Power. 

SILENT REVERSIBLE 

GAS ENGINES, 
i to 50 H.P., 

from £10. 

Will work by Gasoline. 

Best & most Economical. 

Extracts from a few of the many Testimonials received. 

Alvey & Co., Printers, 119, Newington Causeway, London, E.C., August 
6th, 1879, say:—“The 1 Backus Motor’ seems all we can desire ; have shown 
it to some thirty people, and all seem much taken with it; we now get along 
with our work first-class.” 

H. D. Winton, Editor, Bergen Co. Democrat, N.J., writes:—“It works 
daily, with water-pressure about 40 lb. large Campbell country press : costs 100 
per cent, less in running than steam, always ready, safe, and needs no attention.” 

Read Descriptive Notices in “ Printer’s Register,” April, 1879, and 
“ Printing Times,” September, 1879. 

SUTCLIFFE BROS., Climax Works, Birkenhead. 

WEN8LEY & WENSLEY, 
<2Engraber£ UfcStgiuraJ, 

WRITING, HERALDIC, VIGNETTE, 
AND ORNAMENTAL. 

EXHIBITION MEDALS. 

180 & 181, FLEET STREET, E.C. 
Specialite—“ Ye Olde Style'1 Visiting 

Cards returned next day, Plates only 
same day. List for Trade Card. 

Shortly 'will be cmmnenced in the 

Printing Times & Lithographer, 
A Series of Practical Papers on 

the Arts of 

STEREOTYPING 
AND 

ELECTROTYPING, 
INCLUDING 

Steel and Brass Facing, 
Etching, &c. 

With descriptions of the most successful 

Dynamo-Electric Machines, and 
Hints on their Management, 

WITH ILLUSTRATIONS & DIAGRAMS. 

HENRY MAYO, 
SHOW CARD Sc LABEL VARNISH 

MANUFACTURER, 

Constitution Hill, Birmingham. 

BAYES & CO. 
PRINTERS’ BROKERS, 

AND DEALERS IN EVERY DESCRIPTION OF 

MACHINES AND MATERIALS 
For BRIBERS, LITHOGRAPHERS, and BOOKBINDERS. 

A large assortment of Second-hand Machines, Presses, 
and Material always in stock. 

Send for Monthly Price Lists. 

48, WOOD STREET, LIVERPOOL. 

T. KNAPP, 
PRINTERS'’, STATIONERS’, AND 

BOOKSELLERS’ VALUER, 
AND AGENT FOR SALE OF 

BUSINESSES & NEWSPAPER PROPERTIES, 

25, PATERNOSTER SQ., LONDON, E.C., 
AND 

ELDON CHAMBERS, CHERRY STREET, 

BIRMINGHAM, 
Respectfully offers his services In VALUATIONS in 
the above BUSINESSES ; and from his intimate and 
practical knowledge both of the Wholesale and Retail 
Printing, Stationery, and Bookselling Trades, gained 
during an experience of upwards of thirty years, he 
is confident of giving satisfaction to those gentlemen 
who may entrust him with their commands. (Estab¬ 
lished 1870.) Monthly List of Businesses for Sale, gratis 
and post-free. Clients met by appointment either in 
London or Birmingham free of charge. 

STEREO,("“) COLUMNS 
One quarter the weight of others. Cheaper and 
Better Matter specially prepared. Cannot be dis¬ 
tinguished from the type. Comprise— 

News, Serial Tales, Selections, and Wit 
and Humour. 

Proof and Terms on application to “Excelsior” 
Stereo. Foundry, 41-, Lower Priory, Birmingham. 
London Agent, T. W. MARTIN, 89, Shoe-lane, E.C. 

T. C. THOMPSON, 
MAKER AND DEALER IN 

Printing and Bookbinding Machinery 
and Material. 

Improved PAGING & PERFORATING MACHINES, Hand & Treadle. 
LISTS ON APPLICATION. 

43, LOWER MOSLEY ST., MANCHESTER. 
WORKS: BACK IRWELL STREET. 
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FURNIVAL & CO.’S LIST 
OF 

Second-hand Machinery. 

One DEMY LITHO, by Hughes & 
Kimber. 

One 26-inch GUILLOTINE, by Cromp¬ 
ton. 

One 27-inch GUILLOTINE, by Lilly. 

One 25-inch GUILLOTINE, by Wilson. 

One ALBION BLOCKING PRESS, 
by Cope. 

One 1 H.P. GAS ENGINE, by Crossley. 

One i H.P. GAS ENGINE, by Crossley. 

Several LITHO’ PRESSES. 

ETC. ETC. ETC. 

7, Charterhouse St.,Holhorn Circus, 

LONDON; and 

52, Ogden Street, Ardwick, 

MANCHESTER. 

! JV[anufaetu?sPi of pinting ]Y[at§?ials fei 
50&52,FAI\IN STREET^-5,LUDGATE CIRCUS BUILDINGS/l 
ALDERSGATE STREEl'^&r FARRINGDOW STREET. I 

HAVING opened an Office for the convenience of City customers, 
at 5, Ludgate Circus Buildings, we are now prepared to 

execute orders for first-class Wood Engravings, Advertisers’ Blocks, 
&c., &c., with greater facility. 

Orders by Post punctually attended to. Estimates Free. 

A TRIAL ORDER RESPECTFULLY SOLICITED. 

G. S. LITTLEJOHN, 
LITHOGRAPHIC & CHROMO-STIPPLE ARTIST, 

Designer, Illuminator, and General Draughtsman, 
10, LAURENCE POUNTNEY LANE, CANNON STREET, 

LONDON, E.C. 

ESTABLISHED 25 YEARS. 

WOOD LETTER. 

WOOD LETTER. 

WOOD LETTER. 

WOOD LETTER. 

For Specimens apply to 

J". SILK, 
(Late GEORGE HIGGINS,) 

LICENSED 

PRINTERS’ BROKER, 

Auctioneer & Valuer. 

WORKS : 

McLean’s Buildings, Gt, New St., 
AND 

2 & 3, Dean Street, Fetter Lane, 

FLEET STREET, CITY, E.C. 

Ildice io ^bhcrftscrs. 

The Scale of Charges for Advertising Situa¬ 
tions is as follows :— 

Three Lines and under.is. 6d. 

Every Additional Line. 6d. 

SITUATIONS VACANT, 

T ITHOGRAPHIC COLOUR 
1-/ PRINTING.—WANTED, by an old- 
established country house, a TRAVELLER 
who has experience, and can command a 
good connection.—Address, Y. X., care of 
Wyman & Sons, 81, Great Queen Street, 
London, W.C. 

T IT HO. — YOUNG MAN 
J—e WANTED. Good Transferrer and 
Printer, with knowledge of machine.—Per¬ 
manency to useful, steady hand.—Lake & 

Lake, Truro, Cornwall. 

T^O PRINTERS and R E- 
1 PORTERS. — WANTED, a good 

JOBBING HAND, who could assist in re¬ 
porting.—Address, F. B. M., Nonuood News, 
South Norwood, S.E. 

PRINTER’S READER WANTED. 
To fill up time at case.—Brown, 40, 

Sun-street, Finsbury-square. 

Newspaper work. — 
WANTED, a respectable man able to 

take charge of a Wharfedale machine and gas- 
engine : also two or three turnovers at case— 
quick and clean.—Apply, Essex Telegraph, 
Colchester. 

PRESSMAN and LITHO 
PRINTERS.—WANTED, a respect¬ 

able and steady Man who has a knowledge of 
the above and can fill up his time at case.— 
Apply, Keating & Co., 8, Old Jewry, City. 
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\/ERBATIM REPORTER 
V WANTED.—Must be a good para- 

graphist and assist with proof reading ; state 
age, salary required, and references to A. D., 
care of Messrs. G. Street & Co., 30, Corn- 
hill, E.C. 

SITUATIONS WANTED, 

TO MASTER PRINTERS.— 
1 YOUNG MAN (Jobbing Hand) de¬ 

sires SITUATION. Could assist on News. 
Latest testimonials.—Address, F. W. Young, 

33, Redcar-road, Guisbrough, York. 

T ITHOGRAPHIC ARTIST 
-L, and DRAUGHTSMAN WANTS 
SITUATION. Artistic and commercial 
work.—Address, C. M., Messrs. Wyman & 
Sons, 81, Great Queen Street, W.C. 

Draughtsman. — situa- 
TION WANTED by a Young Man 

as above, or would be glad to arrange with a 
lithographer.—Apply, A. B., 124, Hampstead - 
road, N.W. 

TO MASTER PRINTERS.— 
I JOBBING HAND seeks ENGAGE¬ 

MENT in town or country. Good London 
references.—N. J., 1, Gensing - road, St. 
Leonards-on-Sea. 

TO LITHOGRAPHERS. —~A 
1 LEWIS PENTAGRAPI4, in capital 

working order. Cost K50 ; will be sold a 
great sacrifice for Cash.—Apply to Bayes & 
Co., 48, Wood-street, Liverpool. 

T ITHO STONE GRINDING and 
JL, POLISHING. — EMPLOYMENT 
WANTED by a Young Man.—H. W., 12, 
Cedars-row, Lavender-hill, S.W. 

PRESSMAN requires SITUA¬ 
TION, used to general work of print¬ 

ing office. C. W., 27, Cross-st., Essex-rd. 

PRINTERS.—Young man seeks 
SITUATION; press and case. G. 

Austin, 20, Windmill-st., Tottenham-ct.-rd. 

PRINTERS. — Ttvo respectable 
compositors seek RE-ENGAGEMENT 

in news or book office ; piece-work preferred. 
—Address, H. B., 6, Exchange-st., Aylesbury, 
Bucks. 

PRINTERS. — Compositor seeks 
Employment : short job taken. M., 

3, Pratt’s-road, Lower Clapton. 

"PRINTERS.—Jobbing hand seeks 
-L SITUATION ; press, case, table work, 
broadside. Printer, 52, Litcham-st., Kentish 
Town. 

PRINTERS.—Compositor of good 
general experience, acquired in London 

and the best country jobbing offices, desires 
Engagement; abstainer. Address J. Mills, 
18, Adolphus-street, Deptford, S.E. 

MISCELLANEOUS, 

POR SALE.—Two Second-hand 
-T Dupuy LITHO MACHINES. Sizes, 
Imperial and 40 in. by 30 in.—Apply Geo 

Mann & Co., Paragon Works, Elland-road 
Leeds. 

PARTNERSHIP. — A PRACTI 
CAL BOOKBINDER or LITHO 

GRAPHER with about ^700, can join adver 
tiser in a sound and well-established STEAM 
PRINTING and STATIONERY BUSI 
NESS. Plead Sub-Post Office attached 
Profits good, and constant supply of orders 
—Address, E. E. Life, 10, St. Matthew’s 
terrace, Stockport. 

This Day, crown 8vo., with Wood Engravings, 
5s. cloth ; postage 5d. ELECTRO-PLATING: A Practical 

Handbook, including the Practice of 
Electro-Typing. By J. W. URQUPIART, 
C.E. A Handbook embodying practical work¬ 
ing directions applicable to the practice of the 
plating-shop and the requirements of amateurs. 

Crosby Lockwood & Co., 
7, Stationers’ Hall-court, London, E.C. 
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JAMES SALMON’S 
List of New & Second-hand 

PRINTING MACHINES 
ON SALE. 

,ot NEWS MACHINES. 
275 NORTHUMBRIAN ROTARY WEB, Times 

size, complete. 
273 EIGHT-FEEDER ROTARY, by Hoe} full size, 

complete. 
274 SIX-FEEDER ROTARY, by Hoe, full size,. 

complete. 
170 FOUR-FEEDER ROTARY, by Hoe, full size, 

complete. 
182 FOUR-FEEDER, by Dryden, Times size. 
172 TWO-FEEDER WHARFEDALE, by Dawson, 

Times size. 
212 TWO-FEEDER, by Dawson, with flyers, to print 

a sheet 44 by 39, or will be altered to print four- 
Crown. 

166 TWO-FEEDER, by Dryden, to print any sheet 
up to Times size. 

209 TWO-FEEDER, by Payne, Times size, good as 
new, only six months in use, movable grippers. 

226 TWO-FEEDER, by Conisbee, with flyers, Times 
size. 

122 SINGLE CYLINDER, by Brown, full size. 
163 SINGLE CYLINDER, by Cowper, Times size. 
227 SINGLE CYLINDER MAIN’S PATENT, by 

Harrild, Times size. 
TWO-FEEDER, by Dawson, to print any size, 

44 by 32, new. 
TWO-FEEDER, by Dawson, to print any size, 

50 by 37, new. 
TWO-FEEDER, by Dawson, to print any size, 

54 by 42, new. 
SINGLE CYLINDER, by Dawson & Sons, 

48 by 36, with flyers, new. 
SINGLE CYLINDER, by Dawson & Sons, 

54 by 42, with flyers, new. 
SINGLE CYLINDER, by Dawson & Sons, 

65 by 45, new. 
NEWSPAPER and BOOK-FOLDING MA¬ 

CHINES, various sizes. 

BOOK & JOBBING MACHINES. 
New.—Ready for Delivery. 

DOUBLE ROYAL WHARFEDALE, with flyer. 
DOUBLE DEMY WHARFEDALE, with flyer. 
DOUBLE CROWN WHARFEDALE, with flyer 
DEMY WHARFEDALE, with flyer. 
DOUBLE DEMY RELIANCE, with flyer. 
DOUBLE CROWN RELIANCE, with flyer. 
DEMY RELIANCE, with flyer. 
DOUBLE CROWN NORTHUMBRIAN, with 

flyers. 
CROWN OTLEY, with flyer and treadle. 
CROWN WHARFEDALE. 
DEMY FOLIO, with flyer and treadle action. 
The LIBERTY, No. 2, £48; No. 2a, £55 ; No. 

3, £65 ; No. 4, ^85. 
The SUN, Foolscap Folio, ^50; Crown Folio, 

£60 \ Demy Folio, ^80. 
The ARAB, the MODEL, the MINERVA, the 

UNIVERSAL, and all the small Platen Ma¬ 
chines which can be recommended. 

Second-hand—Ready for Delivery. 
218 DOUBLE ROYAL WHARFEDALE, with 

flyers, equal to new. 
219 DOUBLE DEMY WHARFEDALE, with 

flyers, equal to new. 
DOUBLE CROWN WHARFEDALE, with 

flyers, only six weeks in use. 
190 DOUBLE ROYAL RELIANCE. 
270 DOUBLE ROYAL DIAMOND. 
124 DOUBLE ROYAL, by Napier. 
187 DOUBLE ROYAL BREMNER’S BELLE- 

SAUVAGE, with Smith’s flyer. 
188 ROYAL BREMNER'S BELLE - SAUVAGE, 

with Smith's flyer. 
105 DOUBLE DEMY TWO-COLOUR, with stop- 

motion. 
175 DOUBLE CROWN PERFECTING, by Napier. 
213 ROYAL MAIN'S PATENT. _ 
118 CROWN, by Harrild, with Smith’s patent flyer. 
162 CROWN, by Napier. 
272 DEMY FOLIO, by Hoe, with flyer. 
191 DEMY FOLIO NORTHUMBRIAN. 
204 DOUBLE ROYAL MAIN'S PATENT, with 

Smith’s patent flyer 
220 DOUBLE DEMY MAIN’S PATENT. 
206 DOUBLE CROWN HORIZONTAL, by 

Annable & Blench. 

LITHOGRAPHIC MACHINES. 
DEMY, with every improvement; new ; bargain. 
DEMY FOLIO „ 

JAMES SALMON, 
Patentee and Manufacturer of 

Guillotine Cutting, Paging, Perforating, and 
Printing Machinery, j 

12, PARSONAGE MANCHESTER. 

Howlett & Son, 
CPt ©rfgtnaf (Bofb (printed 

Old Style IS General Printers. 
10, FRITH ST., SOHO, LONDON. estimates. 

AUG. BREHMER, 
Patentee and Manufacturer oj 

AMERICAN" 

Wire Book-Sewing Machines, 
19, Cow Cross Street, London, E.C. 

n^HESE Machines are employed with equal advan- 
tage for Sewing School-books, Novels, Pamphlets, 

or Account Books, by far excelling Hand-Sewing as to 
Flexibility, Durability, Speed, and Economy. 

May be seen in operation at 19, Cow Cross St. 

MORE THAN 100 IN USE IN ENGLAND. 

Agency for Manchester and the North, 

JOHN I1EYW00D, Publisher, Ridgefield, 
John Dalton Street, Manchester. 

Phillips, Son & Entwisle, 
29, NEWHALL STREET, BIRMINGHAM, 

GOLD AND SILVER LEAF AND BRONZE POWDER 
MANUFACTURERS. 

PRINTERS’ BROKERS. 
DEALERS IN 

Printers’ Machinery, Steam Engines & Boilers, combined or separate. 

GAS ENGINES, from 1-Man Power to 16-Horse Power. 

fine Colours, fitbograpliit anfr letterpress Jinks, Parniskes, Ax 

FOR SALE—CHEAP, SEPARATELY OR IN LOTS, ABOUT 

50 OF TAYLOR’S PATENT 

SELF-INKING PRINTING MACHINES, 
Suitable for Post Cards, Envelopes, Note 

Headings, and similar small work. 

For Further Particulars, Apply to 

THE OFFICIAL LIQUIDATOR, 

TAYLOR’S PATENT SEWING MACHINE COMPANY, LIMITED, 
ZDIE^ILFIFIIEIblD. 
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SYDNEY EXHIBITION. Prize Medal Awarded, 

WILLIAM GREAVES, 
Maker of the IMPROVED PATENT 

“PARAGON” NOISELESS 
LITHOGRAPHIC MACHINE. PARIS EXHIBITION 1878. 

THE ONLY PRIZE MEDAL AWARDED for Litho Machines in British Section at 
PARIS EXHIBITION. (SEE JUROR'S REPORT.) 

W. G. wishes to call the attention of all Colonial Printers, Publishers, &c., to his 
Double-Demy Litho which he is exhibiting at the Sydney Exhibition. 

TESTII 
Royal Ulster Works, Belfast, January 24///, 1876. 

Mr. Greaves has supplied us with five of his Lithographic Machines ; they have 
given us entire satisfaction, and we have ordered another Double Demy 
Machine from him, and intend to have three more. He has fitted a number of 
our Machines with our Patent Driving Motion to our complete satisfaction, 
and by these Machines our best Colour-work is now executed. 

(Have been supplied with 8 Machines.—W. G.) MARCUS WARD & CO. 

Caxton Buildings, South John Street, Liverpool, 

Mr. William Greaves. June 24th, 1873. 

Dear Sir,—We have now tested the large Lithographic Machine (Quadruple Demy) 
sufficiently to be able to judge of its capabilities. We have great pleasure in 
being able to tell you that we consider it an excellent Machine, 
capable of doing first-class work and keeping good register. 
So satisfied are we with it, as well as with the Double Demy you previously made 
for us, that we should not think of having any other make, should 
we require any new Machine besides the one you are at present making for us (viz., 
Demy).—We are, dear Sir, yours faithfully, GEORGE PHILIP & SON. 

(Have been supplied with 5 Machines.—W. G.) 

Messrs. Allbut & Daniel, Colour Printers, 

Mr. Wm. Greaves. Hanley, Staffordshire, March 24th, 1874. 

Dear Sir,—We have much pleasure in stating that the Royal Lithographic 
Machine you have lately supplied gives us great satisfaction. It is both well and 
solidly made, and is being used almost entirely for Colour-work; the register is 
perfect. In a few days we will send a specimen of work now being done.—We are, 
dear Sir, yours truly, ALLBUT & DANIEL. 

(Have been supplied with 4 Machines.—W. G.) 

109A, Cannon Street, London, E.C., Sefite7nber 22?id, 1874. 

Dear Sir,—In reply to your inquiries respecting the Litho Machine you have 
supplied to us, we can say that it continues to give every satisfaction. Its general 
working is all that could be desired, and for Colour-work the register is perfect. We 
consider it a most admirably-fitted Machine, which does its work thoroughly well. 
—Yours truly, UNWIN BROS. 

Mr. Wm. Greaves, Vincent Works, Leeds. 
(Have 2 Machines). 

ONIALS. 
The Phoenix Works, Doctors’ Commons, London, E.C. 

To Mr. Wm. Greaves, Leeds. _ May •jth, 1878. 
Dear Sir,—The Machine supplied to us by you last December is in every way 

satisfactory. The registering is more perfect than that of any other machines of 
which we have had experience. We are using it chiefly for the production of 
“ The Whitehall Portraits”; and for that and other fine work we find 
it answer admirably.—We are, dear Sir, yours truly, JUDD & CO. 

18, Clyde Street, Edinburgh, 
Mr. W. Greaves. 21 st Jatiuary, 1876. 

Dear Sir,—We cannot testify too highly of the Lithographic Machine you 
supplied us. We have now tried it with all kinds 0/ registerbig work, and find it 
excellent in all.—We are, yours respectfully, SCOTT & FERGUSSON. 

(Have 2 Machines.) _ 

Mr. W. Greaves. Stevenson Square, Manchester, Jamiciry 27thy 1879. 
Dear Sir,—We are pleased to say that the Litho Machine, size 40 by 30, which 

we had from you nearly twelve months ago, has worked to our entire satisfaction, 
and we consider it to rank as one of the best in the market.—Yours truly, 

_ J. J. SALES & SONS. 

2, Crow Street, and 25, Temple Lane, Dublin, 
Mr. W. Greaves, Leeds. Ja7iuary 15th, 1879. 

Dear Sir,—We beg to say that the Double Imperial Litho Machine }^ou put up 
for us fourteen months since has given us every satisfaction. The register is per¬ 
fectly accurate, it is very easily and quickly started, and we much prefer it to any of 
the other makes we have.—We are, yours truly, FORSTER & CO. 

Mr. W. Greaves. 51, Broad Street, Bristol, Ja7mary 21 st, 1879. 
Dear Sir,—I am much pleased with the Machines you put up for me six months 

since, especially the double super-royal; I consider them in every respect superior 
to any of those I have previously had, and can get a better register on them. The 
shafting, I may also add, has been very satisfactorily done. I hope the rollers on 
order will be here soon.—Yours truly, JOHN LAVARS. 

Jones Road Paper and Colour Printing Works, Dublin, 4th Augiist, 1879. 
Dear Sir.—In reply to your memorandum of 30th ult., asking our opinion about 

the two litho machines which you recently sold us, we have much pleasure in 
stating that we are greatly pleased with them ; we consider them good, substantial, 
well-fitted machines, and the register gear nearer to perfection than anything else 
we have yet seen.—Faithfully yours, JAS. WALKER & CO. 

Write for Price-list, Terms, &c., to 

VINCENT MACHINE-WORKS, GELDERD ROAD, LEEDS. 
( 244 ) 
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Whiteman & Bass 
Execute in the best style for the Trade, at low charges, 

Copper-Plate Engraving and Printing, Lithographic Writing, 
Drawing, and Printing, and Photo-Lithography. 

PRICE-LIST FREE FOR TRADE CARD. 

235 & 236, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON. 
Assistance given to practical houses in all or any of the above branches where best work is required. 

BACON’S PATENT 
DJnltijjIt - mlm printing lAparatus 

CAN BE APPLIED TO ANY MACHINE. 

Prints in Any Number of Colours at ONE Impression 
From ONE Form with ONE “ Making - ready.” 

Specimens of Work done and all Particulars can be obtained from the 

Sole Licensees, 

THOMAS MIDDLETON & CO. 
ENTGITTEERS, 

LOMAN STREET, SOUTHWARK, LONDON, S.E. 

BADDELEY l REYNOLDS’ 
Paragon Copyograph. 

FOR Copying Letters, Plans, 
Music, Bills of Fare, Lawyers’ 

Briefs, Bankruptcy Forms, &c. 
It is in fact invaluable where a 

limited number of copies are re¬ 
quired, not numerous enough to 
put in the hands of the printer or 
lithographer, and yet entailing a 
vast amount of labour if written 
separately. - 

PRICES. 
No. 1. 6 by 4, 5/-. Packing, 6d. 
No. 2. 8vo., 7/6. ,, 9d. 
No. 3. 4to., 12/-. ,, gd. 
No. 4. Fcap. 18/-. ,, 1/- 
No. 5. Folio 25/-. ,, 1/6 

Discount to the Trade, 33i% 
Specimen and Retail Sheets on 

application. 

“PAEAGOI” 

INDIA ~ RUBBER DATING STAMP. 
SOLE MAKERS AND INVENTORS: 

BADDELEY & REYNOLDS, 19 & 20, Old Bailey, E.O. 
PRACTICAL DIE SINKERS. MEDALLISTS. 

Co^cr^Iatc $npim Relief Stampm. dfcnplim on Mooli, gjimi, Silhor, fa. 
Manufacturers of the Improved INDIA-RUBBER ENDORSEMENT STAMP. 

Endorsement, Screw and Lever, Embossing, and Stamping Press Mahers. 

STEEL DIE MANUFACTURERS TO THE TRADE. 

Corporate or Official Seals Engraved and Fitted to Presses on the Shortest Notice. 

FOH SPECIMEN'S -A-INTD PBICES S ABOVE. 

2 m ( 245 ) 
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JOHN 4, PEMBERTON ROW, GOUGH SQUARE, & 

HAS ESSON, 10, JOHNSON’S COURT, FLEET ST., 

FOR SALE the following JpFlllt@lsg5 LONDON, E.C. 

New and Second-hand MACHINES, PRESSES, &c. Engineer. 
MACHINES. 

Four-Royal Drop-Bar PERFECTING MACHINE, 
by Dryden. 

Four-Royal Anglo-French PERFECTING MA¬ 
CHINE, by Hopkinson & Cope. 

Four-Demy ditto ditto 
Two-Feeder MACHINE, by Middleton, full News 

size, nearly new. Table, 5 ft. by 4 ft. 
Double Crown PERFECTING MACHINE, by 

Dryden. 
Demy LITHOGRAPHIC CYLINDER GRIPPER 

MACHINE, by Hasler & Fairbank. 
Double Royal ordinary WHARFEDALE, by Dawson 

& Sons, new. 
Double Royal ditto, by Payne, with 2 sets of Rollers. 

Ditto ditto ditto 
Double Demy ditto (Colour) ditto 
Crown Paragon WHARFEDALE, by Dawson. 
Dawson’s Patent Double Foolscap PLATEN MA¬ 

CHINE, for Jobbing Work, nearly new. 
Double Royal INGLE MACHINE. 
Double Demy ditto 
Two Double Crown ditto 
Double Foolscap DESIDERATUM, by Napier. 
Demy ditto ditto 
Double Royal MAIN’S MACHINE, by Conisbee, 

extra size ; table, 46 by 37. 
Double Demy ditto ditto 
Two Foolscap Folio CROPPER MACHINES, new. 
Foolscap Folio CROPPER, nearly new. 
18-inch CUTTING MACHINE. 
20-inch ditto • (nearly new). 
26-inch ditto by Dawson & Sons, new. 

26-inch CUTTING MACHINE, by Wilson. 
30-inch ditto by Salmon. 
33-inch ditto by Furnival. 
20-inch Hand PERFORATING MACHINE. 
LABEL-CUTTING MACHINE. 
12-inch PHOTO GLAZING MACHINE. 

PRESSES. 
Two Double Crown ALBION PRESSES. 
Three Super Royal ditto 
Royal ALBION PRESS, 26 by 20b 
Two Super Royal COLUMBIAN PRESSES. 
Royal COLUMBIAN PRESS. 
Demy ditto 
Foolscap Broadside, ditto 19 by 14^. 
Post Folio ALBION PRESS. 
Demy Folio ditto 
Post Folio IMPERIAL ditto 
Super Royal STANHOPE ditto, 29 by 21. 
Demy ditto 243- by 19. 
Two GALLEY PRESSES. 
Several LITHO. PRESSES, by Seggie, Greig, &c. 
Three COPPER-PLATE PRESSES, by Seggie, new. 
14 ditto, from 24 in. to 36 in. 
Double Demy HYDRAULIC PRESS, 10-in. ram, 

double Pumps and Pressure Gauge, and a quantity 
of Glazed Boards and Pressing Plates. 

Small HYDRAULIC PRESS. 
No. 4 Rotary BLOCKING PRESS, by Cope & 

Sherwin, fitted for steam power, 30 by 13. 
“ BOOMER & BOSCHERT” PRESS, 30 by 38, 

new. 
Athol Screw STANDING PRESS, 1 ft. 10 by 2 ft. 6- 

40 pairs of Wrought-Iron CHASES, made to print in 
the Quad. 

IRON IMPOSING SURFACES of various sizes. 
Eight Iron INKING TABLES. 
A job lot of CHASES of various sizes. 
Composing Frames, Banks and Horses. 
Box-wood Shooting-Sticks. 
An Iron SAW BENCH, fitted for steam power. 
A quantity of Zinc-bottomed Slip and Quarto Galleys. 
A quantity of Brass Rule in short lengths. 
STEREO APPARATUS, complete. 
A Roller Washing Trough. 
A quantity of Type of various sizes and founts, in 

excellent condition. 

ENGINES and BOILERS. 
10 H.P. TABLE ENGINE, by Dryden. 
8 H.P. HORIZONTAL ENGINE, new. 
4 H. P. ditto ditto new. 
8 H.P. BEAM ENGINE, new. 
One pair of combined 8 H.P. HORIZONTAL 

ENGINES, by Middleton. 
6 H.P. VERTICAL ENGINE and BOILER com¬ 

bined, new. 
4 H.P. OSCILLATING ENGINE. 
5 H.P. TABLE ENGINE. 
3 H.P. VERTICAL ENGINE. 
4 H.P. ditto on A frame. 
25- H.P. OSCILLATING ENGINE. 
6 H.P. CORNISH BOILER, by Horton, 3 ft. 6 in. 

by 8 ft., 18-in. tube. 
CORNISH BOILER, by Horton, 12 ft. by 4 ft. 

Aovvnt for i dawson’s 
Aael!l 101. ) BICKEBTOI ( BICKEKTON’S IMPROVED LITHOGRAPHIC MACHINES, &c., &c. 

MACHINES, PRESSES, ETC., PURCHASED AND EXPEDITIOUSLY REPAIRED. 
J. E.’s Patent TAKING-OFF APPARATUS fixed to any Rind of Printing Machine. 

PRINTING J NJCS. 
JOHNSTONE & CUMBERS, 

PRINTING INK AND LITHOGRAPHIC VARNISH MANUFACTURERS, 

3 8, FAR KINGDOM' STREET, LONDON, E.C. 
WORKS: STRATFORD AND CAMBERWELL. 

IMPERIAL MANUFACTORY, 
6, CHARLES STREET, HATTON GARDEN, LONDON, E.C. 

N. J. HILL, 
amtfathmr anb jhaler fit sbtrjr bfsmjLtton xrf 

BOOKBINDERS’ MATERIALS. 

\-Uictlon.ofWdlSeasoP3^ - 
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Starr’s Improved Racking Macliines. 

Rolling, Millboard Cutting, Bevel¬ 
ling, Card Cutting, Guillotine, Im¬ 
perial, and Eccentric Macliines. 

Gas Stoves for Finishing. 
Bookbinders’ Saw Benches. 
Hydraulic Presses. 
Pedestal and Hand-paging, Per¬ 

forating, and Ruling Macliines. 
Cutting, Gilding, Sewing, and 

Finishing Presses. 

Iron and Wood Standing Presses. 

Brass Type. Fillets and Rolls. 
Plough Knives, Scissors, & Shears. 
Pressing and Backing Boards. 
Straw Boards, Marbled, Coloured 

White and Brown Papers. 
Leather and Bookbinders’ Cloth. 
American Leather Cloth. 
Glue, Varnish, and Glaire. 
Thread, Twine, Headbands, and 

Registers. 
Copying, Embossing, Stamping, and 

Eyeleting Machines. 

PRICE LISTS POST-FREE. 

WORKSUNION BUILDINGS, LEATHER LANE, HOLBORN, 
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WILLIAM MONNERY, 
MANUFACTURER OF 

Printers’ Blankets, Machine Tapes, &c„ 
Also Leather and Gut Driving Bands. 

89, SHOE T ■ A T\1 R~i, IFLIEIET ST., LOILTIDOILT, 

Maker of the Treble Milled Blankets for News and 
Lit ho Machines. 

INC JL IP S _ 
WE shall feel obliged by Publishers and Authors requiring Maps for Books of Travel, Educational Works, &c., &c., 

making known their wants to us. We have the Largest Stock of Map Plates in the country, and we 

give the use of any of these for a merely nominal charge over the cost of Paper and Printing. Maps which require 

to be specially prepared are compiled, engraved, and lithographed with the utmost care and accuracy. We make 

the production of Maps a speciality, and print annually about Twenty Millions. 

Edina Works, Easter Road, Edinburgh. 
18, Paternoster Row, London. W. & A. K. JOHNSTON. 

Medal for Progress, CH. LORILLEUX, GOLD MEDAL, 

| Vienna, 1873. OFFICE: 16, RUE SUGER, PARIS. 

WORKS at PUTEAUX and NANTERRE (SEINE). 

Paris, 1878. 

PRINTING INK MANUFACTURER. 
Letterpress and Machine Printers’ Ink for Bookwork, Illustrated and ordinary News work. 

BLUE AND VIOLET COPYABLE PRINTERS’ INK SUPPLIED AT MODERATE PRICES. 

OOLOTTEED LETTEEPEESS IEKS EOE IFTZLTIE WOEEI & POSTEES. 

LITHOGRAPHIC INKS—BLACK INK and COLOURED INK for MACHINE and PRESS. 

Manufacturer of the Best Quality LITHOGRAPHIC VARNISHES. Price List and Book of Specimens forwarded on receipt of Trade Card. 

London Agent —C. MAYER, 62, HOLBORN VIADUCT, E.C. 

Sole Agents for North, of England, Scotland, and Ireland—STROEGER & CO., 68, Barton Arcade, Manchester. 

PARSONS, FLETCHER, & CO., 
printing Jnl* J|Talters. 

export department. 
From the lengthened experience Parsons, Fletcher, & Co. have had in the Export Trade, and from the fact that their Inks 
are to be found in all parts of the world, they are enabled to adapt their goods to the requirements of all climates, and to every 
description ol work. This is a very important fact for Exporters, who may confide their orders to P. F. & Co. with the utmost 
confidence. The Export Trade has for some years been made a speciality by this house, and the steady increase of this 
department is a gratifying proof of their success in that direction. 

GRAVEL LAN E, S OLLT H WARK, S.E. 
„ (City Office—10, Bolt Court Fleet Street, E.C.) 
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Prize Medals ( PARIS EXHIBITION, 1878. I PARIS EXHIBITION, 1855. 

Awarded. i VIENNA EXHIBITION, 1873. J NEW YORK EXHIBITION, 1853. 

PARIS EXHIBITION, 1878-PRIZE MEDAL FOR PRINTING INKS 
AWARDED TO 

A.  IF r 
j. BIMUZhTG- OO. 

fi^ab Offices : 

Caroline Park, EDINBURGH, 
AND 

46, Queen Victoria Street, LONDON, E.C. 

§nmcl)cs : 
66, George Street, Parade, BIRMINGHAM. 

4, Norfolk Street, MANCHESTER. 
1, Hackins Hey, LIVERPOOL. 

130, Avenue Malakoff, Chateau de l’Etoile, PARIS. 

LONDON INK DEPOT: 12, CRANE COURT, FLEET STREET, E.C. 

W, MACINTYRE, Jrn, 
BLACKHALL PAPER MILL, 

MILL Ho. 85. PAISLEY, xq- 85- 

MAirDTACTUHEB OP 

Cardboards, Pasteboards, 
ENAMELLED AND SURFACE PAPERS, 

Commercial, Ivory, Printers’, Tinted, Surface, 

Enamelled, and Waste Cards. 

RAILWAY TICKETS, JACQUARD LOOM CARDS, 

SPECIAL DOUBLE CHRISTMAS NUMBER 
OF 

BRIEF: the WEEK’S NEWS, 
An Epitome of the Press for the Home Circle, Travellers, and Residents Abroad. 

ON DECEMBER 19th will be published, price Sixpence, the CHRISTMAS NUMBER OF “BRIEF: THE 
WEEK’S NEWS,” which will contain, in addition to the usual Epitome of the News and Press Opinions of the Week, a 

mass of highly-interesting and seasonable reading for Christmastide, including Christmas Stories, Anecdotes, Charades, Puzzles, Enigmas, 
Riddles, and Extracts from the leading Christmas Annuals, together with a HIGHLY-FINISHED CHROMO-LITHOGRAPH, 
\2\ in. x gh in. entitled 

“GIVE US A BIT!” 
This exceedingly clever and taking Picture of Home Life, by T. Jambers, has been reproduced (especially for this Journal) with the 

utmost care and at a large expense. The result is a work of Art of distinct interest and permanent value, suitable for Framing, and one 
that will favourably compare with any of the Coloured Pictures that have from time to time been published. 

Subscribers to “BRIEF : THE WEEK’S NEWS,” prior to December 19, 1879, will receive the Christmas Number and Chromo¬ 
lithograph without extra charge. To the general public the price of the Christmas Number will be Sixpence. As it is confidently expected 
the demand will be extremely large, to prevent disappointment EARLY APPLICATION FOR COPIES IS REQUESTED. 

“ BRIEF : THE WEEK’S NEWS,” is published every Friday, price 2d. (Christmas Number price 6d.) 
The Annual Subscription is 10s. lOd. post-free, payable in advance, including’ Coloured Picture. 

WYMAN & SONS, 81, GREAT QUEEN STREET, LONDON, W.C. 
( 248 ) 
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BENJN WINSTONE & SON, 
MANUFACTURERS, 

100 & 101, SHOE LANE, LONDON, E.C. 
(WORKS, STRATFORD, E.) 

LETTERPRESS & MACHINE PRINTERS’ INKS, 
for Bookwork, Woodcut, Newspapers, Broadsides, &c. 

QUICK DRYING, for Printing on Hard Papers and to bear 

rolling. 

COLOURED INKS, for Fine Work, Posters, Book-covers, and 

Enamelled Papers. 

CLOTH BOOK-COVER INK, to dry with a gloss. 

COLOURED INKS, for Tablets—Bronze, Blue, Gloss Red, &c. 

LITHOGRAPHIC INKS:— 
Black Ink, for Machine and Press. 
Coloured Ink, for Machine and Press. 
Re-transfer Ink :— 

Plate to Stone, Stone to Stone, Type to Stone. 
Lithographic Writing Ink. 

Ditto ditto Lemercier’s and Vanhymbeeck’s. 

FLUID WRITING INK, for Writing on Unprepared Paper. 

LITHOGRAPHIC PAPERS:— 
Maclure & Macdonald’s Autographic Transfer, Re-transfer, 

Writing Transfer, Tracing, &c. Unstretchable Transfer Tracing, 
for making up Colour Stones. India, French India, &c. 

LITHOGRAPHIC PRESSES, Hand and Steam. 

LITHOGRAPHIC STONES (these are imported direct from 

the quarries). 

ZINC PLATES, planished, polished, and grained. 

TYMPANS—Leather, Brass, and Zinc. 

LITHOGRAPHIC SUNDRIES of all kinds: 
Dry Colours for Lithographers. 
Boxwood Scrapers. 
French Chalks. 
Copyable Powder, for dusting Bill-heads, Invoices, &c. 

EMBOSSING INKS. 

ENDORSING INKS, for Cloth Pads, in Bottles or Compress¬ 

ible Tubes. 

Sole Proprietors of Underwood’s COPYABLE PRINTERS’ INKS, Writing- Inks, &c. 

SOLE AGENT FOR 

Maclure & Macdonald’s Autographic Transfer Faper. 

Staple 
Suspending 

Ring. 

Staple Fastener 

Me GILL’S PATENT 

SIGH-STROKE STAPLE-PRESS, 
Secured by Royal Letters Patent, No. 756, 25th Feb.y 1879. 

For Binding Papers, Pamphlets, &c. ; sampling Woollens, Cottons, Silks, &c., and for suspend¬ 
ing Showcards, &c., McGill’s Patent Staple-Fasteners and Staple-Suspending Rings will be 
found unsurpassed in adaptability, and the only articles for the purposes intended that can be 
applied automatically. McGill’s Patent Single-Stroke Staple-Press automatically inserts these 
Fasteners and Rings. A single stroke of the operator’s hand upon the plunger of the Press 
will instantaneously insert and clench the Stiple or Ring in the articles to be bound or 

suspended ; also 

McGill’s Patent American Paper Fasteners, Binders, Suspend¬ 
ing Rings and Braces, Picture Hangers, &c. 

CHEAPER AND^ SUPERIOR TO ANY OTHERS. 

EUROPEAN AGENTS: 

W. F. LOTZ & CO., 22, BARBICAN, LONDON, E.C. 
Illustrated Catalogue and Price List ou Application. 

NAJORK & PRAETORIUS, LEIPZIG-PLAGWITZ, 
(Late Gustav Najork & Co.), 

SOLE MAKERS OF THE CELEBRATED 

LIPSIAN CHROMO PAPER, 
Which is specially prepared both in the coating and in the Raw-paper for Chromo-Lithographic 

Printing by Steam as well as Hand, and wain-anted not to stretch or 
leave the coat on the stone. 

The enamel being prepared according to a secret in the possession of 
this firm alone, is distinguished by its exquisite velvet-like surface, which 
gives a peculiar transparence to the colours and at the same time endows 
them with an extraordinary brilliance, both of which qualities cannot be 
over-estimated in printing. 

This Paper is almost exclusively used in the majority of important 
Chromo-Printing Establishments of Great Britain and Ireland, where it 
has the preference over every other make. 

Specialities in bright and dull enamel for Show-Cards, Calendars, Menus, Ball Programmes, &c., &c. 

AgentCHARLES MAYER, Queen Anne’s Chambers, 62, Holborn Viaduct, E.C. 
( 249 ) 

Printed Specimens supplied on application ; also sample sheets of anv 
quality for printing trials sent Post-free. 

Any weight or size supplied. Orders will in every case be promptly 
executed. 1 

All goods to Great Britain and Ireland delivered free warehouse. 
Prices exceedingly moderate, lower than English-made Chromo-papers 

quality at the same time surpassing any other make of the world. 
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J. LEITCH & CO, 
3, 4 <Sc 5, NEW CASTLE ST., T’JLTETEITTO-IDOTsr ST 

WOOD, SURFACE METAL, COPPER PLATE AND ZINC, 
BY 

JWfdt’s froim of Siuc0-3ithof|rnp!tii 
(Most suitable for Architects’ Plans and Engravings of complicated Machinery ; specimens can he seen of Engravings appearing 

week by week in many Illustrated Journals). 

Surface Blocks can be produced from Steel or Copper Plates, or from Pen-and-ink or other Drawings, and Exact Copies Guaranteed. 

BLOCKS FOR PRINTING BOOKS IN ORIENTAL LANGUAGES AT A LESS COST THAN COMPOSITION. 

PHOTO-LITHOGRAPHERS, 

ELECTROTYPERS AND STEREOTYPERS IN ALL BRANCHES. 
CURVED ELECTROTYPES TO WORK ON CYLINDERS. BRASS-FACED STEREOTYPES FOR COLOUR PRINTING. 

STEEL-FACED, SILVER-FACED AND NICKEL-FACED ELECTROTYPES. 

Electrotypes cm be produced by a new process in the unprecedently 
short time of THREE hours. 

3, 4 & 5, NEWCASTLE STREET, FARRINGDON STREET, E.O. 

The Electro from which the above Advertisement is printed was produced in the extraordinarily short time of 

ONE HOUR AND TWENTY-FIVE MINUTES. 
The Time being taken up as under :—- 

Moulding . 
In the battery . 
Backing, finishing and mounting 

H. M. 
0 10 
0 45 

0 30 

1 25 

BALL AST YPE, BALLASTIN'!1, AND 
OHaOMO-BALLASTOTT. 

ON publishing my new Circular and Price-list for 1878, I beg to thank those friends who have for so many years favoured me with their 
confidence. My Processes of Photographic Engraving have been steadily winning their way in public estimation. 

It is now twenty-three years since I first took up the subject of Photographic Engraving and made it the business of my life. I was the 
first in this country to enter upon the business commercially. As an experimentalist and practical worker I am, in this country also, since the 
death of Mr. Fox Talbot, the oldest living representative of the Art. Few, if any, have had such active experience therein. The work has 
been to me, and still is, a fascinating pursuit; and my patrons have this guarantee against inferior work, that the most important part of the 
work passes, in every case, through my own hands, and is not left to mere workmen who have neither interest nor pleasure in aiming at perfection of 
result. 

To Printers, Engravers, and the Trade generally, I allow a liberal discount off the prices quoted in my new List, which can be had on application. 

Dallastype, Dallastint, and Chromo-Dallastint are Processes of Photographic Engraving. 

Dallastype, Dallastint, and Chromo-Dallastint reproduce in Monochrome or Polychrome, for Typographic, Lithographic, 
or Copper-plate Printing, Enlarged, Reduced, or Same-size copies of ANYTHING THAT WILL PHOTOGRAPH, whether 
objects of Nature or Art, from Flat Tints, Colours, Lines, Stipple, Chalk, Mezzotint, Aquatint, &c. 

A SELECTION OF SPECIMENS ON RECEIPT OF TWO SHILLINGS AND SIXPENCE. 

DUNCAN C. DALLAS, 
DALLASTYPE ENGRAVING, PRINTING, AND PUBLISHING WORKS, 

362, GRAY’S-INN ROAD\ KING’S CROSS, LONDON, W.G. 
( 25° ) 
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BY THE QUEEN’S ROYAL LETTERS PATENT. 

SLATER & PALMER, 
Black and Coloured Letterpress and Lithographic Printing Ink, Chemical 

Fine Colour, and Varnish Manufacturers, 

LONDON AND NEW YORK, 

th Large Consumers for any length of time, to supply 
and description. 

WORKS, OLD FORD ROAD, BOW, E. 8, WINE OFFICE COURT, FLEET STREET, LONDON, E.C. 

Are prepared to enter into contracts with Large Consumers for any length of time, to supply them with Printing Inks of any quality 
and description. 

INGLE’S M$L “CITY 
PRINTING MACHINE 

UNIVERSALLY RECOGNISED AS THE BEST 
SINGLE CYLINDER MACHINE IN THE MARKET ON ACCOUNT OF ITS 

55 

-&- 

Simplicity 

of 

Construction, 

—m— 

—m— 

Durability, 

and 

Easy Running. 

INLAND REVENUE, Somerset House .. 5 
WATERLOW & SONS . 34 
SPOTTISWOODE & CO. n 

GRIFFITH & CO. 12 
HARRISON & SON. 3 

As a proof of its superiority, attention is called to the fact that this Machine is used in the following 

CJ0VEEIME1T AIB RAILWAY PEI1TING 0PFICES 
FORD & TILT . 7 
EYRE & SPOTTISWOODE, H. M. Printers .. 10 
FOREIGN OFFICE, Downing Street. 1 

Complete with Fly-wheel and Handle for Hand-power, or Fast and Loose Pulleys, Striking Gear for Steam-power, and Two Sets of Roller Stocks. 

ESTIMATES GIVEN FOR REMOVAL AND GENERAL REPAIRS. 

“CITY” Printing Machine Works, 102, Shoe Lane, London, E.C. 

Messrs. & go. 
Beg to inform their customers and the trade generally that, in addition to their extensive business of Stereotyping and Electrotyping, they have 

taken Premises at 

No. 47, FETTER LANE, FLEET STREET, 
FOR THE PRODUCTION OF 

TRANSFER-ZINCOGRAPHY, 
By which process manuscript and valuable books, which may be out of print and only one copy obtainable, can be photographed and reproduced, 
enlarged or reduced to any size. Transfers taken from maps, copper, or stone (any design), on transfer paper, with transfer ink. Bill-heads, trade 
marks, chalk drawings, sketches, facsimile writings, circulars, cards, or any production by ordinary lithography, can be made into blocks, harder 
and more durable than wood, thus combining Lithography with Letterpress, which will be found much cheaper than any other process. 

47 & 48, FETTER LANE, & 106 & 107, SHOE LANE, FLEET ST., LONDON, E.C. 
N.B.—Transfers carefully packed and forwarded to us will receive immediate attention, and the blocks will be dispatched with the least possible 

delay. Every information given, and Estimates sent to all parts on application. 

( 25T ) 
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HIRD’S Patent PNEUMATIC PAPER DELIVERER 
WITHOUT WHICH HO LITHO MACHINE IS COMPLETE. 

FURNIVAL & CO., Sole Makers. 
i:.H.Di>I|l<I||t||niin||ll||U||ll||ll||ll||ll||H||H||ll||l|||l|||l|||l||ll||ll|iN||l|||l|l,'Ii.nu'u. 

THE attention of Lithographers is called to the above important Invention, which has 
now been thoroughly tested, and proved to be the Only Perfect Deliverer for 

Litho Machines. 

THE ADVANTAGES OFFERED ARE AS FOLLOWS:- 

It dispenses with Boy labour, with its attendant inconveniences. 

It can be immediately adjusted to suit any size of sheet. 

It does not interfere with the Printer getting at the Stone, Rollers, or any part of the Machine. 

It is very simple, effective, and not liable to get out of order. 

It enables Machines, when necessary, to be worked overtime (not being affected by the Factories Act). 

The Sheets are delivered on the usual board, printed side up, and perfectly straight. 

There is no liability to smearing or finger-marks, however full the Sheet may be. 

It will pay for itself in about twelve months. 

It requires no additional space. 

VVAAAAVWWVWWWVWVVS/Wt\\\\\\\^V' 

The following Firms are already supplied, or have ordered 
E. S. & A. ROBINSON, Bristol . 
CHERRY & SMALLDRIDGE, Dublin 
HOBBS & SONS, Maidstone . 

io I LITTLE & M‘CLEAN, Belfast . 
3 FERGUSSON & MITCHELL, Dunedin 
2 | W. AUGENER, London. 

2 JNO. HEYWOOD, Manchester. 
2 J. F. WILKINSON, Pendleton. 

F. T. WIMBLE & CO., Sydney. 

MAY BE SEEN AT WORK AT OUR 

LONDON HOUSE-7, CHARTERHOUSE STREET, HOLBORN CIRCUS, E.C., 
AND 

52, OGDEN STREET, FAIRFIELD STREET, MANCHESTER. 
( 252 ) 
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TO PRINTERS, BOOKBINDERS, PAPER-MAKERS, & OTHERS. 

the Trade is respectfully incited to inspect 

The “EXPRESS” Patent SELF-CLAMPING GUILLOTINE. 
IN announcing to the Trade the latest Improvements we have introduced in our well-known “EXPRESS” 

GUILLOTINE, we wish to call attention to the following points, for which we claim absolute superiority 
over every other Machine in the Market :— 

GREAT SAVING IN POWER. —In other Self-Clamping Machines there is as much power wasted in the friction required to 
maintain the Clamping during the whole of the cut as is required to work the knife, whereas in the “EXPRESS” there 
is no friction, the Clamping being worked quite independently of the Cutting. 

IMPROVED TRIAL KNIFE OR INDICATOR.—By a very slight pressure of the foot the press or platen can be brought 

down instantly, showing the whole length of cut where the knife will come, both hands bsing at liberty to set the 
work. 

WILL PRODUCE MORE WORK.—By a slight movement of one handle the Machine starts at full speed—clamps, cuts, returns, 

and stops in three seconds. 

NOT LIABLE TO DERANGEMENT.—The “EXPRESS” is entirely free from the objectionable friction plates and springs, 

which require constant adjustment. 

ADVANTAGE IN PRICE.—Being the largest makers of Guillotines in the Kingdom, and having Special Plant and Appliances 

for their production, we are enabled to quote Lower Prices than any other maker can possibly do. 

THE “ EXPRESS ” will cut “heads,” “tails,” and fore-edges at one time without altering the Gauge. 

THE “ EXPRESS ” is the only Machine that cuts through the hardest materials without making steps in the paper and a loud 

report, as proved at a Public Trial. _ 

F. & CO. Guarantee that the “EXPRESS ” will Cut- MORE and BETTER than any other machine made. 
Can be seen in Operation at the Works, and Prices, &c., obtained on Application. 

Will shortly be on VIEW at our LONDON Address: 7, Charterhouse Street, Holborn Circus, E.C. 

siuTp^iToTMiMlMMT, 
For Drying1, Pressing1, and Calendering1 Sheets direct from 

the Printing1 Machine. 

THIS Machine has now been thoroughly tested by many of the Leading Houses in London 
and the Country with the most satisfactory results. Various improvements have been 

introduced, the most important being an arrangement by means of which the paper can be 
Rolled without being thinned, thus rendering the Machine practically perfect, and a sine qud non 
in every well-appointed office. 

This Machine is also equally well-suited for Cold Rolling plain paper, either dry or 
damped, for Cut work, &c., and is largely used for that purpose. . 

The following1 Firms are already Supplied, or have Ordered:— 
EYRE & SPOTTISWOODE, London 
KELLY & Co. 
CLAY, SONS & TAYLOR 
HAZELL, WATSON, & VINEY 
S. STRAKER & SONS 
NOVELLO, EWER, & Co. 
WM. CLOWES & SONS 
CASSELL, FETTER, & GALPIN 
J. TRUSCOTT & SON 
W. H. & L. COLLINGRIDGE & Co. 
SPOTTISWOODE & Co. 
DIPROSE & BATEMAN 
UNWIN BROTHERS 
WATERLOW & SONS 
HEAD & MARK 
CURWEN & SONS 
H. SILVERLOCK 
C. F. ROWORTH 
W. B. HORNER 
BRADBURY, AGNEW, & CO. 
WHITE & HOLMES 
ROBT. SANDS & SON, 
OPERATIVE JEWISH CONVERTS' INSTI¬ 

TUTION, London . 

W. G. BLACKIE & Co., Glasgow . 2 
DUNN & WRIGHT ,,   1 
ROBERT ANDERSON „   1 
A. R. GOLDIE ,,   1 
McCORQUODALE & Co. „   1 
THOS. NELSON & SONS, Edinburgh. 2 
W. & R. CHAMBERS 
BALLANTYNE, HANSON & Co. 
JOHN BAXTER & SONS 
R. & R. CLARK 
T. & A. CONSTABLE 
J. HEYWOOD, Manchester 
J. F. WILKINSON   1 
GEO. FALKNER & SON „   1 
M. H. GILL & SON, Dublin . 1 
ALEX. THOM    1 
DUBLIN STEAM PRINTING CO., Dublin.... 1 
D. MARPLES & Co., Lim., Liverpool . 1 
McCORQUODALE & Co.. ,, . 1 
J. BILLING & SONS, Guildford . 1 
THOS. FORMAN & SONS, Nottingham . 1 
R. ALLEN & SONS „ . 1 
BEMROSE & SON, Derby . 1 
CHAS. GOODALL, Leeds. 1 

BUTLER & TANNER, Frome . r 
THE UNIVERSITY PRESS, Cambridge . 1 
GEORGE HARRISON, Bradford . 1 
SIMSON & CO., Hertford. r 
EDWARDS, DUNLOP & Co., Sydney . 1 
J. M. POOLE & Co., Wilmington . 1 
H. EVERLING, Paris. 1 
CHAIX & CO. ,,   1 
IMPRIMERIE IMPERIALE, St. Petersburg .. 1 
H. C. A. THIEME, Nymegen. 1 
GOVERNMENT PRINTING-OFFICE, Bengal 1 
HARPER BROTHERS, New York . 1 
S. W. GREEN ,, . 1 
A. S. BARNES & Co. ..1 
METHODIST BOOK Co. „   1 
J. J. LITTLE & Co. ,, . 1 
F. LESLIE’S ASSIGNEES „   t 
GOVERNMENT PRINTING-OFFICE, Wash¬ 

ington . 1 
HUDSON, SCOTT, & CO., Carlisle. 1 
W. BRENDON & SONS, Plymouth. r 
RICHTER, J. F., Hamburg. 1 
GEO. ROBERTSON, Melbourne. 1 
DESCLEE LEFEBVRE & CO., Belgium . 1 

THE MACHINES CAN BE SEEN IN OPERATION, AND PRICE LISTS, &c., OBTAINED OF 

TPTT JErCTTT'V' .iLL <Ss CO. 
52, Og'den St., Fairfield St., MANCHESTER, & 7, Charterhouse St., Holborn Circus, LONDON, E.C. 

2 n ( 253 ) 
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“GBAPHIC” MACHIUES. 
PARSONS a DAVIS, PATENTEES. 

The “Graphic” Machine for fine Book or Colour Work—Speed from 800 to 1,200 per hour. 
Supplements of The Graphic, and Melbourne Illustrated News. 

As supplied for the Art Journal 

The "GRAPHIC” TYPO-LITHO. MACHINE, perfectly free from Vibration and almost Noiseless.—Speed up to 900 per hour 
Four Machines supplied for printing the Chromo Supplements of The Graphic. 

This 

TESTIMOITIALS. 
te ' From W. L. Thomas, Esq., the Manager of The Graphic. “190, Strand, London, Oct. 6, 1875. 
“ Gentlemen,—We have much pleasure in expressing our satisfaction with the working of both Machines that you have made for us. The result of their working 

has been an improvement in the printing of a very marked character.—I am. Gentlemen, yours faithfully, 
“ Messrs. B. W. Davis & Co.” “ WM. L. THOMAS, Manager of The Graphic. 

“3, Rochester-square, Camden-road, N.W., Dec. 4, 1876. 
“ Dear Sirs,—I wish to give my testimony as to the value of your ‘ Graphic ’ Lithographic Printing Machine, which has been in constant use printing my work for 

many months. I find in every respect it is better than the ordinary Machine, being steadier, faster, and has such good rolling power that I am confident it is capable of 
printing any work drawn in either chalk or ink at least as well, if not far better (for long numbers undoubtedly), than any hand press, 
in Lithography for twenty years, perhaps my opinion may be of use.- I remain, yours truly, 

“Messrs. Parsons & Davis.” 

As I have been practically engaged 

SAMUEL J. HODSON. 

THE ONLY MACHINES THAT ARE NOW USED FOR PRINTING “THE GRAPHIC.” 

Prices on application to B. W. DAVIS, Engineer, Lower Kennington Lane, London, S.E. 
( 254 ) 
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LANHAM’S PATENT VICTORY” PRINTING ROLLERS. 
The Only Rollers Awarded a PRIZE MEDAL at the Paris Exhibition, 1878. 

Prospectuses, Price Lists, and List of Finns who have been supplied, sent gratis upon application to the Sole Manufacturers, 

THE LANHAM PRINTING ROLLER COMPANY, LIMITED, 
75, FLEET STREET, E.C. 

2 n 2 ( 255 ) 
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PRINTING INKS. 

PRIZE MEDAL AWARDED. 

JOHN KIDD & CO. 
SUCCESSORS TO BENJAMIN SMITH &> SON, ORIGINAL AND JUSTLY CELEBRATED 

tinting full |prafctmm 

Newspaper Ink, 
Unsurpassed for richness of colour and freedom in working, is perfectly pure, and free from grit. Covers more space than any 

other manufactured, and specially adapted for the “Hoe,” “Walter,” “Victory,” and other Fast Machines. 

Standard Bookwork Ink, 
The permanent brilliant Jet Black is unchanged by time or the action of any climate, and well worth the attention of the Trade 

and Shippers to foreign countries. 

Coloured Inks 
Of every Shade and Description, manufactured on the shortest notice by steam power, and Shippers supplied on the very best 

terms. 

.Lithographic Inks & Varnishes 
IN EVERY VARIETY. 

GOVERNMENT AND RAILWAY CONTRACTORS. 

FOREIGN DEPOTS: 

PARIS, SYDNEY, MELBOURNE, CALCUTTA, BOMBAY, MADRAS, 

NAPLES, Sc. Sc. 

All Letters, Orders, and Remittances to be addressed to 

7, WINE-OFFICE COURT, FLEET STREET, LONDON, E.C. 

FACTORY AND CHEMICAL WORKS, OLD FORD, BOW. 
( 256 ) 
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NEWSUM, WOOD, & DYSON, 

LITHOGRAPHIC MACHINES. 

MAKERS and ORIGINAL INVENTORS 

of the well-known 

LEEDS AND PARAGON 

OVER 400 of the Leeds and Paragon Lithographic Machines have been supplied, and are warranted the most 
Perfect Machines out for Delicacy of Register and Fine Chrorno Work. Several of large dimensions have been 

made specially for fine Colour Map Printing and Large Posters. 

N. W. & D. wish to inform their numerous Customers and those intending purchasing that they have succeeded in bringing out a 

Patent Flyer for Lithographic Machines, 

which has been successfully at work some time, and can be seen Daily Working in the YORK EXHIBITION. Two 
Litho Machines, with Patent Flyers, have just been supplied to Messrs. R. H. & J. Sharp, Manchester, and one to 
Mr. C. H. Holmes, Sheffield, and have orders for several more. 

The following' Firms have been already Supplied with their Large LITHOGRAPHIC MACHINES 

Messrs. GRANT & CO., London 

RIDDLE & C0UCHMAN ” 

” C. J. CULLIF'ORD ’’ 
Sir JOSEPH CAUSTON & SONS 
Messrs. LETTS, SON, & CO. „ 
The “GRAPHIC” 
Messrs. F. WALLER & CO. 

„ DRAKE, DRIVER, & LEAVEN 
„ CASSELL, PETTER, & GALPIN „ 

No. of Size of 
Machines. Bed. 
.. 2 . 66 x 46 
.. 2   50x38 

.. 1   55><42i 
• • 1   43x36 

■ 1   55x42! 

, 3 . 43x36 
... 2 . 43x36 
, • • 1 . 43 x 36 
■ ■ • 1 . 43 X 36 
■ • • 1 . 43 x 36 
• • • 1 . 43 X 36 

No. of 
Machines. 

Messrs. NELSON & SONS, Edinburgh. 6 
„ W. & A. K. JOHNSTON . 1 

BEMROSE & SONS, Derby..1 
FORMAN & SONS, N^tingham. r 

„ INCHBOLD & BECK, Leeds. 1 
Mr. J. STEAD, York . 1 
Messrs. EMRICK & BINGER, Holland. 3 

„ VAN LEER & CO. ,, . 1 

Size of 
Bed. 

43 x 36 
56x44 
46 x 38 

43x36 
43x36 
43x36 
43x36 
43X36 

43x36 
43x36 

All sizes, from 60 x 40 to Post Folio (i6| x io|) in Progress. Every care is taken to turn out a first-class Machine, which cannot 
be surpassed. All Castings, &c., being Manufactured on their Premises under their own surveillance. 

PLEASE NOTE THE ADDRESS: 

NEWSUM, WOOD, & DYSON. MEADOW ROAD WORKS, LEEDS. 
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Recently Published, Crown 8vo., Cloth, Price 5s., Post-free, 5s. 4d. 

The Grammar of Lithography. 
A PRACTICAL GUIDE for the ARTIST and PRINTER in 

Commercial and Artistic Lithography, and Chromo - Lithography, Zincography, Photo - Lithography, 

and Lithographic Machine Printing. 

IE3 HP W. ID. RICHMOND. 

The Proof-Sheets of this Work were Revised by some of the most eminent men connected with the Art of 

Lithography, amongst whom may be mentioned Mr. Louis Haghe, Mr. Michael Hanhart, Mr. William Simpson, 

Mr. Harry Sandars, Captain Abney, R.E., Mr. Lewis, Mr. Beatty, &°c. &c., the result being a more than usually 

complete and reliable Practical Manual. 

“Up to the present time there has been no hand-book of the art 
of lithography worthy in anyway of the attention of the practical man, 
except the English translation of the original treatise of Senefelder 
himself. The reproach has now been wiped away, and the trade, as 
well as amateurs, will ever be indebted to the enterprise and judgment 
which have produced this book. It was compiled under circumstances 
unusually favourable to accuracy and completeness. The writer, Mr. 
W. D. Richmond, formerly a country lithographer, with experience of 
every class of work, had studied the correlated sciences, such as 
chemistry, with a view to understand and expound the principles upon 
which lithography depends. His manuscript was set up in type, and 
proofs forwarded to a number of experts in different departments—men 
of great technical ability, like Mr. Hanhart, and of artistic skill, like 
Mr. Louis Haghe. The corrections and additions thus gained were 
considered and incorporated together by the editor of the Printing 
Times and Lithographer. If the book be tested in any particular the 
great advantage of this process will be apparent. The Grammar is 
thorough in every detail; and, in fact, may be recommended as a 
model of a hand-book of the kind. We ought to mention, also, that 
there are not a few original methods brought before the trade now for 
the first time, besides many improvements on previously known ones. 
In fact, all that can be imparted relative to the lithographic arts by 
verbal instruction is here lucidly and succinctly presented. At the end 
are the titles, &c., of previously published books and tracts on the 
subject, the list being the most complete that has yet been drawn up.” 
—Printers’ Register. 

“ It is the work of a competent practical man—Mr. W. D. Rich¬ 
mond—and the information given maybe depended on.”—The Builder, 
April 12, 1879, p. 412. 

“Lithographers and the Printing trade in general are greatly 
indebted to the care and practical supervision which have been 
bestowed upon this work, which may be received as the only complete 
handbook of this artistical branch of the Printing business which has 
yet appeared. Mr. W. D. Richmond, the author, is a lithographer 
of great experience, and in the compilation of his work has been 
greatly assisted by members of the profession. The Grammar is very 
elaborate and complete, and enters into every necessary detail of the 
art, together -with many modern improvements as yet but little known. 
Parti, is confined to drawing, transferring, and printing; Part II. 
touches machines and machine printing. The book is tastefully got 
up and excellently printed, and altogether is most creditable to the 
firm which has issued it to the trade.”—Press Ncsvs. 

“Senefelder’s book, though useful in its day, has gone by; but since 
its publication no work of any importance has appeared on this 
subject. “ The Grammar of Lithography ” appeared in a serial form in 
The Printing Times and Lithographer, in which it attracted con¬ 
siderable attention, and its re-appearance in the form of a complete 
handbook will doubtless be welcomed by the trade generally. Its 
author, Mr. W. D. Richmond, is a practical lithographer of many 
years’ experience ; and he has certainly acquitted himself of his task 
in a highly creditable and workmanlike manner. The editor of The 
Printing Times and Lithographer carefully revised the proofs, and in 
addition to this he has written an introduction to the complete work, 

the only fault of which is that it is too short.”—Paper and Printing 
Trades' Journal. 

“ A practical guide to the artist and printer in commercial and 
artistic lithography and its kindred branches, of which a full and 
explicit account is presented. In its manner, an endeavour is made 
to adopt a style simple enough for the learner and the self-educator, 
while the matter is intended to be comprehensive enough as a vade 
mecum for those already possessing a knowledge of the general prin¬ 
ciples and ordinary practice of the art. The plan pursued is to give 
a descripdon of the materials, tools, implements, and machinery, and 
then to state their application. As showing the very comprehensive 
nature of this useful little treatise, it deals with the stones, inks, 
transfer-papers, drawing-presses, and all the adjuncts used in litho¬ 
graphy, and contains numerous directions and hints drawn from actual 
practice in this beautiful and useful art. The author gives the results 
of his own experience of twenty-three years, and he has succeeded in 
explaining, in clear and simple language, the various processes involved 
and the chemical and mechanical bases of the art. The work is a 
most acceptable addition to the technical books now issuing from the 
press ; and we are pleased to recognise in it another invaluable help 
to our skilled artisans in rendering them yet more proficient and 
intelligent in their calling.”—Capital and Labour. 

Translation from Annales de L'Lmprimerie, at Brussels, of February, 

1879:— 

‘ ‘ The Grammar of Lithography ” or practical guide to the artist and 
printer in lithography, chromo-lithography, zincography, &c., and in 
the mechanical impression of lithography, has been published by our 
confrere The Printing Times and Lithographer in a series of very 
interesting articles, the first of which appeared so far back as the month 
of January, 1875, and the collection of which in one volume forms the 
veritable and indispensable guide to the lithographer of the nineteenth 
century. The work contains 24 chapters, besides an appendix, and is 
divided into two parts. In the first the author occupies himself with 
tracings and impressions. The second is devoted to machines and the 
various modes of impression obtained. In typography we possess the 
remarkable works of M. Waldow, of Leipsic, and the recent work of 
M. Monet. In lithography the works of Senefelder and Engelmann, 
published some time previously, could not, despite their incontestable 
merit, serve to-day as a guide, since the domain of lithography has 
been enriched by marvellous discoveries and not less marvellous 
applications. ‘The work of Mr. Richmond fills a regrettable blank, 
and the author has taken great care to make his book as complete as 
possible. The various branches of lithography are studied with the 
most serious attention and judiciously treated. The author has by no 
means lost sight of the practical side, and the clearness of this re¬ 
markable publication is another title to the attention of all printers. 
We address our thanks and praise to the author and editor. We 
are happy to learn that the Typologie-Tucker has obtained per¬ 
mission to print a translation of the Grammar of Lithography, which 
will be very useful to those who are, unfortunately, not familiar with 
the English language. We hope that our confrere M. Tucker will 
authorise us to make some extracts from this French translation for the 
benefit of the readers of the Annales de Vlmprimerie.” 

WYMAN & SONS, 81, GREAT QUEEN STREET, LINCOLN’S-INN PIELDS, LONDON, W.C. 
( 258 ) 
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An Ensue which Works without a Boiler or Steam. 
AVERAGE WEEKLY DELIVERY (including Continental) OVER TWENTY ENGINES. 

The durability of these Engines is now established by experience, one 

of them having run night and day at the Hinckley Gas Works for over 

twelve months without any expenditure for repair; this being equal to 

about 2| years’ average work. 

STAETS AT A MOMENT’S iOTIGS. 

No trouble with Coal, 

Ashes, Smoke, Insurance, 

Water, or constant at¬ 

tendance. 

Over 1,900 already delivered, 

Very numerous Testimonials from Users, 

including Engineers, Men of Science, and 

others, on application to the Makers. 

No Glands to pack, or 

Water Gauges and Steam 

Gauges to watch. 

THE “ OTTOss SILENT GAS ENGINE, 
(“Otto” and Crossley’s Patents, 1876 and 1877). 

THEY ARE USED FOR ALL KINDS OF PURPOSES, CHIEFLY FOR HOISTING, PRINTING, AND PUMPING. 

SIZES 
NOMINAL HORSE POWER 1 1 2 31 6 8 12 16 

MAXIMUM HORSE POWER I 11 21 4 9 12 18 24 OFFERED. 

WORKS & HEAD OFFICES: 
Gt. Marlbro’ St., Gloster St. Gross ley Brothers, 

MANCHESTER. 

LONDON HOUSE: 
116, Queen Victoria St., E.C. 
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THE 

M OP E L.” 
No. 5. Royal Octavo . . . £20. 

No. 6. Foolscap Folio . . . £30. 

UNEQUALLED 
FOR 

Strength, 

Simplicity of 

Action, 

Easy Hunning, 

COMBINED WITH 

LOW PRICE. 

Patentees and Manufacturers, 

C. G. SQUINTANI & CO., 

PRINTERS’ BROKERS, 

3, LUBGATE CIBCUS BUILDINGS, 
XjOnSMDOUsT, IEj.O. 

CATALOGUE AND SPECIMENS OF WORK POST FREE. 

SEEING IS 

BELIEVING. 

SEND FOR 

Specimens of 

Printing, 

AND, IF POSSIBLE, 

Come and See 

them Executed. 
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The DIAMOND 

Self-Clamp Paper Cutter. 
(Patented 1876, in Great Britain and the United States.) 

The above is a representation of the extra heavy Machine for Paper Makers and heavy work. 

THE DIAMOND 
turns out at least 50 per 
cent, more work than any 

competitor. 

THE DIAMOND 
is entirely Self-Clamping, 
and thus all “ overhead ” 

work is avoided. 

THE DIAMOND 
will cut “ heads,” “ tails,” 
and “foredges” at one time 
without altering the gauge. 

THE DIAMOND 
has given complete satis¬ 
faction to every purchaser. 

THE DIAMOND 
is TIE3IIE3 Machine in 

America. 

First Premium, Philadelphia, 1876. 

HAZELL, WATSON, & VINEY, 
6, KIRBY ST., HATTON GARDEN, 

Are the Sole Licensees for the above Machine in Great 

Britain, and, from their own experience, strongly recom¬ 

mend the attention of PRINTERS, BOOK¬ 
BINDERS, and STATIONERS to the great 

saving effected by this Machine. It is made in London 

by eminent Engineers. 

Prices and Particulars on application as above. 

THE DIAMOND 
has an Indicator which 
shows instantly where the 
knife will come on the 
work, and saves much time. 

THE DIAMOND 
has a fly wheel always run¬ 
ning, and the starting is 
therefore instantaneous, and 

the stopping automatic. 

THE DIAMOND 
can be seen at any time in 
full work on our premises, 

6, KIRBY STREET, 
HATTON GARDEN, E.C. 

3 0 { 2(?i ) 
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THE 

IJitpcr & printing; brakes ftmranl. 
[QUARTERLY.] 

Subscription—ONE SHILLING PER ANNUM.] Post Free. 

Postage Stamps received in payment. 

“ It is simply the best got up and most ably edited Journal of the 
kind which is published. The general Reader will find much in it 
that will amuse at the same time that it instructs, while the Printer 
will be astonished by the great variety and excellence of the type with 
which it is printed.”—The Clerkenwell (London) Press. 

“That most enterprising and entertaining of Trade Magazines, 
The Paper and Printing Trades Journal” . . .— The Bazaar, 

Exchange, 6° Mart. 

“ I enjoy your piquant periodical exceedingly. It reminds me of 
what has been said of a Scotch minister’s sermon, ‘ It’s baith edifyin’ 
and divertin’.’ ’’—David Wood, Printer, Bookseller, and Stationer, 
Burntisland. 

“ I consider this the best paying investment I have entered into this 
year.”—FromF. W. Talbot, Printer, 19, Sussex-street, Cambridge. 

Useful Trade Tables — Trade Information — Heaps of 
Wrinkles—Amusing Gossip—in euery issue. 

*** Over 400 applications for goods have been received by an 
extensive manufacturing firm in London from a single advertisement 
in The Paper and Printing Trades Journal. 

FIELD & TUER, Publishers, 
(Contractors to Her Majesty's Government,) 

50, LEADENHALL STREET, LONDON, E.C. 

J. M. POWELL & SON, St. Bride Street, LONDON. E.C. 

Crown 8vo., with Wood Engravings, 5s. cloth; postage 5d. 

ELECTRO PLATING-: A Practical Handbook, 
INCLUDING 

THE PRACTICE OF ELECTROTYPING. 

By J. W. URQUHART, C.E. 

A Handbook embodying practical working directions applicable to the 
practice of the Plating-shop and the requirements of Amateurs. 

Crosby Lockwood & Co., 7, Stationers’Hall-court, London, E.C. 
( 262 ) 

LIBRAIRIE DE L’ART. 

L’ A R T: 
A WEEKLY ARTISTIC REVIEW. 

SIXTH YEAR OF PUBLICATION. 

Yearly Subscription, Five Guineas. 

1It IPiistc: d fitter 

A WEEKLY ILLUSTRATED JOURNAL. 

Yearly Subscription, Fifteen Shillings. 

A large Stock of Etchings and Proofs before Letters to choose from. 

Offices \ PARIS—33, AVENUE DE L’OPERA. 
i LONDON—134, NEW BOND STREET. 

THE BIRMINGHAM MACHINISTS 
COMPANY, 

PRINTERS’ ENGINEERS, 
25, BARR STREET, HOCKLEY, BIRMINGHAM, 

ARE NOW MAKING 

SPECIALITIES FOR JOB PRINTERS 
AND STATIONERS. 

High - Class Workmanship. Low Prices. 

Send for Testimonials and Price Lists. 

THE CELEBRATED 

SIMPLISSIMUS SELF-INKING PRESS. 

For Stationers’ Card Work. 

) For Practical every-day 
> work. One boy produ- 
) cing 800 per hour. 

Stands for Nos. 2 and 3 Extra. Prices from £3. 10s. 

OPINIONS OF THE PRESS. 

Printing Times and Lithographer, Aug., 1877.—“The mechanism is good; the 
price very low.” 

Press News, Nov., 1877.—“It is very simple and well suited for small jobs up to 
foolscap folio.” 

Paper and Printing Trades' Journal, March, 1878.—“The action is powerful and 
reliable ; it turns out small jobs well and quickly.” 

Bazaar and Mart.—“Among the best Simplissimus.” 

SEND FOR SPECIMENS. 

Stereotype Foundries, 20s. to £10. Apparatus for Rubber Stamp 
Making, £5. 

Treadle Circular Saws for Stereotypers and Printers. 

SEND FOR OUR ILLUSTRATED LIST. 
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J. S. COOK & SON, 
Successors to the late Mr. Thomas Cook, of 24, Brook St., Holboru. 

Established. 1789, 

INVENTORS & MANUFACTURERS OF BRASS SPACE LINES, 
BRASS-FACED RULES, 

INVARIABLE COMPOSING STICKS, &C. 

BRASS RULE CUTTERS, 
gratters* Smiths;, 

Makers of Galleys, Composing Sticks, and Printing Materials in 

general, of the highest quality, for Town, Country, and Export. 

112, FORE STREET, LONDON, E.C. 

LIKTEOTTPE. 

LINEOTYPE DRAWING- PROCESS, 
FOR 

Newspaper, Book, & Catalogue Illustration. 

Estimates given for every description of Work. Specimens from 

ZE3I. HL TOZER, 
Marine Artist and Draughtsman, 

ELY HOUSE, CHARTERHOUSE STREET, E.C. 

WILFRID WORKS, CHALK FARM ROAD. 
CAMDEN TOWN, N.W. 

REMOVED FROM WORMWOOD STREET AND BARTHOLOMEW CLOSE. 

ESTABLISHED 1810 

Pantographic, Medallick, Spiral, Radiated, Graduated, Engine - Turning, 
Ornamental, Anti-forgery, hr General Engraving for Copper-plate, 

Litho, Letterpress, or Ductor Printing. 

Bank Notes, Cheques, Bills of Exchange, Share Certificates, Vignettes 
Scrolls, Backgrounds, Skies, Clouds, Graining and Stipple 

Tint Plates, Section and Scale lines, Prize 
Medals. &c. &c. 

R0M.0 - J^IT H 0 -H RUSTS, 
Tn-T^e - 5RjiDe- ^ „-T°'T£ 

___ _ TLOHDOiT+ 
11.§ 13, St Brjde Street, Ludgate Circus 

FUR ENGLAND wird von einer leistungsfahigen 
BUCH- und STEINDRUCKEREI Norddeutschlands, (haupt- 

sachlich mercantiler Branche,) ein tiichtiger und riihriger 

AGENT Oder PROVISIONSREISENDER, 
welcher Caution zu stellen im Stande ist, gesucht. Nur diejenigen, 
welche sich fiir dieses Fach qualificiren und den Bedingungen 
entsprechen konnen, werden ersucht. Offerten mit Referenzen an 
G. Hunckel, in Bremen, zu senden. 

ESTABLISHED 1832. 

CHARLES F. MOORE, 
Late SCOTT, WATSON, & CO., 

BRASS RULE CUTTER, 
MANUFACTURER OF 

CIRCLES, OVALS, SHAPES, ZINC & BRASS GALLEYS,&c 

25, TY80E STREET, CLERKENWELL, LONDON, W.C, 

L. CORNELISSEN & TALLE, 
22, Great Queen-Street, W.G., 

Manufacturers and Importers of 

COLOURS, PRINTING INK, AND VARNISHES FOR 
paris. LITHOGRAPHY. Vienna. 

a FIRST-CLASS COLOURS FOR CHROMO. 

1867. 
^ii^ograjj^ic $$atraals. 1873. 

Transfer Paper of all Kinds, for Chalk Drawings, Diaphanic Colour Work, &c. 

List of Prices on Application. 

PAPER BAGS!! PAPER BAGS!! 

SHUTTLEWORTH & BUNN, 
GENERAL PRINTERS, 

AND 

Paper Bag Manufacturers to the Trade, 
200, 202, & 204, WATERLOO ROAD, LONDON, 8.E. 

SAMPLES AND TRADE PRICE LIST POST FREE. 

ZORN, BAHMS0N, & CO., 
MANUFACTURERS AND IMPORTERS OF 

LITHOGRAPHIC MATERIALS, 
LITHOGRAPHIC STOUES, yellow or grey, of the finest quality. 
COLOURED AND BLACK INKS. ) Specially manufactured for Litlio- 

FINE DRY COLOURS. j graphic Printing. 

DUSTING COLOURS, in all Shades 

BRONZE POWDERS, SNAKE STONE, &c. 
9 & ix, GARRICK STREET, COVENT GARDEN, LONDON, W.C. 

And at 116, INGRAM STREET, GLASGOW. 

( 263 ) 2 0 2 
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FOR SALE, 

ELECTROTYPES 
OF UPWARDS OF 

100,000 
ENGRAVINGS. 
Address— CASSELL PETTER & CALPIN, La 

Belle Sauvage Yard, Ludgate Hill, 

London, E.C. 

MESSRS. HOLMES & SON, 

iprinte’ # Stationers’ i'aluers 
(40 years’ practical experience). 

Monthly List of over 100 Businesses for Sale 

on application. 

66a, PATERNOSTER ROW, LONDON. 

NOW READY, 

Crown Stiff Boards, is. 6d., Post-free, 3$., 

THE PRINTING TRADES’ 
Diary and Desk-Book 

For 1880. 
81, GREAT QUEEN STREET, LINCOLN’S-INN 

FIELDS, W.C. 
For particulars see Second page of Wrapper. 

Westleys & Co., 

Iltmfatturmg 

10, FRIAR STREET, 

^Doctors’ ifommons, 

LONDON, E.C. 

RICHARD MILLS WOOD, 
®pe-J[0imtter, 

3, St. John’s Parade, Byrom Street, 
MANCHESTER. 

PRINTING MATERIALS of EVERT DESCRIPTION. 

Electrotyping and Stereotyping. 

The Printing Times 
AND LITHOGRAPHER, 

An Illustrated, Technical, and Fine- 
Art Journal of 

Typography, Lithography, 
Papermaking, 

AND THE AUXILIARY TRADES. 

BACK NUMBERS. 
Owing to the demand for Back Numbers 

of this Journal, the stock of copies belong¬ 
ing to the Old Series is very limited. 
Those who wish to complete Sets should 
make immediate application. The price 
of all Back Numbers is One Shilling each. 

OFFICE: 

81, Great Queen St., London, W.C. 

PRINTERS’ and BOOKBINDERS’ 
MACHINERY. 

TSJEW and SECOND-HAND MA¬ 
CHINERY for Letterpress and 

Litho Printers, Bookbinders, and Sta¬ 
tioners, &c. &c. Send for List to 

W. JE31. DIED 
12,16, & 18, Albert St., Manchester. 

{g- £L£GJRQ S of this design pierced ia centre for type csn be tad. PfllCl Ss. 

WILLMOTT & SONS, 

MACHINE 
RULERS, 

Numerical Printers and Perforators, 

54, 55, & 56, Bartholomew Close, 
Specimens &■= Estimates on application. 

ESTABLISHED 1828. 

PRINT AND PAPER. 

WYMAN & SONS 
PRINT NEWSPAPERS, 

1 MAGAZINES, BOOKS, PAMPH¬ 
LETS,CATALOGUES, PRICE-LISTS, 
SHOW-CARDS, and every description of 
Commercial Letterpress and Lithographic 
Work in the best style, and at moderate 
charges. Machine Printing for the Trade. 
A large assortment of Stationery and 
Office requirements. 

LINCOLN’S-INN STEAM 
PRINTING AND STATIONERY 

WORKS, 
74> 75, AND 81, Great Queen-street, 

London, W.C. 

Wm. g. stoneham, 
la tlje %nh, 

-10 x 11, - 

CHARTERHOUSE BUILDINGS, 
LONDON, E.C. 

WELLINGTON & CO., 
(Bttijntkrs mi Ccrpptr 

TO THE TRADE, 

Southgate St, Gloucester 

HENRY MAYO, 
SHOW CARD AND MAP MOUNTER, 

VAMISHER of all kinds of Colour-Printing to the Trade, 
BOTTLE LABELS, ALMANACKS, 

Box Tops, Tickets, Show Tablets, &c., 

54h, CONSTITUTION HILL, BIRMINGHAM, 
Inventor and only Maker of the New Varnish Cloth 

Show Card without Glass. 
Wood Mounts for Maps, Show Cards, Almanacks, &c. 

Show Papers converted into Transparencies for Window Advertising. 
( 264 ) 

To Her Majesty's Government, the War Depart¬ 

ment, India Department, Admiralty. 

.vwwwvv 

LIVETT FRANK & SON, 
Ipittni UtannMurm 

AND 

OIL REFINERS, 

22, BOROUGH, 

IDOXTIDOIhT ZBZR/XZDGrZE. 

MACHINE Oil ..2s. to 4s. per Gallon. 
CLEANSING SPIRIT . Is. 3d. „ 

WOOD ENGRAVING. 

Wood Engraving in the very best style, 
Cheaper than any other house in the Trade. 

W. H. TILBY, 
49, Essex Street, Strand, 

LONDON, W.C. 

To Publishers, Printers, &c. 

Partly Printed Newspapers, 
In all sizes, on good Paper, and well Edited. 

For Terms and Samples, address: 

|h-obiunaI Ifcfos jiitplg ^ssonaiwit, 
4h, LOWER PRIORY, BIRMINGHAM. 

THOMAS GRIFFIN, Manager. 
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TRADE LIST OF PRICES 
OF 

LETTERPRESS 
JOB PRINTING 

From 100 to 50,000, 

Including Posting Bills, & General 

Commercial Work, &c. 

POST FREE FOR 7 STAMPS. 

TOMLIN & CO., 
Printers to the Trade, 

BARNSLEY, YORKS. 

W. WATKINS, 

ON 

STEEL & COPPER PLATES 

To the Trade. 

27, CURSITOR STREET, 
LONDON, E.C. 

ESTABLISHED 25 YEARS. 

FOOT BROTHERS, 
Steam Litho & Letterpress Machine 

Printers to the Trade only. 

Designers and Printers of Show Cards, 

Labels, &>c., in Colours. 

MACHINING for the TRADE at LOWEST POSSIBLE CHARGES. 

LITHO MACHINES from FCAP. FOLIO to 

DOUBLE ELEPHANT. 

Maps & Plans of Estates promptly executed. 

LANDSCAPES, VIGNETTES, 

HERALDRY, &>c. 

16, LITTLE TRINITY LANE, 

Queen Victoria Street, E.C.; 

And 13,14, & 15, Bridgewater Gardens, Aldersgate Street, E.C. 

J. C. PAUL, 
Cgge-das* $ printing literal 

MANUFACTURER, 

GRANVILLE WORKS. 

Granville Place, King's Cross Road, 

LONDON, W.C. 

Estimates and Prices on application. 

PRINTING MACHINES 
AND 

MACHINE PRINTING; 
BEING 

A Guide for Masters and Workmen; 

Containing Valuable Hints in the 
Selection of Machines — Practical 
Guide to Making Ready — Pre¬ 
paring Cuts — Cutting Overlays — 
Rollers—Useful Hints in Manage¬ 
ment of all kinds of Printing 
Machines—Details of the Construc¬ 
tion of Machines, &c. &c. &c. 

OFFICE : 

81, Gt. Queen St., London, W.C. 

R. BAEiRETT, 

ENGINEER & MACHINIST, 
i&ummcal printing anti perforating 

Pacfpne, 

ENVELOPE MACHINE AND 

<&mb0sshtg-||ress Parafoctam, 

19, COWCROSS STREET, E.C. 

THE “BACKUS” WATER MOTOR. 
10,000 SOLD. 

The BEST and CHEAPEST Motive Power. 

Uses only Half the Quantity of IVater required by any other Motor. 

Great and uniform speed. 

Cannot get out of 

Order — Compact — 

Durable — Noiseless 

—Free from Danger, 

Dirt, Heat, or Smell 

— Fixed at a very 

Trifling Cost. In all 

Cases state Water- 

pressure, where 

Motor is to he Fixed, 

and Power required. 

Prices from 

£3. 3s. to £4:5, 
from | to 6 

Horse Power. 

SILENT REVERSIBLE 

GAS ENGINES, 
i to 50 H.P., 

from £10. 
Will work by Gasoline. 

Best & most Economical. 

WENSLEY & WENSLEY, 
ffiitgrafcerg & Htftfgnms, 

WRITING, HERALDIC, VIGNETTE, 

AND ORNAMENTAL. 

EXHIBITION MEDALS. 

180 & 181, FLEET STREET, E.C. 
SpicialitS—“ Ye Olde Style.” Visiting 

Cards returned next day, Plates only 
same day. List for Trade Card. 

Shortly will be co7nmenced in the 

Printing Times & Lithographer, 
A Series of Practical Papers on 

the Arts of 

STEREOTYPING 
AND 

ELECTROTYPING, 
INCLUDING 

Steel and Brass Facing, 
Etching, fee. 

With descriptions of the most successful 

Dynamo-Electric Machines, and 
Hints on their Management. 

Extracts from a few of the many Testimonials received. 

Alvey & Co., Printers, 1x9, Newington Causeway, London, E.C., August 
6th, 1879, say:—“ The ‘ Backus Motor’ seems all we can desire ; have shown 
it to some thirty people, and all seem much taken with it; we now get along 
with our work first-class.” 

H. D. Winton, Editor, Bergeti Co. Democrat, N.J., writes:—“It works 
daily, with water-pressure about 40 lb. large Campbell country press ; costs 100 
per cent, less in running than steam, always ready, safe, and needs no attention.” 

Read Descriptive Notices in lt Printer’s Register,” April, 1879, and 
46 Printing Times,” September, 1879. 

SUTCLIFFE BROS., Climax Works, Birkenhead. 

WITH ILLUSTRATIONS & DIAGRAMS. 

HENRY MAYO, 
SHOW CARO & LABEL VARNISH 

MANUFACTURER, 

Constitution Hill, Birmingham. 

BAYES & CO., 
PRINTERS’ BROKERS, 

AND DEALERS IN EVERY DESCRIPTION OF 

MACHINES AND MATERIALS 
For PRINTERS, LITHOGRAPHERS, and BOOKBINDERS. 

A large assortment of Second-hand Machines, Presses, 
and Material always in stock. 

Send for Monthly Price Lists. 

48, WOOD STREET, LIVERPOOL. 

T. KNAPP, 
PRINTERS’, STATIONERS’, AND 

BOOKSELLERS’ VALUER, 
AND AGENT FOR SALE OF 

BUSINESSES & NEWSPAPER PROPERTIES, 

25, PATERNOSTER SQ., LONDON, E.C., 
AND 

ELDON CHAMBERS, CHERRY STREET, 

BIRMINGHAM, 
Respectfully offers his services in VALUATIONS in 
the above BUSINESSES ; and from his intimate and 
practical knowledge both of the Wholesale and Retail 
Printing, Stationery, and Bookselling Trades, gained 
during an experience of upwards of thirty years, he 
is confident of giving satisfaction to those gentlemen 
who may entrust him with their commands. (Estab¬ 
lished 1870.) Monthly List of Businesses for Sale, gratis 
and post-free, Clients met by appointment either in 
London or Birmingham free of charge. 

STEREO. (") COLUMNS 
One quarter the weight of others. Cheaper and 

Better Matter specially prepared. Cannot be dis¬ 
tinguished from the type. Comprise— 

News, Serial Tales Selections, and Wit 
and Humour. 

Proof and Terms on application to “Excelsior” 
Stereo. Foundry, 45, Lower Priory, Birmingham. 
London Agent, T. W. MARTIN, 89, Shoe-lane, E.C. 

T. C. THOMPSON, 
MAKER AND DEALER IN 

Printing and Bookbinding Machinery 
and Material 

Improved PAGING & PERFORATING MACHINES, Hind k Treadle. 
LISTS ON APPLICATION. 

43, LOWER MOSLEY ST„ MANCHESTER. 
WORKS; BACK IRWELL STREET. 
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FURNIVAL & CO.’S LIST 
OF 

Second-hand Machinery. 

One DEMY LITHO, by Hughes & 
Kimber. 

One 26-inch GUILLOTINE, by Cromp¬ 
ton. 

One 27-inch GUILLOTINE, by Lilly. 

One 25-inch GUILLOTINE, by Wilson. 

One ALBION BLOCKING PRESS, 
by Cope. 

One 1 H.P. GAS ENGINE, by Crossley. 

One \ H.P. GAS ENGINE, by Crossley. 

Several LITHO’ PRESSES. 

ETC. ETC. ETC. 

7, Charterhouse St., Holborn Circus, 

LONDON; and 

52, Ogden Street, Ardwick, 

MANCHESTER. 

® 9/ frint mg j^at. ©rials h \ 1 
50&52,FANN STREET^5,LUDGATE CIRCUS BUILDINGS/^ 
ALDERSGATE STREET^Cr FARR IN C D ON STREET. : 

r .0-. A 
HAVING opened an Office for the convenience of City customers, 

at 5, Ludgate Circus Buildings, we are now prepared to 
execute orders for first-class Wood Engravings, Advertisers’ Blocks, 
&c., &c., with greater facility. 

Orders by Post punctually attended to. Estimates Free. 

A TRIAL ORDER RESPECTFULLY SOLICITED. 

G. S. LITTLEJOHN, 
LITHOGRAPHIC & CHROMO-STIPPLE ARTIST, 

Designer, Illuminator, and General Draughtsman, 
10, LAURENCE POUNTNEY LANE, CANNON STREET, 

LONDON, E.C. 

ESTABLISHED 25 YEARS. 

WOOD LETTER. 

WOOD LETTER. 

WOOD LETTER. 

WOOD LETTER. 

For Specimens apply to 

U. SILK, 
(Late GEORGE HIGGINS,) 

LICENSED 

PRINTERS’ BROKER, 

Auctioneer & Valuer. 
WORKS: 

McLean’s Buildings, Gt. New St., 
AND 

2 & 3, Dean Street, Fetter Lane, 

FLEET STREET, CITY, E.C. 

Haim id 

The Scale of Charges for Advertising Situa¬ 

tions is as follows:— 

Three Lines and under.is. 6d. 

Every Additional Line. 6d. 

SITUATIONS VACANT, 

Electrotyper, stereo- 
TYPER, &c. — Wanted, a Practical 

Man, accustomed to Art Subjects, with suffi¬ 
cient knowledge of printing to prepare proofs 
only. — Address, W. B. W., The Manor 
House, South Norwood, S.E. 

A LITHOGRAPHIC PRINTER, 
also an IMPROVER wanted.—Address, 

R. Eagle, Church Bank, Bradford. 

PRINTERS. — Youth wanted for 
Cropper and Single Cylinder; also 

Turnover at Jobbing. — 122, Well-street, 
Hackney. 

PRINTERS.—Young Man wanted 
who understands Machine Work ; also 

a Turnover at Case.—Apply, by letter, stating 
age, experience, &c., A. B. C., 5, Romney- 
terrace, Greenwich, S.E. 

TURNOVER at Case and Press 
wanted.—J. Waits, Printer, 33, Rath- 

bone-street, Canning Town, E. 

PRINTERS.—Steady Man wanted 
as MACHINE-MINDER for Web 

Machine ; must be well up in stereo, jobbing, 
and book-work ; good references required.— 
Address, Letts, Son, & Co., Limited, New- 
cross. 

WANTED, a Good PLATE 
PRINTER—Apply, by letter, to 

M'Naughtan & Thom, Birkacre, Chorley. 
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^rO LITHOGRAPHERS. — The 
X services of a good Writer are required 

for a few weeks, either for day or evening 
work.—Apply, stating terms, to the Borough 
Engineer, Town Hall, Salford. 

Numerical printing. — 
Wanted good Female Hands.—Apply, 

W. T. Williams, 27 & 28, Little Trinity- 
Lane, E.C. 

PRINTERS.—COMPOSITOR 
wanted for News and Bookwork.— 

Apply, Bourne House, Bedford-street, Com¬ 
mercial-Road, E. 

T ITHO ARTIST.—A Youth, with 
-I—' a taste for drawing, as Apprentice.— 
Robert C. Law, 80, George-street, Man¬ 
chester. 

Bookbinder, —wanted, active 
Young Man, accustomed to guillotine 

machine, assist in packing, &c.—Apply, J. W. 
Petty & Sons, Trinity-street, Leeds. 

SITUATIONS WANTED, 

T ITHO-DRAUGHTSMAN wants 
-I—‘ Situation, used to general and colour- 
work, showcard, label, stipple, chalk design¬ 
ing, letterer and transfer-writer. Moderate 
terms.—Draughtsman, Messrs. Wyman & 
Sons, 81, Great Queen Street, London, W.C. 

STATIONERS and BOOK- 
X SELLERS.—A Young Man, who has 

had six years’ experience, wants a Situation as 
Assistant; highest references.—Apply, X., 
care of E. & J. L. Milner, Lancaster. 

nro MASTER PRINTERS. —A 
-L good MACHINEMAN seeks Re-en¬ 

gagement ; well accustomed to double and 
single cylinder machines, book, jobbing, and 
newspaper.—Address, H. M., 7, Cable-street, 

Salford. 

"THE PAPER TRADE.—Wanted 
X by a Young Man, aged 21, a Situation 

in a Mill or Wholesale Warehouse, indoor or 
out; has practical knowledge; good refer¬ 
ences.—M. G., Leader & Sons, Bank-street, 
Sheffield. 

TO BOOKBINDERS.—Wanted, at 
once, a good Extra Finisher.—Apply, 

Palmer & Howe, 73, Princess-street, Man¬ 
chester. 

PRINTERS’ MACHINE- 
MINDERS.—Good Cut Hand wanted 

at once ; non-society.—Apply, by letter, P., 
care of Messrs. Winstone & Son, 100, Shoe- 
lane. 

nro PRINTERS.—Wanted COM- 
X POSITOR, accustomed to best Book- 

work. Society.—John Whitehead & Son, 
17, Trinity-street, Leeds. 

Reporter and district 
MANAGER wanted, for a Provincial 

Daily Newspaper; must be energetic, of good 
business habits, and a competent reporter.— 
Address, C 3, at the Manchester Guardian 
Office. 

MISCELLANEOUS. 

Boilers for sale.— forty 
new VERTICAL BOILERS, with 

cross or vertical tubes ; 20 second-hand ditto, 
and 100 Cornish, Lancashire, loco., multi¬ 
tubular, and others in stock ready for imme¬ 
diate delivery.—R. H. Williams & Sons, 
South Bermondsey Railway Station, London, 
S.E. _ 

WASTE PAPER, Waste Paper, 
Waste Paper, Old Parchment PUR¬ 

CHASED in any quantities ; old ledgers, 
newspapers, magazines, letters, invoices, &c.; 
all papers destroyed, being reduced to pulp 
for manufacture; parcels of one cwt. and 
upwards carriage free; vans collect daily 
within twelve miles of London ; highest prices 
returned per P.O.O.; country parcels secure 
immediate attention. —- Phillips, Mills, & 
Co.’s Works, 3, Amberley Wharf, Paddington. 
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JAMES SALMON’S 
List of New & Second-hand 

PRINTING MACHINES 
ON SALE. 

,.ot NEWS MACHINES. 
275 NORTHUMBRIAN ROTARY WEB, Times 

size, complete. 
273 EIGHT-FEEDER ROTARY, by Hoe, full size, 

complete. 
274 SIX-FEEDER ROTARY, by Hoe, full size, 

complete. 
270 FOUR-FEEDER ROTARY, by Hoe, full size, 

complete. 
182 FOUR-FEEDER, by Dryden, Tunes size. 
172 TWO-FEEDER WHARFEDALE, by Dawson, 

Times size. 
212 TWO-FEEDER, by Dawson, with flyers, to print 

a sheet 44 by 39, or will be altered to print four- 
Crown. 

166 TWO-FEEDER, by Dryden, to print any sheet 
up to Times size. 

209 TWO-FEEDER, by Payne, Times size, good as 
new, only six months in use, movable grippers. 

226 TWO-FEEDER, by Conisbee, with flyers, Ti. imes 
size. 

rWO-FEE DER, by Dawson, to print any size, 

i2z SINGLE CYLINDER, by Brown, full size. 
163 SINGLE CYLINDER, by Cowper, Times size. 
227 SINGLE CYLINDER MAIN’S PATENT, by 

Harrild, Times size. 
TWO-FEEDER, by Dawson, to print any size, 

44 by 32, new. 

50 by 37, new. 
TWO-FEEDER, by Dawson, to print any size, 

54 by 42, new. 
SINGLE CYLINDER, by Dawson & Sons, 

48 by 36, with flyers, new. 
SINGLE CYLINDER, by Dawson & Sons, 

54 by 42, with flyers, new. 
SINGLE CYLINDER, by Dawson & Sons, 

65 by 45, new. 
NEWSPAPER and BOOK-FOLDING MA¬ 

CHINES, various sizes. 

BOOK & JOBBING MACHINES. 
New.—Ready for Delivery. 

DOUBLE ROYAL WHARFEDALE, with flyer. 
DOUBLE DEMY WHARFEDALE, with flyer. 
DOUBLE CROWN WHARFEDALE, with flyer 
DEMY WHARFEDALE, with flyer. 
DOUBLE DEMY RELIANCE, with flyer. 
DOUBLE CROWN RELIANCE, with flyer. 
DEMY RELIANCE, with flyer. 
DOUBLE CROWN NORTHUMBRIAN, with 

flyers. 
CROWN OTLEY, with flyer and treadle. 
CROWN WHARFEDALE. 
DEMY FOLIO, with flyer and treadle action. 
The LIBERTY, No. 2, ^48; No. 2a, £55; No. 

3, £65; No. 4, ^85. 
The SUN, Foolscap Folio, ^50; Crown Folio, 

£60 ; Demy Folio, £80. 
The ARAB, the MODEL, the MINERVA, the 

UNIVERSAL, and all the small Platen Ma¬ 
chines which can be recommended. 

Second-hand.—Ready for Delivery. 
218 DOUBLE ROYAL WHARFEDALE, with 

flyers, equal to new. 
219 DOUBLE DEMY WHARFEDALE, with 

flyers, equal to new. 
DOUBLE CROWN WHARFEDALE, with 

flyers, only six weeks in use. 
190 DOUBLE ROYAL RELIANCE. 
270 DOUBLE ROYAL DIAMOND. 
124 DOUBLE ROYAL, by Napier. 
187 DOUBLE ROYAL BREMNER'S BELLE- 

SAUVAGE, with Smith’s flyer. 
188 ROYAL BREMNER’S BELLE - SAUVAGE, 

with Smith’s flyer. 
105 DOUBLE DEMY TWO-COLOUR, with stop- 

motion. 
175 DOUBLE CROWN PERFECTING, by Napier. 
213 ROYAL MAIN’S PATENT. 
118 CROWN, by Harrild, with Smith’s patent flyer. 
162 CROWN, by Napier. 
272 DEMY FOLIO, by Hoe, with flyer. 
191 DEMY FOLIO NORTHUMBRIAN. 
204 DOUBLE ROYAL MAIN’S PATENT, with 

Smith's patent flyer 
220 DOUBLE DEMY MAIN’S PATENT. 
206 DOUBLE CROWN HORIZONTAL, by 

Annable & Blench. 

LITHOGRAPHIC MACHINES. 
DEMY, with every improvement; new ; bargain. 
DEMY FOLIO „ „ „ ,7 

JAMES SALMON, 
Patentee and Manufacturer of 

Guillotine Cutting, Paging, Perforating, and 
Printing Machinery, 

12, PARSONAGE MANCHESTER. 

TRADE. 

Howlett & Son, 
(Drigmaf dSofb (prinfere. 

Old Style £2? General Printers. 

10, FRITH ST., SOHO, LONDON. ESTl MATES. 

AUG. BREHMER, 
Patentee and Manufacturer oj 

AMERICAN 

Wire Book-Sewing Machines, 
19, Cow Cross Street, London, E.C. 

T^HESE Machines are employed with equal advan- 
tage for Sewing School-books, Novels, Pamphlets, 

or Account Books, by far excelling Hand-Sewing as to 
Flexibility, Durability, Speed, and Economy. 

May he seen in operation at 19, Cow Cross St. 

MORE THAN 100 IN USE IN ENGLAND. 

Agency for Manchester and the North, 

JOHN HEYWOOD, Publisher, Ridgefield, 
John Dalton Street, Manchester. 

Phillips, Son & Entwisle, 
29, NEWHALL STREET, BIRMINGHAM, 

GOLD AND SILVER LEAF AND BRONZE POWDER 
MANUFACTURERS. 

PRINTERS’ BROKERS. 
DEALERS IN 

Printers’ Machinery, Steam Engines & Boilers, combined or separate. 

GAS ENGINES, from 1-Man Power to 16-Horse Power. 

Jftm Cnlmtrs, grapfpx anh letterpress JfnRs, iarmsjjes, fa. 

NOW READY. 

THIRTEENTH UYEIAuIEa OH1 PUBLICATION. 

PRICE 6d., POST-FREE, 7d. 

In an Illuminated Wrapper, beautifully printed in Old-Style Type, on Toned Paper. 

EVERYBODY'S YEAR-BOOK 
For 1880. 

A Useful and Popular Annual, containing Something for Everybody all the. 

Year Round. 

THE CHEAPEST AND BEST GIFT-BOOK OF THE DAY. 

LONDON: WYMAN & SONS, 8i, GREAT QUEEN STREET, W.C. 
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Highest Medal Awarded, 

YORKSHIRE EXHIBITION, 1875. 

SYDNEY EXHIBITION. Prize Medal Awarded, 
"W 

WILLIAM GREAVES, 
Maker of the IMPROVED PATENT 

“PARAGON” NOISELESS 
LITHOGRAPHIC MACHINE. PARIS EXHIBITION 1878. 

THE ONLY PRIZE MEDAL AWARDED for Litho Machines in British Section at 
__ ~ PARIS EXHIBITION. (SEE JUROR’S REPORT.) 

W. G. wishes to call the attention of all Colonial Printers, Publishers, &c., to his 
Double-Demy Litho which he is exhibiting at the Sydney Exhibition. 

T E S T I M 
Royal Ulster Works, Belfast, January 24t/i, 1876. 

Mr. Greaves has supplied us with five of his Lithographic Machines ; they have fiven us entire satisfaction, and we have ordered another Double Demy 
Machine from him, and intend to have three more. He has fitted a number of 

our Machines with our Patent Driving Motion to our complete satisfaction, 
and by these Machines our best Colour-work is now executed. 

(Have been supplied with 8 Machines.—W. G.) MARCUS WARD & CO. 

Caxton Buildings, South John Street, Liverpool, 

Mr. William Greaves. June 24th, 1873. 

Dear Sir,—We have now tested the large Lithographic Machine (Quadruple Demy) 
sufficiently to be able to judge of its capabilities. "We have great pleasure in 
being able to tell you that we consider it an excellent Machine, 
capable of doing first-class work and keeping good register. 
So satisfied are we with it, as well as with the Double Demy you previously made 
for us, that we should not think of having any other make, should 
we require any new Machine besides the one you are at present making for us (viz., 
Demy).—We are, dear Sir, yours faithfully, GEORGE PHILIP & SON. 

(Have been supplied with 5 Machines.—W. G.) 

Messrs. Allbut & Daniel, Colour Printers, 

Mr. Wm. Greaves. Hanley, Staffordshire, March 24th> 1874. 

Dear Sir,—We have much pleasure in stating that the Royal Lithographic 
Machine you have lately supplied gives us great satisfaction. It is both well and 
solidly made, and is being used almost entirely for Colour-work; the register is 
perfect. In a few days we will send a specimen of work now being done.—We are, 
dear Sir, yours truly, ALLBUT & DANIEL. 

(Have been supplied with 4 Machines.—W. G.) 

109A, Cannon Street, London, E.C., Septe?nber 22nd, 1874. 

Dear Sir,—In reply to your inquiries respecting the Litho Machine you have 
supplied to us, we can say that it continues to give every satisfaction. Its general 
working is all that could be desired, and for Colour-work the register is perfect. We 
consider it a most admiiably-fitted Machine, which does its work thoroughly well. 
—Yours truly, UNWIN BROS. 

Mr. Wm. Greaves, Vincent Works, Leeds. 
(Have 2 Machines). 

ONIALS. 
The Phoenix Works, Doctors’ Commons, London, E.C. 

To Mr. Wm. Greaves, Leeds. May jth, 1878. 
Dear Sir,—The Machine supplied to us by you last December is in every way 

satisfactory^. The registering is more perfect than that of any other machines of 
which we have had experience. We are using it chiefly for the production of 
“ The Whitehall Portraits”, and for that and other fine work we find 
it answer admirably.—We are, dear Sir, yours truly, JUDD & CO. 

18, Clyde Street, Edinburgh, 
Mr. W. Greaves. . 21st January, 1876. 

Dear Sir,—We cannot testify too highly of the Lithographic Machine you 
supplied us. We have now tried it with all kinds 0/ registering work, and find it 
excellent in all.—We are, yours respectfully, SCOTT & FERGUSSON. 

(Have 2 Machines.) 

Mr. W. Greaves. Stevenson Square, Manchester, January 27thy 1879. 
Dear Sir,—We are pleased to say that the Litho Machine, size 40 by 30, which 

we had from you nearly twelve months ago, has worked to our entire satisfaction, 
and we consider it to rank as one of the best in the market.—Yours truly, 

__ J. J. SALES & SONS. 

2, Crow Street, and 25, Temple Lane, Dublin, 
Mr. W. Greaves, Leeds. January 15th, 1879. 

Dear Sir,—We beg to say that the Double Imperial Litho Machine you put up 
for us fourteen months since has given us every satisfaction. The register is per¬ 
fectly accurate, it is very easily and quickly started, and we much prefer it to any of 
the other makes we have.—We are, yours truly, FORSTER & CO. 

Mr. W. Greaves. 51, Broad Street, Bristol, January 21 st, 1879. 
Dear Sir,—I am much pleased with the Machines you put up for me six months 

since, especially the double super-royal; I consider them in every respect superior 
to any of those I have previously had, and can get a better register on them. The 
shafting, I may also add, has been very satisfactorily done. I hope the rollers on 
order will be here soon.—Yours truly, JOHN LAVARS. 

Jones Road Paper and Colour Printing Works, Dublin, 4th August, 1879. 
Dear Sir.—In reply to your memorandum of 30th ult., asking our opinion about 

the two litho machines which you recently sold us, we have much pleasure in 
stating that we are greatly pleased with them ; we consider them good, substantial, 
well-fitted machines, and the register gear nearer to perfection than anything else 
we have yet seen.—Faithfully yours, JAS. WALKER & CO. 

Write for Price-list, Terms, &c., to 

VINCENT MACHINE-WORKS, GELDERD ROAD, LEEDS. 
(268) 
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Whiteman & Bass 
Execute in the best style for the Trade, at low charges, 

Copper-Plate Engraving and Printing, Lithographic Writing, 
Drawing, and Printing, and Photo-Lithography. 

PRICE-LIST FREE FOR TRADE CARD. 

235 & 236, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON. 
Assistance given to practical houses in all or any of the above branches where best work is required. 

BACON'S PATENT 
Hlulliplf - €a\m 

CAN BE APPLIED TO ANY MACHINE. 

Prints in Any Number of Colours at ONE Impression 
From ONE Form with ONE “ Making - ready.” 

Specimens of Work done and all Particulars can be obtained from the 

Sole Licensees, 

THOMAS MIDDLETON & CO. 
ZEKtSTO-IILTIEIEIE^S, 

LOMAN STREET, SOUTHWARK, LONDON, S.E. 

“PARAGOET” 

INDIA - RUBBER DATING STAMP. 
SOLE MAKERS AND INVENTORS: 

BADDELEY & REYNOLDS, 19 & 20, Old Bailey, E.O. 
PRACTICAL DIE SINKERS. MEDALLISTS. 

Owpqjlate gdief mt glwrg, Sillier, fit. 
Manufacturers of the Improved INDIA-RUBBER ENDORSEMENT STAMP. 

Endorsement, Screw and Leuer, Embossing, and Stamping Press Mahers. 

STEEL DIE MANUFACTURERS TO THE TRADE. 

Corporate or Official Seals Engraved and Fitted to Presses on the Shortest Notice. 

2POIEL SPECIMENS PRICES APPLY J±S -A-BOVIE. 

2 p ( 269 ) 

BADDELEY l REYNOLDS’ 
Paragon Copyograph. 

FOR Copying Letters, Plans, 
Music, Bills of Fare, Lawyers’ 

Briefs, Bankruptcy Forms, &c. 
It is in fact invaluable where a 

limited number of copies are re¬ 
quired, not numerous enough to 
put in the hands of the printer or 
lithographer, and yet entailing a 
vast amount of labour if written 
separately. - 

PRICES. 
No. 1. 6 by 4, 5/-. Packing, 6d. 
No. 2. 8vo., 716. ,, gd. 
No. 3. 4to., 12/-. ,, gd. 
No. 4. Fcap. 18/-. ,, i/- 
No. 5. Folio 25/-. ,, 1/6 

Discount to the Trade, 334% 
Specimen and Retail Sheets on 

application. 
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JOHN 4, PEMBERTON ROW, GOUGH SQUARE, & 

HAS £ S SO N, 10’ JOHNSON’S COURT, FLEET ST„ 

FOR SALE the following Printers* LONDON, E.C. 

New and Second-hand MACHINES, PRESSES, &c. Engineer, 
MACHIIES. 

Four-Royal Drop-Bar PERFECTING MACHINE, 
by Dryden. 

Four-Royal Anglo-French PERFECTING MA¬ 
CHINE, by Hopkinson & Cope. 

Four-Demy ditto ditto 
Large-sized NEWS MACHINE, with Rack and 

Upright Spindle. 
Two-Feeder MACHINE, by Middleton, full News 

size, nearly new. Table, 5 ft. by 4 ft. 
Double Crown PERFECTING MACHINE, by 

Dryden. 
Demy LITHOGRAPHIC CYLINDER GRIPPER 

MACHINE, by Hasler & Fairbank. 
Double Royal ordinary WHARFEDALE, by Dawson 

& Sons, new. 
Double Royal ditto, by Payne, with 2 sets of Rollers. 

Ditto ditto ditto 
Double Demy ditto (Colour) ditto 
Crown Paragon WHARFEDALE, by Dawson. 
Dawson’s Patent PLATEN MACHINE, for Jobbing 

Work (new). 
Double Royal INGLE MACHINE. 
Two Double Crown ditto 
Double Foolscap DESIDERATUM, by Napier. 
Demy ditto ditto 
Double Royal MAIN'S MACHINE, by Conisbee, 

extra size ; table, 46 by 37. 
Double Royal MAIN’S MACHINE, by Conisbee, 

with latest improvements, Lifting-board, &c. 
(nearly new). 

Double Demy ditto ditto 
Two Foolscap Folio CROPPER MACHINES, new. 
Foolscap Folio CROPPER, nearly new. 

18-inch CUTTING MACHINE. 
-o-inch ditto (nearly new). 
26-inch ditto by Dawson & Sons, new. 
26-inch CUTTING MACHINE, by Wilson. 
30-inch ditto by Salmon. 
33-inch ditto by Furnival. 
20-inch Hand PERFORATING MACHINE. 
LABEL-CUTTING MACHINE. 
12-inch PHOTO GLAZING MACHINE. 

PRESSES. 
Two Double Crown ALBION PRESSES. 
Three Super Royal ditto 
Royal ALBION PRESS, 26 by 20I. 
Two Super Royal COLUMBIAN PRESSES. 
Royal COLUMBIAN PRESS. 
Demy ditto 
Foolscap Broadside, ditto 19 by 14^. 
Post Folio ALBION PRESS. 
Demy Folio ditto 
Post Folio IMPERIAL ditto 
Super Royal STANHOPE ditto, 29 by 21. 
Demy ditto 24? by 19. 
Two GALLEY PRESSES. 
Several LITHO. PRESSES, by Seggie, Greig, &c. 
Three COPPER-PLATE PRESSES, by Seggie, new. 
14 ditto, from 24 in. to 36 in. 
Double Demy HYDRAULIC PRESS, 10-in. ram, 

double Pumps and Pressure Gauge, and a quantity 
of Glazed Boards and Pressing Plates. 

Small HYDRAULIC PRESS. 
No. 4 Rotary BLOCKING PRESS, by Cope & 

Sherwin, fitted for steam power, 30 by 13. 
“ BOOMER & BOSCHERT” PRESS, 30by 38, new. 
Athol Screw STANDING PRESS, 1 ft. 10 by 2 ft. 6. 

40 pairs of Wrought-Iron CHASES, made to print in 
the Quad. 

IRON IMPOSING SURFACES of various sizes. 
Eight Iron INKING TABLES. 
A job lot of CHASES of various sizes. 
Composing Frames, Banks and Horses. 
Box-wood Shooting-Sticks. 
An Iron SAW BENCH, fitted for steam power. 
A quantity of Zinc-bottomed Slip and Quarto Galleys. 
A quantity of Brass Rule in short lengths. 
STEREO. APPARATUS, complete. 
A Roller Washing Trough. 
A quantity of Type of various sizes and founts, in 

excellent condition. 
An IRON DOOR, size 6 ft. 1^ in. by 2 ft. 7^ in. 
An IRON TANK, size 9ft. by 9 ft. by 4 ft. 
Ditto, Lined, n ft. 4in. by 2ft. 4m. by 3 ft. sin. 

ENGINES and BOILEBS. 
10 H.P. TABLE ENGINE, by Dryden. 
8 H.P. HORIZONTAL ENGINE, new. 
4 H.P. ditto ditto new. 
8 H.P. BEAM ENGINE, new. 
One pair of combined 8 H.P. HORIZONTAL 

ENGINES, by Middleton. 
6 H.P. VERTICAL ENGINE and BOILER com¬ 

bined, new. 
4 H.P. OSCILLATING ENGINE, 
s H.P. TABLE ENGINE. 
4 H.P. VERTICAL ENGINE, on A frame. 
2i H.P. OSCILLATING ENGINE. 
6 H.P. CORNISH BOILER, by Horton, 3 ft. 6 in. 

by 8 ft., 18-in. tube. 
CORNISH BOILER, by Horton, 12 ft. by 4 ft. 

Agent for DAWSON’S WHARFEDALE PRINTING AND CUTTING MACHINES. 
BICKERTON’S IMPROVED LITHOGRAPHIC MACHINES, &c., &e. 

MACHINES, PRESSES, ETC., PURCHASED AND EXPEDITIOUSLY REPAIRED. 
J. E.’s Patent TAKING-OFF APPARATUS fixed to any hind of Printing Machine. 

PRINTING I N KS, 
JOHNSTONE & CUMBERS, 

PRINTING INK AND LITHOGRAPHIC VARNISH MANUFACTURERS, 

38, FARRINGDON STREET, LONDON, E.C. 
WORKS: STRATFORD AND CAMBERWELL. 

IMPERIAL MANUFACTORY, 
6, CHARLES STREET, HATTON GARDEN, LONDON, E.C. 

N. J. HILL, 
aimfariwm imb gmler m tfrttg bfscripfkw o{ 

BOOKBINDERS’ MATERIALS. 

Starr’s Improved Backing Machines. 
Rolling, Millboard Cutting, Bevel¬ 

ling, Card Cutting, Guillotine, Im¬ 
perial, and Eccentric Machines. 

Gas Stoves for Finishing. 
Bookbinders’ Saw Benches. 
Hydraulic Presses. 
Pedestal and Hand-paging, Per¬ 

forating, and Ruling Machines. 
Cutting, Gilding, Sewing, and 

Finishing Presses. 
Iron and Wood Standing Presses. 

Brass Type. Fillets and Rolls. 
Plough Knives, Scissors, & Shears. 
Pressing and Backing Boards. 
Straw Boards, Marbled, Coloured 

White and Brown Papers. 
Leather and Bookbinders’ Cloth. 
American Leather Cloth. 
Glue, Varnish, and Glaire. 
Thread, Twine, Headbands, and 

Registers. 
Copying, Embossing, Stamping, and 

Eyeleting Machines. 

of the most appro^ 

^-.T^hon.ofWpll Scas°Tr — 
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WILLIAM MONNERY, 
MANUFACTURER OF 

Printers’ Blankets, Machine Tapes, &c„ 
Also Leather and Gut Driving Bands. 

89, SHOE T-. A TsTTTi, FLEET ST., LOTTTDOTT. 

Maker of the Treble Milled Blankets for News and 
Litho Machines. 

. MAPS. — ~ 
WE shall feel obliged by Publishers and Authors requiring Maps for Books of Travel, Educational Works, &c., &c., 

making known their wants to us. We have the Largest Stock of Map Plates in the country, and we 
give the use of any of these for a merely nominal charge over the cost of Paper and Printing. Maps which require 
to be specially prepared are compiled, engraved, and lithographed with the utmost care and accuracy. We make 
the production of Maps a sfeciality, and print annually about Twenty Millions. 

Edina Works, Easter Road, Edinburgh. 
18, Paternoster Row, London. W. & A. K. JOHNSTON. 

CH. LORILLEUX, 
OFFICE: 16, RUE SUGER, PARIS. 

WORKS at PUTEAUX and NANTERRE (SEINE). 

Medal for Progress, 

Vienna, 1873. 

GOLD MEDAL, 

Paris, 1878. 

PRINTING INK MANUFACTURER. 
Letterpress and Machine Printers’ Ink for Bookwork, Illustrated and ordinary News work. 

BLUE AND VIOLET COPYABLE PRINTERS’ INK SUPPLIED AT MODERATE PRICES. 

COLOUBED BZETTZEIRIPIRiIESS ZTTBIS IFOIR, iFIHsTIEJ WOBZI & POSTEES. 

LITHOGRAPHIC INKS—BLACK INK and COLOURED INK for MACHINE and PRESS. 

Manufacturer of the Best Quality LITHOGRAPHIC VARNISHES. Pi-ice List and Book of Specimens forwarded on receipt of Trade Card. 

London Agent —C. MAYER, 62, HOLEORN VIADUCT, E.C. 

Sole Agents for North of England, Scotland, and Ireland—STROEGER & CO., 68, Barton Arcade, Manchester. 

PARSONS, FLETCHER, & CO., 
Jniithig full DJafctrs. 

'In'll, 

EXPORT DEPARTMENT. • 
From the lengthened experience Parsons, Fletcher, & Co. have had in the Export Trade, and from the fact that their Inks 
are to be found in all parts of the world, they are enabled to adapt their goods to the requirements of all climates, and to every 
description ot work. This is a very important fact for Exporters, who may confide their orders to P. F. & Co. with the utmost 
confidence. The Export Trade has for some years been made a speciality by this house, and the steady increase of this 
department is a gratifying proof of their success in that direction. 

GRAVEL LANE, SOUTHWARK, S.E. 
(City Office—io, Bolt Court Fleet Street, E.C.) 

2 p 2 ( 271 ) 
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Prize Medals ( PARIS EXHIBITION, 1878. I PARIS EXHIBITION, 1855. 
Awarded. I VIENNA EXHIBITION, 1873. | NEW YORK EXHIBITION, 1853. 

PARIS EXHIBITION, 1878—PRIZE MEDAL FOR PRINTING INKS 
AWARDED TO 

33- ZFUL.EIMIIILTGi- CO- 
f)£ab OffitfS: 

Caroline Park, EDINBURGH, 
AND 

46, Queen Victoria Street, LONDON, E.C. 

ISrartljts: 
66, George Street, Parade, BIRMINGHAM. 

4, Norfolk Street, MANCHESTER. 
1, Hackins Hey, LIVERPOOL. 

130, Avenue Malakoff, Chateau de l’Etoile, PARIS. 

LONDON INK DEPOT: 12, CRANE COURT, FLEET STREET, E.C. 

W, MACINTYRE, Jun„ 

BLACKHALL PAPER MILL, 
MILL No. 85. PAISLEY, MILL No. 85. 

IlVE.A.asrUIE’.A.CTTTIR.IEie/ OF 

Cardboards, Pasteboards, 
ENAMELLED AND SURFACE PAPERS, 

Commercial, Ivory, Printers’, Tinted, Surface, 

Enamelled, and Waste Cards. 

RAILWAY TICKETS, JACQUARD LOOM CARDS, 

SPECIAL DOUBLE CHRISTMAS NUMBER 
OF 

BRIEF: the WEEK'S NEWS, 
An Epitome of the Press for the Home Circle, Trauellers, and Residents Abroad. 

ON DECEMBER 19th will be published, price Sixpence, the CHRISTMAS NUMBER OF “ BRIEF: THE 
WEEK’S NEWS,” which will contain, in addition to the usual Epitome of the News and Press Opinions of the Week, a 

mass of highly-interesting and seasonable reading for Christmastide, including Christmas Stories, Anecdotes, Charades, Puzzles, Enigmas, 
Riddles, and Extracts from the leading Christmas Annuals, together with a HIGHLY-FINISHED CHROMO-LITHOGRAPH , 
12h in. x 94 in. entitled 

“GIVE US A BIT!” 
This exceedingly clever and taking Picture of Home Life, by T. Jambers, has been reproduced (especially for this Journal) with the 

utmost care and at a large expense. The result is a work of Art of distinct interest and permanent value, suitable for Framing, and one 
that will favourably compare with any of the Coloured Pictures that have from time to time been published. 

Subscribers to “BRIEF : THE WEEK’S NEWS,” prior to December 19, 1879, will receive the Christmas Number and Chromo¬ 
lithograph without extra charge. To the general public the price of the Christmas Number will be Sixpence. As it is confidently expected 
the demand will be extremely large, to prevent disappointment EARLY APPLICATION FOR COPIES IS REQUESTED. 

“BRIEF: THESWEEK’S NEWS,” is published every Friday, price 2d. (Christmas Number price 6d.) 
The Annual Subscription is 10s. lOd. post-free, payable in advance, including- Coloured Picture. 

WYMAN & SONS, 81, GREAT QUEEN STREET, LONDON, W.C. 
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BENJN WINSTONE & SON, 
MANUFACTURERS, 

100 & 101, SHOE LANE, LONDON, E.C. 
(WORKS, STRATFORD, E.) 

LETTERPRESS & MACHINE PRINTERS’ INKS, 
for Bookwork, Woodcut, Newspapers, Broadsides, &c. 

QUICK DRYING, for Printing on Hard Papers and to bear 

rolling. 

COLOURED INKS, for Fine Work, Posters, Book-covers, and 

Enamelled Papers. 

CLOTH BOOK-COVER INK, to dry with a gloss. 

COLOURED INKS, for Tablets—Bronze, Blue, Gloss Red, &c. 

LITHOGRAPHIC INKS 
Black Ink, for Machine and Press. 
Coloured Ink, for Machine and Press. 
Re-transfer Ink :— 

Plate to Stone, Stone to Stone, Type to Stone. 
Lithographic Writing Ink. 

Ditto ditto Lemercier’s and Vanhymbeeck’s. 

FLUID WRITING INK, for Writing on Unprepared Paper. 

LITHOGRAPHIC PAPERS:— 
Maclure & Macdonald’s Autographic Transfer, Re-transfer, 

Writing Transfer, Tracing, &c. Unstretchable Transfer Tracing, 
for making up Colour Stones. India, French India, &c. 

LITHOGRAPHIC PRESSES, Hand and Steam. 

LITHOGRAPHIC STONES (these are imported direct from 

the quarries). 

ZINC PLATES, planished, polished, and grained. 

TYMPANS—Leather, Brass, and Zinc. 

LITHOGRAPHIC SUNDRIES of all kinds : 
Dry Colours for Lithographers. 
Boxwood Scrapers. 
French Chalks. 
Copyable Powder, for dusting Bill-heads, Invoices, &c. 

EMBOSSING INKS. 

ENDORSING INKS, for Cloth Pads, in Bottles or Compress¬ 

ible Tubes. 

Sole Proprietors of Underwood’s COPYABLE PRINTERS’ INKS, Writing1 Inks, &c. 

SOLE AGENT FOR 

Maclure & Macdonald’s Autographic Transfer Paper. 

Staple Fastener 

MCGILL’S PATENT 

SINGLE-STROKE STAPLE-PRESS, 
Secured by Royal Letters Patent, No. 756, 25tk Feb., 1879. 

For Binding Papers, Pamphlets, &c. ; sampling Woollens, Cottons, Silks, &c., and for suspend¬ 
ing Showcards, &c., McGill’s Patent Staple-Fasteners and Staple-Suspending Rings will be 
found unsurpassed in adaptability, and the only articles for the purposes intended that can be 
applied automatically. McGill’s Patent Single-Stroke Staple-Press automatically inserts these 
Fasteners and Rings. A single stroke of the operator’s hand upon the plunger of the Press 
will instantaneously insert and clench the Staple or Ring in the articles to be bound or 

suspended ; also 

McGill’s Patent American Paper Fasteners, Binders, Suspend¬ 
ing Rings and Braces, Picture Hangers, &c. 

CHEAPER AND SUPERIOR TO ANY OTHERS. 

EUROPEAN AGENTS: 

W. F. LOTZ & CO., 22, BARBICAN, LONDON, E.C. 
Illustrated Catalogue and Price List on Application. 

NAJORK & PRAETORIUS, LEIPZIG-PLAGWITZ, 
(Late Gustav Najork & Co.), 

SOLE MAKERS OF THE CELEBRATED 

^LIPSIAN CHROMO PAPER, 
Which is specially prepared both in the coating and in the Raw-paper for Chromo-Lithographic 

Printing by Steam as well as Hand, and warranted not to stretch or 
leave the coat on the stone. 

The enamel being prepared according to a secret in the possession of 
this firm alone, is distinguished by its exquisite velvet-like surface, which 
gives a peculiar transparence to the colours and at the same time endows 
them with an extraordinary brilliance, both of which qualities cannot be 
over-estimated in printing. 

This Paper is almost exclusively used in the majority of important 
Chromo-Printing Establishments of Great Britain and Ireland, where it 
has the preference over every other make. 

Printed Specimens supplied on application ; also sample sheets of any 
quality for printing trials sent Post-free. 

Any weight or size supplied. Orders will in every case be promptly 
executed. 

All goods to Great Britain and Ireland delivered free warehouse. 

Prices exceedingly moderate, lower than English-made Chromo-papers 
quality at the same time surpassing any other make of the world. 

Specialities in bright and dull enamel for Show-Cards, Calendars, Menus, Ball Programmes, &c., &c. 

Agent ’.—CHARLES MAYER, Queen Anne’s Chambers, 62, Holborn Viaduct, E.C. 
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J. LEITCH & CO., 
3, 4 & 5, 1TBWCASTLB ST., IF’-A-ZE^ZR/IUNTQ-ZDOIN" ST 

WOOD, SURFACE METAL, COPPER PLATE AND ZINC, 
BY 

fetich's §roceas of ginco-fithograjlur 
(Most suitable for Architects’ Plans and Engravings of complicated Machinery ; specimens can be seen of Engravings appearing 

week by week in many Illustrated Journals). 

Surface Blocks can be produced from Steel or Copper Plates, or from Pen-and-ink or other Drawings, and Exact Copies Guaranteed. 

BLOCKS FOR PRINTING BOOKS IN ORIENTAL LANGUAGES AT A LESS COST THAN COMPOSITION. 

PHOTO-LITHOGIRAPHERS, 

ELECTROTYPERS AND STEREOTYPERS IN ALL BRANCHES. 
CURVED ELECTROTYPES TO WORK ON CYLINDERS. BRASS-FACED STEREOTYPES FOR COLOUR PRINTING. 

STEEL-FACED, SILVER-FACED AND NICKEL-FACED ELECTROTYPES. 

Electrotypes can be produced by a new process in the unprecedently 
short time of THREE hours. 

3, 4 & 5, NEWCASTLE STREET, FARRINGDON STREET, E.C. 

The Electro from which the above Advertisement is printed was produced in the extraordinarily short time of 

ONE HOUR AND TWENTY-FIVE MINUTES. 

Moulding . 
H. 
0 

M. 
10 

In the battery . 0 45 
Backing, finishing and mounting ... 0 30 

1 25 

DALLASTYPE, DALLASTINT, AND 
CHROMO-DALLASTINT. 

ON publishing my new Circular and Price-list for 1878, I beg to thank those friends who have for so many years favoured me with their 
confidence. My Processes of Photographic Engraving have been steadily winning their way in public estimation. 

It is now twenty-three years since I first took up the subject of Photographic Engraving and made it the business of my life. I was the 
first in this country to enter upon the business commercially. As an experimentalist and practical worker I am, in this country also, since the 
death of Mr. Fox Talbot, the oldest living representative of the Art. Few, if any, have had such active experience therein. The work has 
been to me, and still is, a fascinating pursuit; and my patrons have this guarantee against inferior work, that the most important part of the 
work passes, in every case, through my own hands, and is not left to mere workmen who have neither interest nor pleasure in aiming at perfection of 
result. 

To Printers, Engravers, and the Trade generally, I allow a liberal discount off the prices quoted in my new List, which can be had on application. 

Dallastype, Dallastint, and Chromo-Dallastint are Processes of Photographic Engraving. 

Dallastype, Dallastint, and Chromo-Dallastint reproduce in Monochrome or Polychrome, for Typographic, Lithographic, 
or Copper-plate Printing, Enlarged, Reduced, or Same-size copies of ANYTHING THAT WILL PHOTOGRAPH, whether 
objects of Nature or Art, from Flat Tints, Colours, Lines, Stipple, Chalk, Mezzotint, Aquatint, &c. 

A SELECTION OF SPECIMENS ON RECEIPT OF TWO SHILLINGS AND SIXPENCE. 

DUNCAN C. DALLAS, 
DALLASTYPE ENGRAVING, PRINTING, AND PUBLISHING WORKS, 

362, GRAY’S-INN ROAD, KING’S CROSS, LONDON, W.Q. 
( 274 ) 
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BY THE QUEEN’S ROYAL LETTERS PATENT. 

SLATER & PALMER, 
Black and Coloured Letterpress and Lithographic Printing Ink, Chemical 

Fine Colour, and Varnish Manufacturers, 

LONDON AND NEW YORK, 

:h Large Consumers for any length of time, to supply 
and description. 

WORKS, OLD FORD ROAD, BOW, E. 8, WINE OFFICE COURT, FLEET STREET, LONDON, E.C. 

Are prepared to enter into contracts with Large Consumers for any length of time, to supply them with Printing Inks of any quality 
and description. 

INGLE’S “CITY 
PRINTING MACHINE 

55 

IS 

UNIVERSALLY RECOGNISED AS THE BEST 
SINGLE CYLINDER MACHINE IN THE MARKET ON ACCOUNT OF ITS 

Simplicity 
of 

Construction, 

Durability, 
and 

Easy Running. 
■—Sg- 

INLAND REVENUE, Somerset House .. 5 
WATERLOW & SONS . 34 
SPOTTISWOODE & CO. n 

As a proof of its superiority, attention is called to the fact that this Machine is used in the following 

GOVERNMENT AND RAILWAY PRINTING OFFICES: 
FORD & TILT . 7 GRIFFITH & CO. 12 
EYRE & SPOTTISWOODE, H. M. Printers .. 10 HARRISON & SON. 3 
FOREIGN OFFICE, Downing Street. i 

Complete with Fly-wheel and Handle for Hand - power, or Fast and Loose Pulleys, Striking Gear for Steam-power, and Two Sets of Roller Stocks. 

ESTIMATES GIVEN FOR REMOVAL AND GENERAL REPAIRS. 

“CITY” Printing Machine Works, 102, Shoe Lane, London, E.O. 

MESSRS. H)EjLZj-A.G-_A^3^r-A. Sc CO. 
Beg to inform their customers and the trade generally that, in addition to their extensive business of Stereotyping and Electrotyping, they have 

taken Premises at 

No. 47, FETTER LANE, FLEET STREET, 
FOR THE PRODUCTION OF 

TRAN S FE R-Z IN COGRAPH Y, 
By which process manuscript and valuable books, which may be out of print and only one copy obtainable, can be photographed and reproduced, 
enlarged or reduced to any size. Transfers taken from maps, copper, or stone (any design), on transfer paper, with transfer ink. Bill-heads, trade 
marks, chalk drawings, sketches, facsimile writings, circulars, cards, or any production by ordinary lithography, can be made into blocks, harder 
and more durable than wood, thus combining Lithography with Letterpress, which will be found much cheaper than any other process. 

47 & 48, FETTER LANE, & 106 & 107, SHOE LANE, FLEET ST„ LONDON, E.C. 
N.B.—Transfers carefully packed and forwarded to us will receive immediate attention, and the blocks will be dispatched with the least possible 

delay. Every information given, and Estimates sent to all parts on application. 
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HIRD’S Patent PNEUMATIC PAPER DELIVERER 
WITHOUT WHICH HO LITHO MACHINE IS COMPLETE. 

FURNIVAL & CO., Sole Makers. 

THE attention of Lithographers is called to the above important Invention, which has 
now been thoroughly tested, and proved to be the Only Perfect Deliverer for 

Litho Machines. 

THE ADVANTAGES OFFERED ARE AS FOLLOWS:- 

It dispenses with Boy labour, with its attendant inconveniences. 

It can he immediately adjusted to suit any size of sheet. 

It does not interfere with the Printer getting at the Stone, Rollers, or any part of the Machine. 

It is very simple, effective, and not liable to get out of order. 

It enables Machines, when necessary, to be worked overtime (not being affected by the Factories Act). 

The Sheets are delivered on the usual board, printed side up, and perfectly straight. 

There is no liability to smearing or finger-marks, however full the Sheet may be. 

It will pay for itself in about twelve months. 

It requires no additional space. 

“V^AA/WWVVWWVV\VWWNAA^/\/^VWV\VVVl 

The following Firms are already supplied, or have ordered:— 
E. S. & A. ROBINSON, Bristol . 10 
CHERRY & SMALLDRIDGE, Dublin 3 
IIOBBS & SONS, Maidstone . 2 

I LITTLE & M‘CLEAN, Belfast . 
I FERGUSSON & MITCHELL, Dunedin 
I W. AUGENER, London. 

2 JNO. HEYWOOD, Manchester. 
2 J. F. WILKINSON, Pendleton. 

F. T. WIMBLE & CO., Sydney. 

MAY BE SEEN AT WORK AT OUR 

LONDON HOUSE—7, CHAETEEHOUSE STEEET, HOLBOEN CIECUS, E.Q 
AND 

52, OGDEN STREET, FAIRFIELD STREET, MANCHESTER. 
( 2J6 ) 
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The “EXPRESS” Patent SELF-OLAWIP GUILLOTINE. 
The following Firms have them at work 

or have ordered: — 

CASSELL, PETTER, GALPIN, & CO., London. 
BEVERIDGE & CO., London. 
HEYWOOD, JOHN, Manchester (2). 
WILKINSON, J. F.. Manchester. 
HADWEN. W., & CO., Manchester. 
PALMER & HOWE, Manchester. 
NEILL, JAMES, Manchester. 
NEILL, JNO., Manchester. 
PENTNEY, J. C. & CO., Norwich. 
ROBINSON, E. S. & A., & CO.. Bristol. 
STEPHENS & HOOKINS, Bristol. 
MARDON, SON, & HALL, Bristol. 
DUNCAN, D., & SONS, Cardiff. 
M'CALL, W., Liverpool. 
JONES, JNO., Liverpool. 
COATS, J. & P., Paisley. 
DUXBURY, Y., & SONS, Bolton. 
JOHNSON & TESSEYMAN, York. 

IN announcing to the Trade the latest Improve¬ 
ments we have introduced in our well-known 

“EXPRESS” GUILLOTINE, we wish to call atten¬ 
tion to the following points, for which we claim absolute 
superiority over every other Machine in the market: — 

GREAT SAYING IN POWER.-In other Self-Clamping 
Machines there is as much power wasted in the friction re¬ 
quired to maintain the clamping during the whole Of 
the cut as is required to work the knife, whereas in the 
“EXPRESS’' there is no friction, the clamping being 
worked quite independently of the cutting. 

FACILITIES FOR SETTING WORK.-By the slight 
pressure of the foot on a lever the platen or clamp can be 
brought down on the work to keep it in position, while both 
hands are at liberty to adjust the work, which can be done 
to the greatest nicety. If necessary the clamp will' rise to 
its original height without disturbing the knife or any other 
portion of the Machine, by simpiy releasing the foot lever. 

WILL PRODUCE MORE WORK.—By a slight movement of one handle the Machine starts at full speed—clamps, cuts, returns, and stops in three seconds. 

NOT LIABLE TO DERANGEMENT. —The “ EXPRESS ” is entirely free from the objectionable friction plates and springs, which require constant adjustment. 

ADVANTAGE IN PRICE.—Being the largest makers of Guillotines in the kingdom, and having special plant and appliances for their production, we are enabled to 
quote lower prices than any other maker can possibly do. 

THE “EXPRESS” will cut “ heads,” “ tails,” and fore-edges at one time without altering the gauge. 

THE “EXPRESS” is the only machine that cuts through the hardest materials without making steps in the paper and a loud report, as proved at a public trial. 

F. & CO. Guarantee that the “EXPRESS ” will Cut MORE and BETTER than any other machine made. 
Can be seen in Operation and Prices obtained on Application at 

52, Ogden Street, Fairfield Street, Manchester, or 1, Charterhouse Street, Holborn Circus, London, E.C. 

iPTfi™ 
For Drying-, Pressing-, and Calendering- Sheets direct from 

the Printing Machine. 
THIS Machine has now been thoroughly tested by many of the Leading Houses in London and the Country 

with the most satisfactory results. Various improvements have been introduced, the most important being 
an arrangement by means of which the paper can be Rolled without being thinned, thus rendering the Machine 
practically perfect, and a sine qua non in every well-appointed office. _ 

This Machine is also equally well-suited for Cold Rolling plain paper, either dry or damped, for Cut work, 
&c., and is largely used for that purpose. 

The following Firms are already Supplied, or have Ordered:— 
EYRE &SPOTTISWOODE, London 4 
KELLY & Co. 
CLAY, SONS & TAYLOR 
HAZELL, WATSON, &VINEY 
S. STRAKER & SONS 
NOVELLO, EWER, & Co. 
WM. CLOWES & SONS 
CASSELL,PETTER,&GALPIN 
J. TRUSCOTT & SON 
W. H. & L. COLLINGRIDGE 

& Co. 
SPOTTISWOODE & Co. 
DIPROSE & BATEMAN 
UNWIN BROTHERS 
WATERLOW & SONS 
HEAD & MARK 
CURWEN & SONS 
H. SILVERLOCK 
C. F. ROWORTH 
BRADBURY, AGNEW, & CO. 

W. B. HORNER London 1 
WHITE & HOLMES „ 1 
ROBT. SANDS & SON „ 1 
OPERATIVE JEWISH CON¬ 

VERTS' INSTITUTION „ 1 
W. G. BLACKIE & Co., Glasgow 2 
DUNN & WRIGHT „ 1 
ROBERT ANDERSON „ 1 
A. R. GOLDIE „ 1 
McCORQUODALE & Co. „ 1 
T. NELSON & SONS, Edinburgh 2 
W. & R. CHAMBERS „ 1 
BALLANTYNE, HANSON & Co. 1 
JOHN BAXTER & SONS „ 1 
R. & R. CLARK ,, 1 
T. & A. CONSTABLE „ 1 
J. HEYWOOD, Manchester 1 
J. F. WILKINSON „ 1 
GEO. FALKNER & SON „ 1 
M. H. GILL & SON, Dublin. 1 

ALEX. THOM, Dublin 1 
DUBLIN STEAM PRINTING 

COMPANY . „ 1 
D. MARPLES & Co., Limited, 

Liverpool .   1 
McCORQUODALE & Co., Liverpool 1 
J. BILLING & SONS, Guildford .. 1 
T. FORMAN & SONS, Nottingham 1 
R. ALLEN & SONS „ 1 
BEMROSE & SON, Derby. 1 
CHAS. GOODALL, Leeds . 1 
BUTLER & TANNER, Frome.... 1 
THE UNIVERSITY PRESS^Cam- 

bridge . 1 
GEORGE HARRISON, Bradford .. 1 
SIMSON & CO., Hertford . 1 
EDWARDS, DUNLOP & Co., 

Sydney . 1 
J. M. POOLE & Co., Wilmington .. 1 
H. EVERLING, Paris . 1 

CHAIX & CO., Paris. 1 
IMPR1MERIE IMPERIALE, St. 

Petersburg . 1 
H. C. A. THIEME, Nymegen .... 1 
GOVERNMENT PRINTING-OF¬ 

FICE, Bengal. 1 
HARPER BROTHERS, New York 1 
S. W. GREEN ,, 1 
A. S. BARNES & Co. „ 1 
METHODIST BOOK Co. „ 1 
J. J. LITTLE & Co. „ 1 
F. LESLIE’S ASSIGNEES „ 1 
GOVERNMENT PRINTING-OF¬ 

FICE, Washington. 1 
HUDSON, SCOTT, & CO., Carlisle 1 
W. BRENDON & SONS, Plymouth 1 
RICHTER, J. F., Hamburg . 1 
GEO. ROBERTSON, Melbourne .. 1 
DESCLEE LEFEBVRE & CO., 
Belgium. 1 

THE MACHINES CAN BE SEEN IN OPERATION, AND PRICE LISTS, &c., OBTAINED OF 

IFTTIE^NTV^Xj <Sc GO- 
52, Ogden St., Fairfield St., MANCHESTER, & 7, Charterhouse St., Holborn Circus. LONDON, E.C. 
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THE EDINBURGH CYLINDER LITHOGRAPHIC MACHINE. 
“ Efficient both as regards register and quality.” 

—A. Ritchie & Son, Edinburgh. 
Six Machines “in use for every kind of commercial and colour-work.” 

—Campbell & Tudhope, Glasgow. 
“ For colour-work is first class ; register is perfect.” 

—Jas. Heatherill & Co., Glasgow and Leicester. 
“ Efficiency of various improvements. . . . first class work.” 

—George Robb, Aberdeen. 
“ Give entire satisfaction ; work clean and of good colour.” 

—Home & Macdonald, Edinburgh. 
“ No better register could be desired.” 

—Allen & Johnston, Belfast. 

New Designs & Patterns with Important Improvements, with or without Flyers. 
wv\vvv»,vv\\\wtwvvmwu^. 

LITHOGRAPHIC STONES. 

SIZES. 

9 by 12 18 by 28 

10 3 3 12 19 33 2S 
10 3 3 14 20 3 3 26 

II 3 3 14 20 33 28 

11 33 15 20 3 3 30 

11 l6 21 20 

12 l6 22 26 

12 33 18 22 33 28 

13 3 3 19 22 3 3 30 

13 5 5 20 22 3 3 32 

14 3 3 18 24 3 3 34 

14 3 5 20 24 33 3b 

14 33 22 26 3 3 3b 

15 33 19 26 3 3 40 

is 5 3 20 28 3 3 3° 

is 3 3 23 28 3b 
l6 33 20 28 3 3 38 

l6 33 22 30 3 3 40 

16 3 3 24 30 >3 42 

17 3 9 21 33 3 3 44 

17 5 5 23 33 3 3 46 

l8 3 3 22 34 3 3 48 

18 3 3 24 

Larger and Special Sizes to Order. 

SECOND-HAND MACHINERY, &c. 

ONE-HORSE POWER GAS ENGINE, CROSSLEY BROS. 
HALF- ditto ditto ditto ditto 
HALF-DEMY LITHOGRAPHIC MACHINE, “PARAGON.” 
DEMY ditto ditto. 
DOUBLE CROWN ditto ditto (Cheap). 
STONE-GRINDING MACHINE, 48 in. disc, by SALMON & CROSLAND(New). 
SMALL LITHO MACHINE (Stone 11 in. by 14 in.), by GRIERSON & 

PHILLIPS (New). 
LITHOGRAPHIC PRESSES, 14 in. by 21 in. 

Ditto ditto 18 in. by 27 in. 
Ditto ditto 20 in. by 30 in. (Steam). 
Ditto ditto 22 in. by 33 in. (Steam). 

ARMING PRESS, PLATEN, 12^ in. by 9 in. by DRON & LAWSON. 
ALBION ditto ditto, 20 in. by 26J in. 
EMBOSSING PRESS, 12 in. by 10 in. 

IMPROVED BRONZING MACHINE. 
This Machine economises material, bronzes all classes of work perfectly, is easily 

cleaned, and is compactly built. 

Sizes :—20 by 36 in., 22 by 40 in., 24 by 44 in. 

IMPROVED LABEL-CUTTING MACHINE. 
Cutters, of best Steel, any size or shape. 

PRICE LISTS, TESTIMONIALS, &e., on application to 

ALEXANDER SEGGIE, 
Maher of Litho, Letterpress, Bookbinding, Bronzing, and Cutting Machinery; Litho, Copperplate, & Embossing 

Presses, ink Mills, Steam Engines, Shafting, &c.; Crossley’s Gas Engines of 1, 2, 4, and 8 Horse-Power, 

BROU G-ZEE TO IN' MARKET, BDHTBURG-H . 

A large Stock always on hand of First Quality German Lithographic Stones, & of all Printing Material. 
( 278 ) 
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LANHAM'S PATENT VICTORY” PRINTING ROLLERS. 
The Only Rollers Awarded a PRIZE MEDAL at the Paris Exhibition, 1878. 

Prospectuses, Price Lists, and List of Firms who have been supplied, sent gratis upon application to the Sole Manufacturers, 

THE LANHAM PRINTING ROLLER COMPANY, LIMITED, 
75, FLEET STREET, E.C. 

2 q 2 ( 279 ) 
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PRINTING INKS. 

PRIZE MEDAL AWARDED. 

JOHN KIDD & CO. 
SUCCESSORS TO BENJAMIN SMITH & SON, ORIGINAL AND JUSTLY CELEBRATED 

Newspaper Ink, 
Unsurpassed for richness of colour and freedom in working, is perfectly pure, and free from grit. Covers more space than any 
other manufactured, and specially adapted for the “Hoe,” “Walter,” “Victory,” and other Fast Machines. 

Standard Bookwork Ink, 
The permanent brilliant Jet Black is unchanged by time or the action of any climate, and well worth the attention of the Trade 
and Shippers to foreign countries. 

Coloured Inks 
Of every Shade and Description, manufactured on the shortest notice by steam power, and Shippers supplied on the very best 
terms. 

Lithographic Inks & Varnishes 
IN EVERY VARIETY. 

GOVERNMENT AND RAILWAY CONTRACTORS. 

FOREIGN DEPOTS: 

PARIS, SYDNEY, MELBOURNE, CALCUTTA, BOMBAY, MADRAS, 

NAPLES, Sc. Sc. 

All Letters, Orders, and Remittances to be addressed to 

7, WINE-OFFICE COURT, FLEET STREET, LONDON, E.C. 

FACTORY AND CHEMICAL WORKS, OLD FORD, BOW. 
( 28o ) 
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NEWSUM, WOOD, & DYSON 
MAKERS and ORIGINAL INVENTORS 

of the well-known 

LEEDS AND PARAGON 
LITHOGRAPHIC MACHINES. 

IMPROVED LETTER-PRESS, WITH PATENT FLYERS. 

OVER 400 of the Leeds and Paragon Lithographic Machines have been supplied, and are warranted the most 
Perfect Machines out for Delicacy of Register and Fine Chromo Work. Several of large dimensions have been 

made specially for fine Colour Map Printing and Large Posters. 

N. W. & D. wish to inform their numerous Customers and those intending purchasing that they have succeeded in bringing out a 

Patent Flyer for Lithographic Machines, 

which has been successfully at work some time, and can be seen Daily Working in the YORK EXHIBITION. Two 
Litho Machines, with Patent Flyers, have just been supplied to Messrs. R. H. & J. Sharp, Manchester, and one to 
Mr. C. H. Holmes, Sheffield, and have orders for several more. 

The following Firms have been already Supplied with their Large LITHOGRAPHIC MACHINES 

Messrs. GRANT & CO., London 

RIDDLE & COUCHMAN 

” C. J. CULLIFORD 
Sir JOSEPH CAUSTON & SONS 
Messrs. LETTS, SON, & CO. „ 
The “GRAPHIC” 
Messrs. F. WALLER & CO. 

„ DRAKE, DRIVER, & LEAVEN 
„ CASSELL, PETTER, & GALPIN „ 

No. of Size of 
Machines. Bed. 
.. 2 . 66 x 46 
.. 2 . 50 x 38 

• • 1   55X424 
• • 1   43x36 
• • 1   55x424 

•• 3   43x36 
.. 2   43x36 
•• 1   43X36 
■ • 1 . 43 X 36 
• • 1 . 43x36 

• • I . 43 X 36 

No. of 
Machines. 

Messrs. NELSON & SONS, Edinburgh. 6 
„ W. & A. K. JOHNSTON „ . 1 

FORMAN & SONS, Nottingham 

„ INCHB0LD & BECK, Leeds. x 
Mr. J. STEAD, York . 1 
Messrs. EMRICK & BINGER, Holland. 3 

„ VAN LEER & CO. „ . 1 

Size of 
Bed. 

43x36 
56x44 
46 x 38 
43x36 
43x36 
43x36 
43x36 
43x36 
43x36 
43x36 

All sizes, from 60x40 to Post Folio (i6£ x iog in Progress. Every care is taken to turn out a first-class Machine, which cannot 
be surpassed. All Castings, &c., being Manufactured on their Premises under their own surveillance. 

PLEASE NOTE THE ADDRESS: 

NEWSUM, WOOD, & DYSON, MEADOW ROAD WORKS, LEEDS. 
( 281 
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WHAT IS WANTED. 

In the Press, and shortly will be Published, 

Stereotyping & Electrotyping, 
INCLUDING 

STEEL & BRASS FACING, ETCHING, Etc. 
WITH DESCRIPTIONS OF THE MOST SUCCESSFUL 

DYNAMO-ELECTRIC MACHINES, AND HINTS ON THEIR MANAGEMENT. 

WITH ILLUSTRATIONS AND DIAGRAMS. 

The PAPIER MACHE and PLASTER STEREOTYPING PROCESSES will both he treated exhaustively. 

Containing Instruction in Moulding and Preparing the Type, Black-leading, and the Making and Management of 
the Battery and Depositing Solutions; together with Descriptions of the Machinery and Apparatus employed in 
finishing the Plates. 

It is an extraordinary fact that at the present time there is no treatise in the English language on the important Arts 
of Stereotyping and Electrotyping. The above Work has been long in preparation under the direction of the 
Editor of the Printing Times and Lithographer, and being based upon many years’ varied experience, it may be 
relied upon as being of real practical value. 

Second Edition, Crown 8vo., Cloth, Price 5s., Post-free, 5s. 4d. 

The Grammar of Lithography, 
A Practical Guide for the Artist and Printer in 

COMMERCIAL AND ARTISTIC LITHOGRAPHY AND CHR0M0-LITHOGRAPHY, ZINCOGRAPHY, 
PHOTO-LITHOGRAPHY, AND LITHOGRAPHIC MACHINE PRINTING. 

By W. D. RICHMOND. 

ZPZR/IEJSS NOTICES. 
“ Up to the present time there has been no hand-book of the art of lithography 

worthy in any way of the attention of the practical man, except the English transla¬ 
tion of the original treatise of Senefelder himself. The reproach has now been 
wiped away, and the trade, as well as amateurs, will ever be indebted to the enter¬ 
prise and judgment which have produced this book. It was compiled under circum¬ 
stances unusually favourable to accuracy and completeness. The writer, Mr. W. 
D. Richmond, formerly a country lithographer, with experience of every class of 
work, had studied the correlated sciences, such as chemistry, with a view to under¬ 
stand and expound the principles upon which lithography depends. His manuscript 
was set up in type, and proofs forwarded to a number of experts in different depart¬ 
ments—men of great technical ability, like Mr. Hanhart, and of artistic skill, like 
Mr. Louis Haghe. The corrections and additions thus gained were considered and 
incorporated together by the editor of the Printing Tunes and Lithographer. If 
the book be tested in any particular the great advantage of this process will be 
apparent. The Grammar is thorough in every detail; and, in fact, may be re¬ 
commended as a model of a hand-book of the kind. We ought to mention, also, 
that there are not a few original methods brought before the trade now for the first 
time, besides many improvements on previously known ones. In fact, all that can 
be imparted relative to the lithographic arts by verbal instruction is here lucidly and 
succinctly presented.”—Printers Register. 

“ Lithographers and the Printing trade in general are greatly indebted to the care 
and practical supervision which have been bestowed upon this work, which may be 

received as the only complete handbook of this artistical branch of the Printing 
business which has yet appeared. The Grammar is very elaborate and complete, 
and enters into every necessary detail of the art, together with many modern im¬ 
provements as yet but little known. Part I. is confined to drawing, transferring, 
and Printing ; Part II. touches machines and machine printing. The book is taste¬ 
fully got up and excellently printed, and altogether is most creditable to the firm 
which has issued it to the trade.”—Press News. 

“Its author is a practical lithographer of many years’ experience; and he has 
certainly acquitted himself of his task in a highly creditable and workmanlike 
manner.”—Paper and Printing Trades' youmal. 

“ The work of Mr. Richmond fills a regrettable blank, and the author has taken 
great care to make his book as complete as possible. The various branches of litho¬ 
graphy are studied with the most serious attention and judiciously treated. The 
author has by no means lost sight of the practical side, and the clearness of this 
remarkable publication is another title to the attention of all printers. We address 
our thanks and praise to the author and editor. We are happy to learn that the 
Typologie-Tuckerhas obtained permission to print a translation of the Grammar of 
Lithography, which will be very useful to those who are, unfortunately, not familiar 
with the English language. We hope that our confrere M. Tucker will authorise us 
to make some extracts from this French translation for the benefit of our readers.’ — 
A nnales de l'Imprinterie. 

Office of the “ PRINTING TIMES AND LITHOGRAPHER,” 81, Great Queen Street, London, W.C, 
( 282 ) 
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Just Ready, Grown 8uo., Cloth, Price 3s. 6d. 

Spelling and Punctuation. 
_A_ ivl _A_ nsr TT .A. L 

FOR 

AUTHORS, STUDENTS, AND PRINTERS; 
TOGETHER WITH 

A LIST OF FOREIGN WORDS AND PHRASES IN COMMON USE, AND THEIR EXPLANATIONS, 

By HENRY BEADNELL, Printer, 

AUTHOR OF 

“ A Guide to Typography: Literary and Practical'' A Key to One of the Main Difficulties of English Orthography," Sfc. 

Nearly Ready, Crown 8vo., Cloth, Price 5s., Post-free, 5s. 4d. 

PRINTING MACHINES 
AND 

MACHINE PRINTING. 
A PRACTICAL GUIDE TO THE 

SELECTION OF BOOKWORK, TWO-COLOUR, JOBBING, AND ROTARY MACHINES, 

Containing Remarks upon the Construction, Capabilities, and Peculiarities of all the more important 
Machines now in use; 

With Instructions in Mahing Ready and the Preparation of Engravings, together with Hints on the Selection 
of Engines and Boilers, Warehouse Economy, &c. 

IB "ST PEBDEBICK CT. IF1. WILSON. 

WITH NUMEROUS ILLUSTRATIONS. 

FOR THE MACHINE ROOM. 

In Preparation, and shortly will be Published,, 

A Glossary of Technical Terms 
USED IN CONNECTION WITH 

PRINTING MACHINERY, 
Giving upwards of 500 Definitions of Words and Phrases employed in the Machine - room, 

TOGETHER WITH A DESCRIPTION OF THE VARIOUS 

MECHANICAL MOTIONS USED IN PRINTING MACHINERY AND ITS ADJUNCTS. 

ILLUSTRATED BY NUMEROUS CAREFULLY - PREPARED DIAGRAMS. 

The first Dictionary of Technical Terms used in the Printing Machine-room which has ever been attempted. 

Office of the “PRINTING TIMES & LITHOGRAPHER,” 81, Great Queen Street, London, W.G. 
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An Engine which Works without a Boiler or Steam. 
AVERAGE WEEKLY DELIVERY (including Continental) OVER TWENTY ENGINES. 

The durability of these Engines is now established by experience, one 

of them having run night and day at the Hinckley Gas Works for over 

twelve months without any expenditure for repair; this being equal to 

about 2\ years’ average work. 

STARTS AT A MOMENT’S NOTICE. 

No trouble with Coal, 

Ashes, Smoke, Insurance, 

Water, or constant at¬ 

tendance. 

Ouer 1,900 already deliuered. 

Very numerous Testimonials from Users, 

including Engineers, Men of Science, and 

others, on application to the Makers. 

No Glands to pack, or 

Water Gauges and Steam 

Gauges to watch. 

THE “ OTTO ” SILENT GAS ENGINE, 
(“Otto” and Crossley’s Patents, 1876 and 1877). 

THEY ARE USED FOR ALL KINDS OF PURPOSES, CHIEFLY FOR HOISTING, PRINTING, AND PUMPING. 

SIZES 
NOMINAL HORSE POWER i 1 2 3* 6 8 12 16 

MAXIMUM HORSE POWER I H 2* 4 9 12 18 24 j OFFERED. 

WORKS & HEAD OFFICES: 
Gt. Marlbro’ St., Gloster St. Crossley Brothers, 

MANCHESTER. 

LONDON HOUSE: 
116, Queen Victoria St., E.C. 

( 284 ) 
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